
From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/14/20108:36:50 PM 

Stocks slide on concerns about global recovery 

Stocks tumbled for a second day Friday after concerns grew that the deep spending cuts under Europe's bailout plan 

would slow a global recovery. 

1§':i1ti¥.EIBailout _ European Union - Business -Investing - Stocks and Bonds 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/14/20108:39:16 PM 

New terror monitors: parking attendants 

Ig~~""IA new government program aims to train thousands of parking industry employees nationwide to watch 

for and report anything suspicious. 
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rg~~...,jGovernment - Business - Africa - United States - Hardware 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/14/20108:49:36 PM 

Hospice may no longer mean halting treatment 

The new health law could lead to a major change in Medicare policy that allows patients to get aggressive treatment and 

hospice care simultaneously. 

rc~~ ... tosPice - Medicine - Health - Facilities - United States 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/14/20108:50:12 PM 

Bret Michaels returning to stage May 28 

Ig~~""~he rocker has been sidelined since April. On April 12, he had an emergency appendectomy. Ten days 

later he suffered the hemorrhage that left him in intensive care for two weeks. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/14/20109:23:12 PM 

Trial for Chandra levy slaying suspect stays in DC 

Ig~~""IA judge has decided to keep the trial of a man charged in the killing of federal intern Chandra Levy in the 

District of Columbia. 

rg~iSjchandra Levy - People - Lost or Missing - Personals - United States 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/14/20109:33:43 PM 

Readers' share their day care woes, raves 

Ig~~""IFrom coping with smoking caregivers to financial hardships, Msnbc.com readers share their experiences 

and sometimes frustrating hunt for good child care. 

rg~iSLsnbc.com - Day care - Childcare - Home - Family 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/14/20109:40:06 PM 

Jewish groups: Stop Arizona-Nazis comparison 

Ig~~""IArizonals tough new law against illegal immigration has prompted furious protests and boycotts but 

Jewish groups say opponents who compare it with the rise of Nazi Germany are going too far. 
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rg~~...,jNazi Germany - Law - Illegal immigration - Judaism - Immigration 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/14/20109:47:26 PM 

Palin says Obama would ban guns if he could 

Ig~~""IFormer Alaska Gov. Sarah Palin warned NRA members Friday that President Barack Obama wants to gut 

the Second Amendment and told a separate gathering that "mama grizzlies" will help Republicans win 
this November. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/14/2010 10:30:41 PM 

Obama: Time to end 'cozy' ties with oil 

Ig~~""~he president orders extra scrutiny of drilling permits as engineers work desperately to stop the leak in 
the Gulf of Mexico that's belching out at least 210,000 gallons of crude a day. 

1~~'::IBaraCk Obama - President of the United States - President - United States - Government 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/14/2010 11:09:40 PM 

Woman says LT's accuser 'wasn't raped' 

Ig~~""ILawrence Taylor's attorney says a woman has come forward as a defense witness in the NFL legend's 
sexual assault case to say he did not rape a 16-year-old girl. 
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rg~~...,tawrence Taylor - Rape - Taylor - Crime - Sexual assault 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/14/201011:51:57 PM 

Army recalls 44,000 combat helmets 

The Army says it is recalling 44,000 advanced combat helmets that have been issued to soldiers worldwide because they 

do not meet military specifications. 

1~¥':-IBritish Army - Military - Shopping - United States - Army 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/15/201012:16:08 AM 

Chile terror lawyer predicts case will be dropped 

Chilean prosecutors will have to show a judge on Saturday what evidence they have against a Pakistani detained after 

the u.s. Embassy said it found traces of an explosives substance on his documents and cell phone. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/15/20101:14:33 AM 

Explosion at NH gun factory kills 2, injures 1 

Ig~~""IMultiPle explosions at a gun and ammunition manufacturing plant in far northern New Hampshire on 

Friday killed two people, shook buildings blocks away, filled the sky with black smoke and forced the 
evacuation of dozens of homes. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/15/20101:15:11 AM 

Jobs sought return of missing iPhone 

Ig~~""IAPPle convinced police to launch a felony investigation and Steve Jobs contacted Gizmodo himself to try 

and recover a missing iPhone prototype, according to a warrant unsealed Friday. 

1~~'::ISteve Jobs -~ - iPhone - iPhone 3G - Smartphones 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/15/20102:38:48 AM 

Iraqis face 'new cycle' of violence 

Ig~~""IMany Iraqis are increasingly uneasy that a wave of bombings and shootings may revive all-out sectarian 

warfare that ravaged the country several years ago. 
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r~~~J!@g -Middle East - Baghdad - Iraq War - United States 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/15/20103:48:39 AM 

A-Rod makes Twins pay with grand slam 

Ig~~""IAlex Rodriguez followed a seventh-inning intentional walk to Mark Teixeira with his 19th career grand 
slam, powering the New York Yankees to a 8-4 victory over the Minnesota Twins on Friday night. 

rg~iSjNew York Yankees - Mark Teixeira - Alex Rodriguez - Minnesota Twins - New York 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/15/20103:54:59 AM 

Greatest comeback ever? Flyers stun Bruins 

Ig~~""IDown by 0-3 margins in the series and in Game 7, Philadelphia rallies to win 4-3 and reach the Eastern 
Conference finals against Montreal. "All the adversity we had fought through ... it's absolutely 

incredible," Philadelphia's Scott Hartnell said. 

I g~~""IEastern Conference - Philadelphia Flyers - sport - National Hockey League - Boston Bruins 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/15/20106:34:45 AM 

Former UCLA student's kidnap hoax could be costly 

Ig~~""IA young woman who faked her own kidnapping to avoid telling her parents she had dropped out of 

college could be sued for the costs of the extensive search, but she won't face criminal charges, police 
said Friday. 

~ 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/15/20107:07:58 AM 

Mailbag: Celtics' Rondo closing in on elite status 

Ig~~""IMailbag: He's not the league's best point guard yet, but the Celtics' Rajon Rondo is undeniably worthy of 

consideration. 

rg~iSjRaion Rondo - Boston Celtic - Point guard - Games - Video Games 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/15/20109:06:03 AM 

Killer of 2 California girls gets life in prison 

Ig~~""IWith the teary-eyed killer looking on, the parents of two slain teenage girls told a California courtroom of 

the beauty and decency of their children, and then a woman who survived one of his attacks urged the 
judge to banish him from their world. 

I g~~""lsex offender - California - Crime - Sex Offenses - Life imprisonment 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/15/20101:27:15 PM 

Beyer: Super Saver will get shut out at Preakness 

Ig~~""lwaShington Post: Kentucky Derby winner got lucky 2 weeks ago - that won't happen again 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/15/20102:20:46 PM 

Deputies find handgun in Fla. airport carry-on 

A Florida woman has been arrested after authorities say security screeners found a handgun in her carry-on bag at St. 

Petersburg Clearwater International Airport. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/15/20102:46:38 PM 

U.K., Germany eye ash travel disruptions 

Ig~~""lvolcanic ash from Iceland could disrupt air travel in both Britain and Germany in the next few days, 

officials said Saturday. 
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rg~~...,Leland - Germany - Britain - Maps and Views - Travel and Tourism 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/15/20102:54:22 PM 

Sudan army says killed 108 Darfur rebels 

Sudan's army said it seized a key rebel stronghold in Darfur and killed 108 insurgents late on Friday, dealing a heavy blow 

to already floundering peace talks in the remote western region. 

1§':i1ti¥.Elsudan _ Darfur - Africa - Territorial Disputes - Darfur Conflict 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/15/20103:11:50 PM 

Australian finishes round-the-world sail at age 16 

A 16-year-old Australian who braved boat knockdowns and seven months of solitude on a sail around the world set foot 

on dry land outside the Sydney Opera House on Saturday and quickly set an earthier goal: getting her driver's license. 

1§':i1ti¥.EIAustralia _ Circumnavigation - Recreation - Sailing - Travel 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/15/20103:22:57 PM 

Woman charged after British lawmaker attacked 

A 21-year-old woman has been charged with attempted murder after a British lawmaker was stabbed during a weekly 

meeting with his constituents. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/15/20103:27:06 PM 

UK, Germany eye possible ash travel disruptions 

Ig~~""lvolcanic ash from Iceland could disrupt air travel in both Britain and Germany in the next few days, 

officials said Saturday. 

rg~iSLeland - Germany - Maps and Views - Travel and Tourism - England 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/15/20103:50:23 PM 

China school attacker faces death sentence 

A Chinese man who stabbed 29 children and three teachers was sentenced to death after a half-day trial Saturday as the 

government sought to ease public dismay over a string of school attacks. 

1~¥':-lcaPital punishment - China - Crime and Justice - Death Penalty - Warfare and Conflict 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/15/20104:19:21 PM 

UK, Germany eye possible ash travel disruptions 

Ig~~""lvolcanic ash from Iceland could disrupt air travel in both Britain and Germany in the next few days, 

officials said Saturday. 

I~~:teland - Germany - Travel and Tourism - Maps and Views - England 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/15/20104:21:45 PM 

Boy, 6, dies during visit to dentist 

The mother of a 6-year-old Virginia boy who died during a visit to the dentist is struggling to get answers on what went 

wrong. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/15/20104:26:42 PM 

Google blasted for 'alarming' privacy breaches 

Ig~~""IGoogle says it has inadvertently scooped up snippets of people's online activities broadcast over 

unprotected Wi-Fi networks during the past four years. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/15/20105:27:35 PM 

Obama honors law officers killed in line of duty 

President Barack Obama paid tribute Saturday on behalf of a grateful nation to law enforcement officers who made the 

ultimate sacrifice while safeguarding their communities. 

I g:i1ti¥.EIBarack Obama - President of the United States - President - Law - United States 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/15/20105:58:52 PM 

Ivory demand threatens African elephant 

Ig~~""IA surge in demand for ivory in Asia is fueling an illicit trade in elephant tusks, especially from Africa. 

Experts warn that if the trade is not stopped, elephant populations could plummet. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/15/20106:04:37 PM 

Police: Sheriff's deputy in WA shoots in-laws 

Ig~~""IA sheriff's deputy accused of fatally shooting his wife's parents was found dead in his Gig Harbor, Wash., 

home early Saturday, after an hourslong standoff with police, authorities said. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/15/20107:37:33 PM 

Records: BP found problems on another rig 

The company whose drilling triggered the Gulf of Mexico oil spill also owns a rig that operated with incomplete and 

inaccurate engineering documents, which one official warned could "lead to catastrophic operator error." 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/15/20107:57:46 PM 

Michael Jackson doctor helps passenger in distress 

Ig~~""~he doctor accused of administering a powerful anesthetic that killed pop star Michael Jackson helped 

stabilize a young woman who fell unconscious on a US Airways jet on Saturday. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/15/20108:16:50 PM 

Boy who survived crash returns home 

Ig~~""~he 9-year-old Dutch boy who survived the plane crash in Libya arrived back in the Netherlands on a 

medical evacuation flight Saturday. 

rg~5.Lbya - Tripoli - Aviation accidents and incidents - Afriqiyah Airways - Netherlands 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/15/20108:20:26 PM 

Former Mexico presidential candidate missing 

A former Mexican presidential candidate who has remained a power broker in the ruling party was missing amid signs of 

violence, the federal Attorney General's Office said Saturday. 

I ~¥':-Ipresident of the United States - United States - Mexico - Elections - Government 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/15/20108:37:31 PM 

Pettitte beats Twins in first start in 10 days 

Ig~~""IAndY Pettitte put to rest any concern about his left elbow, holding the Twins to two hits into the seventh 

inning with help from an acrobatic defense, and the New York Yankees beat Minnesota at home for the 
10th straight time, 7-1 Saturday. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/15/2010 10:32:53 PM 

White House: Speed up release of Kagan papers 

Ig~~""~he White House is asking Bill Clinton's presidential library to speed the release of thousands of pages of 

papers in its possession from Supreme Court nominee Elena Kagan's tenure as a Clinton adviser. 

rg~iSjBiII Clinton - Elena Kagan - White House - Supreme Court of the United States - United States 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/15/201010:49:17 PM 

Nonprofits may lose tax-exempt status 

Ig~~""IMore than 200,000 small nonprofits across the nation are days away from losing their tax-exempt status 
because they haven't filed a new form with the Internal Revenue Service. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/15/201011:14:32 PM 

BP will try again on oil siphoning tube 

Ig~~""IBP says it's confident its latest experiment using a mile-long pipe would capture much of the oil flowing 

into the Gulf of Mexico. 

1~~'::IGUlf of Mexico - BP - Business - Hydrocarbon exploration - Energy 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/15/2010 11:26:43 PM 

DRF: Lookin At Lucky captures Preakness 

Ig~~""IDRF: Change in jockeys, change in fortune. So it was for trainer Bob Baffert and his Preakness-winning 

colt Lookin At Lucky, who stayed out of trouble with Martin Garcia aboard and held off First Dude to win 
by three quarters of a length Saturday. Kentucky Derby winner Super Saver faded to eighth as the 9-5 favorite 
in the 12-horse field, foiling jockey Calvin Borel's boast of a Triple Crown. 

rg~~""jKentuCkY Derby - Preakness Stakes - United States Triple Crown of Thoroughbred Racing - sport - Triple Crown 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/15/2010 11:50:55 PM 

DRF: Super Saver simply ran out of gas 

Ig~~""~rainer Todd Pletcher says 'two weeks was just too short' between horse's Kentucky Derby win and 
eighth-place finish in Preakness. 

rg~iSjKentuCkY Derby - sport - Preakness Stakes - Todd Pletcher - Churchill Downs 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/16/201012:15:56 AM 

01' Celtics, or just old? Magic to find out 

Ig~~""~urning back the clock to make another championship run, the resurgent Celtics are healthy again and 

looking to take down the playoff-perfect Orlando Magic starting Sunday in an Eastern Conference finals 
pitting the past two conference champions. 

uu 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/16/20101:19:22 AM 

Haitian relief worker found dead after abduction 

A Haitian man kidnapped while working with a U.S.-based development foundation was found dead on Saturday, the 

group said. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/16/20102:07:22 AM 

Security threat on flight into Vancouver 

Ig~~""IAt least two Canadian fighter jets escort a Cathay Pacific passenger jet to a safe landing in Vancouver 

International Airport, a military spokeswoman said. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/16/20102:21:42 AM 

Hospital nun rebuked for allowing abortion 

A nun and administrator at a Catholic hospital in Phoenix has been reassigned and rebuked by the local bishop for 

agreeing that a severely ill woman needed an abortion to survive. 

I g:i1ti¥.EIAbortion - Catholic - Bishop - Pro-Life - Essays 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/16/20102:53:06 AM 

Thai PM defends crackdown; protesters defiant 

Ig~~""~housands of Thai protesters refuse to leave Bangkok's streets despite three days of fighting that has 

killed 24 people, with both sides calling for reinforcements. 

1~~'::IBangkOk - Military - Thailand - Thai language - Asia 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/16/20104:11:44 AM 

Dodgers' Ethier breaks pinkie during BP 

Ig~~""IMajOr league batting leader Andre Ethier of the Los Angeles Dodgers has a fractured bone at the end of 
his right pinkie and isn't sure how long he'll be sidelined. 

I~~·los Angeles Dodgers - Andre Ethier - Los Angeles - sport - United States 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/16/20104:21:07 AM 

AP-GfK Poll: Voters tilt back to Democrats 

Ig~~""IBY a thin margin, people want Democrats to control Congress after this fall's elections, a shift from April, 
according to an Associated Press-GfK poll. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/16/20104:26:15 AM 

Episcopal church ordains its 2nd openly gay bishop 

Ig~~""lseven years after the Episcopal Church caused an uproar by consecrating its first openly gay bishop, it has 
done the same thing again - only this time with a woman. 

1~~'::IEPiscopal Church - Bishop - United States - Religion and Spirituality - Christianity 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/16/20105:06:34 AM 

Red Sox blow 6-1 lead, fall to Tigers in 12th 

Ig~~""IRamon Santiago drew a four-pitch walk from Ramon Ramirez with the bases loaded in the 12th inning 
and the Detroit Tigers rallied to beat the Boston Red Sox 7-6 on Saturday night. 

rg~iSjDetroit Tigers - Boston Red Sox - Sports - Baseball - Major league 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/16/20107:35:11 AM 

Space shuttle closing in for space station docking 

Space shuttle Atlantis is catching up to the International Space Station. 

1~¥:llnternational Space Station - Space Shuttle - Space Shuttle Atlantis - Space - Technology 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/16/20108:44:28 AM 

Volcanic ash cloud closes British airports 

Civil aviation officials on Sunday said a drifting, dense cloud of volcanic ash is "rapidly encroaching" on British airspace, 

forcing the closure of airports in Northern Ireland. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/16/2010 10:55:06 AM 

Flood of outside money hits the primaries 

Deep-pocketed unions, business groups and others are spending heavily in the early primaries, including a staggering 

$9.6 million on the Democratic Senate race in Arkansas. 

I ~¥':-IArkansas - Democratic - United States Senate - United States - Politics 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/16/20102:13:17 PM 

Thousands flock to Vatican to back pope over abuse 

More than 100,000 people filled St. Peter's Square on Sunday in a major show of support for Pope Benedict XVI over the 

clerical sex abuse scandal. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/16/20102:39:22 PM 

Moderate quake rattles Puerto Rico 

A moderate earthquake struck Puerto Rico early Sunday, damaging some houses in western and northern towns and 

causing a rock slide on a highway. No one was reported injured. 

rC~~"-lpuerto Rico - Caribbean - United States Geological Survey - Travel and Tourism - Travel Guides 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/16/20103:07:27 PM 

Saudi journalist who interviewed bin Laden resigns 

A prominent Saudi journalist who conducted several interviews with Osama bin Laden and once tried to persuade him to 

reconcile with the Saudi royal family resigned Sunday as editor of the nation's leading newspaper. 

I ~¥':-Iosama bin Laden - House of Saud - Terrorism - Saudi Arabia - Terrorist Organizations 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/16/20104:01:16 PM 

Kung fu grannies ready to fight rapists 

Ig~~""lln Kenya, elderly women are learning self-defense amid a spate of rapes spurred by beliefs that the 

attacks will cure perpetrators of AIDS or cleanse them of sins. 

1~~~:IRape - Sports - AIDS - Kung Fu - Martial Arts 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/16/20104:35:03 PM 

French academic leaves Iran after 10 months 

A young French academic who battled spying charges in Iran for more than 10 months returned to France on Sunday 

and thanked President Nicolas Sarkozy and other officials for insisting on her innocence and pressing for her release. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/16/20104:46:35 PM 

Hurricane season nears as oil leak grows 

Ig~~""IBPIS oil spill could make for one of the highest-stakes Gulf hurricane seasons on record. 

I~~~~:[~~~:j 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/16/20104:47:20 PM 

No answer, just fuzz, from cell phone study 

Ig~~""~he frustratingly inconclusive results from the world's biggest study so far into possible links between 

mobile phone use and cancer are symptomatic of problems that can dog scientific research like this. 

...... ,..... . ..... ,..... . ..... , ....... 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/16/20105:01:39 PM 

Eyes flashing, robot conducts wedding 

Ig~~""IAlmost everyone stood when the bride walked down the aisle in her white gown, but not the wedding 

conductor, because she was bolted to her chair. 

...... ,..... . ..... ,..... . ..... , ....... 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/16/20105:09:13 PM 

DRF: Derby, Preakness winners to skip Belmont 

Ig~~""IDaiIY Racing Form: Neither Super Saver, the Kentucky Derby winner, nor Lookin At Lucky, the Preakness 

Stakes winner, will compete in the final leg of the Triple Crown, the 11/2-mile Belmont Stakes on June 5 
at Belmont Park. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/16/20106:18:01 PM 

Retailers readying for a consumer comeback 

Ig~~""lshoppers have started to show they're willing and able to spend more, and stores are tweaking their 

merchandise to accommodate them. 

rg~iSjRetail - Business - Retail Trade - Retailers - United States 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/16/20106:37:11 PM 

Euro may weigh on the stock market this week 

Stock traders are worried that what happens in Europe won't stay in Europe. 

1~¥:IStock market - Investing - Business - Stocks and Bonds - Equities 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/16/20106:46:37 PM 

German leader says rescue package bought time 

Ig~~""~he $1 trillion rescue package to prevent the Greek debt crisis from spreading only bought eurozone 

countries more time, German Chancellor Angela Merkel said Sunday. 

rg~iSjAngela Merkel - Chancellor of Germany - European Union - Financial services - Business 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/16/20106:58:07 PM 

BP: Tube is siphoning oil from leak 

Ig~~""IReporting its first success in containing the massive Gulf oil leak nearly a month after it started, BP says 

oil and natural gas are flowing via a mile-long pipe to a ship at the surface. 

rg~5.joil spill - BP - Oil - Gulf of Mexico - Environment 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/16/20107:11:17 PM 

Best bets: 'Lost' viewers await final answers 

Ig~~""IABC'S fascinating and mysterious plane-crash drama finally comes to an end. Plus: "Shrek Forever After" 
brings the green ogre's final chapter to theaters - in 3-D, of course. 

rg~iSjshrek Forever After - Shrek - Animation - Movies - lost 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/16/20107:32:44 PM 

BP rig inspections were fewer than advertised 

Ig~~""IRecords show the agency responsible for ensuring that the Deepwater Horizon was operating safely 

before it exploded fell well short of its own policy that the rig be inspected at least monthly. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/16/20107:34:33 PM 

Brazil's leader seeks nuclear compromise with Iran 

Ig~~""IBraZil's president met with Iranian leaders Sunday to try to broker a compromise in the international 

standoff over Tehran's nuclear program, even as the u.S. says new sanctions are the only way to force 
Iran's cooperation. 

Ig~~""llran - Tehran - Middle East - United States - Nuclear program of Iran 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/16/20107:53:42 PM 

Iraq recount affirms win for Sunni-backed bloc 

Ig~~""llraq's electoral commission affirmed on Sunday the narrow victory of a Sunni-backed bloc in the March 

vote after a partial recount undercut the Shiite prime minister's claims of fraud in the tally. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/16/20108:04:45 PM 

Shuttle Atlantis links up with space station 

Ig~~""IAtlantis arrived at the International Space Station on Sunday for what could be its last visit, delivering 

fresh batteries and other equipment to help keep the outpost running long after the shuttle program 
ends. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/16/20108:18:49 PM 

'Iron Man 2' smashes 'Robin Hood' at box office 

Ig~~""ISteel bested bows and arrows at the movies this weekend, with "Iron Man 2" fighting off the new release 
"Robin Hood" to stay at the top of the box office. 

1~~'::IRobin Hood - Iron Man - Box office - Russell Crowe - Robert Downey 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/16/20108:34:33 PM 

Virginia women win in return to lacrosse 

Ig~~""IWith memories of its slain teammate everywhere, the Virginia women's lacrosse team played for the first 

time since the death of Yeardley Love. 

rg~iS1sport - Women's lacrosse - Virginia Cavaliers - lacrosse - College and University 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/16/20109:03:07 PM 

Metal legend Ronnie James Dio dead at 67 

Ig~~""IRonnie James Dio, the metal god who replaced Ozzy Osbourne in Black Sabbath and later piloted the 

bands Heaven & Hell and Dio, has died, according to his wife and manager. 

rg~iSjRonnie James Dio - Black Sabbath - Ozzy Osbourne - Heaven & Hell - Music 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/16/20109:45:56 PM 

School that fired all teachers to rehire them 

A school district that fired all its teachers from a struggling school reaches an agreement with the union to return all the 

current staffers to their jobs. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/16/201010:13:34 PM 

Fear in Bangkok as bullets fly close to home 

Ig~~""lurban warfare is raging outside luxury high-rises and crumbling shops in Bangkok. Residents - those 
who haven't fled - lock themselves inside and hope the violence comes no closer. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/16/2010 10:49:44 PM 

Kubel's slam off Rivera powers Twins past Yankees 

Ig~~""~hiS was the absolute last way the Minnesota Twins expected to break through against the New York 

Yankees. 

1~~':-INew York Yankees - Minnesota Twins - sport - Baseball - Major League 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/16/201011:18:54 PM 

Blackhawks stun Sharks, take Game 1 

Dustin Byfuglien scored the tiebreaking goal with 6:45 remaining in regulation, Antti Niemi made 44 saves and the 

Chicago Blackhawks extended their road dominance in the playoffs with a 2-1 victory over the San Jose Sharks in the 

opener of the Western Conference final on Sunday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/16/2010 11:40:29 PM 

Celtics upend 'anxious' Magic in Game 1 

Ray Allen scored 2S points, Paul Pierce had 22 and the Boston Celtics used smothering defense to beat the Magic 92-88 

on Sunday in the Eastern Conference finals opener. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/17/20101:57:32 AM 

Vatican to court: Priests are not our staff 

Ig~~""~he Vatican on Monday will make its most detailed argument yet for why it is not liable for bishops who 

allowed priests to molest children in the U.S., The Associated Press has learned. 

I~~':-Iunited States - Vatican City - Priest - Associated Press - Child sexual abuse 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/17/20102:41:25 AM 

'Housewives' season goes out with bang 

Ig~~""IShOW wraps up another season full of mysteries. Some storylines worked better than others, however, 

and some characters lit up the screen while others seemed to be retreading old territory. 

1~~'::loesperateHousewives - Drama - Television - Arts - Programs 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/17/20103:06:51 AM 

New Miss USA crowned after gown stumble 

Ig~~""IA 24-year-old Arab American from Michigan beat out 50 other women to take the 2010 Miss USA title 

Sunday night, despite nearly stumbling in her evening gown. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/17/20104:32:29 AM 

Ash closes london's Heathrow airport 

Ig~~...,[WO of Europe's busiest airports closed early Monday morning as a dense cloud of volcanic ash drifted 

from Iceland, aviation authorities said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/17/20104:40:44 AM 

Winner of 'Survivor: Heroes vs. Villains' is ... 

Ig~~""lsandra Diaz-Twine became the first ever two-time champion by winning $1 million on "Survivor: Heroes 
vs. Villains" as she defeated Parvati Shallow and Russell Hantz. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/17/20105:10:32 AM 

Dramatic rise in kids hospitalized with MRSA 

The number of children hospitalized with dangerous drug-resistant staph infections surged lO-fold in recent years, a 

study found. 

I g;i1tlF.EIMethicillin_resistant Staphylococcus aureus - Staphylococcus - Infectious disease - Health - Conditions and Diseases 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/17/201011:14:21 AM 

Oil falls below $70 as euro sinks to 4-year low 

Oil prices dropped below $70 a barrel Monday in Asia as the euro sank to a four-year low and stock markets tumbled on 

investor concern Europe's economy will wither amid a debt crisis and fiscal austerity measures. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/17/201011:23:49 AM 

Iran arms dealer the key to free u.s. hikers? 

Ig~~""IAn Iranian arms dealer held in a U.S. prison in northern Minnesota is said by U.S. officials to be "the prize" 

that officials in Tehran hope to obtain in exchange for freeing three jailed American hikers. Msnbc.com 
contributor Robert Windrem reports. 

Ig~~""llran - United States - Middle East - Tehran - 2009 detention of American hikers by Iran 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/17/201011:32:45 AM 

6 wounded, assailant killed, in new China rampage 

A cleaver-wielding man attacked and wounded six women before jumping to his death, police said Monday, in the latest 

in a series of such rampages in China. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/17/2010 11:48:30 AM 

Entrepreneurs turning tiny ideas into big blogs 

Ig~~""IBIOgging-fOr-profit allows entrepreneurs to generate revenues that can fuel their dreams. The start-up 

costs are very are very low and you get to follow your passion. 

1~~':-IBIog - Directories - FAQs Help and Tutorials - Entrepreneur - blogging 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/17/201012:26:20 PM 

Family: 7-year-old shot by police was asleep 

Seven-year-old Aiyana Jones was asleep on the living room sofa in her family's apartment when Detroit police searching 

for a homicide suspect burst in and an officer's gun went off, fatally striking the girl in the neck, family members say. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/17/201012:43:26 PM 

Pesticides in kids linked to ADHD, study finds 

Pesticides used on common kid-friendly foods may boost the chances that children will be diagnosed with attention 

deficit hyperactivity disorder, or ADHD, new research shows. 

I g;i1tlF.EIAttention_deficit hyperactivity disorder - Health - Pesticide - Mental Health - Disorders 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/17/201012:56:05 PM 

Iran inks nuke deal, may avoid sanctions 

Ig~~""llran, Brazil and Turkey signed an agreement on Monday over a nuclear fuel swap designed to allay 

international concern over the Islamic Republic's atomic ambitions. 

I~~~':-Ilran - Turkey - Nuclear fuel - Middle East - Brazil and Turkey 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/17/20101:07:46 PM 

Europe: 1,000 flights affected due to volcanic ash 

Ig~~""~hree of Europe's busiest airports reopened Monday afternoon after a dense volcanic ash cloud from 

Iceland dissipated and a no-fly zone was lifted. Up to 1,000 flights in Europe were affected by the 
closures. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/17/20101:22:47 PM 

Hotels steal page from airlines' pricing book 

Travelers are accustomed to fees for checked bags and exit-row seats, but what about towels and TV sets? Don't look 

now, but hotels are trying out the airlines' pricing model. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/17/20101:28:40 PM 

America's most-visited cities 

Ig~~""IAVid travelers are a tough crowd to slow down. Despite high unemployment and a down economy that 

slashed jetsetters' budgets, some u.s. spots still managed to lure tourists. 

1~~'::Lnemployment - United States - Business - Work - Economy 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/17/20101:54:40 PM 

China boosts holdings of u.s. Treasuries 

The Treasury Department reports that China's holdings of u.s. Treasury securities rose by 2 percent to $895.2 billion, the 

first increase since last September. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/17/20101:56:38 PM 

Corporate crises mess with employee morale 

Ig~~""lcompany calamities like the ones playing out at firms such as BP, Goldman Sachs and Toyota do more 

than just impact a firm's reputation and bottom line. They also do a number on employees. 

rg~iSLoldman Sachs - Company - Toyota - BP - Business 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/17/20101:59:08 PM 

GM posts its first quarterly profit in 3 years 

Ig~~""IGeneral Motors Co. rode expense cuts from its bankruptcy and strong sales of redesigned models to its 

first quarterly net income in nearly three years. 

rg~iSLeneralMotors - Autos - Business - Makes and Models - Recreation 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/17/20102:18:40 PM 

Paul may hand Tea Party its biggest victory 

Ig~~""IRand Paul is on the cusp of becoming a national celebrity - the dragon-slayer who defeated in a primary 
up-and-coming Trey Grayson, the 38-year-old Kentucky secretary of state and the anointed pick of Senate 

Minority Leader Mitch McConnell. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/17/20102:27:11 PM 

Passenger plane crashes in Afghan mountains 

Ig~~""lseventy rescue workers on foot were searching for the wreckage of an Afghan passenger plane carrying 

44 people, including 3 British citizens and 3 other foreigners, officials said. 

rg~5.jAfghanistan - Salang Pass - Kabul - Asia - Maps and Views 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/17/20102:32:54 PM 

Justices ban life terms in some teen cases 

The Supreme Court rules that teenagers may not be locked up for life with no chance of parole if they haven't killed 

anyone. 

I g:i1ti¥.Elsupreme Court of the United States - Supreme Court - Life imprisonment - Parole - United States 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/17/20102:42:27 PM 

Justices: Sex offenders can be kept in prison 

The Supreme Court rules that federal officials can indefinitely hold inmates considered "sexually dangerous" after their 

prison terms are complete. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/17/20103:08:16 PM 

Thai protest leader calls for cease-fire 

Ig~~""IA Red Shirt protest leader called an aide to Thailand's prime minister on his cell phone and proposed a 

cease-fire between demonstrators and troops, the aide said. 

1~~'::IThailand - Bangkok - Asia - Government - Embassies and Consulates 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/17/20105:01:34 PM 

Deep coral in path of Gulf oil plumes 

Ig~~""IDelicate coral reefs already have been tainted by plumes of crude oil spewing into the Gulf of Mexico, 

including a sensitive area that officials had tried to protect from drilling and other dangers. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/17/20106:45:07 PM 

Grammy-winning jazz pianist Hank Jones dies 

Musician's 70-year career included a stint as Ella Fitzgerald's pianist and Marilyn Monroe's accompanist when she sang 

"Happy Birthday" to President john F. Kennedy. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/17/20106:52:46 PM 

1.8 million toy dart guns recalled after 2 boys die 

Nearly 2 million toy dart sets have been recalled after two boys chewed on the soft-plastic darts and then choked to 

death. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/17/20106:55:19 PM 

Kobe reportedly had fluid drained from knee 

Ig~~""IKobe Bryant recently had a significant amount of fluid drained from his swollen right knee, and he has not 

practiced since the second round, the Los Angeles Times reported Monday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/17/20106:59:04 PM 

Mount St. Helens still a mystery 30 years later 

Ig~~""~he catastrophic eruption of Mount St. Helens on May 18, 1980 transformed modern understanding of 

volcanoes. But scientists today still struggle to successfully tap the deepest secrets of the mountain's 
foulest moods. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/17/20107:12:42 PM 

Obamas prep first state dinner post-Salahis 

Ig~~""lone goal of President Barack Obama's state dinner Wednesday will be to make Mexican President Felipe 

Calderon feel like the man of the hour. Another will be to keep uninvited guests from crashing the party. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/17/20107:13:03 PM 

Jury: Novartis discriminated against women 

A division of giant pharmaceutical company Novartis AG engaged in a pattern of discriminating against women, a u.s. 
jury ruled Monday in a class action lawsuit. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/17/20107:17:21 PM 

Airline cockpit fire prompts emergency landing 

Investigators are looking into whether long-known problems with the heating system in a cockpit window of the Boeing 

757 played a role in a fire that forced an airliner to make an emergency landing near Washington, federal safety officials 

said Monday. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/17/20107:27:22 PM 

Attorney: Video shows police fired into home 

Ig~~""IAn attorney for the family of a 7-year-old girl slain during a weekend raid at their Detroit home says video 

footage contradicts the police department's version of events. 

rg~iSjpolice - Detroit - Homicide - Law Enforcement - Living room 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/17/20107:43:17 PM 

Food makers to trim 1.5 trillion calories 

Several of the nation's largest food companies say they will take 1.5 trillion calories out of their products by 2015 in an 

effort to reduce childhood obesity. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/17/20107:54:04 PM 

Airline cockpit fire prompts emergency landing 

Investigators are looking into whether long-known problems with the heating system in a cockpit window of the Boeing 

757 played a role in a fire that forced an airliner to make an emergency landing near Washington, federal safety officials 

said Monday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/17/20108:07:44 PM 

Stocks survive rough day, end slightly higher 

Stocks slid for a third day Monday on still growing concerns that Europe's debt problems will undermine the economic 

recovery in the u.s. 

I g:i1ti¥.EIBusiness - Investing - Stocks and Bonds - Equities - Dow Jones Industrial Average 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/17/20108:23:05 PM 

Army helmet recall follows investigation 

A Justice Department investigation into whether an Ohio-based military contractor took shortcuts in its production of 

military combat helmets has led to a massive Army recall. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/17/20108:23:44 PM 

Oil drops again, now down 20 pct in just 2 weeks 

Oil prices on Monday fell to their lowest point so far this year and are now down about 20 percent in just two weeks as 

investors worry about the ripple effects of a debt crisis in Europe. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/17/20108:29:43 PM 

Haiti frees last u.s. missionary 

Ig~~""~he last of 10 Americans detained while trying to take 33 children out of Haiti following the Jan. 12 

earthquake is released after a judge convicted her and sentenced her to the time she had already served 
in jail. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/17/20108:40:01 PM 

Obama to name special panel on oil disaster 

Ig~~""IA day that started with optimism from the site of the Gulf leak shifted to one of recriminations by 

lawmakers and word that President Obama will appoint an independent commission. 

I~~':-IBP -Oil spill - Environment - Gulf of Mexico - Energy 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/17/20108:42:08 PM 

Ash delays spur officials to relax safety rules 

Ig~~""INew flight safety rules aimed at minimizing more disruptions caused by a volcano eruption in Iceland 

were unveiled Monday, hours after three of Europe's busiest airports reopened. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/17/20108:58:14 PM 

Ariz. immigration law splits police 

Ig~~""IArizona/s tough new immigration law is dividing police across the nation and raising questions about its 

potential to damage efforts to fight crime in Hispanic communities. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/17/20109:15:23 PM 

April was warmest on record, data shows 

Ig~~""~he planet's average temperature for April was 58.1 degrees Fahrenheit, the hottest for any April on 

record, the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration says. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/17/20109:51:30 PM 

Oil prices down 20 percent since early May 

Ig~~""IOil prices on Monday fell to their lowest point so far this year and are now down about 20 percent in just 

two weeks as investors worry about the ripple effects of a debt crisis in Europe. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/17/201010:10:41 PM 

Babies learn quickly, even while sleeping 

A study of sleeping babies, each one to two days old, found that the infants learned to anticipate a musical tone 

followed by a puff of air on their eyelids, even when they weren't awake. 

I~¥.:-tfant - Health - Technology - United States - Preterm birth 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/17/201010:12:42 PM 

'Tweaks' can save Social Security, panel says 

Social Security faces a $5.3 trillion shortfall over the next 75 years, but a new congressional report says the massive gap 

could be erased with only modest changes to payroll taxes and benefits. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/17/201010:17:09 PM 

Treasury loses $2.1 billion on Chrysler loan 

The Treasury Department said Monday it will lose $2.1 billion on a loan made to Chrysler in early 2009. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/17/201010:32:54 PM 

People are happier, less stressed after age 50 

Life looks a little rosier after 50, a new study finds. Older people in their mid- to late-50s are generally happier, and 

experience less stress and worry than young adults in their 20s, the researchers say. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/17/201011:02:55 PM 

'Zombiesat' may leave cable TV satellite alone 

Ig~~""lspace.com: A rogue zombie satellite may not threaten MTV and other cable television programming 

after all. 

I~~':-Icable television - Television - Satellite - MTV - Intelsat 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/18/2010 1:27:26 AM 

Pushy docs, dentists pitch cosmetic treatments 

Washington Post: Concerns about in-office sales pitches may become a common theme among consumers, as elective 

cosmetic treatments are increasingly available from the same providers whom patients turn to for medical advice. 

I ~¥':-IDentistry - Health - England - London - Washington 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/18/20102:27:31 AM 

High scores rule as 'Dancing' heads to finale 

Ig~~""lout of the 24 scores given over the course of the evening, half of them were lOs. Some of this was 
ordinary end-of-season score inflation, some of it was the result of a very strong night of performances. 

...... ,..... . ..... ,..... . ..... , ....... 
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rg~~...,Lflation - Games - Video Games - Recreation - Education 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/18/20102:34:45 AM 

Scoop: Fox wants to hurt whoever took nude pic 

Ig~~""IMegan Fox might be known - in part - for being a sex symbol, but don't even think about snapping an 

unauthorized photo of her in any state of undress. 

1~~':-IMegan Fox - Sex symbol - Sexuality - Politics of Sexuality - Biology 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/18/20103:12:22 AM 

Sheen confirms return to 'Two and a Half Men' 

Ig~~""lsheen issued a statement on Monday night confirming he will return to the hit CBS comedy just in time 

for the network's upfronts, which will take place on Wednesday. 

1~~':-lcBS - Two And A Half Men - Comedy - CharlieSheen - Arts 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/18/20103:18:32 AM 

A-Rod, Thames HRs save Yankees vs. Red Sox 

Ig~~""IAlex Rodriguez hit a tying homer off Jonathan Papelbon in the ninth inning and Marcus Thames 
connected moments later for a two-run shot of his own, giving the New York Yankees a wild 11-9 victory 

over the Boston Red Sox on Monday night. 

I ~~':-INew York Yankee - Boston Red Sox - Marcus Thames - Alex Rodriguez - Sports 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/18/20104:02:05 AM 

How to throw the ultimate 'Lost' finale party 

Ig~~""IMOCk up some mystery island postcards or send out doomed Oceanic boarding passes. With a little help, 
there's still plenty of time to invite friends to get "Lost" one last time. 

1~~~:Lost - Television - Island - Drama - Arts -- --- --- --

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/18/20104:02:54 AM 

Why on earth is Casey James still on 'Idol'? 

Ig~~""IOf the three remaining "American Idol" finalists, two have been sure bets. And then there's Casey James. 
He's been in the bottom three in back-to-back weeks, so why is he still here? 

1~~':-IAmerican Idol - Television - Casey James - Simon Cowell - Randy Jackson 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/18/20104:28:56 AM 

Thai protests expose military rifts, incompetence 

Ig~~""lln the two-month standoff between Thai security forces and protesters in Bangkok, there have been 

times when the demonstrators have seemed more organized. 

1~~':-IBangkOk - Thai language - Asia - Thailand - Military 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/18/20104:51:26 AM 

Kobe, Lakers run past Suns in Game 1 

Kobe Bryant scored 40 points, Lamar adom added 19 points and 19 rebounds, and the Los Angeles Lakers opened the 

Western Conference finals with ruthless offensive efficiency in a 128-107 victory over the Phoenix Suns on Monday 

night. 

Ig~i5S;tos Angeles Laker - Phoenix Suns - Lamar adom - Western Conference - Kobe Bryant 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/18/20107:09:53 AM 

Obama takes economic tour to Ohio 

President Barack Obama is heading to swing state Ohio to promote his economic policies as he tries to convince voters 

that times are getting better even while unemployment remains stubbornly high. 

I ~¥':-IBarack Obama - Swing state - President - United States - President of the United States 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/18/201011:21:37 AM 

Viking battles to keep manufacturing in U.S. 

Ig~~""IWith lower-cost appliance makers invading Viking Range's turf, the upscale kitchen appliance maker is 

fighting to maintain its foothold as an American manufacturer. 

rg~5.jHome appliance - Viking Range - United States - Home & Garden - Kitchen and Dining 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/18/201011:35:57 AM 

Where the low credit card rates are hiding 

Ask someone from a military family where his credit card is from, and 9 times out of 10 you'll probably get the same 

answer: USAA. 

rC~~"-lcredit card - USAA - Business - Financial services - Personal finance 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/18/201012:21:18 PM 

Why some lovers find smoking sexy 

Ig~~""IIS it odd that he gets hot when his wife lights a cigarette? After a long bout of celibacy, does it hurt to get 

back in the game? Sexploration answers your most intimate queries. Got a question? E-mail us. We'll 
post answers to selected questions. 

I g~~""lcelibaCy - Sexuality - Health - Catholic Church - Sexual abuse 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/18/2010 12:43:54 PM 

Ex-Obama pastor: 'Obama threw me under the bus' 

The Rev. Jeremiah Wright, Barack Obama's controversial former pastor, said in a letter that he is "toxic" to the Obama 

administration and that the president "threw me under the bus." 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/18/2010 1:22:34 PM 

Gay couple convicted of 'unnatural acts' 

A judge convicted a gay couple in Malawi Tuesday of unnatural acts and gross indecency after a trial that drew 

worldwide condemnation of this southern African country's colonial-era laws on homosexuality. 

1~¥':-IMalawi - Decency - Africa - Homosexuality - Southern Africa 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/18/20101:31:10 PM 

Wal-Mart's quarterly profit rises 10% 

Wal-Mart Stores Inc. says its first-quarter net income rose 10 percent as the world's largest retailer benefited from cost

cutting. 

1§':i1ti¥.Elwal_Mart _ Retailing - Net income - Business - Wal-Mart Stores 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/18/20101:41:13 PM 

Pfizer to cut 6,000 jobs, close more plants 

Drugmaker Pfizer will cut 6,000, or 18 percent, of jobs at its 78 manufacturing plants over the next five years as it 

consolidates operations after last year's purchase of Wyeth. 

rC~~"-lwveth - Business - Employment - Business and Economy - Pfizer 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/18/2010 1:51:39 PM 

See the world through your smartphone 

Ig~~""~he world of mobile augmented reality is on the verge of making the transition from tech-geek toy to 

genuine travel tool, giving travelers to unfamiliar cities the power of a local. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/18/20103:38:52 PM 

Bomb attack kills 13 people in NW Pakistan 

A remote-controlled bomb targeting a police patrol killed 13 people Tuesday in an area of northwestern Pakistan where 

many citizens fled last year to escape an army offensive against the Taliban, police said. 

rC~~"-lpakistan - Police - Taliban - Improvised explosive device - Asia 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/18/20104:21:48 PM 

Travolta's 2 dogs killed in airport accident 

Ig~~""[he city says a service vehicle struck and killed the dogs after the airplane carrying members of Travolta's 

family landed. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/18/20104:25:33 PM 

Report: 3 held in France after scuffle over burqa 

As France moves toward a controversial ban on women wearing burqas, tension over the issue triggered a scuffle in a 

clothing store when one shopper allegedly ripped off a Muslim Islamic veil, local media reported. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/18/20104:33:31 PM 

Oil fallout: Feds expand Gulf fishing ban 

Ig~~""IFederal officials say they're expanding the area of the Gulf of Mexico where fishing is shut down because 

of a massive oil spill. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/18/20105:07:54 PM 

Feds: Canada doctor gave HGH to NFL players 

u.s. authorities have charged a Canadian doctor with unlawfully treating professional football players with unapproved 

drugs, including human growth hormone. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/18/20105:27:35 PM 

AI-Qaida militant details World Cup attack plot 

Ig~~""IAn al-Qaida militant detained in Iraq on suspicion of plotting to attack the World Cup says he wanted to 

target Danish and Dutch teams to avenge insults against the Prophet Muhammad. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/18/20105:40:02 PM 

Rep. Souder says he'll resign over affair 

Ig~~""llndiana Republican Rep. Mark Souder announced Tuesday he would resign from Congress, effective 

Friday, because he had an affair with a staffer. 

1~~'::Lark Souder - Republican - United States - Indiana - United States Congress 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/18/20106:16:44 PM 

Kissing a kid's owies may aid long-term health 

A loving mother who kisses her child's boo-boos can help calm the stress hormones that can lead to chronic illness, a 

new study suggests 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/18/20106:42:13 PM 

FarmVille officially on Facebook for next 5 years 

Quelling rumors of a breakup, Facebook and the company behind many of the most popular games on the social 

network say they've signed a five-year partnership that will keep "Farmville," "Mafia Wars" and "Cafe World" on the site. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/18/20107:07:00 PM 

5 U.S. troops die in attack in Afghan capital 

Ig~~""IA suicide bomber detonates his vehicle near a u.s. convoy, killing 18 people, including six troops - five 
Americans and a Canadian - in the deadliest attack on NATO in eight months. 

rg~5.jsuicide - Kabul - Car bomb - Death - Mental Health 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/18/20107:13:09 PM 

Man charged with faking way into Harvard 

Ig~~""IA Delaware man who attended Harvard University for two years before getting kicked out pleads not 

guilty to charges he fabricated a perfect academic record to get into the Ivy League school. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/18/20107:28:47 PM 

Bristol Palin to net up to $30K for each speech 

Ig~~""IBristol Palin is hitting the speakers' circuit and will command between $15,000 and $30,000 for each 

appearance, Palin family attorney Thomas Van Flein said Monday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/18/20107:30:09 PM 

Blumenthal: I misspoke about Vietnam service 

Ig~~""IDemocratic Senate candidate Richard Blumenthal has conceded he has "misspoken" in claiming he served 

in Vietnam but defended his military record and his commitment to veterans. 

rg~iSjRichard Blumenthal - New York Times - Connecticut - Christopher Dodd - Democratic Party 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/18/20107:52:55 PM 

Obama slams Republicans on the economy 

Ig~~""lpresident Obama is lumping Republicans together as a just-say-no crowd on the economy and warning 
the country would be in a "deeper world of hurt" if the GOP had gotten its way. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/18/20108:10:37 PM 

As euro continues slide, stocks end day lower 

Stocks resumed their sharp drop Tuesday, again following the lead of the falling euro. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/18/20108:13:12 PM 

Battle to control global TB has failed, experts say 

Global efforts to control tuberculosis have failed and radical new approaches are needed, experts said Wednesday. With 

more than 9 million people infected last year, officials say there is more tuberculosis now than at any other time in 

history. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/18/20108:44:04 PM 

U.N. powers back Iran sanctions 

The United States introduced a resolution backed by all veto-wielding members of the U.N. Security Council that would 

impose new sanctions against Iran. 

I g:i1ti¥.Elunited States - Hillary Rodham Clinton - United States Secretary of State - Iran - President 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/18/20108:48:23 PM 

Divorce fears? Avoid Wyoming, Las Vegas 

Worried about the state of your marriage? Don't live in Cheyenne, Wyo., Las Vegas or Billings, Mont., where divorce is 

most prominent. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/18/20108:52:18 PM 

Feds: Va. Tech violated law in '07 massacre 

Virginia Tech broke federal campus security laws by waiting too long to notify students during a 2007 shooting rampage 

that killed 33, including the student gunman, according to a federal report. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/18/20109:42:55 PM 

Banks may be gaming your credit card payment 

Credit card issuers are still playing "gotcha" with customers. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/18/20109:54:28 PM 

Facebook, cell carriers offer free access to site 

Facebook has teamed up with SO wireless operators to offer cell phone users a stripped-down version of the social 

networking site that can be accessed without incurring data charges. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/18/2010 10:07:46 PM 

This time, GM's turnaround may be genuine 

Ig~~""IFor taxpayers awaiting a return on their investment in General Motors, it may be coming soon, if faith is 

to be placed in the struggling automaker's first quarterly profit in almost three years. 

1~~'::IGeneraIMotors - Automotive industry - Autos - Business - Recreation 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/18/2010 10:45:29 PM 

Bid to lift spill liability cap is blocked 

Ig~~""IAS an Obama administration official acknowledged lax regulation prior to the Gulf oil spill, Senate 

Democrats are foiled in their bid to dramatically lift a cap on economic liability for spills. 

1~~':-IGUlf of Mexico - BP - Siphon - Oil - Business 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/18/201010:47:22 PM 

SEC proposes new rules to stall 'flash crashes' 

Exchanges would briefly halt trading of some stocks that have big prices swings under new trading rules aimed at 

avoiding market plunges and proposed by federal regulators. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/19/201012:18:21 AM 

Paul wins GOP Senate nod in Kentucky 

Ig~~""IRand Paul defeated Republican establishment favorite Trey Grayson in the primary for u.s. Senate, a race 

that saw saw as key test of the tea party movement's strength. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/19/2010 12:45:03 AM 

Wizards win NBA draft lottery, will pick No.1 

r-I~ith a lucky charm from the franchise's best era, the Washington Wizards won the NBA's draft lottery 
uesday night. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/19/20101:15:38 AM 

'Dancing' says adios to another star 

Ig~~""IWith one week to go, the "Dancing With the Stars" field was cut down to the final three on Tuesday 

night, setting up a competitive finale next week. 

rg~iSjDancing with the Stars - Dance - Recreation - Humor - Dancing Pages 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/19/20101:45:11 AM 

Flyers breeze past Habs, seize 2-0 series lead 

Ig~~""IMichael Leighton stopped 30 shots and recorded his second straight shutout, and the Philadelphia Flyers 
beat the Montreal Canadiens 3-0 on Tuesday night to take a 2-0 lead in the Eastern Conference finals. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/19/20102:06:22 AM 

No bull: Campbell Brown leaving CNN 

Ig~~""lcamPbell Brown said Tuesday that she's quitting her prime-time show on CNN primarily for one reason: 

Not enough people are watching her. 

rg~iSjcamPbell Brown - CNN - Prime time - History - Gordon Brown 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/19/20102:21:35 AM 

Specter, the ultimate survivor, meets defeat 

Ig~~""llt took Arlen Specter becoming a Democrat for Democrats to finally beat him. 

I~~~~:[~~~:j 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/19/20102:28:11 AM 

'Idol's' top 3 double down with two songs each 

Ig~~""ILet's get this out of the way early: It'll be Lee Dewyze and Crystal Bowersox singing next week in the 
"American Idol" finale. Casey James just didn't do enough. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/19/20102:36:41 AM 

Chicago chef to wow Obamas' state dinner guests 

Ig~~""IWill it be his pork with green tomatillo-avocado salsa, or the duck breast in red chile-apricot mole? At the 

first family's request, Chicago chef Rick Bayless has been mum on his menu for Wednesday's state dinner 
at the White House - but he has dropped some hints. 

I g~~""IRiCk Bayless - White House - Chicago - Cooking - Home 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/19/20103:18:02 AM 

Judge orders NYC bomb suspect held 

Ig~~""~he suspect in a botched car bombing in Times Square has left a New York City courtroom after his first 

public appearance since his arrest two weeks ago. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/19/20103:45:08 AM 

WH adviser: Interrogation team questions Shahzad 

White House terrorism adviser John Brennan said Tuesday a special team of investigators has begun interrogating high

value terrorist suspects in the u.s. and abroad, including the man accused in the failed Times Square bombing. 

1~¥':-ITerrorism - White House - March 6 2008 Times Square bombing - United States - John o. Brennan 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/19/20103:54:55 AM 

Sestak beats Specter in Pa. Dem Senate race 

Ig~~""lsen. Arlen Specter has been defeated in a Pennsylvania primary in his bid for a sixth term after taking the 

risky step of switching to the Democratic Party. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/19/20104:00:31 AM 

Rebel candidates prevail in primaries 

Ig~~...,~wo anti-establishment candidates - one on the left, one on the right - scored major victories in U.S. 

political primaries - the latest signs of voter anger that has jolted American politics. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/19/20104:57:41 AM 

Blackhawks beat Sharks, take 2-0 series lead 

Ig~~""IDustin Byfuglien and Jonathan Toews scored on deflections 90 seconds apart in the second period and 
the Chicago Blackhawks rolled to their record-tying seventh straight road win in the playoffs, 4-2 over the 

San Jose Sharks in Game 2 of the Western Conference final Tuesday night. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/19/20104:58:11 AM 

Red Sox get to Rivera, split series with Yankees 

Ig~~""~eremy Hermida hit a tiebreaking, two-run double off Mariano Rivera in the ninth inning and the Boston 

Red Sox took advantage of two late errors to rally from five runs down and beat the New York Yankees 7-
6 Tuesday night. 

I g~~""IBoston Red Sox - Mariano Rivera - New York Yankees - Sport - Baseball 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/19/20105:01:21 AM 

Rondo, Celtics steal another win in Orlando 

Paul Pierce scored 28 points, Rajon Rondo had 25 and the Boston Celtics again avoided a late collapse to take a 

commanding lead in the Eastern Conference finals with a 95-92 victory over the Orlando Magic on Tuesday night. 

I ~¥':-IBoston Celtics - Orlando Magic - Rajon Rondo - Paul Pierce - Eastern Conference 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/19/20106:03:02 AM 

Celizic: Celtics-Magic could have been great 

Ig~~""lceliZiC: The Orlando Magic played harder Tuesday and they played better. And they still couldn't beat the 

Boston Celtics. So, even though all things are possible, some are more possible than others, and a 
comeback by the Magic isn't one of them. It's over. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/19/20109:31:41 AM 

Taliban launch brazen strike on NATO base 

Ig~~""llnsurgents carrying rockets and grenades launched a pre-dawn attack on a giant U.S.-run base north of 

Afghanistan's capital on Wednesday, leaving at least 10 guerrillas dead. 

rg~iSjBagram Air Base - United States armed forces - US-run Bagram - Kabul - Business 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/19/2010 10:58:27 AM 

Texas ready for textbook showdown 

Ig~~""~he state Board of Education is poised to vote this week on new social-studies curriculum standards 

pushed by conservatives that some critics say rewrite history. 

1~~':-ITexas - Board of Education - Education - United States - Social studies 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/19/2010 1:02:26 PM 

Moderate drinkers less stressed, slimmer? 

People who drink moderate amounts of alcohol have better health on average than those who are teetotalers, French 

scientists said on Wednesday. 

I ~¥':-IAIcOhOI - Alcoholic beverage - Health - Specific Substances - Substance abuse 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/19/2010 1:07:24 PM 

Miss USA: 'I didn't do anything wrong' 

Ig~~""IReacting to widely circulated photos of her performing a pole dance in 2007, the newly crowned Miss 

USA said Wednesday that she never entered a stripper contest, but was only helping a friend with a 
radio-station promotion. "I didn't do anything wrong," Rima Fakih said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/19/20101:11:29 PM 

Consumer prices fall for 1st time in a year 

u.s. consumer prices unexpectedly fell in April for the first time in a year, with the core annual rate recording its smallest 

gain since 1966. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/19/2010 1:21:25 PM 

BP, Toyota share something - PR problems 

Ig~~""IExperts say BP and Toyota have erred by not acting quickly enough to offer information, apologize to the 

public and explain how they were going to move aggressively to fix it. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/19/20101:37:19 PM 

China organ trafficking trial exposes grisly trade 

A Beijing court is prosecuting a man for illegal organ trafficking, local media reported, putting the spotlight on a grisly 

black market in body parts in a country where demand for transplants far outstrips supply. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/19/2010 1:40:25 PM 

Historic places, important stories 

Ig~~""lseveral of the 11 Most Endangered Historic Places await the wrecking bailor are otherwise closed to the 

public, but these five can be enjoyed by anyone interested in America's history. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/19/20103:03:19 PM 

Child raped, left to die gets justice 20 years later 

Ig~~""lwhen she was 8, Jennifer Schuett was snatched from her bedroom, was raped, had her throat cut, and 
was left in a field to die. But she survived and never gave up trying to solve her own case - and after 

almost two decades, her attacker confessed to the crime. 

Ig~~""IRape - Crime - United States - People - Crime and Justice 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/19/20103:14:28 PM 

Novartis hit with $250M damages in bias case 

The New York City jury that found drug company Novartis discriminated against women has awarded $250 million in 

punitive damages. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/19/20103:30:16 PM 

Awkward Family Photos go from blog to book 

Ig~~""llt started with two young men with a dream - a dream of giving people a place to share their awkward, 

humiliating family pictures with the world. And now their dream has grown from a blog to an equally 
bizarre - and funny - book. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/19/20103:35:05 PM 

Incumbent Dem forced into runoff in Arkansas 

Ig~~""IArkansas voters have delivered a muddled verdict on establishment politicians, thrusting Democratic Sen. 

Blanche Lincoln into a prolonged fight to keep her job while handing a sitting congressman the GOP 

nomination for the seat. 

I ~~':-IBlanche Lincoln - Arkansas - Democratic - Senate - United States ---

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/19/20103:48:25 PM 

Muslim anger prompts Pakistan to block Facebook 

A Pakistani court ordered the government Wednesday to block the popular social networking website Facebook 

temporarily because of a controversial page that encourages users to submit images of Islam's Prophet Muhammad. 

1§':i1ti¥.EIFacebook _ Pakistan - Social network service - Muhammad - Social Networking 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/19/20103:57:09 PM 

New China knife attack wounds 9 students 

Men with knives burst into a Chinese college dormitory and slashed nine students in the latest violence in a country 

shaken by a recent string of rampages at schools. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/19/20103:58:11 PM 

Ex-NJ lawmaker is convicted in corruption probe 

A former New Jersey lawmaker arrested in the state's largest corruption sting has been found guilty of accepting a bribe 

and attempted extortion. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/19/20105:23:30 PM 

Opinion: Too early for Lakers-Celtics fever? Hardly 

Ig~~""loPinion: Forget Phoenix. Bring on Boston. I was talking to a Lakers staffer shortly before the start of the 

Western Conference finals Monday night, and he was saying how he didn't want to look ahead to the 
NBA Finals yet. I said, Why not? It's not like you're playing. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/19/20106:01:27 PM 

Mortgage delinquencies surge to a record 

Ig~~""~he mortgage crisis is dragging on the economic recovery as more homeowners fall behind on their 

payments. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/19/20107:02:17 PM 

Impact of Wall Street reform up in the air 

Even at more than 1,400 pages, the Senate's proposed overhaul of financial rules depends heavily on how regulators 

choose to implement it - and whether agencies are up to the task. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/19/20107:04:13 PM 

Official: Bomb suspect looked at other targets 

Ig~~""~he Times Square car bomb suspect had considered bombing Grand Central Terminal or other NYC 

landmarks before settling on Times Square as his target, official says. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/19/20107:32:32 PM 

KFC's bet on the Double Down is paying off 

Ig~~""IKFC says Americans are gobbling down so many Double Down sandwiches that the fast-food chain will 

offer the bunless, meaty sandwich longer than it had planned. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/19/20108:23:46 PM 

Alzheimer's costs to soar without better drugs 

Alzheimer's disease will rack up more than $20 trillion in treatment costs over the next 40 years in the United States, 

according to a new report. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/19/20108:30:39 PM 

'Small portion' of slick in Loop Current 

Ig~~""~he latest satellite and overflight data shows a "small portion" of the BP oil slick has reached the Loop 
Current "in the form of light to very light sheens," the federal government said. 

1~~'::IFlorida Keys - Gulf of Mexico - United States Coast Guard - BP - Oil spill 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/19/20108:32:23 PM 

Crisis-hit Greece struggles to attract tourists 

Ig~~""leven with the attraction of its thousands of islands and clear blue waters, all made cheaper by a falling 

euro, Greece has become a hard sell. 

rg~iSLreece - Tourism - Travel and Tourism - Maps and Views - Travel Guides 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/19/20109:03:35 PM 

Immigration bill is monsoon 'monster' 

Ig~~""IMsnbc.com readers share their personal stories from Arizona and reflect on the state's new immigration 

bill. 

I~~·lrizona - Immigration - Law - United States - Services 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/19/20109:15:46 PM 

Biggest fish very vulnerable to Gulf spill 

Ig~~""[he world's biggest fish may be highly vulnerable to the Gulf of Mexico oil spill and one of its favorite 

feeding grounds is in the area of the spill. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/19/20109:33:56 PM 

Despite euro's rise, stocks end the day down 

Stocks resumed their slide Wednesday after investors looked past a rising euro to still unanswered questions about 

Europe's debt crisis. 

I g:i1ti¥.EIEuropean Union - UEFA - Sports - Soccer - Competitions 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/19/20109:35:29 PM 

Wall St. reform vote fails again in Senate 

Senate Democrats failed to muster enough votes to wrap up debate on a sweeping overhaul of u.S. financial regulations 

- a surprise setback to one of President Barack Obama's top domestic priorities. 

I ~¥':-Iunited States Senate - Senate - Wall Street - United States - Government ---

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/19/20109:45:17 PM 

U.S. falls out of 1st in competitiveness ranking 

A lot can change in 12 months. At this time last year, Western nations dominated the annual ranking of the world's most 

competitive countries by the IMD business school. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/19/20109:46:28 PM 

Celtics guard's stepdad subdued with stun gun 

Orlando police charge 55-year-old Willie l. Buie, the stepfather of Celtics guard Marquis Daniels, with resisting arrest 

with violence after a disturbance at Game 2 of the Eastern Conference finals on Tuesday night. 

I g:i1ti¥.EIEastern Conference - Marquis Daniels - Boston Celtics - Sport - Resisting arrest 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/19/2010 10:21:42 PM 

Inventors say BP ignoring their oil spill ideas 

Ig~~""IA suggestion box or publicity stunt? BP has received thousands of ideas from the public on how to stop 

the Gulf of Mexico oil spill, but some inventors complain that their efforts are ignored. 

rg~5.LUlf of Mexico - Oil spill - BP - Environment - Energy 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/19/2010 10:38:06 PM 

Inventor credited with creating ATM dies at 84 

John Shepherd-Barron, the Scotsman credited with inventing the world's first automatic cash machine, has died after a 

short illness. He was 84. 

I ~¥':-Ilohn Shepherd-Barron - Automated teller machine - Business - Invention - Technology 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/19/2010 10:40:05 PM 

Free speech vs. hate speech on Facebook 

Ig~~""~urns out in Pakistan, if Facebook does something people don't like, they actually stop using it. 

1~¥:IFacebook - Pakistan - Freedom of speech - Muhammad - Social Networking 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/19/2010 10:45:54 PM 

'Octomom' paid $5K to tout pet birth control 

Ig~~""loctuPlets mom Nadya Suleman is unveiling a banner outside her Southern California home reading, 
"Don't Let Your Dog or Cat Become an Octomom. Always Spay or Neuter." 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/19/201010:48:10 PM 

Wal-Mart pulls toxic Miley Cyrus trinkets 

Jewelry branded by Miley Cyrus and sold exclusively at Walmarts nationwide contain high levels of the toxic metal 

cadmium, an Associated Press investigation shows. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/19/2010 10:50:24 PM 

Wall St. reform vote fails again in Senate 

Senate Democrats failed to muster enough votes on Wednesday to end debate on the biggest overhaul of financial 

regulation since the 1930s, delaying a vote on passage. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/19/201011:12:29 PM 

Obama and Calderon press for immigration fix 

Ig~~""lpresident Barack Obama shows solidarity with Mexican President Felipe Calderon, who calls Arizona's 
law discriminatory and warns Mexico would reject any effort to "criminalize migration." 
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rg~~...,jArizona - United States - Immigration - law - Immigration to the United States 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/19/2010 11:34:44 PM 

Most ER patients have some health insurance 

One in five people in the United States visit an emergency room every year, and most of them have health insurance of 

some kind, according to a new U.S. government survey. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/20/20101:15:28 AM 

Taliban attacks might signal new strategy 

Ig~~""IBrazen Taliban attacks in and around Afghanistan's capital Kabul this week demonstrate the power of the 

insurgency to strike directly at foreign forces on Afghan soil. 
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rg~~...,jAfghanistan - Kabul - Taliban - Asia - Politics 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/20/2010 1:28:07 AM 

Pagan has inside-the-park HR, then triple play 

Ig~~""INew York Mets center fielder Angel Pagan hit an inside-the-park home run and started a triple play 

Wednesday night, making him the first player in 55 years to take part in both feats in the same game. 

I~~':lnside-the-park home run - Nationals Park - Baseball - sport - Angel 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/20/2010 1:39:58 AM 

Tighter security in place at this state dinner 

Ig~~""~he White House promised tighter security for Wednesday's state dinner honoring Mexican President 

Felipe Calderon - and it delivered. Among the hundreds who lined up to get in, at least one woman was 
turned away for lack of proper ID. 

I ~~':-IWhite House - State dinner - President of Mexico - President - United States 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/20/20103:21:50 AM 

'American Idol' has its two finalists 

Ig~~""~he contrast between the indie coffeehouse artist and the paint-store rocker - and believe us, you'll 
hear that story line a zillion times this week - will be fun to watch. 

1~~':-IAmerican Idol - Television - Programs - Canada - Canadian Idol 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/20/20103:44:28 AM 

Rays batter Burnett, win battle of 2 best teams 

Ig~~""~ason Bartlett hit his latest leadoff homer in New York to begin a beating of the banged-up Yankees, and 
the streaking Tampa Bay Rays held on for a 10-6 victory Wednesday night in the opener of a two-game 

series between baseball's top two teams. 

Ig~~""~ampa Bay Rays - Jason Bartlett - New York Yankees - sport - Win-loss record 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/20/20105:24:33 AM 

Gasol, Kobe power Lakers to 2-0 series lead 

Ig~~""~he Los Angeles Lakers are halfway to another NBA finals, and their fans already know who they want 

their dominant defending champions to play next. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/20/20109:10:11 AM 

North Korea threatens 'all-out war' 

Ig~~""INorth Korea said Thursday that South Korea fabricated evidence implicating the North in the sinking of a 
warship and warned any retaliation would be answered with "all-out war." 

1~~'::INorth Korea - South Korea - Korea - Asia - Warship 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/20/2010 10:24:08 AM 

Pakistan blocks YouTube over unlslamic content 

The Pakistani government blocked access to YouTube on Thursday because of "sacrilegious" content in a growing 

Internet crackdown against sites deemed offensive to the country's majority Muslim population. 

rC~~"-IYOUTUbe - Pakistan - Government of Pakistan - Asia - Facebook 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/20/2010 10:57:34 AM 

Gay couple sentenced to maximum 14 years in Malawi 

A judge sentenced a couple to the maximum 14 years in prison with hard labor under Malawi's anti-gay legislation, and 

crowds jeered the two men as they were driven from the court house to jail Thursday. 

I g:i1ti¥.EIMalawi - Africa - Decency - Prison - Gay 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/20/2010 11:09:27 AM 

Criminal probe on Gis in Afghanistan launched 

The u.s. has launched an investigation into allegations that a number of American soldiers were responsible for the 

"unlawful deaths" of at least three Afghan civilians. 

1§':i1ti¥.Elunited States - War in Afghanistan - Afghanistan - Warfare and Conflict - Afghanistan Civil War 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/20/2010 12:00:42 PM 

Tighter security in place at this state dinner 

Ig~~""~he White House promised tighter security for Wednesday's state dinner honoring Mexican President 

Felipe Calderon - and it delivered. Among the hundreds who lined up to get in, at least one woman was 
turned away for lack of proper ID. 

Ig~~""lwhite House - Eva Longoria Parker - United States - Whoopi Goldberg - George Lopez 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/20/201012:17:47 PM 

Flying without a net: Cheer injuries on rise 

Ig~~""ILaura Jackson once dreamed of being a college cheerleader. Instead, the quadriplegic now spends her 

days relying on others. The number of cheerleaders severely injured in the largely unregulated sport has 
tripled since the 1980s. 

I g~~""ICheerleading - Sports - 1980s - Professional Sports - Ali-star 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/20/2010 12:58:33 PM 

New jobless claims rise unexpectedly 

The number of people filing new claims for unemployment benefits unexpectedly rose last week by the largest amount 

in three months. 

rC~~"'Lnemployment benefits - Jobless claims - Business - Insurance - Unemployment 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/20/2010 12:59:04 PM 

Some of the biggest art thefts in recent times 

A glance at some of the biggest art thefts in recent times: 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/20/20101:11:18 PM 

Pakistan blocks YouTube over un-Islamic content 

Ig~~""~he Pakistani government blocked access to YouTube on Thursday because of "sacrilegious" content in a 

growing Internet crackdown against sites deemed offensive to the country's majority Muslim population. 

rg~iSjYOUTUbe - Government of Pakistan - Pakistan - Facebook - Asia 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/20/20101:12:30 PM 

20,000 Greeks march on parliament 

Ig~~""lprotesters marched through Athens Thursday, the first since three people died when a bank was torched. 

1~¥':-IAthens - Greece - Business - General strike - Financial Services 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/20/2010 1:30:25 PM 

Afghan militants holds talks in Maldives 

Representatives of an Afghan militant group are holding talks in the Maldives, officials said Thursday. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/20/20102:12:14 PM 

Economy gauge posts 1st drop since early '09 

An index meant to gauge the future strength of the u.s. economy fell slightly in April, marking its first decline in more 

than a year, a private industry group said on Thursday. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/20/20102:21:26 PM 

Tornadoes touch down across Oklahoma 

Ig~~""IAt least a half-dozen tornadoes touched down in Oklahoma on Wednesday, causing some damage and 

power outages but few injuries, authorities said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/20/20102:39:50 PM 

Cyclone Laila hits SE India, 15 die 

Ig~~""IA powerful cyclone slammed into southeastern India on Thursday, toppling power lines and plunging a 

large swath of coastal Andhra Pradesh state into darkness after heavy rains and earlier strong winds 
claimed at least 15 lives. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/20/20102:58:18 PM 

Dinner crashers stopped near White House 

Ig~~""~he White House party crashers, Michaele and Tareq Salahi, were stopped in a limo near the White 

House Wednesday evening as President Barack Obama was holding his second official state dinner. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/20/20103:12:33 PM 

Lone thief steals $124 million worth of art 

Ig~~""IA lone thief stole five paintings worth up to $124 million, including major works by Picasso and Matisse, 

in a brazen overnight heist Thursday from a Paris modern art museum. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/20/20103:15:04 PM 

AAA predicts jump in Memorial Day travelers 

Ig~~""IMore Americans will hit the highways and airports over Memorial Day weekend, but they'll probably 

spend much less than last year, according to a study released Thursday by AAA. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/20/20106:00:48 PM 

Live video from BP spill is placed online 

Ig~~""IAfter telling BP they would host the live feed if it could or would not, u.s. lawmakers on Thursday started 

streaming live video of the Gulf oil spill from 5,000 feet below sea level. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/20/20106:15:08 PM 

It's alive! Artificial DNA controls life 

Ig~~""llt may not quite be "Frankenstein," but for the first time scientists have created an organism controlled 
by completely human-made DNA. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/20/20106:20:44 PM 

American moms embrace children jailed in Iran 

Ig~~""~he mothers of three Americans jailed in Iran hugged and kissed their children in an emotional first 

meeting since the trio was arrested in July. 

rg~5.Lan - United States - Middle East - Politics - Evin Prison 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/20/20106:27:20 PM 

Thailand mops up after violent clashes 

r-~he government declares it is back in control, but fears grow that the tentative quiet restored to 
hailand's capital after a bloody crackdown on protesters may just be a respite from unrest that could 

continue for years. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/20/20106:29:29 PM 

Suge Knight arrested on gun charge 

Ig~~""IEx-rap music mogul Marion "Suge" Knight has been arrested in Los Angeles for investigation of assault 

with a deadly weapon. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/20/20107:18:40 PM 

Mexico's leader slams Arizona immigration law 

Ig~~""IMeXican President Felipe Calderon takes his opposition to a new Arizona immigration law to Congress, 
saying it "ignores a reality that cannot be erased by decree." 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/20/20107:49:32 PM 

Sweeping Wall Street reform bill advances 

Ig~~""~he U.S. Senate voted Thursday to end debate on the biggest overhaul of financial regulation since the 

1930s, allowing a final vote on the bill later on Thursday or on Friday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/20/20108:50:34 PM 

Armstrong denies Landis' claims, then crashes 

Ig~~""ILance Armstrong has crashed during the Tour of California, sending him to the hospital for stitches to his 

elbow and cheek on the day he was accused of doping by former teammate Floyd Landis. 

...... ,..... . ..... ,..... . ..... , ....... 
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rg~~...,jFIOYd Landis - Lance Armstrong - 2006 Tour de France - Use of performance-enhancing drugs in sport - France 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/20/20108:57:37 PM 

What is Google TV? 

Ig~~""IGiZmodo: Google TV was announced today. But what exactly is it? Give us two minutes. 

Ig~~""IGoogle - Searching - Search Engines - Companies - Television 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/20/20109:42:34 PM 

Google hopes viewers want their Web TV 

Ig~~""IGoogle believes it has come up with the technology to unite Web surfing with channel surfing on 

televisions. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/20/2010 10:25:04 PM 

Stocks take biggest plunge in more than a year 

Ig~~""IStoCkS took their deepest plunge in more than a year Thursday as fears grew that Europe's debt crisis 

could spread around the world and undermine the u.s. economic recovery. 

rg~iSjBusiness - Stock market - Investing - Stocks and Bonds - Equities 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/20/201010:35:21 PM 

Poll: Hispanic discrimination high 

Ig~~""IAn Associated Press-Univision Poll found that 61 percent of people overall said Hispanics face significant 

discrimination, compared with 52 percent who said blacks do and 50 percent who said women. 

1~~':-IDiscrimination - Hispanic - Associated Press - United States - Hispanic and Latino 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/20/2010 10:36:20 PM 

Report: Airport security units missed terrorists 

A new government report says at least 16 known terrorists have passed through u.s. airports where federal officials 

were trained to spot suspicious behavior. 

I g;i1tlF.EIAirportSecuritv - Business - Transportation and Logistics - Aviation - Airports 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/20/2010 10:48:27 PM 

Bret Michaels suffers 'warning stroke' 

Ig~~""~he rocker was "readmitted to the hospital this week after suffering numbness on the left side of his 

body, predominately his face and hands," according to a statement on his site. 

...... ,..... . ..... ,..... . ..... , ....... 
I
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r~~~JStroke - Bret Michaels - Health - Conditions and Diseases - Neurological Disorders 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/20/2010 10:50:29 PM 

Scoop: Lohan won't take blame for missing hearing 

Ig~~""IActress isn't not overly distressed because she feels that she's in the right, according to a family 

source. She's now blaming her father for her passport going missing in France. 

rg~iSLance - Lindsay Lohan - United States - Los Angeles - Arrest warrant 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/20/2010 10:57:43 PM 

Spill estimate under review after criticism 

Ig~~""~hat 5,000 barrels a day estimate for the BP spill? It went out the window on Thursday after both BP and 

the federal government came under fire for sticking to it for nearly a month. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/20/2010 11:06:34 PM 

Intelligence director Dennis Blair to resign 

Ig~~""INationallntelligenCe Director Dennis Blair says he is resigning, ending a tumultuous 16-month tenure 

marked by turf wars among the country's spy agencies. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/20/201011:07:15 PM 

Ref suspended for throwing ball at fan in Orlando 

Ig~~""IReferee Joe DeRosa has been suspended without pay for throwing a ball at a fan during halftime of an 

NBA playoff game in Orlando. DeRosa will miss the next game he would have been scheduled to work. 

...... ,..... . ..... ,..... . ..... , ........ 
I
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r~~~JNBA - National Basketball Association - Orlando Magic - NBA Playoffs - Basketball 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/20/201011:16:33 PM 

2 police officers, 2 suspects killed in Ark. 

Ig~~...,~wo police officers doing anti-drug work along an Arkansas interstate are shot to death by two men with 

AK-47s, and the suspects later die in a shootout with police, authorities said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/20/2010 11:30:24 PM 

Tesla, Toyota to open electric car plant in Calif. 

An official said Thursday that the carmaker will partner with Toyota Motors Corp. to build electric cars at a recently 

shuttered auto plant in the San Francisco Bay area. 

1~¥':-ITOyota - California - San Francisco Bay Area - Electric car - NUMMI 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/21/201012:06:16 AM 

Abduction-hoax mom charged in law firm thefts 

Ig~~""IA suburban Philadelphia mother at the center of a national abduction hoax is charged with stealing more 

than $700,000 and fleeing to Disney World. 

rg~5.jphiladeIPhia - law firm - Theft - Animation - law 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/21/2010 12:23:50 AM 

Lindsay Lohan makes bail on arrest warrant 

r-I~os Angeles Superior Court spokesman Allan Parachini says a bond was posted for the 23-year-old actress 
hursday after a judge issued an arrest warrant for Lohan earlier in the day. 

I~~':los Angeles - Paparazzi - United States - California - Counties 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/21/20101:10:27 AM 

Senate passes financial reform bill 

Prodded by national anger at Wall Street, the Senate on Thursday passed the most far-reaching restraints on big banks 

since the Great Depression. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/21/20102:23:33 AM 

Pena hits two HRs as Rays top Yankees again 

Ig~~""lcarlos Pena homered twice and Ben Zobrist and B.J. Upton also connected as the Tampa Bay Rays 
battered another Yankees ace, beating New York 8-6 Thursday night for their sixth straight victory. 

1~~':-ITampa Bay Rays - New York Yankees - Ben Zobrist - sport - New York 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/21/20102:51:32 AM 

Canadiens finally get to Leighton, win Game 3 

Ig~~""IMichael Cammalleri scored in the first period to end Montreal's two-game drought, leading the 
Canadiens to a 5-1 win over the Philadelphia Flyers in Game 3 of the Eastern Conference final. 

1~~'::lphiladeIPhia Flyers - Eastern Conference - Montreal Canadiens - Michael Cammalleri - Montreal 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/21/20103:03:09 AM 

Youkilis, Lester lead Red Sox past Twins 

Ig~~""IKevin Youkilis hit a three-run homer and added an RBI double to help Jon Lester earn his fourth straight 
victory and lead the Boston Red Sox to a 6-2 victory over the Minnesota Twins on Thursday night. 

...... ,..... . ..... ,..... . ..... , ....... 
I
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rg~~...,jBoston Red Sox - Jon lester - Kevin Youkilis - Minnesota Twins - sport 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/21/20105:04:19 AM 

Opinion: No reason to believe Landis over Armstrong 

Ig~~""loPinion: Floyd Landis' decision to come clean about his own drug use - and throw dirt on Lance 
Armstrong and others in the bargain - sounds like something boxing promoter Bob Arum once famously 

said: "I'm telling the truth today. I was lying to you yesterday." 

~ 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 
1§'~i?Sllance Armstrong - Floyd landis - Sport - Cycling - Bob Arum 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/21/20105:37:28 AM 

Conservatives make changes to Texas curriculum 

Public school students in Texas would be required to evaluate efforts by global organizations to undermine u.s. 
sovereignty as part of changes that conservatives on the state's board of education made to new social studies 

guidelines. 

I~~~:~exas - United States - Board of education - Education - Social studies 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/21/20109:14:33 AM 

Thai PM offers olive branch to Red Shirts 

Ig~~""~hailandls prime minister Friday promised an independent probe into "all events" surrounding the Red 

Shirt protests, and called for reconciliation to heal deep political divisions that led to widespread violence 
and 83 deaths in two months. 

uu 
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r·~~--IThailand - Red Shirt - Prime minister - National United Front of Democracy Against Dictatorship - Bangkok 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/21/20109:59:09 AM 

Texas man accused of faking his way into Army 

A Texas man with no military experience managed to trick the Army into letting him enter a reserve unit as a 

noncommissioned officer, an Associated Press investigation has found. 

1~¥':-IBritish Army - United State - Non-commissioned officer - Associated Press - Military 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/21/2010 10:31:38 AM 

Prophet Mohammad cartoon angers South African Muslims 

A South African weekly on Friday published a cartoon of the Prophet Mohammad complaining that his followers lack a 

sense of humor, angering Muslims and raising fear of reprisal attacks during next month's World Cup. 

1§':i1ti¥.EIMuhammad _ South Africa - World Cup - Muslim - Facebook 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/21/2010 11:48:38 AM 

Kraft's Rosenfeld tops list of female CEO pay 

Ig~~""llrene Rosenfeld of Kraft Foods tops our list of the highest-paid female chief executives. 

I~~~~:[~~~:j 
UUU 
I ~~:llrene Rosenfeld - Kraft Foods - Business - United States - leadership 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/21/2010 11:52:09 AM 

UAE BlackBerry users OK with extra security 

uu 
UUU 
1~¥:IBlackBerry - United Arab Emirates - Smartphone - Handhelds - Research In Motion 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/21/201012:12:04 PM 

Patients saved from huge ER bills by new law 

Ig~~""lunder the new health law, insurance companies can no longer pay less for emergency care at "out of 
network" hospitals. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/21/201012:29:13 PM 

Intelligence director Dennis Blair is resigning 

Ig~~""INationallntelligenCe Director Dennis Blair says he is resigning, ending a tumultuous 16-month tenure 

marked by turf wars among the country's spy agencies. 

...... ,..... . ..... ,..... . ..... , ....... 
I
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rg~~...,jDennis c. Blair - Director of National Intelligence - Espionage - Intelligence - Dennis Blair 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/21/201012:37:18 PM 

Moose targeted for death gets reprieve 

Ig~~""lpete the Moose munched on apples, bananas and a Snickers candy bar - he won't eat a Milky Way -

blissfully unaware of his near-demise, a fate averted by lawmakers and helped along by thousands of fans 
online. 

~ 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 
1§'~i?Slsnickers _ Candy bar - Shopping - Milky Way bar - Food 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/21/20101:19:30 PM 

Ovarian cancer screening shows promise 

Ig~~""IResearchers may finally be closing in on a way to screen healthy women for ovarian cancer - a disease 

that rarely shows symptoms until it's too late to cure. 

rg~iSjcancer - Ovarian cancer - Health - Conditions and Diseases - Gynecologic 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/21/2010 1:22:08 PM 

Born entrepreneur? Studies suggest it's likely 

Studies indicate some people may be genetically predisposed to entrepreneurial tendencies. 

rC~~~~jGenetics - Science and Technology - Biotechnology - Activism - Genetic engineering 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/21/2010 1:35:25 PM 

Taliban blow up 'U.S. spies' in Pakistan 

Taliban militants strapped explosives to two men accused of being u.s. spies and blew them up at a public execution in 

northwest Pakistan, intelligence officials and residents said on Friday. 

I~¥':-Ipakistan - Taliban - United States - Asia - Politics 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/21/20101:42:45 PM 

Cyclone Laila hits southeast India, 23 killed 

The death toll from a powerful cyclone that slammed into southeastern India, toppling power lines and triggering 

landslides, has climbed to 23, a top official said Friday. 

I g:i1ti¥.Ellndia _ Landslide - Asia - Government - Andhra Pradesh 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/21/20102:16:52 PM 

Gaza gunmen infiltrate Israel, die in firefight 

Israeli troops killed two Palestinian militants who had infiltrated Israel from the Hamas-ruled Gaza Strip on Friday, the 

military said. 

1§':i1ti¥.EIGaza Strip -Israel Defense Forces - Palestinian political violence - Middle East -Israel 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/21/20102:33:43 PM 

Analysis: Could landis become the Canseco of cycling? 

Bicycling.com: Something I've long wondered about pro cyclists was how deep the omerta ran. How loyal were they to 

the code of silence about doping in the sport? What would happen if one of them just spilled his guts about it? And, 

crucially, would anyone believe him? 

I s:i1ti¥.Els:i1ti¥.EI'S~F.E1 

1iii':i1ti¥.ElcYciing _ Floyd Landis - Use of performance-enhancing drugs in sport - Sport - Lance Armstrong 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/21/20103:03:12 PM 

9th suicide reported at top Chinese tech firm 

A worker at Foxconn Technology Group, which makes iPhones and iPads, jumped to his death Friday from a building in 

the southern Chinese boomtown of Shenzhen - the ninth suicide this year. 

rC~~"-IShenzhen - Suicide - Foxconn - China - Death ----

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/21/20103:07:56 PM 

U2's Bono undergoes emergency back surgery 

Ig~~""~he lead singer has surgery in a Munich hospital after being injured while preparing for the next leg of the 

band's world tour, a spokesperson said Friday. 

1~~'::LuniCh - Bono - Singing - Germany - States 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/21/20103:13:24 PM 

Ex-cycling chief: Lance never tested positive 

The leaders of the IOC and World Anti-Doping Agency want Floyd Landis to provide concrete evidence to support his 

allegation of doping by seven-time Tour de France champion Lance Armstrong. 

1§':i1ti¥.EILance Armstrong - Sport - Cycling - Use of performance-enhancing drugs in sport - Floyd Landis 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/21/20103:21:59 PM 

Clinton: NKorea must face consequences for attack 

Ig~~""lu.S. Secretary of State Hillary Rodham Clinton said Friday the evidence is "overwhelming" that a North 

Korean submarine sank a South Korean warship and the communist country must face international 
consequences. 

uu 
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r·~~'-Lllary Rodham Clinton - North Korea - United States Secretary of State - United States - South Korea 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/21/20103:43:47 PM 

What really happened to markets on May 67 

Once upon a time, human beings oversaw the trading of stocks. They've been replaced by a complex system of 

computers that can produce a scary new kind of mechanized panic. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/21/20103:49:38 PM 

Wall St. reform takes aim at lenders, borrowers 

Ig~~""lcongress is getting tougher on both borrowers and lenders blamed for inflating a housing bubble that, 

when it popped, plunged the nation into a severe recession two years ago. 

rg~iSLnited States Congress - United States - Recession - Congress - Politics 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/21/20104:02:15 PM 

Appeals court rules against Bagram detainees 

Ig~~""IDetainees at Bagram Air Field in Afghanistan cannot use u.s. courts to challenge their imprisonment the 

way detainees in Guantanamo Bay have, a federal appeals court ruled Friday. 

1~~':-IBagram - Guantanamo Bay - Afghanistan - United States - Guantanamo Bay 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/21/20104:09:20 PM 

Jobless rates drop in 34 states and DC 

Unemployment rates fell in a majority of states last month as improved economic conditions spurred hiring. 

uu 
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1~¥:lunemployment - United States - Government - Business - Employment 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/21/20104:26:44 PM 

WHO says measles making 'rapid comeback' 

Measles is making a rapid comeback in African, Asian and even some European countries despite being easily avoided 

through vaccination, the World Health Organizations said Friday as countries pledged to sharply cut infections and 

deaths worldwide by 2015. 

r~¥:Leasles - Vaccination - Health - Infectious disease - Conditions and Diseases 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/21/20104:45:58 PM 

Toyota recalls 3,800 lexus cars for steering fix 

Ig~~""~oyota Motor Corp. is recalling about 3,800 Lexus LS sedans in the u.s. to fix a problem with the steering 

system. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/21/20104:51:51 PM 

Henin angling for spectacular return to Paris 

Ig~~...,~wo years after Justine Henin stunned the sport by announcing her retirement at the age of 25 on the 

eve of her French Open defense, the Belgian is back and eager to show Roland Garros what it has been 
missing. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/21/20104:53:48 PM 

Ohio woman avoids prison when strangers repay debt 

Ig~~""IAn Ohio woman with a $3,000 legal debt from nearly 30 years ago has avoided prison, thanks to strangers 

who pa id it off. 

...... ,..... . ..... ,..... . ..... , ....... 
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r~~~JOhio - United States - Prison - Business - Business and Economy 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/21/20104:59:40 PM 

Police take gun from JetBlue pilot 

Massachusetts State Police say they took a gun off a JetBlue pilot at Logan International Airport after he allegedly told 

an acquaintance he might harm himself. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/21/20105:02:35 PM 

Clinton: NKorea must face consequences for attack 

Ig~~""ICiting "overwhelming" evidence that North Korea sank a South Korean warship, u.S. Secretary of State 

Hillary Rodham Clinton warned the communist state Friday of international consequences. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/21/20105:20:26 PM 

Henin gets tough draw in French Open return 

Ig~~""lwelcome back, Justine. Your first French Open since 2007 could be quite a challenge. Thanks to Friday's 
draw, four-time champion Justine Henin's return to Roland Garros might include a third-round match 

against Maria Sharapova and a rivalry-renewing quarterfinal against Serena Williams 

~ 
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1§'~i?S~ustine Henin - Serena Williams - Maria Sharapova - French Open - Tennis 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/21/20105:39:55 PM 

Watch a 'wet vet' perform sea otter surgery 

Ig~~""IA California aquarium has opened its recently- expanded animal hospital to audiences. 

Ig~~""lsea otter - California - United States - Health - Oil spill 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/21/20105:41:21 PM 

Moms of jailed Americans head home 

Ig~~""~he mothers of three Americans jailed in Iran for 10 months are returning home without securing an 

immediate release for their children. 

rg~5.Lan - United States - Lawyer - Middle East - Ali Khamenei 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/21/20106:20:52 PM 

Car bomb north of Baghdad kills 23 

Iraqi officials say a car bomb exploded at an open-air market in a town northeast of Baghdad, killing 22 people and 

wounding more than 50. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/21/20106:28:12 PM 

Bull market is choking on euro jitters 

The gathering storm in Europe has shaken investor confidence in the still-fragile u.s. economic recovery - bringing an 

end to a 14-month surge in stocks. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/21/20106:38:20 PM 

Blind soldiers find new niche in military 

Ig~~""IEven after a car bomb blinded Capt. Scott Smiley in Iraq, he didn't want to stop being a soldier. Today, 

Smiley is one of a handful of soldiers who lost their sight in Iraq or Afghanistan and remain on active duty. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/21/20106:49:27 PM 

Target of Afghan offensive: Taliban birthplace 

u.s. commanders are bolstering forces in this district where Mullah Mohammad Omar organized the Taliban, hoping to 

wrest control of an area considered key to securing Kandahar. 

1§':i1ti¥.EIKandahar _ Taliban - Afghanistan - Mohammed Omar - Asia 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

SubjeLt: 

College Athletics Clips <nick~collegeathleticsclips.com@mai1l83.wdc02.mcdlv.nel> 

Tuesday. December 3,20139:05 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Clips eFlash: "Nefarious and Dm;tardly" Sports Agents? 

x 

Dear Vince-
Tu.:lsdayE\TI·'!I·'qGreetings from Clips. Hope you are well. 

1·lere's an observation from your all·ey'"s and all-·ems Clips Editor. and it f0gards money. 

human nature and the general dearth of sound decision-making skills among young 

adults. It's "ven worse v'Ihen those decision-making skills aw being t"nd"red by young 

adulls who am in Hw one perc,"nl of coll"ge athld"s who have a shol at going pro. Why 

i;; it WOI"S"? Becau"e th"r,'-s ton" more att"ntionol1 them. and that attention corn"" from 

sonwtimes unscrupulous agents who want lo get their percenlage of the futur" income 

str"am. 

That's whNe mon,"y and human rmtUf0 kick in. There's a considerable amounl of money 

waiting for some <:olleg" athl"t"s. but they hav" to wait for it. 

This all is nothing new. All these elements hav" exist"d for a coupl" d"cades at least. 

How"lwr, the money involv"d today is far greater than it "ver wa,; 

Now there has been a n"w twist on the n"farious and dastmdly sports agent preying on 

th" "innocent"' "tudent-athlet0. For the first tim" in the 13-year histNY of th" 

Uniform Plthl"te }Ig"nts i\d. somd)ody has adually b"en indickd. For the first lime ever. 

And speaking of nefarious and dastardly, renwmb"r when"? 
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And one of the accused agent's all"g"d "runn,"rs" was Jennikr Thompson, a formN 

academic tutor for both the U NC football team and for the son of then~head coach Butch 

Davis. She was bmr"d from having contact with th," school aHm an NC}IA investigation 

d"termined that sh" provided impermissible academic and financial assistanc" to several 

playms. 

Ms. Thompson was being on four counts of athlete agent inducNnent under th" North 

Carolina Uniform Athleli, Agents Act, which prohibits gillin" mOl1ey to player,;. Each 

dwrg'" is a Class I felony. which carries a sent,"nc" of up to '15 months and civil fines of 

up to $25,000 

You can't make this stuff up. 

Nm"l York Times Opinion writN Jo" NocNa was on the case, and he admitly takes us 

through th" case from A to Z. 

Have a good Tuesday ev"ning. 



Nick Infa nte 

Clip'; Editor 

The Opinion Pages 
o~q:::n CGlU~,*~'4::.8.:: 

":':" ,iOf ~'j(X::r:Ht, 

The North Carolina Five 

The North Carolina Five 

The Uniform Athlete A,jents Act wa,; a bill dmft"dl3 y"ars ago at ttw mging of the 

N.C.A.A The draftNs w"re m"mb"rs of sonwthing called the Uniform Law Commission. 

'Nhose job it is to propose mod,,1 legislation that the states can then adopt if they 50 

choose. Today. 4'1 stat"s have the law. or some variant of it, on thdr book,; 

The law e,;sentially criminalizes most contact b"[we,,n ,;poris agents and college athlde,; 

...... somelhing that heretofor" had merely been a violation of N.CJ\!-\. rules. }Igents who 

give athletes money ar" now violating th" law. "Runners" who act as go,betweens for 

agents are violating the law. A"ents who don't a11l10Un@ to th" unilwrsity that they want 

to talk lo an ,"nrolled alhl"te am violating the law. It is a measure of how good a .lob trw 

N.CAA. has done in bmilwfashing the country that the simple act of handing money to 

..... or "iving advic," to ...... a coll,""e student is now againsllhe law in most of th," country 

'Nhen th" recipient happens to playa sport. 

(i\nd you wonder why so many coll,""e football and men's bask"tball players conw out of 

school so ill~equipped for life? Accordin" to Sports Illustrated (see below). some 78 

percent of prof"ssional football players are eith"r bankrupt or in serious financial troublE, 

within two years of their retimment. Maybe if trw ~~.C.AJ\. enGoum"ed players to "et 

agents v'Ihile they were still in school, im,t"ad of criminalizing such contact. athletes would 

b" a litll" betl"r pmpar"d for what comes afterward. Instead, the N.CAA views lhis 

activity as the work of "unscrupulous agents" who ar" "victimizing" athletes. But I 

digress.) 

Still, on anyone's list of criminal acliviti"s, slippin" a few bucks to the middle linebacker 

has to rank pretty low. Which perhap" "xplains why, so far "'; I can tell. no one had ever 

been indict"d b"for" for violating th" law. 

Until last month, thal is. That's wlwn Jim Woodall, th," top proseGutor in Orang'" County. 

N.C., "gged on by the North Carolina Secretary of State's Office, which had conducted a 

lengthy inve,;ligation, indict"d five people for funneling 'Tle"al" bendit" to thw" fonner 

Univ"rsity of North Carolina football play"rs. 

At trw c"ntm of this "conspiracy" is a small .. tirn" a"ent named T"rry Watson, who. 1f1 

2010, is alleged to have given the thr"" athletes in question a total of around $24,000. 

V\lhat he hoped for was thallh" players would use him a" their agent whenlh"y w"nt 

pro. (They didn't.) Th" dwrg'" is "'athld" agarlt inducermnL"' 

The other four w"m indicted on char""" of b"ing the "uppo,;"d w"betweem;. It i" one of 

thos" alleg,"d go .. betweens I want to bridly focus on. It used lo b" lhat the N.C./\.A Gould 



only wreck the lives of athletes. Now, it appears, thanks to th," Uniform /\thlete Agents 

Act, nonathletes can also have their lives wrecked by the N.e.A.A. 

~ktw,"en 2007 and 2009, Jenniler Wiley Thompson was an academic adviser lor North 

Carolina athletes. H"r Niginal crim", in the eye" of the N.c A A. wa" giving athletes a 

litlle too much help. She wasn't writing papers for th,"m, but she was h,"lpil1g them make 

them b"Uer, Wh"n the football team became mired in a scandal in 2010, the help she 

had given becam" public knowled,,,, She, in tum. becam" a focal point in the new,; 

media. Sh" not only lost hN position as an acad'"mic adviser, but she lost her day job 

teaching grade "chool kids. 

Sh" has "ince lost a second job - and now fac"s the prospect of jail time for allegedly 

pas,;ing money to a player for plane tickds. "They are doing this becau"e "he help"d 

people with their hom"workT said Joseph Ch,"shire, hN lawyer. "It is ridiculous. Ij\je don't 

se" wh"re she broke the law, We're going to war on this," 

It is a war well worth waging. Ther" is virtually 110 preced,"nt to look to. so this cas," is 

likely to determine whether this law has any teeth. If the Orange County district attorney 

succeeds in his ,"Ifort to prosecute the Horth CalOlina five, it will mea 11 that other 

prosecutors, in other jurisdictions, will follo'N Hlit. Going after someone 'Nho has tainted 

(kar old State U. will be im,sistible. 

If, on the other hand, the cases go to trial and they are found not guilty, the law 'Nill be 

wnd"md meaningl"s,;, "lien if it remains on the book". 

I,~eanwhile, in late October, a committ<,e of th" Uniform Law Commission met in Chicago 

to discuss revisions to ..... what else? ...... the Uniform Athlel" /\g'"l1ts Act. P';.;cording to 

Richard T. Cassidy, who 'Nrites the blog "On Lawy"ring," the plan is to "expand the scope 

of the law and improve it" df"divenm;s." One proposal i" to halle the law cover high 

school al1d even ,"I,"mentary school athlel"s. 

Thus does th" Ion" arm of the N .c>AA. gel that much long"r. 
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Tutor becomes first charged in UNC agent probe 

By Harold Gutmann, The Herald SUIJ (Chapel HiiI. MC). 1G~3~'13 



HILLSBOROUGH ..... Former tutor ,krmifer WH"y Thol"(1p"on i" the fir"t per"ol1 to fa@ 

criminal charg'"s st,"mming from the football scandal at U ~~C··Chap,"1 I·iili. 

Thompson wa" indict"d ill Oral1ge County for violatil1g th" stat0'" laws mgarding ,'polis 

agents. Sh," was dwrg,"d with four counb of athl"te ag,"nt inducenwnt for funneling 

53.30;:; from ag"nt T"ny Wat"on to th"n~U~~C wide wceilwr Greg LittlE, ill 2010 to get 

Little to sign with Watson. 

Thomp"ol1 was arw"t"d Thlm;day 1"(10l"l1ing and rel"a"ed 011 a $'15,000 secumd bond. 

AnN making a brief appearance Thursday afternoon, slw is schedul,"d to b," back in 

court on Oct. 15. 

Thompson is b"ing charged und"r th" North Carolina Uniform Athl"t" Ag"nts Act. which 

wquims sports ag"nts doil1g busine% in the "tat;, to be wgi"t"r"d and prohibits giving 

money to play"rs. Each charge is a Class I f"lony, which carries a smltence of up to '15 

months and civil fines of up to $25,000. 

Orang" County Distrid i\tlorney Jim Woodall said Thursday that this was the first time 

anyone had been charged under th" act in North Carolina, and h" belielwd it was the 

first such cas," in lhe nation. Mom indictm"nts ar" expeded to b," unsealed soon. 

"Although some people feEd like it go"s 011 everywher" - sinc" eV"lybody does it, it's 

okay .. · thai's not lhe way it is," Woodall said. "It's not okay because it may go on 

ev"rywhme, and wh"n w" have "vid"nce that it's gon" on h"re, we'm going to tak" 

adion." 

Elliot Abram", who wm; in court 1'''pr"s"ntil1g Thomp"on, "aid that he wa" "shocked" that 

his dienl was chmg"d and said lhat an indictment is not evidence of guilt. 

"This ha" b""n a long and sad road for ,Jennifer," Abmms said. "She'" a wonderful 

pNson, she's a kind person and sh,,'11 continw" to maintilin fwr dignity throughout this 

process. [IJ don't believ" in any way that she committed a crim", and w" look forward to 

wviewing the "tate's cm", and di"cl.,,;sing the matter with f'.ilr. \!IIoodall." 

Thomp"ol1. who "el"lwd a" an academic tulor fN both the football t"am al1d for th" "0Il 

of theldwad coach Butch Davis, was bmr"d from having contilct with the school afti"r an 

NCAA inv"stigation d"termined that sh" provided impermissible academic and financial 

assistance to severa! players 

The NCAA eventually found evidence of nine major f~CAA violations in the football 

pmgram. ranging lrom academic misconduct to impermissibl," benefits, which were 

committed by various peopl" conn"ct"d to th" team. The North Camlina S"cr"tary of 

Slate's office followed th" NCAA ca"" with il" own inv"stigation, which focu"ed ol1lh" 

conduct 01 agents. 

Litlle, who "tarred at Hill"ide Hi"h School and 110W plays for the r~FI..'s Cleveland Browns, 

lold Hw Secrdary of Slate's offic" thai he used Thompson as a go .. between for 

payments between him and Wal"on ,,0 lhat th" ~JCAA wouldl1't find a dimct link between 

ag"nl and player. Liitle also said that his first meeting with \j\jabon, plus meetings with at 

least two other agents. occurred at Thompson's apartment in Chapel Hill. 

Litlle said h," received more lhan $20,000 from VVatson and was p"rnmn,"nlly banned 

from coll"ge football in 2010 for accepting other ben"fits. 

Thompson 'Nas charged in the indictrrwnt 'Nith rec"iving 52.000 in cash from Watson in a 

FedEx package and d"livNiIlg illo Litll". Sh,is al"o accu"ed of providing plan" tickets 

valued at $579.50 each for Liltl" and a friend. H.C. Central player Michael .Johnson, 10 

tak" a M"morial Day trip to Miami, and for paying for Liltle's $150 flight chang" fee on his 

wturn trip from the Bahama". 

In each case, she 'Nas reimbursed by 'Watson. 

Little also said that Thompson paid for his on~campus parking violations, which total"d 



$1,789, though lhat was not included in Thursday"s charges. 

A subpoena of h,,1' phone mcords show"d extonsiv" conlact b"tWNlrl Thornp"on and 

thl'"e UNC playms .. · Little, aruce Carler and Charles Brown ... plus contilet with lwo other 

Tar Heel,;, K.endrlck Bumey and Quan Sturdivant. The records also shov'Ied dlmet 

contact b01ween Thompson and agent P"tN Schalfer and bdw,","n Thompson and 

financial advisor Marty Blazer. 

t, ~r:l~9'v.:(.'t t;."if ~f}fXhrl!~ 

<:;:..:~:t%>,' i;{ ,;;,")<""r,,~·,·,ri". 

FootbaU Agent Terry Watson 
Facing 14 Felony Counts For 
Violating North Carolina Athlete 
Agent Law 

By Darren Heitner. Forbes. '10-9-13 

Former Florida Gat()l's and curmnt New 

England Patriot" lin"back"r Bmndon Spik",; 

was a second round (r~o. 62 ovemll) pick in 

lh" 2010 ~JFl. Draft. At ltw time h" was 

selected, Spikes V".l;faS represented by fVlarietia, 

Georgia~based football agent Teny Watson of Watson Sports Agency. A year later, 

Spikes lefl \Nat"on to si"n with competitor Dww Rosenhaus of Rm",nhaus Sports 

F{epwsentillion after rumors circulated that Spikes had made wild monetary d,"mands 10 

'Watson. 

In the past 2 years, \/IIatson has felt the bum of clients leaving his firm for his rivals. 

Kam;as C:ity Chids ddem;ive "nd Allen aailey (No. 86 overall pick of the 2011 NFL Dl'8fl) 

also moved from Watson to r,osenhaus alter being selected. in 2012. Jacksonville 

Jaguars cornerback Mike Harris decided to switch from VVatson to Joe Linta and Tom 

K.leine of Jl. Sport" ag"ncy. Earli"r this year, San Franci,,,;o 49er" comerback Chrl" 

Culliver changed agencies. goin" lrom Watson's company 10 Joel Segal of Lagardem 

Unlimited. 

Yet. Watson's bi""est problem is not the fact that his once-reputable client base has 

gradually drifted aV'Iay and into his compditors hand". Im;lead, his focus I" on the Stal" 

or North Carolina, wh,"re he cUlI'enllylaces 141elony counts (based onl\thlet," Agent 

Inducement & Felony Obstruction of Justice) on charges that he violated the State's laws 

concerning athld" agents. Watson hm; b"on indicted for all"gedly providing a host of 

illegal benefits to forToer football players at the University of r~orth Carolina~Chapel Hill, 

all of whom nov'I play in the NFl... 

The alleged benefits come in the form of money, hotel roorns and airfare, and were 

purportedly provided by \!\Iat"on to Marvin Au"tin. Gre" Uttle and Rob"rt Cluinn. 

As early as September 2010. it was known that Austin, Little and Guinn were bein" 

investigat,"d for all'"gedly lec,"iving b,"nelits deemed to be improper by the ~~CA"-. Those 

players have had a tough time keeping their names out of the news. Each of the 

afOl'ementlon"d football play"rs halw chang"d ag"nt" "ince "nt"ring the r~FI... One 

agent ev,"n sued Quinn (for agent commissions on his first NFL contract) and }Iustin (lor 

recl'uitin" Guinn away to a rival a"ent). In 2011, an NCP\}\ r~otice of Allegations against 

the LJniver"ily of NNth Carolina mentioned thal Au"tin and Ultl" roceiv"d money to cov"r 

travel expenses (in violation of NCiVI rul,"s and regulations). 

The indidments against Ij\jalson mveal that Wabon alleg,"dly altempled to induce Litlle 

and Austin to sign an a"ency contract with him and paid the two players money 



thlOughout 2010. Additionally, the indictments show that Watson provided Litlle and 

Quinn with hotel moms and airline tickets on multiple occasions. 

The alk'g,"d b,"nelits rec,"ived by lhe forlYlN U NClootball players may have b'"gun as 

early as May 4,2010. It wa" only 2 months lokI' that ,Joe Schad of ESF'N.com learned 

that the ~~CJ\A had initiated an investigation 01 UHC's football program conc,"ming 

benefits that may have been delivered from SPOlts agents to student~athletes. Marvin 

Austin was 1 of 13 plaYN" who were intervi"v'/ed as part of the imlE,,,ti,,ation. The Stat" of 

North Carolina got into a I'"gal baltl," with the ~~Cj\l\ OVN a request for th," documents 

and records related to the HCAA investi"ation. And then the State embarked on its own 

investigation. r~ow it SeE'i11,' that Terry \/Vat"on may b" hit with some major p"naltim; in a 

rare display of a state actually enforcing the athlete agent laws it has on the books. 

EmiiN today, Watson was released on a $50,000 bond. His n,"xt court appeal'anc," is 

scheduled for October 15. 

i),nren Neil'rwr is ,1 Partner ,It WOlfe Law Mi,lmi, P.A. in Mlarni, F'iOIi(W, F'ound"r of 

Sports Agent Blog, and Professor of Sport Agency ,"1anagerl1enl at Indiana University. 

How (and Why) Athletes Go Broke 

Recession or no recession, many NFL, NBA and Major League Baseball players have a 

penchant for /osirJg rnost or aft of N7eir r!loner It doesn't rflatter hOi/l.t rnud; they l?;&ke. 

Ami Ifw ways they blow it am strikingly Similar 

By Pailio S. Torre, Sf. Gam, 3~23-09 

What the hell happened here? Seven floors above the iced~over Dallas r~orth 

Tollway, Raghib (Flockd) Ismail is revisiting the question. It's December, and Ismail is 

sitting in the boardroom of Chap'Nood Investments, a wealth management firm, his 'Nhite 

Notre Dame "now hat pulled down to his furrowed brow. 

In 1991 Ismail, a junior 'Nide receiver for the Fighting Irish, was the presumptive No. 

pick in the NFl.. draft. Instead he "i"n"d with th" C:FI..'s Toronto Ar"onaut" for a 

guaranleed $ '18.2 million over four y,"ars, then the richest conlract in football history. But 

today, at a privat" sE,,;sion orl financial planning attended by ei"ht oth"r current or 

onetime pro athldes, Ismail. 39, indulges in a luxury he didn't enJoy as a young VIP: 

hindsight. 

"1 onc," had a rmeting with J.P. 1II10rgan," he lells the group, "and it was literally like 

listening to Charlie Brown's teacher." The men surrounding Ismail at the conference table 

indud" Angel" outfiEdder Torii Hunter, Cowboys wideout I"aiah Stanback and "ix form"r 

pros: NFL cornerback Ray Mickens and fullback Jerald Sowell (both ohvhom retired in 

200B), major I"ague outfielder Ben Gri"ve and NBA guard Erick Strickland ('05), and 

linebackers Winfred Tubbs ('00) and Eug,"ne Lockharl ('92). Ismail C02) cackles ruefully. 

"1 was so busy focusing on football that the first year was suddenly over," he says. "I'd 

started with thi" $4 million ba"e "alaIY, but then I looked at my bank stat"ment, and I ju"t 

went, Whatlhe ... ?" 

Before Ismail can eiabomt," on his bewildermenl .... ·(;ver lhe complexity of that slatement 

and the amount of money he had already lost-Bight heads are nodding, eight faces 

"miling in sympathy. Hunter chime" in, "Once you get into the financial "tuff, and it 

sounds like Japanese, guys are .Iustlik,", '1 ain't going back.' They're los!." 

At th" front of the room Ed Butowsky also does a bobble head nod. Stout, be"uit"d and 

silver .. haimd, Butowsky, 4l, is a managing partner al Chapwood and a former senior vice 

pre"ident at 1II10rgan Stank,y. Hi" bailiwick a" a money manag"r ha" long b"en 

billionaires, hundred· millionaires and C[Os .... ·" club lhat, the Sleinbmnners' pen be 

damned, still doesn't include many athletes. But one afternoon six years ago Butowsky 



was chatting wilh Tubbs, his n,"ighbor in the Dallas suburb of Plano, and the onetime Pro 

Bowl player casually described how money spills through athletes' fingers, Tubbs 

,nplained how and wh"n they begin "arnin" income (oft"n in "chool, through illicit 

payments from a"ents): how th,"ir pro salaries aw inv"sl"d (blindly); and when th," 

millions "vaporate (befNe they know it). 

"Th" details w"w mind-boggling," recalls Butow"ky, who would later hire Tubbs to work in 

bldness development at Chapwood. "I couldn't bEdieve what I was hearin,," 

What happens to many athl"tes and their money is indeed hard to b"lieve. In this month 

alon" Saint,; alltime I"ading rusher D"uce McAliisli,r filed for bankruptcy protection for 

the Jackson, Miss., car dealership he O'Nns; Panthers rec"iver Muhsin Muhammad put 

hi" man"ion in C:harlotli, up for "ale on d3ay a month after news broke that his 

entertainmenl company was bein" sued by Wachovia Bank for overdue credit· card 

payments; and penniless former NFL runnin" back Travis Henry 'Nas jailed for 

nonpayment of child "upporl. 

In a less public way, other athl"tes from the nation's thre" biggest and most profitabl" 

leagues .... ·the HBA NFL and Major L,"aglw Baseball .... ·-afe sulkring hom a financial 

pandemic. Althou"h salaries have risen steadily durin" th" last thr"" decades, reports 

from a host of sources (athlet"", play"rs' as,;odation", agents and financial adviser,;) 

indicate thal: 

• By the tim" they hav" b"en reliwd for two y"ars, 78% of former NFl. play"rs halw gon" 

bankrupt or' are under hrwndal stress b,"caus," of jobl"ssness or divorce . 

• Wilhin ihm years of rdirell'wnt, an estimat"d 60% of former ~~lV\ plaY"f5 me bl'Ok,". 
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Dear Vince, 

Here D s a question for you. 
What happens when you get about four hundred fifty of the top level college athletics people D 
you know, D 1-A ADs, presidents, and conference commissioners; plus all manner of media 
moguls, marketing agencies, vendors, etc. (see below for a breakdown of attendees) [1 all in 
one room, like say the Astor Ballroom at the Marriott Marquee Hotel smack dab in the middle 
ofManhatlanLJs Times Square; at the same time, for one and a half days (Wed.-Thur., Dec. 
11-12) and have it be orchestrated by a top-notch business forum group, like say the 
SportsBusiness Journal conference team? 
Well, what do you get? 
What you get is the annuallMG Intercollegiate Athletics Forum presented by SpOltsBusiness 
Journal and SportsBusiness Daily, or. the IMG lAF by SBJ & SBD, (or how about I refer to it 
asjust DThe ForumD for short?) Day One attendees were witnesses to a terrific snapshot of 
the present and future state of big -time college athletics as discussed and ruminated by the 
people who actually shape the opinions and make the decisions. It was heady stuff from VeJY 

influential people [1. 

Read on, Dear Reader, read on . 

Nick Infante 
Clips Editor 

This was your loyal editorDs ninth FOIum, and they seem to get better every year. The 
stature of the panelists (and attendees*) this year was especially noteworthy, but the issues 
were noteworthy as well: governance, the upcoming College Football Playoft; NCAA 
investigatory improvements, stipends, pay- ti.)r-play, agents, the arms race, concussions/health 
issue, TV deals, conference networks, etc. 
However, there was only so much time for discussion, and it seemed that this time around there 
was little mention of gender equity, coach salaries, minority hiring, D monetization, D D hostile 
and abusive D niclmames/mascots and APRs; which were several ofthe hot buttons not that 
long ago. 

*17ze Clips Tabulation Team tallied aggregate numbersji'om the Forum attendee 
list, and hereDs what we came up with. [Note: the list was current as of the day 
before the Forum. Typically there are no-shows and last minutes sign-ups, so this 
is as close an approximation tabulation as is possible at thisjuncture.] Of the 437 
persons listed (which was almost a hundred more than the usual count of 350 at 
most lAPs), 279 were vendors. association members, faculty & miscellaneous; 73 
were athletics administrators (including 43 ADs, about 30 (if those D 1 ADs, with 
the rest being the other divisions plus a hal/dozen ADsjr"Ol/l Canada); 35 were 
working media members; 29 were conjerence executives (including 16 conjerence 
commissioners, 11 qfthose Dl commissioners); and 21 were SportsBusiness 
Journal persons. 34 of the people counted above as Dvenders/misc. D were IlHG 
people (IMG was the principle sponsor of the Fonml). 
Of the 437 total, 49 had titles qfPresident, Chairman, CEO, COO, Executive 
Director or Principle; 85 were Sr VPs, Exec VPs and VPs; and the rest of us were 
assorted directors, general managers, account managers, professors, attorneys, 
underwriters, chairpersons, district managers, ticket managers, consultants, 
editors, reporters, CA10s and coordinators. The coolest titles we came across were 
[jChie/People Ojficer[J and [JChiefListening Officer. [1 

For those of you who just arrived from Mars, I will hereby infonn you that SportsBusiness 
Journal is the undisputed bible of the business of sports. It consists of a weekly print magazine, 



and the SportsBusiness Daily website. SBJ/SBD has a staff of several dozen, including the 
most knowledgeable editors, writers and freelancers, plus they have a small brigade of talented 
regular contributors. Not to mention a team of primo conference professionals who put on 
eight or so fomms each year. 
Their Intercollegiate Athletic Fomm has become established as a must-attend by college 
athletics cognoscenti. 
Your intrepid Clips correspondent was delighted to be in attendance for Day One (it didn Dt 
even feel like work), and I listened attentively, scribbled notes, asked questions, snapped 
photos, schmoozed, mingled and snapped more photos. 
I got into Manhattan early to have a cup of coffee with Sun Belt Commissioner Karl Benson, 
who is an old crony of mine [well, since I on~v have a ten year histOlY in college athletics, 
so OoldO is relative]. Amazing fellows that we are, we canle up solutions to all the ills of 
college athletics within 20 minutes. 
Karl and I then made our way to the Astor Ballroom, sifted through the crowd, got more 
cotIee and made ready ft)r the day about to officially begin. As is the cm,tom, SBJ Publisher 
Richard Weiss called the Fomm to order. 

The proceedings kicked off with a fun and frenetic presentation by Richard Luker, 
founder of Luker on Trends & the ESPN Sports Poll. Mr. Luker is about as quick-talking 
and quick-thinking a presenter as one would ever see. The emphasis of his intricately designed 
slides was that it 0 s not just good enough to attract fans, but that sports teams/leagues should 
seek out relationships. 

Next was a one-on-one involving SB.J[ls Executive Editor Extraordinaire Abe 
Madkour and NCAA President Mark Emmert. Abe is a veteran of hundreds of interviews 
at all the various SBJ conferences (sports marketing, media & technology, sponsorships, 
motorsports, etc.). Abe possesses the rare knack of mixing the congenial and collegial 
questions with the tough questions, and he did so with President EmmClt. 
Abe wamlCd things up by asking Emmert about his highs and lows in the past year. President 
Emmert responded by saying that right now is a high (on the verge of solving governance issues 
at next month 0 s NCAA convention) and that a big low was the mishandled Miami 
investigation. Of the failure of the Miami investigation Emmert said, 0 I 0 11 take that one on 
myself 0 
There were a series of questions and comments about a possible (likely?) change in 
governance that would allow bigger schools to o improve the scholarship model 0 (thates 
code for stipends and training tables). When asked about the coming []tweaksr] to NCAA 
governance, Emmert said: "It will be like all democratic processes [1 clumsy. LJ 
When Abe pressed ft)r more details of how the process might unfold, Emmert said he was 
[J no Goodell, [1 meaning that the power of an NCAA president does not approach that of an 
NFL commissioner. 
President Emmert stated 0 several times 0 different versions of the following: 0 There is 
absolutely no interest in having student-athletes be paid. That would maim them employees. 0 
Abe appropriately brought up the 0 OBannon lawsuit, and Emmert 0 s body language was 
noticeable, as was the terseness of his voice. Emmert groused about the plaintiff 0 s morphing 
litigation strategy; that the focus was changed from past payments to current and future 
payments. He said that they Od pursue the suit all the way to the Supreme Court if need be. 
Sounded like he meant it too. 
When asked about ESPN commentator Jay Bilas [] criticism of him and the NCAA 
amateurism model, Emmert diplomatically stated that Bilas LJcertainiy has a passion for the 
game. [1 He went on to say that LJ with all due respect, I know more about mnning big 
organizations than he does, and he knows ba<;ketball better than me. [] 
On the TwitterSphere, there was immediate reaction: 



And now, it was breaktime .. 

Out to the foyer headedfour and half a hundred, and the networking serum 
ensued In a rat-a-tat manner I said hello to (roughly in chronological order): 
Jean Frankel, President of Ideas for Action; A1ark Lewis, NCAA; Duer Sharp, 
S/1I'AC Commissioner; Joe Hull College of Charleston AD; Kelli Hilliard, IA1G Sr. 
VP; Amlen Keteyian, CBS Sports; Joe Nocera, NY Times writer; David Roach, 
FordhamAD, Tom Odjakjian, American Conference Sr. Associate Commissioner; 
Dennis Dodd, CBSSports. com Senior Writer; Keith Martin, NCAA; Mike Wooley. 
Partner, Venue Solutions Group; Mike Bobinski, Georgia Tech AD: Bubba 
Cunningham, UNC AD; Scott Sidwell, U-San Francisco AD; Ckuck Gerber. 
Sports lHedia Consultant; Ellen Staurowsky, CSBN columnist; John Barranco, Sun 
Belt Conference Assoc. Commissioner; Bob Williams, NCAA Vi'; Nicole 
Auerbach, USA Today reporter; Samantha Huge, Deputy AD, Delaware: Ross 
Nethery, SBJ A1anaging Editor; and probably another dozen more . ... 

N eJ\.1: up was a thoroughly interesting panel titled D Commissioner D s Module: 
Commissioners Speak Out on Refonn Part 1 D Talk about heavyweights; tile panel was 
comprised ofthe commissioners of tile top five conferences: Bob Bowlsby, Big 12; Jim 
Delany, Big Ten; Larry Scott Pac-12; Mike Slive, SEC and John Swofford, ACC. 
As the panelist~ were getting settled in, I leaned over to Brad Wolverton ofthe Chronicle of 
Higher Education and Armen Keteyian of CBS and asked iliem ifit was 11officially[J settled as 
to what we should call the big conferences, the [J Power Five [J or the [j Big Five? 11 Armen 
said, LlIlow about the 11 Five Families? r] You heard it hear first. 
Mike Smith ofSBJ was moderator, and he did a fine job of clarifYing, nuancing and probing. 
The five conference Dons, er, Commissioners, proceeded to say in every possible way, at 
every possible opportunity, that they wanted to Dhelp ilieir student-athletes, D and that iliey 
had no predetermined wish to depart from the NCAAD s DBig TentD to be able to help 
student -aililetes. 
The five Dons were fiml (but not menacing) in their resolve to get what they want. This was a 
much less threatening tone than the D or else D versions that several of them have made over 
the past year. A kinder, gentler Five Families? 
Said Big Ten Commissioner Jim Delany, "What's really hard in these kinds oftllings is for 
people to vote iliemselves less political authority. They don't do iliat. That's not a natural thing 
to do." 

As reported by Dennis Dodd o[CBSSports: 
As the NCAA continues to fundomentalZv change the way it does business, along 
came this reminder rVednesdayfrom Big Ten commissioner Jim Delany. 
The concept of the jive biggest conferences forming their own subdivision, Dis not 
ojJthe table, D Delany said at the LMG Intercollegiate Athletics Forum. 
While that's not exactly news, it is a reminder of who's in charge. 
The NCAA wants to restructure. Essentially it's a move to become less intrusive 
and allow schools more self-determination. It's either that or those 65 schools in 
the SEC, Big 12, Big Ten, ACC, Pac-I2 and Notre Dame are going to take their 
balls and go home. 
To a new division where they wouldn't be leaving the NCAA but they wouldn't be 



celebrating it either. 
[JDivision 4 concepts are out there ... , [1 Del(my said LJThere was a lot of chum in 
the water about the sustainabilily of the NCAA. [] 
It's come to that now. The threats aren't even veiled anymore. 
From Greg Bishop o(the New York Times: 
The reason the NCA.A. has come under more criticism than normal in recent 
years has little to do with a lack qf attention to womenOs gO![, as one panelist 
suggested The N CA.A. earned its critics, one botched investigation or 
unnecessary rule complication at a time. 
It was hard, then, to tell whether the power brokers considered the system broken. 
They said it needed refonn. And they said they would defend it and its honor and 
what worked 
We also heard a lot about student-athletes and how happy they were and how 
much they benefitedfrom their scholarships. We heard about thisfrom men in 
tailored suits who profit handsomely ojj"college sports and whose universities and 
conferences cull revenue from the same. 

o Commissioners Speak Out on Reform Part II 0 was the next panel. The Guest 
Moderator was Brad Wolverton of the Chronicle of Higher Education. Panelists were Mike 
Aresco, American Conference Commissionel~ Karl Benson, Sun Belt Conference 
Commissioner; Britton Banowsky, CUSA Commissioner, John Steinbrecher, MAC 
Commissioner and Jamie Zaninovich. West Coast Conference Commissioner. 
As one would expect, the substance and tenor of this panel of not-Power Five conferences 
was quite different than the panel that preceded it There was a realisVpragmatist aura from this 
group. 
Banowsky came out with a great line early on when the topic was the possible re-emergence 
of super conferences (with 16 and more schools). He said, m have some experience with 
super conferences, because the Big East kept taking our schools. [] 
Lunch was in [lThe View, [1 which was aptly named, as it is 8 stories up, with a 15- foot high 
window panorama looking down on the giga-watt splendor of Times Square. I noticed that 
Tim Murray and Travis Tellitocci of Marist had scarfed up one of the best views in The View. 
Fitting. Your Clips Editor had the pleasure of sitting neA1: to China Jude, AD of Queens 
College. 
After lunch I had a few words with Pac-12 Commissioner Larry Scott and I was very pleased 
that he spoke kindly of Clips. 
Back from lunch was a great panel 0 o For the Love of the Game: Members of First
Ever College Football Playoff Selection Committee Speak OuiD o comprised oftlu"ee 
members ofthe College Football Playoff selection committee [] which kicks off next year. Abe 
Madkour was the moderator, and panelists were Tom Osborne, fi.mner Nebraska FB 
coach! AD; Tom Jernstedl, 38-year veteran of the NCAA; and Dan Radakovich, Clemson 
AD. 
This was a very interesting and entertaining panel, and the speakers were at once illuminating 
and funny. Despite his extensive basketball renown, Tom stated that he has always been a 
o closet football fan,O and he reveled in the fact that serving on the committee would give him 
a legitimate excuse to watch 10-12 hours of football on a Saturday. 
When Abe asked why ajournalist (former USA Today writer Steve Wieberg) was included on 
the committee, there was a pause, and the panelists looked at each other, and then Radakovich 
said (with deadpan delivClY), 0 Because they are very intelligent 0 Definitely a contender for 
Best-One-Liner ofthe Forum Award. 
Abe asked the panelists to complete a statement[]. He said, LJA year from now, you [JI1 think 
the CFP selection process was a success ifrJ . . .. to which the consistently witty Tom 
Osborne replied, [] ItfJ II be a success if we don [Jt get lynched. [] (Earlier, Osborne related 
stories of the negative passion of some fans, and said one of them blew up his maillx)x after a 
tough loss). 
OTodayOs AD: Balancing Challenges and OpportunitiesO featured five ADs from some 
of the biggest programs in the country: Bill Battle, University of Alabama; Greg Byrne, 
University of Arizona; John Currie, Kansas State University; Jack Swarbrick, University of 
Notre Dame; and Kevin White, Duke University. SBJO s Michael Smith was moderator. 
Much ofthe comments had to do with the markedly different scope of the job these days, and 
veterans White and Battle provided great insights. ON ewcomers 0 (young in years but already 
wise in experience) Greg Byrne and Jolm Currie were impressively cognizant ofthe way it must 
have been decades ago. 
Moderator Michael Smith mentioned the much more public profile that once-anonymous ADs 
have been thrust into, mentioning the recent BCS-stumping undertaken by Auburn AD Jay 
Jacobs, and that fims were lining up to have their picture taken with him at the SEC 
championship game. To which the ever-clever Kevin White remarked that ADs are now 
perceived as the Downer of the franchise. 0 
Inevitably, the discussion centered on communication flow, pruticularly TwittCl~ with Byrne 
pointing out that 0 if you don 0 t control the message then someone else is going to control it for 
you. 0 
Related to this was the difficulty of controlling the timing of news releases, that sometimes 
thereOs a leak To which Byrne related afUlmy line that he attributed to aU-Kentucky 



professor, wherein the prof said [J I can keep a secret, but the peopl e I talk to can [1 t keep a 
secret. [j 
It appears that Byme is something ofa legend in the effective and frequent use of Twitter, with 
Currie not far behind. In fact, Byme is thought to be the first-ever AD to announce a coach 
hire via Twitter, when he snapped a picture of himself and new FB coach Rich Rodriguez in an 
airport after they shook hands. And tweeted it to the Wildcat world about the new hire. 
Currie mentioned that he occasionally writes 0 letters 0 to the fan base and that they have been 
pretty well received. 10m not sure how those letters 0 are delivered 0 email, tweets, snail mail, 
website, all of the above') 0 but I will get back to him and ask. 
After another scrum of a Networking Break, within which I saw/said hello to Eric Hyman, 
Texas A&M AD; Amy Yakola, ACC Sr Associate Commish; Jamie Zaninovich, West Coast 
Conference Commish. Lenny Kaplan, NJ Institute of Technology AD; Bob Vecchione. 
NACDA Executive Director; Bill Sutton, IMG prez; etc .... and then we were in the home 
stretch. 
Ailer the break I sat in on []ItIJs All About Innovative, Revenue-Generating 
Opportunities that Enhance the Game-Day Experience for Fans,[J which wa<; 
moderated by able Abe Madkour and included Jason Cook, Texas A&M Sr Assoc AD, Don 
Dethlefs, CEO, Sink Combs Dethlefs CEO; Chip Lydum, U-Washington Assoc AD; Steve 
Terrill, AECOM pmject Director; and Justin Wood, Dimensional Innovations VI'. 
This was an interesting paneL and the best parts (I thought) had to do with reviving the interest 
of student fans to actually come and see the games. The panelists described several in-venue 
solutions to enhance fan interactivity and customizable experiences. This wasnOt all just for the 
good of the fans, as the words o monetization 0 and o premium packages 0 were mentioned 
frequently. 
[1 Athletics in Transition: The Realities of Conference Realignmentr] wa<; next, and this 
panel, moderated by Michael Smith featured a 4- star quartet of Conference Realignment 
veterans: ADs Chris Del Conte, TCU (Mountain West Big EasU]for the proverbial []cup of 
cofiee [j [lto Big 12); Daryl Gross, Syracuse University (Big East to ACC); Eric Hyman, Texas 
A&M University (Big 12 to SEC); and Oliver Luck, West Virginia University (Big East to Big 
12). 
Any panel that includes the eftervescent Chris Del Conte is going to be jam-packed with 
humor and stream-of-thought straightforwardness, and this one was all that, 
but 0 surprisingly 0 Del Conte was matched in the wit and fast wordage delivery by Eric Hyman. 
And Oliver Luck and Danyl Gross were right up there as well. 
TIns panel had more talk-overs and interruptions than all the rest combined. These guys were 
not yelling at each other, but they were finishing sentences and thoughts for one another. This 
panel was easily the most infi.mnative, most voluminous (15,000 words I bet?) and entertaining 
of the entire day. 
Some of the tidbits: 

• Del Conte ribbing Hyman constantly (Hyman was TCU and South Carolina AD before 
moving to Texas A&M): 0 it was a package deal: South Carolina and Texas A&M 0 .. 
. Hyman and Del Conte were sitting next to each other, and they pushed each other 0 s 
shoulders when they were ribbing one another) 

• Hyman ribbing Del Conte back: 0 some of the ancillary schools like TCU 0 .... ouch. 
• Luck: (responding to Smith 0 s question about how much prior planning went into 

realignment moves) 0 There was no higher authority .... It was like kids clawing and 
scratching. 0 

• Del Conte (when describing his pilgrimage to Austin to secure Texas AD DeLoss 
Dodds[j buy-in on TCU joining the Big 12): [JI introduced myself as Chris Del Conte, 
but he did not hear the [jChris[j part, and he said, [1yourfirst name is [JDell?, [J that[Js 
nice. [1 And he called me Dell for the next three hours. [J ... 

• Gross got in a good one when he described one ofLuckOs remarks during a Big East 
meeting, when he bluntly pmffered, 0 Did anyone ever think about just moving the 
basketball schools out? 0 Prescient, huh? 

The best was last; a 020 for 20 with Tracy Wolfson, Reporter & Host, CBS Sports, 0 
wherein Abe Madkour masterfully led Tracy Wolfson on a fast-paced Q&A on the fun and 
foibles of not just sideline reporting, but in the totality of her impressive media experience and 
credentials. 
At one point Abe asked about uncomfortable situations (remember, part ofTracy[js 
resrxmsibility is to interview coaches as they are leaving the court/field for halftime). Sometimes 
she interviews coaches whose teams have perfonned very poorly in the first half They are in a 
foul mood and anxious to rip into their players. Bo Ryan's Wisconsin team had one of these 
awful first halves, and Tracy 0 s interview went south. But Tracy hastened to add that was a 
one-time blip and that Bo has been terrific every since then. 
When asked about mentors and influences, Tracy enthusiastically cited Leslie Vissel~ as well as 
Michele Tafoya and Holly Rowe. Tracy also related a few embalTassing a few embalTassing 
moments (including getting booed off the COUlt at the US Open, and being reminded by her 
producer that she was not Barbara Walters). 



After a quick heel' at the aprU s Forum cocktail reception, your editor was on his way back 
to the Clips MotherShip, located 41 miles due west of Times Square, viaa Line 1 subway 
from the 50th Street station to Penn Station, then NJ Transit to the Convent Station station 
(yes, the name ofthe town is "Convent StationD), and then a 9-mile drive back to the M-Ship. 
It was 10:30 when I walked in the door, and I tried to finish this riveting and award- worthy 
Clips Eyewitness Report, but I was too tired to do so, so here I anI at it on Thursday morning 
to finish up. Thus I will unfortunately be unable to attend the Thursday session, which will 
include the following panels: 
D College Sports Business Headlines of the DayD From changes to NCAA governance 
and enforcement, to the economic challenges every athletic program faces, to the D pay-for
playD model and monetary and academic benefits to student-athletes, every day brings a range 
of new headlines in college sports. Panelists: Val Ackernmn, Big East Conference 
Commissioner; Mike Bobinski, Georgia Tech AD; Mark Lewis, NCAA EVP; Burke Magnus, 
ESPN Sr VP; and Ben Sutton, IMG President. 
[J Fosteling Community Engagement through College Sponsorships [] with Betsy 
Wilson, DirectOl~ Global Sponsorship and Sustainability Communications, UPS and Guest 
Facilitator Tom Haidinger, President, Advantage International. As the Ot1icial Logistics 
Partner of the NCAA, SEC, Big Ten Conference, Pac-12 Conference and 69 individual 
colleges and universities, UPS has made a significant commitment to college sports. In tins 
presentation, Betsy Wilson will share activation plans for engaging the passionate college sports 
community. She will share insights into how the college platfornl has provided new business-to
business opportunities, thus delivering ROI and ROO. including new revenue streams, for the 
company. 
[1 The Benefits of Owning Your Own Media Network!] In this session, Brooks Boyer, 
CEO, Silver Chalice Ventures; Justin Connolly, ESPN Sr VP; Chuck Gerber, Sports Media 
Consultant; Larry Jones, Fox Sports Media EVP; and Dean Jordan, Wasserman Media 
Group Managing Executive, will discuss the benefit<; of owning your own media network [] at 
the cOlJierence or school level D the competitive advantage the exposure creates and the 
volume of content required to operate a stand-alone channel. 
D Innovations that Add to the Game-Day ExperienceD In this session, moderated by 
Bonnie Bel1lstein, VP, Content and Brand Development & On-Air Host, Campus Insiders; 
speakers Bubba Cunningham, UNC AD: Joe Ferreira, Learfield Sports Sr VP: Kelli Hilliard, 
IMG College Sr VP: Jeff Janles, Disney Institute Sr VP: Scott Stricklin, Mississippi State AD; 
and Rob Temple, ESPN VP: will discuss fan-friendly changes they are making in an effort to 
foster deeper connections. create happier customers and build stronger brand loyalty for their 
schools. 
All in all, Day One of the IMG SBJ Intercollegiate Athletic Forum was a superb venue for a 
healthy cross-pollination ofthought and opinion. And I [1m sure that Day Two will be more of 
the same. 
Just like it was supposed to be. 

Clips Supedatives of the lAF 
In years past, Forum Superlatives have been warnlly received, so the Clips Truth Squad has 
studiously compiled this yearD s superlatives as well. * Here goes: 
Best Gesticulations: Chris Del Conte, Tracy Wolfson 
Dapper Dan Award: The always well- groomed Daryl Gross was resplendent in a dark shilt 
with contrasting spread collar shelled in a meticulously tailored British worsted suit (40 short?) 
and an elegant silk cravat. Guys like Daryl don[] t wear neckties, they wear cravats. 
Sure and Steady Wins the Race: Tom Jernstedt, Jim Sullivan, Tom Osbol1le 
The Annual Look-Alike Awards: Mark Emmert and Joe Hull (and Bill Battle, and Nick 
Voinis); Tracy Wolfson and a young Sally Field; Dennis Dodd and Brad Wolverton; Kelli 
Hilliard and Jennifer Biehn; Stan Wilcox and Jon Oliver (and Duer Sharp); Richard Weiss and 
Charles Bloom; Ross NetheJY and Jeff Bourne (yeah, I know itOs a repeat from two years 
ago) 
Sa}ing the Most in the Least Amount of Words Award (tie): Mike Slive and Karl 
Benson 
Sa}ing the Most in the Greatest Amount of Words Award: Richard Luker 
Saying the Least in the Most Amount of Words: no comment 
Best Moderator: Abe Madkour. With a steady and sure style D part Mike Wallace, PaJt 
I-Ioward Cosell, part Chris Bennan LJ Abe was our solid vote for moderator of the event. This 
is his eighth straight Best Moderator award. Yeah, this is starting to sound like a suck-up, and 
maybe it is, but Abe is really good (sometimes better than the person(s) heLJs 
interviewing/moderating). His interviews with John Calipari (4 years ago) and Juan Pablo 
Montoya (at the SBJ Motorsports Forum 5 years ago) were classics. 
Overused words/phrases of the Forum: govel1lance, flexibility, the big tent, the academic 
mission of the university, student-athlete . 
Fastest-Talking Person ofthe Forum: (you guessed it) Chris Del Conte (TCU) 



Distinctive Name Awards (listed alphabetically): Britton Banowsky (C-USA), Tag Garson 
(Wassennan), Haynes Hendrickson (Turnkey), China Jude (Queens College), Annan 
Keteyian (CBS Sports), Lorianne Lamonica (SBJ), Burke Magnus (ESPN), Molly Mazzolini 
(Infinite Scale), Tom Odjakjian (American), Travis Tellitocci (Marist) and Jamie Zaninovich 
(West Coast Conference), These folks have to put up with people always misspelling their 
names, but they D re great names. 
Coolest Hollywood-like Name: Burke Magnus 
Loudest Necktie Award: Jim Paquette 
Tallest Attendee: Greg Byrne 
Finnest Handshake Award: Mike Bobinski 
Most Gentlemanly Panelists (tic): Bill Battle, Daryl Gross and Karl Benson 
\Vish-I-coulda-said-hello-to-them: Jim Delany, Mike Slve, Tom Osborne, Joe Giansante, 
Nick Voinis, Andy Staples, Mike Kelly, Ivan Maisel, Brett McMurphy, Patti Ohlendorf; etc. 
\Vish-they-were-here: Gene Smith, Jeff Long, Dan Guerrero, Pat Haden, Ed 0 LJBannon, 
Paul Finebaum, Kirk Herbstreit, a few presidents, a few rogue boosters, Nick Saban, Lee 
Fitting, Greg Shaheen, Bill Hancock, Condi Rice, Gordon Gee, Mark Silvennan, David Stem, 
Sonny Vaccaro, etc. 
* Please note that these superlatives have been compiled in a subjective and non
scientific manner. 
And finally, I would be remiss if I failed to express my appreciation for 
thefolks at SBI for putting on such a terrific Forum andfor having me 
and College Athletics Clips be part of it. 



x 



It's SBJ's 20th Birthday 0 0 0 
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wlV.lwi!ler.com/@ColiegeAthClips 

TO COMMENT ON THIS eFLASH: nick@collegealhlelicsciips.com 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/21/20106:56:09 PM 

Dora the Explorer: illegal immigrant? 

Ig~~""lln a slew of parodies on the Internet, in newspapers and at public rallies, the doe-eyed cartoon character 

has become an unlikely symbol of the immigration debate. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/21/20107:24:42 PM 

Rand Paul: Obama BP criticism 'un-American' 

Ig~~""IKentuCkY Republican Senate candidate Rand Paul said Friday that President Barack Obama's criticism of 
BP in the wake of the Gulf oil debacle sounds "really un-American." 

rg~iSjRand Paul - Kentucky - Barack Obama - United States - President 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/21/20107:27:14 PM 

Facebook page that led to Pakistani ban removed 

A Facebook page that was considered offensive to Islam and led to a Pakistani ban on the site has been removed, 

possibly by its creator. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/21/20107:47:30 PM 

Salmonella triggers nationwide sprout recall 

Salmonella poisoning has triggered a nationwide recall of alfalfa sprouts, the Oregon TV station KMTR has reported. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/21/20107:55:57 PM 

Mission accomplished for Atlantis spacewalkers 

Ig~~...,~wo shuttle astronauts took one last spacewalk at the International Space Station on Friday to finish 

replacing old batteries and tackle some odd jobs as their visit drew to a close. 

...... ,..... . ..... ,..... . ..... , ....... 
I
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rg~~...,jlnternational Space Station - Astronaut - Extra-vehicular activity - Technology - Space 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/21/20108:17:01 PM 

Federer: 'No complex whatsoever' about Nadal 

Ig~~""IROger Federer insists he has "no complex whatsoever" about facing rival Rafael Nadal, the only man he's 

lost to at the French Open over the past five years. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/21/20108:33:46 PM 

AT&T to raise fees for iPhone contract breakers 

AT&T is raising the fees it charges buyers of the iPhone and other smartphones if they break their two-year contracts, 

while lowering them for "dumb" phones to better align the fees with their real costs. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/21/20109:38:16 PM 

Woman sentenced to prison in Elizabeth Smart case 

Nearly eight years after Elizabeth Smart was snatched from her Salt Lake City bedroom at knifepoint, the woman who 

pleaded guilty to the 2002 kidnapping is headed to prison. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/21/20109:41:04 PM 

Calif. prepares to honor Harvey Milk 

Ig~~""lcalifornia will observe its first day of "special significance" Saturday honoring the slain gay-rights leader 

on what would have been his 80th birthday. 

rg~iSjHarVey Milk - California - Gay lesbian and Bisexual - Arts and Entertainment - lGBT 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/21/20109:52:46 PM 

Medical marijuana facing a backlash 

Public anger is rising and politicians are passing laws to slow the proliferation of pot shops and bring order to what has 

become a wide-open, Wild West sort of industry. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 
1§'~F..?lcannabis - Medical cannabis - Health - Drugs - American Old West 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/21/2010 10:21:09 PM 

Late gain ends volatile week for stock market 

Despite a late-day comeback on Friday, major stock indexes are down about 10 percent from the peak they reached in 

late April. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 
1§'~F..?IBusiness - Stock market index - Stocks and Bonds - Investing - Equities 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/21/201011:16:34 PM 

Salmonella triggers nationwide sprout recall 

Salmonella found in raw alfalfa sprouts appears to have sickened 22 people in 10 states, including one infant in Oregon, 

prompting a nationwide recall of the product. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/21/2010 11:20:45 PM 

Autopsy: girl smothered in bed, found 9 days later 

Federal investigators say a little girl whose body was found in her bed nine days after her parents launched a wide-scale 

search smothered accidentally and was there the whole time police and family were hunting for her. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 
1§'~F..?lpolice - Autopsy - Hunting - Business - Security 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/21/2010 11:32:02 PM 

BP delays attempt to plug leak with mud 

Ig~~""lofficials close a public beach as thick gobs of oil resembling melted chocolate wash up, a very visible 
reminder of the blown-out well that has been spewing crude into the Gulf of Mexico for a month. 

rg~iSLulf of Mexico - BP - Oil spill - Federal government of the United States - Environment 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/21/201011:40:12 PM 

Gulf accident: What went wrong? 

Ig~~""llndependent investigator says Deepwater Horizon accident was preventable. 

Ig~~""IDeepwaterHorizon - BP - Technology - Energy - Gulf of Mexico 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/21/201011:43:45 PM 

U.S. eyes terror link to Pakistan caterers 

The co-owner of a catering company that organized events for the u.s. Embassy is among six men detained by Pakistan 

for allegedly helping the failed Times Square bombing suspect. 

I~¥':-Ipakistan -Islamabad - Asia - Government - Embassies and Consulates 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/22/2010 1:00:34 AM 

Grand jury dismisses charges in NY subway stabbing 

After stabbing two men to death on a subway train, a criminal justice student insisted to authorities that he was trying 

to save himself from an abrupt and brutal attack. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 
1§'~F..?INew York - Grand jury - United States - Law - Legal Information 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/22/2010 1:22:49 AM 

Conn. Democrats endorse Blumenthal for US Senate 

State Attorney General Richard Blumenthal, under fire for misspeaking about his military record during Vietnam, easily 

won the endorsement Friday night of Connecticut Democrats to fill the u.S. Senate seat being vacated by Chris Dodd. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 
1§'~F..?IRichard Blumenthal - Christopher Dodd - United States Senate - Attorney general - Chris Dodd 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/22/2010 1:27:41 AM 

Texas OKs school textbook changes 

Ig~~""~he State Board of Education adoptd a social studies and history curriculum that amends or waters down 

the teaching of the civil rights movement, religious freedoms, America's relationship with the U.N. and 
hundreds of other items. 

~ 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 
1§'~i?S~exas _ United States - Education - Board of education - High school 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/22/20104:03:04 AM 

Pitching leads Yankees over sloppy Mets 

Ig~~""~avier Vazquez pitched one-hit ball for six innings before becoming the latest pinstriped player to leave 

with an injury and the Yankees took advantage of more inept Mets' play to win the opener of the Subway 
Series 2-1 on Friday night. 

~ 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 
1§'~i?SINew York Yankees - New York Mets - Subway Series - Baseball - Sport 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/22/20104:16:13 AM 

13-year-old Californian youngest to top Everest 

Ig~~""IA 13-year-old American became the youngest to reach the top of Mount Everest on Saturday, breaking 

the record as part of his quest to climb the highest peaks on all seven continents. 

rg~iSLount Everest - Mountaineering - United States - Climbing - Recreation 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/22/20104:16:13 AM 

13-year-old Californian youngest to top Everest 

Ig~~""IA 13-year-old American became the youngest to reach the top of Mount Everest on Saturday, breaking 

the record as part of his quest to climb the highest peaks on all seven continents. 

...... ,..... . ..... ,..... . ..... , ....... 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/22/20104:17:04 AM 

13-year-old becomes youngest to top Mount Everest 

Ig~~""IA 13-year-old American boy became the youngest climber to reach the top of Mount Everest on 

Saturday, breaking the former record as part of his quest to climb the highest peaks on all seven 
continents. 

Ig~~""IMount Everest - Mountaineering - United States - Climbing - Recreation 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/22/20104:59:21 AM 

Byfuglien's aT goal puts Blackhawks up 3-0 

Ig~~""lchiCagO is one win away from reaching the Stanley Cup finals for the first time since 1992 after Dustin 
Byfuglien scored in overtime Friday and the Blackhawks beat San Jose 3-2 to take a commanding 3-0 lead 

in the Western Conference finals. 

I g~~""IDustin Byfuglien - Chicago Blackhawks - Stanley Cup - Western Conference - San Jose Sharks 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/22/201010:15:16 AM 

'Humble' Beckham visits troops in Afghanistan 

Ig~~""lsoccer star David Beckham arrived in Afghanistan Saturday, along with ministers from Britain's new 

coalition government, to speak to troops there. 

1~~':-IDavid Beckham - Afghanistan - Asia - Government - los Angeles Galaxy 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/22/201010:57:18 AM 

Obama demands oil assurances, names panel 

Ig~~""lpresident Barack Obama said that offshore oil drilling could only go forward if there were assurances 

that a disaster like the massive Gulf of Mexico oil spill would not happen again. 

1~~'::IGUlf of Mexico - Barack Obama - Offshore drilling - Oil well - President 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/22/201011:12:47 AM 

Japan, U.S. agree on base plan but hurdles ahead: report 

Japan and the United States agreed on Saturday on a plan to relocate a controversial U.S. airbase on Okinawa, 

broadcaster NHK said, but the deal faces resistance from local residents and the government's coalition allies. 

rc~~..-tapan _ United States - Okinawa Prefecture - Asia - Government 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/22/2010 12:59:48 PM 

Ohio man, son killed after Ark. cops fatally shot 

An Ohio man's resentment of authority and run-ins with the law was enough for a local sheriff to warn that he could be 

dangerous if confronted by law enforcement. Years later, the sheriff appears right: The man and his teenage son are 

suspected of fatally shooting two Arkansas police officers during a traffic stop before they died in a shootout. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/22/20101:57:17 PM 

Death toll in Polish floods rises to 12 

Polish police say the death toll in massive flooding that has hit several regions across the country has risen to 12. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/22/20102:16:35 PM 

Cuomo announces campaign for N.Y. governor 

Ig~~""IDemocrat Andrew Cuomo is making it official: He will seek the New York governor's job once held by his 

father. 

1~~'::INew York - Andrew Cuomo - United States - List of Governors of New York - Politics 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/22/20102:18:11 PM 

Serena, Venus ranked 1-2 entering French Open 

Ig~~""lserena and Venus Williams are the French Open's two top-seeded women, and if it seems as if it's been a 

while since that was the case at a Grand Slam tournament, that's because it has. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/22/20102:35:38 PM 

Clinton courts Chinese people; tough mission nears 

Ig~~""lcourting the Chinese people, u.s. Secretary of State Hillary Rodham Clinton tried to make the case 

Saturday for greater cooperation and partnership between the two countries as a difficult diplomatic 
assignment approached: winning Beijing's support for punishing ally North Korea. 

~ 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/22/20102:54:42 PM 

Reports: Polish priest jailed in Brazil abuse case 

A Polish priest accused of sexually abusing a former altar boy in Rio de Janeiro and turning his parish home into an 

"erotic dungeon" has turned himself over to police and is now jailed, Brazilian news media reported Saturday. 

I g:i1ti¥.EIBrazil - Sexual abuse - Priest - Rio de Janeiro - South America 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/22/20103:46:30 PM 

Frustration mounts as oil seeps into wetlands 

Ig~~""IAnger grew along the Gulf Coast as an ooze of oil washed into delicate coastal wetlands in Louisiana, with 

residents questioning the federal government and others. 

I~~·louisiana - Gulf Coast of the United States - United States - Federal government of the United States - Gulf Coast 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/22/20104:17:06 PM 

At West Point, Obama talks Afghan mission 

Ig~~""lpresident Obama told graduating cadets eventually headed for war that their country needs allies 

standing with the u.s. in Afghanistan. 

I~~':-Iunited States - United States Military Academy - Afghanistan - Barack Obama - West Point 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/22/20104:51:24 PM 

India plane crash kills scores; 8 survive 

Ig~~""IA plane trying to land in the rain at a hilltop airport in India overshot the runway and crashed Saturday, 

killing nearly 160 people, officials said. At least eight survived. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/22/20106:45:17 PM 

Moderate quakes rock Southern Calif. 

A series of moderate earthquakes south of the border shook buildings in downtown San Diego but there are no reports 

of damage or injuries. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/22/20107:12:04 PM 

Auctioneer: Swedish stamp keeps world record 

The Swedish "Treskilling Yellow" retained its title as the world's most expensive stamp when it changed hands at a 

private sale shrouded in secrecy, the auctioneer claimed Saturday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/22/20108:47:51 PM 

Calif. bill aimed at molesters would cost millions 

A state corrections department analysis of a bill being considered by California lawmakers found that mandating life 

sentences for some child molesters and lifetime parole for others would cost tens of millions of dollars annually after the 

first decade. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/22/20108:59:54 PM 

Mexico searching for TV producer in wife's death 

Mexican investigators say they can't locate a former "Survivor" producer to question him about the death of his wife in 

this Caribbean resort city. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/22/20109:13:49 PM 

Irish police arrest militants, explosives found 

Irish police said they arrested two men on Saturday as part of a probe into dissident Republican militants active in 

Northern Ireland after catching them making explosives from gas cylinders. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/22/20109:14:22 PM 

Mourners pay final respects to Detroit girl 

Ig~~""ICiVil rights activist the Rev. AI Sharpton gave a rousing eulogy for a 7-year-old girl killed in a police raid, 

challenging mourners to take responsibility and help stop a spiral of violence. 

rg~5.jAI Sharpton - Civil and political rights - Detroit - Activism - United States 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/22/201010:12:39 PM 

Inter Milan wins 1st Champions title in 45 years 

Ig~~""llnter Milan won the European title for the first time in 45 years, beating Bayern Munich 2-0 Saturday 
night on a pair of goals by Diego Milito. Jose Mourinho, the self-proclaimed "Special One," said after the 

game he is likely to leave Inter to become coach of Real Madrid. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/22/2010 10:30:39 PM 

16-year-old in contention in PGA Tour debut 

Ig~~""IMaking the cut at the Byron Nelson Championship never was the goal for Jordan Spieth. The 16-year-old 
insists he's here to win. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/22/201011:18:24 PM 

Ark. shooter held anti-government views 

r-~ sheriffs warning to law enforcement about an Ohio man's anti-government views appears prescient: 
he man and his teenage son killed two Arkansas police officers. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/22/2010 11:37:52 PM 

Leighton blanks Habs again; Flyers lead 3-1 

Ig~~""IMiChael Leighton stopped 17 shots to register his third shutout of the Canadiens in four games and the 
Philadelphia Flyers beat Montreal 3-0 on Saturday to move within one win of their first trip to the Stanley 

Cup finals since 1997. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/22/201011:48:37 PM 

Wetlands cleanup may be impossible 

Ig~~""~he gooey oil washing into the maze of marshes along the Gulf Coast could prove impossible to remove, 

leaving a toxic stew lethal to fish and wildlife, officials said. 

I~~':-Iwetland - Gulf Coast - Fish - Gulf Coast of the United States - United States 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/22/2010 11:52:20 PM 

Astronauts answer kids' questions about space 

Ig~~""IAtlantis' six astronauts got a little down time up in orbit Saturday on the eve of their departure from the 

International Space Station. 

I~~':lnternational Space Station - Astronaut - Space Shuttle Atlantis - Space - Technology 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/23/2010 12:25:08 AM 

Topless coffee stand burned over hot affair? 

A state investigation says a man suspected of burning down a Maine coffee shop that featured topless waitresses was 

mad at his girlfriend, who was having an affair. 

I g:i1ti¥.Elcoffee - Beverage - Food - United States - Shopping 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/23/2010 12:38:28 AM 

Cuban fined $100,000 for comments on LeBron 

The NBA won't tolerate its teams talking about prospective free agents yet. 

rC~~~~Lark Cuban - LeBron James - Dallas Mavericks - National Basketball Association - NBA 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/23/2010 12:39:53 AM 

Chicken costumes banned at Nev. polling places 

Voters dressed in chicken costumes won't be allowed inside Nevada polling places this year. 

1~¥:INevada - Sue Lowden - Poultry - Home - Cooking 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/23/20102:10:57 AM 

Mexico seeks 'Survivor' ex-producer 

Mexican investigators say they can't locate a former "Survivor" producer to question him about the death of his wife in 

the Caribbean resort city of Cancun. 

1~~"-IMexiCO - Television producer - Cancun - Quintana Roo - Cancun 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/23/20102:32:57 AM 

Dice-K, Red Sox spin I-hitter vs. Phil lies 

Ig~~""IDaisuke Matsuzaka took a no-hitter into the eighth inning, losing his bid on Juan Castro's bloop single 
with two outs, and the Boston Red Sox beat the Philadelphia Phillies 5-0 on Saturday night. 

rg~5.jBoston Red Sox - Philadelphia Phillies - Juan Castro - Baseball - Sports 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/23/20102:37:32 AM 

Paula will reportedly send Simon off on 'Idol' 

Ig~~""IAccOrding to People, former judge Paula Abdul will join the show for a "special send-off" to the departing 

judge. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/23/20102:56:41 AM 

Taliban claim attack on NATO Afghan base 

Ig~~""~he Taliban claim responsibility for a ground attack against NATO's main military base in southern 

Afghanistan. 

1~~':-IAfghanistan - Military base - NATO - Asia - Kabul 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/23/20103:35:36 AM 

Sweep dreams: Celtics push Magic to brink 

Ig~~""IBackuP Glen "Big Baby" Davis scored 17 points and Rajon Rondo added 11 points and 12 assists on 
Saturday night to lead the Celtics to a 94-71 victory over the Orlando Magic and a 3-0 lead in the best-of

seven East finals. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/23/20103:38:55 AM 

Source: Cuba to improve prisoner conditions 

Ig~~""lcuba will move political prisoners closer to their hometowns and transfer sick prisoners to hospitals, a 

dissident says, after Catholic Church leaders met with President Raul Castro. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/23/2010 4:20:20 AM 

Bay's 4 hits help Mets bounce back, beat Yanks 

Ig~~""~ason Bay tied a career high with four hits and David Wright added a pair of RBI singles, backing a sterling 

performance by Mike Pelfrey and helping the New York Mets beat the New York Yankees 5-3 on Saturday 
night. 

1~~':-INew York Mets - Mike Pelfrey - David Wright - New York Yankees - New York 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/23/20105:00:39 AM 

GOP wins House seat in Obama territory 

Republicans score a midterm election victory in winning a Democratic-held House seat in Hawaii in the district where 

President Barack Obama grew up. 

I g:i1ti¥.EIBarack Obama - Republicans - President - United States - President of the United States 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/23/20107:00:12 AM 

Pakistanis, Indians clash in Kashmir, one dead 

Indian forces fired across the de facto border in the disputed Himalayan region of Kashmir, killing a Pakistani soldier in 

the latest flare-up between the nuclear-armed rivals, the Pakistani army said on Sunday. 

1~¥':-IKashmir - Pakistan -India - Jammu and Kashmir - De facto 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/23/201010:21:15 AM 

Militants attack U.N. Gaza summer camp 

Masked gunmen attacked a U.N.-run summer camp for children on Sunday after militants in the Gaza Strip accused the 

United Nations of promoting immorality in the religiously conservative enclave controlled by Hamas Islamists. 

I g:i1ti¥.EIGaza Strip - Hamas - United Nations - Summer camp - Recreation 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/23/201011:14:49 AM 

Israeli nuclear whistleblower back in jail 

Ig~~""IAn Israeli nuclear whistleblower who spent 18 years in prison went back to jail Sunday for violating the 

terms of his parole. 

rg~iSjwhistleblower - Nuclear - Middle East - Warfare and Conflict - Weapons 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/23/2010 11:48:59 AM 

Ancient sect hopes for boost from pope's visit 

Ig~~""lln the coffee shop at this farming village on the northern Cyprus coast, the conversation jumps from one 

hardship to the next: a bad rainy season, a religion weakened by assimilation, and a division of the island 
that has lasted 36 years with no end in sight. 

I g~~""lcyprus - Middle East - Northern Cyprus - Politics - Cyprus Conflict 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/23/20101:53:19 PM 

Bangkok cleans up, exchange to reopen Monday 

Ig~~""~housands of Thais launched a massive clean-up operation in Bangkok's charred commercial district on 

Sunday as the city prepared for the resumption of business after the worst riots in modern history. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/23/20104:04:11 PM 

Atlantis leaves space station ... for last time? 

Ig~~""~he space shuttle Atlantis made its last scheduled departure from the International Space Station on 

Sunday. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/23/20104:15:47 PM 

GM, auto industry look to Volt for a recharge 

Ig~~""~he Volt could help usher in a new generation of electric cars, but there's more at stake here than a 

technological breakthrough: The fate of GM and its workers. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/23/20104:48:28 PM 

57 tombs with mummies found in Egypt 

Ig~~""IArchaeOIOgists say they have unearthed 57 ancient Egyptian tombs, most of which hold an ornately 

painted wooden sarcophagus with a mummy inside. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/23/20104:56:35 PM 

Agent Orange's catastrophic legacy still lingers 

Ig~~""IDecades after the Vietnam War, aging parents there are grappling to care for their catastrophically 

deformed children. Vietnam says as many as 3 million people exposed to Agent Orange have suffered 
illnesses caused by the chemical. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/23/20105:04:58 PM 

Veterans' wounds injure their family's finances 

Ig~~""IMaria Del Carmen Del Toro couldn't access her husband Israel's bank account for more than four months 

while he lay comatose after a roadside bomb attack in Afghanistan. 

I~~·lfghanistan - Improvised explosive device - Israel - Veteran - Asia 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/23/20105:19:14 PM 

Cable companies try new tact: Customer service 

Ig~~""IFor far too long, cable customers fumed as they waited in vain for the cable guy to show up. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/23/20105:54:05 PM 

Cash-strapped districts cut summer school 

Across the country, districts are cutting summer school because it's just too expensive to keep. The cuts started when 

the recession began and have pnly worsened. 

I g;i1tlF.Elcountry music - Education - United States - Arts - Colleges and Universities 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/23/20106:00:01 PM 

Small investors after market drop: I told you so 

Maybe the dumb money isn't so dumb after all. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/23/20106:35:56 PM 

Corned beef tainted with drug recalled 

Caribbean food products maker Grace Foods USA is voluntarily recalling two batches of its canned corned beef because 

they have higher than acceptable levels of a drug used to treat cattle for parasites. 

I ~¥':-Icorned beef - United States - Beef - Grace - Caribbean cuisine -- ---

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/23/20106:50:34 PM 

Senator moves to ban drop-side cribs 

Dozens of infants and toddlers have been killed by a drop-side crib in the last decade. This week, Sen. Kirsten Gillibrand, 

D-N.Y, will introduce legislation to ban them. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/23/20106:52:42 PM 

New rules might not stop next financial crisis 

The most sweeping changes to financial rules since the Great Depression might not prevent another crisis. 

rC~~~~jGreat Depression - Financial crisis - Twentieth Century - History - Mood 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/23/20106:53:04 PM 

Amateur skywatchers spot secret space plane 

Ig~~""lwhile the u.s. Air Force is mum about the orbital whereabouts of its X-37B mini-space plane, a dedicated 
band of amateur skywatchers has got its cross-hairs on the spacecraft. 

1~~'::Lnited States Air Force - Spacecraft - Boeing X-37 - United States - Space 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/23/20107:12:58 PM 

Confidence in BP? Not really, says Obama aide 

Ig~~""lln its harshest criticism of BP, the Obama administration said the oil giant had missed "deadline after 
deadline" in its efforts to seal the blownout oil well in the Gulf of Mexico. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/23/20107:26:58 PM 

Japan PM apologizes as US base stays on Okinawa 

Ig~~""lokinawans were outraged Sunday that Japan's prime minister reneged on his campaign pledge to move a 

u.S. military base off their island, a decision that upholds a longstanding agreement with Washington. 

1~~':-I.Japan - Prime minister - United States armed forces - Okinawa Prefecture - Yukio Hatoyama 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/23/20107:42:38 PM 

'Sex and the City' stars believe there's story left 

Ig~~"'l'we ask so much of this audience," said Sarah Jessica Parker. "They've paid for us forever. We were never 

in their home for free. We were always asking to be invited and it continues in the movies." 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/23/20107:43:04 PM 

Former major leaguer Lima dies at 37 

r-~ose Lima, the energetic All-Star right-hander who was a 21-game winner and dubbed his outings "Lima 
ime," died Sunday, the Los Angeles Dodgers said. He was 37. 

rg~iStos Angeles Dodgers - Dominican Republic - Caribbean - Baseball - Sports 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/23/20108:36:09 PM 

Producer wanted for questioning returns to US 

In a statement Sunday, his attorney says Bruce Beresford-Redman has returned to los Angeles County "to be with his 

children and attend to family and personal matters." 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/23/20108:41:28 PM 

Aggressive Venus looks sharp in opening win 

Ig~~""lwomenls roundup: Defending champion Svetlana Kuznetsova needed extra time to get going. Kuznetsova 

lost the first six points and first three games Sunday, then swept nine games in a row and beat Sorana 
Cirstea 6-3, 6-1. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/23/20108:44:59 PM 

Parents go overboard to help college kid get job 

With job prospects for recent college graduates at historic lows, some parents are using their contacts, connections and 

job-hunting savvy to help their children get hired. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/23/20108:52:07 PM 

Gas prices off more than 9 cents in two weeks 

The average price of regular gasoline in the United States has dropped 9.25 cents over a two-week period to $2.83. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/23/20109:28:53 PM 

South Africa promises a safe World Cup 

Ig~~""lsaddled with high crime, fear of terrorism and skeptics around the globe, South Africa promises it's ready 

to keep the peace through an exciting World Cup. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/23/201011:00:11 PM 

Black box from Air India jet is found 

Ig~~""IAS crash investigators pulled the black box from the charred, twisted wreckage of an Air India plane 

Sunday, one of the eight survivors marveled that he escaped the crash alive. 

...... ,..... . ..... ,..... . ..... , ....... 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/23/201011:12:22 PM 

Blackhawks rally in Game 4 to sweep Sharks 

Ig~~""IDustin Byfuglien scored his third go-ahead goal of the Western Conference finals, converting on a third

period power playas Chicago rallied to beat the San Jose Sharks 4-2 and completed a four-game sweep 
Sunday that sent the Blackhawks to the finals for the first time since 1992. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/23/201011:16:14 PM 

Child deaths around globe are on decline 

Child deaths worldwide seem to have fallen faster than officials thought, as a new study estimates far fewer children are 

dying every year than previously guessed by the United Nations. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/23/201011:36:16 PM 

Virginia men reach Final Four in NCAA lacrosse 

The Virginia men's lacrosse team did Sunday what the women's team couldn't do Saturday - move on to the Final Four 

amid the emotional aftermath of the death of Yeardley Love. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/24/201012:01:17 AM 

Scoop: Abdul may visit 'Idol,' but she won't stay 

Ig~~""~he former judge may show up on "American Idol" to bid farewell to Simon Cowell, but don't read 
anything into it. She's not going to return to a judging role. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/24/2010 1:40:03 AM 

Jamaicans battle over alleged drug lord 

Ig~~""~amaica declares a state of emergency in parts of the capital after shooting and firebomb attacks on 

police stations by supporters of an alleged drug lord facing extradition to the u.s. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/24/20103:13:54 AM 

Bret Michaels wins 'Celebrity Apprentice' 

Ig~~""IDonald Trump told Michaels he was "hired" in Sunday's finale of the reality, winning $250,000 for his 

charity of choice, the American Diabetes Association. 

rg~iSjDonald Trump - Celebrity Apprentice - Bret Michaels - Health - Conditions and Diseases 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/24/20103:51:36 AM 

Mets 6, Yankees 4 

NEW YORK (AP) -A-Rod vs. K-Rod, fans on their feet. Big Apple bragging rights on the line. 

1~¥:INew York Yankees - NEW YORK - Big Apple - United States - Metro Areas 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/24/20104:28:20 AM 

Bad cement jobs can hobble offshore rigs 

The tricky process of sealing an offshore oil well with cement - suspected as a major contributor to the Gulf of Mexico 

disaster - has failed dozens of times in the past, according to an Associated Press investigation. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/24/20104:43:03 AM 

Stoudemire responds, leads Suns past Lakers 

Ig~~""IAmare Stoudemire matched his career playoff high with 42 points, 29 in the second half, and grabbed 11 
rebounds to power the Phoenix Suns to a 118-109 victory Sunday night that cut the Los Angeles Lakers' 

lead in the series to 2-1. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/24/20104:49:26 AM 

Division II game takes 9 hours 

This was one long day at the ballpark. 

1~¥:IDivision II - Sports - College and University - Baseball - NJCAA 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/24/20104:57:51 AM 

K-Rod strikes out A-Rod as Mets hold off Yanks 

Ig~~""~ason Bay homered twice off an ineffective CC Sabathia, and the New York Mets held off the slumping 
New York Yankees 6-4 on Sunday night behind Johan Santana's stellar pitching. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/24/20107:11:22 AM 

'Lost' finale answers questions, but disappoints 

Ig~~""IFans who tuned in hoping to get all their questions answered may have been disappointed. Those who 

hoped for a believable explanation ... well, for them disappointment doesn't even cover it. 

rg~iStost - Television - Question Answering - drama - Finale 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/24/20108:55:28 AM 

Jobless Iranians heckle Ahmadinejad 

President Mahmoud Ahmadinejad's speech in a southern port town has been marred by shouts from disenchanted 

Iranians demanding jobs. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/24/20109:27:57 AM 

China holds door open a crack to u.s. on yuan 

China struck a conciliatory note in talks with the United States on Monday by vowing to spur domestic demand and 

keeping a guarded opening to exchange rate reform, which the Obama administration says is needed to rebalance the 

global economy. 

r~¥:Lnited States - China - Exchange rate - Presidency of Barack Obama - Barack Obama 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/24/20109:48:47 AM 

Brittany Murphy's widower dead at 39 

Ig~~""lsimon Monjack, the screenwriter who was married to the late actress Brittany Murphy, died on Sunday at 

his Hollywood Hills home, police said. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/24/201010:18:32 AM 

Obama seeks to force votes on spending cuts 

President Barack Obama on Monday is sending legislation to Congress that would allow him to force lawmakers to vote 

on cutting wasteful programs from spending bills. 

rC~~"-IBarack Obama - President of the United States - United States Congress - President - United States 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/24/2010 11:33:56 AM 

These companies managed to make a comeback 

Ig~~""IWith oil continuing to gush out of one of its oil rigs into the Gulf of Mexico, BP's future looks as murky as 

the water around the Louisiana coastline. 

rg~5.LUlf of Mexico - Louisiana - BP - Oil platform - United States 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/24/2010 12:07:42 PM 

Guns kill as many kids in rural areas as cities 

Children in the most rural areas of the United States are as likely to die by gunshot as kids in the biggest cities, a new 

analysis of nearly 24,000 deaths finds. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/24/201012:08:18 PM 

Asbestos contamination still taking toll on town 

Ig~~""IHealth workers tracking Libby's plight estimate at least 400 people have died of asbestos-related illnesses 
- from mine workers to family members who breathed in the dust they brought home in their clothes. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/24/2010 12:09:05 PM 

Ex-U.K. royal 'sorry' amid cash-far-access sting 

Ig~~""IAcknOWledging financial difficulties, Duchess of York Sarah Ferguson apologizes after she was recorded 

offering to sell access to her ex-husband Prince Andrew in return for $720,000. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/24/2010 12:09:24 PM 

Pricey grocery stores attract skinniest shoppers 

Ig~~""~he percentage of food shoppers who are obese is almost 10 times higher at low-cost grocery stores 

compared with upscale markets such as Whole Foods, a small new study shows. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/24/201012:21:21 PM 

Oil dispersants an environmental 'crapshoot' 

Ig~~""lchemical dispersants being used to break up oil from the Gulf of Mexico spill may come with a big 

tradeoff, because the effect on creatures of the open ocean is unknown, scientists say. Msnbc.com's Kari 
Huus reports. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/24/2010 12:55:38 PM 

Cavs fire Brown after title-less era with LeBron 

Ig~~""~he Cleveland Cavaliers have fired coach Mike Brown after five seasons for failing to win an NBA title with 

LeBron James. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/24/2010 12:59:03 PM 

Brittany Murphy's widower dead at 39 

Ig~~""lsimon Monjack, the screenwriter who was married to the late actress Brittany Murphy, died on Sunday at 

his Hollywood Hills home, police said. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/24/20101:18:57 PM 

Air travelers face screwball fares 

Passengers are increasingly running afoul of funny fares. The prices often can't be adequately explained, so their only 

choice is to take their business elsewhere. Or to not fly. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/24/20101:27:11 PM 

Conn. candidate says sorry for misstatements 

Ig~~""lu.S. Senate candidate Richard Blumenthal has apologized in an e-mail for misstatements about his 

military service during the Vietnam War, nearly a week after the controversy erupted. 

rg~iSLetnam War - Richard Blumenthal - United States Senate - Wars and Conflicts - New York Times 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/24/2010 1:44:53 PM 

Israel's Peres denies offering South Africa nukes 

Israeli President Shimon Peres on Monday categorically denied a report that he offered nuclear warheads to South 

Africa in 1975, when he was defense minister. 

I g:i1ti¥.Ellsrael _ Shimon Peres - South Africa - President of Israel - Nuclear weapon 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/24/20102:46:32 PM 

Economists raise growth projection for year 

Ig~~""IEconomists forecast the pace of u.s. growth will pick up in the year ahead as consumers and businesses 

accelerate spending, according to a new survey. 

1~~'::Lnited States - Gross domestic product - Recession - NEW YORK - Social Sciences 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/24/20103:09:49 PM 

100,000 told to flee as flood hits Polish capital 

Ig~~""IAbout 100,000 people have been told to flee Warsaw after the river that runs through Poland's capital 

burst its banks, officials said Monday. 

rg~iSjpoland - Flood - Warsaw - Government - Vistula 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/24/20103:35:41 PM 

Iran urges skeptical powers to accept atom swap offer 

Iran outlined to the U.N. nuclear watchdog on Monday a deal to give up some of its enriched uranium but diplomats said 

the gesture would have no effect on a push to widen sanctions against Tehran over its atomic activity. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/24/20103:47:39 PM 

Tax credit fuels surge in April home sales 

Ig~~""IHomebUyerS rushed to take advantage of government incentives and record-low mortgage rates in April, 

giving the housing market its biggest boost in five months. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/24/20103:49:38 PM 

Hot Yoga: tweaking the heat, finding the flow 

Ig~~""lwhen it comes to yoga, some like it hot but not too hot. So yoga studios and fitness centers are finessing 

the tenets of hot yoga as set forth by the master, to find the middle way. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/24/20104:59:28 PM 

Ex-Hooters waitress sues, alleging weight bias 

Ig~~""IA former Hooters waitress who says she was told by management she was too heavy to work has sued 

the restaurant. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/24/20105:44:11 PM 

SEC probes large traders' role in May 6 plunge 

Federal regulators said Monday they are looking at whether big trading firms abandoned the market during the massive 

sell-off on May 6 rather than providing cash support required under law. 

I g:i1ti¥.EIBusiness - Investing - Day Trading - Law - Commodities and Futures 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/24/20106:01:56 PM 

Battery ingestion a growing risk for kids 

The rate of severe poisonings from battery ingestion among u.s. children has risen in the past 25 years, along with the 

growing use of lithium "button" batteries in a wide range of consumer products, new research shows. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/24/20106:06:43 PM 

Create a 'Situation' with 'Jersey Shore' vacation 

Ig~~""~he "Jersey Shore" Jersey Shore is a hot spot this year as fans of the MTV series descend on the Garden 

State to experience the same sights, sounds and smells as the reality show's cast. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/24/20106:39:02 PM 

Cheap, ultra-pure heroin kills instantly 

Ig~~""IA review of drug overdose data shows that forms of ultra-pure heroin are contributing to a spike in 

overdose deaths across the nation and attracting a new generation of users who are caught off guard by 
its potency. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/24/20107:18:10 PM 

Controversial autism doc: 'I'm not going away' 

Ig~~""lln a TODAY exclusive, the doctor who suggested a possible link between childhood vaccines and autism 

said that despite having his medical license revoked, he stands by his theory and will continue his 
research. lilt's a bump on a very bumpy road," Dr. Andrew Wakefield said. 

1~~':-IAndrew Wakefield - Autism - Research - Vaccination - Health 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/24/20107:47:55 PM 

7 Afghans arrested in NATO troop deaths 

Ig~~""lseven Afghans have been arrested in connection with a suicide bombing last week that killed six NATO 

soldiers. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/24/20107:55:39 PM 

Serena wins at French but 'didn't feel good' 

Ig~~""~op-ranked Serena Williams encountered a stressful situation herself late in the first set, when she erased 
three break points before going on to beat Stefanie Voegele 7-6 {2}, 6-2 in the first round of the French 

Open on Monday. 

Ig~~""lserena Williams - French Open - Stefanie V6gele - Stefanie Voegele of Switzerland - French 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/24/20107:59:42 PM 

Court: NFL sports apparel suit can proceed 

The Supreme Court rejected the NFL's request for broad antitrust law protection Monday, saying that it must be 

considered 32 separate teams - not one big business - when selling branded items. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/24/20108:06:41 PM 

Owner: U.S. cable service unhurt by rogue satellite 

Ig~~""[he owner of a satellite that transmits programming to all U.S. cable systems says it avoided interference 
from another, out-of-control satellite that was drifting into its path. 

rg~iSjsatellite - Cable television - United States - Telecommunications - Business 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/24/20108:17:37 PM 

Tribesmen seize U.S. couple in Yemen 

Ig~~""IGunmen kidnapped two American tourists and their driver in Yemen and demanded the release of a 

jailed tribesman, security officials said. 

rg~iSjYemen - Sana'a - United States - Middle East - Travel and Tourism 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/24/20108:17:38 PM 

Federer starts French Open with easy victory 

Ig~~""IROger Federer lost an argument. His tennis was more persuasive. Miffed by a line call in his first match as 

French Open defending champion, Federer quickly regrouped to win the opening set two points later, 
then went on to beat Peter Luczak 6-4,6-1,6-2 Monday. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/24/20108:23:08 PM 

Pill to quit drugs? Docs aim to rewire brain 

Could a once-a-month alcoholism shot keep heroin addicts from relapse? A drug that wakes up narcoleptics treat 

cocaine addiction? Researchers are testing to see if medications for other brain diseases can halt relapses. 

I ~¥':-IAddiction - Cocaine - Alcoholism - Health - Substance abuse 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/24/20108:39:05 PM 

Rangers seek bankruptcy, still owe A-Rod $25M 

Ig~~""~he Texas Rangers filed for Chapter 11 bankruptcy protection Monday in hopes of spurring completion of 

the $575 million sale of the team by midsummer to a group of investors that includes Hall of Fame 
pitcher Nolan Ryan. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/24/20108:47:15 PM 

Britain bans doctor who linked autism to vaccine 

The doctor whose research linking autism and the vaccine for measles, mumps and rubella influenced millions of parents 

to refuse the shot for their children was banned Monday from practicing medicine in his native Britain. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/24/20109:11:01 PM 

Bret Michaels will have heart surgery in fall 

"Celebrity Apprentice" winner revealed that the recently discovered hole in his heart will be repaired after he is clear of 

the medications he's currently taking. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/24/20109:12:45 PM 

Court says black firefighter lawsuit can proceed 

The Supreme Court ruled Monday a group of African Americans did not wait too long to sue Chicago over a hiring test 

they challenged as discriminatory, freeing them to collect a lower court judgment. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/24/20109:19:12 PM 

U.S. backs South Korea in punishing North 

Ig~~""lsouth Korea won U.S. support Monday for slashing trade to North Korea and vowed to haul its 

communist neighbor before the U.N. Security Council for a torpedo attack that sank a South Korean 
warship and killed 46 sailors. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/24/2010 10:09:22 PM 

Late sell off leads stocks to end trading lower 

Financials dragged stocks lower Monday as already anxious investors grew more uncertain about the u.s. government's 

financial overhaul plan and debt problems in Europe. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/24/2010 10:22:49 PM 

Tax credit fuels surge in April home sales 

Ig~~""IA now-expired homebuyer tax credit and low mortgage rates helped boost sales of previously occupied 

homes in April. The improvements aren't likely to last. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/24/2010 10:23:03 PM 

Behind bars in Iran, Americans are engaged 

Ig~~...,~wo of the three Americans held for months in an Iranian prison have become engaged and plan to marry 

after they are released. 

rg~5.Lan - United States - Middle East - Prison - Politics 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/24/2010 10:56:06 PM 

Thai king sees his influence waning 

Ig~~""IWhY didn't King Bhumibol Adulyadej intervene to stop the bloody protests, and what is the future of an 

institution that did so much to hold the country together for more than half a century? 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/24/2010 11:01:22 PM 

More U.S. troops in Afghanistan than Iraq 

Ig~~""IMore U.S. forces are serving in Afghanistan than in Iraq, the Pentagon says, a first since the 2003 U.S. 

invasion of Iraq and a reflection of the new primacy of the nine-year Afghan war. 

1~~':-IAfghanistan - War in Afghanistan - United States armed forces -l.@g - Warfare and Conflict 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/24/201011:17:00 PM 

Cheap, flexible touchscreens could be golden 

Ig~~""lcheap, flexible touchscreens made with silver and gold nanowires could soon be rolling off the presses 

and into cell phones, computers and more. The same technology could even be used in solar panels. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/24/201011:28:37 PM 

Coast Guard chief: BP best hope to plug leak 

r-I~p is exhausting every possibility to plug the oil spill in the Gulf of Mexico, Coast Guard Commandant 
had Allen says, indicating he couldn't push the company aside even if he wanted. 

rg~5.joil spill - Gulf of Mexico - BP - Environment - Energy 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/24/2010 11:48:20 PM 

Slipknot bassist Paul Gray found dead in hotel 

Ig~~""lpolice say a hotel employee found the 38-year-old Gray dead in a room Monday at the Town Plaza Hotel 

in Urbandale, a suburb of Des Moines. Foul play isn't suspected. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/25/2010 12:05:07 AM 

Wal-Mart cuts iPhone 3GS price in half 

Ig~~""lwal-Mart says it's cutting the price of the most up-to-date iPhone in half. That's another sign Apple is 

getting ready to unveil a new model. 

rg~5.jwal_Mart -~ - IPhone - Smartphone - Handhelds 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/25/2010 12:22:02 AM 

Teacher in trouble after students don Klan robes 

A north Georgia history teacher faces punishment after administrators say she let four students wear Ku Klux Klan-like 

robes for a historical reenactment. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/25/201012:26:14 AM 

Woods no 'automatic pick' for Ryder Cup team 

Ig~~""~iger Woods is not guaranteed a spot on the u.s. Ryder Cup team and will have to play his wayan like 

every other player, team captain Corey Pavin said Sunday. 

1~~'::lcorey Pavin - Ryder Cup - Tiger Woods - Sport - United States 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/25/2010 12:54:30 AM 

Man sentenced in Scientology cyber attack 

A Nebraska man has been sentenced to a year in federal prison for his role in a cyber attack on the Church of 

Scientology's websites two years ago. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/25/2010 1:37:05 AM 

White House backs plan on gays in military 

A proposal to step up the repeal of the ban on gays and lesbians serving openly in the military has won the White 

House's backing after administration officials met with gay rights activists. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/25/20101:49:18 AM 

Scoop: Lohan 'furious' with judge's orders 

Ig~~""IFrom attending alcohol education classes, wearing an alcohol-monitoring bracelet and submitting to 
random drug testing, Lohan is going to be under a number of watchful eyes - and she's not happy about 

it. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/25/20102:49:35 AM 

Flyers finish off Canadiens, will play for Cup 

Ig~~""IMike Richards scored an empty-netter in a most bruising fashion, Arran Asham and Jeff Carter scored 

goals 84 seconds apart in Game 5 of the Eastern Conference finals and the Flyers beat the Montreal 
Canadiens 4-2 on Monday night to advance to their first Cup finals since 1997. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/25/20102:55:49 AM 

NYT: U.S. said to order secret military action 

The secret directive authorizes the sending of American Special Operations troops to both friendly and hostile nations in 

the Middle East, Central Asia and the Horn of Africa. 

1~¥':-IMiddle East - Horn of Africa - Central Asia - United States - Africa 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/25/20103:08:57 AM 

Truck carrying 17 million bees crashes in Minn. 

Rescue crews were using fire hoses to douse an angry swarm of bees after a fatal crash that involved a semitrailer 

carrying about 17 million of the insects. 

I g:i1ti¥.Ellnsect - Bee - Biology - Insecta - Flora and Fauna 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/25/20103:57:25 AM 

Beijing tries to push beyond 'Made in China' 

Ig~~""lwaShington Post: As China gains international heft, its lack of global brands threatens its dream of 

becoming a superpower. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/25/20104:56:06 AM 

Magic stay alive, force Game 5 vs. Celtics 

Ig~~""~ameer Nelson made back-to-back 3-pointers in overtime, Dwight Howard had 32 points and 16 
rebounds, and the Orlando Magic beat the Boston Celtics 96-92 on Monday night to avoid a four-game 

sweep in the Eastern Conference finals. 

I ~~':-Iorlando Magic - Dwight Howard - Boston Celtics - Jameer Nelson - Eastern Conference 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/25/20108:34:59 AM 

World stocks sink on renewed Europe fears 

World stock markets tumbled Tuesday, extending Wall Street's sell-off as the sliding euro fueled a new wave of 

pessimism about the global economy's health. 

I ~¥':-Iwall Street - Stock market - Business - Stocks and Bonds - Investing 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/25/2010 10:40:35 AM 

Queen opens Parliament with pomp and tradition 

Queen Elizabeth II says the new coalition government's priority will to be to reduce Britain's deficit and restore growth 

to the struggling economy. 

1§':i1ti¥.Elworld War II - Elizabeth II of the United Kingdom - Coalition government - History - Monarchy 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/25/201010:45:31 AM 

U.N.: Grim outlook for fish stocks 

Ig~~""IEnvironmentalists and scientists armed with fresh studies warned of collapsing fish stocks Monday, as 
diplomats launched a weeklong review of a 77-nation agreement on high seas fisheries. 

rg~5.LSh stock - Fishery - Fish - Fisheries - Agriculture 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/25/2010 11:25:00 AM 

Amid regal pomp, UK government sets out program 

Queen Elizabeth II opened Parliament Tuesday with centuries-old tradition and pageantry, laying out the new coalition 

government's plans to reduce Britain's ballooning deficit and restore growth. 

I ~¥':-IElizabeth II of the United Kingdom - Monarchy - History - Coalition government - Windsor 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/25/201011:34:16 AM 

The best and worst paying jobs in America 

Ig~~""ICEOS continue to make headlines for what many consider to be their excessive pay, but according to 

government data released this month, doctors, on average, do even better. 

rg~iSLnited States - Government - Employment - Miss America - Miss USA 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/25/2010 11:41:28 AM 

Market swings have investors seeking answers 

Ig~~""IDon't panic. Think long-term. Corrections are normal. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/25/201011:47:06 AM 

Thai ex-PM Thaksin charged with terrorism 

A Thai court issued an arrest warrant Tuesday for ousted Prime Minister Thaksin Shinawatra on terrorism charges, 

accusing the fugitive former leader of fomenting two months of unrest in Bangkok that left 88 people dead. 

1§':i1ti¥.EIBangkOk _ Prime minister - Thaksin Shinawatra - Arrest warrant - Thailand 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/25/2010 12:06:26 PM 

Federal workers aid suspect charities 

Ig~~...,~wo charities blasted by Congress for letting down the military veterans they ostensibly serve are 

themselves receiving help from what might be considered an unlikely source - the federal government. 
Msnbc.com contributor Elizabeth Scwhinn reports. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/25/2010 12:08:22 PM 

Pakistan court: Mumbai suspect can stay free 

A hard-line cleric suspected by India of masterminding the deadly Mumbai attacks will remain free - for now - after 

Pakistan's top court ruled Tuesday that the government lacks the evidence needed to imprison him, lawyers said. 

I g:i1ti¥.Ellndia _ Pakistan - Mumbai - Supreme Court of the United States - Asia 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/25/201012:59:17 PM 

15 best age-erasing superfoods 

Ig~~""lscience shows the muscle-building, brain-enhancing, wrinkle-erasing, heart-strengthening, bone
protecting, immunity-boosting, and inflammation-fighting foods you should be eating every day. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/25/2010 1:58:01 PM 

U.S., China pledge economic cooperation 

Ig~~""~he United States and China pledged closer cooperation Tuesday on financial regulation and the 

environment but did not announce any breakthroughs on a currency dispute. 

I~~':-Iunited States - China - Currency - Asia - United States and China 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/25/20102:01:24 PM 

At age 95, she finally gets high school diploma 

Ig~~""lseventy-seven years after the Great Depression temporarily closed her school in Falkville, Ala., Earlene 
Harvey-Morris finally received her diploma Monday. "This is just something I never thought would 

happen," she told the 2010 class that adopted her. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/25/20102:32:37 PM 

Israeli police question ex-PM Olmert on bribe case 

Ig~~""llsraeli fraud investigators grilled former Prime Minister Ehud Olmert for eight hours on Tuesday, police 

said, questioning him about suspected bribery and money laundering in a multimillion dollar real-estate 
scandal that has rocked the country. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/25/20102:37:58 PM 

World markets sink on Europe, Korea fears 

Commodity prices and global stocks fell hard on heightened worries that euro zone banking troubles could hobble the 

global recovery and as sabre-rattling on the Korean peninsula unnerved investors. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/25/20102:38:39 PM 

Salahis: 'We're sorry for what this created' 

Ig~~""[areq and Michaele Salahi, who made headlines for crashing a White House dinner last November and 

for a traffic stop near another state dinner days ago, apologized to the Obamas on Tuesday while 
portraying themselves as victims of "a series of misunderstandings." 

I g~~""IWhite House - 2009 White House gatecrash incident - State dinner - Michaele Salahi - United States 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/25/20103:04:41 PM 

Consumer confidence up for 3rd straight month 

Consumers' confidence in the economy rose in May for the third straight month in a row as Americans' hopes for job 

growth improved, a private firm's monthly report said Tuesday. 

I g:i1ti¥.Elunited States - Consumer confidence - Economic - Employment - Home 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/25/20103:11:15 PM 

Man admits to vomit assault at Phil lies game 

A 21-year-old New Jersey man has pleaded guilty to intentionally vomiting on a man and his ll-year-old daughter in the 

stands during a Philadelphia Phillies game. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/25/20103:21:23 PM 

Roddick rallies to win 5-setter at French Open 

Ig~~""IAndY Roddick slipped, then kicked the dirt. He chirped at the umpire about a call. When an unlucky 

bounce cost him a key point, he waved his arms in disgust. And at the end, he raised a fist in triumph. 

rg~5.jAndY Roddick - jarkko Nieminen - French Open - Tennis - sport 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/25/20103:33:45 PM 

Ex-Detroit mayor gets up to 5 years in prison 

Ig~~""IA judge sentenced former Detroit Mayor Kwame Kilpatrick to five years in prison for violating his 

probation by failing to report all assets and failing to meet other conditions. 

1~~':-IKwame Kilpatrick - Detroit - Probation - United States - Prison 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/25/20103:44:18 PM 

Subject: Amid regal pomp, U.K. government sets agenda 

O
·g~~..., 

wo days after her family was dragged into another scandal, Queen Elizabeth II opened parliament on 
uesday with centuries-old tradition and pageantry, laying out the new coalition government's plans. 

1~~':-IElizabeth II of the United Kingdom - Monarchy - History - Parliament of the United Kingdom - Coalition government 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/25/20104:21:33 PM 

Police in NW Pakistan stop transgender wedding 

Police in northwestern Pakistan broke up an apparent wedding between a businessman and his transgender bride, 

saying Tuesday they could face seven years in prison for violating laws against same-sex marriage in the devoutly Muslim 

country. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/25/20104:26:50 PM 

Where 'Idol' went wrong this season 

Ig~~""IDesPite some of the heat-of-the-moment criticism, this isn't the worst year ever. But this was the first 
year where it seemed like "Idol" was flailing. There's no more aura of invincibility. 

...... ,..... . ..... ,..... . ..... , ....... 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/25/20104:41:46 PM 

Foxconn worker dies in China; 10th in a year 

A Chinese employee of Foxconn Technology Group jumped from a building to his death Tuesday, state-run media said, in 

the 10th suicide this year at the world's largest contract maker of electronics, such as the iPod, Dell computers and 

Nokia phones. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/25/20105:16:16 PM 

EPA may sanction BP's U.S. operations 

Ig~~""~he EPA is considering whether to bar BP from receiving government contracts, a move that would cost 

the company billions in revenue and could end its drilling in federally controlled oil fields. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/25/20105:42:54 PM 

U.S. stocks tumble; Dow slides below 10,000 

Ig~~""~he Dow Jones industrials plunged below 10,000 Tuesday after traders dumped stocks on expectations 

that the world economy will weaken in the coming months. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/25/20105:54:12 PM 

Fla. tourism group runs ads to quell oil worries 

Florida tourism officials are taking to the airwaves to try and combat worries over the Gulf of Mexico oil spill. 

rC~~~~jFlorida - Gulf of Mexico - Tourism - OilSpili - Environment 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/25/20106:04:13 PM 

Report: Drilling regulators took industry gifts 

Ig~~""IStaff members at an agency that oversees offshore drilling accepted tickets to sports events, lunches and 

other gifts from oil and gas companies and used government computers to view pornography, according 
to a new report. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/25/20106:20:40 PM 

Bush: Book begins with decision to quit drinking 

George W. Bush says his book "Decision Points," due for release in November, begins with an anecdote about his wife 

convincing him to give up drinking. The former president says Laura Bush pushed him to decide whether he preferred 

drinking to fatherhood. 

Ig~steorge w bush - Laura Bush - President - United States - History 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/25/20106:24:24 PM 

Yemen strike on al-Qaida hide-out, clash kills 6 

A government airstrike on what was believed to be an al-Qaida hide-out in a remote Yemen province accidentally killed 

a provincial councilman and his two bodyguards, a security official says. 

I g:i1ti¥.EIYemen _ Sana - United States - Middle East - Yemeni government 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/25/20106:24:25 PM 

15 shot dead during Baghdad gold heist 

Ig~~""IMasked gunmen killed 15 people and made off with a large quantify of gold and cash after a brazen 

daylight heist Tuesday in a busy Baghdad shopping area, police said. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/25/20107:38:15 PM 

Insult to injury: More kids hurt by own crutches 

Injuries to young people related to the use of crutches, wheelchairs and walkers are on the rise - up nearly 25 percent 

between 1991 and 2008, research shows. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/25/20108:01:01 PM 

High blood pressure better treated, not averted 

Ig~~""IHalf of the 70 million Americans with high blood pressure are keeping it under control by taking 
medication, meeting a government goal set a decade ago and reducing their risk of life-threatening 

health problems, a study suggests. 

I g~~""IHypertension - Health - United States - Blood pressure - Medicine 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/25/20108:44:55 PM 

30 killed in gun battles in Jamaican slums 

Ig~~""IAt least 30 people have died in gunbattles in the capital's most violent downtown slums, as Jamaican 

police hunted a notorious drug lord, police said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/25/20109:00:14 PM 

Big Apple's big game: N.Y. lands '14 Super Bowl 

Ig~~""IBreak out the parkas! The 2014 Super Bowl will be held in New Jersey and it won't be indoors. NFL 

owners have voted to put the championship game in the new $1.6 billion Meadowlands stadium that's 
about to become home to the New York Jets and Giants. It does not have a roof and it will be February. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/25/20109:24:32 PM 

Video gamers can control dreams, study hints 

Ig~~""lplaYing video games before bedtime may give people an unusual level of awareness and control in their 

dreams, LiveScience has learned. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/25/20109:26:47 PM 

Republicans take aim at 'thin-skinned' Obama 

Ig~~""lwaShington Post: The president's 75-minute session behind closed doors with Senate lawmakers Tuesday 

yielded little progress on hot-button topics and left some senators with bruised feelings. 

I~~':-Iunited States Senate - Republican Party - Senate - United States - Washington Post 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/25/20109:41:56 PM 

Future of 'don't ask' repeal is still uncertain 

Ig~~""IA lukewarm endorsement from Defense Secretary Robert Gates and opposition among some lawmakers 
cast doubt Tuesday on whether Congress this week would lift a 17-year-old ban on gays serving openly in 

the military. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/25/20109:47:09 PM 

Dow dips below 10,000, then bounces back 

Ig~~""IA rally pushed the Dow back over 10,000 after the stock market sank to its lowest level of the year. The 
late-day rebound did nothing to erase lingering worries about Europe's debt crisis. 

rg~iSjBusiness - Investing - Stocks and Bonds - Stock market - Equities 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/25/2010 10:00:27 PM 

Wait to clamp umbilical cord, study says 

Usually within the first minute of birth, the umbilical cord running between mother and infant is clamped. But this may 

be too fast, researchers say. 

1§':i1ti¥.Elumbilical cord - Biology - Cryobiology - Clamp - Umbilical Cord Stem Cell Storage 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/25/201010:12:59 PM 

Florio: NFL takes terrible risk with N.Y. Super Bowl 

Ig~~""IFlorio: The Super Bowl is the single greatest day on the American sports calendar. It needs to be 

protected from circumstances that can make the experience something other than super. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/25/2010 11:25:54 PM 

Couple found buried alive under trash 

Fire crews investigating a mysterious stench found an elderly couple buried alive under mounds of garbage in their 

Chicago home, authorities said Tuesday. 

1~¥':-lchiCagO - United States -Illinois - Metro Areas - History 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/25/2010 11:28:20 PM 

Recovery reaches New York, l.A. 

Ig~~""~he recovery has finally begun in the nation's two biggest metro areas, according to the latest Adversity 
Index data from Moody's Economy.com and msnbc.com. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/25/201011:32:15 PM 

Gov't: 89 deaths tied to Toyota acceleration 

Unintended acceleration in Toyota vehicles may have been involved in the deaths of 89 people over the past 

decade, the government said.raising the potential death toll from 52. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/25/2010 11:52:29 PM 

FDA: More broken bones with heartburn drugs 

Ig~~""IFederal health regulators are warning doctors and patients that heartburn drugs like Nexium and Prilosec 

may cause bone fractures when used for more than a year. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/26/201012:59:12 AM 

Lawmakers: Trouble detected before rig blast 

Ig~~""IAS BP readied another attempt to slow oil gushing into the Gulf, two congressmen say the company's 

probe has identified signs of trouble before the blast that brought down the oil rig. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/26/2010 1:30:09 AM 

Miss Universe runner-up trades tiaras for politics 

Ig~~""IA beauty queen known as the Dominican Cinderella for her rise from humble roots is trading pageants for 

politics and will serve as deputy mayor of the region where she was born. Ada Aimee de la Cruz, the 2009 
Miss Universe runner-up, was voted into office May 16. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/26/2010 1:43:21 AM 

Obama orders 1,200 Guard troops to border 

Ig~~""lpresident Barack Obama ordered 1,200 National Guard troops to boost security along the U.S.-Mexico 

border, pre-empting Republican plans to try to force votes on such a deployment. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/26/2010 1:50:44 AM 

California man gets 75 to life for 3 murders 

A former Oxnard man described by a prosecutor as "the epitome of evil" was sentenced Tuesday to 75 years to life for 

murdering three people in 2004. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/26/20102:11:07 AM 

Feds may pursue fraud charges against Armstrong 

Ig~~""IFederal authorities investigating accusations that Lance Armstrong and other top cyclists engaged in 

doping are looking into whether they should expand their probe to include other charges involving fraud, 
The New York Times reported on Tuesday night. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/26/20102:12:01 AM 

Scoop: Will Cowell overshadow 'Idol' winner? 

Crystal Bowersox and Lee Dewyze aren't just going up against each other, they're also going up against the legend of 

Simon Cowell, whose reign over the show ends the same night. 

I g:i1ti¥.Elsimon Cowell - American Idol - Television - Programs - Arts 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/26/20102:38:31 AM 

N.Y., N.J. bet big on Meadowlands Super Bowl 

Ig~~""~ourism leaders in New York and New Jersey are hoping thousands of football fans flock to the region in 

February 2014 and wear winter overcoats with deep pockets. 

1~~'::INew Jersey - Super Bowl - New York - Sport - NFL 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/26/20102:41:05 AM 

Bowersox oozes confidence in final 'Idol' performance 

Ig~~""lln the battle between mothers and sales clerks, the single mom outshone the paint-store employee in the 
final"American Idol" performance show of the season. 

rg~5.jAmerican Idol - Simon Cowell - Paula Abdul - History - United States 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/26/20102:48:18 AM 

Author of Palin book moves next door to her 

Sarah Palin has taken to her Facebook page to complain about her new neighbor - a writer penning a book about her. 

Author Joe McGinniss has taken up residence in a house next to Palin's lakeside home in Wasilla. 

1§':i1ti¥.Elsarah Palin - Wasilla Alaska - Joe McGinniss - United States - Politics 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/26/20103:04:27 AM 

Nicole waltzes away with 'Dancing' crown 

Nicole Scherzinger took home the show's mirror ball trophy Tuesday in the season finale. The Pussycat Dolls 

frontwoman and partner Derek Hough bested Olympic figure skater Evan lysacek and his partner Anna Trebunskaya. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/26/2010 4:20:36 AM 

New Afghan prison marks change in Obama strategy 

Ig~~""IWith his wrists and ankles handcuffed, Lahur Gul sits before a panel of u.s. military officers who will 
decide whether he is a threat to Afghanistan's security or can go free. 

1~~':-IAfghanistan - United States armed forces - Prison - Asia - Warfare and Conflict 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/26/20104:58:49 AM 

NYC community board OKs ground zero mosque plans 

After hours of contentious public comment, a New York City community board voted late Tuesday to support a plan to 

build a mosque and cultural center near ground zero. 

I g:i1ti¥.EIWorld Trade Center - Manhattan - New York - Terrorism - September 11 2001 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/26/20105:14:53 AM 

Suns rise again, beat Lakers to even series 

Channing Frye broke out of a horrendous shooting slump by making four 3-pointers for 14 points, and the Suns pulled 

away in the fourth quarter to beat the los Angeles lakers 115-106 on Tuesday night and tie the Western Conference 

finals at two games apiece. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/26/20106:36:26 AM 

NYC community board OKs ground zero mosque plans 

After hours of contentious public comment, a New York City community board voted late Tuesday to support a plan to 

build a mosque and cultural center near ground zero. 

I g:i1ti¥.EINew York City - Mosque - Ground zero - World Trade Center - New York 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/26/20106:42:22 AM 

Mexico arrests Cancun mayor on drug charges 

Mexican federal police have arrested the mayor of the resort city of Cancun on drug trafficking, money laundering and 

organized crime charges, the latest blow to 2010 state and local elections already marred by violence and allegations of 

drug cartel involvement. 

r~¥:Lexico - Organized crime - Cancun - Money laundering - Illegal drug trade 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/26/20106:54:34 AM 

Russia says U.S. missiles in Poland "don't help trust" 

Russia criticized on Wednesday the United States' deployment of Patriot missiles in Poland, saying the move did not help 

security or trust. 

1§':i1ti¥.Elpoland _ United States - Russia - MIM-104 Patriot - Government 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/26/20108:25:57 AM 

Bombs kill 2, wound 51 in southern Thailand 

Two bombs hidden in motorcycles exploded Wednesday in a Muslim area of Thailand's south, killing two people and 

wounding 51, police said. A separate shooting left one more person dead. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/26/20108:33:30 AM 

Clinton says world must respond to N. Korea 

Ig~~""lu.S. Secretary of State Hillary Clinton declared Wednesday in Seoul that the world must respond to the 

sinking of a South Korea warship, an act blamed on North Korea. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/26/20109:08:37 AM 

Baby survives after train hits stroller 

Ig~~""IA 15-month-old boy escaped with just a few cuts and bruises on Wednesday after a train struck his 

stroller, which rolled onto the tracks when the child's grandmother looked away. 

rg~5.jshoPPing - Children - Baby - Equipment - Strollers 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/26/20109:27:57 AM 

Palin's choice defeated in Idaho GOP battle 

Ig~~""lldaho state Rep. Raul Labrador won the Republican nomination Tuesday in the state's nationally targeted 

1st Congressional District, pulling an upset over rival Vaughn Ward. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/26/20109:32:57 AM 

Car bomb hits outside NATO base in Kandahar city 

A car bomb exploded Wednesday outside a small NATO military base in southern Afghanistan's largest city, wounding 

two Afghans and destroying several cars, police said. 

1~¥':-IKandahar - Afghanistan - Military base - Asia - Government 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/26/20109:56:21 AM 

Space shuttle Atlantis aims for touchdown 

Space shuttle Atlantis sailed past the 120 million-mile mark in space Wednesday and aimed for a touchdown Wednesday 

to end its flying career. 

I g:i1ti¥.Elspace Shuttle - Atlantis - Space - Technology - NASA 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/26/20109:56:52 AM 

Video shows dairy cows stabbed, beaten 

An animal welfare group said Tuesday that a video it secretly recorded shows workers at a dairy farm beating cows with 

crowbars, stabbing them with pitchforks and punching them. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/26/2010 10:07:24 AM 

World stocks up, but traders wary on Europe, Korea 

Ig~~""lworld stock markets rebounded Wednesday following steep losses the previous day, but sentiment 

remained fragile amid fears Europe's debt crisis could hamper global economic growth. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/26/2010 10:41:25 AM 

Ahmadinejad urges Obama to accept nuke swap deal 

Iran's president on Wednesday urged Barack Obama to accept a nuclear fuel swap deal, warning the u.s. leader will miss 

a historic opportunity for improved cooperation from Tehran if the offer is rejected. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/26/2010 10:51:04 AM 

Poll: On immigration, racial divide runs deep 

Ig~~""lwhite and Latino Americans are deeply divided over immigration, their allegiances to the nation's 

political parties and their opinions about President Barack Obama, according to a new 
NBC/MSNBC/Telemundo poll. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/26/2010 11:02:27 AM 

He did the right thing; now he faces deportation 

Ig~~""llt's called Section 287(g), and it means local police can enforce federal immigration laws. That's why an 

illegal immigrant from Mexico faces deportation after he did the right thing and called 911 to report a 
dirty cop. 

Ig~~""llmmigration - Mexico - Illegal immigration - Law - United States 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/26/2010 11:33:01 AM 

Experts see underlying weakness in housing 

Ig~~""IDesPite a surprising surge in home sales reported this week experts say the housing market's spring fling 
has been fueled by now-expired tax credits and is unlikely to last. 

rg~iS~ax credit - Business - Real estate - Taxation - low Income Taxpayers 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/26/2010 11:43:05 AM 

5 ways to save on your wedding 

Couples are discovering that it's easy to cut wedding costs without skimping on food or subjecting guests to cash bars. 

Here are five top tips. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/26/201012:18:12 PM 

Heavy girls likelier to have early, unprotected sex 

Overweight girls are more likely to start having sex early, to have multiple partners during their teen years, and to 

eschew condoms compared to thinner teens, a new study shows. 

I g:i1ti¥.Elcondom - Safe sex - Birth control - Adolescence - Health 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/26/20101:11:18 PM 

1,380 calorie breakfast? Rating the fattiest meals 

Ig~~""ILaws requiring U.S. restaurant chains to list calorie counts have not stopped them from offering 

unhealthy meals that pack in calories, fat and salt, a group that encourages healthy food said. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/26/20101:29:15 PM 

Heaviest contestant ever wins 'Biggest Loser' 

Ig~~""IMichael Ventrella started off the heaviest contestant in the show's nine-season history, weighing in at 

526 pounds. The 30-year-old DJ from Chicago, IlL, lost more than 50 percent of his body weight. On 
Wednesday he said that if anyone had told him he would win, "I would think that they were drinking 
hallucinogenics." 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/26/2010 1:48:21 PM 

Slideshow: 2011 Preakness: The People's Party 

Ig~~""llmages of fans and the scene during the 136th Preakness at Pimlico Race Course in Baltimore on May 21, 
2011. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/26/2010 1:56:05 PM 

Durable goods orders surge in April 

Orders for big-ticket factory goods showed strong gains in April, further evidence that manufacturing is helping drive the 

economic recovery. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/26/20102:02:31 PM 

Space shuttle Atlantis finishes its final flight 

Ig~~""~he space shuttle Atlantis returned from orbit for the last time Wednesday, closing out a 25-year flying 

career and safely bringing back six astronauts who boosted the International Space Station's power and 
size. 

I g~~""llnternational Space Station - Space Shuttle Atlantis - Florida - Space Shuttle - Space 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/26/20102:29:37 PM 

Sales of new homes climb for 2nd month in row 

Sales of new homes posted another large gain in April as buyers rushed to sign contracts before government tax credits 

expired. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/26/20102:36:27 PM 

Chinese factory asks for 'no suicide' vow 

Ig~~""IFoxconn, one of Apple's Chinese manufacturers, is asking its employees to sign a pledge that they will not 

kill themselves as the company tries to control the damage from a spate of suicides. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/26/20102:43:45 PM 

Interracial marriage still rising, but not as fast 

Melting pot or racial divide? The growth of interracial marriages is slowing among U.S.-born Hispanics and Asians. Still, 

blacks are substantially more likely than before to marry whites. 

1§':i1ti¥.Elunited States -Interracial marriage - Hispanic - Asian people - relationship 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/26/20103:24:40 PM 

Pakistan to restore YouTube, block some videos 

Pakistan will restore access to YouTube but will block videos offensive to Muslims that are posted on the video-sharing 

site, the government said Wednesday. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/26/20103:32:52 PM 

Obama to address spill in news conference 

Ig~~""lpresident Barack Obama will hold a news conference at the White House on Thursday, a day before his 

second trip to the Gulf of Mexico region. 

1~~':-IBarack Obama - Gulf of Mexico - President of the United States - President - United States 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/26/20103:50:04 PM 

New home sales and factory orders rise 

Ig~~""IFactory orders rose sharply last month while sales of new homes surged with help from government 

incentives, giving the economic recovery a jolt in April. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/26/20104:06:40 PM 

More of us are checking our online 'reputations' 

Ig~~""IMore adults - especially young adults between the ages of 18 and 29 - are actively monitoring what is 

being said and posted about themselves online and taking steps to protect their privacy, according to a 
new report. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/26/20104:31:20 PM 

Deaths in Jamaica violence climb to at least 48 

Ig~~""~amaicals official ombudsman says at least 44 people have died in battles between police and gunmen 

supporting an alleged gang leader wanted in the United States. 

rg~iS1amaica - Drug lord - Caribbean - Police - United States Department of Justice 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/26/2010 4:50:48 PM 

Rome to let tourists see Colosseum underground 

Ig~~""[OUrists will soon be able to visit the underground of the Colosseum, where gladiators once prepared for 

fights and lions and tigers were caged before entertaining a bloodthirsty public. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/26/20105:09:45 PM 

Disgraced duchess ducks scandal at NYC event 

Ig~~""~he Duchess of York alluded to an influence-peddling scandal involving her ex-husband Prince Andrew in 

an appearance Wednesday to promote her latest children's books, joking to the audience that "I prefer 
children." 

I g~~""IDuchess of York - Prince Andrew Duke of York - Children - Children's literature - Shopping 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/26/20105:29:30 PM 

Gulf Coast population surges, but will it last? 

Ig~~""IGUlf Coast populations are rising sharply but demographers warn that the trend won't last because of a 

constant threat of hurricanes and uncertainty over the current oil spill. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/26/20106:34:39 PM 

Man infects himself with computer virus 

A University of Reading researcher has become the first human known to be infected by a computer virus. The virus 

infected a chip implanted in the man's hand. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/26/20106:43:25 PM 

Facebook announces 'simplified' privacy settings 

Ig~~""~he Facebook public image offensive continued today with a press conference at the social network's 
Palo Alto headquarters announcing its new "simplified" privacy settings. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/26/20106:57:50 PM 

Heavy smoking mutates thousands of genes 

Heavy smokers who get lung cancer may have tens of thousands of genetic mutations, u.s. researchers said on 

Wednesday. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/26/20107:29:38 PM 

TV host Art Linkletter dies at 97 

Ig~~""IArt Linkletter, who hosted the popular TV shows "People Are Funny" and "House Party" in the 1950s and 

1960s, has died. He was 97. 

rg~iSjArt Linkletter - Television - Art Linkletter's House Party - Arts - Directories 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/26/20107:33:39 PM 

Popular diet drug gets liver damage warning 

Ig~~""I:ederal health officials are warning consumers that the weight loss pill alii may cause severe liver damage 

In rare cases. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/26/20107:52:27 PM 

Rand Paul shakes up staff after firestorm 

Ig~~""IA week after a come-fram-behind victory over the GOP's establishment candidate in a Kentucky Senate 

primary, Rand Paul is facing a possible challenge by the Libertarian Party and is shaking up his staff after 
comments he made about racial segregation caused a firestorm. 

I g~~""IRand Paul - Libertarian - Republican - Kentucky Senate - Politics 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/26/20108:27:44 PM 

Saunas, massage help in hunt for pirates 

Ig~~""IDrops of sweat trickled down the faces of the pirate hunters on the Swedish warship. They conferred in 

low voices, finally reaching a consensus: Yes, throw another pitcher of water onto the sauna heater. 

I~~':-Isauna - Water - Shopping - Health - Home and Garden 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/26/20108:48:26 PM 

Dow industrials close below 10,000 

A drop in the euro set off a late-day slide in stocks Wednesday and sent the Dow Jones industrial average to its first close 

below 10,000 in nearly four months. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/26/20109:04:52 PM 

'Drugstore Cowboy' author arrested for robbery 

Police in Washington state say the man who wrote "Drugstore Cowboy" has been arrested in yet another pharmacy 

robbery. Author James Fogle has spent much of his adult life in prison. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/26/20109:34:36 PM 

Five questions for Obama about the oil spill 

Ig~~""lwaShington Post: With reporters having their first opportunity on Thursday to put a full range of 

questions about the spill and his administration's handling of it, here are five that should be asked. 

1~~'::IBaraCk Obama - Washington Post - Environment - Oil spill - United States 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/26/20109:40:27 PM 

Healthier fries? Trans fat limits are working 

Holy fish sticks! Scientists finally have some good news about fat in our foods. Contrary to fears, most food 

manufacturers and restaurants did not just swap one bad ingredient for another, an analysis finds. 

I g:i1ti¥.EIFOOd _ Trans fat - Restaurant - Fish - Business 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/26/20109:42:06 PM 

Apple, not Microsoft, is biggest tech company 

Apple has surpassed Microsoft as the largest technology company in the world by market capitalization. Exxon is the 

only u.s. company that is bigger by that measure. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/26/2010 10:03:33 PM 

'Hell of a year' for hurricanes, expert warns 

Ig~~""~he threat of an above-average 2010 Atlantic hurricane season has increased over the last month and it 

now promises to be "very active," two leading forecasters said Wednesday. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/26/2010 10:57:38 PM 

More women have tubes tied in U.S. 

The pill is stili the No.1 contraceptive for American women but more u.s. women get sterized than in other countries, 

according to the first government report comparing nations. 

I g:i1ti¥.Elunited States - Combined oral contraceptive pill - Birth control - Women - Government 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/26/201011:12:14 PM 

How should we teach our future teachers? 

Ig~~""IA handful of education leaders want to standardize the way the next generation of American teachers is 

trained. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/26/2010 11:23:00 PM 

Worker: Transocean, BP argued before blast 

Ig~~""~here was a "skirmish" between BP and Transocean staff about whether to proceed with a procedure 

shortly before the Deepwater Horizon explosion, the rig's chief mechanic says. 

1~~':-IDeepwater Horizon - Transocean - BP - Gulf of Mexico - Drilling rig 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/26/2010 11:24:43 PM 

ConsumerMan: Don't get scammed by movers 

Moving is hassle, even when everything goes right. Hire the wrong mover and it can be a financial and emotional 

nightmare. Here's how to avoid getting scammed. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/26/201011:25:21 PM 

NY man accused of seeking mini terror cell is held 

A native New Yorker accused of conspiring to join al-Qaida returned to the United States from Yemen after pledging 

allegiance to the terror group and tried to start his own "mini al-Qaida cell," a prosecutor said Wednesday. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/27/201012:18:55 AM 

Feds bust child porn 'social networking site' 

Federal prosecutors announced Wednesday that they had broken up a major online international child pornography ring 

that at its peak had more than 1,000 members trading millions of sexually explicit images. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/27/201012:23:13 AM 

Watchdog: Nations getting away with murder 

Ig~~""IAmnesty International's annual report on the state of human rights says that despite important gains, 

2009 was a year in which accountability and justice remained a remote ideal for many. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/27/201012:31:37 AM 

Facebook announces 'simplified' privacy settings 

Ig~~""IFacebook hopes its new "simplified" privacy settings will quell what has been growing discontent among 

users, consumer advocates, and most notably, government officials. 

I~~':lacebook - Social network - Privacy - privacy settings - Palo Alto California 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/27/20101:21:13 AM 

Opinion: Few surprises on U.S. men's final Cup roster 

Ig~~""~he 23-man squad, announced live on ESPN, features a couple of surprising twists and one shock: Robbie 

Findley made the team, while Brian Ching was left off. 

rg~5.jRobbie Findley - United States - Brian Ching - Soccer - sport 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/27/2010 1:45:03 AM 

Aborted sting sticks to Ohio governor 

Ig~~""~he fallout over an aborted sting at Ohio's official governor's residence is not over for Ted Strickland, a 
Democrat seeking re-election against former GOP Congressman John Kasich. 

1~~'::Lhn Kasich - Ted Strickland - Ohio - Republican Party - United States 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/27/20104:38:44 AM 

Okla. gov. vetoes abortion bill on insurance 

Oklahoma Gov. Brad Henry has vetoed an abortion bill that would limit coverage by private insurers. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/27/20105:01:33 AM 

Magic make it a series, crush Celtics in Game 5 

Taking another step toward overcoming an improbable 3-0 series deficit, Dwight Howard had 21 points and 10 rebounds 

to lead the Magic to a 113-92 victory over the Celtics on Wednesday night in Game 5 of the Eastern Conference finals. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/27/201010:18:44 AM 

Baghdad's trade in wildlife anything but tame 

Ig~~""lwhile Baghdad's animal markets flourish as security improves, a lack of regulation means animals like 

lions, crocodiles are going home with people unequipped to take care of them. 

rg~5.jwildlife - Crocodile - !@.9. - Middle East - Baghdad 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/27/2010 11:30:32 AM 

Tesla, Toyota give jolt to NUMMI plant 

Ig~~""IBoth giant Toyota and tiny Tesla Motors stand to gain under a deal that will see the startup electric 

carmaker move into the storied California NUMMI plant that Toyota just shuttered. 

1~~':-ITOyota - Tesla Motors - NUMMI - ElectricVehicie - ModelS 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/27/2010 11:37:00 AM 

'Idol' voters make DeWyze choice 

Ig~~""ILee DeWyze emerged as a contender early and was at his strongest in the weeks leading up to the finale, 

staying in his comfort zone and looking more confident each week. 

rg~iSjAmerican Idol - Simon Cowell - Television - Talent show - Programs 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/27/2010 11:38:20 AM 

Buick may owe its survival to China 

Ig~~""lln a twist not often seen these days as U.S. manufacturing moves overseas, the brand that began 
America's largest auto manufacturer may owe its survival to China. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/27/201012:27:16 PM 

No dogs for sale? Cities ban pet store animals 

Ig~~""IBUYing an adorable puppy or kitten at your local pet store may become a thing of the past, if more 

American cities join a small but growing movement to ban retail pet sales. 

1~~~:loog - Pet store - Pet - United States - Recreation 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/27/20101:10:47 PM 

Kitten survives wild ride in washing machine 

A Persian kitten gave her owners the shock of their lives when she emerged from the washing machine, dizzy and 

bedraggled after surviving a full cycle. 

I g:i1ti¥.ElwaShing machine - Home - Appliances - Consumer Information - Business 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/27/2010 1:42:46 PM 

Hotels dispensing with bathroom clutter 

Ig~~""lsome upscale hotels are doing away with tiny shampoo bottles and miniature bars of bath soap and 

installing push-button dispensers instead. 

1~~'::lshampoo - Bathroom - Soap - Health - Shopping 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/27/20102:40:37 PM 

To woo votes, Democrats scale back jobless aid 

Democrats are struggling to extend unemployment benefits before they go on vacation next week as they work to ease 

concerns among jittery lawmakers being hammered over deficit spending. 

I g:i1ti¥.ElunemPloyment benefits - Unemployment - Democratic - United States - Deficit spending 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/27/20103:02:10 PM 

Financial adviser to stars charged with fraud 

Kenneth Starr, a New York investment adviser to celebrities such as movie director Martin Scorcese and actor Uma 

Thurman, is arrested by u.S. agents on fraud charges. 

rC~~"-Lma Thurman - New York - United States - Motherhood - People 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/27/20103:11:20 PM 

Ferguson to talk about scandal with Oprah 

Ig~~""~he Duchess of York, Sarah Ferguson, is taking her side of the story to the queen of television, Oprah 

Winfrey, in an interview that will air Tuesday. 

rg~iSjoprah Winfrey - Sarah Duchess of York - Duchess of York - Sarah Ferguson - United States 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/27/20103:16:19 PM 

2nd Iceland volcano issues ominous warning 

Ig~~""~he University College of London Institute for Risk and Disaster Reduction said that a second, more 

powerful volcano may be ready to erupt in Iceland. 

rg~iSLeland - Volcano - Natural Disasters and Hazards - Earth Sciences - Volcanoes 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/27/20103:16:19 PM 

2nd Iceland volcano issues ominous warning 

Ig~~""~he University College of London Institute for Risk and Disaster Reduction said that a second, more 

powerful volcano may be ready to erupt in Iceland. 

rg~iSLeland - Volcano - Earth science - Natural Disasters and Hazards - Volcanoes 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/27/20103:37:18 PM 

Paper: Woman left on plane sues United 

The woman left sleeping for four hours on a United Express jet after landing in Philadelphia is suing United Airlines, the 

Detroit Free Press reported Thursday. 

1~¥':-lphiladeIPhia - Airline - Transportation - Aviation - United States 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/27/20104:08:43 PM 

U.S. oil agency chief quits 

Ig~~""~he head of the troubled agency that oversees offshore drilling resigned under pressure Thursday as 

President Barack Obama moved more aggressively to take charge of the Gulf oil spill. 

1~~':-IMineral Management Service - United States - Associated Press - Gulf of Mexico - President 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/27/20105:36:43 PM 

Small change! 50 Cent drops 54 pounds for film 

Ig~~""~he rapper dropped from 214 pounds to an astonishing 160 with a liquid diet and three-hour-a-day 

treadmill walks for nine weeks to playa cancer patient in "Things Fall Apart." 

1~~'::lcancer - 50 Cent - Things Fall Apart - Health - Rapping 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/27/20105:37:35 PM 

Tiger Woods not allowed to date, source reveals 

Ig~~"'l'Elin's building a character case (based on his serial philandering)," the insider says. "Elin's team is 

watching (Tiger's) every move." 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/27/20105:52:21 PM 

Obama defends feds' response to oil spill 

Ig~~""lpresident Barack Obama moves aggressively to show his government is in charge of the Gulf oil spill, 
blasting a "scandalously close relationship" between oil companies and regulators. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/27/20105:58:10 PM 

Slow recovery keeps unemployment high 

Ig~~""~he slow-motion pace of economic growth shows the recovery isn't vigorous enough to generate enough 

jobs for 15.3 million unemployed people. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/27/20106:23:10 PM 

Man dies of uterine cancer linked to transplant 

Vincent Liew waited five years for the kidney that was supposed to change his life. Instead, the organ ended it. 

rC~~~~jKidney - Cancer - Health - Organ transplant - Conditions and Diseases 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/27/20106:26:07 PM 

For this clan, Naval Academy is all in the family 

Ig~~""~he Dishers are the first family to have every member graduate from the u.s. Naval Academy. In 1980, 

Sharon Hanley Disher was one of the first female graduates; now her three children, including a twin 
brother and sister, are following in their parents' footsteps. 

Ig~~""lunited States Naval Academy - United States - Maryland - Education - Colleges and Universities 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/27/20107:28:54 PM 

Somali diplomat concerned about Texas terror alert 

A Somali diplomat said Thursday he is concerned that a member of the al-Shabaab terrorist group from his country may 

be trying to get into Texas through Mexico. 

I~¥':-Isomalia - Mexico - Houston - Africa - United States 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/27/20107:39:27 PM 

N. Korea scraps anti-clash pact with South 

Ig~~""IMilitary tension on the Korean peninsula rises after North Korea threatens to attack any South Korean 

ships entering its waters. 

1~~':-INorth Korea - South Korea - Asia - United States - Korea 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/27/20108:06:45 PM 

Stocks surge, China reassures on Europe debt 

Stocks had another turnaround Thursday and rocketed higher after China reassured investors it doesn't plan to sell the 

European debt it holds. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/27/20108:59:45 PM 

Jamaica: 73 killed in hunt for alleged drug lord 

Jamaican police say at least 73 people have died as security force hunt for a reputed drug lord wanted by the United 

States. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/27/201010:32:31 PM 

Palin makes good on fence threat 

Ig~~""IFormer Alaska Gov. Sarah Palin is making good on a threat to build a fence around her Wasilla home to 
keep her new neighbor - an author who is writing a book about her - from peering in. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/27/201010:46:16 PM 

Sunscreen changes coming, just in time for fall 

Ig~~""IA clearer, more meaningful standard for sunscreen labels is coming soon to a lotion near you, but not in 

time for the summer beach season that kicks off this Memorial Day weekend. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/27/201011:03:47 PM 

Bond, James Bond, is back in new novel 

Ig~~""IChili the vodka and dust off the martini glass. A new novel featuring the world's most famous secret 

agent is set to be published next year, nearly 60 years after the publication of "Casino Royale," the first 
book to feature 007. 

I g~~""~ames Bond - Casino Royale - Martini - Pierce Brosnan - Arts 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/27/201011:14:09 PM 

Bid to save teacher jobs falters in House 

Ig~~""IA $23 billion payout to save thousands of educators' jobs faltered Thursday - perhaps for good - to 

election-year jitters among moderate Democrats over deficit spending and only lukewarm support from 
the White House. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/27/2010 11:46:43 PM 

Roethlisberger cleared to return to Steelers 

Ben Roethlisberger was cleared by the NFL on Thursday to return to the Pittsburgh Steelers beginning next week, 

although no decision has been made on the length of his suspension. 

rC~~"-lpittsbUrgh Steelers - Ben Roethlisberger - NFL - National Football League - Sports 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/28/201012:10:21 AM 

Fence no cure-all for America's porous border 

Ig~~""~he 646-miles-long fence along the U.S.-Mexico border has become a popular backdrop for campaign 

commercials during an election year focusing on the immigration debate. 

rg~iSLnited States - Immigration - Mexico - United States border - john McCain - US-Mexico Border 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/28/201012:16:36 AM 

BP resumes 'top kill' effort to stop leak 

Ig~~""IBP paused, then restarted its unprecedented attempt to plug the Gulf of Mexico oil leak, saying it wanted 

to monitor the affects of the top kill attempt. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/28/2010 12:22:03 AM 

Brushing your teeth may be good for your heart 

People who don't brush their teeth twice a day have an increased risk of heart disease, scientists said on Friday, adding 

scientific weight to 19th century theories about oral health and chronic disease. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/28/2010 12:49:50 AM 

Now we know why black holes light up 

Ig~~""lsupermassive black holes appear to light up with hard X-rays when their parent galaxies decide to merge, 

according to a survey by NASA's peeping Swift satellite. 

rg~5.jBlack hole - Supermassive black hole - X-ray - Physics - Relativity 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/28/2010 12:54:58 AM 

Scoop: Sarah Ferguson is 'totally broke' 

Ig~~"'l'Her desperation led to the lack of judgment," a source told Us Weekly. What led to her financial 

situation? She never really made the transition from being a royal to being a civilian. 

1~~'::lsarah Duchess of York - Business - Sarah Ferguson - United States - Financial Services 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/28/20102:24:40 AM 

Pujols snaps mini-slump as Cards crush Padres 

Ig~~""IAlbert Pujols hit his first homer and drove in his first runs in 11 games, and Brendan Ryan tied a career 
high with four hits to lead the St. Louis Cardinals over the San Diego Padres 8-3 Thursday night. 

rg~5.jSt Louis Cardinals - Albert Pujols - San Diego Padres - Hit - Brendan Ryan 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/28/20103:00:23 AM 

House votes to end 'don't ask, don't tell' 

Ig~~""~he House and the Senate Armed Services Committee vote to repeal the 1993 law known as "don't ask, 
don't tell" and allow gays to serve openly in the military. 

1~~'::Lnited States Senate Committee on Armed Services - Don't ask don't tell - United States Senate - Military - United 

States 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/28/20105:10:29 AM 

Mets shut out Phil lies for third straight game 

Ig~~""IMike Pelfrey and the New York Mets pulled off a most extraordinary pitching feat, shutting out hard
hitting Philadelphia for the third straight game and handing the flailing Phillies a 3-0 loss Thursday night. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/28/20105:15:00 AM 

Hon Hai to raise China wages after spate of suicides 

Taiwan's Hon Hai Precision Industry plans to raise workers' salaries by about 20 percent at its Foxconn unit in China, as it 

struggles to stop a spate of worker suicides and quell rising public anger. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/28/20105:54:54 AM 

Artest beats buzzer, lifts Lakers past Suns 

Ig~~""IRon Artest beat the buzzer with a wild bank shot after rebounding Kobe Bryant's miss, and the Los 
Angeles Lakers beat the Phoenix Suns 103-101 on Thursday night to take a 3-2 lead in the Western 

Conference finals. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/28/20106:24:57 AM 

Opinion: Artest goes from goat to hero with winner 

Ig~~""loPinion: Ron Artest's poor shot selection late in the game nearly costs the Lakers a victory before the 

forward made amends with a putback at the buzzer to lift the Lakers over the Suns on Thursday night. 

1~~'::IRon Artest - Los Angeles Lakers - Phoenix Suns - Buzzer beater - NBA 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/28/2010 12:37:39 PM 

Look-alike, sound-alike drugs trigger dangers 

Ig~~""lsome 1,500 drugs have names so similar they're often confused with one or more other medications, 
contributing to an estimated 5 million wrong-drug errors that occur each year. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/28/20101:16:46 PM 

See what's on Dr. Beach's top 10 best list 

Ig~~""INew York's Coopers Beach - with its pristine white sand, gently sloping shoreline, convenient amenities 
and cleanliness - is No.1 on an annual survey by Dr. Beach. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/28/2010 1:27:54 PM 

The tort lawyer and the BP oil disaster 

Ig~~""ILouisianals Daniel Becnel has sued drugmakers, carmakers, and Big Tobacco. The BP oil spill, on his home 

turf, may be his biggest payday yet. 

I~~':-Ioil spill - Big Tobacco - BP - Environment - Lawyer 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/28/2010 1:55:02 PM 

Up, up and away! Man flies over channel 

Ig~~""lln a goofy yet mesmerizing stunt, an American adventurer has crossed the English Channel tied to a 

bundle of helium balloons. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/28/20102:12:56 PM 

Wedding season mantra: 'Til prenup do us part 

Ig~~""IDemand for prenups is increasing nationwide as more people become aware that they're not just for the 

rich and famous. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/28/20102:15:49 PM 

Opinion: Artest's shot was unifier Lakers needed 

Ig~~""loPinion: The moment was utter togetherness for a team that had been out-togethered by the Phoenix 
Suns in the Western Conference finals ... and by a lot of teams this season, frankly. But the on-court 

celebration Thursday night was finally the gathering of a championship team, not just a pile of championship 
talent. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/28/20103:04:39 PM 

Consumer spending is weakest in 7 months 

Ig~~""lconsumer spending was stagnant in April, turning in the weakest performance in seven months, while 

incomes posted a tiny advance. 

rg~iSLnited States - Home - Consumer Information - Advocacy and Protection - United States Department of Commerce 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/28/20103:16:56 PM 

China factory tries to lift morale with raises 

The Taiwanese electronics company buffeted by a spate of suicides at its China factories said Friday it will raise the pay 

of workers by an average of 20 percent. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/28/20103:19:06 PM 

Another scaled-back summer for vacationers 

Ig~~""IMore Americans are expected to hit the road than did last year, but their budgets will be tighter because 

of high unemployment, stock markets in retreat and a still-fragile economy. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/28/20103:40:22 PM 

Train 'sabotage' kills dozens in India 

Ig~~""lsuspected Maoist rebels derailed an overnight passenger train Friday in eastern India, triggering a crash 

with an oncoming cargo train that killed at least 71 people, officials said. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/28/20103:55:39 PM 

All about me? College kids lack empathy 

College students today are less likely to "get" the emotions of others than their counterparts 20 and 30 years ago, a new 

review study suggests. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/28/20105:33:28 PM 

Gunmen kill 80 at Pakistan mosques 

Ig~~""lsuspected Islamist militants attacked two mosques packed with hundreds of worshippers from a minority 

sect in Pakistan Friday. More than 80 people died with dozens wounded. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/28/20105:56:41 PM 

Don't you dare pay sticker price for these cars 

Ig~~""IEarlier this month, GM reported its first quarterly profit in three years, pushed in part by increased 

worldwide sales. Some expect this to continue. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/28/20106:26:19 PM 

Calhoun, UConn accused of 8 major violations 

Ig~~""~he NCAA has accused the storied men's basketball program at the University of Connecticut of eight 
major rules violations, saying coach Jim Calhoun didn't do enough to monitor his assistants. 

rg~iSLniversitY of Connecticut - Basketball - Sport - National Collegiate Athletic Association - Jim Calhoun 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/28/20107:04:59 PM 

Former child star Gary Coleman dies at 42 

Ig~~""IFormer child TV star Gary Coleman died Friday at a Utah hospital after suffering an intracranial 

hemorrhage at his home. He was 42 years old. 

1~~'::IGary Coleman - Utah Valley Regional Medical Center - United States - Hospital - Medical state 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/28/20107:28:33 PM 

2,OOO-calorie shake tops list of worst drinks 

Ig~~""IA milkshake containing 2,010 calories - equivalent to eating 68 strips of bacon or 30 chocolate chip 
cookies - has topped a list of the 20 worst drinks in America compiled by Men's Health magazine. 

1~~'::Len's Health - Milkshake - United States - Home - Cooking 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/28/20107:54:21 PM 

Along with new GOP stars, familiar old faces 

Ig~~""IFor every new star in Senate races around the nation - Marco Rubio in Florida, Rand Paul in Kentucky, 

and Kelly Ayotte in New Hampshire - the Republicans are also running familiar establishment figures, 
such as Roy Blunt in Missouri. A problem for the GOP? 

Ig~~""INew Hampshire - Kelly Ayotte - Roy Blunt - Marco Rubio - United States 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/28/20107:59:33 PM 

Obama calls oil spill 'assault on our shores' 

Ig~~""lpresident Barack Obama inspected a fouled beach, took in what he called "heartbreaking stories" of the 
catastrophe and declared "we're going to keep at it" until the America's largest-ever oil spill is stopped 

and cleaned up. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/28/20108:26:18 PM 

Sharapova, Serena move on, Kuznetsova's out 

Ig~~""IMaria Sharapova and Justine Henin set up a third-round showdown at the French Open on Friday by 

winning matches suspended overnight because of darkness. 

1~~':-IMaria Sharapova - Justine Henin - French Open - Tennis - sport 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/28/20108:26:56 PM 

Hospital wins suit after man got uterine cancer 

A jury has decided a New York City hospital is not to blame for the death of a man who became riddled with cancer after 

getting a kidney from a donor who unknowingly had uterine cancer. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/28/20108:31:18 PM 

'Don't ask' repeal clears House, heads to Senate 

Legislation allowing openly gay people to serve in the military has cleared the House and now heads to what could be a 

tough fight in the Senate. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/28/20108:47:35 PM 

Nuke session approves early steps to disarm 

The member nations of the Nuclear Nonproliferation Treaty on Friday adopted a plan of small steps toward 

disarmament, including a proposal to move toward banning the arms from the Middle East. 

rC~~"-Liddle East - Nuclear Non-Proliferation Treaty - Disarmament - Warfare and Conflict - Nuclear 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/28/20108:59:49 PM 

True past of Ore. man emerging from federal probe 

Clues are emerging about the past of an Oregon man who used the identity of an Ohio boy killed in a kidnapping. 

rC~~~~jOhio _ United States - Oregon - Business and Economy - Genealogy 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/28/20109:26:06 PM 

Clinton enlisted to ease Sestak out of race 

Ig~~""IForced to disclose backstage political bargaining, President Barack Obama's embarrassed White House 

acknowledged on Friday it had enlisted Bill Clinton to try to ease Rep. Joe Sestak out of Pennsylvania's 
Senate primary with a job offer. 

I g~~""IArlen Specter - Bill Clinton - White House - United States - President 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/28/20109:30:56 PM 

Stocks end May with worst showing in a year 

Ig~~""IStOCkS closed out their worst month in more than a year by sliding again on more unsettling news about 

Europe. 

rg~iSLdeo Games - Games - News and Reviews - Awards - Fitch Group 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/28/20109:31:45 PM 

Israeli gunships head to sea to block flotilla 

Ig~~""llsraeli gunships headed out to sea on Friday to stop a flotilla of pro-Palestinian activists from reaching the 

Gaza Strip, the military said, setting the stage for what could become a showdown on the high seas. 

rg~5.Laza Strip - Israel - Palestinian people - Middle East - Hamas 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/28/2010 11:20:44 PM 

Lawmaker asks Google, Facebook cooperation 

The head of the House Judiciary Committee is asking Google and Facebook to cooperate with government inquiries into 

privacy practices at both companies. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/29/2010 12:50:45 AM 

Jamaica police vow to catch reputed drug lord 

Jamaica's top cop insisted Friday security forces will capture a reputed underworld boss who escaped a bloody, four-day 

assault on his slum stronghold, while more people in the battle zone said innocents died during the fighting. 

I g:i1ti¥.EiJamaiCa - Police - Caribbean - Drug lord - Government 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/29/2010 12:52:34 AM 

Cosmic Log: Satellites track the spill 

Ig~~""lscience editor Alan Boyle's Weblog: You can watch the widening of the Gulf of Mexico oil spill in a new 
NASA video based on satellite imagery - and there's more where that came from. 

rg~5.LUlf of Mexico - Oil spill - NASA - Satellite imagery - Environment 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/29/2010 1:47:31 AM 

Report: Most Gitmo detainees low-level fighters 

Ig~~""lwaShington Post: A task force says 10 percent of 240 Guantanamo Bay detainees when President Obama 
took office were major anti-U.S. figures, most were low-level fighters. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/29/20102:22:59 AM 

Waiting game for results of 'top kill' 

BP warned on Friday that it could be Sunday or later before the outcome of the cliffhanger becomes clear. 

rC~~~~joil spill - BP - United States - Environment - Energy 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/29/20103:45:06 AM 

Hughes back in form as Yankees top Indians 

Ig~~""lphil Hughes returned to form with seven strong innings, Robinson Cano hit a grand slam and the New 
York Yankees beat the Cleveland Indians 8-2 on Friday night. 

1~~':-INew York Yankees - Cleveland Indians - Grand slam - New York - United States 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/29/20103:58:17 AM 

Royals pound Wakefield, rip Red Sox 12-5 

Ig~~""IYunieSkY Betancourt hit a grand slam to cap a seven-run fourth inning and David Dejesus had four hits in 
the Kansas City Royals 12-5 win over the Boston Red Sox on Friday night. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/29/20105:14:02 AM 

Alaska pipeline company restarts pipeline 

The operator of the trans-Alaska pipeline system said late Friday it has restarted the 800-mile (l,300-kilometer) line 

idled after a contained spill this week. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/29/20105:14:47 AM 

Boston blowout: Celtics roll to finals berth 

Ig~~""lpaul Pierce had 31 points and 13 rebounds, and little-used backup Nate Robinson gave the Celtics a boost 
with 13 second-quarter points as Boston beat the Orlando Magic 96-84 on Friday night, earning a chance 

to play for a second NBA title in three years. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/29/20106:12:01 AM 

Cain's I-hitter leads Giants past D-backs 

Ig~~""IMatt Cain pitched a one-hitter to match a career best, giving up only a two-out double in the second to 

Mark Reynolds, and the San Francisco Giants sent the Arizona Diamondbacks to their fifth straight defeat 
with a 5-0 victory Friday night. 

Ig~~""lsan Francisco Giants - Matt Cain - Arizona Diamondbacks - Mark Reynolds - Sport 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/29/20106:46:32 AM 

India vows to crush Maoists as crash toll climbs 

Ig~~""llndia railway authorities cancel night trains in eastern Indian after a blast and crash killed at least 90 

people on a passenger train. Officials blame Maoist rebels. 

1~~~:llndia - Train - Maoism - West Bengal - Kolkata 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/29/20109:47:34 AM 

Drone crew blamed in Afghan civilian deaths 

Inexperienced operators of a u.s. drone ignored or down played signs that civilians were aboard a convoy blasted by 

missiles in Afghanistan, said a military investigation report. 

1~¥':-IAfghanistan - United States - War in Afghanistan - Military - Warfare and Conflict 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/29/2010 10:44:30 AM 

China offers SKorea condolences for ship sinking 

The premier of China, North Korea's main ally, offered condolences Saturday to South Korea for the sinking of a warship 

blamed on Pyongyang after promising that Beijing - under pressure to punish the North - would not defend any 

country guilty of the attack. 

uu 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/29/2010 12:48:03 PM 

Video: Watch BP's live stream of oil leak 

Ig~~""ILIVE VIDEO: LIVE VIDEO: Live underwater video of the Gulf oil leak. This video stream is provided by BP 
and could go down at any time. (NBC News) 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/29/2010 1:20:22 PM 

Sources: Taliban win battle in Afghanistan 

The Taliban claimed to have captured a district in Afghanistan after several days of fighting, NBC News reported 

Saturday. A police commander says: "We lost." 

1~¥':-IAfghanistan - Taliban - Asia - War in Afghanistan - Politics 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/29/20102:04:04 PM 

Police search S. Calif. park for victim's remains 

Ig~~""IAuthorities are searching a Long Beach park for the remains of a man killed and dismembered in a bizarre 
double murder-far-profit plot. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/29/20103:54:27 PM 

Airline fares rise in time for summer trips 

Airfares for the june-to-August period are up 24 percent from last summer to an average $321 round trip, according to a 

fare-tracking Web site. 

I ~¥':-IAirline - Travel - Recreation - Transportation - Air 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/29/20104:27:32 PM 

FIFA: 100,000 World Cup tickets sold in 2 days 

Ig~~""IFIFA says 100,000 World Cup tickets have been sold in less than two days as local fans make a late push 

to attend the tournament. 

I~~':-Iworld Cup - FIFA - sport - Soccer - Competitions 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/29/20105:54:57 PM 

Roddick falls in French to Russian qualifier 

Ig~~""IAndY Roddick has lost in the third round of the French Open to 114th-ranked qualifier Teimuraz 

Gabashvili of Russia. 

1~~·lndY Roddick - Teimuraz Gabashvili - French Open - Russia - Sport 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/29/20105:57:56 PM 

BP has been good at down playing disaster 

At nearly every step since the Deepwater Horizon exploded more than a month ago, rig operator BP PLC has 

downplayed the severity of the catastrophe in the Gulf of Mexico. 

I g:i1ti¥.EIDeepwater Horizon - BP - Gulf of Mexico - United States - Oil spill 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/29/20106:12:47 PM 

Duff: Unheralded goalies take spotlight in Cup finals 

Ig~~""IDUff: Starting Saturday, these two non-descript goalies will be front and center, playing the most 

important position during the most significant games of the season, even though they are barely 
household names within their own households. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/29/20106:18:01 PM 

'Easy Rider' star Dennis Hopper dies at 74 

Ig~~""~he actor, best known for directing and starring in the 1969 cult classic "Easy Rider," died on Saturday at 

his home in Venice, Calif., from complications of prostate cancer. 

1~~'::loennis Hopper - Easy Rider - Prostate cancer - Cancer - Venice los Angeles California 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/29/20109:08:41 PM 

Immigration law marches held in Phoenix 

Ig~~""~housands of people from around the U.S. marched to the Arizona state Capitol on Saturday to protest 
the state's tough new law cracking down on illegal immigration. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/29/20109:58:52 PM 

Hawaii to make eating shark fins illegal 

Ig~~""~he $48-a-plate shark fin has been a favorite dish to celebrate 80th birthdays and fete out of town VIPs 

since Vienna Hou's Chinese restaurant opened 25 years ago. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/29/2010 10:03:22 PM 

Vatican abuse prosecutor: Culprits going to hell 

The Vatican prosecutor of clerical sex abuse warned perpetrators on Saturday that they would suffer damnation in hell 

that would be worse than the death penalty. 

I ~¥':-Isexual abuse - Vatican - Organizations - Violence and Abuse - Pope Benedict XVI 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/29/2010 10:39:45 PM 

Under pressure, Malawi's leader pardons gay couple 

Ig~~""IMalawi's president on Saturday pardoned a gay couple who had been sentenced to 14 years in prison and 

ordered their release but insisted that homosexuality was still illegal in his conservative southern African 
nation. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/29/2010 11:42:04 PM 

Texan was 1,OOOth GI killed in Afghan war 

Ig~~""~he 1000th American serviceman killed in Afghanistan had already fallen once to a hidden explosive. 

Ig~~""lunited States - Afghanistan - War in Afghanistan - Asia - Warfare and Conflict 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/29/2010 11:45:24 PM 

At Arlington, each soldier has a special lady 

Ig~~""IA small band of volunteers makes sure that every burial in Arlington National Cemetery is attended by 

one of them. Their mission: help grieving families and to ensure no soldier is buried alone. 

rg~iSjArlington National Cemetery - United States - Virginia - Travel and Tourism - Parks 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/30/201012:10:29 AM 

Heidi reportedly ready to leave Spencer 

Ig~~"'l'Heidi is looking to move out due to all the fake bad press that Spencer controls," a rep for the Hills star, 

23, tells TMZ.com. 

1~~':-IHeidi Montag - Spencer Pratt - Hills - TMZ.com - United States 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/30/201012:13:32 AM 

Germany wins 2010 Eurovision Song Contest 

Ig~~""IGermanyls Lena Meyer-Landrut won the 2010 Eurovision Song Contest on Saturday with "Satellite," an 

upbeat, catchy pop song, edging out Turkey and Romania. 

rg~iSjEurovision Song Contest - Turkey - Arts - Music - Songwriting 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/30/2010 12:48:59 AM 

Indians' pitcher hit in head by A-Rod line drive 

Ig~~""lcleveland pitcher David Huff was hit in the head by a line drive off the bat of Alex Rodriguez, and was 
recovering in a hospital when the Indians rallied from a big deficit to beat the New York Yankees 13-11 

Saturday. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/30/2010 1:44:46 AM 

Pressure rising on China to react to ship sinking 

The leaders of South Korea, China and Japan met Sunday on the last day of a summit expected to focus on how to 

respond to the sinking of a South Korean warship blamed on North Korea. 

I~¥':-Isouth Korea - China - Pyongyang - Seoul - Asia 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/30/2010 1:59:40 AM 

Morales breaks leg after game-ending slam 

Ig~~""IKendry Morales fractured his lower left leg while celebrating his game-ending grand slam in the 10th 
inning to give the Los Angeles Angels a 5-1 victory over the Seattle Mariners on Saturday. 

rg~iSjKendry Morales - Seattle Mariners - Grand slam - Los Angeles Angels of Anaheim - sport 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/30/20102:01:22 AM 

Drug gangs dismember Mexico prison warden 

The body of a prison warden kidnapped by gunmen was found dismembered and scattered in several locations in a small 

state adjacent to the Mexican capital, Mexican media reported. 

rC~~"-Lexico - Prison - Dismemberment - Crime and Justice - United States 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/30/20102:41:19 AM 

China executes man who attacked 29 kids 

A state news agency says China has executed a man who attacked a kindergarten in eastern China last month, wounding 

29 children and three teachers. 

I g:i1ti¥.Elchina - Asia - Kindergarten - News agency - Government 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/30/20104:04:17 AM 

Perfect Phillie: Halladay pitches perfect game 

Philadelphia Phillies ace Roy Halladay threw the 20th perfect game in major league history, delivering the marquee 

performance of his Ali-Star career in a 1-0 win over the Florida Marlins on Saturday night. 

1§':i1ti¥.ElphiladeIPhia Phillies - Florida Marlins - Roy Halladay - sport - Baseball 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/30/20104:23:18 AM 

Blackhawks win wild, high-scoring Game 1 

Ig~~""IFrom the first faceoff, the Stanley Cup opener between the Chicago Blackhawks and Philadelphia Flyers 

was like a track meet on ice. Tomas Kopecky had the go-ahead goal in the third period, and the 
Blackhawks beat the Flyers 6-5 on Saturday night. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/30/2010 4:30:32 AM 

BP shifts strategy to cap Gulf spill 

Ig~~""~he most ambitious bid yet to stop the worst oil spill in U.S. history ended in failure after BP was unable 

to overwhelm the gusher of crude with heavy fluids and junk. 

rg~5.joil spill - BP - United States - Energy - Environment 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/30/20104:56:53 AM 

'Incredible' Kobe carries lakers to NBA finals 

Kobe Bryant wrapped up a magnificent series with 37 points, Ron Artest added 25 and the Lakers held off the Phoenix 

Suns 111-103 on Saturday night to win the Western Conference finals 4-2. 

rc~~ ... tobe Bryant - Western Conference - Phoenix Suns - NBA - sport 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/30/20105:17:27 AM 

Reports say 30 people killed in India bus accident 

More than 30 people, including 10 children, were killed when a bus hit a police barricade, flipped over and was engulfed 

in flames in southern India early Sunday, news reports said. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/30/20108:10:49 AM 

Bangladesh blocks Facebook over caricatures 

Bangladesh has blocked the Facebook social networking site because of "objectionable" materials it contained about the 

Prophet Mohammad and the country's political leaders, a telecoms regulatory official said on Sunday. The government 

move followed publication of caricatures of the Prophet deemed hurtful to the religious sentiments of the country's 

majority Muslim population, the official said. He said the ban, imposed late on Saturday, was expected to be temporary. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/30/201010:15:32 AM 

'Where do we fit in?' ask Gis' widows 

Ig~~""llt is hard to be a young military widow. Many say they feel out of place in both civilian life and in their 

military communities. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/30/2010 12:56:20 PM 

Ancient mayor's 'lost tomb' found south of Cairo 

Ig~~""IArchaeOIOgists have discovered the 3,300-year-old tomb of the ancient Egyptian capital's mayor, whose 

resting place had been lost under the desert sand since 19th century treasure hunters first carted off 
some of its decorative wall panels, officials announced Sunday. 

I g~~""IAncient Egypt - Cairo - Archaeology - Social Sciences - fgyp! 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/30/20101:22:17 PM 

Danica faces up to the boos ahead of Indy 500 

Ig~~""IDanica Patrick is used to setting new firsts for women in motorsport, but she wouldn't have expected her 

latest breakthrough to be for the amount of booing and abuse she received from fans. 

rg~iSjDanica Patrick - autoracing - Indianapolis 500 - Sports - Indy Racing League 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/30/20102:21:53 PM 

Poll: Debt-dogged Americans stressed out 

Ig~~""~he economy trudges ahead yet debt dogs many Americans, stressing them out even as they firm up 

their own financial foundations. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/30/20102:47:07 PM 

Communities vie to get the newest Air Force jet 

Ig~~""~he new F-35 Lightning II joint strike fighter is tardy, billions over budget and the roar of its jet engine 

could eclipse the older planes it's due to replace. 

rg~5.jF_35 Lightning II - Air force - Jet engine - Military - Aircraft 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/30/20102:49:55 PM 

Weaker euro could boost European economy 

If it happens gradually enough, the slide in the euro's exchange rate could help exports and provide the boost Europe's 

troubled economy needs. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/30/20103:27:02 PM 

Voters hate partisan sniping, but fuel its growth 

Ig~~""lpeoPle say they don't like partisan gridlock in Washington. But they're voting in ways almost certain to 

increase it, by punishing politicians who cooperate with the opposing party and rewarding ideological 
purity that pushes both sides to the fringes. 

Ig~~""lwaShington - United States - Politics - Texas - Ohio 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/30/2010 4:44:33 PM 

Former III. governor faces fight of his life 

Ig~~""lln the year and a half since his arrest, former Illinois Governor Rod Blagojevich has lost his job and 

become a political pariah and a comic punch line. 

1~~':-IROd Blagojevich - Governor of Illinois - United States - Illinois - Politics 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/30/20105:01:15 PM 

Chinese premier skips N. Korea rebuke 

Ig~~""lchinals premier expresses no support for proposed U.N. sanctions against ally North Korea over its 

alleged sinking of a South Korean warship, declining to join other key nations in blaming Pyongyang. 

I~~':-Iwen Jiabao - Premier of the State Council of the People's Republic of China - South Korea - Asia - Korean War 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/30/20105:23:59 PM 

China holds back on blaming NKorea in ship attack 

China held back from joining the chorus of nations condemning North Korea over the sinking of a South Korean warship, 

making quick international sanctions unlikely but perhaps buying time while China quietly leans on its unpredictable, 

nuclear-armed neighbor. 

Ig~SjNorth Korea - China - South Korea - Asia - United Nations 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/30/20105:33:19 PM 

NATO general: Taliban are training in Iran 

Ig~~""[he commander of NATO and U.S. forces in Afghanistan says there is "clear evidence" that some Taliban 

fighters have trained in Iran. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/30/20106:00:53 PM 

Oil complicates forecasts on hurricane season 

Ig~~""IAS hurricane season approaches, the giant oil spill in the Gulf of Mexico is taking weather forecasters into 

nearly uncharted waters. 

rg~iSLulf of Mexico - Weather forecasting - Earth Sciences - Atmospheric Sciences - Meteorology 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/30/20106:15:28 PM 

Home genetic tests fall under hard scrutiny 

Direct-to-consumer genetic tests allow anyone with a few hundred dollars to submit a saliva sample and get back 

information on everything from family ancestry to Alzheimer's disease. But few alter their behavior based on results, 

researchers find. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/30/20106:45:36 PM 

Future pope nixed defrocking of convicted priest 

The future Pope Benedict XVI refused to defrock an American priest who confessed to molesting numerous children and 

even served prison time for it. 

I g:i1ti¥.Elpope Benedict XVI - United States - Defrocking - Catholic Church - Pope Benedict 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/30/20107:10:37 PM 

Christian conservatives target seated judges 

Ig~~""IA group of conservative attorneys say they are on a mission from God to unseat four California judges in a 
rare challenge that is turning a traditionally snooze-button election into what both sides call a battle for 

the integrity of u.s. courts. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/30/20107:39:00 PM 

U.S. is saving war memorials in Iraq 

Ig~~""IAmerican commanders are trying to decide what to do with the vast collection of plaques, street signs, 

and painted concrete barriers dedicated to the men and women who shed their blood in Iraq. 

1~~~:I.!.@g -Iraq War - United States - Warfare and Conflict - War memorial 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/30/20108:35:25 PM 

Jamaican slum angry at troops after raid 

Ig~~""lsecurity forces with M-16s and rotating machine guns at the ready patrol a hostile slum in Jamaica's 

capital where angry defenders of a fugitive underworld boss complained of unprovoked attacks. 

rg~iS1amaica - Caribbean - United States - Police - Government 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/30/20108:55:24 PM 

Franchitti flawless and lucky, wins Indy 500 

Ig~~""IDario Franchitti drove 199 nearly flawless laps, then got a huge break from a spectacular crash on the last 

lap to climb back on top of the open-wheel world Sunday with a win at the Indianapolis 500. 

I~~.:telio Castroneves - Indianapolis 500 - Sports - AutoRacing - Organizations 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/30/20108:58:48 PM 

After failed fix, a somber summer of oil, anger 

Ig~~""~here is still a hole in the Earth, crude oil is still spewing from it and there is still, excruciatingly, no end in 

sight. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/30/20109:55:44 PM 

Petrova ousts Venus Williams at French Open 

Ig~~""lwomenls roundup: Venus Williams lost in the fourth round of the French Open, falling 6-4, 6-3 to Nadia 

Petrova of Russia. 

1~~'::lvenus Williams - French Open - Nadia Petrova - sport - Tennis 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/30/2010 11:07:52 PM 

Battalion hit by 'perfect storm' in Afghan war 

Ig~~""IA battalion's story - 22 dead and 70 wounded in a yearlong Afghan tour - is an extreme example of the 

challenges American soldiers face there. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/31/201012:19:01 AM 

Will next BP fix raise flow by 20 percent? 

Ig~~""~he Obama administration warns that BP's next effort to contain the oil spewing from a damaged well in 

the Gulf could result in a temporary 20 percent increase in the flow. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/31/2010 12:25:06 AM 

Police: Search turns up head of slain Calif. man 

Ig~~""IAuthorities searching a Long Beach park found the final missing body part - a severed head - believed 
to belong to a community college student killed and dismembered in a double murder-for-profit plot in 

Orange County, police said Sunday. 

Ig~~""lcalifornia - Murder -long Beach California - Orange County California - United States 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/31/2010 12:42:39 AM 

Pujols' 3 homers carry Cardinals past Cubs 

Ig~~""IAlbert Pujols hit three long home runs and Adam Wainwright pitched seven impressive innings, leading 
the St. Louis Cardinals to a 9-1 win over the Chicago Cubs on Sunday. 

1~~'::ISt Louis Cardinals - Adam Wainwright - Chicago Cubs - Albert Pujols - Sport 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/31/201012:51:14 AM 

Pakistan: 7 arrested over links to sect attackers 

Seven men have been arrested over alleged links to the militants who attacked a minority sect in eastern Pakistan, killing 

93 people. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/31/2010 1:22:20 AM 

Colombia presidential vote favors ruling party 

Ig~~""IA conservative former defense minister easily defeated a maverick outsider in Colombia's presidential 

election Sunday but fell short of the votes needed to avoid a runoff. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/31/20103:39:12 AM 

Ancient Egyptian mayor's 'lost tomb' found 

Ig~~""IArchaeOIOgists have discovered the 3,300-year-old tomb of the ancient Egyptian capital's mayor, whose 
resting place had been lost under the desert sand since 19th-century treasure hunters first carted off 

some of its decorative wall panels. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/31/20104:49:52 AM 

Celine Dion pregnant again at last - with twins 

Ig~~""~he 42-year-old Canadian songstress is 14 weeks pregnant with twins, and she plans to find out the sex of 

the babies next month. 

I~~':-Iceline Dian - Pregnancy - Canada - Home - Family 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/31/20104:59:06 AM 

WP: Kobe vs. MJ argument is no longer heresy 

Ig~~""lwaShington Post: It's easy to appreciate both Kobe Bryant and Michael Jordan for their talents and their 

triumphs this time of year. It's harder to acknowledge the truth and just say it: If Kobe Bryant wins his 
fifth title in the next two weeks and wins two more before he retires, he has to be given the nod as the 
greatest individual talent ever to play in the NBA. 

rg~~""jKobe Bryant - Michael Jordan - NBA - National Basketball Association - Sports 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/31/20105:00:55 AM 

Fans gather to remember Ronnie James Dio 

Ig~~""~he chants of "Dio, Dio, Dio" from hundreds of headbangers were loud and proud Sunday as fans paid 

tribute to fiery frontman Ronnie James Dio, who succumbed to cancer May 16. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/31/201010:14:02 AM 

Obamas enjoy rare sleepover at Chicago home 

Ig~~""IGOOd friends, good food and the comforts of his own home. President Obama enjoyed all three when he 

brought his family home to Chicago for the Memorial Day holiday weekend. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/31/2010 10:48:42 AM 

Backpacker shoots, kills grizzly in Alaska park 

A backpacker shot and killed a grizzly bear with his handgun in Alaska's Denali National Park, officials said. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/31/2010 1:04:53 PM 

Your Memorial Day stories on fallen troops 

Ig~~""IMsnbc.com asked readers to send in their stories of loved ones who died while serving in the u.s. 
military. Here are some of those accounts. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/31/2010 1:44:45 PM 

Afghanistan suspends two aid groups for Christianity probe 

Afghanistan's government has suspended the activities of two Western aid groups on suspicion of proselytising, an 

official said Monday. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/31/20102:23:53 PM 

Officials: 4 killed in separate Iraq attacks 

Four people were killed and several others wounded in separate attacks in Iraq, police and hospital officials said 

Monday. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/31/20102:42:42 PM 

Adidas shocked at criticism of World Cup ball 

Ig~~""IAdidas hit back Monday at criticism that the World Cup ball is difficult to control and a nightmare for 

goalkeepers, stressing that it was widely tested and approved long ago. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/31/20102:59:59 PM 

Climate talks kick off with squabbling 

A new round of climate negotiations kicks off in Germany with squabbling over money and procedural questions that 

could threaten progress at the two-week U.N. conference. 

rC~~"-IClimate change - Environment - Post-Kyoto Protocol negotiations on greenhouse gas emissions - Activism -

Germany 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/31/20103:25:14 PM 

US troops in Afghanistan, Iraq mark Memorial Day 

u.s. forces serving in Afghanistan and Iraq remembered friends and colleagues Monday in solemn Memorial Day 

ceremonies to commemorate all of their nation's war dead. 

1§':i1ti¥.EIMemorial Day - United States armed forces - War in Afghanistan - Afghanistan - Asia 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/31/20103:46:21 PM 

German president quits in blow for Merkel 

German President Horst Koehler unexpectedly resigned on Monday after a wave of criticism over his comments about 

military action abroad, in a move that compounds conservative Chancellor Angela Merkel's problems. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/31/20103:57:50 PM 

Deepwater mystery: Oil loose in the Gulf 

Ig~~""IStreaming video of oil pouring from the seafloor and images of dead, crude-soaked birds serve as visual 

bookends to the natural calamity unfolding in the Gulf of Mexico. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/31/20104:17:36 PM 

Induced labors may boost rate of early births 

The rate of induced labor among u.s. pregnant women nearly doubled between 1992 and 2003 - a trend that seems to 

have pushed more births to the earlier end of full-term, a new study finds. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/31/20104:26:21 PM 

S. Korea steps up campaign over ship sinking 

South Korea broadens efforts to convince the world and its own public that North Korea sank one of its warships, 

sharing evidence with Russian torpedo experts. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/31/20104:59:56 PM 

'Sex' no match for 'Shrek' at box office 

"Shrek Forever After" has won another weekend at the box office, while "Sex and the City 2" is in a photo finish for the 

No.2 spot. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/31/20105:13:11 PM 

Spending could be European crisis' next victim 

Europe has spooked stock investors. Will it spook shoppers, too? 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/31/20105:20:43 PM 

Facebook app donates status to a fallen soldier 

Ig~~""lln partnership with the White House Commission on Remembrance, Facebook debuts an application to 

remember the more than 2 million American soldiers who died in service. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/31/20105:21:50 PM 

Apple reports iPad sales have topped 2 million 

Apple Inc. said Monday that iPad sales have topped 2 million since its launch nearly two months ago. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/31/20105:47:32 PM 

World Cup runneth over at u.s. soccer pubs 

Ig~~""[he pub is packed with beer-swilling supporters cheering on their home country during a recent 
"friendly" exhibition match. They're belting out songs and chants, many of them R-rated, as one fan 

keeps time by pounding on the giant drum he brought to the bar. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/31/20105:51:45 PM 

Wal-Mart markdowns are sparking price wars 

Ig~~""lwal-Mart is counting on $1 ketchup bottles and sub-$4 cases of Coke to re-ignite sales in America. 

1~¥:lwal-Mart - Business - Price war - United States - Allegedly Unethical Firms 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/31/20106:03:03 PM 

Subaru succeeds by knowing its customers 

Ig~~""lwhile much of the U.S. auto business is just beginning to emerge from retrenchment mode, sales at 

Subaru of Glendale are climbing every month. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/31/20106:08:14 PM 

5 high-paying, low-stress jobs 

Ig~~""IHigh stress does not always equal a hefty salary, or vice versa. Fortunately, there are plenty of laid-back 

career choices that pay quite generously. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/31/20106:28:26 PM 

Obama, Biden honor America's fallen troops 

Ig~~""lvice President Joe Biden hails America's fighting men and women as the "spine of this nation," while 
President Barack Obama's Land of Lincoln tribute gets washed out by a severe storm. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/31/20107:24:36 PM 

Govt to hit airlines harder for bumping passengers 

Giving up your airline seat may become a little less painful. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/31/20108:14:33 PM 

Marine aircraft mishap injures 10 at NYC park 

Ig~~""IA U.S. Marine Corps aircraft's powerful propellers whipped up a wind that sent branches hurling off a tree 

and into a crowd of about 150 people watching a Memorial Day demonstration. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/31/20108:23:42 PM 

Henin upset, Serena reaches French quarters 

Ig~~""~ustine Henin kept saying it, even if no one was listening. She's not back to being the player she was 
before taking a 20-month hiatus from tennis. She's still searching for consistency on court. Too many "ups 

and downs," to use her term. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/31/20108:36:31 PM 

Bloody Israeli raid on flotilla sparks crisis 

Ig~~""llsraeli naval commandos storm a flotilla of ships carrying aid and activists to the Gaza Strip, killing nine 

passengers in a botched raid that provokes international outrage. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/31/20108:53:04 PM 

Arabs demand probe of Israeli raid 

Ig~~""~he U.N. Security Council holds an emergency meeting on Israel's deadly commando raid on ships taking 

humanitarian aid to the blockaded Gaza Strip. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/31/20109:33:41 PM 

Reliefwell best hope for sealing oil leak 

Ig~~""~he best hope for stopping the flow of oil from the blown-out well at the bottom of the Gulf of Mexico 

has been compared to hitting a target the size of a dinner plate more than two miles into the earth. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/31/20109:55:05 PM 

China finding out even cheap labor has limits 

Global manufacturers struggling with life-or-death pressures to control costs are finding that the legions of low-wage 

Chinese workers they rely on have limits. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/31/201011:15:10 PM 

Fergie to Oprah: I was drinking during sting 

Britain's Duchess of York, Sarah Ferguson, has told Oprah Winfrey she was drinking and "in the gutter" during a 

videotaped sting in which she apparently offered to sell access to her ex-husband, Prince Andrew. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/31/2010 11:30:53 PM 

Arrest warrant issued for ex-'Survivor' producer 

A judge issued an arrest warrant Monday for a former "Survivor" producer suspected in the killing of his wife while on 

vacation with their children at a Cancun resort, the state attorney general said. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/31/2010 11:33:23 PM 

Jimenez tosses 4-hitter to outduel Lincecum 

r-I~baldo Jimenez pitched a four-hitter to become the majors' first lO-game winner this year, outpitching 
im Lincecum to lead the Colorado Rockies past the San Francisco Giants 4-0 in Monday's highly 

anticipated Memorial Day matchup. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/1/201012:21:16 AM 

Sarkozy opens Africa summit in France 

Ig~~""IAfrica has the potential for vast economic growth and must have a louder voice in world politics, French 

President Nicolas Sarkozy said while opening a summit with 38 African leaders. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/1/20102:43:00 AM 

NBC: Man held in Montreal is terror suspect 

The man removed from an Aeromexico flight Sunday was the subject of a terror warning issued for the U.S.-Mexico 

border last week, senior U.S. counterterrorism officials told NBC News on Monday. 

I g:i1ti¥.EIMexico City - Montreal - Aircraft - Mexico - Business 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/1/20104:26:01 AM 

U.S., Israeli ties just got more complicated 

Ig~~""lwaShington Post: The worldwide condemnation of the deadly Israeli assault on the Gaza aid flotilla will 

complicate the Obama administration's efforts to improve its tense relations with Jerusalem. 

1~~~':-llsrael - United States - Washington Post - Gaza - Jerusalem 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/1/20104:41:03 AM 

Central America floods, mudslides kill 142 

Ig~~""IFloOding and landslides from the season's first tropical storm have killed at least 145 people and left 

thousands homeless in Central America, officials said Monday. 

rg~iSLuatemala - Volcanic ash - Family - Central America - Guatemala City 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/1/20105:13:33 AM 

Hayes: Flyers in a hole, but that's how they like it 

Ig~~""IHayes: If you're expecting the Flyers to fold, forget it. Is their situation dire? No doubt. But the Flyers 

have done their best work while digging themselves out of deep holes, which is what they will have to do 
again to make this a series. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/1/20106:10:45 AM 

Niemi saves the day as Blackhawks go up 2-0 

Ig~~""IMarian Hossa and Ben Eager scored 28 seconds apart late in the second period, Antti Niemi had 33 saves 

and the Chicago Blackhawks beat the Philadelphia Flyers 2-1 on Monday night for a 2-0 lead in the 

Stanley Cup finals. 

Ig~~""lphiladeIPhia Flyers - Chicago Blackhawks - Antti Niemi - Ben Eager - Stanley Cup 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/1/20108:07:04 AM 

'Flotels' await oil spill cleanup workers on Gulf 

Ig~~""~he 40-foot-long corrugated steel boxes, resembling oversized white shipping containers, are stacked two 

high and three wide atop a barge at Port Fourchon, the oil industry's hub on the Gulf of Mexico. The 
words "Martin Quarters" painted in black offer the only clue that they're not stuffed with cargo. 

I g~~""IGUlf of Mexico - Oil spill - Port Fourchon Louisiana - Petroleum industry - Environment 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/1/20109:22:04 AM 

Man kills 3 judges, himself in China court 

A man firing a small automatic weapon burst into a court office in central China on Tuesday, fatally shooting three 

judges and wounding three other people before killing himself, an official said. 

I~¥':-Ichina - People's Republic of China - Asia - Government - Maps and Views 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/1/2010 11:31:24 AM 

How to open a successful food truck 

Ig~~""lwant to break into sidewalk entrepreneurship? Here's your guide. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/1/2010 11:31:51 AM 

Man kills 3 judges, himself in China court 

A man firing a small automatic weapon burst into a court office in central China on Tuesday, fatally shooting three 

judges and wounding three other people before killing himself, an official said. 

I g:i1ti¥.Elchina - People's Republic of China - Automatic firearm - Asia - Hunan 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/1/2010 12:06:54 PM 

Iraq's Supreme Court ratifies election results 

Iraq's Supreme Court on Tuesday took the first major step toward resolving the nation's election crisis, ratifying the 

results and declaring a secular alliance the biggest winner in the March 7 parliamentary vote. 

1§':i1ti¥.EI!@Q _ Supreme Court of the United States - Supreme Court -~ - Ayad Allawi 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/1/201012:35:13 PM 

Your Career: Workplace suicides on the rise 

While Americans may be shocked over a string of suicides at a Chinese manufacturing plant, it turns out a growing 

number of workers here are also taking their lives on the job. 

rC~~"-IFactory - Chinese people - Business - Foxconn - Employment 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/1/20101:11:36 PM 

Knox accused of slandering Italian police 

Amanda Knox appeared in public Tuesday for the first time since her murder conviction, returning to court to face 

slander charges for saying she was beaten by police during questioning over the death of her roommate. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/1/20101:25:30 PM 

Armstrong scrambling to get ready for Tour 

Ig~~""ILance Armstrong is headed to the Tour of Luxembourg, hoping to make up for the racing miles he lost 

after injuries and illness as he prepares for the Tour de France. 

rg~iS~our de France - Lance Armstrong - Sport - Cycling - Luxembourg 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/1/20101:41:34 PM 

NYT: Some homeowners stop paying mortgages 

Ig~~""IA growing number of the people whose homes are in foreclosure are fashioning a sort of homemade 

mortgage modification, one that brings their payments all the way down to zero. 

rg~iSLortgage - Foreclosure - Mortgage modification - Business - United States 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/1/20102:59:53 PM 

Homer Simpson named greatest TV character 

Ig~~""IBeer-sWilling, doughnut-lover Homer Simpson has been named the greatest character created for 

television and film in the past 20 years. 

1~~.:tomerSimpson - Television - Beer - Simpsons - Recreation 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/1/20104:01:08 PM 

James Bond's famed Aston Martin for sale 

Ig~~""~he car is one of two, and the sale remaining, of the original "001" DBSs that appeared on screen with 
Sean Connery behind the wheel in "Goldfinger" and "Thunderball." 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/1/20104:34:07 PM 

BP shares tumble amid spill worries 

Ig~~""IFears oil may continue spewing into the Gulf of Mexico for another two months into the hurricane season 

wiped $23 billion off BP's market value. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/1/20105:22:32 PM 

Feds investigate stuck gas pedals in Fords 

Ig~~""IFederal safety regulators are investigating a small number of reports of gas pedals becoming trapped by 

floor mats in 2010 Ford Fusions and Mercury Milans. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/1/20105:35:09 PM 

BP doing 1st cut in effort to contain Gulf oil 

Ig~~""IBP lost billions more in market value Tuesday when shares fell steeply in the first trading day since the 

company failed yet again to plug the worst oil spill in U.S. history, as investors realized the best chance to 
stop the leak was months away and there was no end in sight to the cleanup. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/1/20105:59:44 PM 

Tropical Storm Agatha kills 179 in Central America 

Ig~~""IRural villagers used hoes and pick axes to hunt for victims of landslides that have killed at least 179 
people in Central America. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/1/20106:15:22 PM 

Celizic: Tillman a patriot, hero - but no Hall of Famer 

Ig~~""lceliziC: The fact that Pat Tillman, an amazing man, died tragically from friendly fire while serving in the 
Army in Afghanistan does not make him a Hall-of-Fame football player. 

1~~'::lpat Tillman - Hall of fame - Afghanistan - Asia - American football 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/1/20106:18:59 PM 

Koppel's son, 40, found dead in NYC apartment 

The 40-year-old son of former ABC anchor Ted Koppel has been found dead in an Upper Manhattan apartment, police 

say. 

I §,:i1ti¥.E~ed Koppel - American Broadcasting Company - New York City - ABC - Police 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/1/20107:30:24 PM 

Right to remain silent? Better speak up 

The Supreme Court says suspects must explicitly tell police they want to be silent to invoke their Miranda protection 

during interrogations. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/1/20107:34:42 PM 

Drug maker investigated for 'phantom recall' 

Congressional Democrats are investigating an alleged "phantom recall" by Johnson & Johnson, in which the company 

hired a contractor to buy up defective painkillers instead of issuing an immediate recall. 

rC~~"-Lhnson & Johnson - Democratic - United States - Politics - Food and Drug Administration 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/1/20107:37:17 PM 

Ft. Hood shooting suspect solemn, quiet in hearing 

Ig~~""lwearing his Army uniform and sitting solemnly in a wheelchair, the psychiatrist accused of gunning down 

13 people at Fort Hood made his first courtroom appearance Tuesday and won a delay in his case. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/1/20107:38:32 PM 

Soderling stuns No.1 Federer at French Open 

Ig~~""~here will be a Grand Slam semifinal without Roger Federer for the first time in six years. French Open 

upset specialist Robin Soderling struck again Tuesday, rallying past defending champion Federer in a rainy 
quarterfinal, 3-6, 6-3, 7-5, 6-4. That ended Federer's record streak of reaching the semifinals in 23 consecutive 
major events. 

rg~~""Loger Federer - French Open - Robin S6derling - Rafael Nadal - Robin Soderling 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/1/20108:20:41 PM 

U.S. launches criminal probe of BP spill 

Ig~~""IAttorney General Eric Holder said Tuesday that federal authorities have opened criminal and civil 

investigations into the Deepwater Horizon explosion and oil spill. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/1/20109:10:30 PM 

Gaza blockade eased after raid 

Ig~~""[he move by Israel and Egypt follows harsh international condemnation of the deadly raid on an aid 
flotilla en route to the sealed-off Palestinian territory. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/1/20109:51:38 PM 

ConsumerMan: How fast is your broadband? 

The FCC released the results of a nationwide survey on home broadband service. It shows that 80 percent of broadband 

customers don't know their connection speed. 

I g:i1ti¥.EIFederal Communications Commission - Broadband - FCC - Internet service provider - United States 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/1/201011:10:15 PM 

AI-Qaida's third in command reported killed 

Ig~~""IAI-Qaidals number three - a co-founder of the terror network - has been killed in Pakistan's border 

area with Afghanistan, according to a statement attributed to the group that was posted on Islamist 
websites. 

Ig~~""losama bin Laden - AI-Qaida - AI-Qaeda - Terrorism - Terrorist Organizations 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/1/2010 11:31:36 PM 

Nicklaus still expects Tiger to break his record 

Ig~~""~iger Woods, dressed in a royal blue shirt, hopped over a short fence and onto the range at Muirfield 

Village. Jack Nicklaus, in gray blazer and tie, hosted a ceremony on the other end of the range. 

I~~.::tack Nicklaus - Tiger Woods - Muirfield Village - Golf - sport 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/1/2010 11:34:42 PM 

Ventre: Kobe has plenty of support in finals rematch 

Ig~~""lventre: A finely tuned and more powerful Pau Gasol makes the defending champion L.A. Lakers a much 

tougher team than the one that faced the Boston Celtics in the 2008 NBA finals. 

1~~':-IBoston Celtics - los Angeles lakers - 2008 NBA finals - Pau Gasol - NBA 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/2/2010 12:22:55 AM 

BP likely rich enough to survive cost of spill 

Ig~~""IBP is probably sturdy enough to survive the worst spill in U.S. history. But investors are shaving billions off 

its value with every day that crude gushes into the Gulf of Mexico. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/2/2010 12:33:56 AM 

AI-Qaida likely undamaged by latest loss 

Ig~~""~he killing of al-Qaida's No.3 leader is unlikely to derail the terror group for long. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/2/2010 12:42:07 AM 

Scoop: Will lindsay go 'Dancing With the Stars'? 

Ig~~""IAccOrding to a show insider, they'd love to have her. "Lindsay is the perfect candidate. Who wouldn't 
want to see Lindsay do it?" the source told Life & Style. 

rg~5.LndSay Lohan - Life & Style - Romance - Relationships - United States 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/2/201012:48:14 AM 

More cancer-causing agents in U.S. cigarettes 

Americans inhale more cancer-causing agents with their cigarettes, probably because of the tobacco blend, while 

smokers in Canada, Britain and Australia get less, researchers say. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/2/20101:59:32 AM 

FBI dubs robber of 21 banks 'Granddad Bandit' 

Ig~~""IA bald, heavyset man who has robbed 21 banks in the eastern and central U.S. is so elusive that the FBI 

plans to post a digital picture of him on billboards in several states. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/2/20103:55:51 AM 

Space station crew returns to Earth 

Ig~~""IA Russian Soyuz spacecraft landed in the steppes of Kazakhstan late Tuesday, bringing home three 

veteran spacefliers who spent nearly six months in orbit. 

I~~':lnternational Space Station - Soyuz - Kazakhstan - Space - Technology 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/2/2010 10:23:53 AM 

China delays Gates trip in apparent snub for Taiwan 

China has turned down a proposed fence-mending visit by the u.s. defense secretary, Robert Gates, during his trip in the 

region this week in what some American officials described as a snub to protest u.s. arms sales to Taiwan. 

1§,:i1ti¥.E~aiwan _ United States - Arms industry - Robert Gates - China 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/2/201011:38:19 AM 

China delays Gates trip in apparent snub for Taiwan 

Ig~~""lchina has turned down a proposed fence-mending visit by the u.s. defense secretary, Robert Gates, 

during his trip in the region this week in what some American officials described as a snub to protest u.s. 
arms sales to Taiwan. 

Ig~~""~aiwan - United States - Robert Gates - Arms industry - Asia 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/2/201011:47:42 AM 

For '9gers,' a job can feel like a mirage 

Ig~~""IExperts say 9gers - people who have exhausted all 99 weeks of unemployment without finding work -

are among the hardest hit in this recession. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/2/2010 11:55:01 AM 

Open House: Millionaire getaway homes 

Ig~~""lopen House: These vacation homes are fit for millionaires. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/2/201012:17:26 PM 

Looking for luxury? Join the club 

Private-sale Web sites offer discounts and an air of exclusivity you're unlikely to find on traditional sites, and, for that 

matter, most hotel-owned sites. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/2/201012:23:17 PM 

3 killed trying to disarm WWII-era bomb in Germany 

Three experts working to defuse a bomb dating back to World War II were killed when the device exploded, injuring six 

others, police said Wednesday. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/2/20101:01:40 PM 

Anti-incumbency takes down another congressman 

The political shooting-star otherwise known as anti-incumbency fell on Alabama, taking down a first-term congressman 

who switched from Democrat to Republican just last December. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/2/20103:02:54 PM 

Tax credits fuel 6% rise in April home sales 

Ig~~""IA rush of homebuyers aiming to meet a deadline to qualify for a federal tax credit pushed the number of 

signed sales contracts to the highest level since October. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/2/20103:07:59 PM 

Japan's prime minister says he will resign 

Ig~~""~apanese Prime Minister Yukio Hatoyama says he will resign over his broken campaign promise to move a 

U.S. Marine base off Okinawa. 

1~~'::IYUkiO Hatoyama - Japan - Prime Minister of Japan - Prime minister - History 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/2/20103:24:31 PM 

Militants attack as Afghan peace conference starts 

Ig~~""~aliban militants launched a suicide attack on Afghanistan's national peace conference Wednesday, 

prompting President Hamid Karzai to reassure nervous delegates. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/2/20103:46:03 PM 

Cops: Porn actor kills 1, hurts 2 in l.A. 

Police say a porn actor killed one colleague and injured two others with a prop weapon during a late night showdown at 

the Los Angeles studio where they all worked. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/2/20104:36:29 PM 

Kristen Stewart: Fame is like being 'raped' 

Ig~~"'l'What you don't see are the cameras shoved in my face and the bizarre intrusive questions being asked, 

or the people falling over themselves, screaming and taunting to get a reaction," actress says. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/2/20105:51:21 PM 

Obama: End tax breaks for oil companies 

Ig~~""lpresident Barack Obama says it's time to roll back "billions of dollars in tax breaks" for oil companies and 

use the money for clean energy research and development. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/2/20106:59:05 PM 

12 dead in U.K. shooting rampage 

Ig~~""IA taxi driver went on a shooting spree across rural northwestern England, killing 12 people and wounding 

25 others before shooting himself, police said. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/2/20107:02:21 PM 

Toyota lags Detroit's double-digit sales gains 

Ig~~""IDrivers snapped up new models and rental-car companies and governments expanded their fleets in 

May, leading to big u.s. sales gains for most automakers. The exception was Toyota. 

rg~iS~oyota - Automotive industry - United States - Detroit - Autos 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/2/20107:21:08 PM 

9 hurt by lightning strike at Old Faithful 

A lightning strike in Yellowstone National Park injured nine people waiting to see Old Faithful geyser erupt. 

1~¥:IYellowstone National Park - Old Faithful Geyser - United States - Wyoming - Travel and Tourism 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/2/20107:33:50 PM 

DOT wants bigger payout for bumped travelers 

Ig~~""IDOT on Wednesday proposed increasing the amount of money airlines pay passengers who are 

involuntarily bumped from flights, as well as other consumer-friendly protections. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/2/20108:09:35 PM 

At hearing, Buffett defends rating services 

Ig~~""lillionaire investor Warren Buffett said few could have predicted the depth of the housing crisis and that 
CEOs of rating agencies shouldn't be fired for missing the warning signs. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/2/20108:10:40 PM 

Stosur boots Serena in French Open quarters 

Ig~~""lwomenls roundup: Serena Williams dropped 17 consecutive points during one stretch, climbed all the 

way back to within a point of victory, then faded late and lost to No.7 Samantha Stosur of Australia 6-2, 
6-7 (2), 8-6 on Wednesday. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/2/20108:53:46 PM 

Top river at risk: N.V.'s Upper Delaware 

Ig~~""~he Upper Delaware River in New York State, the source of drinking water for 17 million people, is the 

most endangered river in the United States, according to a new report. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/2/20109:30:54 PM 

Netanyahu defends Israel's raid on flotilla 

Israel's prime minister says the blockade of the Gaza Strip is needed to prevent missile attacks against Tel Aviv and 

Jerusalem. 

1§':i1ti¥.Ellsrael _ Gaza - Middle East - Warfare and Conflict -Israel-Palestine 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/2/2010 10:09:22 PM 

What proposed travel rules would mean to you 

DOT has done something that only a few years ago would have been unthinkable by proposing new regulations covering 

everything from airfare disclosures to peanut allergies. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/2/201011:11:55 PM 

UN expert: Drone attacks may be illegal 

Governments must come clean on their methods for killing suspected terrorists and insurgents - especially when using 

unmanned drones, a U.N. human rights expert says. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/3/201012:15:37 AM 

Transistor merges man and machine 

Ig~~""lscientists have embedded a nano-sized transistor inside a cell-like membrane and powered it using the 
cell's own fuel. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/3/2010 12:41:56 AM 

Hanging' em up: Griffey calls its a career 

Ig~~""IKen Griffey Jr. retired Wednesday night, ending one of the great careers in baseball history. The 40-year

old Griffey told the Mariners that he was done playing, and manager Don Wakamatsu made the 
announcement before Seattle faced Minnesota. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/3/20101:02:29 AM 

Va. mom blames teen's suicide on bullying 

A Virginia teen who said he was bullied by a classmate hangs himself after his mother complains to the sheriff's office 

and school administrators meet with students and parents. 

rC~~"-IBuIIVing - Suicide - Virginia - law - Violence and Abuse 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/3/20101:11:05 AM 

Gay federal workers' partners to get benefits 

President Barack Obama is extending child care, medical leave and other benefits to same-sex partners of federal 

employees. 

I g:i1ti¥.EIBarack Obama - President - Family and Medical leave Act of 1993 - United States - Government 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/3/20101:17:49 AM 

Scoop: James hopes to get closer to Bullock 

Ig~~""lsandra Bullock might be distancing herself from husband Jesse James, but he still hopes that their 

marriage can be saved and is willing to relocate to prove it. 

rg~iSjsandra Bullock - Jesse James - Jesse G. James - History - United States 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/3/20101:51:58 AM 

2nd affair claim hits s.c. governor's race 

Ig~~""IA South Carolina lobbyist becomes the second man to claim he had a tryst with a Republican lawmaker 
trying to become the state's first female governor. 

rg~5.jsouth Carolina - Republican - United States - Politics - Lobbying 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/3/20104:16:37 AM 

BP turns to giant shears to cut leaking Gulf pipe 

Ig~~""IBP engineers to use a pair of giant shears to slice a pipe spewing oil into the Gulf as the slick it caused 

drifts close to the Florida Panhandle. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/3/20105:18:18 AM 

Lawyers say Emanuel subpoenaed in Blagojevich case 

Lawyers for former Gov. Rod Blagojevich have subpoenaed White House chief of staff Rahm Emanuel as a witness at his 

corruption trial that begins Thursday, attorneys close to the case and a White House official say. White House adviser 

Valerie Jarrett also was subpoenaed, another White House official said. 

Ig~SjRahm Emanuel - White House - Rod Blagojevich - Valerie Jarrett - White House Chief of Staff 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/3/20105:34:11 AM 

Flyers go overtime to finally beat Blackhawks 

Ig~~""IGiroux scores winner as Philadelphia wins 4-3; Chicago still leads the Stanley Cup finals 2-1 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/3/20108:20:38 AM 

Officials: U.S. believes Gaza blockade untenable 

Ig~~""~he Obama administration believes Israel's blockade of Gaza is untenable and wants to see more supplies 

allowed into the impoverished Palestinian area, according to reports. 

rg~iSjlsrael - 2007-2010 blockade of the Gaza Strip - Gaza - Palestinian territories - Hamas 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/3/2010 10:05:20 AM 

Chile hunts Holloway suspect over Peru killing 

Ig~~""lpolice in Chile are checking hotels for a Dutchman long suspected in the 2005 disappearance of u.s. teen 

Natalee Holloway who is now being sought in the killing of a woman in Peru. 

1~~':-IAruba - Natalee Holloway - Peru - Caribbean - Lima 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/3/201011:20:16 AM 

May tag recalls 1.7 million dishwashers 

May tag Corp. is recalling about 1.7 million dishwashers because of a fire hazard. The Consumer Product Safety 

Commission said the company has received 12 reports of electrical failures in the dishwasher heating element that led 

to fires and damage. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/3/2010 11:34:52 AM 

Older workers face longer job search 

Ig~~""~he job hunt has been particularly difficult for workers 55 and older. Experts say 29 percent of 

unemployed people 55 or older had been out of work for a year or more. 

I~~':-Iunemployment - Employment - Business and Economy - Job hunting - Job Search 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/3/2010 11:41:21 AM 

Documents point to conspiracy in Madoff case 

Ig~~""IBernard Madoff insists he was the lone perpetrator in the massive Ponzi scheme. But an alternate 

narrative is emerging in which a small circle of men played knowing, integral roles. 

rg~iSjBernard Madoff - Ponzi scheme - Fraud - Investment - Scheme 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/3/2010 11:43:55 AM 

Zimbabwe: Lion kills volunteer at animal sanctuary 

A Zimbabwean animal sanctuary says a fully grown male lion has mauled and killed a South African volunteer at the 

sanctuary in western Zimbabwe. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/3/201012:03:14 PM 

Bush defends waterboarding 9/11 mastermind 

Former President George W. Bush says if he had it to do over, he would still waterboard the self-professed mastermind 

of the Sept. 11 attacks. 

I g:i1ti¥.EIGeorge W Bush - Waterboarding - United States - President - September 11 attacks 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/3/201012:19:37 PM 

Groin-punch 'game' harms more boys 

Thirty percent of urologists have seen or treated boys for testicular trauma in the past year, including severe injuries 

caused by so-called "sack-tapping," an msnbc.com survey found. 

I g:i1ti¥.Elsurgery - Sports - Health - Testicle - Medicine 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/3/20101:41:58 PM 

Catholic bishop stabbed to death in Turkey 

A Roman Catholic bishop has been stabbed to death in southern Turkey, a government official said. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/3/20102:10:54 PM 

Airline sorry for Bin Laden boarding pass image 

British Airways has apologized for a picture in a company magazine that showed a boarding pass in the name of Osama 

bin Laden. 

I g:i1ti¥.Elosama bin Laden - British Airways - Boarding pass - Terrorism - Terrorist Organizations 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/3/20102:45:07 PM 

Retailers' data show wary shoppers 

Ig~~""IRetailers are reporting tepid business in May after cool weather and fresh concerns about the economy 

had shoppers cutting spending on clothing and other nonessentials. 

rg~5.jBusiness - Outdoor - Shopping - Retail - United States 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/3/20102:50:30 PM 

U.S. citizen among 9 Gaza convoy dead 

Ig~~""IFunerals were being held in Istanbul Thursday for the nine pro-Palestinian activists - including a U.S. 
citizen - who were killed during the Israeli raid on six aid ships. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/3/20102:56:57 PM 

$261.6 million Powerball ticket sold in Ohio 

Ohio has a $261.6 million Powerball winner just weeks after the state joined the multistate lottery game. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/3/20103:11:00 PM 

Adieu, Mercury. Which brand's next? 

Ig~~""~he ongoing automotive sales slump has made it increasingly difficult for automakers to maintain brands 
that don't deliver. 

1~~'::Lercury - Automotive industry - United States - lincoln - Business 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/3/20103:14:39 PM 

Man kills judge, clerk in Brussels courthouse 

A lone gunman killed a magistrate and a clerk in a Brussels courthouse Thursday, then fled on foot, setting off a 

manhunt in the center of the Belgian capital. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/3/20103:51:10 PM 

SC police: Black man shot to death, body dragged 

Ig~~""~he shooting death of a black man whose body was dragged for several miles is being investigated as a 

possible hate crime after the arrest of a white man he worked with, South Carolina's state police chief 
said. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/3/20104:08:11 PM 

'Golden Girls' star Rue McClanahan dies at 76 

The Emmy-winning actress, who brought the sexually liberated Southern belle Blanche Devereaux to life on the hit TV 

series, suffered a stroke. 

I g:i1ti¥.EIGOlden Girl - Blanche Devereaux - Rue McClanahan - Television - Arts 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/3/20104:12:58 PM 

U.K. shooter blasted many victims in face 

Ig~~""IBritish detectives searched for clues Thursday to the motive behind a murderous rampage in a tranquil 

part of rural England that left 12 people dead. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/3/20104:20:15 PM 

Blagojevich corruption trial begins in Chicago 

Ig~~""IA smiling and relaxed-looking Rod Blagojevich arrived at federal court Thursday for the start of his 

corruption trial, what the former Illinois governor says will be the beginning of the end of an 18-month 
ordeal. 

1~~':-IROd Blagojevich - Chicago - Governor of Illinois - United States -Illinois 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/3/20105:23:33 PM 

Diving down to document Titanic debris 

Ig~~""IAn expedition to document the Titanic's underwater wreckage site using 3-D imaging techniques is 

underway. Follow the adventure with NBC News' Kerry Sanders. 

rg~iSjRMS Titanic - United States - Shipwreck - Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution - Ocean liner 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/3/20105:23:33 PM 

Iowa National Guard leaves for biggest deployment since WWII 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/3/20105:51:08 PM 

To burn more fat, don't eat before workout 

Ig~~""[hough many athletes eat before training, some scientists say that if you really want to get rid of more 

fat, you should skip the pre-workout snack. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/3/20106:42:37 PM 

Study: 'Helicopter' parents make kids neurotic 

Ig~~""loverIY protective parents might be leaving a lasting impact on their child's personality, and not in a good 

way, a new study finds. 

rg~iSjHelicoPter - Social Sciences - Psychology - Tests - Aviation 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/3/20106:58:59 PM 

Feds halt new drilling in Gulf 

Ig~~""~he Obama administration is blocking all new offshore drilling in the Gulf of Mexico, a day after 

regulators approved a new permit for drilling in shallow water. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/3/20107:18:24 PM 

Coleman's parents seek custody of his remains 

Ig~~""~he parents of former child TV star Gary Coleman are seeking custody of his body and want it returned to 
the star's boyhood home in Illinois. 

rg~iSLary Coleman - Illinois - Television - People - Divorce 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/3/20107:19:23 PM 

3-hour tarmac delays a thing of the past? 

The government said Thursday that airlines virtually wiped out three-hour tarmac delays in April before huge fines for 

holding passengers on the runway went into effect. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/3/20107:24:02 PM 

Ariz. governor calls Obama meeting 'cordial' 

Ig~~""~he Arizona governor who signed a controversial new immigration law said a Thursday meeting with 
President Barack Obama was "very cordiaL" 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/3/20107:25:46 PM 

White House contacted candidate about jobs 

Ig~~""lpresident Barack Obama was unaware a top aide encouraged a Colorado Democrat to apply for an 

international development job instead of challenging the candidate whom the president favored in a 
Senate race, the White House said Thursday. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/3/20108:24:41 PM 

In DC, even spelling bee draws protesters 

The nation's capital always draws its share of protesters, picketing for causes ranging from health care reform to 

immigration policy. But spelling bee protesters? 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/3/20108:31:45 PM 

Tarball encounters at beach no health hazard 

Oil has now washed up on the beaches of three Gulf states. How dangerous is it? Not very, say health experts when it 

comes to encounters with small amounts of oil by beachgoers. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/3/20108:45:00 PM 

Teen suspect offered $50,000 to surrender 

Ig~~""IA Washington bounty hunter says an anonymous donor has offered $50,000 to a 19-year-old fugitive 

suspected in multiple burglaries if he turns himself in by next week. 

1~~':-IBountY hunter - Washington - United States - Health - Support Groups 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/3/20108:47:32 PM 

Wal-Mart launches employee college plan 

Wal-Mart Stores Inc. announced a program in which its workers can receive college credit from the online American 

Public University and receive a tuition discount from the school. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/3/20109:01:36 PM 

Job hopes rise on wave of economic data 

Ig~~""IA handful of economic reports released Thursday raised hopes for an improving job market with fewer 

layoffs and more hiring. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/3/20109:35:33 PM 

Cannabis caravans fuel medical pot boom 

Ig~~...,~o the dismay of state medical authorities and lawmakers, cannabis caravans have helped the number of 

pot cardholders in Montana swell over the past year from about 3,000 to 15,000. 

1~~'::Ledical cannabis - Drugs - Health -~ - Pro-Legalization 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/3/20109:42:38 PM 

High school econ: Hard lesson for students 

Students graduating from high school this spring may be collecting their diplomas just in time, leaving institutions badly 

weakened by the nation's economic downturn. 

I ~¥':-IHigh school - Education - Diploma - International Baccalaureate - Schools 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/3/20109:50:04 PM 

Stocks finish seesaw day with modest gains 

Stocks closed higher for a second day Thursday after traders found room for optimism in mixed economic reports. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/3/2010 10:27:50 PM 

U.S.-Mexico border isn't so dangerous 

Ig~~""llt's the U.S.-Mexico border, and even as politicians say more federal troops are needed to fight rising 

violence, government data obtained by The Associated Press show it actually isn't so dangerous after all. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/3/2010 10:30:05 PM 

Selig won't overturn call that cost perfect game 

Ig~~""IAn umpire's tears and admission he blew a call failed to move baseball commissioner Bud Selig to award 

Armando Galarraga the perfect game he pitched. The play and its aftermath quickly became the talk of 
the sports world and beyond, even to the White House. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/3/2010 10:53:45 PM 

Spelling bee competition whittled to 48 

Ig~~""~he 48 semifinalists are all that remain from the 273 competitors from across the u.s. and around the 

world who gathered for the three-day Scripps National Spelling Bee. 

1~~'::lscriPPs National Spelling Bee - United States - Insects - Animals - Agriculture 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/3/201011:16:22 PM 

Tiny at birth, 19th Duggar baby is finally home 

Ig~~""~he tiniest member of the supersized Duggar family is home at last. Josie Brooklyn Duggar, a baby born 

15 weeks premature to reality TV stars Michelle and Jim Bob Duggar, was allowed to leave the hospital 
on Thursday after nearly six months of ongoing medical care. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/3/2010 11:25:37 PM 

Feds deny drilling freeze in shallow Gulf water 

Ig~~""lwaShington Post: The Interior Department denies that it has extended a drilling freeze to shallow waters 
of the Gulf of Mexico, contradicting an e-mail written earlier in the day. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/4/2010 12:29:56 AM 

NY man framed by 'Mafia cop' to get $9.9 million 

Ig~~""INew York agrees to pay $9.9 million to an innocent man who spent 19 years behind bars after being 

framed by a notorious police detective who doubled as a killer for the mob. 

1~~':-IMafia - New York - Organized crime - United States - Police 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/4/2010 12:41:55 AM 

Candidate admits misstating military record 

Ig~~""lsenate candidate Mark Kirk apologized Thursday for making inaccurate statements about his service in 

the Navy Reserves, while acknowledging more discrepancies. 

1~~'::Lark Kirk - United States Senate - United States - Illinois - Politics 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/4/20101:21:01 AM 

Mickelson in hunt at Memorial; Woods 7 back 

Ig~~""IGeOff Ogilvy dropped into a three-way tie for the lead at the Memorial, giving up the outright lead by 

carelessly missing a par putt inside 3 feet. 

1~~':-IGeOff Ogilvy - Phil Mickelson - sport - Golf - Tiger Woods 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/4/20102:05:24 AM 

Cosmic Log: Something hitJupiter ... again! 

Ig~~""lscience editor Alan Boyle's Weblog: Just as astronomers tell the world they figured out what gave Jupiter 

a black eye last July, yet another cosmic impact leaves a mark on the giant planet. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/4/20102:32:55 AM 

BP spill choice: Ecology vs. economy 

Ig~~""IForced to perform a painful kind of environmental triage, emergency workers concentrated on protecting 

marshes and inlets from the approaching BP oil slick Thursday and left one of the Gulf Coast's biggest 
tourist attractions - its white-sand beaches - largely undefended. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/4/20106:33:21 AM 

McDonald's pulls 12M cadmium-tainted Shrek glasses 

McDonald's is recalling 12 million drinking glasses it is selling to promote the new "Shrek" movie because painted 

designs on the cheap collectibles contain the toxic metal cadmium. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/4/20107:06:25 AM 

Ventre: Lakers show Celtics they're no pushover 

Ig~~""lventre: The last time these fierce rivals met in the NBA finals, the Celtics bullied Pau Gasol and the Lakers 

into submission. This time around, Los Angeles' refined forward would have none of it as the Lakers 
pounded their way to a 102-89 win in Game 1. 

I g~~""lpau Gasol - Boston Celtics - Los Angeles Lakers - NBA - Los Angeles 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/4/20107:07:36 AM 

Report: Myanmar seeking nuclear weapons 

Documents smuggled out of Myanmar by an army defector indicate its military regime is trying to develop nuclear 

weapons and long-range missiles, and North Korea is probably assisting the program, an expatriate media group said 

Friday. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/4/20108:33:45 AM 

Roman Catholic bishop's driver charged with murder 

A Turkish man was charged Friday with murder in the stabbing death of a Roman Catholic bishop, the Vatican's apostolic 

vicar in Anatolia, for whom he worked as a driver, a court said. 

I ~¥':-ICatholic Church - Bishop - Anatolia - Catholicism - Religion and Spirituality 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/4/20108:36:47 AM 

easyJet unveils plans to fit ash detectors 

European low-cost airline easyJet PLC unveiled plans on Friday to fit its planes with radar to detect volcanic ash. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/4/20109:11:59 AM 

China ex-premier's memoirs defend 1989 bloodshed 

China's revered reformist leader Deng Xiaoping said the government had to "spill some blood" to quell student-led 

protests in 1989, according to newly published memoirs of the watershed events by former premier Li Pengo 

rC~~"-Leng Xiaoping - China - People's Republic of China - Li Peng - Asia 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/4/2010 10:04:42 AM 

Japan installs outspoken populist Naoto Kan as PM 

Ig~~""~apanls parliament installed outspoken populist Naoto Kan as prime minister Friday, handing the political 

veteran the immediate task of rallying his party and reclaiming its mandate for change before elections 
next month. 

I g~~""lprime minister - Naoto Kan - Japan - History - Canada 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/4/2010 10:08:00 AM 

Sisters find $18,000 in duffel, give it to owner 

Two sisters found nearly $18,000 in an abandoned duffel bag outside a Spanish Fort store and notified police. 

rC~~~~jpolice _ Law - Law Enforcement - Duffel bag - Zac Efron 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/4/201010:18:10 AM 

American hurt in 2003 Hamas bombing dies of wounds 

The wife of a u.s. citizen seriously injured in a Palestinian suicide bombing seven years ago says he has died as a result of 

complications from his wounds. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/4/201011:15:29 AM 

Japan ruling party picks Kan for PM before election 

Finance Minister Naoto Kan, a fiscal conservative with an image as a challenger to the status quo, was elected as Japan's 

next premier on Friday, improving the ruling party's chances in a national election and raising hopes of bolder steps to 

fix tattered public finances. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/4/201011:46:05 AM 

Supermarkets court diners as well as shoppers 

Ig~~""~ust beyond the canned goods and produce aisles where he usually grabs his groceries, Jack Curtin 

recently grabbed a pub lunch. 
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rg~~...,jsupermarket - Grocery store - United States - Business - Food and Related Products 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/4/201011:48:12 AM 

easyJet unveils plans to fit ash detectors 

Low-cost airline easyJet PLC unveiled Friday a planned trial of aircraft radar to detect volcanic ash clouds, calling on 

other airlines to join the research to build up a real-time map of the risk across Europe. 

rC~~"-IEaSYJet - Volcanic ash - Low-cost carrier - Airline - Ryanair 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/4/2010 11:50:50 AM 

Some contend '04 Games added to Greek crisis 

Ig~~""lwhen it comes to overspending, Greece gets the gold medal. 

Ig~~""IGreek language - Greek - Ethnicity - Greece - Greek American 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/4/2010 12:28:22 PM 

Top sex and marriage advice through the ages 

Ig~~""lwe often think of antique relationship advice found in dusty books written by long-dead elders as useless 
or good only for a laugh. But some of it was remarkably insightful - and sexually specific. 

rg~iSjRelationshiP counseling - Relationships - Advice - Marriage - Recreation 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/4/2010 12:56:20 PM 

Chef to diners: Clean plate or be banned! 

An Australian restaurateur, fed up with the waste left by diners, has ordered her customers to eat everything on their 

plates or pay a penalty and not return. 

1§':i1ti¥.EIRestaurant _ Chef - Recreation - Collecting - Transportation 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/4/20101:34:06 PM 

Afghan gathering agrees peace moves with Taliban 

Afghan tribal elders and religious leaders agreed Friday to make peace with the Taliban, handing President Hamid Karzai 

a mandate to open negotiations with the insurgents who are fighting foreign forces and his government. 

1§':i1ti¥.EIHamid Karzai - Taliban - Afghanistan - President Hamid Karzai - Asia 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/4/20101:39:55 PM 

Dirty 30: Cities in need of spring cleaning 

Ig~~""INot only is air quality in issue in these cities, but they also rank low in categories such as peace and quiet, 

public parks and environmental friendliness. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/4/20102:26:55 PM 

Lakers get physical in Game 1 win over Celtics 

So the Celtics want to play rough again? Kobe Bryant and the lakers look ready this time around, and they barged into 

an early lead in the NBA finals. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/4/20102:27:15 PM 

Doughnuts entice orphaned cub from tree 

Doughnuts were used to lure a young bear cub from a tree it stayed in for nearly two days after its mother was killed, 

according to reports. 

rC~~"-LOUghnut - National Doughnut Day - Krispy Kreme - Salvation Army - Recreation 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/4/20102:49:49 PM 

England captain Ferdinand injures knee 

Ig~~""IEngland captain Rio Ferdinand hobbled out of a hospital on crutches after injuring his left knee in training 

Friday, casting doubt he will be able to play at the World Cup. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/4/20103:04:03 PM 

'Huge inferno' kills scores in Bangladesh 

Ig~~""IAt least 117 people were killed in a fire that raged through a crowded, centuries-old Dhaka neighborhood 

into early Friday morning. 

rg~iSjBangladeSh - Dhaka - Asia - Government - Embassies and Consulates 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/4/20103:10:22 PM 

Kristen Stewart apologizes for rape statement 

The 20-year-old star said her regretful comments have torn her apart. "People thinking that I'm insensitive about this 

subject rips my guts out. I made a big mistake," she added. 

1§':i1ti¥.EIRape _ Kristen Stewart - Crime - Twilight - Victims 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/4/20103:20:04 PM 

Private employers stall hiring in May 

Ig~~""~Ob creation by private companies grew at the slowest pace of the year in May, even while the hiring of 

temporary census workers drove overall payrolls up 431,000. 

1~~'::IGovernment - Census - United States - Business - Business and Economy 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/4/20103:20:40 PM 

Drogba breaks arm, will miss World Cup 

Ig~~""IDidier Drogba has told teammate Kola Toure that he will miss the World Cup after breaking his right arm 

Friday in a warmup match. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/4/20103:50:25 PM 

BP: Cleanup costs for oil spill will be 'severe' 

BP PlC Chief Executive Tony Hayward sought Friday to reassure investors about the fallout of the oil spill, saying the 

company has "considerable firepower" to cope with costs. 

I~¥':-Ioil spill - Tony Hayward - BP - Chief executive officer - Environment 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/4/20104:17:53 PM 

As federal stimulus fades, private hiring falters 

Ig~~""IAS the impact of government stimulus fades, job creation will have to come from growth in the private 
sector. The latest data on the job market weren't encouraging. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/4/20104:24:57 PM 

Secret relationship cues revealed 

Human social interactions are shaped by more than just words and gestures. Factors such as smell and proximity, and 

even temperature, all influence how people relate to one another and can affect their behavior. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/4/20104:39:45 PM 

Lead poisoning from mining kills 163 in Nigeria 

Lead poisoning caused by illegal gold mining has killed 163 Nigerians, most of them children, since March in several 

remote villages in northern Nigeria, a senior government official said on Friday. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/4/20105:49:04 PM 

England captain Ferdinand out with knee injury 

Ig~~""IEngland captain Rio Ferdinand was ruled out of the World Cup on Friday after injuring his left knee in the 
team's first full training session in South Africa. 

rg~5.jRio Ferdinand - South Africa - World Cup - FIFA World Cup - England 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/4/20105:49:04 PM 

England captain Ferdinand out with knee injury 

Ig~~""IEngland captain Rio Ferdinand was ruled out of the World Cup on Friday after injuring his left knee in the 
team's first full training session in South Africa. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/4/20105:52:08 PM 

Nadal, Soderling set up juicy French final 

Ig~~""IFour-time champion Rafael Nadal has earned another berth in the French Open final, beating Jurgen 
Melzer 6-2,6-3, 7-6 (6). 

I~~':lrench Open - Robin S6derling - Tomas Berdych - sport - Roger Federer 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/4/20105:54:03 PM 

Social media prefers tech to oil spill 

Oil spill be darned! In the sphere of social media, we're talking about privacy and Apple. Those are the latest findings 

from the Pew Excellence in Journalism's New Media index for May 24-28, 2010. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/4/20105:57:21 PM 

SKorea seeks UN action against NKorea over ship 

South Korea officially referred North Korea to the U.N. Security Council Friday over the sinking of a navy ship that killed 

46 sailors, taking its strongest step ever toward making the communist North face international punishment. 

I g:i1ti¥.EINorth Korea - South Korea - United Nations - United Nations Security Council - Asia 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/4/20106:02:43 PM 

Are recessions good for health? 

Ig~~""IDuring recessions, idled factories spew less pollution and fewer people commuting to jobs means fewer 

traffic deaths. Laid-off workers have more time to exercise and cook for themselves and less money to 

eat out. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/4/20106:15:50 PM 

Gun-toting flight attendant arrested at airport 

An airport official says a flight attendant who was carrying a handgun in her purse has been arrested at Indianapolis 

International Airport. 

rC~~"-llndianapolis International Airport - Airports - Flight attendant - Aviation - Business 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/4/20106:32:01 PM 

Coleman's funeral canceled as parents, ex fight 

Ig~~""IWith the late actor's ex-wife and estranged parents now warring over custody of his body, Coleman's 

Utah funeral has been canceled, the Salt Lake Tribune confirms. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/4/20107:22:41 PM 

Chrysler recalls more than 25,000 vehicles 

Chrysler is recalling more than 25,000 Dodge Caliber and Jeep Compass vehicles to address the risk that accelerator 

pedals could become stuck and cause unintended acceleration. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/4/20107:23:48 PM 

W.Va. urges testing after hepatitis B outbreak 

Nearly 2,000 people in five states and Washington, D.C., were urged to get hepatitis B tests after patients and volunteers 

at a free dental clinic in West Virginia contracted the blood-borne disease, public health officials said Friday. 

I ~¥':-Iwest Virginia - Hepatitis - Public health - Dentistry - Health 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/4/20107:35:28 PM 

US high school ends 'Beat the Jew' game 

Seven seniors at a Southern California high school were facing disciplinary action for participating in a game called "Beat 

the Jew" in which losers were subjected to "incineration" or "enslavement," a school administrator said Friday. 

I ~¥':-Isouthern California - High school - Jews - California - United States 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/4/20108:09:03 PM 

Wal-Mart has eye on global expansion 

Wal-Mart Stores Inc.'s CEO told shareholders Friday that the company is positioning itself for worldwide growth and that 

it plans to hire a half-million employees over the next five years. 

rC~~"-lwal_Mart - Wal-Mart Stores - Business - Employment - United Food and Commercial Workers - UFCW 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/4/20108:09:42 PM 

Shuttle successor succeeds in first test flight 

Ig~~""IAfter one aborted countdown, a privately developed rocket that could take on many of the jobs now 

done by NASA's space shuttles lifted off on a successful orbital flight Friday. 

rg~5.jNASA - Space Shuttle - Technology - Space - SpaceX 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/4/20108:32:16 PM 

McDonald's pulls 'Shrek' glasses for cadmium 

Ig~~""~OXiC cadmium has been discovered in the painted design on "Shrek"-themed drinking glasses being sold 

at McDonald's, forcing the firm to recall 13.4 million of the collectibles. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/4/20108:39:20 PM 

Williams sisters win 12th major doubles title 

Ig~~""lvenus and Serena Williams won their fourth consecutive major doubles title Friday at the French Open. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/4/20108:41:22 PM 

Kagan on abortion, assisted suicide in files 

Ig~~""IAS an aide to former President Bill Clinton, Supreme Court nominee Elena Kagan helped defend her boss' 

veto of a measure that would have banned late-term abortions with few exceptions, according to files 
handed over to Congress Friday. 

I g~~""IElena Kagan - Bill Clinton - Supreme Court of the United States - Supreme Court - United States 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/4/20108:46:33 PM 

Royal whoops: US admits queen's birthday blunder 

But will she be amused? 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/4/20109:28:31 PM 

Calif. could be first state to ban plastic bags 

Ig~~""lcalifornia could become the first state in the nation to ban plastic shopping bags, a move supported by 

Gov. Arnold Schwarzenegger. 

rg~iSjplastic shopping bag - California - Business - Luggage and Bags - Consumer Goods and Services 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/4/2010 10:06:23 PM 

Stocks tumble on disappointing jobs report 

Stocks fell to their lowest level in four months Friday after the government said hiring remains weak and another 

European country warned its economy was in trouble. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/5/2010 12:04:49 AM 

Porn actor charged in L.A. sword slaying 

A porn actor suspected of killing a colleague and wounding two other people during an attack with a sword has been 

charged with murder and attempted murder. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/5/2010 12:22:02 AM 

Another piece of the moon turns up in W.Va. 

Ig~~""IA retired West Virginia dentist may have found a multimillion-dollar piece of the moon that was given to 

the state in the 1970s. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/5/2010 12:31:00 AM 

Tiger still working on his swing, game, self 

Ig~~""lsummer has arrived, the second major championship of the year is almost at hand and yet Tiger Woods' 

game remains very much a work in progress. 

rg~5.~iger Woods - Golf - Men's major golf championships - Sports - Golfers 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/5/20101:03:27 AM 

Obama lashes out at BP on Gulf visit 

Ig~~""IBP began capturing some oil spewing from its ruptured Gulf of Mexico well Friday as President Barack 

Obama warned the company against skimping on compensation to residents and businesses hurt by the 
46-day-old spill. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/5/20101:28:46 AM 

Dutch man sent to Peru to face slaying charges 

Ig~~""IDutCh murder suspect Joran van der Sloat is on his way to Peru, where authorities are likely to charge 
him with the killing of a 21-year-old woman from the capital of Lima. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/5/20102:54:30 AM 

Ohio girl nation's top speller with 'stromuhr' 

Ig~~""IAmerica has new top speller after Anamika Veeramani of North Royalton, Ohio, spells stromuhr, a blood

flow gauge, correctly at Scripps National Spelling Bee. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/5/20103:13:37 AM 

Halladay perfect enough to beat Padres 

Ig~~""IROY Halladay pitched seven innings in his first start since his perfect game, working out of trouble to help 
the Philadelphia Phillies beat the San Diego Padres 3-2 on Friday night. 

rg~5.jphiladeIPhia Phillies - Roy Halladay - Perfect game - sport - San Diego Padres 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/5/20105:46:54 AM 

Former UCLA coach John Wooden dies at 99 

Ig~~""IFormer UCLA basketball coach John Wooden has died. The Wizard of Westwood was 99. The university 

said Wooden died Friday night of natural causes at Ronald Reagan UCLA Medical Center, where he had 
been hospitalized since May 26. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/5/20108:42:27 AM 

Reforms help states cut foster-care populations 

Ig~~""llt's a coast-to-coast phenomenon: The latest federal data shows a sharp decline in the number of 

children in foster care nationally, as adoptions process is speeded up. 

rg~iSjFoster care - Home - Family - Children Youth and Family - Parent 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/5/20109:12:50 AM 

3,000 told to evacuate in Poland due to floods 

Polish media are reporting that 3,000 people have been told to evacuate their homes in southern Poland after a river 

breached its banks. The country is experiencing its second wave of massive flooding in weeks. 

1§':i1ti¥.Elpoland _ Flood - River - Country music - Warsaw 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/5/20109:29:56 AM 

Obama to name new intelligence chief 

President Barack Obama is set to nominate James Clapper, the Pentagon's top intelligence, official to oversee the 

nation's 16 spy agencies. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/5/201011:19:22 AM 

It's a dog's life - Sydney hosts canine concert 

Ig~~""IDOgS gathered in the Sydney Opera House forecourt Saturday for the world's first canine concert, held by 

u.S. music artist Laurie Anderson and rock legend husband Lou Reed. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/5/201012:12:56 PM 

Israeli forces seize Gaza aid ship 

Israel Defense Forces boarded a Gaza-bound aid ship after it ignored requests to change its course, the military said 

Saturday. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/5/20102:51:15 PM 

Analysis: Melanoma drug a seismic shift 

Ig~~""lon Saturday, researchers set off a seismic shift for the treatment of advanced melanoma, the often

deadly skin cancer for which few treatments worked, writes NBC's Robert Bazell. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/5/20103:40:12 PM 

Bomb at Afghan governor office kills 1, wounds 14 

A bomb exploded Saturday outside the provincial governor's office in the Afghan city of Kandahar, killing one policeman 

and wounding at least 14 civilians, officials said. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/5/20104:03:49 PM 

Obama names Clapper to head spy agencies 

Ig~~""lpresident .Barack Obama has nominated the Pentagon's top intelligence official to head the nation's 16 
spy agencies. 

rg~iSjBarack Obama - President - President of the United States - United States - Pentagon 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/5/20104:30:55 PM 

Nadal looks to tie Borg's French record 

Ig~~""llf Rafael Nadal is going to join Bjorn Borg as the only men to hoist the clay-court Grand Slam 

tournament's trophy at least five times, it will have to be after a victory over Robin Soderling in Sunday's 
final. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/5/20104:41:45 PM 

Veil of secrecy lifted over CIA officer's death 

Ig~~""IDarren LaBonte's family promised him they wouldn't talk about his work with the CIA. They kept that 
pledge even after he died with others in a deadly double-cross attack in Afghanistan. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/5/20104:49:24 PM 

III. police probe lead on ex-cop's missing wife 

Ig~~""llnvestigators are picking their way across a muddy stretch of remote central Illinois as they follow a lead 

into the disappearance and possible homicide of the fourth wife of a former suburban Chicago police 
officer. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/5/20104:51:34 PM 

Melanoma drug cuts death risk in major trial 

Ig~~""IA cancer drug being developed by Bristol-Myers Squibb reduced the risk of death from advanced 

melanoma by more than 30 percent in a late stage clinical trial, representing a potential major advance in 
treating a disease for which there are few options. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/5/20105:13:12 PM 

Schiavone caps surprise run with French crown 

Ig~~""lcompeting in her 39th Grand Slam tournament, Francesca Schiavone's first final yielded her first major 
title. The No. 17 seed topped No.7 Samantha Stosur in straight sets, 6-4, 7-6 {2}, becoming the first 

Italian woman ever to win a major singles title. 

Ig~~""IGrand Slam - Francesca Schiavone - Samantha Stosur - Tennis - sport 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/5/20106:00:14 PM 

Germany, Russia: We support new Iran nuke sanction 

Germany and Russia declared Saturday that the five world powers negotiating with Iran support a fresh set of 

international sanctions, and Chancellor Angela Merkel said they could pass soon. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/5/20106:01:58 PM 

Flyers square Stanley Cup finals with 'Hawks 

Mike Richards, Matt Carle and Claude Giroux all scored first-period goals and the Philadelphia Flyers hung on to beat the 

Chicago Blackhawks 5-3 on Friday night to even the Stanley Cup finals at 2-all. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/5/20107:30:54 PM 

Egyptians married to Israelis to lose citizenship 

An Egyptian appeals court on Saturday upheld a ruling that orders the country's Interior Ministry to strip the citizenship 

from Egyptians married to Israeli women. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/5/20107:47:42 PM 

Mother finds kidnapped kids through Facebook 

For lS years, she looked everywhere for her kidnapped children. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/5/20107:57:06 PM 

Peru police recover body offreeskier Backstrom 

Peruvian mountain rescue police brought the body of acclaimed freeskier Arne Backstrom down off 5,752-meter 

(18,780-foot) Pisco mountain on Saturday, two days after he died in a high-altitude fall. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/5/20108:30:20 PM 

2 candidates from Iraq's Sunni-backed party killed 

Gunmen killed two candidates from the Sunni-backed coalition that won the most seats in Iraq's March parliamentary 

election, slayings that the alliance said Saturday were part of a politically motivated campaign of assassinations. 

I g:i1ti¥.EI!@Q _ Mosul _ Middle East - Sunni Islam - Politics 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/5/2010 10:53:53 PM 

Drosselmeyer pulls upset in Belmont Stakes 

Ig~~""IDrosSelmeyer pulled off an upset in the Belmont Stakes, seizing the lead in the stretch and giving Hall of 

Fame trainer Bill Matt his first win in a Triple Crown race. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/5/201011:17:05 PM 

Hill's single in 14th lifts Blue Jays over Yankees 

Ig~~""IAaron Hill singled home the winning run in the 14th inning and the Toronto Blue Jays beat the New York 
Yankees 3-2 on Saturday. 

1~~'::INew York Yankees - Toronto Blue Jays - Aaron Hill - United States - New York 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/5/201011:35:12 PM 

Halter, Lincoln trade jabs ahead Ark. runoff 

Ig~~""IArkansas Democratic Sen. Blanche Lincoln traded jabs with challenger Lt. Gov. Bill Halter as they 

campaigned days before a nationally watched runoff that will wrap up one of the most expensive and 
bitter political battles in state history. 

I g~~""IBIanche Lincoln - Arkansas - Bill Halter - Democratic - United States 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/5/2010 11:41:42 PM 

BP investors struggle to factor in huge costs 

Ig~~""lwaShington Post: Despite the massive oil spill in the Gulf of Mexico, 10 of the 14 leading investment 
analysts tracking BP have "buy" ratings on the company. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/5/201011:52:18 PM 

Shamans perform ritual against van der Sioot 

Ig~~""~he lone suspect in the disappearance of u.s. teen Natalee Holloway was paraded - moist-eyed and 
looking stunned - before reporters. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/6/2010 12:07:42 AM 

AI-Qaida offshoot grows in the desert 

Ig~~""IAS extremists get stronger and wealthier, they are attracting more recruits among local youth and 
Muslims in sub-Saharan Africa. 

rg~iSLiddle East - United States - AI-Qaeda - Warfare and Conflict - War on Terrorism 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/6/2010 12:09:37 AM 

At least 1 climber missing after Rainier avalanche 

An avalanche on Mount Rainier sent a mass of snow cascading down a slope early Saturday, burying at least four people, 

a national park spokeswoman said, and at least one climber remained missing more than 12 hours later. 

1§':i1ti¥.EINational park - United States - Mount Rainier - Travel and Tourism - Parks 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/6/2010 12:22:00 AM 

154-year-old Honolulu Advertiser prints last issue 

For more than a century, the Honolulu Star-Bulletin and The Honolulu Advertiser have competed to chronicle Hawaii, 

from the overthrow of the Hawaiian monarchy and the Pearl Harbor attack to statehood and the election of island-born 

Barack Obama. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/6/20101:32:16 AM 

Calif. to SC, primaries measure voter anger 

Ig~~""lvoter anger will sway results Tuesday in 12 state primaries deciding the fate of two Washington 

incumbents and setting the stage to determine Capitol Hill's balance of power. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/6/20101:34:55 AM 

Friends flocked to see Wooden in final days 

Ig~~""IMany long-ago UCLA basketball greats gathered at John Wooden's bedside in his final days to say 

farewell to the legendary coach. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/6/20101:53:21 AM 

Fowler flawless while stars trail at Memorial 

Ig~~""lon another day of rain at the Memorial, 21-year-old Rickie Fowler extended his bogey-free streak to 52 
holes for a three-shot lead going into the final round at Muirfield Village. Phil Mickelson was eight shots 

back, while Tiger Woods trailed by 10. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/6/20102:04:02 AM 

Celtics don't care what naysayers think 

Ig~~""~he Celtics still believe, and they don't care that they might be the only ones after the Lakers easily 
handled them in a 102-89 victory in the series opener. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/6/20102:20:51 AM 

Gulf oil spill's threat to wildlife turns real 

Ig~~""~he wildlife apocalypse along the Gulf Coast that everyone has feared for weeks is fast becoming a 

terrible reality. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/6/20103:12:09 AM 

Official: NYC-Italy flight malfunctions on takeoff 

An American Airlines official says a flight from New York City to Milan experienced a mechanical malfunction during 

takeoff and had to be returned to its gate. 

1§':i1ti¥.EIAmerican Airlines - New York City - United States - Milan - Aviation 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/6/20103:12:47 AM 

Porn actor suspected in killing dies after leap 

Ig~~""ILOS Angeles police take porn actor suspected of killing a colleague with a prop sword into custody after 

he falls from a rocky hillside after a standoff with SWAT officers. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/6/20103:26:24 AM 

Couple hurt in crash married at Ind. hospital 

Ig~~""IA bride and groom who were among 14 people injured in a shuttle bus crash that killed a member of 

their wedding party were married Saturday at an Indianapolis hospital just hours after the accident. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/6/20104:14:58 AM 

Lawyers want defendant's neo-Nazi tattoos covered 

Attorneys for a prison inmate accused of killing a guard while escaping from a Salt Lake City medical center are seeking 

to cover his neo-Nazi tattoos during his trial. 

I g;i1tlF.EINeo_Nazism - Prison - Nazism - Politics - Fascism 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/6/20105:30:55 AM 

Cotto wins controversial Yankee Stadium bout 

Ig~~""~he pride of Puerto Rico, Miguel Cotto, wins junior middleweight title in historic N.Y. fight; Yuri Foreman 

hurts knee, ignores wife's plea to stop, before eventually losing by ninth-round TI<O. 

1~~'::lpuerto Rico - Yuri Foreman - Miguel Cotto - Yankee Stadium - Caribbean 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/6/20105:31:19 AM 

Jimmy Buffett says oil spill 'will pass' 

Ig~~""~he singer - whose tunes are as much a part of life in Pensacola Beach as fried grouper sandwiches - is 

planning to open a 162-room Margaritaville Hotel in a week. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/6/20107:49:31 AM 

UN aid official frustrated with Haiti progress 

Ig~~""~he U.N.'s humanitarian chief acknowledged frustration Sunday with the slow progress in providing 

shelter to the 1.5 million Haitians still homeless because of the Jan. 12 earthquake, and said a large 
amount of work needs to be done as the hurricane season bears down on the struggling nation. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/6/2010 10:49:50 AM 

Pixies call off Israel concert after Gaza raid 

The u.s. rock band Pixies has canceled a concert in Tel Aviv this week in the wake of Israel's deadly raid on a Gaza-bound 

aid flotilla. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/6/20101:01:46 PM 

Second flood wave inundates houses in Poland 

Thousands of firefighters and soldiers are strengthening dikes that are crumbling in a second wave of massive flooding in 

southern Poland following weeks of torrential rains. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/6/20101:15:00 PM 

Iran's military offers to escort Gaza ships 

Iran's Revolutionary Guards are ready to provide a military escort to cargo ships trying to break Israel's blockade of Gaza, 

a representative of Tehran's supreme leader said on Sunday. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/6/20102:34:36 PM 

Officials hope World Cup 'victor is Africa' 

Ig~~""IGet ready for some "futbol." For the magic of Messi and the ruggedness of Rooney. For the passion that 

only soccer can bring. For the vuvezelas that will make your ears ring. And for, perhaps, a pivotal moment 
in World Cup - and African - history. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/6/20104:23:01 PM 

Nadal cruises to fifth French Open crown 

Ig~~""ILast year Robin Soderling deprived Rafael Nadal of the chance to compete for his fifth French Open 

championship. This year, the Spaniard would not be denied. Nadal didn't drop a single set in the entire 
tournament, capping his title run with a 6-4, 6-2, 6-4 victory. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/6/20104:42:35 PM 

Many clergy ill-prepared for retirement 

Ig~~""lclergy seem an unlikely group to be facing a retirement security crisis. Yet many find themselves in a 

financial quandary as they approach or reach retirement. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/6/20104:45:07 PM 

Vienna tops the list of the best places to live 

Ig~~""lover the past three centuries Vienna has produced the visionary composers Joseph Haydn, Franz 

Schubert and Johann Strauss. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/6/20104:50:30 PM 

When you lose weight - and gain it all back 

Ig~~""IWhO among us hasn't high-fived ourselves for finally fitting into those skinny jeans once again, only to 

relegate them to the back of the closet a few months later, when we gain weight again? 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/6/20104:51:11 PM 

Can you be healthy at any size? 

Ig~~""~he rising fat-acceptance movement says being overweight isn't necessarily bad for you -and some 

doctors agree. Other experts contend that's a dangerous, even irresponsible, point of view. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/6/20105:25:04 PM 

Restored Theme Building marks LAX's turnaround 

Ig~~""IAfter a half-century and millions of travelers, Los Angeles International Airport is on the verge of 

reclaiming some of its lost luster and gaining a touch of the 21st century. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/6/20105:30:08 PM 

Europe, jobs could weigh on stocks this week 

u.s. stocks couid face further pressure next week unless investors get some relief from worries about Europe, jobs and 

the toil they might take on the economic recovery. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/6/20105:35:47 PM 

Two Karzai aides resign after jirga attack 

Afghanistan's intelligence chief and interior minister resigned Sunday after militants attacked last week's national peace 

conference. 

rC~~"-IAfghanistan - Taliban - Hamid Karzai - Warfare and Conflict - Afghanistan Civil War 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/6/20106:12:41 PM 

BP's Hayward says spill won't make him quit 

Ig~~""IBP PLC chief executive Tony Hayward said Sunday he won't step down over the Gulf of Mexico oil spill, 

and predicted his company will recover from the disaster. 

rg~5.~ony Hayward - Oilspill - BP - Gulf of Mexico - Mexico 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/6/20106:16:13 PM 

White hair signals healing in cancer patients 

When your hair turns white it is usually a sign of old age, but in advanced melanoma patients taking a new type of 

cancer treatment, it may be a very good sign, researchers said on Saturday. 

I g:i1ti¥.Elcancer - Melanoma - Health - Conditions and Diseases - United States 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/6/20106:31:52 PM 

Officials: Would-be jihadists held at N.Y. airport 

Ig~~...,~wo New Jersey men who talked about attacking Americans and sought to fight with terrorists in Somalia 

were arrested at New York's Kennedy Airport as they tried to leave the U.S., authorities said. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/6/20106:42:10 PM 

Sea-sponge breast cancer drug may extend lives 

An experimental breast cancer drug made from sea sponges added months to the lives of breast cancer patients whose 

cancer had come back despite several rounds of chemotherapy, doctors reported on Sunday. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/6/20107:20:05 PM 

For many, recovery means lower expectations 

Ig~~""[hiS is how a 40-year-old father of four with a master's in business from the University of Notre Dame 

finds himself bagging groceries at Sprouts, a local health-food store. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/6/20109:14:32 PM 

How the two financial overhaul bills differ 

House-Senate negotiators will start crafting a final financial overhaul bill this week. They already agree on many issues. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/6/201010:16:15 PM 

Vazquez, Cano deliver as Yanks avoid sweep 

Ig~~""IRobinson Cano hit a tiebreaking, two-run single in the eighth inning and the New York Yankees rallied 
past the Toronto Blue Jays 4-3 on Sunday to avoid a three-game sweep. 

rg~iSjNew York Yankees - Toronto Blue Jays - Robinson Cana - Sport - Baseball 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/6/2010 10:39:22 PM 

'Shrek Forever After' leads slow movie weekend 

Hollywood is suffering from June gloom. The overall box office tumbled, coming in at $125 million, down 24 percent 

compared to the same weekend last year. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/6/2010 10:55:49 PM 

Sandra Bullock calls personal life an 'explosion' 

Ig~~""lsandra Bullock made her first public appearance since revelations of her husband's extramarital affairs, 

taking the stage at a Hollywood awards show Saturday night. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/7/201012:19:02 AM 

Woods hits three fans, finishes 19th at Memorial 

Ig~~""IEVery time Tiger Woods hits a spectator with a ball, he tries to make it up to them by giving them an 

autographed golf glove. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/7/20102:18:52 AM 

Boy bullfighter, 12, is youngest in Mexico ring 

A 12-year-old French-Mexican boy has become the youngest novice bullfighter to perform in Mexico City's main ring. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/7/20102:38:04 AM 

Scoop: Kate Gosselin says things are OK with Jon 

Ig~~""lshe says relationship is peaceful, they've agreed on his visitation with their eight children. 

I~~~~:[~~~:j 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/7/20103:29:22 AM 

Mexico: 6 bodies in cave, 3 with hearts cut out 

Police discovered six dead bodies in a cavern near the tourist resort of Cancun on Sunday, three of them cut open and 

their hearts removed. 

I~¥':-Icancun - Mexico - Cancun - Quintana Roo - States 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/7/20103:45:06 AM 

'Twilight' eclipses MTV Movie Awards 

Ig~~"'l'New Moon" sucked up trophies for best movie, kiss, female performance for Kristen Stewart and male 

performance and global superstar for Robert Pattinson. 

1~~'::IKristen Stewart - Twilight Saga: New Moon - Bella Swan - MTV Movie Awards - Astronomy 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/7/20104:23:28 AM 

Elton John sings at Limbaugh's fourth wedding 

Ig~~""~he openly gay singer reportedly received $1 million to perform at the event. Commentator Rush 

Limbaugh is an outspoken opponent of gay marriage. 

1~~':-IRUSh Limbaugh - Elton John - Same-sex marriage - Talk radio - Gay lesbian and Bisexual 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/7/20104:33:05 AM 

Helen Thomas high school speech canceled over flap 

A high school graduation speech by veteran White House reporter Helen Thomas has been canceled because of 

controversial remarks she made about Israel, the school's principal said in an e-mail Sunday. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/7/20104:38:21 AM 

Blackhawks shift things up, lead Flyers 3-2 

Ig~~""IDustin Byfuglien scored two goals and had two assists as the Chicago Blackhawks got off to a quick start, 
got their offense untracked behind juggled lines and beat the Philadelphia Flyers 7-4 on Sunday night for 

a 3-2 lead in the Stanley Cup finals. 

I g~~""lphiladeIPhia Flyers - Chicago Blackhawks - Stanley Cup - sport - Dustin Byfuglien 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/7/20104:47:36 AM 

Doctors helped with waterboarding, activists say 

A physicians group is charging that medical personnel were used to test and refine waterboarding and other harsh 

interrogation techniques on terror detainees in u.s. custody. 

I g:i1ti¥.Elunited States - Enhanced interrogation techniques - Waterboarding - George W. Bush - Khalid Sheikh Mohammed 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/7/20104:57:30 AM 

Allen shoots Celtics past Lakers in Game 2 

Ig~~""IRay Allen scored 27 of his 32 points in the first half with a record-setting 3-point shooting display, Rajon 

Rondo completed a triple-double down the stretch and the Boston Celtics evened the NBA finals with a 
103-94 victory over the Los Angeles Lakers in Game 2 Sunday night. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/7/20106:05:34 AM 

4 Palestinian militants killed by navy fire in sea 

The Israeli navy killed four Palestinian militants in diver suits off the coast of Gaza before dawn Monday, the Israeli 

military and Palestinian officials said. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/7/20106:44:48 AM 

Opinion: Somebody needs to wake up Kobe Bryant 

Ig~~""lventre: The Black Mamba lies in the weeds, seemingly snoozing, but with his eyelids at half mast, 

scanning the terrain, waiting for the proper moment to strike. So strike already. 

rg~iSjBlack Mamba - Prefectures - Japan - Kobe - Hyogo 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/7/20106:47:50 AM 

Landslides, flooding kill 53 in southern China 

A news report says the death toll from flooding and rain-triggered landslides in southern China has climbed to 53 after 

the bodies of all missing people were recovered. 

rC~~"-IChina - Landslide - Northern and southern China - Asia - Natural Disasters and Hazards ---- ---

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/7/20108:29:52 AM 

Fox mauls sleeping babies in london home 

Twin nine-month-old girls were being treated at a London hospital on Monday after being mauled in their sleep by a fox. 
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Ig~~ .... ILondon - England - Hospital - Scotland Yard - Royal London Hospital 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/7/20109:39:43 AM 

FBI joins search for missing Oregon boy 

Ig~~""IDetectives hunting for clues in the disappearance of a 7-year-old Oregon boy interviewed some 200 of his 

classmates and their parents Sunday as the FBI joined an expanding search. 

...... ,..... . ..... ,..... . ..... , ....... 
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rg~~...,jFederal Bureau of Investigation - United States - Oregon - Elli - People 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/7/2010 10:37:51 AM 

N.J. man held at JFK: I'll outdo Fort Hood killer 

Ig~~""~he young men's intentions were sinister, according to officials: to head to Somalia to seek training from 
al-Qaida-affiliated jihadists and unleash attacks against fellow Americans. 

1~~'::lsomalia - AI-Qaeda - United States - Fort Hood - JFK 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/7/201010:52:17 AM 

Skeptical public fears oil-spill health issues 

Ig~~""IHealth experts say there won't be any serious medical issues from the devastating oil spill, but many 

people, faced with images of soiled beaches and feeling a general mistrust, are having a hard time 
believing it. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/7/201011:17:22 AM 

World markets tumble on recovery fears 

Ig~~""lworld stock markets tumbled Monday, dragged down by weak u.s. employment figures and fresh fears 

that Europe's debt crisis is spreading. 

rg~iSjStock market - United States - Business - Investing - Stocks and Bonds 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/7/2010 11:43:04 AM 

In Florida, oil adds to economic woes 

Ig~~""~he news that oil spewing from the Gulf Coast had likely reached Florida's famous beaches isn't just an 
environmental disaster - it's also a potentially devastating economic blow. 

...... ,..... . ..... ,..... . ..... , ....... 
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rg~~...,jFlorida - Gulf Coast of the United States - United States - Mississippi - Gulf Coast 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/7/201012:21:10 PM 

Too much care? Up to 1 in 3 tests unneeded 

Ig~~""IMore medical care won't necessarily make you healthier - it may make you sicker. It's an idea that 
technology-loving Americans find hard to believe. 

I~~.:tealth care - Business - Health - Products and Services - Medicine 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/7/2010 12:57:37 PM 

Poland: money stolen from crash victim's account 

Polish authorities said Monday that someone stole a credit card from the wreckage of the plane crash that killed 

President lech Kaczynski and 95 others in Russia, and the card was then used to withdraw cash. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/7/2010 1 :00:41 PM 

Q+A: Bhopal gas victims fight for justice 26 years on 

A court on Monday found the Indian unit of u.s. chemicals firm Union Carbide guilty of negligence and sentenced seven 

Indian former employees to two years in jail over one of the world's worst industrial accidents that killed thousands in 

1984. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/7/20101:42:17 PM 

Steering clear of car-rental craziness 

Like airlines, car rental companies are astonishingly creative with their fees, from additional driver add-on costs to 

premiums for customers aged under-25. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/7/20101:46:22 PM 

Coleman's ex-wife says they planned to remarry 

Gary Coleman's ex-wife calls their relationship "golden" and says that before his recent death they had planned to 

renew their marital vows. 

I g:i1ti¥.EIGary Coleman - Death - United States - Coleman - Divorce 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/7/20101:46:42 PM 

Former Stereophonics drummer Cable found dead 

Former Stereophonics drummer Stuart Cable was found dead at his home in Wales on Monday. 

rC~~~~jwales _ Stuart Cable - Music - Drummer - Arts ---- ---- ---

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/7/20101:54:57 PM 

7 guilty in Bhopal tragedy that killed 15,000 

Ig~~""IAn Indian court Monday convicted seven people of "death by negligence" for their roles in the Bhopal gas 

tragedy that left an estimated 15,000 people dead. 

I~~':lndia - Bhopal - Bhopal disaster - Madhya Pradesh - Death 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/7/20102:16:07 PM 

Many teens face sexual harassment on the job 

As teenagers get ready to head out to the nation's malls, restaurants and resorts for summer jobs, officials want to 

caution young workers that sexual harassment is rampant. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/7/20102:33:12 PM 

W.Va. gas well blast hurts 7, sparks inferno 

A crew drilling a natural gas well in West Virginia hit a pocket of methane gas that ignited, triggering an explosion that 

burned seven workers, a state inspector said Monday. 

1§':i1ti¥.Elwest Virginia - Explosion - Methane - United States - Natural gas 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/7/20102:38:35 PM 

Nosing out oil-tainted Gulf seafood 

Ig~~""lwilliam Mahan bends over a bowl of raw shrimp and inhales deeply, using his left hand to wave the scent 

up toward his nose. Deep breath. Exhale. Repeat. 

rg~5.jshrimp - Seafood - Fish and Seafood - Home - Cooking 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/7/20103:18:12 PM 

Children of lesbian couples do well, study finds 

Being raised by a same-sex couple is no hindrance to healthy psychological development and may actually be an asset, 

according to a study which tracked the first generation of children conceived by lesbians through donor insemination is 

coming of age. 

I s:i1ti¥.Els:i1ti¥.EI'S~F.E1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/7/20103:23:43 PM 

Accused French rogue trader Kerviel to stand trial 

Ig~~""~erome Kerviel says he's living the simple life these days. The former French trader accused of gambling 

away billions of his bank's money has a job in the suburbs making €2,300 ($2,700) a month. He doesn't 
take vacations. His adrenaline-fueled life on the trading floor seems far away. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/7/20103:28:13 PM 

Old TV shows turn into movies, find new fans 

Ig~~""llt might appear that taking a TV show from years ago and making a movie out of it is a baffling business 

decision. But fans already know what to expect, and that's half the battle. 

1~~'::ITelevision program - Television - Arts - Business - Reviews 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/7/20104:11:18 PM 

Winderman: We still haven't seen reallakers, Celtics 

Ig~~""lwinderman: What can the complete Celtics do against the complete Lakers? Perhaps in Tuesday night's 

Game 3, the first time in this series, when the NBA finals shift to Boston, we'll find out. 

...... ,..... . ..... ,..... . ..... , ........ 
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rg~~...,jBoston Celtics - NBA - Los Angeles Lakers - 1963 NBA Finals - Sports 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/7/20104:26:59 PM 

Arrest made in U.S. military Wikileaks probe 

u.s. military officials confirmed to NBC News today that a military intelligence analyst has been taken into custody for 

allegedly providing a website with classified gun-camera video of a 2007 Apache helicopter attack that killed innocent 

civilians in Baghdad. 

Ig~SjBaghdad - United States armed forces - Wikileaks - Military intelligence - United States 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/7/20104:30:48 PM 

BP planning on better containment device 

Ig~~""IBP says it plans next month to replace the cap collecting crude with a slightly bigger device. 

Ig~~""~ony Hayward - Gulf of Mexico - BP - Chief executive officer - Business 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/7/20105:20:01 PM 

No cast? No prob! Networks can try these stars 

Ig~~""IDon/t get too comfy with any fall pilot that might leak. Networks send previews out with a warning 

that each show is a work in progress. So let's take them up on that claim with a few casting ideas. 

1~~':-IBusiness - Casting - Arts and Entertainment - Agents and Agencies - Astronomy 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/7/20105:42:00 PM 

Chrysler recalls almost 700,000 vehicles 

Chrysler is recalling almost 600,000 minivans and Jeep Wranglers in the United States and another 100,000 elsewhere 

because of brake or wiring problems. 

rC~~"-IChrvsler - Jeep Compass - United States - Toyota - Recall 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/7/20105:49:27 PM 

7 U.S. soldiers killed in Afghan attacks 

Ten NATO soldiers, including seven Americans, were killed in a wave of violence in Afghanistan on Monday - the 

deadliest day this year for the international forces. 

1~¥':-IAfghanistan - NATO - United States - Asia - Kandahar 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/7/20106:33:45 PM 

Strange find on Titan sparks chatter about life 

Ig~~""INew findings have roused a great deal of hoopla over the possibility of life on Saturn's moon Titan, which 

some news reports have further hyped up as hints of extraterrestrials. 

rg~iSjsaturn - Titan - Extraterrestrial life - solarsystem - Astronomy 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/7/20106:48:16 PM 

BofA settles Countrywide charges for $108M 

Bank of America will pay $108 million to settle federal charges that Countrywide Financial Corp., which it acquired nearly 

two years ago, collected outsized fees from borrowers facing foreclosure. 

rC~~"-IBank of America - Bank of America Home Loans - Business - Federal Trade Commission - Mortgage 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/7/20107:08:16 PM 

Free latte for docs? Not without disclosure 

New limits on free gifts to doctors have hit the ubiquitous free lattes and coffee seen at major medical meetings like the 

one here of the American Society of Clinical Oncology. 

1§':i1ti¥.EIMedicine _ American Society of Clinical Oncology - Coffee - Health - Oncology 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/7/20107:57:26 PM 

U.S.: Yemen arrests 12 Americans 

Ig~~""~welve Americans have been arrested in Yemen, the Obama administration said Monday following a 

report that dozens of foreigners were rounded up there and accused of links to al-Qaida. 

...... ,..... . ..... ,..... . ..... , ....... 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/7/20108:05:58 PM 

Retailers, card issuers duel over debit card fees 

Ig~~""lsWiPe your debit card at the supermarket and you've placed yourself at the heart of a contentious 

congressional debate. 

...... ,..... . ..... ,..... . ..... , ....... 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/7/20108:11:23 PM 

iPhone 4: The definitive guide 

Ig~~""IGiZmodo.com: We already showed you the new iPhone from every angle, inside and out. Today, Steve 
Jobs re-revealed it. Here's the exhaustive guide to all the features of the new iPhone 4. 

1~~'::ISteve Jobs - IPhone - Smartphone - Handhelds -~ 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/7/20108:26:30 PM 

Ohio tornado causes $100 million in damage 

Ig~~""IA tornado that killed five people in northwest Ohio over the weekend left behind at least $100 million in 

damage, officials said Monday. 

rg~iS~ornado - Illinois - United States - Meteorology - Earth Sciences 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/7/20108:29:55 PM 

Mapping the World Cup 

Ig~~""~ake a look at the countries in the World Cup, their strengths, weaknesses and resources compared to 

the other entrants. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/7/20108:53:54 PM 

Sail around Americas gauges ocean health 

Ig~~""IA Rockefeller, a Cousteau and a ship's captain nearly finished with a 25,000 mile voyage around the 

Americas mark World Oceans Day with reflections on the BP spill and other issues. 

rg~5.jworld Ocean Day - BP - Oil spill - Environment - United States 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/7/20109:16:49 PM 

AT&T says it will be generous with iPhone upgrades 

Ig~~""lwhen the latest iPhone is released June 24, AT&T wants to avoid some of the confusion that came with 

the previous launch, when people who already had an iPhone struggled to understand whether they 
were eligible for a discounted upgrade. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/7/20109:17:43 PM 

Consumer borrowing up slightly in April 

Consumer borrowing increased slightly in April, a sign that Americans may have more faith in the economic recovery. 

rC~~~~Lnited States - Home - Business - Loan - Federal Reserve System 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/7/2010 9 :24:25 PM 

Iraq: Bombers, gunmen kill 13 and destroy houses 

Attackers targeted Iraqi police and anti-insurgent fighters Monday in an apparent campaign of intimidation that left at 

least 13 dead and multiple homes destroyed. 

I~¥':-I!@g -Baghdad - Car bomb - Middle East - Warfare and Conflict 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/7/20109:49:58 PM 

PTSD doubles dementia risk in older vets 

Older veterans with posttraumatic stress disorder are nearly twice as likely to develop dementia as their peers without 

PTSD, according to research released today. 

I ~¥':-Iposttraumatic stress disorder - Health - Mental health - Dementia - Anxiety 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/7/20109:55:42 PM 

Agent: Fla. gunman half-brother of 'EI Duque' 

Ig~~""IA gunman shot and killed four women at a South Florida restaurant and wounded three others before 

killing himself, police said Monday. 

1~~'::IFlorida - Domestic violence - Women - People - Violence and Abuse 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/7/2010 10:08:01 PM 

RV industry marks 100 years on the open road 

Ig~~""lplanning on traveling this summer in an RV? Historically-speaking, you'll be in very good company. On 

June 7, the RV industry is celebrating its lOOth anniversary. 

1~~'::IRecreational vehicle - United States - Recreation - Outdoors - Camping 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/7/2010 10:35:43 PM 

L.A. snuffs out many of its pot shops 

Ig~~""IMany of the marijuana shops in Los Angeles began closing, as a new ordinance took effect to help the city 

keep track of the businesses while pushing them toward industrial areas and away from schools and 
other public places. 

I g~~""llOS Angeles - Cannabis - California - United States - Counties 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/7/2010 10:45:28 PM 

Oil spill clouds World Oceans Day 

Ig~~""lconservation groups, schools, businesses and governments across the globe are planning events Tuesday 

to celebrate the world's oceans, a day of tribute tinged by worry over the devastating oil spill in the Gulf 

of Mexico. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/7/2010 10:59:29 PM 

Broker offers to buy Illinois' debts 

A Georgia company entering the debt brokering business is hoping to profit from the state of Illinois' failure to pay its 

bills for months at a time by arranging for struggling vendors to sell their overdue paper at a discount. 

I g:i1ti¥.Ellilinois - Business - United States - Debt - Georgia 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/7/2010 11:30:04 PM 

Marvin Isley dies at age 56 

Marvin Isley, the bass player who helped give R&B powerhouse the Isley Brothers their distinctive sound, has died at a 

Chicago hospital. He was 56. 

rC~~"-Larvin Isley - Chicago - Bass guitar - Music - Isley Brothers 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/7/201011:45:16 PM 

55 bodies recovered from old silver mine in Mexico 

Ig~~""IAt least 55 bodies have been recovered from an abandoned silver mine that became a dumping ground 

for apparent victims of Mexico's drug violence, authorities said Monday. 

1~~':-IMeXiCO - Silver - Guerrero - Gang - Taxeo 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/8/2010 12:22:53 AM 

Veteran reporter retires over Israel comments 

Ig~~""lveteran White House reporter Helen Thomas is retiring in the wake of controversial comments she made 

about Israel. 

rg~iSjHelen Thomas - White House press corps - Middle East - Israel - United States 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/8/20101:00:12 AM 

Obama to grads: 'Don't make excuses' 

Ig~~""lpresident Barack Obama is telling high school graduates in Michigan not to make excuses, and to take 

responsibility for failures as well as successes. 

rg~5.LiChigan - High school - Barack Obama - President of the United States - United States 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/8/20101:30:09 AM 

Tidbits: Jesse James is 'sick and insecure' 

Ig~~""~he good news for the beleaguered biker is that the latest woman to speak out about him isn't a 
mistress. The bad news is that he might prefer any of those considering what former mother-in-law 

Jonlyn Jeter had to say. 

1~~':-IJesse James - Sandra Bullock - History - United States -Illinois 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/8/20102:06:37 AM 

Sheen's sentencing postponed until July 

Ig~~""~he chief prosecutor in the case told the judge on Monday that the two sides had not been able to reach 

an agreement. The hearing was rescheduled for July 12. 

rg~iSjcharlie Sheen - Prosecutor - Domestic violence - United States - Health 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/8/20102:57:21 AM 

Opinion: Strasburg hype: Too much, too soon? 

Ig~~""lsporting News: Since the draft's inception in 1965, hype has always followed amateur players, with some 

measuring up and others falling woefully short. When Stephen Strasburg debuts on Tuesday, it will be 
just the first step toward his ultimate destination on the spectrum. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/8/20103:19:49 AM 

1 killed in Texas gas explosion 

Ig~~""IA large natural gas line in north Texas erupted Monday after utility workers accidentally hit the line, 

sending a column of fire into the air and leaving one worker dead, officials said. 

1~~':-INatural gas - Pipeline transport - Business - Energy - Oil and Gas 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/8/20103:20:02 AM 

Howard: Hate soccer? Other reasons to watch World Cup 

Ig~~""IHoward: Maybe Americans would jump on the World Cup bandwagon more if the World Cup's boosters 
realized that part of our "problem" is the month-long tournament seems be too much about, well ... 

soccer, and not enough about all the other reasons to love the World Cup. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/8/20103:27:34 AM 

Rising wages may threaten soccer's future 

A survey of soccer finances claims rising player salaries are threatening the future of the sport across Europe. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/8/20103:38:33 AM 

Six darkhorses to watch in South Africa 

Ig~~""ISiX darkhorses to watch in South Africa 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/8/20103:49:57 AM 

Slowly but surely, soccer makes its mark in U.S. 

Ig~~""~he World Cup is always a huge event internationally. But how big can it be domestically, in the country 
the world watches to see if it's watching? There is more optimism than ever that soccer is working in the 

u.s. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/8/20104:24:04 AM 

Nationals take slugger Harper with No.1 pick 

Ig~~""~he Washington Nationals have selected junior college slugger Bryce Harper with the No.1 overall pick in 

the baseball draft. 

rg~iSjwashington Nationals - Bryce Harper - Sports - Baseball - 3D 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/8/20104:29:46 AM 

Progressives criticize White House, Democrats 

Progressive activists who helped elect Barack Obama president complained on Monday that the administration and 

congressional Democrats have been too timid and too willing to compromise. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/8/20107:17:57 AM 

NYPD undercover unit key in NJ terror arrests 

Ig~~""~he undercover investigator credited with helping stop two would-be terrorists had sought to begin his 
New York Police Department career like nearly everyone else - as a rookie patrolman. 

rg~iSjNew Jersey - United States - New York City Police Department - Terrorism - Police 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/8/20108:37:45 AM 

Gladiator graveyard found in U.K., experts say 

Ig~~""IDozens of headless skeletons excavated from a northern English construction site appear to be the 

remains of Roman gladiators, archaeologists said Monday. 

rg~iSjArchaeOIOgy - Gladiator - University of Central Lancashire - Social Sciences - Roman Empire 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/8/20109:36:11 AM 

New Japan PM names familar Cabinet 

Japan's incoming prime minister named his new Cabinet on Tuesday, keeping core members in place to address the 

country's deep economic and foreign policy issues but adding several fresh faces - including a former model - to win 

back voters ahead of upcoming elections. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/8/20109:39:50 AM 

Bomb kills 2 US troops; NATO losses at 23 for June 

Ig~~...,~wo more American troops were killed in Afghanistan on Tuesday, the military said, extending a spike of 

bloodshed into a second day and pushing the NATO losses in the country to 23 in just over a week. 

1~~':-IAfghanistan - United States - NATO - United States armed forces - Asia 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/8/2010 10:56:53 AM 

Iran: fuel swap deal is one-time opportunity 

Iranian President Mahmoud Ahmadinejad said Tuesday that a nuclear swap deal brokered by Turkey and Brazil was a 

one-time opportunity to resolve his nation's standoff with the West, days before the U.N. Security Council is expected to 

vote on new sanctions. 

1~~~:llran - Mahmoud Ahmadinejad - United Nations Security Council - Turkey - Middle East 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/8/201011:14:06 AM 

China says NKorean border guard killed 3 Chinese 

A North Korean border guard shot and killed three Chinese citizens and wounded a fourth on the countries' border last 

week, China said Tuesday after lodging a formal diplomatic protest. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/8/201011:19:09 AM 

Diana's racy black dress to be auctioned 

A racy black gown worn by Lady Diana Spencer on one of her first official engagements is up for sale in London. 

rC~~~~jdiana princess of wales - London - Lady Diana Spencer - People - Royal Family 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/8/2010 11:39:35 AM 

Yemen won't extradite radical cleric 

A Yemeni official says the government would not hand over to the u.s. a radical American-born cleric tied to al-Qaida 

because the constitution bans extradition of Yemeni citizens. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/8/2010 11:56:56 AM 

Official: Van der Sioot confesses to Peru slaying 

Ig~~""~oran van der Sioot confessed to the slaying of a 21-year-old woman in a Lima hotel room, a high-ranking 

Peruvian government official told NBC News on Monday. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/8/201011:58:19 AM 

Jobs unveils iPhone 4 with video calling 

Ig~~""IAPPle unveiled its latest iPhone on Monday with video calling, HD video recording, longer battery life and 
a super-high resolution screen. It goes on sale June 24. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/8/201012:18:26 PM 

Time to buy gold? Think twice 

Ig~~""lwere you smart enough to sell your tech stocks in March, 2000? Or your house in July, 2006? If so, you 

should invest in gold. If not, here's what to keep in mind before buying. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/8/201012:19:49 PM 

Soon 'the new guy' at work may be a robot 

Ig~~""~hanks to more advanced sensors and safety technology that can prevent them from injuring people, 

robots are moving beyond factories and into different types of work. 

rg~5.jRobot - Robotics - Sensor - Companies - Building 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/8/2010 12:29:00 PM 

Scoop: Coleman's ex shares his last moments 

Ig~~""IGary Coleman's last words were, "I love you, and my head hurts," according to his ex-wife, Shannon Price. 

1~¥':-IGary Coleman - Shannon Price - Death - Gary Indiana - Arts 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/8/2010 12:34:50 PM 

Yes, Seinfeld, gay guys are thinner 

In a famous episode of "Seinfeld," Jerry complains that people constantly assume he's gay because he's single, 

obsessively neat - and thin. As it turns out, at least part of that punchline may be anchored in fact. 

I g:i1ti¥.Elseinfeld - Jerry Seinfeld - Comedy - Television - Arts 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/8/2010 12:37:22 PM 

Back pain may be widely overtreated in U.S. 

Ig~~""IAmericans spend a staggering $86 billion a year in care for aching backs. But research found little 

evidence that the population got better as the bill soared over the past decade. 

1~~':-lpoPulation - Demographics of the United States - Medicine - Health - United States 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/8/20101:46:02 PM 

Obama: I would've fired BP chief by now 

Ig~~""lpresident Barack Obama would have fired BP's CEO Tony Hayward over controversial comments 

downplaying the Gulf oil spill - if the executive had been working for him. 

1~~'::IBaraCk Obama - Tony Hayward - BP - United States - President 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/8/20101:59:59 PM 

Idyllic river threatened by spill - and red tape 

Ig~~""lpeoPle living near the idyllic Magnolia river are ready to break rules preventing it from being blocked to 

stop the slick from damaging the environment. 

rg~iSLagnOlia - United States - Recreation - Oil spill - Environment 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/8/20102:28:09 PM 

@GovernorRod to tweet his corruption trial 

Ig~~""lpOlitics Daily: Opening statements will be delivered Tuesday in former Illinois Gov. Rod Blagojevich's 

federal corruption trial, and if you want to know what he thinks, well, check his tweets. 

rg~5.jRod Blagojevich - Illinois - United States - Corruption - Opening statement 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/8/20103:54:21 PM 

Great Escape veteran Harrison dies at 97 

Ig~~""~ack Harrison, who survived the Great Escape plot by Allied prisoners in a German prison in World War II, 

has died at age 97, his family said. 

1~~'::lworld War II - Great Escape - History - Twentieth Century - German 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/8/20104:41:30 PM 

Mexico: Teen killed by u.s. border agent 

Ig~~""IA U.S. Border Patrol agent shot and killed a 14-year-old boy after a confrontation at an international 

bridge near downtown EI Paso, Mexican authorities said Tuesday. 

1~~':-IMexiCO - United States border - Mexico - United States Border Patrol - United States - US-Mexico Border 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/8/20104:45:51 PM 

BP buys first place in Google search results 

BP may be spending up to $10,000 a day to pay for "oil" search terms that redirect Google, Yahoo and Bing Web search 

users to the company's official website, according to ABC News. 

I g:i1ti¥.EIGoogle _ Yahoo - Bing - search - search engine 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/8/20105:08:31 PM 

Diana's racy black dress sells for $276,000 

Ig~~""IA racy black gown worn by Lady Diana Spencer on one of her first official engagements sold for $276,000 

at a London auction. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/8/20105:22:12 PM 

GM exec says it will keep 900 more dealerships 

About 900 General Motors dealerships that the company had planned to cut loose appear to be getting a reprieve. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/8/20106:05:01 PM 

1 in 5 prone to dozing in meetings 

If you feel yourself nodding off during a meeting today, rest assured that you're not the only one. Nearly one in five 

Americans reported falling asleep or being drowsy in situations that required a high level of concentration, a new study 

says. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/8/20106:42:06 PM 

Scientists challenge BP containment claims 

Ig~~""lsome scientists are taking issue with BP's statement that a containment cap placed over a gushing well 

could be capturing "the vast majority" of oil spewing into the Gulf of Mexico. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/8/20106:58:17 PM 

Job openings rise to highest level in 16 months 

Ig~~""~Ob openings jumped in April to the highest level in 16 months, a sign that private employers may boost 

hiring in coming months. 

rg~iSjEmplOyment - Business - United States - Business and Economy - Recruitment and Staffing 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/8/20106:58:17 PM 

Job openings rise to highest level in 16 months 

Ig~~""~Ob openings jumped in April to the highest level in 16 months, a sign that private employers may boost 

hiring in coming months. 

rg~iSjEmplOyment - Business - United States - Business and Economy - Recruitment and Staffing 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/8/20107:40:21 PM 

Missing Ore. boy: Police chase 1,200 tips 

Ig~~""~wenty-two state, local and federal agencies are following up on more than 1,200 tips in the search for a 
7-year-old Portland boy who has been missing for four days. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/8/20108:00:12 PM 

Poor infection control at many surgery centers 

A new federal study finds up to 70 percent of same-day surgery centers have serious problems with infection control, 

including failing to wash hands and wear gloves. 

I ~¥':-Isurgery - Infection control - Hand washing - Health - Business 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/8/20108:18:18 PM 

New travel gear you'll love 

Ig~~""~here are plenty of technology available to make traveling easier. These new gadgets can help streamline 

your trip and lighten up your load. 

1~~':-ITravel - Technology - Recreation - Travelogues - Shopping 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/8/20108:20:42 PM 

European crisis may have limited effect on u.s. 

Anxiety about Europe's debt crisis last month caused u.s. stocks to suffer. Yet many experts say fears that Europe will 

deal a sharp setback to the u.s. economy are overblown. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/8/20108:34:20 PM 

BP to pay $2.63 billion in dividends on June 21 

BP PlC will pay shareholders $2.63 billion in dividends on June 21 as investors and u.s. lawmakers wait to see what the 

oil company decides about future payouts. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/8/20109:16:01 PM 

Utah prepares firing squad for killer 

Ig~~""IBarring a last-minute reprieve, Ronnie Lee Gardner will be strapped into a chair, a hood will be placed 

over his head and a small white target will be pinned over his heart. 

1~~':-IUtah - Execution by firing squad - United States - Capital punishment - Ronnie lee Gardner 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/8/20109:43:33 PM 

Microsoft, Adobe fix security flaws 

Microsoft issued one of its biggest security fixes on Tuesday, including a repair to its widely used Excel spreadsheet for 

flaws that could allow hackers to take control of a user's PC, and Adobe said it will be issuing fixes for its Flash software. 

I g:i1ti¥.EIAdobe Systems - Adobe Flash - Microsoft - Adobe - Personal computer 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/8/2010 10:05:52 PM 

Subsea oil plumes found 142 miles from rig 

Ig~~""ICIOUdS of oil have been found drifting underwater in the Gulf of Mexico as far as 142 miles from the 

wrecked drilling rig, government officials said. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/8/2010 10:22:35 PM 

Clinton to Latin America: Tax your rich 

Ig~~""lu.S. Secretary of State Hillary Rodham Clinton urges Latin American nations to impose a heavier tax 

burden on the wealthy, saying the region's economic growth and competitiveness depend on it. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/8/2010 10:28:45 PM 

Terror case: Warning signs in high school? 

Ig~~...,~wo terrorism suspects arrested at a New York airport ran afoul of authorities over the last several years, 

with one removed from school and taught privately with a security guard present. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/8/2010 10:30:52 PM 

Having sex won't hamper on-field performance 

Ig~~""lcompared to the exertion required during a World Cup soccer game, sex requires less than 25 percent of 

the aerobic effort. And it lasts for much less time. There's no way that a quick romp under the covers 
could sap an athlete's energy enough to make a difference in his game. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/8/201010:42:18 PM 

Comet turns into a surprise treat 

Ig~~""IA recently discovered comet is surprising skywatchers by becoming brighter than predictions had first 

suggested and can now be seen with the unaided eye. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/8/2010 11:01:36 PM 

Short people at higher risk of heart problems 

Short people have a SO percent higher risk of having a heart problem or dying from one, when compared to tall people, 

a new study says, though weight, blood pressure and smoking habits remain more important factors. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/8/2010 11:27:24 PM 

Judge: Lohan violated terms of her bail 

A judge on Tuesday doubled Lindsay Lohan's bail to $200,000 after finding the actress violated the terms of her release 

with an adverse report by an ankle alcohol bracelet. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/9/201012:12:34 AM 

FirstPerson: Show us your favorite place on the Gulf 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/9/2010 12:24:27 AM 

6 inmates killed inside Mexican prison 

Authorities say six inmates had their throats cut and died in a prison in a Mexican state plagued by drug violence. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/9/2010 12:57:08 AM 

Scoop: Jesse James has a backup girl waiting 

Ig~~""~ames' ex-wife said that even though he has every intention to move to Austin, Texas, to be close to 

Bullock and hopefully reconcile with her, he has a another romantic interest waiting in the wings. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/9/20101:09:56 AM 

Goal.com: Pushovers no more, u.s. will contend at Cup 

Ig~~""IGoal.com: Last World Cup, the Americans failed to win even a single match. What will it take for the u.s. 
to actually advance out of the round-robin games? 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/9/20101:32:25 AM 

Soccer, politics always a potent mix 

Ig~~""IGoal.com: For many, perhaps most, football is an escape. Yet it's undeniable that for millions worldwide, 

football is simply more than that. What happens on the pitch can collide quite dramatically with other 
aspects of life, not least politics. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/9/20102:22:39 AM 

Sources: Hulu plans to charge for some shows 

Free video website Hulu plans to soon begin charging customers and is looking to expand its content to consumer 

devices like the Xbox and iPad, according to two sources, as the site's media owners experiment with platforms beyond 

an ad-supported TV model. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/9/20102:26:05 AM 

Somber graduation for Ohio school hit by tornado 

There were tears and hugs for all the wrong reasons Tuesday night when graduating seniors received their diplomas 

from a high school ripped apart by a tornado last weekend. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/9/20103:01:18 AM 

Celizic: Don't put Strasburg into Hall just yet 

Ig~~""lceliZiC: It's probably too early to put Stephen Strasburg in the Hall of Fame. We should wait at least 
another two starts. But in the annals of history's most-hyped debuts, Strasburg's goes down as one that 

didn't disappoint. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/9/20103:23:44 AM 

Strasburg strikes out 14 in impressive debut 

Ig~~""IStePhen Strasburg's major league career started with a 97 mph fastball - and it didn't take long for 

baseball's newest wunderkind to start piling up strikeouts. 

rg~iSjStePhen Strasburg - Baseball - sport - Washington Nationals - Strikeout 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/9/20103:58:05 AM 

Sheriff: 2 dead in Texas pipeline blast 

A Texas Panhandle sheriff says two people are dead from a natural gas pipeline explosion. 
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Ig~~ .... ~exas Panhandle - Pipeline transport - Business - Texas - Energy 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/9/20104:02:35 AM 

Sordid s.c. governor's race heads to runoff 

Ig~~""INikki Haley brushed aside unproven accusations of extramarital affairs to win a spot in a runoff Tuesday 

for the GOP nomination for governor, nearly winning the nomination outright in a bid to become the first 
woman to hold the office. 

I g~~""lsouth Carolina - Republican - Primary election - United States - Politics 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/9/20105:02:30 AM 

Analysis: Voters demanding change once again 

Ig~~""IFrenZied and unpredictable primaries give a glimpse of the themes for the fall campaign -- anti

incumbent sentiment and a renewed call for change. 

1~~'::IRepublican - United States - Primary election - Incumbent - Politics 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/9/20105:19:14 AM 

Kobe, Fisher ensure Lakers take Game 3 

Ig~~""IKobe Bryant scored 29 points and Derek Fisher added 16 to lead Los Angeles to a 91-84 victory over the 
Boston Celtics on Tuesday night and give the Lakers a 2-1 lead in the NBA finals. 

rg~iSjBoston Celtics - Derek Fisher - NBA - Kobe Bryant - Los Angeles Lakers 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/9/20105:20:43 AM 

Snowmelt-swollen rivers plague Wyoming, Colorado 

Rain and a spring heat wave that is quickly melting mountain snowpack have sent rivers rising across the West, washing 

out small bridges and flooding homes in Wyoming and prompting some rafting companies to halt guided trips in 

Colorado. 

r~¥:lcolorado - Wyoming - United States - Snowmelt - Snowpack 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/9/20105:23:05 AM 

Whitman, Fiorina win GOP nods in Calif. 

Ig~~""lcalifornia Republicans on Tuesday chose two female former CEOs as their nominees for a u.s. Senate 
seat and the governor's mansion. 

1~~'::IRepUblican - United States Senate - Chief executive officer - Carly Fiorina - California 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/9/20106:57:27 AM 

20 dead, 15 injured in bus accident in east India 

At least 20 people were killed and lS others critically injured in eastern India on Wednesday when a minibus crashed 

into a tree and fell into a ditch, police said. 

I~¥':lndia - Police - Traffic collision - Asia - Government -- --- --

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/9/20108:03:06 AM 

Militants, troops clash in Pakistan; 54 killed 

Dozens of militants attacked a security convoy in an area near Afghanistan where Pakistan declared the O
·g~~..., 

aliban defeated, sparking a battle that killed six soldiers and 40 militants, an official said Wednesday. 

rg~5.jAfghanistan - Pakistan - NATO - Asia - Police 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/9/20108:17:39 AM 

'Demon' guilty of Friday the 13th slaying 

A man who California prosecutors said calls himself a "true demon" has been found guilty of second-degree murder in a 

shooting that took place last November on Friday the 13th. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/9/20108:31:05 AM 

Tea party favorite to challenge Reid in Nevada 

Ig~~""INevada Republicans Tuesday picked tea party insurgent Sharron Angle to take on Senate Majority Leader 

Harry Reid. 

I~~:tarry Reid - United States Senate - Nevada - United States - Senate 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/9/20108:39:51 AM 

Gunmen burn 50 NATO trucks near Islamabad 

Ig~~""lsuspected Taliban gunmen in Pakistan set fire to more than 50 trucks carrying supplies for Western 

forces in Afghanistan, in the first such attack near the capital. 

rg~5.jpakistan - Afghanistan - Taliban - War in Afghanistan - NATO 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/9/201010:40:16 AM 

Israel lifts Gaza ban on soda, chips and sweets 

Israeli and Palestinian officials say Israel has allowed some formerly banned food items into the Gaza Strip after 

widespread international criticism of its three-year-old blockade. 

rC~~"-IGaza Strip - Israel - Palestinian territories - Middle East - Israel-Palestine 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/9/201010:55:12 AM 

Cops focus on Portland in hunt for missing boy 

Ig~~""llnvestigators have limited the search for a missing 7-year-old boy to Porland's metro area, despite tips 

from as far away as Washington state, a sheriff's spokesman said Tuesday. 

rg~5.jwashington - Sheriff - Portland Oregon - United States - People 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/9/2010 11:38:42 AM 

Journalist dives into Gulf, can only see oil 

Ig~~""lsome 40 miles out into the Gulf Of Mexico, I jump off the boat into the thickest patch of red oil I've ever 

seen. I open my eyes and realize my mask is already smeared. I can't see anything and we're just five 

seconds into the dive. 

~ 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/9/2010 11:48:22 AM 

The Trollhattan project: Rescuing Saab 

Ig~~""IRescued from auto oblivion, Saab first challenge is simply filling the pipeline with all-new 9-5s. Then the 
maker has to convince potential customers it really is back in business for the long-haul. 

rg~iSjsaab - Trollhattan - Makes and Models - Recreation - Autos 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/9/2010 12:29:20 PM 

Stress of daily grind takes toll on teeth 

Ig~~""~he foreclosures, the financial meltdowns, the freaky environmental disasters - they've all become part 

of our daily grind. But for some, that's not just a metaphor. Grinding and clenching are on the rise, say 
dentists across the country. 

Ig~~""IBusiness - Machine Shops - Metal Grinding - Bruxism -Industrial Goods and Services 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/9/2010 12:33:29 PM 

New threat to oil spill workers? Deadly snakes 

Ig~~""~housands of spill workers flocking to Louisiana to help clean up the soiled coastline might have more to 

contend with than just oil slicks and tarballs, health officials say. There are also the snakes. 

1~~'::loil spill - Louisiana - Environment - Energy - Petroleum in the Environment 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/9/20101:15:48 PM 

Sign of jobs thaw: Quitters outnumber layoffs 

Ig~~""lone sign of better economic times is when more people start finding jobs. Another is when they feel 

confident enough to quit them. 

I~~':lmployment - Health - Business and Economy - Tobacco - Substance Abuse 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/9/20102:06:58 PM 

Volunteers needed - just not quite yet 

Ig~~""llf you're one of the thousands of people who have signed up to volunteer in the Gulf Coast, don't pack 
your bags just yet - and don't think you'll actually see the oil. 

1~~'::IGUlf Coast of the United States - Gulf Coast - United States - Mississippi - Business and Economy 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/9/20102:10:00 PM 

Opinion: Fisher is convincing lakers to bring him back 

Ig~~""loPinion: 14-year veteran point guard showed in Game 3 why he's so valuable 

Ig~~""lpoint guard - Derek Fisher - sport - los Angeles lakers - NBA Finals 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/9/20103:23:58 PM 

BP downplays government claim on oil plumes 

Ig~~""IBP on Wednesday played down government reports of undersea oil plumes from the spill in the Gulf of 

Mexico, insisting that it has not found any significant concentration of crude under the surface. 

rg~5.LUlf of Mexico - BP - Offshore drilling - Business - Energy 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/9/20103:31:19 PM 

Stowaway survives flight next to jet landing gear 

A 20-year-old Romanian looking for work hid in the wheel well of a jet in Vienna and survived a gO-minute flight to 

London, police said Wednesday. 

I ~¥':-IVienna - Stowaway - London - Relationships - Personals 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/9/20103:42:40 PM 

Putin says thinking about 2012 election 

Ig~~""IRussian Prime Minister Vladimir Putin and President Dmitry Medvedev are already considering their roles 

in the 2012 presidential election, Putin told French media Wednesday. 
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rg~~...,jvladimir Putin - Russia - Dmitry Medvedev - Prime Minister of Russia - Politics 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/9/20104:38:47 PM 

Economic recovery on track, Bernanke says 

Ig~~""IFederal Reserve Chairman Ben Bernanke says the European debt crisis is likely to have only a "modest" 

impact on the U.S. economy recovery as long as Wall Street stabilizes. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/9/20105:19:57 PM 

Obama: Mideast situation is 'unsustainable' 

Ig~~""lpresident Barack Obama called the increasingly tense conditions in the Mideast "unsustainable" 

Wednesday and said a better approach is needed in blockaded Gaza. 

1~~':-IMiddle East - Barack Obama - President - United States - President Obama 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/9/20105:28:02 PM 

Unions defend costly attempt to oust Lincoln 

Ig~~""ILabor unions were forced to justify the estimated $10 million unions spent in a high-stakes gambit that 
failed when Sen. Blanche Lincoln narrowly defeated Lt. Gov. Bill Halter - labor's hand-picked candidate 

- in a primary runoff. 

I g~~""IBili Clinton - Democratic - Trade union - United States - Arkansas 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/9/20105:33:40 PM 

Accuser says she didn't fight Roethlisberger 

The college student who accused Pittsburgh Steelers quarterback Ben Roethlisberger of sexually assaulting her said she 

didn't try to fight him off because he appeared earlier in the night to have a short temper. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/9/20105:57:17 PM 

Woman aims to eat way to being world's fattest 

Ig~~""IA New Jersey woman is waging a campaign to become the world's heaviest living woman, admitting that 

she is as hungry for attention as she is for calorie-rich food. Donna Simpson, 42, weighs more than 600 
pounds and aims to reach 1,000 pounds. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/9/20106:30:04 PM 

Security Council OKs Iran sanctions 

Ig~~""~he U.N. Security Council imposed a fourth round of sanctions on Iran on Wednesday over a nuclear 

program the West suspects is aimed at developing the means to build atom bombs. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/9/20106:38:21 PM 

Fed sees economy picking up all across U.S. 

The economic recovery is finally spreading to all parts of the country. But the modest pace suggests companies won't be 

ramping up hiring to quickly drive down unemployment. 

1§':i1ti¥.Elunited States - Unemployment - Economy - Economic - Employment 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/9/20107:17:24 PM 

New hire is new fire under Mass. cell phone ban 

A man who beat out thousands of job applicants for work as a Boston bus driver has been fired after less than a week for 

allegedly violating a ban on cell phone use. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/9/20107:29:46 PM 

Most cans of food contain controversial BPA 

Ig~~""~he plastic chemical BPA, or bisphenol A, caused an uproar when health concerns were raised about its 
use in baby bottles. But what many don't know is that it's used routinely in nearly everything you eat that 

comes out of a can. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/9/20107:55:57 PM 

Van der Sloat got $15,000 from FBI, went to Peru 

Ig~~""~he FBI thought it was closing in on Joran Van der Sloat in the Natalee Holloway case, paying him at least 

$15,000 in a sting operation, federal officials say. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/9/20108:05:43 PM 

Stocks end day lower after early rally collapses 

The Dow climbed back above 10,000 Wednesday after Fed Chairman Ben Bernanke said debt problems in Europe might 

only amount to a "modest" drag on the u.s. economy. 

I g:i1ti¥.EIBen Bernanke - Economy of the United States - United States - Financial Services - Business 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/9/20108:20:19 PM 

Web Apps are limited free taste of Office 

Ig~~""~hiS week saw the launch of a free version of Microsoft's flagship Office software, available online. In 

other news, hell just froze over. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/9/20108:43:02 PM 

Larry King's wife recovering from apparent OD 

Ig~~""IA spokesman for Larry King says the talk-show host's wife is recovering after an apparent prescription 

drug overdose last month in Utah. 

rg~iStarry King - Divorce - Arts - Programs - Talk Radio 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/9/20109:00:25 PM 

BP shares plunge to 14-year low 

Ig~~""llnvestors dumped shares of BP Wednesday, as estimates of the amount of oil flowing from its blown-out 

well grew, along with concerns about its ability to pay for the spill in the Gulf. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/9/20109:04:46 PM 

BP spill response plans severely flawed 

Ig~~""IBPIS regional spill plan for the Gulf, and its site-specific plan for the Deepwater Horizon rig are riddled 

with omissions and glaring errors, according to an Associated Press analysis. 

rg~iSjBP _ Deepwater Horizon - oilspill - Business - Environment 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/9/20109:08:24 PM 

Oldest leather shoe steps out after 5,500 years 

Ig~~""IAbout 5,500 years ago someone in the mountains of Armenia put his best foot forward in what is now the 

oldest leather shoe ever found. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/9/20109:25:44 PM 

New role for Elvis: Mr. Potato Head 

Ig~~""~he Elvis Presley estate has signed a deal for Hasbro Inc. and PPW Toys to release an Elvis version of Mr. 

Potato Head. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/9/20109:43:53 PM 

Twitter outage resolved, site getting up to speed 

A Twitter outage that lasted several hours on Wednesday was resolved, and the microblogging site appeared to be 

getting back to normal after a problem with "networking equipment" was fixed. Some users were still having trouble, 

however, getting onto the site. 

r~¥:ITwitter - Social network - Online Communities - Trending and Popularity - Browser Plugins 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/9/20109:52:27 PM 

FBI: Mexicans chased away agents after slaying 

Ig~~""lpointing their rifles, Mexican security forces chased away U.S. authorities investigating the shooting of a 
15-year-old Mexican by a U.S. Border Patrol agent, the FBI and witnesses tell The Associated Press. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/9/2010 10:05:49 PM 

Teen car accidents tied to early school starts 

Ig~~""lwhen high schools start too early, sleep-deprived teenagers are more likely to crash their cars, suggests 

new resea rch. 

I~~.:tigh school - Adolescence - Traffic collision - Sleep disorder - Health 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/9/2010 10:08:05 PM 

Despite reform, credit card users still confused 

Heads are still spinning over credit card bills and charges. 

rC~~~~jcredit card - Business - Financial services - Credit - Personal Finance 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/9/201010:46:19 PM 

ConsumerMan: Credit unions pick up steam 

Add up all the deposits and credit unions now have nearly 10 percent of the household savings in this country. That's 

their biggest share of the market ever. 

I g:i1ti¥.Elcredit union - Financial services - Business - Banking Services - Agencies and Vendors 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/9/2010 10:56:37 PM 

Delta apologizes for putting kids on wrong flights 

Ig~~""IDelta Air Lines blames a paperwork mix-up for sending two children to wrong destinations. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/9/2010 11:21:23 PM 

Cost of raising a child can run up to $475,680 

Ig~~""lparents need to crunch their budgets carefully to make sure they are deploying the money they have 

strategically for the good of their kids and the entire family. 

I~~~':-I~ -Government - New York Times - TechCrunch - Infrastructure as a service 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/9/201011:34:10 PM 

Heart attack rates drop sharply, study shows 

Heart attack rates fell 24 percent in California between 2000 and 2008, probably because of better care, u.s. researchers 

reported on Wednesday. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/9/2010 11:42:04 PM 

iPad 3G owners' e-mail addresses hacked 

Ig~~""lprominent users of Apple's new iPad 3G, including military and government officials as well as media 

personalities and celebrities, had their e-mail addresses hacked by a group that shared its findings with 
online publication Valleywag to point out security flaws in AT&T's Web servers. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/9/2010 11:58:33 PM 

Mystery S.c. Dem has pending felony charge 

Ig~~""lcourt records show 32-year-old Alvin Greene was arrested in November and charged with showing 

obscene Internet photos to a University of South Carolina student. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/10/2010 12:29:39 AM 

Ariz. charges against Warren Jeffs dismissed 

Ig~~""IA Mohave County judge has dismissed all Arizona charges against polygamist leader Warren Jeffs. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/10/2010 12:41:04 AM 

Scoop: Ellen plans to be tougher 'Idol' judge 

Ig~~""~he talk-show host, who delivered more one-liners than she did constrictive criticism, says she's coming 
back, and she's going to be harder on the contestants. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/10/20102:30:11 AM 

Cosmic Log: Solar sail spreads its wings 

Ig~~""lscience editor Alan Boyle's Weblog: Japan's space agency stretches out its Ikaros solar sail in deep space, 

but the crucial tests are yet to come. 

rg~5.jsolar sail - Technology - Space - Alan Boyle - Missions 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/10/20103:14:45 AM 

Carrie Underwood wins big at CMT Awards 

Ig~~""ILadY Antebellum continued its scorching run on the awards circuit, kicking off the CMT Music Awards by 
winning group video of the year for the crossover hit "Need You Now." 

rg~iSjCMT Music Awards - Music - Awards - Country Music Television - Arts 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/10/20104:03:56 AM 

CFT: USC reportedly getting 2-year postseason ban 

1~~~~lsport - United States - Education - Colleges and Universities - Private Colleges and Universities 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/10/20106:17:25 AM 

'Hawks hoist first Cup since '61 in aT thriller 

Ig~~""lpatrick Kane sneaked the puck past Michael Leighton 4:10 into overtime and stunned Philadelphia to lift 
the Blackhawks to a 4-3 overtime win in Game 6 on Wednesday night for their first championship since 

1961. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/10/20108:23:57 AM 

North Korea seeks to soothe China over border shootings 

Ig~~""INorth Korea has told China it will punish those responsible for shooting dead three Chinese nationals 

near the two countries' border last week, and vowed to prevent any repeat, Chinese state media said on 
Thursday. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/10/20108:34:13 AM 

North Korea's unpredictability a Cup benefit 

Ig~~""INearIY as unknown as they were 44 years ago, the North Koreans are banking on what may be their 

greatest asset as they prepare to face Brazil in their opening match: their unpredictability. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/10/20109:30:21 AM 

Suicide blast kills 40 at Afghan wedding 

Ig~~""IAt least 40 people were killed and 77 injured by a suicide bomb attack on a packed wedding party in 

insurgency-plagued southern Afghanistan, officials said on Thursday. 

I~~·lfghanistan - Helmand Province - Asia - United States armed forces - Government 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/10/20109:56:02 AM 

SKorea says rocket believed to have exploded 

South Korea says a rocket that it sent into space Thursday carrying an observation satellite is believed to have exploded 

in flight. 

I ~¥':-Isouth Korea - Satellite - Asia - Rocket - Government -- ---

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/10/201010:13:19 AM 

Cops, nurses may strike during World Cup 

South Africa's public sector unions have rejected a government wage offer and could strike during the soccer World Cup, 

union officials said on Thursday. 

rC~~"-lworld Cup - FIFA World Cup - Sport - Association football - Soccer 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/10/201010:34:21 AM 

SKorean rocket likely exploded soon after liftoff 

A South Korean rocket carrying a climate observation satellite apparently exploded 137 seconds into its flight early 

Thursday, the country's second major space setback in less than a year. 

I g:i1ti¥.Elclimate change - Satellite - Environment - South Korea - Korea 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/10/2010 10:44:25 AM 

NYC man accused of starving dog and her 9 puppies 

A New York City man is accused of starving his pet dog and nine of her puppies. 

rC~~~~jDOg _ United States - New York City - New York - Metro Areas 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/10/2010 11:02:42 AM 

2 Bosnian Serbs get life for Srebrenica genocide 

Two Bosnian Serbs were convicted Thursday of genocide and sentenced to life imprisonment for the 1995 massacre of 

Muslims in Srebrenica - the harshest judgment ever delivered by the U.N. war crimes tribunal on the Balkan wars. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/10/201011:35:17 AM 

No reunion for Facebook mom, abducted kids 

Ig~~""IAuthorities detail how a Calif. woman used Facebook to locate her abducted children, achieving what 

experts say was a rare success in the search for missing kids online. 

I~~':lacebook - Child abduction - Missing Kids Website - Children Youth and Family - People 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/10/201011:47:06 AM 

Foreclosure rate steadies as banks hold back 

The foreclosure crisis appears to be leveling off. The number of people facing foreclosure is nearly flat from a year ago. 

Still, the number of foreclosures remains extraordinarily high. 

I g:i1ti¥.EIForeciosure - Business - Real estate - Investing - RealtyTrac 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/10/2010 12:57:53 PM 

English hooligans arrested in morning raids 

Five convicted English soccer hooligans have been arrested in early morning raids as part of a crackdown ahead of the 

World Cup. 

1§':i1ti¥.Elworld Cup - sport - Soccer - Competitions - 2006 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/10/20101:13:50 PM 

As spill costs mount, BP shares tumble anew 

Ig~~""IBP shares sunk Thursday in London as u.s. politicians pressed the British oil company to halt its dividend 

payments and fork out greater compensation for American workers. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/10/20101:15:06 PM 

2 Bosnian Serbs get life for Srebrenica genocide 

Two Bosnian Serbs were convicted of genocide and sentenced to life imprisonment Thursday for the 1995 massacre of 

some 8,000 Muslims in Srebrenica - the harshest judgment ever delivered by the U.N. war crimes tribunal on the 

Balkan wars. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/10/2010 1:50:25 PM 

Jobless benefit rolls tumble; new claims dip 

New claims for jobless benefits fell for the third straight week but remain elevated, suggesting the labor market is stili 

sluggish. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/10/20102:16:48 PM 

As spill costs mount, BP shares tumble anew 

Ig~~""IBP shares sunk Thursday in London as u.s. politicians pressed the British oil company to halt its dividend 

payments and fork out greater compensation for American workers. 

I~~':-Iunited States - London - BP - Gulf of Mexico - Oil spill 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/10/20102:39:33 PM 

As economy sputters, Congress mulls more aid 

As the economy shows troubling signs of another slowdown, some economists are beginning to worry about the 

possibility of a "double-dip" recession. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/10/20102:56:51 PM 

Alleged text-rage beating accomplice: 'I'm sorry' 

Ig~~""lln a TODAY exclusive, a 13-year-old Florida girl charged in connection with the savage beating of Josie 
Ratley said Thursday she did not think the boy charged with the assault would actually harm her friend. "I 

wouldn't really hurt somebody, and wouldn't help someone hurt somebody," she said. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/10/20103:09:50 PM 

U.S. arrests 2,000 in Mexican drug trade probe 

Ig~~""ILaw enforcement agencies have arrested more than 2,000 people in a 22-month investigation targeting 

Mexican drug trafficking organizations in the United States. 

rg~iSLnited States - Illegal drug trade - law enforcement agency - Mexico - law 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/10/20105:23:28 PM 

NYT: The risks of parenting while plugged in 

Ig~~""IMUCh of the concern about cellphones and instant messaging and Twitter has been focused on how 
children who incessantly use the technology are affected by it. But parents' use of such technology - and 

its effect on their offspring - is now becoming an equal source of concern to some child-development 
resea rche rs. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/10/20105:28:48 PM 

Sayonara, chopsticks: It's sushi in a tube 

Ig~~""IWhY fiddle with utensils when you can eat rolls push-up style? The creators of Sushi Poppers say they're 

bringing fun and convenience to sushi by putting it in a tube. 

1~~~':-lsUShi - Asian - Japanese - Home - Cooking 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/10/20105:41:04 PM 

Official: Taliban execute boy, 7, as spy 

Suspected Taliban militants hanged a 7-year-old boy in a public execution in Helmand province, neighboring Kandahar, 

for alleged spying, according to published reports Thursday. 

I §,:i1ti¥.E~aliban - Helmand Province - Afghanistan - Kandahar - Asia 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/10/20106:31:27 PM 

'A-Team' remake is flat-out fun 

Movie has a cheeky sense of humor - way more enjoyable than you might expect when you consider the ignominious 

history of movies inspired by TV shows. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/10/20106:50:15 PM 

Census: Multiracial U.S. becomes more diverse 

The nation's minority population now makes up 35 percent of the United States, advancing an unmistakable trend that 

could make minorities the new American majority by midcentury. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/10/20107:13:24 PM 

Ventre: Punishment might not be so painful for USC 

Ig~~""lventre: If you're a USC person, you probably are staggering from the blows delivered by the NCAA today. 
You're probably feeling disappointment, anger, frustration. That's understandable. But don't be 

despondent. It'll blow over. In some ways, this is the best thing that could have happened to your school. 

I g~~""INational Collegiate Athletic Association - University of Southern California - United States - California - Private 

Colleges and Universities 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/10/20108:12:47 PM 

Obama says he won't forget spill families 

Ig~~""lpresident Barack Obama personally offered condolences Thursday to family members of the 11 workers 

who died in the Deepwater Horizon rig explosion, acknowledging their "unimaginable grief" and assuring 
them that he will stand with them. 

I g~~""IGUlf of Mexico - Oil spill - BP - Business - United States 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/10/20108:17:18 PM 

USC hit hard by NCAA sanctions 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/10/20108:54:43 PM 

Mexico embraces food tourism to bring visitors 

Ig~~""IMore culinary tours are being offered since the Mexican government started efforts last year to counter 

the dent swine flu and drug cartel violence put in its tourism industry. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/10/20109:24:46 PM 

GOP senators blast Kagan's work as clerk 

Two senior Republican senators criticized Supreme Court nominee Elena Kagan Thursday for memos she wrote as a 

young law clerk to Justice Thurgood Marshall, saying the papers suggest she lets politics dictate her legal decisions. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/10/20109:30:40 PM 

Pope defends celibacy for priests at Vatican rally 

Pope Benedict XVI strongly defended celibacy for priests as a sign of faith in an increasingly secular world during a rally 

Thursday that drew some 15,000 priests from around the world to Rome. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/10/20109:34:30 PM 

Thousands rock at World Cup opening concert 

Ig~~""[he world came to Soweto on Thursday for a celebration of soccer, music and unity with a concert 

featuring international headliners Shakira, the Black Eyed Peas and Alicia Keys. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/10/20109:34:37 PM 

Showboats no more, Brazil turns to defense 

Ig~~""lwashPost: Brazil is there, as in every World Cup, a five-time champion that is the perennial favorite to 

win it all. But when the Selecao takes the field for its first match in South Africa against North Korea on 
Tuesday, the team won't be the Brazil of Pele, which played "the beautiful game," or the Brazil of the 1982 
World Cup, which was so gifted that its attack was compared to poetry in motion. Gone is the razzle and 
dazzle. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/10/20109:34:37 PM 

What to watch when tuning into World Cup 

Ig~~""lwhether you're new to the beautiful game or have filled out a World Cup bracket, here are a few things 

to watch that will make you sound like an expert. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/10/20109:53:53 PM 

NYT: Teachers tamper with test scores 

NYT: Experts say cheating by educators is increasing as the stakes over standardized testing ratchet higher, including the 

use of student tests in teacher performance and bonus reviews. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/10/2010 10:02:29 PM 

Pork industry to replace 'other white meat' tag 

Ig~~""IFor more than two decades, pork has been known as "The Other White Meat." Now industry insiders 

think it's time the meat got a new reputation. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/10/2010 10:21:08 PM 

Obama meets families of 11 killed in oil spill 

President Barack Obama is offering condolences to relatives of the 11 workers who were killed when a BP oil rig 

exploded in the Gulf of Mexico over one month ago. 

1§':i1ti¥.EIGUlf of Mexico - Oil spill - BP - Barack Obama - United States 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/10/2010 10:57:25 PM 

Louisiana leaders want Gulf drilling to resume 

At the same time they are venting their fury on BP over the Gulf of Mexico spill and its calamitous environmental effects, 

Louisiana politicians are rushing to the defense of the oil-and-gas industry and pleading with Washington to bring back 

offshore drilling - now. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/10/201011:24:37 PM 

GM on don't-call-them-Chevy-memo: Oops 

Ig~~""~urns out you can take your 'Chevy to the levee' or any other darn place you please. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/10/2010 11:31:02 PM 

Pregnancy may trigger OeD symptoms 

A new study adds to evidence that pregnancy may worsen or bring on symptoms of obsessive-compulsive disorder in 

some women -- suggesting, researchers say, that certain cases of the disorder involve abnormal responses to hormonal 

changes. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/10/201011:46:17 PM 

Were comets stolen from alien stars? 

Ig~~""IFamous comets such as Hale-Bopp and McNaught may have formed around other stars and been 

snatched into orbit around the sun, back when it was packed closely with hundreds of other stars, 
according to new simulations. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/10/2010 11:46:59 PM 

200 graves misidentified at Arlington Cemetery 

Ig~~""IA number of scandals at Arlington National Cemetery, including one in which a service member's body 

was buried on top of another, are costing the top two administrators their jobs, officials say. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/11/2010 12:24:05 AM 

NCAA drops the hammer on USC football 

The NCAA threw the book at storied Southern California on Thursday with a two-year bowl ban, four years' probation, 

loss of scholarships and forfeits of an entire year's games for improper benefits to Heisman Trophy winner Reggie Bush 

dating to the Trojans' 2004 national championship. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/11/2010 12:43:44 AM 

FBI investigating AT&T iPad security breach 

Ig~~""~he Federal Bureau of Investigation has opened a probe into a security breach of Apple's iPad that 

exposed personal information of AT&T customers. 

1~~'::IFederal Bureau of Investigation -~ - IPad - Security - United States 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/11/20101:38:12 AM 

Coleman's ex-wife files for control of his estate 

Ig~~""~he ex-wife of the late star Gary Coleman has filed a petition in a Utah court to be appointed as the 

special administrator of his estate. 

1~~':-IGary Coleman - Special administrator - Utah - United States - California 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/11/2010 1:51:54 AM 

Top Dem wants mystery candidate investigated 

Ig~~""~he NO.3 Democrat in the U.S. House called on federal authorities Thursday to investigate how an 

unemployed South Carolina military veteran won the state's Democratic primary for U.S. Senate. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/11/2010 4:30:34 AM 

NYT: First the spill, then the lawsuits 

Ig~~""INYT: Nearly 200 lawsuits have been filed so far for death and injury, as well as for damage and economic 

loss related to the April 20 Deepwater Horizon explosion and oil spill. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/11/20104:59:06 AM 

Kyrgyz violence kills 12; emergency declared 

Twelve people were killed when violence erupted in Kyrgyzstan's second-largest city Osh on Friday, prompting the 

interim government to declare a state of emergency. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/11/20106:35:43 AM 

Wilstein: Lakers must find way to slow Celtics' bench 

Ig~~""lwilstein: The Lakers under Phil Jackson are masters of adjustment in the playoffs, but they'll have to 

figure out a way Sunday to damp down the energy the Celtics' bench brings to avoid a long flight home, 
with the series tilted against them. 

I g~~""IPhil Jackson - Boston Celtic - Los Angeles Lakers - Kobe Bryant - Glen Davis 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/11/20106:52:46 AM 

Celtics ride backups' 'will' to Game 4 victory 

Ig~~""IBackuP Glen "Big Baby" Davis scored half of his 18 points in the fourth quarter, leading the Celtics bench 

as Boston pulled away from the Los Angeles Lakers to win 96-89 on Thursday night and even the best-of

seven series at two games apiece. 

1~~':-IBoston Celtics -los Angeles lakers - NBA - Glen Davis -1963 NBA Finals 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/11/20108:11:30 AM 

Girl, 6, killed by car fleeing l.A. police 

A six-year-old girl was killed after a car being pursued by Los Angeles police crashed, slamming her against a house, an 

officer said Thursday. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/11/20108:20:59 AM 

Taliban plot to kill U.K. leader Cameron foiled 

Ig~~""IA Taliban plot to kill British Prime Minister David Cameron forced the cancellation of visit to a military 

base in southern Afghanistan, it was reported Friday. 

rg~5.jAfghanistan - David Cameron - Prime Minister of the United Kingdom - Asia - Military base 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/11/2010 10:58:29 AM 

At least 23 killed in southern Kyrgyz violence 

At least 23 people were killed on Friday when ethnic conflict flared in Kyrgyzstan's second-largest city Osh, the worst 

outbreak of violence in the Central Asian state since the president was overthrown in April. 

I g;i1tlF.EIKyrgYZstan - Central Asia - Osh - Asia - Ethnic conflict 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/11/201011:10:55 AM 

Iraq: Car bomb kills 2 Americans, 3 Iraqis 

A car bomb struck a joint U.S.-Iraqi military convoy north of Baghdad on Friday, killing at least five people, including two 

American troops. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/11/2010 12:00:28 PM 

2 US troops, 11 Afghan civilians killed in south 

Ig~~...,~wo U.S. troops and at least 11 civilians died in violence across southern Afghanistan on Friday, including 

one attack in which a suicide bomber wearing a burqa blew himself up in a bazaar. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/11/2010 12:35:02 PM 

Famed comedy troupe takes on business ethics 

Ig~~""ISCC, the business arm of the Second City comedy troupe, is set to launch about 40 humorous videos that 

stomp into a delicate, even dour business area: ethics and compliance training. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/11/2010 12:45:53 PM 

Infected organs pose deadly transplant risk 

Ig~~""IGeorge Boucher died after receiving a kidney that was infected with a rare virus from the donor's pet 

hamster. Though unusual and shocking, such cases are examples of a small but growing number of 
diseases passed on through donor organs. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/11/2010 1:34:23 PM 

Howa silly phone for teens reveals Microsoft's plan for us all 

Ig~~""IDesPite its mobile prowess, Apple sucks at the Internet. But surprisingly it's Microsoft - not Google
that's best positioned for Our Future in the Cloud. Here's why. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/11/20102:41:03 PM 

Just like pelicans, people can't avoid oil either 

Ig~~""lso the Gulf oil spill has you ready to quit petroleum cold turkey? Louisiana's brown pelicans have more of 

a chance of avoiding Big Oil than you do. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/11/20102:46:10 PM 

FDA cracks down on genetic tests from 5 firms 

The Food and Drug Administration is issuing regulatory letters to five genetic test makers, the first sign that the 

government is cracking down on companies that claim to use DNA samples to predict inheritable diseases. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/11/20103:44:27 PM 

Pope begs forgiveness, promises action on abuse 

Surrounded by 15,000 white-robed priests, Pope Benedict XVI begged forgiveness Friday from clerical abuse victims at a 

Mass in St. Peter's Square and promised to "do everything possible" to protect the world's children. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/11/20104:07:04 PM 

Mandela misses Cup opener after relative killed 

Ig~~""llt should have been a moment of triumph - Nelson Mandela, basking in the cheers as Africa's first World 

Cup opened. Instead, South Africa's beloved anti-apartheid icon stayed at home with his family Friday in 
northern Johannesburg during the opening ceremony and game, mourning his 13-year-old great
granddaughter Zenani, who died in a car crash on the way home from a tournament-eve concert in Soweto. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/11/20104:58:39 PM 

Holloway attorney lured van der Sloat with $100 

Ig~~""~oran van der Sioot was so desperate for money that $100 was all he needed to further an FBI sting 

operation and spark a chain of events that ended with him confessing to a Peruvian woman's savage 

death, according to the lawyer that provided the funds. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/11/20104:59:02 PM 

Aging con man pleads guilty to 2 Ohio murders 

Ig~~""IFor the second time this week, an aging con man criminal pleaded guilty to a three-decade-old double 

murder. 

1~~':-IMurder - Plea - Crime - Games - Life imprisonment 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/11/20105:06:38 PM 

U.S. vs. England 'is going to be special' 

Ig~~""~he bars are stocked across America, and the pubs are getting ready in England. A 70Yz-foot billboard of 

Clint Dempsey stands near Penn Station in Manhattan, and there's even a large poster of Landon 
Donovan in a store along Picadilly Circus. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/11/20105:29:14 PM 

Worried families call Arlington about mix-ups 

Ig~~""IArlington National Cemetery received a steady stream of phone calls Friday from families worried that 

the remains of their loved ones may have been misidentified or misplaced. 

rg~iSjArlington National Cemetery - United States - Virginia - Travel and Tourism - Parks 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/11/20106:00:31 PM 

Orlando Harry Potter park: Quidditch, butterbeer 

Ig~~""IFinaIIY, 13 years after the first of seven books began chronicling the boy wizard's adventures, Harry Potter 
fans' imagination has become reality at Universal Orlando. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/11/20107:26:09 PM 

Crist vetoes Fla. abortion ultrasound measure 

Ig~~""IGov. Charlie Crist vetoed a Republican-backed bill that would have required women seeking a first

trimester abortion to pay for an ultrasound exam and, with few exceptions, view the image or have it 
described to them by their doctor. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/11/20107:35:09 PM 

Google tells lawmakers it never used Wi-Fi data 

Google Inc. is telling lawmakers that it never dissected or used any of the information that it accidentally sucked up 

while collecting data about public Wi-Fi networks in more than 30 countries. 

I g:i1ti¥.EIGoogle _ Wi-Fi - Data - Searching - Search Engines 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/11/20107:38:14 PM 

South Africa, Mexico battle to tie in opener 

Ig~~""IA joyous day for South Africa. A not quite perfect result. South Africa gave up the lead on a goal by 
Mexico's Rafael Marquez in the 79th minute and settled for a 1-1 draw Friday before 84,000 horn-blaring 

fans, whose euphoria over the start of the first World Cup on the continent was only slightly dimmed by the 
tie. 

rg~~""jsouth Africa - Mexico - FIFA World Cup - Rafael Marquez - sport 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/11/20107:44:09 PM 

1,000 NYC students walk out to save free rides 

Ig~~""IAbout 1,000 New York City high school students chanted "This is what democracy looks like!" and waved 

homemade signs and banners Friday as they marched across the Brooklyn Bridge to protest a plan to 
eliminate their free transit passes. 

1~~':-INew York City - High school - United States - New York - Metro Areas 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/11/20107:48:36 PM 

Insurer sues Pfizer for paying kickbacks to docs 

A Texas health insurance company is suing Pfizer Inc. saying the drug maker deceptively marketed three of its top-selling 

drugs, illegally encouraging doctors to prescribe them for non-approved uses and paying kickbacks to doctors. 

rC~~"-lpfizer - Insurance - Pharmaceutical industry - Health - Business 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/11/20107:51:32 PM 

BP plans to suspend shareholder dividend 

British energy giant BP plans to suspend its second-quarter dividend as it faces growing public anger over its handling of 

massive oil spill in the u.s. Gulf Coast, according to the BBe. 

I ~¥':-Ioil spill - BP - Gulf Coast of the United States - United States - Environment 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/11/20107:56:38 PM 

Science of flash floods 

The flash floods that swept through Arkansas are a reminder of a little-known fact: Flash floods are the No.1 cause of 

weather-related deaths in the United. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/11/20108:28:38 PM 

Defense dominates as France, Uruguay tie 0-0 

Ig~~""IA match between former champions produced an opening day World Cup dud, with France and Uruguay 
drawing 0-0. 

I~~':-Iuruguay - World Cup - France - Sport - FIFA World Cup 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/11/20108:57:29 PM 

Retail sales suffer largest decline in 8 months 

Ig~~""IA big drop in May retail sales has raised new concerns about the durability of the economic recovery. But 

consumer sentiment improves to strongest level in nearly 21/2 years. 

1~~':-IRetail - Business - Retail Trade - Business and Economy - Consulting 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/11/20109:13:57 PM 

5 officers charged in post-Katrina fatal shooting 

Five current or former New Orleans police officers were charged Friday in the shooting death and burning of a New 

Orleans man during the aftermath of Hurricane Katrina. 

I ~¥.:turricane Katrina - New Orleans - Police officer - Meteorology - Earth Sciences 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/11/20109:23:52 PM 

Drag racer dies when chute fails to open in N.J. 

A drag racing driver ran through a net at the end of a track and died of head injuries after crashing at a "high rate of 

speed" during a qualifying round at the NHRA SuperNationals at a New Jersey raceway Friday, state police said. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/11/201010:13:29 PM 

Lax food safety in restaurants, researcher finds 

Here's an unappetizing thought: A review of restaurant food safety practices found that a typical kitchen worker cross

contaminates food with potentially dangerous pathogens about once per hour. 

I g:i1ti¥.EIFOOd safety - Food - Restaurant - Technology - Food Science 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/11/201010:35:47 PM 

Likely 'end of the dream' for girl sailor adrift 

Ig~~""IA 16-year-old sailor on a round-the-world journey alone was drifting in the frigid, rough southern Indian 
Ocean on Friday as rescue boats headed toward her yacht, damaged by 30-foot waves that knocked out 

her communications and prompted her to set off a distress signal. 

Ig~~""lsouthern California - Circumnavigation - Sailor - United States - California 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/11/201010:46:15 PM 

Ban on gay blood donors upheld by panel 

Ig~~""IA government health committee Friday recommended upholding the ban on gay men donating blood but 

also called for new research on alternative policies, citing flaws in the current rules. 

rg~iSLen who have sex with men - Health - Medicine - Medical Specialties - Hematology 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/11/201011:03:15 PM 

Oil flow strains collection system 

r-I~cience editor Alan Boyle's Weblog: How much oil is being lost every day in the Gulf of Mexico spill? 
hat's one big question, but here's another: How much oil can be captured? 

1~~'::IGUlf of Mexico - Alan Boyle - Oil spill - Environment - Energy 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/11/201011:12:12 PM 

Drag racer dies when chute fails to open in N.J. 

A drag racing driver ran through a net at the end of a track and died of head injuries after crashing at a "high rate of 

speed" during a qualifying round at the NHRA SuperNationals at a New Jersey raceway Friday, state police said. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/11/2010 11:28:53 PM 

Man found guilty of stalking Shawn Johnson 

Ig~~""IA Los Angeles judge found Robert G'Ryan guilty of felony stalking and burglary charges. The judge also 

found the man guilty of two misdemeanor concealed weapons violations. 

I~~':-Ishawn Johnson - Misdemeanor - Felony - Insanity defense - Robert O'Ryan 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/11/201011:32:13 PM 

Nevada high court hears Simpson appeal 

Ig~~""IO.J. Simpson's lawyer told a panel of Nevada Supreme Court justices Friday that the former football star's 
conviction in a gunpoint hotel room heist amounted to prejudicial"payback" for Simpson's 1994 double

murder acquittal. 

I~~':-Io. J. Simpson - Nevada - Supreme Court of the United States - OJ Simpson - United States 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/12/20101:17:23 AM 

Energy chief: Cap didn't make spill worse 

Ig~~""IBPIS moves to contain and capture more oil from a leaking undersea well in the Gulf of Mexico did not 

make the spill dramatically worse, u.s. Energy Secretary Steven Chu said Friday. 

rg~iSLulf of Mexico - Federal government of the United States - Oil spill - Environment - Oil 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/12/2010 1:29:51 AM 

Judge orders van der Sloat held for murder 

Ig~~""IAngry onlookers shouted "Disgrace!" and "Murderer!" at Joran van der Sloat on Friday after a judge 
ordered him jailed on first-degree murder and robbery charges in the beating and strangling death of a 

young Lima woman. 

1~~':-INatalee Holloway - Peru - Lima - Murder - Crime 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/12/20103:23:40 AM 

Ortiz, Red Sox blast Moyer in rout of Phil lies 

Ig~~""IDaVid Ortiz drove in four runs, Boston led 12-0 after three innings and the Red Sox beat the Philadelphia 
Phil lies 12-2 on Friday night in the worst start of Jamie Moyer's 24 seasons. 

1~~':-lphiladeIPhia Phillies - Jamie Moyer - Boston Red Sox - sport - Baseball 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/12/20103:44:07 AM 

$2.6 million bid wins lunch with Buffett 

Ig~~""IA bidder has agreed to pay $2.63 million for a steak lunch with the billionaire investor Warren Buffett in a 
charity auction held on eBay Inc's website. 

rg~5.jwarren Buffett - Auction - EBay - Berkshire Hathaway - Shopping 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/12/2010 4:04:40 AM 

Iranians retreat on election anniversary 

Ig~~""~he intense crackdown and threats by authorities intimidate opposition leadership, prompting 

cancellation of plans to hold rallies. The U.S. presses human rights issues. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/12/20104:32:07 AM 

O'Neill: lefty vs. Tiger is about being right or wrong 

Ig~~""lo'Neill: In the context of public perception, the competitive line that separates Phil Mickelson from Tiger 

Woods has never been more thick. In the context of world rankings, the line has never been so thin. 
Perhaps that's what make this u.s. Open so juicy. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/12/20105:02:57 AM 

Pipe bomb, weed found outside Mass. VA hospital 

Police detaining a man on an outstanding warrant outside a Massachusetts veterans affairs hospital got a surprise when 

the man's friend handed them a pipe bomb. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/12/20106:05:19 AM 

Saudis clear Israel to bomb Iran? 

Saudi Arabia will allow Israel to use a corridor of its airspace to shorten the distance for a bombing run on Iran's nuclear 

facilities, the london Times reported on Saturday. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/12/20107:34:08 AM 

NKorea vows to blow up South propaganda facilities 

North Korea vowed Saturday to launch an all-out attack against South Korean loudspeakers and other propaganda 

facilities along their heavily fortified border, warning it could even turn Seoul into a "sea of flame." 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/12/201010:09:12 AM 

Afghan girls treated after suspected gas attack 

About SO Afghan schoolgirls became ill and were taken to hospital after a suspected gas poisoning in their school in 

southwestern Afghanistan, officials said on Saturday, the latest in a spate of similar incidents. 

1~¥':-IAfghanistan - War in Afghanistan - Asia - Chemical warfare - Taliban 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/12/2010 10:56:24 AM 

Minnesota asks drivers to brake for turtles 

Why did the turtle cross the road? 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/12/20102:24:03 PM 

16-year-old girl sailor rescued in Indian Ocean 

Ig~~""IA teen sailor stranded after her yacht lost its mast in the Indian Ocean during an attempt to sail around 

the world solo was rescued by a French fishing crew Saturday, her parents said. 

rg~5.jlndian Ocean - Fishing vessel - United States - Abby Sunderland - California 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/12/20103:16:47 PM 

U.K. celebrates queen's birthday with pomp 

Ig~~""IHundreds of soldiers in scarlet tunics and bearskin hats have marched in London to celebrate the official 

birthday of Queen Elizabeth II. 

rg~5.tondon - Elizabeth II of the United Kingdom - Birthday - History - Monarchy 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/12/20104:31:32 PM 

South Korea eases past lackluster Greece 2-0 

Ig~~""ILee Jung-soo and Park Ji-sung each scored and South Korea cruised to a 2-0 win over lackluster Greece in 

Saturday's first Group B match of the World Cup. 

1~~'::lsouth Korea - Park Ji-Sung - World Cup - sport - Soccer 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/12/20105:05:47 PM 

Spirit Airlines pilot strike could delay thousands 

A strike by Spirit Airlines pilots Saturday threatened to disrupt thousands of travelers flying between the eastern u.S. 

and destinations in the Caribbean and Latin America. 

rC~~"-ISPirit Airlines - Strike action - History - United States - Working Class 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/12/20105:44:14 PM 

Messi foiled, but Argentina and Maradona win 

Ig~~""IGabriel Heinze scored on a diving header and Argentina hung on for 1-0 victory over Nigeria on Saturday 

despite missing a fistful of scoring chances in the teams' World Cup opener. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/12/20106:00:30 PM 

16-year-old sailor rescued after 'crazy' 3 days 

Ig~~""lweary but healthy despite bumps and bruises, teen sailor Abby Sunderland was cheerful in a phone call 

home after being rescued Saturday from her crippled boat in the southern Indian Ocean, her parents 
said. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/12/20106:01:40 PM 

Feds to BP: Speed up containment 

Ig~~""~he federal government has given BP 48 hours to find ways to speed up its efforts to contain huge 

amounts of oil gushing from a ruptured well into the Gulf of Mexico, according to a letter released 
Saturday. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/12/20106:27:34 PM 

Alleged Mossad spy arrested in hit-squad case 

Ig~~""IAn alleged Mossad spy from Israel wanted in connection with the hit-squad slaying of a Hamas agent in 

Dubai has been arrested in Poland, officials said Saturday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/12/20106:51:40 PM 

Travolta donates to Mandela charity 

Ig~~""~ohn Travolta and wife Kelly Preston donated about $10,000 to the Nelson Mandela Children's Fund on 

Saturday, during their visit to South Africa, and spent some time singing and dancing with children the 
foundation has supported. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/12/20106:54:59 PM 

Anniversary of disputed Iran vote passes quietly 

The one-year anniversary of Iran's disputed election passed quietly Saturday with little more than a subdued Internet 

appeal by opposition leaders for supporters to speak out on the Web against government repression. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/12/20107:38:28 PM 

60 years on, ex-Gis remember 'forgotten' war 

Ig~~""~he war that began in Korea 60 years ago became "The Forgotten War" in many American minds. To a 

shrinking corps of aging men, however, the soldiers of Korea 1950-53, it can never be forgotten. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/12/20108:10:50 PM 

UN reviewing Taliban, al-Qaida sanctions list 

Fueling momentum for a political solution to the nearly nine-year-old Afghan war, a U.N. committee is reviewing 

whether certain people could be removed from blacklist that freezes assets and limits travel of key Taliban and al-Qaida 

figures, the top U.N. representative said Saturday. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/12/20108:17:59 PM 

Late basketball legend Wooden buried in L.A. 

Ig~~""IFormer UCLA basketball coach John Wooden, who led the Bruins to 10 NCAA championships and died on 

June 4, has been buried in Los Angeles. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/12/20108:21:54 PM 

Authorities: 5 killed in Seattle apartment fire 

A blaze tore through a Seattle apartment Saturday and killed five people, including a number of children, fire officials 

said. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/12/20108:33:09 PM 

U.S. strikes back, earns draw with England 

Ig~~""lclint Dempsey scored on a blunder by goalkeeper Robert Green in the 40th minute, and the United States 
came from behind to tie England 1-1 in the Americans' World Cup opener Saturday. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/12/20108:43:30 PM 

Spirit Airlines pilot strike strands thousands 

Ig~~""lsPirit Airlines says it's canceling all of its Sunday flights after its pilots went on strike. 

Ig~~""lsPirit Airlines - United States - Airline - labor - Aviation Unions 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/12/20109:21:56 PM 

Ark. survivors recount narrow escape 

Some people awoke to roaring floodwaters. Others were roused by panicked banging on their cabin doors. At least a few 

got out of bed and were plunged almost immediately into deep, churning water. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/12/20109:41:42 PM 

Obama faces defeat on health help for jobless 

Ig~~""INot three months after lawmakers passed his $1 trillion insurance overhaul, Obama is facing a rare defeat 

on health care at the hands of his own divided Democrats. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/12/20109:59:57 PM 

7.5 quake hits ocean near Indian islands 

A magnitude 7.5 earthquake struck in the ocean near India's Nicobar Islands on Sunday, sparking some tsunami 

warnings that were later canceled. There were no initial reports of casualties or damage. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/12/2010 10:03:06 PM 

Russia won't send troops to Kyrgyzstan 

Ig~~""IKyrgYZstan granted shoot-to-kill powers to its security forces and appealed for Russia's help to stop ethnic 

fighting, but the Kremlin refused to send troops. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/12/201010:14:35 PM 

Showboats no more, Brazil turns to defense 

Ig~~""lwashPost: Brazil is there, as in every World Cup, a five-time champion that is the perennial favorite to 

win it all. But when the Selecao takes the field for its first match in South Africa against North Korea on 
Tuesday, the team won't be the Brazil of Pele, which played "the beautiful game," or the Brazil of the 1982 
World Cup, which was so gifted that its attack was compared to poetry in motion. Gone is the razzle and 
dazzle. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/12/2010 10:44:30 PM 

Indiana GOP picks state senator to replace Souder 

Ig~~""IRepublican officials in northeast Indiana have selected state Sen. Marlin Stutzman to replace former u.S. 

Rep. Mark Souder on the November ballot. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/12/201011:50:18 PM 

Lovgren: U.S., Howard are no longer underdogs 

Ig~~""ILOVgren: The Americans can deny it all they want, but with goalkeeper Tim Howard playing at a high level 

the u.s. team is a threat to go deep in the World Cup tournament. 

1~~'::ITim Howard - World Cup - FIFA World Cup - United States - Sport 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/13/201012:39:10 AM 

Red Sox rookie hits first pitch for grand slam 

Ig~~""IDaniel Nava hit the first pitch he faced in the big leagues for a grand slam - only the second player to do 
it - leading the Boston Red Sox to their second straight rout of the Philadelphia Phillies, 10-2 Saturday. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/13/2010 1:02:45 AM 

4 bodies found on plane that crashed into school 

Authorities searching through the wreckage of a small plane that nosedived into an Arizona high school and exploded 

found four bodies Saturday. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 
1§'~F..?IArizona - Education - United States - High school - Schools 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/13/2010 1:28:53 AM 

Opinion: Lakers need Artest, crazy eyes and all 

Ig~~""loPinion: Phil Jackson is hoping Ron Artest will execute better on offense in Game 5 of the NBA finals, but 
Artest's all-around intensity might be even more important against the Boston Celtics. 

rg~5.jBoston Celtics - Ron Artest - NBA - Phil Jackson - NBA Finals 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/13/20102:37:48 AM 

Two bombs in Thai south kill one, wound 26 

Two bombs exploded outside a row of crowded roadside restaurants in Thailand's restive south, killing one person and 

wounding 26, police said on Sunday. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 
1§'~F..?~hailand - Asia - Police - Thai language - Business and Economy 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/13/20102:45:33 AM 

Utah pipeline break fouls geese, ducks 

Ig~~""IA pipeline sent oil spilling into a Salt Lake City creek, coating geese and ducks and closing a park, officials 

said Saturday as they started a cleanup effort expected to last weeks. 

I~~':-Isalt Lake City - Duck - Utah - Goose - Business 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/13/20104:38:35 AM 

Strong earthquake shakes northern Japan 

A strong earthquake rattled northern Japan on Sunday, and authorities said no tsunami was expected in the area. There 

were no immediate reports of serious damage or injuries. 

1§':i1ti¥.EIEarthQUake _ Tsunami - Japan - Earth Sciences - Natural Disasters and Hazards 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/13/20107:43:54 AM 

Opposition has majority in Slovakia election 

Ig~~""~he center-right opposition came out ahead in parliamentary elections in Slovakia, dealing a blow to a 

ruling party that had promised to maintain the country's welfare state as other European countries hack 
their budgets. 

uu 
,====",--------"., r~¥:1 

r·~~--ISlovakia - Opposition - Centre-right - Robert Fico - Slovak National Party 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/13/20107:58:11 AM 

Report slams Pakistan for aiding Afghan militants 

Pakistani military intelligence not only funds and trains Taliban fighters in Afghanistan but is officially represented on the 

movement's leadership council, a report said. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 
1§,~F..?IAfghanistan - Taliban - War in Afghanistan - Military of Pakistan - Asia 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/13/20108:52:22 AM 

Racy lyrics lead Wendy's to pull CD from kid meals 

Ig~~""~he fast food-chain Wendy's has pulled a disco CD included in kids' meals because of racy lyrics in one of 

the songs. 

rg~5.jwendY - Fast food - lyrics - Compact Disc - Music 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/13/2010 10:46:32 AM 

Kyrgyz mobs burn villages, slaughter Uzbeks 

Ig~~""IKyrgyZ mobs burned Uzbek villages and slaughtered their residents Sunday as ethnic rioting engulfed 

southern Kyrgyzstan. 

I~~·lyrgyzstan - Asia - Osh - Government - Business and Economy 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/13/2010 10:50:23 AM 

Top Arab diplomat in Gaza for push to end blockade 

The Arab world's top diplomat made an unprecedented tour of Hamas-ruled Gaza on Sunday as part of a growing 

international push to end a 3-year-old blockade of the territory. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 
1§'~F..?IHamas - Gaza - Middle East - Arab World - Israel 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/13/2010 11:33:38 AM 

Gorbachev: Russia needs freedom to succeed 

Ig~~""IFormer Soviet leader Mikhail Gorbachev has appealed to the Kremlin to make Russia more democratic, 

saying president Medvedev's push to modernize the country would not succeed otherwise. 

rg~iSLikhail Gorbachev - Soviet Union - Russia - United States - Kremlin 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/13/201011:59:57 AM 

US teen dies in fallon SAfrica's Table Mountain 

A Texan teen fell to his death while hiking down Table Mountain, one of Cape Town's main tourist attractions, South 

African police said Sunday. 

1§':i1ti¥.Elcape Town _ Table Mountain - South Africa - Africa - Western Cape 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/13/201012:11:21 PM 

New Wall Street rules face final high hurdles 

A few contentious issues could upend a delicate political equilibrium as lawmakers try to blend House and Senate bills 

into a single rewrite of banking regulations. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 
1§'~F..?lunited States Senate - Senate - Wall Street - United States - Government 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/13/2010 12:32:42 PM 

BP faces renewed pressure on oil spill response 

Ig~~""IBP faced renewed u.s. pressure on Sunday to do more to contain the Gulf of Mexico oil spill, as the 

United States and Britain played down diplomatic tensions over the crisis. 

1~~'::Lnited States - Gulf of Mexico - BP - Mexico - Environment 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/13/2010 1:54:41 PM 

England's coach considers benching goalie 

Ig~~""IEnglandIS players rallied around Robert Green, while coach Fabio Capello contemplated whether to drop 

the goalkeeper who cost them a World Cup win against the United States. 

rg~5.jRobert Green - Fabio Capello - United States - World Cup - Sport 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/13/20102:30:19 PM 

Annie comic ends, but redhead's fate uncertain 

Ig~~""~alk about a hard-knock life: She has been jailed in North Korea, kidnapped repeatedly, accused of 

murder, trapped in a cave, roughed up by gangsters. And she's just a kid. 

1~~':-INorth Korea - Asia - Annie - Warfare and Conflict - Nuclear -- ---

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/13/20102:30:19 PM 

Annie comic strip ends after 87-year run 

Ig~~""IFaCing a shifting media landscape, Tribune Media Services has determined there will be no more 

newspaper tomorrows for Annie. 

1~~':-ITribune Media Service - Comic strip - Comics - Arts - Little Orphan Annie 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/13/20102:31:02 PM 

In boost for Hamas, top Arab diplomat visits Gaza 

The Arab world's top diplomat declared support Sunday for the people of blockaded Gaza in his first visit to the 

Palestinian territory since Hamas violently seized control of it three years ago. 

rc~~..-tamas - Gaza Strip - Middle East - Palestinian people - Arab World 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/13/20103:25:50 PM 

Reality TV proves meaner than fiction 

Reality shows such as "American Idol" and "Apprentice" have almost no physical violence, but a new study suggests their 

rampant displays of name-calling and snarky gossiping still make for a much meaner TV-viewing experience compared 

with watching fictional TV shows. 

uu 
UUU 
1~¥':-ITelevision - American Idol - Reality television - Arts - Programs 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/13/20103:41:12 PM 

Obama wants BP to set up escrow account 

Ig~~""lpresident Barack Obama will demand that BP create a special account with "substantial" reserves to pay 

Gulf oil claims and is readying aid packages for the region, his top political adviser says. 

...... ,..... . ..... ,..... . ..... , ....... 
I
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rg~~...,jBarack Obama - President of the United States - BP - President - United States 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/13/20104:16:40 PM 

Defect risk higher for assisted fertility babies 

Babies born to couples who had fertility treatment have a greater risk of birth abnormalities and doctors should be 

prepared to warn potential parents about these risks, French scientists said on Sunday. 

I g;i1tlF.Ellnfertility - Assisted reproductive technology - Health - Reproductive Health - Fertility 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/13/20104:47:00 PM 

Bombs near Iraq's central bank kills 15 

Ig~~""lcars packed with explosives and roadside bombs killed 12 people in Baghdad Sunday in what officials said 

appeared to be an attack targeting Iraq's central bank by militants who wanted to rob it. 

...... ,..... . ..... ,..... . ..... , ....... 
I
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r~~~J!@g -Baghdad - Central bank - Middle East - Bomb 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/13/20105:00:30 PM 

Four main points hold up financial reform bill 

They are the sticking points that would gum up the Wall Street overhaul. 

rC~~~~jwall Street - United States - Health care - Politics - Health Care Reform 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/13/20106:06:37 PM 

Spirit strike cancels all flights through Tuesday 

Ig~~""lsPirit Airlines is canceling all of its flights through Tuesday, stranding thousands more passengers as a 

pilot's strike continues into its second day. 

1~~':-lsPirit Airlines - United States - Airline - labor - Aviation Unions 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

woodenwisdom@woodencourse.com 

Tuesday, December 17,2013 7:30 AM 

i1le@illinois.edu 

Issue 58 - Please Reply With Your Comments - Vv'hat is right is more important than who is right 

t~. The Wooden Way 

What is right is more important than who 
is right 

This quote from Coach Wooden was a key idea that 
he used to build cooperation and ultimately team 
spirit with his teams. It was also a central idea that 
governed his leadership and coaching style. 
In his book The Essential TV ooden with Steve 
Jamison Coach explained the concept: 
Cooperation: "One hand washes the other" 
is a pretty good explanation of my third 
block in the "working-together" values. 
Cooperation is present within a team when 
a leader is more concemed with what's 
right than who's right and with the best 
way rather than "my way." It~5 present in 
an environment in which no one cares who 
gets the credit. This approach fosters 
creativity, which in turn brings about 
improvement. Individually, each finger on 
your hand is weak Working together
cooperating-they can paint a masterpiece. 
A leader's job is to build a team capable of 
producing a masterpiece. This can happen 
only when Cooperation is plentiful and 
evelyone is working together. 
In 2010 Kenny Heitz, a key member of three 
national championship teams (1967-69)(88-2), 
described the way Coach built team spirit based on 
cooperation ( it's not important who scores as long 
as we score) and the impact it had on him: 
TV ell for Coach and particularly for all those of 
us that were fortunate enough to play for him at 
UCLA 1 think team spirit was a transcendent 
value of his. One (if the things that was really 
ubiquitous in the time 1 was there. TV e didn't have 
many hard andfast rules but one of the niles was 
that if somebody passed you the ballfor a basket 
you acknowledged it either with a verbal thank 
you, a point or a wave. 1 made a lot of passes to 
KareemAbdul Jabbar while 1 was playing at 



UCLA and 1 can't remember a aile where he 
didn't lmmage to find me when we were going 
back into the press. His acknowledgment was a 
long pointedfinger ill your direction. It was also 
something if you didn't do it in practice you could 
get chewed out big time in a hurry. It's also 
symbolic of the fact that Coach really deeply 
believed in all the parts that go into the whole of 
a team and everybody appreciating it and 
evelybody doillg their best to deliver. 1 would say 
there was not a whole lot of focus on lots of parts 
of the pyramid during the basketball experience. 
Team spirit was not one of those. We were 
constantly coached and taught to live it (md to 
appreciate it. And J think for all (Y·us no matter 
what we did qfier basketball it's one of the 
critical things that guided our lives. 
After graduation Kenny graduated from 
Harvard Law School with honors and joined 
and became a senior partner at lrell & 
Manella. 
Kenny passed a'Nay in July 2012. 
Irell & Manella senior partner Morgan Chu said 
"For forty years, Ken has been our colleague, 
mentor, leader, partner, and pillar of strength. 
As he was on the basketball court. Ken was 
the consummate team player as a colleague. 
He made all of us better." 
Kenny Heitz:Always a team player! 
The leader with a "what is right is more important 
than who is right" attitude brings to mind a quote 
from Lao-Tzu in 565 B.C.: 
But of a good leader who talks little, 
When his work is done, 
his aimfuffulfilled 
They will say we did this ourselves. 
Sounds like Kenny and Coach. 

Yours in coaching, 

Craig Impelman 
\Vww.woodencourse.com 



From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

D1.ticker <matt=d1 ticker.com@mail346.us3.mcdlv.net> 
Tuesday, December 17, 2013 8: 13 AM 
IlIe, Vince <iIle@unc.edu> 
D1.ticker - News from Monday, December 16,2013 

FBS Commissioners & Notre Dame AD Swarl)l"ick avvard ~Jational C:hampion"hip gam" 

for new College FB Playoff to GI,"ndale in 2016. Tampa in 2017, San Antonio. 

Jacksonville, Minneapolis, San Francisco, Miami amongst those who go back to the 

drawing board. next round of sEd"ctiom; for fulur" games to take plaGe in 2015 - Un~. 

Interesting details emerge on Texas A&M FB He Sumlin's new si)(-year. $30m contract 

with AmJies. if fimd without Gause at any time Sumlin with recdve the full balance of 

deal's mmaining years. sels buy·out figuw at a $5m if Sumlin voluntarily leaves bdom 

the end of the '16 season. loaded with Compliance oversight responsibility -link 

Miami (OH) I\D Sayl"r meeives a five·year contrad extension, deal will now run through 

the 2018-18 academic year, Prez Hodge applauds RedHawks record-setting fundraising 

haul. master plan deVEdop"d by Sayler & d"cisiv" decisions on FB & WBB HC fronts - li.D:~ 

Arizona AD Byrne unveils plans for McKale Center renovations that will include a new 

higlHlef @l1t"r-hung videoboard. improved cOl1cm;sion, re"troom & ""ating area". 

Wildc,ats also meeive S6m gin to jumpstartl)lO)ed lhat is expeded to b"gin rw)(l MilY 1', 

will cost $30m for Phase I & $80m overall - link 

Duke AD Whit," armounc"s plans to ildd Softball plOgramlo Slue Devils SpOlt lineup 

stalting in 2018, will also add scholarships to Women's Fencing. Rowing. Swimming & 

Divin" taking all those plOgmrm; to their NCAA fully-funded limit", 'Nill likely build a brand 

new facility for Soltball hOlm .. l!D.~c 



Ohio Stale student newspaper The Lantern digs into details or Buckeyes extended 

deal with Nike that includes three standard palts, a licensing agreement that pays OSU 

12.5'10 of net ,,01"5 for bmnd"d Nike pl'Oducts, l'Ou"hly $2.4401 annually in equipment & 

apparel. t~. payouts based on appearances by notable HCs .. l!D.~, 

1\l1ichifJan AD Brandon pel1s late"t blog "ntry. depaltment ho"ts first Stud"l1t~Atlllde 

Gmdualion Recq)tion in anothN move by new Olfice of Alumni Engagement, "Now the 

graduates take on a new role. They become our ambassadors. They are the 

mpmsentatives of our Michigan tradition." .. i.n.t 

LSU pushing Outback Bowl ticket sales, commits to coverin" tix price for any students 

that attended at lea"t three horne games this ,;"ason, around 300 have already taken 

advantage of the promotion, Tigers have moved roughly half of their 12k allotment for 

the game· link 

National Institute of Health receives $30m grant hom the NFL, plans to finance a 

serie" of Goncus,;lcm ,;tudie,; based around young athletes & one that will focus on 

developing a better undNstanding 01 CTE (chronic traumatic encq)halopathy) in livin" 

patients ~ !ink (article), link (NIH) 

Nebraska AD Eichorsl denies thai he 01' anyone else associated with Comhusl""r 

athletics reached out to representatives of former Texas FB HC Bro'Nn to gau"e his 

pos;;ibl" int"m,;t in leading UNL, Brovvn',; a\tomey ,Iami! claim" to have received a call 

f!'Om someone in Nebwska camp .. Hn)~ 

Professional Development Time-Out from Coaches 8y The Numbsrs: 

"(3<'od is thi~ ermrny ()f gre"t. /\nd that is why we hem» w little lh;;;! b$C()rne,~ gmaL 

\lVe don't have great schools, principally because we h;;;\le good schools. \/>.1e don't 

h"ve great 90vernment principally beo::au';i~ we have good government Few 

peopli~ att;;;in gre;;;t livi~s, in part because it is just so ea,~y to settle k'r a good lifs" 

Shared by Southsm Miss Deputy AD Jersmv McCI"ln, from 'Good fa Great by Jim 

Collins 

Virginia Tech FB HC Beamer talks about depmtures of Texas HC Brown. Wake HC 

Gmb", "ensitive of "staying around too Ion,,", but still has a lot of "l1er"y to continu" 

leadin" Hol,ies pwgram. says he's thought aboulretiring, but neVN ssriously considered 

making a move. current contract runs through the '18 se"son . link 

USC AD Haden hims Mcf.dpini» away from W,ashington State 10 li»ad TlOjans Women's 

Soccer program, McAlpine recorded " 28~9~6 mark in two seasons in Pullman where the 

Cm1fJars hosted a NCAA Tourney tilt thi,; yem for til" first time in school hi,;tory. 

Wazzou }ID Moos will now look for a mplacement for thi» second time in threi» years .. l!D.~'. 

Intew"tin" wad on the financial "ituation of UMass FB after Minutemen's "econd yem 

at FBS li»veL tolal expenses for FY2014. which includes ths '13 season, i»xpecled to be 

$7.701 with S5.1 m covered by institutional support. gener"ted $2.601 from "umantee 

games ,'I< tix "ale,;, lot,; mow ill ilIticl" ~ Hllb; 

Florida Citms Sports CEO Hog"n says his 9foup is exploring the possibility of adding a 

high~profil" "arly~,;"ason eFS matGh~up, beli"vm; $220m bdlity renovatiol1 will attract 

brand names to Orlando. month or September is already a slow time lor driving business 

to the mea ~ link 

Facebook to Still! running vidi»o ads in users Nswsleeds in an effort to creats a 

burgeoning new revenue stream, cost for run of site expected to be $2m d"ily for "ds that 

will run on both d"sktop & mobil" v"r,;lcm" of servic" . HEl.t 

Michigan State AD Hollis believes FB HC Dantonio & DC Nmduzzi will both be back with 

Spartans next year, "ay" he's b"en in constant communication with both, want" to b" in 

situation where his coachi»s am being pursued .. l!D.~' 

Getting value from D1.ticker? Please encourage your peers to subscribe! 

Why D1.ticker & the daily email?Q.!l."~ .. [) ... N. to learn more! 



Must read bleacher report piece on the evolution of searches & hiring processes for 

high"plOfile FB HCs. in 2006 nine HCs milde more than $2m. thill number has grown to 

50 this year, Oregon AD Mullens. "This is part of the business. and you have to figure 

out how to mana"e it. For t,,;, football mvenue pulls thl;; entire train." ~ !in.1s 

UMass Lowell AD Skinner. along with HCs & RiverHawks student~athletes talk about 

transition to DI, non" am dl;;couraged with lack of immediate succe"". knm.v it was going 

to b," a huge challen"e. sports psycholo"ist Graves who has b,"en a consultanl to athldic 

department has not seen a negative impact on attitude of leadership ~ link 

Consultant Inlante reviews show cause penalties lor former Oregon F·Il HC I(elly & 

former Tennessee MBS HC Pearl, Kelly's far more open-ended as Pearl's defines the 

exact activitie" he's not allowed to participate in through a hard dilte ~ !in~, 

New research initiative by Gallop & Purdue will explore the value of a colle"e education 

for "raduates b"yond simply thEdr pm;t-wad "alary, 'Nill poll 150k ildult" over a five year 

period to measure lheir quality 01 life 1', how illtainin" a de"me contribuled to status. 

Boilermakers Prez Daniels excited about partnership - link 

HilS il new sponsorship cate"ory been bom? US hotH" automation markel is expeded to 

reach $6.8b by 2018. cable & digital players sllch as Comeast & Xfinity are competing 

with incumbents in the s"curity sector like ADT for markd shar", advertisin" spends up 

with focus on '"ilse lor customN .. !J.n.t 

Villanova AD ~Jicastro promotes Kulas to lead Women's SOC@I' plOgram after servin" as 

Assoc. HC this past season, helped I,"ad Wildcats to Big East Tourney for s,"cond 

consecutive year. previollsly assisted US Women's U14 & U1S National Teams ~ link 

:X: En:;J:i 1'/;Jrket:r.g 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

Can-ie Penman <can-ie.penman@navexglobal.com> 

Sunday_ December 22,2013 5:50 PM 

IIle, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Compliance Communicator: December 2013 

USING COMPLIANCE COMMUNICATOR 

Compliance Communicator is designed to engage middle 

management and ensure that ethics and compliance are 

top of mind and instilled in the everyday work environment. 

Use this valuable resource in whatever manner suits you 

best - copy and paste parts of it into e-mails or 

presentations, post sections on your website, or forward 

the entire newsletter to your staff. The content has been 

written by the advisory services division of NAVEX Global, 

the Ethical Leadership Group. 

MEMO TO MANAGERS 

It's important to us that our ethics and compliance 

program keeps pace with changes in our company and 

our industry. We need to continually reassess whether or 

not our policies, training and communications are 

addressing the right risks and reaching the right people. 

Q&A 

Typically in our monthly Q&A section as part of 

Compliance Communicator, we include Q&A that you can 

use in your ethics and compliance newsletters. This 

month is different. 

This month, to mark the end of the year, we want to hear 

back from you. 



.. ~J Whitepaper 

WHITEPAPER 

Top Ten Ethics & Compliance Predictions and 

Recommendations for 2014 

As 2013 comes to a close, it's time once again to step 

back, review the past year and identify key trends with an 

eye towards planning for the year ahead. 

To help, we've asked industry experts, our colleagues at 

NAVEX Global and ethics and compliance officers from 

across our more than 8,000 clients to identify key events 

and topics from 2013 that will likely have an impact on 

ethics and compliance in the months ahead - and what 

you can do to prepare. 

You are receiving this email because you indicated interest in workplace ethics and compliance topics. If you 
would like to change your email preferences, please click here. 



From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Dl.ticker <matt=dl ticker.com@maiI197.atl61.mcsv.net> 
Monda)i~ Decembet23, 2013 8:58AM 
IlIe, Vince <iIle@unc.edu> 
Dl.ticker - Weekend Wrap-up, December 20-22,2013 

Temple Prez Theobald inks I"tter in Philadelphia Inquirer clarifying rationale for cutting 

sports. says issu"s of Title IX complianc," & facility situations WNe obvious as soon as h" 

took office, had to find a solution that did not include raising tuition. "there is no ideal way 

to make maiN reducliom; when they diredly impacl people we vallw" - Hn~. 

Alabama & Oklahoma again join forces for lawsuit with the CLC. MLB, the NHL & the 

NBA against another set of websites selling un-licensed goods. files case in sam" court -

Northern Distrid 01 Illinois .. that I8cently ruled in favor of the group 1', placed a mstraining 

order on over 900 sites in a separate complaint - link 

Former Oakland Ij\jBG He Francis grants first interview since June. says she is still in 

shock over investigation that led to her dismissal, categorically denies religious 'pray to 

play' policie,;, "I have a lot of peoplE, who are outr'aw,d calling and texting and emailing 

me. I have a ton or support." .. '!.tLi<; 

Notre Dame AD Swarbrick says h"'s still negotiating with thwe major apparel companies 

to outfit Fighting 111511 past 2013· '14 season, says focus is on the best products lor 

student-athletes & profiling ND as national brand, reports of a deal with Under Armour 

ow premature - H,lb; 

Practice of using volunteer groups from non-profits to serve beer at games under fire for 

Indianapolis Colts Gonc"s"ionaim Centervlate as law "uit involving fatal car accident 

caused by drunk Ian works its way back through system, Cenlerpiate commissions 

paltners 8% on alcohol. 9% on food - link 



Vermont's Dir. 01 Major Gifts McBride lalks about chall,"nges at pmvious employer 

Maine for new AD that wili be selected by 81ack Bears Prez Ferguson in the coming 

v,'/eeks, ~dentines fundraising & leveraging as!"':;ets state··\~Adl~ i:1!...=t key to success, continuing 

momentum created by string of accomplished ADs also important ~ link 

Perm State FE! He: O'Brien had his buyout decreased from $1933m to S6.4Bm in the 

event he bolts for an NFL HC gig in the coming weeks, reports have his agent again 

contacting th" schcwl rec"ntly to "ngag" in negotiations to k,w" I' the buyout amount y"t 

again, uncl,"ar how Nitlany Lions brass are lev"raging situation " UD.~ 

Kansas State AD Curri" r"ceives contmct "xtension, nm,y deal will run through 2019 & 

increases pay to $5?5k with $251\ ir1(;reas,"s ,"ach y"ar slarting in 2016, will also wceive a 

$500k retention bonus if he's stili leading Wildcats on June 30 of '19. Pwz Schulz praises 

progre,;s under CurriE,'" watch .. Un~. 

Watch: ESPN's Outside the Lines investigates misconduct by former Utah Swim HC 

Win"low, include,; on .. camera comments from fNmer club m"mb"r & Utes stud"nt .. athlete 

Lopez who was inappropriately toucfwd, otfwrs talk of terrifying lmining methods that 

were reported to AD Hill ~ link 

Excellent read on the fundraising practices of Nmth Dalmta Slate Prez Bresciani that 

helped rake in SI(.2m haul for University in 2012, Bison home FB games always an 

important oppoltunity to ho"t the who's v'Iho of state gov"mment & indu"try leadN,;, say" 

biggest misconcq)lion about raising money is just about sweet talking prospects .. !!n~c. 

Thank you for your support of D1.ticker & enjoy your holiday! 

Nike planning to leverage major 2014 sporting events to continue to spur sales, has 

almady ,;tarted marketing around the Super 80wl, World Cup & Socci Winter 

Olympics as Prez & CEO Parker says these events showcase the greatest athletes & 

mo,;t innovativE> Nike produds .. link 

FI,"view of Gator Bowl selection process shows SEC Cornmish Slive worked hard to get 

OutbacK to take LSU, once Chic .. Fil .. A selected Texas A&M Pfez Catlett says it took 

"3.5 s,"conds to make [fnotion to invite Gemgiaj unanimous", add,"d bendit islitl," 

sponsor Taxslayer.c()m has corporate office in Augusta .. link 

AAC wlE,ase,; nE>W digital nE>lwork logo. WBB package will feature 30 game" "tartin" this 

weekend, also plans to produce eight Olympic sport championships, contests 'Nill be 

avaibbl" on a nurnbN of platforms ~ iink 

Cincinnati AD Babcock indicales that Bearc,ats are on·pace to again sell 15k tix for 

Belk Bowl, lost $175k on trip last year after pay~out bdw"en $1 .2m & $1.?m, but 

believes national exposure is worth financial loss .. ji.tL~ 

Darden Restaurants could be undergoing major facelift as company announced plans 

lale last week to spin· oil' Red L()bster bland, minority stakeholder Slarboard 'halue LP 

expected to make an activist cali to have company further split blands LongH()rn 

SteakhcHlse. Olive Garden & Capitol Grill into ""parate entitiE,,, .. HilK 

Legal Analyst for YahooSports @R.<w"c..C,§C.[jj.n: .@jJ.1.~jrt~Ih~Jg§.9.\!~ is hearing Lil 

Wayne and Dmke's mcord label may be entering thE> sport" a"ent businE>"s. I've heard 

s~rnHaC' vvhispl~C's. 

Getting value from D1.ticker? Please encourage your peers to subscribe! 

Why 01 .ticker & the daily email? t;;i.\9:\;.:':)"i:'? to learn more! 

Notre Dame announces FB schedules for 2014 through 2016, confirms match~up versus 

Boston CollefJe at historic Fenway Park in 2015, creates easy .. to .. under"tand matrix & 

strate"y board to ,"ducate fans & media on moving parts of future slales .. llD.~ (matrix), 

iink (strategy board) 



8aylor /\S50C. I\D Joos says 8ems will return 5k Fiesta 80wl tix that have gone unsold. 

has moved 1 '1 k tickets & will keep '1 k for interested parties between now & New Year's, 

expect" rdurned unil,; to be distributed 1o charilies in Phoenix area - Un~. 

Data from Sports Business Journal has viewership of ESPN's College Gall1eDay this 

sea"on down almost 10% yeaH)Ver-year. "eason-opening stop fO!" Gem'gia-Clemsonlill 

had highest view,"rship with a touch over 2.11 rn on av,"rage . jjn)~ 

Missed last w""k & pwlty inlere"ting after the Chronicle of Hi,lher Education relea,;ed 

Presidential pay data at private schools. Boston College 1', Boslol1 U. law professors 

complet" study that shows donations decrease at institutions the year after a Pr"z ranks 

in the Top I 0 for nalional comp"nsation - Hilt<; 

Colorado State FB AC Lupfer apologizes for inappropriate language aimed at 

Washinglon State FB ,;lu(knklthlet" Holliday during bowl gam" on Saturday, AD 

Graham says he'll take a "deep dive" into incident. rwt what CSU stands for. will handle 

appropriately - link 

Norlhern Iowa N'M Media Coordinator @MiftWJ.l\?W.nPQIn: The@~iJcl.JNt).I.QllQ;" YouTube 

site saw 457.95% increase in views over 2012. Most-watched video: http://bit.lv/HsFLl7 

:X: En:;J:i 1'/;Jrket:r.g 
~-;~)W8r 8(j :;y 
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From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

D I.ticker <matt=dI ticker.com@maiI189.atI81.rsgsv.net> 
Wednesday, January 15,20148:17 AM 
IlIe, Vince <iIle@unc.edu> 
DI.ticker- News from Tuesday, January 14, 2014 

NCAA Convention begim; in "mnm;t today in San Di"go, gov"rnance strueful"<> within DI 

will be major point of discussion. '8ig 5' oonl"mnc" leaders t~. ADs looking for mOl"e 

flexibility on rules application for their situations. 8ig Ten Cornmish Delany says 

possibility of s"parat0 divisions 1;" no long"r on th" table ~ Hilt<; (article), jiX1:~ (DI schedulE, 

(if events) 

US Sqxeme Court (kniE,;" motion by NCAA to interv"ne in seltlerr1"nttalk5 b"rNe"n 

former student .. athl"tes. the CLC & EA Sports on 'player likeness' case. sporb law expert 

McCann says decision removes a hurdle for on .. going O'Bannon sllit .. link 

Contract cktails etn"rge for rww Arizona State AD }Ind"rson. base pay will b" S600k. a 

S150k inor"ase from pred"cessor Patterson, but significantly less than his salary with the 

NFL that was reported as SI.12m in 'OS. will also receive a S200k signing bonus, $1 m 

rd"ntion bonus il he's still with Sun Dellils illter five yeilrs & significant annuill bonus 

potential .. iinK 

New Miline AD Creech discusses academic issues ilt North Cmolina with N8C illfiliate 

in POltland. explains his position in development had no interaction ',,-,ith academic 

pro@ss"sthat are und"I' fire, mr.pects his Black 8ear student~athldes to perform ilt par 

with the rest of the student body ~ link 

US District Jud"e Brody is"ues pwliminary f0j"ctkm of $765m concu"sion settlement 

betw"en the NFL & thousands of former play"rs, wants to see mom details on how Hw 

monim; will be pilid out, ESPN COl"f05pol1(knt & legal expert Bl"8ndt do"s not s"e moVE' as 



Perm lead(m;hip moving forNard v/ith step" to mplac" wtil'ing AD BIi1;ky, hiring committ"" 

has b""n iOl'rned 1', will b" I,"d by Provost Price, also includes five administmtors, lWo 

coaches, two alumni, two faculty members. on" stud"ni<lthlete, one graduat" stud"nt & 

on" Univer"ity attorney, school will acc"pt nominatiom; & applications until F0l,. 28 ~ i,lt',k 

Minnesota alum & major donor Nanne will chair $190 athletic facilities fundraising 

campaign for Gophers, tired of hearing that ,;chool can't compete with other" in Bi,) Ten, 

beli,"v"s "vNyon," in the state should be a PI'OSf,,"Gtive donor as ,"cor1Omic engin" 01 

University is so important. excited by initial outreach feedback ~ link 

Auburn AD Jacobs releases stat,"menl on hiring of B"nedict as COO lor Tigen" 

includes, "This him is part of our ongoing "fforts to become a 21st c"ntury. cutting~"dge 

athletics departm"nt that can m"d the challenges of th" gro'Ning and rapidly d18nging 

iandscape 01 inlercollegiate athldics," ,. Un~, 

Penn State latest to implem"nt variabl" pricing for "inglE, game FB tix, for 2014 schedule 

highest pric" is Ohio State match"up ranging from $100 to 5200, low"sl ar" non· 

conferenc" tilts 'Nith Akron & UMass from $60 to $1 <10, oth"r Big Ten gam"s will go from 

$90 to $150 . link 

Conference USA I"adership inv"stigating MB8 schedule of North Texas with the 

possibility that the Mean Green have played too many contests thi" ""ason agaim;t non~ 

DI institutions, AD Villarreal says his staff is also looking into th" situation, ")(pects 

clarification in the next w"ek or two ~ link 

Profession.;;\! Devdopment Time--Out 110m (';9!§\,"lW,j; __ ~'\y __ Jlw __ Nl,I,ml;!"'E;;, 

"The coach lVVoodenj 'Nould spend hvo hours each morning 'Nith his assistants 

planninfj th;.! day',; pmctice, thm1 wri((, out mit1ut" by mit1ut" ,;cheduki on !hr;~e by 

five cards, No detail was to small to b" considered." 

Frorn 'The Talent Cod4 by Dar~l~l Coyle 

Marylandlil"s $'15lm countm suit against the ACC, says University & state have 

suffered massive damag"s as mistreatment has occurred during r"alignment to Big Ten, 

raises qum;tiom; of anti~trust. most likely outcome is a settlement a" it's unlikely eith"I' 

palty would want I"adership to hav" to anS'Ner questions under oath ~ Uni" 

Cal's Task Force on Academics & Athletics mE>et" fO!' thE> first timE>, Pwz Dirk" urges 

group to considm "the resourCE>S we put toward supporting thE> acad'"mic E>xpel'ience of 

our athlete,," as well a" the overall culture of athldics. AD Barbour. "I want to bE> bettE>r, 

wanl us to live up to what WE> OWE> lhesE> students"" [,eport due to Dilks in Jun," " Ull.~, 

Georgia Tech AD Bobinski sounds off on stat" of Yellow Jackets FB, says no on" 

assodal"d with the program is satislied with currenll,"vE>1 01 succ"ss, does nol buy into 

notion that Tech can't compete at a high level nationally b"cause of stringent academic 

standards. continuE» to fully SUppOlt HC Johnson - link 

Form,"r Fiesla Bowl lobbyist Husk wach"s d"al with state Altorn,"y G,"nmal's oflk,," , 

I'ec<>ive" tV'IO misd"meanol'" though neither i" technically tied to political contribution" 

controv"rsy thal was one of many questionable activities practk,,"d by bowl offidals that 

"ventually I"d to s'Neeping changes ~ link 

More Fiesta Bowl news as Chiel Executive Shellon armounc"s h,"'s leaving organization 

to b"come Prez of Tuscon~bas"d Research Corporation for Science Advancement, 

helped I"ad bov'Il through controversies to still be a prominent fixture in post~season 

landscape. had a year & a hali lelt on contract that paid S455k annually,· Un];; 

Miami Dolphins taking to Twitter to provid" tl'8m;parency for on~going General 

Manager t~, Ofknsive Coordinator searches. updating daily intervi"ws including revi"ws oj' 

cred"ntials & backgrounds, written by organizational media staff ~ link 

Oregon State MBa HC Hobinson lalest to rally against trans!'"r rul"s in sporl, says 

chall"nge is for mid~ti"r programs 'Nho go through id"ntification & d"v"lopment proc"ss"s 

only to end up k,,;ing a student~athlete for what should be their most productiVE> SE>ason, 



back room talks lar too prevalent .. !J.n.t 

Getting value from D1.ticker? Please encourage your peers to subscribe! 

Why D1.ticker & the daily email? Gjj.L~.tNm. to learn more! 

America East submits legislative relief waiver for all those impacted by a 

mi"interpretation of rulm; regarding scheduling. league memb"rs Vermont & Maine are 

in the same boat as a few Southland Confelence schools 1', oth,"rs who may have 

played too many nOll-Dis, confusion lies in RPI for recias"ifyin" il1stitutions . link 

ESPN consolidates Programming & Produdion unis. Wild hack will oversee new combo as 

EVP, long-time headliner Williamson also "et a n"w EVP titl" & will report to Wildhack, 

Prez Skipper says move i" all about "nhal1cin" creativity ,'I< innovation . !!n~, 

Atlanta Business Chronicle profil"s offices of IMC College, dubbed olle of the 

'coolE,,,!, in the dty. lobby features a crowd of cheering fans. op"n meetin" space 'Half 

"firm' SNves multiple roles including public gathering spot, office 'Gridiron' area features 

yard lines & hash marks - Hnk 

Chan"es to Facebook's advertising platform puts more onus on executing solid creative 

to driv" results, 'Nil I integrate 'social context' - lik"s. shares, comments - to all ad products 

in the corning months, aim is also to eliminate poorly performin" paid posts & ads that 

pr"viously ran only because of th"ir bud"d funds· !ink 

San Diego State reports 11.6%iump in FB atl;,l1danc" for 2013 sem;ol1. Assoc. AD 

Schnall points to success of KGB SkyShow fireworKs display that kicked~off campaign, 

Friday ni"htnational TV gam" a"ainst Nevada ended up producing smallest cwwd, likely 

because 01 competition with hi"h school F8 slat," .. l!D.~c 

Old Dominion AD Sell" ",P"OWS away contract for M88 He ,Jon"s. five-y"ar. S2.5m (kal 

includes option for S,"li" to roll .. over alter each of first two years, incentives for both on .. 

(;QUit accomplishments & academic markers, buy-out starts at $·1.5m & decreases by 

$300K for each y"ar remaining on agwement - Et'.k 

:).::: f.:.IT:ti:! ~/tirk0t:r:g 
p:::,<,'~·t'r ed bv 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

Attach: 

<Administrator> 

Thursday, December 2,2010 6:58 AM 

Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edn> 

M+ Guardian Quarautine: 2-New Spam, 0- Blocked Content 

TEXT.htm 

You have 2 new messages in your quarantine. During the latest quarantine clean-up messages were removed You nmv have 27 messages in your quarantine 
Go to http://152.2.'228.'246:80to manage your quarantine. 

Spam 

New· 2 27 

Incoming 

From i Subject 
---------------------------------------------------+-----------------------------------------------

OneZero Consulting, Tsow <lO@;one-zero.eu> 
OneZero Consulting, Tsow <lO@;one-z.ero.eu> 

Outgoing 

From i Subject 

Viruses 

New: () 0 

FIles 

New: 0 0 

Content 

New: 0 0 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

Attach: 

<Administrator> 

Tuesday, December 7,2010 6:51 AM 

Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu> 

M+ Guardian Quarautine: 4-New Spam, 0- Blocked Content 

TEXT.htm 

You have 4 new messages in your quarantine. During the latest quarantine clean-up messages were removed You nmv have 31 messages in your quarantine 
Go to http://152.2.'228.'248:80to manage your quarantine. 

Sparn 

New· 4 31 

Incoming 

From i Subject 

C3ERALD CAIvJPBEE.~L~Lli:~~~~~~;::I~~~':~k~)enlglj;:: i l..evltra Viagra-new intunae imagery 
Abc Online Award < I Re-OS-icial NotificatlOn 
Abc Online Award I Re-OJTrcial Nollf1cation 
KESHA TIJSTICE I Be rock-solid, wben aroused 

Outgoing 

From i Subject 

Viruses 

New. () 0 

Files 

New. 0 0 

Content 

New. 0 0 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

Attach: 

<Administrator> 

Wednesday, December 8, 2010 6:51 AM 

Iaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edn> 

M+ Guardian Quarautine: I-New Spam, 0- Blocked Content 

TEXT.htm 

You have 1 new messages in your quarantine. During the latest quarantine clean-up messages were removed You nmv have 32 messages in your quarantine 
Go to http://152.2.'228.'248:80to manage your quarantine. 

Spam 

Incoming 

From i Subject 

MER1SSAThornton@aol.com I Bull pusbing your babe 

Outgoing 

From i Subject 
---------------------------------------------------+-----------------------------------------------

VIruses 

New 0 0 

Files 

New: 0 0 

Content 

New: 0 0 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

Attach: 

<Administrator> 

Monday. December 13, 2010 6:54 AM 

Iaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edn> 

M+ Guardian Quarautine: I-New Spam, 0- Blocked Content 

TEXT.htm 

You have 1 new messages in your quarantine. During the latest quarantine clean-up messages were removed You nmv have 34 messages in your quarantine 
Go to http://152.2.'228.'246:80to manage your quarantine. 

Spam 

Incoming 

From i Subject 
---------------------------------------------------+-----------------------------------------------

Caleb Blue <SimoneCrononcq}telusma11.net> I Omce ProfesslOnal 2007. Our Price $69.95 

Outgoing 

From i Subject 
---------------------------------------------------+-----------------------------------------------

VIruses 

New 0 0 

Files 

New: 0 0 

Content 

New: 0 0 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

Attach: 

<Administrator> 

Tuesday, December 14,2010 6:50 AM 

Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu> 

M+ Guardian Quarautine: I-New Spam, 0- Blocked Content 

TEXT.htm 

You have 1 new messages in your quarantine. During the latest quarantine clean-up messages were removed You nmv have 35 messages in your quarantine 
Go to http://152.2.'228.'248:80to manage your quarantine. 

Spam 

Incoming 

From i Subject 
---------------------------------------------------+-----------------------------------------------

Outgoing 

From i Subject 

Viruses 

New: () 0 

FIles 

New 0 0 

Content 

New: 0 0 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

Attach: 

<Administrator> 

Friday, December 17, 2010 6:51 AM 

Iaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edn> 

M+ Guardian Quarautine: I-New Spam, 0- Blocked Content 

TEXT.htm 

You have 1 new messages in your quarantine. During the latest quarantine clean-up messages were removed You nmv have 37 messages in your quarantine 
Go to http://152.2.'228.'246:80to manage your quarantine. 

Spam 

Incoming 

From i Subject 
---------------------------------------------------+-----------------------------------------------

Outgoing 

From i Subject 

Viruses 

New: () 0 

FIles 

New 0 0 

Content 

New: 0 0 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

Attach: 

<Administrator> 

Thursday, January 6, 2011 6:51 AM 

Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edn> 

M+ Guardian Quarantine: 2-New Spam, 0- Blocked Content 

TEXT.htm 

You have 2 new messages in your quarantine. During the latest quarantine clean-up messages were removed You nmv have 58 messages in your quarantine 
Go to http://152.2.'228.'246:80to manage your quarantine. 

Spam 

New· 2 58 

Incoming 

From i Subject 
---------------------------------------------------+-----------------------------------------------

Outgoing 

From i Subject 

Viruses 

New: () 0 

FIles 

New 0 0 

Content 

New: 0 0 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

Attach: 

<Administrator> 

Tuesday. January 11,2011 6:51 AM 

Iaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu> 

M+ Guardian Quarantine: I-New Spam, 0- Blocked Content 

TEXT.htm 

You have 1 new messages in your quarantine. During the latest quarantine clean-up messages were removed You nmv have 61 messages in your quarantine 
Go to http://152.2.'228.'246:80to manage your quarantine. 

Spam 

Incoming 

From i Subject 
---------------------------------------------------+-----------------------------------------------

Outgoing 

From i Subject 

Viruses 

New: () 0 

FIles 

New 0 0 

Content 

New: 0 0 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

Attach: 

<Administrator> 

Tuesday. January 18,2011 6:51 AM 

Iaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu> 

M+ Guardian Quarantine: I-New Spam, 0- Blocked Content 

TEXT.htm 

You have 1 new messages in your quarantine. During the latest quarantine clean-up messages were removed You nmv have 72 messages in your quarantine 
Go to http://152.2.'228.'248:80to manage your quarantine. 

Spam 

Incoming 

From i Subject 
---------------------------------------------------+-----------------------------------------------

Outgoing 

From i Subject 

Viruses 

New: () 0 

FIles 

New 0 0 

Content 

New: 0 0 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

Attach: 

<Administrator> 

Wednesday, February 2,2011 6:52 AM 

M+ Guardian Quarantine: 2-New Spam, 0- Blocked Content 

TEXThtm 

You have 2 new messages in your quarantine. During the latest quarantine clean-up messages were removed You nmv have 97 messages in your quarantine 
Go to http://152.2.'228.'248:80to manage your quarantine. 

Spam 

New· 2 97 

Incoming 

From i Subject 
---------------------------------------------------+-----------------------------------------------

Outgoing 

From i Subject 

Viruses 

New: () 0 

FIles 

New 0 0 

Content 

New: 0 0 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

Attach: 

<Administrator> 

Friday, Febmary 4,2011 6:52 AM 

M+ Guardian Quarantine: 3-New Spam, 0- Blocked Content 

TEXThtm 

You have 3 new messages in your quarantine. During the latest quarantine clean-up messages were removed. You now have 101 messages in your quarantine. 
Go to http://152.2.'228.'248:80to manage your quarantine. 

Spam 

Incoming 

From i Subject 
---------------------------------------------------+-----------------------------------------------

MAR YELLEN WOCymN <P1erceSatterlund@royalgroupuae.com>1 Right dosage for loving success 
Jordyn SMALLS <JordynSMALLS@terra.com.br> I C3ive your bealth some attentlOn 
MADELEINE Carter <MADELEI]\mCarter@mccradio.com> I Your gf secret 

Outgoing 

From i Subject 
---------------------------------------------------+-----------------------------------------------

VIruses 

New 0 0 

Files 

New: 0 0 

Content 

New: 0 0 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

Attach: 

<Administrator> 

Monday_ March 7,20116:55 AM 

M+ Guardian Quarantine: I-New Spam, 0- Blocked Content 

TEXThtm 

You have 1 new messages in your quarantine. During the latest quarantine clean-up messages were removed. You now have 124 messages in your quarantine. 
Go to http://152.2.'228.'246:80to manage your quarantine. 

Spam 

New· 124 

Incoming 

From i Subject 
---------------------------------------------------+-----------------------------------------------

Lexi PEASE <LexiPEASE@easy.com> I Freeware Files - Free Software Downloads I 

Outgoing 

From i Subject 
---------------------------------------------------+-----------------------------------------------

VIruses 

New 0 0 

Files 

New: 0 0 

Content 

New: 0 0 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

Attach: 

<Administrator> 

Satnrday, March 12, 20116:54 AM 

M+ Guardian Quarantine: I-New Spam, 0- Blocked Content 

TEXThtm 

You have 1 new messages in your quarantine. During the latest quarantine clean-up messages were removed. You now have 1'25 messages in your quarantine. 
Go to http://152.2.'228.'246:80to manage your quarantine. 

Spam 

New· 125 

Incoming 

From i Subject 
---------------------------------------------------+-----------------------------------------------

FILOMENAHOLLINGSWORTJ-J@aoi.com i Watch your manhood improvIng! 

Outgoing 

From i Subject 
---------------------------------------------------+-----------------------------------------------

VIruses 

New 0 0 

Files 

New: 0 0 

Content 

New: 0 0 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

Attach: 

<Administrator> 

Sunday_ March 27, 2011 7:53 AM 

M+ Guardian Quarantine: I-New Spam, 0- Blocked Content 

TEXThtm 

You have 1 new messages in your quarantine. During the latest quarantine clean-up messages were removed. You now have 137 messages in your quarantine. 
Go to http://152.2.'228.'248:80to manage your quarantine. 

Sparn 

Incoming 

From i Subject 
---------------------------------------------------+-----------------------------------------------

MOZELLA Call <MOZELLACall@hotmail.com> i MOZELLA Can confirmed you as a friend on Facebook re: Jaumelee Accutane.no Expressly For Me -9% DISCOUNT 

Outgoing 

From i Subject 
---------------------------------------------------+-----------------------------------------------

VIruses 

New 0 0 

Files 

New: 0 0 

Content 

New: 0 0 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

Attach: 

<Administrator> 

Monday. March 28, 2011 7:55 AM 

M+ Guardian Quarantine: 2-New Spam, 0- Blocked Content 

TEXThtm 

You have 2 new messages in your quarantine. During the latest quarantine clean-up messages were removed. You now have 139 messages in your quarantine. 
Go to http://152.2.'228.'246:80to manage your quarantine. 

Sparn 

New· 2 139 

Incoming 

From i Subject 

Me Alton <debaggs@blgpond.com> I READ ATTAC)-lIm FILE 
Keven SPICER <KevenSPICER@besthire.co.uk> I Received: 78% OS-1D26348 

Outgoing 

From i Subject 

Viruses 

New: () 0 

Flies 

New: 0 0 

Content 

New: 0 0 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

Attach: 

<Administrator> 

Sunday, Apri124, 2011 6:55 AM 

M+ Guardian Quarantine: I-New Spam, 0- Blocked Content 

TEXThtm 

You have 1 new messages in your quarantine. During the latest quarantine clean-up messages were removed You nmv have 20 messages in your quarantine 
Go to http://152.2.'228.'248:80to manage your quarantine. 

Spam 

Incoming 

From i Subject 
---------------------------------------------------+-----------------------------------------------

Tnsten Roy <TristenRoy@hense.freeserve.co.uk> i --INO PRESCRIPTION NEEDED MEDICINE O]\J1>INEI--

VIruses 

New 0 0 

Files 

New: () 0 

Content 

New: 0 0 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

Attach: 

<Administrator> 

Monday, Apri125, 2011 6:52 AM 

M+ Guardian Quarantine: I-New Spam, 0- Blocked Content 

TEXThtm 

You have 1 new messages in your quarantine. During the latest quarantine clean-up messages were removed You nmv have 21 messages in your quarantine 
Go to http://152.2.'228.'248:80to manage your quarantine. 

Spam 

Incoming 

From i Subject 

IsabelDuman@~allianz.de . I FREE VIAGRA SAMPLES BEFORE BUYINGI Jalmielee 
- -

VIruses 

New 0 0 

Files 

New: () 0 

Content 

New: 0 0 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

Attach: 

<Administrator> 

Sunday. May 1, 2011 6:53 AM 

M+ Guardian Quarantine: 2-New Spam, 0- Blocked Content 

TEXThtm 

You have 2 new messages in your quarantine. During the latest quarantine clean-up messages were removed You nmv have 26 messages in your quarantine 
Go to http://152.2.'228.'248:80to manage your quarantine. 

Spam 

New· 2 26 

Incoming 

From i Subject 
---------------------------------------------------+-----------------------------------------------

Alex Morris <unlempoiymen1.cq}gmail.com> 
Alex Morns <uniempolyment@gmailcom> 

Viruses 

New: () 0 

FIles 

New 0 0 

Content 

New: 0 0 

i JOB OFFER MAKE $300 \VEEKLY 
i JOB OFFER I'vlAKE $300 WEEKL Y 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

Attach: 

<Administrator> 

Monday. May 2, 2011 7:06 AM 

M+ Guardian Quarantine: I-New Spam, 0- Blocked Content 

TEXThtm 

You have 1 new messages in your quarantine. During the latest quarantine clean-up messages were removed You nmv have 27 messages in your quarantine 
Go to http://152.2.'228.'248:80to manage your quarantine. 

Spam 

Incoming 

From i Subject 
---------------------------------------------------+-----------------------------------------------

Adyson Cahill <AdysonCahIll@;conwaycorp.nei> I Sale 1S about to end 

VIruses 

New 0 0 

Files 

New: () 0 

Content 

New: 0 0 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

Attach: 

<Administrator> 

Satnrday_ June 4, 2011 5:48 AM 

M+ Guardian Quarantine: 4-New Spam, 0- Blocked Content 

TEXThtm 

You have 4 new messages in your quarantine. During the latest quarantine clean-up messages were removed You nmv have 16 messages in your quarantine 
Go to http://152.2.'228.'246:80to manage your quarantine. 

Spam 

4 16 

Incoming 

From i Subject 
---------------------------------------------------+-----------------------------------------------

MARlTZA Cl-IILDERS <MARITZACI-IlLDERS@easy.com> i HolaJaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu 
BruceOCHOA@aolcom I April 96% Erlaubnis 
PI-L\RMACY SPECIAL <gznfqIVU@Jydu.com> I now VIAC3RA-CIALIS III 

BRIDGET PadIlla <BRIDGETPadllla@hec.lr> VIAGRA (sildenafll citrate) 2 Actrve Pack 

Viruses 

New: () 0 

Flies 

New 0 0 

Content 

New: 0 0 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

Attach: 

<Administrator> 

Sunday, June 12,2011 5:48 AM 

M+ Guardian Quarantine: I-New Spam, 0- Blocked Content 

TEXThtm 

You have 1 new messages in your quarantine. During the latest quarantine clean-up messages were removed You nmv have 26 messages in your quarantine 
Go to http://152.2.'228.'246:80to manage your quarantine. 

Sparn 

Incoming 

From i Subject 

Uloop <mail@uloopmaILcom> I ScholarshIps available for UNC students 

VIruses 

New 0 0 

Files 

New: () 0 

Content 

New: 0 0 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

Attach: 

<Administrator> 

Monday. June 13,2011 5:48 AM 

M+ Guardian Quarantine: I-New Spam, 0- Blocked Content 

TEXThtm 

You have 1 new messages in your quarantine. During the latest quarantine clean-up messages were removed You nmv have 27 messages in your quarantine 
Go to http://152.2.'228.'246:80to manage your quarantine. 

Spam 

Incoming 

From i Subject 
---------------------------------------------------+-----------------------------------------------

CELESTINA TYLER <CELESTINA3@)i1otmaii.com> II Famlly Pack II I'vlEDS 

VIruses 

New 0 0 

Files 

New: () 0 

Content 

New: 0 0 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

Attach: 

<Administrator> 

Tuesday, June 28,2011 5:48 AM 

M+ Guardian Quarantine: 2-New Spam, 0- Blocked Content 

TEXThtm 

You have 2 new messages in your quarantine. During the latest quarantine clean-up messages were removed You nmv have 18 messages in your quarantine 
Go to http://152.2.'228.'246:80to manage your quarantine. 

Spam 

2 18 

Incoming 

From i Subject 
---------------------------------------------------+-----------------------------------------------

Jaimielee@indlya.com I Viaqgra - Make Xxseexs 
PHARMACY SPECL\L <eknv@ylky.com> i Pbarmacy USA Discount Pnce i 

Viruses 

New: () 0 

Flies 

New 0 0 

Content 

New: 0 0 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/13/20107:11:56 PM 

Sensors deployed to better track oil 

Ig~~""lundersea sensors were being deployed to a ruptured well in the Gulf of Mexico on Sunday in an effort to 

better track the amount of oil gushing into the sea, the Coast Guard said. 

...... ,..... . ..... ,..... . ..... , ....... 
I
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rg~~...,Loast Guard - Gulf of Mexico - Oil - United States - Government 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/13/20107:15:52 PM 

Karzai endorses Kandahar op 

Ig~~""lpresident Hamid Karzai gives the green light to a major security crackdown in the Taliban birthplace of 

Kandahar on Sunday, assuring residents that the operation was aimed at battling corruption and bad 
government as much as the insurgents. 

Ig~~""IHamid Karzai - Kandahar - Taliban - Afghanistan - NATO 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/13/20108:01:12 PM 

Palin more pragmatic than friends, foes expect 

Ig~~""IWith a few surprising endorsements in recent Republican primaries, Sarah Palin has reaped an angry 

response from some of her own supporters and a fresh round of speculation about her own presidential 
ambitions in 2012. 

Ig~~""lsarah Palin - Republican - Politics - United States - Parties 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/13/20108:20:21 PM 

Germany hammers Australia at World Cup 

Ig~~""IGermany scored two goals in each half and Tim Cahill was sent off as three-time champion Germany beat 

Australia 4-0 Sunday in Group D of the World Cup. 

...... ,..... . ..... ,..... . ..... , ....... 
I
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rg~~...,~im Cahill - Sport - World Cup - Australia - 2006 FIFA World Cup 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/13/20108:23:37 PM 

Bracketed by crimes: Dutchman's last 5 years 

Ig~~""lvan der Sloot's journey from the quiet comfort of Aruba to being escorted briskly in handcuffs past 

Peruvian crowds is a tale of dissolution, deception and desperation, friends and people say. 

...... ,..... . ..... ,..... . ..... , ....... 
I
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r~~~JAruba - Caribbean - Natalee Holloway - Peru - Murder 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/13/20108:50:33 PM 

Explosions kill 5, wound 75 at Kenya rally 

Two explosions rip through a park in Nairobi's capital during a packed political rally late Sunday, killing five people and 

wounding 7S, officials say. 

1§':i1ti¥.EIKenya _ Nairobi - Africa - Government - Embassies and Consulates 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/13/20108:54:15 PM 

Strasburg strong again in second start for Nats 

Ig~~""lshOWing off his 100 mph fastball, Washington's rookie sensation Stephen Strasburg struck out eight in 5 
1/3 innings against the Indians on Sunday. 

1~~':-lstePhen Strasburg - Washington - Strikeout - Fastball - sport 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/13/20109:17:55 PM 

Along Gulf coast, anxiety spreads with oil 

Ig~~""IEven in places that have seen no sign of oil, the spill is on everybody's mind. It is redefining life on the 

Gulf, upending routines and reframing expectations. 

1~~'::IGUlf Coast of the United States - Oil spill - United States - Environment - Gulf Coast 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/13/20109:32:55 PM 

'Karate Kid' delivers killer kick at box office 

"The Karate Kid" has won a 1980s showdown at the box office against "The A-Team," pulling in twice as much money as 

the action flick. 

1§':i1ti¥.EIKarate Kid - A-Team - Entertainment - Sports - Tickets 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/13/20109:35:15 PM 

Death toll hits 19 in Ark. floods 

Ig~~""lcrews got to work looking for bodies in debris that collected after a flash flood swept through a popular 

campground, as police narrowed their search to one person still missing. 

...... ,..... . ..... ,..... . ..... , ....... 
I
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rg~~...,jArkansas - United States - NBC - Flash flood - Politics 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/13/20109:50:43 PM 

Flemish separatists triumph in Belgian election 

A party that wants to split Belgium won the most votes in a parliamentary election on Sunday, an outcome that could 

make it hard to form a coalition quickly and deliver austerity to contain a rising national debt. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 
1§,~F..?IBelgiUm - Government debt - Bart De Wever - Dutch language - Flanders 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/13/201010:06:51 PM 

Spill relief well draws scrutiny 

Ig~~""IExperts say the relief effort could be exposed to the same risks that caused the original well to blowout 

in catastrophic fashion, while potentially creating a worse spill. 

1~~'::loil spill - BP - Environment - Business - United States 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/14/201012:17:45 AM 

Popular blood pressure pills linked to cancer 

Some of the world's most popular blood pressure pills may slightly increase your risk of getting cancer, but doctors say 

it's too soon to ditch the drugs, according to new research. 

I ~¥':-Icancer - Health - Blood pressure - Conditions and Diseases - Drug 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/14/20102:39:20 AM 

'Red' is the color of victory at the Tonys 

"Red," the anguished two-man drama about painter Mark Rothko and the timeless tug of war between art and 

commerce, was a big winner Sunday at the 2010 Tony Awards. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 
1§,~F..?~ony Award - Arts - American Idiot - Awards - Literature 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/14/20102:48:59 AM 

Clemens' foundation paid for drugs, report says 

Ig~~""IBrian McNamee told federal investigators that Roger Clemens' nonprofit organization paid him for his 
training services, including providing the seven-time Cy Young Award winner with performance

enhancing drugs, the New York Times reported on its website Sunday night. 

Ig~~""IROger Clemens - Brian McNamee - Cy Young Award - New York Times - Non-profit organization 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/14/20102:52:29 AM 

Singer, sausage businessman Jimmy Dean dies 

Ig~~""~immy Dean, a country music legend for his smash hit about a workingman hero, "Big Bad John," and an 

entrepreneur known for his sausage brand, has died. He was 81. 

rg~iS1immy Dean - Country music - Big Bad John - United States - President 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/14/20103:08:30 AM 

Asteroid probe makes fiery return to Earth 

Ig~~""IA fiery burst of light over the Australian Outback late Sunday marked the return of a Japanese space 

probe, potentially carrying samples from an asteroid. 

I~~':larth - Space probe - Outback - Hayabusa - Japan Aerospace Exploration Agency 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/14/20103:36:27 AM 

Scoop: Lady Gaga strikes out with Mets fans 

Scantily clad singer caused scene behind home plate, and then was moved to Jerry Seinfeld's unoccupied luxury suite. 

uu 
UUU 
1~¥·ladY Gaga - Jerry Seinfeld - Arts - Seinfeld - United States 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/14/20104:03:01 AM 

Australian 'angel' saves lives at suicide spot 

In those bleak moments when the lost souls stood atop the cliff, wondering whether to jump, the sound of the wind and 

the waves was broken by a soft voice. "Why don't you come and have a cup of tea?" the stranger would ask. And when 

they turned to him, his smile was often their salvation. 

Ig~Sjsuicide - Death - Australia - Tea - Mental health 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/14/20104:27:13 AM 

Ohio tornado claims another victim; toll up to 6 

Authorities say a man has died from injuries he suffered when a tornado ripped through northwest Ohio earlier this 

month, bringing the death toll to six. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 
1§'~F..?lohiO - Tornado - United States - Death - Northwest 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/14/20104:33:05 AM 

Bryant can't save lakers as Celtics win Game 5 

Ig~~""~he Boston Celtics overcame a 38-point night from Kobe Bryant to beat the Los Angeles Lakers in Game 5 
of the NBA finals for a 3-2 lead in the best-of-seven series. 

...... ,..... . ..... ,..... . ..... , ....... 
I
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rg~~...,tos Angeles lakers - Boston Celtic - Kobe Bryant - NBA - Sport 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/14/20106:44:39 AM 

Wilstein: Celtics' teamwork trumps Lakers' Kobe show 

Ig~~""lwilstein: In Hollywood, a star can carry a film. In the Boston Garden, nothing beats teamwork. One 

scintillating play after another - head-spinning passes, steals from a trapping defense, a clockwork 
offense - turned a game and a series into an instant classic. In Boston Celtics lore. 

~ 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 
1§'~i?SIBoston Celtics - Games - Video Games - Kobe Bryant - Los Angeles Lakers 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/14/20107:09:05 AM 

Riot police break up World Cup wages protest 

Armed riot police have charged into hundreds of stewards at a World Cup stadium who were protesting about not 

getting paid enough for their work. 

I g:i1ti¥.EIWorld Cup - FIFA World Cup - Soccer - Riot control - sport 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/14/20108:49:39 AM 

Iraq's new parliament convenes 3 months after vote 

Iraq's new parliament convened Monday but postponed a decision on a new president as the country remains in 

political limbo three months after inconclusive national elections. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 
1§,~F..?I.!.@g _ Middle East _ Parliament _ Warfare and Conflict - United States 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/14/20108:52:41 AM 

Tigers maul man to death at China wildlife park 

Tigers mauled a man to death after he entered their enclosure with his son at a northern Chinese wildlife park, police 

and a park spokesman said Monday. 

rC~~"-IChina - Tiger - Police - Environment - Biodiversity 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/14/20109:31:19 AM 

Israeli police officer killed in shooting attack 

Palestinian gunmen opened fire on a police vehicle in the West Bank on Monday, killing an Israeli police officer and 

wounding two others, police said, in a rare flare-up of violence after months of calm. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 
1§'~F..?lwest Bank - Police officer - Israel - Police - Middle East 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/14/20109:47:31 AM 

Sweden arrests activists over nuclear break-in 

Police in Sweden arrested dozens of Greenpeace activists on Monday after they broke into the Forsmark nuclear power 

plant ahead of a planned vote this week on whether to replace the country's existing reactors. 

I ~¥':-INuciear power - Greenpeace - Nuclear - Energy - Forsmark 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/14/201010:03:15 AM 

Long road from Gulf to grave for oiled refuse 

Ig~~""~he monumental Gulf oil spill cleanup effort goes far beyond what we see on TV - the oily waste must 

be catalogued, cleaned and processed before being settled in a final resting place. 

rg~iSjoil spill - Oil - Environment - Energy - Petroleum in the Environment 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/14/2010 10:55:58 AM 

35 feared drowned as boat capsizes in north India 

At least 24 people drowned and 11 others were missing after a boat capsized on the Ganges river in northern India early 

Monday, police said. 

1§':i1ti¥.Ellndia _ Police - North India - Asia - Ganges 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/14/2010 11:38:42 AM 

Solar struggles for u.S. market 

Ig~~""IEven as the Gulf oil disaster offers another reminder of the drawbacks of fossil fuels, solar power remains 

on the fringes of the energy industry, especially here in the United States. 

rg~iSLnited States - Solar power - Fossil fuel - Energy - Business 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/14/201012:18:52 PM 

Biggest radiation threat is due to medical scans 

Ig~~""lwe fret about airport scanners, power lines, cell phones and even microwaves. It's true that we get too 
much radiation. But it's not from those sources - it's from too many medical tests. 

rg~iSjRadiation - Mobile phone - Microwave - Science and Technology - Cell Phones 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/14/2010 12:35:33 PM 

Iranian aid ships head for Gaza 

Iran is sending aid ships to blockaded Gaza, state radio said on Monday -- a move likely to be considered provocative by 

Israel which accuses Tehran of arming the Palestinian enclave's Islamist rulers, Hamas. 

1§':i1ti¥.EIHamas -Israel - Gaza -Iran - Middle East 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/14/2010 1:21:51 PM 

Scientists retrieve capsule, seeking asteroid dust 

Ig~~""IA team of scientists flew to the Australian Outback on Monday and recovered a Japanese space capsule 

that they hope contains asteroid samples providing clues into the evolution of the solar system. 

I~~':-Isolar System - Asteroid - Hayabusa - Japan Aerospace Exploration Agency - Earth 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/14/2010 1:37:34 PM 

Teacher fired for premarital sex 

Ig~~""~arretta Hamilton, a 39-year-old teacher from St. Cloud, Fla., was fired from Southland Christian School 

for becoming pregnant three weeks before she and her husband Sam were married. In a letter to her 
lawyer, the school said she "was asked not to return because of a moral issue that was disregarded, namely 
fornication." 

r~~I~~~1 
UUU 
1~¥':-ITeacher - Pregnancy - Fornication - Christian school - United States 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/14/2010 1:49:27 PM 

'Glee' is starting to sound out of tune 

Ig~~""lour foot is starting to slip off the bandwagon. We don't plan to jump, but there were moments in the 
spring episodes of "Glee" when we had to question the blind loyalty to a show declared "brilliant." 

rg~iSLee - Shopping - United States - Organizations - Business 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/14/20102:04:09 PM 

Celizic: Tiger never just another struggling golfer 

Ig~~""lceliZiC: Even if the way Tiger Woods has played since he came back from marital meltdown is the baseline 

for how he's going to play for the rest of his career, we'll never stop obsessing about him until he puts his 
clubs away for good. 

uu 
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r·~~--ITiger Woods - Golf - Sport - Golfers - Video Games 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/14/20102:16:07 PM 

Ivy League degree no surefire path to success 

Ig~~""IAn Ivy League degree can give you a leg up - and possibly a bigger paycheck - but most people can still 

get ahead with any degree from any school. 

rg~5.Ly league - Sport - United States - NCAA - College and University 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/14/20102:27:11 PM 

FIFA backs fans on blowing loud horns at Cup 

Ig~~""IFIFA President Sepp Blatter has defended South African fans' right to blow their vuvuzela horns at World 

Cup matches despite global criticism from television viewers of the constant blaring noise. 

rg~5.jworld Cup - Vuvuzela - Sport - FIFA World Cup - Sepp Blatter 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/14/20102:37:29 PM 

Ted Kennedy FBI file reveals threats 

Ig~~""~he FBI is releasing more than 2,000 pages from Ted Kennedy's FBI file, revealing many threats against his 

life after his brothers Jack and Bobby were assassinated. Msnbc.com's Bill Dedman reports. 

1~~'::IBili Dedman - Ted Kennedy - Federal Bureau of Investigation - United States - Msnbc.com 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/14/20103:28:19 PM 

U.S. goalie improving, will play vs. Slovenia 

Ig~~""lu.S. goalkeeper Tim Howard's bruised ribs are improving, and he is expected to play Friday against 

Slovenia. 

1~~':-ITim Howard - Goalkeeper - Slovenia - sport - United States 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/14/20104:10:51 PM 

Japan holds on for 1-0 upset of Cameroon 

Ig~~""~apan earned its first World Cup victory on foreign soil Monday when Keisuke Honda scored in the first 

half for a 1-0 victory over uninspired Cameroon in Group E of the World Cup. 

I~~':-Iworld Cup - Cameroon - Keisuke Honda - Sport - FIFA World Cup 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/14/20105:55:52 PM 

1 in 5 health insurance claims wrongly handled 

Claims-processing errors by health insurance companies create billions of dollars in unnecessary administrative costs, 

slow down payments to doctors and frustrate patients. 

I g:i1ti¥.EIHealth insurance - Insurance - Business - Health - Financial Services 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/14/20108:16:08 PM 

Dem who lost to S.c. mystery man will protest 

Ig~~""~he former state lawmaker who lost South Carolina's Democratic U.S. Senate primary to an unknown, 

unemployed military veteran is protesting the result. 

rg~iSjsouth Carolina - Democratic - United States Senate - United States - Government 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/14/20108:23:59 PM 

Starbucks: Free Wi-Fi at 6,700 U.S. sites 

Ig~~""lstarbucks Corp. will begin offering unlimited free wireless Internet access at all company-operated u.s. 

locations starting July 1, part of an ongoing effort to bring more customers in the door. 

1~~':-IStarbUcks - United States - Wi-Fi - Wireless - Internet access 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/14/20109:21:50 PM 

Grading the summer movie trailers 

Face it, oftentimes, the trailer is much better than the movie it hypes. It smooshes a two-hour film down to the basics 

and makes it look as if every second offers heart-pounding excitement. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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1§'~F..?IFilm trailer - trailer - Business - Movies - Arts 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/14/20109:34:39 PM 

'Toy Story 3' offers a rollicking good time 

"Toy Story 3" is a gorgeous film - funny, sweet and clever in the tradition of the best Pixar movies - but it just doesn't 

feel as fresh as the first two movies. 

1§':i1ti¥.Elpixar _ Toy Story 3 - Movies - Animation - Arts 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/14/20109:38:43 PM 

Uzbeks flee Kyrgyzstan, seek safety at border 

Ig~~""~ens of thousands of minority Uzbeks flee the deadliest violence Kyrgyzstan has seen since the two ethnic 

groups fought over land 20 years ago in this former Soviet republic in Central Asia. 

I~~·lyrgyzstan - Central Asia - uzbek - Asia - Osh 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/14/20109:53:13 PM 

Thanks for staying low-key, Tom Cruise 

The first thing that entered my mind after seeing an ad for "Knight & Day" was, uGh look. That's Tom Cruise. He still 

exists." My second thought was, "Thanks for going away for a while, Tom Cruise." 

rC~~"-ITom Cruise - Knight and Day - Travel - Cruises - Specialty Travel 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/14/20109:54:15 PM 

Gulf vacationers wait last-minute or go elsewhere 

Ig~~""lsome vacationers are taking no chances on a forecast like "sunny with a chance of tarballs," so they're 

going elsewhere, from Cape Cod to Costa Rica. 

...... ,..... . ..... ,..... . ..... , ....... 
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rg~~...,Lape Cod - United States - Massachusetts - Counties - Barnstable 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/14/20109:55:42 PM 

Shaky champs: Paraguay pulls off tie with Italy 

Ig~~""lltaIY fell behind, then lost its star goalkeeper for the second half. So a 1-1 World Cup draw with Paraguay 

should not have been all that disturbing for the defending champions. 

...... ,..... . ..... ,..... . ..... , ....... 
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rg~~...,jparaguay - !t§Jy - Sport - Soccer - World Cup 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/14/2010 10:20:42 PM 

Judge declines to suspend Jackson doc's license 

Ig~~""IA doctor charged in Michael Jackson's death will keep his California medical license after a judge ruled 
Monday he didn't have the authority to revoke it. 

1~~':-IMichael Jackson - California - Michael Jackson's death - United States - Manslaughter 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/14/201010:23:18 PM 

Moon may have more water than believed 

Ig~~""lspace.com: The moon's interior may harbor 100 times more water than previous estimates, according to 

a new study that took a fresh look at samples of moon rocks collected by Apollo astronauts nearly 40 
years ago. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/14/201010:45:14 PM 

Ark. police 'confident' 20th flood victim is last 

Ig~~""IState police say they're "quite confident" the body of a young girl found Monday is the last one they were 

looking for after a flash flood swept through an Arkansas campground. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/14/2010 11:03:58 PM 

Cheap drug could save tens of thousands 

A cheap drug that can stop bleeding in recently injured accident patients could potentially save the lives of tens of 

thousands worldwide, a new study says. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/14/201011:11:57 PM 

Obama: Gulf seafood is safe to eat 

Ig~~""lpresident Barack Obama said seafood from the oil-stricken Gulf of Mexico is safe to eat and announced a 

new coordinated effort to make sure it stays that way. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/14/201011:15:02 PM 

Documents reveal BP's missteps before blowout 

Ig~~""IBP made a series of money-saving shortcuts and blunders that dramatically increased the danger of a 

destructive oil spill in a well that an engineer described as a "nightmare" just six days before the blowout, 
according to documents released Monday. 

I~~':-Ioil spill - BP - Environment - Petroleum in the Environment - Energy 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/14/2010 11:55:28 PM 

Bank profits rise, but so do bad loans 

The number of banks with risky levels of bad loans rose slightly in the latest quarter, even as bank profits rose sharply. 

Check your bank or credit union in the BankTracker. 

1§':i1ti¥.Elcredit union - Bank - Loan - Business - Financial Services 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/15/2010 12:25:43 AM 

Okla. flash floods strand cars, close interstates 

Ig~~""IFirefighters helping a 17-year-old girl escape swift floodwaters were forced to cling to treetops and await 

rescue themselves after 10 inches of rain deluged parts of the Oklahoma City area Monday. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/15/2010 12:37:01 AM 

Killer of Calif. girl found in suitcase gets life 

A Sunday school teacher who pleaded guilty to kidnapping and murdering a neighbor girl in Northern California makes a 

tearful apology to the victim's family as she was sentenced to prison for the rest of her life. 

I g:i1ti¥.EINorthern California - California - Kidnapping - United States - Plea 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/15/2010 12:46:24 AM 

Scoop: Lohan really 'wants to be healthy' 

Ig~~""~he actress stopped by the Muscle Milk Light Fitness retreat in Beverly Hills on June 11 and was 
overheard telling people that she really "wants to be healthy from the inside out." 

1~~':-IBeVerIY Hills California - California - los Angeles - Actor - Health 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/15/2010 12:46:24 AM 

Tidbits: Joe Jackson now says wife didn't kill Michael 

Ig~~""IMichael Jackson's father is no longer playing the blame game. Maybe it was the backlash, whatever it 
was, tough-talking Joe now retracts the sentiment he shared with News of the World. 

1~~'::Lichael Jackson - News of the World - Joe Jackson - Recreation - Action Figures 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/15/2010 12:58:33 AM 

Judge orders Coleman's remains be cremated 

A Utah judge has ordered that Gary Coleman's remains be cremated no sooner than Wednesday afternoon, so 

Coleman's ex-girlfriend will have enough time to travel to Utah to see his body. 

1§':i1ti¥.EIGary Coleman _ Utah - United States - Cremation - Actor 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/15/20101:09:10 AM 

Microsoft unveils redesigned Xbox 360 

Ig~~""IA thinner and quieter Xbox 360 was unveiled Monday by Microsoft. The game console has a 2S0-gigabyte 
hard drive as well as built in Wi-Fi, and will sell for the same price as the current Xbox 360 Elite model -

$299. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/15/2010 1:22:20 AM 

Report: Whitman pushed eBay employee 

The campaign of California gubernatorial candidate Meg Whitman is responding to a published report that claims she 

had an altercation with an eBay employee three years ago. 

1§':i1ti¥.EIMeg Whitman _ EBay - California - Politics - United States 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/15/2010 1:58:21 AM 

Gunmen kill 15 Mexican officers in 2 attacks 

The violence marks one of the bloodiest days for security forces since the government stepped up its fight with drug 

cartels. 

1§':i1ti¥.Elorug cartel _ Warfare and Conflict - War on Terrorism - Violence - September 11 2001 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/15/20103:20:14 AM 

2 people detained with weapons at MacDil1 AFB 

The military says two heavily armed people are in custody after trying to enter MacDil1 Air Force Base outside of Tampa. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/15/20104:25:06 AM 

Calif. man arrested in drive-by killing of toddler 

Police have arrested a California man suspected of firing at a crowd and killing a 3-year-old boy who was celebrating his 

birthday. 

I g:i1ti¥.Elcalifornia - Police - Law - United States - Personals 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/15/20108:28:16 AM 

Military: Armed man halted at base was AWOL 

A man who tried to enter a Florida military base with fake identification and a stash of guns and ammunition is a u.s. 
serviceman absent without leave, base officials say. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/15/2010 10:28:03 AM 

In Detroit, a poignant last day for 32 schools 

Ig~~""lon June 17, the last day of classes, thousands of children and teachers in Detroit will say farewell to 32 
schools to be closed this year. 

rg~iSjDetroit - United States - Michigan - Education - Metro Areas 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/15/201010:47:43 AM 

Police arrest 178 in global credit card scam 

Authorities have arrested 178 people in Europe and the u.s. suspected of cloning credit cards in an international scam 

worth over 20 million euros, Spanish police said on Tuesday. 

rC~~"-lcredit card - United States - Business - Financial Services - Police 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/15/2010 11:39:56 AM 

BP has plenty of money to pay spill damages 

Ig~~""~he cost of cleaning the Gulf oil spill and compensating its victims won't be known for years. But it would 

have to be an awfully large number to exceed BP's ability to pay. 

I~~':-Ioil spill - BP - Gulf Oil - Environment - Energy 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/15/201012:24:51 PM 

Some early cancer overtreated; few want to wait 

Ig~~""llt is an unthinkable notion for a generation raised on the message that early cancer detection saves lives, 
but specialists say more tumors actually are being found too early - raising hard questions about how 

aggressively to treat them. 

I ~~':-Icancer - Tumor - Health - Conditions and Diseases - Organizations 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/15/2010 12:56:49 PM 

Woman received lungs of a 30-year smoker 

The family of a 28-year-old British woman who unknowingly received a lung transplant from a smoker says she would 

have been "horrified" and have lodged a complaint. 

rc~~ ... tung transplantation - Lung - Health - Surgery - Support Groups 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/15/2010 1:56:52 PM 

Cutting off own arm was 'surreal,' says man 

Ig~~""~onathan Metz is recovering well from surgeries after he tried to amputate his own arm when it became 

lodged in his furnace. 

rg~iS1onathan Metz - Amputation - Surgery - Business - Connecticut 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/15/20103:25:33 PM 

Lakers down to their last gasp against Celtics 

Ig~~""IDown 3-2 in the NBA finals against an old foe that keeps finding new ways to beat them, the Los Angeles 

Lakers are going to need a big Hollywood ending to escape this jam with another championship. 

I~~':los Angeles lakers - NBA Finals - los Angeles - NBA - 1963 NBA Finals 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/15/20103:29:00 PM 

New Zealand ties Slovakia during injury time 

Ig~~""lwinston Reid scored in second-half injury time Tuesday, lifting New Zealand to a 1-1 draw with Slovakia. 

Ig~~""INew Zealand - Winston Reid - Association football - Oceania - Slovakia 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/15/20103:56:21 PM 

Cameron apologizes for 'Bloody Sunday' 

Ig~~""IBritish Prime Minister David Cameron apologizes for the 1972 slaughter of 13 Catholic demonstrators in 

the N. Ireland outrage that became known as "Bloody Sunday." 
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Sectarian Conflict 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/15/20104:21:33 PM 

Greece's tourism industry under threat 

Ig~~""IRoad closures, strikes and blockades have horrified people in Greece's vital tourism industry as it 

struggles to emerge from a vicious debt crisis that brought it to the brink of bankruptcy. 

rg~iSLreece - Tourism - Travel and Tourism - EuropeanUnion - United States 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/15/20104:25:43 PM 

Miley Cyrus: 'I'm not trying to be slutty' 

Ig~~""~he 17-year-old is releasing new album, "Can't Be Tamed," and is doing it her way, even though some say 

she is going to too far for her age. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/15/2010 4:40:58 PM 

Ronalda hits post, Portugal ties Ivory Coast 

Ig~~""llvory Coast tied Portugal 0-0 at the World Cup on Tuesday, largely outplaying its higher-ranked opponent 

despite Didier Drogba only coming on as a late substitute. 

rg~5.jDidier Drogba - Portugal - World Cup - Sport - FIFA World Cup 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/15/20105:00:31 PM 

Poll: Majority disapprove of spill response 

Ig~~""~he survey found that 52 percent say they don't approve of Obama's handling of the spill, a shift from last 

month when a big chunk of people withheld judgment. But Obama's overall job performance rating didn't 
take a hit; it stayed virtually the same at 50 percent. 

1~~':-IBaraCk Obama - President - United States - Obama - Government 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/15/20105:11:23 PM 

Economy down, volunteering up 

Americans spent 100 million more hours helping their communities last year, a new federal report says, and the number 

of people getting involved went up by 1.6 million to 63.4 million. 

I~¥':-Iunited States - War on Terrorism - Warfare and Conflict - September 11 2001- Economic 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/15/20105:44:44 PM 

Aftershocks rattle Calif-Mexico border region 

Hundreds of aftershocks jiggled the U.S.-Mexico border Tuesday after a moderate earthquake struck the seismically 

active region that was still recovering from a deadly Easter jolt. 

1§':i1ti¥.EIEarthQUake _ Aftershock - United States - US-Mexico Border - Baja California 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/15/20106:02:08 PM 

6-story Jesus statue in Ohio struck by lightning 

Ig~~""IA six-story-tall statue of Jesus Christ with his arms raised along a highway was struck by lightning in a 

thunderstorm Monday night and burned to the ground, police said. 

rg~5.Lghtning - Jesus - Jesus Christ - Ohio - Thunderstorm 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/15/20106:05:46 PM 

Summer brings comfort in the form of reruns 

Ig~~""~here seems to be little but death and hibernation for favorite shows in May and June. Such sad times, 

yes? Not at all. The warm season is the highlight for the rerun lover, who now has a chance to bask in the 
beauty of the familiar 

Ig~~""IHibernation - Arts and Entertainment - Eating - Obesity - Colorado State University 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/15/20106:07:25 PM 

Iowa GOP Rep: Obama 'favors the black person' 

Ig~~""IDemocrats on Tuesday denounced an Iowa Republican congressman who says President Barack Obama 

favors blacks over whites, and a GOP candidate from Colorado canceled a fundraiser the Iowan was to 

keynote. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/15/20106:11:09 PM 

U.N. to Kyrgyzstan: 'Stop the bloodshed' 

Ig~~""~he United Nations urges Kyrgyzstan on Tuesday to prevent the spread of ethnic violence in the region 

bordering Afghanistan. 

rg~iSjKyrgYZstan - United Nations - Asia - Afghanistan - Government 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/15/20106:26:03 PM 

Student attacks Hells Angels with puppy 

A student makes a rude gesture at a group of Hell's Angels motorcycle gang members, hurling a puppy at them and 

escaping on a stolen bulldozer. 

I g:i1ti¥.EIHells Angels - Outlaw motorcycle club - Recreation - Motorcycles - Organizations 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/15/20106:33:29 PM 

Ariz. lawmaker takes aim at automatic citizenship 

Ig~~""IEmboldened by passage of the nation's toughest law against illegal immigration, the Arizona politician 

who sponsored the measure now wants to deny u.s. citizenship to children born in this country to 
undocumented parents. 

I g~~""lunited States - Arizona - Illegal immigration - Law - Citizenship in the United States 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/15/20107:22:10 PM 

Pain clinic doctor tied to 68 deaths 

The high number of patient deaths at their clinic should have alerted a Kansas doctor and his wife that their policies, 

practices and prescriptions were deadly, a federal prosecutor told jurors Tuesday. 

1~¥':-IKansas - Medicine - United States - Health - Medical Specialties 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/15/20107:59:26 PM 

HBO works to get film on dissident seen in Iran 

Ig~~""~he film, "For Neda," was shown online and through Voice of America in Iran even before its debut on 

u.s. television this week, an unusual step for a cable network that traditionally guards exclusivity of its 
material for its paying customers. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/15/20108:32:36 PM 

Bristol and Levi reportedly together again 

Ig~~""IAlthough Bristol Palin and Levi Johnston broke off their engagement in March 2009, an insider tells 

UsMagazine.com that relations have thawed considerably between the young parents. 

rg~5.LVi Johnston - Bristol Palin - Politics - Republican - England 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/15/20108:33:54 PM 

Stocks close higher as European fear subsides 

Industrial and technology stocks pulled the market sharply higher Tuesday after Boeing Co. said it was boosting 

production and an industry group forecast that demand for computers would increase. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/15/20108:41:53 PM 

Brazil breaks through, beats feisty North Korea 

Ig~~""IMaicon and Elano scored a goal apiece in the second half and Brazil broke through a solid North Korea 
defense to win its first 2010 World Cup match 2-1 on a frigid Tuesday night. 

rg~5.jNorth Korea - Brazil - FIFA World Cup - Elano - Asia 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/15/20108:47:24 PM 

Attorney for Van der Sloat quits 

The recently hired Peruvian defense attorney for accused murderer Joran van der Sloat said Tuesday that he's quitting 

after receiving death threats. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/15/20109:07:30 PM 

Pickle Von Corndog? Year's wackiest pet names 

Ig~~""IFidO and Fluffy are nice, albeit predictable, pet names. But how do Barnaby Bones or Cleocatra strike 

you? Here are the results of an annual contest to find the most unusual dog and cat names in the United 
States. 

I g~~""IDOg - Recreation - United States - Shopping - Porcelain 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/15/20109:34:55 PM 

Flight attendant helps land plane to Chicago 

Officials say a flight attendant who has a pilot's license helped land a plane at Chicago's O'Hare International Airport 

when a co-pilot became ill. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/15/20109:41:25 PM 

Border jolt biggest aftershock from Easter quake 

To the crowd of baseball fans cheering at San Diego's Petco Park, the jolt in the eighth inning came as a surprise. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/15/20109:57:13 PM 

New rules protect credit card users from fees 

The Federal Reserve adopted new rules Tuesday aimed at protecting credit card customers from getting socked by lofty 

late payment charges and other penalty fees. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/15/201010:17:30 PM 

Gen. Petraeus collapses during hearing 

Ig~~""lu.s. Gen. David Petraeus, who is in charge of u.s. forces in Iraq and Afghanistan, briefly collapsed at a 

Capitol Hill hearing Tuesday and then regained his composure. 

I~~':-I!@g -Afghanistan - David Petraeus - United States - Capitol Hill 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/15/2010 10:34:35 PM 

Fed dodges bullet as House drops audit idea 

The Federal Reserve scored a political victory on Wednesday as Democrats mulling financial reform backed off measures 

that would expose monetary policy to audits. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/15/2010 10:54:44 PM 

Perez tries to defuse uproar over racy Miley pic 

Ig~~""~he celeb blogger sought to defuse a media furor he created by tweeting a photo that seemed to suggest 

teen pop star Miley Cyrus had been photographed without wearing underwear. 

1~~'::Liley Cyrus - Celebrity - Teen pop - Shopping - The Walt Disney Company 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/15/201011:01:16 PM 

Heavy women, but not men, lack sex partners 

In a new study, European researchers found obese women had more trouble finding a sexual partner than their normal

weight counterparts, though the same wasn't true for obese men, and were four times as likely to have an unplanned 

pregnancy. 

r~¥:lpregnancy - Sexuality - Obesity - Sexology - People 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/15/201011:14:55 PM 

Troops kill 15 gunmen outside Mexican city 

Ig~~""lsoldiers battle gunmen for nearly an hour on the outskirts of the popular tourist town of Taxco. June 
could become the deadliest month yet in Mexico's drug war. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/15/2010 11:22:25 PM 

Scientists up estimate of leaking Gulf oil 

Ig~~""lscientists provided a new estimate for the size of the Gulf oil spill on Tuesday that indicates it could be 

worse than previously thought. 

I~~':-Ioil spill - Environment - Energy - Petroleum in the Environment - BP 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/15/201011:46:16 PM 

Izzo rejects Cavs, will stay at Michigan State 

Ig~~""~om Izzo is staying at Michigan State, turning down a chance to coach the Cleveland Cavaliers and 

perhaps LeBron James. 

rg~iSjcleveland Cavaliers - Tom Izzo -LeBron James - Michigan State - Basketball 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/16/2010 1:04:42 AM 

iPhone pre-orders jam AT&T, Apple systems 

Ig~~""lpre-orders for the new iPhone 4 began today, and both AT&T's systems, as well as Apple's, were 

inundated with orders. AT&T now says those who order from late Tuesday onwill get the new iPhone on 
June 25, not June 24, the official release date. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/16/2010 1:21:05 AM 

Study explores teenage boys' huge appetites 

NEW YORK (Reuters life!) - Parents of teenage boys now have evidence to back up the claim they could be eaten out of 

house and home with a u.s. study finding 14-17 year-old boys will eat a lunch of 2,000 calories given the chance. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/16/2010 1:57:44 AM 

Randy Jackson hospitalized for chest pains 

Ig~~""IRandY Jackson, brother of the late pop legend Michael Jackson, was hospitalized Tuesday in Southern 

California. 

1~~'::Lichael Jackson - Southern California - Randy Jackson - United States - California 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/16/20102:01:40 AM 

Obama accuses BP of 'recklessness' 

Ig~~""lpresident Barack Obama accused BP of "recklessness" in the first Oval Office address of his presidency 

and swore not to rest until the company has paid for the damage it has caused. 

I~~':-IBP - Barack Obama - President - United States - Mississippi 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/16/20102:16:44 AM 

Yankees rough up Halladay, rout Phil lies 

Ig~~""INiCk Swisher and the New York Yankees handed Roy Halladay a rare thumping, beating the Philadelphia 
Phil lies and their new ace 8-3 Tuesday night in a World Series rematch. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/16/20105:22:47 AM 

Lakers get back on point, force Game 7 

Without any room for error, Kobe Bryant scored 26 points, Pau Gasol added 17 points, 13 rebounds and nine assists and 

the Los Angeles Lakers hammered the Boston Celtics 89-67 to force a deciding Game 7 in the NBA finals on Tuesday 

night. 

Ig~i5S;tos Angeles Lakers - Boston Celtic - Kobe Bryant - Pau Gasol - NBA 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/16/20106:58:19 AM 

Ventre: Last chance for finals foes to make statement 

Ig~~""lventre: It's been a back-and-forth, hard-fought NBA finals. And now it's on to Game 7, which is absolutely 

the last statement opportunity available this season. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/16/20108:24:33 AM 

Deadly quakes rock eastern Indonesia 

Four strong earthquakes struck the same region of eastern Indonesia Wednesday, leaving at least three people dead and 

dozens of buildings collapsed, news agencies reported. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/16/201011:11:08 AM 

France to raise retirement age from 60 to 62 

France is to raise the retirement age from 60 to 62 in 2018 in an effort to get the country's spiraling public finances 

under control, the labor minister said Wednesday. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/16/201011:19:42 AM 

Pakistan doctor examines bin Laden hunter 

Ig~~""IAn U.S. construction worker detained in Pakistan on what authorities said was an armed solo mission to 

kill Osama bin Laden has been examined by a doctor, Pakistani officials said. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/16/2010 11:35:32 AM 

French storms and floods kill 15 

Ig~~""IFlash floods caused by torrential rain killed 15 people and left 12 missing near France's Mediterranean 

coast, local officials said on Wednesday. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/16/201012:18:49 PM 

America's addicts are graying, study suggests 

The proportion of people admitted to treatment for drug abuse who are aged SO or over nearly doubled between 1992 

and 2008, a new government study says. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/16/2010 12:31:24 PM 

Cleanup crews work with tenuous safety net 

Ig~~""IAn army of 19,000 workers have swarmed the Gulf Coast to help clean the mess from the massive BP oil 

spill. But it remains unclear who will ensure their safety. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/16/2010 1:21:34 PM 

Opinion: Kobe likes his team, and their chances 

Ig~~""loPinion: Let me tell you about one of Kobe Bryant's philosophies. It doesn't apply to the run-of-the-mill 
NBA game; it's only about the playoffs. Then again, everything is all about the playoffs anyway - as 

regular-season slackers L.A. and Boston are reiterating this spring. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/16/2010 1:26:35 PM 

Chile wins first World Cup match in 48 years 

Ig~~""~ean Beausejour scored the only goal and Chile beat Honduras 1-0 for its first World Cup victory in exactly 

48 years. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/16/20101:34:13 PM 

San Francisco passes cell phone radiation law 

San Francisco could soon start requiring retailers to post notices showing how much radiation is emitted by the cell 

phones they sell. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/16/2010 1:35:02 PM 

Airlines that get the most complaints 

Ig~~""IAccOrding to a Department of Transportation list, Southwest Airlines gets the least complaints and Delta 

gets the most. See how other carriers rate. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/16/20103:06:36 PM 

Quitting smoking may stub out stress 

Smokers often say they need a cigarette to calm their nerves, but a new study suggests that after a person kicks the 

habit, chronic stress levels may go down. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/16/20103:18:55 PM 

Home builders won't lift the economy this time 

Ig~~""IHomebuilders are sending a message: They won't be able to contribute much to the economic recovery 
now that government home-buying incentives have vanished. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/16/20103:21:44 PM 

BP faces backlash from Big Oil rivals 

Ig~~""IAS BP CEO Tony Hayward prepares for his turn in the hot seat in Washington, he can look forward to a 

seat made even hotter by top executives of rival big oil companies. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/16/20104:21:54 PM 

AT&T temporarily suspends iPhone pre-orders 

Ig~~""IAT& T has temporarily suspended pre-orders of the iPhone 4, and Apple now says pre-orders of the new 
device will ship 'by July 14,' nearly three weeks after the phone goes on sale. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/16/20104:59:16 PM 

Kitchen competitions cook up delicious drama 

Ig~~""lcoOking contests blend two things American's are passionate about: food and sports. It's the thrill of the 

chase as chefs battle it out to see who can do the best job under the pressure cooker. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/16/20105:07:02 PM 

AP-GfK Poll bolsters congressional Democrats 

There's encouraging news for Democrats battling to retain control of Congress in this fall's elections, with the party 

holding a slender edge in public trust for shepherding the economy and slightly more people saying their finances are 

healthy, according to a new poll. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/16/20105:36:45 PM 

Troops encircle city in south Kyrgyzstan 

Ig~~""IKyrgYZstan's weak military attempts to regain control of the city of Osh, a major transit point for Afghan 

heroin and the epicenter of ethnic violence that has driven much of the Uzbek population from the 
country's poor, rural south. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/16/20105:50:27 PM 

Switzerland stuns Spain in first shocker of Cup 

Ig~~""IGelson Fernandes scored on a rare Swiss attack, giving his team a stunning 1-0 upset Wednesday over 

European champion and tournament favorite Spain. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/16/20106:02:21 PM 

Flash floods kill 19 in France 

Ig~~""IAt least 19 people were killed in flash floods that hit the back hills of the French Riviera on Wednesday 

and turned streets into rivers of surging, muddy water, officials said. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/16/20106:11:06 PM 

Gates, Buffett to megarich: Give it away 

Ig~~""~he two richest people in America are embarking on a campaign to persuade their billionaire peers to 

give half their fortune to charity. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/16/20106:35:22 PM 

'Female Viagra' falls short, FDA says 

Ig~~""IFederal health experts meet this week to review the first pill designed to boost the female sex drive, 

more than a decade after Pfizer's drug Viagra sparked the search for a female counterpart. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/16/20106:50:13 PM 

American on no-fly list is stuck in Egypt 

Ig~~""IA Virginia man stuck in Egypt for the last six weeks says he was told his name was on a u.s. no-fly list 

because of people he met during a trip to Yemen. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/16/20106:51:55 PM 

BP OKs $20 billion escrow fund, halts dividend 

Ig~~""IBP will set up a $20 billion fund to pay claims for damages following the Gulf of Mexico oil spill, 

administration officials said Wednesday. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/16/20106:53:23 PM 

Big bummer! More of us exercise, but still fat 

Thirty five percent of Americans now say they exercise an hour a day but rates of obesity and smoking have not 

changed, according to a government survey. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/16/20107:19:09 PM 

Feds: Woman had 506 pounds of pot on jet 

Ig~~""IAuthorities have arrested a California woman they say flew to Ohio on a private jet with 506 pounds (230 
kilograms) of marijuana in 13 suitcases. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/16/20107:19:13 PM 

Number of uninsured rises slightly in U.S. 

More than 15 percent of Americans lacked health insurance in 2009, a slight rise from 2008, according to u.s. 
government survey data released Wednesday. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/16/20107:27:43 PM 

New tape reveals al-Qaida's finance worries 

Ig~~""IAfter group's recently slain No.3 leader complains about fundraising shortfalls, experts on the terror 

group differ on the state of its finances and operational capabilities. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/16/20108:24:16 PM 

Ala. prof charged in brother's 1986 death 

Ig~~""IA biology professor charged with killing three of her colleagues at an Alabama university has been 

indicted in the 1986 shooting death of her brother in Massachusetts. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/16/20108:25:09 PM 

Spelling: I had a psychic encounter with Farrah 

Ig~~"'l'90210Jl star, who was a former neighbor of the "Charlie's Angels" actress, told Access Hollywood that 

the blonde bombshell visited her from beyond during a psychic reading. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/16/20108:35:43 PM 

Spirit Airlines, pilots make a deal to end strike 

Spirit Airlines made a deal with its pilots on Wednesday that will end their five-day-old walkout, the union said. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/16/20108:37:16 PM 

$20 billion BP fund may not cover all costs 

Ig~~""IBP'S decision to create a $20 billion escrow fund helps remove some uncertainty hanging over the 

company, although the total cost for the nation's worst oil spill remains unclear. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/16/20109:49:32 PM 

Sea creatures flee spill, gather near shore 

Ig~~""IMarine scientists studying the effects of the BP disaster are seeing some strange - and troubling -

phenomena. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/16/20109:56:45 PM 

Man seized at Army post had land mine, laser scope 

A former national guardsman who wore camouflage fatigues so often that a neighbor thought he was in the military was 

charged Wednesday with pretending to be a u.s. Army soldier after authorities say he convinced an officer at a military 

base to give him a sophisticated laser sight. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/16/2010 10:29:40 PM 

Latest attack in Mexico drug war: Better PR 

Ig~~""lpresident Felipe Calderon wants to hire a public relations firm to improve his country's image over the 

drug war. He might want to start with convincing his own countrymen. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/16/2010 11:31:56 PM 

Financial overhaul writers have ties to industry 

Anyone with a bank account or credit card has a stake in the overhaul of financial rules Congress is working on. But the 

industry ties of some politicians writing the law go far beyond the norm. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/16/2010 11:35:53 PM 

Democrats challenge Pentagon on Afghan war 

Ig~~""IA schism deepens between U.S. war leaders and Congress as lawmakers - crucial Democrats among 

them - challenge Pentagon assertions that progress is picking up in Afghanistan. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/16/2010 11:46:35 PM 

Uruguay pushes South Africa near 'disaster' 

Ig~~""IDiegO Forlan scored two goals, helping Uruguay to a 3-0 victory over South Africa on Wednesday that 

pushed the host team closer to being the first to go out in the opening round of a World Cup. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/17/201012:21:39 AM 

Harrison Ford and Calista Flockhart marry 

Ig~~""~he ceremony took place at the Governor's mansion in New Mexico on Tuesday, where Governor Bill 

Richardson officated, the actress' rep confirmed to UsMagazine.com. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/17/201012:55:32 AM 

BP boss 'sorry' about 'small people' remark 

Ig~~""IBP Chairman Chairman Carl-Henrie Svanberg apologizes for 'clumsily' referring to oil-spill victims as "the 

small people," a remark that drew strong reactions. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/17/201012:58:15 AM 

U.S. expands sanctions aimed at Iran's nukes 

u.s. sanctions against Iran expand to hit more than three dozen additional companies and individuals with penalties 

meant to curb Iran's nuclear and missile programs. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/17/20102:28:46 AM 

Report: FBI searches home of iPad 3G hacker 

The FBI Wednesday searched the home of one of the alleged hackers who breached AT&T's Web site, capturing 114,000 

e-mail addresses last week of Apple iPad 3G customers, according to a report in The Wall Street Journal. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/17/20103:50:44 AM 

Perennial Open bridesmaid Mickelson favored 

Ig~~""lwaShington Post: Phil Mickelson, gambler by trade, the favorite in the straight-and-narrow u.s. Open? 

Go figure. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/17/20103:53:08 AM 

Moyer, 47, oldest pitcher to ever beat Yankees 

Ig~~""~amie Moyer worked eight sharp innings to become the oldest pitcher to beat the Yankees, and the 47-

year-old lefty bounced back from the worst start of his career to pitch the Philadelphia Phillies past New 
York 6-3 Wednesday night. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/17/20108:09:24 AM 

US, SKorea express solidarity over ship sinking 

South Korea and the United States expressed solidarity Thursday over the deadly sinking of a South Korean warship they 

blame on North Korea, with a senior American diplomat saying the allies face Pyongyang from a position of "profound 

strength." 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/17/201010:10:10 AM 

Pro-government militiaman, family slain in Iraq 

Gunmen shot dead a member of Iraq's government-backed Sunni Sahwa militia and four members of his family near 

Falluja west of Baghdad on Thursday, police said. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/17/201011:35:51 AM 

Gulf seafood price spikes hit area eateries 

Ig~~""~he price of seafood such as shrimp and oysters from the Gulf of Mexico have skyrocketed since the Gulf 

oil disaster began in April, forcing Louisiana restaurants to adapt. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/17/201011:48:57 AM 

Chrysler advances, but it's stop and go 

Ig~~""IA year after its emergence from Chapter 11 protection, Chrysler remains a company on life support. But 

there are signs that the automaker is beginning to breathe on its own again. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/17/201011:55:48 AM 

How to get the most from the ticket resale market 

Ig~~""IBefore you pull the trigger on buying those concert or game tickets, ask yourself: Is this the best I can do? 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/17/20101:10:05 PM 

Where are the black TV shows? 

Ig~~""~he broadcast networks have made great strides in recent years by diversifying the faces we see on 

primetime TV, a momentum that carries into the 2010-11 schedule. At the moment, the number of 
scripted, live-action shows with all-black casts is exactly zero. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/17/20101:34:40 PM 

Vatican calls 'Blues Brothers' a 'Catholic classic' 

Ig~~""IQn the 30th anniversary of the film's release, "L'Qsservatore Romano," the Vatican's official newspaper, 
called the film a "Catholic classic" and said it should be recommended viewing for Catholics everywhere. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/17/20101:43:05 PM 

Proposed cat leash law sparks hissing match 

Ig~~""IA clause in a city law that requires cats to be on leashes has sparked a hissing match among fans of free

roaming felines. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/17/20101:45:04 PM 

Consumer prices drop for 2nd straight month 

Consumer prices fell for the second straight month, extending a break for Americans' pocketbooks. less expensive 

energy bills were the main factor pulling down prices. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/17/20101:46:19 PM 

New jobless claims take surprise jump 

The number of people filing new claims for jobless benefits jumped last week after three straight declines, another sign 

that hiring remains weak. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/17/20102:05:29 PM 

Opinion: Game 7 can turn NBA vets into nervous rookies 

Ig~~""lwashPost: I've said in this space before and I'll say it again before getting to witness another that my two 

favorite words in sports are "Game Seven." The nervousness, the sense of desperation, the poise, the 
unraveling, the precision, the turnovers, the back-and-forth, the push-and-pull make it so irresistible. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/17/20102:37:37 PM 

Israel says it will ease Gaza blockade 

Ig~~""llsrael agrees to ease its land blockade on the Hamas-ruled Gaza Strip, hoping to quell international 

criticism following a deadly raid on a flotilla bound for Palestinian territory. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/17/20102:55:26 PM 

Mandela frail at great-granddaughter's funeral 

Ig~~""IA somber and frail Nelson Mandela attended the funeral Thursday for his 13-year-old great

granddaughter, who was killed in a car crash after the World Cup's opening concert. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/17/20103:14:37 PM 

Scoop: 'Potter' stars shine at 'Wizarding World' debut 

Ig~~""lwedneSday night was the grand opening celebration for the Wizarding World of Harry Potter at Universal 

Studios and a star-studded cast that included Daniel Radcliffe, Rupert Grint, Bonnie Wright, Michael 
Gambon and Tom Felton were on hand. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/17/20103:48:39 PM 

Mass. man charged in slayings of mom, wife, kids 

A man whose wife, two children and mother-in-law were found slain in the family's home is being sought on murder 

charges in the killings, authorities said Thursday. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/17/20103:51:07 PM 

Opinion: Kobe doesn't need win tonight for his legacy 

Ig~~""loPinion: Lakers superstar filled the one hole in his resume with Shaq-Iess title in '09 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/17/20104:29:00 PM 

Hat trick moves Argentina near knockout round 

Ig~~""IWith Gonzalo Higuain scoring a hat trick and Lionel Messi in the thick of the action, stylish Argentina is on 

the brink of advancing in the World Cup. 

rg~5.jsouth Korea - Gonzalo Higuafn - World Cup - FIFA World Cup - Sport 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/17/20105:48:11 PM 

EU OKs new sanctions on Iran 

The European Union on Thursday adopted new sanctions against Iran, the latest in a series of measures taken by the 

international community in an effort to halt the country's nuclear program. 

1§':i1ti¥.Ellran _ European Union - Nuclear program of Iran - Middle East - United States 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/17/20106:12:46 PM 

Greece wins after Nigerian player red-carded 

Ig~~""IGreece claimed its first World Cup win, rallying to beat lO-man Nigeria 2-1 in a World Cup Group B match 

on Thursday. 

1~~'::INigeria - World Cup - Sport - FIFA World Cup - Soccer 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/17/20106:27:38 PM 

It's a brutal summer on concert circuit 

Artists such as Christina Aguilera, the Eagles, U2 (due to Bono's back surgery), Rihanna, John Mayer, Limp Bizkit, and the 

Go-Go's have canceled either shows or entire tours. 

I g:i1ti¥.Elchristina Aguilera - john Mayer - Rihanna - Music - Concert 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/17/20106:49:05 PM 

Death toll rises to 25 in France floods 

Ig~~""~he death toll from flash floods in the hills above the French Riviera rose to 25 on Thursday as new 

thunderstorms threatened the picturesque region and cleanup efforts, officials said. 

rg~iSLance - French Riviera - Flood - Flash flood - Regions of France 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/17/20107:28:30 PM 

Man pleads not guilty to kidnapping actor 

Ig~~""IA man has pleaded not guilty to kidnapping actor Jeremy London and forcing him to use drugs, the 
Riverside County district attorney's office said Thursday. 

1~~':-I.Jeremy London - Kidnapping - United States - District attorney - Law 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/17/20107:30:07 PM 

About 70 feared dead in Colombian mine blast 

Ig~~""IMore than 70 Colombian miners were feared dead in an overnight coal mine explosion that killed at least 
16 miners in what could be one of the country's worst mining accidents. 

rg~5.jcoal mining - Explosion - Mining accident - Mining - Technology 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/17/20107:34:46 PM 

BP CEO grilled by lawmakers at spill hearing 

Ig~~""la grim-faced BP chief executive Tony Hayward insisted Thursday he was "devastated with this accident" 

in the Gulf of Mexico and denied shunning tough questions from Congress on the nation's worst oil spill. 

rg~5.LUlf of Mexico - Tony Hayward - BP - Oil spill - Environment 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/17/20107:57:20 PM 

'Intimate waxing' nearly costs man a testicle 

A 24-year-old British man was left in agony after an" intimate beauty waxing" charity event at a pub went a bit too far 

and he nearly lost a testicle. 

I ~¥':-ITesticie - People - United States - Crime - Police 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/17/20109:09:25 PM 

Feeling lonely? Now you can rent a friend 

Ig~~""lln a world where roughly 20 percent of all people - 60 million in the United States alone - say they feel 

lonely at any given moment, is renting a friend a solution or stopgap? 

I~~':-Iunited States - Renting - Pets - Recreation - Business 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/17/20109:10:11 PM 

FDA panel backs five-mornings-after pill 

Ig~~""IFederal health experts said Thursday a new type of morning-after contraceptive that works longer than 

existing drugs is safe and effective. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/17/20109:31:32 PM 

Bobby Fischer to be exhumed in paternity case 

Ig~~""~he remains of chess genius Bobby Fischer are to be exhumed to determine whether he is the father of a 
9-year-old girl, a lawyer representing the child and her mother said Thursday. 

rg~iSjBobbY Fischer - Chess - Iceland - Games - Board Games 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/17/20109:31:44 PM 

Stocks gain after downbeat economic data 

The stock market managed a slender gain Thursday after traders shook off a pair of disappointing economic reports. 

rC~~~~Lusiness - Investing - Equities - Stocks and Bonds - Manufacturing 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/17/20109:36:07 PM 

Mexico routs France, only needs tie to advance 

Ig~~""ISUbstitutes Javier Hernandez and Cuauhtemoc Blanco each scored in Mexico's 2-0 win over France at the 

World Cup on Thursday, leaving Mexico needing only a draw to reach the next round. 

1~~':-IMexiCO - France - World Cup - Sport - Soccer 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/17/20109:36:41 PM 

Did Smirnoff ice official site of idiot olympics? 

Ig~~""IAS of yesterday afternoon, the official video-sharing site of this dubious drinking prank, Bros Icing Bros, 

went dark, leaving this single message frozen on its homepage: "We had a good run Bros ... " 

1~~'::lsmirnoff - Ice - Icing Bros - Recreation - Facebook 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/17/20109:43:38 PM 

Evasive BP CEO leaves Congress flummoxed 

Ig~~"'l'l can't answer that question." That was a common refrain in Capitol Hill testimony from BP CEO Tony 
Hayward, who shed little light on the company's disastrous Gulf oil spill. 

rg~5.~ony Hayward - Oil spill - BP - Gulf Oil - Environment 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/17/20109:49:03 PM 

Airline seizes dozens of human heads 

Ig~~""lofficials in Arkansas are investigating a shipment of 40 to 60 human heads found by Southwest Airlines 

employees at a cargo facility last week in Little Rock, the Pulaski County coroner says. 

rg~iSjsouthwest Airlines - Airline - Arkansas - Business - United States 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/17/201011:04:23 PM 

Times Square bomb suspect indicted 

Ig~~""IFaisal Shahzad was arrested May 3 on a Dubai-bound plane on charges that he drove an SUV rigged with 

a homemade car bomb into Times Square two nights earlier. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/17/201011:34:24 PM 

Republican forced to apologize for BP apology 

r-~fter apologizing to BP's CEO that the company had to agree to a $20 billion fund for Gulf damage claims, 
exas Rep. Joe Barton is forced to recant under a gusher of criticism. 

rg~5.~ony Hayward - Gulf of Mexico - BP - Oil spill - Environment 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/18/201012:08:37 AM 

Mass. man charged in slayings of family 

Ig~~""IA law enforcement official says authorities have captured a man accused of killing his wife, two children 
and mother-in-law in their suburban Boston home. 

1~~':-IBoston - law - Massachusetts - United States - Services 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/18/20101:19:31 AM 

Lawyer: Gary Coleman's remains cremated 

r-~ttorney Robert Jeffs has released a statement saying the actor's remains were cremated at 5:15 p.m. 
hursday at a mortuary in Sandy, a Salt Lake City suburb. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/18/20102:33:32 AM 

Tiger, Mickelson have tough time at Pebble 

Ig~~""~he scenery at Pebble Beach was as spectacular as ever. The u.s. Open was as tough as ever. Tiger 
Woods and Phil Mickelson didn't make a single birdie between them Thursday, the first time that's ever 

happened with the world's best two players in the same tournament. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/18/20102:39:32 AM 

Phillies take two of three from Yanks in Bronx 

Ig~~""IKYle Kendrick kept the Yankees guessing, Shane Victorino homered and Placido Polanco made a sprawling 
catch Thursday night as the Philadelphia Phil lies downed New York 7-1 to win the interleague series. 

rg~5.jphiladeIPhia Phillies - Shane Victorino - Kyle Kendrick - sport - Baseball 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/18/20105:23:02 AM 

'Sweetest' repeat as Lakers beat Celts for title 

The Los Angeles Lakers have won their 16th NBA championship, dramatically rallying from a fourth-quarter deficit to 

beat the Boston Celtics 83-79 Thursday night in Game 7 of the NBA finals. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/18/20105:36:26 AM 

SKorean fighter jet crashes; 2 airmen killed 

South Korea's Air Force says a fighter jet crashed into the sea after a training mission and its two pilots were killed. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/18/20106:51:49 AM 

Death-row inmate dies in barrage of bullets 

Ig~~""IA firing squad executed convicted killer Ronnie Lee Gardner early on Friday, Utah prison officials said. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/18/20109:45:24 AM 

Sarkozy marks de Gaulle's famed wartime appeal 

French President Nicolas Sarkozy marked the 70th anniversary of Charles de Gaulle's defiant World War II broadcast 

from London on Friday, visiting the studio where the leader urged his compatriots to resist the German occupation. 

1§':i1ti¥.Elcharles de Gaulle - World War II - Nicolas Sarkozy - President of France - France 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/18/20109:58:26 AM 

Denmark leaves stranded whale to die naturally 

A government agency says a fin whale that has been stranded in a shallow fjord in western Denmark will be left to die 

without any human intervention. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/18/201010:12:57 AM 

Interim pres: Kyrgyz violence likely kills 2,000 

Ig~~""IKyrgYZstan's interim president said Friday that the death toll from the ethnic clashes that have rocked the 
country's south could be near 2,000, as she made her first visit to a riot-hit city since the unrest broke 

out. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/18/2010 10:33:34 AM 

Austria: Man hoarded a million child porn pictures 

A 53-year-old man who hoarded more than a million child pornography pictures and videos has been arrested, Austrian 

authorities said Friday. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/18/201011:06:47 AM 

Campbell Soup recalls SpaghettiOs 

Ig~~""lcamPbell Soup Co. is recalling 15 million pounds of SpaghettiOs with meatballs after a cooker 

malfunctioned at one of the company's plants in Texas and left the meat undercooked. 

1~~'::lspaghettiOs - Campbell Soup Company - Campbell Soup - Home - Cooking 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/18/201011:16:20 AM 

Top-paying blue-collar jobs 

Ig~~...,~wo oil-related positions make our ranking of the top 10 best-paying blue-collar jobs. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/18/201011:34:37 AM 

Review: New Mustang can run with the big boys 

Ig~~""~he 2011 Mustang shows that Ford is done being pushed around in the engine department. Its 

powertrain engineers have sent the company's engines to the gym. 

rg~iSjFordMustang - Ford - Ford Motor Company - Powertrain - Mustang 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/18/2010 11:44:59 AM 

How to know if your debt is out of control 

How do you know when you have a debt problem and need help to get it under control? Here are some guidelines to 

assess your financial situation. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/18/2010 11:49:50 AM 

UK murderer's outlandish jail escape plot foiled 

A murderer's plot to escape from a British jail using a helicopter and secret codes hidden in Sudoku puzzles has been 

foiled. 

I g:i1ti¥.EISUdOkU - Puzzle - game - Brain Teasers - Prison escape 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/18/2010 12:24:24 PM 

Dads empower kids to take chances 

Ig~~""IResearchers have begun to focus on the special role dads take in child rearing. Studies have shown that 

dads empower their kids, giving them the impetus to go out to explore the world, to meet new people 
and to take chances. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/18/201012:51:16 PM 

'His chest was pierced, he clenched his fist' 

Ig~~""IA journalist tells of witnessing the firing squad execution of convicted Utah killer Ronnie Lee Gardner. 

Ig~~""IExecution by firing squad - Utah - United States - Capital punishment - Ronnie lee Gardner 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/18/2010 1:25:03 PM 

Interim leader: Up to 2,000 dead in Kyrgyz clashes 

Ig~~""IKyrgYZstan's interim president said Friday that 2,000 people may have died in the ethnic clashes that have 

rocked the country's south - many times her government's official estimate - as she made her first visit 

to a riot-hit city since the unrest erupted. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/18/2010 1:32:31 PM 

Campbell Soup recalls SpaghettiOs 

Ig~~""lcamPbell Soup Co. is recalling 15 million pounds of SpaghettiOs with meatballs after a cooker 

malfunctioned at one of the company's plants in Texas and left the meat undercooked. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/18/2010 1:33:46 PM 

Obama: G20 must cooperate to aid recovery 

u.s. President Barack Obama urged G20 countries to accelerate financial reform and strengthen public finances in a 

letter released Friday before the group's meeting in Toronto. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/18/20101:39:12 PM 

Man finds lost class ring 27 years later 

A Maine man who lost his high school class ring 27 years ago while swimming in a quarry found it right where he thought 

it was all along. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/18/2010 1:46:02 PM 

Potter finale had better include these moments 

Ig~~""~he final book is being split into two films, but fans are going to insist on seeing Bill and Fleur's wedding, 

more time for the house elves, and Molly Weasley's big moment. 

1~~'::lorder of the Phoenix - Magical creatures - Film - Harry Potter - Fleur 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/18/20103:29:39 PM 

Serbia beats 10-man Germany 1-0 at World Cup 

Ig~~""IGermany went from indestructible to self destructive. Milan Jovanovic made the most of it, scoring one 
minute after German striker Miroslav Klose got ejected Friday to give Serbia a 1-0 World Cup upset over 

the three-time champions. 

I g~~""lserbia - M iroslav Klose - Sport - FI FA World Cup - Soccer 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/18/20103:46:36 PM 

'Nothing's left' after deadly Minn. tornadoes 

Ig~~""lpolice and National Guard soldiers block off neighborhoods after tornadoes that ripped through a 

Minnesota city the night before, part of a turbulent system that killed at least three people. 

1~~'::Linnesota - United States - Tornado - Organizations - Business and Economy 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/18/20104:02:56 PM 

Campbell Soup recalls SpaghettiOs 

Ig~~""lcamPbell Soup Co. is recalling 15 million pounds of SpaghettiOs with meatballs after a cooker 

malfunctioned at one of the company's plants in Texas and left the meat undercooked. 

rg~5.jspaghettiOs - Campbell Soup Company - Campbell Soup - Pasta - Home 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/18/20104:53:06 PM 

Oil spill full of methane, adding new concerns 

Ig~~""llt is an overlooked danger in oil spill crisis: The crude gushing from the well contains vast amounts of 

natural gas that could pose a serious threat to the Gulf of Mexico's fragile ecosystem. 

1~~':-IGUlf of Mexico - Oil spill - Natural gas - Methane - Environment 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/18/20105:58:21 PM 

U.S. stages amazing rally, but still feels robbed 

Ig~~""~he United States rallied from a two-goal halftime deficit on goals by Landon Donovan and Michael 
Bradley to tie Slovenia 2-2 in their Group C match Friday. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/18/20106:03:15 PM 

Twitter execution comment causes controversy 

Ig~~""lcomments about the execution of a prisoner - "I just gave the go ahead"- by Utah's attorney general 

on Twitter were generating lots of comments by others on the microblogging site and in the world of 
social media. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/18/20106:14:35 PM 

Unemployment falls in 37 states in May 

Ig~~""IA majority of states saw their unemployment rates drop in May. But the widespread declines were mainly 

because people gave up work searches and were no longer counted. 

1~~'::Lst of countries by unemployment rate - Unemployment - Work - Business - United States 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/18/20106:42:14 PM 

CVS, Walgreen settle prescription pact dispute 

Ig~~""lcvs Caremark Corp. and Walgreen Co. have settled a dispute that threatened to change where millions of 

Americans fill prescriptions. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/18/20108:00:30 PM 

Thousands line up to see 'Wizarding World' 

Ig~~""~housands of people waited in line for hours Friday to get into the Wizarding World of Harry Potter on its 

opening day, as Daniel Radcliffe and other stars greeted fans at the minipark. 

rg~iSjHarrypotter - Daniel Radcliffe - Universal Orlando Resort - Harry Potter universe - Wizarding World of Harry Potter 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/18/20108:07:22 PM 

Concern about oil burning on the rise 

Ig~~""lcosmiC Log: Millions of gallons of oil sucked up from the Gulf spill must be burned. 

Ig~~""loil spill - United States - Environment - Oil - Gulf of Mexico 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/18/20108:14:14 PM 

'Female Viagra' rejected by FDA panel 

Ig~~""IA panel of health experts on Friday rejected the latest offering submitted for federal approval to treat 

lack of female libido: an antidepressant drug that failed to increase sexual desire in two studies. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/18/20108:32:50 PM 

England disappoints again, ties Algeria 0-0 

Ig~~""IAlgeria held England to a 0-0 draw at the World Cup on Friday, leaving Group C wide open headed into 
the final game of first-round play. 

1~~'::IEngland - World Cup - FIFA World Cup - Sport - Soccer 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/18/20108:38:58 PM 

How the ancients celebrated the solstice 

Ig~~""~he large stones erected at Stonehenge are aligned with the summer solstice sunrise, leading scholars to 

suggest a link to an ancient sun-worshipping culture. Read about other ways ancient cultures marked the 
solstices - the longest and shortest days of the year. 

Ig~~""IStonehenge - Summer solstice - Solstice - Archaeology - Megalith 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/18/20108:53:24 PM 

Senate candidate Rubio faces Fla. foreclosure 

r-I~epublican U.S. Senate candidate Marco Rubio and another Miami politician are facing foreclosure on a 
allahassee home they co-own for failing to make mortgage payments since January, Leon County court 

records show. 

1§';§:;?.E-IMarco Rubio - Miami - United States Senate - United States - Florida 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/18/2010 10:38:20 PM 

Altitude could cause soccer players to overshoot 

Ig~~""lworld Cup players might notice some strange things happening to their kicks because of the peculiar 

aerodynamics of playing soccer at the high altitude of the Johannesburg, South Africa, stadium, a NASA 
scientist warned today. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/18/2010 10:40:27 PM 

For proud BP employees, a new reality 

Ig~~""~he green-and-yellow logo that BP employees normally wear with pride is meant to evoke an 
environmentally friendly sunflower. These days, it feels more like a bullis-eye. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/18/2010 10:43:40 PM 

Search on for AWOL Afghans from u.S. base 

Some of the 17 Afghan military members who went AWOL while training in Texas over the past 18 months have been 

picked up or turned themselves in but others are still missing. 

rC~~"'Lnited States - Military - Desertion - Texas - Lackland Air Force Base 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/18/201011:01:12 PM 

Mayor convicted of corruption, to step down 

Ig~~""IA one-time gang leader who escaped an impoverished childhood to become Hartford's first Latino mayor 

announced Friday that he would step down after being convicted of five corruption charges, including 
taking a bribe and attempted extortion. 

I g~~""IBribery - Extortion - Gang - Corruption - Eddie Perez 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/18/201011:17:30 PM 

Hayward to play reduced role in spill 

Ig~~""IBP Chairman Carl-Hen ric Svanberg said Friday he will take on a more visible public role as CEO Tony 

Hayward transitions away from daily responsibility over the company's spill response. 

rg~5.~ony Hayward - Oil spill - BP - Gulf Oil - Environment 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/18/2010 11:20:08 PM 

Amtrak train hits van in La; 4 dead 

An Amtrak passenger train struck a van at a crossing in southeastern Louisiana on Friday, killing four people in the van, 

local television stations reported. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/18/201011:32:51 PM 

Foreign help on spill comes with a price 

Ig~~""IAt least 22 nations - including Britain, where BP is based - have offered oil-collecting skimmers, boom, 

technical experts and more to help the u.s. cope with its worst environmental disaster. But their 
generosity comes with a price tag. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/18/2010 11:35:04 PM 

Lovgren: Win over Algeria no slam dunk for u.s. 

Ig~~""ILOVgren: Focusing solely on the positives - and the sense of aggrievement that the u.s. might feel over a 
disallowed goal against Slovenia - threatens to deflect attention from some serious questions that have 

to be asked of this u.s. team. 

I g~~""lunited States - Slovenia - Algeria - Landon Donovan - Jozy Altidore 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/18/2010 11:50:08 PM 

Grizzly kills man near Wyoming's Yellowstone park 

A grizzly bear killed a Wyoming man outside Yellowstone National Park, apparently just hours after researchers trapped 

and tranquilized the animal. 

1§':i1ti¥.EIYellowstone National Park - National park - United States - Grizzly Bear - Wyoming 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/18/2010 11:53:22 PM 

Ethnic Uzbeks fear returning home 

Ig~~""IEthnic Uzbeks sheltering in squalid tent camps say they don't have enough food or clean water but are 

terrified of going back to live alongside those they hold responsible for days of shootings, arson and 
sexual assaults. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/19/2010 12:30:46 AM 

Clinton Library releases Kagan e-mails 

Ig~~""~ens of thousands of pages of Supreme Court nominee Elena Kagan's e-mails released Friday give a 

glimpse of how as an aide to President Bill Clinton, her job was often to place political considerations 
ahead of her policy views. 

I ~~':-IBili Clinton - Elena Kagan - Supreme Court of the United States - United States - President 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/19/201012:57:47 AM 

Largest digital camera hunts killer asteroids 

Ig~~""IA new telescope in Hawaii being billed as the world's largest digital camera has begun searching the sky 

for potentially killer asteroids that could endanger our planet Earth. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/19/2010 1:40:04 AM 

Watch the skies for partial lunar eclipse 

Ig~~...,~wo weeks before a total eclipse of the sun crosses over the South Pacific, the moon will put on a sky 

show of its own - a partial lunar eclipse on June 26 that should be visible from parts of North America, 
weather permitting. 

Ig~~""IEcliPse -lunar eclipse - Moon - Astronomy - Pacific Ocean 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/19/2010 1:44:39 AM 

China now pressuring Tibetans outside politics 

Activist groups say a growing number of Tibetan intellectuals are coming under pressure from authorities determined to 

squelch all forms of dissent. 

1§':i1ti¥.Elchina _ Tibetan people - Tibet - Territorial Disputes - Buddhism 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/19/20102:28:17 AM 

Mickelson rallies, 'in a good spot' at u.s. Open 

Ig~~""lln search of the second leg of the 2010 Grand Slam, Phil Mickelson shot as-under 66 at Pebble Beach on 

Friday to move into a tie for second place at the u.S. Open behind Graeme McDowell. Tiger Woods is 7 
strokes off the lead. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/19/20102:55:35 AM 

NYC sued over proposed cap on art vendors in parks 

Two artists have filed a free-speech lawsuit against New York City in response to new regulations capping the number of 

art vendors allowed in Manhattan's busiest parks. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/19/20103:40:34 AM 

Storms rip windows off tower, kill motorist 

Ig~~""lswift-moVing storms carrying high winds and pelting rain knocked out windows at Chicago's 110-story 

Willis Tower Friday and killed a motorist in southern Michigan. 

...... ,..... . ..... ,..... . ..... , ....... 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/19/20103:55:04 AM 

Boswell: With Tiger mortal, it's Lefty's time to shine 

Ig~~""lwaShington Post: The ruffling and shuffling you hear in the background of this u.s. Open isn't a flock of 

seagulls arriving off the Pacific. Instead, it is a changing of the animal pecking order in the world of golf as 
Tiger Woods, after another over-par round here Friday, moves back to mortal status in his game, at least for 
the moment. 

Ig~~""lg~~""lg~~""1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/19/20103:58:31 AM 

Strasburg strikes out 10 but gets no decision 

Ig~~""IStePhen Strasburg set a strikeout record in front of President Barack Obama - but both had left the 

game by the time the Chicago White Sox won it in the 11th. 

1~~':-IBarack Obama - Chicago White Sox - Stephen Strasburg - Sport - United States 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/19/20103:58:38 AM 

Report: Controversial referee likely to get boot 

Ig~~""IKoman Coulibaly, the referee who disallowed a potential game-winning goal for the United States against 

Slovenia on Friday, reportedly will face an expedited performance review from FIFA and is likely to be 
excluded from the rest of the World Cup in South Africa. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/19/20108:14:22 AM 

90 dead in southern China flooding; l.4M evacuated 

The death toll from flooding this week in southern China rose to 90 Saturday, and 1.4 million people were evacuated as 

the inundated region prepared for more heavy storms. 

rC~~"-IChina - Flood - Northern and southern China - Asia - Guangxi 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/19/20108:24:56 AM 

Part-owner of gushing well calls BP 'reckless' 

Ig~~""IAnadarko Petroleum Corp., which owns a quarter of BP PLC's blown-out oil well in the Gulf of Mexico, on 
Friday blasted BP "reckless decisions and actions" that led to the well's explosion. 

1~~':-IGUlf of Mexico - BP - Business - Oil - Washington D.C. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/19/2010 11:08:39 AM 

Iran cleric issues fatwa against 'unclean' dogs 

An Iranian cleric decreed dogs "unclean" and said they should not be kept as pets - a move aimed at discouraging 

Western-style dog ownership, a newspaper reported on Saturday. 

I g:i1ti¥.Ellran _ Fatwa - Middle East - Newspaper - Islam 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/19/201011:35:11 AM 

'Unanswered questions' remain in Cantu killing 

Ig~~""~he evidence against her mounted, but Melissa Huckaby stuck to her story as police questioned her: She 

had nothing to do with the abduction, rape and murder of a Calif. girl. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/19/201011:55:17 AM 

Pirate cook saves hostages, faces life on the run 

The pirate cook smuggled food to the hostages held by his gang. And when the pirates started talking about harvesting 

their organs, he smuggled them guns. Now his life is in danger. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/19/2010 1:24:04 PM 

Mozzarella gets the blues in Italy amid complaints 

Italian police confiscated some 70,000 balls of mozzarella in Turin after consumers noticed the milky-white cheese 

quickly developed a bluish tint when the package was opened. 

1§,:i1ti¥.E~urin _ ~ _ Mozzarella _ Cheese - Food 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/19/2010 1:26:43 PM 

Netherlands tops Japan for 2nd World Cup win 

Ig~~""lwesley Sneijder scored the only goal Saturday and the Netherlands beat Japan 1-0 for its second straight 

World Cup win. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/19/20102:12:48 PM 

Spain's goalie focused on Cup, not TV girlfriend 

Spain goalkeeper Iker Casillas is not distracted by the pitchside presence of his television presenter girlfriend and is fully 

focused on his job, according to defender Raul Albiol. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/19/20103:21:45 PM 

U.S. envoy urges probe into Kyrgyz riots 

Ig~~""IA top U.S. envoy called Saturday for an independent investigation into the violence that has devastated 

southern Kyrgyzstan, as amateur video emerged of unarmed Uzbeks gathering to defend their town 
during the attacks. 

1~~':-IKyrgYZstan - Uzbeks - United States - Asia -~ 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/19/20104:25:43 PM 

Turkish jets raid northern Iraq, clashes kill 23 

Turkish warplanes launched air raids at suspected Kurdish rebel positions in northern Iraq Saturday after a rebel attack 

on a military outpost in Turkey touched off clashes in which nine soldiers and 12 rebel fighters died, Turkey's military 

and reports said. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/19/20104:46:02 PM 

Obama chides GOP for blocking stimulus 

Ig~~""lpresident Barack Obama accused Republicans on Saturday of blocking legislation that would boost the 
nation's economic recovery. 

1~~'::IBaraCk Obama - President of the United States - President - United States - History 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/19/20105:03:01 PM 

China to allow more exchange rate flexibility 

President Barack Obama welcomed China's announcement Saturday that it will allow a more flexible exchange rate for 

its currency, saying it would help protect the economic recovery. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/19/20105:38:43 PM 

Mozzarella gets the blues in Italy 

Ig~~""lltalian police confiscated some 70,000 balls of mozzarella in Turin after consumers noticed the milky

white cheese quickly developed a bluish tint when the package was opened, authorities said Saturday. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/19/20106:39:34 PM 

Wife says Rwandan general shot in South Africa 

A Rwandan general accused of terrorism in his homeland was shot and wounded in South Africa on Saturday, his wife 

said, blaming Rwandan President Paul Kagame. 

I g:i1ti¥.Elsouth Africa - Rwanda - Africa - Government - Terrorism 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/19/20107:03:18 PM 

News groups pull coverage of Swedish royal wedding 

Ig~~""IDignitaries from around the world came to witness the lavish wedding between Crown Princess Victoria 

and personal trainer Daniel Westling, but three of the world's biggest international news agencies were 

absent. 

Ig~~""IDaniel Westling - Crown Princess Victoria of Sweden - Personal trainer - Sweden - Swedish language 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/19/20107:15:42 PM 

RI school to reverse ban on boy's toy soldier hat 

The superintendent of a Rhode Island school district that banned a second-grader's homemade hat because it displayed 

toy soldiers with tiny guns said Saturday he will work to change the policy to allow such apparel. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/19/20107:18:43 PM 

Yemeni militants kill 11 in brazen jailbreak 

Four suspected al-Qaida gunmen blasted their way into the intelligence headquarters of Yemen's second largest city 

Saturday and freed several detainees in the group's most spectacular operation since a U.S.-backed government 

crackdown began late last year. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/19/20107:54:34 PM 

BP chief slammed over yacht outing 

Ig~~""IBP CEO Tony Hayward's decision to take time off to attend a glitzy yacht race in England was assailed by 

critics who said he was "just numb" to the plight of Gulf Coast residents struggling with the biggest oil 

spill in U.S. history. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/19/20108:11:43 PM 

Harvard student won't be deported 

Ig~~""IAn undocumented Harvard University student is no longer facing deportation to Mexico after being 

detained nearly two weeks ago by immigration authorities at a Texas airport, officials said. 

I~~.:tarvard University - Mexico - United States - Deportation - Massachusetts 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/19/20108:41:09 PM 

Grizzly suspected of killing man shot and killed 

Federal wildlife officials have tracked down and killed a grizzly bear suspected of fatally mauling a man outside 

Yellowstone National Park. 

1~¥':-IYellowstone National Park - Grizzly Bear - United States - Wyoming - Wildlife 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/19/20108:57:54 PM 

Former 7-foot-7 NBA player Manute Bol dies 

Ig~~""IManute Bol, a lithe 7-foot-7 shot-blocker from Sudan who spent 10 seasons in the NBA and was 

dedicated to humanitarian work in Africa, died Saturday. He was 47. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/19/20108:58:59 PM 

Army hopeful on anti-suicide effort 

An Army campaign begun last year to teach soldiers how to spot suicide warning signs is being credited with helping 

prevent the suicide of at least one G.I. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/19/201010:14:40 PM 

Yankee long balls give Hughes his 10th victory 

Ig~~""IMark Teixeira and Curtis Granderson each hit a two-run homer, Phil Hughes became the American 
League's second 10-game winner and the New York Yankees ended the New York Mets' eight-game 

winning streak with a 5-3 victory Saturday. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/19/201010:17:44 PM 

LeBron makes dramatic appearance in Akron 

Ig~~""ILeBron James turned his big bash into a surprise party. With thousands of hometown fans already gone 
or leaving "LeBron Appreciation Day" on Saturday, James stunned everyone by walking through a side 

gate into nearly empty InfoCision Stadium on the University of Akron's campus - after the event officially 
ended. 

rg~~""LniversitY of Akron - LeBron James - InfoCision Stadium - Summa Field - sport - Cleveland Cavaliers 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/19/2010 10:58:43 PM 

FDA urges consumers to avoid coffee aphrodisiac 

The Food and Drug Administration on Saturday urged consumers to stop using an instant coffee product that is being 

marketed as a sexual aphrodisiac, saying it could dangerously lower blood pressure. 

I ~¥':lood and Drug Administration - Aphrodisiac - Blood pressure - Instant coffee - Health 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/19/2010 11:20:48 PM 

11 soldiers dead in Mexican military chopper crash 

Eleven Mexican soldiers have died in the crash of a military helicopter carrying troops for anti-drug missions. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/20/2010 12:07:03 AM 

Mom: Van der Sioot 'is sick in his head' 

Ig~~""~he mother of Joran van der Sloat, suspect in a killing in Peru and an American teen's disappearance in 

Aruba, tells a Dutch newspaper that her son needs mental help. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/20/2010 12:09:53 AM 

Rival Darfur tribes kill dozens in clashes 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/20/20102:16:21 AM 

New Orleans pulls 'anti-British' tourism ad 

New Orleans tourism officials have canceled an advertisement that poked fun at the nationality of BP Pic, the company 

responsible for the massive Gulf of Mexico oil spill. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/20/20102:58:50 AM 

Karzai: Japan gets priority in Afghan mining 

Ig~~""IAfghan President Hamid Karzai says Japanese firms will have priority to explore and extract untapped 

mineral resources in return for Japan's support of his country. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/20/20103:57:12 AM 

Tiger rallies, Johnson zips ahead at Open 

r-I~ustin Johnson plays his best at Pebble Beach no matter what month, no matter what stage. Hours after 
iger Woods came to life in the u.s. Open with his best round of the year to get into contention, Johnson 

turned in a prime-time performance every bit as good Saturday. 

I §,;§:;?.E-~iger Woods - u.s. Open - Golf - Sport - Pebble Beach California 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/20/20104:06:31 AM 

Boy, 2 men dead after Calif. restaurant shooting 

A man opens fire on his stepdaughter's family in a restaurant, killing her husband and 6-year-old son, wounding her and 

another son, then fatally shooting himself, police say. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/20/20104:19:16 AM 

Opinion: Tiger finds his form at a prime time 

Ig~~""loPinion: Pebble Beach provided the backdrop, and Tiger Woods did his best to make the u.s. Open must

see TV on Saturday night. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/20/20104:26:37 AM 

Enraged to engaged: Tea partiers explain why 

Ig~~""lsome Americans have joined the tea party movement as a way to find their voice and channel their 

disgust. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/20/2010 4:34:00 AM 

Did horn buzzing cause Marlins to blow game? 

Ig~~""IB.J. Upton and Reid Brignac each drew bases-loaded walks in a four-run 11th inning against Jorge Sosa, 

and the Tampa Bay Rays endured a buzzing symphony of 15,000 air horns and a slew of bizarre late
inning occurrences to beat the Florida Marlins 9-8 on Saturday night. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/20/2010 12:21:30 PM 

Parts of LAX terminal evacuated after threat 

Parts of a terminal at Los Angeles International Airport were briefly evacuated when a man made threats that turned out 

to be false. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/20/2010 12:36:03 PM 

Italy corruption scandal taints the Vatican 

Ig~~""lone of Italy's most prominent Catholic cardinals and a former minister have been put under investigation 

as a corruption scandal tainting the government spread to the Vatican. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/20/2010 12:55:30 PM 

2 blasts rock S. Afghanistan in weekend violence 

Two bombs set up in push carts exploded minutes apart Sunday in a provincial capital in southern Afghanistan, part of a 

series of violent attacks across the country. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/20/2010 1:20:35 PM 

132 killed in massive flooding in southern China 

Major rivers burst their banks in southern China, triggering massive floods that have killed 132 people and forced 

860,000 to flee their homes, the government said Sunday. With dozens missing and more storms forecast, the death toll 

was expected to rise. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/20/20103:28:04 PM 

City leads way in crime-fighting technology 

Ig~~""IEast Orange, N.J. has fought one of the nation's highest crime rates in recent years with an arsenal of 
high-tech gadgets, from gunshot detection systems to software that can sift and analyze crime data 

almost instantaneously. 

Ig~~""lcrime - United States - Technology - Crime statistics - Research 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/20/20103:34:08 PM 

N.J. backs down in beach wars 

Some Jersey shore beach towns have plenty of ways to keep outsiders off their sand: limit on-street parking, prohibit 

food and drink, and have no public bathrooms. 

I ~¥':-lerseyshore - New Jersey - United States - Travel and Tourism - Metro Areas and Regions 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/20/20104:34:16 PM 

Putin's right-hand man exits Kremlin shadows 

Ig~~""IA former Soviet military interpreter is the informal leader of the nationalist, ex-military and security 

service officers fighting to maintain a big state role in the Russian economy. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/20/2010 4:50:20 PM 

Best bets: Cruise, Diaz star in 'Knight & Day' 

Two true movie stars headline the latest action flick. Plus: Jason Lee gets a new TV series; "Green Zone" and "The Last 

Station" come to DVD. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/20/20105:00:34 PM 

Wage inequity tears at unity of UAW members 

Ig~~""IEVery day at a General Motors plant near Lansing, Mich., workers drive hundreds of Buick Enclaves -
many with leather seats for seven and on-board video systems - off the assembly line. 

1~~':-IGeneraIMotors - United Auto Workers - United States - lansing Michigan - Assembly line 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/20/20105:00:46 PM 

After quake, some Haitian kids orphaned twice 

Ig~~""llnternational adoption has always been a sensitive subject in Haiti, a reminder that the country is too 

poor to care for its own. After January's quake, the Haitian government effectively slammed the door 
shut on most adoptions altogether. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/20/20105:07:36 PM 

These cars will cost you, if you can find one 

Ig~~""IMay was a good month for BMW. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/20/20105:19:43 PM 

New Zealand shocks Italy with 1-1 draw 

Ig~~""IDefending champion Italy was held to a second 1-1 draw, this time by lowly New Zealand in the latest 

World Cup stunner. 

1~~':-INew Zealand -~ - FIFA World Cup - World Cup - Sport 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/20/20105:31:23 PM 

BP reportedly to raise $50 billion 

Ig~~""IBP plans to raise $50 billion to cover the cost of the Gulf of Mexico oil spill, a London newspaper reported 

Sunday. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/20/20105:37:36 PM 

For some businesses, Gulf spill is a good thing 

Ig~~""IMiChiganIS depressed economy nearly toppled Grand Rapids-based awning maker Prestige Products. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/20/20106:00:36 PM 

Lift whaling ban? Nations to discuss 

Ig~~""IShOUld a 25-year-old whaling ban be eased, which might mean fewer whales are killed? Or should it 
remain - leaving Japan, Norway and Iceland to hunt down as many whales as they want? 

rg~iSLeland - Whaling - Japan - Norway - International Whaling Commission 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/20/20107:43:02 PM 

Wary investors turn focus to corporate profits 

Will corporate profits save the stock rally - or kill it? 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/20/20107:57:46 PM 

Arrest in fire that forces Flagstaff evacuations 

Ig~~""IA California man was arrested Sunday on suspicion of leaving behind hot coals at a campsite just outside 

Flagstaff, sparking a wildfire that forced the evacuation of 170 homes. 

I~~':-Iwildfire - California - United States - Flagstaff - Arizona 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/20/20108:33:11 PM 

Sabathia, grand Teixeira lead Yanks past Mets 

Ig~~""lcc Sabathia was dominant over eight innings in his rematch against Johan Santana, and Mark Teixeira hit 

a grand slam to help the New York Yankees beat the Mets 4-0 Sunday to secure a Subway Series split. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/20/20108:46:45 PM 

Brazil handles Ivory Coast, reaches 2nd round 

Ig~~""ILUiS Fabiano scored a pair of goals and Elano added another as Brazil beat Ivory Coast 3-1 Sunday to 

secure a spot in the second round of the World Cup with one match to spare in Group G. 

1~~'::lworld Cup - LUIS Fabiano - FIFA World Cup - Sport - Elano 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/20/20109:00:13 PM 

2nd fire forces evacuations near Flagstaff, Ariz. 

Ig~~""IFire officials say a second wildfire is forcing evacuations in neighborhoods north of Flagstaff, Ariz. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/20/20109:35:57 PM 

Season's 1st hurricane forms far off Mexican coast 

Hurricane Celia howled toward the open ocean, away from Mexico's Pacific coast Sunday. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/20/201010:03:16 PM 

Twin car bombs kill 28 at Baghdad bank 

Ig~~""lsuicide bombers in a crowded Baghdad commercial district and Saddam Hussein's hometown of Tikrit 

killed at least 33 people Sunday. 

rg~5.jBaghdad - Car bomb - !..@g - Capital - Middle East 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/20/2010 10:20:07 PM 

'Toy Story 3' sets worldwide box office abuzz 

Ig~~""IAfter a decade-plus absence from theaters, the animated heroes of "Toy Story 3" sold $153.8 million 

worth of tickets during their opening weekend at the worldwide box office, and secured Pixar's perfect 
record of 11 No.1 movies. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/20/2010 10:57:28 PM 

Israel revises goods banned in Gaza 

Israel pledged Sunday it will immediately allow all goods into Gaza except weapons and items deemed to have a military 

use under its decision to ease its three-year-old blockade of the Palestinian territory. 

1§':i1ti¥.Ellsrael _ Gaza - Middle East - Palestinian territories - Military 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/20/201011:23:31 PM 

No winner in Poland's presidential election 

Ig~~""IA somber election season in Poland was prolonged by two weeks when a first round of voting produced 

no immediate successor to the president killed more than two months ago in a plane crash. 

rg~iSjwarsaw - Poles - Politics - President - Poland 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/20/201011:47:20 PM 

Yankees to Lady Gaga: You're out! 

Ig~~""ILadY Gaga reportedly snuck her way into the New York Yankees' clubhouse and team co-owner Hal 
Steinbrenner informed team executives that she is permanently banned from the clubhouse after "boozy 

antics." 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/20/2010 11:48:36 PM 

Town to vote on blocking illegal immigrants 

Ig~~""IAngered by an influx of Hispanic workers attracted by jobs at meatpacking plants, voters in a Nebraska 

town will decide Monday whether to ban hiring or renting property to illegal immigrants. 

1~~':-IHispanic - United States - Illegal immigration - Meat packing industry - Law 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/20/201011:52:15 PM 

U.S. exec must clean up oil spill and BP's image 

BP's new strategy to clean up its image and the Gulf Coast is to hand the job from its British CEO, widely criticized for 

tone-deaf comments and yachting amid the crisis, to one of its top-ranking Americans. 

rC~~"-loil spill - United States - BP - Gulf Coast of the United States - Gulf Coast 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/20/2010 11:52:54 PM 

Nations rethink drilling in wake of BP oil spill 

Britain has doubled rig inspections. Bulgaria scrapped plans for a new oil pipeline. Chinese and French oil giants are 

upgrading equipment and procedures designed to prevent spills. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/21/20102:09:00 AM 

Official: Chicago subway fire sends 19 to hospital 

Authorities say a fire in a Chicago subway has injured 19 people and sent black smoke billowing from grates along city 

streets. 

1§':i1ti¥.ElchiCagO _ United States - Hospital -Illinois - Metro Areas 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/21/20102:41:32 AM 

Irish eyes are smiling at U.S. Open 

Ig~~""IGraeme McDowell of Northern Ireland has won the u.s. Open, holding off France's Gregory Havret to 

become the first European to win America's national championship since 1970. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/21/20103:12:39 AM 

Celizic: New guard, old heroes make u.s. Open great 

Ig~~""lceliZiC: Graeme McDowell, who is a relative unknown to the American public, did everything he had to do 

to win Sunday, but it was Tiger Woods, Phil Mickelson and Ernie Els who made sure the u.S. Open was 
must-see TV. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/21/20103:41:53 AM 

Buchholz helps Red Sox to sweep of Dodgers 

Ig~~""lclay Buchholz and two relievers combined on a four-hit shutout to help the Boston Red Sox beat the 
Dodgers 2-0 on Sunday night and send Manny Ramirez back to Los Angeles without a win. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/21/20106:07:43 AM 

Russia cuts gas supplies to Belarus over debt 

Russia's President Dmitry Medvedev ordered the state-controlled gas monopoly Monday to cut gas supplies to Belarus 

over its debt for Russian natural gas supplies. 

1§':i1ti¥.EIRussia _ Belarus - Natural gas - Dmitry Medvedev - Energy 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/21/20106:08:22 AM 

Coal mine explosion kills 46 in China 

Ig~~""IAt least 46 miners were killed Monday when an explosion ripped through a coal mine in central China, 

state media reported. 

I~~':-Ichina - Coal mining - State media - Asia - Technology 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/21/20106:39:05 AM 

Abnormal radiation detected near Korean border 

Abnormal radiation was detected near the inter-Korean border days after North Korea claimed last month to have 

achieved a nuclear technology breakthrough, South Korea's Science Ministry said Monday. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/21/20108:43:10 AM 

Abnormal radiation detected at Korean border 

Abnormal radiation was detected near the inter-Korean border days after N. Korea claimed last month to have achieved 

a nuclear breakthrough, S. Korea's Science Ministry said. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/21/20109:04:19 AM 

John Glenn to NASA: Keep shuttles flying 

Ig~~""ILiVing legend John Glenn says America should keep flying its space shuttle fleet rather than paying Russia 

to haul Americans to and from the International Space Station. 

rg~iSjNASA - International Space Station - john Glenn - Space - Technology 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/21/2010 10:26:58 AM 

Sex predator treatment squeezes budgets 

Ig~~""lprograms to treat sexual offenders who have completed their sentences but remain imprisoned are in 

peril as lawmakers look for ways to slash budgets. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/21/201010:29:47 AM 

Van der Sioot: I was 'tricked' into confessing 

Ig~~""IA Dutch newspaper that interviewed Joran van der Sioot in his prison cell reported Monday that he has 

retracted his confession in the killing of a young woman in Peru. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/21/201011:10:02 AM 

NATO says 4 troops die in Afghan helicopter crash 

Ig~~""IA military helicopter crashed during an early morning operation in southern Afghanistan on Monday, 

killing three Australian commandoes and an American service member, officials said. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/21/2010 11:51:36 AM 

New Agers, neo-pagans see Stonehenge solstice 

Ig~~""~housands of New Agers and neo-pagans danced and whooped in delight Monday as a bright early 

morning sun rose above the ancient stone circle Stonehenge, marking the summer solstice. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/21/201011:57:12 AM 

Behind the demand for Apple's new iPhone 

Ig~~""IA new gadget from Apple is typically cause for a sales jolt, but demand for the latest redesign of the 

company's popular iPhone has been off the charts. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/21/201012:19:38 PM 

Lawsuit fears can lead to overtesting in ERs 

Ig~~""IFast decisions on life-and-death cases are the bread and butter of hospital emergency rooms. Nowhere 

do doctors face greater pressures to overtest and overtreat. 

1~~.:tosPital - Emergency department - Lawsuit - Medicine - United States 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/21/2010 1:23:59 PM 

The late Michael Jackson a billion-dollar man 

Michael Jackson's estate has generated at least $1 billion in revenues since the singer died a year ago, thanks in part to a 

lucrative new record deal with Sony Music and the most successful concert film of all time, according to Billboard 

estimates. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/21/2010 1:55:55 PM 

Pianos to plunk down throughout NYC 

An art installation touring the world is making its first u.s. stop on Monday, and will allow passers-by to play tunes on 

pianos at famous landmarks allover New York City. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/21/20102:02:48 PM 

Son: Aides made heiress leave millions to dogs 

Ig~~""IBret Carr, son of late Florida heiress Gail Posner, claimed Monday she was manipulated into leaving 

millions to her dogs and to her staff - including $10 million to a bodyguard and $5 million to a 
housekeeper to care for the pets - and shared video that he said proved his case. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/21/20102:14:43 PM 

High court rejects drug maker's appeal 

The Supreme Court is allowing a new trial in the case of a woman who got breast cancer after taking hormone 

replacement therapy and is seeking punitive damages against Wyeth Pharmaceuticals. 

I ~¥':-IBreast cancer - Wyeth - Supreme Court of the United States - Punitive damages - Supreme Court 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/21/20102:16:33 PM 

Campaign targets bioengineered food 

Ig~~""IA new marketing push is coming to some grocery stores including Whole Foods, promising products that 

are free of genetic modifications. It is an unfamiliar issue in the U.S. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/21/20102:36:17 PM 

Iran bans 2 nuclear inspectors from entering 

Tehran said Monday it had banned two U.N. nuclear inspectors from entering the country because they had leaked 

"false" information about Iran's disputed nuclear program 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/21/20102:36:32 PM 

Anti-terror law upheld by high court 

Ig~~""~he Supreme Court has upheld a U.S. law that bars "material support" to foreign terrorist organizations, 

rejecting a free speech challenge from humanitarian aid groups. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/21/20102:46:42 PM 

Ronaldo ends drought as Portugal rips N. Korea 

Ig~~""lportugal put on the most dominant performance of the World Cup on Monday, knocking in a flurry of 
second-half goals and routing North Korea 7-0, a win that puts Portugal on the brink of advancing to the 

round of 16 and means the Koreans won't make it out of group play. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/21/20102:47:29 PM 

China unshackles yuan and investors rejoice 

Ig~~""lchina's yuan surged on Monday the most since its revaluation in 2005, sending a clear signal ahead of this 
weekend's G20 summit that Beijing is sticking to its word of allowing greater currency flexibility. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/21/20103:22:03 PM 

Ban on biotech alfalfa lifted by high court 

The Supreme Court has lifted a nationwide ban on the planting of genetically engineered alfalfa seeds, despite claims 

they might harm the environment. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/21/20103:34:23 PM 

More dads looking to balance work, family 

Ig~~""IA new study on fatherhood shows that an increasing number of men are seeking alternatives to a 
traditional 40-hour workweek in order to spend more time with their kids. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/21/20103:49:19 PM 

Bark to publicly oppose Kagan for high court 

Ig~~""IRobert Bork plans to detail his criticisms of Kagan during a Wednesday news conference organized by 

Americans United for Life. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/21/20104:52:42 PM 

Welcome to the era of the buffed actor 

The era of the buffed actor is upon us, which means no significant male leading role is exempted from the expectation 

that he have rippling biceps and six-pack abs. That's Hollywood. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/21/20105:26:37 PM 

Chimps kill chimps ... for their land 

Ig~~""lchimp-on-chimp attacks in the wild are very common, especially among small packs of males on patrol. 

Now research suggests the motive for these crimes is to gain territory. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/21/20105:28:10 PM 

'I definitely got very lucky today,' Federer says 

Ig~~""lon the verge of his earliest Wimbledon exit since 2002, Roger Federer gutted his way back from two sets 
down to pullout a 5-7, 4-6,6-4, 7-6 (1), 6-0 victory over Alejandro Falla in the first round. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/21/20105:37:31 PM 

Medical pot can cost parents in custody cases 

Ig~~""IMore than a decade after states began approving marijuana for medical use, its role in custody disputes 
remains a little-known side effect. Some parents have been denied custody due to their use. 

rg~5.Ledical cannabis - Health - Drugs -~ - Pro-Legalization 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/21/20105:48:28 PM 

More borrowers in trouble despite federal help 

The Obama administration's flagship effort to help people in danger of losing their homes is falling flat. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/21/20106:06:39 PM 

N.J. naval base briefly under 'Iockdown' 

Something that sounded like gunfire and a delivery driver with a gun led to a one-hour lockdown at a Navy base 

Monday. A base official said there were no injuries and no real danger. 

I g:i1ti¥.EINew Jersey - United States - lakehurst New Jersey - lockdown - Government 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/21/20106:13:37 PM 

Out of Bounds: FIFA drops controversial ref 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/21/20106:39:03 PM 

Ruling on drilling moratorium expected 

A federal judge says he will rule by Tuesday on Diamond Offshore Drilling's request for an injunction halting 

enforcement of the six-month moratorium on deepwater drilling, the Times-Picayune of New Orleans reports. 

rC~~"-Leepwater drilling - New Orleans - Business - Diamond Offshore Drilling - The Times-Picayune 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/21/20106:53:56 PM 

City lucky twister hit empty stadium 

Ig~~""loffiCials declared a state of emergency Monday in Billings, Montana, a day after the largest tornado to hit 

the city in more than 50 years peeled the roof off of a sports arena. 

rg~iS~ornado - Sport - United States - Billings Montana - Rimrock Auto Arena at MetraPark 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/21/20107:25:03 PM 

DeMarco: A rookie class of historic proportions 

Ig~~""IDeMarco: To predict the futures of any season's top rookies is to attempt the near-impossible. But there 

is no mistaking the impact of the 2010 class, which just might be historic. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/21/20107:26:02 PM 

Famed fossil's 'great-grandfather' found 

Ig~~""lscience editor Alan Boyle's Weblog: Archaeologists say they have found a partial skeleton from the same 
species as the famous fossil Lucy - but this one is 400,000 years older and better-suited for upright 

walking. 

I g~~""lpaleontology - Fossil - Earth Sciences - Alan Boyle - Lucy 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/21/20107:53:54 PM 

Cop, Dallas police chief's son dead after shootout 

A domestic disturbance call at an apartment complex in a working-class neighborhood ended in a volley of gunfire that 

killed a police officer and two other men, including the son of Dallas Police Chief David Brown, but authorities refused 

Monday to say how the officer died or whether Brown's 27-year-old son fired any shots. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/21/20108:02:39 PM 

Prices jump for individual insurance premiums 

People who buy their own health insurance have been hit lately with premium hikes that far exceed increases in the 

premiums for employer-sponsored coverage, according to a new survey from the Kaiser Family Foundation. 

I g:i1ti¥.Ellnsurance - Kaiser Family Foundation - Health insurance - United States - Business 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/21/20108:25:05 PM 

Obama slowly puts his mark on federal courts 

Ig~~""IDemocrats control the White House and Congress, but President Barack Obama is off to a slow start in 

putting his imprint on the third branch of government, the federal courts. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/21/20108:32:13 PM 

Oil agency renamed, gets director 

Ig~~""lpurSUing reforms announced after the BP spill, Interior Secretary Ken Salazar on Monday swore in a 

former federal prosecutor as director of a new government agency. 

1~~':-IDeepwater Horizon - Gulf of Mexico - Business - BP - Industrial Supply 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/21/20108:33:54 PM 

3 die when plane crashes into Pa. home 

A small plane chartered by the u.s. Department of Agriculture crashes into a Pennsylvania neighborhood, killing three 

people aboard, the Federal Aviation Administration says. 

1§':i1ti¥.EIFederal Aviation Administration - Pennsylvania - United States Department of Agriculture - Aviation - u.s. 
Department of Agriculture 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/21/20108:41:35 PM 

Anniversary of Jackson death may pass quietly 

Ig~~""lpOP star's mother hopes the world will continue to remember him, as fans wait to hear if they will be able 

to mark the first anniversary of his death by visiting the cemetery where is buried. 

1~~':-IMichael Jackson - Death - Cemetery - Death Care - Cemeteries 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/21/20108:55:35 PM 

Lakers celebrate 16th title with victory parade 

Ig~~""IHundreds of thousands of screaming, fist-pumping, flag-waving fans saluted the world champion Los 
Angeles Lakers on Monday during a one-hour parade that left no doubt that expectations for a three-peat 

are high. 

I~~':los Angeles Laker - Three-peat - sport - NBA Finals - Boston Celtics 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/21/20108:56:40 PM 

Spain bounces back, tops Honduras 2-0 

Ig~~""IDavid Villa scored two goals as Spain got its World Cup pursuit back on track with a 2-0 victory over 

Honduras on Monday. 

1~~':-IHonduras - Spain - World Cup - FIFA World Cup - Sport 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/21/20109:11:07 PM 

Stocks close down, currency excitement fades 

Stocks erased big gains Monday after investors lost some of their enthusiasm about China's decision to let its currency 

appreciate against the dollar. 

I g:i1ti¥.Elunited States - China - Currency - Asia - Business and Economy 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/21/20109:30:55 PM 

Jerusalem OKs plan to raze Palestinian homes 

Ig~~""IA Jerusalem planning body on Monday approved a plan to raze 22 Palestinian homes in east Jerusalem to 

make room for an Israeli tourist center. 

1~~':-llsrael - East Jerusalem - Middle East - Palestinian people - Jerusalem 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/21/20109:33:16 PM 

7th-graders discover mysterious cave on Mars 

Ig~~""lspace.com: A group of seventh-graders in California has discovered a mysterious cave on Mars as part of 

a research project to study images taken by a NASA spacecraft orbiting the red planet. 

1~~~:Lars - NASA - Space.com - Space - Technology 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/21/20109:39:22 PM 

Slipknot bassist died of morphine overdose 

Ig~~""IAutoPSY results show the bassist for heavy metal band Slipknot died of an accidental overdose of 

morphine and fentanyl, a synthetic morphine substitute. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/21/20109:52:07 PM 

Gang members burn EI Salvador bus, killing 14 

Gang members opened fire on a bus full of travelers, doused it with gasoline and set it on fire, killing at least 14 on the 

outskirts of EI Salvador's capital, officials said Monday. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/21/2010 10:30:41 PM 

Gathering examines endings of u.s. wars 

The daylong conference examined the ways American wars have ended and how those endings have influenced 

subsequent military actions and history. 

I~¥':-Iunited States - Military - History - Recreation - Wars and Conflicts 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/21/201011:21:45 PM 

Investigators probe U.S. money flow to Taliban 

Ig~~""IAfghan security firms allegedly have been extorting as much as $4 million a week from contractors paid 

with U.S. tax dollars and then funneling the spoils to warlords and the Taliban. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/21/2010 11:29:03 PM 

More adults newly diagnosed with cystic fibrosis 

Ig~~""IDoctors always said allergies and asthma were behind Laura Mentch's repeated lung and sinus infections. 
Only when she turned 50 did she discover the real culprit - cystic fibrosis, a disease notorious for 

destroying children's lungs. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/22/2010 12:00:23 AM 

Source: Obama to extend family leave to gays 

The Labor Department intends to order businesses to give gay employees equal treatment under a law permitting 

workers unpaid time off to care for newborns or loved ones. 

I ~¥':-IFamiIY and Medical Leave Act of 1993 - Law - United States - Gay - Labor Department 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/22/2010 12:57:39 AM 

Scoop: Hilton won't back down on Cyrus front 

Ig~~""IDesPite his claims at the MuchMusic Video Awards on Sunday, a source says the celebrity blogger has not 

spoken with Miley Cyrus about the upskirt scandal. 

rg~iSLiley Cyrus - MuchMusic - People - MuchMusic Video Awards - Justin Bieber 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/22/2010 12:57:39 AM 

Tidbits: Actor's 'do drugs or die' tale gets weird 

Ig~~""~he unexpected twists in the actor's woes come from a slew of cease and desist orders issued to 
London's family members, and an odd she-said-they-said disagreement between his wife and police. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/22/20101:09:16 AM 

Witnesses say Kyrgyz police attack Uzbeks, kill 2 

Kyrgyz government forces swept into an ethnic Uzbek village, beating men and women with rifle butts in an assault that 

left at least two dead and more than 20 wounded, witnesses told The Associated Press. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/22/20102:44:53 AM 

Donovan says best yet to come for u.s. 

Ig~~"'l'The two World Cups I'd been a part of, we hadn't strung together three consecutive good results and 

good performances," he said Monday. "I think this team has the experience and the ability to do that, 
and we'll find out on Wednesday night." 

I g~~.E-lunited States - FI FA World Cup - sport - Soccer - England 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/22/20104:52:03 AM 

Officials: German militant detained in NW Pakistan 

A suspected German al-Qaida member wearing a woman's burqa was detained Monday after leaving Pakistan's militant 

heartland close to the Afghan border, security officials said. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/22/20107:13:24 AM 

AP source: White House budget chief stepping down 

Ig~~""lwhite House Budget Director Peter Orszag's expected resignation would make him the first high-profile 

member of President Barack Obama's team to depart the administration. 

1~~'::IBarack Obama - President - President of the United States - Democratic Party - Associated Press 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/22/20107:26:41 AM 

Dad, 2 sons die in apparent murder-suicide 

New Mexico State Police are investigating the deaths of two boys and an adult in an apparent murder-suicide. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/22/20107:41:32 AM 

Van der Sioot refuses to talk to Peru judge 

Ig~~""IMurder defendant Joran van der Sioot refused to speak to the Peruvian judge handling his case Monday. 

Ig~~""INatalee Holloway - Peru - Murder - South America - Prison 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/22/20109:59:39 AM 

Pakistani PM ignores US warning on Iran gas deal 

Prime Minister Yousuf Raza Gilani says Pakistan will go ahead with a plan to import natural gas from Iran even if the u.s. 
levies additional sanctions on the Mideast country. 

I~¥':-Ipakistan - Prime minister - Yousaf Raza Gilani - Natural gas - Prime Minister Yousuf Raza Gilani 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/22/201011:02:00 AM 

Neb. city votes to restrict illegal immigration 

This small Nebraska meatpacking town has joined Arizona at the center of a national debate about illegal immigration 

after voters approved a ban on hiring or renting property to illegal immigrants, but an expected court challenge could 

keep the measure from ever taking effect. 

Ig~Sjlmmigration - Nebraska - law - Illegal immigration - Anti-Immigration 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/22/201011:32:31 AM 

The LeBron dilemma: Managing a superstar 

Ig~~""~he hardest problems in business are the ones that money alone can't solve. 

Ig~~""lleBron James - National Basketball Association - Free agent - NBA - Cleveland Cavaliers 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/22/201012:18:07 PM 

Top general recalled to u.s. over remarks 

Ig~~""~he top U.S. commander in Afghanistan was summoned to Washington Tuesday to explain his 

controversial comments about colleagues in a recent interview. 

1~~'::Le Biden - United States - Richard Holbrooke - Afghanistan - Pakistan 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/22/201012:18:25 PM 

Parents underestimate heavy toddlers' weight 

Most parents don't realize if their preschool-age child is overweight or obese, a new study suggests. The results show 71 

percent of parents with overweight toddlers misperceived their child's weight as being healthy. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/22/20101:03:11 PM 

Oil spill has brides canceling beach weddings 

Ig~~""lltls another ripple effect of the disaster in the Gulf oozing oil square in the middle of wedding season: 

Fewer and fewer couples are willing to risk holding their weddings in this stretch of Panhandle sometimes 
called "the Las Vegas of beach weddings." 

I~~':-Ioil spill - Las Vegas Nevada - Relationships - Weddings - United States 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/22/2010 1:38:42 PM 

4th-century icons of Peter and Paul discovered 

Ig~~""~he earliest known icons of the Apostles Peter and Paul have been discovered in a catacomb located 

under a modern office building in a residential neighborhood of Rome. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/22/20101:45:16 PM 

Early check in: Tomorrow's hotel room today 

Ig~~""~hiS year's iteration of Guestroom 20X, a display at HITEC, features nearly 30 new and near-future 

technologies that promise to reinvent every aspect of the lodging experience. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/22/20102:10:41 PM 

Biden? 'Did you say: Bite me: and other quotes 

Ig~~""~he top 10 excerpts from the Rolling Stone article about Gen. Stanley McChrystal. 

Ig~~""~oe Biden - United States - Rolling Stone - Stanley McChrystal - Barack Obama 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/22/20102:31:35 PM 

Despite recession, world's rich got richer 

The rich grew richer last year, even as the world endured the worst recession in decades. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/22/20102:43:54 PM 

Kurdish rebels claim Istanbul bomb, killing 5 

A roadside bomb blew up a bus carrying Turkish military personnel and their families in Istanbul on Tuesday, killing five 

people, and a Kurdish separatist group claimed responsibility. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/22/20103:17:36 PM 

Some iPhone 4 pre-orders to arrive early 

Some customers who first pre-ordered an iPhone 4 last week are reporting that they received an e-mail from Apple 

stating their order will arrive one day earlier than expected, on Wednesday, June 23. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/22/20103:28:55 PM 

Stanley McChrystal: The runaway general 

Ig~~""IRolling Stone: Obama's top commander in Afghanistan, has seized control of the war by never taking his 

eye off the real enemy: The wimps in the White House. 

1~~':-IStanley McChrystal - White House - War in Afghanistan - Barack Obama - President 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/22/20103:40:13 PM 

Serena rolls into second round at Wimbledon 

Ig~~""lserena Williams finished with an ace and a curtsy, showing she's ready for the queen and a lot more at 

Wimbledon. The defending champion won her opening match Tuesday, relying on an overpowering serve 
to beat 17-year-old Michelle Larcher de Brito of Portugal 6-0, 6-4. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/22/20103:44:48 PM 

BP: It's good for business! 

BP's in-house magazine paints a rosy picture of the Gulf oil spill, reinventing it as a stroke of luck for area businesses. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/22/20103:46:59 PM 

Newsweek: Military code demands McChrystal resign 

The reason McChrystal must go is that this isn't his first time in trouble for talking out of school in a way that can fairly 

be described as insubordinate. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/22/20104:18:42 PM 

Uruguay downs Mexico 1-0 to win Group A 

Ig~~""luruguay won Group A and Mexico also advanced Tuesday after Luis Suarez scored in the 43rd minute to 
give the South Americans a 1-0 victory at the World Cup. 

1~~':-IMexiCO - Uruguay - World Cup - sport - Soccer 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/22/20104:27:57 PM 

Health impact of oil murky - and mild - so far 

Even as scientists meet in New Orleans to examine the potential health effects of the Gulf oil spill, surveillance systems 

show only mild impacts on people so far, judging by the number of reports. 

rC~~"-INew Orleans - Oil spill - Energy - Environment - Oil 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/22/20105:16:16 PM 

May home sales unexpectedly fall 2.2 percent 

The housing market may be on the verge of taking another plunge that could weaken the broader economic recovery. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/22/20105:31:36 PM 

5 militia men must stay locked up awaiting trial 

Five members of a Midwest militia charged with conspiring to rebel against the government and use weapons of mass 

destruction will remain in jail while awaiting trial, an appeals court says. 

1~¥':-IGovernment - Militia - United States - Appeal - Weapon of mass destruction 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/22/20105:43:58 PM 

Naked Cowboy to Naked Cowgirl: Stop copying 

Ig~~""INew York City's famous Naked Cowboy wants a bikini-clad woman who calls herself The Naked Cowgirl to 

stop ripping off his trademark. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/22/20105:44:26 PM 

Howard: Whine of Tiger shows he's mentally weaker 

Ig~~""IHoward: What's changed about Tiger Woods is this new fragility he's showing, this inability to not only 

overcome setbacks but avoid turning them into public Shakespearean dramas. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/22/20106:00:28 PM 

Shuttle swan song delayed until 2011 

Ig~~""lscience editor Alan Boyle's Weblog: NASA managers are seeking a shift in the launch schedule that would 

postpone the final space shuttle launch until February 2011 at the earliest. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/22/20106:36:04 PM 

Sixty killed in Congo Republic train crash 

A train derailed and plunged into a ravine in Congo Republic, killing about 60 people and injuring hundreds on a 

dangerous rail link in the oil-producing Central African state, officials said on Tuesday. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/22/20106:44:14 PM 

Coffee cuts risk of head, neck cancers 

Coffee might stave off more than just sleep, according to research showing that those who chug a lot of java have a 

lower rate of head and neck cancers. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/22/20106:48:10 PM 

Newsweek: Did sustainability survive the recession? 

A new survey, released today by Accenture and the United National Global Compact, suggests that sustainability 

powered through the global recession. The online survey of 766 CEOs around the world found that 93 percent regard 

sustainability as important to their companies' future success. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/22/20106:52:14 PM 

Dozens die, hundreds missing in Brazil floods 

Ig~~""lofficials scramble to get food and medical aid to two flood-hit Brazilian states where torrents of water 

ripped through towns, killing at least 41 people and driving 120,000 from their homes. 

rg~iSjBrazil - Flood - Northeast Region Brazil - South America - Earth Sciences 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/22/20107:04:35 PM 

Twister tears through 125 Wisc. homes 

Ig~~""IA tornado in Eagle, Wisc., destroyed at least 25 homes and damaged at least 100. No deaths, and only 

one injury, were reported. 

rg~5.jFlood - Indiana - Flash flood - Mobile home - United States 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/22/20107:07:42 PM 

Consumer group targets Happy Meal toys 

Ig~~""IA consumer advocacy group threatened to file a lawsuit against McDonald's Tuesday, charging that the 
fast food chain 'unfairly and deceptively' markets toys to children. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/22/20109:58:27 PM 

Argentina wins third straight to take Group B 

Ig~~""IMartin Demichelis and Martin Palermo scored second-half goals Tuesday to help Argentina beat Greece 

2-0 at the World Cup and earn first place in Group B. 

rg~iSjArgentina - sport - World Cup - Soccer - Martin Palermo 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/22/201010:15:03 PM 

Stocks close down on housing, banks worries 

Stocks dropped for a second day Tuesday after home sales fell unexpectedly and the White House said it would fight a 

court ruling that lifted its ban on offshore oil drilling. 

I g:i1ti¥.Elwhite House - Offshore drilling - Oil well - United States - President 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/22/201010:17:26 PM 

At conference, Big Oil closes ranks behind BP 

After weeks of suffering the ire of the White House over the Louisiana rig spill, the oil industry is fighting back. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/22/2010 10:21:39 PM 

'I hate her!' Seinfeld says of lady Gaga 

Ig~~""~he comedian has changed his opinion of the singer, who was taken to his private box at the Mets' Citi 

Field after showing photographers her middle finger at a game earlier this month. 

rg~5.tadY Gaga - New York Mets - Citi Field - Seinfeld - Jerry Seinfeld 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/22/2010 10:44:01 PM 

Police: Alleged drug lord captured in Jamaica 

Ig~~""~amaican police say they have captured alleged drug kingpin Christopher 'Dudus' Coke on the outskirts of 

Kingston. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/22/201011:03:16 PM 

No link seen between cell phone towers, cancer 

Children who live close to a mobile phone tower don't appear to be at any higher risk of cancer than those who don't 

live in the neighborhood, a new study says. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/22/2010 11:29:06 PM 

McChrystal ready to resign, sources say 

Ig~~""~he commander of the u.s. war in Afghanistan is prepared to resign over comments made by him and his 

aides about Obama administration officials, NBC News has learned. 

1~~'::IBaraCk Obama - United States - President - President of the United States - Washington 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/22/201011:42:57 PM 

For sale: $75 million handyman's dream 

Ig~~""IListed as a "monument to unparalleled success," the largest home for sale in the United States comes 

with plenty of space but no carpet, tiles or interior walls. It's up to the future buyer to finish it. 

I~~':-Iunited States - Tile - Business - Recreation - Pets 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/23/2010 12:25:55 AM 

Manet portrait sale sets record for artist's work 

Ig~~""lsothebyIS sold an Edouard Manet self-portrait for $33.1 million on Tuesday, a record for the artist but 

towards the lower end of pre-sale expectations of $16.3 million to $24.4 million. 

rg~iSjsothebY - Manet - Art - Edouard Manet - Auction 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/23/2010 12:28:02 AM 

Immigration vote stirs emotions in Neb. town 

Ig~~""IAS the owner of a general store that caters to the growing number of Latinos in this Nebraska town, 

Alfredo Velez has new concerns after a vote to crack down on illegal immigrants. 

1~~'::llmmigration - Nebraska - law - Illegal immigration - United States 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/23/20101:13:25 AM 

Haley's S.c. win ensures spot on national stage 

Ig~~""INikki Haley's victory in South Carolina's bruising GOP primary for governor assures her a place on the 

national political scene. 

1~~'::lsouth Carolina - Nikki Haley - Republican - United States - Sarah Palin 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/23/20102:00:52 AM 

Police: Naked woman leads officers on chase 

A woman was undergoing a mental evaluation Tuesday after police say she stole two vehicles, including a police cruiser, 

and led officers on a chase through two Salt lake City suburbs - all while naked. 

1§':i1ti¥.Elpolice _ Police car - Utah - Psychological evaluation - United States 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/23/20102:10:02 AM 

Arizona fire evacuees may get to go home 

Ig~~""IAn estimated 1,000 Flagstaff residents forced from their homes by a raging wildfire may be allowed to 

return as firefighters made progress in containing the 14,OOO-acre blaze. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/23/20102:51:55 AM 

iPhone 4 reviews unanimously say it's a champ 

Ig~~""IAS Apple's chosen reviewers sounded off first on the iPhone 4 Tuesday night, they all agreed that it was a 

major improvement over its predecessor, the iPhone 3GS, and a champion when compared to 
challengers from other phone makers. Still, many pointed out that call reception was no better. 

1~~':-IIPhone -~ - Smartphone - Handhelds - iPhone 3GS 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/23/20103:40:20 AM 

Nurse in V-J Day kiss photo dies 

Ig~~""IA nurse famously photographed being kissed by an American sailor in New York's Times Square in 1945 to 

celebrate the end of World War Two dies at age of 91, her family said. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/23/20104:52:47 AM 

Haley, Scott win in S.c. Republican races 

Ig~~""INikki Haley, an Indian-American woman, and Tim Scott, a black lawmaker, win GOP nominations for 

South Carolina governor and congressman. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/23/20106:23:14 AM 

WashPost: U.S. soccer has one goal: just win, baby 

Ig~~""lwashPost: The U.S. can advance at the World Cup with a tie and some help, but they'd rather do things 
the easy way. "We've been here before," captain Carlos Bocanegra says. "This time, we just need to win." 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/23/20107:44:43 AM 

Romanian journalist arrested on blackmail charges 

Romania's best-known television journalist and his producer have been formally arrested and detained for 29 days on 

charges of blackmailing and threatening a mayor. 

rC~~"-IRomania - Government - Financial market - Energy - Reuters 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/23/20107:57:14 AM 

Strikes in China hit Toyota, Honda suppliers 

A strike at a Japanese car parts supplier in southern China forced Toyota Motor Corp to suspend production at a Chinese 

auto assembly plant. 

1~¥':-ITOyota - China - Honda - Japan - Toyota Motor Corp 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/23/20109:23:03 AM 

Romanian journalist arrested on blackmail charges 

Romania's most notorious television journalist and his producer were formally arrested early Wednesday and detained 

for 29 days on charges of blackmailing and threatening a mayor. 

1~¥':-IRomania - Blackmail - Television - Journalist - Government 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/23/2010 10:26:50 AM 

Nations fail to agree on curbing Japan whale hunt 

Ig~~""INations failed Wednesday to reach a deal to curb whale hunts by Japan, Norway and Iceland that kill 
hundreds of whales every year - and Japan blamed anti-whaling nations for being intransigent. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/23/2010 11:36:39 AM 

Getting older now means more housing distress 

Amma Holmes expected to payoff the mortgage on her Tampa, Florida, home in the next few years. Instead, she lost 

her job and her two adult sons have moved back in to help pay her bills. 

1~¥':-ITampa Florida - Mortgage - Florida - Business - United States 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/23/2010 11:43:42 AM 

Nations fail to agree on curbing Japan whale hunt 

Ig~~""~apanese officials and environmentalists traded blame Wednesday as nations failed to reach a deal to 

curb whale hunts by Japan, Norway and Iceland that kill hundreds of whales every year. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/23/2010 11:50:59 AM 

New U.S. drilling chief to look into misconduct 

The new director of a government agency that oversees offshore drilling is creating an internal investigations team to 

help him improve the agency's performance. 

I g:i1ti¥.EIUnited States - Government agency - Business - Barack Obama - Energy 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/23/20101:01:11 PM 

The complete guide to the iPhone's new OS 

Ig~~""~he new iDS 4 firmware update has arrived for newer iPhone and iPod Touch models. Here's what you 

need to know to get the most out of the new, improved operating system. 

rg~5.tphone - iPod Touch - Operating system - IPhone OS - Smartphone 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/23/2010 1:26:37 PM 

Dog boot camp whips owners, pups into shape 

Ig~~""IWith obesity rates on the rise among Americans and their pets, two Californian women have come up 
with an all-in-one solution - a doggy boot camp where dog owners and their canine friends work out 

together. 

I ~~':-IDOg -United States - Recreation - Pets - Obesity 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/23/2010 1:39:20 PM 

Newsweek: Why some politicians survive scandals 

Howard Fineman: Any allegations about sexual misconduct are usually deadly to politicians. But there are ways to 

overcome them. 

I g:i1ti¥.EIHoward Fineman - Newsweek - United States - Barack Obama - Chris Matthews 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/23/20102:53:20 PM 

Sales of new homes in May hit record low 

Ig~~""lsales of new homes collapsed in May, sinking 33 percent to the lowest level on record as potential buyers 

stopped shopping for homes once they could no longer receive government tax credits. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/23/20103:14:38 PM 

Tighter standards slow housing market 

Even for successful buyers with sterling credit, getting a mortgage these days can be an enormous ordeal, especially 

compared to the easy-money days of just a few years ago. 

I g:i1ti¥.EIMortgage - Real estate economics - Business - Financial Services - Personal Finance 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/23/20103:34:22 PM 

7 die in small plane crash outside Quebec City 

Ig~~""IA small plane crashed after experiencing takeoff troubles outside Quebec City on Wednesday morning, 

killing all seven people onboard, officials said. 

1~~':-IQuebeC - Canada - Aviation accidents and incidents - Quebec City - Travel and Tourism 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/23/20104:05:21 PM 

Lawrence Taylor indicted on rape charges in NY 

Ig~~""lpro football Hall of Famer Lawrence Taylor has been indicted by a suburban New York grand jury on 

charges of rape, criminal sexual act and sexual abuse. 

1~~':-ITaYIOr - Pro Football Hall of Fame - Grand jury - New York - sport 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/23/20104:36:16 PM 

Uzbek hostages released unharmed in Kyrgyzstan 

Six ethnic Uzbek women preparing for a referendum in Kyrgyzstan were released unharmed on Wednesday after being 

held hostage briefly in the country's volatile south, election officials said. 

I g;i1tlF.EIKyrgYZstan - Asia - Government - Uzbeks - Business and Economy 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/23/20105:01:21 PM 

Donovan delivers as u.s. advances at Cup 

Ig~~""ILandon Donovan scored a stunning goal in the first minute of injury time off a rebound, advancing the 
United States to the second round at the World Cup with a 1-0 win over Algeria. 

I~~':-Iworld Cup - England - United States - FIFA World Cup - Sports 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/23/20105:09:28 PM 

Poll: 50 percent disapprove of Obama on spill 

First Read: According to the new NBC News/Wall Street Journal poll, 50 percent of Americans disapprove of President 

Obama's handling of the oil spill in the Gulf, versus 42 percent who approve of his handling. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/23/20105:09:45 PM 

A year later, Jackson fans still out in force 

Ig~~""~he singer's notoriously loyal followers have traded vigils at the hospital and family home for pilgrimages 

to his tomb and protests at the courthouse. 

1~~'::lpilgrimage - Jackson - United States - Counties - Michael Jackson 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/23/20106:03:57 PM 

England ends doubts, advances to 2nd round 

Ig~~""~ust in time, England appeared at the World Cup. Jermain Defoe knocked in a goal for the revived Three 
Lions as they beat Slovenia 1-0 on Wednesday, advancing to the tournament's second round. 

1~~':-I.Jermain Defoe - World Cup - Slovenia - Sport - FIFA World Cup 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/23/20106:42:30 PM 

35,000 pounds of beef recalled for E.coli fears 

A Southern California meat distributor has recalled some 35,000 pounds of ground-beef that might be contaminated 

with E. coli. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/23/20106:59:09 PM 

Bork: Kagan is 'immature,' inexperienced 

Ig~~""IA conservative judge whose Supreme Court nomination was once famously derailed by Senate 
Democrats criticized Obama court pick Elena Kagan on Wednesday for her judicial "immaturity" and 

i nexpe rie nce. 

I g~~""IElena Kagan - Supreme Court of the United States - Supreme Court - United States - Democratic Party 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/23/20107:26:40 PM 

Opinion: U.S. wins game, group - and lots of new fans 

Ig~~""ILOng after the game had ended and the jubilant players had left the field, the u.s. fans partied on in the 

stands, singing, dancing and waving their American flags. Back home, folks who couldn't pick Landon 
Donovan out of a lineup only a few weeks ago celebrated his goal with die-hard gusto. 

~ 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/23/20107:42:47 PM 

Red, white, and whew! Donovan delivers late 

Ig~~""ILandon Donovan scored a stunning goal in the first minute of injury time, advancing the United States to 
the second round against Ghana at the World Cup with a 1-0 win over Algeria. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/23/20107:43:06 PM 

Teen books with gay themes take off 

Reads that speak to lesbian, gay and questioning teens have exploded over the last decade and traveled light years since 

"I'll Get There. It Better be Worth the Trip" led the way in 1969. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/23/20107:55:35 PM 

Newsweek: How the Taliban sees McChrystal's ouster 

No one is more mesmerized than the Taliban themselves, who, if they don't have access to television, followed the 

drama and the minute-by-minute coverage of McChrystal's Pentagon and White House meetings on the Pashto

language services of the BBC and VOA. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/23/20108:24:23 PM 

'Star Wars' franchise owes much to 'Empire' 

Ig~~""~he question is - on three generations of fans and $40 billion in merchandising sales later - how did 

George Lucas manage to make a film with such cultural relevance and staying power? 

rg~iSLeorgeLUCaS - starwars - Star Wars Episode IV: A New Hope - Games - Roleplaying 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/23/20108:31:28 PM 

Driving dog runs over his owner 

A Florida man was reportedly run over by his own truck after his dog put it into gear. 

rC~~~~jFlorida - Recreation - United States - Business - Southwest Florida 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/23/20108:56:58 PM 

AAA predicts big jump in July 4 weekend travel 

The number of Americans who plan to travel during the Fourth of july holiday weekend will jump 17.1 percent from 

2009 levels, travel and auto group AAA said Wednesday. 

I~¥':-Iunited States -Independence Day - American Automobile Association - Travel- Recreation 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/23/20109:02:19 PM 

Rookie docs may get shorter shifts 

Patients will be told when they're being treated by rookie doctors, who would get shorter shifts and better supervision 

under proposed work changes for medical residents. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/23/20109:03:13 PM 

Stem cells restore sight to those blinded by burns 

Dozens of people who were blinded or otherwise suffered severe eye damage when they were splashed with caustic 

chemicals had their sight restored with transplants of their own stem cells - a stunning success for the burgeoning cell

therapy field, Italian researchers reported Wednesday. 

Ig~SjStem cell - Biotechnology - Eye - Biology - Regenerative medicine 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/23/20109:20:20 PM 

Bin Laden hunter is released, returns to u.s. 

Ig~~""IAn American on a solo mission to hunt down Osama bin Laden is on his way back to the United States. 

Ig~~""losama bin Laden - United States - Terrorism - Terrorist Organizations - AI-Qaida 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/23/20109:46:55 PM 

As housing plummets, Fed holds rates down 

Ig~~""IAmericans showed far less appetite to buy new homes last month after the government ended a 

homebuyer tax credit. Separately, the Fed held interest rates at record lows. 

rg~iSjFederal Reserve System - Interest rate - Economic - Social Sciences - Government 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/23/20109:51:46 PM 

BP's PR strategy is a difficult balancing act 

To a nation frustrated by the Gulf oil spill, BP's attempts at damage control have sometimes been infuriatingly vague. 

But from a legal standpoint, that's exactly the point. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/23/2010 10:07:22 PM 

Families return home but Ariz. fire still burning 

Ig~~""IHer house smelled like smoke, but Mary Oravits was elated. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/23/2010 10:21:06 PM 

Officers won't be punished over Afghan battle 

The Army has reversed a decision to punish three officers for command failures that led to one of the deadliest firefights 

for u.s. forces in the Afghanistan war. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/23/2010 10:29:59 PM 

Poll: Spill drags Obama's rating down 

Ig~~""IFor the first time in the NBC News/Wall Street Journal poll, more disapprove of President Barack Obama's 

job performance than approve. 

rg~iSjBarack Obama - NBC - President of the United States - President - United States 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/23/201010:31:18 PM 

Newsweek: How Spitzer rebuilt his career 

Today CNN announced that Eliot Spitzer would be co-hosting a talk show in the prime-time 8 p.m. slot. It's a remarkable 

comeback for the once disgraced governor of New York. Here's how he did it. 

I~¥':lliot Spitzer - CNN - New York -list of Governors of New York - Prime time 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/23/2010 11:37:06 PM 

Tarmac fiasco renews call for international rules 

Ig~~""IA 4-hour stretch spent by travelers parked in a plane renewed calls to add international travel to a new 

rule limiting how long airlines can keep passengers trapped on the tarmac. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/23/2010 11:43:29 PM 

Judge OKs deal for 9/11 responders 

Ig~~""IA federal judge on Wednesday signed an order approving a settlement that could pay more than $700 

million to thousands of 9/11 responders exposed to toxic World Trade Center dust. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/23/2010 11:58:33 PM 

Obama relieves McChrystal of command 

Ig~~""lu.s. President Barack Obama fired his top Afghanistan commander Wednesday over inflammatory 

comments that angered the White House and threatened to undermine the war effort. 

1~~'::IStanley McChrystal - Afghanistan - Taliban - United States - Politics 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/24/201012:07:42 AM 

Canada quake also rattles N.Y., other states 

Ig~~""IA magnitude-S.O earthquake struck at the Ontario-Quebec border region, shaking homes and businesses 

from Toronto to the states of New York and Michigan. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/24/201012:31:12 AM 

5TI risk higher for swingers than prostitutes 

Scientists studying swingers say they have higher rates of sexually transmitted infections than prostitutes. 
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Ig~~ .... lsexually transmitted disease - Prostitution - Health - Sexuality - Reproductive health 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/24/2010 12:51:36 AM 

Strasburg handed 1st loss as Nats fall, 1-0 

Ig~~""~he Kansas City Royals ended a five-game losing streak on Wednesday, finding a way to beat Washington 

Nationals phenom Stephen Strasburg in the process with a 1-0 victory. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/24/20101:12:09 AM 

Australia gets first female PM after Rudd quits 

Ig~~""~ulia Gillard became Australia's first female prime minister on Thursday after Kevin Rudd stepped down 

before a leadership ballot, a Labor government official said. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/24/20102:31:00 AM 

Dad's memory lingers for likely top NBA pick Wall 

Ig~~""lwaShington Post: Beneath John Wall's glitzy reputation and swagger is a 19-year-old whose inspiration 

comes not only from a mother who worked multiple jobs to support the family, but also from a father 
who was born in Washington and spent most of his final 30 years behind bars in North Carolina. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/24/20105:31:20 AM 

Red Sox rock Jimenez, but Rockies rally in 9th 

Ig~~""~ason Giambi hit a game-ending, two-run homer off Jonathan Papelbon as the Colorado Rockies scored 
three times in the ninth to beat the Boston Red Sox 8-6 on Wednesday night after ace Ubaldo Jimenez 

finally had a bad outing. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/24/20109:01:32 AM 

Hong Kong passes Beijing-backed election changes 

Hong Kong legislators passed the first part of a Beijing-backed package of electoral changes Thursday that critics say will 

delay full democracy in this former British colony. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/24/2010 10:29:30 AM 

Spanish train kills 12 people crossing tracks 

Ig~~""IA train speeding through a rail station plowed into a group of youths taking a shortcut across the tracks to 

get to a beach party, killing at least 12, Spanish officials said. 

1~~':-IBarcelona - Youth - Spanish language - Train - Catalonia 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/24/2010 10:49:55 AM 

Russia reopens Belarus gas tap but dispute goes on 

Russia's gas monopoly said Thursday it is resuming supplies to Belarus now that it has paid a near-$200 million bill, but 

the ex-Soviet neighbor is in turn threatening to stop the transit of gas on to other European countries unless Moscow 

settles its own debts. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/24/201010:56:12 AM 

Obama welcomes Medvedev, warmer relations 

The Obama administration is showcasing one of its main foreign policy successes - warmer relations with Russia - as it 

welcomes President Dmitry Medvedev to the White House. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/24/201011:18:06 AM 

Hooded gunmen kill 4 commuters in Philippines 

About 30 hooded attackers, believed to be Abu Sayyaf militants, shot and hacked horrified victims as they ran for their 

lives in the southern Philippines, police said Thursday. Four people died and six were wounded in the ambush on a 

village road. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/24/2010 11:21:34 AM 

American Apparel faces fresh crisis 

Ig~~""lclothing maker American Apparel, perhaps best known for its outrageous ads and controversial CEO, 

faces serious financial worries. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/24/201011:23:37 AM 

The new small cars 

Ig~~""~here's not much that's sexy about inexpensive compact sedans. These are cars designed for economy, 

not excitement. But automakers are doing what they can to drum up buzz. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/24/2010 12:23:06 PM 

Organic labels may trick dieters into overeating 

Ig~~""~he "organic" label skews people's perceptions about food in ways that might promote obesity, a new 

study finds. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/24/201012:30:31 PM 

Newsweek: What's next in Afghanistan? 

Changing u.s. military leadership in Afghanistan papers over President Obama's real problem: the counterinsurgency 

strategy isn't working. What's next for the mission. 

1§':i1ti¥.EIAfghanistan _ Barack Obama - United States armed forces - United States - Asia 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/24/2010 12:34:56 PM 

Is your doctor addicted? 

Strung-out doctors and nurses imperil patients' lives every day. So why is no one trying to catch them? 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/24/2010 12:49:39 PM 

Reporter believed McChrystal was 'untouchable' 

Ig~~"'l'l did not think he'd be fired," Rolling Stone reporter Michael Hastings said of Gen. Stanley McChrystal 
the morning after President Obama relieved the Afghanistan commander of duty in the wake of 

controversial remarks quoted in Hastings' profile. "I thought he was untouchable." 

I ~~':-IAfghanistan - Rolling Stone - Stanley McChrystal - Barack Obama - President of the United States 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/24/201012:51:06 PM 

Newsweek: Man arrested in Poland may have aided Massad 

European investigators believe that a man arrested by Polish authorities earlier this month may be a key fixer in Europe 

for Israel's Mossad spy agency. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/24/2010 1:03:52 PM 

Containment cap again collecting oil from leak 

Ig~~""IEngineerS reattached a cap on the gushing well in the Gulf of Mexico late Wednesday night after crude oil 

spewed uncontrolled into the water for much of the day. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/24/20102:04:35 PM 

Man drifts a mile off Florida on pool float 

A man who apparently passed out on a pool float at a Tampa area beach ended up drifting about a mile from Florida's 

shore in the Gulf of Mexico. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/24/20102:05:06 PM 

Aviation and space museums that soar 

Ig~~""ILoOking for some inspiration for your own innovative airplane design? There are hundreds of aviation and 

space museums around the country. Here are six to put at the top of your list. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/24/20102:21:16 PM 

Opinion: U.S. vs. Brazil in semis? Elements in place 

Lovgren: Americans have momentum and a not-too-difficult road in knockout phase 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/24/20102:53:56 PM 

Top court sides with ex-Enron CEO Skilling 

Ig~~""~he Supreme Court has sided with former Enron CEO Jeffrey Skilling in limiting the use of a federal fraud 
law that has been a favorite of white-collar crime prosecutors. 

rg~iS1effrey Skilling - United States - Supreme Court - Enron - Supreme Court - White-collar crime 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/24/20103:20:19 PM 

2 million cribs recalled from 7 manufacturers 

Ig~~""IMore than 2 million cribs from seven companies were recalled Thursday amid concerns that babies can 

suffocate, become trapped or fall from the cribs. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/24/20103:23:12 PM 

Belgian cops raid offices of retired archbishop 

Police raided the home and office of the recently retired archbishop of Belgium as part of an investigation into the 

sexual abuse of children by Roman Catholic priests, officials said. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/24/20103:33:36 PM 

Economy is improving, but jobs a sore spot 

Ig~~""IBusinesses spent more on big-ticket goods in May and the pace of layoffs slowed in the past week, the 

latest evidence that the economy is gradually improving. 

1~~'::IEmpIOyment - Labour economics - Business - Insurance - Unemployment 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/24/20103:58:12 PM 

Japanese take least vacation days, French most 

The Japanese are the most holiday-deprived nation in the developed world, while the French enjoy the most, a survey 

found. 

I ~¥':-IFrench language - Japanese language - Developed country - Language - Japan 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/24/20104:28:49 PM 

Newsweek: How Obama paid for Russia's friendship 

The United States disappointed allies in Eastern Europe by scrapping plans to station missile-defense batteries in Poland 

and the Czech Republic, all in order to please Moscow. The Russian occupation of Georgia has effectively been 

acknowledged as a fait accompli by Washington, again to please the Kremlin. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/24/20104:38:35 PM 

Jamaican gang leader won't fight extradition to US 

Jamaican gang leader Christopher "Dudus" Coke agreed to be extradited to the United States on Thursday, saying it was 

in the best interest of his family and country. 

I ~¥':-Iunited States - Jamaica - Extradition - Gang - Police 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/24/20105:04:20 PM 

Blagojevich judge: Court ruling won't stop trial 

Ig~~""IA federal judge refused to delay Rod Blagojevich's corruption trial Thursday after the u.s. Supreme Court 

issued a ruling that could affect some of the charges against the former governor, telling defense 
attorneys that it "may not offer a lot of hope for you." 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/24/20105:06:09 PM 

Boeing may recommend more 767 inspections 

Boeing says airlines that fly its 767 are likely to be asked to increase inspections for cracks where the engine attaches to 

the wing. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/24/20105:31:37 PM 

PBT: Hayward, Aldrich will be among draft busts 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/24/20105:40:58 PM 

Chomp! Mammals chewed on dinosaur bones 

Ig~~""lsqUirrel-sized animals gnawed on the skeletons of Triceratops and other dinosaurs, leaving behind 

distinct tooth marks on the bones of these extinct giants. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/24/20105:55:49 PM 

Dirty disposal of oil cleanup material 

Ig~~""IA check of how used boom and other spill cleanup material are being handled and disposed of shows a 

haphazard effort at best. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/24/20105:55:49 PM 

Dirty disposal of oil cleanup material 

Ig~~""IA check of how used boom and other spill cleanup material are being handled and disposed of shows a 

haphazard effort at best. 

1~~'::loil spill - Waste management - Environment - Spill Containment and Remediation - Business 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/24/20106:01:45 PM 

Virgin says it asked to unload plane in Conn. 

Virgin Atlantic says its pilot asked for permission to unload passengers stranded on a grounded plane in Connecticut but 

a customs official threatened to have them arrested if they got off the plane. 

I ~¥':-IVirgin Atlantic Airways - Connecticut - United States - Bradley International Airport - London 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/24/20106:58:36 PM 

Toxic heavy metals found in whales 

Scientists who spent five years shooting nearly 1,000 sperm whales with tissue-sampling darts discovered stunningly 

high levels of toxic heavy metals in the animals. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/24/20107:01:54 PM 

iPhone 4 buyers report screen, antenna issues 

Ig~~""~hough demand for Apple's iPhone 4 is higher than ever, some early owners are reporting problems with 

the screen, including occasional yellow screen discoloration and a "constellation" of white spots. 
Meanwhile, others are experiencing reduced call reception when holding the phone a certain way. 

1~~':-IIPhone - Smartphone - Handhelds -~ - iPhone 4 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/24/20107:05:42 PM 

Defending champ Italy ousted by Slovakia 

Ig~~""IDefending champion Italy was eliminated Thursday from the World Cup with a humbling 3-2 loss to 

Slovakia, which advanced 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/24/20107:31:23 PM 

Obama: U.S. has 'reset' relations with Russia 

Ig~~""lpresident Barack Obama declared Thursday that he and Russian President Dmitry Medvedev have 

"succeeded in resetting" the relationship between the former Cold War adversaries that had dipped to a 
dangerous low in recent years. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/24/20107:43:33 PM 

Newsweek: Pelosi deadlock holds up intel czar 

House Speaker Nancy Pelosi is blocking a House vote on an intelligence reform bill, but congressional sources say that 

unless she allows the legislation to move forward, key senators are likely to stall confirmation hearings for James 

Clapper, the administration's nominee to be Director of National Intelligence. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/24/20107:48:14 PM 

Newsweek: Environmentalists split after BP oil spill 

As a golden opportunity to push for sweeping environmental legislation appears to slip away, the environmental 

community itself has begun to splinter, showing growing divisions over just how hard it should criticize the man it 

helped elect. 

Ig~Sjoil spill - BP - Environment - Energy - Newsweek 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/24/20107:57:42 PM 

Most Americans consume too much salt 

Most U.S. adults should eat less than a teaspoon of salt each day, but a new government report says just 1 in 18 meet 

that goal. 

I g:i1ti¥.EIUnited States - Salt - Government - Health - Utah 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/24/20108:12:27 PM 

Doctor tied to 68 overdose deaths found guilty 

Ig~~""IA federal jury Thursday found a Kansas doctor and his wife guilty of conspiring to profit from illegally 

prescribing painkillers to dozens of patients who later died. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/24/20108:56:45 PM 

Pakistan convicts 5 Americans over terror plots 

Ig~~""IFive young American Muslims are convicted of plotting terrorist attacks and sentenced to 10 years in jail 

in Pakistan. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/24/20109:21:11 PM 

Gas prices up as July 4th holiday approaches 

Ig~~""IFiliing up the family car's gas tank is getting more expensive as the 4th of July weekend nears, but that 

won't stop a lot of people from hitting the road. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/24/20109:31:04 PM 

Supreme Court ruling is good for the bad guys 

The gutting of the "honest services" law by the Supreme Court could make it more difficult for prosecutors to convict 

corporate fraudsters. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/24/20109:39:00 PM 

Mass. governor objects to condom plan 

Gov. Deval Patrick used his bully pulpit to call the superintendent of a Cape Cod school district and urge her to revise a 

policy allowing elementary school students to receive free condoms. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/24/20109:43:45 PM 

Pentagon: We'll try to meet Afghan exit goal 

Ig~~""~he Pentagon says that the Afghan war strategy is on track and that the newly named commander will 

work to meet the president's goal to start withdrawing troops in July 2011. 

I~~':-Iunited States - Pentagon - United States armed forces - War in Afghanistan - Afghanistan 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/24/20109:48:36 PM 

Bomb kills 1 at Greek minister's office 

Ig~~""IGreek Public Order Minister Mihalis Chrisohoidis says a bomb attack inside his ministry has killed a close 

aide. 

I~~.:treece - Bomb - Athens - Government - Public order crime 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/24/20109:59:21 PM 

Retailers, banks pull stocks down 

Disappointing forecasts from retailers and concern about the government's financial overhaul package pounded stocks 

Thursday. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/24/201010:11:11 PM 

Probe: Palin legal defense fund was illegal 

Ig~~""IAn investigator for the Alaska Personnel Board says a legal defense fund set up for Sarah Palin when she 

was governor was illegal. 

rg~5.jsarah Palin - United States - Politics - Parties - Republican 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/24/2010 10:43:52 PM 

Chicago prepares for losing its handgun ban 

Ig~~""llf the u.s. Supreme Court strikes down Chicago's handgun ban, the city will likely do what Washington, 

D.C., did when its own ban was overturned two years ago: regulate. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/24/201010:48:17 PM 

Scoop: Jackson's life eludes fans even in death 

Ig~~""~he pop superstar was larger than life, but despite the glimpses we've had since his passing of his family, 

home and troubles, fans are still no closer to understanding what it was like to be him. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/24/2010 10:49:02 PM 

'It stinks someone had to lose' ll-hour duel 

Ig~~""~ohn Isner has won the longest tennis match on record by beating Nicolas Mahut 70-68 in the final set at 

Wimbledon. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/24/201011:11:51 PM 

Google spurs 'horse boy' mystery 

Ig~~""IGoogle Street View's fleet of GPS- and camera-equipped cars have captured plenty of oddities, from 

flaming vans to attempted muggings, even a cult musician taking a bath. But until now it had never 

caught a glimpse of the horse boy. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/24/201011:17:08 PM 

Ruh-roh! Friday is Take Your Dog to Work Day 

Ig~~""IFriday is Take Your Dog to Work Day, a campaign sponsored by Pet Sitters International to promote pet 

adoption. The group doesn't track how many workplaces participate, but said in the months leading up to 
it last year, nearly 100,000 people visited takeyourdog.com. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/24/2010 11:25:20 PM 

Congress OKs new penalties against Iran 

Congress passes tough new sanctions targeting Iran's Revolutionary Guard and Iran's imports of gas and other refined 

energy products. 

1§':i1ti¥.Ellran _ United States Senate - Middle East - Energy - Politics 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/25/2010 12:31:39 AM 

G20 leaders facing worries about rising deficits 

Ig~~""lworld leaders trickled into Canada's largest city on Thursday for global economic talks, but their resolve 

seemed less focused than at earlier meetings held in the fearful atmosphere of the worst downturn since 
the 1930s. New leaders in Australia, Japan and Britain could alter the dynamics. 

~ 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/25/2010 12:39:56 AM 

New arrest near G-20 summit site 

The common-law wife of a man charged with possession of explosives in what police are calling a Group of 20 summit

related arrest has also been charged in the investigation. 

1§':i1ti¥.Elcanada _ Police - G-20 major economies - Common law - Toronto 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/25/2010 12:54:42 AM 

Severe storm hammers Connecticut city 

Ig~~""lsevere storms sweep across the Northeast and tear through Connecticut's largest city, downing trees and 

power lines, shattering windows and toppling church steeples. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/25/20101:14:49 AM 

Cops: Pair tried to sell baby for $25 at Walmart 

Ig~~""IA California couple faces child endangerment charges after police say they tried to sell their 6-month-old 

baby for $25 outside a Walmart store. 

rg~5.jcalifornia - Wal-Mart - Child abuse - Law - Police 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/25/20101:18:08 AM 

Republicans kill jobless aid measure in Senate 

Ig~~""IRepublicans in the Senate have defeated an election-year bill to continue weekly jobless benefits for 
millions of long-term unemployed workers. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/25/2010 1:31:29 AM 

Latest blunder feeds frustration in the Gulf 

Ig~~""IBPIS latest problem shows "they really are not up to the task and we have more bad news than we have 

good news," Jefferson Parish Councilman John Young says. 

...... ,..... . ..... ,..... . ..... , ....... 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/25/20101:32:14 AM 

Wizards take Wall at No.1 overall in NBA draft 

Ig~~""~ohn Wall is the first Kentucky player ever chosen first overall. He goes to a Washington team hoping to 
quickly bounce back after a disastrous season that included Gilbert Arenas' season-ending suspension for 

bringing guns into the team locker room. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/25/20102:08:25 AM 

Underwater robots attack spill like Superman 

Ig~~""~hey're like Superman, but underwater: able to withstand 5,000 pounds of subsea pressure, lift up to a 

ton, take 3D video images and transfer hydraulic power to other equipment. 

rg~iSjsuperman - Business - Pressure - Subsea - Shopping 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/25/20103:57:18 AM 

Hurricane Darby forms off Mexico's Pacific coast 

Hurricane Darby formed in the Pacific off Mexico's southwest coast Thursday, while Hurricane Celia strengthened into a 

powerful Category 5 storm farther out at sea. 

rc~~ ... turricane Celia - Pacific Ocean - Earth Sciences - Atmospheric Sciences - Meteorology 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/25/2010 4:40:43 AM 

Opinion: Wall faces fame, pressure as No.1 pick 

Ig~~""~enkins: If nothing else, the No.1 pick affirmed John Wall's ability to turn negatives into positives. It was 

final proof that he had channeled all of his old volatility into explosive ambition. It was a personal reversal 
as surprising as one of those explosive crossover moves of his on the court. 

1~~':-IJOhn Wall - NBA Draft - Washington Wizard - National Basketball Association - Evan Turner 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/25/20106:32:16 AM 

Pedroia's 3rd HR lifts Red Sox over Rockies 

Ig~~""IDustin Pedroia hit three home runs, including a tiebreaking shot off Huston Street in the 10th inning, to 
lift the Boston Red Sox over the Colorado Rockies 13-11 in a wild game Thursday night that lasted nearly 

five hours. 

I g~~""IBoston Red Sox - Huston Street - Dustin Pedroia - Colorado Rockies - sport 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/25/20106:53:29 AM 

Brawl erupts at Calif. kindergarten graduation 

Two women have been arrested following a parents' brawl that interrupted a Southern California kindergarten 

graduation ceremony, authorities said. 

I g:i1ti¥.Elcalifornia - Graduation - Southern California - Education - United States 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/25/20108:18:24 AM 

Dubai's ambitions soar with new airport 

Ig~~""lln the desert beyond the skeletons of villas unfinished because of Dubai's economic slump, the home of 

the tallest building is preparing to open what could become another record-setter: an airport aiming to 
become the world's busiest. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/25/20108:24:47 AM 

Hundreds of Romanians try to storm palace 

Dozens of Romanians have tried to storm the presidential palace to protest austerity measures. 

rC~~~~jpalaces - Romania - Arts - Greece - Government 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/25/20109:18:12 AM 

Stalin statue torn down in dictator's hometown 

Ig~~""IAuthorities removed a towering statue of Soviet dictator Josef Stalin from his hometown in the dead of 

the night, carting away the monument to Georgia's most famous native. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/25/20109:18:12 AM 

Stalin statue torn down in dictator's hometown 

Ig~~""IAuthorities removed a towering statue of Soviet dictator Josef Stalin from his hometown in the dead of 

the night, carting away the monument to Georgia's most famous native. 

1~~'::lsoviet Union - Joseph Stalin - Georgia - Josef Stalin - Russia 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/25/2010 10:41:46 AM 

2 killed in robberies at L.A. pot dispensaries 

Two workers at medical marijuana dispensaries in Los Angeles were killed in apparent robberies that occurred within 

hours of each other, police said. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/25/2010 11:27:34 AM 

Romanian court: Austerity cuts unconstitutional 

A top Romanian court ruled Friday that sweeping austerity measures proposed by the government are unconstitutional, 

a move that will likely delay a crucial multibillion loan from the International Monetary Fund. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/25/201011:30:21 AM 

Turner tops list of biggest land barons in U.S. 

Ig~~""~urner tops the list of the nation's largest private landowners, compiled by Forbes with the help of The 

Land Report, a publication that tracks large landowners and land sales. 

1~~'::Lnited States - Forbes - land Report - Environment - Organizations 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/25/2010 11:42:36 AM 

BP spill an argument against nuclear power 

Ig~~""IOil and coal disasters like Massey and Deepwater Horizon may be some of the best arguments for (and 

against) nuclear power. 

rg~iSjBP _ Nuclear power - Deepwater Horizon - Energy - Nuclear 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/25/201011:51:47 AM 

Jamaican gang leader faces drug, gun charges in US 

Jamaican gang leader Christopher "Dudus" Coke - known for his fiercely loyal following in his own country - also had 

his admirers in America, u.s. prosecutors say. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/25/201012:13:53 PM 

Porn sites closer to .xxx Web address 

An online red-light district could soon flourish under a new .xxx Internet address which backers say could help 

computers filter porn sites. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/25/2010 12:39:26 PM 

Obesity surgery should be a family affair 

Ig~~""lwhen obesity surgery becomes a family affair, patients have a better shot at becoming the biggest loser, 

a new study shows. 

I~~':-Isurgery - Obesity - Health - Medicine - General 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/25/201012:47:13 PM 

Childlessness is up in the U.S., study shows 

Nearly 1 in 5 American women beyond childbearing years never gave birth as fewer couples, particularly higher

educated whites, view having children as necessary to a good marriage. 

1~¥':-IMarriage - United States - Women - Relationships - People 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/25/20101:16:47 PM 

Amid Romania protests, court KOs cutbacks 

Ig~~""IA top Romanian court ruled Friday that sweeping austerity measures proposed by the government are 

unconstitutional, a move that will likely delay a crucial multibillion loan from the International Monetary 
Fund. 

I g~~""llnternational Monetary Fund - Government - Austerity - Romania - Romanian language 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/25/2010 1:32:06 PM 

'Cardiac kids' proving to be big hit back in U.S. 

Ig~~""IAIl these late-game heroics are doing a number on u.s. fans - not to mention a few of the players. The 

more the Americans make everybody sweat at the World Cup, though, the better it is for the game back 
home. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/25/2010 1:41:40 PM 

German court: Ending life support not criminal 

Cutting off a patient's life support is not a criminal offence if the dying person has willed it, Germany's highest civil court 

said on Friday in a landmark ruling on assisted suicide. 

rC~~"-IAssisted suicide - Crime - Euthanasia - End-of-Life - Death ---- ----

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/25/2010 1:44:57 PM 

Reptile rescue for girl's turtle tossed in trash 

Ig~~""~alk about shell shock: Carley Helm and her big sisters were aboard a plane when crew ordered them to 

get rid of her pet turtle. Into the trash poor Neytiri went - but thanks to some rapid reptile rescue, turtle 
and 10-year-old are shell-a-brating today. 

I ~~':-Ipets - Reptiles and Amphibians - Recreation - Turtle - Turtles and Tortoises 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/25/20101:45:11 PM 

A year later, fans remember Michael Jackson 

A year after pop star's death caused a worldwide outpouring of shock, tears and tributes, the anniversary of his passing 

was being marked Friday on a quieter scale. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/25/2010 1:51:55 PM 

Porn sites closer to .xxx Web address 

An online red-light district could soon flourish under a new .xxx Internet address which backers say could help 

computers filter porn sites. 

1§':i1ti¥.EI.xxx -IP address -ICANN - Pornography - Sexuality 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/25/20103:03:38 PM 

Obama: Reform will hold Wall St. 'accountable' 

Ig~~""lpresident Barack Obama declared victory Friday after congressional negotiators reached a dawn 

agreement on a sweeping overhaul of rules overseeing Wall Street. 

1~~'::Lnited States Senate - Senate - United States Congress - Legislation - United States 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/25/20103:08:21 PM 

G20 nations see different recovery paths 

With leading nations due to convene in Toronto this weekend for the Group of 20 summit, officials are trying to 

downplay their differences when it comes to economic recovery paths. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/25/20103:12:15 PM 

Hurricane Darby becomes a Category 3 storm 

Ig~~""IHurricane Darby has strengthened to a Category 2 storm in the Pacific off Mexico's coast. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/25/20103:18:10 PM 

High court confirmations an 'absurd' exercise? 

Ig~~""lsupreme Court nominee Elena Kagan complained in 1995 that confirmation hearings had become 
"farce," because nominees wouldn't candidly express their views. Will her hearing be farce or a show of 

candor? 

I g~~""IElena Kagan - Supreme Court of the United States - United States - Supreme Court - Government 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/25/20104:34:18 PM 

Police: Vuvuzela noise drives an American nuts 

German police sayan American got so fed up with the constant mosquito-like droning from his neighbors' vuvuzela 

plastic horns that he threatened to kill them with an ax. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/25/20104:36:34 PM 

G-20 summit: '$1 billion boondoggle'? 

Ig~~""~he cost of hosting and providing security at this weekend's summits has many Canadians crying foul, 
with one member of Parliament calling it "a billion-dollar waste of time." 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/25/20104:51:56 PM 

Wacky summer events around America 

Ig~~""IFanCy some mashed potato wrestling? Or what about the world's largest chicken dance or an Ernest 

Hemingway look-alike competition? 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/25/20105:06:57 PM 

Kellogg recalls 4 cereals for odor, off flavor 

Kellogg Co. is voluntarily recalling about 28 million boxes of Apple Jacks, Corn Pops, Froot Loops and Honey Smacks 

cereals, saying a "waxy" smell and flavor coming from the package liners could make people sick, the company said 

Friday. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/25/20105:21:47 PM 

Pace of u.s. economic growth revised down 

The government lowered its estimate of how much the economy grew in the first quarter of the year Friday, noting that 

consumers spent less than it previously thought. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/25/20105:38:51 PM 

New rules, but will Wall Street play by them? 

Ig~~""~he financial services industry must now navigate a series of tough new regulations. But it remains to be 
seen just what's in the final rules - and how bankers respond. 

1~~'::Lnancial services - Wall Street - United States - Business - Banking Services 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/25/20105:45:20 PM 

Powerhouses Brazil, Portugal deliver goose eggs 

Ig~~...,~wo of soccer's most prolific teams couldn't find the net Friday at the World Cup. Portugal reached the 

second round of the World Cup on Friday after a listless 0-0 draw with group winner Brazil. Brazil had 
already secured advancement and won Group G with seven points, two more than Portugal. Ivory Coast, 
which beat North Korea 3-0, was third with four points. The Koreans ended with zero. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/25/20105:58:07 PM 

Peaceful region of Somaliland votes for president 

Electoral posters line the streets of Somaliland as the self-declared republic prepares to hold its second presidential 

election on Saturday, an exercise in governance not seen for decades in the country's anarchic south. 

I g:i1ti¥.Elsomaliland - Somalia - Africa - Hargeisa - United States 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/25/20106:15:23 PM 

Newsweek: Using a DNA test to pick an antidepressant 

A new test identifies variants in five genes and tells doctors which antidepressant to pick based on its results. But does it 

work? 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/25/20106:15:30 PM 

Fetus can't feel pain before 24 weeks, study says 

A British government-commissioned study found that the human fetus cannot feel pain before the age of 24 weeks since 

nerve connections in the brain are not sufficiently formed. 

1§':i1ti¥.EIFetus _ Health - Brain - Abortion - Pain 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/25/20106:36:39 PM 

Pakistan scans Google, other sites for blasphemy 

Pakistan will monitor seven major websites, including Google and Yahoo, to block anti-Islamic links and content, an 

official said Friday. Seventeen lesser-known sites are being blocked outright for alleged blasphemous material. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/25/20106:55:44 PM 

Dutch may use 'decoy Jews' to fight racism 

Enthusiasm for the unusual idea is a sign of the ongoing tension between the Muslim minority and the rest of the Dutch 

population over issues of immigration and crime. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/25/20107:23:44 PM 

Wimbledon marathon man loses in 75 minutes 

Ig~~""lone day after winning the longest tennis match in history, John Isner lost the shortest men's match at 

Wimbledon so far this year. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/25/20108:21:03 PM 

Newsweek: Shaq remembers Michael Jackson 

The basketball star knew that the King of Pop almost bought his house. What he didn't expect was for Michael to pop in 

for a visit. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/25/20108:23:35 PM 

Best new games of E3 

Ig~~""lwhen it comes to video games, it's easy to get caught up in franchise mania. Certainly at this year's 

Electronic Entertainment Expo, games with numbers in their title seemed to hog most of the spotlight. 
Crysis 2, Gears of War 3, LittleBigPlanet 2, Killzone 3 - we're lookin' at you. 

Ig~~""IElectroniC Entertainment Expo - Video game - Killzone - Games - Killzone 3 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/25/20108:26:30 PM 

Spain beats Chile at World Cup, both advance 

Ig~~""IDaVid Villa and Andres Iniesta each scored as Spain beat Chile 2-1 on Friday at the World Cup, a result 

that sends both teams on to the round of 16. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/25/20108:49:25 PM 

Letters to Casey Anthony include proposals, curses 

They wrote from all over. Men and women. All ages and backgrounds. They sent handwritten letters and perfectly typed 

messages, pictures and holiday cards, money and tender words of encouragement. All to a stranger charged with killing 

her daughter. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/25/20108:55:09 PM 

EIBaradei leads big Egypt anti-torture protest 

Potential Egyptian presidential candidate Mohamed EIBaradei led thousands of people on Friday in an anti-torture 

protest that analysts said was significant for joining disparate groups in a common cause. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/25/20108:57:41 PM 

Merck hit with $8 million Fosamax verdict 

Drugmaker Merck & Co. has been hit with an $8 million jury verdict in the case of a Florida woman who says Merck's 

osteoporosis drug destroyed her jaw bone and caused significant pain. 

I g:i1ti¥.EIMerck & Co - Osteoporosis - Alendronic acid - Florida - Health 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/25/2010 10:54:35 PM 

Leaders differ on how to sustain recovery 

Ig~~""lpresident Barack Obama pressed world leaders on Friday to join him in backing stronger rules against 

banking abuses. He made little headway in his call for more stimulus to keep the world economy growing. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/25/2010 11:02:39 PM 

Why smartphone buyers should wait 

Ig~~""~he first wave of iPhone 4 purchasers has complained of reception problems, screen discolorations and 

swapped volume buttons, among other grievances. Given the relative likelihood of such launch jitters, 
should savvy consumers wait before plunking down on the latest "it" phone? 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/25/201011:16:16 PM 

Petraeus to face complaints in Afghan war 

Complaints from ranks are among issues facing Gen. David Petraeus, along with relations with a weak Afghan 

government and jittery allies. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/25/2010 11:50:20 PM 

HBT: Zambrano goes nuts, suspended indefinitely 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/25/2010 11:52:04 PM 

Joe Jackson sues Murray for wrongful death 

Ig~~""IMichael Jackson's father filed a wrongful death lawsuit Friday against the doctor charged with giving the 

pop superstar a lethal dose of sedatives, accusing Murray of negligence, secrecy and poor training. 

1~~':-IMichael Jackson - Lawsuit - Joe Jackson - Death of Michael Jackson - Lawyer 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/25/2010 11:52:36 PM 

How much oil is really gushing? 

Ig~~""IBillions of dollars and the future of one the world's lushest ecosystems could all ride on one elusive 

number: the precise amount of oil gushing from the broken BP well at the bottom of the Gulf of Mexico. 

I~~~:IBP - Mexico - Gulf of Mexico - Business - Energy 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/26/2010 12:55:52 AM 

Divided Koreas commemorate start of Korean War 

Tens of thousands of North Koreans rallied in their capital to condemn the United States and South Korea on the 60th 

anniversary of the start of the Korean War, while Seoul told Pyongyang to admit responsibility for a deadly warship 

sinking. 

I S:i1ti¥.EIS:i1ti¥.EI'S~F.E1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/26/20102:04:48 AM 

Judge in oil spill case sells energy stocks 

The Louisiana federal judge who struck down a six-month ban on deepwater oil drilling has sold many of his energy 

investments, a financial disclosure report released Friday reveals. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/26/20102:30:46 AM 

Cosmic Log: Who's X'd out for Auto X Prize? 

Ig~~""lscience editor Alan Boyle's Weblog: Some teams have already fallen by the wayside in a $10 million 
contest for ultra-efficient cars - and other teams are working hard to stay in. 

I~~·llan Boyle - Progressive Insurance Automotive X Prize - Automobile - Editing - Technology 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/26/20102:40:50 AM 

Tiger, wife have options if they divorce 

Ig~~""~he Internet has been abuzz over a possible divorce ever since Tiger Woods crashed his SUV outside his 

central Florida home in November, setting off revelations that he was cheating on his wife, Elin. Should a 
divorce take place, according to several high-profile attorneys, there are a slew of options for both parties. 

Ig~~""~iger Woods - Divorce - Florida - Elin Nordegren - Law 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/26/20102:54:51 AM 

Big expectations as U.S. meets Ghana in Cup 

Ig~~""IFor other countries, a second-round World Cup match is a big step. For the United States, Saturday's 

game against Ghana is so much more. 

I~~':-Iunited States - Ghana - World Cup - FIFA World Cup - Sport 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/26/20103:28:43 AM 

Oilers end speculation, draft Hall No.1 

Ig~~""~he Edmonton Oilers selected forward Taylor Hall with the No.1 pick in the NHL draft on Friday, finally 
ending a yearlong debate about the two best 18-year-old prospects in hockey. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/26/20103:29:49 AM 

D-backs' Jackson tosses no-no - on 149 pitches 

Ig~~""IEdwin Jackson settled down after a wild start to throw the fourth no-hitter of the season of the pitcher, 
leading the Arizona Diamondbacks to a 1-0 victory Friday night. 

rg~iSjArizona Diamondbacks - Edwin Jackson - Pitcher - Sports - United States 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/26/20104:42:11 AM 

Newly rescued Chihuahua takes 'ugliest dog' title 

Ig~~""IA rescue dog believed to be a Chihuahua mix has won the World's Ugliest Dog contest. 

Ig~~""lchihuahua - World's Ugliest Dog Contest - Pet - Dog - Recreation 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/26/20106:34:36 AM 

A-Rod's HR lifts Yankees over Torre, Dodgers 

Ig~~""lcc Sabathia won his fifth consecutive start with eight sharp innings, Alex Rodriguez homered in the sixth 
inning to snap a tie and the New York Yankees beat Joe Torre and the Los Angeles Dodgers 2-1 Friday 

night in the opener of their second-ever regular season series. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/26/20109:03:06 AM 

Teen sailor reunited with brother after drama 

Ig~~""lsixteen-year-Old Californian sailor Abby Sunderland was reunited with her brother Saturday and 
defended her attempt at a solo round-the-world voyage. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/26/2010 11:49:26 AM 

GOP says Schwarzenegger a 'disappointment' 

Ig~~""lwaShington Post: Gov. Arnold Schwarzenegger has few friends left in California's Republican party, a 

massive state budget deficit, and dismal approval numbers. 

1~~':-IArnold Schwarzenegger - California - Republican - Politics - United States 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/26/2010 12:53:25 PM 

Ariz. governor: Most illegal immigrants smuggling drugs 

Ig~~""IGOV. Jan Brewer said Friday that most illegal immigrants entering Arizona are being used to transport 

drugs across the border, an assertion that critics slammed as exaggerated and racist. 

rg~iSjArizona - Jan Brewer - Illegal drug trade - Illegal immigration - United States 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/26/20101:23:15 PM 

FIFA admits it - World Cup ball might be bad 

Ig~~""IFIFA acknowledges there might be something wrong with the Jabulani World Cup ball, but won't act on 

any problems until after the tournament. 

1~~'::lworld Cup - sport - Soccer - FIFA World Cup - Adidas Jabulani 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/26/20102:39:41 PM 

Death toll in flood-stricken China nears 400 

Ig~~""lworkers struggled to repair a broken dyke in south China where persistent heavy rains and devastating 

floods have so far left at least 379 people dead, state media and government agencies said. 

I~~':-Ichina - Flood - Earth Sciences - Natural Disasters and Hazards - Government agency 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/26/20103:06:26 PM 

Palin decries 'Dumpster divers' at Calif. campus 

Ig~~""lsarah Palin leveled criticism at California's attorney general and others raising questions about her visit to 

a cash-strapped university, telling supporters that students had better things to do than dive through 
Dumpsters to find out how much she earns speaking. 

I~~':-Isarah Palin - California - United States - Law - Law Enforcement 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/26/20104:43:54 PM 

Serena, Sharapova will battle at Wimbledon 

Ig~~""IDefending champion Serena Williams put on a serving clinic Saturday, hitting 20 aces in a straight-sets 

win over Dominika Cibulkova that sets up a possible fourth-round matchup with former champion Maria 
Sharapova. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/26/20105:59:28 PM 

Little spent on spill cleanup technology 

Ig~~""IExperts say the massive Gulf spill has exposed a failure by the industry and the federal government to 

commit adequate resources to oil cleanup and response technology. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/26/20106:05:19 PM 

Prince Harry, with Mets cap on, visits New York 

Ig~~""IBritain's Prince Harry showed he can shoot. On the second day of his U.S. visit, New Yorkers got to see 

him throw. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/26/20106:48:55 PM 

Mysterious ex-con draws comparison to Jason Bourne 

Ig~~""IAuthorities came upon a startling and mysterious scene when they showed up at a luxury apartment in 

Los Angeles in April while investigating a call about a gas odor. 

I~~·los Angeles - United States - California - Counties - Police 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/26/20107:23:12 PM 

Ariz. governor: Most illegal immigrants smuggling drugs 

Ig~~""IGOV. Jan Brewer said Friday that most illegal immigrants entering Arizona are being used to transport 

drugs across the border, an assertion that critics slammed as exaggerated and racist. 

1~~':-IArizona - Jan Brewer - Illegal drug trade - Illegal immigration - United States 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/26/20107:23:12 PM 

Death toll in flood-stricken China nears 400 

Ig~~""lworkers struggled to repair a broken dyke in south China where persistent heavy rains and devastating 

floods have so far left at least 379 people dead, state media and government agencies said. 

rg~iSjchina - Flood - Earth Sciences - Natural Disasters and Hazards - Government agency 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/26/20107:24:37 PM 

Uruguay beats S. Korea, reaches Cup quarters 

Ig~~""ILUiS Suarez scored twice as Uruguay beat South Korea 2-1 on Saturday and advanced to the World Cup 

quarterfinals for the first time in 40 years. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/26/20108:07:38 PM 

Lack of jobs loosens Democrats' grip on power 

The sweeping overhaul of the nation's financial industry is President Barack Obama's answer to the nation's outrage 

over Wall Street bailouts. But come November if more Americans don't have jobs, Democrats in Congress could very 

well lose theirs, too. 

r~¥:IBarack Obama - United States - Wall Street - Financial services - United States Congress 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/26/20109:14:14 PM 

Protests turn violent around G-20 summit site 

Black-clad demonstrators broke off from a crowd of peaceful protesters at the World Summit, torching a police cruiser 

in the financial district and smashing windows with baseball bats and hammers. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/26/20109:56:05 PM 

Jackson's '84 Victory Tour glove sells for $190K 

Ig~~""IBidders paid nearly $1 million for Michael Jackson memorabilia on the anniversary of his death, including 

$190,000 for the crystal-studded glove he wore on his 1984 Victory Tour. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/26/20109:56:05 PM 

Jackson's '84 Victory Tour glove sells for $190K 

Ig~~""IBidders paid nearly $1 million for Michael Jackson memorabilia on the anniversary of his death, including 

$190,000 for the crystal-studded glove he wore on his 1984 Victory Tour. 

rg~iSLichael Jackson - United States - Counties - Jackson - President 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/26/2010 10:35:24 PM 

World leaders slam North Korea, Iran 

Ig~~""IBriefIY putting aside economic differences, top world leaders condemn North Korea for the alleged 
sinking of a South Korean warship and set a five-year exit timeiine for Afghanistan. 

1~~'::IForeign policy - Economic - United States - Politics - Government 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/26/2010 10:51:48 PM 

Falling branch kills baby in NYC's Central Park 

Police say a 6-month-old baby has been killed and her mother injured by a falling tree branch at the Central Park Zoo in 

New York City. 

1~¥':-INew York City - Central Park Zoo - New York - Central Park - United States 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/26/201011:18:32 PM 

SF gay pride parade celebrates 40th anniversary 

Organizers kicked off San Francisco's 40th annual gay pride weekend with a celebration Saturday in front of City Hall. 

1~¥:lpride parade - San Francisco - Gay lesbian and Bisexual - Events - Ireland 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/26/2010 11:33:04 PM 

NBC: Cheney did not suffer a heart attack 

Dick Cheney suffered atrial fibrillation a couple of weeks before his latest admittance to a hospital, NBC News reports. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/27/201012:19:07 AM 

Lovgren: U.S. left to wonder what could have been 

Ig~~""ILOVgren: The Comeback Kids come up short against Ghana, but the United States' run at this World Cup 

has to be considered a success. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/27/2010 12:39:50 AM 

Goal.com: Bradley's boys consistent to the bitter end 

Ig~~""IGoal.com: It's hard for a team to change its ways. In the end, it was consistency that killed Bob Bradley's 

USA team at the World Cup, but not the kind of consistency most teams would've like to have. 

1~~':-IBOb Bradley - World Cup - Goal.com - United States - Soccer 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/27/201012:54:12 AM 

U.S. finally runs out of time at World Cup 

Ig~~""~he United States was eliminated from the World Cup by Ghana for the second straight time as Asamoah 
Gyan scored 3 minutes into overtime, leading the Black Stars to a 2-1 second-round victory Saturday 

night. 

Ig~~""IGhana - United States - Africa - Government -Landon Donovan 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/27/2010 1:01:36 AM 

Cops: Woman falls out window, lands on car, sleeps 

Police said a 30-year-old woman apparently fell out of a third-story window, landed on her parked car, and then walked 

into a neighbor's house, where she fell asleep on a couch for two hours. Lakemoor Police Chief Mike Marchese said 

family members believe the woman woke up before dawn Thursday and fell through the screen while opening a third

floor window. 

Ig~a:..!'lpolice - Law Enforcement - Law - Organizations - Police Associations 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/27/2010 1:30:33 AM 

Storm could spell more bad news for BP 

The good news: It looks like Tropical Storm Alex might miss the Gulf spill zone. The bad news: It's just the beginning of 

the hurricane season. 

I g:i1ti¥.EIGUlf of Mexico - Oil spill - Caribbean Sea - Energy - Low-pressure area 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/27/2010 1:56:55 AM 

Falling branch kills baby in NYC's Central Park 

Ig~~""IA 6-month-old baby was killed Saturday and her mother injured by a falling tree branch at New York's 

Central Park Zoo. 

1~~':-INew York City - Central Park Zoo - Central Park - United States - New York 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/27/20103:22:55 AM 

Buchholz hurt in Red Sox win over Giants 

Ig~~""IMike Cameron hit a three-run homer, Darnell McDonald also connected and the Boston Red Sox beat the 

San Francisco Giants and their top pitching prospect 4-2 on Saturday. 

1~~':-IBoston Red Sox - San Francisco Giants - Darnell McDonald - Mike Cameron - sport 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/27/20103:32:42 AM 

Israel setting up Saudi base for Iran raid? 

An Iranian allegation that Saudi Arabia is allowing Israel to use its terroritory in preparation for attacking Iran nuclear 

sites stirs a flurry of reports in the Israeli media. 

rC~~"-lsaudi Arabia - Iran - Israel - Middle East - Riyadh 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/27/20103:57:23 AM 

South Carolina, UCLA advance to CWS finals 

Ig~~""lchristian Walker homered and singled in the go-ahead run in the seventh inning, and South Carolina 
staved off elimination a fourth straight time Saturday night to beat rival Clemson 4-3 and advance to the 

College World Series finals. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/27/20104:06:49 AM 

Puerto Ricans targeted in massive ID theft schemes 

Ig~~""IBorn in a U.S. territory where he has lived all his life, Jose Marrero Rivera didn't know his name and social 

security number were racking up thousands of dollars in unpaid charges in Chicago and Miami. 

rg~iSLiami - United States territory - United States - Puerto Rico - Chicago 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/27/20104:16:24 AM 

Tropical Storm Alex soaks Belize, Mexico's Yucatan 

Ig~~""~roPical Storm Alex made landfall late Saturday on Belize's coast, where hundreds of tourists and 
residents fled low-lying islands ahead of the storm's arrival. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/27/20107:50:33 AM 

Newsweek: After the Taliban, back to normal 

rC~~~~jwarfare and Conflict - War on Terrorism - Taliban - Newsweek - September 11 2001 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/27/2010 10:06:30 AM 

Scientists say test could predict menopause 

Doctors could one day use a blood test to predict decades in advance when women will go into menopause, according 

to Iranian research to be presented at a fertility conference Monday. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/27/201010:10:47 AM 

NYT: Lobbying shifts to regs on finance reform bill 

Ig~~""lpartisans on both sides will get a second chance to influence the outcome as agencies fill in the blanks in 
lawmakers' vague financial legislation. 

rg~5.tobbYing - Finance - Politics - The New York Times - Campaign finance 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/27/2010 11:34:00 AM 

Aborigines angered by striptease on sacred site 

An Aboriginal leader called for a woman to be deported from Australia on Sunday after she was filmed stripping on 

Uluru, also called Ayers Rock, an international tourist attraction and a sacred site for the local indigenous tribe. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/27/2010 11:57:43 AM 

11 dead in China after bus plunges into ravine 

State media sayan overloaded bus traveling to a funeral veered off a mountain road in northwestern China and plunged 

into a ravine, killing 11 people and injuring 31. 

I g:i1ti¥.Elchina - Bus - Asia - Maps and Views - Business 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/27/2010 12:28:04 PM 

G20 leaders to strike balance between debt and growth 

With a global recession behind them, world leaders at the G-20 meeting will seek to show they can bolster a fragile 

economic recovery while also cutting massive government debt levels. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/27/20103:32:32 PM 

After 70-68, what will Week 2 produce at Wimbledon? 

Ig~~""IAfter a wild first week, Wimbledon is taking its traditional break before resuming Monday, when all 32 
remaining men and women are scheduled to play. 

1~~':-IThe Championships Wimbledon - Wimbledon - England - London - Merton 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/27/20103:34:33 PM 

County official: House fire in upstate NY kills 6 

Ig~~""IA county official says six bodies have been recovered from a house that was ravaged by fire in upstate 

New York. 

rg~iSjNew York - Upstate New York - United States - Business and Economy - Organizations 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/27/20104:03:17 PM 

U.S. scatters, pondering what might have been 

Ig~~""~he~ started scattering Sunday to the United States and Europe, never to come together as a group 

again. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/27/20104:11:40 PM 

Sewer gang among 500 arrested at G-20 summit 

Ig~~""IArrests from rioting in Toronto, Canada, topped 500, including four who climbed through a sewer to 
emerge near the lock-down area where world leaders are attending the G-20 summit. 

rg~iSjcanada - G-20 major economies - Toronto - Police - United States 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/27/20104:18:45 PM 

Sleep on it: Dreams help solve day's problems 

The slumbering mind might not seem like an apt tool for any critical thinking, but humans can actually solve problems 

while asleep, researchers say. 

1§':i1ti¥.Elcritical thinking - Human - Science in Society - Skeptical Inquiry - Health 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/27/20104:22:01 PM 

Best bets: 'Eclipse' is on its way 

The "Twi-hards" are already out there waiting in line for the third installment in the vampire franchise. Also this week: 

"Huge" takes viewers to fat camp; all 234 episodes of "leave it to Beaver" hit DVD. 

I g:i1ti¥.EIDVD _ leave It to Beaver - Arts - Vam pi re - Horror 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/27/20104:42:51 PM 

Fire at upstate NY home kills 6 kids, ages 1 to 12 

Ig~~""IA county official says the bodies of six children have been recovered from a house that was ravaged by 

fire in upstate New York. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/27/20104:51:25 PM 

Report: Karzai holds secret talks with top militant 

Afghan President Hamid Karzai has held face-to-face talks with Sirajuddin Haqqani, leader of a particularly brutal militant 

group with ties to al-Qaida, AI Jazeera reported on Sunday. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/27/20104:56:10 PM 

Legal patchwork means gays pay more for less 

Ig~~""IEven when legally married, a patchwork of state laws makes a range of financial matters more complex 

for gay and lesbian couples 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/27/20105:03:57 PM 

America's best cities for young professionals 

Ig~~""lltls a tough time to be starting a career anywhere. But with a solid education, perseverance and a little 

luck, young people will get a head start in one of these cities. 

rg~iSjYOuth - United States - Education - Oceania - Australia 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/27/20105:15:40 PM 

Arsenic water killing 1 in 5 in Bangladesh 

Ig~~""INew research has linked arsenic exposure to millions of deaths in Bangladesh - an impoverished 

country where up to half of its 150 million people have guzzled tainted groundwater. 

rg~iSLroundwater - Arsenic - Bangladesh - Asia - Drinking water 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/27/20105:32:28 PM 

China's college grads toil in 'ant tribes' 

Ig~~""IRiSing living costs and low salaries - the result of a surfeit of university graduates - are dashing high 

expectations in China. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/27/20105:47:50 PM 

'Toy Story 3,' Sandler are hot, Tom Cruise is not 

The "Toy Story 3" gang and Adam Sandler are finding plenty of playmates at movie theaters. Tom Cruise is not so 

popular, though. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/27/20106:03:41 PM 

'Incredible' non-goal helps Germany to victory 

Ig~~""~homas Mueller scored twice in the second half Sunday and England had a goal not awarded by the 

referee in a 4-1 victory that put Germany into the World Cup quarterfinals. 

I~~':-Iworld Cup - Germany - Sports - FIFA World Cup - Soccer 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/27/20106:22:17 PM 

Kyrgyz leader says new constitution is approved 

The interim leaders of Kyrgyzstan said voters approved a new constitution Sunday that will allow the Central Asian 

nation to form a legitimate government after months of turmoil. 

I ~¥':-IKyrgYZstan - Referendum - Asia - Provisional government - Uzbeks 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/27/20106:31:08 PM 

BP station owners say that they're victims also 

Ig~~""~ension is mounting between BP and the neighborhood retailers that sell its gasoline. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/27/20106:31:20 PM 

In Pakistan, Islamic schools for women thrive 

To its detractors, the AI-Huda chain of Islamic schools across Pakistan is a driver of conservative Islam, especially among 

the secular elite. But to the thousands who attend its classes across the country, it is a blessing. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/27/20106:39:04 PM 

Kagan's life an undeviating course to high court 

Ig~~""IFor all the ink devoted to Supreme Court nominee Elena Kagan lately, it may be her own words that best 

explain her success at charting an undeviating course to the front steps of the high court. 

rg~iSLena Kagan - United States Supreme Court - Supreme Court - Government - United States 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/27/20106:47:02 PM 

Opinion: FIFA can't ignore call for replay anymore 

Ig~~""loPinion: Why is it that the FIFA boss uses modern technology when it suits him - to burnish his public 

persona by Tweeting, for example - but not when it would do some good for global soccer, the game 
whose interests he is meant to be taking care of? 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/27/20106:53:06 PM 

Markets nervously await Friday jobs report 

Investors will anxiously await crucial June jobs data next week for clues on how the economy may weather recent 

storms that drove Wall Street's major indexes down for the year. 

I g:i1ti¥.Elwall Street - Business - Employment - Job Search - Business and Economy 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/27/20107:01:39 PM 

Price of gas up nearly 5 cents in last two weeks 

The average price of regular gasoline in the United States has climbed nearly five cents over a two-week period to $2.76. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/27/20107:05:35 PM 

Report: Woman says Donovan got her pregnant 

Ig~~""ILandon Donovan said he will take responsibility if a woman's claim that he made her pregnant proves 

true, Sl.com reported Sunday. 

rg~iSLnited States - Landon Donovan - Sports Illustrated - Bianca Kajlich - Association football 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/27/20107:56:41 PM 

Gay pride marchers, floats out on both coasts 

Thousands of marchers filled the streets of New York as the city celebrated gay pride, one of a full weekend of events 

marred by a shooting death Saturday at a street party in San Francisco. 

rC~~"-lsan Francisco - Gay pride - New York City - Gay Lesbian and Bisexual - New York 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/27/20108:23:47 PM 

Prince Harry plays polo in N.Y. for charity 

Britain's Prince Harry capped his New York visit with a polo match Sunday on an island off Manhattan to benefit 400,000 

children of an AIDS-ravaged African nation. 

1~¥':-INew York - Prince Harry of Wales - Manhattan - Polo - Sports 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/27/20108:46:10 PM 

Why doesn't 'Twilight' have a Team Bella? 

Ig~~""lpoor Bella Swan! Her men have teams of fans, and even stacks of shirts touting them at Hot Topic, but 
she stands alone. And for good reason - she's awfully annoying. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/27/20109:01:09 PM 

Weeks after violence, Kyrgyzstan constitution OK'd 

Barely two weeks after ethnic purges left many minority Uzbek communities in smoldering ruin, about two-thirds of 

Kyrgyzstan's voters went to the polls Sunday to peacefully and overwhelmingly approve a new constitution they hoped 

would bring stability to the Central Asian nation. 

Ig~SjKyrgYZstan - Central Asia - Asia - Constitution - Uzbeks 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/27/20109:54:52 PM 

Man charged in Pa. stabbing rampage that killed 4 

A man who served prison time for a 1992 murder was charged Sunday with fatally stabbing four people, including a 

woman described as the suspect's former girlfriend and her 87-year-old grandfather. 

I g;i1tlF.ElpennSYIVania - United States - Northeast - Northeastern Pennsylvania - Canada 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/27/201010:19:18 PM 

Argentina benefits from breaks to beat Mexico 

Ig~~""IArgentina needed a couple of breaks in its second round World Cup match. It got one from the referee 
and another from Mexico. Carlos Tevez scored twice - once on a disputed goal - and Gonzalo Higuain 

added another as the Albiceleste beat Mexico 3-1 on Sunday to move into the quarterfinals. 

Ig~~""IArgentina - World Cup - sport - FIFA World Cup - 2006 FIFA World Cup 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/27/201010:25:31 PM 

CIA chief: al-Qaida weaker, Taliban still tough 

The u.s. has driven al-Qaida into hiding and undermined its leadership, but is struggling to oust its primary sympathizer, 

the Taliban, from Afghanistan, the nation's spymaster said Sunday. 

rC~~"-lcentrallntelligenCe Agency - War in Afghanistan - Afghanistan - AI-Qaeda - Taliban 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/27/2010 10:49:40 PM 

Obama lauds G-20 pledge to halve deficits 

President Barack Obama on Sunday said he welcomed an international commitment for rich countries to slash their 

deficits in half by 2013. 

I g:i1ti¥.EIG_20 major economies - United States - Government - Barack Obama - Stephen Harper 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/27/2010 11:01:04 PM 

Scoop: Grigorieva says Gibson not paying for child 

Ig~~""IMel Gibson's image continues to take a beating, thanks to circumstances surrounding his breakup with 

Russian musician Oksana Grigorieva. 

1~~':-IMel Gibson - Russians - Gibson - Arts - Oksana Grigorieva 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/27/2010 11:02:09 PM 

Cubs end White Sox's 11-game winning streak 

Ig~~""~he Chicago White Sox's winning streak ended at 11 when a ninth-inning rally fell short Sunday, and the 

Cubs held on for an 8-6 victory. 

rg~5.jchiCagO White Sox - chicagocubs - sport - Baseball - Major league 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/27/201011:14:32 PM 

A father's mission 

Ig~~""127 U.S. soldiers were wounded and 9 were killed in the Battle of Wanat in 2008. What happened in one 

of the deadliest battles in Afghanistan? 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/28/20102:19:18 AM 

Palin: Obama administration selling out allies 

Sarah Palin on Sunday painted President Barack Obama's administration as a cowering giant intent on surrendering the 

nation's mantle as a superpower and willing to sellout its allies. 

I g:i1ti¥.EIBarack Obama - Sarah Palin - United States - President of the United States - President 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/28/20102:45:25 AM 

Former Texas Gov. Dolph Briscoe Jr. dies at age 87 

Ig~~""IFormer Texas Gov. Dolph Briscoe's family says the two-term conservative Democrat has died at his 

Uvalde, Texas home at the age of 87. 

1~~'::Lvalde Texas - Texas - Dolph Briscoe - United States - Democratic 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/28/20104:38:35 AM 

Yankees rally to beat Dodgers in 10 innings 

Ig~~""IRobinson Cano hit a two-run homer in the 10th inning after the Yankees rallied with four runs in the ninth 

off Dodgers closer Jonathan Broxton and New York beat Los Angeles 8-6 Sunday night in a stunning 
ending to manager Joe Torre's first series against his old team. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/28/20104:58:40 AM 

Brown performs Jackson tribute at BET Awards 

Ig~~""llt was a night of comebacks at the BET Awards, and none more unexpected than Chris Brown performing 

an emotional tribute to Michael Jackson. 

rg~iSjchris Brown - Michael Jackson - BET Awards - United States - Arts 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/28/20105:37:03 AM 

China, Taiwan prepare to sign landmark trade pact 

Trade officials from China and Taiwan were finalizing details Monday on a landmark trade pact that will bind the 

economies of the political rivals closer than ever. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/28/20108:32:42 AM 

Accidental truck blast kills 18 in Pakistan 

A truck carrying chemicals accidentally exploded Monday in southern Pakistan after pressure built up in its storage tank, 

killing 18 people and wounding 40, police said. 

1§':i1ti¥.Elpakistan _ Asia - Police - Government - Business and Economy 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/28/20109:25:54 AM 

Turkey closes airspace to some Israeli flights 

Turkey has closed its airspace to some Israeli military flights following a deadly raid on a Gaza-bound aid ship, the 

Turkish prime minister and officials said Monday. An official said civilian commercial flights were not affected. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/28/201011:30:57 AM 

The Kagan hearings: Five things to watch 

Ig~~""~ust because Elena Kagan will most likely be confirmed as a Supreme Court justice doesn't mean the 
former Harvard Law School dean's hearings this week deserve a miss. 

1~~':-IHarvard Law School - Elena Kagan - United States Supreme Court - Supreme Court - United States 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/28/201011:33:19 AM 

France's defeat offers lessons on teamwork 

Ig~~""~he stunning defeat of France in the World Cup, thanks to infighting and insubordination among team 

members, offers some lessons for average working stiffs and their bosses. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/28/2010 11:53:07 AM 

Vancouver is in denial over its housing bubble 

To a visitor, it can seem as if Vancouver's main industry is real estate, like it used to seem in Las Vegas or Orange County. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/28/20101:18:48 PM 

Worldwide guide to restaurant tipping 

Ig~~""IFOIiOW these guidelines on how much to tip in restaurants and bars around the globe. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/28/2010 1:41:23 PM 

Wrinkles? Whatever. Teens turn to Botox 

Ig~~""IReality TV fixture Kim Kardashian may have raised a few (unfrozen) eyebrows with her recent admission 

that she's already used Botox at age 30. But for some young women, the question seems to be, "What 

took you so long?" 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/28/20101:43:14 PM 

Consumer spending rose slightly in May 

Americans spent a little more in May, but not enough to speed along the economic recovery, new data show. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/28/20101:44:18 PM 

Many Americans overtreated to death 

Ig~~""IAmericans increasingly are treated to death, spending more time in hospitals in their final days, trying 

last-ditch treatments that often buy only weeks of time, and racking up bills that have made medical care 
a leading cause of bankruptcies. 

Ig~~""lunited States - Health care - Medicine - Hospital - Health 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/28/20102:15:34 PM 

Popular diabetes drug puts heart at risk 

Two studies released on Monday reported serious heart risks with GlaxoSmithKline Pic diabetes pill Avandia as u.s. 
regulators decide whether the drug should stay on the market. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/28/20103:12:09 PM 

U.S. chief, coach Bradley to discuss future 

Ig~~""lu.S. Soccer Federation president Sunil Gulati says the American team did not meet his expectations at the 
World Cup and he likely will meet with Bob Bradley after the tournament to discuss the coach's future. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/28/20103:12:41 PM 

Supreme Court limits local gun laws 

The Constitution's "right to keep and bear arms" applies nationwide as a restraint on the ability of government to limit 

its application, the Supreme Court says. 

rC~~"-Lhn Paul Stevens - Supreme Court of the United States - Supreme Court - United States - Gun Control 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/28/20103:13:36 PM 

Angelina Jolie says Shiloh 'wants to be a boy' 

Ig~~""lln August's Vanity Fair, Angelina Jolie opens up about her six children and relationship with beau Brad 

Pitt. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/28/20103:30:07 PM 

China landslide buries 107, all feared dead 

Ig~~""IA landslide caused by heavy rains trapped at least 107 people in southwestern China and there was little 

hope for their survival, a local official said. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/28/20103:36:06 PM 

Sen. Robert Byrd dead at 92 

Robert C. Byrd, the longest serving member of the u.s. Senate, a fiery orator and hard-charging power broker who 

steered billions of federal dollars to his beloved West Virginia, died Monday. He was 92. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/28/20103:54:11 PM 

Atlanta airport delays have most ripple effects 

Ig~~""IA study says more delays at major airports across the country were attributed to problems at Atlanta's 
Hartsfield-Jackson International Airport than at any other. 

1~~':-IAirport - Hartsfield-Jackson Atlanta International Airport - Aviation - Business - Transportation and Logistics 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/28/20104:17:35 PM 

Live-blogging the Kagan hearing 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/28/20104:39:45 PM 

Newsweek: Should states cut college or prison spending? 

State spending on prisons has been growing and eating away at other priorities, like higher education. Now that's 

beginning to change. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/28/20104:43:02 PM 

Court rules against inventors in patent case 

The u.s. Supreme Court upheld a ruling refusing to give a patent for a business method, but also criticized the prevailing 

standard for deciding whether to allow such patents. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/28/20104:49:23 PM 

Pa. rampage suspect had been sent to anger therapy 

A convicted murderer charged in the weekend stabbing deaths of four people was released from prison in 2006 but was 

put back behind bars two years ago for failing to complete anger management therapy. 

1§':i1ti¥.Elprison _ Murder - Crime and Justice -Injustice - Individual Stories 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/28/20104:53:31 PM 

Court: Christian group can't bar gays, get funding 

An ideologically split Supreme Court ruled Monday that a law school can legally deny recognition to a Christian student 

group that won't let gays join, with one justice saying that the First Amendment does not require a public university to 

validate or support the group's "discriminatory practices." 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/28/20104:57:56 PM 

Oil washes onto Mississippi tourist beach 

Oil from the BP spill washed ashore at one of the largest tourist beaches in Mississippi on Monday, forcing tourists to 

pack their bags and evacuate the shore. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/28/20105:00:56 PM 

Netherlands powers into World Cup quarters 

Ig~~""~he Netherlands reached the quarterfinals of the World Cup when standouts Arjen Robben and Wesley 
Sneijder scored in each half of a 2-1 victory over Slovakia on Monday. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/28/20105:16:26 PM 

High Court strikes down part of anti-fraud law 

The Supreme Court has struck down part of the anti-fraud law enacted in response to Enron and other corporate 

scandals from the early 2000s. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/28/20105:18:37 PM 

Newsweek: Can Obama fix the jobs outlook? 

Obama, stymied by the GOP, seems at a loss when it comes to creating jobs. The administration can turn around the 

bleak job numbers in time for his reelection, but not in time for Democrats this fall. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/28/20105:21:35 PM 

Masked men attack Gaza summer camp 

Ig~~""IMasked men trashed a U.N. summer camp Monday, tying up guards and slashing tents and an inflatable 

pool in the second such attack blamed on suspected extremists in just over a month - a sign of how, in 
Gaza, youth camp is not just about crafts and volleyball. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/28/20105:24:05 PM 

No more fillings? Gel regenerates teeth 

Dentists could soon hang up their drills. A soft gel, embedded with a new peptide, placed next to a cavity, encourages 

cells inside teeth to regenerate in about a month, according to a new study. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/28/20105:38:39 PM 

'Twilight Saga' is the Jonas Brothers of movies 

Ig~~""lwhat happens when you remove the sex from both vampires and rock? You get the "Twilight" movies 

and the Jonas Brothers. And the two have more in common than you may think. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/28/20105:43:17 PM 

Twister hits Mich. campground, killing one 

Ig~~""~he National Weather Service has confirmed that a tornado hit an eastern Michigan campground, leaving 

in its wake one person dead, four injured and massive damage. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/28/20105:48:02 PM 

Serena powers past Sharapova into quarters 

Ig~~""IDefending champion Serena Williams overcame Maria Sharapova 7-6 (9), 6-4 on Monday to reach the 

Wimbledon quarterfinals and avenge her loss to the Russian in the 2004 final. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/28/20105:57:39 PM 

Newsweek: Who will succeed Byrd? 

Although Democrats have a good chance at holding the seat, any new senator will lack Byrd's clout in Washington and 

lifetime job security at home. The succession is complicated by West Virginia election law. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/28/20106:34:30 PM 

Supreme Court rejects tobacco case appeals 

Ig~~""~he Supreme Court has rejected appeals by the Obama administration and the nation's largest tobacco 

companies to get involved in a legal fight about the dangers of smoking. 

I~~':-Isupreme Court of the United States - Tobacco industry - Supreme Court - Presidency of Barack Obama - United 

States 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/28/20106:52:45 PM 

Noriega goes on trial in France 

Manuel Noriega took the stand at his money laundering trial in France on Monday, and the former Panamanian dictator 

appeared confused about the most basic of biographical information: his age. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/28/20107:00:28 PM 

Sandra Bullock, Jesse James finalize divorce 

Ig~~""lsandra Bullock has finalized her divorce from husband of nearly five years Jesse James UsMagazine.com 

has learned. The documents are sealed. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/28/20107:01:51 PM 

Iceland's gay PM marries partner 

Ig~~""llcelandic Prime Minister Johanna Sigurdardottir has married her long-term partner, her office said on 
Monday, making her the world's first national leader with a same-sex spouse. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/28/20107:29:09 PM 

Tesla hopes investors are charged about IPa 

Ig~~""~esla Motors Inc. begins selling stock to the public on Tuesday. The sale's success depends on how much 

investors are willing to bet on a car company that has never made a profit. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/28/20107:31:20 PM 

Unseeded lu upsets Roddick in 5-set marathon 

Ig~~""~hree-time finalist Andy Roddick was stunned in the fourth round at Wimbledon on Monday by an 82nd

ranked Taiwanese player who hadn't won a match at the All England Club the past four years. 

rg~5.jAndY Roddick - sport - Wimbledon - Lu Yen-hsun - The Championships Wimbledon 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/28/20107:44:24 PM 

Cheney leaves hospital after treatment 

Former Vice President Dick Cheney has been discharged from the hospital after his latest bout with heart-related 

trouble. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/28/20107:47:58 PM 

JFK's main runway set to reopen Tuesday 

The main runway at New York's John F. Kennedy International is reopening after four months of repairs. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/28/20108:27:23 PM 

9 in 10 docs blame lawsuit fears for overtesting 

Ninety percent of physicians in a new survey think doctors overtest and overtreat to protect themselves from 

malpractice lawsuits. 

1~¥':-IMalpractice - United States - Medicine - Services -law 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/28/20108:27:30 PM 

Capriati recovering from drug overdose 

Ig~~""IFormer tennis star Jennifer Capriati was recovering Monday from an accidental overdose of prescribed 

medication, a family spokeswoman said. 

rg~iS1ennifer Capriati - Tennis - Drug overdose - Sport - Players 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/28/20108:31:39 PM 

Storm could push oil inland, delay new BP fix 

Ig~~""~roPical Storm Alex won't hit the BP cleanup effort head on, but it is likely to push oil farther inland as 

well as delay BP's plan to increase oil-capture capacity, officials said Monday. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/28/20108:31:59 PM 

Kagan vows to be unbiased, deferential to Congress 

Supreme Court nominee Elena Kagan pledged Monday to be properly deferential to Congress if confirmed as a justice 

and to strive to "consider every case impartially, modestly, with commitment to principle and in accordance with law." 

I ~¥':-IElena Kagan - Law - Supreme Court of the United States - United States - Supreme Court 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/28/20108:59:07 PM 

Analysis: Petraeus faces daunting challenges 

Ig~~""IGen. David Petraeus was widely credited with turning around the Iraq war after he assumed command in 

January 2007 at a time when the country was spinning into chaos. Afghanistan may well prove tougher. 

I~~·lfghanistan - David Petraeus - Iraq War -~ - Warfare and Conflict 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/28/20109:31:30 PM 

Brazil marches into World Cup quarterfinals 

Ig~~""lwhile its fans paraded around the stadium with two huge replicas of the World Cup trophy, Brazil 
clinically beat South American rival Chile 3-0 to advance to the quarterfinals Monday. 

1~~'::lworld Cup - FIFA World Cup - sport - Soccer - Competitions 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/28/20109:41:15 PM 

BP's new face of the spill is more of a diplomat 

Ig~~""IHe has been cast in the role of fixer, sent in to clean up after BP's gaffe-prone chief executive and oversee 

efforts to contain the Gulf of Mexico oil gusher. But Robert Dudley is really more of a diplomat. 

I~~~:IBP -Mexico - United States - Gulf of Mexico - Environment 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/28/2010 10:01:08 PM 

Oprah regains her crown on Celebrity 100 list 

Ig~~""lpants-less pop stars and sexy vampires spiced up the fame game last year, with Lady Gaga and "Twilight" 

superstars Kristen Stewart and Robert Pattinson joining the Forbes Celebrity 100 list. 

1~~·ladY Gaga - Robert Pattinson - Kristen Stewart - Twilight - People 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/28/201010:01:11 PM 

Mom's favoritism stings, even for adults 

When Mom repeatedly singles out one adult child more than another, she's unwittingly contributing to her offspring's 

depression, research announced last week suggests. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/28/201010:27:57 PM 

States face budget crisis without stimulus 

The decision by a deficit-weary Congress not to authorize billions of dollars in additional stimulus aid is forcing 

lawmakers in at least 30 states into a mad scramble to balance their budgets. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/28/201010:47:53 PM 

McChrystal tells Army he'll retire 

Gen. Stanley McChrystal, who was fired last week as the top u.s. general in the stalemated Afghanistan war, has told the 

Army that he will retire. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/28/2010 10:53:35 PM 

Facebook is divorce lawyers' new best friend 

Forgot to de-friend your wife on Facebook while posting vacation shots of your mistress? Her divorce lawyer will be 

thrilled. Oversharing on social networks has led to an overabundance of evidence in divorce cases. 

I g:i1ti¥.EIFacebook - Divorce - Social network - Lawyer - Law 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/28/2010 10:56:00 PM 

Newsweek: A hearing of competing views of the court 

Elena Kagan's confirmation process has become a trial in absentia for competing views on how the Court should work, 

personified by John Roberts and Thurgood Marshall. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/28/2010 11:26:58 PM 

Gulf 'dead zone' has new variable: BP spill 

Researchers predict the Gulf of Mexico "dead zone," an underwater area with little or no oxygen, will be unusually large 

this year. But it's unknown how the oil spill will affect it. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/29/2010 12:01:55 AM 

524 Guard soldiers headed to Arizona-Mexico border 

Federal officials told Arizona's attorney general and a congresswoman Monday that 524 of the 1,200 National Guard 

troops headed to the U.S.-Mexico border will be deployed in the state by August or September. 

I ~¥':-Iunited States - Arizona - Mexico - United States border - Attorney general - US-Mexico Border 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/29/201012:38:17 AM 

The right and wrong stuff for space cooperation 

Ig~~""lpresident Barack Obama's international-minded space policy can build on the International Space Station, 
which has been successful for the "wrong reasons." Analysis by NBC News' James Oberg. 

1~~':-IBaraCk Obama - United States - James Oberg - President - President of the United States 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/29/20101:11:23 AM 

Scoop: Michaels thinks he may be next 'Idol' judge 

Ig~~""IHiS post-hemorrhage "Idol" performance generated a lot of buzz. Now the rocker is saying he was so well 
received, he's made it to the show's short list of potential Cowell replacements. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/29/20101:11:23 AM 

Tidbits: Douglas' ex wants cash from 'Wall Street 2' 

Ig~~""~en years after parting ways, actor Michael Douglas and ex-wife Diandra Douglas are back in court to 

battle it out over his latest earnings. 

rg~iSLichael Douglas - Wall Street - Actor - Diandra Douglas - Douglas 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/29/20102:26:47 AM 

Strasburg has rough outing as Braves top Nats 

Ig~~""IStePhen Strasburg's fifth big league start was by far his toughest. The Atlanta Braves scored four runs in 
the seventh inning against the Washington Nationals' star rookie, and Tim Hudson threw seven scoreless 

innings in a 5-0 victory Monday night. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/29/20103:26:44 AM 

Alex strengthens, hurricane warning issued 

r-I~urricane warnings were in effect for a stretch of Gulf coast in southern Texas and northern Mexico as 
ropical Storm Alex gained strength and appeared on track to become a Category 3 hurricane 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/29/20105:06:24 AM 

Accused airport bomb plotters face New York trial 

Two accused Islamist extremists charged with planning to bomb a New York airport are due to stand trial this week in 

the first case involving an alleged plot against the city to go before a local jury since 2006. 

rC~~"-INew York - New York City - United States - Trial - Jury 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/29/20106:41:09 AM 

Mexico to press ahead with vote despite slaying 

Ig~~""IMeXican politicians vowed to press on with elections despite the assassination of the leading candidate 

for governor of a border state, urging frightened citizens to vote and show they are not intimidated by 
drug cartels threatening the country's democracy. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/29/20107:31:17 AM 

Google to stop redirecting searches from China 

Google Inc said that it plans to stop automatically redirecting users of its Google.cn site to its Hong Kong page, in a bid to 

secure renewal of the company's China service license. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/29/20109:31:55 AM 

'Bad surgeon' guilty of killing three patients 

Ig~~""IAn American doctor accused of botching a string of operations at an Australian hospital was found guilty 

of killing three of his patients and grievously harming another. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/29/20109:32:11 AM 

NYT: Ireland struggles with high cost of austerity 

Ig~~""lln Ireland, which adopted austerity measures two years ago that other European countries are now 

looking to pursue, the economic downturn has only grown worse. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/29/201010:34:16 AM 

UN vehicle shot in Afghan capital, driver wounded 

A U.N. vehicle was shot up at a busy traffic circle in Afghanistan's capital Tuesday, and at least one person was wounded, 

witnesses said. 

1~¥':-IAfghanistan - Asia - War in Afghanistan - United States - Warfare and Conflict 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/29/201011:47:05 AM 

Age bias complaints surge in weak economy 

Ig~~""lolder workers say they are facing a tougher time getting - or keeping - jobs because of stereotypes 
such as that they can't learn new skills or will demand higher salaries. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/29/2010 11:51:38 AM 

Masked protesters clash with Greek police 

Dozens of masked youths clashed with police at a union protest Tuesday in Athens during a general strike against the 

cash-strapped government's planned pension and labor reforms. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/29/2010 12:56:20 PM 

What do hospitals charge? Costs confound patients 

Consumers - especially the uninsured - face many difficulties when they try to shop for the best price for hospital 

services. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/29/2010 1:01:36 PM 

Megan Fox, Brian Austin Green tie the knot 

Ig~~""~he couple got married on June 24, his rep confirms to Usmagazine.com. Green's son, Kassius, 8, was 

present at the ceremony. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/29/20101:39:19 PM 

Alcohol in pregnancy may harm sons' sperm 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/29/20102:14:34 PM 

Home prices rise for first time in 7 months 

Home prices rose for the first time in seven months in April as government tax credits bolstered the housing market. But 

the rebound may be short-lived now that the incentives have expired. 

rC~~"'Lnited States - Real estate economics - Government - Tax credit - Real Estate 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/29/20102:29:23 PM 

Suppressing anger can make you a mean drunk 

Getting drunk increases the risk for violent behavior, but only for people who have a strong tendency to suppress 

feelings of anger when sober, a new Scandinavian study suggests. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/29/20102:31:41 PM 

Blatter apologizes to England, Mexico for errors 

Ig~~""IWith pressure for video replay mounting after two blatant missed calls at the World Cup, FIFA president 

Sepp Blatter said soccer's governing body will reopen the issue after the tournament. 

rg~5.jsepp Blatter - World Cup - England national football team - Soccer - sport 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/29/20103:24:21 PM 

Americans are still getting fatter, report finds 

Just when you thought Americans couldn't get any fatter - we did. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/29/20103:33:25 PM 

Job market recovery depends on location 

Despite signs that the national economy is getting back on its feet, Americans who lost their jobs to the recession are 

having a harder time getting back on theirs, according to msnbc.com's Adversity Index. 

I g:i1ti¥.Elmsnbc.com - United States - Business - Television - Employment 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/29/20103:36:08 PM 

U.S. consumer confidence crumbled in June 

Americans, worried about jobs and the sluggish economic recovery, are having a relapse in confidence, causing a widely 

watched index to tumble in June. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/29/2010 4:50:26 PM 

Paraguay beats Japan on PKs, reaches quarters 

Ig~~""lparaguay advanced to the World Cup quarterfinals for the first time with a 5-3 victory over Japan in 
penalty kicks after a 0-0 draw Tuesday. 

1~~'::lworld Cup - Sport - Japan - FIFA World Cup - Soccer 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/29/20105:05:57 PM 

27 Indian troops die in Maoist rebel ambush 

Maoist rebels killed at least 27 paramilitary troops in an ambush in eastern India on Tuesday, the latest in a series of 

bold attacks by the guerrillas, a senior police official said. 

1§':i1ti¥.Ellndia _ Police - Maoism - West Bengal - East India 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/29/20105:38:43 PM 

S. Korea votes to legalize chemical castration 

South Korea's parliament votes to legalize chemical castration as punishment for convicted child sex offenders after a 

series of violent assaults sparked outrage nationwide. 

I ~¥':-IChemical castration - Crime - South Korea - Sex Offenses - Sex offender 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/29/20105:55:46 PM 

Americans want to travel more, spend less 

More Americans are planning vacations away from home this Fourth of July weekend, even as summer travelers plan to 

stick to tight budgets, according to two recent surveys. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/29/20106:01:49 PM 

1 detained, 1 hunted after 2 Fla. cops killed 

Ig~~""IA police officer whose wife is nine months pregnant and a colleague who has four young sons are shot to 

death during a traffic stop, and a woman is taken into custody hours later. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/29/20106:26:21 PM 

Byrd to lie in Senate chamber where he served 

Ig~~""lsen. Robert C. Byrd, the longest-serving senator in history, often told his colleagues that he loved them, 

but he loved the Senate more. Fittingly, that's where Washington will bid him farewell on Thursday, when 
his body will lie in repose before returning home to West Virginia for a public funeral. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/29/20106:56:48 PM 

Serena rolls while Venus stumbles in quarters 

Ig~~""IDefending champion Serena has a good chance of playing for her fourth Wimbledon title Saturday, but 
big sister and five-time winner Venus will be a spectator this time. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/29/20106:58:42 PM 

Red tape keeps La. marsh cleanup on hold 

Ig~~""IAt a lab on Grand Isle, La., biologists hoping to help save oil-soiled marshlands are eager to deploy oil

eating bacteria. But weeks after the oil started washing up here, and still they await final clearance to 
begin work. Msnbc.com's Kari Huus reports. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/29/20107:07:07 PM 

Lost art sells for $4.3 million at Paris auction 

Ig~~""~he stash was hidden away in a Paris bank vault at the start of World War II and forgotten for decades. 

On Tuesday, the Renoirs, Cezannes, Degas, Gauguins and Picassos brought in $4.3 million at auction. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/29/20107:14:55 PM 

JFK terror plot suspect pleads to lesser charge 

Ig~~""lone of four men accused of plotting to kill thousands and cause an economic catastrophe by blowing up 

John F. Kennedy International Airport pleaded guilty to a lesser charge Tuesday, the day before his 
federal trial was to begin. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/29/20107:22:24 PM 

Opinion: Lance Armstrong seeks revenge 

Ig~~""IBiCYcling.com: Lance might be too old, but has one big factor working in his favor: revenge 

Ig~~""llance Armstrong - Cycling - Sport - Racing - Cyclists 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/29/20107:32:55 PM 

Oil broker banned for drunk trading binge 

Britain's financial regulator has fined and banned a former broker for manipulating oil prices by buying more than 7 

million barrels while on a drinking binge. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/29/20107:38:58 PM 

13 killed in Iraq attacks, including army general 

Ig~~""IA series of bombings and shootings around Iraq Tuesday claimed 13 lives, including four policemen, an 
Iraqi army general and a 9-year-old girl, Iraqi officials said. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/29/20107:59:02 PM 

Report: Verizon getting iPhone in January 

Bloomberg News reports that Verizon Wireless will begin selling the Apple iPhone next year - next January, in fact. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/29/20108:26:40 PM 

Villa, Spain boot Ronalda, Portugal from Cup 

Ig~~""lspainJs David Villa scored off his own rebound, finally breaking down Portugal's defense in a 1-0 victory 

that put the European champs in the World Cup quarterfinal. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/29/20108:39:44 PM 

Kagan insists she didn't block military 

Elena Kagan is following the path of every recent Supreme Court nominee in pledging "a fair shake for every American" 

who comes before the court and stressing her ordinary roots. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/29/20108:40:44 PM 

Newsweek: Are Kagan hearings a waste of time? 

Like many similar proceedings that came before, the Elena Kagan confirmation hearings have offered little in substance 

or excitement. 

I g:i1ti¥.EIElena Kagan - United States - Government - Legislative Branch - Committees 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/29/20108:43:59 PM 

Stocks close down on fears of global slowdown 

No matter where they look, investors are seeing economic trouble. Stocks and interest rates tumbled Tuesday after 

signs of slowing economies from China to the u.s. spooked traders who were already uneasy about a global recovery. 

I ~¥':lnergy - Business - Investing - Stocks and Bonds - Equities 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/29/20108:45:32 PM 

Newsweek: Why FBI busted alleged Russian spy ring now 

The FBI investigation has been going on for years. So why did federal agents move now to take down 10 alleged deep

cover U.S.-based spies for Russia's foreign intelligence service, only a few days after Russian President Dimitri 

Medvedev's U.S. visit, during which he and President Obama proclaimed a new era of warm relations between their 

countries? 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/29/20108:51:21 PM 

Medical pot user sues over Walmart firing 

Ig~~""IA man who uses medical marijuana to treat symptoms of an inoperable brain tumor and cancer claims in 
a lawsuit filed Tuesday he was wrongfully fired from Wal-Mart. 

I~~':-Iwal-Mart - Medical cannabis - Brain tumor - Health - Drugs 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/29/20108:57:39 PM 

Facebook doesn't cause divorce - spouses do 

When the omnipotent social network isn't getting us "Facebook fired" for something we shouldn't have posted online, 

it's sucking up our lives as we toil on time-wasters like raising virtual crops. And now it's destroying our families! 

rC~~"-IFacebook - Social network - Divorce - Online Communities - Relationships 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/29/20109:37:38 PM 

Chaos erupts in Greece over austerity measures 

Ig~~""IDozens of masked youths clashed with police at a union protest in Athens during the country's fifth 

general strike this year against the cash-strapped government's planned pension and labor reforms. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/29/20109:49:04 PM 

Gulf wetlands surviving - at least for now 

Ig~~""~he wetlands hit hardest by the Gulf of Mexico oil spill are easy to spot yet the overall picture is not so 

bleak, some experts say. 

rg~5.joil spill - Wetland - Gulf of Mexico - Environment - Energy 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/29/201010:12:15 PM 

Coverage for uninsured in poor health has a catch 

The Obama administration is launching a special coverage program for uninsured Americans with medical problems this 

week, the most ambitious early investment of President Barack Obama's health care overhaul. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/29/201011:14:15 PM 

Petraeus noncommittal on Afghan deadline 

Gen. David Petraeus left open the possibility of recommending that President Barack Obama delay his plans to start 

withdrawing troops from Afghanistan next summer. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/29/2010 11:22:46 PM 

Larry King to step down from CNN's 'Live' 

Ig~~""~he anchor, who has interviewed statesmen and stars at CNN for 25 years but has seen his ratings sag 

recently, said Tuesday that he will step down this fall from his nightly show. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/29/201011:33:17 PM 

Spy case: U.S., Russia play down fallout 

Ig~~""~he scandal over an alleged Russian spy ring erupts at an awkward time for a White House that has 

staked its foreign policy record on improved cooperation with Moscow. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/30/201012:18:42 AM 

Lawmakers dump bank bill's fee to woo GOP 

Top Democratic House and Senate negotiators who worked out an overhaul of financial regulations regrouped to 

eliminate a $19 billion fee on banks that put the legislation at risk. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/30/201012:58:11 AM 

Howard: LeBron needn't worry about MJ's shadow 

Ig~~""IHoward: Despite popular belief, superstar free agent LeBron James can be his own man and return the 

Chicago Bulls to championship contenders without worrying about the legacy of Michael Jordan. 

rg~iSLichael Jordan - Chicago Bulls - LeBron James - Free agent - Dwyane Wade 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/30/2010 1:04:24 AM 

Aggressive diabetes treatments no help to heart 

Aggressive drug treatment to lower blood sugar, blood pressure and cholesterol in diabetics does little to prevent heart 

disease and strokes, but it does help prevent diabetic eye disease, nerve and kidney disease, u.s. researchers said on 

Tuesday. 

r~¥:IDiabetes mellitus - Blood sugar - Heart disease - Health - Conditions and Diseases 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/30/20103:07:31 AM 

Hobbled Red Sox rout Rays, gain on Yankees 

Ig~~""IDavid Ortiz hit a three-run homer with first base open to break a fifth-inning tie, and Adrian Beltre had 
four hits Tuesday night to lead the Boston Red Sox to an 8-5 victory over the Tampa Bay Rays. 

rg~5.jBoston Red Sox - Tampa Bay Rays - David Ortiz - Sports - Baseball 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/30/20103:08:39 AM 

Lee stymies Yankees again, M's win 7-4 

Ig~~""ICliff Lee came into the Bronx and beat the New York Yankees again, pitching his third straight complete 
game to lead the Seattle Mariners to a 7-4 victory Tuesday night. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/30/20103:11:19 AM 

Cleanup ships idled as storm rattles Gulf 

BP and the Coast Guard are sending oil-scooping skimming ships in the Gulf of Mexico back to shore because Tropical 

Storm Alex is churning up rough seas and powerful winds. 

I g:i1ti¥.EIGUlf of Mexico - Tropical Storm Alex - Coast Guard - BP - Tropical cyclone 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/30/20104:39:22 AM 

Hamas spy finds home in California, seeks asylum 

Mosab Hassan Yousef says he will be killed if he is deported from the United States to the West Bank. The oldest son of 

one of Hamas' founders, he was an Israeli spy for a decade, and he abandoned Islam for Christianity, further marking 

him a traitor. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/30/20105:32:49 AM 

South Carolina tops UCLA in 11th to win CWS 

Ig~~""IWhit Merrifield's RBI single with one out in the bottom of the 11th inning gave South Carolina its first 

baseball national championship with a 2-1 victory over UCLA in the College World Series on Tuesday 
night. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/30/20105:42:38 AM 

Granny shocked by police stun gun in bed sues 

An 87-year-old grandmother subdued by police with a stun gun while she was lying in bed hooked up to an oxygen 

machine is suing her Oklahoma hometown. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/30/20107:55:19 AM 

Australian, 90, accused of raping 4 Thai sisters 

A 90-year-old Australian was arrested and charged with raping four young sisters whom he allegedly lured to his home 

in Thailand with imported chocolates and English lessons, police said Wednesday. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/30/2010 11:05:24 AM 

Holder visits Kabul to discuss corruption 

u.s. Attorney General Eric Holder was in the Afghan capital to talk with officials about improving the justice system and 

fighting corruption Wednesday. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/30/201011:29:01 AM 

Old economy leading the recovery - for now 

Ig~~""IAmid the nation's slow and stubborn economic recovery, an unlikely sector is showing surprising 

strength: manufacturing. But economists say that may not be sustainable. 

rg~iSjEconOmy - Manufacturing - Economic - Social Sciences - Environment 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/30/2010 11:40:30 AM 

Amusement park accident kills 6 in China 

Ig~~""IA space shuttle simulator ride plunged 50 feet to the ground at a popular Chinese amusement park, 

killing six people and injuring another 10. 

I~~·lmusement park - China - Space Shuttle - theme park - Recreation 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/30/201012:13:14 PM 

Sorry, guys: 80 percent of women fake it 

Ig~~""IA new study shows that women's seemingly uncontrollable vocalizations during apparent orgasm are 
often play-acting meant to boost his ego - and get it over with. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/30/201012:53:19 PM 

The end of TV (as we know it) 

Ig~~""IHUIU Plus doesn't just bring network programming on demand to iPhones, iPads and game consoles. It 
will change the way we watch TV - even from the couch. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/30/2010 1:04:44 PM 

Pampers offers Rowley-designed diapers 

Ig~~""~he Procter & Gamble Co. is aiming to make disposable diapers fashionable. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/30/2010 1:04:55 PM 

New meningitis vaccine could stop outbreaks 

Ig~~""IHealth officials say a new meningitis vaccine will help prevent epidemics in Africa for the first time, 

revolutionizing how doctors fight outbreaks of the deadly disease. 

rg~5.Leningitis - Africa - Health - Vaccination - Epidemic 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/30/20101:13:11 PM 

2nd N.Y. coyote attack: Girl bitten in backyard 

A coyote attacked a 3-year-old girl playing in her backyard in suburban New York, the second coyote attack on a child in 

the same suburb within four days. 

I g:i1ti¥.EINew York - Suburb - United States - Metro Areas - New York City Metro 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/30/20102:25:24 PM 

Benigno Aquino III sworn in as Philippine leader 

Ig~~""IBenignO Aquino III, sworn in Wednesday as the Philippines' 15th president, promised to prosecute the 

corrupt and banish poverty as he urged Filipinos to help him in a job he likened to a biblical burden. 

1~~'::lphiliPPines - Noynoy Aquino - Asia - Southeast Asia - Benigno Aquino III 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/30/20102:26:14 PM 

Teen sailor feared 'no one would come' to save her 

"I knew there was a possibility no one would come" after a rogue wave ended her attempt to become the youngest 

person to sail around the world solo, Abby Sunderland said Wednesday. But the 16-year-old and her father insisted she 

was well-prepared for the dangers. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/30/20102:40:27 PM 

ADP says private hiring up slightly in June 

Private employers added just 13,000 jobs in June, according to a report Wednesday that suggested expectations of a big 

drop in the government's payrolls report were on target. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/30/20103:33:59 PM 

Shakespeare's Globe survives taboo play 

William Shakespeare's Globe theatre has finally put a 400-year-old taboo to rest by staging the play which burned the 

original house down during the Bard's lifetime. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/30/20104:19:57 PM 

Obama attacks GOP over Wall Street bill 

President accuses Republicans of being out of touch with the struggles of ordinary Americans. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/30/20104:45:49 PM 

Senate OKs Petraeus as Afghanistan commander 

Ig~~""IGeneral David Petraeus, the president's pick to take over from Gen. Stanley McChrystal as the new 

commander of the troubled war in Afghanistan, was approved by the Senate Wednesday. 

rg~iSjAfghanistan - Stanley McChrystal - David Petraeus - United States - Senate 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/30/20105:34:02 PM 

Report: Harvard scholar's arrest avoidable 

Ig~~""IHarvard scholar Henry Louis Gates Jr. and the police sergeant who arrested him last July after a 

confrontation outside his home both missed opportunities to "ratchet down" the situation and end things 
more calmly, according to a review of the case released Wednesday. 

I g~~""IHenry Louis Gates - Harvard University - Sergeant - United States - Massachusetts 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/30/20105:39:07 PM 

US, Afghans repel attack against major base 

u.s. and Afghan troops repelled an attack Wednesday on one of the biggest NATO bases in eastern Afghanistan by 

militants who used a suicide car bomb, rocket-propelled grenades and automatic weapons in a failed attempt to breach 

the defenses. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/30/20105:53:23 PM 

Giant whale-eating whale discovered 

Ig~~""~he massive skull and jaw of a 13-million-year-old sperm whale has been discovered eroding from the 

windblown sands of a coastal desert of Peru. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/30/20106:04:26 PM 

Mighty Mississippi could fight oil slick 

Ig~~""IOi.1 ha~ hit the fragile Gulf coast wetlands. To fight it, the mighty Mississippi River must get even mightier, 

sCientists suggest. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/30/20106:16:02 PM 

Fabulous, globe-trotting life for woman in spy case 

On her Facebook page, Anna Chapman mused "if you can dream, you can become it." Did that include becoming a spy? 

rC~~~~jFacebook - Anna Chapman - Russia - Espionage - United States 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/30/20106:25:50 PM 

Russian spy suspect missing, Cyprus police say 

One of the 11 suspects accused by the United States of spying for Russia has gone missing after being released on bail in 

Cyprus, Cypriot police say. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/30/20106:40:34 PM 

Sony recalls over 500,000 Vaio laptops 

Ig~~""lsony issued a voluntary recall of 535,000 Vaio laptops on Wednesday, citing overheating issues. Unlike 

some recalls, however, the remedy for this one is simple: Update your laptop's firmware. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/30/20106:45:41 PM 

'Huge' marks advance for fat acceptance on TV 

Ig~~""IAfter years of reality weight-loss and diet shows, the first episode of "Huge" on cable channel ABC Family 

this week featured a rare scene on scripted u.s. television: numerous overweight actors. 

rg~5.jweight loss - ABC Family - Health - Television - Shopping 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/30/20107:01:13 PM 

'Eclipse' sets record at midnight box office 

The third episode of teen vampire saga debuted on Wednesday to a record-breaking $30 million box office in screenings 

just after midnight. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/30/20107:01:37 PM 

Amazon went down yesterday - but why? 

Ig~~""IAmazon was "experiencing an issue," third-party merchants were advised yesterday. Yet we still don't 

know why. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/30/20107:26:06 PM 

Major earthquake hits southern Mexico; 1 dead 

Ig~~""IA strong 6.2-magnitude earthquake struck southern Mexico, leaving one man dead and shaking buildings 

as far away as Mexico City but sparing infrastructure from serious damage. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/30/20107:45:01 PM 

Federer full of 'excuses' after Wimbledon loss 

Ig~~""IFor the first time in eight years, Roger Federer won't be striding onto Centre Court for the Wimbledon 
final this weekend. The six-time champion was upset in the quarterfinals by hard-hitting Tomas Berdych 

on Wednesday, stopping his bid for a record-tying seventh title at the All England Club and extending his 
recent stretch of disappointing play. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/30/20107:49:41 PM 

Ex-AIG exec defends risky trades before crisis 

A former top executive of American International Group Inc. acknowledged Wednesday that his division more than 

tripled the amount of risky investments it insured. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/30/20108:10:28 PM 

Facebook apps must disclose profile info used 

Facebook is rolling out a new feature that requires outside applications and websites to tell users exactly what parts of 

their profile they need to access in order to work. 

rC~~"-IFacebook - Social network - Online Communities - Privacy - Social network service 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/30/20108:13:50 PM 

When is a drug too risky to stay on the market? 

The arthritis pill Vioxx was withdrawn but menopause hormones were not, even though both were tied to heart risks. A 

multiple sclerosis medicine was pulled and later allowed back on. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/30/20108:21:26 PM 

Newsweek: Why Goldman Sachs is still thriving 

Why this investment bank, which employs the cool kids of finance, continues to thrive even as it's chastised by the 

federal government, the Securities and Exchange Commission, and angry American taxpayers. 

rC~~"-IGOldman Sachs - US Securities and Exchange Commission - Investment Banks - Business - Federal government of 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/30/20109:29:40 PM 

Ex-Miss California Carrie Prejean to wed NFL player 

Ig~~""lcarrie Prejean may have lost her crown, but she's getting a husband. The ex-Miss California USA 

reportedly will tie the knot with NFL player Kyle Boller Friday in San Diego. 

rg~5.jcarrie Prejean - San Diego - Kyle Boller - NFl- Miss California USA 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/30/20109:29:40 PM 

Ex-Miss California Carrie Prejean to wed NFL player 

Ig~~""lcarrie Prejean may have lost her crown, but she's getting a husband. The ex-Miss California USA 

reportedly will tie the knot with NFL player Kyle Boller Friday in San Diego. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/30/20109:48:05 PM 

ACLU issues warnings for travel to Arizona 

The nation's top civil liberties group on Wednesday issued travel alerts for Arizona, saying the state's new law cracking 

down on illegal immigrants could lead to racial profiling and warrantless arrests. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/30/2010 10:39:46 PM 

Alex spreads tar balls, oily water along Gulf 

Seven-foot waves and 25 mph winds generated by Hurricane Alex, along with high tides, pushed more oil from the 

massive spill onto Gulf Coast beaches Wednesday. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/30/2010 11:00:35 PM 

Mystery surrounds alleged spies' children 

Ig~~""IFor the 10 alleged Russian spies, there is little question they'll be held in FBI custody. But the immediate 

future for the seven children of the suspects isn't quite as clear. 

rg~iSjFederal Bureau of Investigation - Russia - Espionage - United States - Nuclear weapon 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/30/201011:12:21 PM 

Maggots force plane back to gate in Atlanta 

Maggots falling from an overhead bin from a spoiled container of meat forced a US Airways flight to return to the gate 

so the bin could be cleaned. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

6/30/2010 11:32:40 PM 

Leahy predicts Kagan approval; hearings near end 

Supreme Court nominee Elena Kagan completes grueling Senate questioning, unscathed by Republican challenges on 

abortion, gays in the military and gun rights. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/1/20101:03:38 AM 

Tidbits: Britney's ex-bodyguard fears for her kids 

Ig~~""IA disgruntled ex-employee once in charge of protecting Spears is purportedly more concerned about the 
well-being of the pop star's two sons after seeing her distressing behind-the-scenes behavior. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/1/20101:35:57 AM 

Senate GOP again kills jobless aid extension 

For the third time in three weeks, Republicans in the Senate successfully filibuster a bill to continue providing 

unemployment checks to millions of people. 

rC~~"-IRepublican - Filibuster - United States Senate - Senate - United States 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/1/20102:10:32 AM 

Hurricane Alex makes landfall as Category 2 

The first Atlantic hurricane of the year came ashore in Mexico near the Texas border late Wednesday, flooding roads, 

forcing several thousand people to evacuate. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/1/20102:13:12 AM 

King Felix follows lee's lead, shuts down Yanks 

Ig~~""IFeliX Hernandez followed Cliff Lee with a gem of his own, pitching a two-hitter, and the Seattle Mariners 
secured their first road series win since April with a 7-0 victory over the New York Yankees on Wednesday 

night. 

Ig~~""INew York Yankees - Seattle Mariners - Cliff lee - sport - Win-loss record 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/1/20102:39:13 AM 

Where do commuters hurt the most? 

Ig~~""lscience editor Alan Boyle's Weblog: The latest "Commuter Pain" index indicates that Beijing is more of a 
traffic nightmare than L.A. - but scientists are working on ways to lessen the pain. 

1~~':-IBeijing - Alan Boyle - United States - Editing - IBM 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/1/20107:14:42 AM 

Indonesia's last glacier will melt within years 

Lonnie Thompson spent years preparing for his expedition to the remote, mist-shrouded mountains of eastern 

Indonesia, hoping to chronicle the affect of global warming on the last remaining glacier in the Pacific. He's worried he 

got there too late. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/1/20107:24:45 AM 

Toyota says 270,000 vehicles have faulty engines 

Toyota Motor Corp. said Thursday about 270,000 cars sold worldwide - including luxury Lexus sedans - have 

potentially faulty engines, the latest quality lapse to hit the automaker following massive global recalls of top-selling 

models. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/1/20108:11:10 AM 

Australia's 'Dr. Death' sentenced to 7 years 

Ig~~""IA surgeon dubbed "Dr. Death" in Australia for a string of botched operations was sentenced Thursday to 

seven years in prison for killing three patients and permanently harming another. 

rg~iSjAustralia - Crime and Justice - Prison - Surgery - Queensland 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/1/20108:27:58 AM 

American tourist shot and wounded in South Africa 

A 35-year-old American was shot and robbed while walking to his hotel but his life is not in danger, a police 

spokeswoman said Thursday. 

I g:i1ti¥.Elsouth Africa - Johannesburg - Africa - Arts and Entertainment - Robbery 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/1/2010 11:34:25 AM 

Cyprus intensifies search for vanished spy suspect 

Ig~~""lcyprus authorities stepped up their search Thursday for the 11th alleged member of a Russian spy ring 

who vanished after skipping bail. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/1/2010 11:47:50 AM 

Portland cops reopen case in Gore allegations 

After earlier refusing to, Portland police reopen an investigation into a massage therapist's complaint that AI Gore 

sexually assaulted her in 2006. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/1/2010 12:05:58 PM 

Newsweek: GOP skirmishes over its future direction 

From Eric Cantor to Chris Christie, it seems everyone has an idea on what the GOP must do to rebrand. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/1/201012:13:19 PM 

ConsumerMan: Avoid getting on this list 

A company named BadCustomer is compiling a list you don't want to be on. If you have disputed a credit card charge, 

you may already be on it. Some consumer advocates don't like it. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/1/201012:18:53 PM 

Newsweek: Do rural prisons benefit locals? 

States like New York send prisoners from the city to the countryside. To these smaller communities, the incarcerated 

bring government dollars, political power, and potential problems. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/1/2010 12:46:43 PM 

House passes landmark financial reform bill 

Ig~~""~he House of Representatives on Wednesday approved a landmark overhaul of financial regulations but 

the Senate put off action until mid-July, delaying a final victory for President Barack Obama. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/1/20101:25:05 PM 

iPhone 4 has lousy reception - but why sue? 

Ig~~""II've had the iPhone 4 since last Friday, and the reception isn't great. In fact, it reminds me an awful lot of 

my last three iPhones. So why all the sudden fuss? 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/1/20101:39:17 PM 

Ice cream fans celebrate sweet treat in July 

July is National Ice Cream Month. Here are five factory tours that not only offer an ice cream education but, in some 

cases, a free sample. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/1/20102:07:08 PM 

AP IMPACT: Millions of vaccine doses to be burned 

Ig~~""IAbout a quarter of the swine flu vaccine produced for the u.s. public has expired - meaning that a 

whopping 40 million doses worth about $260 million are being written off as trash. 

1~~'::12009 flu pandemic - Health - United States - Infectious disease - Influenza 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/1/20102:34:12 PM 

10 years on, Elian not angry at Miami relatives 

Elian Gonzalez says he's not angry at his Miami relatives who fought to keep him in the United States during a nasty 

international custody battle a decade ago. 

1§':i1ti¥.Elunited States - Elian Gonzalez affair - Miami - Cuba - Elian Gonzalez 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/1/20102:37:02 PM 

Abercrombie shuts NYC store due to bedbugs 

Teen apparel chain Abercrombie & Fitch Co has closed its Hollister store in New York City due to bedbug infestation. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/1/20102:42:03 PM 

Millions of birds set to fly into Gulf oil mess 

Ig~~""IMillions of birds on their fall migration will arrive in the Gulf soon, either to roost for the winter or for 

stopovers, and when they do the spill's casualty count could jump dramatically. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/1/20102:52:02 PM 

Hyundai powers up its hybrid strategy 

Ig~~""lln the burgeoning market for automotive hybrids, Hyundai is just getting started. But it doesn't plan to 

play catch-up to its rivals for long. 

rg~iSjHYUndai - Business - Automotive - HyundaiSonata - Korean language 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/1/20102:59:14 PM 

BP spill sets a somber record as Gulf's biggest 

BP's massive oil spill became the largest ever in the Gulf of Mexico on Thursday, based on the highest of the federal 

government's estimates. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/1/20103:06:46 PM 

Petraeus: No change in Afghan strategy 

Gen. David Petraeus, NATO's newly appointed commander of Afghanistan, sought to reassure allies that the war against 

the Taliban was going well despite rising casualties. 

rC~~"-IAfghanistan - NATO - War in Afghanistan - Asia - Stanley McChrystal 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/1/20103:15:01 PM 

He gave up his face to save his own life 

Diagnosed with a rare form of cancer, Donnie Fritts faced an agonizing choice: Die with his face, or live without it. Today, 

he has an artificial palate and a removable nose, but the same wife. "Some people don't take their vows seriously; this 

woman did," he said Thursday. 

Ig~Sjcancer - Health - Conditions and Diseases - Support group - Arts 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/1/20103:52:07 PM 

Google plans to pay gay employees more 

Google is set to begin covering a cost that gay and lesbian employees must pay when their partners receive domestic 

partner health benefits, a report says. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/1/20104:00:43 PM 

Boehner: Obama 'childish,' 'whining' 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/1/20104:15:11 PM 

It's official: Space shuttle fleet will fly in 2011 

Ig~~""INASA has confirmed that the space shuttle program will keep going until next year. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/1/20104:26:21 PM 

Alex weakens, but heavy rain pounds coast 

Hurricane Alex weakened to a tropical storm early Thursday as it moved over northeastern Mexico, the National 

Hurricane Center reported. 

I ~¥':-IMexico - North Atlantic tropical cyclone - Texas - Earth Sciences - Atmospheric Sciences 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/1/20104:32:10 PM 

Byrd lies in repose in his beloved Senate 

Byrd died Monday at age 92. He served for nearly a quarter of the nation's history - 51 years. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/1/20104:52:35 PM 

Obama aims to jump-start immigration reform 

Ig~~""lpresident Barack Obama hopes to rally new momentum behind the push for an immigration overhaul by 

explaining why he thinks a comprehensive approach is the only way to fix what he and others say is a 
system badly in need of repair. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/1/20104:55:48 PM 

Demand for homes slumps, impeding recovery 

The number of people who signed contracts to buy homes is expected to have dropped sharply in May after federal tax 

incentives expired. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/1/20105:21:01 PM 

The recovery seems to be losing its pop 

Ig~~""IFears that the economic recovery is fizzling grew Thursday after the government and private sector 

issued weak reports on a number of fronts. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/1/20105:49:01 PM 

Lawmakers OK $20 million for Calif. captive 

California lawmakers have approved a $20 million settlement with the family of Jaycee Dugard, who was kidnapped as a 

girl and held captive for 18 years by a paroled sex offender. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/1/20105:53:26 PM 

Lawsuits filed over iPhone 4 antenna reception 

Two Maryland residents have filed a class-action lawsuit against Apple and AT&T over the iPhone 4 antenna design issue 

that has caused dropped calls and signal loss for some users. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/1/20105:57:49 PM 

Newsweek: Why we need a colonial service in Afghanistan 

Call it something different and more politically correct, but the United States needs a colonial service-or it needs to 

stay out of the nation-building business. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/1/20106:10:33 PM 

Living to 100? Certain genes may playa role 

Ig~~""IA new study of people aged 100 and over found most had a number of genetic variations in common, 

researchers report in Thursday's online edition of the journal Science. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/1/2010 6 :44:59 PM 

Serena moves 1 win from 4th Wimbledon title 

Ig~~""IBack in the final yet again, Serena Williams will have to beat someone other than her sister for once to 

secure a fourth Wimbledon championship. 

1~~'::lserena Williams - The Championships Wimbledon - Tennis - Wimbledon - Vera Zvonareva 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/1/20107:08:28 PM 

America's greatest Fourth of July celebrations 

Ig~~""IFrom fireworks spectaculars to world-class concerts, these are some of the best places to enjoy your 

Fourth of July. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/1/20107:08:28 PM 

America's greatest Fourth of July celebrations 

Ig~~""IFrom fireworks spectaculars to world-class concerts, these are some of the best places to enjoy your 

Fourth of July. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/1/20107:15:21 PM 

Uninsured? New 'high risk' premiums costly 

President Barack Obama's new health coverage for uninsured Americans with health problems won't be cheap, 

according to a government website that went live Thursday. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/1/20107:27:12 PM 

A 'sexy' (alleged) spy to 'great tenants'? 

Learn more about the people taken into custody for allegedly participating in a Russian spy ring for years, working as 

undercover agents in the u.s. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/1/20107:44:06 PM 

Close down 'The Office' without Carell? No way 

Ig~~""IMichael Scott is on his way out, leaving many a fan to wonder if his departure signals the end of liThe 

Office." It does not. The show will go on, even if you think it shouldn't. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/1/20108:19:59 PM 

NATO intensifies attacks on Taliban leaders 

u.s. and Afghan troops seized a key Taliban figure after a four-hour gunbattle - part of a strategy that NATO officials 

said Thursday had eliminated more than 100 insurgent leaders in the past four months. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/1/20108:42:20 PM 

Scoop: Alleged racist rant by Gibson caught on tape 

Ig~~""IMel Gibson's racist rants and bad temper have been his lethal weapon in the past, which is why reports 

of a tape that includes very disparaging language from a man said to be the actor is getting so much 
attention. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/1/20109:00:40 PM 

Dems use Kagan to get voters, raise funds 

Ig~~""~he Democratic Party put Supreme Court nominee Elena Kagan front and center Thursday on an e-mail 

appeal to raise funds and sign up supporters for President Barack Obama's agenda. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/1/20109:01:22 PM 

Jackson returning for 'last stand' with Lakers 

Ig~~""ILakers coach Phil Jackson will return next season, putting off retirement for at least another year to chase 

his 12th NBA championship. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/1/2010 9 :34:39 PM 

Lawmakers OK $20 million for Calif. captive 

Ig~~""lcalifornia lawmakers have approved a $20 million settlement with the family of Jaycee Dugard, who was 

kidnapped as a girl and held captive for 18 years by a paroled sex offender. 

1~~'::lsex offender - California - Kidnapping of Jaycee Lee Dugard - Sex Offenses - Crime 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/1/20109:46:58 PM 

Conditions for universe's first stars recreated 

Ig~~""I~pace.com: Many details of how the first stars were born are not known, but a new experiment helps fill 

In some gaps. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/1/2010 9 :50:39 PM 

Stocks pull back from losses, but end day down 

Stocks began the third quarter with another loss after reports on jobs, housing and manufacturing raised investors' 

economic worries. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/1/20109:59:49 PM 

Expired swine flu shots amount to $260 million loss 

Ig~~""IAbout a quarter of the swine flu vaccine produced for the u.s. public has expired - meaning that a 

whopping 40 million doses worth about $260 million are being written off as trash. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/1/2010 10:30:36 PM 

Wall Street reformers get bold, order studies 

The sweeping Wall Street reform bill moving through the u.S. Congress calls for no fewer than 39 studies - an 

impressive level of trying to look busy while dodging controversy, even by Washington standards. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/1/201010:37:15 PM 

Auto sales slammed by job worries 

Americans' enthusiasm for new cars and trucks cooled in June on worries about the economy, signaling that the auto 

industry's recovery is far from certain. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/1/2010 10:49:52 PM 

Mayor proposes strict gun rules for Chicago 

Ig~~""IMaYOr Richard Daley on Thursday introduced what Chicago officials say is the strictest handgun 

ordinance in the United States. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/1/2010 11:48:45 PM 

Ariz. cops expect scrutiny of immigration enforcement 

Arizona police officers are being told to expect opponents to videotape their enforcement of a new immigration law. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/1/2010 11:59:26 PM 

Prosecutors: Network ready to aid spy ring 

A prosecutor warned Thursday that a powerful and sophisticated network of U.S.-based Russian agents were eager to 

help defendants in an alleged spy ring flee the country on bail. 

rC~~"'Lnited States - Espionage - Russia - Bail - Cyprus 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/2/201012:16:29 AM 

Toyota to recall 270,000 cars over engine issues 

Toyota says it will recall 270,000 vehicles worldwide next week to fix faulty engines. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/2/2010 12:54:30 AM 

Andrew Garfield to star in 'Spider-Man' reboot 

Sony managed to keep secret one of the most sought-after scoops in Hollywood history. The actor only learned late this 

afternoon that he's been chosen to play Peter Parker. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/2/20101:14:30 AM 

$7.25 per hour: Schwarzenegger cuts Calif. workers' pay 

Ig~~""IGOV. Arnold Schwarzenegger has ordered about 200,000 state workers to be paid the federal minimum 

wage because the state Legislature has not passed a budget. 

1~~'::Linimum wage - Arnold Schwarzenegger - labor - Michigan legislature - Government 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/2/20101:35:32 AM 

Chelsea Clinton to marry this month in upstate NY 

Ig~~""lchelsea Clinton plans to tie the knot with fiance Marc Mezvinsky in the upstate New York village of 

Rhinebeck on July 31. 

1~~'::lchelsea Clinton - New York - United States - History - President 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/2/20103:00:41 AM 

41 die in bomb blasts at Pakistan shrine 

A government official says two suicide bombers attacked a popular Muslim shrine in the Pakistani city of Lahore, killing 

35 people. 

I~¥':-Ipakistan - Lahore - Suicide attack - Muslim - Asia 
----- ---

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/2/20103:56:54 AM 

21 die in Mexican gang gunbattle near Ariz. border 

Ig~~""IA massive gun battle between rival drug and migrant-trafficking gangs near the U.S. border left 21 people 

dead on Thursday, prosecutors said. 
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r~~~JGang - Mexico - United States border - United States - Crime and Justice - Crime 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/2/20104:07:32 AM 

South America leads way into World Cup quarterfinals 

Ig~~""lwaShington Post: Four of South America's five teams have reached the quarterfinals, and with each in 

separate brackets, the prospects of a one-continent final four is very real. 

rg~iSjsouth America - United States - Travel and Tourism - Maps and Views - Travel Services 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/2/20104:31:19 AM 

Opinion: Winning should be all that matters to James 

Ig~~""lwaShington Post: This LeBron James decision shouldn't be all that difficult, really. He needs to find the 

best place for him to win one or more NBA titles, without a wait. 

rg~iSteBron James - National Basketball Association - Sport - Cleveland Cavaliers - Free agent 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/2/20106:09:19 AM 

Crawford helps Rays rally to beat Twins in 10 

Ig~~""IWiIIY Aybar's single off Matt Guerrier gave the Tampa Bay Rays a 10th-inning lead in a back-and-forth 5-4 
victory over the Minnesota Twins on Thursday night, as the Rays got a little help from a blown call to 

grab a victory. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/2/20106:32:53 AM 

'Virginity test' helps free 3 in Vietnam rape case 

An acupuncturist who claims she can detect a man's virginity based on a small dot on the ear has become a minor 

celebrity in Vietnam, where she is credited with helping to free three convicted rapists from prison. 

rC~~"-IVietnam War - Military - Vietnam - Veterans - Rape 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/2/20107:07:24 AM 

Strong quake strikes Vanuatu Islands 

A 6.4-magnitude earthquake struck off the island nation of Vanuatu, the u.s. Geological Survey reported early Friday. 
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Ig~~ .... lvanuatu - Earthquake - United States Geological Survey - Solomon Islands - New Caledonia 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/2/20107:21:46 AM 

Kobayashi's hot-dog contest appetite in doubt 

Ig~~""IFormer world hot-dog eating sensation Takeru Kobayashi of Japan wants to compete in this weekend's 
annual Fourth of July contest on Coney Island, but still can't agree to a contract with the organizers. 

1~~'::lconey Island - Takeru Kobayashi - Competitive eating - Independence Day - Holidays 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/2/2010 10:01:04 AM 

Oil-eating Whale or 'white elephant'? 

The A Whale, a supertanker-turned-oil skimmer, is being billed as a potential savior in the effort to stop oil from BP's 

runaway Gulf well from ever reaching shore. But will it work? 

rC~~"-IBP _ Gulf Oil - Oilspill - Gulf of Mexico - Coastguard 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/2/201011:13:45 AM 

'Scumbag pedophile priest' jailed for 19 years 

A Catholic cleric, who described himself as a "scum bag pedophile priest," has been jailed for nearly 20 years for abusing 

25 children in Australia. 

I~¥':-Ipriest - Pedophilia - Catholic - Australia - Catholic Church 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/2/201011:21:18 AM 

Ex-husband: Alleged spy 'secretive,' dad 'scary' 

Ig~~""~he ex-husband of alleged Russian spy Anna Chapman said her arrest "didn't come as much of a 

surprise," Britain's Daily Telegraph reported Friday. 

1~~':-IRussia - Espionage - The Daily Telegraph - Anna Chapman - United States 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/2/2010 12:57:08 PM 

Health overhaul may mean longer ER waits 

Ig~~""IEmergency rooms, the only choice for patients who can't find care elsewhere, may grow even more 
crowded with longer wait times under the nation's new health law. 
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rg~~...,jEmergency department - Health - ER - United States - Medicine 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/2/20101:07:38 PM 

Doctors amputated her wrong leg 

Authorities are investigating the amputation of a 91-year-old woman's healthy leg in an Austrian hospital. 
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Ig~~ .... IAmputation - Hospital - Health - Medicine - Facilities 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/2/20101:15:07 PM 

Ghana carries hope of a continent in World Cup 

Ig~~""IGhana carried the hopes of a continent in Africa's first World Cup on Friday while Brazil's coach Dunga 
said their quarter-final with the Netherlands could be one of the most thrilling matches of the 

tournament. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/2/2010 1 :20:59 PM 

Who is the real Lindsay Lohan? 

Ig~~""lcan the one who earned accolades as a young star and worked alongside Meryl Streep overcome her hot

mess tabloid persona? 

1~~':-IMerYI Streep -lindsay Lohan - Margaret Thatcher - Mamma Mia! - Phyllida Lloyd 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/2/2010 1 :44:39 PM 

Petraeus arrives to lead faltering Afghan war 

Ig~~""~he United States' top field commander arrived in Afghanistan on Friday to take charge of conflict, 
pledging to tackle the nine-year-old Taliban insurgency with a strategy he successfully pioneered in Iraq. 

rg~iSLnited States - Afghanistan - War in Afghanistan - Iraq War - Taliban insurgency 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/2/20102:56:22 PM 

Apple 'stunned' to find flaw in iPhone 4 

Ig~~""IAPPle says it is "stunned" to find that its latest iPhone model uses a "completely wrong" formula to show 
how many bars of signal strength it's getting. 

1~~':-IIPhone -~ - Signal strength - Smartphone - Handhelds 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/2/20103:18:50 PM 

Lohan punched by waitress on 24th birthday 

The actress reportedly was hit in the face by a waitress, who has a history with Lohan's companion Doug Reinhardt, at 

L.A. club Voyeur early Friday morning - her 24th birthday. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/2/2010 3 :50:22 PM 

Netherlands stuns Brazil in Cup quarterfinals 

Ig~~""lsoccerJs perennial World Cup underachievers from the Netherlands knocked off mighty Brazil on Friday, 

stamping the Dutch as a strong contender to finally win that elusive title. 

1~~'::lworld Cup - Netherlands - sport - Soccer - Brazil 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/2/20103:53:00 PM 

6 bombers strike USAID site in Afghanistan 

Ig~~""ISiX suicide bombers attacked a USAID compound Friday in northern Afghanistan, killing at least four 

people and wounding several others, officials said. Two of the dead were foreigners. 

rg~5.~aliban - Afghanistan - Taliban insurgency - Suicide attack - Asia 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/2/20104:01:40 PM 

Newsweek: Nikki Haley is a shooting star for GOP 

Only a few months ago, Nikki Haley was an obscure state representative. Now she's the hottest thing in South Carolina 

politics. And if she wins in November, becoming the state's first female and first nonwhite governor, she'll likely secure a 

spot in the GOP firmament. 

Ig~Sjsouth Carolina - Nikki Haley - Politics - Republican - United States 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/2/20104:01:40 PM 

Newsweek: Why Washington isn't fixing unemployment 

Washington's response to continuing unemployment seems to be a collective throwing up of hands. There are a few 

things the government can do about persistent long-term unemployment. But so far? Nothing. And the question is why. 

1§':i1ti¥.ElunemPloyment _ Washington - United States - Washington DC - Newsweek 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/2/20104:08:28 PM 

Cars with wings may be just around the corner 

Ig~~""llf cars had wings, they could fly - and that just might happen, beginning next year. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/2/20105:26:19 PM 

Fires force evacuations near Las Vegas 

Ig~~""IFirefighters are back to battling two wildfires that have forced people near Las Vegas to evacuate their 

homes. 

rg~iSjwildfire - Nevada - United States - Las Vegas - Mount Charleston 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/2/20105:44:25 PM 

Chicago approves new handgun restrictions 

Ig~~""~he Chicago City Council on Friday approved what city officials say is the strictest handgun ordinance in 

the U.S., four days after a Supreme Court ruling made it almost certain that Chicago's handgun ban would 
be overturned. 

I g~~""lunited States - Chicago City Council - Supreme Court of the United States - Chicago - Supreme Court 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/2/20105:44:27 PM 

Cleanup in disarray? Obama officials say no 

The Obama administration tries to counter complaints that it's ignoring foreign offers of equipment and not making 

enough use of fishing boats and volunteers available to help clean up oil. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/2/20105:48:08 PM 

Did World Cup fans crash Twitter ... again? 

r-I~utch World Cup underachievers beat the mighty Brazil team on Friday, stunning fans and likely crashing 
witter with tweets about the upset. 

I~~':-Iworld Cup - 2010 FIFA World Cup - Brazil national football team - Twitter - Sport 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/2/20106:06:39 PM 

Unmanned capsule misses space station 

Ig~~""IAn unmanned Russian cargo ship sailed past the International Space Station instead of docking on 

autopilot, as engineers on Earth struggle to determine what went wrong. 

rg~iSjlnternational Space Station - Space - Technology - Astronaut - Missions 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/2/20106:19:23 PM 

UK can man convicted of trying to sell Ritz Hotel 

An unemployed British truck driver was convicted Friday of trying to sell the world famous Ritz Hotel for 250 million 

pounds ($380 million) to a duped investor. 

I ~¥':-IRitz Hotel - Truck driver - Business - London - Injustice 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/2/20106:24:18 PM 

Obama, Biden attend Byrd memorial in W.Va. 

Ig~~""lpresident Barack Obama and thousands of ordinary West Virginians honored the late Robert C. Byrd at a 
memorial service in the late senator's home state Friday. 

rg~5.jBarack Obama - Joe Biden - Robert Byrd - United States - West Virginia 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/2/20106:32:49 PM 

Tattooed German first lady turns heads 

Ig~~""IGermanyls new first lady Bettina Wulff has been turning heads with her towering height, striking looks, 

glamorous outfits - and a large tattoo on her right shoulder. 

1~~':-ITattoo - Bodyart - Arts - Studios - Germany 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/2/20106:40:27 PM 

Is there still gold in them thar Montana hills? 

Marysville, Mont., once had three newspapers, 27 saloons and 5,000 residents mining gold. Today it's mainly a mother 

lode of memories - but one Canadian company thinks there's still gold in them thar hills. 

1~¥':-IGOld - Montana - Mining - Canada - Business 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/2/20106:45:31 PM 

Armstrong is worried about first week of Tour 

Ig~~""~he Tour de France gets under way Saturday and Lance Armstrong says he doesn't expect to win the 5.5-
mile prologue of what will be his last ride in cycling's premier event. 

I~~·lance Armstrong - Tour de France - Cycling - sport - Racing 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/2/20107:03:42 PM 

Military plans hummingbird-sized spies 

Ig~~""lsoldiers fighting future battles in crowded urban areas will be able to launch hummingbird-sized 

unmanned nano aerial vehicles capable of carrying sophisticated sensors and flying through open 
windows in buildings to report back on enemy positions. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/2/20107:20:02 PM 

Source: GM to file for IPO mid-August 

General Motors Co is in talks with banks to secure a $S billion credit revolver as it prepares to file for an initial public 

offering of its stock this year, a source familiar with the plan said Friday. 

rC~~"-IGeneraIMotor - Initial public offering - Business - United States - Electronics and Electrical 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/2/20107:29:33 PM 

Gulf Coast expecting glum Fourth of July 

Ig~~""IFireworks displays have been canceled and white-sand beaches that should be crowded with sunbathers 

are instead dotted with cleanup workers, booms and sand-sifting equipment. 

rg~iSjlndependence Day - Business - Fireworks - Arts and Entertainment - Tools and Equipment 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/2/20108:04:10 PM 

Nadal, Berdych sweep into Wimbledon final 

Ig~~""IRafael Nadal took apart Andy Murray in straight sets Friday to reach his fourth Wimbledon final and 
prolong Britain's 74-year wait for a homegrown male champion. 

rg~5.jRafael Nadal - Andy Murray - Wimbledon - Tomas Berdych - Sport 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/2/20108:04:58 PM 

Court: Schwarzenegger can cut workers' pay 

A state appellate court on Friday sided with the Schwarzenegger administration in its attempt to impose the federal 

minimum wage on tens of thousands of state workers. 

1~¥':-IMinimum wage - Arnold Schwarzenegger - Wage - Appellate court -labor 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/2/20108:19:27 PM 

Thomas Jefferson made slip in Declaration 

Preservation scientists at the Library of Congress have discovered that Thomas Jefferson, even in the act of declaring 

independence from England, had trouble breaking free from monarchial rule. 

I §,:i1ti¥.E~homas Jefferson - Library of Congress - United States - History - President 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/2/20108:44:52 PM 

European unity tested over crucifixes in classroom 

An emotional debate over crucifixes in classrooms is opening a new crack in European unity. 

rC~~~~jEuropean Union - Multilateral - Government -~ - Human rights 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/2/20108:48:08 PM 

Great balls of fire! Grill injuries can ruin your cookout 

Ig~~""IAS the Fourth of July holiday shifts barbecue season into high gear, doctors and fire officials warn that 

grilling accidents can have serious, even deadly, consequences. 

1~~':-IBarbecue - Grilling - Cooking - Independence Day - Home 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/2/20108:57:02 PM 

Brazilians in shock after World Cup elimination 

Ig~~""~ears rolled down Paulo Gama's face and his girlfriend sobbed in his arms as he stared in disbelief at the 

video screen on Copacabana beach. 

rg~5.jworld Cup - FIFA World Cup - Sport - Soccer - Competitions 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/2/20108:58:17 PM 

Buffett donates $1.93 billion to charities 

Ig~~""lwarren Buffett has donated another $1.93 billion to five charitable foundations, the third-highest 

amount since the investor began donating 99 percent of his wealth in 2006. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/2/20109:12:22 PM 

Gulf states seeking mental health money from BP 

Officials in Mississippi, Louisiana, Florida and Alabama have asked BP PLC for millions of dollars to pay for mental health 

outreach and service programs related to the oil spill disaster. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/2/20109:14:06 PM 

Feds: 2 more spy suspects admit false names 

Ig~~...,~wo more suspects in an alleged Russian spy ring have admitted they are Russian citizens living in the u.s. 
under false identities, u.s. prosecutors say. 

1~~':-IRussia - United States - Espionage - Federal government of the United States - U.S. government 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/2/20109:22:36 PM 

Your keyboard can give you food poisoning 

A computer keyboard can be five times as dirty as a toilet seat, a study shows. Among the common bacteria keyboards 

can harbor is staphylococcus aureus, a classic causer of food poisoning. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/2/20109:32:42 PM 

Jobs creation too slow to help the recovery 

Ig~~""IA second straight month of lackluster hiring by American businesses is sapping strength from the 

economic rebound. 

rg~iSjEconOmy - Employment - Business - Job Search - Business and Economy 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/2/20109:39:46 PM 

Uruguay ousts Ghana in penalty-kick thriller 

Ig~~""luruguay reached the World Cup semifinals for the first time since 1970, beating Ghana 4-2 in a penalty 
shootout Friday after the teams played to a 1-1 draw. 

rg~iSjworld Cup - Sports - Soccer - Competitions - Ghana 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/2/20109:42:21 PM 

Gulf oil cleanup resumes after Alex 

Washington was preparing a revised offshore oil drilling moratorium and cleanup efforts in the Gulf of Mexico returned 

to normal on Friday after hurricane Alex passed through the region without doing major damage. 

rC~~"-IGUlf of Mexico - Hurricane Alex - Oil well - Offshore drilling - Oil spill 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/2/201010:49:11 PM 

Mexican slay suspect: U.S. consulate infiltrated 

A drug-cartel enforcer told Mexican police that a rival gang infiltrated the biggest u.s. consulate along the border 

through a worker who helped get them u.s. visas, and that he ordered her killed for it. 

I g:i1ti¥.EIMexiCO - United States - Ciudad Juarez - Ciudad Juarez - Gang 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/2/2010 10:52:24 PM 

Video: Oil chases away some Gulf holiday tourists 

Ig~~""~he festive weekend - ordinarily a time of excitement along the Gulf- is providing little comfort as coastal 

communities report a sharp drop in visitors. NBC's Mark Potter reports. (Nightly News) 

1~~':-ITourism - NBC - Gulf Oil - Florida - United States 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/3/2010 12:22:32 AM 

In Wimbledon final, Williams will be the calm one 

Ig~~""~he contrast between the women's finalists at Wimbledon couldn't be greater. On one side of the net 

Saturday will be Serena Williams, hoping to celebrate her 13th Grand Slam title. On the other will be 
Russia's Vera Zvonareva, playing in her first major final. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/3/201012:41:18 AM 

Toy company accused of laundering drug money 

Three executives at a stuffed toy manufacturer were arrested Friday on suspicion of laundering millions of dollars for 

Mexican and Colombian drug traffickers, authorities said. 

I g:i1ti¥.Ellllegal drug trade - Mexico - Stuffed toy - Business - Money laundering 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/3/20101:23:30 AM 

Kids of accused spies confront identity crisis 

Ig~~""lchildren often ask the question "Who am I?" as they come of age, but that's nothing like the identity 

crisis now confronting the sons and daughters of four couples accused of spying for Russia. 

1~~~:IRuSSia - Espionage - United States - New York City - Cyprus 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/3/20101:35:48 AM 

Police: Arrest made in triple killing in Maine 

Police say a fingerprint and DNA from a beer can and cigarette butt led them to a man who allegedly confessed to killing 

two men and a boy in northern Maine. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/3/20101:36:39 AM 

Paris Hilton released after S. Africa pot bust 

Hollywood socialite Paris Hilton was briefly arrested in the South African city of Port Elizabeth on Friday after attending a 

World Cup match but was released. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/3/20103:59:16 AM 

6 dead in Mexico in floods caused by Alex 

The death toll in Mexico from flooding caused by former Hurricane Alex has risen to six, authorities said Friday. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/3/20104:08:45 AM 

Earnhardt honors dad with 1st victory since '07 

Ig~~""IDale Earnhardt Jr. raced to his first NASCAR victory since 2007, driving a retro paint scheme to Victory 

Lane at Daytona International Speedway. 

rg~iSjDale Earnhardt - NASCAR - Daytona International Speedway - sport - Sprint Cup Series 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/3/20104:11:19 AM 

Suspect in killing of 2 Fla. officers surrenders 

A man wanted for the slayings of two Tampa police officers surrendered to police Friday night, officials said. 

rC~~~~jpolice officer - Tampa Florida - Police - law Enforcement - law 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/3/20104:35:43 AM 

Climber missing near Mount Rainier summit 

A day of searching for a 57-year-old climber who unclipped his rope and vanished near Mount Rainier's summit has 

ended without locating the man, a National Park Service spokeswoman said Friday night. 

1~¥':-IMount Rainier - National Park Service - United States - Travel and Tourism - Parks 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/3/20104:42:33 AM 

GOP chair blasted for Afghan war remarks 

Ig~~""IRepublican chairman Michael Steele draws criticism from within his own party, including calls to resign, 
after saying the 9-year-old commitment of u.s. troops to Afghanistan was a mistaken "war of Obama's 

choosing." 

I g~~""lunited States - Michael Steele - Republican - War in Afghanistan - Democratic Party 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/3/20105:27:38 AM 

Nixon administration debated global warming 

Ig~~""IGIObal warming warnings were debated in President Nixon's administration as early as 1969, according to 

newly released documents. 

rg~iSLnited States - President - Environment - Opposing Views - Climate change 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/3/20106:00:10 AM 

Bulls, Cavs prepared to fight for James 

Ig~~""IWith New Jersey, New York, Miami and the Los Angeles Clippers having come and gone after making their 

pitches to land James, the Bulls and Cavaliers will have opportunities to convince reigning MVP LeBron 
James that they are the team for him. 

I ~~':-INew York Knicks - New Jersey Nets - LeBron James - United States - New Jersey 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/3/20106:57:15 AM 

Kyrgyzstan swears in new leader after ethnic violence 

Ig~~""IRosa Otunbayeva has been sworn in as Kyrgyzstan's president just weeks after deadly ethnic clashes 

ripped the troubled republic, it was reported Saturday. 

...... ,..... . ..... ,..... . ..... , ........ 
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rg~~...,jKYrgyZstan - Asia - Business and Economy - Central Asia - Rosa Otunbayeva 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/3/201010:03:10 AM 

Tanya Harding marries 'blue collar-type guy' 

Ig~~""~wo-time Olympian Tanya Harding has married again, records show. 

Ig~~""~onya Harding - United States - Nancy Kerrigan - Figure skating - Business 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/3/2010 10:53:21 AM 

Schwarzenegger sorry over 9/11 mural cover-up 

Gov. Arnold Schwarzenegger apologized Friday for a decision by state transportation officials to paint over a giant 

American flag mural on the side of a California freeway. 

I g:i1ti¥.Elcalifornia - Arnold Schwarzenegger - United States - Flag of the United States - Politics 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/3/2010 11:26:43 AM 

Obama announces $2 billion for solar power 

President Barack Obama announced Saturday the awarding of nearly$2 billion (euro1.59 billion) for new solar plants 

that he said will create thousands of jobs and increase the country's use of renewable energy sources. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/3/2010 12:57:57 PM 

Ahmadinejad calls sanctions against Iran pathetic 

The latest sanctions against Iran are pathetic, President Mahmoud Ahmadinejad said on Saturday, warning world 

powers they would regret their bullying. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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1§'~F..?llran _ Mahmoud Ahmadinejad - Power in international relations - Middle East - United States 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/3/20101:13:20 PM 

Iran remembers victims of airliner shot down by US 

Iranian helicopters scattered flowers into the Persian Gulf waters on Saturday as family members and relatives 

remembered the 290 passengers killed when a u.s. warship shot down an Iranian airliner 22 years ago. 

1§':i1ti¥.Elpersian Gulf - Iran - Middle East - United States - Persian language 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/3/20103:18:42 PM 

Lucky 13: Serena captures Wimbledon crown 

Ig~~""IHer first time in a Grand Slam final wasn't the charm for Vera Zvonareva, as No.1 Serena Williams 
powered her way to her 13th major singles title, picking up a 6-3, 6-2 win. 

1~~'::lserena Williams - Vera Zvonareva - Grand Slam - The Championships Wimbledon - Tennis 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/3/20104:22:23 PM 

Gen. Petraeus: US civilian-military team must mesh 

America's top diplomat in Kabul jokingly handed NATO's new commander Gen. David Petraeus an access badge to the 

u.s. Embassy on Saturday, a symbolic gesture of a new partnership in the troubled u.S. management of the Afghan war. 

rC~~"-Lavid Petraeus - War in Afghanistan - NATO - Afghanistan - Taliban 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/3/20104:31:31 PM 

Clinton juggles diplomacy, wedding prep demands 

Hillary Rodham Clinton says she's not letting the demands of global diplomacy stop her from planning daughter 

Chelsea's wedding. 

rC~~"-IHillary Rodham Clinton - Chelsea Clinton - President - United States - New York 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/3/20104:45:59 PM 

Planner of Munich Olympics attack dies 

Ig~~""IMohammed Oudeh, the key planner of the 1972 Munich Olympics attack that killed 11 Israeli athletes, 

died Saturday morning in Damascus, his daughter said. He was 73. 

rg~5.j1972 Summer Olympics - Damascus - 1972 Munich Olympics - Munich - States 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/3/20105:35:12 PM 

Suspect in Fla. cop killings surrenders 

Ig~~""IA convicted felon accused of killing two Tampa police officers during a traffic stop surrendered after 

detectives spent more than a day negotiating with an associate of the man, police said Saturday. 

...... ,..... . ..... ,..... . ..... , ....... 
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rg~~...,jpolice officer - Law - Law Enforcement - Police - Organizations 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/3/20106:01:24 PM 

Old technology foils Calif. gov's pay cut order 

As the Terminator, Arnold Schwarzenegger was the technology of the future, feared by humans. As governor, he's being 

foiled by the technology of the past. 

I g:i1ti¥.EIArnoldschwarZenegger - California - Terminator - Politics - United States 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/3/20106:08:38 PM 

Uruguayan banned for game-saving handball 

Ig~~""IFIFA has banned Uruguay forward Luis Suarez for one match for his deliberate handball to deny Ghana a 

winning goal in their World Cup quarterfinal match. 

I~~':-Iworld Cup - 2010 FIFA World Cup - luis Alberto Suarez - sport - Uruguay national football team 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/3/20106:17:25 PM 

Germany crushes Argentina 4-0 in World Cup 

Ig~~""INO trash talking needed. Germany was just too good for Argentina. Miroslav Klose scored twice to move 

into a tie for second on the all-time World Cup scoring list, and Thomas Mueller and Arne Friedrich added 
goals to give Germany a resounding 4-0 victory in the World Cup quarterfinals. As flashbulbs popped, the 
Germans hugged and high-fived each other before walking around the edge of the field, saluting their fans. 

rg~~""jworld Cup - Arne Friedrich - Miroslav Klose - Sports - Soccer 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/3/2010 6 :24:23 PM 

Clinton: 'Steel vise' crushing civic activists 

Ig~~""llntolerant governments across the globe are "slowly crushing" activist and advocacy groups that play an 

essential role in the development of democracy, u.s. Secretary of State Hillary Rodham Clinton said 
Saturday. 

uu 
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r·~~--Lnited States - National missile defense - Technology - Military Science - Ballistic Missile Defense 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/3/20106:35:54 PM 

Nadal still wary two years after Federer epic 

The last time Rafael Nadal appeared in a Wimbledon final, he spent the night before tossing and turning in bed in 

nervous anticipation of the clash against the game's greatest player Roger Federer. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/3/20106:39:49 PM 

Egyptian farmer calls two-headed calf 'a miracle' 

Ig~~""IA farmer in northern Egypt says his cow has given birth to a two-headed calf that he calls a "divine 
miracle." 

1~~':-IAncient Egypt - f.gY.P! - Africa - History - Ancient 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/3/20106:56:13 PM 

School works to stem sororities' debauchery 

Ig~~""~he drunken shenanigans of three sororities at Miami University in southwest Ohio has some students 

worried the antics will damage the school's reputation and degrade the value of their diploma. 

1~~'::Liami University - Ohio - United States - Fraternities and sororities - Education 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/3/20107:03:00 PM 

Armstrong sends message on first day of Tour 

Ig~~""IFabian Cancellara of Switzerland won the prologue of the Tour de France on Saturday, with seven-time 

winner Lance Armstrong finishing fourth. 

1~~':-ITour de France - Lance Armstrong - Fabian Cancellara - Sport - Cycling 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/3/20107:28:10 PM 

Gates wants military interviews with press cleared 

Military officials will need Pentagon clearance for interviews and other dealings with reporters, according to an order 

from Defense Secretary Robert Gates not long after the top general in Afghanistan was fired for his comments in a 

magazine article. 

r~¥:Lilitary - Pentagon - Afghanistan - Robert Gates - United States Secretary of Defense 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/3/20107:33:52 PM 

FIFA bans Uruguay's Suarez 1 match for handball 

Ig~~""IFIFA has suspended Uruguay forward Luis Suarez for one match for his deliberate handball to deny Ghana 

the winning goal in the teams' World Cup quarterfinal match. 

...... ,..... . ..... ,..... . ..... , ....... 
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rg~~...,jworld Cup - sport - FIFA - Luis Alberto Suarez - Soccer 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/3/20107:48:35 PM 

Boater charged in fatal crash near Statue of liberty 

A New Jersey man was charged with vehicular manslaughter after a boat crash near the Statue of Liberty that killed a 

groom-to-be and injured two other men. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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1§'~F..?IStatue of Liberty - Police - United States - Law Enforcement - Law 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/3/20108:02:21 PM 

At least 220 die as fuel truck explodes in Congo 

Ig~~""IA tanker truck hauling fuel on a rural eastern Congo highway overturned, exploding in a massive fireball 

that killed about 220 bystanders, including many who had been watching the World Cup in flimsy 
roadside shacks. 

Ig~~""IDemocratic Republic of Congo - Africa - Congo Republic - Oil tanker - Business and Economy 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/3/20108:06:33 PM 

Churches, non profits fight for survival amid spill 

Ig~~""IGOd only knows what will happen to churches and other nonprofit organizations who say they are 

struggling for survival because of the Gulf oil spill crisis. 

rg~iSjoil spill - Environment - Energy - Petroleum in the Environment - Spill Containment and Remediation 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/3/20108:34:42 PM 

Spy suspect wants to stay in U.S., lawyer says 

Ig~~""~he Russian diplomat's daughter accused of being a spy is "embarrassed" by photos of her that have 

turned up in media reports and fears she will be deported, her lawyer said. 

...... ,..... . ..... ,..... . ..... , ....... 
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r~~~JRussia - United States - lawyer - Diplomat - Federal Bureau of Investigation 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/3/20108:57:06 PM 

Mexican states to vote under shadow of drug war 

Ig~~""IMeXicans will elect mayors and governors in a dozen states on Sunday amid drug gang intimidation and 

murders of several candidates, which highlight the government's struggle to curb the escalating drug war. 

1~~':-IGovernment - War on Drugs - Political divisions of Mexico - Mexico - Health 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/3/20109:19:38 PM 

Villa does it again, leads Spain to Cup semis 

Ig~~""lspain found just enough of the beautiful game - and a touch of good luck - to advance to the World 
Cup semifinals, beating Paraguay 1-0 on Saturday night. 

...... ,..... . ..... ,..... . ..... , ....... 
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rg~~...,jDavid Villa - World Cup - 2010 FIFA World Cup - Sport - Spain national football team 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/3/20109:53:31 PM 

China spends to gain Afghan foothold 

Ig~~""lchina has expanded its economic footprint in Afghanistan with several high-profile investments and 

reconstruction projects and has become the country's largest foreign investor. 

I~~·lfghanistan - China - Asia - Investment - United States 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/3/2010 10:00:46 PM 

A-Rod helps lead Yanks' biggest inning in years 

Ig~~""IBrett Gardner hit his first career grand slam and Alex Rodriguez drove in four more runs during the 
Yankees' biggest offensive inning in five years, carrying New York to an 11-3 rout of the Toronto Blue Jays 

on Saturday. 

1~~':-IToronto Blue Jays - Alex Rodriguez - Brett Gardner - New York Yankees - New York 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/3/2010 11:02:30 PM 

Cavaliers selling LeBron on staying home 

Ig~~""ILeBron James concluded his personal free-agent summit on Saturday by hearing presentations from the 

Cleveland Cavaliers, whose pitch focused on his familiarity with their franchise and tickled his sense of 
humor, and the Chicago Bulls, the last team and the one believed to have the best chance of stealing him from 
Ohio. 

rg~~""Lleveland Cavaliers - Chicago Bulls - LeBron James - Free agent - Ohio 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/4/201012:52:16 AM 

Police: NY man blows off arm with party fireworks 

Police say a man lighting fireworks has blown off his arm at a party on New York's Long Island. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/4/2010 12:55:29 AM 

Chief: 2 arrests linked to Calif. police attacks 

Ig~~...,~wo men who investigators believe are linked to a series of booby trap attacks on police in a town in the 

Southern California desert have been arrested, authorities said Saturday. 

rg~5.jpolice - Southern California - California - Booby trap - United States 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/4/20101:39:02 AM 

In Congo forest, bushmeat trade threatens Pygmies 

A voracious demand for game meat could drive some of Africa's last hunter-gatherers to eradicate the very wildlife that 

sustains them, and with it, their own forest-dwelling existence. 

I g:i1ti¥.EIAfrica - Congo - Pygmies - Bushmeat - Central Africa 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/4/20101:39:02 AM 

In Congo forest, bushmeat trade threatens Pygmies 

A voracious demand for game meat could drive some of Africa's last hunter-gatherers to eradicate the very wildlife that 

sustains them, and with it, their own forest-dwelling existence. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/4/20102:24:31 AM 

Van der Sloat files suit against initial lawyer 

Joran van der Sioot has sued the lawyer who represented him during a police interrogation on the day that authorities 

say the Dutchman confessed to killing a Peruvian woman, his current attorney said Saturday. 

1~¥':-INatalee Holloway - Lawyer - Law - Law Enforcement - United States 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/4/20102:31:20 AM 

Colombia cops find World Cup made of cocaine 

Ig~~""IFans worldwide have fashioned replicas of the World Cup trophy out of everything from papier-mache to 

plastic. But a lawbreaker in Colombia gets top prize for most original material: cocaine. 

rg~iSjworld Cup - Cocaine - Colombia - Sports - Soccer 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/4/20102:36:54 AM 

12 dead as bus plunges off elevated road in SKorea 

A bus plunged off an elevated road as it headed to South Korea's main airport, killing 12 passengers and injuring another 

dozen people. 

I g:i1ti¥.Elsouth Korea - Asia - Government - Embassies and Consulates - Bus 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/4/20103:09:53 AM 

Petraeus to formally assume command in Afghanistan 

Gen. David Petraeus prepared to formally assume command Sunday of a 13DJDDD-strong international force in 

Afghanistan at a time of rising casualties and growing doubt about the nine-year war. 

1§':i1ti¥.EIDaVid Petraeus - Afghanistan - War in Afghanistan - Asia - Stanley McChrystal 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/4/20103:25:59 AM 

Police: NY man blows off arm with party fireworks 

Ig~~""lpolice say a man lighting fireworks has blown off his arm at a party on New York's Long Island. 

I~~~~:[~~~:j 
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I ~~:INew York - Long Island - Police - Fireworks - United States 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/4/20104:17:31 AM 

Drug war casts pall on Mexican elections 

Ig~~""IMany Mexicans are scared to vote in state and local elections, and others wonder why they should 

bother if the drug cartels seem to be in charge anyway. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/4/20106:28:30 AM 

Petraeus: 'We are in this to win' in Afghanistan 

Gen. David Petraeus formally assumed command of the 130,OOO-strong international force in Afghanistan on Sunday, 

telling NATO and Afghan officials "we are in this to win" despite rising casualties and growing skepticism about the 

direction of the nearly 9-year-old war. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/4/20106:34:41 AM 

China's urban dwellers to exceed rural population 

China's urban population is expected to surpass 700 million in the next five years, exceeding the number of rural 

dwellers for the first time, the country's top population policy official was cited as saying in a report Sunday. 

1§':i1ti¥.ElpoPulation _ China - Rural area - Urban area - Environment 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/4/20107:03:10 AM 

Late sprint gives Harvick wild win at Daytona 

Ig~~""IKeVin Harvick has won a wild Saturday night race at Daytona International Speedway. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/4/201010:15:43 AM 

Photographer detained by police, BP employee 
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Ig~~ .. =taw - Police - law Enforcement - Police officer - United States 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/4/2010 10:25:33 AM 

Petraeus formally takes on troubled Afghan war 

Gen. David Petraeus formally assumed command of the 130,OOO-strong international force in Afghanistan on Sunday at 

a time of rising casualties and growing skepticism. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/4/201011:46:16 AM 

High hopes for giant oil skimmer in Gulf 

Ig~~""IA giant new skimmer starts tests to show if it can help Gulf of Mexico cleanup crews working to block 

millions of gallons of oil from reaching land. 

1~~'::IGUlf of Mexico - Oil - Oil spill - Mexico - Coastguard 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/4/20101:31:14 PM 

Finding gold in them thar foreclosures 

Ig~~""llf we're going to search for gold in the wreckage of the mortgage crisis, then 6:57 a.m. in front of 1009 W. 
Juanita Ave. is as good a time and place as any to start. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/4/20102:03:03 PM 

Doctor: Lockerbie bomber may live 10 years 

Ig~~""IA doctor who said the man convicted of the bombing of Pan Am Flight 103 had only three months to live 

now says the Libyan could survive another 10 years, London's Sunday Times reported. 

I~~':-Ipan Am Flight 103 - libya - London - Sunday Times - Terrorism 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/4/20103:27:03 PM 

Colombia cops find World Cup made of cocaine 

Ig~~""IFans worldwide have fashioned replicas of the World Cup trophy out of everything from papier-mache to 

plastic. But a lawbreaker in Colombia gets top prize for most original material: cocaine. 

rg~5.jcolombia - World Cup - Cocaine - Papier-mache - Sports 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/4/20104:13:04 PM 

Biden meets with Iraqi leaders 

Vice President Joe Biden meets with Iraqi leaders locked in an impasse four months after an inconclusive vote and 

expresses hope they would not delay much longer in forming a government, Iraqi officials say. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/4/20104:21:49 PM 

Successful second try at space station docking 

Ig~~""IA second attempt to dock an unmanned Russian cargo spacecraft with the International Space Station 

was successful on Sunday, NASA said. 

rg~iSjspace - Technology - Missions - International Space Station - Progress 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/4/20105:01:51 PM 

NYT: Do big-eyed contact lenses pose risk? 

Ig~~""~eenagers and young women nationwide have begun donning 'circle lenses,' colored contacts that make 

eyes appear larger because they cover not just the iris, but also part of the whites. 

rg~5.jcontact lens - Eye - Religion and Spirituality - Denominations - Christianity 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/4/20105:38:54 PM 

Wyoming threatens to sell land in national park 

Ig~~""lwYOming is trying to force the Interior Department to trade land, minerals or mineral royalties for 1,366 

acres it owns within the majestic Grand Teton National Park. 

rg~iSLrand Teton National Park - Wyoming - United States - United States Department of the Interior - Travel and 

Tourism 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/4/20106:03:38 PM 

Dioceses oust priests they had vowed to monitor 

Eight years after a plan to monitor u.s. Catholic priests accused of sexual abuse was approved, few of those programs 

exist. Church leaders are more likely to oust a cleric than monitor him. 

I ~¥':-Isexual abuse - Catholic Church - United States - Diocese - Support Groups 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/4/20106:48:59 PM 

Exit polls in Polish election give Komorowski edge 

Ig~~""IEXit polls in Poland's presidential election show Bronislaw Komorowski with a slight edge over the late 

president's identical twin brother, Jaroslaw Kaczynski. 

rg~iS~win - Aviation accidents and incidents - Government - Poland - Two-round system 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/4/20107:15:22 PM 

From .com to .gov for BP spill response website 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/4/20107:55:51 PM 

Nadal masterful in winning Wimbledon crown 

r-lllnjUrieS kept Rafael Nadal from defending his Wimbledon crown last year, but a dominant effort against 
omas Berdych in the 2010 championship helped him recapture the title. Nadal never lost his serve in 6-

3, 7-5, 6-4 victory. 

~ 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 
1§,~i?SIGrand Slam - Rafael Nadal - Tomas Berdych - Wimbledon Championships - Tennis 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Dl.ticker <matt=dl ticker.com@maiI197.atl61.mcsv.net> 
Monda)i~ February 10,20148:24 AM 
IlIe, Vince <iIle@unc.edu> 
Dl.ticker - Weekend Wrap-Up, February 7-9,2014 

Oklahoma State AD Holder. MBS He: FNd & stu(knt-athlet" Smart hold pre,;" 

con'ferenc0 to rI~vie\'\,f Srnarfs three'·garne su!"'=<pension fo!' h~s altercation \"vith a Texas 

Tech fan during game in Lubbock on Saturday. Smart says he let hi" teammate" dO'Nn, 

Holder ha" be"n in contact with Red Raider" AD Hocutt vvho is doing his own 

immstigalion inlo incident .. !.i.n.t 

NCAA attomey 1II1es"8I" push in" for a settlement that would cOlwr ,;tu(knt-athlet"s from all 

sports, time periods & slates for on'goin" concussion lawsuits, "We know dam well if we 

don't have an expansive class that covers all sports and all the time periods and all 

iurisdictiom;, 'Ne 'Non't gd p"ace Our int8l"m;t is to get peace." - Hn~. 

Missouri AD Alden & FB He Pinkel releas" s"parate statem"nts supporting FB student

athlete Sam's (kdsion to announce that h"'s gay, Alden, " .. we are all family. we aw all 

Tigers, and we should all respect and appreciale each other." Pinkel. "\JVe're very proud 

of Michad and the courage he has displayed for comin" out. \Ne look forvvard to following 

his career, and the success h,"'s going to have."·· Ull.~. 

Florida AD Foley covers some solid ground Oil possible NCAA governance changes & 

oth"r topic". would be surpri"ed if anything go"s into place as early as this Sprin,,, but 

believes 'Big 5' peers are committed to getting some nWN le"islation passed, still pushing 

to raise rrKlrl"y for O'Connell Center renovation" that "hould begin this summer ~ link 

ACC & SEC olficials lalk aboullurnored FB scheduling structure lhat would see 

conference" play annual matGh-ups bdw"8n mE>rl1b"r "chool" to "upplement 8~gam" 



I,"ague slates, SEC Commish Slive says his team is looking at a numbN or options, ACC 

Commish Swofford non~committal ~ link 

New Holy ClOSS I\D Pine talks aboul what h,"'lllocus on early in his tenure, wants to 

increase overall budget for Crusades through aggressive fundraising, committed to 

maintaining healthy acad,mlic profile for institution that has balanced approach to overall 

student"athlete development " UD.~ 

Comp"nsation information for new Cincinnati AD 801m bubble" to the "urface, "bted to 

make S500k in base pay with incentives that could add another $'150k, base sabry is 

$15k more than predecessor Babcock. in addition to on~going renovation project at 

Nippert Stadium, Bohn also sees improvements coming for Fifth-Third Bank Arena

!iDI, 

Norther'!"l Colomdo AD Dunn start" building his "taff in Greeley, adds Taylor-Dixon a" 

Senior }ISSOC, }ID who has sp,"nt th," lasl seven·plus yeal's at USF, most recently as 

Senior Assoc. AD for f'.ilarketing & Revenew Generation, al"o work"d his way up the 

ladder for a number of y,"als at Evansville ··li.r.JI~ 

North CalOlina AD Cunningham discusses salary pool for FB ACs, of the nine public 

ACC schools the Tar Heels l'ank last in ov,"rall comp,"nsation, "I think there are a lot of 

attractive reasons to be at North Carolina, but I don't think pay is one that is a driver for 

us." ~ I.(['.k 

USF S8Nation fan site diagnoses 'Nhat Bulls need in next AD. calls for an energetic. 

externaHype lead"I' who can mlly their fan base with entht,,;iasm & the ability to raise 

money, covers tricky situation 01 media in Tampa, beli,"ves supporters are anxious 10 

embrace a new long~term vision ~ link 

Professional Development Time·Out from q<?i1.9:':l"l? __ l?Y __ Ib.~ __ N.\im\?gXl?; 

"It isn't 'Nhat you have or 'Nho you are or where you are or wha! yow are doing that 

mak"s you happy or unh;::rppy It is what you think about it." 

Dale Carnegie 

8est from th" National Sports Forum that "tarted ym;terday in Dallm; (tt!,{EAEJA): 

~ Notable consultant author & professor @.Q5!.D.M.!g.5!.k.: According to @Jcl.5!.yjg;;;J\! ... B.\?!i 

social media users spent an average of $82 on tickets. Conversely. all ticket 

buyers spent an averag'" of $51 

o Infinity Vip CEO Geva ((wurigeva): "Does it pass the fan test?" Meaning does the 

sponsorship '«<fork for th" proP"lty. th" "ponsor. but most importantly does it '«<fork 

for th," bn? 

o Marketer & Content Strategist @BrianGainor: No magic recipe for digital content to 

go viral, but you haVE, to b" pwpared for th" moment wh"n you can 

~ South Cmolina }ISSOC. i\D t~. CMO Nichols C@.Qjc,cn.i.9klQI,,'0: I'm an ROI guy & th," 

digital world allow" me to track tickd sal"" results in a way I nevm knew pm;sible 

Slanford I\D Muir promotes Owen to }ISSOC, }IDlor Development alter six y,"ars excelling 

through fundraising roles for Cardinal, a former WBB student-athlete on The Farm, Muir 

believ"" Owen's inkllig"nce, pa"sion ,'I< s"ns" of teamwork will allow h"I'to contimw to 

develop solid mliltionships wilh current & potential donors . jjnl~ 

O'Bannon lawsuit ,Judge Cousin" will requir" the NCAA to produc" m; many non

privileged documents that mlate 10 DI governance dialogue, the miscellaneous allowance 

debate, rules proposals from the Rules Working Group & priority items from the 2013 & 

20141'"gislative cyd," by March 1stfor review by plaintilf legal t,"ams .. !.tnt 

SEC & ESPN are reviwNing tip times for televised league MBB games in an effort to drive 

more att;,ndan@. av"rage of 10.571 is lowm;t confewnce mark "inc" 1986-87. A"soc. 

Commish for MBB Whihvorth can also see some in~game content tailored specifically for 

fam, in arenas that would not be offered on TV ~ link 

Boston U, Wwslling HC I\dams not done lighting for th," survival of his program that is 



due to be cut at the end of thi;; academic year, has collected over! k signatuw" 

petitioning for reinstatement. student·athlet," Lewis can't help but think lhat a $3m gilt 

from New Balance for a new lacrosse facility for Terriers had some Title IX implications 

with addition of f',/Ien'" progmm ~ I.lt'.k 

Michigan AD Brandon has spent a bit of time ',,",ith new Prez Schlissel along with trading a 

numbm of "mail", says th" wlatiom,hip bdw""n an AD & their Pmz is "tmmendou"ly 

imporlant", Schlisselwill take office lhis sumnwr after a number of years at posts in the 

Ivy League ~ link 

Huntington Mayor & Marshall supporler Williams says city will assist with build of new 

Baseball facility for Thundering Herd, looks to attmct a minor league team to the area 

a" well to help with additional revenue "twarm;, md with West Virginia AD I..uck to 

understand how a similar plO.lect in Morgantown is being strucluwd .. l!D.~c. 

Getting value from D1.ticker? Please encourage your peers to subscribe! 

Why D1.ticker & the daily email? Gjj.L~.tNm. to learn more! 

Awful news out of Berkeley as Cal FB student~athlete Agu collapsed during conditioning 

drills on Friday & lat"r passed away, FB HC Dykes had mc"ntly awarded AWl with a full 

scholarship, "Ted was a remarkable young man and a member of this family who was 

hi"hly respected and lOlled by his t"ammat"s and coaching "taff" ~ link 

SneakN researcher Powell (@M0Jl~Qm with an excellent thmad on the growlh potential 

for Under Arm()ur, says that while UA has 40% of the compression apparel business in 

lhe stat,"s it is irrelevant internalkmally & will be unlilthey invest heavily in SOCCN, which 

may have already started with a $30m sponsorship of Colo~Col() in South America ~ link 

Wichita State Assoc. AD Klitzke says it's accurate that the Shockers lost money on 

MBS's run to the Final Four last season, but Senior Assoc. AD Boatri"ht believes 

mr.posure value for Unbmrsity more than cov"red any bud,,01ary hits ~ link 

Mississippi State & Bulldog Spmls Properties announce mulli··year dealwilh P()lk"s 

Meat Pr()ducts to be profiled as 'Official Meat Company' across a numb"r of sport 

inventories, P()lk sausa"e & hot dogs will also be sold in Bulldogs athletic venues·· lill.~, 

Interesting situation brewing at Nebraska-Omaha as record~setting Pentathlete Spenner 

will not b," able to complde in NCAA Champiollships as Mavs continue transilion 

process to a full DI member, "I don't think the NCAA even read my story last year to be 

hon"s!. so I'm hoping the mow peoplE, that know, th" mow impact it can mak"." - !!n~, 

Michigan Marketing staffer Kaiser (@G,'jI!§:JKilj.:;,~.r) creates Pinterest board that shows 

cmativity acm% the nation during FB'" r~ational Sin"in" Day, infowaph usag" continum; 

10 grow, tmrltilud," of appmaches on graphics to pmfile new si"ne,"s .. i;ni<; 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

Attach: 

<Administrator> 

Saturday, July 30, 2011 6:47 AM 

M+ Guardian Quarantine: I-New Spam, 0- Blocked Content 

TEXThtm 

You have 1 new messages in your quarantine. During the latest quarantine clean-up messages were removed You nmv have 11 messages in your quarantine 
Go to http://152.2.'228.'248:80to manage your quarantine. 

Spam 

Incoming 

From i Subject 

N4A <iniocq}nfoura.org> I Upcommg Webinars and Regional Conferences 

VIruses 

New 0 0 

Files 

New: () 0 

Content 

New: 0 0 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

Attach: 

<Administrator> 

Sunday, July 31, 2011 6:47 AM 

M+ Guardian Quarantine: l-New Spam, 0- Blocked Content 

TEXThtm 

You have 1 new messages in your quarantine. During the latest quarantine clean-up messages were removed You nmv have 11 messages in your quarantine 
Go to http://152.2.'228.'248:80to manage your quarantine. 

Spam 

Incoming 

From i Subject 

11ax-Genileman <sndb@lwrn.com> 11'v1ax-Gentleman*Enlargement*Pills 

VIruses 

New 0 0 

Files 

New: () 0 

Content 

New: 0 0 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

Attach: 

<Administrator> 

Tuesday. August 2. 2011 6:47 AM 

M+ Guardian Quarantine: I-New Spam, 0- Blocked Content 

TEXThtm 

You have 1 new messages in your quarantine. During the latest quarantine clean-up messages were removed You nmv have 10 messages in your quarantine 
Go to http://152.2.'228.'248:80to manage your quarantine. 

Spam 

Incoming 

From i Subject 

11ax-Gentleman <ypoz@Vixw.com> 11'v1ax-Gentleman*Enlargement*Pills 

VIruses 

New 0 0 

Files 

New: () 0 

Content 

New: 0 0 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

Attach: 

<Administrator> 

Friday, August 12, 2011 6:48 AM 

M+ Guardian Quarantine: 2-New Spam, 0- Blocked Content 

TEXThtm 

You have 2 new messages in your quarantine. During the latest quarantine clean-up messages were removed You nmv have 14 messages in your quarantine 
Go to http://152.2.'228.'246:80to manage your quarantine. 

Spam 

2 14 

Incoming 

From 

Viruses 

New: () 0 

Flies 

New 0 0 

Content 

New: 0 0 

i Subject 

I Max-Gentleman*Enlargement *Pills 
I UPS nollflcatlOn 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

Attach: 

<Administrator> 

Wednesday, December 21,2011 6:52 AM 

M+ Guardian Quarantine: 5-New Spam, 0- Blocked Content 

TEXThtm 

You have 5 new messages in your quarantine. During the latest quarantine clean-up messages were removed You nmv have 45 messages in your quarantine 
Go to http://152.2.'228.'246:80to manage your quarantine. 

Spam 

Incoming 

From i Subject 

I Vlaagra IOOmg, 30 pills, USD 3.74 per pill + FREE PIlls 
<adjudlcatez.en@?anbld.com.br> i Persona] enhancers for perfect result 

Jess \Valls < ellingsonjcq;tech-etcb.com> I You are reqUIred to update your security system! 
Business CommUniCatIOn <Business ___ Communlcailon@;thetrainingcatalog3.com>i Bad E-mail HabIts: What J'v1essage Are You Sending? 
Best-Penis <txup@iItq.net> I Max-Gentleman Enlargement*Pills 

VIruses 

New 0 0 

Files 

New: () 0 

Content 

New: 0 0 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

Attach: 

<Administrator> 

Tuesday_ January 17,20126:48 AM 

M+ Guardian Quarantine: I-New Spam, 0- Blocked Content 

TEXThtm 

You have 1 new messages in your quarantine. During the latest quarantine clean-up messages were removed You nmv have 27 messages in your quarantine 
Go to http://152.2.'228.'246:80to manage your quarantine. 

Spam 

Incoming 

From i Subject 

Best-Penis <£,mg@erix.net> i Max-Gentleman Enlargement*Pills 

VIruses 

New 0 0 

Files 

New: () 0 

Content 

New: 0 0 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

Attach: 

<Administrator> 

Thursday, January 19, 2012 6:47 AM 

M+ Guardian Quarantine: I-New Spam, 0- Blocked Content 

TEXThtm 

You have 1 new messages in your quarantine. During the latest quarantine clean-up messages were removed You nmv have 26 messages in your quarantine 
Go to http://152.2.'228.'245:80to manage your quarantine. 

Spam 

Incoming 

From i Subject 
---------------------------------------------------+-----------------------------------------------

ALICE Douglas <alice.douglas@;stepxstep.ca> i pharsma for great sskexx 

VIruses 

New 0 0 

Files 

New: () 0 

Content 

New: 0 0 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

Attach: 

<Administrator> 

Satnrday_ Febmary 4,20126:49 AM 

M+ Guardian Quarantine: 2-New Spam, 0- Blocked Content 

TEXThtm 

You have 2 new messages in your quarantine. During the latest quarantine clean-up messages were removed You nmv have 24 messages in your quarantine 
Go to http://152.2.'228.'245:80to manage your quarantine. 

Sparn 

New· 2 24 

Incoming 

From i Subject 

NOW 20% OFF I BUYNOW VL\GRA ClALlS III 
Best-PenlS I Max-Gentleman Enlargement *Pills 

Viruses 

New: () 0 

FIles 

New 0 0 

Content 

New: 0 0 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

Attach: 

<Administrator> 

Sunday. Februmy 5, 2012 6:49 AM 

M+ Guardian Quarantine: I-New Spam, 0- Blocked Content 

TEXThtm 

You have 1 new messages in your quarantine. During the latest quarantine clean-up messages were removed You nmv have 25 messages in your quarantine 
Go to http://152.2.'228.'246:80to manage your quarantine. 

Spam 

Incoming 

From i Subject 

NOW 20% OFF <lJefh@ymaiLcom> i BUY NOW VlAC3RA ClALIS III 

VIruses 

New 0 0 

Files 

New: () 0 

Content 

New: 0 0 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

Attach: 

<Administrator> 

Tuesday, Febmary 7, 2012 6:49 AM 

M+ Guardian Quarantine: 2-New Spam, 0- Blocked Content 

TEXThtm 

You have 2 new messages in your quarantine. During the latest quarantine clean-up messages were removed You nmv have 25 messages in your quarantine 
Go to http://152.2.'228.'246:80to manage your quarantine. 

Spam 

New· 2 25 

Incoming 

From i Subject 

NOW 20% OFF <mvtZl'!@iffiilll.c;om,> 

ISABELLA GIlbert 'j"j{)eLlil.gLl'Je[~UJ"Ll 

Viruses 

New: () 0 

FIles 

New 0 0 

Content 

New: 0 0 

IBUYNOWVIAGRACIALIS'" 
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From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

D I.ticker <matt=dI ticker.com@maiI58.at151.rsgsv.net> 
Friday, February 21, 20148:29 AM 
IlIe, Vince <iIle@unc.edu> 
DI.ticker - News from Thursday, February 20,2014 

During the third day of CQllefJe Athletes Players Association hearing with the 

f\i,ational L,abm Relations Board, NLR8 officN Hobtra had some strong remarks. "Th," 

record we've established so far is a little weak on the players' side ... INe have nothing on 

the record that establishes the relationship between a player and coach. I'm hoping at 

sOllle point w," have that." .. l!n~, 

US District Comt Jud"e Wilken moves O'Bannon case forward. full trial will begin June 

9th & run for 19 days unless the two sides reach a settlement bdom then, wonders if 

there's another way to correct competitive balance argument of paying student-athletes 

by addw5sin" HC salaries, NCAA C:hief l.efpl Officer Remy continues to stand by merits 

of their position .. !ini, 

Coastal Carolina AD YuracheK will leave Conv>/ay & rejoin former bos;; & current 

Houston I\D Flhoades in h,"lping to lead Cougars, litle at UN will be I\ssoc. VP & COO 

with dimct day-to .. day oversi"ht of the entim depmtmenl. believe5 it's the right move for 

his goal of eventually b,"cornin" a BCS AD, CCU Pm2 DeC>"n20 will comment on situation 

today - link 

ArKansas FB He Bielen'la contimle" to 5upport n.lle that v>/ould slow down snap", beliellm; 

decreased time between plays could eventually lead to on-field deaths, "You have 

SOmN>rle pa5s in the game of football on live T\I. (and) "ee hov>/ that affects youth 

football." /\Iso says he's never seen a player safety· related rule turned down .. l!D.~ 



rule. Richt beli,"ves plaYNs can be trained 1', conditioned to playlhm to six plays in a row 

on both sides of the ball, Spurrier calls the proposal the 'Saban Rule', does not think it 'Nill 

pm;s through rules commith,e ~ I[t'.k 

DirecTV receives significant backlash on social media after saying they have no current 

plam; to carry the new SEC Network, has sinc" adjusted po,;itionto "negotiation" are on~ 

going", AT&T UNerse has already confirmed they will carry the new channel & Dish 

Network is expected to do the sam" ~ link 

Central Michigan Prez r,oss points to AD Heeke as the best flD in the country, "For him 

championship culture goes way beyond wins," at Board of Truste"s meeting, H"eke 

addr"s"es i"slw of "tu(knt ath,ndan@, thinks cold v>/eather i" a bcto!" for FB games - jjEl.1s 

Listen: In his latest podcas!, Washington State AD Moos says annual giving is the 

backbonE' of hi" depaltment's fundin" model, Cougar Athletic Fund continues to grow, 

bul major goal is getting 10 $9m mark to COVN all student·athlde scholarships. at ib 

Gurrentl"vel CAF still has $2.5m to go to wadl goal ~ link 

New Virginia Tech i\D aabcock lalks atlenglh about his goals for th," Hokies, beli,"ves 

department can become preeminent program in th" ACC, wants to focus on the 

cultivation of young alumnI, says replacing HCs is "by lar the most miserable part 01 th," 

job," envisions up"rad"s to Cassell Colisseum as opposed to a new build - link 

Tlm,e DI admim; aw part of the final four of Westen'l Washin,jton's (011) AD search & 

will visit the Bellin"ham campus in the next two weeks for interviews & open forums: 

Seattle U. Senior As"oG. AD Farrell, Northern Iowa Senior A"soc. AD & SWA Berg"r & 

Bul'l,alo Senior I\ssoc. AD r{eed in the mix -- UD.K 

UAB saw a decrease in overall university support for the 2013 fiscal year as a result of 

increm",d mllem10 from guaranteo FB games, "ince 2006 th" Blaz,Ns total wvemle has 

grown from $19m to S28m, while contributions have decmas,"d in thai same lime frame, 

"tudent fee" on" elem"nt to balancing books ~ link 

In piece by FOf'bes contributor aelzer, NOIth Carolina I\D Cunningham talks aboul Tae' 

Heels overall response to academic issues that have been on~going, immediately noticed 

upon his arrival in Chapel Hill in late 2011 a slagnant culture, has implemented lhe RISE 

framework that now "uides decision~making for entire department ~ iink 

Eastern WashirafJton AD C:haves confirms that Ea,jles will open 2014 FE! "ea"on on 

ESPN against Sam Houst()n State in the inau"ural rcs Kickoff event that will be the 

first collE,,,o FB game played of tho yoar on Augu"t 23rd, NCAA granted wabmr to allow 

schools to play earli,"r than usual . jjn)~ 

KOfTlfFerry International CEO Burni"on p"ns pi"ce onth" balan@ of power betv>/een 

an employ,"r t~, a potential employee during a job search, says key for candidate is two-

fold, prove you're the best at the skill in high demand & be able to deliver customers that 

will halw a bottom~line impact to th" busines;;, also talks about the importance of 

co ntin Ui"d lea rn ing -- l!n~c. 

Louisville darifios drug tm;ting policie" in light of Bleacher Report artide that had 

comm,"nb from dismissed Mf:kl stud,"nt--alhlete Behanan, all student· athletes are subject 

to random tests, but coaches & administrators can also select specific student~athletes 

fO!" mview, second & third pm;itilw test" msult in su"pem;icm, plus AD ,Iurich has to notify 

Prez r,amsey of siluation . jjnh 

Bradley "d to unveil n"w "argoyl" mascot at IlilBB gam" a"ainst Loyola~Chica,jo on 

Saturday, I\D Cross says full intra pmsenlation will include smoke, cmative lighting t~, 



exciting sound track. Braves have gone without a mascot since the 1980s ~ !ink 

HBCU FB leaders finding the scheduling of guaranlee games to be more difficult as BCE 

schools are being far more aware of the impact on their strength of schedule, a major 

metric in the new CFB Playoff system, SWAC Commish Sharp. "Our school,; just halle to 

b," smarL Them am diflemnt ways to make mon,"y, and you've got to be smart about iL"·· 

link 

Ploiessional Development Tirrw·Out from ().Q.il.gh'~§ .. tN.:nlS! .. N.\lm.RS!r§;. 

'There co roes a point where the best·intentioned application or pO'Ner and authority 

begit1s to backfin~." 

F' f (:<rn ~ Q<}_d~L<}/J.~3~_Gg_b~ttt __ !jarf.:;r.~fQf}s..I __ i}iis..bt~1._q_n~ttb!;~_Ar.LQL£:~fJ.aUr.~g __ '7!.~~fA~l by 
11/1alcolm Gled\\~~11 

CBS SPOlts writer Dodd wonders il college FB has hit its p,"ak & is due for a decmase ill 

fan interest, compares situation to that of oil production in the mid·1950s, speculates that 

,;Iowing attendance acI"OS,; the nation, alarming trends of student support & advances in 

the product shown by TV l1etwOI'ks am chinks in lhe game's armor·· !in];; 

1Ii1000e coverage of Northwestern leaders testifying at National Relations labor Board 

h,"aring. Dq)uty AD & SIN/I Blais says unionization of FB slud,"nt .. alhletes would cmate 

major issues for supplying female student~athletes with equal opportunities. says 

foundation of NU athletics is built around academics & compliance .. !.i.n.K 

Time Inc. & ML8 Advanced Media announce funding in 120 Sports 2<1 .. hour online 

,;twaming channel that won't carlY any lille games, but will ,;how highlight" from three of 

the four major professional leagues e)(cluding the NFL, will also include integration of 

Campus insiders, prograrnmin" will nm in 2~minute segments· link 

Kentucky Prez Capilouto spok," to legislators yesterday on the impact anoth,"r round 01 

budget cut" would have on unbmrsity',; ability to attract research dollars, all state schools 

are set to ,"nduw another 2.5'% mductiol1 in contributions from the stale, bril1"il1" the 

total decrease in funding for UK to $10m over the past three years ~ !ink 

Wisconsin~Gi"een Bay AD Gillespie says altendance at MBB is up l1earlyl k per game 

this season, believes added exposure is a major benefit to not only the athletic 

department, but for the univer,;ity as a whole as more potential students & their pamnts 

are exposed to th," Phoenix brand· !in];; 

VirfJinia Ueut"nant Gov"rnor Northam & other legislators continue to lobby for mllis"d 

language to proposed stat," budgd lhatwould mandate Old Dominion use private lunds 

to construct a nWN FB stadium, other state schools have previously been allowed to used 

student f""s to addwss facility projects .. jjn~, 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

All, 

Kevin Westemmn <kwestemmn3@gmaiLcom> 

Monday. Febmary 24,201410:41 AM 

Vangelder, Marielle A <mvangeld@email.unc.edu>; Pogge, Paul <pPJgge@unc.edu>; Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu>; Ille, 
Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Media Report 2.24. 14 

Media Report 2.24.l4.docx 

Attached is today's report. Have a good day. 

Kevin 

Kevin Westerman 
University of North Carolina School of Law 
JD. Candidate, Class of 2015 
Texas A&M University 
B.S., Class of 2011 
361.935.0517 i kwesterman3@gmail.com 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

CHAPEL HILL - CARRBORO CITY SCHOOLS <email@blackboardconnect.com> 

Friday, March 7, 2014 10:45 AM 

IHe, Vince <iUe@unc.edu> 

Friday School Status Update 

Conditions at our schools and in town changed very rapidly this morning and 
have impacted school operations today. 

Five schools have had sporadic power issues this morning. These schools are 
Carrboro Elementary School, Seawell Elementary School, Morris Grove 
Elementary, Smith Middle School, and Chapel Hill High School. 

All other schools are operating on a normal schedule at this time. Power issues 
are impacting telephone service at some sites. 

Duke Power is not able to estimate when power will be fully restored. If you 
would like to pick up your child, please feel free do so. If power is not 

restored by 11: 30 AM we will dismiss these five schools early today but only if 
is safe to do so with travel conditions. We will be consulting with the Fire 
Departments and Police Departments to determine when it is safe to travel if 

power is not restored by 11: 30 AM. 

Student d rivers will be held until it is safe to travel. Parents may call the 
school and give permission for your child to drive himself or herself home. 

More information will be shared as soon as it is available. 

To listen to the above message, you will need audio software and speakers on your computer. 

This e-mail has been sent to you by CHAPEL HILL - CARRBORO CITY SCHOOLS. To maximize their 
communication with you, you may be receiving this e-mail in addition to a phone call with the same 
message. If you wish to discontinue this service, please inform CHAPEL HILL - CARRBORO CITY 
SCHOOLS IN PERSON, by US MAIL, or by TELEPHONE at (919) 967-8211. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/4/20108:51:40 PM 

Kobayashi arrested after Chestnut's hot dog win 

Ig~~""lcompetitive eater Joey Chestnut has held on to his title at the annual July Fourth hot dog eating contest 
at New York's Coney Island, but one of his biggest rivals tried to crash the celebration and has been taken 

into custody. 

I g~~""lconey Island - Takeru Kobayashi - Joey Chestnut - Competitive eating - New York 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/4/20108:55:56 PM 

Arrested for bibles, man dies in N. Korea prison 

Ig~~""IA North Korean who fled returned six years later as a Christian missionary - and eventually died in a 

North Korean prison, reportedly tortured for trying to spread the Gospel. 

1~~'::INorth Korea - South Korea - Asia - United States - Kim Jong-il 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/4/20109:06:55 PM 

German state bans smoking at Oktoberfest 

Smokers heading to Germany's famous annual beer festival, Oktoberfest, will be stuck lighting up outside after voters 

Sunday supported a total smoking ban in Bavarian for restaurants, bars, cafes and beer tents. 

I g:i1ti¥.EIGermany - Oktoberfest - Smoking ban - Beer festival - Beer 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/4/20109:45:52 PM 

Eat Princess Di's hair? Yes, says 'jam' maker 

Ig~~""~he royal hair? Jam made from what its maker claims is one of Princess Diana's hairs is up for sale at an 

art exhibition in London. 

rg~iSjdiana princess of wales - london - People - Royal Family - Diana 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/4/2010 10:04:41 PM 

Astronaut sends July 4th message from space 

An American astronaut spending the Fourth of July in space wished the United States a happy Independence Day from 

orbit on Sunday. 

I ~¥':-Iunited States - Astronaut - Space - NASA - Independence Day 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/4/2010 10:47:33 PM 

Tiger fails to break par in any round at AT&T 

Ig~~""IFor the first time in 11 years, Tiger Woods finished a regular PGA Tour event without breaking par. 

•• 5!-, ......... 5!-, ......... ...., ...... 
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Ig~~...,~iger Woods - Golf - PGA Tour - sport - Golfers 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/5/2010 12:03:07 AM 

Strasburg will have to wait for All-Star game 

Ig~~""lln the year of the pitcher, no-hit aces Ubaldo Jimenez and Roy Halladay lead a formidable National 
League All-Star staff. Rookie sensation Stephen Strasburg will have to wait at least another season before 

he gets the nod. 

~ 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 
1§,~i?SIROY Halladay _ Stephen Strasburg - Major League Baseball All-Star Game - Pitcher - sport 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/5/2010 12:09:59 AM 

JFK Airport terminal evacuated; false alarm 

A terminal at New York City's john F. Kennedy International Airport was evacuated in a bomb scare, but it was a false 

alarm. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 
1§,~F..?IAirport terminal - John F. Kennedy International Airport - Business - United States - Airports 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/5/201012:12:13 AM 

Drugs sub captured in South American jungle 

Ig~~""IA lOO-foot, twin-screw diesel submarine seized at a jungle shipyard in Ecuador marks a quantum, if 

anticipated, leap in drug-smuggling evasion technology, the top u.s. counter-drug official for the region 
said Sunday. 

I g~~""IDrUg Enforcement Administration - South America - Health - Submarine - Ecuador 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/5/20101:28:30 AM 

Exit polls: Komorowski takes Polish presidency 

Ig~~""llnterim president Bronislaw Komorowski appeared to have held off a last-minute surge from the identical 

twin brother of the late president, who died in an April plane crash that shocked the country and forced 
Sunday's early election. 

I~~':-Ipoland - Two-round system - Politics - Campaigns and Elections - Civic Platform 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/5/20101:36:24 AM 

Report: Bus fire in central China kills 24 

State media say a fire on a private shuttle bus in central China has killed 24 people and injured 19. 

uu 
UUU 
1~¥:lchina - Bus - Asia - Business - Maps and Views 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/5/20101:49:09 AM 

Horses bolt at parade; 1 dead, 23 hurt 

Ig~~...,~wo horses became spooked during a Fourth of July parade in Iowa and ran out of control, trampling 

onlookers. One woman died from her injuries and 23 others were hurt. 

...... ,..... . ..... ,..... . ..... , ....... 
I
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rg~~...,jlndependence Day - United States - Holidays - Fourth of July - Horse 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/5/20102:28:18 AM 

Police: Suspect in baby shooting in Calif. jail 

A suspect in the shooting death of a 4-month-old boy killed after a family baptism celebration was in a los Angeles 

County jail Sunday, three days after he was captured in Mexico and 10 months after a warrant was issued for his arrest. 

1§':i1ti¥.Elcalifornia _ Mexico - Police -los Angeles County California - United States 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/5/20102:30:45 AM 

Light 'em up: Fireworks extravaganzas galore 

Ig~~""~he nation's largest fireworks show lights up the skies over the Hudson River between New York and New 

Jersey, a scene being mirrored in hundreds of communities across the U.S. 

...... ,..... . ..... ,..... . ..... , ....... 
I
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rg~~...,Lreworks - Hudson River - United States - Business - Pyrotechnics 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/5/20103:15:31 AM 

U.S. geologist gets 8-year jail term in China 

Ig~~""IAn American geologist detained and tortured by China's state security agents over an oil industry 

database has been sentenced to eight years in jail. 

I~~':-Ichina - United States - Asia - National security - Petroleum industry 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/5/20104:19:05 AM 

BP seeks investors, help with cleanup 

BP is seeking a strategic investor to fend off any takeover attempts as it struggles with the Gulf oil spill, newspapers say. 

BP also reportedly asks for help in paying for the cleanup. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/5/20104:39:19 AM 

Troubled Toyota recalls about 92,000 cars in Japan 

Ig~~""~oyota started recalling more than 90,000 luxury Lexus and Crown vehicles Monday in Japan over 
defective engines - the latest setback for the automaker beset with quality problems. 

1~~'::ITOyota - Japan - Lexus - Automobile - Auto 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/5/20105:17:13 AM 

Newsweek: America's new revolutionaries 

The idea of active anti-government resistance, once the province of the fringe or a mere historical parable, is now a 

common component of the national discourse. 

1~¥':-INewsweek - United States - Magazine - Washington Post - Tim Berners-Lee 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/5/20106:13:19 AM 

NBA's free agent fireworks may come soon 

Ig~~""IFrom Cleveland to Chicago, South Florida to the New York area, it was a mostly quiet Fourth of July in the 

NBA. 

...... ,..... . ..... ,..... . ..... , ....... 
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rg~~...,jFree agent - New York - NBA - LeBron James - United States 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/5/20106:46:22 AM 

Australian to be tried over 10 deaths in wildfire 

A man pleaded not guilty Monday to charges that he deliberately started one of the deadly wildfires that swept through 

southern Australia last year. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 
1§'~F..?lwildfire - Oceania - Australia - Acquittal - Government 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/5/20107:18:12 AM 

Reforms in focus as Komorowski wins Polish vote 

Moderate conservative Bronislaw Komorowski has narrowly won Poland's presidential election, raising pressure on the 

government of Prime Minister Donald Tusk to deliver on economic reforms. 

I g:i1ti¥.Elpoland _ President - Government - Bronislaw Komorowski - Elections 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/5/20108:45:28 AM 

Ex-Miss California Prejean marries Raiders QB 

Ig~~""IFormer Miss California Carrie Prejean is now Mrs. Kyle Boller, after marrying the Oakland Raiders 

quarterback at a San Diego resort. 

rg~5.joakland Raiders - Kyle Boller - San Diego - Miss California - Carrie Prejean 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/5/20108:53:51 AM 

Troubled Toyota recalls about 92,000 cars in Japan 

Ig~~""~oyota started recalling more than 90,000 luxury Lexus and Crown vehicles Monday in Japan over 
defective engines - the latest setback for the automaker beset with quality problems. 

...... ,..... . ..... ,..... . ..... , ....... 
I
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rg~~...,~oyota - Lexus - Japan - Automobile - Autos 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/5/20109:39:08 AM 

Queen costs Britons less than $1 per year 

Buckingham Palace says the royal family cost Britons 62 pence ($0.94) per person last year, 7 pence less than in 2008-

2009. 

1§':i1ti¥.EIBUCkingham Palace - Royal family - Arts - Palaces - Architecture 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/5/201010:13:12 AM 

Patient among 5 dead in Texas air ambulance crash 

Ig~~""IA patient and his wife were among the dead when an air ambulance crashed shortly after takeoff from a 

West Texas airport, killing all 5 people on board. 

1~~':-IAir ambulance - Emergency service - Health - Medical - Public Health and Safety 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/5/2010 10:59:56 AM 

Mexico's drug war heats up near Ariz. border 

Ig~~""lvery few residents dare to drive on one of the roads out of this watering-hole for migrants, fearing they 

will be stopped at gunpoint. 

1~~':-IMexico - United States - US-Mexico Border - Illegal drug trade - Arizona 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/5/2010 11:35:32 AM 

Queen costs Britons less than $1 per year 

Buckingham Palace says the royal family cost Britons 62 pence ($0.94) per person last year, 7 pence less than in 2008-

2009. 

1§':i1ti¥.EIBUCkingham Palace - Royal family - Arts - Palaces - Building Types 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/5/20101:00:15 PM 

India fuel strike tests resolve for reforms 

Ig~~""IOPPosition workers set buses on fire and burned tires as a nationwide strike over higher fuel prices shut 

down parts of India on Monday in a test of the government's efforts to cut subsidies and trim a budget 
deficit. 

~ 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 
I§'~i?itndia _ Deficit - Government - Asia - Bharatiya Janata Party 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/5/20101:27:53 PM 

Reports: Turkey threatens to sever Israel ties 

Two newspapers have quoted Turkey's foreign minister as saying his country will cut diplomatic ties with Israel if it does 

not apologize for a deadly raid on a Gaza aid ship or accept an international investigation of the incident. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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1§,~F..?~urkev - Israel - Middle East - Diplomacy - United States 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/5/20102:11:08 PM 

Chess icon Fischer exhumed for DNA test 

Ig~~""IAuthorities in Iceland have exhumed the body of American chess champion Bobby Fischer to determine 
whether he is the father of a 9-year-old girl from the Philippines. 

rg~5.jBObbY Fischer - Iceland - Philippines - Chess - Games 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/5/20102:13:25 PM 

French parliament to vote on proposed veil ban 

A French bill to ban full-face veils worn by some Muslim women in public will go to parliament on Tuesday, bringing 

closer a measure which critics argue is hard to enforce and may be unconstitutional. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 
1§'~F..?lparliament of France - Muslim - France - Politics - Hunting Bills 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/5/20102:26:46 PM 

'Gouty' cockatoo at center of court case 

A cockatoo has been made to fly in front of an Austrian judge to try to identify whether it is lopsided in flight and not 

worth the $16,100 its owner paid for it, media reports. 

rC~~"-IRecreation - United States - Asia - Pet - Bird -- -- --

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/5/20103:23:10 PM 

Fusion of militants seen as new threat 

Analysis: u.s. officials boast that al-Qaida has never been weaker, its upper ranks decimated by American attacks. Yet 

they warn that even more well-trained terrorists are focused on the u.s. 

I~¥':-Iunited States - AI-Qaeda - Terrorism - Warfare and Conflict - War on Terrorism 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/5/20103:57:14 PM 

Brain patterns may show mental illness risk 

British scientists believe they have found specific patterns of brain activity in children and young people which could be 

signs or "markers" of those who will later go on to develop mental illnesses such as schizophrenia. 

1§':i1ti¥.ElsChizoPhrenia - Mental disorder - Mental health - Health - Brain 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/5/20104:00:33 PM 

Komorowski win strengthens Polish government 

Bronislaw Komorowski's election as president offered Poland's pro-business ruling party an opportunity but also a 

challenge Monday as it prepared to govern without the obstacle of a hostile head of state. 

rC~~"-lpoland _ Government - Bronistaw Komorowski - Head of state - President of the United States 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/5/20104:24:37 PM 

Mexican president's allies lead in key elections 

Ig~~""lpresident Felipe Calderon's allies held back a resurgence by Mexico's old ruling party, according to results 

Monday from state elections marred by drug gang violence. 

...... ,..... . ..... ,..... . ..... , ....... 
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rg~~...,jFeliPe Calderon - United States - Institutional Revolutionary Party - Mexico - President of the United States 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/5/20104:35:51 PM 

Monks or con men? Sect has credibility issues 

Ig~~""~he monks arrived in Canfield, Ohio, seeking a new base for the Syro Russian Orthodox Catholic Church -

the latest name of a sect whose activities have prompted investigations around the Midwest. 

...... ,..... . ..... ,..... . ..... , ....... 
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rg~~...,jorthodox Church - Russian Orthodox Church - Christianity - Ohio - Religion and Spirituality 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/5/20105:03:24 PM 

History signals that stocks will bounce, but ... 

OK, you're gutsy enough to buy on dips. Now how about buying on a dive? 

rC~~~~Lecreation - United States - Scuba Diving - Outdoors - Caribbean 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/5/20105:18:38 PM 

Low rates aren't helping the housing market 

Ig~~""IAn odd scene has been playing out lately in the offices of mortgage brokers and bankers around the 

country. 

1~~'::Lortgage - Mortgage broker - Business - Financial services - Real estate economics 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/5/20105:19:05 PM 

Should BP nuke the leaking well? 

Ig~~""lwaShington has repeatedly dismissed the idea and BP execs say they are not considering an explosion -

nuclear or otherwise. But talk of an extreme solution refuses to die. 

I~~':-IBP - Soviet Union - United States - Nuclear - Environment 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/5/20105:35:52 PM 

10 dead in military plane crash in Romania 

Officials say a Romanian military plane has crashed in Romania near the Black Sea, killing 10 people and injuring three. 
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Ig~~ .... IRomania - Black Sea - Romanian Armed Forces - Government - Organizations 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/5/20105:37:20 PM 

Cleveland's financial reasons for loving LeBron 

Ig~~""IBefore LeBron James, there were thousands of empty seats for most Cleveland Cavaliers games and 

downtown was silent after dark. With him, every game is a sellout and nearby bars and restaurants 
bustle. 

I~~':-Icleveland Cavaliers - LeBron James - Ohio - United States - NBA 
--- ---

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/5/20105:50:42 PM 

'Eclipse' rises to $82.5M over holiday weekend 

The vampire romance finished at No.1 over the four-day weekend, despite a steep drop in its daily take after a $68.5 

million start last Wednesday, the second biggest opening day ever. 

rC~~"-INO.l _ Arts - Romance - Literature - Vampire 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/5/20105:53:56 PM 

Suicide car bomber kills soldier in NW Pakistan 

A Taliban suicide car bomber shot at guards and detonated his explosives at the gate of a paramilitary base in 

northwestern Pakistan before dawn Monday, killing one soldier and wounding at least seven other people, said security 

officials. 

I s:i1tlF.Els:i1tlF.EI'S~F.E1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/5/20106:07:12 PM 

Expert: Velazquez painting surfaces at Yale 

Ig~~""~he large painting, "The Education of the Virgin Mary," portrays St. Anne teaching the Virgin Mary to read 

and is in poor shape, with paint peeled off and even pieces of the canvas trimmed away. 

1~~'::IYale University - Mary - Painting - Virgin Mary - United States 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/5/20106:09:59 PM 

Komorowski win strengthens Polish government 

Poland chose a rival of the late president over his twin brother in a vote seen as a move away from three months of 

shock, grief and mourning that followed the death of Lech Kaczynski in a plane crash. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/5/20106:27:45 PM 

World Cup fever idles workplaces worldwide 

Ig~~""~Old they couldn't watch the World Cup on the job, Italian auto workers went on strike - conveniently, a 

half hour before game time. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/5/20106:50:24 PM 

NFL credit card switch has users scrambling 

Ig~~""~he National Football League's decision to move its branded credit card business from Bank of America to 

British banker Barclays is forcing customers of the Charlotte, N.C., bank to scramble to spend reward 
points before they expire next month. 

I ~~':-IBarciayS - Credit card - United States - National Football league - NFL 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/5/20108:17:51 PM 

Iran: Aircraft denied fuel due to u.s. sanctions 

Iran complained its planes had been denied fuel in Germany, Britain and the United Arab Emirates, and Washington said 

private firms were making the "right choices" by cutting ties with Tehran. 

rC~~"-Lnited Arab Emirates - Iran - United States - Tehran - Middle East 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/5/20108:21:34 PM 

Wade meets with Heat owner about future 

Ig~~""IGetting closer to a decision on his future, Dwyane Wade was talking with Miami Heat owner Micky Arison 
hours after a group of fans missed a chance to see the six-time All-Star arrive back in South Florida. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/5/20108:44:44 PM 

Israel to allow most goods into Gaza 

Ig~~""lon the eve of its prime minister's U.S. trip, Israel drops its long-standing restrictions on allowing 

consumer goods into the Gaza Strip but retains limits on construction materials. 

rg~5.jlsrael - Prime minister - Middle East - Final goods - United States 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/5/20109:30:48 PM 

Banged-up Armstrong calls Stage 2 'surreal' 

Ig~~""lon a day of chaos and crashes, riders tumbled like dominoes in the rain and littered the road in a scene 
Lance Armstrong called "surreal." 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/5/20109:34:42 PM 

Woods struggles to 79 in Irish celebrity pro-am 

Ig~~""~iger Woods, tThe world's No.1 golfer, arrived Monday in Ireland just hours after his 46th-place finish at 
the AT&T National in Pennsylvania and shot a 7-over 79 in the first round of the J.P. McManus Invitational 

Pro-Am. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/5/20109:59:39 PM 

Ex-Raiders QB Russell arrested on Ala. drug charge 

MOBILE, Ala. (AP) -Former Oakland Raiders quarterback JaMarcus Russell has been charged with possession of a 

controlled substance - codeine syrup - after being arrested at his home in Alabama on Monday, authorities said. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/5/2010 10: 10:58 PM 

Women still wary of helping each other at work 

With women holding so few leadership positions in corporate America, you would think they would build each other up 

rather than tear each other down. Unfortunately, women still have a ways to go. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/5/201010:12:55 PM 

NYC anglophiles aflutter ahead of queen's visit 

Ig~~""~he biggest clue that New Yorkers were going a little royalty-crazy was when someone stopped Tony 

Packwood on a city bus after hearing his British accent to ask him if he was here to see the queen. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/5/2010 10:22:20 PM 

More women urged to get osteoporosis tests 

Routine screening for osteoporosis should include all younger postmenopausal women who have at least the same 

chance of a bone break as an older woman, a government task force said Monday. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/5/201010:28:18 PM 

Men taking Viagra risk sex diseases 

Men who took erectile dysfunction drugs such as Viagra were more likely to become infected with sexually transmitted 

diseases, including AIDS, U.S. researchers reported on Monday. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/5/2010 10:36:25 PM 

PBT: Stoudemire, Knicks reportedly agree to terms 

Ig~*'..?-IAmare Stoudemire - LeBron James - Knicks - New York Knicks - Madison Square Garden 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/5/2010 10:46:30 PM 

Scoop: Friends say lohan's ready to straighten up 

Ig~~""ILindSay Lohan is due back in court on Tuesday, and even though she could be looking at jail time if she's 

found to have violated her parole, friends say she's not nervous at all. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/5/2010 11:22:59 PM 

Tidbits: Woman recalls Gibson's bad behavior 

Ig~~""lwhile it's Mel Gibson's allegedly violent and racist rants against ex-girlfriend Oksana Grigorieva that 

made the rumor rounds lately, another woman maintains she had her own first-hand experience with the 
star's bad behavior. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/5/201011:44:16 PM 

Widow lived with corpses of husband, twin 

Ig~~""~he 91-year-old widow lived by herself in a tumbledown house on a desolate country road. But she 

wasn't alone, not really, not as long as she could visit her husband and twin sister. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/6/201012:06:12 AM 

Man dies in cinema during 'Twilight' screening 

Police are hoping an autopsy will explain what caused a man to slump over in his chair and die while watching a 

screening of "The Twilight Saga: Eclipse" at a Wellington cinema. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/6/2010 12:58:25 AM 

Mum's the word as James works out at camp 

Ig~~""ILeBron James took a break from his whirlwind courtship to get back on the basketball court. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/6/20101:20:35 AM 

New storm brews over Gulf of Mexico 

An area of disturbed weather over the southeastern Gulf of Mexico could strengthen into a tropical storm later this 

week, the u.s. National Hurricane Center said Monday. 

I ~¥':-IGUlf of Mexico - National Hurricane Center - Tropical cyclone - Earth Sciences - Atmospheric Sciences 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/6/20102:02:40 AM 

Odds stacked against Uruguay beating Holland 

Ig~~""IGoal.com: Netherlands has the momentum and favorable player matchups to win Tuesday and reach first 

World Cup final since 1978. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/6/20104:15:05 AM 

Not an All-Star? Votta HRs twice to beat Mets 

Ig~~""~oey Votto swatted a pair of home runs and the Cincinnati Reds took advantage of a rare overturned call 
by the umpires to earn a wild 8-6 victory over the New York Mets on Monday night. 

rg~iSLncinnati Reds - Joey Votto - New York Mets - All-star - United States 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/6/20104:15:54 AM 

Rays rally from 4-run deficit to beat Red Sox 

Ig~~""~ason Bartlett's sacrifice fly in the seventh inning snapped a tie and Tampa Bay rallied from a four-run 
deficit against Daisuke Matsuzaka to beat the Boston Red Sox 6-5 on Monday night. 

rg~iSjBoston Red Sox - Jason Bartlett - Tampa Bay Rays - Baseball - Sport 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/6/20104:33:31 AM 

China smashes World Cup gambling ring 

Chinese police smashed an illegal gambling gang that hoped to score big from the World Cup, with the alleged ringleader 

"Dark Brother" accused over dealings worth $14.7 billion, a newspaper said on Tuesday. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/6/20104:44:25 AM 

McCain: Kandahar is key to victory in Afghan war 

The ranking Republican on the u.s. Senate Armed Services Committee said NATO and Afghan troops will prevail in the 

war if they can succeed in securing and bolstering governance in the Taliban stronghold of Kandahar. 

I §,:i1ti¥.E~aliban - John McCain - NATO - United States Senate Committee on Armed Services - Afghanistan 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/6/20105:05:29 AM 

Plane crash near N.J. airport kills doctor, 2 others 

A small airplane aborted a landing at an airport before crashing at a nearby commercial strip and bursting into flames, 

killing a doctor and two relatives, authorities said. 

I g;i1tlF.EIFixed_Wing aircraft - Aviation - Aviation accidents and incidents - Business - Transportation and Logistics 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/6/20105:10:28 AM 

Art from Diana's family homes to go on the block 

Art, antiques, and even carriages owned by the aristocratic family of Diana, Princess of Wales, are to go on sale in 

London beginning on Tuesday. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/6/20106:06:00 AM 

Toronto hit by blackout during queen's visit 

Ig~~""IA power outage hit much of Toronto after a fire at a transformer station Monday, snarling traffic but 

appearing to have little impact on financial markets. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/6/20106:32:33 AM 

Iraq's one million war widows see little help 

Ig~~""IFor the more than 100,000 women who lost their husbands in the U.S.-led invasion and violent 

aftermath, the struggling postwar government is of little help. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/6/20106:40:46 AM 

Covered-up flag mural near Calif. freeway restored 

The American flag mural painted on concrete siding above Northern California freeway, then painted over by order of 

state officials, was returned to its former glory just in time for 4th of July. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/6/20107:27:22 AM 

Imam booted out of u.s.: 'God bless America' 

Ig~~""~he imam entangled in the investigation into a suicide bomb plot against New York City subway stations 

left the u.s. Monday on court orders after admitting he lied to the FBI. 

rg~iSLnited States - Federal Bureau of Investigation - New York City - New York City Subway - God 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/6/20109:14:26 AM 

BP board game foreshadows Gulf disaster 

An obscure BP-themed board game in which players aim to avoid rig disasters has become an unexpected hit at a British 

toy museum. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/6/2010 11:00:41 AM 

Disgruntled Egyptian worker kills 6, wounds 16 

A disgruntled employee opened fire on his colleagues in Egypt on Tuesday, killing six and wounding 16 others, a security 

official said. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/6/2010 11:34:32 AM 

What to do when the boss hits on you 

Ig~~""llf your boss hits on you, tell him you aren't interested. It's possible to be respectful while making your 

position clear. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/6/2010 12:21:35 PM 

How are you beating the heat? 

With temperatures spiking to triple digits in some areas along the East Coast, relief from the heat is hard to come by. 

How are you staying cool? Send us photos, videos, and details on how you're coping during this record heat wave. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/6/2010 12:28:55 PM 

Help coming for uninsured part-timers, but not yet 

None of Sarah Rose Nordgren's three part-time jobs offer insurance. But starting in 2014, the new health law will allow 

those like her to choose from a range of subsidized health plans. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/6/2010 12:37:56 PM 

What your hair color says about you 

Oddly enough, your natural hair color offers insights into your mental and physical well being. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/6/2010 12:45:42 PM 

Is it possible to be an all-American company? 

Mag Instruments is an ardently American company. But it's not easy. It faces a flood of cheap imports, and copycats. 

And it also struggles with government regulations. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/6/20101:04:18 PM 

AirTran launches fare sale through November 

AirTran Airways, a unit of AirTran Holdings Inc., on Tuesday launched a fare sale for travel to all of its destinations 

between this month and November. 

1§':i1ti¥.EIAirTran Holdings - AirTran Airways - Travel - Recreation - Airline 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/6/20101:10:37 PM 

BP spill now hitting all Gulf states 

More than two months after oil from BP's blown-out seafloor well first reached louisiana, a bucket's worth of tar balls 

that washed onto a Texas beach means the crude has arrived in every Gulf state. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/6/20101:24:12 PM 

Sam's Club will offer small-business loans 

Wal-Mart's warehouse chain Sam's Club says it is offering small business loans of up to $25,000 to its business members. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/6/20101:27:34 PM 

To protect babies, keep car seats in the car 

To prevent injuries in babies, car seats should stay in the car. That's the message of a new study, published today in the 

journal Pediatrics, which shows that almost 9,000 infants go to the emergency room (ER) every year for car seat-related 

injuries that happen outside the car. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/6/20101:31:21 PM 

Lieutenant governor hospitalized due to heat 

Ig~~""ILt. Gov. Timothy Murray is recovering from the effects of extreme heat after marching in five parades 

over the July Fourth weekend. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/6/20101:38:31 PM 

A hot way to motivate employees ... not 

A "motivation day" organized by one of Italy's biggest real estate agencies ended in tears and scars when nine staff had 

to be treated in hospital after walking barefoot on hot coals. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/6/20102:19:35 PM 

No time to get away? Tips to taking a daycation 

The slowly improving economy means many travelers will take their first real first vacation in more than a year this 

summer - minus the long flight or drive and the hotel overnight. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/6/20103:08:00 PM 

Oil enters New Orleans through back door 

Ig~~""INew Orleans escaped a direct stain from the oil disaster spreading across the Gulf Coast - until Monday. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/6/20103:23:31 PM 

Newsweek: Can 'Good Samaritan' laws help OD victims? 

In most states, people who try to get care for someone in the midst of a drug overdose are subject to prosecution for 

use, possession, or distribution. In an effort to encourage people to seek help instead of leaving friends to die, some 

states have granted limited immunity from prosecution on possession charges to drug users summoning help. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/6/20103:41:45 PM 

Newsweek: Why does Michael Steele still have a job? 

It's not simple to fire him: RNC rules require a two-thirds vote of all committee members to remove a sitting chairman. 

Finding two-thirds of top Republicans to agree on anything specific, much less a plan to reshape their party four months 

before a potentially lucrative election, is extraordinarily difficult. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/6/20103:57:02 PM 

Justice Dept. challenges Ariz. immigration law 

The u.s. Justice Department is filing a lawsuit challenging the constitutionality of Arizona's tough new law targeting 

illegal immigrants. 

1~¥':-IArizona - United States Department of Justice - Law -Immigration -Illegal immigration 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/6/20104:06:11 PM 

Charges filed against soldier in Wikileaks case 

Criminal charges have been filed against a 22-year old Army private accussed of leaking classified video of an Apache 

helicopter attack in Baghdad that killed a number of civilians to the Wikileaks website. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/6/20104:18:55 PM 

Money laundering in Zimbabwe takes soap 

Ig~~""~he washing machine cycle takes about 45 minutes - and George Washington comes out much cleaner 
in the Zimbabwe-style laundering of dirty money. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/6/20104:31:17 PM 

6 out-of-this-world getaways for summer 

Ig~~""lwhen it comes to summer getaways, space enthusiasts with the means have a plethora of choices, and 

the rise of commercial spaceflight is making the list even longer. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/6/20104:34:19 PM 

Newsweek: Bureaucracy foils oil preparation in Fla. 

BP and federal officials have conjured parts of their oil-spill response plan from scratch and changed them by the day, 

often failing to act with the speed and decisiveness an emergency demands. The shortfalls have left responders in the 

Florida Panhandle longing for a post-hurricane chain of command. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/6/20105:17:01 PM 

Pentagon tightens media controls 

After the firing of Gen. Stanley McChrystal due to an explosive article in Rolling Stone Magazine, Defense Secretary 

Robert Gates has issued a memo that clamps down on future media interviews. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/6/20105:30:50 PM 

Colon cancer screenings up, breast rate stalled 

At least 10,000 people and possibly far more die in the United States each year because they have not been screened for 

colon or breast cancer, according to a government report released Tuesday. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/6/20105:45:48 PM 

Armstrong loses ground in cobblestone stage 

Ig~~""ILance Armstrong's Tour de France victory hopes suffered a blow Tuesday after he burst a tire and lost 

time in Tuesday's third stage, won by Thor Hushovd of Norway. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/6/20106:08:36 PM 

Theme parks offer delights for young at heart 

Ig~~""lsome 400 U.S. theme parks have spent millions of dollars to wow us - and tempt us to visit - at a time 

when a day at a theme park can cost hundreds of dollars. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/6/20106:12:09 PM 

Semenya cleared to compete, IAAF says 

Ig~~""lcaster Semenya was cleared to return to competitive athletics by the IAAF on Tuesday with immediate 
effect, ending an ll-month layoff while she underwent gender verification tests after becoming the 800-

meter world champion. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/6/20106:13:58 PM 

CIA and Pakistan locked in aggressive spy battles 

Publicly, the u.s. credits Pakistan with helping kill and capture many al-Qaida and Taliban leaders. Privately, the 

relationship is often marked by mistrust and double-dealing. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/6/20106:19:50 PM 

Prince declares the Internet 'dead' 

Ig~~""lprince, never a model of rational thought and probably richer than God anyway, totally declared the 
Internet "dead" in an interview published by a British newspaper on Monday. Like, "MTV" dead. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/6/2010 6 :34:36 PM 

Is that a big toe on Megan Fox's hand? 

Ig~~""IMegan Fox is undeniably hot. But it turns out the 24-year-old actress, who is year after year among 
Maxim's Sexiest Women Alive, actually does have a physical flaw - her thumbs look like two big toes. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/6/20106:40:51 PM 

Obama, Netanyahu talk of 'unbreakable' ties 

Ig~~""lpresident Barack Obama and Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu seek to warm relations, 

declaring that any talk of a rift is unfounded. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/6/20107:25:40 PM 

Newsweek: The problems with the new financial bill 

It is a myth to think that the new financial-reform legislation, assuming it passes the Senate, will insulate us for all time 

against financial panic and crisis. 

rC~~"-INewsweek - Senate - United States Senate - United States - Business ---

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/6/20107:47:51 PM 

Post office proposes 2-cent rate increase 

The post office wants to increase the price of a stamp by 2 cents to 46 cents starting in January. The agency has been 

battered by massive losses and declining mail volume. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/6/20109:16:04 PM 

GOP chair Steele staying put despite latest gaffe 

The outspoken RNC chairman has faced calls for his resignation from conservatives and some in the GOP after he said 

that the nine-year-old conflict in Afghanistan was a mistaken "war of Obama's choosing." 

1~¥':-IRepublican - Republican National Committee - GOP - War in Afghanistan - Afghanistan 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/6/20109:27:57 PM 

Police: Conn. priest stole $lM for male escorts 

Ig~~""~he Rev. Kevin J. Gray was a popular priest who appeared to live humbly, forgoing a car and walking to 

Mass from another parish where he lived so that a Catholic charity could use his space at the rectory. 
Parishioners thought he had cancer and admired how he helped immigrants in his largely poor parish in 
Connecticut. 

rg~~""Latholic Church - Connecticut - Priest - Police - United States 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/6/20109:37:40 PM 

Glucosamine no better than placebo for back pain 

Taking glucosamine for six months did no more to ease chronic lower back pain than taking a dummy pill, Norwegian 

researchers said Tuesday. 

rC~~"-IGIUCOSamine - Health - Low back pain - Medicine - Placebo 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/6/2010 10:26:00 PM 

Netherlands snags 'unforgettable' Cup victory 

Ig~~""~hanks to a pair of second-half goals by Wesley Sneijder and Arjen Robben less than four minutes apart, 

the Dutch beat Uruguay for a 3-2 semifinal win and a spot in the World Cup final for the first time since 
1978. 

I~~':-Iwesley Sneijder - Holland - World Cup - 2010 FIFA World Cup - Arjen Robben 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/6/2010 10:26:27 PM 

PBT: Followers jump as LeBron enters Twitter world 

The LeBron James free-agent hype got bigger Tuesday as the NBA star opened a Twitter account. Even though he had 

only one entry, announcing he was on Twitter, he gained more than 135,000 followers. 

1§,:i1ti¥.E~witter _ LeBron James - National Basketball Association - Free agent - NBA 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/6/2010 10:42:57 PM 

Queen places wreath at World Trade Center site 

Ig~~""IQueen Elizabeth II has placed a wreath at the site of the Sept. 11 attacks in her first visit to New York City 

in more than 30 years. 

I~~':-Iunited Nations - New York City - Elizabeth II of the United Kingdom - September 11 attacks - History 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/6/201011:04:14 PM 

Viva San Fermin! Bulls run in Pamplona 

Spain shrugged off its economic woes Tuesday, with tens of thousands of Spaniards and foreigners jamming a historic 

city plaza to launch the famed San Fermin bull-running festival. 

I~¥':-Ispain - Running of the Bulls - San Fermin - Pamplona - San Fermin 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/6/201011:06:15 PM 

FDA OKs 'eye telescope' to counter blindness 

u.s. health officials have approved a first-of-its-kind technology to counter a leading cause of blindness in older adults -

a tiny telescope implanted inside the eye. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/6/2010 11:36:28 PM 

Judge sentences Lohan to 90 days in jail 

A judge sentenced the actress to 90 days in jail and an inpatient rehab program after finding the actress had violated the 

terms of her probation in a 2007 drug case. 

rC~~"-Lean Girls - Probation - lindsay Lohan - Beverly Hills California - Health 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/7/201012:17:54 AM 

Manson follower denied parole 

Ig~~""IA parole board has denied freedom for Charles Manson follower Leslie Van Houten for the 19th time. 

1~¥:lcharles Manson - Leslie Van Houten - Murder - Crime - Mass Murder 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/7/201012:54:12 AM 

Queen places wreath at ground zero 

Ig~~""IQueen Elizabeth II spoke to the United Nations about stopping global dangers, then paid tribute to the 

victims of the Sept. 11 terrorist attacks with a wreath at ground zero. 

I~~':-Iunited Nations - Elizabeth II of the United Kingdom - September 11 attacks - New York City - Queen Elizabeth II 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/7/20101:51:00 AM 

Hawaii governor vetoes same-sex civil unions bill 

Ig~~""IHawaii's governor vetoes legislation that would have permitted same-sex civil unions, ending months of 

speculation on how she would weigh in on the contentious, emotional debate. 

...... ,..... . ..... ,..... . ..... , ....... 
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rg~~...,LVil union - Hawaii - Veto - United States - Linda Lingle 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/7/20102:13:59 AM 

LeBron James to announce his choice Thursday 

Ig~~""~ames reportedly making plans public with an hour-long special on ESPN, which will sell sponsorships for 

the event. The money will reportedly got to the Boys & Girls Clubs of America. 

rg~5.LBron James - ESPN - Boys & Girls Clubs of America - Sport - Youth 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/7/20102:54:03 AM 

Goal.com: Spain will finally find its form vs. Germany 

Ig~~""IGoal.com: It will be a very closely contested match and the key factor will be the first goal. If Spain 

concede first, then there will be a danger of them failing to bounce back as Germany are stronger and 
play with more pace. 

Ig~~""lspain - Germany - Travel and Tourism - Goal.com - Travel Guides 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/7/20103:25:20 AM 

Brutal heat wave to roast East again 

Ig~~""~he East Coast broils under an unforgiving sun as record-toppling temperatures soared to 100 or higher in 

several cities. 

I~~':-Iunited States - mid-Atlantic - East Coast of the United States - Temperature - Northeastern United States 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/7/20104:01:16 AM 

Gulf awash in 27,000 abandoned wells 

Ig~~""IMore than 27,000 abandoned oil and gas wells lurk in the hard rock beneath the Gulf of Mexico, an 

environmental minefield that has been ignored for decades. 

...... ,..... . ..... ,..... . ..... , ....... 
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rg~~...,jGUlf of Mexico - Oil well - Energy - Business - Oil and Gas 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/7/2010 10:00:52 AM 

Two hurt in first day of Spain bull running 

Ig~~""~housands of daredevils dashed through the narrow streets of Pamplona's historic old quarter for a 
goring-free first bull run of this year's San Fermin fiesta. 

rg~iSjspain - Pampiona - San Fermin - Running of the Bulls - San Fermin 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/7/2010 10:02:34 AM 

Japan court convicts NZ anti-whaling activist 

A Tokyo court on Wednesday convicted a New Zealand activist of assault and obstructing Japanese whaling ships in the 

Antarctic Ocean, and sentenced him to a suspended prison term. 

rC~~"-INew Zealand - Whaling in Japan - Japan - Southern Ocean - Tokyo 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/7/201010:15:12 AM 

Russian pianist faces Thai paedophile rape charge 

Ig~~""IAward-Winning Russian pianist Mikhail Pletnev has been arrested at a Thai beach resort, accused of 

raping a boy, police said on Wednesday. 

1~~':-IRUSSia - Thailand - Pianist - Rape - Pattaya 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/7/201011:12:51 AM 

Hamas blocks delivery of outside newspapers 

The Gaza Strip's Hamas rulers have said they have blocked what would have been the first shipment of outside 

newspapers to the seaside territory in three years. 

I~¥.:tamas - Gaza Strip - Newspaper - Middle East - Palestinian Territory 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/7/2010 12:26:54 PM 

PBT: Wade and Bosh to join forces in Miami 

Ig~*'..?-IMiami Heat - Dwyane Wade - Chris Bosh - sport - Miami 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/7/20101:00:56 PM 

Israel keeping flotilla ships until inquiry ends 

Israel says it will hold on to the six ships that sought to break an Israeli blockade of Gaza at least until it completes its 

investigation into a deadly raid on one of the vessels. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/7/20101:13:16 PM 

European nudity can be a shock to Americans 

Ig~~""IAny traveler to Europe who's visited a bath, hung out at a beach or channel-surfed broadcast TV late at 

night has noticed that Europeans are more relaxed than Americans about nudity. 

I~~':-Iunited States - Television - Government - England - Business and Economy 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/7/20101:15:41 PM 

Your brain is hardwired for fattening foods 

Ig~~""lsalty or sweet? Whether you go for cheesy chips or chocolate, your mind is hardwired to want the most 
fattening stuff - and lots of it. 

1~~'::lchocolate - Confectionery - Food - Shopping - Recreation 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/7/20101:43:16 PM 

Lohan's parents react to daughter's sentence 

Michael Lohan is distraught that his daughter, Lindsay Lohan, was sentenced to jail, but he has some hope following 

Tuesday's dramatic hearing. Her mother, however, thinks the events are unfair. 

1§':i1ti¥.EILindSay Lohan - Michael Lohan - Health - Probation - Hearing 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/7/20101:45:52 PM 

'Climategate' inquiry mostly vindicates scientists 

An independent report into the leak of hundreds of e-mails from one of the world's leading climate research centers on 

Wednesday largely vindicated the scientists involved, saying they acted honestly and that their research was reliable. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/7/20102:00:48 PM 

Swiss solar plane flying high in crucial test 

An experimental solar-powered plane took off from western Switzerland on Wednesday for a 24-hour test flight - a key 

step in a historic effort to one day circle the globe using only energy collected from the sun. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/7/20102:53:21 PM 

5 Afghan soldiers die in botched NATO strike 

NATO mistakenly killed five of its Afghan army allies in an airstrike Wednesday while they were attacking insurgents in 

the country's east, officials said. 

I~¥':-INATO - Airstrike - Afghanistan - Afghan National Army - Asia 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/7/20103:01:10 PM 

Perfectionists at risk for postpartum blues 

New mothers who think they should be perfect parents might be at risk for postpartum depression, a new study 

suggests. 

rC~~"-Lepression - Mental health - Postpartum depression - Health - Disorders 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/7/20103:14:07 PM 

Israel keeping flotilla ships until inquiry ends 

Israel will hold on to the six ships from the international flotilla that sought to break Israel's blockade of the Gaza Strip at 

least until it completes its investigation into a deadly raid on one of the vessels, the Defense Ministry said Wednesday. 

I g:i1ti¥.Ellsrael _ Gaza Strip - 2007-2010 blockade of the Gaza Strip - Middle East - Ship 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/7/20103:18:40 PM 

Newsweek: Why raising postal rates is a good idea 

When the USPS loses money, it's effectively subsidizing inefficient business models and operations. And less mail would 

be better for the economy, better for businesses and consumers, and better for the environment. So rather than 

complain about the rising cost, power mail users should do what others do when the price of any resource rises-figure 

out how to use it more efficiently. 

r~~':-IBusiness - United States Postal Service-Mail - United States - Economy 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/7/20103:26:00 PM 

Lohan's fingernail featured expletive 

Ig~~""ILindSay Lohan had a message written on her middle fingernail while in court on Tuesday - and it was far 

from a note of contrition. 

1~~':-llindSay Lohan - United States - Government - Probation - Actor 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/7/20103:28:32 PM 

'Climategate' inquiry mostly vindicates scientists 

Ig~~""IAn investigation into a British climate research center cleared its scientists of serious wrongdoing, but 

criticized their lack of openness and said some data was misleading. 

rg~iSjclimatic Research Unit hacking incident - Research - Climate change - East Anglia University - Climatic Research Unit 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/7/20103:39:35 PM 

PBT: LeBron reportedly might join Bosh, Wade 

rc~~~~teBron James - sport - Dwyane Wade - Miami Heat - Miami 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/7/20103:53:23 PM 

Texan may be world's luckiest lottery winner 

Joan Ginther may very well be the luckiest woman in the world. Since 1993, the 63-year-old woman has won four times 

on the Texas Lottery - each time winning more than $1 million and amounting to to a total of $20.4 million. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/7/20104:23:40 PM 

Final focus: Dutch ready to play smart game 

Ig~~""INO style points. Winning is what matters. 

Ig~~""IGames - Video Games - 2010 FIFA World Cup - Recreation - Browser Based 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/7/20104:51:35 PM 

Newsweek: Flaw surfaces in DNA longevity study 

How a faulty DNA chip, lax editorial review, and a few skipped steps turned a good study into bad science. 

I~¥:IDNA - Newsweek - Science in Society - Forensic Science - Testing Services 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/7/20105:01:19 PM 

Love is a 'powerfully wonderful addiction' 

Those who pine over a lost love might have a biological reason for their prolonged yearning. New brain research 

suggests getting over romantic rejection might be akin to kicking an addiction. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/7/20105:18:16 PM 

How far north did early humans go? Really far! 

Ig~~""IAncient humans ventured into northern Europe far earlier than previously thought, settling on England's 

east coast more than 800,000 years ago, scientists said. 

...... ,..... . ..... ,..... . ..... , ....... 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/7/20105:40:42 PM 

Japanese probe may have dust from asteroid 

Ig~~""~apanese scientists say they have detected tiny particles collected by the first spacecraft to return to 

Earth after landing on asteroid. But it could take months to determine if the dust came from the asteroid 
or was picked up by the spacecraft on its return trip. 

I g~~""IAsteroid - Earth - Spacecraft - Hayabusa - Dust 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/7/20105:40:53 PM 

CBO says climate bill would cut deficit by $19B 

Congressional budget experts say a climate and energy bill now stalled in the Senate would reduce the federal deficit by 

about $19 billion over the next decade, a key selling point for advocates who are struggling to move the bill through a 

divided Congress. 

I S:i1ti¥.EIS:i1ti¥.EI'S~F.E1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/7/20106:19:10 PM 

U.S.: NYC subway bomb plot linked to British cell 

A failed plot to set off bombs in the New York subway system last year was part of a larger al-Qaida terrorist conspiracy 

that planned a similar attack in England, u.s. prosecutors said Wednesday. 

rC~~"-Lnited States - New York City Subway - England - AI-Qaeda - New York City 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/7/20106:35:59 PM 

Scientists find surprises in deep Atlantic Ocean 

Ig~~""lscientists from 17 nations explore a never-before-seen area of the ocean floor and bring back pictures of 

a mysterious world that is teeming with life. 

rg~iSjseabed - Oceanography - Earth Sciences - Projects - Ocean 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/7/20107:08:08 PM 

PBT: LeBron's 'decision' is part of a plan, and it's working 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/7/20107:39:49 PM 

Newsweek: Should the pill be sold over the counter? 

A group of health workers and advocates are taking advantage of a mounting body of research that shows the pill could 

be safe for nonprescription use. They hope to have a proposal before the FDA within the year and an over-the-counter 

pill available in five years. 

Ig~SjFood and Drug Administration - Health - Newsweek - Research - Emergency contraception 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/7/20107:49:39 PM 

Opinion: LeBron takes self-importance to a new level 

r-I~Pinion: Avert your eyes. Please do not feed the madness by watching LeBron James' ESPN extravaganza 
hursday night. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/7/20107:56:46 PM 

Newsweek: How a plane crash stabilized Polish politics 

On Sunday, Poles voted for a new president in an election noted less for its outcome than for its tragic circumstance

the emergency vote followed the April 10 plane crash that killed the previous president and his wife, among others. But 

instead of wrecking Polish politics, the plane crash helped stabilize it. 

r~¥·lviation accidents and incidents - Polish American - Politics - Polish language - United States 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/7/20108:11:23 PM 

AP source: Arrest in LA 'Grim Sleeper' killings 

Ig~~""lpolice made an arrest Wednesday in the "Grim Sleeper" serial killings in which a man is believed to have 

killed 11 people since 1985, a law enforcement official said. 

I~~':los Angeles - Police - Associated Press - Grim Sleeper - United States 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/7/20108:17:17 PM 

Dow surges 275 points, closes back above 10,000 

Financial and materials shares pulled the stock market sharply higher Wednesday after traders looked for beaten-down 

names. 

I ~¥':-IStock market - Business - Investing - Stocks and Bonds - Equities 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/7/20108:19:12 PM 

Solar-powered Swiss plane gets its day in the sun 

An experimental solar-powered plane whose Swiss makers hope someday to fly around the globe soared into uncharted 

territory Wednesday - the cold, dark night. 

I g:i1ti¥.EIEnergy _ Solar - Solar energy - Business - Renewable 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/7/20108:45:54 PM 

Diabetics turn to surgery to tame blood sugar 

Ig~~""lscientists in recent years have discovered that diabetes all but disappears in some obese patients soon 
after weight-loss surgery. Many are able to achieve normal blood sugar and ditch medications. 

rg~iSjBIOOd sugar - Health - Diabetes mellitus - Surgery - Bariatric surgery 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/7/20108:59:10 PM 

Spain tops Germany to reach World Cup final 

Ig~~""lcarles Puyol powered in a header in the 73rd minute Wednesday to send Spain to its first World Cup final 
with a 1-0 win over Germany. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/7/20109:15:13 PM 

Sand covers some BP oil from view, but not toes 

Ig~~""~herels a dirty secret buried under Gulf of Mexico beaches after cleanup workers scrape away the oil 

washing ashore. 

rg~5.LUlf of Mexico - BP - Business - Energy - Oil and Gas 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/7/20109:27:25 PM 

The 10 most uncool moments in tech 

Ig~~""lwhen companies try too hard to be hip, disastrous things can occur. Herein lie 10 of tech's most 
outrageously out-of-touch moments. Don't say we didn't warn you. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/7/201010:04:11 PM 

US reaches plea deal at Guantanamo military trial 

One of the first terrorism suspects taken to Guantanamo Bay reached a plea deal Wednesday with military prosecutors, 

giving President Barack Obama's administration its first conviction of a prisoner at the detention center in Cuba that it is 

struggling to close. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/7/2010 11:26:37 PM 

Authorities target 'barefoot burglar' in Bahamas 

A teenage thief who hopscotched his way across the u.s. and escaped in a stolen plane to the Bahamas lived up to his 

legend Wednesday, eluding a manhunt after allegedly committing a series of break-ins. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/7/2010 11:49:52 PM 

Turner masterpiece sells for $45.1 million 

Ig~~""~he painting "Modern Rome - Campo Vaccino" was the top-selling work at the Sotheby's evening 

summer sale of Old Master and British paintings in London. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/8/2010 12:50:52 AM 

Police make arrest in 'Grim Sleeper' killings 

Ig~~""IA one-time police mechanic was arrested and charged Wednesday in the serial killing of 10 people over 

25 years after a DNA sample from his son was found to bear a close resemblance to DNA found on the 
victims. 

Ig~~""IGrim Sleeper - Serial killer - Crime - Police - Murder 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/8/20101:03:24 AM 

Magnitude-S.4 quake strikes Southern California 

Ig~~""IA moderate earthquake jolted Southern California on Wednesday, rattling buildings in downtown Los 

Angeles, toppling wine bottles at desert resorts and briefly halting rides at Disneyland. 
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rg~~...,jsouthern California - Earthquake - Los Angeles - Downtown Los Angeles - United States 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/8/20101:14:41 AM 

Lohan to undergo psychiatric evaluation 

Ig~~""lone psychologist and a psychiatrist willI/interview" the star and "submit an opinion as to best type of 

program for the defendant," according to a minute order from Tuesday's court hearing. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/8/20101:16:07 AM 

Cosmic Log: How a son's DNA snared his father 

Ig~~""lscience editor Alan Boyle's Weblog: Today's arrest in the "Grim Sleeper" serial-killing case demonstrates 
how the sins of the father can be found out through a son's DNA. 

1~~'::IGrim Sleeper - Serial killer - DNA - Alan Boyle - Science in Society 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/8/20101:16:07 AM 

Cosmic Log: How son's DNA snared his father 

Ig~~""lscience editor Alan Boyle's Weblog: Today's arrest in the "Grim Sleeper" serial-killing case demonstrates 
how the sins of the father can be found out through a son's DNA. 

1~~~':-IoNA - Grim Sleeper - Serial killer - Alan Boyle - Science in Society 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/8/20102:33:49 AM 

Barge hits tourist duck boat in Philly; 2 missing 

An amphibious sightseeing boat that stalled in the Delaware River was knocked over by an oncoming barge Wednesday, 

spilling 37 people overboard and leaving two passengers unaccounted for after a frantic rescue effort. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/8/20103:07:58 AM 

Magnitude-S.4 quake strikes Southern California 

Ig~~""IA moderate earthquake jolted Southern California on Wednesday, rattling buildings in downtown Los 

Angeles, toppling wine bottles at desert resorts and briefly halting rides at Disneyland. 

rg~iSjsouthern California - Earthquake - Los Angeles - Downtown Los Angeles - United States 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/8/20103:12:00 AM 

Wait is almost over: LeBron's Day arrives 

r-I~n a prime time made-for-TV special his handlers contracted with ESPN, LeBron James will announce 
hursday night where he'll play next season and beyond. 

rg~iSteBron James - ESPN - Prime time - Television special - Television 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/8/20103:58:09 AM 

East Coast temps easing a bit 

The eastern u.s. baking eased late Wednesday as forecasters said a heat wave pushing thermometers past 100 degrees, 

buckling roads and warping rails was waning. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/8/20105:17:41 AM 

Barge hits tourist duck boat in Philly; 2 missing 

Ig~~""IAn amphibious sightseeing boat that stalled in the Delaware River was knocked over by an oncoming 

barge Wednesday, spilling 37 people overboard and leaving two passengers unaccounted for after a 
frantic rescue effort. 

I g~~""lphiladeIPhia - Delaware River - Coast guard - Health - United States 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/8/20106:09:20 AM 

Burnett finally wins again, Yankees sweep A's 

Ig~~""IMark Teixeira hit a three-run homer to help A.J. Burnett win for the first time in more than five weeks, 
and the New York Yankees completed a sweep of the Oakland Athletics with a 6-2 victory Wednesday 

night. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/8/20106:35:50 AM 

Church: Cuba agrees to free 52 political prisoners 

Cuba has promised the Roman Catholic Church it will free 52 political prisoners, slashing the number it holds by nearly a 

third in what would be the communist-run island's largest release of dissidents since Pope John Paul II visited in 1998. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/8/20109:26:11 AM 

Taiwan lawmakers scuffle over China trade bill 

Ig~~""ILawmakers exchanged punches and threw garbage bins at each other Thursday in another raucous 

session in Taiwan's legislature after the speaker rejected an opposition bid to conduct a detailed debate 

on a contentious trade pact with China. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/8/20109:51:38 AM 

Solar plane completes historic 24-hour flight 

Ig~~""IAn experimental solar-powered plane landed safely Thursday, proving that the aircraft can collect enough 

energy from the sun during the day to stay aloft all night. 

rg~iSjAircraft - Solar energy - Energy - Renewable - Business 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/8/20109:51:38 AM 

Solar plane completes historic 24-hour flight 

Ig~~""IAn experimental solar-powered plane landed safely Thursday, proving that the aircraft can collect enough 

energy from the sun during the day to stay aloft all night. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/8/20109:51:38 AM 

Solar plane completes historic 24-hour flight 

Ig~~""IAn experimental solar-powered plane landed safely Thursday, proving that the aircraft can collect enough 

energy from the sun during the day to stay aloft all night. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/8/201010:17:17 AM 

2 NATO troops and Afghan police official killed 

Ig~~...,~wo international troops died in insurgent attacks and a senior Afghan police official was assassinated, 

officials said Thursday as violence spiraled across the country. 

rg~5.jAfghanistan - Afghan National Police - Asia - NATO - Warfare and Conflict 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/8/201011:18:22 AM 

East Coast gets relief from heat, not humidity 

After four days of a steamy heat wave swamped much of the Eastern Seaboard, the likelihood of just 80- or gO-degree 

weather was sounding downright delectable. 

I g:i1ti¥.EIHeat wave - Humidity - Business - Industrial Goods and Services - Energy 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/8/2010 12:30:04 PM 

Doctors perform face transplant with eyelids 

Ig~~""IA French surgeon said Thursday he has conducted a full-face transplant including eyelids and tear ducts, 
in a rare operation on a 35-year-old man with a genetic disorder. 

1~~'::IFace transplant - Genetic disorder - Health - Surgery - Paris 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/8/2010 12:39:01 PM 

Managing stress could help calm a raging gut 

Compared to several other known suspects, stress seems the most common trigger for flare-ups of inflammatory bowel 

disease (IBD) symptoms, according to new research. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/8/20101:19:35 PM 

Campaigner-in-chief hits Missouri, Nevada 

Ig~~""lpresident Barack Obama is talking to voters again about jobs and the economy. But he's also concerned 

with two jobs in particular: Senate seats for Democrats in Missouri and Nevada. 

1~~':-IBarack Obama - Missouri - Democratic - Nevada - President 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/8/20101:26:02 PM 

Newsweek: Why Obama's in a hurry to make history 

Obama is playing a deep, longer-range game, one that involves burnishing his identity as a "historical," history-making 

figure. The president is swinging for the fences because that is what home-run hitters do. 

I g:i1ti¥.EINewsweek - Barack Obama - United States - President - History 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/8/2010 1 :30:24 PM 

Newsweek: Federal lawsuit against Ariz. is good politics 

No matter how it plays out, the federal lawsuit against Arizona is good politics for Obama. 

1~¥:IArizona - United States - Barack Obama - President - United States Department of Justice 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/8/20101:36:43 PM 

Newsweek: The high costs of being Jewish 

Lisa Miller: Why does it cost so much to be Jewish? At a time when American families are tightening household budgets, 

does it really make sense to continue to charge thousands of dollars to participate in Jewish life? 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/8/20101:45:55 PM 

Iraq Shi'ite pilgrims trudge on as bombs continue 

Ig~~""~housands of Iraqi Shi'ite pilgrims trudged resolutely through blood-spattered streets on Thursday in an 

annual ritual paying homage to a Shi'ite Imam despite suicide and roadside bombs that killed dozens. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/8/20102:43:52 PM 

Nation's retailers post tepid June sales 

Americans didn't go on many shopping sprees in June, resulting in sluggish sales for many retailers. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/8/20102:45:05 PM 

Is your relationship doomed? Test may tell 

A new test can predict whether or not a relationship will last, researchers say. 

rC~~~~LelationshiPs - Test - Business - Electronics and Electrical - Questionnaires 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/8/20103:21:48 PM 

New spill factor: La Nina could add to storms 

A La Nina weather pattern will likely ramp up in July and August, potentially boosting hurricane formation in the Gulf of 

Mexico, the u.s. Climate Prediction Center forecasts. 

rC~~"-IGUlf of Mexico - EI Nino-Southern Oscillation - Climate Prediction Center - Weather - Earth Sciences 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/8/20103:31:23 PM 

Tapped-out consumers weigh on recovery 

Ig~~""lln past U.S. recessions, consumers tightened their belts when the economy was contracting, and began 

spending again once growth returned. This time may be different 

rg~5.Lnited States - Recession - Business - Shopping - Clothing 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/8/20103:55:26 PM 

Swedish hotel aims to put you up in the trees 

A lofty new hotel concept is set to open in a remote village in northern Sweden, which aims to elevate the simple 

treehouse into a world-class destination for design-conscious travelers. 

rC~~"-lsweden - Swedish language - Government - Hotel - Village 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/8/20104:20:49 PM 

New jobless claims drop sharply 

New claims for unemployment benefits dropped sharply last week, but they have yet to reach levels that most 

economists say would signal strong job creation. 

I ~¥':-Iunemployment benefits - Jobless claims - Job creation program - Unemployment - Business 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/8/20104:33:05 PM 

Obama administration set for drill ban legal fight 

The Obama administration heads to court on Thursday aiming to reinstate a six-month moratorium on deepwater oil 

drilling imposed after the devastating BP Pic Gulf of Mexico oil spill, but blocked by a federal judge. 

rC~~"-labama administration - BP - Oil spill - United States - Oil well 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/8/20104:36:08 PM 

UK treasure hunter finds 52,000 Roman coins 

A treasure hunter has found about 52,500 Roman coins, one of the largest such discoveries ever in Britain, officials said 

Thursday. 

1~¥':-IRoman currency - Coins - Shopping - Antiques and Collectibles - Roman Britain 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/8/20104:39:18 PM 

Swipe, smile, blow: Pa. has wine vending machines 

Ig~~""lswiPe your driver's license, look into the camera, blow into the breath sensor and - voila! - you have 

permission to buy a bottle of wine from a vending machine. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/8/20105:12:20 PM 

Official: Terror arrests linked to global plot 

The three suspected al-Qaida members arrested Thursday morning in Norway and Germany were part of a terrorist plot 

spanning several continents, a senior u.s. official told NBC News on Thursday. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/8/20105:51:33 PM 

GOP candidate regrets calling BP account a "slush fund" 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/8/20105:54:09 PM 

PBT: LeBron's choices in ever-changing drama 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/8/20106:25:14 PM 

Antibodies found that protect against AIDS 

Researchers have discovered antibodies that can protect against a wide range of AIDS viruses and said they may be able 

to use them to design a vaccine against the fatal and incurable virus. 

I~¥':-Ivirus - Antibody - Vaccine - AIDS - Biology 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/8/20106:34:13 PM 

Iranian Embassy: Widow won't be stoned 

The Iranian Embassy in London denies reports by media and human rights groups that a convicted adulterer would face 

death by stoning for her crime. 

1~¥':-IStoning - Iran - Human rights - Adultery - Middle East 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/8/20106:51:05 PM 

Chrysler to make two payments on new cars 

Chrysler Group says it will make the first two months' payments on most new vehicles bought this month in a bid to 

boost sales after a weak June. 

I g:i1ti¥.EIChrYSler - Automobile - Autos - Dodge - Makes and Models 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/8/20106:57:47 PM 

S. California earthquake related to Easter temblor 

Ig~~""IAn earthquake that briefly halted rides at Disneyland and toppled wine bottles at desert resorts 

happened on one of two faults that are under increased pressure because of the powerful Easter Sunday 
temblor in Mexico, seismologists said. 

I~~':-Isouthern California - Earthquake - United States - Earth Sciences - Natural Disasters and Hazards 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/8/20107:13:52 PM 

Gibson a potential suspect in attack on his ex 

Ig~~""~he Sheriff's Department says it is investigating Mel Gibson over a possible domestic violence incident 
involving his ex-girlfriend earlier this year. 

1~~'::Lel Gibson - Domestic violence - People - Women - Violence and Abuse 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/8/20107:42:02 PM 

In complex Afghan battle, bombs a big threat 

Ig~~""~he U.S. forces' enemy is almost invisible in parts of this lush valley in southern Afghanistan. It comes not 

as gunmen but as bombs planted on footpaths and hidden under bridges. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/8/20108:00:42 PM 

Fish oil may lower risk of breast cancer 

Ig~~""lwomen who take fish oil supplements may have a lower risk of developing breast cancer than those who 

don't, a study published Thursday suggests. 

1~~':-IFiSh oil - Breast cancer - Cancer - Health - Omega-3 fatty acid 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/8/20108:03:03 PM 

Playboy cutting Portugal ties after Christ cover 

Playboy magazine is set to pull the plug on its Portugal edition after the july edition of the magazine showed an image of 

Jesus Christ on a bed with a topless woman, reports say. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/8/20108:18:50 PM 

What's OK, what's not in national, state parks 

Before you go to a national park with your dog, bike or Jet Ski in tow, check to make sure it's OK to do the recreational 

activities on your agenda. You may need to switch to a state park instead. 

rC~~"-INational park - United States - Jet Ski - Travel and Tourism - Parks 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/8/20108:18:50 PM 

What's OK, what's not in national, state parks 

Before you go to a national park with your dog, bike or Jet Ski in tow, check to make sure it's OK to do the recreational 

activities on your agenda. You may need to switch to a state park instead. 

rC~~"-INational park - United States - Jet Ski - Travel and Tourism - Parks 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/8/20108:27:16 PM 

Study: Think it's hot now? Just wait a few years 

Within 30 years, average temperature could be 3.6 degrees Fahrenheit higher than in the mid-1800s, a Stanford study 

concludes. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/8/20108:36:30 PM 

Girl welcomed home after kidnapper kills self 

Alisa Maier, 4, clutches a teddy bear and smiles broadly back home in the yard where she was abducted. Her kidnapper 

killed himself as police approach him. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/8/20108:42:23 PM 

Cosmic Log: Rocketplane runs out of gas 

Ig~~""lscience editor Alan Boyle's Weblog: In an alternate universe, Oklahoma-based Rocketplane would be 

flying passenger spaceships by now ... but in this universe, the company has declared bankruptcy. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/8/20108:43:16 PM 

Bahamas intensifies hunt for 'Barefoot Bandit' 

The search for a suspected teenage thief known as the "Barefoot Bandit" intensified Thursday on a sparsely populated 

island in the Bahamas. 

I ~¥':-IBahamas - Burglary - Federal Bureau of Investigation - Caribbean - Island 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/8/20108:51:33 PM 

PBT: All signs pointing to Miami for LeBron 

Ig~~""lpBT: The Miami Heat reportedly are working very hard, and are very close apparently, to trading Michael 

Beasley to free up enough money to sign free agent LeBron James. 

1~~'::Liami Heat - Michael Beasley - LeBron James - Free agent - Dwyane Wade 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/8/20109:33:48 PM 

Getting benefits to be easier for vets with PTSD 

The government is making it easier for combat veterans diagnosed with post-traumatic stress disorder to receive 

disability benefits. 

I ~¥':-Iposttraumatic stress disorder - Veteran - Mental health - Health - Disorders 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/8/20109:42:27 PM 

Judge: Federal gay marriage ban unconstitutional 

A U.S. judge in Boston has ruled that a federal gay marriage ban is unconstitutional because it interferes with the right of 

a state to define marriage. 

1§':i1ti¥.Elunited States - Same-sex marriage - Law - Boston - Gay Lesbian and Bisexual 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/8/2010 10:24:05 PM 

Clock ticking on LeBron's decision 

Ig~~""ILeBron James, the NBA's reigning two-time MVP, is ending months of speculation and suspense by telling 

the world Thursday night where he'll play basketball next season. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/8/2010 10:34:21 PM 

Newly discovered dinosaur is 'Mojoceratops' 

Ig~~""IA newly discovered dinosaur with a heart-shaped frill around its head got its name from a combination of 

its flamboyant noggin and a round of beers. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/8/2010 11:03:40 PM 

Recall of Tylenol, other drugs widens 

Ig~~""~ohnson & Johnson said Thursday it is expanding a recall of over-the-counter drugs including Tylenol and 

Motrin IB because of a musty or moldy smell. 

1~~':-I.Johnson & Johnson - Tylenol - Ibuprofen - Tylenol and Motrin IB - United States 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/8/201011:16:11 PM 

Software blocks God, your ex on the Internet 

Ig~~""llf we start building filters for everything we don't want to see online, what's the point of logging on? 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/8/2010 11:28:22 PM 

Obama setback in deepwater drilling case 

The Obama administration lost an attempt Thursday to keep a temporary moratorium on deepwater oil drilling in place 

while it appeals a court ruling against the six-month ban. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/9/201012:48:17 AM 

Kenneth Starr sues Scorsese for $600,000 

Oscar-winning director Martin Scorsese was sued on Thursday for $600,000 for bookkeeping costs and other services 

provided by jailed financial advisor Kenneth Starr. 

1~¥':-IMartin Scorsese - Business - Film director - Kenneth Starr - United States 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/9/20101:06:27 AM 

New storm hits flooded Texas-Mexico border 

Ig~~""~he Rio Grande bulged into a mighty torrent along much of its southern reach as a rain-packed tropical 

depression dumped on the Texas-Mexico border region. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/9/20101:52:14 AM 

$500,000 donated to Ariz. to defend law 

Retirees and other residents from allover the country were among those who donated nearly $500,000 to help Arizona 

defend its immigration enforcement law, according to the Associated Press. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/9/20103:42:26 AM 

U.S. deports 10 Russian spies 

Ig~~""~en Russian agents who infiltrated suburban America and acted as spies for Moscow have been deported 
as part of a secret-agent exchange. 

1~~~:IRussia - Espionage - United States - Federal government of the United States - Government 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/9/20104:56:46 AM 

Cavs owner rips James, says he quit vs. Celtics 

Ig~~""IAngered and betrayed by LeBron James' decision to leave for Miami, Cavaliers owner Dan Gilbert accused 

the NBA's MVP of quitting during the playoffs. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/9/20105:39:41 AM 

Superstar trio: James joining Wade, Bosh 

Ig~~""ILeBron James chose superstar help over the comforts of home and is heading for Miami because he 

wants to win a championship with Dwyane Wade and Chris Bosh. 

rg~iSLiami Heat - LeBron James - Dwyane Wade - Chris Bosh - Wade 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/9/20105:47:41 AM 

Opinion: There has to be no 'I' in super team 

Ig~~""lventre: LeBron James, Dwyane Wade and Chris Bosh will have to get past their individuality for this grand 

experiment to work in Miami. 

1~~'::lchris Bosh - Dwyane Wade - LeBron James - Miami Heat - Sports 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/9/20108:30:22 AM 

NKorea: Imprisoned American tried to kill himself 

North Korea said Friday an American imprisoned for illegally entering the reclusive country has tried to kill himself. 

1~¥:INorth Korea - United States - Asia - Nuclear - Warfare and Conflict 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/9/20109:00:29 AM 

Dad of missing Ore. boy says he suspects stepmom 

A newly released court document shows the father of a 7-year-old Portland boy missing for more than a month told a 

judge he believes the boy's stepmother is involved in the disappearance. 

1§':i1ti¥.Elportland Oregon - Oregon - People -lost or Missing - Father 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/9/2010 11:09:51 AM 

Google says China has renewed its license 

Ig~~""IGoogle Inc said on Friday that the Chinese authorities had renewed its China-based search page license. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/9/201011:25:11 AM 

Pizza helped cops nab 'Grim Sleeper' suspect 

Ig~~""lold-fashioned undercover work and a slice of pizza delivered the key genetic evidence that helped police 
nab the man wanted in the decades-long "Grim Sleeper" serial killings case. 

I~~.:trim Sleeper - Serial killer - Police - Pizza - Crime 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/9/2010 11:38:53 AM 

Octopus Paul picks Spain to win World Cup 

Octopus oracle Paul predicts Spain will beat Holland and win the World Cup. 

rC~~~~jworld Cup - 2010 FIFA World Cup - Holland - Sports - Soccer 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/9/201012:17:29 PM 

Iraq: Suicide bomber kills 6 in Baghdad 

A suicide bomber drove an explosives-laden car into an Iraqi army check point in western Baghdad, killing six people and 

injuring 20 on Friday morning, officials said. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/9/2010 12:41:01 PM 

For governors, it's not always easy at the top 

Ig~~""IBeginning today, governors from allover the country will convene in Boston, Mass. for their 102nd 

annual meeting. Undoubtedly, they'll engage in a little bit of commiserating about working in what The 
Cook Political Report's Jennifer Duffy calls lithe worst job in American politics." 

I g~~""ICOOk Political Report - United States - Politics - Boston - Massachusetts 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/9/20101:17:16 PM 

First the Beatles, now ... non-stick chewing gum 

A non-stick chewing gum that can be easily removed from pavements, shoes and clothes has been cleared for sale in the 

United States, its British maker said on Friday. 

rC~~"-ICheWing gum - United States - Food and Related Products - Business - Confectionery 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/9/20101:23:18 PM 

Queen Elizabeth set to be a great-grandma 

Ig~~""IBuCkingham Palace says Peter Phillips and his wife, Autumn, are expecting their first child in December, a 
baby who will be Queen Elizabeth II's first great-grandchild. 

1~~':-IBUCkingham Palace - Peter Phillips - Elizabeth II of the United Kingdom - History - Monarchy 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/9/20101:26:54 PM 

130? Woman claims to be world's oldest 

Authorities in the former Soviet republic of Georgia claim a woman from a remote mountain village turned 130 on 

Thursday, making her the oldest person on Earth. 

I g:i1ti¥.EIGeorgia - Oldest people - Earth - Georgian Soviet Socialist Republic - Antisa Khvichava 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/9/20102:00:59 PM 

Octopus Paul picks Spain to win World Cup 

Ig~~""IEyeS around the world were on Germany's octopus oracle Paul on Friday as he made his biggest 

prediction yet in the World Cup: Spain will beat the Netherlands in the final. 

rg~5.jworld Cup - 2010 FIFA World Cup - Holland - Sports - Soccer 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/9/20102:29:01 PM 

Privacy, schmivacy - Gen Y will keep on sharing 

The first generation of "digital natives/, those born after 1980 who are "always connected" and share information 

openly and unabashedly online, are unlikely to change that behavior as they age, according to a new study. 

I g:i1ti¥.Eloigital native - Generation Y - Business - Articles - Social Sciences 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/9/20102:37:25 PM 

Suicide bombers kill 62, wound 111 in Pakistan 

A pair of suicide bombers struck outside a government office Friday in a tribal region where the army has fought the 

Taliban, killing 62 people and wounding 111 in one of the deadliest attacks in Pakistan this year. 

1§':i1ti¥.EIAfghanistan _ Taliban - Pakistan Army - Pakistan - Asia 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/9/20103:05:22 PM 

Eclipse fever focuses on remote Easter Island 

Ig~~""lspace.com: On Sunday, the moon will pass between the sun and the Earth and throw its dark shadow 

upon our planet's surface in one of nature's great spectacles: a total eclipse of the sun. It could be the 
ultimate cosmic photo op, but only if you're on the remote Easter Island. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/9/20103:17:27 PM 

China finds more milk tainted with deadly chemical 

Chinese officials have found 76 tons of milk powder and dairy products laced with a deadly industrial chemical in at least 

three provinces that was apparently left over from a milk scandal in 2008 that killed six babies and sickened hundreds of 

thousands. 

1~~~:lchina - Melamine - Powdered milk - 2008 Chinese milk scandal - Dairy product 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/9/20103:49:25 PM 

Lawmaker: Demagogues setting tone of GOP 

Ig~~...,~oo many Republican leaders are acquiescing to a poisonous "demagoguery" that threatens the party's 

long-term credibility, says a veteran GOP House member who was defeated in South Carolina's primary 
last month. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/9/20104:17:01 PM 

Travel tax traps to avoid this summer 

Short on cash, states and localities shake down tourists to boost revenue. Hang on to your wallet. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/9/20104:23:04 PM 

Avandia: Is it too risky to take? 

A review by federal health scientists reinforces potential ties between the diabetes pill Avandia and heart attack and 

death, opening the door for government action, including a possible withdrawal of the once blockbuster drug. 

rC~~"-Liabetes mellitus - Health - Conditions and Diseases - Rosiglitazone - Pharmaceutical drug 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/9/20105:08:04 PM 

Top 10 cities to catch a baseball game 

Ig~~""IBaseball season is here with travel website Cheapflights.com coming up with a list of the top 10 U.S. cities 

to see the pros play. 

rg~5.jBaseball - Sport - Cheapflights - Website - Simulation 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/9/20105:37:19 PM 

Former top Russian spy Sergei Tretyakov dies at 53 

A former top Russian spy who defected to the u.s. after running espionage operations from the United Nations, Sergei 

Tretyakov, has died in Florida, his wife and a friend said Friday. He was 53. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/9/20105:59:56 PM 

Crews evacuate turtle eggs from oiled Gulf 

Ig~~""IBiOlogists are embarking on a sweeping and unprecedented effort to save tens of thousands of turtle 

eggs from certain death in the oiled Gulf of Mexico. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/9/20106:24:14 PM 

Dutch star tries to crack Spain's stifling defense 

Ig~~""IAfter stifling Germany, Spain is now focused on stopping Dutch playmaker Wesley Sneijder and the 

Netherlands dangerous offense in the World Cup final. 

rg~5.jweSley Sneijder - 2010 FIFA World Cup - World Cup - Netherlands national football team - Sport 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/9/20107:45:37 PM 

US deliberated spy swap before arrests 

The White House began deliberating a spy swap with Moscow nearly a month ago, well ahead of the arrests of 10 

Russians in the U.S., a White House official said Friday. 

rC~~"-Loscow - United States - Russia - White House - Government 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/9/20108:04:08 PM 

Police: 'Barefoot Bandit' may have fled Bahamas 

A fugitive u.s. teenager who has successfully eluded teams of local police and FBI agents may have slipped off the island 

where he allegedly crash-landed a stolen plane nearly a week ago, police said Friday. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/9/20108:56:13 PM 

Armstrong remains in 18th place as Alps loom 

Ig~~""ILance Armstrong has his mind on the mountains. The seven-time Tour de France champion is in 18th 

place after Friday's stage, which was won by Mark Cavendish for his second straight sprint-finish victory. 
If Armstrong is going to make a move, it may come in the climbs. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/9/20109:26:23 PM 

Nutritional value of fruits, veggies is dwindling 

Ig~~""lwhile we've been dutifully eating our fruits and vegetables all these years, a strange thing has been 

happening to our produce. It's losing its nutrients. 

rg~iSLegetable - Nutrition - Fruit - Business - Food and Related Products 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/9/20109:32:34 PM 

Analysis: Alps are coming, and Armstrong will attack 

Ig~~""IAnaIYSis: Texan is itching to climb back into thick of race and surge past Contador 

I~¥·lance Armstrong - Alps - sport - Tour de France - Alberto Contador 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/9/20109:44:19 PM 

US deliberated spy swap before arrests 

The White House began deliberating a spy swap with Moscow nearly a month ago, well ahead of the arrests of 10 

Russians in the U.S., a White House official said Friday. 

I g:i1ti¥.Elunited States - Moscow - White House - Russia - President 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/9/2010 10:41:24 PM 

Next stage in transit killing case: the sentence 

Ig~~""~he involuntary manslaughter conviction of a white former transit officer in the death of an unarmed 

black man set the stage for a sentencing that could be just as explosive as the trial. 

I~~':-Isan Francisco Bay Area - Oakland California - California - United States - Metro Areas 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/9/2010 10:48:43 PM 

Who won in U.S.-Russia spy swap? 

The key variable is how much valuable information each was able to draw out of the spies in their custody and how 

much they'll be able to be get from the returned spies, analysts say. 

I g:i1ti¥.EIEsPiOnage - Russia - United States - New York - Armed Forces of the Russian Federation 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/9/201011:14:39 PM 

Official: Spill could be contained by Monday 

Ig~~""~he BP oil leak could be completely contained as early as Monday if a new, tighter cap can be fitted over 
the blown-out well, the government official in charge of the crisis said Friday 

rg~iSLulf of Mexico - BP - Obama administration - Weather forecasting - Weather 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/9/2010 11:29:58 PM 

U.S., Russia complete spy swap 

Ig~~""llt took less than month for the largest U.S.-Russian spy swap since the Cold War to unfold from an idea 

secretly hatched in the Oval Office to reality on a remote stretch of Vienna airport tarmac. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/9/2010 11:42:28 PM 

NM police say father taught son to build bombs 

Ig~~""llnvestigators have provided disturbing new details about the case of a father accused of teaching his 6-

year-old boy how to build and blow up homemade bombs out of items such as empty milk jugs and 
gunpowder. 

1~~':-INew Mexico - Police - United States - Government - Business and Economy 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/10/2010 12:09:28 AM 

Presbyterians: End Israel aid over settlements 

Ig~~""lpreSbyterian leaders strongly backed a proposal Friday that included a call to end U.S. aid to Israel unless 

the country stops settlement expansions in disputed Palestinian territories. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/10/2010 12:26:32 AM 

Inmate escapes in trash bin, found dead in landfill 

Ig~~""IA federal inmate who escaped from a downtown EI Paso jail by hiding in a trash bin was found crushed to 

death Friday afternoon in a nearby landfill. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/10/2010 12:56:45 AM 

Payday lending company leaves Ariz. after law ends 

Another payday lending company's decision to leave the state shows the expiration of a law that allowed high-interest 

loans is working, Arizona Attorney General Terry Goddard said. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/10/20101:06:14 AM 

Spy mystery: Was wife betrayed? 

Ig~~""llt's one of the more tantalizing mysteries to emerge from the U.S.-Russia spy saga: Could a wife be in the 
dark even as to her husband's very name? 

rg~iSLnited States - Mystery fiction - Arts - Mystery - Games 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/10/20102:25:22 AM 

PBT: LeBron's response to Gilbert - 'I was right' 

1~¥·::.teBron James - Cleveland Cavaliers - Dan Gilbert - Miami Heat - Sport 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/10/20102:25:22 AM 

PBT: LeBron reportedly 'furious' over Gilbert letter 

LeBron James reportedly is angry about the open letter written by Cavaliers owner Dan Gilbert. 

1~¥:IDan Gilbert - LeBron James - Cleveland Cavaliers - Sport - Miami Heat 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/10/20103:36:33 AM 

Bombs away: Red Sox pound Blue Jays 14-3 

Ig~~""~on Lester pitched six innings to win his third consecutive start and the Boston Red Sox hit four homers in 
a 14-3 victory over the Toronto Blue Jays on Friday night. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/10/20103:40:09 AM 

Howard HR in 10th caps wild Phils comeback 

Ig~~""IRyan Howard hit a two-run homer in the 10th inning after Philadelphia scored six runs in the ninth, and 
the Phillies came back to stun the Cincinnati Reds 9-7 on Friday night. 

rg~5.jRyan Howard - Philadelphia Phillies - Cincinnati Reds - Hit - United States 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/10/20103:51:03 AM 

NYT: 'Silent raids' sweep illegal workers from jobs 

Ig~~""lobama administration sends federal agents to audit records of thousands of companies, forcing 

businesses to fire every illegal immigrant. 

1~~':-llIlegal immigration - United States - Presidency of Barack Obama - Barack Obama - President 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/10/20105:02:22 AM 

America's best summer lake towns 

Ig~~""INature hikes, canoe trips, pancake breakfasts - just another perfect summer day in one of America's 

best lake towns. 

rg~iSLnited States - Lake - Canoes and Kayaks - Sports - Water Sports 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/10/20105:22:40 AM 

Twin Pakistan suicide blasts kill over 100 

Ig~~""~he death toll from twin suicide bombings in Pakistan jumped to 102 with 115 people wounded on 

Saturday, making it the deadliest attack this year in the country. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/10/20106:36:48 AM 

Explosion hits NATO convoy in eastern Afghanistan 

Ig~~""IAn explosion tore through a NATO convoy traveling on a road in eastern Afghanistan on Saturday, 

officials said, the latest attack targeting international forces. There was no immediate word on casualties. 

1~~':-IAfghanistan - NATO - Asia - Convoy - Government 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/10/2010 10:02:24 AM 

North Korea shrugs off ship and calls for nuclear talks 

North Korea said on Saturday it was willing to return to nuclear disarmament talks and signaled satisfaction that a U.N. 

Security Council statement did not directly blame it for the sinking of a South Korean warship. 

1~¥':-INorth Korea - United Nations Security Council- Nuclear disarmament - Asia - U.N. Security Council 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/10/201010:17:04 AM 

NKorea says it's ready to return to nuclear talks 

North Korea expressed willingness Saturday to return to international nuclear disarmament talks, a sign it is satisfied 

with the U.N. Security Council's decision to avoid directly blaming it for the sinking of a South Korean warship. 

I g:i1ti¥.EINorth Korea - United Nations Security Council - South Korea - Asia - United States 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/10/2010 12:25:32 PM 

Srebrenica massacre memorial to point finger at UN 

Phillip Ruch's monument to Srebrenica is a huge jumble of worn shoes, more than 16,000 of them, each pair 

representing a victim of Europe's worst massacre since World War II. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/10/2010 1:03:53 PM 

Germany, Uruguay fight for third as final looms 

Ig~~""ILoSing semi-finalists Germany and Uruguay prepared to battle for third place on Saturday in a match 

neither of them wanted to be in, but global attention was more firmly fixed on the imminent World Cup 
final. 

I~~':-Iworld Cup - 2010 FIFA World Cup - Germany national football team - sport - Soccer 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/10/2010 1:21:37 PM 

Civilian deaths rise as Afghan fight intensifies 

Hundreds of Afghans took to the streets of Mazar-i-Sharif Saturday to protest against mounting civilian deaths, while 

five u.s. and NATO troops died in separate insurgent attacks on a bloody day of fighting across the country. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/10/2010 1:32:52 PM 

NATO: 6 US troops killed in Afghanistan 

Six American service members and at least a dozen civilians died in attacks Saturday in Afghanistan's volatile east and 

south, adding to a summer of escalating violence as Taliban militants push back against stepped-up operations by 

international and Afghan forces. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/10/2010 1:37:37 PM 

Video: Suspicion and firefights in Afghanistan's Sangin Valley 

Ig~~""~here's no such thing as a "routine patrol" for the soldiers of the Royal Marines Alpha Company in the 
Sangin Valley of Afghanistan. ITN's John Ray shares the troops' cat-and-mouse games with the 

enemy. (Nightly News) 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/10/20102:15:02 PM 

Rescued racehorse makes most of 2nd chance 

Ig~~""IAS the other thoroughbreds broke from the gate, dark bay Buck awkwardly started his first race with a 

jittery hop and wobble that left him running last among the 11 horses. 

rg~iSjHorse racing - Thoroughbred - Sports - Equestrian - Racing 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/10/20102:24:13 PM 

NATO: 6 U.S. troops killed in Afghanistan 

Ig~~""ISiX American service members and at least a dozen civilians died in attacks Saturday in Afghanistan's 

volatile east and south, adding to a summer of escalating violence as Taliban militants push back against 
stepped-up operations by international and Afghan forces. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/10/20103:02:32 PM 

Rwanda editor arrested for genocide denial 

Rwanda has arrested a newspaper editor on charges of genocide denial and stirring ethnic hatred less than a month 

ahead of August's presidential election. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/10/20104:13:25 PM 

Baghdad kills 58,000 stray dogs in 3-month span 

Teams of veterinarians and police shooters have killed some 58,000 stray dogs in and around the Iraqi capital over the 

past three months as part of a campaign to curb an increasing number of strays blamed for attacks on residents. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/10/20105:09:51 PM 

Bangladesh beats England for 1st time in cricket 

BRISTOL, England (AP) -Bangladesh has beaten England for the first time ever with a five-run victory in the second one

day international at the County Ground. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/10/20105:23:21 PM 

Russian spies get tepid reception in Moscow 

The spies deported to Russia are getting a tepid, uneasy reception. State-controlled national TV channels reported their 

return concisely, with none of the patriotic fervor that could accompany such a story. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/10/20105:28:48 PM 

LA Grim Sleeper suspect had 4-decade arrest record 

The 57-year-old man charged with 10 murders in the Los Angeles "Grim Sleeper" case was arrested at least 15 times 

over four decades and was in police custody many times after the killings began, probation and jail records show. 

I g:i1ti¥.EIGrim Sleeper - Serial killer - Crime - Murder - Cold case 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/10/20106:02:42 PM 

Website says Gibson rant audio not last word 

Ig~~""~he two-minute clip of Mel Gibson using a racial slur and calling his ex-girlfriend a "whore" during an 

argument are unlikely to be the last ugly words the public hears from the actor. 

rg~iSLbson - Gibson Guitar Corporation - Racism - Mel Gibson - entertainment 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/10/20106:27:50 PM 

2 Hungarians ID'd as duck boat crash victims 

Ig~~""~he bodies of two missing Hungarians who were aboard a tourist boat that was hit by a barge and sank 

into the Delaware River this week have been recovered, and investigators continued their search 
Saturday for clues about the collision. 

1~~':-IDelaware River - Barge - Amphibious vehicle - United States - People 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/10/20106:30:43 PM 

Cleveland begins erasing LeBron's big presence 

Ig~~""ILeBron James is being dropped off a building. Workers began dismantling the 10-story-tall iconic image of 
James on a mural in downtown Cleveland on Saturday. The billboard has dominated the city's skyline for 

years but is being removed after the superstar announced he was leaving the Cavaliers for the Miami Heat. 

Ig~~""IMiami Heat - LeBron James - Cleveland Cavaliers - Cleveland - Ohio 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/10/20106:45:11 PM 

Obama: More post-traumatic stress help for vets 

Ig~~""~he government is taking what President Barack Obama calls "a long overdue step" to aid veterans with 

post-traumatic stress disorder, making it easier for them receive federal benefits. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/10/20107:53:24 PM 

Seventh lawsuit filed over Ariz. immigration law 

A seventh challenge filed to block enforcement of Arizona's tough new immigration is the first legal objection to training 

materials designed to teach police officers how to enforce the law. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/10/20108:21:25 PM 

Germany outlasts Uruguay, takes 3rd at Cup 

Ig~~""lsami Khedira headed Germany into a 3-2 victory against Uruguay in a thrilling World Cup third place 

playoff on Saturday. 

1~~'::lworld Cup - Uruguay - sport - Soccer - Competitions 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/10/20108:28:58 PM 

Woman jailed for sending text threats to herself 

An Orange County woman was sentenced to a year in jail for sending hundreds of threatening text messages - to 

herself. Prosecutors said Jeanne Mundango Manunga told police her former boyfriend and his sister-in-law were behind 

the threats. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/10/20108:32:00 PM 

Schools seek Hollywood deals to raise cash 

Ig~~""lln an era of yawning budget deficits and teacher layoffs, schools in the Los Angeles area are looking at a 
nontraditional source for some extra cash - Hollywood. 

rg~iStos Angeles - United States - California - Counties - Teacher 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/10/20109:21:30 PM 

Spy mystery: The one that got away 

Ig~~""~he United States and Russia swapped 14 spies with precision, but one piece of the puzzle remains: The 

alleged spy who disappeared after posting bail in Cyprus. 

rg~iSLnited States - Espionage - Russia - Cyprus - Business 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/10/20109:41:47 PM 

2 Hungarian boat crash victims remembered in Pa. 

Friends silently and solemnly dropped white roses into the Delaware River on Saturday in memory of the two Hungarian 

students who died when the amphibious tourist boat they were riding was struck by a barge and sank. 

I g:i1ti¥.EIBarge _ Finno-Ugric - Ethnicity - Ugric - Delaware River 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/10/20109:57:54 PM 

BP removes cap on gushing well 

Ig~~""IMillions more gallons of crude will flow freely into the sea for at least two days until a new seal can be 

mounted to capture all of it. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/10/201010:02:51 PM 

Psychology group backs CIA detainee abuse claim 

Psychologists in the United States have been warned by their professional group not to take part in torturing detainees 

in U.S. custody. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/10/2010 10:06:45 PM 

Lee to make Rangers debut Saturday night 

Ig~~""INeWIY acquired ace Cliff Lee has been added to the Rangers' 25-man roster and will make his Texas debut 

against the Baltimore Orioles. 

rg~iSjBaltimore Orioles - Cliff lee - Rangers F.e. - Texas Rangers - Rangers 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/10/201010:19:22 PM 

Bangladesh beats England for 1st time in cricket 

Ig~~""IBangladeSh beat England for the first time ever with a five-run victory Saturday in the second one-day 
international at the County Ground. It was also Bangladesh's first win in 2010. 

1~~':-IBangladeSh - Cricket - One Day International - Asia - England 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/11/201012:10:19 AM 

Unwelcome mats rolled out to kill Tahoe clams 

Ig~~""lscuba-diVing scientists are unrolling long rubber mats across the bottom of Lake Tahoe coves in an 

attempt to quell a clam invasion that could cloud the cobalt waters. 

rg~iStake Tahoe - Scuba diving - United States - California - Travel and Tourism 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/11/2010 12:42:36 AM 

Haiti hospital's woes show challenge of recovery 

Ig~~""ISiX months after the devastating earthquake, the breakdown at Haiti's State University Hospital is a prime 

example of the difficulty of trying to grind out a successful recovery. 

rg~5.jHaiti - Earthquake - United States - Health - Hospital 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/11/2010 1:40:51 AM 

European probe gets close look at huge asteroid 

Ig~~""~he European Space Agency took the closest look yet Saturday at asteroid Lutetia in an extraordinary 

quest, 280 million miles away in outer space between Mars and Jupiter. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/11/20102:38:15 AM 

World Cup final a showdown of similarities 

Ig~~""IGoal.com: Spain sluggish through the World Cup thus far, favors ball control like surging Netherlands. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/11/20103:15:57 AM 

Fidel Castro makes first appearance in four years 

Cuban revolutionary leader Fidel Castro made his first known public appearance since falling ill four years ago in a visit 

this week to a Havana scientific facility, a blog and a Cuban government website reported on Saturday. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/11/20103:42:04 AM 

Son of NYC mobster Mickey Spillane falls to death 

The son of murdered Irish mobster Mickey Spillane tumbled out the window of his sixth-floor apartment in a fatal fall 

Saturday, police and his uncle said. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/11/20104:21:19 AM 

Underwood marries hockey player beau 

Ig~~"'l'we could not feel more blessed to have found each other and to have shared this day with our friends 

and family that mean so much to us!" former "Idol" winner and Mike Fisher told People. 

rg~iSLike Fisher - Carrie Underwood - Ice hockey - Hockey - Television 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/11/20104:23:20 AM 

Racial harmony? South Africa makes strides 

Ig~~""lworld Cup fever, and the racial harmony it has inspired in her country, is something Caroline Motholo has 

experienced only from afar. 

1~~'::lsouth Africa - World Cup - Sport - FIFA World Cup - Country music 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/11/2010 4:40:22 AM 

Orioles hand lee a Texas-size loss in debut 

Ig~~""ICliff Lee's complete-game debut for the Texas Rangers was spoiled by Chris Tillman, who took a no-hitter 
into the seventh inning and led the Baltimore Orioles to a 6-1 victory over the AL West leaders on 

Saturday night. 

I ~~':-IBaltimore Orioles - Chris Tillman - Texas Rangers - Cliff Lee - Sports 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/11/20107:39:59 AM 

Spill another turbulent chapter for Vietnamese 

Ig~~""~he oil spill that has forced Gulf fisherman from boats is especially cruel to the Vietnamese community 

wrestling with cultural and language barriers as they face financial disaster. 

rg~iSjoil spill - Environment - Petroleum in the Environment - Vietnamese people - Energy 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/11/20108:41:08 AM 

New photos show smiling Castro out in public 

Ig~~""INew pictures of Fidel Castro show the stooped but smiling former leader venturing out to meet with 
workers at a Cuban scientific think tank - the first to show him in public since he got sick four years ago. 

1~~':-IFidel Castro - Cuba - Caribbean - Politics - People 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/11/20109:36:42 AM 

Haiti recovery paralyzed 6 months after quake 

Ig~~""IFights over land have slowed recovery to a near-standstill in the six months since a powerful earthquake 

leveled much of the capital and killed as many as 300,000 people. 

rg~iSjHaiti - Caribbean - Earthquake - Port-au-Prince - United States 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/11/2010 10:44: 14 AM 

Official: Bahamas police catch 'Barefoot Bandit' 

Police in the Bahamas say they have caught the teenage u.s. fugitive known as the "Barefoot Bandit." 
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Ig~~ .... IBahamas - United States - Police - Caribbean - Colton Harris-Moore 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/11/20104:09:45 PM 

"Irrational" Iran can't get nuclear arms: Netanyahu 

"Irrational regimes" like Iran cannot be allowed to have nuclear arms and it is a mistake to think Tehran's ambitions can 

be contained, Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu said on u.s. television. 

rC~~"-Lan _ Tehran - Benjamin Netanvahu - Nuclear weapon - Prime Minister of Israel 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/11/2010 4:44:32 PM 

Lifesaving chemo may put workers' lives at risk 

Ig~~""~he same powerful chemotherapy drugs that have saved hundreds of thousands of patients' lives for 

decades have at the same time taken a potentially deadly toll on the hospital and clinic workers who 
handled them. 

I ~~':-IChemotherapy - Health - United States - Cancer - Liposuction 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/11/20104:48:16 PM 

The era of cheap Chinese goods may be ending 

Ig~~""IFactory workers demanding better wages and working conditions are hastening the eventual end of an 

era of cheap costs that helped make southern coastal China the world's factory floor. 

rg~iSjchina - Factory - Asia -~ - Business and Economy 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/11/20104:51:01 PM 

BP upbeat on installing new containment cap 

Ig~~""IHundreds of thousands of gallons of oil are being allowed to spew into the fouled waters of the Gulf of 

Mexico while BP engineers prepare to install a new containment system. 

rg~iSLulf of Mexico - BP - Containment - Energy - Business 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/11/20105:01:26 PM 

Financial world readies for reform bill passage 

Big changes are in store for the financial world from a government crackdown more than a year in the making. 

rC~~~~jGovernment - United States - Business - Politics - President of the United States 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/11/20105:37:28 PM 

Toyota appreciates professor's help, but ... 

Ig~~""llt's the kind of publicity any university might dream about: An instructor uncovers a possible flaw that's 

causing some of the world's most popular cars to accelerate suddenly. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/11/20105:44:27 PM 

12 arrested in alleged S. California pot ring 

Authorities say 12 members of a Southern California ring that illegally sold millions of dollars of pot through medical 

marijuana dispensaries are behind bars and facing federal charges. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/11/20105:57:15 PM 

Divorce or die - old rules clash with new India 

Ig~~""IDeep in a warren of dusty alleys in a north Indian village, an unmarked house serves as a refuge for a 

young couple who fear for their lives. 

1~~':-IDivorce - India - Asia - Village - Relationships 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/11/20106:06:02 PM 

New burger chains see an unending appetite 

Ig~~""IWith a drive-through seemingly on every corner, you might think the market for burgers long ago 

reached saturation. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/11/20106:32:21 PM 

Brazil: Air France jet lands after bomb threat 

Ig~~""IAn Air France passenger jet from Rio to Paris that made an emergency landing in northeastern Brazil with 

405 passengers aboard due to a bomb threat was scheduled to take off again Sunday night after no 
explosive was found on board. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/11/20106:36:38 PM 

Price of gas falls nearly 4 cents in last two weeks 

The average price of regular gasoline in the United States has dropped 3.88 cents over a two-week period to $2.73. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/11/20106:57:39 PM 

Wall Street enters earnings season on high note 

Investors cast aside worries of another recession last week and bought stocks by the bucketful. This week brings hard 

evidence of whether they were right. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/11/20107:09:47 PM 

Guatemala nabs cocaine-stuffed submarine in Pacific 

Guatemala's navy captured a makeshift submarine loaded with five metric tons of cocaine bound for the United States, 

the Guatemalan military said on Sunday. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/11/20107:17:42 PM 

U.S. chamber steps up its criticism of Obama 

Some business groups, upset about budget and regulatory policies they say are costing jobs, are accusing President 

Obama of pursuing an agenda that is hurting economic recovery. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/11/20108:04:34 PM 

Jolie says new thigh tattoo is 'for Brad' 

Angelina Jolie has some new ink - and the star told MTV News her intimate latest tattoo is for her partner, Brad Pitt. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/11/2010 10:38:29 PM 

Oakland man arrested after child thrown in traffic 

A 21-year-old man Oakland police say threw a toddler in front of a moving car is in custody after being arrested by an 

off-duty police officer. 

1§':i1ti¥.Elpolice officer - Oakland California - Police - Law - Law Enforcement 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/11/201011:03:13 PM 

Judge OKs iPhone lawsuit against Apple, AT&T 

Ig~~""IA federal judge says a monopoly abuse lawsuit against Apple and AT&T's mobile phone unit can move 

forward as a class action. 

I~~':-I~ -IPhone - AT&T - Smartphone - Mobile phone 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/11/201011:11:58 PM 

'Barefoot Bandit' caught after Bahamas chase 

Ig~~""IBahamian police captured a teenage u.s. fugitive Sunday, bringing to an end the "Barefoot Bandit's" two

year flight from u.S. justice, a senior police official says. 

rg~iSjpolice - United States - Bahamas - Caribbean - Eleuthera 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/11/2010 11:37:36 PM 

Technology's disasters share long trail of hubris 

Ig~~""lltls all so familiar. A technological disaster, then a presidential commission examining what went wrong. 

And ultimately a discovery that while technology marches on, concern for safety lags. Technology isn't as 
foolproof as it seemed. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/12/201012:17:41 AM 

Sabathia sparkles, grabs share of AL wins lead 

Ig~~""lcc Sabathia allowed a run in seven innings and joined Tampa Bay's David Price as the only 12-game 

winners in the American League, and the New York Yankees roughed up the Seattle Mariners for an 8-2 
victory Sunday and head into the All-Star break with baseball's best record. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/12/2010 12:25:36 AM 

Total eclipse thrills South Pacific skywatchers 

Ig~~""[hOUSands of skywatchers on Easter Island cheered as a total solar eclipse darkened South Pacific skies 

for four precious minutes on Sunday. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/12/2010 1:06:22 AM 

Opinion: Spain's win a victory for enjoyable soccer 

Ig~~""lspain won the World Cup with the right kind of football. No one can argue that its tense 1-0 extra time 
victory over the Netherlands wasn't deserved. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/12/20101:13:53 AM 

FEe filing shows Palin gave $87,500 to candidates 

Ig~~""lsarah Palin's political action committee contributed at least $87,500 to candidates she's endorsed in the 

last few months, according to a report filed Sunday with the Federal Elections Commission. 

1~~'::lsarah Palin - Federal Election Commission - Political action committee - United States - Republican 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/12/20101:16:38 AM 

Spain revels in 'immeasurable' World Cup win 

Ig~~""IAndres Iniesta scored with four minutes of extra time remaining to give Spain a 1-0 win over the 

Netherlands and a first World Cup title. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/12/20102:59:18 AM 

Rev. Schuller retiring from lead pastor role 

Ig~~""~he Rev. Robert H. Schuller, founder of Southern California's Crystal Cathedral megachurch and host of 

the "Hour of Power" televangelism broadcast, announced Sunday he will retire as lead pastor after SS 
years in the pulpit and his daughter will take over. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/12/20103:09:30 AM 

BP reportedly in talks to sell Alaska oil stake 

Ig~~""IBeleagUered oil giant BP is in talks to sell $12 billion of assets, including a prized Alaskan oil field, says 

Sunday Times of London. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/12/20104:32:33 AM 

Cuban wants NBA to probe Heat's signings 

Dallas Mavericks owner Mark Cuban says the NBA should examine how free agents LeBron James, Chris Bosh and 

Dwyane Wade all ended up with the Miami Heat. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/12/20105:47:59 AM 

For your bucket list: MLB's must-see players 

Ig~~""loPinion: Every baseball fan has memories of seeing greatness in action growing up, players they can tell 
their children about and say "I remember when I saw .... " But what about the current generation of 

young talent? Which players are must-see talents who should be on every fan's bucket list? For some help, we 
asked the players themselves. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/12/20107:32:52 AM 

Opinion: Handing out baseball's midseason awards 

Ig~~""lsporting News: With the Ali-Star break approaching, baseball's races for individual glory are as tight as 
the pennant races. About all that is certain is that 2009's big winners -- Albert Pujols, Joe Mauer, Tim 

Lincecum and Zack Greinke -- will need stronger showings in the second half to have a chance of repeating. 

Ig~~""IBaseball - Tim Lincecum - Sporting News - Zack Greinke - Sports 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/12/20108:15:33 AM 

Three Northern Irish police shot in overnight riots 

Three police officers were shot and injured overnight in Belfast, Northern Irish police said on Monday, after an annual 

display of bonfires stirred unrest. 

I g:i1ti¥.EINorthern Ireland - Belfast - Police officer - Police - law 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/12/20108:25:48 AM 

Report: Karzai wants U.N. to trim Taliban blacklist 

Afghan President Hamid Karzai plans to ask the United Nations to remove as many as 50 former Taliban members from a 

U.N. blacklist, The Washington Post reported on Monday. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/12/2010 10:26:35 AM 

Haiti: 'People have moved on to the next crisis' 

uu 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/12/2010 11:29:26 AM 

The 8 lowest-paying jobs in America 

The United States may soon have to replace the expression, "the land of opportunity," with "the land of low wages." 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/12/2010 11:40:54 AM 

BP's Big Spill: The lost summer 

Ig~~""IFear of more oil-federal maps show oil menacing the shore from Terrebonne Parish, La., to Fort Walton 

Beach, Fla.-is putting a dent in the Gulf's $100 billion annual tourism industry. 

rg~5.jBP _ Tourism - Oil spill - Fort Walton Beach Florida - Gulf Oil 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/12/201012:17:19 PM 

Being a perfectionist can take toll on health 

Perfectionists, by definition, strive for the best. So one might assume this drive for the ideal translates over to their 

health as well. But new research is revealing the disorder can bring both profits and perils. 

I g:i1ti¥.EIHealth - Mental health - Disorders - Perfectionism - Canada 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/12/2010 12:22:53 PM 

D.C. bobbled the ball on jobless aid. Why? 

Keeping unemployment benefits flowing for millions of workers whose jobs were eaten by the recession should have 

been a slam dunk in an election year. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/12/2010 12:34:36 PM 

Exercise may be best to fight Alzheimer's 

Scientists are reporting advances in detecting and predicting Alzheimer's disease at a conference in Honolulu this week, 

plus offering more proof that getting enough exercise and vitamin D may lower your risk. 

rC~~"-IAlzheimer's disease - Health - Research - Conditions and Diseases - Neurological Disorders 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/12/201012:47:26 PM 

Switzerland won't send Polanski to the u.S. 

The Swiss government declared renowned film director Roman Polanski a free man on Monday after rejecting a u.S. 

request to extradite him on a charge of having sex in 1977 with a 13-year-old girl. 

I g:i1ti¥.EIUnited States - Roman Polanski - Roman - Extradition - Switzerland 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/12/2010 12:49:47 PM 

Japan braces for gridlock after ruling party loss 

Japan's ruling party faced the prospect of political gridlock Monday after an election setback that could undermine its 

attempts to reduce a ballooning budget deficit and revive growth in the world's second-largest economy. 

I g:i1ti¥.EiJapan - Asia - Politics - Upper house - Democratic Party of Japan 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/12/2010 1:24:41 PM 

Octopus oracle Paul to retire with perfect record 

Ig~~""lpaull the octopus who became a pop culture sensation by correctly predicting the outcome of as many 

World Cup matches as he has legs - all seven of Germany's games plus the Spain-Netherlands final - is 

going to retire. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/12/20101:26:13 PM 

Squeeze a 'yes' out of your travel company 

The travel industry has taken a hard line, saying they can take us or leave us when, in reality, they need us more than 

ever. Here are some ways to get what you want from your company. 

I §,:i1ti¥.E~ourism - Travel - Business - Hospitality - Recreation 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/12/2010 1:27:50 PM 

Boarding a plane? Food need not be your top worry 

Would you rather get bad food or be stuck on a tarmac stranding without any? Food is the least of our worries when 

entrusting the airlines with our bodies by boarding a plane. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/12/2010 1:34:54 PM 

Obamas to vacation in Maine, Acadia National Park 

The first family's summer vacation plans will include a trip to Maine. 

1~¥:lunited States - Maine - Government - Travel and Tourism - State 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/12/2010 1:37:49 PM 

Would Beatles make it in today's music world? 

Ig~~""~he music business has transformed dramatically from the days of the Fab Four until now. In fact, 

veterans like to say that there is no more music business, at least in the sense that there was a business 
model to guide artists, managers, executives, disc jockeys and fans. 

I ~~':-IDiSC jockey - Business - Music - Arts and Entertainment - Arts 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/12/20102:06:37 PM 

First Read: White House admits House is in play in fall 

When Robert Gibbs suggested the House is in play in November, he was only stating the obvious - here are four 

reasons why the GOP could win back the lower chamber. 

1~¥':-IRobert Gibbs - White House - Republican - House - United States 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/12/20102:44:46 PM 

AI-Qaida-linked group claims Uganda blasts 

Ig~~""lsimultaneous explosions tore through crowds watching the World Cup final at two sites in Uganda's 

capital, killing at least 74 people including one American, officials said. 

rg~5.Lganda - Kampala - World Cup - sport - FIFA World Cup 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/12/20103:29:40 PM 

Russia: Iran closer to creating nuclear weapons 

Russian President Dmitry Medvedev gave the strongest sign yet that Moscow is moving closer to the West's stance on 

Iran, saying Tehran was closer to building a nuclear bomb. 

rC~~"-IRussia - Nuclear weapon - Dmitrv Medvedev - Iran - President of Russia 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/12/20103:49:41 PM 

Newsweek: Environment no longer a political priority 

Just three years ago, the politics of global warming was enjoying its golden moment. Following two of the harshest 

winters on record in the Northern Hemisphere, voters no longer consider global warming a priority. What has turned the 

fight against global warming from vote getter to political hot potato in so many places at once? 

I S:i1ti¥.EIS:i1ti¥.EI'S~F.E1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/12/2010 4: 14:34 PM 

Consumer Reports won't recommend iPhone 4 

Ig~~""lconsumer Reports said Monday it cannot recommend the iPhone 4 after testing by its engineers showed 

"there is a problem with its reception." 

rg~iSjlPhone - ConsumerReports -~ - Smartphone - iPhone 4 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/12/20104:26:19 PM 

Gaza flotilla inquiry: 'Mistakes' were made 

Flawed intelligence-gathering and planning led to Israel's botched and deadly raid on a Gaza-bound protest flotilla, said 

the official report released Monday. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/12/20104:32:43 PM 

Brown to vote 'yes' on financial reform bill 

1~¥:lscott Brown - United States - Politics - Democratic - Republican Party 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/12/20104:55:01 PM 

Gilmour, Waters stun Floyd fans with reunion 

Ig~~""IFor the first time in five years, the two driving forces behind Pink Floyd, Roger Waters and David Gilmour, 

reunited onstage at a benefit in England over the weekend. 

...... ,..... . ..... ,..... . ..... , ....... 
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rg~~...,LogerWaters - Pink Floyd - DavidGilmour - Pink Floyd The Wall - Reunion 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/12/20105:39:51 PM 

Newsweek: Bombing may signal arrival of jihad in Uganda 

The Uganda bomb, which killed 74 at World Cup parties, signals a new theater for Islamist terrorism. 

rC~~~~Lganda - World Cup - Islamic terrorism - Africa - Sports 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/12/20105:40:47 PM 

Newsweek: How the Balkan genocide got us into Iraq 

If liberals were disillusioned with the U.N., conservatives were unsurprised. For Republicans, Srebrenica confirmed what 

they already know: multilateral ism was worse than useless, it was counterproductive. So when Iraq came onto the U.S. 

radar screen in 2002 and 2003, the U.N. had already been discredited in American eyes. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/12/20105:44:01 PM 

Hefner offers to take Playboy private 

Ig~~""IHUgh Hefner, Playboy Enterprises Inc.'s iconic founder, is offering to buy the shares of the media empire 

that he doesn't already own and take the company private. 

1~~'::lplaYbOY Enterprises - Hugh Hefner - Business - Shopping - Periodicals 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/12/20105:53:20 PM 

Guacamole, salsa linked to food poisoning 

Ig~~""IBetter put down that tortilla chip. Contaminated salsa or guacamole were the culprits in nearly 1 out of 

every 25 foodborne illness outbreaks linked to food in restaurants between 1998 and 2008, according to 
new research released today by the federal Centers for Disease Control and Prevention. 

I g~~""lsalsa - Guacamole - Tortilla - Health - Centers for Disease Control and Prevention 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/12/20106:27:11 PM 

New tape mentions alleged Mel Gibson assault 

Ig~~""~he tape, posted Monday by RadarOnline.com, is purportedly an eight-minute phone argument between 

Mel Gibson and Oksana Grigorieva. 

1~~'::Lel Gibson - Oksana Grigorieva - Arts - Gibson - Stringed 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/12/20106:27:22 PM 

Six months after quake, Haiti is still on shaky ground 

Anyone who thought that six months later, things would be running smoothly in Haiti either failed to grasp the depth of 

the destruction heaped on by the earthquake or didn't understand how weak almost every institution in the country was 

before the earthquake. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/12/20106:28:02 PM 

Taliban attacks increasingly kill Afghan civilians 

Taliban insurgents are carrying out more attacks this year than at any time since early in the war, killing increasing 

numbers of civilians, an Afghan rights group said Monday. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/12/20106:56:59 PM 

Americans' credit scores at new lows 

The credit scores of millions more Americans are sinking to new lows, according to new figures provided by FICO Inc. 

rC~~~~jcredit score - FICO - Business - Mortgage - Financial Services 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/12/20107:14:55 PM 

Jimenez, Price to start Ali-Star game 

Ig~~""lcolorado ace Ubaldo Jimenez will start for the National League in the All-Star game while the AL will 

counter with Tampa Bay's David Price. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/12/20108:00:16 PM 

Gingrich says he's considering a presidential run 

Ig~~""IFormer U.S. House Speaker Newt Gingrich said Monday he's seriously considering seeking the Republican 

presidential nomination and will announce his decision early next year. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/12/20108:31:42 PM 

Belfast police, Catholic rioters clash over parade 

Police battled Irish nationalists for control of a Belfast road Monday as a day dominated by peaceful Protestant parades 

across Northern Ireland turned violent when night fell. 

I ~¥':-IBelfast - Northern Ireland - Police officer - Law - Law Enforcement --- --

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/12/20108:31:47 PM 

Anti-clotting drug Coumadin recalled 

Bristol-Myers Squibb Co. said Monday it is recalling eight production lots of its anti-clotting drug Coumadin because the 

amount of the active ingredient in the drug could change. 

I g:i1ti¥.Elwarfarin - Bristol-Myers Squibb - Active ingredient - Health - Addictions 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/12/20108:36:28 PM 

Ick! Few people correctly cover coughs, sneezes 

Alas, here's more proof that most people have habits that aren't very sanitary - and sometimes can be plain disgusting. 

Only 1 in 77 people sneezed into their elbow as recommended, researchers found. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/12/20108:48:14 PM 

Spain's team returns home for huge celebration 

Ig~~""lspain erupted with its biggest fiesta in memory Monday when its football team returned to a jubilant 

nation after winning the World Cup, giving elated Spaniards a break from months of economic gloom and 
political squabbling as nationalist regions fought for greater autonomy from the central government. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/12/20108:52:21 PM 

Cost of gas should remain steady this summer 

Gasoline pump prices should stay in a fairly narrow range this summer, putting less strain on family budgets for summer 

driving trips and commutes to work. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/12/20109:07:30 PM 

Why we miss what's right in front of us 

Ig~~""IEven if you're expecting the unexpected, you're still going to miss some things, suggests a new study. In 

some cases, those things will be wearing gorilla suits. 

1~~':-IDaniel Simons - Inattentional blindness - Malcolm Gladwell - Psychology - Statistical significance 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/12/20109:49:03 PM 

Stocks begin earnings season by crawling up 

Stocks closed mixed Monday as investors grew more cautious while they waited for the start of second-quarter earnings 

reports. They got some good news after trading ended, when Alcoa Inc. reported better than expected results. 

I ~¥':-Iunemployment - Jobless claims - Business - Insurance - Investing 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/12/20109:51:33 PM 

'Barefoot Bandit' suspect to face Bahamas judge 

A resourceful teenage fugitive who police have called the "Barefoot Bandit" was being questioned inside a Bahamian jail 

Monday after an audacious two-year run that gave him near folk hero status. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/12/20109:59:08 PM 

Gunman kills 2, wounds 4 others at office 

A gunman opened fire at an Albuquerque company, killing two people and wounding four before turning the gun on 

himself in what police said was a domestic violence dispute. 

1§':i1ti¥.Eloomestic violence - Optical fiber - Albuquerque New Mexico - Women - People 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/12/2010 10:59:20 PM 

Revised deep drilling moratorium is unveiled 

After two court rulings against its six-month moratorium on new deepwater oil and gas drilling, the Obama 

administration announced a revised ban on Monday afternoon. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/12/201011:16:01 PM 

All kids should have cholesterol tests, docs say 

Tens of thousands of kids may benefit from cholesterol-lowering medication, but no one would know because screening 

guidelines exclude too many children, u.s. doctors said Monday. 

I ~¥':-IHealth - Hypercholesterolemia - Conditions and Diseases - Cholesterol - Nutrition and Metabolism Disorders 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/13/2010 12:05:34 AM 

Arizona law sparks 2011 Ali-Star boycott talk 

Ig~~""IYovani Gallardo is firm. Even if he's fortunate enough to make the All-Star team again next summer, he'll 

skip it. 

rg~iStaw - Arizona - Yovani Gallardo - Services - lawyers and law Firms 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/13/201012:12:29 AM 

PBT: Stern fines Cavs owner $100,000 for LeBron letter 
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Ig~~ .... lleBron James - Cleveland Cavaliers - Dan Gilbert - Miami Heat - United States 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/13/201012:19:12 AM 

White House corrects NASA's Muslim comment 

White House spokesman Robert Gibbs said Monday that NASA administrator Charles Bolden was wrong to claim that 

reaching out to the Muslim world was a top priority for the u.S. space agency. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/13/2010 12:19:30AM 

Afghans want foreign aid spent on their priorities 

The Afghan government wants foreign donors to start focusing 80 percent of the billions of dollars flowing into the 

country on priority projects that it believes are key to pulling their country out of poverty and turmoil, Afghan officials 

said Monday. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/13/2010 12:54:04 AM 

Petraeus praises Pakistan's fight in surprise trip 

u.s. Gen. David Petraeus lauded Pakistan's efforts at battling Islamist militants during his first visit here since taking over 

as top NATO commander in neighboring Afghanistan this month. 

I~¥':-Ipakistan - Afghanistan - David Petraeus - NATO - Asia 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/13/2010 1:02:32 AM 

Tidbits: Whoopi Goldberg says Gibson's no racist 

Ig~~""IAlthough Goldberg made no effort to deny that it was Gibson's voice heard using a racial slur on one of 

the tapes, she did point to her personal experience with the star to counter public opinion. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/13/2010 1:04:08 AM 

Fidel Castro warns U.S. against war with Iran 

Ig~~""IFidel Castro appeared relaxed and lucid in his most prominent television interview in years Monday, 

though he spoke slowly and with a raspy voice. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/13/20101:54:18 AM 

Attorney denies Stamos had fling with teen 

Ig~~""IAn attorney for actor John Stamos denies the "Full House" and "ER" star had a romantic fling with a 17-

year-old girl who six years later is accused of scheming to bilk him of hundreds of thousands of dollars by 
threatening to sell compromising photos to the tabloids. 

I g~~""llaw - John Stamos - Federal Bureau of Investigation - Extortion - ER 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/13/20102:48:05 AM 

Ortiz outslugs Ramirez for HR Derby title 

Ig~~""IBoston slugger David Ortiz has won his first Home Run Derby title, hitting 11 homers in the final round to 
beat Florida's Hanley Ramirez at Angel Stadium. 

1~~':-IDaVid Ortiz - Home Run Derby - Hanley Ramirez - Matt Holliday - Miguel Cabrera 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/13/20103:18:50 AM 

Calif woman arrested in stabbing death of daughter 

A woman was arrested over the weekend on suspicion of murder after los Angeles police say she stabbed her lO-year

old daughter to death and then tried to commit suicide. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/13/2010 4:04:43 AM 

Philippines braces for heavy rains from typhoon 

The Philippines' first typhoon of the year is barreling toward the country's eastern coast and weather forecasters say it 

will dump heavy rains. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/13/20105:18:42 AM 

Hotel workers' union protests at Disneyland 

Ig~~""IMiCkey Mouse mask-wearing protesters were among about 325 union members and supporters who 

demonstrated against Disneyland over a hotel employee contract dispute. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/13/20106:36:52 AM 

HBT: Pitching's youth movement more trend than fluke 

Ig~~""IHBT: Guys like Ubaldo Jimenez and David Price typify what's becoming a league-wide trend - electric, 

dominant young pitchers have taken the forefront. And here's why. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/13/20106:58:32 AM 

DeMarco: 'Sky is the limit' for Yankees' Cano 

Ig~~""IDeMarco: You probably knew Cano was really good before, but now you know better. At 27, and in his 
sixth full big-league season, he has taken it to another level. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/13/20107:23:41 AM 

PBT: Stern disliked how LeBron handled his move 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/13/20107:57:40 AM 

Mom jailed over sex with 14-year-old son 

Ig~~""IA woman who pleaded guilty to having sex with the biological son she gave up for adoption and later 

tracked down on the Internet has been sentenced nine years to 30 years in prison. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/13/20108:37:23 AM 

Suspects held after World Cup bomb attacks 

Ig~~""lugandan police made several arrests Tuesday and recovered unexploded suicide belts at a nightclub after 

76 soccer fans were killed as they watched the World Cup final on television. 

rg~iSLganda - World Cup - Sports - Soccer - Competitions 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/13/20108:44:05 AM 

17 dead, 44 missing as landslides hit China towns 

Landslides slammed into three mountain hamlets in western China early Tuesday, killing 17 people and leaving 44 

missing, while crews drained a fast-rising reservoir in another part of the country following heavy rains. 

1§':i1ti¥.Elchina _ Asia - People - Lost or Missing - Country music 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/13/20108:44:45 AM 

Police, rioters clash over N. Ireland parade 

Ig~~""lpolice struggled Tuesday to quell rioting by Irish Catholics in several parts of Northern Ireland following a 

day of mass Protestant parades. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/13/201010:13:01 AM 

Cops arrest 320 alleged mobsters in Italy, U.S. 

More than 320 people were arrested in raids across Italy and in the u.s. on suspicion of links to the powerful Calabrian 

mafia, authorities said Tuesday. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/13/201011:35:15 AM 

For recyclers, one (complicated) word: Plastics 

Ig~~""IAlthough Americans rely on plastic made from petroleum and natural gas in virtually every aspect of our 

lives, just a fraction of our plastic waste is getting recycled. 

rg~iSjReCYciing - Plastic - Business - Polymers - Natural gas 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/13/2010 12:30:27 PM 

Ten signs you work in a fear-based workplace 

"Talk to my boss?" my friend exclaimed. "Are you nuts? I tell my boss exactly what he wants to hear. People who tell my 

boss what he doesn't want to hear are people who get laid off." 

1~¥':-IBusiness - Sign age - Business Services - Work - Workplace 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/13/20101:24:18 PM 

Polanski victim satisfied with director's release 

The woman with whom film director Roman Polanski was convicted of having illegal sex when she was a minor said on 

Tuesday she was satified with Switzerland's decision not to extradite him to the United States for the 1977 offence. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/13/2010 1:51:02 PM 

First Thoughts: No ordinary time in politics 

Since World War I, there have only been three periods of time when the political parties picked up 20 or more House 

seats for at least three consecutive cycles. This coming cycle could be the fourth. 

I ~¥':-Iworld War I - History - Wars and Conflicts - Twentieth Century - Politics 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/13/20102:00:59 PM 

Another passport fee increase? Deal with it 

Opinion: A day late and $35 short - that's the cost of not renewing your passport in a timely manner. Higher fees take 

effect today, and travelers are incensed. Deal with it, people. By Rob Lovitt 

I g:i1ti¥.Elunited States - Rob Lovitt - Russia - Passport - History 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/13/20103:07:11 PM 

Missing Iranian scientist flees to embassy 

Ig~~""IA missing Iranian nuclear scientist, who Tehran claims was abducted by the CIA, has appeared at the 

Pakistani embassy in Washington and is asking to return to his homeland. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/13/20103:18:19 PM 

Celizic: Steinbrenner was dictator, world champion 

Ig~~""lceliZiC: Steinbrenner's Yankees. There are people he crushed along the way who won't mourn his 
passing, but they'll miss him. We'll all miss him. 

1~~':-INew York Yankees - Hal Steinbrenner - Icon - George Steinbrenner - United States 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/13/20103:22:09 PM 

Skydiver plans supersonic space jump 

Ig~~""IA skydiver is making progress with plans to leap from near the edge of space in a dive that would break 

world records and the sound barrier. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/13/20103:27:25 PM 

'Inception' a four-star mind trip 

Ig~~""lwriter-director Christopher Nolan's first film since "The Dark Knight" is a stunningly gorgeous, technically 

flawless symphony of images and ideas. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/13/20104:05:17 PM 

Anna Chapman's citizenship, passport revoked 

Britain's government says one of the key figures in the U.S.-Russia spy case has had her British citizenship revoked. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/13/20104:23:34 PM 

To marry off son, mom launches website 

Meddlesome moms can now harness the power of the Internet thanks to Geri Brin, who is so anxious to hitch up her 31-

year-old son Colby that she added a section to her over-50 lifestyle website called "Date My Single Kid." 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/13/20104:27:26 PM 

Newsweek: Why Obama's anti-business bias won't last 

As job creation and an economic growth stall, the Obama administration is being criticized by big business, which 

increasingly believes that the president harbors a thinly camouflaged antibusiness bias. Still, the president will likely 

change course and move to embrace a good deal of corporate America's agenda after the November midterm 

congressional elections. 

Ig~a:..!'lunited States - Obama administration - Barack Obama - Presidency of Barack Obama - President 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/13/20105:30:14 PM 

Stern, King trade insults as feud heats up 

Ig~~"'l'l regard Howard Stern as worthless," Larry King said of the shock jock. "Larry's a loser and he lost his 
entire audience," Howard Stern shot back. "It's obvious, he is no longer relevant." 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/13/20105:41:20 PM 

Appeals court tosses FCC expletives policy 

A federal appeals court found that a government policy that can lead to broadcasters being fined for allowing even a 

single curse word on live television is unconstitutionally vague. 

I ~¥':-IFederal Communications Commission - Profanity - United States - Fox Television Stations - United States courts of 

appeals 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/13/20105:52:23 PM 

Lawrence Taylor pleads not guilty to raping girl 

Ig~~""IHall of Fame linebacker Lawrence Taylor pleaded not guilty on Tuesday to an indictment that alleges he 
had sex with a 16-year-old girl in a New York hotel room. 

1~~~:ITaYIOr - New York - Lawrence Taylor - New York City - Hall of fame 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/13/20105:57:42 PM 

Gibson allegedly spews more hate on 3rd tape 

Ig~~""~he actor's shocking rage against estranged girlfriend Oskana Grigorieva escalates even further in a third 

audio snippet of their alleged phone conversation released Tuesday. 

rg~iSLel Gibson - Violence and Abuse - Oskana Grigorieva - Gibson - Stringed 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/13/20106:22:10 PM 

Toxic mushrooms kill hundreds in China 

Ig~~""IHealth officials believe they have pinpointed the cause of an estimated 400 mysterious deaths in a corner 
of southwestern China in the past three decades: an innocuous-looking mushroom known as Little 

White. 

Ig~~""lchina - Mushroom - Horticulture - Edible Fungi - Business 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/13/20107:00:38 PM 

Senate to vote on financial reform Thursday 

Senate Majority Leader Harry Reid is planning a final vote Thursday morning on a sweeping overhaul of financial 

regulations. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/13/20107:19:39 PM 

Newsweek: Officials deny Iranian 'defector' was abused 

u.s. national security officials are strongly denying claims by a once-missing Iranian researcher that he had been 

kidnapped and abused by armed u.s. government agents over a period of more than a year. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/13/20107:29:24 PM 

Digital medical records get 5-year deadline 

The Obama administration says it wants doctors and hospitals to move to computerized medical records within five 

years - with greater safety for patients and lower costs overall. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/13/20107:45:14 PM 

Photos show vanishing oil berm 

A critic of using artificial sand barriers to try to block the oil spill says photos of one project show the futility of the idea. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/13/20108:07:38 PM 

Diabetes pill controversy shows rift in FDA 

The diabetes pill Avandia has been used by millions of patients and racked up billions in sales in more than a decade on 

the market. This week the Food and Drug Administration is trying to answer a seemingly simple question: Does it cause 

heart attacks? 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/13/20108:16:40 PM 

Mystery surrounds 4-time lotto winner 

Ig~~""~he odds that Joan Ginther would hit four Texas Lottery jackpots for a combined $21 million are 

astronomical. Just as unlikely? Getting to know one of the luckiest women in the world. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/13/20108:19:26 PM 

Officers charged in post-Katrina bridge shootings 

4 New Orleans police officers indicted in post-Katrina bridge shootings; 2 others in coverup. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/13/20108:35:20 PM 

Newsweek: Remembering George 

Twenty years ago to the day, I had my first dip into the turbulent waters that were George Steinbrenner's mind. At the 

recommendation of his lawyers, Steinbrenner agreed to talk to me at length in his Tampa offices. 

1§':i1ti¥.EIGeorge Steinbrenner - New York Yankees - United States - Tampa - Myocardial infarction 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/13/20108:47:58 PM 

Many docs don't report on addicted colleagues 

Ig~~""IA new study finds too many doctors who work with drunk, drug-addicted or incompetent colleagues fail 

to report them. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/13/20109:05:32 PM 

Tiger a picture of relief after media grilling 

Ig~~""[he joyless look in Tiger Woods' eyes said it all. It is one thing for the fallen hero to say he is trying to 

"become a better person" but convincing the media and public is another matter entirely. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/13/20109:07:48 PM 

Report: Toyota crash data suggests driver error 

The DOT has analyzed dozens of black boxes in Toyota vehicles involved in accidents blamed on unintended 

acceleration, finding the throttles were open. 

I §,:i1ti¥.E~oyota _ Sudden unintended acceleration - Wall Street Journal - United States Department of Transportation -

United States 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/13/20109:11:07 PM 

Afghan soldier kills 3 British troops 

An Afghan soldier killed three British service members in the dead of night, a betrayal that highlights the difficulties in 

rapidly building up Afghan security forces so that foreign troops can go home. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/13/20109:12:43 PM 

Tiger going for more history at St. Andrews 

Ig~~""IFrom the middle of the ninth fairway, just to the right of a pot bunker that he managed to avoid, Tiger 

Woods considered two options from 85 yards into a gentle breeze and executed both of them perfectly. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/13/20109:19:05 PM 

Iowa Tea Party group's sign links Obama, Hitler 

Ig~~""IA billboard created by an Iowa tea party group comparing President Barack Obama to Adolf Hitler and 

Vladimir Lenin is being condemned by other tea party activists. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/13/20109:34:34 PM 

NBC: 'Barefoot Bandit' on flight to Miami 

Ig~~""~he teenage thief dubbed the "Barefoot Bandit" by police has pleaded guilty to a minor offense in the 

Bahamas and is expected to be deported soon to the United States. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/13/2010 10:06:46 PM 

12th person detained in spy case deported 

The government says a Russian man whose name surfaced in the Russian spy ring investigation has been deported from 

the United States. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/13/201010:12:25 PM 

New stamps to honor Negro League baseball 

Ig~~""~he Negro Leagues take the baseball field again on Thursday as the Postal Service honors the 

organizations that gave black players a chance to show their talents before the major leagues were 

integrated. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/13/201010:23:11 PM 

Police make arrest after tourist killed in USVI 

Police in the u.s. Virgin Islands have arrested a suspect in the slaying of a 14-year-old cruise ship passenger. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/13/201010:36:15 PM 

Tax-wise, Steinbrenner picked a great year to die 

Ig~~""IBY dying in 2010, the billionaire and long-time New York Yankees owner's wealth avoids the federal 

estate tax, likely saving his heirs enough money to field an entire team of Alex Rodriguezes. 

1~~':-INew York Yankees - George Steinbrenner - Estate tax in the United States - United States - Sports 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/13/2010 10:39:25 PM 

Panel proposes aggressive Alzheimer's diagnosis 

Proposed new guidelines for diagnosing Alzheimer's released on Tuesday would look at the disease at its earliest stages, 

when clumps of a protein called amyloid are just beginning to form in the brains of people who are otherwise healthy. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/13/201010:47:38 PM 

More than 1,000 exposed to dengue in Florida 

Five percent of the population of Key West, Florida -- more than 1,000 people -- have been infected at some point with 

the dengue virus, government researchers reported on Tuesday. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/13/2010 11:03:09 PM 

'Barefoot Bandit' to appear in U.S. court 

Ig~~""~he American teenager who police call the "Barefoot Bandit" pleaded guilty Tuesday to a minor offense 

in the Bahamas and was put on a direct flight to Miami where he is scheduled to appear Wednesday 
before a u.s. magistrate in federal court, NBC News reported. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/14/201012:14:26 AM 

HBT: live chat during All-Star game 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/14/201012:19:58 AM 

Steinbrenner dies after massive heart attack 

Ig~~""IGeorge Michael Steinbrenner III, who both inspired and terrorized the Yankees in more than three 

decades as owner, died Tuesday of a heart attack at age 80. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/14/2010 1:34:03 AM 

Utah probes alleged illegal immigrants list 

A list containing the names and personal information of 1,300 people an anonymous group contends are illegal 

immigrants has been mailed around Utah. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/14/2010 1:39:27 AM 

FBI: Uganda attacks signal terror group potential 

If the Somali terror group al-Shabab is responsible for the deadly attacks in Uganda, it could mean the group is capable 

of carrying out successful attacks in Africa and beyond, according to an intelligence assessment. 

1§':i1ti¥.Eluganda _ Africa - Harakat al-Shabaab Mujahideen - Somalia - Federal Bureau of Investigation 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/14/20102:49:20 AM 

Goal.com: Will Spain go down as one of best ever? 

Ig~~""IGoal.com: The champions of Europe are now champions of the world, and the inevitable question is 
asked - are Spain the greatest international team of all time? Are they better than their grand 

predecesso rs? 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/14/20103:47:24 AM 

Deadly typhoon lashes Philippines 

The first typhoon to lash the Philippines this year flooded streets in the capital and toppled power lines Wednesday, 

causing widespread blackouts and suspending flights, classes and work in some government offices. At least three 

people died, and 19 fishermen are missing. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/14/20104:16:12 AM 

National pride: NL ends Ali-Star game drought 

Ig~~""IBrian McCann's three-run double in the seventh inning provided the NL all the offense it needed to 
capture its first Midsummer Classic since 1996 with a 3-1 victory Tuesday night. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/14/20105:17:04 AM 

NAACP leaders condemn tea party racism 

Leaders of the country's largest civil rights group accuse tea party activists of tolerating bigotry, approve resolution 

condemning racism within the political movement. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/14/20106:55:48 AM 

Ariz. 'Sheriff Joe' defends immigration law 

Ig~~""IArizona sheriff known for tough stance on illegal immigration defended his state's new immigration law 

as he stumped for Kansan secretary of state candidate who helped write it. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/14/20107:01:06 AM 

Rose flowers just in time to tackle British Open 

Ig~~""~ustin Rose, who once missed 21 consecutive cuts early in his career, has produced such a spectacular 

turnaround that he will go into the British Open as golf's hottest player. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/14/20107:11:45 AM 

Utah agencies probe alleged illegal immigrant list 

State agencies are investigating whether any of their employees leaked Social Security numbers and other personal 

information after a list of 1,300 people who an anonymous group claims are illegal immigrants was circulated around 

Utah. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/14/20107:56:30 AM 

Limbaugh rips Steinbrenner, draws ire 

Rush Limbaugh had his own view of George Steinbrenner. "That cracker made a lot of African-American millionaires," 

the radio commentator said Tuesday on his show after the New York Yankees owner died at age 80. "He fired a bunch of 

white guys as managers left and right." 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/14/20109:25:11 AM 

India blames Pakistan agency for Mumbai attacks 

Ig~~""lpakistan's intelligence agency controlled and coordinated the 2008 Mumbai attacks, a top Indian security 

official said. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/14/201010:17:55 AM 

Scientists reportedly crack chicken-Dr-egg riddle 

Ig~~""IWhiCh came first, the chicken or the egg? The chicken, claim British scientists. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/14/201010:19:29 AM 

Salazar: BP relief well blowout preventers needed fixes 

u.s. Interior Secretary Ken Salazar said in a memorandum that problems were identified "in recent weeks" with blowout 

preventers on BP Pic's relief wells. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/14/2010 11:25:02 AM 

Tea party favorite loses runoff in Alabama 

A mainstream Republican rolled past a conservative tea party activist in the primary runoff for a southeast Alabama 

congressional seat that Republicans hope to reclaim. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/14/201011:47:21 AM 

Commercial real estate shows a faint pulse 

Ig~~""~he commercial real estate industry is rising to the dawn of a national rebound, say market insiders in 

New York, Boston, Los Angeles and Seattle. 

...... ,..... . ..... ,..... . ..... , ....... 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/14/2010 11:51:01 AM 

Chrysler turns to Fiat to fill PI's wheels 

Ig~~""INOW that the PT Cruiser has gone off to the automotive rust heap, Chrysler needs to fill its wheel wells 

with a hit that will equal the popularity the quirky 5-door once had. 

rg~iSjchrYSler - Chrysler PT Cruiser - PT Cruiser - Fiat - Automotive industry 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/14/2010 11:51:32 AM 

Penelope Cruz, Javier Bardem wed in Bahamas 

Ig~~""lspanish actors Javier Bardem and Penelope Cruz joined the ranks of Oscar-winning married couples after 

tying the knot in the Bahamas earlier this month. 

rg~iS1avier Bardem - Penelope Cruz - Academy Award - Bahamas - Penelope Cruz 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/14/2010 11:51:32 AM 

Penelope Cruz, Javier Bardem wed in Bahamas 

Ig~~""lspanish actors Javier Bardem and Penelope Cruz joined the ranks of Oscar-winning married couples after 

tying the knot in the Bahamas earlier this month. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/14/2010 12:26:07 PM 

Afghan attacks kill 8 US soldiers in 24 hours 

Ig~~""IEight American troops died in attacks in southern Afghanistan, including a car bombing and gunfight 

outside a police compound in Kandahar, officials said Wednesday as the Taliban push back against a 
coalition effort to secure the volatile region. 

Ig~~""IKandahar - Police - Afghanistan - United States - Car bomb 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/14/201012:35:11 PM 

Mortgage applications sink to 13-year low 

Demand for loans to purchase homes sank to a 13-year low last week, and refinancing demand also slid despite near 

record-low mortgage rates. 

I g:i1ti¥.EIMortgage - Refinancing - Loan - United States - Business 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/14/20101:08:17 PM 

Senate hearing finally set for intelligence chief 

Ig~~""lln a high-stakes national intelligence stare-down between congressional Democrats and the White House, 

Sen. Dianne Feinstein blinked. 

1~~':-IDianne Feinstein - White House - United States - Government - President 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/14/2010 1:40:00 PM 

Ranting, sexist Gibson not 'What Women Want' 

Unlike public condemnation from movie industry big-wigs over Gibson's drunken anti-Semitic outburst in 2006, there 

has been little official comment about his misogynist tirade -- a reflection, some say, of lack of female clout in 

Hollywood. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/14/20102:07:16 PM 

Man claims 'Yahweh' sold him a foreclosed home 

A Lake County jury convicted a transient of stealing a house in foreclosure by removing "for sale" signs, changing the 

locks and filing strange paperwork with the county. 

I g:i1ti¥.EIForeciosure - United States - Lake - Counties - Ohio 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/14/20102:19:58 PM 

New plagiarism question in Colo. governor campaign 

A Colorado gubernatorial candidate faced new allegations of plagiarism Wednesday, a day after the Republican 

apologized for lifting part of a judge's work for a series of essays he passed off as his own. 

I g:i1ti¥.Elcolorado - Republican - Plagiarism - Governor - United States 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/14/20102:26:40 PM 

26 killed, 38 missing as typhoon hits Philippines 

Ig~~""~he first typhoon to lash the Philippines this year flooded parts of the capital, toppled power lines and 

killed at least 26 people Wednesday, many of them trying to scramble to safety as the storm changed 
course. 

Ig~~""lphiIiPPines - Asia - Luzon - Manila - Quezon 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/14/20102:29:40 PM 

Bus driver saves 10 from blaze, finishes route 

A bus driver has been described as a "guardian angel" after helping to save 10 people who were sleeping inside a 

burning home. 

1~¥':-IGuardian angel - Bus - Angel - Recreation - Roads and Highways 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/14/20103:01:31 PM 

Bristol Palin, Levi Johnston reveal engagement 

Ig~~""~he daughter of former vice presidential candidate Sarah Palin and the father of her l-year-old son Tripp 
kept their betrothal so hush-hush that even Bristol's mother didn't know, says Us Weekly. In a statement 

to NBC News reacting to the news, Sarah Palin said, "Bristol believes in redemption and forgiveness." 

Ig~~""IBristol Palin -levi Johnston - Sarah Palin - Politics - United States 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/14/20103:23:24 PM 

Drunk Russians drown escaping heatwave 

Dozens of Russians, many of them drunk, are drowning daily as they head to water to escape a heatwave, an 

emergencies ministry official said on Wednesday. 

I g:i1ti¥.EIWater - Drowning - Health - Water Resources - Environment 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/14/20103:38:12 PM 

Girl, 15, caught stripping at 2nd topless club 

An underage girl found dancing at a strip bar earlier this year was caught dancing at another topless club on the same 

day the first establishment was padlocked, police said. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/14/20103:56:58 PM 

Nestle drops health claims for BOOST drinks 

A Nestle SA subsidiary has agreed to drop advertising claims that its children's drink BOOST Kid Essentials prevents colds 

and flu, the Federal Trade Commission says. 

rC~~"-INestle - Advertising - Federal Trade Commission - Business - Activism 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/14/20103:59:34 PM 

Cop wins week off work for time spent dressing 

A police officer in Germany has won an extra week off work every year because of the 15 minutes it takes him to dress 

for duty each day, according to reports. 

rC~~"-IGermany - Police officer - law Enforcement - Time - Travel and Tourism 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/14/2010 4:00:42 PM 

Newsweek: Why Blair is loved abroad, hated at home 

At least in American eyes, Blair is still the deft statesman who can wow the world in the cause of peace and freedom. 

That should be welcome reassurance. Back home the accolades no longer flow. These days the trademark Blair grin can 

irritate as much as it charms. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/14/20104:35:53 PM 

Armstrong warns against doping 'witch hunt' 

Ig~~""ILance Armstrong said Wednesday he will cooperate with a "fair investigation" but not a "witch hunt" into 

allegations that he and his former cycling team were involved in doping. 

I~~':lance Armstrong - Sport - Cycling - Use of performance-enhancing drugs in sport - Racing 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/14/20104:37:33 PM 

Gibson allegedly threatens arson in 4th clip 

Ig~~""IA screaming, breathless Mel Gibson allegedly demands oral sex from girlfriend Oksana Grigorieva - and 
then threatens to burn her house down - in the latest, expletive-filled audio clip 

rg~iSLel Gibson - Oksana Grigorieva - Arts - Literature - Cyberpunk 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/14/20104:52:06 PM 

More weight may equal less brainpower 

Older women hoping to keep their minds young should keep an eye on the scale -- researchers have found a link 

between slowing down mentally and piling on the pounds. 

I g:i1ti¥.EIHealth - People - Women - United States - Brain 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/14/20105:02:12 PM 

White House: Stimulus saved 3 million jobs 

President Barack Obama's economic policies have significantly boosted u.s. growth and hiring this year, the White 

House said on Wednesday. 

I g:i1ti¥.EIBarack Obama - President of the United States - President - United States - Government 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/14/20105:13:01 PM 

Newsweek: The highest-paid White House staffers 

The government spends more than $38 million a year on salaries for White House staffers. We take a look at who gets 

the biggest slice of the pie. 

I g:i1ti¥.Elwhite House - Government - Newsweek - United States - President 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/14/20105:36:51 PM 

24 hours in Afghanistan: 8 U.S. troops killed 

Eight American troops are killed in a series of attacks in Afghanistan, officials say as Taliban militants pushed back 

against an effort to secure the volatile region. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/14/20105:43:56 PM 

7 killed, 1 injured in building collapse in Cairo 

A police official says seven people were killed and one person was injured when an uninhabited building collapsed in the 

Egyptian capital. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/14/20106:19:49 PM 

A British Open with all the elements 

Ig~~""lweather likely will be as much of a factor as Tiger Woods, who is seeking his third claret jug, when the 

British Open gets under way on the Old Course at St. Andrews on Thursday. Woods tees off at 4:09 a.m. 
ET. 

1~~':-ITiger Woods - Old Course at St Andrews - Open Championship - Golf - St Andrews 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/14/20106:20:14 PM 

Grassleya 'no' on FinReg 
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Ig~~ .... lchUCk Grassley - United States - Senate - Government - Legislative Branch 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/14/20106:24:14 PM 

9 injured in Spain's final bull run 

Nine thrill-seeking runners were injured, three by goring, in a dangerous last running of the bulls at Spain's San Fermin 

festival, officials said Wednesday. It was the bloodiest run of this year's festival. 

I ~¥':-Ispain - Running of the Bulls - San Fermin - Pam plana - England 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/14/20106:49:47 PM 

Airline fees make it hard to shop for best deal 

Ig~~""IFinding the best deal on a flight has become a lot more difficult, thanks to hefty baggage and service fees 

that consumers often don't know about until they show up at the airline counter, congressional 
investigators say. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/14/20107:00:34 PM 

Workers burned in steel plant explosion 

Fifteen workers were hurt, most with burns, in an explosion at a u.s. Steel plant near Pittsburgh, an official said. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/14/20107:10:59 PM 

Gaza aid ship diverts to Egyptian port 

Ig~~""IA Libyan-chartered ship carrying aid for Palestinians diverts to an Egyptian port after a warning from 

Israel's navy not to head to the blockaded Gaza Strip. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/14/20107:25:31 PM 

Univ. of Texas to mull taking Klansman off dorm 

Ig~~""~he president of the University of Texas will ask the school's regents to remove the name of a former 

professor and Ku Klux Klan member from a campus dormitory. 

rg~iSjKu Klux Klan - University of Texas at Austin - Dormitory - University ofTexas - Professor 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/14/20107:33:31 PM 

82,000 drop-side cribs recalled by Pottery Barn 

Ig~~""~he government took a big step Wednesday toward eliminating from stores, hotels and daycare centers 
any crib with a side rail that can be raised and lowered - so-called drop-side cribs. 

rg~5.jpottery Barn - Shopping - Business - Children - Baby 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/14/20107:57:43 PM 

Fed grows increasingly worried about recovery 

Federal Reserve officials cut their forecasts for growth this year and signaled they stood ready to take new steps to keep 

the recovery alive if the economy takes a turn for the worst. 

rC~~"-IFederal Reserve System - Economy - Economic - Social Sciences - Central bank 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/14/20108:26:58 PM 

FDA panel votes to keep Avandia on the market 

A majority of u.s. government health experts has voted to keep the controversial diabetes pill Avandia on the market 

despite evidence that it increases the risk of heart attack. 

I~¥.:teart disease - Food and Drug Administration - Diabetes mellitus - Health - GlaxoSmithKline 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/14/20108:48:51 PM 

Cheney underwent heart surgery last week 

Ig~~""IFormer Vice President Dick Cheney underwent surgery last week to have a tiny pump implanted to assist 

in the functioning of his heart, a family spokesman says. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/14/20108:57:22 PM 

Immigrant list worries both sides of debate 

Ig~~""IAdvocates of tougher immigration enforcement condemned a list of alleged illegal immigrants to Utah 

state agencies and news organizations. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/14/20109:01:00 PM 

Experimental diet pill shows promise, little risk 

The experimental diet pililorcaserin helped about half the people who tried it lose some weight and keep it off a year 

later, without the heart problems that some earlier drugs caused, a study found. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/14/20109:31:14 PM 

In video, Times Square bomber threatens 'revenge' 

The man who pleaded guilty to carrying out the attempted Times Square car bombing appeared in a video recorded 

before the failed attack that shows him meeting with senior Pakistani Taliban leaders and vowing to strike the u.S. 

1§,:i1ti¥.E~imes Square _ United States - Taliban - Car bomb - Pakistan 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/14/20109:33:02 PM 

Wildfire grows to 170 square miles in one day 

Ig~~""IA fire at the Idaho National Laboratory site in southeastern Idaho by Wednesday afternoon had burned 

about 170 square miles, or 109,000 acres, since it started a day earlier. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/14/20109:47:06 PM 

Booze worries have stores pulling kombucha 

Ig~~""llt's a fermented, pungent tea, but it's the alcohol that can lurk inside of kombucha that's causing a stink. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/14/2010 10:07:30 PM 

Univ. of Texas to mull taking Klansman off dorm 

The president of the University of Texas will ask the school's regents to remove the name of a former professor and Ku 

Klux Klan member from a campus dormitory. 

I ~¥':-IKU Klux Klan - University of Texas at Austin - Dormitory - University of Texas - Professor 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/14/201011:49:51 PM 

Beijing starts gating, locking poor villages 

Ig~~""lchinals capital has started gating and locking some of its lower-income neighborhoods overnight, with 

police checking identification papers, in bid to reduce rising crime. 

rg~5.jBeiiing - China - Asia - Police - Capital 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/15/2010 12:22:09 AM 

Scoop: Gibson's film future up in the air 

Ig~~""lseveral films are still attached to the actor, and until it's clear that the productions are no longer willing 

to work with him, the tacit message those productions send is one of support. 

I~~':lilm -Actor - Arts - Movies - Mel Gibson 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/15/2010 12:22:09 AM 

Tidbits: liLa doesn't want to pay for new lawyer 

Ig~~"'l'LindSay wants her new attorney to represent her for free," an insider revealed to Radar Online. "Lindsay 

doesn't think she should pay for a new lawyer, period." 

I~~':lawyer - lindsaylohan - Dina Lohan - o. J. Simpson - Services 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/15/2010 12:32:06 AM 

Cheney underwent heart surgery last week 

Ig~~""IFormer Vice President Dick Cheney underwent surgery last week to have a tiny pump implanted to assist 

in the functioning of his heart, a family spokesman says. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/15/2010 12:37:22 AM 

BP moves toward test of new well cap 

After a government review concluded that pressure tests of a new containment cap would not make the Gulf oil spill 

worse, BP on Wednesday began the testing. 

I ~¥':-IBP -Oil well - Gulf Coast of the United States - Gulf Coast - United States 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/15/2010 12:38:28 AM 

Apple calls press conference on iPhone 4 issue 

Ig~~""IAPPle will host a press conference Friday to discuss the iPhone 4, said a company representative. Though 

no further details were provided, we assume that the conference will address concerns that the iPhone 
4's antenna design causes increased dropped calls. 

Ig~~""I~ - IPhone - iPhone 4 - Handhelds - Smartphones 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/15/2010 1:46:57 AM 

30 California swimmers stung by stingrays 

Ambulances were called after dozens were stung by stingrays in La Jolla. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/15/20102:12:09 AM 

Obama vows election aid for House Democrats 

Ig~~""lpresident Barack Obama promises Democratic leaders that he'll actively support their agenda and 

lawmakers facing midterm elections this fall, according to a leadership aide. 

1~~':-IBarack Obama - Democratic - United States midterm election - President - United States 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/15/20102:37:20 AM 

DeMarco: Yankees are team to beat as 2nd half starts 

Ig~~""IDeMarco: Now that we know the National League pennant winner finally will have home-field advantage 
in the World Series - thank you very much, Brian McCann - it's time to take a stab at who the Fall 

Classic combatants will be. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/15/20104:39:10 AM 

Ship buried in 18th century unearthed at WTC site 

Workers excavating at the World Trade Center site have unearthed the 32-foot-long hull of a ship likely buried in the 

18th century. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/15/20104:55:25 AM 

N. Korea, U.S.-led U.N. Command discuss ship sinking 

Ig~~""IMilitary officers from North Korea and the American-led U.N. Command meet Thursday for talks on the 

deadly sinking of a South Korean warship. 

1~~'::INorth Korea - United States - United Nations - Asia - South Korea 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/15/20108:37:18 AM 

Scandals expose sumo's shady underbelly 

Ig~~""lln Japan, sumo wrestlers aren't just athletes - they are icons and role models. Unless, of course, they are 

breaking noses in drunken brawls or hobnobbing with gangsters. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/15/20108:41:14 AM 

Mom searches China for life-saving donor 

Ig~~""lsherrie Cramer has gone to China desperately searching for a bone marrow donor to save the life of her 

daughter, adopted from there as a baby, who may die within weeks of leukemia. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/15/20108:45:59 AM 

Friend of Austrian girl's captor to go on trial 

Ig~~""IA man accused of helping to cover up the kidnapping of Austrian schoolgirl Natascha Kampusch will go on 

trial in Vienna on Aug. 3D, a court spokesman said Wednesday. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/15/2010 11:38:29 AM 

Can't get it out of your head: best ad jingles 

Ig~~""IGreat ideas can come at any time. 

1~~~~IArts - Jingle - Radio - Advertising - Home 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/15/201011:43:13 AM 

Vatican extends abuse statute of limitations 

Ig~~""~he Vatican doubled the statute of limitations for sex abuse claims to 20 years Thursday as part of revised 

rules on the handling of cases involving priests. 

1~~'::lsexual abuse - Statute of limitations - Vatican City - Congregation for the Doctrine of the Faith - Health 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/15/201012:17:02 PM 

'July effect' is real, new study shows 

Ig~~""llf you've made it halfway through July without being hospitalized, and avoided the leu on a weekend, 
consider yourself lucky. Two new studies suggest that there are certain times when it's dangerous, even 

deadly, to seek hospital care. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/15/201012:51:31 PM 

New jobless claims fall to near two-year low 

New U.S. claims for unemployment insurance fell more than expected last week to their lowest level in nearly two years 

as seasonal layoffs eased at factories. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/15/2010 1:42:38 PM 

Distracted driving and the summer road trip 

Ig~~""IGetting caught with your hands on the phone instead of on the wheel can add a costly wrinkle to a road 
trip. Here's what you need to know when making a multi-state trek. 

rg~iSLadtriP - Recreation - United States - Travel - Travelogues 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/15/2010 1:49:46 PM 

BP to drill for Libyan oil despite Lockerbie furor 

Ig~~""IBP said it planned to start drilling off the Libyan coast within weeks despite calls from U.S. senators for a 
moratorium over alleged links to the Lockerbie bomber's release. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/15/20102:35:23 PM 

Apple knew about iPhone 4 antenna design flaw 

Early in the iPhone 4's design stages, Steve Jobs was told by Apple's senior antenna expert that the antenna would cause 

problems, yet the concerns were ignored, according to a source who spoke to Bloomberg News. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/15/20102:52:13 PM 

Report: Illegal logging down across the globe 

Ig~~""~OUgher enforcement and strict new rules have led to a dramatic drop in illegal logging, sparing 

woodland in Cameroon, national parks in Indonesia and rain forests in the Amazon, a think tank says. 

I~~':-Icameroon - Illegal logging - Forest - Africa - Indonesia 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/15/20102:53:53 PM 

Argentina legalizes gay marriage in historic vote 

Ig~~""IArgentina legalized same-sex marriage Thursday, becoming the first country in Latin America to declare 

that gays and lesbians have all the legal rights, responsibilities and protections that marriage brings to 
heterosexual couples. 

I g~~""IArgentina - Same-sex marriage - Argentine Senate - Latin America - United States 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/15/20103:05:04 PM 

Few air travelers pony up for Wi-Fi service 

Travelers used to getting a free wireless Internet connection on land aren't willing to pay for one at 30,000 feet. 

uu 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/15/20103:52:06 PM 

Wholesale level inflation falls for third month 

Wholesale prices fell for a third consecutive month as another drop in energy costs and the biggest plunge in food costs 

in eight years banished inflation in June. 

I ~¥':lnflation - Recession - Education - Grade Inflation - Economic 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/15/20104:09:48 PM 

Sources: U.S. paid Iran scientist $5 million 

Ig~~""~he U.S. paid the Iranian nuclear scientist who returned to his homeland $5 million for the information he 

provided, but the money is in a frozen account, u.s. officials told NBC news. 

I~~:tan - United States - Atomic nucleus - Middle East - Washington 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/15/20105:07:50 PM 

Obama set to visit Maine island known for privacy 

Ig~~""lserVing as a summer retreat for Rockefellers, Vanderbilts and Morgans, Bar Harbor, Maine, has long been 

a place where visitors could beat the heat - and have their privacy respected. 

rg~iSLaine - Bar Harbor Maine - United States - BarHarbor - Rockefeller 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/15/20105:29:40 PM 

Blast in Pakistan's Swat Valley kills 5, wounds 58 

Ig~~""IAn apparent suicide bombing near a bus terminal in Pakistan's Swat Valley killed five people and 

wounded at least 58 on Thursday, officials said, a sign that Islamist militants remain active in the 
northwest region despite a massive army operation. 

Ig~~""lpakistan - Swat Pakistan - Suicide attack - Police - Warfare and Conflict 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/15/20106:09:22 PM 

Boeing exec: 787 delivery may slip to early 2011 

Ig~~""~he first delivery of Boeing's new 787 jetliner may slip into early 2011 because of inspections and 

changing instruments on the flight test aircraft, the head of the program said. 

...... ,..... . ..... ,..... . ..... , ....... 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/15/20107:25:10 PM 

Gibson tapes now in the hands of detectives 

A Los Angeles County sheriff's spokesman says detectives investigating Mel Gibson have received audio recordings from 

a court hearing the actor's child custody matter. 

I g:i1ti¥.EIMel Gibson - Los Angeles County California - Sheriff - Los Angeles - Child custody 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/15/20108:16:49 PM 

U.S. groups target 20 possible causes of cancer 

The American Cancer Society and three federal agencies named 19 chemicals and shift work on Thursday as potential 

causes of cancer that deserve more investigation. 

I ~¥':-IAmerican Cancer Society - Cancer - United States - Health - Conditions and Diseases 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/15/20108:26:14 PM 

Friends say accused serial killer dropped hints 

Ig~~""lln hindsight, the investigation into the Grim Sleeper serial killings could have led to Lonnie Franklin Jr.'s 

doorstep much sooner. 

rg~iSLrim Sleeper - Serial killer - Crime - Murder - Serial Murder 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/15/20108:30:02 PM 

Ariz. immigration law hearing ends with no ruling 

Ig~~""IA federal judge in Phoenix didn't rule on whether to block Arizona's new immigration law Thursday after 

two hours of testimony in the first major hearing in one of seven challenges to the strict crackdown. 

rg~iStaw - Arizona - Immigration - Services - Lawyers and Law Firms 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/15/20108:34:50 PM 

Bikinis in Moscow? Europe wilts in heat wave 

Ig~~""IA week of temperatures hovering stubbornly in the mid-gO degrees has baked northern parts of Europe. 

I~~~~:[~~~:j 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/15/20109:06:48 PM 

Opinion: Tiger's life still in flux, but game is returning 

Ig~~""loPinion: As Tiger Woods' close friend Mark O'Meara said, "He's not all there, mentally," but he's showing 

a major victory isn't out of mind at the British Open. 

1~~':-ITiger Woods - Mark O'Meara - The Open Championship - Golf - Sport 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/15/20109:09:47 PM 

Prescription drug abuse skyrocketing 

A new government study finds a 400 percent increase in the number of Americans admitted to treatment for abusing 

prescription pain medication. 

I g:i1ti¥.ElprescriPtion drug - Drug abuse - Substance abuse - Health - United States 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/15/20109:12:51 PM 

FDA panel votes to not approve new diet pill 

Ig~~""IA panel of federal health experts dealt a surprising setback Thursday to a highly anticipated anti-obesity 

pill from Vivus Inc., saying the drug's side effects outweigh its ability to help patients lose weight. 

rg~5.jFood and Drug Administration - Anti-obesity medication - Obesity - Weight loss - Health 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/15/20109:21:03 PM 

Rory roars, Tiger prowls at British Open 

Ig~~""IROry Mcilroy of Northern Ireland tied the major championship record by shooting a 9-under 63 in the 

opening round of the British Open. John Daly was three shots back, Tiger Woods trailed by four, and Phil 
Mickelson was well behind at lover at St. Andrews. 

Ig~~""~iger Woods - Golf - Open Championship - Rory Mcilroy - John Daly 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/15/20109:22:19 PM 

Senate panel backs space shuttle extension 

Ig~~""IA key Senate committee on Thursday approved an authorization bill that would allow NASA to add one 

more space shuttle mission before retiring the fleet, and press forward with ambitious plans to send 
astronauts to an asteroid and on to Mars. 

I g~~""INASA - Space Shuttle - Space - Technology - Astronaut 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/15/20109:39:13 PM 

Cops: NJ woman made up carjacking, car-sex crash 

Authorities say a New Jersey woman lied twice to cover up the theft of a laptop computer, claiming first that she was 

carjacked and then that her car crashed because she was having sex. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/15/20109:53:10 PM 

First half of 2010 warmest on record 

Ig~~""IGIOballand and ocean surface temperatures in the first half of 2010 were the warmest on record, the 

federal climate service reported Thursday. 

1~~'::ITemperature - Climate - Ocean - Climate Change - National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/15/2010 10:03:33 PM 

Financial reform may fall short on goals 

Ig~~""IEven before it becomes law, critics are warning that key provisions of the sweeping financial reform bill 

may fall short of what they were supposed to accomplish. 

I~~':-Iunited States - Law - Politics - Health Care Reform - Financial services 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/15/201010:15:05 PM 

Manufacturing cools in June as recovery slows 

Ig~~""INew evidence of a slowing economic rebound emerged Thursday in reports that manufacturing activity is 

slowing after helping drive the early stages of the recovery. 

rg~iSLnited States - Economy - Storage - Hardware - Data Recovery 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/15/2010 10:20:05 PM 

Goldman to pay $550M to settle fraud charges 

Goldman Sachs & Co. has agreed to pay $550 million to settle civil fraud charges that the Wall Street giant misled buyers 

of mortgage-related investments. 

I g:i1ti¥.Elwall Street - Goldman Sachs - Fraud - Business - US Securities and Exchange Commission 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/15/2010 10:23:24 PM 

Senate passes sweeping Wall Street reform 

Ig~~""lcongress passed the stiffest restrictions on banks and Wall Street since the Great Depression, clamping 

down on lending practices and expanding consumer protections. 

rg~iSLnited States - Barack Obama - Business - United States Senate - Richard Shelby 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/15/2010 10:29:54 PM 

Penthouse owner wants Playboy and Hefner 

The desire for adult-themed entertainment is heating up. 

rC~~~~jplaYbOY _ Hugh Hefner - Business - Penthouse - Heating Ventilating and Air Conditioning 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/15/2010 10:40:41 PM 

Iraqis take charge of last prison in U.S. control 

Ig~~""llraq assumed control of the last U.S.-run prison camp in the country, a milestone that casts a spotlight on 

the Iraqi government's troubled record of caring for inmates. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/15/2010 10:50:00 PM 

Olive oil study questions 'extra virgin' claims 

A University of California study shows that many of the olive oils sold in the United States are not the top-grade, extra

virgin oils that their labels proclaim. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/15/201011:15:33 PM 

Experts work to free buried ship hull at WTC site 

Workers excavating at the World Trade Center site have unearthed the 32-foot-long hull of a ship likely buried in the 

18th century. 

I g:i1ti¥.EIWorld Trade Center - 18th century - Hudson River - September 11 2001 - Lower Manhattan 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/15/201011:16:26 PM 

U.K. envoy: Lockerbie bomber release a 'mistake' 

Britain's envoy to the United States admitted on Thursday that Scotland's decision to free the Lockerbie bomber was 

"wrong," but denied that oil interests influenced the decision. 

1§':i1ti¥.Elunited States - Scotland - Lockerbie - Libya - Britain 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/15/201011:17:14 PM 

BP to drill for Libyan oil despite Lockerbie furor 

Ig~~""IBP said it planned to start drilling off the Libyan coast within weeks despite calls from U.S. senators for a 
moratorium over alleged links to the Lockerbie bomber's release. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/15/201011:17:15 PM 

Opinion: Bears ready to roar with Martz running show 

Ig~~""lpompei: After Mike Martz threw some fat pitches for the 4gers and Lions, some thought maybe his 

fastball wasn't what it used to be. In fact, the fabled architect of The Greatest Show On Turf actually sat 
out the 2009 season, unable to find employment. But he has resurfaced in Chicago, and there is good reason 
to believe he will bring the heat again. 

Ig~~""lg~~""lg~~""1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/15/201011:56:17 PM 

Utah: State resources were used in immigrant list 

Utah officials say they have uncovered evidence that someone used a state database to help anti-immigration activists 

compile a list purporting to identify 1,300 illegal immigrants. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/16/201012:18:29 AM 

Pink rushed to hospital after fall during concert 

Ig~~""lwhile suspended in a harness, the star fell onto a steel barricade, ending the Nuremberg, Germany, show 

immediately. 

rg~5.Lermany - Steel - Pink - Nuremberg - Singing 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/16/2010 1:05:01 AM 

Source: Gibson's wife says she was not abused 

Ig~~""IA source familiar with the case but not authorized to speak publicly says that Robyn Gibson filed the 

statement in a custody hearing between her husband and Oksana Grigorieva. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/16/2010 1:23:55 AM 

Scoop: Is reality show next for Palin and Johnston? 

Ig~~""~he pair let their families find out about their engagement via a celebrity magazine. So it's not hard to 

believe that a reality show might be the couple's next step. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/16/2010 1:23:57 AM 

Gusher stops; BP 'likely' will still siphon oil 

BP's new cap has at least temporarily stopped the flow of oil into the Gulf, but the federal point man for the crisis said 

the system is likely to be used as an improved siphon. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/16/2010 1:38:45 AM 

Man stuck in Egypt on no-fly list coming to U.S. 

Ig~~""IA man whose travels to Yemen caught the attention of the FBI and landed him on the u.s. no-fly list, 

leaving him stuck in the Middle East for months, will be allowed to return to the u.s. 

rg~iSjYemen - Middle East -~ - United States - Federal Bureau of Investigation 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/16/20103:27:26 AM 

Rangers get off to quick start VS. Red Sox 

Ig~~""~he Texas Rangers couldn't wait for the All-Star break. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/16/20103:41:44 AM 

Fidel Castro in public again, at aquarium 

Ig~~""~herels just no keeping Fidel Castro at home these days. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/16/20103:46:39 AM 

Federal prosecution of immigrants soars 

Ig~~""IFederal prosecutions of immigrants soared to new levels this spring, as the Obama administration 

continued an aggressive enforcement strategy championed under President George W. Bush. 

1~~':-IGeorge w. Bush - Immigration - United States - Presidency of Barack Obama - President 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/16/20105:45:27 AM 

'Speed Racer' voice Peter Fernandez dies at 83 

r-I~eter Fernandez, best known as the title character's voice in the animated "Speed Racer" TV series, died 
hursday from lung cancer at age 83, Anime News Network reported. 

rg~iSjpeter Fernandez - Speed Racer - lung cancer - Television program - Cancer 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/16/20105:45:27 AM 

'Speed Racer' voice Peter Fernandez dies at 83 

r-I~eter Fernandez, best known as the title character's voice in the animated "Speed Racer" TV series, died 
hursday from lung cancer at age 83, Anime News Network reported. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/16/20107:34:32 AM 

Official: Bomb kills 6 in Pakistan tribal area 

A powerful bomb blast ripped through a busy market in an area along the Afghan border Friday, killing at least six people 

and wounding 15 others, a Pakistani official said. 

I ~¥':-Ipakistan - Asia - Afghanistan - Explosion - Suicide attack 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/16/20108:50:19 AM 

Report: Rogue Afghan soldier sought revenge 

A man claiming to be a renegade Afghan soldier who killed three British troops has said he turned on them because 

foreign forces were killing children. 

rC~~"-IBritish Army - Afghanistan - Asia - Afghan National Army - Warfare and Conflict 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/16/20108:53:23 AM 

Tour rider booted after head-butt in 11th stage 

Ig~~""IMark Renshaw was expelled from the Tour for illegally head-butting a rival in a frenzied final sprint in the 

11th stage won by Mark Cavendish on Thursday. 

1~~'::Lark Cavendish - Mark Renshaw - Tour de France - Sport - Cycling 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/16/20109:22:21 AM 

'Bad Luck Bandit'? Getaway car runs out of gas 

A 47-year-old Tacoma man was arrested for investigation of first-degree theft after he ran out of gas as he was leaving a 

store where Native American collectibles were stolen. 

1§,:i1ti¥.E~heft _ Tacoma Washington - Ethnicity - Crime scene getaway - Indigenous 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/16/20109:58:23 AM 

Paul the Octopus won't be sold to Spain 

Octopus oracle Paul's prescience wasn't needed to predict how this one would turn out: His aquarium in Germany says 

there's no way they're sending the celebrity mollusk to Spain. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/16/2010 10:56:22 AM 

Obama builds on a record blurred by economy 

Ig~~""IDesPite President Obama's historic legislative successes, he and congressional Democrats face daunting 

unemployment numbers and discouraging election prospects. His progressive allies are urging more job 
creation and economic stimulus measures. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/16/201011:33:21 AM 

3 killed in drug gang attack on police in Mexico 

Ig~~""IMembers of a northern Mexico drug gang rammed a car that may have been packed with explosives or 

inflammable material into two police patrol trucks in the border city of Ciudad Juarez, killing two officers 
and a medical technician, and wounding nine people. 

Ig~~""IMeXiCO - Ciudad Juarez - Ciudad Juarez - Chihuahua - Police 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/16/201011:58:21 AM 

Sex ed nonprofit does broadband, not bananas 

Ig~~""lwhat began as a simple Internet sexual Q&A column nearly 20 years ago has grown into a nonprofit that 

disseminates sexual health information via electronic tools. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/16/2010 12:05:23 PM 

Clinton to seek signs of progress in Afghanistan 

Secretary of State Hillary Clinton heads to Afghanistan next week for a crucial conference that u.S. officials hope will 

clarify the long-term goals of an expensive, unpopular and increasingly uncertain war. 

I~¥':-Iunited States - Hillary Rodham Clinton - War in Afghanistan - Afghanistan - President 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/16/2010 12:20:49 PM 

D.C. rattled by area's largest recorded earthquake 

The largest earthquake ever recorded near the capital rattled Washington, D.C., early Friday, waking many residents but 

causing no reported damage. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/16/2010 12:34:04 PM 

Will digital medical records save your life? 

As far as medical health records go, we're kind of trapped in a weird state of transition that can be confusing, frustrating, 

and even dangerous for patients. The government is pushing for electronic records by 2014. learn what you should do in 

the meantime. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/16/2010 12:41:36 PM 

Texas mayor who killed self faced spending probe 

Ig~~""IA city official says the mayor of an upscale Dallas suburb who investigators believe shot dead her teenage 

daughter before killing herself had been facing a spending review. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/16/2010 1:02:56 PM 

Clooney brings Hollywood to Italian trial 

Ig~~""IActor George Clooney has testified at a fraud trial in Milan and even the judge said it seemed like a 

Hollywood set. 

rg~iSLeorge Clooney - Milan - Hollywood los Angeles California - Fraud - law 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/16/20101:16:44 PM 

Consumer prices fall for third straight month 

Consumer prices fell for the third straight month in June, providing some bargains to American shoppers. 

1~¥:lunited States - Home - Consumer Information - Advocacy and Protection - Governmental Help 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/16/2010 1:26:48 PM 

Enrique Iglesias releases first bilingual album 

Ig~~""~he album, which Iglesias worked on for three years, includes tropical ballads, reggae, dance and pop. 

I~~~~:[~~~:j 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/16/20102:01:41 PM 

It's A Snap! 

Check out the latest gallery of photos sent in by msnbc.com readers and vote for your favorite. When you're done, 

upload your own vacation shots. 

I~¥':-Imsnbc.com - Sports - Olympics - Winter Games - Events 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/16/20102:18:34 PM 

ESPN's Andrews sues hotels over secret tapings 

r-I~SPN reporter Erin Andrews, who was secretly videotaped nude while staying at hotels, filed a lawsuit 
hursday against seven hotels and the suburban Chicago man who admitted making the tapes. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/16/20103:31:38 PM 

Thousands evacuated as typhoon hits southern China 

A typhoon that left a trail of destruction and deaths in the Philippines hit southern China late Friday as emergency 

workers prepared for torrential rains and lashing winds, flights and ferries were canceled and tens of thousands of 

residents were evacuated. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/16/20105:46:24 PM 

First family in Maine for summer weekend 

Ig~~""lpresident Barack Obama and his family visited the coast of Maine on Friday for his latest getaway from 

the pressures of Washington, one day after getting a double-dose of good news from Congress and the 
Gulf of Mexico. 

I g~~""IBaraCk Obama - Maine - Family of Barack Obama - President of the United States - President 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/16/20105:51:53 PM 

Apple gives free bumpers to all iPhone 4 owners 

Ig~~""~oday, as expected, Steve Jobs announced that Apple would offer free rubber "bumpers" to anyone who 

bought an iPhone 4 to fix the antenna's design problem. However, no hardware fix was promised. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/16/20106:17:06 PM 

Short-snouted dogs most likely to die on planes 

Ig~~""IBUlldog and pug owners, beware: Short-snouted breeds accounted for roughly half the purebred dog 

deaths on airplanes in the past five years, government data released Friday shows. 

rg~iSjDOg _ Purebred - Pet - Recreation - Fixed-wing aircraft 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/16/20106:17:53 PM 

In Cuban spy case, man gets life, wife 5 years 

Ig~~""IA federal judge has sentenced a former State Department worker to life in prison without possibility of 

parole for spying for Cuba and sentenced the man's wife to 81 months behind bars for helping her 
husband steal u.S. secrets. 

Ig~~""lcUba - United States - United States Department of State - Life imprisonment - CARIBBEAN 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/16/20107:02:04 PM 

UN pays tribute at first Nelson Mandela Day 

The U.N. General Assembly on Friday celebrated the inaugural "Nelson Mandela International Day" with tributes to the 

South African anti-apartheid leader's moral leadership and lifelong commitment to fighting racial oppression and 

promoting peace. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/16/20107:07:58 PM 

Utah IDs 2 allegedly behind immigrant list 

Ig~~""IUtah officials said Friday they have identified at least two state workers who apparently accessed 

confidential documents to create a list of 1,300 purported illegal immigrants that was mailed to law 
enforcement officials and the media. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/16/20107:14:32 PM 

Elderly couple dies while trapped in home elevator 

When the elevator in their home got stuck between floors, Sherwood and Caroline Wadsworth found themselves 

trapped with no way to call for help as temperatures rose into the 90s. They finally died from heat exhaustion in the 

closet-sized lift. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/16/20107:37:45 PM 

Many Americans shun sunscreen, poll finds 

Even as summer temperatures soar, Americans are turning a cold shoulder to sunscreen, according to a poll released on 

Friday. 

1~¥':-IHealth - Sunscreen - Conditions and Diseases - Environmental Working Group - Sunburn 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/16/20108:00:11 PM 

Alexander the Great killed by toxic bacteria? 

Ig~~""IAn extraordinarily toxic bacterium harbored by the "infernal" Styx River might have been the fabled 
poison rumored to have killed Alexander the Great (356 - 323 S.c.) more than 2,000 years ago, according 

to a scientific-meets-mythic detective study. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/16/20108:36:46 PM 

Less-confident consumers could stall recovery 

Consumers are having second thoughts about the recovery. Shoppers are losing confidence, becoming more concerned 

about low pay and a weak job market than about bargains. 

I g:i1ti¥.Elunited States - Consumer Confidence Index - Business - Online Surveys - Market Research 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/16/20108:50:15 PM 

At least 28 killed in Iraq hotel fire 

Ig~~""IA fire at a hotel in Iraq killed at least 28 people - reportedly including four Americans and a Canadian -

in a blaze in which victims jumped their deaths, officials and witnesses say. 

I~~':-I!@g - Sulaymaniyah - Middle East - Sulaimaniyah - Sanctions 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/16/20109:16:20 PM 

Tiger, others left chasing Oosthuizen at Open 

Ig~~""lsouth Africa's Louis Oosthuizen, meanwhile, surged to a five-stroke lead, watching from the comfort of 
his hotel as first-round leader Rory Mcilroy stumbled badly and Tiger Woods tried to stay close enough to 

make a weekend run in the blustery conditions. 

Ig~~""lsouth Africa - Africa - Open Championship - World Cup - Sport 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/16/201010:12:14 PM 

Accused 'Barefoot Bandit' headed to Wash. 

Ig~~""~he teen accused in a string of sometimes shoe less burglaries and other crimes that helped him gain 
notoriety as the "Barefoot Bandit" has agreed to return to Washington to face federal charges. 

rg~iSjwashington - Burglary - Colton Harris-Moore - United States - Bahamas 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/16/201010:13:29 PM 

Opinion: It wouldn't be an Open without a little wind 

Ig~~""loPinion: For a century and a half, the blue bloods who run the British Open have prided themselves on 
testing golfers' skills in the most fickle weather imaginable. 

I~~':-Iopen Championship - Tiger Woods - Golf - British Open - Wind 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/16/2010 10:23:55 PM 

Apple did the right thing, but it'll cost 'em 

Ig~~""~he howls about the iPhone 4's antenna were only getting louder. Apple could have probably stayed out 
of sight, but instead, Steve Jobs defended the company. It was the right thing to do -- but it comes at a 

cost. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/16/2010 10:39:35 PM 

94 charged in Medicare scams totaling $251M 

Ig~~""IElderIY Russian immigrants lined up to take kickbacks from the backroom of a Brooklyn clinic. Claims 

flooded in from Miami for HIV treatments that never occurred. One professional patient was named in 
nearly 4,000 false Medicare claims. 

1~~':-IMedicare - Medicare fraud - Fraud - United States - Health care 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/16/201010:52:16 PM 

Even after leak, Gulf's pain may last years 

Ig~~""~he slicks on the surface will disappear quickly if the cap on BP's blown oil well holds. But the oil will 

remain in the water and in the lives of Gulf Coast residents. 

I~~':-IBP - Gulf Coast - United States - Gulf Coast of the United States - Mississippi 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/16/201011:19:04 PM 

NY governor signs law limiting stop-frisk database 

Ig~~""IGov. David Paterson signed legislation Friday that would stop New York City police from storing the 

names of hundreds of thousands of people who were stopped and frisked without facing charges, calling 
the practice "not a policy for a democracy." 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/16/201011:50:18 PM 

Cosmic Log: Light cars take on heavy trips 

Ig~~""lscience editor Alan Boyle's Weblog: Automotive innovators are proving that low-weight, high-efficiency 

cars can go the distance. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/17/20102:02:57 AM 

Senators look for smoking gun in BP-lockerbie link 

Ig~~""IBPIS oil spill notoriety is reviving unwelcome attention from Congress on another issue: whether the oil 

company sought the release of convicted Lockerbie bomber Abdel Baset al-Megrahi to help get a $900 
million exploration agreement with Libya off the ground. 

I~~':-Iubya - Abdelbaset Ali Mohmed AI Megrahi - BP - Oil spill - Abdel Baset al-Megrahi 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/17/20103:13:27 AM 

Iranian defector could spend rest of life in fear 

Ig~~""IFor the moment, the Iranian scientist who returned to his homeland claiming he was abducted by the CIA 

is a national hero and a prime player in Tehran's propaganda war with the u.s. But later, former CIA 
officials say, he will likely face a future etched in fear. 

Ig~~""~ehran - United States -Iran - Central Intelligence Agency - Middle East 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/17/20103:48:47 AM 

Texas mayor who killed self had financial troubles 

Ig~~""IA Dallas area mayor who authorities believe killed herself and her daughter left a note saying the two 

were still grieving over the 2008 death of their husband and father from cancer, police said Friday. 

rg~iSjpolice - Texas - Dallas - Cancer - United States 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/17/20104:25:17 AM 

Oxygen-toting robber who fled NY dies in Md. crash 

Authorities say a man who robbed a New York City store while attached to an oxygen tank has died in a car accident in 

Maryland. 

1§':i1ti¥.EINew York City - Traffic collision - New York - United States - Maryland 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/17/20104:29:57 AM 

Swisher's bat lifts Yankees on emotional night 

Ig~~""INiCk Swisher hit a game-winning single with two outs in the ninth inning and the New York Yankees 
ended a most emotional Friday evening by beating the Tampa Bay Rays 5-4. 

rg~iSjNew York Yankees - Nick Swisher - Tampa Bay Rays - sport - Teams 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/17/20104:30:45 AM 

Reports: South Korea develops cruise missile 

South Korea has developed a long-range cruise missile capable of striking nuclear sites and military targets in North 

Korea, news reports said Saturday. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/17/20104:37:19 AM 

Republicans square off in Arizona Senate debate 

Ig~~""IFormer U.S. Rep. J.D. Hayworth had a much-needed opportunity Friday night to refocus Arizona's 

Republican Senate primary on incumbent John McCain, and he came out swinging. 

rg~iS1ohn McCain - Arizona - United States - Government - Politics 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/17/20106:40:46 AM 

Sudan says troops kill hundreds of Darfur rebels 

The Sudanese army said it inflicted a series of defeats on Darfur's most powerful rebel group, killing and capturing 

hundreds in a series of clashes over the past few days. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/17/20107:56:01 AM 

Oil pipeline in China explodes 

Ig~~""IAn oil pipeline at a busy Chinese port exploded, causing a massive fire that burned for 15 hours before 

being put out Saturday. 

I~~':-Ichina - Pipeline transport - Energy - Business - Oil and Gas 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/17/20108:56:04 AM 

Dutch teenage sailor gets green light from mother 

The mother of a 14-year-old Dutch girl who wants to sail solo around the world said in an open letter published Saturday 

she has given up her opposition to her daughter's planned trip. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/17/20109:17:08 AM 

Typhoon (onson reduces to storm on way to Vietnam 

A typhoon that left dozens dead in the Philippines and killed two in southern China wrecked several Vietnamese ships 

Saturday while churning toward northern Vietnam as a strong tropical storm. 

rC~~"-IChina - Philippines - Tropical cyclone - Vietnam - Asia 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/17/201012:21:58 PM 

Militants kill 16 passengers in northwest Pakistan 

Ig~~""IMilitants armed with assault rifles ambushed a convoy of civilian vehicles killing 16 people Saturday in 

northwestern Pakistan, the scene of extensive military operations targeting Islamist insurgents. 

I~~':-Ipakistan - Asia -Islamism - Assault rifle - Military 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/17/20101:57:32 PM 

Thousands march in Poland for gay rights 

Ig~~""~housands of gays and lesbians from around Europe marched Saturday through Poland's capital to 

demand equal rights and more tolerance toward homosexuals in this heavily Roman Catholic nation. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/17/20102:08:09 PM 

Official: No one trapped in N.J. garage rubble 

Ig~~""IA New Jersey fire official says no one is trapped under the rubble from a parking garage that partly 

collapsed after a glass canopy fell from a high-rise condominium building. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/17/20103:09:17 PM 

Louisiana reopens Gulf to sport fishing 

Ig~~""~osSing a life preserver to its ailing tourism industry, the state of Louisiana has reopened most of its state 

waters in the Gulf of Mexico to recreational fishing, msnbc.com's Mike Brunker reports. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/17/20103:25:22 PM 

Wildfires threaten homes near Athens 

Ig~~""lwildfires broke out around Athens on Saturday, threatening homes and forcing the evacuation of a 

nunnery and a children's camp. 

rg~iSjwildfire - Travel and Tourism - Firefighter - Local News - Wenatchee Washington 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/17/20103:53:48 PM 

Gates' latest mission: fixing America's schools 

Ig~~""~he last thing you'd expect from an organization headed by Bill Gates is a math mistake. Yet Gates 

Foundation critics argue that its education strategy is based on a misreading of the data. 

1~~'::IBili Gates - Education - United States - Microsoft - History 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/17/20105:03:16 PM 

Reputed neo-Nazi leading patrols in Ariz. 

Minutemen groups, a surge in Border Patrol agents, and a tough new immigration law aren't enough for a reputed neo

Nazi who's now leading a militia in the Arizona desert. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/17/20105:42:55 PM 

Divers find 200-year old champagne in Baltic wreck 

A group of divers exploring a shipwreck in the Baltic Sea have found bottles containing what is thought to be the oldest 

drinkable champagne in the world, made in the late 18th century. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/17/20106:36:27 PM 

Serena steps on broken glass, will miss 3 events 

Ig~~""INO. 1 player suffers mishap at restaurant and will need surgery on right foot; status for U.S. Open 

unknown. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/17/20107:56:25 PM 

Church bus overturns; 9 kids injured 

Ig~~""IA school bus returning from a church camp overturned Saturday on Interstate 35 near Wellsville, injuring 

nine children, authorities said. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/17/201010:39:49 PM 

Feds nab alleged PR drug lord after 10-year hunt 

Ig~~""IFederal authorities arrested a fugitive alleged drug kingpin Saturday after a decade-long chase through 

the Caribbean marked by his narrow escapes and public taunting that he paid off police to remain free. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/17/201010:51:13 PM 

Opinion: Tiger's not only U.S. golfer to lose his mojo 

Ig~~""loPinion: It's already been a rocky year for American golfers, even those not named Tiger Woods. Little 

that's happened at the British Open so far suggests that's about to change. 

1~~':-ITiger Woods - Golf - Open Championship - Sports - United States 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/17/201011:05:26 PM 

Opinion: Armstrong has found what he was looking for 

Ig~~""loPinion: Ex-Tour king is lagging badly this year, but he's found himself once again 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/17/201011:07:44 PM 

Biden's 2008 campaign told: Pay $219K to Treasury 

Ig~~""IElection watchdogs have directed Joe Biden's 2008 presidential campaign to pay the u.s Treasury more 

than $219,000 to resolve issues caused by sloppy bookkeeping and accepting excessive contributions, 
including a discounted flight on a private jet. 

I g~~""~oe Biden - United States - United States presidential election 2008 - President - Government 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/17/201011:09:57 PM 

Dengue epidemic threatens Caribbean, kills dozens 

Mosquito-borne dengue fever is reaching epidemic stages across the Caribbean, with dozens of deaths reported and 

health authorities concerned it could get much worse as the rainy season advances. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/18/201012:47:59 AM 

Uzbek women accuse state of mass sterilizations 

Ig~~""lsaodat Rakhimbayeva says she wishes she had died with her newborn baby. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/18/20102:33:33 AM 

Report: Paris Hilton caught with marijuana 

Ig~~""lparis Hilton was briefly detained in Corsica after sniffer dogs detected a "quite small" quantity of 

marijuana in her bag, a French newspaper reported Saturday. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/18/20103:08:48 AM 

Yanks' Burnett injures himself in loss to Rays 

Ig~~""IA.J. Burnett and the New York Yankees ended a difficult week on a sour note. The big right-hander cut 

both palms when he slammed a set of double doors in frustration after giving up the first of Reid 
Brignac's two home runs Saturday in a 10-5 loss to the Tampa Bay Rays. 

Ig~~""~ampa Bay Rays - New York Yankees - Reid Brignac - A.J. Burnett - United States 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/18/20105:10:08 AM 

Zsa Zsa Gabor hospitalized with broken bones 

Ig~~""lzsa Zsa Gabor's publicist says the 93-year-old actress has been rushed to a hospital after falling out of bed 

and breaking several bones. 

rg~5.jzsa Gabor - Actor - Hospital - United States - Health 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/18/20107:13:40 AM 

11 escape as Taliban attacks aid Afghan jailbreak 

Ig~~""IA smuggled bomb exploded at a western Afghan prison just as Taliban fighters staged coordinated 
attacks on four police checkpoints early Sunday, allowing 11 inmates - including suspected insurgents -

to escape, officials said. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/18/20107:16:41 AM 

Suicide bomber kills at least 11 people in Iraq 

A suicide bomber killed at least 11 people and wounded 31 Sunday in a mostly Sunni district southwest of Baghdad, 

targeting Iraqi soldiers and members of a government-backed militia, Iraqi officials said. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/18/20107:29:44 AM 

Bus falls into river in SW China, 27 feared dead 

A bus plunged into a river in southwestern China early Sunday, leaving 27 people on board missing and feared dead, 

state media reported. Rescuers were able to save 11 others. 

1§':i1ti¥.Elchina _ Asia - Bus - Maps and Views - Travel and Tourism 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/18/20109:19:56 AM 

Who gets to dance and laugh at Auschwitz? 

Ig~~""IA home video showing a Holocaust survivor dancing at Auschwitz and other Holocaust sites to the disco 
classic "I Will Survive" has gone viral on the Internet. 

I~~.:tolocaust - Auschwitz concentration camp - list of Holocaust survivors - YouTube - Gloria Gaynor 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/18/201011:46:17 AM 

Treating HIV may also prevent its spread 

Provocative new research shows that treating people with the AIDS virus can provide a powerful bonus: It cuts the risk 

that they will infect others. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/18/201011:48:10 AM 

13 miners trapped in flooded shaft in China 

Rescue operations were under way for 13 miners trapped underground in a flooded coal shaft in northwestern China on 

Sunday - a reminder of the dangers of an industry that claimed the lives of 36 others a day earlier. 

1§':i1ti¥.Elchina _ North China - Asia - Coal mining - Business 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/18/20102:27:02 PM 

Baghdad suicide blast kills at least 45 

Ig~~""IA suicide bomber targeting army soldiers and members of a government-backed militia lining up for their 

paychecks killed at least 45 people and wounded 40, Iraqi officials said. 

1~~'::IBaghdad - Sunni Islam - !@g - Death - Suicide 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/18/20104:53:26 PM 

Look here! Marketing lessons from Old Spice 

Ig~~""ILast week we saw two days that shook the viral marketing world. Old Spice, a long-neglected - if not 
forgotten - Procter & Gamble brand unleashed a social media blitz. 

rg~iSjOld Spice - Social media - procter gamble - Viral marketing - Business 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/18/20105:20:57 PM 

Armstrong scoffs at reported $300K bribe claim 

Ig~~""ILance Armstrong dismissed as "nonsense" a reported claim by Greg LeMond that the seven-time Tour de 

France champion tried to pay someone $300,000 to say LeMond used a banned drug. 

rg~iStance Armstrong - Tour de France - sport - Greg LeMond - Cycling 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/18/20105:41:54 PM 

Suspected drug hitmen kill 17 at party in Mexico 

Suspected drug hitmen stormed a private party and killed 17 people including five women in the northern Mexican city 

of Torreon Sunday, one of the deadliest attacks in Mexico's war on traffickers, police said. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/18/20105:52:15 PM 

Investors seem to have lost interest in profits 

Profit is so boring. That's one way to characterize investors' suddenly blase view of Corporate America's single most 

important figure. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/18/20106:10:14 PM 

'Inception' anything but a sleeper at box office 

Leonardo DiCaprio and Christopher Nolan's "Inception" opened big with $60.4 million and a No.1 finish at the weekend 

box office, according to studio estimates Sunday. 

I ~¥':-IChristoPher Nolan - Leonardo DiCaprio - inception - Box office - Tickets 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/18/20106:37:23 PM 

Afghan govt wants donors to support its priorities 

Ig~~""IAt an international conference on Tuesday, the Afghan government will ask donors to put 80 percent of 
aid money behind programs that the Afghans - not foreign capitals - deem important to development. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/18/20106:42:10 PM 

Tea Party federation expels Tea Party Express 

Ig~~""~he National Tea Party Federation expelled a member group after its spokesman wrote an online post 
satirizing a fictional letter from what he called "Colored People" to President Lincoln. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/18/20106:53:50 PM 

Zsa Zsa Gabor to have hip replacement 

Ig~~""lzsa Zsa Gabor, 93, will have surgery to replace the hip she broke when she fell out of bed in her Bel Air 

home, her publicist said Sunday. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/18/20107:41:28 PM 

Storm pounds Vietnam's northern coast 

Ig~~""IEight people were missing in Vietnam on Sunday as the tail end of Typhoon Conson blew ashore after 

battering the Philippines and China and killing dozens. 

I~~':-Ivietnam - Hainan - Tropical cyclone - Philippines - Asia 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/18/20108:09:49 PM 

Some Gaza women smolder over Hamas' water-pipe ban 

Ig~~""~here are few pleasures left for Gaza's 1.5 million people, squeezed by both a blockade and Hamas 

efforts to impose its strict Muslim lifestyle. And women here just lost another one. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/18/20109:04:51 PM 

Zero-percent unemployment Cuba's labor strife 

Ig~~""IHere, nearly everyone works for the state and official unemployment is minuscule, but pay is so low that 

Cubans like to joke that "the state pretends to pay us and we pretend to work." 

1~~~':OIcuba - Caribbean - Unemployment - Work - Fidel Castro 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/18/20109:17:25 PM 

A-Rod's 598th HR lifts Yanks, but Pettitte hurt 

Ig~~""IAlex Rodriguez and the New York Yankees knocked around All-Star starter David Price, overcoming an 
early injury to Andy Pettitte with brilliant work by the bullpen Sunday in a 9-5 victory over the Tampa Bay 

Rays. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/18/20109:33:04 PM 

Oosthuizen runs away with British Open title 

Ig~~""lput away the bagpipes and break out those vuvuzelas. Louis Oosthuizen won his first major championship 
Sunday with a dominating seven-stroke victory at the British Open. 

rg~5.jopen Championship - Golf - Rory Mcilroy - Tiger Woods - Old Course at St Andrews 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/18/20109:36:37 PM 

Microneedles may take the ouch out of flu shots 

Ig~~""lone day your annual flu shot could come in the mail. 

I~¥.:tealth - Viral - Conditions and Diseases - Influenza - Infectious Diseases --- --

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/18/20109:49:22 PM 

World Series of Poker final table is finally set 

Ig~~""IKansas auto dealer Brandon Steven was eliminated at the World Series of Poker main event early Sunday, 

leaving nine players to play at the final table for $8.94 million and poker's richest title. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/18/2010 10:04:40 PM 

Scoop: Mel Gibson not heading Down Under 

Ig~~""lwhile Mel Gibson's world seems to be imploding around him, it's business as usual for the actor, who is 

at work on a film and has no plans to vacate the country. 

rg~iSLel Gibson - Actor - Arts - Film - Arts and Entertainment 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/18/201010:51:14 PM 

Now the real work on financial reform begins 

In the end, it's only a beginning. The far-reaching new banking and consumer protection bill now shifts from the 

politicians to the technocrats. 

I g:i1ti¥.Elconsumer protection - United States - Home - Consumer Information - Advocacy and Protection 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/18/201010:52:51 PM 

Clinton starts trip that focuses on Afghan war 

Ig~~""lu.S. Secretary of State Hillary Rodham Clinton started a South Asia tour on Sunday by watching Pakistan 

and Afghanistan seal a landmark trade deal. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/18/201011:10:32 PM 

Seep found near BP well, source says 

Scientists are concerned about a seep and possible methane leak near BP's busted oil well, a federal official said Sunday. 

1~¥:IGUlf of Mexico - BP - Business - Recreation - United States 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/18/2010 11:32:33 PM 

World Cup, now golf: Bravo South Africa! 

Ig~~""~alk about a country having a banner sporting year. First, hosting a football World Cup that radiated 

warmth and joy. Then, giving golf a new champion with an alphabet-soup name who came out of 
nowhere to win the British Open. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/18/2010 11:33:06 PM 

BP spill spawns oily job scams 

Ig~~""IYour Career: It's hard to resist an offer of saving the Gulf at $40 an hour plus room and board. But beware 

of scammers. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/19/201012:14:08 AM 

Despite Chavez, Venezuela economy not socialist 

It's President Hugo Chavez's biggest economic battle cry, and it's getting louder as Venezuela suffers a recession: "We're 

going to bury Venezuelan capitalism." 

I g:i1ti¥.Elvenezuela - Hugo Chavez - South America - Socialism - Hugo Chavez 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/19/20104:54:10 AM 

After years of rebuilding, most Afghans lack power 

Ig~~""~he goal is to transform Afghanistan into a modern nation, fueled by a U.S.-led effort pouring $60 billion 

into bringing electricity, clean water, jobs, roads and education to this crippled country. But the results so 
far - or lack of them - threaten to do more harm than good. 

1~~':-IAfghanistan - United States - Asia - Education - Hamid Karzai 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/19/20104:54:10 AM 

BP, feds clash over reopening capped Gulf oil well 

BP and the Obama administration offer significantly differing views on whether the capped Gulf of Mexico oil well will 

have to be reopened. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/19/20106:22:13 AM 

PBT: Jordan wouldn't have called Johnson, Bird 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/19/20107:01:30 AM 

Ga. softens once lauded strict sex offender law 

Georgia was lauded by conservatives four years ago for passing one of the nation's toughest sex offender laws, but the 

state has recently had to significantly scale back its restrictions amid court challenges. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/19/20107:14:50 AM 

Tea party not a racist movement, Biden says 

Ig~~""~he tea party is not a racist group, Vice President Joe Biden said Sunday, though he believes that some of 

those involved in the movement have expressed racist views. 

rg~iS1oe Biden - Racism - United States - Barack Obama - Government 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/19/20107:17:09 AM 

Moody's downgrades Irish government debt 

Moody's Investors Service has downgraded its rating on Irish government bonds by one notch, citing a deteriorating 

economic outlook. 

1~¥':-IMOOdY - Government bond - Business - Government debt - Bonds 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/19/20108:57:23 AM 

Economists see recovery, but at a slowing pace 

Economists say u.s. recovery continued during the second quarter of this year with more businesses hiring workers and 

fewer cutting jobs, but the pace of growth has slowed. 

I ~¥':-Iunited States - Business - Tertiary sector of the economy - Storage - Hardware 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/19/20109:02:44 AM 

Argument led to deadly Wash. state park shooting 

Ig~~""IA shooting at a state park near Seattle that left two dead and four wounded stemmed from an argument 

between two groups, one of which was celebrating a birthday party, investigators said Sunday. 

I~~':-Iseattle - State park - Washington - United States - Travel and Tourism 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/19/20109:28:35 AM 

Study: Test-tube kids face increased cancer risk 

A large study suggests a higher rate of childhood cancer among test-tube babies, but researchers say the reason 

probably has nothing to do with how the infants were conceived. 

rC~~"-lcancer - Health - Conditions and Diseases - In vitro fertilisation - Organizations 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/19/20109:51:31 AM 

Teen 911 caller: Stepdad cut my throat, killed mom 

A SWAT team searching for the suspect in an attack that left a woman dead and her 9-year-old son on life support found 

him dead from an apparent self-inflicted gunshot wound. 

1§':i1ti¥.Elufe support _ Ballistic trauma - SWAT - Police - Parenting 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/19/201010:10:01 AM 

Wash. state fire burns 3 homes, endangers others 

Ig~~""IAS blustery winds eased early Monday, firefighters struggled to gain ground on a wildfire that destroyed 

at least three homes and threatened others in Central Washington. 

rg~5.jwashington - Central Washington - United States - Yakima Washington - Wildfire 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/19/201010:11:01 AM 

Landslides leave 20 missing in China 

Ig~~""ILandslides triggered by flooding left at least 20 people missing in a mountain village Monday, as workers 

repaired roads, reservoirs and evacuated hundreds of thousands while heavy rains continued lashing 
China. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/19/2010 11:46:42 AM 

Scams: A sucker retires every minute 

More seniors than ever are being lured into investment schemes that are unsuitable for people of their age or are 

outright swindles. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/19/2010 11:52:04 AM 

More than 60 killed in India train crash 

A speeding express train collided with a passenger train at a station in eastern India early Monday, mangling the 

carriages and killing 61 people, railway police said. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/19/2010 12:01:54 PM 

Latest victim of recession: The office fridge 

Ig~~"=l~it~ 70 percent of workers eating lunch at their desks, the office fridge has become the recession's latest 

victim. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/19/2010 12:53:36 PM 

In U.S. cities, HIV linked more to poverty than race 

Poverty is perhaps the most important factor in whether inner-city heterosexuals are infected with the AIDS virus, 

according to the first government study of its kind. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/19/20101:14:41 PM 

Surprise Senate candidate makes first speech 

Ig~~""IA 32-year-old unemployed military veteran who has made a surprising run for the u.s. Senate finally 

made his first campaign appearance Sunday. 

rg~iSLnited States Senate - United States - Veteran - Politics - US Senate 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/19/2010 1:28:00 PM 

Lohan faces solitude during jail sentence 

Ig~~""llnside a nondescript two-story building next to a busy freeway in an industrial neighborhood far removed 

from Hollywood is where Lindsay Lohan will likely spend several weeks as part of her punishment for 
violating her DUI probation. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/19/20102:30:55 PM 

China seals key port after major oil spill 

Ig~~""lone of China's biggest ports shut Monday after a pipeline explosion triggered a major offshore oil spill. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/19/20103:15:23 PM 

Homebuilders less confident in housing market 

Homebuilders' confidence in the housing market has sunk to the lowest level in more than a year, fresh evidence that 

the economic recovery is slowing. 

rC~~"-IReal estate economics - United States - National Association of Home Builders - Counties - Business and Economy 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/19/20103:18:37 PM 

Has intelligence community gotten too large? 

Since Sept. 11, secret intelligence gathering has grown so unwieldy that no-one really knows what it costs and how 

many people are involved, The Washington Post reported. 

I g:i1ti¥.ElwaShington Post - War on Terrorism - Intelligence - Warfare and Conflict - United States 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/19/20103:28:12 PM 

Traveling this fall? Prices may soon spiral downward 

Tired of high hotel rates and airfares this summer? Just wait. Travel prices may be about to go into a tailspin. But doesn't 

this happen every year, as fall approaches? No. Not like this. 

rC~~"-ITravel - Travel and Tourism - Recreation - lodging - Google 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/19/20104:15:36 PM 

China seals key port after major oil spill 

Ig~~""lone of China's biggest ports shut Monday after a pipeline explosion triggered a major offshore oil spill. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/19/20104:31:26 PM 

Clinton: Corruption isn't just Afghan problem 

Ig~~""~he Obama administration is pressing for better efforts to combat corruption in Afghanistan, Secretary of 

State Hillary Rodham Clinton said Monday. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/19/20106:07:00 PM 

Obama: Lawmakers should extend jobless aid 

Ig~~""lpresident Barack Obama took aim at Republican lawmakers Monday, accusing them of holding the public 

hostage to Washington politics by blocking extended unemployment aid. 

rg~iSjBarack Obama - United States - President - President of the United States - Middle class 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/19/20106:41:14 PM 

Rig captain, manager feel targeted at BP hearing 

Ig~~""IA Coast Guard official leading a probe of the Deepwater Horizon rig explosion was accused of violating 

the rights of the rig's captain and top manager, as well as intimidating a witness. 

1~~':-IDeepwater Horizon - Coast Guard - BP - United States - Military 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/19/20106:53:28 PM 

Jobless benefits: It's still the economy, stupid 

Politics aside, with the economy showing signs of faltering, cutting off jobless benefits to millions of consumers could 

slow spending, weaken demand, and put even more people out of work. 

rC~~"-IEconOmy - Business - Unemployment - Business and Economy - United States 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/19/20106:59:32 PM 

Could feds keep Barefoot Bandit, mom from profit? 

Ig~~""~he tale of the Barefoot Bandit is Hollywood-ready, with its shoeless scamp dodging police as he allegedly 

stole planes and cars before he was nabbed in a high-speed boat chase in the Bahamas. 

1~~'::IBahamas - Police - Colton Harris-Moore - Caribbean - Travel and Tourism 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/19/20107:07:13 PM 

You go, girl! Young ladies are taking lead in TV 

Ig~~""lsmartl adventurous lead girl characters such as Dora the Explorer and WordGirl have found time on 

children's television, but Hollywood has preferred to keep princesses safe in their turrets. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/19/20107:08:45 PM 

Anti-AIDS gel may help prevent infection 

Researchers are reporting a breakthrough against AIDS. A vaginal gel containing an AIDS drug cut in half a woman's 

chances of getting HIV from an infected partner. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/19/20107:26:32 PM 

Reading your doc's notes may improve care 

Don't be offended if your doctor writes that you're SOB, or that an exam detected BS. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/19/20107:43:57 PM 

Did Contador cross ethical line to take Tour lead? 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/19/20107:58:39 PM 

Artist's famous whirligigs to get new home 

Ig~~""~he 29 whirligigs near Raleigh, N.C., have fallen victim to the health of their creator. The 91-year-old 

artist can no longer climb as high as 50 feet to keep the mechanisms greased and operating. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/19/20108:32:24 PM 

New spaceship could fly to private space stations 

Ig~~""IAerospace heavyweight Boeing is advancing plans for its new capsule-based spaceship, designed to ferry 

people to and from the International Space Station and future private space stations. 

rg~iSjlnternational Space Station - Space - Technology - NASA - Space station 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/19/20108:58:25 PM 

AI-Qaida's Zawahri slams Arab leaders 

AI-Qaida's second-in-command Ayman al-Zawahri slammed Arab leaders who are allied to the West, saying they were 

more harmful than Israel to the Palestinians, according to an Internet message posted on Monday. 

I g:i1ti¥.EIAI_Qaeda - Ayman al-Zawahiri - AI-Qaida - Israel - Middle East 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/19/20109:03:14 PM 

Gun permit allows quick access to Texas Capitol 

Ig~~""IEVerYOne from lobbyists to lawyers and journalists is rushing to get permits to carry guns inside the Texas 

Capitol, where legislators already often tote pistols in boots and purses or stow them away inside their 

desks. 

~ 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/19/20109:36:36 PM 

Stores push summertime 'Christmas' sales 

Ig~~""IRetailers are pumping still more energy this year into trying to get shoppers to loosen their purse strings 

early for Christmas. In July. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/19/2010 10:30:07 PM 

Texas teen raises $1 million for hospital 

Ig~~""IBen Sater had vowed that before he went off to college, he would raise $1 million for the Dallas children's 

hospital where he had received free treatments as a child. 
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rg~~...,jHosPital - Dallas - Health - Medicine - Facilities 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/19/201010:52:10 PM 

Wired: Apple considered pulling iPhone from AT&T 

Ig~~""IAn expose in Wired Magazine details the rocky relationship between AT&T, the lumbering telecom, and 

Apple, the ornery innovator, as both discovered the downsides to the iPhone's unprecedented success. 

I~~~:I~ -iPhone - AT&T - Wired - Smartphones 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/19/201011:16:15 PM 

Court grants bail to jailed ex-press baron Black 

Ig~~""~ailed former newspaper magnate Conrad Black was granted bail on Monday I weeks after the U.S. 

Supreme Court kicked his 2007 fraud conviction back to a lower court. 
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rg~~...,Lonrad Black - Media proprietor - United States - Supreme Court of the United States - Business 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/19/201011:18:46 PM 

3 die in Kabul blasts on eve of conference 

Ig~~""lsporadic loud blasts were heard in the Afghan capital early on Tuesday as dozens of foreign ministers, 

including u.s. Secretary of State Hillary Clinton, slept before a conference on the country's future. 

1~~':-IKabUI - United States - Hillary Rodham Clinton - United States Secretary of State - Afghanistan 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/19/2010 11:22:34 PM 

Boy abandoned in Calif. home with dead sister 

Police are looking for a family of five who fled the country, leaving a 4-year-old boy behind in their rented home with the 

body of his 3-year-old sister. 

1§':i1ti¥.Elcalifornia _ Police - Death - Mexico - Relationships 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/19/2010 11:42:28 PM 

Border to get 1,200 national guardsmen Aug. 1 

Ig~~""INational Guard troops will head to the U.S.-Mexico border Aug. 1 for a yearlong deployment to keep a 

lookout for illegal border crossers and smugglers, federal officials say. 

rg~iSLnited States - United States Department of Homeland Security - Department of Homeland Security - Government 

- Executive Branch 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/20/2010 12:00:23 AM 

Attorneys: Accused pirates held naked, cuffed 

Three Somali men being prosecuted on u.S. piracy charges say they were held naked, blindfolded and handcuffed for 

days without an interpreter, while another says an interpreter threatened to toss him overboard, attorneys said in court 

papers Monday. 

I S:i1tiF.EIS:i1tiF.EI'S~F.E1 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/20/201012:17:46 AM 

Man caught smuggling 18 monkeys in girdle 

Ig~~""IA man with a bulge under his T-shirt was detained at Mexico City's international airport after authorities 

found 18 tiny endangered monkeys in a girdle he was wearing. 

1~~'::LexiCO - Endangered species - Business - Mexico City - United States 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/20/201012:35:13 AM 

'Salt' tries to shake you, but it's a sham 

Despite the cryptic ads and regardless of the various twists and turns designed to throw us off, the intentions of 

Angelina Jolie's super-spy character are never really in question. 

rC~~"-IAngelina Jolie - Salt - Arts - Television - Programs 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/20/2010 12:43:29 AM 

Allies plan to leave Afghanistan by 2014 

Ig~~""~he strategy sits for now on a table in a locked-down Afghan capital: Hand over security in all 34 
provinces to the government by the end of 2014 - more than three years after President Barack 

Obama's date for the start of an American troop drawdown. 

I g~~""IAfghanistan - United States - Barack Obama - Government - President 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/20/201012:59:15 AM 

Kovalchuk agrees to 17-year deal with Devils 

Ig~~""llIya Kovalchuk is staying with the Devils, agreeing to a staggering 17-year, $102 million deal with the team 

and weeks of speculation where the league's leading goal scorer since 2001 would be skating next 
season. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/20/2010 1:05:21 AM 

Tidbits: 'Jersey Shore' strike could backfire 

Ig~~""IAccOrding to TMZ, the powers-that-be behind the show have had enough of the entitled attitudes of the 

self-proclaimed Guidos and Guidettes, and might simply leave some of them behind. 

rg~iS1ersey Shore - New Jersey - United States - Travel and Tourism - Metro Areas and Regions 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/20/20104:05:08 AM 

Shapiro reportedly quits as lohan's attorney 

Ig~~""~MZ reported on Monday night that the attorney let Judge Marsha Revel, the Superior Court judge 

overseeing the actress' case, know that he is not representing the star any longer. 

rg~iSjActor - Superior Court - United States - Lindsay Lohan - California 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/20/20105:25:52 AM 

2 children found dead after fire at Ariz. marina 

Two children have been found dead after a trailer fire in employee housing at a marina in the Lake Mead National 

Recreation Area, on the Arizona-Nevada border. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/20/20105:27:03 AM 

Remove U.K. torture inquiry judge, group says 

The judge leading the British inquiry into charges that his country's intelligence services colluded with the torture of 

suspected terrorists abroad has had his impartiality compromised and must be removed, a leading human rights group 

said Tuesday. 

I S:i1ti¥.EIS:i1ti¥.EI'S~F.E1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/20/20107:10:26 AM 

Committee vote Tuesday on Kagan court nomination 

Elena Kagan is facing the first vote on her nomination to the Supreme Court before a Senate panel dominated by 

Democrats who are all but certain to support her. The only real question is whether she will get any Republican votes. 

I g:i1ti¥.EIElena Kagan - Supreme Court of the United States - United States Senate - Supreme Court - Democratic Party 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/20/20107:33:53 AM 

Foster mom charged in tot's hammer death 

A foster mother has been charged with murder and her boyfriend with being an accessory in the killing of a 2-year-old 

girl who was struck with a hammer. 

1~¥':-IMurder - Foster care - In Memoriam - Home - Family 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/20/20108:01:29 AM 

Spider-infested ship turned away from port 

Ig~~""IAuthorities in the U.S. territory of Guam have turned away a ship after thousands of spiders overflowed 

fro m its ca rgo. 
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r~~~JGuam - Port - Oceania - Korea - United States Department of Agriculture 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/20/20108:01:29 AM 

Spider-infested ship turned away from port 

Ig~~""IAuthorities in the U.S. territory of Guam have turned away a ship after thousands of spiders overflowed 

fro m its ca rgo. 
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r~~~JGuam - Port - Oceania - Korea - United States Department of Agriculture 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/20/20108:36:49 AM 

Report: N. Korea executes peace negotiator 

Ig~~""INorth Korea executed an ex-Cabinet official who was in charge of talks with South Korea, a newspaper 

reported Tuesday. 

1~~':-INorth Korea - South Korea - Asia - Newspaper - Seoul 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/20/20109:36:43 AM 

US, SKorea to conduct military drills next week 

The u.s. and South Korean defense chiefs say they will hold military exercises starting Sunday as part of efforts to 

sharpen their readiness against North Korean aggression. 

1§':i1ti¥.EIHillary Rodham Clinton - United States Secretary of Defense - Robert Gates - United States - South Korea 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/20/20109:49:04 AM 

Official: China satisfied with Google tweaks 

Ig~~""lchina is satisfied that u.s. Internet giant Google Inc is complying with Chinese laws after it tweaked the 

way it directs users to an unfiltered search page, a senior official said. 

rg~iSLoogle - China - Search - search engine - United States 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/20/201010:30:19 AM 

In Fla., resentment washes ashore along with oil 

Ig~~""IFor decades, billions poured into Gulf Coast states that allowed oil drilling off their shores. Economies 

grew and millionaires were born. Everywhere, that is, except Florida. 

1~~'::IFlorida - Gulf Coast - Gulf Coast of the United States - Mississippi - United States 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/20/201011:30:18 AM 

As seen on TV: When products are the stars 

From mystery meats to bed-time braziers, here's a roll call of some brands that temporarily basked in the pop limelight 

after becoming fodder for a TV punch line or story line. 

rC~~"-ITeleVision - Punch line - Arts - Business - Comedy 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/20/201012:52:17 PM 

Bloomberg: Palin 'not a racist' for mosque view 

Sarah Palin's "not a racist, just for the record," said New York City Mayor Michael Bloomberg Monday, commenting on a 

City Hall aide's messages on Twitter criticizing Palin's opposition of the proposed mosque at ground zero. 

I~¥':-Isarah Palin - New York City - Muslim - BlackBerry - Twitter 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/20/2010 1:07:07 PM 

BP to dominate U.K. PM's first White House visit 

Ig~~""lon the way to Washington, U.K. PM David Cameron said he wanted to talk about Mideast peace 

prospects, Afghanistan and the global economy. Everyone else wants to talk about BP. 

rg~5.Lnited States - Prime Minister of the United Kingdom - United States Senate - Lockerbie - History 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/20/2010 1:23:20 PM 

New home construction fell sharply in June 

Ig~~""IHome construction plunged last month to the lowest level since October as the economy remained weak 

and demand for housing plummeted. 

rg~iSjHome construction - Conferences - Computer Science - Business - Business and Economy 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/20/2010 1:37:20 PM 

Perdue recalls frozen chicken nuggets 

Perdue Farms is recalling about 91,872 pounds of frozen chicken nugget products that may contain foreign materials, 

the u.s. Department of Agriculture's Food Safety and Inspection Service said. 

rC~~"-IFOOd Safety And Inspection Service - United States Department of Agriculture - Business - Technology - Home 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/20/2010 1:40:39 PM 

5 new sites for Web-savvy travelers 

Recently launched websites are targeting a different niche in the travel business, holding out the promise of clearer 

prices, better deals and a more enjoyable travel experience. 

1~¥':-ITravel - Business - Website - Recreation - Travel and Tourism 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/20/2010 1:45:00 PM 

Playboy is safe to read at work ... finally 

Ig~~""IFinaIIYI something for those guys who say they read Playboy for the articles: a chance to prove it. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/20/20101:57:13 PM 

China surpasses u.s. as top energy consumer 

China has overtaken the United States as the world's largest consumer of energy, according to data from Paris-based 

International Energy Agency. China rejected the data. 

I~¥':-Iunited States -International Energy Agency - China - Energy - Technology 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/20/20103:00:03 PM 

Facebook hated as much as airlines, cable companies 

Ig~~""IFacebook, the most visited site on the Internet, may also be the most despised: A new poll says the site 

scored 64 on a lOO-point scale, which "puts Facebook in the bottom 5 percent" of private sector 

companies. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/20/20103:05:19 PM 

Report: 3-hour rule creates more problems 

Buckle up - it may be a bumpy summer. A new report out today suggests DOT's recently implemented 3-hour tarmac 

rule will create more problems than it solves. By Rob Lovitt. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/20/20104:45:15 PM 

Kagan approved by panel; Graham is a 'yes' 

After more than two months in the national spotlight and over 17 hours of grueling committee testimony, Elena Kagan 

took one step closer to a permanent seat on the bench of the Supreme Court of the United States. 

I g:i1ti¥.EIElena Kagan - United States - United States - Supreme Court - Supreme Court - Government 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/20/20105:14:31 PM 

LeMond: Evidence vs. Lance 'overwhelming' 

Ig~~""[hree-time Tour de France winner Greg LeMond says he believes evidence against Lance Armstrong in a 
federal probe will be "overwhelming." 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/20/20105:16:29 PM 

IVF success predicted by a new test 

u.s. researchers have developed a formula that can predict whether fertility treatment will succeed more accurately 

than using age alone, and used it to develop a commercial test. 

I ~¥':-Iunited States - In vitro fertilisation - Infertility - Health - Reproductive Health 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/20/20105:29:22 PM 

Goldman's second-quarter earnings tumble 

Goldman Sachs' second-quarter net income fell 83 percent as its trading revenue fell and it booked a charge for its 

settlement of civil fraud charges with the SEC. 

rC~~"-L.s. Securities Exchange Commission - Goldman Sachs - Business - Allegedly Unethical Firms - One Complainant 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/20/20105:36:11 PM 

Karzai reaffirms 2014 goal for security 

Ig~~""lpresident Hamid Karzai on Tuesday reaffirmed his commitment for Afghan police and soldiers to take 

charge of security by 2014 and urged his international backers to distribute more of their development 
aid through the government. 

Ig~~""lunited States - Hillary Rodham Clinton - United States Secretary of State - Afghanistan - War in Afghanistan 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/20/20107:10:36 PM 

Lesbian gets $35K settlement over canceled prom 

Ig~~""IA rural school district that canceled its prom rather than allow a lesbian student to attend with her 

girlfriend has agreed to pay $35,000 to settle a discrimination lawsuit the ACLU filed on her behalf. 

rg~5.LiSSiSSiPPi - United States - lesbian - School district - Education 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/20/20107:11:57 PM 

Obama, British PM: Bomber release not BP's doing 

Ig~~""lpresident Barack Obama and British Prime Minister David Cameron strongly condemn the release last 

year of the Lockerbie bomber by Scotland. 

rg~iSjBarack Obama - David Cameron - United States - Prime Minister of the United Kingdom - President 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/20/20108:54:27 PM 

Toyota subpoenaed by u.s. over steering issues 

A federal grand jury in New York has subpoenaed Toyota's U.S. subsidiaries for documents related to problems with rods 

that connect a vehicle's steering to its front wheels. 

rC~~"-ITovota - United States - New York - Grand jury - New York City 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/20/20109:34:45 PM 

5 movies we've already heard too much about 

Hollywood, turn off your hype machine. "Scott Pilgrim," "Tron: Legacy," "Eat Pray Love," "Paranormal Activity 2" and 

"Harry Potter" can't possibly live up to the publicity they've already received. 

I §,:i1ti¥.E~ron Legacy - Harry Potter - Paranormal Activity - Paranormal - Investigators 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/20/20109:37:10 PM 

4chan members attack Gawker website 

Puckish Internet presence 4chan and relentless media gossip blog Gawker are reportedly at odds. And today at least, 

4chan appears to be winning. 

I g:i1ti¥.E14chan - Gawker.com - Arts - Gawker Media - September 11 2001 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/20/20109:40:38 PM 

Why Wall Street is ignoring good profit reports 

Even in a tough economy, increasing profits can be easy: Just cut costs enough and the bottom line keeps improving. But 

companies can only do that for so long. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/20/20109:56:38 PM 

Blagojevich now may not take witness stand 

Ig~~""IAn attorney for Rod Blagojevich's brother says the ousted governor's attorneys are thinking about resting 
their case without calling any witnesses - even though Blagojevich had vowed to take the stand. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/20/201010:18:37 PM 

Lohan to spend about 2 weeks behind bars 

Ig~~""IDepartment spokesman Steve Whitmore says Lohan is likely to be released on Aug. lor 2. The projected 

release date reflects all the credits Lohan is likely to receive. 

rg~5.LndSay Lohan - Sentence (law) - United States - Robert Shapiro - Oceania 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/20/2010 10:24:55 PM 

Astronaut Armstrong's customs doc stolen in Boston 

Two Massachusetts men stole and tried to sell a customs form with the birth date, address and signature of Neil 

Armstrong, the first man to walk on the moon, federal prosecutors said Tuesday. 

I ~¥':-INeil Armstrong - United States - Boston - Massachusetts - United States Attorney 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/20/2010 10:37:53 PM 

Starbucks' bets on diversification are paying off 

Ig~~""IStarbucks Corp's founder Howard Schultz is moving far outside the confines of his coffee houses to grow 

a diversified, global business. 

rg~iSjHoward Schultz - Starbucks - Coffeehouse - Coffee - Business 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/20/2010 10:40: 15 PM 

Jobless benefits bill clears Senate hurdle 

Senate Democrats broke through a stubborn Republican filibuster Tuesday and pressed to restart jobless benefits for 2~ 

million Americans stili unable to find work. 

rC~~"'Lnemployment - Senate - United States - Government - Legislative Branch 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/20/2010 10:42:27 PM 

Stocks bounce back, ending trading day higher 

The Dow rose 75 points after having fallen 140 in early trading in response to a series of poor revenue reports. Analysts 

struggled to come up with a reason for the turnaround. 

I ~¥':-IIPMOrgan Chase - Business - Investing - Stocks and Bonds - Equities 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/20/2010 11:05:44 PM 

BP digitally alters press photo, confesses it's fake 

Ig~~""IA blogger spotted a photo of BP's Houston command center that had quite visibly been Photoshopped to 
add in more on-screen camera action. BP confessed and shared the unaltered original. 

rg~iSjHouston - Command center - BP - Photography - Washington Post 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/20/201011:18:46 PM 

Jobless benefits won't cure economy 

For jobless Americans struggling to pay their bills and keep their homes, the restoration of unemployment benefits could 

keep their crisis from getting worse. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/20/2010 11:56:35 PM 

Scoop: Gibson finds unlikely ally in Spears 

r-I~pea rs and Gibson are in Ireq ue nt co m m u n ieatio n, a eco rdi ng to a Irie nd 01 the pop sta r, who s po ke to In 
ouch Weekly. "Mel has been talking to her a lot, they speak on the phone," said the source. 

rg~iSjBritney Spears - Arts - Mel Gibson - Music - In Touch Weekly 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/21/201012:17:00 AM 

Feds: Seepage near BP cap is from another well 

The federal government's oil spill chief said Tuesday that seepage detected two miles from BP's oil cap is coming from 

another well in inconsequential amounts. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/21/2010 12:50:34 AM 

'Fracking': Safety of drill technique reconsidered 

Ig~~""~he natural gas locked beneath Pennsylvania, New York, West Virginia and Ohio could supply the East 
Coast for SO years - but environmentalists question the safety of drilling. 

I~~':-Iwest Virginia - Natural gas - United States - New York - Hydraulic fracturing 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/21/20101:09:15 AM 

2 state workers blamed for Utah immigrant list 

Gov. Gary Herbert said Tuesday that two state workers were responsible for compiling and distributing a list of personal 

information of 1,300 purported illegal immigrants, and that both would be fired. 

1~¥':-IUtah - Gary Herbert - United States -Illegal immigration -Immigration 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/21/20102:50:32 AM 

Matsui, Angels have a blast against Yankees 

Ig~~""IHideki Matsui, Maicer Izturis and Mike Napoli hit two-run homers to back a crisp effort from spot starter 
Sean O'Sullivan, and the Los Angeles Angels beat the New York Yankees 10-2 on Tuesday night. 
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rg~~...,jNew York Yankees - Los Angeles Angels of Anaheim - Hideki Matsui - Mike Napoli - Los Angeles 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/21/20103:19:58 AM 

2 backed by Palin, Gingrich in Ga. governor runoff 

Ig~~...,[WO Georgia Republicans who wielded dueling endorsements from Sarah Palin and Newt Gingrich will 

face a showdown in a GOP runoff for governor, while a Democrat who served a single term as governor 
won his party's nomination for a comeback bid. 

~ 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/21/20105:09:36 AM 

Clinton, Gates visit DMZ dividing 2 Koreas 

Standing at the spot that divides North and South Korea, U.S. Secretary of State Hillary Rodham Clinton urged North 

Korea on Wednesday to turn away from the isolation that has left its people suffering. 

1§':i1ti¥.Elsouth Korea - Hillary Rodham Clinton - North Korea - United States Secretary of State - Korean Peninsula 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/21/20105:34:55 AM 

The biggest NFL training camp storylines 

Ig~~""lspecial feature: Gregg Rosenthal breaks down the key training camp storylines, including what's in store 

for Ben Roethlisberger and more. 

rg~5.jBen Roethlisberger - National Football League - NFL - sport - Camp 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/21/20105:34:55 AM 

The biggest NFL training camp storylines 

Ig~~""lspecial feature: Gregg Rosenthal breaks down the key training camp storylines, including what's in store 

for Ben Roethlisberger and more. 

rg~5.jBen Roethlisberger - National Football League - NFL - sport - Camp 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/21/20105:36:22 AM 

Timeline: Top college football games 

Take a look at all of the key contests this season. 

rC~~~~jcollege football - Sports - Football - American - College and University 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/21/20107:31:21 AM 

California city approves marijuana farming 

Ig~~""~he city of Oakland, California on Tuesday legalized large-scale marijuana cultivation for medical use and 

will issue up to four permits for "industrial" cultivation starting next year. 

1~~'::lcannabis - California - Drugs - Health -~ 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/21/20107:36:58 AM 

Police: 2 killed in Russian power station attack 

Ig~~...,~wo carloads of assailants attacked a hydroelectric station in southern Russia early Wednesday, killing 

two workers and setting off bombs. 

1~~~:IRussia - Hydroelectricity - Power station - Caucasus - Kabardino-Balkaria 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/21/20109:07:18 AM 

Ex-Romanian dictator Ceausescu and wife exhumed 

Ig~~""~aking the country by surprise, forensic scientists on Wednesday exhumed what are believed to be the 

bodies of Romanian dictator Nicolae Ceausescu and his wife Elena at the request of their children. 

rg~iSjRomania - Nicolae Ceau$escu - History - Ceaucescu Nicolae - Ceausescu 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/21/20109:43:10 AM 

China floods claim 1,000 - as typhoons roll in 

Ig~~""IMore than 1,000 people have died or disappeared in severe flooding in China so far this year, and the 

heaviest rains are still to come, a senior official warned Wednesday. 

...... ,..... . ..... ,..... . ..... , ....... 
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r~~~Jchina - Flood - Asia - Pacific typhoon - Maps and Views 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/21/2010 10:45:46 AM 

U.S. announces new sanctions against N.Korea 

Ig~~""~he United States on Wednesday announced new sanctions against North Korea, targeted against its 

leadership, and warned of serious consequences if it again attacked the South. 

...... ,..... . ..... ,..... . ..... , ....... 
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rg~~...,jNorth Korea - United States - Korea - Asia - South Korea 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/21/2010 11:39:34 AM 

We're from Wall Street, we're here to help 

Ig~~""IHundreds of small banks across the country are struggling to survive. Wall Street wants to help. But 
Washington's banking watchdogs say beware of bankers bearing gifts. 

1~~'::lwall Street - Washington - Bank - Business - Financial Services 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/21/2010 11:44:30 AM 

Whale of a tale! 40-ton mammal lands on yacht 

A couple were out sailing near South Africa's infamous Robben Island when a forty-ton whale breached and crash

landed on their yacht. 

1~¥':-IAfrica - South Africa - Robben Island - Sailing - Cape Town 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/21/201011:47:27 AM 

Camel ranchers tout benefits of milk, but ... 

Ig~~...,~o milk a camel, you need warm hands, a gentle touch and quick timing - camels give milk only in 90-

second bursts. 

...... ,..... . ..... ,..... . ..... , ....... 
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r~~~JMilk -Camel - Health - United States - Specific Substances 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/21/2010 12:04:49 PM 

BP denies CEO to resign in coming months 

Ig~~""IBP denied a report its embattled chief executive would leave soon, as it lined up $7 billion in asset sales 

to help pay for the worst oil spill in U.S. history, lifting its shares on Wednesday. 

I~~~:IBP -The Times - England - London - Tony Hayward 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/21/2010 1:24:06 PM 

Utah woman injured by bison in Yellowstone 

A Utah woman visiting Yellowstone National Park was injured when a bison charged her and flipped her into the air. 

rC~~~~jYellowstone National Park - United States - Wyoming - Travel and Tourism - Parks 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/21/20101:47:36 PM 

Palin still a draw for hometown, Alaska 

Ig~~""IA year after Sarah Palin's abrupt resignation as governor, interest in her and the small Alaska town she 

put on the map hasn't gone away. 

...... ,..... . ..... ,..... . ..... , ....... 
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rg~~...,jsarah Palin - United States - Politics - Parties - Republican 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/21/20101:49:37 PM 

Pregnant? No mortgage for you, lenders say 

Ig~~""IMortgage rates are the lowest they've been in 50 years and home prices are falling, so why aren't people 

buying? One reason: Lenders are taking a hard look at couples with maternity or paternity leave, fearing 
they won't have enough income to make their payments. 

~ 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/21/20102:30:26 PM 

Swimming kitty proves she's no fraidy cat 

Ig~~""IA 6-year-old cat named Nazzaning has defied conventions of kitty-kind. The Turkish Van cat has learned 

to walk again after being paralyzed, thanks to hydrotherapy treatment typically used for less water
averse canines. 

I ~~':-Icat - Hydrotherapy - Pets - Recreation - One-Cat Homes 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/21/20103:54:46 PM 

Woods' endorsements down $22 million 

Ig~~""~iger Woods' estimated endorsements for 2010 are worth $22 million less than last year, according to 
Sports Illustrated's annual analysis of the highest-earning American athletes. 

1~~':-ITiger Woods - Sports Illustrated - sport - United States - Youth and High School 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/21/20104:11:12 PM 

Blogger: It's about NAACP, not fired worker 

The conservative blogger behind the video that led to Shirley Sherrod's forced resignation from the USDA said the 

footage was released in order to highlight racist behavior in the NAACP. 

I ~¥':-INational Association for the Advancement of Colored People - Racism - Shirley Sherrod - Conservatism - Andrew 

Breitbart 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/21/20104:12:03 PM 

Virgin Galactic's first space trip could be this fall 

Ig~~""IA private spaceship built to launch space tourists on suborbital joyrides could by flying on its own by this 

fall, Space .. com has learned. 

I~~':-Ivirgin Galactic - SpaceTourism - Space - Technology - Scaled Composites SpaceShipTwo 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/21/20104:42:18 PM 

Obama signs reform of financial rules into law 

Ig~~""lpresident Obama signed into law the most sweeping financial regulatory overhaul since the Great 

Depression Wednesday, saying that the new laws will foster innovation, not hamper it. 

...... ,..... . ..... ,..... . ..... , ....... 
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rg~~...,jGreat Depression - Barack Obama - President - law - United States 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/21/20105:20:44 PM 

Blogger: It's about NAACP, not fired worker 

The conservative blogger behind the video that led to Shirley Sherrod's forced resignation from the USDA said the 

footage was released in order to highlight racist behavior in the NAACP. 

I ~¥':-INational Association for the Advancement of Colored People - Conservatism - Racism - Shirley Sherrod - United 

States 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/21/20105:44:45 PM 

NHl rejects Kovalchuk's mega-deal with Devils 

Ig~~""llIya Kovalchuk's landmark 17-year, $102 million contract with the New Jersey Devils was rejected 

Wednesday by the NHL, which ruled that the longest deal in league history violated its salary cap. 

rg~iSjNew Jersey Devil - lIya Kovalchuk - National Hockey league - Salary cap - New Jersey 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/21/20105:49:22 PM 

Capitalism? Yuck. But free enterprise? Yes! 

Ig~~""INearIY two years after the financial crisis helped push the nation into deep recession, even capitalism's 

most ardent supporters concede it's developed a bit of a bad reputation. 

rg~iSjcaPitalism - Financial crisis - Economic - Recession - Economic system 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/21/20105:51:07 PM 

Woods' endorsements down $22 million 

Ig~~""~iger Woods' estimated endorsements for 2010 are worth $22 million less than last year, according to 
Sports Illustrated's annual analysis of the highest-earning American athletes. 

rg~5.jsports Illustrated - Tiger Woods - sport - People - United States 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/21/20105:59:06 PM 

If you're depressed, the world really looks gray 

The world really does look gray to depressed people, at least on a subconscious level, new research suggests. 

uu 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/21/20107:42:04 PM 

Bernanke sees an 'unusually uncertain' future 

Ig~~""IFederal Reserve Chairman Ben Bernanke tells Congress the economic outlook remains "unusually 

uncertain," and the Fed is ready to take new steps to keep the recovery alive. 
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rg~~...,jBen Bernanke - Federal Reserve System - Chair of the Federal Reserve - Economic - Government 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/21/20108:02:17 PM 

China oil spill doubles in size, is deemed 'severe threat' 

Ig~~""lchinals largest reported oil spill emptied beaches along the Yellow Sea as its size doubled Wednesday. 

I~~~~:[~~~:j 
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1~~:loil spill - China - Environment - Energy - Petroleum in the Environment 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/21/20108:15:55 PM 

Chaplin song silences 10-year-old 

A lO-year-old U.K. girl's effort to raise money for a children's hospice through a homemade video has been dealt a 

setback due to copyright issues over Charlie Chaplin song. 

rC~~"-ICharlie Chaplin - Copyright - Hospice - United States - Medicine 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/21/20108:24:21 PM 

Blagojevich: 'It is my decision' not to testify 

Rod Blagojevich says the prosecution in his corruption trial proved that he did nothing wrong. 
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Ig~~ .... IGovernor of Illinois - Rod Blagojevich - United States - Barack Obama - Television 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/21/20108:42:02 PM 

5 consumer tips for planning a funeral 

Ig~~""IA funeral is one of the steepest expenses we'll face but many important decisions are made emotionally 

rather than with a close eye on costs. 

rg~iSjDeath - Death Care - Funeral Services - Planning - Consumer Information 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/21/20109:15:54 PM 

Feds offer ousted official new job 

Agriculture Secretary Tom Vilsack said Wednesday he has apologized to an employee he ousted over remarks about race 

and offered her a "unique" new position at the agency. 

I g:i1ti¥.EIGeorgia - Racism - United States Department of Agriculture - National Association for the Advancement of Colored 

People - United States 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/21/201010:00:10 PM 

New policy aims to cut repeat C-sections 

Most women who've had a C-section, and many who've had two, should be allowed to try labor with their next baby, 

say new guidelines - a step toward reversing the "once a cesarean, always a cesarean" policies taking root in many 

hospitals. 

r~¥:lcaesarean section - Childbirth - Health - Vaginal birth after caesarean - Hospital 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/21/201010:15:26 PM 

Passengers recount turbulent United flight 

Ig~~""lpassengers were thrown from seats, drinks and loose items flew through the cabin and oxygen masks 

dropped when a United jet hit severe turbulence on a cross-country flight. 

...... ,..... . ..... ,..... . ..... , ....... 
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rg~~...,jFederal Aviation Administration - Denver - United Airlines - Aviation - Transportation 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/21/2010 10:45:42 PM 

ConsumerMan: Beware of reverse mortgages 

Reverse mortgages are complicated. They can be a godsend to some seniors who have no other way to pay their bills. 

But they can be a nightmare for people who don't understand how they work. 

rC~~"-Lnancial Services - Mortgage - Business - Loan - Foreclosure 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/21/201010:48:13 PM 

Saban compares unscrupulous agents to a 'pimp' 

Ig~~""INiCk Saban didn't pull punches Wednesday when discussing the improper contact with athletes by 

unscrupulous agents, comparing their behavior to that of a "pimp." 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/21/201011:01:13 PM 

High noon in Naked Cowboy, Cowgirl standoff 

Ig~~""lltls guitars at 20 paces as New York street musician "The Naked Cowboy" lassoed his Times Square rival 

"The Naked Cowgirl" with a lawsuit. 

rg~'~limes Square - Naked Cowboy - New York City - New York - Cowboy 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/21/201011:19:04 PM 

Detectives investigate Gibson's ex for extortion 

Ig~~""lsheriffls spokesman Steve Whitmore says the agency is looking into whether Russian singer Oksana 

Grigorieva may have tried to extort the Academy Award-winner. 
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r~~~Jsheriff - Extortion - Academy Award - Russia - Mel Gibson 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/21/201011:30:13 PM 

Playing politics with records requests 

Ig~~""~he Homeland Security Department detoured requests for federal records to senior political advisers, 

probing for information about the requesters, according to internal e-mails. 

1~~'::lpolitics - United States Department of Homeland Security - Homeland Security Department - United States -

Government 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/21/2010 11:32:33 PM 

Cup of coffee OK during pregnancy 

NEW YORK (Reuters Health) - A cup of coffee a day during pregnancy probably won't increase a woman's risk of 

miscarriage or premature birth, The American College of Obstetricians and Gynecologists said today. 

rC~~"-Liscarriage - American College of Obstetricians and Gynecologists - Pregnancy - Preterm birth - Reuters 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/21/2010 11:44:20 PM 

Feds offer ousted official new job 

Agriculture Secretary Tom Vilsack said Wednesday he has apologized to an employee he ousted over remarks about race 

and offered her a "unique" new position at the agency. 

rC~~"-ITom Vilsack - United States Secretary of Agriculture - United States - President - Government 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/21/201011:47:41 PM 

$1 billion venture in works to fight Gulf spills 

A new joint venture formed by four of the world's biggest oil companies will develop a rapid response system for 

deepwater oil spills in the Gulf of Mexico. 

I g:i1ti¥.EIGUlf of Mexico - Oil spill - Environment - Financial Times - Energy 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/22/2010 12:00:01 AM 

Senate approves jobless payments to millions 

State unemployment agencies are gearing up to resume sending unemployment payments to millions of people as 

Congress promises to ship President Barack Obama a measure to restore lapsed benefits. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/22/201012:30:21 AM 

Russian spy 'particularly upset' about revoked UK citizenship 

Ig~~""IA redheaded Russian spy whose photographs made her a tabloid favorite is upset that the United 

Kingdom has revoked her citizenship, her lawyer said Wednesday. 

rg~iSjRussia - Lawyer - United States - New York City - Government 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/22/2010 12:49:44 AM 

Cheerleading not a sport, says U.S. judge 

A federal judge in Connecticut has ruled competitive cheerleading is not an official sport that schools can use to meet 

gender-equity requirements. 

1§':i1ti¥.Elcheerleading _ Connecticut - United States - Sport - Quinnipiac University 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/22/2010 12:55:05 AM 

EMT with 'fireman's key' accused of NY sex attacks 

A New York City emergency medical technician who had access to a universal "fireman's key" was arrested and accused 

of five armed sexual assaults since 2001. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/22/2010 1:02:43 AM 

Tidbits: Michael Lohan's fiancee says he kicked her 

Ig~~""IAccOrding to TMZ, former Star magazine reporter and one-time Jon Gosselin gal pal Kate Major filed a 

report claiming that Lohan shoved her and kicked her in the face. 

rg~5.1on Gosselin - Michaellohan - Bodypainting - Arts - Facepainting 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/22/2010 1:27:23 AM 

Judge halts oil, gas development on Chukchi Sea 

Ig~~""IA federal judge says the u.s. government failed to follow environmental law before it sold billions of 

dollars worth of petroleum leases in the Chukchi Sea off Alaska's northwest coast. 

1~~':-lchUkChi Sea - Alaska - Environmental law - Federal government of the United States - Business 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/22/20103:17:53 AM 

Celtic treats Fenway fans to a soccer thriller 

Ig~~""IGeorgiOS Samaras scored on a penalty kick in the 72nd minute, and Paul McGowan sealed the victory in 

the sixth round of the tiebreaker Wednesday night as Glasgow Celtic beat Sporting Lisbon in the first 
soccer game at Fenway Park in 42 years. 

1~~':-IGeorgiOS Samaras - Celtic FC - Fenway Park - Paul McGowan - Sport 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/22/20104:12:13 AM 

Foxy Brown arrested in NY over order of protection 

Ig~~""lpolice s~y rapper Foxy Brown has been arrested in New York City for allegedly violating an order of 

protection. 
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rg~~...,jFOXy Brown - New York City - Brown - New York - United States 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/22/20105:20:49 AM 

World court to rule on Kosovo independence 

The United Nations' highest court was issuing an advisory opinion Thursday on whether Kosovo's 2008 declaration of 

independence from Serbia was legal, a ruling that could set a precedent for separatist regions around the world. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/22/20105:21:36 AM 

Armstrong hires criminal defense attorney 

Ig~~""ILance Armstrong has hired a criminal defense attorney to represent him in the federal investigation for 

possible fraud and doping violations by the seven-time Tour de France winner and his cycling teammates. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/22/20105:32:25 AM 

Oil flows again in China pipeline after blast 

Ig~~""IA vital China pipeline resumes operations after an explosion caused the country's largest reported oil 

spill, fouling the Yellow Sea. 

I~~':-Ioil spill - China - Environment - Energy - Business 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/22/20107:32:32 AM 

AP-Univision poll: Hispanic financial worries deep 

For Hispanics in America, the ravaged economy has been a personal nightmare. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/22/20108:04:25 AM 

Calif. girl, 17, slain; parents told to watch kids 

Ig~~""lparents have been warned to keep an eye on their children and take extra safety precautions after a 17-
year-old Southern California girl was apparently abducted about a block from her school and killed. 

1~~'::lcalifornia - Southern California - Child - United States - Sheriff -- ---

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/22/20108:11:08 AM 

Christian school fired sports coach for being gay 

A New Zealand Christian school has been ordered to pay undisclosed compensation and apologize to a sports coach it 

fired because he was gay. 

I ~¥':-INew Zealand - Christian - Sport - Christianity - Religion and Spirituality 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/22/20108:12:44 AM 

Calif. girl, 17, slain; parents told to watch kids 

Parents have been warned to keep an eye on their children and take extra safety precautions after a 17-year-old 

Southern California girl was apparently abducted about a block from her school and killed. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/22/20108:13:26 AM 

New Zealander in Cambodia for Khmer Rouge verdict 

Ig~~""~he brother of one of a handful of Westerners killed by the Khmer Rouge returned to Cambodia for a 

landmark verdict in a war crimes tribunal, saying there can never be adequate justice for his family. 

rg~iSjcambodia - Khmer Rouge - War crime - Asia - Warfare and Conflict 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/22/20109:09:42 AM 

U.S. challenges Arizona immigration law in court 

President Barack Obama's administration heads to court Thursday in a showdown over whether Arizona's crackdown on 

illegal immigrants encroaches on federal authority. 

1§':i1ti¥.Elunited States - Barack Obama -Illegal immigration - President -law 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/22/20109:55:04 AM 

Clinton pushes Vietnam on human rights progress 

Ig~~""lu.S. Secretary of State Hillary Rodham Clinton on Thursday urged Vietnam to improve its human rights 

record but also pledged greater cooperation in dealing with the lingering impact of Agent Orange from 
the Vietnam War. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/22/2010 11:32:07 AM 

Recession breeds wave of supercommuters 

Ig~~""IAmericans have traditionally traded longer commutes for nicer homes or better schools. Now, some are 
spending hours commuting each day because it's better than no job at all. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/22/2010 11:32:28 AM 

U.S. automakers gain APEAl - and appeal 

Ig~~""llf you look at "Things Gone Right" and "Things Gone Wrong," things seem to be going pretty well for u.s. 
automakers after decades of quality problems and questionable designs. 

I~~·lutomobile - Shopping - J. D. Power and Associates - Ford Motor Company - Automotive industry 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/22/201012:18:42 PM 

Early morning house fire in NYC kills mom, 4 kids 

Ig~~""IA fast-moving blaze in a multiple-dwelling home early Thursday killed a mother and her four children. Fire 

officials could not find any smoke detectors in the apartment. 

rg~iSjStaten Island - New York City - New York - United States - Metro Areas 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/22/201012:25:31 PM 

Pipeline repaired as China works to contain spill 

China and environmental observers said cleanup efforts on the country's largest reported oil spill were progressing 

Thursday, but the environmental and economic damage was clear. 

rC~~"-laii spill - People's Republic of China - Environment - Energy - China 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/22/2010 12:52:47 PM 

South Africa's Tutu to retire from public life 

Nobel peace laureate Desmond Tutu announced Thursday he is retiring from public life later this year when he turns 79, 

saying "the time has now come to slow down" and spend more time with his family. 

rC~~"-IAfrica - South Africa - Desmond Tutu - Nobel Peace Prize - Government 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/22/20101:19:57 PM 

2 Americans killed in copter crash in Afghanistan 

A helicopter crashed in southern Afghanistan on Thursday, killing two u.s. service members, NATO forces said. The 

Taliban claimed it shot down the craft, but NATO said it was still investigating. 

1~¥':-IAfghanistan - NATO - War in Afghanistan - Taliban - Asia 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/22/2010 1:43:44 PM 

Culinary hot spots you can't afford to miss 

Ig~~""lparis bistros, New York restaurants, London pubs - culinary hot spots you can't afford to miss. 

I~~~~:[~~~:j 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/22/20102:33:22 PM 

Contador could pretty much clinch Tour today 

Ig~~""~he riders of the Tour de France have been disrupted by sheep running across their path on a hard climb 

up the Pyrenees mountains. 

1~~'::ITour de France - sport - Pyrenees - Cycling - Andy Schleck 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/22/20103:20:52 PM 

Recovery's Achilles' heels: jobs and housing 

Ig~~""~he economic recovery is weakening in the face of falling home sales and rising claims for unemployment 

benefits, new data showed Thursday. 

...... ,..... . ..... ,..... . ..... , ....... 
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rg~~...,10bless claims - Business - Insurance - Financial Services - Claims 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/22/20103:49:09 PM 

Grand Teton search for climber resumes 

Ig~~""IRescue workers resumed a high-altitude search Thursday for a climber who disappeared during a fierce 

thunderstorm that forced park officials to remove 16 other hikers from an exposed mountainside. 

1~~':-IGrand Teton National Park - Wyoming - United States - Travel and Tourism - GrandTeton 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/22/20104:59:38 PM 

NFL training camp previews: 3 things to know 

Ig~~""lspecial feature: We detail the key moves and roster spot battles, as all 32 NFL teams enter training camp. 

I~~~~INFL - National Football League - Training camp - Sports - Football 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/22/20105:32:23 PM 

Bernanke: Don't stop stimulus spending 

Federal Reserve Chairman Ben Bernanke told Congress Thursday that the fragile economy still needs government 

stimulus spending to strengthen the recovery. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/22/20105:44:24 PM 

Chris Isaak is a wicked bad pick for 'Idol' 

Ig~~""~he race to find Simon Cowell's replacement is heating up, with The Hollywood Reporter reporting Chris 
Isaak as the front-runner. But here's the trouble with casting Isaak: I had to Google him. 

rg~iSjsimon Cowell - Chris Isaak - Google - Hollywood Reporter - American Idol 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/22/20106:07:23 PM 

Babysitter: Jolie's mom abandoned her as child 

Krisann Morel claims that, for two years, the actress' mother sequestered Jolie in a separate apartment in her building, 

where the young girl was cared for by a revolving staff. 

1~¥':-IActor - Parenting - Home - Family - Mothers 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/22/20106:39:18 PM 

Kosovo independence declaration deemed legal 

Kosovo's unilateral secession from Serbia in 2008 did not violate international law, the World Court said Thursday in a 

decision with implications for separatist movements everywhere. 

I~¥':-IKOSOVO - Serbia - 2008 Kosovo declaration of independence - Law -International law 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/22/20106:59:07 PM 

Searchers find climber's body on Grand Teton 

Rescue workers have found the body of a missing climber who fell over a cliff during a thunderstorm while climbing a 

mountain at Grand Teton National Park. 

1§':i1ti¥.EIGrand Teton National Park - Wyoming - Helicopter - United States - Travel and Tourism 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/22/20108:10:49 PM 

MlB begins testing for HGH in minor leagues 

Major League Baseball has started random blood testing for human growth hormone in the minor leagues, the first 

professional sports league in the United States to take the aggressive step against doping. 

I g:i1ti¥.EIMaior League Baseball - United States - Growth hormone - sport - Baseball 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/22/20108:12:12 PM 

'Talent' contestant sues Cowell for 'humiliation' 

Ig~~""IEmma Amelia Pearl Czikai, representing herself, accused "Britain's Got Talent" and its judges of 

"exploitation, humiliation, degradation and barbarism." 

1~~':-IBritain Got Talent - Got Talent - Simon Cowell - Emma Amelia Pearl Czikai - Arts 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/22/20108:31:51 PM 

Court throws out Mattei win over Bratz doll 

Ig~~""IA federal appeals court said Mattei was wrongly granted ownership of the popular Bratz dolls, a decision 

that could lead to a new trial over control of the estimated $1 billion franchise. 

rg~iSLattel - Bratz - United States courts of appeals - MGA Entertainment - Dolls 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/22/20109:10:41 PM 

Michael Lohan charged with harassment 

Ig~~""IAccOrding to the police report obtained by Access Hollywood on the night of the incident Kate Major has 

accused Lohan of attacking her after she allegedly did not answer his call. 

1~~'::Lichael Lohan - Police - katemajor - Violence and Abuse - lindsay Lohan 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/22/20109:37:05 PM 

MlB begins testing for HGH in minor leagues 

Major League Baseball implemented random blood testing for human growth hormone in the minor leagues on 

Thursday, the first professional sports league in the United States to take the aggressive step against doping. 

1~¥':-IMaior League Baseball - United States - Growth hormone - Sports league - sport 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/22/20109:42:50 PM 

Greyhound bus crash kills 6 in Calif. 

Ig~~""ISiX people are dead and many others are injured after a Greyhound passenger bus crashed on a state 
highway in California's Central Valley early Thursday morning. 

rg~5.jcalifornia - Central Valley - Greyhound Lines - Dog - United States 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/22/20109:48:45 PM 

Friction among Afghans hinders offensive 

Ordinary Afghan police are widely seen as ineffective, but a u.s. plan to have another force take the lead in curbing 

violence in Kandahar could risk alienating the ultimate prize - the residents. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/22/20109:49:02 PM 

Twitter building its own data servers - finally! 

Frequent availability issues caused by the blessing/curse of too many users may finally have a permanent solution: 

Twitter is building its own data center. 

I §,:i1ti¥.E~witter - Data center - social networks - Online Communities - Salt Lake City 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/22/20109:54:44 PM 

No bail for alleged 'Barefoot Bandit' in Seattle 

Ig~~""lcolton Harris-Moore, the 19-year-old accused of stealing cars and planes in a string of thefts from 

Washington state to the Caribbean, poses "an extreme risk of flight" and should remain jailed until his 
trial, federal prosecutors said Thursday. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/22/2010 10:02:08 PM 

NY man faces charges after tackling teen prankster 

Ig~~""IA homeowner in his underwear chased down and tackled one of four teens who rang his doorbell and 
fled in a late-night prank called "ding dong ditch," leading to charges against the homeowner but not the 

boy. 

I g~~""INew York - Doorbell - Knock Knock Ginger - Recreation - Pranks 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/22/2010 10:51:00 PM 

Newsweek: Sharron Angle keeps ducking reporters 

It's not a bird. It's not a plane. That worried-looking blur reporters keep seeing in Nevada is Republican Senate candidate 

Sharron Angle. Her new signature move is to (almost) literally sprint away from the press. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/22/2010 11:59:41 PM 

DeMarco: Leaving Montreal was Hawk's best move 

Ig~~""IDeMarco: Andre Dawson took a big paycut to leave the Expos for the Cubs. It was the best thing that ever 

happened in the baseball career of the man everybody calls Hawk, as leaving the hard turf of Montreal 
salvaged a Hall of Fame career. 

Ig~~""IAndre Dawson - Baseball - Hall of fame - Montreal - Sport 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/23/2010 12:03:49 AM 

Texas mom challenges transgender widow's marriage 

Ig~~""~he family of a southeast Texas firefighter killed in a July 4 blaze has sued to void his marriage to his 

transgender widow and prevent her from getting his death benefits because she was born a man and 
Texas doesn't recognize same-sex marriages. 

I ~~':-Isame-sex marriage - Texas - Marriage - Death - Firefighter 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/23/2010 12:39:07 AM 

Checks are coming: Obama signs jobless bill 

Federal checks could begin flowing again as early as next week to millions of jobless people who lost up to seven weeks 

of unemployment benefits in a congressional standoff. 

rC~~"'Lnemployment - United States Congress - Labour economics - United States - Business 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/23/2010 12:44:50 AM 

2 arrested at likely Chelsea Clinton wedding site 

Ig~~...,~wo Norwegian journalists face trespassing charges after they were arrested snapping photos of the New 

York estate where Chelsea Clinton is expected to get married. 
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rg~~...,Lhelsea Clinton - New York - New York City - United States - President 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/23/2010 12:49:52 AM 

Judge mulling fate of Ariz. immigration law 

Ig~~""IA judge held two hearings in a courtroom packed with spectators and top Arizona officials Thursday on 
whether the state's new immigration law should take effect amid a flurry of legal challenges against the 

crackdown. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/23/20101:16:06 AM 

Scoop: Gibson keeping mum on Oksana tapes 

Ig~~""IFor those waiting for Mel Gibson to make some sort of statement of contrition about the allegations of 

domestic violence made by ex Oksana Grigorieva, you'd better take a load off because he probably won't 
talk for a long time. 

I ~~':-IMel Gibson - Domestic violence - Oksana Grigorieva - People - Women 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/23/2010 1:42:33 AM 

Feds work to put a price tag on oil spill damage 

From poisoned plankton to fouled beaches, a painstaking census of the dead from the Gulf of Mexico oil spill is under 

way. 

I g:i1ti¥.Eloil spill - Gulf of Mexico - Environment - Energy - Petroleum in the Environment 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/23/20102:36:25 AM 

Oiled marshes: Intervene or keep hands off? 

Ig~~""lscientists debate how aggressive to be in getting rid of oil in one of the most delicate parts of the Gulf 

ecosystem. Msnbc.com's Kari Huus reports. 

rg~5.Losystem - Shopping - Kari Huus - Oil spill - Gulf of Mexico 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/23/20103:06:15 AM 

Homer pushes A-Rod one away from 600 club 

Ig~~""IAlex Rodriguez hit his 599th home run, Derek Jeter had an inside-the-park shot and the New York 
Yankees beat the Kansas City Royals 10-4 Thursday on a strange night in the Bronx. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/23/20103:28:24 AM 

PFT: Ex-NFL player, 36, dies after routine surgery 

rC~~~~jsports - Football - NFL - American - Surgery 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/23/20103:56:12 AM 

Northwest Airlines didn't follow safety orders 

For more than a decade, Northwest Airlines repeatedly failed to follow federal safety orders but wasn't held accountable 

by the FAA, according to a government report. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/23/20106:07:51 AM 

India develops world's cheapest "laptop" at $35 

India has come up with the world's cheapest "laptop," a touch-screen computing device that costs $35. 

rC~~~~jlndia _ Laptop - Hardware - Notebooks and Laptops - Cases and Accessories 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/23/20106:33:58 AM 

Red Sox go from no-no to uh-oh to victory 

Ig~~""~ohn Lackey came within four outs of a no-hitter, only to watch his Boston Red Sox blow a comfortable 
lead and cost him a win before beating the Seattle Mariners 8-6 in 13 innings Thursday night. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/23/20109:23:03 AM 

Boy said to slash throats, set fire to his NYC home 

Ig~~""~he deaths of a mother and four children in a torched New York city apartment were being investigated 

as a possible murder-suicide committed by one of the children, police said. 

I~~~':-Ipolice - Murder-suicide - New York - New York City - Suicide 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/23/20109:33:41 AM 

$765-a-bottle beer sold in dead animals 

Ig~~""IYOU'd expect a lot from a bottle of beer costing $765. What you get is 55 percent alcohol - and served in 

a squirrel, weasel or a hare. 

rg~iSjBeer - Alcohol - Food - Recreation - Drink 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/23/201011:27:13 AM 

'Corpse flower' bloom could stink up Texas wedding 

Ig~~""~he flower girl at Jessica Zabala's wedding is purple, six-feet-tall, uninvited and smells like dead bodies. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/23/2010 12:23:26 PM 

Russia says ready to resume NATO military ties 

Ig~~""IRussia said on Friday it was prepared to restore military cooperation with NATO almost two years after 

relations were frozen during the Georgian war, Russian news agencies reported. 

1~~':-IRuSSia - NATO - Government - Multilateral - North Atlantic Treaty Organization 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/23/2010 12:41:34 PM 

Calif. council accepts resignations of 3 managers 

Ig~~""~hree administrators whose huge salaries sparked outrage in this small blue-collar suburb of Los Angeles 

have agreed to resign, the City Council said Friday. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/23/2010 1:41:33 PM 

Meet world's tallest couple: 13-foot-5 combined 

Ig~~""~alk about a tall tale: Wileo van Kleef-Bolton, 7 feet tali, and 6-foot-S wife Keisha hold the Guinness 
record for world's tallest couple. Not only that: Their 4-year-old son is already the height of a typical 7-

year-old, and their 2-year-old daughter is as tall as a 3-year-old. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/23/2010 1:51:28 PM 

Jolie admits she isn't completely 'sane' 

Ig~~""~hese days, the actress may not be wearing blood vials or locking lips with her brother, but the 35-year
old mother-of-six insists she still has a wild side. 

rg~5.jAngelina Jolie - Actor - Brad Pitt - Health - Television 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/23/2010 1:57:22 PM 

Clinton urges Asia to enforce N. Korea sanctions 

Ig~~""IHillary Clinton urged Asia Friday to enforce tough sanctions on N. Korea, which hit back by threatening a 

"physical response" to Washington's plans for military drills with the South. 

1~~'::INorth Korea - Human rights - Asia - Myanmar - Hillary Rodham Clinton 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/23/2010 1:59:23 PM 

2,270-calorie mac & cheese meal is worst for kids 

The authors of "Eat This, Not That!" have singled out five of the most disgusting kids' meals in America. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/23/2010 1:59:23 PM 

2,270-calorie mac & cheese meal is worst for kids 

The authors of "Eat This, Not That!" have singled out five of the most disgusting kids' meals in America. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/23/20102:46:48 PM 

Nearly-weds take flight for pre-nup parties 

Engaged couples are turning bachelor and bachelorette parties into multi-day events and flying off to Las Vegas, Mexico 

and the Bahamas to celebrate before they tie the knot. 

1~¥':-IBahamas - Mexico - Caribbean - United States - Turks and Caicos Islands 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/23/20103:03:05 PM 

'Corpse flower' bloom could stink up Texas wedding 

Ig~~""~he flower girl at Jessica Zabala's wedding is purple, six-feet-tall, uninvited and smells like dead bodies. 

1~~~~IFlower - Wedding ceremony participants - Relationships - Weddings - United States 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/23/20103:31:28 PM 

1 dead, dozens hurt as Swiss alps train derails 

Ig~~""lone person was killed and dozens were hurt, some seriously, after a train on an Alpine route in southern 

Switzerland derailed Friday, authorities said. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/23/20103:37:46 PM 

Apple delays white iPhone 4 to 'later this year' 

Ig~~""IAPPle says the white version of the iPhone 4 will not be available until later this year. 

I~~~~I~ - IPhone - Smartphones - Handhelds - iPhone 4 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/23/20103:52:01 PM 

France coach Blanc drops all 23 World Cup players 

France coach Laurent Blanc will drop all 23 World Cup players for his first match next month as collective punishment for 

the team's embarrassing fiasco in South Africa. 

I g:i1ti¥.EIWorld Cup - Laurent Blanc - Sport - France national football team - Soccer 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/23/20103:59:53 PM 

How one jellyfish stung 100 people 

Ig~~""IHOW can one jellyfish sting up to 100 people? With lots of stinger-equipped tentacles, the largest jellyfish 

in the world may be up to the job, though scientists aren't sure if this week's mass stinging was the result 
of one jellyfish or more than one. 

I g~~""~eIIYfiSh - New Hampshire - lion's mane jellyfish - New England - lifeguard 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/23/20104:34:47 PM 

DeMarco: A-Rod's 600th is coming, but how legit is it? 

Ig~~""lone more long ball off Alex Rodriguez's bat, and the 600-homer club will add a seventh member to Barry 

Bonds, Babe Ruth, Hank Aaron, Willie Mays, Ken Griffey Jr. and Sammy Sosa. And we will be forced to 
examine how we feel about it. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/23/20105:10:34 PM 

Longtime journalist Daniel Schorr dies at 93 

Veteran reporter-commentator Daniel Schorr, whose hard-hitting reporting for CBS got him on President Richard Nixon's 

notorious "enemies list" in the 1970s, has died. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/23/20105:26:18 PM 

Ford's rebound revs up with strong profit 

Ford Motor Co. posted a strong second-quarter profit Friday but trimmed its u.s. sales forecast and predicted weaker 

results in the second half as the economy slowly recovers. 

1§':i1ti¥.EIFord Motor Company - Net income - United States - Ford - Makes and Models 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/23/20105:50:30 PM 

Body art seen as less of a workplace barrier 

Ig~~""~attooing has become so common employers are increasingly forced to choose between rejecting inked 

employees or having a severely limited job candidate pool, experts say. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/23/20106:01:14 PM 

Seven of 91 banks fail European stress tests 

Seven of 91 European banks failed stress tests aimed at measuring their strength in case the continent's government 

debt crisis takes a turn for the worse, regulators said Friday. 

1§':i1ti¥.EIStress _ Mental Health - Health - Business - Support Groups 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/23/20106:04:22 PM 

Rangel: 'I look forward' to ethics fight 

Rep. Charles Rangel, who has spent half of his 80 years as a member of Congress, says he looks forward to fighting ethics 

charges. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/23/20106:15:25 PM 

Sen. Kerry docks yacht in R.I., saves on taxes 

Ig~~""IMassachusetts Sen. John Kerry is docking his family's new $7 million yacht in neighboring Rhode Island, 

saving roughly $500,000 in Bay State taxes. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/23/20106:22:33 PM 

Pay czar: 'III advised' bonuses at 17 banks 

Ig~~""~he Treasury Department's pay czar says 17 banks gave their top executives $1.6 billion in lavish 

payments while they were receiving billions of dollars in taxpayer-funded bailouts. 

I~~':-Iunited States Department of the Treasury - Bailout - Citigroup - Business - Treasury Department 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/23/20106:34:50 PM 

2 killed in gas well explosion in western Pa. 

Ig~~""lpolice say a gas well in a wooded area exploded, killing two people. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/23/20106:53:36 PM 

Wal-Mart wants to get into your pants 

Ig~~""lwal-Mart Stores Inc. is putting electronic identification tags on men's clothing like jeans starting Aug. 1 as 
the world's largest retailer tries to gain more control of its inventory. 

rg~5.jwal_Mart - Retailing - Clothing - Business - Jeans 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/23/20107:07:03 PM 

Proposed federal rules target for-profit colleges 

The Education Department proposed much-anticipated regulations Friday that would cut off federal aid to for-profit 

college programs if too many of their students default on loans. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/23/20107:37:46 PM 

Some insurers stop writing new coverage for kids 

Some major health insurance companies have stopped issuing certain types of policies for children, an unintended 

consequence of President Barack Obama's health care overhaul law, state officials said Friday. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/23/20107:42:59 PM 

Sleeping in to save S.c. slave cabins 

Ig~~""lwhen Joe McGill spreads his sleeping bag on the floor of a slave cabin, he knows that spending the night 

there will conjure the specter of slavery. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/23/20108:21:11 PM 

Gym benefits undone by too much sitting 

Hitting the gym every day might do little to decrease your risk of death if you spend the rest of your time sitting down, a 

new study suggests. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/23/20108:48:02 PM 

90 percent of soon-to-be brides plan wedding at work 

Planning a wedding is so time consuming that nearly nine out of 10 women surveyed confessed to using company time 

to plan the big day. The survey also revealed most women believe they did more wedding planning than their partner. 

1§':i1ti¥.ElweddingS _ Relationships - Australia - United States - Wedding 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/23/20109:15:58 PM 

Summer meteor shower season in full swing 

Ig~~""IFor skywatchers in the Northern Hemisphere, late summer is usually regarded as the prime "meteor

viewing season," with one of the best displays of the year reaching its peak in mid-August. But some 
lesser-known summer meteor displays can still dazzle. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/23/2010 10:03:02 PM 

NASA's Twitter feed hacked 

Ig~~""INASA briefly broke with the standard space jibber jabber, jammed on the cap locks, and began alerting its 

followers with repeated messages about "BRAND NEW PLASMA FLAT SCREEN TV!!! WHOLESALE LIST!" 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/23/2010 10:31:27 PM 

Probe ties defense workers to child porn 

A U.S. government investigation alleges that dozens of military officials and defense contractors bought and 

downloaded child pornography on private or government computers. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/23/2010 11:09:29 PM 

Woman charged in Facebook-feud fatal crash 

Ig~~""IA Facebook feud between two women who claimed to love the same prison inmate led to a high-speed 

chase and a crash that critically injured one of the rivals, killed her friend and left the second rival facing 
murder charges. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/23/201011:51:16 PM 

PhotoBlog: Pilot ejects instant before fighter jet crashes 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/23/2010 11:55:23 PM 

Cast, crew try to help sick 'Lion King' actress 

Ig~~""IMore than 700 people showed up at a bone marrow donor registration on Friday at the Minskoff Theater 
for ll-year-old actress Shannon Tavarez, who was forced to quit the Broadway show in April after she 

was diagnosed with leukemia. The cast and crew of "The Lion King" is trying to save the life of one of its own. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/24/2010 1:01:49 AM 

Wisconsin braces for more rain, floods 

Ig~~""lweary travelers who were stranded overnight at a Milwaukee airport began flying out Friday afternoon, 

one day after powerful storms pounded southeastern Wisconsin and caused widespread flooding that 
grounded all flights. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/24/20101:16:43 AM 

Ousted ag official unsure about returning 

Ig~~""IFormer Agriculture Department official Shirley Sherrod, who was forced to resign after a blogger posted 

comments she made about race to an NAACP audience, is unsure about returning to a government job, 
she said Friday. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/24/20101:20:13 AM 

Congressional sports votes coming under fire 

House Democrats and Republicans have put aside their differences this year to honor the likes of golfer Phil Mickelson, 

the Chicago Blackhawks hockey team, NASCAR driver Jimmie Johnson and the Penn State women's volleyball team. Is 

that really necessary? 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/24/2010 1:25:22 AM 

4 missing, 1 rescued in medical plane crash 

A medical transport plane headed to the Mayo Clinic carrying five people crashed into Lake Michigan on Friday and one 

person was rescued by a boater, officials said. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/24/20103:25:38 AM 

Yankees crush Royals, but A-Rod stuck at 599 

Ig~~""IA.J. Burnett bounced back from a horrible start cut short by a self-inflicted injury to pitch five scoreless 
innings, Robinson Cano hit a three-run double and the New York Yankees beat the Kansas City Royals 7-1 

on Friday night in a game delayed by a wicked thunderstorm. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/24/20104:28:07 AM 

US missiles kill 16 militants in NW Pakistan 

Ig~~""lu.S. missiles hit a suspected militant hide-out, killing 16 insurgents in a troubled Pakistani tribal region 

along the Afghan border before dawn Saturday, intelligence officials said. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/24/20105:05:15 AM 

38 bodies found at northern Mexico dumping ground 

Authorities found the remains of at least 38 people in a series of pits and scattered on the ground at a suspected drug

gang dumping site near the industrial hub of Monterrey in northern Mexico, an official said Friday. 

1~¥':-IMexiCO - Monterrey - United States - Travel and Tourism - Nuevo Leon 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/24/20106:52:35 AM 

17 killed after bus plunges into gorge in Kashmir 

A minibus veered off a mountain road under construction and plunged into a river in Indian Kashmir, killing at least 17 

people, a police officer said Saturday. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/24/20107:28:42 AM 

Army sergeant guilty of sex trafficking in Wash. 

A 27-year-old Army sergeant from Joint Base Lewis-McChord in Washington state has pleaded guilty in federal court to 

sex trafficking of a child and attempted sex trafficking of a child. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/24/20108:51:59 AM 

4 US troops die in bomb blast in south Afghanistan 

Ig~~""IFour American service members were killed Saturday in a bombing in southern Afghanistan, where 

international forces are stepping up the fight against the Taliban, officials said. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/24/20109:57:35 AM 

North Korea vows nuclear response to drills 

Ig~~""INorth Korea said on Saturday it would begin a "sacred war" against the United States and South Korea at 
"any time necessary," based on its nuclear deterrent, in response to "reckless" military exercises by the 

allies. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/24/201010:30:31 AM 

Rangel ethics charges create headache for allies 

Friends and political allies of embattled Rep. Charlie Rangel are noticeably quiet after the disclosure that he may face 

serious charges from a House ethics panel. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/24/20102:12:47 PM 

Obama, GOP spar over how to revive ailing economy 

Ig~~""lpresident Barack Obama derided an economic plan from the top House Republican as repeating job

killing policies of the past that help drive the country into recession. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/24/20103:33:54 PM 

BP evacuation called off after storm breezes by 

Ig~~""IBonnie could roar back to life over the Gulf of Mexico after it weakened on its trek across south Florida 

on Friday and was downgraded to a tropical depression. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/24/20103:54:48 PM 

Contador secures third Tour de France title 

Ig~~""IAlberto Contador is set to win his third Tour de France title in four years after retaining the yellow jersey 
in the next-to-Iast stage on Saturday. Fabian Cancellara won the time trial, but the 27-year-old Contador 

held on to his razor-thin lead over Andy Schleck of Luxembourg, who had started the 19th stage in second 
place, 8 seconds back. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/24/20104:47:50 PM 

Obama, GOP spar over how to revive ailing economy 

Ig~~""lpresident Barack Obama derided an economic plan from the top House Republican as repeating job

killing policies of the past that help drive the country into recession. 

1~~'::IBarack Obama - Republican - President of the United States - President - United States 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/24/20105:40:38 PM 

Obama and oil spill: Lessons from corporate world 

Ig~~""lobama has walked the factory floor when it comes to managing the federal response to the BP Gulf spill, 
going directly to front-line workers. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/24/20108:40:16 PM 

Eastern U.S. cooks in summer heat 

Ig~~""IAnother wave of oppressive heat has clamped down on a broad swath of Eastern states, with 

temperatures in the 90s and residents scrambling for shade or just staying indoors. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/24/20109:18:22 PM 

51 bodies found at northern Mexico dumping ground 

Ig~~""llnvestigators said Saturday they have found 51 corpses in two days of digging in a field near a trash dump 

outside the northern city of Monterrey, as excavations continued at one of the largest clandestine body 
dumping grounds in Mexico's bloody drug war. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/24/201011:03:57 PM 

Gay lutheran pastors to join church roster 

Seven pastors who work in the San Francisco Bay area and were barred from serving in the nation's largest Lutheran 

group because of a policy that required gay clergy to be celibate are being welcomed into the denomination. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/24/201011:07:21 PM 

Queen's photos go online at Flickr 

Buckingham Palace said on Sunday it has launched an account with online photo management site Flickr. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/24/2010 11:23:46 PM 

BP crews in 'cat-and-mouse game' with weather 

Ig~~""lcrews hurry to get back to work on plugging BP's leaky oil well after Tropical Storm Bonnie fizzles. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/24/2010 11:41:55 PM 

Obama urges liberals to 'keep up the fight' 

Ig~~""lpresident Barack Obama made an election-season appeal Saturday to disgruntled liberal activists and 

bloggers, assuring them his administration is committed to their causes. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/24/2010 11:46:56 PM 

Aides: Possible deal explored in Rangel case 

Representative Charles Rangel's lawyers are trying to determine if a deal can be reached to settle ethics charges against 

him and avoid a trial that could hurt his Democratic Party. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/24/2010 11:59:55 PM 

How to find aliens: Follow the photosynthesis 

Ig~~""IBY calculating where photosynthesis might be possible around the galaxy, scientists are developing a new 
way to figure out where Earth-like planets might be located. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/25/201012:17:51 AM 

Castro dons green for visit outside Havana 

Ig~~""lcuban media say Fidel Castro has donned an olive-green shirt and traveled to a town west of Havana to 

participate in an event honoring fallen fighters in his revolution. 

1~~':-IFidel Castro - Cuba - Havana - Cuban Revolution - Caribbean 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/25/2010 12:56:32 AM 

Teen wins with late sister's car at Soap Box Derby 

Ig~~""IReallife beat Hollywood to the finish line at the 73rd Annual All-American Soap Box Derby on Saturday. 
With actor-director Corbin Bernsen filming the movie "Hill 25," based on the Soap Box Derby, 14-year-old 

Sean Brown rolled to victory in the Rally Super Stock Division in a way that no script writer ever imagined. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/25/2010 1:46:32 AM 

Search ends for Lake Michigan crash survivors 

Ig~~""IAuthorities abandoned hope Saturday of finding alive four people missing since a small plane plunged 

into Lake Michigan while flying a cancer patient to the Mayo Clinic. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/25/20102:14:38 AM 

US aircraft carrier ups pressure on North Korea 

Ig~~""IA massive nuclear-powered u.s. supercarrier began maneuvers Sunday with ally South Korea in a potent 
show of force that North Korea has threatened could lead to "sacred war." 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/25/20102:38:14 AM 

Reports: Hayward departure from BP imminent 

Ig~~""lchief executive Tony Hayward's departure from spill-plagued BP appears imminent, British media 

reported. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/25/20103:26:39 AM 

Doctor pens goodbye note as plane plunges 

Ig~~""IA doctor who apparently perished with three others in a medical flight crash wrote a goodbye note to all 

their families and friends before their plane plummeted into Lake Michigan. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/25/20103:55:54 AM 

Floods, landslides kill 8 in northern Vietnam 

Vietnam's government says floods and landslides triggered by remnants of Typhoon Chanthu killed eight people and left 

two others missing in the north. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/25/20104:22:40 AM 

Zsa Zsa Gabor shows signs of improvement 

Ig~~""lzsa Zsa Gabor speaks a few words but remains in critical condition after doctors give her a blood 

transfusion and change her pain medication during recovery from a fall that spurred hip surgery. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/25/20104:28:52 AM 

Gadget makers must label parts from war-torn Congo 

Ig~~""IDoes that smart phone in your pocket contribute to rape and murder in the depths of Africa? Soon, you'll 

know: A new U.S. law requires companies to certify whether their products contain minerals from rebel
controlled mines in Congo and surrounding countries. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/25/20105:59:50 AM 

Rays end 5-year losing streak in Cleveland 

Ig~~""IDavid Price held it together after a rocky start, getting a three-run homer from Ben Zobrist and a solo 

shot from Carlos Pena that helped the Tampa Bay Rays end their i8-game losing streak in Cleveland with 
a 6-3 win over the Indians on Saturday night. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/25/20108:50:10 AM 

NYT: Battle looms over expiring Bush tax cuts 

An epic fight is brewing over what Congress and President Obama should do about the expiring Bush tax cuts, with such 

substantial economic and political consequences that it could shape the fall elections and fiscal policy for years to come. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/25/20109:19:27 AM 

Death toll in panic at Germany's Love Parade rises to 19 

Ig~~""IA stampede kills at least 19 people after mass panic breaks out in a tunnel at a Love Parade techno music 

festival in Germany. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/25/20109:52:27 AM 

Newsweek: End in sight for u.s. travel ban to Cuba 

Ig~~""IAfter 50 years, the u.s. travel ban on Cuba has not made the island any more free. But those Americans 

pressing to lift it are now closer to success than ever before. 

...... ,..... . ..... ,..... . ..... , ....... 
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r~~~Jcuba - Caribbean - United States - Travelogues - Travel 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/25/2010 1:00:34 PM 

Japan rescue helicopter crash kills 5: report 

Five people died when a rescue helicopter sent to help a party of climbers crashed in mountains near Tokyo Sunday, 

local media reported. 

rc~~..-telicoPter - Japan - Aviation accidents and incidents - Tokyo - Aviation 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/25/20102:07:30 PM 

Uncertain future for Reid despite rebound in Nev. 

Ig~~""lsenate Democratic leader Harry Reid's chances for six more years in Washington may be like tossing dice 

in a casino, even if he has made headway against Republican challenger Sharron Angle in a state with the 
nation's highest rate of joblessness. 

1~~':-IHarry Reid - Sharron Angle - Washington - Democratic - United States 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/25/20102:46:10 PM 

Taliban kills 1 U.S. sailor, 1 held 

The Taliban have offered to exchange the body of a u.s. Navy member they said was killed in an ambush two days ago in 

exchange for insurgent prisoners, an Afghan official said Sunday. 

rC~~"-IAfghanistan - Taliban - War in Afghanistan - Asia - Soldier 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/25/20102:50:54 PM 

Bangkok explosion wounds 9 people 

Ig~~""IAn explosion wounded four people in central Bangkok on Saturday, emergency officials said, but it was 

unclear what caused the blast and if it was related to a closely watched special election in the Thai 
capital. 

I ~~':-IBangkOk - Thailand - Asia - Thai language - Elections 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/25/20103:27:44 PM 

For oyster clan, spill is one more disaster 

Ig~~""IAS survival stories go, the Voisins have a gem: More than 200 years ago the first members of their family 

to set foot on Louisiana soil, weathering a monster storm in spectacular fashion. 

...... ,..... . ..... ,..... . ..... , ....... 
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rg~~...,touisiana - Soil - United States - Weather - Organizations 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/25/20104:38:08 PM 

Sales no stretch for maker of yoga mats 

Ig~~""~adeYOga's mats now sell in 50 countries and account for half of the company's sales and revenue. 
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I g~~...,lyoga - Shopping - Religion and Spirituality - Revenue - Sales 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/25/20104:58:33 PM 

Understanding your body's quirks 

Skin bumps, shaky hands, lines under the fingernails ... Are they something or nothing? Your body's quirkiest quirks, 

explained. 

rc~~..-tealth - Shopping - Beauty - Arts - Television 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/25/20105:02:23 PM 

Mom was right: You are what you eat 

There's one change everyone should make this year: Choose real, whole foods over processed, fake ones. Nutrition doc 

David Katz tells you why this approach guarantees lifelong health. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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1§'~F..?INutrition - Health - David Katz - Organizations - Alternative 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/25/20105:29:16 PM 

Best bets: Steve Carell goes to 'Dinner' 

The hapless boss from "The Office" plays another dolt in "Dinner for Schmucks." Plus: Shark Week bares its teeth; Jude 

Law's "Repo Men" comes to DVD. 

I g;i1tlF.EISteve Carell - DinnerForSchmucks - Jude Law - PaulRudd - Repo Men 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/25/20105:35:23 PM 

High finance and corporate pot, California style 

Ig~~""IEconomists see corporate pot as a multibillion dollar market about to be unfettered with little sense of 

how consumers will react. 

1~~'::Lnance - California - Business and Economy - Financial Services - United States 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/25/20105:54:10 PM 

Homes, businesses hit by water from dam 

Ig~~""IFloOding after an Iowa dam failed has damaged dozens of homes and businesses, causing millions of 

dollars in damage in Monticello, a city official said Sunday. 

...... ,..... . ..... ,..... . ..... , ....... 
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r~~~JDam - Water - Delhi - Technology - Structural Engineering 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/25/20106:11:07 PM 

BP resumes work on relief well 

Ig~~""IShiPS were getting back in place Sunday at the Gulf of Mexico site of BP's leaky oil well as crews raced to 

resume work on plugging the gusher before another big storm stops work again. 

rg~5.LUlf of Mexico - Oil well - BP - Tropical cyclone - Business 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/25/20106:25:26 PM 

How trauma of war hits u.s. troops 

Ig~~""IMore than half a year after one of the deadliest battles ever waged by u.s. forces in Afghanistan, the men 
of Bravo Troop, 3rd Squadron, 61st Cavalry are still fighting in - and with - their memories. 

1~~'::Lnited States armed forces - War in Afghanistan - United States - Afghanistan - NATO 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/25/20107:35:54 PM 

U.S. official: BP's Hayward will be replaced 

Ig~~""IGaffe-prone BP Chief Executive Tony Hayward will be replaced, a senior U.S. government official said 

Sunday. 

rg~iS~ony Hayward - BP - Oil spill - Business - Environment 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/25/20108:03:39 PM 

Wall Street on the cusp of a breakout 

Wall Street enters this week on the cusp of a breakout in u.S. stocks, but it will need another spate of convincing 

earnings reports to feed the rally that sprouted at the end of last week. 

rC~~"-lwall Street - Sports - Rallying - Motorsports - Auto Racing 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/25/20108:51:49 PM 

Gibson rep denies report of 'Jew blood' quote 

New shocking allegations have emerged in the Mel GibsonjOksana Grigorieva scandal. According to Radar Online, 

Grigorieva claims Gibson made yet another anti-Semitic rant. 

1§':i1ti¥.EIAntisemitism - Mel Gibson - Jews - Arts - Oksana Grigorieva 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/25/20108:55:29 PM 

Ariz. law comes after years of mounting anger 

Ig~~""IAS the days tick down until the Arizona immigration law takes effect, the state stands as a monument to 

the anger over illegal immigration that is present in so many places. 

1~~':-IArizona - Immigration - Law - Illegal immigration - United States 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/25/20109:19:39 PM 

'Unbelievable year' - McMurray wins Brickyard 

Ig~~""~amie McMurray became just the third driver to win both the Daytona 500 and The Brickyard in the same 

season, capitalizing Sunday when teammate Juan Pablo Montoya suffered a second consecutive 
heartbreak at Indianapolis Motor Speedway. 
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r·~~--llndianapoliS Motor Speedway - Jamie McMurray - Juan Pablo Montoya - Motorsport - Daytona 500 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/25/20109:23:33 PM 

Contador wins third Tour as Armstrong departs 

Ig~~""IAlberto Contador won his third Tour de France on Sunday, heralding the arrival of a new cycling 

superstar, as seven-time champion Lance Armstrong competed in the race for the last time. 

1~~':-IAlbertoContador - 2009 Tour de France - Tour de France - France - AndySchleck 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/25/20109:57:15 PM 

Kardashian begs fan not to get surgery 

Ig~~""IKim Kardashian has pleaded with a fan not to get plastic surgery to look like the reality star. On Saturday, 
a Twitter user calling herself "wishiwaskim," Tweeted that she was going to go under the knife. 

...... ,..... . ..... ,..... . ..... , ....... 
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rg~~...,jKim Kardashian - Twitter - Surgery - Medicine - Health 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/25/2010 11:35:00 PM 

Scoop: Will Oprah give Fergie a TV show? 

Ig~~"'l'oprah made the call this week ... the offer is a ray of light at the end of a very dark tunnel," reported 

Britain's Daily Mail on Sunday. 

1~~'::loprah Winfrey Show - Daily Mail - Television program - Britain - Oprah Winfrey 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/26/2010 12:21:34 AM 

Life's a beach for some homeless in Hawaii 

Every morning, Tony Williams wakes to the sound of waves crashing on Hawaii's famed Waikiki beaches and has a 

spectacular view of the Pacific. But he's not paying a cent for his priceless vista. 

1~¥':-IHawaii - Waikiki - Oahu - Honolulu - United States 
----- ----

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/26/201012:57:41 AM 

Missing man crushed to death in NY trash compactor 

A janitor at a prominent western New York office building was crushed to death after falling into a trash compactor, but 

no one realized it for weeks as his family and authorities searched for him, police said Sunday. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/26/20102:26:42 AM 

HBT: D-backs deal Haren to Angels for Saunders, others 

Ig~*'..?-IDan Haren - Los Angeles Angels of Anaheim - Joe Saunders - Arizona Diamondbacks - MLB 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/26/20102:34:11 AM 

Mexico: Prison guards let killers out, lent guns 

Ig~~""IGuardS and officials at a prison in northern Mexico allegedly let inmates out, lent them guns and sent 

them off in official vehicles to carry out drug-related killings, including the massacre of 17 people last 
week, prosecutors said Sunday. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/26/20102:45:21 AM 

Oil cleanup brings 'strangers,' tension to towns 

Ig~~""~he women of Grand Isle are nervous. Used to be, they say, they could walk the streets of their beach side 

town alone, getting a little exercise after the hottest part of the day or setting out the trash after 
midnight. 
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r·~~--IGrand Isle - United States - Vermont - Oil - Counties 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/26/20103:51:37 AM 

U.S. holds drills off Korea as North talks war 

Ig~~""lu.S. and South Korean warships and helicopters practiced anti-submarine maneuvers off the Korean 

peninsula Monday. 

rg~iSjNorth Korea - South Korea - Asia - Aircraft carrier - United States 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/26/20108:48:54 AM 

Teen survives 16-story fall onto concrete 

A 15-year-old survived after falling 16 floors through a parking lot roof and onto a concrete floor, according to reports. 

rC~~~~jconcrete - Parking lot - Business - Construction and Maintenance - Materials and Supplies 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/26/2010 10:41:48 AM 

AI-Qaida executes 78-year-old aid worker 

Ig~~""IA 78-year-old French aid worker kidnapped by al-Qaida was executed in the Sahara after a failed attempt 

to free him left six militants dead, President Nicolas Sarkozy said Monday. 

rg~iSjAI_Qaeda - Nicolas Sarkozy - Warfare and Conflict - War on Terrorism - Middle East 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/26/201011:18:06 AM 

Fake shark takes bite out of surfer statue 

Ig~~""lpredawn pranksters have surrounded a roadside surfer statue with a papier mache model of a great 

white shark that appeared to be swallowing it whole. 

...... ,..... . ..... ,..... . ..... , ....... 
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r~~~Jshark - Fish - Outdoors - Recreation - Arts 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/26/201011:25:16 AM 

Police: Man robs bank in clown pants, fake breasts 

Authorities say Pittsburgh-area man robbed a bank wearing a woman's blond wig, fake breasts under a sweater and 

clown pants. 

rC~~"-IClown _ Police - Arts - Performing Arts - Performers 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/26/2010 11:42:26 AM 

America's laziest state? Louisiana 

Ig~~""lwhen it comes to kicking back, the Pelican State reigns supreme. 

Ig~~""lunited States - Louisiana - Oil spill - Business and Economy - Pelican State 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/26/201012:13:24 PM 

BP's CEO Hayward expected to be replaced 

BP is expected to install an American as chief executive in the next 24 hours, replacing Tony Hayward, who has come 

under fire for his handling of the worst oil spill in u.s. history. 

I §,:i1ti¥.E~ony Hayward - BP - Chief executive officer - United States - Oil spill 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/26/20101:15:46 PM 

A real nightmare: Bed bugs biting allover U.S. 

Ig~~""IFOrget about fictional, glitter-skinned teen vampires. You're far more likely to have your blood sucked by 

bed bugs. The tiny, sneaky insects are spreading so rapidly across the United States that almost no region 
or area is untouched, a new survey suggests. 

Ig~~""lvampire - United States - Blood -Insect - People 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/26/2010 1:30:51 PM 

D.C.-area storms leave 2 dead 

Crews worked Monday to restore electricity to thousands after powerful storms barreled through the nation's capital 

and surrounding areas, killing two people and downing power lines and countless trees. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/26/20101:34:13 PM 

Full face transplant patient reveals results 

Ig~~""IA Spanish man who underwent the world's first full face transplant appeared before TV cameras Monday 

for the first time since his surgery, thanking his doctors and the family of the donor. 
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rg~~...,jsurgery - Face transplant - Television - Health - Transplant 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/26/20102:43:43 PM 

Trolley parks: Survivors of an earlier era 

Ig~~""IBefore Disneyland and Six Flags, before steel coasters went 50 mph and rides were named for cartoons, 

movies and superheroes, there were trolley parks. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/26/20103:03:47 PM 

U.S.: Afghan war leaks put lives 'at risk' 

The release of some 91,000 secret U.S. military documents on the Afghanistan war is just the beginning, Wikileaks' 

founder promised Monday. 

1§':i1ti¥.Elwar in Afghanistan - United States armed forces - Afghanistan - Military - United States 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/26/20103:16:32 PM 

Bomber kills 7 near minister's home in NW Pakistan 

Ig~~""IA Taliban suicide bomber struck Monday near the home of a Pakistani provincial minister whose only son 

was recently killed by the militants, officials said. Seven people were killed and 25 wounded. 
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rg~~...,jpakistan - Suicide attack - Islam ism - Suicide - Death 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/26/20104:11:26 PM 

New home sales up, but sales remain slow 

Ig~~""IFor those seeking hope in the better-than-expected 23.6 percent jump in new home sales in June: it's 
only one month's data. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/26/20104:11:34 PM 

FCC, public safety at odds over broadband plan 

Ig~~...,~wo years ago, the Federal Communications Commission stumbled as it tried to create a nationwide 

wireless broadband network for police officers, firefighters and emergency medical workers, delaying the 
construction of what everyone agrees is an urgently needed system. 

Ig~~""IFederal Communications Commission - Public safety - Telecommunications - Business - Police officer 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/26/20104:33:58 PM 

Oily future for sea turtle hatchlings? 

Ig~~""IHundreds of baby sea turtles set off on a new life in the Gulf of Mexico on Monday with biologists hoping 

that by the time they get as far east as the BP spill the toxic oil will largely be gone. 

1~~':-IGUlf of Mexico - Sea turtle - BP - Oil - Reptilia 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/26/20105:05:17 PM 

WikiLeaks founder sees himself as 'information activist' 

Ig~~""~he man behind WikiLeaks, the website that published more than 91,000 secret U.S. military documents 

on the Afghanistan war, doesn't much care whether government agencies are enraged by his actions 

rg~iSjwikiLeak - War in Afghanistan - United States armed forces - Afghanistan - Asia 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/26/20105:33:20 PM 

Twin car bombs kill 22 in Iraqi city of Karbala 

Iraqi officials say two car bombs targeting Shiite pilgrims south of the holy city of Karbala have killed 22 people. 

rC~~~~Laghdad - Suicide attack - !@.g - Arabic language - Television channel 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/26/20105:39:09 PM 

Khmer Rouge chief jailed over 16,000 deaths 

Ig~~""IA U.N.-backed tribunal sentenced a senior Khmer Rouge commander to 35 years in prison in its first 
verdict on the "Killing Fields" revolution blamed for 1.7 million deaths in Cambodia. 
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rg~~...,jKhmer Rouge - War crime - Cambodia - Prison - Warfare and Conflict 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/26/20107:17:45 PM 

A more mature Roberts finds her place 

Ig~~""IA great deal of personal and professional triumphs and travails have taken place, yet the star of "Eat, 

Pray, Love" has endured as a force in Hollywood. 

rg~5.jEat Pray love - Hollywood los Angeles California - Hollywood - Julia Roberts - United States 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/26/20107:22:45 PM 

Is fresher blood better for surgery? 

Facing surgery? You could receive blood that's been stored for a week, or three weeks, or nearly six - and there's 

growing concern that people who get the older blood might not fare as well. 

I~¥':-Isurgery - Health - Medicine - Blood - Medical Specialties 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/26/20107:38:25 PM 

Paralyzed may soon steer wheelchair with just a sniff 

* Institute seeking ways to develop, distribute device 

1~¥:lwheelchair - Disability - Business - Products and Services - Mobility and Transportation Aids 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/26/20107:39:50 PM 

Gut-churning attractions for the emetically immune 

Ig~~""lcrazy. Insane. Terrifying. Generally speaking, these aren't terms of appreciation. Unless, that is, you're a 
fan of extreme coasters, wild water slides and other gut-churning attractions. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

All, 

Kevin Westemmn <kwestemmn3@gmaiLcom> 

Wednesday, March 26,20143:39 PM 

Vangelder, Marielle A <mvangeld@email.unc.edu>; Pogge, Paul <pPJgge@unc.edu>; Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu>; Ille, 
Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Media Report 3.26.14 

Media Report 3.26.14.docx 

Please see today's report attached. 

Thanks, 
Kevin 

Kevin Westerman 
University of North Carolina School of Law 
JD. Candidate, Class of 2015 
Texas A&M University 
B.S., Class of 2011 
361.935.0517 I kwesterman3@gmail.com 



From: 
Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Will Reece <wreece~nextJevel.us@maiI204.atI81.rsgsv.net"> 

Monday, March 31, 201411 :08 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

NextLevel's 7th Annual Final 4 Tip Off Party 

NextLevel's 7\h Annual Final 4 Tip Off Party 

7th Annual Final 4 Tip Off Pa 
Over the las! 6 years our- even! has helped hp off the Final 4 weekend io'· many. ThiS 

invite only mception is a gmat opportunity tc see oid fi·iends whiie making ne",!'! 

connections in a relaxed atmosphere. 

Hope to see you there! 

Wi!! Reece and Joey McCutchen 

Join us for Appetizers and Drinks 

Thursday Ap'!! 3.d, 2014 If iron Cactus!! SPM - 10PM 

Gadus Rccm (2nd Floor) Dallas, TX 7520 

Questions: Win Reece,i"·'··,······· 

(We wifi send a reminder email out with location and directions on the day of the 
event.) 
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From: <mbkoza@ehs.unc.edu> 

Sent: Tuesday, February 10, 2009 9:48 PM 

To: Lee, Jaimie "~aimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; mbkoza(filehs.unc.edu 

Subjed: FORMAL NOTICE: Change in Campus Drinking Water for the Month of March 

Important Water Quality Alert 

TO: TJNC Campus Community 

FROM: Mary Beth hoza, Director of Environment, Health & Safety 

RE: Important Notice: Change in Campus Drinking Water for the Month of 
March 

The Orange Water and Sewer Authonty (OWASA) supphes drinking water to 
campus. As described in the notice below, OW ASA will temporarily change 
their disinfection process from March 1 to March 31, 2009. ThIs may 
change the taste or smell of campus water. If you use \vater for a 
specIal purpose in \vhich residuals or other \vater characteristics are 
important, please carefully read the followmg infonnatlOn to understand 
how this change may affect you. 

Also dunng the montb of March, OWASA crews will be releasing water from 
some fIre bydrants. The purpose of this "Hushing" of water mams IS to 
ensure that water witb chlonne goes through the entIre water system 
This Hushing may cause discoloration or air bubbles. If you experience 
this please run cold water for about 5 minutes to clear it up 

The full text of OWASA's notlflcatlOn to tbe University IS repnnted 
below. It is also posted at the UNC Department of Environment, Health 
and Safety's (EHS) web site bltp:!/ehs.unc.edu. 

Orange \Vater and Sewer Autbonty 

OW ASA will change its drinking water dismfectIOn process by using 
cblorine instead of chloramines in :Lvlarcb, 2009 

In January, 2002, OWASA began usmg a compound of cblorine and ammoma 
called "chloramines" to disinfect dnnkmg water. DismfectIOn witb 
cbloramines bas unproved the taste, odor and overall quality of dnnking 
water. Before 2002. OWASA used cblorine in tbe form of sodium 
hypochlorite (bleach) for disinfection. 

During the month of March, 2009 OWASA will use chlorine instead of 
chloramines for disinfection in accord with a State drinking water 
quality requirement. 

The purpose of this change is to help ensure a high level of 
disinfection in the community's network of water mains. 

Some customers may notice that O\VASA water will have a chlorine taste or 
odor in March. However. OW ASA's drinking water will be safe to drink as 
at other times of year. 

Customers may also see O\VASA crews releasing water from some fire 
hydrants in :Nlarch. The purpose of this "tlushing" of water mains is to 
ensure that water with chlorine goes through the entire water system. 

The tlushing of water mains may cause some discoloration ofO\VASA 
drinking water because iron and manganese particles that settle in water 
mains over time may be stirred up. Air bubbles, which can make water 
look milky, may also get into the water system. Customers who notice 
discoloration or air bubbles are encouraged to run cold water through a 
bathtub faucet, etc. for about 5 minutes to clear up the water. 

OWASA will use special equipment and a chemical to neutralize the 
chlorine and ammonia in the water that is released during tlushing so 
that it will not harm fish in streams and creeks. 

Customers wIth fish or amphibIans m aquariwns filled with OWASA water 
should continue to use chemicals as recommended by pet supply stores, 
etc. to neutralIze chlorine and ammonia. 
Customers who use O\VASA water for special purposes or processes 
involving careful control of water characteristics, such as kidney 
dialysIs, are encouraged to get advice from an appropriate technical 
source such as a filter vendor or serVIce company about whether and how 
to make adjustments to their use or filtratIOn of O\V ASA water during 
March. 



OWASA wIll resrune the use of chloramines for dismfection on April 1, 
2009 

Customers are invIted to contact O\VASA with any questions or comments 
a bout the use of chlorine in March and about the characteristics of 
OWASA drinking water 

For more infonnation: 
Rachel Monschein, Water Treatment Plant La boratOlY Supervisal. 537-4227 
rmonscbem@owasa.org 

Ken Loflin, Water Supply and Treatment Manager, 537-4232; 
kloflin@;owasa.org 

O\VASA is the community-owned, non-profIt public water and sewer agency 
servmg the Carrboro-Chapel Hill community. 

Orange \Vater and Sewer Authonty 
400 Jones Ferry Road, Carrboro, NC 27510 
phone: 968-4421; r,IX (919)968-4464 
e-mail: web site: www.owasa.org 

This email is sponsored by: Envlfonment, Health and Safety 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

<lea.hol1@fac.unc.edu> 

Friday, May 1,20099:02 PM 

Gallo, Lany <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu>; nOJeply@unc.edu 

INFORMATIONAL: USPS Mailing Services Prices Effective Monday, May 11,2009 

On May 11, 2009, the price for a 1 - ounce First - Class Mail stamp will 
increase from 42" to 44". Prices for other Mailing Services -- Standard 
Mail, Periodicals, Package Services, etc. - - will also change. The 
average increase by class of mail is at or below the rate of inflation 
as measured by the Consumer Price Index. 

Prices ft)r USPS Mailing Services will continue to adjust each May. 
Prices ft)r most USPS Shipping Services, including Express Mail and 
Priority Mail, were adj usted in January and will not change in May. 

Examples of Prices 

Letters - first ounce $0.44 
Large envelopes - first ounce $0.88 
Parcels - first ounce $1.22 
Additional ounces $0.17 
Postcard $0.28 

First - Class Mail International Price 

Postcards and Letters - first ounce 
Canada $0.75 
Mexico $0.79 
All other countries $0.98 

Standard Mail Price 

Standard Mail Nonprofit - letter s $ 0.169 
Standard Mail Nonprofit - large envelopes $0.424 
Standard Mail Regular - letter s $0. 27 
Standard Mail Regular - large envelopes $ 0.558 

POSTAGE SAVINGS TIPS 

* Screen your mailing list for unnecessary nanJes, duplicates and 
incomplete addresses. 
* Do not over-insure. The post office and UPS will pay only the actual 
value of an item, not the declared value. 
* Use postcards for short messages or announcements. The cost is 28 
cents instead of the letter rate of 44 cents. 
* Double side your inserts to keep the weight down on your mail piece. 
* Combine mailings when possible into a larger envelope for distribution 
at the location. 
* Use Business Reply envelopes provided by vendors, instead of 
department envelopes. 
* FAX the information when time is crucial, instead of using Express 
mail. If you do need something sent overnight mail use FedEx; their 
service is quicker and more economical. (During times of budget 
austerity the use of overnight services is discouraged at every level of 
state government, including the UNC system.) 
* Use the most cost-effective shipping method - USPS Priority mail 
instead of Express, First-class instead of Priority mail or Media mail 
instead of First-class. 
* Use Priority mail only for items out-of-state. Priority takes two to 
three day delivery time. Anything in- state sent out 1 st class is 
delivered in that time. 
* If you use Priority mail, use the envelopes and boxes provided by the 
USPS. These supplies are free and can be ordered on-line at USPS.com. 
* Request Librmy and Media rate whenever possible. Savings can be as 
much as 50'ro of the cost of 1st class mail. Keep in mind that itis 
slower. 
* Use Intra-canlpus envelopes for on-campus mail. Use regular business 
envelopes for off- canlpus mailings only. 
* Use Non-profit/Bulk Rate whenever possible, savings can be as much as 



20 cents per mail piece. 
* Use "Courtesy Reply" instead of "Business Reply" and save on first 
class postage plus 10 cent processing fee. 
* Only request a signature on Express mail when absolutely needed. There 
are now charges for signatures at residential and some business 
addresses. 
* For mailings with more than 5 pages fold in half and place in a 6x9 
envelope and save an average of 41 cents. (Remember do not use an 
envelope with a clasp; there is an eA1:ra USPS service fee.) 
* If you purchase 9 x 12 or 10 x 13 envelopes, order plain white or 
manila and not the ones with the green "First -Class" logo. 
* To avoid potential damage to the envelopes & contents use only 
'peel-n-seal' or self-stick large envelopes, not the clasp type. There 
is a handling charge assessed by the US Postal Service on clasp-style 
envelopes when used ti.)r mailing purposes. 

This email is sponsored by: University Mail Services 

"INFORMATIONAL" email will only be sentto those who have indicated 
that they do want to receive mass email. To set your informational mass 
email preference, logon to the on-line directory web site at 
https:!/dir.unc.edu/diriupdate. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/26/20108:14:21 PM 

Aug. 7 could be beginning of the end for BP well 

Ig~~""IFor the first time in the nearly 100 days since the start of the BP oil spill, officials have announced a hard 

date for finally killing the busted well: Aug. 7. 

rg~iSjoil spill - BP - Environment - Energy - Petroleum in the Environment 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/26/20108:24:36 PM 

With new Explorer, Ford hopes to redefine SUV 

Ig~~""~he Ford Explorer, the hulking family-hauler that helped launch the SUV boom in the early 19905, is back. 

And it hopes to define a new generation of more streamlined, fuel-efficient SUVs. 

rg~5.jFord Explorer - Ford Motor Company - Sport utility vehicle - 19905 - Ford 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/26/20108:27:30 PM 

Review of WikiLeaks docs sees no smoking gun 

Ig~~""IAn ongoing Pentagon review of secret documents made public by the WikiLeaks website has so far found 

no evidence that the disclosure harmed u.s. national security or endangered troops in the field, a 
Pentagon official told NBC News on Monday. 

uu 
,====",----------"., r~¥:1 

r·~~--IWikileaks - Pentagon - United States - National security - War in Afghanistan 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/26/20108:29:11 PM 

Many fear job loss, but have no savings for it 

Even though the weak economy has left millions of people without work, many Americans are still woefully unprepared 

to cover their expenses if they lose a job. 

I g:i1ti¥.EIUnited States - Unemployment - Employment - Business - Job Search 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/26/20108:29:11 PM 

Many fear job loss, but have no savings for it 

Even though the weak economy has left millions of people without work, many Americans are still woefully unprepared 

to cover their expenses if they lose a job. 

rC~~"-Lnited States - Unemployment - Employment - Business - Business and Economy 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/26/20108:30:34 PM 

EU, Canada adopt new sanctions against Iran 

The European Union and Canada on Monday adopted new sanctions against Iran, targeting the country's foreign trade, 

banking and energy sectors. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 
1§,~F..?IEuropean Union - Iran - Middle East - International trade - Nuclear weapon 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/26/20109:04:46 PM 

Immigrant groups criticize fingerprint initiative 

Ig~~""[he federal government is rapidly expanding a program to identify illegal immigrants using fingerprints 

from arrests, drawing opposition from local authorities and advocates. 

...... ,..... . ..... ,..... . ..... , ....... 
I
' ;';;"·=-1";';;"'=-1" ;';;"''''·-1 

rg~~...,jlllegal immigration - United States - Federal government of the United States - Local government - Law 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/26/20109:09:57 PM 

Stocks jump as Dow turns positive for 2010 

The Dow Jones industrial average gained more than 100 points for the third straight day Monday after investors got 

some unexpected good news about the economy. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 
1§'~F..?IBusiness - Investing - Stocks and Bonds - Equities - Dow Jones Industrial Average 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/26/20109:17:42 PM 

Report: Mentally ill deported without legal aid 

Ig~~""~housands of mentally disabled immigrants are entangled in deportation proceedings each year with 

little or no legal help, leaving them distraught, defenseless and detained as their fates are decided. 

I~~':lmmigration - Deportation - law - Mental disorder - legal aid 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/26/20109:53:28 PM 

E-book reader devices on verge of identity crisis 

Ig~~""IHaVing finally tweeted from a Kindle, I can safely say it's irrelevant to the core mission of e-ink e-book 

readers: to preserve the simplicity and calm of the paper book in a digital form. As they grow in features, 
they lose their defense against the iPad. 

~ 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 
1§'~i?.ELad _ Amazon Kindle - E Ink - E-book - list of e-book readers 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/26/201010:13:04 PM 

Millions of Earths? Talk causes a stir 

Ig~~""lscience editor Alan Boyle's Weblog: One of the leaders of the Kepler planet-hunting team sparks a 

scientific stir by suggesting there could be 100 million alien Earths in our galaxy. 

...... ,..... . ..... ,..... . ..... , ....... 
I
' ;';;"·=-1";';;"'=-1" ;';;"''''·-1 

rg~~...,jKePler Mission - Earth - Milky Way - Alan Boyle - NASA 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/26/2010 10:22:08 PM 

Many outraged as accused killer gets new liver 

Johnny Concepcion, a New York man accused of stabbing his wife to death earlier this month, just received a liver 

transplant. Many are wondering how a confessed killer could jump to the top of a long list of those needing a transplant. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 
1§'~F..?lliver - Health - Conditions and Diseases - Digestive Disorders - Transplant 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/26/2010 10:22:40 PM 

Lohan staying locked up, spokesman says 

Los Angeles Sheriff's Department spokesman Steve Whitmore tells E! News that reports that the actress could be getting 

out of slammer much earlier than thought, even possibly this week, are not true. 

I g:i1ti¥.EIActor - Los Angeles - California - Sheriff - lindsay Lohan 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/26/201010:47:47 PM 

Airfare sales may soon be harder to find 

Ig~~""IGOOd times are finally back for the nation's airlines. For travelers, that means it's getting harder to find 

bargains. 

rg~iS~ravel - Recreation - Airline - Transportation - Air 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/26/2010 10:52:36 PM 

BP likely to tap an American for top executive 

Ig~~""~he man overseeing the much-maligned response by BP PLC to the Gulf oil spill crisis is the likely choice 

to replace gaffe-prone Tony Hayward to run the company. 

...... ,..... . ..... ,..... . ..... , ....... 
I
' ;';;"·=-1";';;"'=-1" ;';;"''''·-1 

rg~~...,~ony Hayward - Oil spill - BP - Gulf Oil - Environment 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/26/2010 11:26:54 PM 

BP CEO to step down, join Russian venture 

BP is jettisoning its CEO, whose verbal blunders made the oil giant's image even worse, and will assign him to a key job in 

Russia, a person familiar with the matter said Monday. 

1§,:i1ti¥.E~ony Hayward _ Oil spill - United States - BP - Gulf of Mexico 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/26/2010 11:34:32 PM 

Boy, 9, forgotten at Chicago airport 

A nine-year-old boy was forgotten in a Chicago airport Saturday for nearly eight hours after an airline representative 

failed to put him on a connecting flight, the Ottawa Citizen reported. 

I g:i1ti¥.ElchiCagO - Business - Aviation - Transportation and logistics - Airline 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/27/201012:18:19 AM 

U.S. officials warned Scotland over al-Megrahi 

American officials were dead-set against the release of the lockerbie bomber and warned Scottish authorities that 

scenes of jubilation in Tripoli over his return would upset victims' families, a newly released document showed. 

I~¥':-Iscotland - United States -lockerbie - Compassionate release - Abdelbaset Ali Mohmed AI Megrahi 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/27/2010 12:25:34 AM 

Lice? Kids shouldn't miss school, new guidelines say 

Kids shouldn't be forced to miss school because they have head lice, according to a new report from the American 

Academy of Pediatrics. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 
1§'~F..?IAmerican Academy of Pediatrics - Health - Head-louse infestation - Conditions and Diseases - Skin Disorders 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/27/201012:50:19 AM 

Scoop: Rehab may test Lohan more than prison 

Ig~~""ILindSay Lohan won't be getting out of jail this week, according to a Sheriff's spokesman, and some Lohan 

sources think that's probably a good thing. 

rg~iSLndSay Lohan - Sheriff - Prison - Law - Law Enforcement 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/27/20103:06:41 AM 

Garza gives Rays their first-ever no-hitter 

Ig~~""IMatt Garza pitched the first no-hitter in Tampa Bay Rays history and the fifth in the major leagues this 
season, beating the Detroit Tigers 5-0 Monday night. 

...... ,..... . ..... ,..... . ..... , ....... 
I
' ;';;"·=-1";';;"'=-1" ;';;"''''·-1 

rg~~...,~ampa Bay Rays - Detroit Tigers - Matt Garza - sport - United States 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/27/20103:30:27 AM 

U.S. shows its power to N. Korea with drills 

Ig~~""~he East Sea off the coast of the Korean peninsula roiled with u.S. and South Korean military hardware -
high-profile maneuvers intended to show North Korea that it is being watched. 

1~~':-INorth Korea - Korean Peninsula - South Korea - Asia - Sea of Japan 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/27/20103:35:54 AM 

Rodriguez stuck on 599, but Yankees top Tribe 

Ig~~""lcurtis Granderson hit a two-run shot and Alex Rodriguez missed out on his 600th homer in the New York 
Yankees' 3-2 win over the Cleveland Indians on Monday night. 

rg~iSjAlex Rodriguez - New York Yankees - Cleveland Indians - Curtis Granderson - New York 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/27/20105:07:30 AM 

Tornado kills 2, injures 1 in northeast Montana 

Authorities say two people were killed and another was injured when a tornado touched down at a ranch in the far 

northeast corner of Montana. 

I g:i1ti¥.EIMontana - Tornado - United States - Earth Sciences - Atmospheric Sciences 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/27/20107:13:32 AM 

Ortiz, Red Sox ruin Haren's debut for Angels 

Ig~~""IDavid Ortiz hit two homers in the same stadium where he won the Home Run Derby nearly two weeks 
ago, and Clay Buchholz pitched seven strong innings in the Boston Red Sox's 6-3 victory over Dan Haren 

and the slumping Los Angeles Angels on Monday night. 

~ 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 
1§'~i?SIBoston Red Sox - Dan Haren - Clay Buchholz - Home Run Derby - David Ortiz 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/27/20107:16:09 AM 

Hungry bear crashes in runaway car 

A black bear attracted by the smell of a peanut butter sandwich managed to open the door of a car, climb in and got 

stuck, knocking the gear stick into neutral and sending the car rolling down a slope into trees. 

I~¥':-Ipeanut butter - Home - Cooking - DENVER - Recreation 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/27/20107:52:29 AM 

NATO recovers remains of missing U.S. sailor 

One of two u.s. sailors missing in Afghanistan since last week has been confirmed dead and his body recovered, a NATO 

spokesman said Tuesday. 

1§':i1ti¥.EIAfghanistan _ NATO - United States - Asia - Government 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/27/20108:53:32 AM 

BP: Hayward to quit with $1.6 million payoff 

Ig~~""IBP said Tuesday that controversial chief executive Tony Hayward will step down on Oct. 1 as it 

announced losses of nearly $17 billion in three months. 

...... ,..... . ..... ,..... . ..... , ....... 
I
' ;';;"·=-1";';;"'=-1" ;';;"''''·-1 

rg~~...,~ony Hayward - BP - Chief executive officer - United States - University of Illinois 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/27/20109:35:47 AM 

BP offsets spill costs to save $10 billion in tax 

Oil giant BP said it plans to offset the entire cost of its Gulf of Mexico oil spill against its tax bill, reducing future 

contributions to u.s. tax coffers by almost $10 billion. 

1§':i1ti¥.EIGUlf of Mexico - Oil spill - BP - United States - Environment 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/27/20109:54:27 AM 

China landslide leaves 21 missing amid floods 

Ig~~""IA landslide caused by rains in southern China left 21 people missing, adding to a growing death toll from 

China's worst flood season in a decade, with more heavy rains expected. 

1~~~:lchina - Flood - landslide - Northern and southern China - Earth Sciences -- --

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/27/2010 10:55:52 AM 

Miss. native set to replace gaffe-prone BP CEO 

Ig~~""IBOb Dudley's sudden rise to the top at BP PLC shows how the Gulf oil spill has dramatically changed the 

fortunes of people from local fishermen to corporate executives. 

rg~5.joil spill - BP - Gulf Oil - Business - Environment 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/27/2010 11:00:07 AM 

Nigerian authorities seize 450 kg of cocaine 

Nigeria's drug enforcement agency says it has seized nearly half a ton of cocaine and has arrested two Chinese nationals 

and a Nigerian in connection with the seizure. 

I ~¥':-INigeria - Cocaine - Africa - Addiction - Government 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/27/2010 11:16:10 AM 

Despite losing tools, cosmonauts complete spacewalk 

Ig~~...,~wo Russian cosmonauts on Tuesday completed a nearly 7-hour-long spacewalk to replace a video 

camera and improve cable connections to the orbiting laboratory's newest module. 

...... ,..... . ..... ,..... . ..... , ....... 
I
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rg~~...,jlnternational Space Station - Extra-vehicular activity - Space - Video camera - Technology 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/27/201011:42:11 AM 

Home shoppers taking fresh look at renting 

Ig~~""IAS the real estate market has turned, so, too, has the real estate consumer. Many adults are no longer 

sold on the merits of owning a home. 

rg~iSjReal estate - Renting - Business - United States - Business and Economy 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/27/201012:09:03 PM 

Analysis: Chavez uses Colombia feud, oil threat before vote 

A threat to cut oil shipments to the United States and warnings of an armed attack from Colombia shift attention from 

Venezuelan President Hugo Chavez's domestic woes, but are not guaranteed to win votes for his party in the fall 

elections. 

I S:i1ti¥.EIS:i1ti¥.EI'S~F.E1 

1iii':i1ti¥.Elcolombia _ Venezuela - Andes - United States - South America 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/27/2010 1:37:37 PM 

Best countries for solo travelers 

Ig~~""~aking off on a journey alone? Have no fear. Here are the safest, friendliest countries for your solo 

adventure. 

rg~iSjRecreation - Travel - Health - Games - Travelogues 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/27/2010 1:38:21 PM 

Healthiest state for kids? New Hampshire, study says 

New Hampshire again ranks No.1 nationally in an annual survey on children's well-being. But the numbers also indicate 

a growing problem in the state: poverty. 

I g:i1ti¥.EINew Hampshire - United States - Poverty - Politics - Business and Economy 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/27/20102:19:20 PM 

U.S. can't account for $8.7 billion in Iraqi cash 

Ig~~""~he U.S. Defense Department is unable to properly account for over 95 percent of $9.1 billion in Iraqi oil 

money tapped by the U.S. for rebuilding the war-ravaged nation, an audit says. 

...... ,..... . ..... ,..... . ..... , ....... 
I
' ;';;"·=-1";';;"'=-1" ;';;"''''·-1 

rg~~...,Lnited States - United States Department of Defense - !.@.g - Middle East - U.S. Defense Department 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/27/20102:36:16 PM 

May home prices up, but no sustained recovery 

Ig~~""lsingle-famiIY home prices rose more than expected in May, reflecting robust spring sales spurred by 

homebuyer tax credits, new S&P/Case Shiller data show. 

1~~':-IReal estate pricing - United States - Home - Business - Taxation 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/27/20103:16:28 PM 

Official: Lufthansa jet catches fire, splits in two 

Ig~~""IA Lufthansa cargo plane caught fire and split in half as it was landing in the Saudi Arabian capital, and the 

German pilot and co-pilot were lightly injured, an airport official said. 

1~~':-lsaUdi Arabia - Riyadh - Middle East - Government - Maps and Views 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/27/20103:45:29 PM 

BP's new CEO: Gulf spill was a wake-up call 

Ig~~""~he American who will take over as head of BP says he's not underestimating the nature and complexity 

of what the company must do to restore its reputation. 

...... ,..... . ..... ,..... . ..... , ....... 
I
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rg~~...,~ony Hayward - BP - Chief executive officer - Oil spill - Gulf of Mexico 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/27/20103:48:59 PM 

Poll: A few cracks in Obama's Hispanic support 

Ig~~""lpresident Barack Obama's once solid support among Hispanics is showing a few cracks, a troubling sign 

for Democrats desperate to get this critical constituency excited about helping the party hold onto 
Congress this fall. 

uu 
,====",----------"., r~¥:1 

r·~~--IBarack Obama - United States - Democratic Party - President - President of the United States 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/27/20104:35:48 PM 

Autistic man dies after being left in hot van 

A 20-year-old autistic man died after being left in a van where temperatures reached 150 degrees following a trip to a 

theme park, police said. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 
1§'~F..?lpolice - Travel and Tourism - Amusement park - Death - Murder 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/27/20105:50:30 PM 

Easy to leak secret documents? Apparently so 

Pentagon condemns release of more than 90,000 secret war files. 
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Ig~~ .... lpentagon - War in Afghanistan - Wikileaks - Pakistan - United States 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/27/20106:02:13 PM 

Polygamist Warren Jeffs to get new trial 

Ig~~""~he Utah Supreme Court on Tuesday reversed the convictions of polygamist leader Warren Jeffs and 

ordered a new trial. 

1~~'::lwarren Jeffs - United States - Supreme Court of the United States - Utah - Fundamentalist Church of Jesus Christ of 

Latter Day Saints 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/27/20106:30:57 PM 

Controversial self-boarding arrives in Houston 

A controversial boarding process practiced outside the United States has arrived in Houston. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/27/20106:32:23 PM 

Afghan army struggles with ethnic divisions 

Ig~~""IDesPite ethnic quotas and recruiting drives, the Afghan army is still dominated by northern minorities 

who were oppressed by the Taliban. 

rg~5.jAfghan National Army - Afghanistan - Taliban - Asia - United States 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/27/20106:38:22 PM 

'Real Housewife's' belongings go up for auction 

Ig~~""IAccOrding to People, Teresa Giudice and her husband - who reportedly filed for bankruptcy in October 
- will watch their prized possessions go to the highest bidder on Aug. 22. 

rg~iSjReal Housewives of New Jersey - Bankruptcy - Auction - Teresa Giudice - New Jersey 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/27/20107:20:12 PM 

Heat brings out the cool in zoos across the nation 

Ig~~""IOtters sweltering in the summer sun suck on "fishsicles." For carnivores like the Amur leopard, it's 

" bloodsicles." 

rg~iSteopard - Business - Sun - Zoos and Aquariums - Jardin des Plantes 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/27/20107:54:25 PM 

New CEO Dudley faces daunting task at BP 

Ig~~""IBPIS incoming CEO Robert Dudley faces the daunting task of fixing a company saddled with huge 

liabilities, a broken culture, strained government relations and a badly damaged brand. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/27/20107:55:05 PM 

Asteroid could threaten Earth in 2182 

Ig~~""IA large asteroid in space that has a remote chance of slamming into Earth would most likely hit in 2182, if 

it crashes into our planet at all, a new study suggests. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/27/20108:23:02 PM 

Iran will pay for new babies to boost population 

Ig~~""llranian President Mahmoud Ahmadinejad inaugurated a new policy on Tuesday to encourage population 

growth, dismissing Iran's decades of family planning as ungodly and a Western import. 

rg~5.Lan - Mahmoud Ahmadinejad - President of Iran - Middle East - Family planning 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/27/20108:39:58 PM 

Garage sale find called pricey Ansel Adams lot 

Ig~~""~en years ago, Rick Norsigian of Fresno, Calif., spent $45 on 65 glass negatives that were wrapped in 

newspapers form 1942 and 1943. Turns out, his find may be worth millions. 

rg~iSjAnsel Adams - Photography - Art - Fresno - Yosemite National Park 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/27/20109:03:27 PM 

Rangel, committee in last-minute bargaining 

Former committee chairman Rep. Charles Rangel attempted a last-minute plea deal Tuesday to head off a House ethics 

trial that could embarrass him and damage Democrats facing potentially severe election losses. 

I g:i1ti¥.EIEthicS - New York - Democratic - Charles B. Rangel - United States 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/27/20109:16:49 PM 

Gibson speaks to police about extortion claims 

A sheriff's spokesman says the interview occurred Sunday and detectives only spoke to the Academy Award-winner 

about his claims against ex-girlfriend Oksana Grigorieva. 

rC~~"-IAcademy Award - Sheriff - Mel Gibson - Police - Oksana Grigorieva 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/27/20109:28:28 PM 

Colorado commotion could dim GOP hopes 

Ig~~""llf Republicans wake up on November 3rd to find their majority-making hopes dashed, they may be 

looking at a state like Colorado for evidence of opportunities missed. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/27/20109:29:32 PM 

Oil spewing from well near La. marsh 

Ig~~""IAdding insult to the Gulf's injury, an oil platform hit by a tug boat is now spewing oil and natural gas near 

a Louisiana marsh area, officials said Tuesday. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/27/20109:35:11 PM 

PFT: Owens agrees to deal with Bengals 

Ig~~""lpFT: Cincinnati adds wide receiver Terrell Owens to its wideout corps, giving the star a $2 million deal 

with $2 million in incentives. 

1~~'::ITerrell Owens - Wide receiver - Cincinnati Bengal - Chad Ochocinco - Cincinnati 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/27/20109:52:00 PM 

Consumers, Wall Street disagree on economy 

The disconnect between Wall Street and Main Street is growing. 

rC~~~~Lnited States - Consumer Confidence Index - Home - Consumer Information - Advocacy and Protection 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/27/201010:29:06 PM 

Oakland gives final OK to large-scale pot farms 

The City Council gave final approval Tuesday to a plan that makes Oakland the first city in the country to authorize large

scale industrial pot cultivation. 

1§':i1ti¥.EICity Council _ Medical cannabis - Cannabis - Oakland California - Recreation 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/27/201010:56:20 PM 

Target CEO defends Minnesota GOP donations 

Ig~~""~arget's CEO defended donations to a Minn. group helping the state's GOP candidate for governor, telling 

employees the company's support of the gay community is "unwavering." 

1~~':-IMinnesota - Target Corporation - Republicans - United States - Politics 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/27/2010 11:00:38 PM 

WWF: lO-feet-long catfish threatened by dams 

Ig~~""IFour of the world's largest freshwater fish species - including a catfish 10 feet long - face extinction if 

dams are built on the Mekong River, the WWF warned Tuesday. 

1~~':-IFiSh - Mekong - Species - World Wide Fund for Nature - Mekong River 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/27/201011:03:28 PM 

Are desktop pes headed for extinction? 

Ig~~""IROUghIY 80 percent of computers sold are laptops. But nearly 90 percent of u.s. homes still have a trusty 

desktop. 

1~~'::loesktop computer - Personal computer -~ - Hardware - Vendors 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/27/201011:14:46 PM 

Lockerbie hearing canceled; BP 'stonewalls' 

A U.S. Senate committee cancels a hearing on the release of the convicted Lockerbie bomber after key witnesses from 

BP and the British and Scottish governments decline to testify. 

I ~¥':-Iunited States - United States Senate - BP - Lockerbie - Scottish Government 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/28/2010 12:00:01 AM 

Howard: Giants impossible to overlook, or ignore in '10 

Howard: The Jets keep harping about how they took a lead against the Indianapolis Colts into the third quarter of the 

AFC title game and fell just 30 minutes shy of the Super Bowl - a margin they think they can make up this year and win 

it all. But the Giants could tell the Jets something about presuming too much before they've actually done anything. 

They could detail how having talent guarantees nothing. 

Ig~a:..!'llndianapolis Colt - Super Bowl - NFL - Sports - Football 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/28/201012:30:16 AM 

Scoop: 'Idol' may have Jessica Simpson judge 

Ig~~""llf Simpson gets the green light, don't expect her to be the permanent replacement for Cowell. "She's not 
his replacement - they're two entirely different personalities," according to a source. 

rg~iSjsimon Cowell - Jessica Simpson - Arts - Television - Programs 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/28/2010 12:30:30 AM 

Tidbits: Hilton's mom feels sympathy for Lohan's 

Ig~~"'l'l have sympathy for Dina Lohan right now," Kathy Hilton explained to RadarOnline. "In fact, I feel bad for 
any parent whose child is in jail, it can be really tough." 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/28/20102:08:07 AM 

FBI says mastermind of botnet nabbed 

The FBI says international law enforcement authorities have arrested the computer hacker responsible for creating the 

malicious computer code that infected about 12 million computers and invaded major corporations worldwide. 

I g:i1ti¥.EIFederal Bureau of Investigation - Botnet - International law - Em - law 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/28/20103:01:51 AM 

Neb. city council votes to delay immigration law 

A voter-approved ban on hiring and renting property to illegal immigrants was suspended Tuesday by the Fremont City 

Council, less than two days before it was set to take effect in the eastern Nebraska city. 

rc~~..-taw _ City council - Immigration - Illegal immigration - Nebraska 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/28/20105:34:23 AM 

Bomb blast kills 25 bus passengers in Afghan west 

At least 25 Afghan passengers were killed and over a dozen wounded when their bus was hit by a roadside bomb in 

western Afghanistan on Wednesday, the provincial governor said. 

I g:i1ti¥.EIAfghanistan - Improvised explosive device - Asia - Bus - Explosion 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/28/20105:47:26 AM 

Women top GOP, Dem tickets in Okla. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/28/20106:30:00 AM 

Lackey silences boo birds, beats Angels 

Ig~~""~ohn Lackey pitched into the eighth inning to win in his return to Angel Stadium, and Jed Lowrie's two-run 
double in the seventh put the Boston Red Sox ahead in a 4-2 victory over the Los Angeles Angels on 

Tuesday night. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/28/20106:30:48 AM 

A-Rod stuck on 599 as Tribe rookie stops Yanks 

Ig~~""~OSh Tomlin took a shutout into the eighth inning against Alex Rodriguez and the New York Yankees to 
win his major league debut with the Cleveland Indians, 4-1 on Tuesday night. 

rg~iSjNew York Yankees - Cleveland Indians - Alex Rodriguez - Baseball - Major League Baseball 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/28/20108:53:15 AM 

Terror group claims it will make Greece 'warzone' 

A Greek terrorist group vowed Wednesday to step up attacks and turn Greece into a "warzone" after claiming 

responsibility for the killing of a journalist linked to a popular blog. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/28/20109:52:19 AM 

Condoleezza Rice, Aretha Franklin duet for charity 

Ig~~""IFormer U.S. secretary of state and pianist Condoleezza Rice joined forces with legendary singer Aretha 

Franklin to raise money for urban children and awareness for the arts. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/28/201010:52:19 AM 

11 killed in Iraq helicopter crash, bombings 

Ig~~""IA sandstorm downed an Iraqi military helicopter Wednesday, killing its five-man crew, while midmorning 

Baghdad bombings claimed the lives of six people, officials said. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/28/2010 10:55:28 AM 

BP, other firms facing 300 lawsuits over spill 

BP and other companies involved in the Gulf spill are facing more than 300 lawsuits and an expanding federal probe. 

1~¥:IGUlf of Mexico - Washington Post - Federal government of the United States - Oil spill - Environment 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/28/2010 11:32:50 AM 

Spanish region says adios to bullfighting 

Ig~~""ILawmakers in Spain's Catalonia region outlawed bullfighting Wednesday, becoming Spain's first mainland 

region to do so after a heated debate that pitted animal rights against tradition. 

1~~':-IAnimal rights - Spain - Catalonia - Animal Welfare - Bullfighting 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/28/2010 12:36:50 PM 

Gen Y: No jobs, lots of loans, grim future 

Ig~~""~he Millennials are the first generation of American workers since World War II who have cloudier 

prospects than the generations that preceded them. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/28/2010 12:36:50 PM 

Gen Y: No jobs, lots of loans, grim future 

Ig~~""~he Millennials are the first generation of American workers since World War II who have cloudier 

prospects than the generations that preceded them. 

1~~'::IGeneration Y - United States - World War II - History - Twentieth Century 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/28/20101:08:17 PM 

Oil tanker damaged; cause disputed 

Ig~~""IA Japanese shipping line raised alarm Wednesday when it said that one of its supertankers was damaged 

by an explosion in the Persian Gulf, but authorities on both sides of the tense waterway denied that any 
strike occurred. 

Ig~~""lpersian Gulf - Mitsui O.S.K. Lines - Oil tanker - Business - Transportation and logistics 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/28/2010 1:35:32 PM 

Defensiveness good for men - but not women 

Differences in how men and women handle conflict means defensiveness isn't always bad. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/28/20102:07:44 PM 

Websites offer travelers a wider view of destination 

Ig~~""lln a world of up-to-the-minute tweets and a 24-hour news cycle, it's easy to find essential information. 
Here's where to go online. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/28/20102:25:15 PM 

Gulf locals reflect on 100 days of spill 

Ig~~""lltls been 100 days since the BP rig explosion, and boy do locals have stories to tell about how their lives 

have changed. 

I~~~:IBP -Oil spill - Energy - Gulf of Mexico - Environment 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/28/20102:50:20 PM 

Report: Afghan leaks expose identities of informants 

The leaking of u.s. intelligence documents have put hundreds of Afghans at risk because the files identify informants 

working with NATO forces, The Times of London reported. 

I~¥':-INATO - Afghanistan - Times - United States - Asia 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/28/20103:19:53 PM 

Your occupation may shed light on how you'll die 

What a person does for a living could play in role in how they die, according to new research. After analyzing 1.6 million 

deaths over a decade, British scientists found that those in some occupations are more prone to drug- or alcohol-related 

deaths or have AIDS. 

I~~~:IAIDS - Health - Research - Substance Abuse - Addictions 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/28/20104:11:39 PM 

Tanzania to hang blood-drinking killer of albino girl 

A man has been sentenced death by hanging for killing a five-year-old albino girl in Tanzania by hacking off her legs with 

a machete and then drinking her blood, media reported on Wednesday. 

rC~~"-ITanzania - Africa - Albinism - Burundi - Government 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/28/20105:07:24 PM 

Blagojevich's fate in the hands of jurors 

Ig~~""IROd Blagojevich's fate was in the hands of jurors Wednesday as they prepared to begin deciding whether 

the impeached Illinois governor schemed to use his political power for personal gain. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/28/20105:14:10 PM 

Bus hits roadside bomb, killing 25 in Afghanistan 

Ig~~""IA packed bus hit a roadside bomb in southern Afghanistan on Wednesday, killing 25 people aboard, as 

NATO announced another u.s. service member died in a rapidly rising monthly death toll. 

rg~iSjAfghanistan - Improvised explosive device - Asia - NATO - United States 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/28/20105:27:14 PM 

More 'Runway' doesn't mean a better 'Runway' 

Ig~~""IDesPite the fact that show mentor Tim Gunn routinely reminds contestants to never overdesign, 
"Runway" itself plans to ignore that bit of conventional wisdom when it returns Thursday night. 

1~~'::ITim Gunn - projectrunway - Television - heidiklum - Arts 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/28/20105:47:10 PM 

At least 12 dead in blast at China factory 

Ig~~""IAt least 12 people died and 15 were seriously injured on Wednesday after an explosion at an abandoned 

plastics and chemicals factory in the eastern Chinese city of Nanjing, state television said. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/28/20105:53:14 PM 

Plankton, base of ocean food web, in big decline 

r-l~esPite their tiny size, plant plankton found in the world's oceans are crucial to much of life on Earth. 
hey are the foundation of the bountiful marine food web, produce half the world's oxygen and suck up 

harmful carbon dioxide. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/28/20106:07:42 PM 

'World's oldest Twitter user' Ivy Bean dies at 104 

Ig~~""IIVY Bean, the Internet-famous centenarian heralded as world's oldest Twitter user, passed away last night 

at her retirement home in Branford, England. She was 104. 

rg~iS~witter - England - Online Communities - Social Networking - Ivy Bean 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/28/20106:12:57 PM 

Young brothers found shot dead in Calif. ravine 

Two Southern California brothers were shot to death with their father's handgun in what could be a double suicide or a 

murder-suicide, authorities said Wednesday. 

rC~~"-lsouthern California - California - United States - Business and Economy - Chino Hills 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/28/20106:51:57 PM 

Big mistake: $654 flight from NYC to Chicago 

An airline writer surely knows all the tricks of the trade and ways around the airlines' usual shenanigans, right? Uh, 

wrong. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/28/20107:19:34 PM 

1 dead, 2 injured in Montana bear attack 

Montana wildlife officials say one person was killed and two others were injured in a bear attack at a campground north 

of Yellowstone National Park. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/28/20107:31:20 PM 

Inquiry asks: Did fire crews cause BP rig to sink? 

Ig~~""llnvestigators are looking into whether the firefighting response to the Deepwater Horizon rig explosion 

contributed to its sinking, a Coast Guard spokesman tells a watchdog group. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/28/20107:49:20 PM 

Fed: Economy slowing in some regions 

The pace of economic activity has slowed or held steady in parts of the country, revealing a choppy path back to health. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/28/20108:08:25 PM 

Out of Bounds: LeBron party story published 'inadvertently,' ESPN says 

1~¥·::.teBron James - United States - National Basketball Association - Miami Heat - Cleveland Cavaliers 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/28/20108:16:10 PM 

Police find corpses of 8 newborns in French home 

Ig~~""IA French couple was in custody Wednesday after police found the corpses of eight newborn babies in a 

village in northern France, a judicial official said. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/28/20108:34:09 PM 

Report: Decade warmest on record, indicators gloomy 

Not only was the past decade the warmest on record, but climate indicators being tracked globally are worsening, 

scientists reported Wednesday in their annual "State of the Climate." 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/28/20108:44:15 PM 

Aww! Your next pet could be a 'potcake pup' 

Ig~~""lln the Bahamas and Turks and Caicos Islands, hungry, homeless strays are dubbed " potcake dogs." Enter 

rescue organization Potcake Place, which arranges to have helpful island vacationers fly the pups home to 

new, loving owners. 

Ig~~""IBahamas - Turks and Caicos Islands - Caribbean - Turks and Caicos - Business and Economy 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/28/20108:47:09 PM 

Alien planets locked in close embrace 

Ig~~...,~wo distant alien planets around a dying star have been discovered locked in the closest orbital embrace 

ever seen, a new study has found. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/28/20109:45:12 PM 

Android users gobble more data than iPhone users 

Verizon's new Android owners are using far more data than AT&T's iPhone users, says a new study. But both populations 

look like megabyte junkies compared to BlackBerry owners. 

I g:i1ti¥.EliPhone - Verizon - AT&T - Smartphone - BlackBerry 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/28/2010 10:02:52 PM 

Pakistan jet crash kills all 152 on board 

A passenger jet that officials suspect veered off course in monsoon rains and thick clouds crashed into hills overlooking 

Pakistan's capital Wednesday, killing all 152 people on board and scattering body parts and twisted metal far and wide. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/28/201010:11:32 PM 

Companies may find 'green' claims challenged 

Ig~~""~he era when green marketing meant sunny logos and big environmental claims is over. Just ask BP. 

I~~~~IBP - Green marketing - Business - Environment - Insurance 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/28/201010:16:59 PM 

Shark scare rattles Mass. beach towns 

A string of shark sightings over the past few weeks has rattled swimmers in Massachusetts at the height of the summer 

vacation season and sparked memories of the "Jaws" movie hysteria. 

I ~¥':-Ilaws - Massachusetts - Shark - United States - Recreation -- ---

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/28/2010 10:20:46 PM 

Pitino says extortion suspect unzipped his pants 

Ig~~""IA woman accused of demanding millions to stay quiet about a tryst with Rick Pitino initiated the sex by 

whispering to him and unzipping his pants when he got up to leave an empty Italian restaurant, he 
testified Wednesday. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/28/2010 10:24:38 PM 

9 natural cures you can trust 

Cocoa for high blood pressure? Massage for depression? That's right. Doctors say these and other alternative remedies 

really work to help heal our everyday ailments. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/28/2010 10:25:22 PM 

Bunker-busting ATM attacks show security holes 

A hacker has discovered a way to force ATMs to disgorge their cash by hijacking the computers inside them. 
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Ig~~ .... IAutomated teller machine - Black Hat - hack - Business - Financial Services 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/28/2010 10:27:20 PM 

ConsumerMan: Top consumer complaints 

Ig~~""IRiP-OffS and scams happen all the time. Anyone can become a victim. But right now, many con artists and 

swindlers are using the poor economy to target people in financial trouble. 

I~~':-Iconfidence trick - Fraud - Consumer Information - Home - Advocacy and Protection 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/28/2010 10:30: 17 PM 

Scoop: Obama not invited to Clinton's wedding 

Ig~~""~he ladies of "The View" had plenty of questions for the president, but they all wanted to know if he'd be 

at Chelsea's wedding this weekend. The answer: No, and he thinks the day should belong to Chelsea. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/28/201010:47:35 PM 

Twitter empire strikes back with 'WookieLeaks' 

Ig~~""lwhile the government, military and news outlets attempt to assess the fallout from the formerly top 
secret documents, the tweeting public is turning its attention to a topic that -admit it - is never very far 

from any true American's heart or mind: "Star Wars." 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/28/201011:29:17 PM 

Watch out PGA Tour: Alabama teen shoots a 57 

Bobby Wyatt shot a 57 at the Alabama Boys State Junior Championship. The University of Alabama-bound teen, who 

turns 18 this weekend, had 12 birdies, an eagle and five pars Wednesday on the par-71, 6,628-yard course at the 

Country Club of Mobile. His birdie putt hung on the lip on the 18th green and he had to settle for par. 

Ig~SLniversitY of Alabama - Alabama - Par - PGA Tour - United States 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/28/2010 11:42:38 PM 

Hands-only CPR enough to save a life, studies say 

Ig~~""IMore bystanders are willing to attempt CPR if an emergency dispatcher gives them firm and direct 
instructions - especially if they can just press on the chest and skip the mouth-to-mouth, according to 

new resea rch. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/28/2010 11:58:58 PM 

Schwarzenegger orders worker furloughs 

Gov. Arnold Schwarzenegger is bringing back furloughs for thousands of state workers until California passes a budget. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/29/201012:15:17 AM 

Tidbits: 'Bachelorette' contestant: I was bashed 

Ig~~""IFormer "Bachelorette" contestant Justin "R-Rated" Rego believes producers of the reality romance 

competition have it out for him. 

1~~':-IArts - Television - Bachelorette - Programs - Reality-Based 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/29/2010 12:27:54 AM 

No charges filed in probe of other Jackson docs 

State investigators probing the death of Michael Jackson have decided not to file charges against seven doctors who 

treated him, authorities said Wednesday. 

1§':i1ti¥.EIMichael Jackson - Death of Michael Jackson - United States - History - Manslaughter 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/29/2010 12:31:50 AM 

Idaho fires threaten homes as winds fan flames 

Ig~~""IAt least three homes were damaged and dozens more evacuated Wednesday as a wind-whipped 

grassfire northwest of Idaho's capital city expanded to thousands of acres. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/29/201012:33:18 AM 

Amazon unveils new Kindle, starting at $139 

Ig~~""~ust weeks after lowering the price of the Kindle e-book reader from $259 to $189, Amazon unveiled a 

fully revamped Kindle on Wednesday. It's sleeker, better looking, easier on the eyes - and starts at $139. 

rg~iSjAmazon Kindle - E-book - Peru - Loreto - Departments 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/29/20102:49:12 AM 

Fan in James jersey draws ire at Cleveland game 

Ig~~""IA fan wearing a Miami Heat jersey of LeBron James drew the ire of the crowd at a Cleveland Indians game 

and was escorted out of the ballpark. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/29/20104:14:47 AM 

1 police officer killed, 2 wounded in Phoenix 

A gunbattle erupted during an undercover drug operation Wednesday night, killing one police officer and wounding two 

others, police said. A suspect also was shot dead, and another was wounded and being detained. 

I ~¥':-Ipolice officer - Police - Undercover - Law - Law Enforcement 
---- ---

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/29/20105:25:52 AM 

HBT: Phillies reportedly have deal in place for Oswalt 
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Ig~~ .... IHouston Astros - Roy Oswalt - Philadelphia Phillies - United States - Jayson Werth 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/29/20105:31:22 AM 

New La. oil leak near Gulf covers 6 square miles 

Ig~~""IOil, natural gas and water are still spewing from an abandoned well hit by a barge on a Louisiana 

waterway near the Gulf of Mexico. 

rg~iSLulf of Mexico - Louisiana - Natural gas - Energy - Oil and Gas 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/29/20106:46:25 AM 

Cop,2 suspects die during drug raid shootout 

Ig~~""IAt least one police officer and two suspects were killed Wednesday when a gunbattle erupted during an 

undercover drug operation in Phoenix, police said. 

1~~'::lpolice officer - Undercover - Police - Law - Law Enforcement ---

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/29/20107:46:44 AM 

College football: Preseason Top 25 

Crimson Tide will be up to the task and repeat as national champions. 

rC~~~~jcollege football - Sports - Alabama Crimson Tide football - Football - American 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/29/20108:26:29 AM 

New immigration law goes into force in Ariz. 

Ig~~""lparts of Arizona's controversial immigration law went into effect Thursday, after a judge blocked the 

heart of the measure, defusing a confrontation between police and activists. 

rg~iSjArizona - Illegal immigration - Immigration to the United States - Immigration - law 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/29/20109:03:59 AM 

Calif. firefighters gain on worst wildfire 

Ig~~""IHundreds of firefighters gained ground against the most destructive of two big wildfires that have burned 

homes and forced 2,300 people to evacuate rural areas north of Los Angeles. 

I~~':-Icalifornia - Wildfire - Mojave Desert - United States - Tehachapi California 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/29/20109:11:00 AM 

Teddy bear collector admits $331 million fraud 

A former money manager pleaded guilty Wednesday to securities fraud, admitting that he cheated charities, schools, 

pension funds and others out of at least $331 million. 

rC~~"-lsecurities fraud - Plea - Investment management - Law - Legal Information 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/29/2010 10:00:50 AM 

Ariz. immigration law has echoes across u.s. 

Ig~~""IArizona and Fremont, Neb., are at the forefront of the movement by governments to get tough with 

illegal immigrants. But they are learning that passing a law is far from enough. 

rg~iStaw - Immigration - Arizona - Illegal immigration - United States 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/29/201010:21:18 AM 

100 million Facebook users' details published online 

Ig~~""~he personal details of 100 million Facebook users have been collected and published online in a 

downloadable file, meaning they will no longer be able to make the information private. 
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rg~~...,jFacebook - Social Networking - Online Communities - Privacy - Website 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/29/201011:01:21 AM 

'Emotional' reunion for Haiti quake baby, mom 

Ig~~""IA mother broke down in tears as she was reunited with her baby girl six months after the earthquake that 

devastated Haiti. 

1~~~:IHaiti - Earthquake - Caribbean - Port-au-Prince - Organizations 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/29/2010 11:39:46 AM 

Package for 'grandma' contains 6 Ibs. of drugs 

A package addressed from "Grandpa Henderson" in San Diego to "Grandma Henderson" in Talladega, Ala., wasn't 

ordinary mail, and it wasn't picked up by any grandmother. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/29/201011:51:13 AM 

Second U.S. sailor's body recovered in Afghanistan 

Ig~~""IA senior U.S. military official and Afghan officials say the body of a second U.S. sailor who went missing in 

a dangerous part of eastern Afghanistan has been recovered. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/29/2010 12:51:33 PM 

Russia grants more powers to KGB successor agency 

r-l~uSSians may now face iail time for crimes they have not yet committed under a new security law signed 
hursday by President Dmitry Medvedev. 

rg~iSjFederal Security Service - Russia - KGB - Soviet Union - Government 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/29/2010 12:59:38 PM 

100 million Facebook users' details published online 

Ig~~""~he personal details of 100 million Facebook users have been collected and published online in a 

downloadable file, meaning they will no longer be able to make the information private. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/29/20101:16:36 PM 

Jobless claims drop may offer some hope 

New U.S. claims for unemployment benefits fell slightly more than expected last week, government data showed on 

Thursday. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/29/20101:27:15 PM 

Mystery at sea: What damaged massive tanker? 

Ig~~""~he chief official at the port where a Japanese tanker was docked a day after it was damaged at the 

mouth of the Persian Gulf said Thursday investigators now believe the ship was involved in a collision. 

rg~iSjpersian Gulf - Japanese language - Strait of Hormuz - Mitsui O.S.K. lines - United Arab Emirates 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/29/20102:53:42 PM 

Economists see tepid recovery deep into 2011 

Ig~~""~he U.S. economic recovery will remain slow deep into next year, held back by shoppers not spending 

and employers not hiring, according to an AP survey of leading economists. 

I~~.:tssociated Press - Economic - United States - Social Sciences - Storage 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/29/20102:57:32 PM 

Toyota recalling 412,000 vehicles in U.S. 

Toyota is recalling 412,000 passenger cars, mostly the Avalon model, in the u.s. for steering problems in which three 

accidents have been reported, the automaker said Thursday. 

1§,:i1ti¥.E~oyota _ United States - Toyota Avalon - Automobile - Makes and Models 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/29/20103:09:17 PM 

At least 80 dead after Congo boat disaster 

A boat ferrying about 200 passengers to Congo's capital capsized after hitting a rock, and a government spokesman said 

Thursday at least 80 people were confirmed dead. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/29/20103:09:26 PM 

Many cities awaiting a housing recovery 

After welcome signs of growth in housing earlier this year, home sales - and prices - are likely to wilt again in the 

summer heat, a victim of rising foreclosures and weak demand. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/29/20103:36:32 PM 

Rivers burst, floods kill at least 60 in Pakistan 

Ig~~""IRivers burst their banks during deadly monsoon rains lashing Pakistan, washing away streets, battering a 

dam and submerging thousands of homes, officials said Thursday. 

rg~iSjpakistan - Asia - Monsoon - Flood - Dam 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/29/20103:46:29 PM 

Women more optimistic than men about economy 

There is a widening divide between men and women when it comes to their outlook for the economy and their own 

financial situations in the next twelve months, a new survey says. 

I g:i1ti¥.EIBusiness - People - Women - Arts and Entertainment - Science and Technology 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/29/20103:49:38 PM 

Rain slows hunt for air crash bodies in Pakistan 

Ig~~""IAngUiShed relatives sought the remains of loved ones killed in Pakistan's worst-ever plane crash, some 

grieving at a hospital collecting bodies Thursday and others joining the recovery effort at the hillside 
crash site laden by heavy rain and mud. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/29/20104:09:14 PM 

Ex-USDA official to sue blogger over video 

Ousted USDA employee Shirley Sherrod said Thursday that she will sue a conservative blogger who posted an edited 

video that appeared to show her making racially offensive remarks. 

I g:i1ti¥.Elconservatism - Andrew Breitbart - Politics - United States Department of Agriculture - Conservatives 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/29/20104:49:18 PM 

French woman admits killing 8 newborns 

Ig~~""IA French woman who admitted suffocating eight of her newborns and concealing their corpses in the 

garden and garage of her home has been charged with manslaughter, a prosecutor said Thursday. 

I~~':-Ipolice - France - Infant - Viller-au-Tertre - Nord 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/29/20106:27:12 PM 

An immigration impasse long in the making 

Ig~~""~he ~rizo.na law is the culmination of years of inaction by Washington to deal with the issue of illegal 

Immigration. 

1~~~':"Law - Washington - Immigration - United States - Services 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/29/20107:07:21 PM 

Key step to kill Gulf well may happen sooner 

Ig~~""lpreparations for step one of a two-step attempt to plug the Gulf oil gusher are going well and it could 

start by the weekend, the government's point man for the spill response said Thursday. 

rg~5.jOiISPili - Oil - Environment - Government - Energy 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/29/20107:31:03 PM 

Summer hotel rates inch lower, Travelocity says 

Travel services company Travelocity says its latest pricing report shows that while summer airfare rates have increased 

slightly, hotel rates have actually declined. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/29/20107:38:20 PM 

Empty mansions are legacy of a mystery heiress 

Huguette Clark inherited fabulous wealth of the Gilded Age, then withdrew into a gilded cage. What will become of her 

vast fortune is as mysterious as the woman herself, who at age 104 occupies a drab hospital room instead her lavish -

but empty - estates. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/29/20108:08:18 PM 

BlackBerry may be berry good with new OS 

Ig~~""IA new BlackBerry, but more importantly, a new BlackBerry operating system upgrade, is coming. "Yawn," 

you say? Don't be too quick to dismiss Research In Motion and its sturdy line of smart phones. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/29/20108:28:03 PM 

Raging Russian fires destroy homes, people flee 

Ig~~""IRaging forest fires encircled a southern Russian city and tore through provincial villages Thursday, forcing 
mass evacuations as Moscow suffered through a record, weeks-long heat wave and smog cloud caused 

by peat-bog fires. 

Ig~~""IMOSCOW - Russia - Wildfire - Heat wave - Bog 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/29/20108:38:10 PM 

Will Ferrell's top 5 'Saturday Night Live' skits 

Ig~~""IStar of "The Other Guys" first won fans on "SNL," where he played everyone from presidents to game

show hosts. But his best role ever was that of a fictional cowbell player in a real rock band. 

1~~'::lwili Ferrell - Saturday Night Live - Other Guys - Comedy - Game show 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/29/20108:46:58 PM 

Ethics panel outlines 13 charges against Rangel 

Ig~~""IHouse investigators accused veteran New York Rep. Charles Rangel of 13 violations of congressional 

ethics standards on Thursday. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/29/20108:56:12 PM 

Another ugly reminder to check your Facebook settings - NOW! 

Ig~~""llf we take any lesson from this latest Facebook privacy brouhaha, it's one we should have already 
learned: Facebook isn't for people who don't wish to be known. Because here's the deal: Facebook has 

not now, nor will it ever, protect your information for you. 

Ig~~""IFacebook - Privacy - Online Communities - Social Networking - Security 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/29/20109:01:22 PM 

Fed official: U.S. could tip into Japan-like crisis 

The Federal Reserve should revive a crisis-era program to buy government debt if the u.s. seems headed toward a bout 

with deflation, a Fed official said Thursday. 

I g:i1ti¥.EIFederal Reserve System - United States - Deflation - Government debt - Economic 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/29/20109:21:22 PM 

Court keeps English muffin secrets from rival 

A food-industry executive armed with the secret to the "nooks and crannies" in Thomas' English muffins can't work for a 

rival amid a trade-secret lawsuit. 

rC~~"-IThomas - Trade secret - Muffin - Business - Bimbo Bakeries USA 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/29/20109:25:36 PM 

6,600 Arlington graves might be mixed up 

The number of mislabeled graves at Arlington National Cemetery could be 6,600, the senator whose subcommittee is 

investigating potential contracting fraud there said Thursday. 

rC~~"-IArlington National Cemetery - United States - Virginia - Claire McCaskill - Travel and Tourism 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/29/20109:58:32 PM 

Feds, farmers create habitats for migrating birds 

Ig~~""lwater gurgling from a well is flooding Craig Gautreaux's rice and crawfish fields, turning the farm into a 

wetland for migratory birds whose usual Gulf of Mexico wintering grounds are threatened by the oil spill. 

rg~5.LUlf of Mexico - Oilspill - Bird migration - Wetland - Environment 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/29/2010 10:22:36 PM 

Dems, GOP warily eye Arizona immigration ruling 

Neither political party is sure how this week's Arizona immigration ruling will play out politically, either this fall or 

beyond. 

1§':i1ti¥.EIArizona _ United States -law - Republican - Immigration 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/29/2010 10:27:25 PM 

Taliban hinder NATO push to build government 

Ig~~""~hiS strategic valley on the outskirts of Kandahar is on its third government boss in eight months. The first 

quit out of fear and frustration. The Taliban assassinated the second. 

I~~·landahar - Taliban - NATO - Afghanistan - Government 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/29/2010 10:32:02 PM 

Gates: Leak probe may go beyond military 

A criminal probe into the leak of secret Afghanistan war logs could go beyond the military, Pentagon officials said. 
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Ig~~ .... lpentagon - War in Afghanistan - United States - Military - Wikileaks 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/29/2010 10:50:08 PM 

Newsweek: Hefner biopic calls him a hero 

The false logic at the heart of a new documentary holds that because Hugh Hefner aligned himself with various laudable 

causes through the years (civil rights, the antiwar movement, etc.), his magazine is a force for positive change. 

1~¥.:tUgh Hefner - Civil and political rights - Documentary film - History - United States 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/29/2010 10:50:57 PM 

Four killed in plane crash at Alaska military base 

Ig~~""~he deadly crash of a military cargo plane on a training mission occurred just about a minute after it took 

off from a runway at an Alaska base, officials said Thursday. 

1~~'::IElmendorf Air Force Base - Aviation accidents and incidents - United States - Air force - Military 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/29/2010 11:09:35 PM 

Prostate cancer 'cell of origin' identified 

For researchers, a key to studying any cancer is finding its "cell of origin." Now scientists at the University of California at 

Los Angeles say they've found just that -- a specific type of cell that gives rise to prostate cancer. 

I ~¥':-Icancer - Prostate cancer - Health - Conditions and Diseases - University of California Los Angeles 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/29/2010 11:20:59 PM 

Army's suicide rate tied to rise in risky behaviors 

An Army report on the record number of soldier suicides says the trend is part of a rise in risky behavior, including drunk 

driving and drug abuse. 

I g:i1ti¥.Elsuicide - Drug abuse - United States - Driving under the influence - list of countries by suicide rate 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/29/201011:44:12 PM 

Past problems for company at heart of oil spill 

Ig~~""IA Canadian company whose pipeline leaked hundreds of thousands of oil into a Michigan river boasts on 

its website of being "an industry leader in pipeline safety and integrity." 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/30/2010 12:03:52 AM 

Ellen DeGeneres quits as 'Idol' judge 

Ig~~""~he comedian is dancing off "American Idol" after one season, leaving Fox's hit show with two vacancies 

on its judging panel. 
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rg~~...,jEllen DeGeneres - American Idol - Randy Jackson - Television - Simon Cowell 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/30/2010 12:07:32 AM 

Texas accuses BP of shortchanging state 

BP rejects Texas request for $25 million cleanup grant and gets a scolding from state officials. 

rC~~~~Lp _ Texas _ United States - Gulf of Mexico - Attorney general 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/30/2010 12:22:29 AM 

Police: Gunman kills stepfather, 2 others in Texas 

On a leafy cul-de-sac in a gated Texas community, a man walked inside his stepfather's home with a briefcase. A teenage 

boy at the house didn't recognize him but could tell he was angry. He took his young siblings outside, and moments later 

heard gunfire. 

I~~~:~exas - Police - Cul-de-sac - United States - Recreation and Sports 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/30/2010 12:35:33 AM 

Texas man gets death penalty for beheading 3 kids 

Ig~~""IA jury sentenced a south Texas man to death on Thursday, four days after convicting him of capital 
murder for beheading his common law wife's three children in 2003. 

1~~':-lcaPital punishment - Texas - Murder - Crime and Justice - Death Penalty 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/30/2010 12:54:01 AM 

Chelsea Clinton: let them eat gluten-free cake 

At Chelsea Clinton's super-secret wedding to Marc Mezvinsky, the pair are expected to serve guests a vegan menu and a 

gluten-free cake. Could their decision have a trickle-down effect, inspiring increased appetites for the all-alternative 

wedding banquet? 

I s:i1ti¥.Els:i1ti¥.EI'S~F.E1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/30/2010 1:00:02 AM 

Arizona immigration fight plays out in court, streets 

Ig~~""IArizona has appealed a federal judge's order that put most of the state's immigration law on hold. 
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I g~~...,IArizona - Law - Immigration - United States - Services 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/30/20101:25:18 AM 

T.O. finally arrives at Bengals' camp, practices 

Ig~~""~errell Owens arrived fashionably late, still got several rounds of applause, and his favorite number was 

waiting, too. The Cincinnati Bengals' newest receiver missed an overnight flight that would have brought 
him to town early Thursday, allowing for a proper introduction. Instead, he got a later flight, rolled in less than 
an hour before an evening practice and decided to suit up. 

rg~~""Lncinnati Bengal - Terrell Owens - T.O. - NFL - Recreation 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/30/2010 1:26:34 AM 

With a 3rd heart, Compton shares Greenbrier lead 

Ig~~""IErik Compton is a walking billboard for organ donation and sheer determination. He's also at the top of 
the Greenbrier Classic leaderboard. The 30-year-old double heart transplant recipient shot a 7-under 63 

to share the first-round lead with rookie Matt Every in the inaugural tournament. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/30/2010 1:47:45 AM 

Google: China blockage report likely just a glitch 

Google says its search engine and several other services are working normally in mainland China after previously 

reporting the service had been completely blocked. 

I g:i1ti¥.EIGoogle _ China - Web search engine - China Google - Government 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/30/20104:36:43 AM 

Jennifer Lopez reportedly close to joining 'Idol' 

Ig~~""ILopez is close to signing a deal to join Fox TV's hit singing contest as a judge, a person familiar with the 

negotiations said late Thursday. 

1~~':-I.Jennifer lopez - Television - Arts - Programs - Reality-Based 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/30/20105:17:19 AM 

Prosecutor: Military secrets sold to fund Maui home 

Ig~~""IA federal prosecutor said Thursday a former B-2 bomber engineer helped China design a stealth cruise 
missile to raise money to pay the $15,OOO-a-month mortgage on the mansion-like home he built on 

Maui's north shore. 

Ig~~""IMaui - China - United States - Cruise missile - United States Attorney 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/30/20106:52:15 AM 

US Consulate in Ciudad Juarez closes for security 

Ig~~""~he U.S. closed its consulate in the Mexican border city of Ciudad Juarez on Thursday pending a security 

review, an unexpected decision that comes months after drug gangs killed three people tied to the 
consulate. 

I g~~""ICiudad Juarez - Ciudad Juarez - Mexico - Mexico - United States border - States 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/30/20106:53:45 AM 

Troops kill senior 'capo' of mighty Mexico cartel 

Ig~~""lsoldiers killed a top leader of the Sinaloa cartel in a raid on his posh hideout, dealing the biggest blow yet 

to Mexico's most powerful drug gang since President Felipe Calderon launched a military offensive 
against organized crime in 2006. 

Ig~~""IMeXiCO - Sinaloa - Organized crime - Felipe Calderon - United States 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/30/20108:06:45 AM 

Bangladesh garment workers riot over new wages 

Ig~~""~housands of Bangladeshi garment workers took to the streets, burning cars and blocking traffic, police 

said, in a protest against the minimum wage rate, police said. 

rg~iSjBangladeSh - Minimum wage - Labor - Wage - Asia 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/30/20108:38:33 AM 

430 killed in Pakistan's deadliest flood 

Bad weather has hindered rescue efforts in Pakistan, where flooding has claimed at least 430 lives. The death toll has 

surpassed that of a 1929 deluge, which killed 408. 

rC~~"-lpakistan - Flood - Asia - Monsoon - Government 
-- --

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/30/20108:46:35 AM 

3rd victim of Montana bear mauling identified 

Authorities identified the third victim of a bear attack near Yellowstone National Park as a 21-year-old from Colorado. A 

grizzly and two cubs were captured earlier. 

1~¥':-IYellowstone National Park - Montana - Camping - Gallatin National Forest - United States 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/30/20109:33:27 AM 

My first and last bullfights: Artistry, courage, slaughter 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/30/2010 10:32:03 AM 

Dead whale found pinned to Alaska cruise ship 

Ig~~""IA dead whale was discovered pinned to the bow of a luxury liner near Juneau, Alaska, the 3rd such 

incident involving the company's Alaska fleet in a decade, officials said Thursday. 

1~~':-IAlaska - Cruise ship - Juneau Alaska - United States - National Oceanic Atmospheric Administration 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/30/2010 10:44:23 AM 

Lawsuits seek $30 million from Madoff family 

Ig~~""IA court-appointed trustee seeking to recover billions of dollars lost by Bernard Madoff filed 3 lawsuits in 

a bid to get back more than $30 million he said the Madoff family had invested. 

1~~'::IBernard Madoff - Lawsuit - Irving Picard - Ponzi scheme - United States bankruptcy court 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/30/201011:19:20 AM 

Swedish ex-police chief convicted of sex crimes 

Ig~~""IA former Swedish police chief known for his lectures on gender equality and sexual harassment was 

convicted on Friday of rape and other sex crimes and sent to prison. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/30/201011:28:51 AM 

BP CEO: I'm a 'villain for doing the right thing' 

Tony Hayward, who resigned as chief executive of BP in the wake of the Gulf oil spill, has said that he was turned into "a 

villain for doing the right thing." 

1~¥':-ITOny Hayward - Oil spill - BP - Chief executive officer - Gulf Oil 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/30/2010 11:46:26 AM 

Regional chains feed America's burger appetite 

Whether you want pear chutney on your sandwich, or an artery-clogging ball of meat and grease for less than a buck, 

there's a regional burger chain for you somewhere in America. 

I g:i1ti¥.EIUnited States - Meat - Business - Fast food - burger 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/30/2010 12:02:53 PM 

Poisoning scare hits U.S. Embassy in Paris 

Ig~~...,~wo employees of the U.S. Embassy in Paris were being given medical tests Friday after handling a 

suspicious package and reporting feeling "unwell," officials said. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/30/2010 12:21:53 PM 

Banks' hard sell: Opt in for more overdraft fees 

rC~~~~joverdraft - Business - Financial services - Banking Services - Banks and Institutions 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/30/20101:16:00 PM 

'What gall!' Inmate sues his crime victims 

A Florida inmate has filed a lawsuit seeking $500,000 in damages from 3 men who caught him red-handed with a stolen 

bicycle, claiming they roughed him up, a newspaper said. 

I~¥':-Icrime - Lawsuit - Florida - Prison - Organizations 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/30/20101:16:52 PM 

Caterers dish up more cases of food poisoning 

Ig~~""INew figures from the federal Centers for Disease Control and Prevention show that illnesses from 

reported outbreaks of food poisoning linked to catering outpace those from restaurants or home 
cooking. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/30/20102:17:31 PM 

Recovery lost speed in the second quarter 

Ig~~""~he recovery lost momentum in the spring as growth slowed to a 2.4 percent pace, its most sluggish 

showing in nearly a year and too weak to drive down unemployment. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/30/20102:43:21 PM 

Rare find: Failed star circling sun-like star 

Ig~~""IA rare sun-like star that is both young and relatively close to Earth has been found to be harboring an 

even weirder object a failed star locked in a close orbit around its host, according to a new study. 

I~~':-Iorbit - Earth - Brown dwarf - Solar System - Astronomy 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/30/20103:07:38 PM 

Daydreams really can take you far away 

Just how distracting daydreams can be depends on where exactly your wandering mind takes you, a new study suggests. 

rC~~~~Lealth - Daydream - Florida State University - Knowledge Management - Memory 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/30/20103:26:55 PM 

Iran: West taints cigarettes with pig blood 

Cigarettes smuggled into Iran have been tainted with pig blood and nuclear material as part of a Western conspiracy, an 

Iranian official claimed Friday. 

I~¥.:-tan - Middle East - United States - Politics - Science and Environment 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/30/20103:54:52 PM 

Kabul rioters burn SUVs, yell 'Death to America' 

Afghan police fired shots on Friday to disperse hundreds of people protesting the deaths of civilians in an accident 

reportedly involving a u.s. Embassy vehicle, officials said. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/30/20104:53:17 PM 

Michael Jackson album to feature 10 new songs 

At the time of his death Jackson reportedly left hard drives filled with unheard music, much of it recorded during the 

King of Pop's '80s peak. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/30/20105:06:50 PM 

Newsweek: New Twain memoir to be published 

In November the University of California Press publishes the first installment of Twain's three-volume autobiography. 

This edition will be nothing like the previously published versions cobbled together by the author's editors and executors 

after he died. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/30/20107:02:40 PM 

Slowing economy faces major hurdles 

As the engine of u.s. economic growth slows, two of its main cylinders - job growth and consumer spending - still aren't 

firing. Until they kick in, the weak recovery is in jeopardy. 

I~¥':-Iunited States - Economic growth - Consumer spending - Economic - Business and Economy 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/30/20107:06:19 PM 

College grants degree 60 years after rejection 

Ig~~""IA black woman who was salutatorian of her high school class gets an honorary degree from the same 

university that rejected her admissions application 60 years ago. 

1~~':-IHonOrary degree - High school - Education - Colleges and Universities - Philippines 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/30/20107:14:31 PM 

Russia mobilizes army to fight fires that kill 25 

Ig~~""lvast sections of Russia were under a state of emergency Friday as more than 10,000 firefighters fought to 
save villages and forests from being reduced to ash and ember during the country's hottest summer on 

record. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/30/20108:42:35 PM 

July is deadliest month for u.s. in Afghan war 

In a summer of suffering, America's military death toll in Afghanistan is rising, with back-to-back record months for u.s. 
losses in the grinding conflict. All signs point to more bloodshed in the months ahead. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/30/20109:15:37 PM 

Disney to sell Miramax for more than $660 million 

Ig~~""lwalt Disney Co has struck a deal to sell Miramax, the studio behind such films as "Trainspotting" and "No 

Country for Old Men," for more than $660 million to a group that includes construction magnate Ron 
Tutor and investment firm Colony Capital LLC. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/30/20109:24:00 PM 

N.J. man gets jail for vomit-assault at game 

Ig~~""IA 21-year-old New Jersey man has been sentenced to up to three months in jail for intentionally vomiting 
on another spectator and his ll-year-old daughter in the stands at a Philadelphia Phillies game. 

rg~5.jNew Jersey - Philadelphia Phillies - sport - Citizens Bank Park - Baseball 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/30/20109:27:07 PM 

BP CEO: Time to scale back Gulf cleanup 

Ig~~""~here were several signs Friday that the era of thousands of oil-skimming boats and hazmat-suited beach 

crews is giving way to long-term efforts to clean up, compensate people for their losses and understand 
the damage wrought 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/30/20109:55:41 PM 

2 killed in plane crash pulled from Lake Michigan 

State police divers on Friday recovered the remains of two of four missing passengers who were on a medical plane that 

crashed into lake Michigan last week. 

I~¥':lake Michigan - United States - Michigan - Sonar - Recreation and Sports 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/30/20109:58:47 PM 

Israel launches air strikes in Gaza after rocket fire 

Ig~~""llsrael carried out air strikes on targets in the Gaza Strip on Friday after a rocket fired from the Palestinian 

territory exploded in the city of Ashkelon, witnesses said. 

rg~iSjAshkelon - Israel - Gaza Strip - Middle East - Palestinian territories 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/30/2010 10:59:27 PM 

HBT: Yankees acquire Berkman from Astros 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/30/201011:01:17 PM 

Grizzly euthanized after triple mauling 

Ig~~""IWildlife officials said Friday a grizzly bear was euthanized after tests determined it was responsible for a 

triple mauling in a Montana campground. 

1~~':-IMontana - Grizzly Bear - Yellowstone National Park - United States - Recreation 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/30/201011:34:47 PM 

Bristol reportedly ends engagement to levi 

Ig~~""~he 19-year-old mom called off her second engagement to her baby daddy last week following a fight 

over one of his ex-girlfriends, a source close to the couple tells E! News. 

I~~':levi Johnston - Bristol Palin - Bristol - England - E! 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/30/2010 11:48:54 PM 

Law creates paperwork fiasco for businesses 

The House rejected an effort to repeal part of the new health care law that requires millions of businesses to file tax 

forms for every vendor that sells them more than $600 in goods. 

I g:i1ti¥.EIHealth care - law - IRS tax forms - Tax - United States 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/31/201012:00:15 AM 

Men's accident rates climb with women's hemlines 

Men get into more accidents in the summer because they are distracted by women's skimpy outfits, says a study 

reported in the London Telegraph. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/31/2010 12:03:08 AM 

'Jersey Shore's' Snooki arrested 

Ig~~""IAn officer at the Seaside Heights, New Jersey police department confirms to UsMagazine.com that Nicole 
"Snooki" Polizzi, 22, was arrested and released the same day. 

rg~iS1ersey Shore - Seaside Heights New Jersey - Police - New Jersey - United States 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/31/201012:38:43 AM 

Mexico kingpin's death could mean more violence 

Ig~~""lone of the world's most powerful drug cartels took a major hit when soldiers killed a top kingpin in a 

gun battle, and his death will likely will mean more violence as factions fight for the cocaine and 
methamphetamine empire that he left behind. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/31/20101:15:52 AM 

WikiLeaks to publish more military secrets 

Ig~~""~he WikiLeaks website has received additional livery significant" material about u.s. military abuses from 

anonymous whistleblowers and plans to post the documents within weeks, the group's founder said 
Friday. 

I~~':-Iwikileaks - United States armed forces - Whistleblower - Secrecy - Military 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/31/2010 1:57:58 AM 

2 killed in plane crash pulled from Lake Michigan 

State police divers on Friday recovered the remains of two of four missing passengers who were on a medical plane that 

crashed into lake Michigan last week. 

1§':i1ti¥.Ellake Michigan - Michigan - United States - Aviation accidents and incidents - Outdoors 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/31/20102:12:37 AM 

Big deal for Bradford 

Ig~~""lpFT: Sam Bradford strikes rich deal from Rams - $50 million guaranteed. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/31/20103:05:16 AM 

Ariz. governor considers changing immigration law 

Ig~~""~he fight over Arizona's immigration law showed no signs of letting up Friday as the federal judge who 

blunted its force faced threats and the Republican governor who signed it considered changes to address 
any faults. 

I~~':law - Arizona -Immigration - United States - Services 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/31/20103:06:39 AM 

Nats ruin Oswalt's debut with Phillies 

Ig~~""lcraig Stammen carried a shutout into the seventh inning and the Washington Nationals roughed up Roy 
Oswalt in his Philadelphia debut, halting the Phillies' eight-game winning streak with an 8-1 victory Friday 

night. 

Ig~~""lphiladeIPhia Phillies - Washington Nationals - Roy Oswalt - Sport - Baseball 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/31/20103:19:04 AM 

Democrats calion Rangel to resign 

Ig~~""lcalls for Rep. Charlie Rangel's resignation rained down on Capitol Hill late Friday from House Democrats 

who said the lawmaker showed a disregard for the rules and undermined the public's confidence in 
Congress. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/31/20104:30:19 AM 

Reports: Waters plans House trial over ethics charges 

Ig~~""IRep. Maxine Waters, D-Calif., chooses to go through an ethics trial rather than accept charges of misuse 

of office made by a House ethics panel, sources say. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/31/20104:55:12 AM 

Explosion at coal mine kills at least 17 in China 

An explosion ripped through a workers' dormitory area and killed at least 17 people Saturday at a coal mine in a city in 

northern China notorious for mining disasters. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/31/20105:11:15 AM 

Clintons delight Rhinebeck crowds 

Ig~~""~he secret of Chelsea's wedding is officially over. Former President Bill Clinton walked up the main street 

in Rhinebeck, N.Y. Friday, the day before his daughter is to marry Marc Mezvinsky at the much
ballyhooed wedding at a private estate. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/31/20109:29:48 AM 

UN says deadly floods affect 1 million Pakistanis 

Ig~~""IRescuers trying to reach thousands of Pakistani flood victims were hampered by deluged roads and 

damaged bridges Saturday, while fears of disease rose as some evacuees showed signs of diarrhea, fever 
and other illnesses. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/31/20109:47:11 AM 

12-year-old girl injured on Wis. 'free fall' ride 

Police say a safety net under a "free fall" attraction at a popular Wisconsin amusement park failed to catch a 12-year-old 

girl who plunged more than 40 feet before hitting the ground. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/31/2010 10:06:05 AM 

Obama: Republicans holding small businesses "hostage" 

President Barack Obama on Saturday accused Republicans of holding American small businesses "hostage to politics" 

after Republican senators refused to back a $30 billion small-business lending package. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/31/201012:47:47 PM 

Calif. wildfire threatens 2,3000 buildings 

Firefighters were battling a huge wildfire in the high desert wilderness north of Los Angeles Saturday, after it jumped an 

aqueduct and rushed toward hundreds of houses. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/31/20101:42:54 PM 

PFT: Bradford's $50 million deal is legit 

Ig~~""lpFT: Sam Bradford strikes rich deal from Rams - $50 million guaranteed. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/31/20102:21:24 PM 

Germany: memorial service for Love Parade victims 

Ig~~""~housands of grief-stricken mourners watched in tears on Saturday as rescue workers lit one white 

candle for everyone of the 21 people crushed to death in a tunnel at the Love Parade techno music 

festival. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/31/20102:31:04 PM 

Ottey, 50, runs to Euro Championships history 

Ig~~""IFifty-year-Old Merlene Ottey became the oldest athlete to compete at the European Championships after 
anchoring Slovenia's 400 women's relay team. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/31/20102:55:41 PM 

Germany remembers victims of love Parade 

Ig~~""~housands of grief-stricken mourners watched in tears on Saturday as rescue workers lit one white 

candle for everyone of the 21 people crushed to death in a tunnel at the Love Parade techno music 
festival. 

Ig~~""llove Parade - Germany - Techno - Music festival - Music 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/31/20104:55:02 PM 

A year later, moms still hope for Iran hikers' release 

Ig~~""~he mothers of three Americans detained in Iran for a year have put their own careers on hold and 
turned to what's become a full-time job for them: attempting to secure their children's release. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/31/20106:14:57 PM 

2 months later, where is Kyron Horman? 

Shock has turned into frustration as the case of a missing 7-year-old Oregon boy has taken bizarre twists, with a 

stepmother under suspicion, lurid tales of infidelity and even a murder-far-hire plot. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/31/20106:18:48 PM 

Brazilian men swapped at birth work, live together 

Ig~~...,~wo years back, Dimas Aliprandi and Elton Plaster didn't know of each other's existence. Then they 

learned they had been accidentally switched at birth more than 20 years ago. 

I~~':-Ichildbirth - Pregnancy - Health - Pregnancy and Birth - Reproductive Health 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/31/20106:25:41 PM 

Beckham won't return to AC Milan, coach says 

Ig~~""IAC Milan coach Massimo Allegri says David Beckham will not return for a third spell at the Italian club. 

Ig~~""IDavid Beckham - AC Milan -lli!!Y - sport - Soccer 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/31/20107:24:16 PM 

Rangel using 3-way defense against ethics charges 

Ig~~...,~o rebut a lengthy list of alleged ethical misdeeds, Rep. Charles Rangel is trotting out this three-way 

defense: I didn't do it. I did it, but was inattentive. Others lawmakers were allowed to do the same thing 
without penalty. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/31/20108:12:37 PM 

Informant: WikiLeaks suspect had help 

Ig~~""IAn Army private charged with leaking classified material to the whistleblower website WikiLeaks had 

civilian help, a key figure in the case said Saturday. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/31/20108:39:17 PM 

PLO official says Obama sent warning to Abbas 

Ig~~""lpresident Barack Obama warned Mahmoud Abbas in a letter that U.S.-Palestinian relations might suffer if 

the Palestinian leader refuses to resume direct peace talks with Israel, a senior PLO official said Saturday. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/31/20108:41:55 PM 

The big day: Chelsea Clinton to wed in upstate NY 

Ig~~""lchelsea Clinton is poised to marry her longtime boyfriend at an exclusive estate along New York's Hudson 

River, the culmination of weeks of intrigue, secrecy and buzz. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/31/20108:48:19 PM 

Brazil offers haven to Iran woman in adultery case 

Brazilian President Luiz Inacio Lula da Silva offered on Saturday to provide refuge to a woman who has been sentenced 

to death in Iran following her conviction for committing adultery. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/31/20108:53:13 PM 

2 quakes hit Iran, injuring hundreds 

Two strong earthquakes shook different parts of Iran in less than 24 hours, injuring more than 200 people and damaging 

hundreds of homes, Iranian media reported Saturday. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/31/20109:02:08 PM 

3 companies must cooperate to plug well 

On shore, BP, Halliburton and Transocean are engaging in a billion-dollar blame game over the blown-out oil well in the 

Gulf of Mexico. At sea, they're depending on each other to finally plug up the environmental disaster. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/31/2010 10:09:43 PM 

Yellow lobster pulled from RI's Narragansett Bay 

Ig~~""llt's not made of gold, but a yellow lobster pulled from Rhode Island's Narragansett Bay is very rare. 

Ig~~""IRhode Island - Narragansett Bay - United States - American lobster - lobster 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/31/2010 10:24:49 PM 

Michigan voters search for economic savior 

Ig~~""IMiChigan voters frustrated over lost jobs, home foreclosures and budget deficits will vote in Tuesday's 

primary election for leaders they hope can move the state out of its economic morass. 

1~~':-IMiChigan - United States - Primary election - Politics - Recreation and Sports 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/31/201010:30:11 PM 

Opinion: Humiliation not always bad thing in sports 

Ig~~""ILeBron James is getting off easy. Playing in Cleveland may have been bad, but there are worse 

alternatives for an athlete. Try being a member of North Korea's World Cup team. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/31/201011:16:53 PM 

Panama prosecutor: Jailed American admits 5 slays 

Ig~~""IA jailed U.S. man has admitted killing five other Americans so he could take over their businesses and 

other properties in a Panamanian resort area, a government prosecutor said Saturday. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

7/31/2010 11:26:07 PM 

Mexican police free reporters nabbed by drug gang 

Federal police rescued two kidnapped news cameramen in northern Mexico on Saturday, five days after they were 

seized by drug traffickers in a bid to get their employers to broadcast cartel messages. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/1/2010 12:01:25 AM 

Pakistan spy scraps UK talks after PM's comments 

A diplomatic spat with implications for international counterterrorism escalated Saturday after Pakistan's spy chief 

canceled a visit to London following comments by the British leader suggesting Pakistan exports terrorism. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/1/2010 12:53:26 AM 

Hacker builds $1,500 cell-phone tapping device 

Ig~~""IA computer security researcher has built a device for just $1,500 that can intercept some kinds of cell 

phone calls and record everything that's said. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/1/20101:56:45 AM 

Feds warned company in Mich. spill about pipeline 

Ig~~""lu.S. regulators earlier this year demanded improvements to the pipeline network that includes a 

segment that ruptured in southern Michigan, spilling hundreds of thousands of gallons of oil into the 
Kalamazoo River, according to a document released Saturday. 

Ig~~""IMiChigan - Kalamazoo River - United States - Pipeline transport - Oil 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/1/20102:00:58 AM 

Crews gain ground on wildfire north of L.A. 

Ig~~""IA wildfire smoldered in the high desert north of Los Angeles Saturday, spewing plumes of thick smoke 
into a nearby town as hundreds of firefighters worked to contain the two-day-old blaze. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/1/20102:19:52 AM 

Crews gain ground on wildfire north of L.A. 

Ig~~""IA wildfire smoldered in the high desert north of Los Angeles Saturday, spewing plumes of thick smoke 
into a nearby town as hundreds of firefighters worked to contain the two-day-old blaze. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/1/20102:40:06 AM 

Teixeira, Cano power Yankees past Rays 

Ig~~""IRobinson Cano's 21st home run of the season snapped a ninth-inning tie and enabled the New York 

Yankees to beat the Tampa Bay Rays 5-4 and hang on to first place in the AL East on Saturday night. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/1/20102:48:11 AM 

24 remain trapped in flooded coal mine in NE China 

Two dozen workers were trapped in a flooded mine in northeast China on Sunday, the latest accident in the country's 

notoriously dangerous coal industry. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/1/20109:17:46 AM 

Iran says 3 Americans should stand trial 

Ig~~""llran reiterated on Sunday that three Americans jailed a year ago should stand trial on charges of illegally 
crossing the country's borders. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/1/2010 10:06:20 AM 

NYT: U.S. shifts focus in Afghanistan 

The Obama administration is starting to count more heavily on hunting down insurgents. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/1/20102:24:37 PM 

Russia sends army to battle wildfires 

Ig~~""IHundreds of new fires broke out Sunday in Russian forests and fields that have been dried to a crisp by 

drought and record heat. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/1/20103:35:15 PM 

Jets CB Darrelle Revis skips conditioning test 

Jets cornerback Darrelle Revis has skipped a conditioning test hours before players are to report to training camp. 

1~¥:IDarrelle Revis - New York Jets - Cornerback - NFL - Sports 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/1/20104:23:44 PM 

Army keeping traumatized soldiers in combat zones 

Ig~~""~he Army is increasingly trying to treat traumatized soldiers "in theater," saying they'll heal best 

surrounded by those who understand what they've been through but others say the policy only serves 
the military. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/1/20104:31:20 PM 

When Double Dippers become party poopers 

They're a minority, but a vocal one, and they're hovering like storm clouds over a brittle recovery. They're the Double 

Dippers. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/1/20104:42:20 PM 

China's economy poised to overtake Japan's 

Ig~~""lchina is set to overtake Japan as the second-largest economy, and it is changing everything from the 

global balance of military and financial power to how cars are designed. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/1/20105:03:19 PM 

Consumer Reports maintains old-school values 

Ig~~""~herels something charmingly retro about Consumer Reports. It's a no-frills, not-for-profit publication 

that prizes the credibility of its ratings above all else. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/1/20105:06:54 PM 

One of 3 escaped inmates captured in Colo. 

Ig~~""lone of three inmates who escaped from a northwest Arizona prison has been captured, authorities said 

Sunday. 

1~~~:lpolice - Prison - Murder - Crime and Justice - Injustice 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/1/20105:33:28 PM 

'Inception' outclasses 'Schmucks' at box office 

The mind-bending thriller starring leonardo DiCaprio remained the No.1 movie for the third-straight weekend with 

$27.5 million, bringing its total to $193.3 million. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/1/20105:40:55 PM 

Cuba 'updating' the state's role in the economy 

The Cuban government plans to reduce its role in small businesses, but continue to direct a centralized economy, a 

Cuban official said Sunday. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/1/20106:08:38 PM 

Middle East winemakers strive for recognition 

Ig~~""lomar Zumot goes to extremes when making his organic wine. Specially cultivated sheep slurp the dry 

leaves off the vines, their saliva serving as an anti-bacterial, while fish from a nearby pond produce 
nitrates to fertilize this northern vineyard. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/1/20106:18:18 PM 

'Overwhelming emotion' as Chelsea weds 

Ig~~""llt was high society inside and high security outside as Chelsea Clinton wed longtime boyfriend Marc 

Mezvinsky at an elegant estate in a Hudson River village. "We are so happy to welcome Marc into our 
family," her parents say. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/1/20106:47:17 PM 

BP was OK to use dispersants, EPA insists 

Ig~~""IBP inched closer to permanently sealing the blown-out oil well in the Gulf of Mexico as environmental 

officials defended themselves Sunday against assertions they allowed the oil giant liberal use of chemical 
dispersants whose threat to sea life remains unknown. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/1/20107:03:24 PM 

NYT: Why divorce? Some instead permanently separate 

Ig~~""IFor some couples, a long separation is financially prudent and easier emotionally. For a few, it's become a 

way of life. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/1/20107:26:33 PM 

After 378 years, N.H. family farm goes up for sale 

Ig~~""lln 1632, John Tuttle arrived from England to a settlement near the Maine-New Hampshire border, using a 

small land grant from King Charles I to start a farm. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/1/20107:51:40 PM 

Police: Wendy's robber complains about skimpy haul 

Police say a man who robbed a fast-food restaurant with a gun was so mad about the amount of loot that he called back 

twice to complain. 

I~¥':-Ipolice - Wendy - Fast food - Law - Law Enforcement 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/1/20108:23:00 PM 

A-Rod's chase for 600 continues as pinch-hitter 

Ig~~""IAlex Rodriguez was not in the lineup against the Tampa Bay Rays, but came up short in his chase of 600 

home runs as a pinch hitter in the seventh inning on Sunday. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/1/20108:32:09 PM 

Crews prepare to start plugging BP well for good 

The only thing keeping millions more gallons of oil out of the Gulf of Mexico right now is a rush job. As soon as this week, 

crews will be pumping in some insurance. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/1/20108:48:02 PM 

Rays cut Yankees' lead in AL East to one game 

Ig~~""~ames Shields worked into the eighth inning to outpitch CC Sabathia, prolong Alex Rodriguez's quest for 

his 600th homer and help Tampa Bay beat the New York Yankees 3-0 on Sunday. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/1/20108:58:05 PM 

Obama's Sunday: shooting hoops, WNBA game 

Ig~~""lpresident Barack Obama checked out the WNBA's Washington Mystics on Sunday after spending the 

morning shooting some hoops himself. 

rg~iSjwashington Mystics - Women's National Basketball Association - Barack Obama - Basketball - sport 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/1/20109:02:06 PM 

Jobs may tell state of the economy this time 

Employment, it turns out, may not be such a laggard after all. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/1/201010:05:18 PM 

Floods ravage valley once held by Taliban 

Ig~~""~hiS village in Pakistan's troubled Swat Valley suffered through years ofTaliban rule and months of 

battles between Islamist militants and the army. But for a man who has seen it all, that's nothing 
compared to the last three days of flooding. 

I~~':-Ipakistan - Flood - Swat Pakistan - Taliban - Swat Valley 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/1/2010 10:08:01 PM 

Pakistan flooding death toll hits 1,100 

The death toll in the massive flooding in Pakistan rose to 1,100 people as floodwaters receded Sunday in the hard-hit 

northwest, an official said. 

I~¥':-Ipakistan - Afghanistan - Asia - Government - Flood 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/1/201010:18:16 PM 

Appleby becomes 5th on PGA Tour to shoot 59 

Ig~~""IStuart Appleby hit golf's magic number Sunday, shooting a 59 to win the Greenbrier Classic. Appleby's 11-
under round put him at 22 under to end a four-year winless drought. Third-round leader Jeff Overton 

finished second by one stroke after his birdie try slid by the hole on the par-3 18th. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/1/201010:51:14 PM 

A 'privilege' to dress Chelsea, says Vera Wang 

Ig~~""~he former first daughter needed two gowns by the famed designer for her elaborate wedding to Marc 
Mezvinksy - one for the ceremony and one for the party. 

rg~5.Lera Wang - Wedding - Chelsea Clinton - Weddings - Business 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/1/2010 11:37:42 PM 

Explosion levels home of Gaza leader 

Ig~~""llsrael's prime minister issued a stern warning Sunday to Gaza's Hamas rulers after a weekend of rocket 

attacks from the Palestinian territory on Israeli communities. 
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r~~~Jlsrael - Hamas - Gaza - Middle East - Warfare and Conflict 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/2/2010 12:04:53 AM 

8 more protesters killed in Indian Kashmir 

Ig~~""IFour people were gunned down by security forces who opened fire on thousands of protesters and 

another four civilians were killed in a blast at a police station, bringing the death toll from weeks of 
clashes in increasingly violent Indian Kashmir to 31. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/2/2010 12:07:54 AM 

Dems hope for first lady's stardust in campaign 

Ig~~""lshe's not a political animal, Michelle Obama is the first to admit. 

Ig~~""IMiChelle Obama - First Lady - President - United States - Obama Barack 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/2/201012:10:24 AM 

Scoop: Lohan 'stands to learn a lot from rehab' 

Ig~~"'l'LindSay is in a different place now than she was when she first came to Lynwood," said a source close to 

the family, noting that rehab could help her refocus and reset her routines. 

1~~':-llindSay Lohan - People - Prison - Lynwood California - Arts 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/2/2010 12:21:07 AM 

Rare copy of Batman No.1 goes up for auction 

Ig~~""IA longtime Alaska comic book buff is selling one of the gems in his vast collection, a rare copy of Batman 

No.1 published 70 years ago. 

rg~iSjcomic book - Batman - Arts - Comics - Collecting 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/2/20104:06:52 AM 

HBT: Several MlB players could still be moved 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/2/20104:52:51 AM 

Plane crashes in Denali National Park in Alaska 

A large cargo-type plane crashed in Alaska on Sunday and burst into a deadly fireball that sparked a forest fire at Denali 

National Park, officials said. 

I ~¥':-IAlaska - Denali National Park and Preserve - United States - Aviation accidents and incidents - Travel and Tourism 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/2/20107:31:43 AM 

Questions resurface in NYC doctor's 1981 slaying 

Ig~~""IDr. John Chase Wood Jr. was shot in the heart for $5 in his wallet in 1981, walking back to work at a 
hospital after dinner with his pregnant wife. The 31-year-old pediatric surgeon-in-training died as 

weeping colleagues tried to save him in his emergency room. 

Ig~~""IHosPital - Emergency department - Medicine - Health - New York City 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/2/20108:05:54 AM 

High Iraq deaths cast doubt on U.S. stability talk 

Ig~~""lwhile concern is rising in the U.S. about the war in Afghanistan, the Americans are anxious to show 
evidence of progress in their other conflict - Iraq. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/2/20108:39:11 AM 

Garbage islands threaten Three Gorges Dam 

Ig~~""~housands of tons of garbage washed down by recent torrential rain are threatening to jam the locks of 
China's massive Three Gorges Dam. 

I~~':-Ichina - Three Gorges Dam - Technology - Dam - Structural Engineering 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/2/20108:42:44 AM 

Three believed dead in Alaska plane crash 

Ig~~""IAIl three people reported on board a cargo plane that crashed in Alaska's Denali National Park on Sunday 

were believed to have died in the incident, a park official said. 

rg~iSjDenali National Park and Preserve - National park - United States - Alaska - Travel and Tourism 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/2/20109:14:58 AM 

NYT: Seven years on, electrical grid fails Iraqis 

Ig~~""IAS the u.s. combat mission officially ends this month, Iraq's government is still struggling to provide one 

of the most basic services, generating disillusionment and dissent. 

I~~':-I!@g -United States - Government - Middle East - Warfare and Conflict 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/2/20109:25:27 AM 

Drunken man kills 11 in China tractor rampage 

Ig~~""IA drunken man went on a rampage while driving a shovel loader in northern China, smashing into shops 

and vehicles and killing 11 people, a government spokesman said Monday. 

rg~iSjchina - Government - Asia - Business and Economy - Hebei 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/2/20109:56:35 AM 

Rabid dogs bring death to island paradise 

Ig~~""IAuthorities are struggling to deal with a deadly rabies epidemic that has gripped Bali, an Indonesian 

island of 3 million people and one of Asia's top tourist destinations. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/2/20109:57:35 AM 

Suicide car bomb kills 5 kids in south Afghanistan 

Ig~~""IA suicide car bomber blew himself up next to a police truck bringing a southern Afghan official to work 

early Monday, killing five children nearby, officials said. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/2/201010:28:19 AM 

Retirement home blaze kills at least 18 

At least 18 people were killed and several others injured when a fire swept through a retirement home in South Africa, 

emergency officials said Monday. 

rC~~"-ISouth Africa - Johannesburg - Africa - Arts and Entertainment - Seniors 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/2/201011:38:47 AM 

Cursing at work comes under fire 

Goldman Sachs reportedly has banned cursing in e-mails, but completely eliminating cursing on the job may be harder 

than eradicating fraud on Wall Street. Your Career. 

rC~~"-IGOldman Sachs - Wall Street - Business - Business and Economy - Hedge fund 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/2/2010 11:50:44 AM 

Overworked, underpaid - and relieved 

The shoddy economy is leaving many workers feeling overworked, underpaid - and yet relieved to be employed at all. 

rC~~~~Lnited States - Law - Workers' compensation - Legal Information - Government Agencies 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/2/2010 11:59:33 AM 

Rockets hit Jordan hotel area, Israeli resort 

Ig~~""lseveral rockets were fired early Monday toward the Israeli resort city Eilat, and one hit in neighboring 

Jordan, killing one person and wounding four, officials in both countries said. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/2/201012:12:44 PM 

Lindsay Lohan is released from jail 

Ig~~""IWitnesses said the actress walked out of a suburban Los Angeles jail at 1:35 a.m. Monday after serving 14 
days of a gO-day sentence. 

rg~iSLndSay Lohan - Law - Law Enforcement - United States - Methamphetamine 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/2/20101:22:41 PM 

UAE says BlackBerry ban will affect visitors too 

The UAE's telecom regulator says BlackBerry e-mail, messaging and Web browsing services will be blocked for foreign 

visitors too, citing national security concerns because the devices operate beyond the government's ability to monitor 

their use. Officials in neighboring Saudi Arabia indicated it planned to follow suit. 

Ig~SLnited Arab Emirates - Middle East - Blackberry - News agency - Government 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/2/20101:37:31 PM 

Heal thyself: Patients use own stem cells 

Ig~~""IFor all the emotional debate that began about a decade ago to allow the use of embryonic stem cells, it's 

adult stem cells that are in human testing today. Some are shown promise in treating various diseases. 

rg~5.jStem cell - Embryonic stem cell - Biotechnology - Biology - Human 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/2/20102:37:10 PM 

Russia declares emergency over wildfires 

Russian President Dmitry Medvedev declared a state of emergency on Monday in seven of Russia's 83 regions due to 

wildfires fueled by the worst heatwave in over a century. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/2/20102:52:48 PM 

528-pound mom dies 5 months after birth 

Ig~~""IA 25-year-old Romanian woman weighing 528 pounds who gave birth to a baby girl more than 5 months 

ago, has died. 

I~~~.:tome - Family - Shopping - Romania - Children 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/2/20103:16:50 PM 

Manufacturing still growing, but pace slows 

The manufacturing sector is slowing, but at least it's still growing, according to an index released Monday. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/2/20104:26:21 PM 

Obama: U.S. combat role in Iraq is ending 

Ig~~""lpresident Barack Obama told Americans on Monday that he is on track to fulfill his campaign promise of 

ending the war in Iraq. 

rg~5.j.!.@g _ Barack Obama - United States - President - President of the United States 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/2/20105:48:32 PM 

Aunt accused of stabbing young nieces 

A woman who was baby-sitting her two nieces stabbed them repeatedly with kitchen knives, then called 911 from the 

upscale home across the street from Martha Stewart's estate, police said Monday. 

I ~¥':-IMartha Stewart - New York City - Home - Homemaking - Celebrity Homemakers 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/2/20105:57:52 PM 

Analysis: Afghan war enters critical phase 

Ig~~""IWith U.S. troop strength approaching 100,000, the Afghan war is entering its decisive phase. Without 

measurable progress in the coming months, political support for the conflict may collapse. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/2/20106:13:52 PM 

Conductor Mitch Miller dies at 99 

The goateed orchestra leader who asked Americans to "Sing Along With Mitch" on television and records, died Saturday 

in New York. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/2/20107:15:12 PM 

BP dispersant less toxic than oil, EPA finds 

A study using two sensitive Gulf species shows that the chemical dispersant used by BP in the Gulf, when mixed with oil, 

was less toxic than the oil itself, the EPA said Monday. 

I g:i1ti¥.EIBP _ United States Environmental Protection Agency - Energy - Oil - Business 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/2/20107:20:56 PM 

Obese employees take more sick days, study shows 

Obese people take more time off work for illness than their slimmer counterparts, a new study suggests, adding perhaps 

more incentive for employers to combat expanding waistlines in the workplace. 

I~¥':lmployment - Human resources - Business - Work - Employee Relations 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/2/20108:14:42 PM 

Armstrong lawyers say USADA offering riders deals 

Ig~~""ILance Armstrong's attorneys say the u.s. Anti-Doping Agency is offering cyclists a "sweetheart deal" if 

they testify or provide evidence that the seven-time Tour de France winner cheated by doping. 

I~~·lance Armstrong - United States - Tour de France - lawyer - law 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/2/20108:33:03 PM 

Ethics panel: Rep. Waters broke House rules 

Ig~~""IMaXine Waters Monday became the second Democrat in the u.s. House of Representatives in two weeks 

to be accused of ethics violations, an embarrassing blow as the party fights to keep its majority in the 
Nov. 2 elections. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/2/20108:47:41 PM 

More programs teaching minority kids to swim 

Ig~~""lsiX-year-Old Queen Epps is decked out in her pink Spongebob Squarepants bathing suit and purple 

goggles, ready to learn how to hold her breath. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/2/20108:50:45 PM 

'Nothing left' for Pakistan flood survivors 

Relief efforts in Pakistan's flood-ravaged northwest picked up pace Monday, but survivors complained about 

government inaction - a worrying sign for authorities seeking public support for the fight against militants in the region. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/2/20109:42:02 PM 

Scientists trace where sea life is ... and isn't 

The oceans around Australia and Japan boast the greatest diversity of sea life on the planet, but the now oil-threatened 

Gulf of Mexico also ranks in the top five regions for variety of species. 

1~¥':-IGUlf of Mexico - Australia - Japan - Species - Marine biology 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/2/20109:45:07 PM 

Low-carb diet boosts 'good' cholesterol 

Over the long term, a low-carb diet works just as well as a low-fat diet at taking off the pounds - and it might be better 

for your heart, new research suggests. 

I ~¥':low-carbohYdrate diet - low-fat diet - Health - low Carbohydrate - Special Diets 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/2/20109:49:22 PM 

Scam traffics in kids' social security numbers 

The latest form of identity theft doesn't depend on stealing your Social Security number. Now thieves are targeting your 

kid's number long before the little one has a bank account. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/2/20109:56:50 PM 

Nerds unite! Gamers foil robbery attempt 

Ig~~""IA group of gamers enjoying an evening of playing the new "StarCraft II" game at an internet cafe went all 

"Street Fighter" on a group of robbers who tried to take their money and, more importantly, tried to take 
a player's Nintendo DS. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/2/20109:57:55 PM 

Newsweek: Why do people love 'Shark Week' 

For the 23rd year in a row, Americans will spend a hot summer in the tranquil refuge of their air-conditioned living 

rooms, watching cool, comforting images of sharks diving, swimming, and ripping chunks of flesh off unsuspecting sea 

mammals. There is Shark Week merchandise. There are shark-themed libations. And yes-did you have to ask?-there 

are gory attack videos aplenty. 

Ig~a:..!'lshark Week - Discovery Channel - Swimming - Shark - United States 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/2/20109:58:53 PM 

Cancer cells feed on fructose, study finds 

Pancreatic tumor cells use fructose to divide and proliferate, u.s. researchers said on Monday in a study that challenges 

the common wisdom that all sugars are the same. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/2/201010:04:14 PM 

Newsweek: Dems keep controversial superdelegates 

In 2008 unelected superdelegates to the Democratic convention had the power to choose the party's presidential 

nominee. It looked as if the Dems were going to make sure that couldn't happen again, but then they changed their 

minds. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/2/201010:13:45 PM 

PFT: Jets try to paint Revis as greedy 

rC~~~~jNew York Jets - Darrelle Revis - Sport - NFl- National Football league 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/2/2010 11:32:54 PM 

Most BlackBerry owners want iPhone, Android 

Ig~~""IAbout 12 million U.S. BlackBerry customers are poised to make the leap to iPhones and Android phones, 

according to a report released today by Nielsen Co. This could cause concern for RIM on the eve of its 

BlackBerry 9800 launch. 

Ig~~""IIPhone - BlackBerry - Smartphone - Handhelds - Nielsen Company 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/2/2010 11:33:53 PM 

FDA declares Gulf seafood safe to eat 

Ig~~""lseafood from parts of the oil-fouled Gulf of Mexico has been declared safe to eat by the government, 

based in part on human smell tests. But some Gulf fishermen question the results. 

rg~iSjseafood - Food and Drug Administration - Mexico - Government - Fish 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/2/2010 11:40:40 PM 

Charlie Sheen sentenced to 30 days in rehab 

Ig~~""~he actor pleaded guilty Monday to assault in a Christmas Day argument with his wife in exchange for the 

withdrawal of more serious charges. 

1~~'::lcharlie Sheen - Misdemeanor - Plea - Yale Galanter - United States 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/3/2010 12:28:47 AM 

Scoop: Lohan will need new habits after rehab 

Ig~~""IAt least one addiction expert thinks not much will change for the actress after rehab if she surrounds 

herself with the same influences when she gets back to her normal life. 

rg~5.LndSay Lohan - Addiction - Health - Actor - Methamphetamine 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/3/20101:32:44 AM 

Orangutans are more efficient than we are 

Ig~~""lorangutans are more economical than any other primate, including humans. A new study found that 

orangutans need less food fuel than we do for the same, or greater, levels of activity. 

I~~':-Iorangutan - Primate - Human - Technology - Energy 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/3/20101:55:28 AM 

Peru plague outbreak kills 1, infects at least 31 

Peru's health minister says an outbreak of plague has killed a 14-year-old boy and infected at least 31 people in a 

northern coastal province. 

rC~~"-lperu _ Bubonic plague - South America - Health - Conditions and Diseases 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/3/20102:01:52 AM 

NASA scrambling to plan vital space station repairs 

Ig~~""INASA engineers are working around-the-clock to firm up plans to send astronauts on two emergency 

spacewalks outside the International Space Station to repair a serious cooling system failure. 

rg~iSjlnternational Space Station - NASA - Extra-vehicular activity - Technology - Space 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/3/20104:43:53 AM 

N. Korea turns to dance, threats in face of sanctions 

Ig~~""INorth Korea threatened to retaliate against South Korea over its planned naval drills near the sea border 

as Pyongyang opened this year's massive dance and gymnastics performance known as the Arirang 
Festival. 

I g~~""INorth Korea - Arirang Festival - South Korea - Pyongyang - Asia 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/3/20106:30:38 AM 

6 teens drown in louisiana river; 7th rescued 

Ig~~""ISiX teenagers from at least two families drowned in the Red River in northwest Louisiana after they 

stepped off a ledge from shallow water into a chasm about 20 feet deep on Monday, fire officials said. A 

14-year-old was rescued. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/3/201011:19:07 AM 

Violence roils Karachi after assassination 

At least 45 people were killed overnight in Pakistan's commercial hub of Karachi after a member of the dominant 

political party in the city was shot dead, police said on Tuesday. 

1§':i1ti¥.Elpakistan _ Asia - Assassination - Government - Karachi 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/3/2010 11:33:42 AM 

U.S. consumers embrace the new abnormal 

Ig~~""IAmericans are broke and depressed - and also swilling $3 lattes and waiting in line for iPhones. 

Welcome to the schizophrenic economy. 

rg~5.tphone 3G - IPhone - United States - Tiger Woods -~ 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/3/2010 11:56:30 AM 

Escalade is car most likely to catch thieves' eyes 

Ig~~""~he blinged-out Cadillac Escalade SUV, a favorite of A-listers like Tiger Woods, is once again the vehicle 

voted most likely to be stolen, according to an insurance industry group. 

I~~':lnsurance - CadillacEscalade - Sport utility vehicle - Automobile - Tiger Woods 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/3/2010 12:07:07 PM 

6 guards fatally stabbed in Afghan bank heist 

Six Afghan private security guards were poisoned and fatally stabbed during a bank robbery in northern Afghanistan, 

police said Tuesday. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/3/20101:17:43 PM 

Powerful quake hits eastern Indonesia 

A powerful earthquake struck waters off of eastern Indonesia on Tuesday, but there were no immediate reports of 

damage and officials said there was no threat of a tsunami. 

I~¥':lndonesia - Earthquake - Tsunami - Earth Sciences - Natural Disasters and Hazards 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/3/20101:19:30 PM 

A swamp drained? Ethics cases muddy message 

Ig~~""IDemocratic leaders say they've emptied the swamp of congressional corruption. Never mind the ethics 

trials to come for two longtime party members. 

1~~':-IDemocratic - Ethics - United States - Politics - Philosophy 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/3/20101:21:04 PM 

PBT: LeBron thanks Akron fans, snubs Cleveland in ad 

1~¥·::.teBron James - Miami Heat - sport - Cleveland Cavaliers - Akron Ohio 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/3/20101:24:24 PM 

Six teens drown in Louisiana river 

Six teenagers from at least two families drowned in the Red River in northwest Louisiana after they stepped from 

shallow water into a 18-foot sinkhole Monday, fire officials said. 

rc~~..-touisiana - Red River - United States - Water - History 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/3/20101:38:59 PM 

Missing Ariz. toddler case now criminal probe 

A toddler missing since late last month from a campground is feared dead, and the case has turned into a criminal 

investigation, authorities in northern Arizona say. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/3/20102:43:27 PM 

Panel clears way for ground zero mosque 

New York City's landmarks panel votes to allow the construction of a mosque near the World Trade Center site by 

allowing the demolition of the building that the mosque would replace. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/3/20103:01:41 PM 

Favre reportedly tells Vikings he won't return 

Ig~~""IBrett Favre has informed the Vikings he will not return to Minnesota for a second season, a person with 

knowledge of the situation tells The Associated Press. 

rg~iSLinnesota Vikings - Favre - NFl- Sport - Minnesota 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/3/20103:22:10 PM 

Guantanamo judge says sees no torture of Canadian 

Ig~~""IA military judge has ruled there is no credible evidence that a Canadian prisoner on trial in Guantanamo 

on murder and terrorism conspiracy charges was tortured into confessing after his capture in 
Afghanistan. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/3/20103:23:42 PM 

'Middle Men' is gleeful look at porn biz 

You'll probably want to take a shower after watching "Middle Men," just to wash all the "ick" off yourself. And that's a 

compliment. 

I g:i1ti¥.ElpeoPle _ Men - Pornography - Recreation - Parodies 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/3/20103:52:06 PM 

NASA puts off space station repair until Friday 

Ig~~""INASA has put off a major repair job at the International Space Station until Friday. 

I~~~~:[~~~:j 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/3/20103:54:04 PM 

Consumer spending stalls, threatens recovery 

Consumers did not boost their spending in June and their incomes failed to increase, offering further evidence that the 

economic recovery slowed in the second quarter. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/3/20103:55:09 PM 

Mystery as Tokyo loses track of its centenarians 

Ig~~""~apanese authorities admitted Tuesday they'd lost track of a 113-year-old woman listed as Tokyo's oldest, 
days after police searched the home of the city's official oldest man - only to find his long-dead, 

mummified body. 
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r·~~--ITOkYO -Japan - Oldest people - Mummy - Asia 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/3/20104:01:54 PM 

Newsweek: Most bizarre costumed bandits 

Most bandits get their monikers from cops looking for catchy shorthand to describe distinguishing characteristics of the 

robbers. Those nicknames help generate media attention, which can lead to tips that aid in the investigation. Of course, 

the more ridiculous the disguise, the more appealing the nickname. 

Ig~SjRobbery - Federal Bureau of Investigation - Business and Economy - Bank robbery - Health 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/3/20104:21:24 PM 

Senators get their final say on Kagan before vote 

Ig~~""IA confirmation vote is all but assured for Supreme Court nominee Elena Kagan as the Senate debates on 

making her the fourth female justice. 

1~~':-IElena Kagan - Supreme Court of the United States - United States Senate - Supreme Court - Senate 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/3/20104:50:49 PM 

Americans may be getting honest about weight 

The gap appears to be closing in what people say they weigh and what actual measurements report, studies say. 

rC~~~~jweight - Weight loss - Health - Support Groups - Articles 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/3/20105:28:11 PM 

Masked gunman attacks Ind. birthday party 

Ig~~""IA masked man armed with an assault-style rifle fired dozens of shots at a birthday party at a home in 

Indianapolis early Tuesday, killing two people and wounding six, police say. 

1~~'::llndianapolis - Police - Indiana - Rifle - United States 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/3/20105:41:54 PM 

Military dog comes home from Iraq traumatized 

Ig~~""IGina was a playful 2-year-old German shepherd when she went to Iraq as a highly trained bomb-sniffing 

dog with the military. Now, veterinarians say, she has post-traumatic stress disorder. 

rg~iSj.!.@g _ Posttraumatic stress disorder - German Shepherd Dog - Health - Mental Health 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/3/20106:01:11 PM 

Some Russia wildfires 'getting out of control' 

Ig~~""lsome of the devastating wildfires sweeping western Russia are out of control, Russia's emergency chief 

said Tuesday, as fears grew there were not enough firefighters to battle them. 

1~~':-IRussia - Wildfire - Travel and Tourism - Moscow - Business and Economy 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/3/20106:09:46 PM 

Consumer spending stalls, threatens recovery 

Consumers did not boost their spending in June and their incomes failed to increase, offering further evidence that the 

economic recovery slowed in the second quarter. 

I~¥':-Iconsumer spending - United States Department of Commerce - Economic - Unemployment - Economy 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/3/20106:12:40 PM 

Reid has slim lead over Angle in Nevada 

Senate Majority Leader Harry Reid leads his Republican rival Sharron Angle by 48 percent to 44 percent among likely 

Nevada voters, a Reuters-Ipsos poll found Tuesday. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/3/20106:16:44 PM 

4 killed in lebanese-Israeli border clash 

Ig~~""llsraeli and Lebanese troops fought in a rare cross-border skirmish on Tuesday that killed three Lebanese 

and a senior Israeli officer in the most serious violence along the frontier since a 2006 war. 

rg~iStebanon - Israel Defense Forces - Middle East - Shell - Politics 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/3/20106:34:38 PM 

U.S. troops pack up millions of items in Iraq 

Ig~~""IEVerYthing from helicopters to printer cartridges is being wrapped and stamped and shipped out of Iraq. 

1~~~~I!@g -United States - Warfare and Conflict - Barack Obama - International Policy 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/3/20106:38:17 PM 

Many dietary supplements are contaminated 

Many popular dietary supplements contain ingredients that may cause cancer, heart problems, liver or kidney damage, 

but u.s. stores sell them anyway and Americans spend millions on them, according to Consumer Reports. 

rC~~"-Lnited States - Dietary supplement - Heart disease - Consumer Reports - Nutrition 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/3/20106:51:13 PM 

BlackBerry Torch first look: Weirdly evolved 

Ig~~""~he iconic BlackBerry has metamorphosed into a slider with sparkly new software - it's wonderfully 

weird. 

rg~iSjBlackBerry - Smartphone - Handhelds - Wallpapers and Themes - Research In Motion 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/3/20107:13:02 PM 

Lady Gaga earns a record 13 video award nods 

Lady Gaga won a leading 13 nominations for the MTV Video Music Awards on Tuesday, setting a new record for the 

most nominations ever in a single VMA season, MTV said. 

1~¥':ladY Gaga - MTV Video Music Awards - MTV - Music - Arts 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/3/20107:46:42 PM 

Wave of health reform changes set for September 

Health care reform hits another milestone next month, with new provisions that include a coverage expansion for young 

adults and restrictions on an insurer's ability to impose annual coverage limits or to reject children with pre-existing 

medical conditions. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/3/20108:11:17 PM 

Bobby Hebb, singer of '66 hit 'Sunny,' dies at 72 

Bobby Hebb, whose 1966 hit "Sunny" about a smiling girl became a pop music classic, has died. He was 72. 

rC~~~~jpop music _ Singing - Sunny - Music - United States 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/3/20108:35:32 PM 

BlackBerry will block porn, let UAE monitor e-mail 

Ig~~""IBlackBerry maker Research In Motion is willing to block porn sites and let government spies snoop on 

users, newspapers reported on Tuesday, following a shock ban on its key services in the Gulf. 

1~~':-IBIackBerry - Research In Motion - Government - Smartphone - United Arab Emirates 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/3/20108:55:22 PM 

PFT: Favre has not decided, family source reportedly says 

rC~~~~Linnesota Vikings - Brett Favre - Favre - NFl- Sports 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/3/20109:03:06 PM 

Floodwaters surge into Pakistan's heartland 

Ig~~""IFloodwaters surged into Pakistan's heartland and swallowed dozens of villages Tuesday, adding to a week 

of destruction that has already ravaged the mountainous northwest and killed 1,500 people. 

I~~':-Ipakistan - Flood - Asia - UNICEF - Earth Sciences 
-- --

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/3/20109:05:51 PM 

Bristol Palin calls it quits with Levi Johnston 

Ig~~""IBristol Palin and Levi Johnston have called off their second engagement after he told her he may have 

fathered a baby with another girl. 

...... ,..... . ..... ,..... . ..... , ....... 
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rg~~...,tevi Johnston - Bristol Palin - Sarah Palin - People - Politics 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/3/20109:12:01 PM 

Epic cruise ship entertains the entire family 

Ig~~""IEPiC is all about entertaining you (everything from the Blue Man Group to Second City to every variety of 

specialty restaurants) and that, of course, starts with the littlest cruisers. 

1~~':-IBlue Man Group - Second City - Cruise ship - Travel - cruise 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/3/20109:49:00 PM 

Tropical storm has brief run in Atlantic 

Ig~~""~roPical Storm Colin has degenerated into a tropical low, but forecasters say it could still reenergize 

before hitting the u.S. Atlantic seaboard next week. 

1~~'::INational Hurricane Center - Tropical cyclone - Earth Sciences - Atmospheric Sciences - Meteorology 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/3/201010:14:40 PM 

Underwhelming BlackBerry spells doom for RIM 

Ig~~""IRIMIS BlackBerry Torch may be a neat toy for devotees, but it also needed to excite the many BB owners 

who are currently exploring other options, and even grab people who currently prefer iPhones or Droids. 
Alas, it did not. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/3/2010 10:24:39 PM 

U.S. announces new Iran sanctions 

The United States announced new Iran sanctions Tuesday, targeting senior officials of three organizations for alleged 

support of terrorist groups, including the Taliban in Afghanistan. 

1§':i1ti¥.EIAfghanistan _ United States - Iran - Taliban - Politics 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/3/2010 11:36:42 PM 

States slash pre-K programs as budgets bleed 

Ig~~""IStates are cutting hundreds of millions from their prekindergarten budgets, undermining years of working 
to help young children - particularly poor kids - get ready for school. 

1~~~:lchild - Education - Pre-kindergarten - School - Early Childhood 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/3/2010 11:50:06 PM 

Racy photos of Lohan as Lovelace revealed 

Ig~~""ILindSay Lohan has appeared in a series of new, racy promotional pictures for "Inferno: A Linda Lovelace 
Story," that show the actress in various states of undress. 

rg~iSLndSay Lohan - Linda Lovelace - Actor - Advertising and Marketing - Matthew Wilder 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/3/201011:54:17 PM 

Quintuplets born to Houston woman 

A Houston woman has given birth to quintuplets with the help of 23 doctors in two operating rooms. 

rC~~~~Louston - Multiple birth - Home - Family - United States 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/4/2010 12:00:23 AM 

Judge's ruling expected in Calif gay marriage case 

A federal judge in San Francisco has reached a decision in a landmark case on whether California's same-sex marriage 

ban violates the constitutional rights of gay men and lesbians. 

rC~~"-lsan Francisco - Same-sex marriage - Gay Lesbian and Bisexual - United States - California 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/4/201012:16:20 AM 

Police: Illegal immigrant crashes, killing Va. nun 

Ig~~""IAn illegal immigrant awaiting a deportation ruling has been charged with killing a nun and critically 

injuring two others in a drunken driving crash that has sparked criticism of how immigration enforcement 
is handled. 
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r·~~--Ilmmigration - Illegal immigration - Driving under the influence - Anti-Immigration - United States 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/4/201012:19:16 AM 

PBT: 2010 schedule all about the Heat 

Ig~~""lpBT: Miami's Big Three will be allover TV this season, including on opening night and a big Christmas 

showdown against the Lakers. 
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rg~~...,Lhristmas - Miami Heat - Miami - Sport - NBA 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/4/2010 12:29:40 AM 

9 dead in shooting at Conn. beer distributor 

Ig~~""IA driver caught stealing beer from the warehouse where he worked agreed to resign his job before going 

on a shooting spree, killing eight people and injuring two before committing suicide. 

rg~iSjconnecticut - Recreation - Business - United States - Law 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/4/20101:12:58 AM 

Scoop: Lohan was 'great' during Maxim shoot 

Ig~~""llf the actress was worried about the possibility of going to jail, she didn't let it show during an interview 

and photo shoot right before a judge sentenced her to 90 days in jail. 

rg~5.Laxim - Lindsay Lohan - Photo shoot - India - Arts 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/4/20101:23:01 AM 

Cosmic Log: Space allies target Mars' methane 

Ig~~""lscience editor Alan Boyle's Weblog: The scientific instruments have been selected for the first U.S.

European joint mission to Mars, and they're going to be looking for methane. 

...... ,..... . ..... ,..... . ..... , ....... 
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r~~~JMars - Alan Boyle - Space - United States - Technology 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/4/20101:27:44 AM 

BP begins 'static kill' procedure on well 

BP embarks on an operation that could seal the biggest offshore oil leak in u.s. history once and for all, forcing mud 

down the throat of its blown-out well in a tactic known as a "static kill." 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/4/20101:51:26 AM 

NASA delays decision on space shuttle giveaway 

Ig~~""INASA has waved off revealing where its soon-to-be-retired space shuttles will be making their final 

landings for public exhibit. 

I~~~:INASA - Space Shuttle - Space - Technology - International Space Station 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/4/20102:19:18 AM 

Upton powers Rays into first place in AL East 

r-I~ean Rodriguez and BJ. Upton hit three-run homers as the Tampa Bay Rays beat the Minnesota Twins 6-4 
uesday night, winning for the 10th time in 11 games and taking over the AL East lead. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/4/20102:42:41 AM 

Romero baffles Rodriguez, Yankees as Jays roll 

Ig~~""IRiCkY Romero baffled the suddenly slumping New York Yankees for the second time this season, and the 
free-swinging Toronto Blue Jays belted four more home runs in an 8-2 romp Tuesday night. 

1~~'::INew York Yankees - Toronto Blue Jays - Ricky Romero - Sports - Baseball 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/4/20104:24:36 AM 

Obama to award 13 nominated for good deeds 

Ig~~""IGeorge J. Weiss Jr., who started an all-volunteer rifle squad that delivers the final salutes at military 

burials, is one of 13 people getting the Presidential Citizens Medal on Wednesday. 

...... ,..... . ..... ,..... . ..... , ....... 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/4/20104:45:51 AM 

5 states OK'd for foreclosure-prevention funds 

As many as 50,000 struggling homeowners in five states with high unemployment may receive help from a special $600 

million federal fund intended to head off some foreclosures. 

rC~~"-IForeciosure - Unemployment - Business - Investing - Real estate 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/4/20106:04:33 AM 

PFT: Vikings offer Favre $16 million plus incentives 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/4/20107:15:11 AM 

Another incumbent down as Michigan Rep. loses 

Ig~~""llncumbents beware. Another lawmaker just bit the dust. 

Ig~~""IMissouri - Kansas - Republican - United States - Jennifer Granholm 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/4/20107:26:26 AM 

Judge's ruling ready in Calif. gay marriage case 

The first word on whether California's same-sex marriage ban passes scrutiny under the u.s. Constitution is scheduled to 

come down Wednesday when a federal judge issues his ruling in a landmark case. 

1§':i1ti¥.Elcalifornia _ Same-sex marriage - United States -lists of landmark court decisions - United States Constitution 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/4/20108:48:45 AM 

U.N.: Tree at center of deadly clash was in Israel 

Ig~~""~he U.N. peacekeeping force confirmed Wednesday that the tree at the center of deadly clashes along 
the Lebanon-Israel border was in Israeli territory. 

rg~iSjlsrael - Lebanon - Peacekeeping - Middle East - Warfare and Conflict 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/4/20109:43:47 AM 

Disney theme parks to raise prices Thursday 

Getting into a Disney theme park will take a little more magic beginning Thursday. 
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Ig~~ .... lwalt Disney Parks and Resorts - Theme Park - Recreation - Walt Disney - Amusement park 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/4/20109:43:47 AM 

Disney theme parks to raise prices Thursday 

Getting into a Disney theme park will take a little more magic beginning Thursday. 

rC~~~~jwalt Disney Parks and Resorts - Theme Park - Recreation - Walt Disney - Amusement park 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/4/2010 10:07:24 AM 

BP: 'Static kill' working, mud holds well shut 

BP says that mud it forced down the throat of a blown-out well was holding back the flow of crude, a significant step 

toward stopping the worst offshore oil spill in u.s. history. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/4/2010 10:49:22 AM 

AI-Qaida-linked group claims tanker attack in Gulf 

Ig~~""IAn obscure al-Qaida-linked group said Wednesday one of its suicide bombers attacked a Japanese oil 
tanker in the Persian Gulf last week - a claim that, if true, would be the first time the terror network has 

attacked the Japanese. 

1~~':-lperSian Gulf - Oil tanker - Suicide attack - Strait of Hormuz - Iran 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/4/201011:41:16 AM 

Surfboard makers thrive in choppy waters 

Surfboards, one of the most quintessential American products, have been slammed by a wave of imports over the past 

few years. Some think that may have been a good thing for the industry. 

rC~~"-lsurfboard - Surfing - Water Sports - Sports - Shopping 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/4/2010 11:52:02 AM 

Sudan sentences 19 men for wearing women's clothes 

A Sudanese court on Wednesday sentenced 19 young Muslim men to 30 lashes and a fine for breaking moral codes by 

wearing women's clothes and makeup, a case exposing Sudanese sensitivity toward homosexuality. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/4/2010 11:58:27 AM 

9 wacky yet effective local TV ads 

Ig~~""lwhile newspaper and Yellow Page ad revenues have dropped over the past decade, local television 

advertising sales have grown at a 0.5 percent clip in the last decade and are expected to top $20 billion in 
2010. 

I g~~""IYellow Page - Advertising - Business - Marketing and Advertising - Television advertisement 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/4/2010 12:06:20 PM 

Toyota erases red ink with a $2.2B profit 

Ig~~""~oyota reported a quarterly profit of $2.2 billion, reversing from red ink a year earlier as the world's top 

automaker benefited from a global sales recovery. 

1~~'::ITOyota - Automotive industry - Autos - Makes and Models - Recreation 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/4/20101:11:05 PM 

Family: Racism caused Conn. gunman to snap 

Omar Thornton sat calmly in a meeting with union representative and his supervisors as they showed a video of him 

stealing beer from the distributor where he worked. 

I g;i1tlF.Elconnecticut - Beer - Omar Thornton - Recreation - Food 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/4/20101:37:44 PM 

Having a sister might make you a better person 

Ig~~""~hough siblings can sometimes be a pain, having a sister might be good for kids' emotional health, 

according to a new study. 

1~~'::Lental health - Health - United States - Family - Brigham Young University 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/4/20101:38:39 PM 

Doctor discounts: Do surgery on your medical bill 

Looking to save money on health care? Consider asking your doctor for a discount. 
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Ig~~ .... lphYSician - Health care - Medicine - Health - United States 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/4/20102:32:16 PM 

Tied-up woman uses toes to 1M for help 

Ig~~""IAn Atlanta woman who was tied up early Tuesday during a home invasion toe-typed her way to freedom, 

according to news reports. 

I~~·lt'anta - United States - Georgia - Police - People 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/4/20102:36:40 PM 

PBT: Shaq joining Celtics in smart gamble for both 

Ig~~""lpBT: Shaquille O'Neal has reportedly decided to join the Celtics, where he'll play for the league minimum 

of $1.4 million next season. 

1~~':-lshaqUilie O'Neal - Boston Celtics - Sports - Cleveland Cavaliers - National Basketball Association 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/4/20102:46:04 PM 

Small plane crashes at airport in Phoenix 

Phoenix police say one person has been killed after a small plane crashed outside Deer Valley Airport in Phoenix. The 

victim was the plane's pilot. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/4/20102:51:49 PM 

Family: Racism caused Conn. gunman to snap 

Omar Thornton sat calmly in a meeting with union representative and his supervisors as they showed a video of him 

stealing beer from the distributor where he worked. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/4/20103:07:11 PM 

New electric cars face bumpy road 

Ig~~""~he Chevy Volt has won a presidential endorsement, and the support of leading green activists. Now it 
needs consumers' embrace when it comes to market later this year. 

1~~':-IElectric car - Chevrolet Volt - ChevyVolt - GeneralMotors - United States 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/4/20103:09:25 PM 

40 billionaires pledge to donate half their wealth 

Ig~~""IMore than three dozen of America's wealthiest individuals and families have joined Bill Gates and Warren 

Buffett in agreeing to give away at least half their fortunes to charity. 

rg~iSjBiII Gates - Microsoft - Warren Buffett - United States - Business 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/4/20103:20:14 PM 

Summer is lost cause for Gulf businesses 

Ig~~""IA stack of business cards for tourists sits on a countertop beside the cash register at Zeke's Marina on the 

Alabama shore. Beside it sits another stack, advertising mental health counseling for locals. 

I~~.:tabama - Business - Mental health - Health - Zeke -- --

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/4/20103:32:10 PM 

Munster match: '60s TV star falls for patient fan 

Ig~~""IFortY-fiVe years after a Pennsylvania woman sent a fan letter to her favorite TV star, they've made a 

Munster match. And it was a gum wrapper chain that brought them together. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/4/20103:37:35 PM 

Senate jobs bill clears key hurdle 

President Barack Obama and his allies in the Senate have won a key vote to advance a bill to help states and local school 

boards with their severe budget problems. 

I ~¥':-IBarack Obama - President of the United States - United States Senate - President - United States 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/4/20104:05:07 PM 

Scientists dissect the nature of the 'booty call' 

As relationships go, booty calls don't get the most respect, but at least they're getting researched. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/4/20104:08:16 PM 

At Disney World, Pluto never had it this good 

Ig~~""lpluto never had it so good: The next major attraction to open at Walt Disney World won't be for the kids 
- it will be for the dogs, and it can accommodate way more than 101 Dalmatians. 

rg~iSjwalt Disney - Walt Disney World - One Hundred and One Dalmatians - Arts - Animation 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/4/20104:10:27 PM 

Newsweek: How reliable are at-home DNA tests? 

Are the results given by home DNA tests trustworthy? And how should (or shouldn't) you change your behavior based 

on them? 

I g:i1ti¥.EIDNA _ Forensic science - Science in Society - Testing Services - Biology 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/4/20104:32:41 PM 

China mostly silent on latest school attack; 4 die 

Ig~~""IA man wielding a knife killed three children and a teacher in a kindergarten in eastern China, residents 

said Wednesday as the government muted information in a bid to allay public fears and forestall more 
school attacks. 

I~~':-Ichina - Kindergarten - School - Teacher - Zibo 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/4/20104:58:04 PM 

Michaele Salahi to auction off infamous red sari 

Ig~~""IMichaele Salahi is going to auction off the red sari she wore when she and her husband allegedly crashed 

a White House state dinner last November. 

1~~'::lwhite House - State dinner - michaelesalahi - 2009 White House gatecrash incident - Real Housewives 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/4/20105:23:39 PM 

Floods ravage Pakistan's heartland, threaten south 

Ig~~""IFloOding ravaged hundreds of villages in Pakistan's main province of Punjab on Wednesday, destroying 

homes, soaking crops, and threatening more lives. Aid workers warned that bloated rivers would surge 
south soon, flooding more areas. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/4/20105:41:31 PM 

Private employers ramped up hiring in July 

Ig~~""lprivate employers added 42,000 jobs in July, compared to a revised gain of 19,000 in June, a report by a 

payrolls processor showed on Wednesday. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/4/20105:43:58 PM 

Meet the dog who was saved by a blog 

His name is Walter, and when he was abandoned on a Brooklyn street, he was near death's door. But when his rescuer 

started a blog to raise money for the pup's medical bills, money - and love - poured in from around the world. 

I ~¥':-INear death experience - Brooklyn - Death - Articles - Home 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/4/20106:35:31 PM 

Six wounded in mosque attack in violent Karachi 

Six people were wounded when unidentified attackers hurled a grenade at a Karachi mosque during evening prayers on 

Wednesday, police said. 

1§':i1ti¥.Elpakistan _ Karachi - Asia - Political party - Sindh 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/4/20106:52:23 PM 

Colo. GOP candidate peddles U.N. bike theory 

A warning for bicyclists: After checking your brakes and securing your helmet, be sure to evaluate whether or not you're 

a cog in the wheel of an international socialist agenda. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/4/20106:57:53 PM 

Opinion: O'Neal's signing a hit if Celtics reach East finals 

Ig~~""lwinderman: By getting back to at least a conference championship series, a place he hasn't been since 

winning the 2006 title in Miami, Shaq might have positioned himself for the graceful exit he was unable 
to produce at LeBron's side. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/4/20107:10:32 PM 

Newsweek: What the report really says 

Despite widespread media reports claiming that 75 percent of the oil in the Gulf spill is gone, up to 50 percent-or 

nearly 2.5 million barrels-of the oil that was released could conceivably stili be out there. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/4/20107:19:17 PM 

HBT: Now at 600, Rodriguez should break Bonds' HR record 

1~¥:IBond - Business - Financial Services - Surety Bonds - Shopping 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/4/20107:26:36 PM 

After 107 years in Milwaukee, Harley could leave 

Ig~~""IAfter 107 years in Milwaukee, Harley Davidson motorcycles could soon be rumbling away to another 

state if the company cannot bring down its labor costs. 

rg~iSjHarley Davidson - Motorcycle - Milwaukee - Business - United States 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/4/20108:01:14 PM 

Cloned beef in Britain's food chain spreads alarm 

Ig~~""INews that meat and milk from the offspring of cloned cattle may have made their way into the U.K. food 

chain has set hands wringing in Britain, a country still sensitive from its experience with mad cow disease. 

1~~~':OIcattle - Bovine spongiform encephalopathy - Food chain - Milk - Britain 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/4/20108:06:55 PM 

Police agencies admit to saving body scan images 

Ig~~""IDesPite claims by the TSA that electronic body scan images "cannot be stored or recorded," some federal 

police agencies are in fact saving tens of thousands of images, according to a report by CNET News. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/4/20108:25:59 PM 

Stocks rise on jobs, service sector growth 

Reassuring signs on employment and growth in the service industry got the stock market back on an upward trajectory 

Wednesday. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/4/20108:35:46 PM 

Missing 2-year-old Ariz. boy found dead 

A 2-year-old boy missing since Monday evening was found dead Wednesday approximately one mile from his home. 

rC~~~~jpeoPle _ Lost or Missing - Death - Arizona - Nevada 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/4/20109:18:57 PM 

Thick smog from raging wildfires engulfs Moscow 

Ig~~""IMOSCOW was engulfed Wednesday by the thickest blanket of smog yet this summer, an acrid, choking 

haze from wildfires that have wiped out Russian forests, villages and a military base. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/4/20109:19:51 PM 

Iran's Ahmadinejad unhurt after 'attack' 

Ig~~""llranian President Mahmoud Ahmadinejad was unharmed when a homemade explosive went off near his 

motorcade during a visit to the western city of Hamadan, a source in his office said. 

I~~:tan - Mahmoud Ahmadinejad - President of Iran - Middle East - lebanon 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/4/201010:12:14 PM 

Health reform preview? Program limits access to care 

A company chosen by Massachusetts to provide health coverage for immigrants has few doctors who accept new 

patients, researchers said Wednesday, saying this could indicate what may happen under health care reforms enacted 

by President Barack Obama. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/4/201010:18:11 PM 

Pakistani school seeks to turn boys from Taliban 

Ig~~""~he painting is disturbing: raindrops shaped like bullets and branches intended to look like blood-soaked 

necks. The artist was a boy recruited by the Taliban to help kill Pakistani soldiers. 

1~~'::lpakistan - Taliban - Afghanistan - Asia - Politics 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/4/201010:18:25 PM 

Giuliani daughter arrested at NYC cosmetics store 

Rudy Giuliani's daughter was arrested Wednesday on a misdemeanor shoplifting charge at a beauty supplies store, 

police said. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/4/2010 10:59:33 PM 

Karzai said to thwart bribery case against aide 

A top national security aide to Afghan President Hamid Karzai was arrested last week on bribery charges - then 

released the same day "at the direction of the palace," a senior u.s. official tells NBC News. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/4/201011:10:14 PM 

7 puppies die after American Airlines flight 

Seven puppies died after flying in the cargo hold of an American Airlines jet. 
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Ig~~ .... IAmerican Airlines - Aviation - Airline - Transportation - Accidents 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/4/201011:11:52 PM 

Relieved A-Rod ends drought, hits 600th HR 

Ig~~""IAlex Rodriguez became the youngest player to hit 600 home runs and did it with style, driving a pitch into 

Yankee Stadium's Monument Park in center field exactly three years to the day after his SOOth homer. 

I~~·llex Rodriguez - Shaun Marcum - Toronto - Yankee Stadium - Hit 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/4/201011:17:58 PM 

Girlfriend: Conn. gunman 'dazed' before rampage 

Ig~~""IAS Omar Thornton prepared to head off to work at a beer distributorship Tuesday morning, his girlfriend 

sensed something was wrong. "He just kept having this dazed, confused look on his face, and I never saw 
him like that before." 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/4/201011:18:50 PM 

Some experts skeptical of Gulf oil findings 

Despite federal claims that most of the oil in the Gulf of Mexico is gone, some independent scientists said Wednesday 

that they fear the amount of crude left from the massive BP spill will wreak environmental destruction. 

I g:i1ti¥.EIGUlf of Mexico - BP - Oil spill - Energy - Environment 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/5/2010 12:34:00 AM 

BP to begin forcing cement down well 

BP officials say they plan to begin forcing cement down the blown-out Gulf oil well in the next day. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/5/2010 12:36:04 AM 

Ex-Miss USA accused of shoplifting Oil of Olay product 

Ig~~""lpolice say a former beauty queen has been released from a Texas jail after she was accused of stealing 

almost $90 in beauty products from a Target store. 

rg~iSjolay _ Miss USA - Texas - Target Corporation - Beauty 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/5/20101:05:48 AM 

Tidbits: Show to reunite Ryan, Tatum O'Neal 

Ig~~""IA report in Variety revealed the volatile duo hope to bury 25 years worth of hatchets on their proposed 
reality TV show, "Lost and Found." 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/5/20101:05:48 AM 

Scoop: Lythgoe may bring Abdul back to 'Idol' 

Ig~~""lsources say that producer Nigel Lythgoe is indeed returning to the show he helped create, and that opens 
the door to speculation about new judges - or a certain one who might return. 

rg~iSjNigel Lythgoe - Record producer - Television - American Idol - So You Think You Can Dance 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/5/20103:15:00 AM 

Obama restores rank of disgraced Vietnam general 

Ig~~""IMore than 30 years after his death, an Air Force general has been exonerated of charges that he violated 

presidential restrictions on aerial bombing during the Vietnam War and that he ordered the falsification 
of records to conceal the missions. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/5/20103:43:10 AM 

Indians take advantage of Boston's blunders 

Ig~~""IAndY Marte hit a three-run homer in a five-run seventh inning, and Justin Masterson pitched five solid 
innings against his former team on Wednesday night to lead the Cleveland Indians to a 9-1 victory over 

the Boston Red Sox. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/5/20103:59:44 AM 

Opinion: Favre's antics like a bad summer rerun 

Ig~~""loPinion: Sure, Brett Favre could have made the rest of the summer easier by simply saying he would 

show up when the preseason ends and everyone would have gone about their business. But that would 
not have satisfied his seemingly insatiable need to be needed, and it would not have brought the camera 
crews down to Hattiesburg for breathless daily updates about his status. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/5/20104:21:55 AM 

Twins break through in 13th to upend Rays 

Ig~~""IDelmon Young had a tiebreaking RBI single in the 13th inning as the Minnesota Twins beat the Tampa Bay 
Rays 2-1 on Wednesday night. 

1~~':-IMinnesota Twins - Tampa Bay Rays - Delman Young - United States - Florida 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/5/20104:45:03 AM 

Judge overturns Calif. gay marriage ban 

Ig~~""lln a major vict~ry for gay rights advocates, a federal judge on Wednesday struck down a California ban on 
same-sex marnage. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/5/20105:22:09 AM 

Iowa town's claim to gaming fame gets cornier 

Ig~~""IAn Iowa burg continues to insist that it is, indeed, the Video Game Capital of the World. This weekend the 

town of Ottumwa will induct game luminaries into its International Video Game Hall of Fame. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/5/20105:41:59 AM 

High noon over Billy the Kid's posthumous pardon 

Ig~~""IDescendants of Old West lawman Pat Garrett met with Gov. Bill Richardson on Wednesday and urged 

him to reject the idea of a posthumous pardon for the outlaw Billy the Kid, who was killed by Garrett 
nearly 130 years ago in New Mexico. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/5/20106:51:48 AM 

Nolan Ryan group wins auction for Rangers 

Ig~~""IAn investment group led by Hall of Fame pitcher and Texas Rangers president Nolan Ryan won a 

contentious and unusual auction for the team early Thursday, beating back a nearly $600 million offer 
from outspoken Dallas Mavericks owner Mark Cuban. 

Ig~~""~exas Rangers - Nolan Ryan - Mark Cuban - Dallas Maverick - Hall of fame 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/5/20108:36:24 AM 

Tired of war, thousands of Iraqis want to go to U.S. 

Ahmed is desperate to get out of Baghdad, after Islamists threatened to kill him or his children because he worked for 

Western media after the U.S.-led invasion of Iraq in 2003. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/5/20109:10:59 AM 

Obama's backup birthday date: Oprah Winfrey 

Ig~~""IWith his family away on his 49th birthday, President Barack Obama celebrated with longtime friends in 

his Chicago hometown, including Oprah Winfrey. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/5/20109:28:01 AM 

Blood diamonds? Supermodel thought they were 'dirty' stones 

r-I~Ode I Naom i Ca m p be II test ilied at the wa r eri mes tria I 01 lorme r Li be ria n ru I e r Ch a rles Taylor on 

hursday that she received a gift of "dirty-looking stones" after attending a dinner with him. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/5/201011:40:14 AM 

Teen stores in tight spot for back-to-school 

Ig~~""IHalf-priced jeans and promotional freebies are already popping up at the mall with the start of school still 

weeks away. 

1~~~:IYouth - People - Generations and Age Groups - Retailing - Support Groups 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/5/20101:09:50 PM 

Iran poised to fill vacuum after u.s. withdrawal 

America's drawdown from Iraq could mean good news for Iran, who has been trying to exert influence over the war-torn 

country for years. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/5/20101:35:14 PM 

Mummy madness: Museum exhibits lure fans 

Ig~~""lzombies may be trendy right now, but the madness for mummies is eternal. 

Ig~~""IMuseum - Mummy - Ancient Egypt - Archaeology - Social Sciences 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/5/20101:38:11 PM 

'Eat, Pray, Love' fans retrace author's journey 

Ig~~""lln Bali, they're seeking guidance from a spiritual healer. In Rome, they're lapping up gelato. And in India, 

they're visiting temples. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/5/20101:44:25 PM 

Wary shoppers give retailers only modest gains 

A hopeful spring has turned into a hot, lackluster summer for the nation's retailers who reported on Thursday their 

fourth straight month of tepid sales. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/5/20103:34:11 PM 

U.S. couple's 3 kids found dead in Scotland 

Ig~~""~hree children who were at the center of a custody battle between their American parents were found 

dead under "suspicious" circumstances at their home in Scotland, police said Thursday. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/5/20103:59:53 PM 

New jobless claims take surprise jump 

Ig~~""INew U.S. claims for unemployment benefits unexpectedly rose last week, government data showed, 

underscoring a weak labor market and the fragile economic recovery. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/5/20104:59:39 PM 

Salahi tells her side of 'View'-haha with Whoopi 

The alleged White House gatecrasher said Thursday that after she claimed Whoopi Goldberg hit her during an 

appearance on "The View" Wednesday, Goldberg reduced her to tears in a profanity-laced confrontation. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/5/20105:09:25 PM 

Space station repairs put off for one more day 

Ig~~""INASA has delayed two spacewalks to fix a major cooling system failure on the International Space Station 

for the second time, pushing the start of the vital repairs to no earlier than Saturday. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/5/20105:31:43 PM 

14 charged with trying to join Somali terror group 

Fourteen U.S. citizens have been charged with attempting to join a Somali-based terrorist group linked to al-Qaida, 

Attorney General Eric Holder announced. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/5/20105:39:15 PM 

Newsweek: Is the stimulus really wasteful? 

Sens. john McCain and Tom Coburn have outlined what they consider bad uses of taxpayer dollars in the federal 

stimulus. We take a look at their five biggest targets. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/5/20105:48:58 PM 

Scientists decode 5,200-year-old Iceman's genes 

Ig~~""lscientists have finished sequencing the genes of Oetzi the Iceman, a Neolithic mummy who was found in 

the Eastern Alps. The achievement could help answer age-old questions. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/5/20106:04:22 PM 

Why net neutrality won't lead to free and open Internet 

The important debate on net neutrality is perhaps the most misunderstood tech argument of our time. It's distracting us 

from the real problem, and giving companies an even easier time taking advantage of consumers. Bob Sullivan explains 

the truth behind the buzzwords. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/5/20107:08:19 PM 

Fast-spreading fungus threatening useful bats 

Ig~~""lone of the most common bat species could face extinction in the Northeast of the U.S. within decades 

due to white-nose syndrome, a disease now rapidly spreading. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/5/20107:47:12 PM 

Expedition finds ancient bedrock beneath ice 

Ig~~""IAfter more than a year of drilling through ice in one of the harshest environments on earth, scientists in 
Greenland hit bedrock more than 8,300 feet below the surface of the Arctic island's vast ice sheet. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/5/20107:53:20 PM 

Huge Gulf spill draws few donations 

Ig~~""IDonations after the BP oil spill - what some have called the worst environmental disaster in U.S. history -

have paled in comparison to responses to other disasters. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/5/20108:07:34 PM 

Google, Verizon deny talks about Web pay tiers 

Google and Verizon Wireless said Thursday the two companies are not looking to create pay tiers for certain Web sites 

on mobile phones. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/5/20108:08:27 PM 

NYT: Russia bans grain exports amid drought 

Ig~~""IRussia announced that it would ban grain exports through the end of the year, a response to a drought 
that has destroyed millions of acres of wheat and hobbled the nation's agricultural revival. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/5/20108:15:48 PM 

Obama visits Ford, capping a victory tour 

Ig~~""IWith a Ford assembly plant as the setting, President Barack Obama argued Thursday that his politically 

risky decision to bailout the auto industry saved it from collapse. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/5/20108:19:25 PM 

Mysterious tunnel found under Mexican ruins 

Ig~~""IA long-sealed tunnel has been found under the ruins of Teotihuacan and chambers that seem to branch 
off it may hold the tombs of some of the ancient city's early rulers. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/5/20108:28:57 PM 

Entitlements safe for now, but jobs remain key 

Ig~~""~he new Social Security trustees report shows how the short term collides with the long term: If 

unemployment remains near 10 percent, that's not only an urgent problem for Americans trying to pay 
their mortgages it's a long-term entitlements problem. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/5/20108:29:56 PM 

Your butt is standing between you and a perfect tan 

Ig~~""IAttaining an even all-over tan is a futile effort, no matter how much you sunbathe buck naked. The 
reason? Your booty. Turns out, your hiney is more likely to simply turn red - not a great look. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/5/20108:31:39 PM 

U.S. Army begins relief missions in Pakistan 

Ig~~""lu.s. army choppers flew their first relief missions in Pakistan's flood-ravaged northwest Thursday, 

airlifting hundreds of stranded people to safety from a devastated tourist town and distributing 
emergency aid. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/5/20108:34:09 PM 

Kagan confirmed as Supreme Court justice 

Ig~~""~he Senate has confirmed Elena Kagan to be the fourth woman ever to serve as a Supreme Court justice. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/5/20108:40:49 PM 

Jury finds woman guilty of extortion vs. Pitino 

Ig~~""IA Kentucky woman was convicted Thursday of demanding millions of dollars from Rick Pitino to keep 

secret their one-night stand in a restaurant, then claiming the Louisville basketball coach raped her after 
he reported the extortion. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/5/20108:51:17 PM 

Scoop: Hitting claim nothing new for Salahi 

Ig~~""lwhen Whoopi Goldberg tapped Michaele Salahi, leading the "Real Housewife" to claim that Goldberg 
had hit her, Salahi was doing something she'd done before. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/5/20109:37:01 PM 

Scientists think Gulf can recover 

Ig~~""lln a survey of Gulf of Mexico researchers by The Associated Press, at least 10 of them separately 
volunteered the same word to describe the oil-stained body of water: "resilient." 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/5/20109:41:06 PM 

BP finishes pumping cement into well 

BP says engineers have finished plugging the blown-out Gulf of Mexico well with cement in their effort to permanently 

seal it. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/5/2010 10:20:49 PM 

Pentagon demands return of leaked documents 

The Pentagon demanded that a website that solicits leaked government secrets cancel any plan to publish more 

classified military documents and pull back secret Afghan war logs already posted on the Internet. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/5/201010:43:18 PM 

Judge orders protections reinstated for gray wolf 

Ig~~""IA federal judge on Thursday reinstated Endangered Species Act protections for wolves in Montana and 

Idaho, saying the government made a political decision in removing the protections from just two of the 
three states where Rocky Mountain wolves roam. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/5/201010:47:19 PM 

Gay marriage before nation's largest appeals court 

The judge who overturned California's gay marriage ban was unrelenting in his repudiation of the measure, saying such 

laws are mean-spirited and unconstitutional to the core. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/5/2010 11:00:34 PM 

After miscarriage, don't wait before trying again 

Women who suffer a miscarriage may have the best chance of having a baby if they get pregnant again within six 

months, new research says. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/5/201011:16:39 PM 

Mexico Baby declared dead revives inside coffin 

Authorities in Mexico say a newborn baby girl declared dead by doctors revived inside her coffin during her wake. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/5/2010 11:25:55 PM 

Tiger shoots worst-ever round at Bridgestone 

Ig~~""lseven-time champion Tiger Woods got off to an atrocious start Thursday on his way to a 4-over 74, his 

highest round ever at Firestone. He trails leader Bubba Watson by 10 strokes after the first round of the 
WGC-Bridgestone Invitational. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/6/2010 12:40:31 AM 

In call, shooter says he 'handled the problem' 

Ig~~""IA black man who went on a shooting rampage at a beer distributor calmly told an emergency operator 

that it was "a racist place" and that he "handled the problem" but wished he had shot more people. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/6/201012:50:11 AM 

U.S. attends Hiroshima memorial for first time 

Ig~~""~he site of the world's worst atomic bomb attack echoed with the choirs of schoolchildren and the 

solemn ringing of bells Friday as Hiroshima marked its biggest memorial yet and the first to be attended 
by the u.s. and other major nuclear powers. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/6/20101:00:42 AM 

Romer, key Obama economic aide, resigning 

Christina Romer, one of President Barack Obama's most pivotal economic advisers, is quitting her position, a change that 

comes as the White House fights to show signs of clear economic gains to a hurting nation. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/6/20101:55:23 AM 

2 killed, dozens hurt in school bus crash in Mo. 

Ig~~...,~wo buses packed with members of a high school marching band slammed into a freeway wreck that 

happened right in front of them, crushing a pickup truck and killing its driver as well as one of the 
students 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/6/20102:53:09 AM 

Man convicted in fatal Toyota crash goes free 

A Minnesota judge has ordered a new trial for a man sentenced to eight years in prison for a Toyota crash that killed 

three people. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/6/20103:08:19 AM 

Ump's blown call helps Phil lies complete sweep 

Ig~~""lcarlos Ruiz homered leading off the 10th inning, and the Philadelphia Phillies benefited from a bad call to 
complete a three-game series sweep by beating the Florida Marlins 5-4 Thursday night. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/6/20103:24:30 AM 

Singer Wyclef files to run for Haiti's presidency 

Ig~~""lsinger Wyclef Jean officially announced his bid to be president of Haiti to a roaring crowd of supporters 

on Thursday, thrusting himself into a contentious race to lead an impoverished country reeling from a 
devastating earthquake. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/6/20103:57:18 AM 

Deadly heat wave searing South 

Ig~~""IA heat wave baked a large swath of the nation Thursday, forcing football players to move practice 

sessions into the evening and Tenn. election officials to lure voters with air-conditioned polling places. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/6/20105:26:35 AM 

Chile mine collapse leaves around 30 trapped 

The collapse of a small mine in northern Chile left around 30 miners trapped late on Thursday, though they could have 

taken refuge in an underground shelter with oxygen and food, authorities said. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/6/20106:37:06 AM 

States defend suit challenging Obama health care law 

Twenty states and a small business lobby plan to file their response Friday to the federal government's attempt to 

dismiss their lawsuit challenging the health care overhaul. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/6/20107:29:36 AM 

Fan dies on field before Dodgers game 

A baseball fan participating in Mormon Community Night at Dodger Stadium has died after collapsing on the field during 

batting practice. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/6/20107:44:48 AM 

UAE says terrorists attacked Japanese tanker 

Ig~~""IA Japanese supertanker damaged last month in the Strait of Hormuz was the target of a terrorist attack, 

according to a military source quoted Friday by the Emirates News Agency. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/6/20109:03:34 AM 

Exposed: CIA's 'game' to hide terror detainees 

Ig~~""lprisoners were secretly moved to Guantanamo Bay in 2003, years earlier than has been disclosed, then 

whisked back into overseas prisons before they could access lawyers. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/6/20109:18:10 AM 

AP Exclusive: New al-Qaida leader knows US well 

By CURT ANDERSON AP Legal Affairs Writer MIAMI (AP) - A suspected al-Qaida operative who lived for more than 15 

years in the U.S. has become chief of the terror network's global operations, the FBI says, marking the first time a leader 

so intimately familiar with American society has been placed in charge of planning attacks. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/6/20109:22:20 AM 

Ailing vets sue over smoke from trash fires 

Ig~~""lsome 241 military personnel and contractors who became ill after serving in Afghanistan and Iraq are 

taking legal action, claiming they were poisoned by smoke from trash fires. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/6/2010 10:39:44 AM 

Schools seek lucrative naming rights deals for facilities 

Ig~~""ISChOOIS across the country are dropping their resistance to advertising, selling the rights to name their 

facilities to local businesses as education budgets fall further behind in the stagnant economy. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/6/2010 10:42:52 AM 

Alabama clear No.1 in coaches' preseason poll 

Ig~~""~he defending national champs are on top of the USA Today preseason coaches' poll, which was released 

early Friday. The Crimson Tide got 55 of 59 first place votes. Ohio State, which received the other four 
votes for the top spot, is No.2. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/6/2010 11:28:01 AM 

4 men sentenced for huge london jewel heist 

Four men have been given long prison sentences for their involvement in an armed robbery that netted 40 million 

pounds (more than $60 million) worth of gems from an upmarket London jeweler. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/6/2010 11:34:06 AM 

Naomi Campbell's friend: SAfricans have diamonds 

Naomi Campbell's friend said Friday that he had handed over three small uncut diamonds to South African authorities 

after the supermodel testified at an international war crimes court that she had given him the "dirty-looking stones." 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/6/2010 12:25:27 PM 

How much is that doggie in China? A cool $600K 

As China's middle class has expanded, so have the popularity and price of giant Tibetan mastiffs; purebreds can now go 

for up to $600,000. But dog lovers deplore the trend, saying the animals go unloved because they are owned merely as 

status symbols. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/6/20101:14:15 PM 

Relief choppers grounded in Pakistan 

Ig~~""IBad weather grounded helicopters carrying emergency supplies to Pakistan's flood-ravaged northwest 

Friday amid warnings the worst monsoon rains in decades would bring more destruction to a nation 
already reeling from Islamist violence. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/6/20101:42:36 PM 

Feel lucky? Some food good past 'use by' date 

r-l~ggS can be good for three to five weeks after their expiration date. Cereal can last a year longer. 
oothpaste? Almost to infinity and beyond, say food safety experts. A new study estimates U.S. 

consumers unnecessarily discard billions of dollars of food a year. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/6/20101:48:53 PM 

UAE BlackBerry ban: Curbing terrorism, or curbing flirting? 

In a country where fraternizing with the opposite sex is shunned and fashion choices are limited, a BlackBerry ban -

intended to limit terrorists' communication - could have a radical effect on citizens' lives. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/6/20101:52:22 PM 

First Read's Top 10 Senate Takeovers 

A monthly look at the top Senate seats likely to change parties in November. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/6/20102:11:07 PM 

Florio: NFL Hall of Fame should adjust football-only focus 

Ig~~""IFlorio: The recent rash on off-field misconduct by active players like Steelers quarterback Ben 

Roethlisberger, who received a conditional suspension of six games under the Personal Conduct Policy 
despite never being arrested, and by Hall of Fame linebacker Lawrence Taylor, who was charged with 
statutory rape of a 16-year-old prostitute, has sparked discussion regarding whether the Hall of Fame should 
consider matters other than on-field achievements. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/6/20102:21:40 PM 

Michigan police search for apparent serial killer 

Police in Michigan are looking for a man believed to be responsible for the stabbing deaths of five men and the 

wounding of eight others since May. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/6/20102:35:08 PM 

Dean predicts demise of insurance mandate 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/6/20102:39:11 PM 

Japanese use least vacation time; French most 

Although a vacation can be a good chance to get away from the stresses of work, only two-thirds of employees globally 

use all the holidays they are given by their organization. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/6/20102:45:17 PM 

Economy sheds more jobs than expected 

Ig~~""lcompanies showed a lack of confidence about hiring for a third straight month in July, making it likely the 

economy will grow more slowly the rest of the year. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/6/20103:45:18 PM 

Sour taste: Inspectors shut girl's lemonade stand 

A county official in Oregon has apologized after health inspectors soured a 7-year-old's business venture by shutting 

down her lemonade stand. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/6/20103:46:25 PM 

4 feared dead after Indonesia eruption 

One of Indonesia's most active volcanos erupted Friday, sending lava and a searing gas cloud tumbling down its slopes. 

At least four people were feared dead, officials said, and several others were seriously hurt. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/6/20104:00:41 PM 

Penn calls Wyclef's presidential bid 'suspicious' 

Ig~~""loscar winner Sean Penn is questioning Wyclef Jean's motives for running for office in Haiti, speculating 

that corporate interests that are "enamored" of the singer have pushed him into campaigning. 

1~~~:IHaiti - Sean Penn - Wyclef Jean - CNN - Academy Award 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/6/20104:54:41 PM 

Judge's personal life debated after gay ruling 

Ig~~""lchief U.S. Judge Vaughn Walker has always been characterized as a conservative with libertarian 

leanings. But after he struck down California's voter-approved gay marriage ban this week, he was 
accused by some of being something else entirely: a gay activist. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/6/20104:58:05 PM 

Damage to tanker claimed as terror attack 

Ig~~""IAn obscure al-Qaida-linked group said Wednesday one of its suicide bombers attacked a Japanese oil 
tanker in the Persian Gulf last week - a claim that, if true, would be the first time the terror network has 

attacked the Japanese. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/6/20104:58:11 PM 

Slow job growth puts recovery at risk 

Unless the economy's sluggish pace of growth picks up, some 15 million Americans sidelined by the recession will 

remain without a steady paycheck. No paychecks means lower spending. 

I g:i1ti¥.EIEmPIOyment - Recession - Economy - United States - Business 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/6/20105:14:01 PM 

Where the jobs are - and aren't 

Friday's lackluster unemployment report offered a sliver of good news for people who had been looking to work at a 

hospital, but will probably be cold comfort to construction workers. 

I~¥':-Iunemployment - Construction - United States - Work - Alternative 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/6/20105:25:05 PM 

BP says it still might drill in spill reservoir 

BP said it may in the future drill in the same Gulf of Mexico oil reservoir that blew its top and caused one of the world's 

worst spills. 

rC~~"-IGUlf of Mexico - BP - Petroleum reservoir - Energy - Business 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/6/20105:40:44 PM 

Steele: Pelosi 'will be in the back of the bus' 

uu 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/6/20106:01:15 PM 

1 million pounds of ground beef recalled 

A Modesto meat company is recalling about one million pounds of ground beef products after seven people were 

sickened by E. coli contamination. The potentially contaminated meat wass sold in California, Texas, Oregon, Arizona 

and internationally. 

I s:i1ti¥.Els:i1ti¥.EI'S~F.E1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/6/20106:19:12 PM 

4 bodies found in trash-filled Md. apartment 

Prince George's County police are investigating the deaths of four people found in a suburban Washington, D.C., home. 

1~¥:IMarYland - Prince George - Prince George's County Maryland - United States - Counties 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/6/20106:19:57 PM 

Bill Gates' charity man happy to help billionaires give 

Ig~~""lu.s. billionaires pledging to give away at least half their wealth to charity can turn to the man in charge of 
Bill Gates' and Warren Buffett's philanthropy for advice -- but he doesn't want their donations. 

rg~5.jBiII Gates - Warren Buffett - United States - Philanthropy - Microsoft 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/6/20106:41:02 PM 

Karzai faces key test of will to fight corruption 

The Obama administration is demanding that Afghan President Hamid Karzai's government take prompt action against a 

top national security official accused of corruption, NBC News national investigative correspondent Michaellsikoff 

reports. 

Ig~SjAfghanistan - National security - United States - Hamid Karzai - President of Afghanistan 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/6/20107:09:00 PM 

Gay stuns Bolt, winning 100 in 9.84 seconds 

Ig~~""~yson Gay stunned world-record holder Usain Bolt in their much anticipated 100-meter showdown Friday 

in Stockholm, winning in 9.84 seconds. Bolt suffered his first loss since July 2008. 

rg~iS~yson Gay - Usain Bolt - World record - Stockholm - 100 metres 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/6/20107:26:13 PM 

AI-Qaida in Iraq offers cash to lure former allies 

AI-Qaida in Iraq has begun offering cash to lure back former Sunni allies angry over the government's failure to give 

them jobs and pay their salaries on time, according to Sunni tribesmen and Iraqi officials. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/6/20107:28:52 PM 

Crises test Pakistani leadership 

Not for the first time, Pakistan appears to be teetering on the edge with a government unable to cope. 

rC~~~~jpakistan - Government - Asia - Asif Ali Zardari - United States 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/6/20107:32:40 PM 

Teachers want taxpayer-funded Viagra back 

With the Milwaukee school district in a financial crisis and hundreds facing layoffs, the teachers union is taking a 

peculiar stand: fighting to get its taxpayer-funded Viagra back. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/6/20107:50:00 PM 

Newsweek: Computer programmer takes on despots 

A 20-something named Austin Heap has found the perfect disguise for dissidents in their cyberwar against the dictators. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/6/20107:57:20 PM 

After five-year freeze, Ford will pay Bill Ford 

Ig~~""IAfter a five-year wage freeze, Ford Motor Co. Executive Chairman Bill Ford Jr. is getting paid again. 

1~¥':-IFord Motor Company - Bill Ford - Makes and Models - Ford - Recreation 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/6/20108:05:40 PM 

Bodyguard: Smith's boyfriend supplied drugs 

Smith would take 20 pills at a time, including Valium, Maurice Brighthaupt testified. He also said he sometimes saw 

defendant Howard K. Stern give her the pills from a dish she kept by her bed. 

I~¥.:toward K. Stern - Diazepam - Anna Nicole Smith - Smith - Health 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/6/20108:15:50 PM 

Cold beer and hot dogs can trigger headaches 

Ig~~""IMind-nUmbing headaches are more likely to strike as the mercury rises, a recent Harvard University study 

says. But the heat may not be the only perpetrator at play. 

rg~iSjBeer - Hot dog - Harvard University - Heat - United States 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/6/20108:48:09 PM 

Tiger's struggles continue at Bridgestone 

Ig~~""~iger Woods followed up his worst round ever at Firestone Country Club, a 4-over 74 on Thursday, by 
matching his second-worst round, a 72. When he left the course, the seven-time winner of the 

Bridgestone stood 13 shots off the lead - but near last place in the 81-player field. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/6/20109:33:08 PM 

Gulf spill investigators eye undersea evidence 

Ig~~""INOW that BP appears to have vanquished its ruptured well, authorities are turning their attention to 

gathering evidence from what could amount to a crime scene at the bottom of the sea. 

...... ,..... . ..... ,..... . ..... , ....... 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/6/20109:39:53 PM 

'Other Guys' is a buddy cop movie that works 

There are just enough tweaks to these characters and this formula - and a refreshingly weird, kinky streak throughout 

- that make "The Other Guys" an unexpected kick. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/6/2010 10:00:47 PM 

Newsweek: Do celebrities help or hurt causes? 

What real use is all that star power in the face of death and destruction? 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/6/2010 10:26:00 PM 

Mich. police search for suspected serial killer 

Ig~~""llnvestigators say a serial killer has been stabbing men on streets in Flint, Mich., since May, killing five 

people and wounding eight in a vicious spate of violence that may be motivated by racial hatred. 

rg~5.jserial killer - Murder - Police - Crime - Serial Murder 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/6/2010 10:27:00 PM 

Our personalities may be set as early as 1st grade 

Our personalities stay pretty much the same throughout our lives, from our early childhood years to after we're over the 

hill, according to a new study. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/6/201010:36:15 PM 

U.S. dominates list of most valuable brands 

Ig~~""~ech brands dominated Forbes's most valuable brands list, with 30 percent of the top 50 brands. 

Financial service, food and beverage brands also did well. U.S. brands dominated the list. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/6/201010:50:10 PM 

Russian drought could boost bread prices a bit 

Ig~~""IRussiaJs decision to ban grain exports for the remainder of the year will likely have just a small ripple 

effect on the price you pay for bread, pasta and other staples. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/6/2010 11:05:36 PM 

Giant ice island breaks off Greenland 

Ig~~""IA chunk of ice four times the size of Manhattan has calved from Greenland's Petermann Glacier, 

scientists announced today. 

1~~':-IGreenland - Petermann Glacier - Manhattan - University of Delaware - Science and Environment 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/6/201011:16:31 PM 

Convicted woman rips Pitino, justice system 

Ig~~""~he woman convicted of trying to extort Rick Pitino said she didn't get a fair trial because of the Louisville 

coach's fame and power. Karen Cunagin Sypher told The Courier-Journal newspaper that Louisville is a 
small enough city for any jury to be influenced by Pitino. 

1~~':-IRiCk Pitino - Extortion - Louisville Kentucky - Newspaper - Louisville 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/6/2010 11:45:59 PM 

Collectors convention is quite unconventional 

Ig~~""~he National Sports Collectors Convention in Baltimore is probably the only place in the world where a 

guy can find Jerry Rice's football pants, a box of Flying Nun trading cards and the tooth of a 
Tyrannosaurus rex under the same roof. 

Ig~~""~erry Rice - American football - Trading card - Baltimore - Sports 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/7/2010 12:36:34 AM 

Pakistan won't rule out talks with Taliban 

Pakistan's President Asif Ali Zardari says he's willing to consider reopening negotiations with the Taliban in his country -

a statement that came amid a flurry of criticism that some elements within Pakistan remain sympathetic to the 

extremist movement. 

Ig~Sjpakistan - Asif Ali Zardari - Taliban - Asia - Afghanistan 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/7/2010 12:53:56 AM 

50 years later, couple to wed at junior high school 

An Iowa City couple is getting married at South East Junior High nearly 50 years after they met there as seventh graders. 

They'll wed in the same room where they shared their first dance. 

1§':i1ti¥.Ellowa City _ Middle school - Education - Dance - United States 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/7/20101:07:47 AM 

Mexico: Baby who 'revived' inside coffin dies 

Authorities in central Mexico say a newborn baby girl who was declared dead but later revived inside her coffin has died. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/7/20101:48:15 AM 

Conn. woman arrested over stolen beer from shooter 

Ig~~""lpolice on Friday arrested a woman suspected of accepting stolen beer from a delivery truck driven by the 
man who fatally shot eight co-workers at a Connecticut beer distributor. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/7/20102:23:25 AM 

Disfigured Afghan teen to have surgery in US 

Ig~~""~he disfigured Afghan teenager whose photo was featured on a Time magazine cover has arrived in 

California, where a foundation has arranged for reconstructive surgery. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/7/20103:48:46 AM 

Red Sox take step in right direction vs. Yankees 

Ig~~""IWith their playoff hopes lying in the balance, the Red Sox opened a crucial four-game series against the 
rival Yankees with a 6-3 victory. Boston trails N.Y. by five games in the AL East. 

1~~':-IBoston Red Sox - New York Yankees - American league East - sport - Baseball 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/7/20104:30:52 AM 

More homeowners who got federal mortgage aid fall behind 

The Obama administration acknowledges it underestimated the number of homeowners who fell seriously behind on 

their mortgage payments even after getting government help. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/7/20105:05:07 AM 

HP's CEO Hurd quits after sex-harassment probe 

Ig~~""IHewlett-packard CEO Mark Hurd resigned after an investigation found that he filed false expense reports 

to cover up a "close personal relationship" with a marketing consultant. 

rg~iSjHewlettPackard - Mark Hurd - Sexual harassment - HP - Violence and Abuse 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/7/201010:13:00 AM 

Overnight gunfight at Baghdad bomb factory kills 4 

Gunmen killed four Iraqi policemen in an overnight shootout that lasted until dawn at a suspected bomb workshop in 

western Baghdad, security officials said Saturday. 

rC~~"-IBaghdad - l..@g - Middle East - Iraqi people - Police 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/7/201010:39:10 AM 

Flash floods kill 130 in Indian-held Kashmir 

Ig~~""IAuthorities stepped up rescue efforts as the weather improved Saturday, a day after flash floods sent 

rivers of mud down desert mountainsides in Indian-controlled Kashmir, killing at least 130 people and 
injuring 400 others, officials said. 

Ig~~""~ammu Kashmir - Flash flood -India - Leh - Ladakh 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/7/20102:32:44 PM 

Iran president: Sept. 11 attacks exaggerated 

Ig~~""llranian President Mahmoud Ahmadinejad said on Saturday the September 11, 2001 attacks were 

exaggerated in a fresh broadside at the United States just days after President Barack Obama voiced 
willingness to talk to Iran. 

I~~':-Iunited States - Barack Obama - President of Iran - Iran - President 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/7/20103:31:16 PM 

Gulf seafood industry tries to shake an oily image 

Ig~~""~he rich fishing grounds of the Gulf of Mexico are beginning to reopen more than three months crude 
began gushing from the sea floor. But those who harvest, process and sell the catch face a new crisis -

convincing wary consumers it's not only delicious, but also safe. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/7/20103:51:27 PM 

U.S. hands over all combat duties to Iraq forces 

Ig~~""[he United States handed over control of all combat duties to Iraqi security forces on Saturday in a 

further sign its withdrawal is on track despite a political impasse in Iraq and a recent rise in violence. 

rg~5.Lnited States - !@g - Iraqi security forces - Middle East - Barack Obama 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/7/20104:46:34 PM 

Disgraced HP CEO to get nearly $28m in cash, stock 

Ig~~""ILaUded for making Hewlett-Packard Co. the world's biggest technology company, CEO Mark Hurd was in 

talks for a new contract worth about $100 million, according to a person familiar with the negotiations. 

rg~iSLark Hurd - Hewlett-Packard - Technology - HP - Hardware 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/7/20104:51:56 PM 

WikiLeaks to publish new documents 

Ig~~""~he online whistle-blower WikiLeaks said it will continue to publish more secret files from governments 

around the world despite u.s. demands to cancel plans to release classified military documents. 

rg~5.jwikileaks - United States - Whistleblower - Federal government of the United States - Publishing 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/7/20105:16:27 PM 

Will layoffs hamper cops hunting a serial killer? 

Ig~~""~he already shorthanded police department in Flint, Mich., has a big problem on its hands - a serial killer 
who is roaming the city's streets at night and randomly and repeatedly knifing lone men he encounters. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/7/20105:33:48 PM 

Schwarzenegger: Let same-sex weddings resume now 

California Gov. Arnold Schwarzenegger, who twice vetoed legislation that would have legalized same-sex marriage, has 

surprised gay rights supporters by urging a federal judge to allow gay couples to resume marrying in the state without 

further delay. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/7/20106:25:17 PM 

A-Rod hit by line drive during batting practice 

Yankees star Alex Rodriguez has been hit in the lower leg by a line drive during batting practice and needed help before 

leaving the field. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/7/20106:40:03 PM 

Kagan sworn in as Supreme Court justice 

Ig~~""IElena Kagan was sworn in as 112th justice and fourth woman ever to serve on the Supreme Court. She is 

the successor to retired Justice John Paul Stevens. 

rg~iS1ohn Paul Stevens - Elena Kagan - Supreme Court - Supreme Court of the United States - United States 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/7/20106:46:00 PM 

More rains hit flooded Pakistan, Islamists step up 

Ig~~""IAuthorities evacuated thousands of Pakistanis living along expanding rivers on Saturday as forecasts 

predicted even more heavy rain could deepen the country's flood crisis. As the prime minister appealed 
for national solidarity, hardline Islamists rushed to fill in the gaps in the government's aid effort. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/7/20106:49:31 PM 

Towns submerged as 7 killed in central Europe floods 

Ig~~""IHeaVy rain in central Europe has caused floods which killed at least seven people, cut off towns and 

forced the evacuation of residents from submerged villages by helicopter, authorities and local media 
said Saturday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/7/20107:12:55 PM 

Gitmo trial a key test for Obama administration 

Ig~~""~he Obama administration faces the first big road test of its new military commission system when the 
Pentagon early next week convenes the long-delayed trial of Omar Khadr, a Canadian citizen accused of 

lobbing a hand grenade that killed a u.s. soldier in Afghanistan eight years ago. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/7/20107:46:33 PM 

PFT: McCoy gets rude welcome to the NFL 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/7/20107:57:26 PM 

Md. police arrest 2 in drug-related killings 

Ig~~""lpolice say they have charged two people with murder in the slayings of two women and two children 
found in a trash-filled apartment in the Washington area. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/7/20108:03:18 PM 

Fidel Castro makes 1st official govt appearance 

Ig~~""IA lively and healthy-looking Fidel Castro appealed to President Barack Obama to stave off global nuclear 

war in an emphatic address to parliament Saturday that marked his first official government appearance 
since emergency surgery four years ago. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/7/20108:08:46 PM 

Tiger posts worst 54-hole score as a pro 

Ig~~""IA week before the PGA Championship and with six weeks left to the Ryder Cup, Tiger Woods' game is in 

shambles. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/7/20108:13:07 PM 

6 Americans slain in Afghan medical mission 

Ig~~""ISiX Americans and two other foreigners on a medical mission were shot and killed by the Taliban who 

ambushed their vehicles in Afghanistan, a charity said Saturday. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/7/20108:36:24 PM 

Saudi deal on BlackBerrys could set precedent 

Ig~~""lsaudi Arabia and the makers of the BlackBerry smartphone have reached a deal on accessing users' data 

that will avert a ban on the phone's messenger service, a Saudi official said Saturday. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/7/20109:41:35 PM 

20 killed in Iraqi market blasts 

Ig~~""IAn evening explosion killed at least 10 people on Saturday and wounded 35 in a downtown market in 
Iraq's second-largest city, officials said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/7/2010 10:26:27 PM 

Blue Jays slug 8 home runs, trounce Rays 

Ig~~""~he Toronto Blue Jays slugged eight homers Saturday, getting two apiece from Aaron Hill and J.P. 

Arencibia in a 17-11 victory over the slumping Tampa Bay Rays. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/7/2010 10:48:59 PM 

Russian finalist dies in Finnish sauna contest 

Ig~~""lorganiZers say a Russian finalist at the annual Sauna World Championships in Finland has died, while his 

Finnish rival was rushed to a hospital before competition closed. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/7/2010 11:01:04 PM 

Abolishing nukes: flicker of hope to global cause 

Ig~~""lln this place where a fearful age was born one fiery instant 65 years ago, the Flame of Peace still flickers 

on, awaiting the day when the world is rid of nuclear weapons. 

1~~':-INuciear weapon - Warfare and Conflict - Weapons - Nuclear - United States 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/7/2010 11:28:09 PM 

iPhone executive leaves Apple after glitch 

An Apple executive whose responsibilities include iPhone hardware is leaving the company in the wake of antenna 

problems with the newest version of the smart phone. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/8/201012:43:18 AM 

Sabathia settles in, leads Yankees past Red Sox 

Ig~~""lcc Sabathia outpitched John Lackey, Ramiro Pena drove in two runs while subbing for injured Alex 
Rodriguez and the New York Yankees stopped their mini-slide by beating the Boston Red Sox 5-2 on 

Saturday. 

I ~~':-IBoston Red Sox - New York Yankees - John Lackey - CC Sabathia - sport 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/8/2010 12:50:41 AM 

Report: Duchess of York may face bankruptcy 

Ig~~""~he Sunday Telegraph of London reports that at least one Buckingham Palace adviser recommends the 

Duchess of York seek voluntary bankruptcy, a first for a royal. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/8/20101:01:29 AM 

Opinion: Tiger seems lost with no way out 

Ig~~""loPinion: The scandalous revelations that once seemed to come daily have now largely stopped for Tiger 

Woods. No more mistresses have stepped forward, and no more apologies are necessary. But on the 
course, everything has changed - and it has been for the worst. 

I ~~':-ITiger Woods - Golf - Sports - Golfers - Video Games 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/8/20101:51:34 AM 

Gabor hospital stay extended 

Ig~~""lzsa Zsa Gabor, hospitalized since falling out of bed July 17 at her Bel-Air home, will stay in the hospital a 

little longer, doctors told NBC Saturday after deciding not to release her as planned. 

...... ,..... . ..... ,..... . ..... , ....... 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/8/20102:07:15 AM 

Colombia and Venezuela seek new start with Santos 

Colombia's President Juan Manuel Santos took office on Saturday with a vow to reach out to Venezuela that drew a 

positive response from President Hugo Chavez despite his fury at being accused of sheltering rebels. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/8/20103:38:43 AM 

PFT: Memorable moments from Hall inductions 

Ig~~""lpFT: The Pro Football Hall of Fame induction ceremony is for the true diehards - those who really love 

the game. For that reason, it's one of the most underrated football nights of the year. Here are 13 
moments to remember. 

~ 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/8/20103:48:07 AM 

Rice, Smith enter Hall of Fame 

Ig~~""~erry Rice and Emmitt Smith can stop the chase now. Linked as the NFL's leading receiver and rusher, two 

of the greatest players football has seen entered the Hall of Fame on Saturday night. Both admitted their 
destinies are fulfilled. 

~ 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/8/20103:52:11 AM 

Calif. city official's salary package topped $l.5M 

A former city manager's huge $787,000 salary is only half of the unusually generous total compensation given to the 

official in the small California blue-collar city of Bell, according to a city official. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/8/20104:04:12 AM 

80 dead, thousands missing in China landslides 

Landslides killed at least 80 people and left an estimated 2,000 missing Sunday in northwest China's Gansu province, the 

latest disaster caused by widespread flooding in the country. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/8/201010:12:27 AM 

3 women on Supreme Court: How big a difference? 

Ig~~""IAt least once a term for 13 years, Justice Ruth Bader Ginsburg recalled, some lawyer arguing before the 

Supreme Court would mistake her for Justice Sandra Day O'Connor, or vice versa. 

...... ,..... . ..... ,..... . ..... , ....... 
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Stevens 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/8/2010 12:09:48 PM 

South Korean fishing vessel held by North: coast guard 

A South Korean fishing vessel with seven people aboard is being held by North Korea after sailing into the North's 

exclusive economic waters off the east coast, the South Korean coast guard said on Sunday. 

I g:i1ti¥.Elsouth Korea - North Korea - Coast guard - Asia - Fishing vessel 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/8/20101:54:36 PM 

NKorea seizes SKorean fishing boat amid tension 

North Korean authorities seized a South Korean fishing boat and its crew Sunday in waters off the divided peninsula's 

eastern coast, the South's coast guard said amid heightened tensions over the sinking of a southern navy ship. 

I g:i1ti¥.Elcoast guard - North Korea - South Korea - Fishing vessel - Ship 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/8/20102:10:44 PM 

96 dead, thousands missing in China landslides 

Ig~~""ILandslides and flooding triggered by heavy rain killed at least 96 people and left an estimated 2,000 

missing Sunday in the northwestern Chinese province of Gansu, as destruction mounts from the country's 
worst flooding in a decade. 

~ 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/8/20103:02:53 PM 

18-over! Tiger limps to worst finish ever as pro 

Ig~~""~iger Woods had his worst finish ever as a pro, concluding the WGC-Bridgestone Invitational at 18-over 
par after shooting a 7-over 77 in the final round Sunday. 

1~~':-ITiger Woods - WGC-Bridgestone Invitational - Golf - Sport - Golfers 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/8/20103:17:52 PM 

Moscow opens 'anti-smog' centers 

Ig~~""IMOSCOW authorities on Sunday opened more than 120 "anti-smog" centers to give residents an escape 
from record-breaking heat and choking smoke from wildfires blazing around the capital. 

I~~':-IMOSCOW -Wildfire - Russia - Administrative Regions - Travel and Tourism 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/8/20103:30:57 PM 

7 summer health myths: Mom wasn't always right 

Ig~~""IYour mom told you to stay safe. Our experts say she wasn't always right. 

•• 5!-, ......... 5!-, ......... ...., ...... 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/8/20103:49:00 PM 

Police: 2 officers, 3 other people shot in NYC 

An argument at a block party escalated into an exchange of gunfire early Sunday, authorities said, killing one man and 

wounding four, including two police officers. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/8/20104:14:48 PM 

Medicare's private eyes let fraud cases get cold 

Ig~~""~hey don't seem that interested in hot pursuit. It took private sleuths hired by Medicare an average of six 

months last year to refer fraud cases to law enforcement. 

1~~'::Ledicare - Fraud - Law - Barack Obama - Health care ---
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/8/20104:37:38 PM 

Best bets: 'Scott Pilgrim' takes on the world 

Ig~~""llt's a big movie week. In addition to "Scott Pilgrim," new films include "Eat, Pray, Love" and "The 
Expendables." Plus: M-m-m-max Headroom comes to DVD. 

I~~':-Iscott Pilgrim - Arts - Movie - DVD - Film 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/8/20104:41:45 PM 

Boomers drive shift toward urban living 

Ig~~""IROckville's renaissance over the past four years shows how the shift toward urban-style living has reached 

the suburbs. And urban planners insist the trend has legs. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/8/20104:52:40 PM 

No smoking in school: China fights against tobacco 

Ig~~""lln China, tobacco companies sponsor schools. Almost half of all male doctors smoke. And one wedding 

dinner ritual involves the bride lighting cigarettes for each of her male guests. 

rg~5.~obacco - Cigarette - Health - People's Republic of China - Specific Substances 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/8/20105:11:24 PM 

4 Mexico police commanders suspended, investigated 

Four federal police commanders have been suspended from their posts in a violent Mexican border city following 

allegations from subordinates that they have links to drug traffickers. 

1~¥':-lorganiZed crime - Police officer - Police - Political corruption - Law 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/8/20106:00:49 PM 

Michelle, Sasha Obama dine with Spain's king 

Ig~~""lu.S. first lady Michelle Obama and daughter Sasha had lunch with Spain's king and queen on Sunday at 
the royal family's holiday retreat on the resort island of Mallorca in the Mediterranean. 

I~~~':-Ispain - Michelle Obama - Mediterranean Sea - Barack Obama - Mallorca 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/8/20106:15:10 PM 

End workplace violence? Bosses probably can't 

Criminologists call it murder by proxy - rampages by employees who go after their boss, supervisors and even co

workers they link to the source of their outrage. 

I~¥':lmployment - Violence and Abuse - Workplace - Workplace violence - Murder 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/8/20106:49:15 PM 

Gulf fisheries try to clean up oil-stained image 

Ig~~""~hose who rely on the Gulf of Mexico's rich fishing grounds say there's a new crisis brewing - convincing 

skeptical consumers that the seafood they harvest and sell is safe to eat. 

I~~':-Iseafood - Fishery - Gulf of Mexico - Mexico - United States 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/8/20107:13:51 PM 

'Other Guys' cop comedy collars box office 

The buddy-cop parody starring Will Ferrell and Mark Wahlberg made $35.6 million in its opening weekend, according to 

Sunday estimates from Sony Pictures. 

I g:i1ti¥.Elwill Ferrell - Comedy - Land of the Lost - Box office - Shopping 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/8/20107:31:01 PM 

Zsa Zsa Gabor in shock, release delayed 

Ig~~""IActress Zsa Zsa Gabor, who is in her 90s, was not released from the hospital as expected on Saturday 

because she went into shock, her publicist said. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/8/20107:32:02 PM 

Saudis give firms time to test BlackBerry system 

Ig~~""lsaudi Arabia's telecom regulator is giving mobile operators more time to finalize a deal to allow 

BlackBerry messaging to continue, staving off a ban of the service in the Arab world's largest economy. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/8/20107:43:21 PM 

Investors worldwide await Fed meeting results 

r-I~ven with interest rates near zero, Federal Reserve policymakers will still spend much of a meeting on 
uesday discussing ways to offer more rather than less stimulus to the economy. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/8/20107:43:53 PM 

Stock market may start to calm down this week 

Investors are turning more to options for protection after the latest data showing the frailty of the economic recovery, 

but they may find some comfort in Wall Street's "fear gauge." 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/8/20107:59:32 PM 

Baghdad's traffic cops are on militants' hit list 

Ig~~""IBaghdadIS traffic cops are demanding their own guards after at least 10 were killed over the past week in 

drive-by shootings and other attacks. 

1~~'::IBaghdad -l..@g - Drive-by shooting - Middle East - Police 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/8/20108:07:09 PM 

Search on for prison escapees at Yellowstone 

Ig~~""IFederal authorities say two men who escaped from a private Arizona prison and a woman thought to 

have helped them are believed to be in the area around Yellowstone National Park. 

rg~iSjprison - Arizona - Crime and Justice - United States - Arizona Department of Corrections 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/8/20108:16:13 PM 

Spacewalkers have to try, try again after glitches 

Ig~~""IA pair of space station astronauts had to hammer loose a stuck connector Saturday during an urgent 

spacewalk to restore a crucial cooling system, and ran out of time before they could remove a broken 
pump. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/8/20108:47:32 PM 

Obama, LeBron, Wade, Carmela play for troops 

President Barack Obama pulled together an informal dream team of current and former basketball superstars Sunday. 

But only a few people got to see it. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/8/20108:51:25 PM 

Mexican women forced into prostitution in U.S. 

Ig~~""lln this impoverished town in central Mexico, a sinister trade has taken root: Entire extended families 

exploit desperation and lure hundreds of unsuspecting young Mexican women to the United States to 
force them into prostitution. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/8/20109:21:38 PM 

Slain doctors brought medical care to Afghans 

Members of a medical team gunned down in Afghanistan brought some of the first toothbrushes and eyeglasses 

villagers had ever seen and spent no time talking about religion as they provided medical care, friends and aid 

organizations said Sunday. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/8/20109:46:13 PM 

Jays' Morrow loses no-hitter with two out in 9th 

Ig~~""IBrandon Morrow wasn't about to hang his head after coming inches away from a no-hitter. The Blue Jays 
pitcher still tossed his first shutout - first complete game, in fact - and strucked out a career-high 17 

batters. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/8/20109:50:04 PM 

General eyes 'first steps' toward Iraq government 

Iraqi political leaders are likely to make headway in forming a government ahead of a Sept. 1 date for the United States 

to end combat operations in the country, the U.S. commander in Iraq says. 

I~¥':-I!@g -United States - Middle East - General officer - Politics of Iraq 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/8/2010 11:23:45 PM 

U.N.: Pakistan needs billions in flood aid 

Ig~~""lpakistan will need billions of dollars to recover from its worst floods in history, further straining a country 

already dependent on foreign aid to prop up its economy and back its war against Islamist militants, the 
U.N. said Sunday. 

I g~~""lpakistan - Flood - Earth Sciences - Natural Disasters and Hazards - River 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/8/201011:29:18 PM 

Mickelson crumbles, Woods remains No.1 

Ig~~""llt could have been a coronation. Instead, it was a disappointment. The world No.1 ranking was there for 

the taking. All Phil Mickelson had to do was finish in the top four at the Bridgestone Invitational. 

rg~5.jphil Mickelson - Tiger Woods - Sport - WGC-Bridgestone Invitational - Golf 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/9/20101:39:25 AM 

Gulf shrimpers pray for good season 

Ig~~""IDocked boats were bedecked with fluttering red, white and blue streamers and rainbows of balloons in a 
bayou-country, pre-shrimp season tradition known as the "Blessing of the Boats." 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/9/20104:06:27 AM 

Oscar-winning actress Patricia Neal dies at age 84 

Ig~~""lpatricia Neal, the willowy, husky-voiced actress who won an Academy Award for 1963's "Hud" and then 

survived several strokes to continue acting, died on Sunday. She was 84. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/9/20104:27:54 AM 

Cowboys top Bengals in Hall of Fame game 

Ig~~""IDallas forced four turnovers, got three field goals from David Buehler and an interception return for a 
touchdown by Brandon Sharpe for a 16-7 victory over Cincinnati in the Hall of Fame game Sunday night. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/9/20104:49:44 AM 

Tainted pet food sickened children, report says 

Fido's food may be making kids sick, a government report warns, detailing the first known salmonella outbreak in 

humans, mostly young children, linked to pet food. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/9/20104:49:44 AM 

Pet food could be making kids sick, report says 

Fido's food may be making kids sick, a government report warns, detailing the first known salmonella outbreak in 

humans, mostly young children, linked to pet food. 

rC~~"-lpet food - Health - Pets - Animal - Nutrition --- --

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/9/20104:55:18 AM 

Jeter passes Ruth, Yankees beat Red Sox again 

Ig~~""IDerek Jeter passed Babe Ruth on the career hits list and drove in three runs and Dustin Moseley filled in 
admirably for an injured A.J. Burnett, leading the New York Yankees to a 7-2 victory over the Boston Red 

Sox on Sunday night. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/9/20108:36:30 AM 

First woman to head major US intelligence agency 

The United States has had three female secretaries of state - but until now has never had a woman lead one of its 16 

major intelligence agencies. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/9/20108:47:18 AM 

From humble to rumble: Sturgis turns 70 

Ig~~""IAS many as 750,000 people were expected to attend the annual, six-day Sturgis Motorcycle Rally, starting 

Monday. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/9/20108:53:34 AM 

Libya frees Israeli photographer in Gaza aid deal 

Libya has freed an Israeli photographer held by its security services for five months, as part of a secret Austrian

mediated deal involving aid for the blockaded Gaza Strip, an Israeli official said on Monday. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/9/2010 10:52:22 AM 

Farrow contradicts Campbell over diamonds 

American actress Mia Farrow testified at Charles Taylor's war crimes trial Monday, contradicting evidence given by 

British fashion model Naomi Campbell last week. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/9/2010 10:52:22 AM 

Mia Farrow, agent contradict Naomi Campbell 

Naomi Campbell told Mia Farrow that she received a "huge diamond" from the former president of Liberia, the actress 

said Monday, contradicting the model's testimony. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/9/2010 11:37:58 AM 

Last 2 foreign dead in Afghan murders identified 

Ig~~""IA Christian charity said it had no plans to leave Afghanistan despite the murders of 10 members of its 

medical aid team, and repeated that it does not attempt to convert Muslims. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/9/201011:49:17 AM 

Is it worth it to go to college? 

For people considering college, perhaps the greatest lesson of the Great Recession is not that you shouldn't go to college 

but that you should make sure the investment will payoff. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/9/2010 11:54:47 AM 

Forced to retire, some take Social Security early 

Ig~~""llt is one of the most striking fallouts from the bad economy: Social Security is facing a rare shortfall as a 

wave of people opt to collect payments before their full retirement age. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/9/2010 11:57:26 AM 

Wealthy political newcomers are spending big 

Ig~~""lln the midst of one of the worst recessions in decades, a host of former corporate leaders are spending 

millions in their quest for elective office. 

...... ,..... . ..... ,..... . ..... , ....... 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/9/2010 12:28:45 PM 

Precocious puberty strikes more 7-year-old girls 

American girls are starting to hit puberty earlier - some as young as 7 or 8 years old, a new study shows. 

uu 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/9/201012:31:13 PM 

Mom survives 5-year battle with flesh-eating germ 

Ig~~""lln all of medicine, few infections are as feared as flesh-eating bacteria. Inch by inch, it devoured 34-year

old mother Sandy Wilson. 

...... ,..... . ..... ,..... . ..... , ....... 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/9/2010 12:38:26 PM 

A dating site for 'card-carrying' virgins 

Ig~~""~he most interesting aspect of the YouAndMeArePure.com virgin dating site - besides its grammatically 
interesting name- is probably the gift shop. 

1~~~:loating - Relationships - Personals - Ethnic - YouAndMeArePure.com 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/9/2010 12:47:28 PM 

Newsweek: Inside the war over Ground Zero 

The proposed mosque tests the limits of American tolerance. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/9/20101:07:27 PM 

Moscow deaths double amid smog to 700 people a day 

Ig~~""IDeaths in Moscow have doubled to an average of 700 people a day as the Russian capital is engulfed by 

poisonous smog from wildfires and a sweltering heat wave, a top health official said Monday. 

...... ,..... . ..... ,..... . ..... , ....... 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/9/20102:03:44 PM 

German mosque used by Sept. 11 attackers shut down 

Ig~~""IA small Hamburg mosque once frequented by Sept. 11 attackers was shut down and searched Monday 

because German authorities believed the prayer house was again being used as a meeting point for 
Islamic radicals. 

Ig~~""lunited States - Hamburg - German - Islam -Islamic terrorism 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/9/20102:14:51 PM 

Bank in Waters case was weakest to get help 

Ig~~""[he bank at the center of a House ethics investigation of u.s. Rep. Maxine Waters was the weakest to get 

funds from the government's Troubled Asset Relief Program, an analysis has found. 

1~~':-IMaXine Waters - United States House of Representatives - Troubled Asset Relief Program - Government - Business 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/9/20103:19:08 PM 

Rumors of a Verizon iPhone get louder 

Ig~~...,~wo new reports give some heft to oft-heard rumors that the iPhone may be coming to Verizon Wireless, 

possibly as soon as January 2011. 

rg~iStphone - Verizon Wireless - Smartphones - Handhelds - Verizon iPhone 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/9/20103:49:14 PM 

House ethics panel outlines charges against Waters 

The House ethics committee has formally charged California Democrat Maxine Waters with three counts of ethics 

wrongdoing, including charges that she accepted special favors for a family member. 

I ~¥':-IMaxine Waters - United States House Committee on Standards of Official Conduct - Ethics - House - Philosophy 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/9/20104:02:20 PM 

Radical Indonesian cleric arrested in terror plot 

Ig~~""IA radical Islamic cleric was back in jail Monday after police said they had evidence he not only inspired al

Qaida linked militants with his fiery sermons but helped set up a new terror cell that was plotting attacks 
on hotels and embassies in Indonesia's capital. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/9/20104:15:24 PM 

North Korea fires artillery near disputed border 

Ig~~""INorth Korea fired about 110 rounds of artillery Monday near its disputed sea border with South Korea, 

the South's military said, amid high tension over the deadly sinking of a South Korean warship blamed on 
North Korea. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/9/20104:36:54 PM 

Newsweek: Has Obama run out of economic options? 

As the grim jobs news continues, and with no hope for more government stimulus, the president finds himself without a 

solution. 

1~¥':-INewsweek - Barack Obama - Government - President - United States 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/9/20105:06:00 PM 

Pakistan floods a megadisaster of epic proportions 

Ig~~""~he number of people suffering from the massive floods in Pakistan could exceed the combined total in 3 

megadisasters, the United Nations said Monday. 

I~~':-Iunited Nations - Pakistan - Flood - Asia - Earth Sciences -- --

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/9/20105:17:59 PM 

Internet calling service Skype files for IPQ 

Skype SA, the Internet calling service that was controlled until last year by eBay Inc., filed Monday for a u.S. initial public 

offering. 

rC~~"-IEBay _ ~ _ Initial public offering - Shopping - Servers 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/9/20105:42:37 PM 

Woman in HP scandal 'surprised and saddened' 

Ig~~""~he woman at the center of the sexual harassment claim that forced the resignation of Mark Hurd 
revealed her identity and said she is "surprised and saddened" Hurd lost his job. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/9/20105:43:58 PM 

PBT: Shaq is a 12-year-old girl fighting Internet crime 

Shaquille O'Neal says that for the past seven years he has been a "detective for Internet crimes against children," playing 

young girls on the web to lure those propositioning minors. 

rC~~"-lcrime - Shaguille - United States - Shaguille O'Neal - Shag 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/9/20105:54:55 PM 

Ark. doctor convicted in bomb attack on board head 

Ig~~""IAn Arkansas doctor accused of seeking revenge on a state medical board that repeatedly disciplined him 

was found guilty Monday of masterminding a homemade bomb attack that disfigured and partially 
blinded the board's chairman. 

1~~':-IBomb - Arkansas - United States - Health - Nuclear weapon 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/9/20106:28:28 PM 

Google and Verizon propose net neutrality rules 

Today Google and Verizon announced their proposal for an "open Internet," in which they campaign for strict 

enforcement for wireline broadband service, but with loopholes for wireless and "differentiated" wireline services. 

1§':i1ti¥.EIGoogle _ Network neutrality - Verizon Communications - Verizon - Searching 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/9/20106:48:36 PM 

Democrats fleeing Obama? Not so fast 

First Read: Some candidates may be distancing themselves from the president, but Obama is still a fundraising force. 

rC~~~~Larack Obama - Democratic - United States - President - History 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/9/20106:57:53 PM 

Newsweek: Calif. pols stay away from Prop 8 

California is a metaphor for the country's political tension this year, pitting right-wing, business-centric conservatives 

against establishment incumbent Democrats. The fights over the state's governorship and u.s. Senate seat are among 

the fiercest in the country. But there's one thing both sides seem to agree on: no one wants to touch Prop 8. 

Ig~SLnited States - California Proposition 8 - California - Right-wing politics - Democratic 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/9/20107:10:00 PM 

Gorilla goes ape over Nintendo DSi XL 

Ig~~""IA gorilla at the San Francisco zoo got a chance to playa Nintendo DSi XL when a boy dropped his game 

machine into the ape enclosure. While the gorilla was amused by the machine, she was willing to trade it 
in for an apple. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/9/20107:17:54 PM 

Scoop: Sheen police report details abuse claims 

Ig~~""IBrooke Mueller claimed that the actor put a knife to her throat and threatened, "You better be in fear. If 
you tell anybody, I'll kill you." 

...... ,..... . ..... ,..... . ..... , ....... 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/9/20107:54:35 PM 

HBT: Woeful Mariners fire Wakamatsu 

1~¥:IMaritime - Transportation and logistics - Business - Notice to Mariners - Seattle Mariners 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/9/20108:44:34 PM 

Study: Job applicants should layoff the booze 

Job applicants who drink alcohol are perceived as less intelligent and less hireable by American bosses, a bias dubbed 

the "imbibing idiot bias" in a study published on Monday. 

I~¥':-Iunited States - Media - Business - Health - Alcoholic beverage 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/9/20109:04:04 PM 

Tough economy poses challenge for addicts 

During tough economic times, it can be even harder to fight an addiction. It can also be more challenging for workers 

trying to clean themselves up to hold onto their jobs. 

I ~¥':lconomy - Addiction - Health - Sexuality - Sexual Addiction 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/9/20109:11:10 PM 

Hero dog seeks help after owner collapses 

A small dog who refused to return home until a neighbor followed her helped rescue her owner after he collapsed at 

home following heart surgery. 

I g:i1ti¥.Elcardiac surgery - Dog - Surgery - Health - People 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/9/20109:16:40 PM 

Cheney released from hospital 

Former Vice President Dick Cheney was released Monday from a Virginia hospital after over a month of care, NBC 

reported. 

I g:i1ti¥.EIDiCk Cheney - Hospital - Vice President of the United States - United States - Virginia 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/9/20109:43:43 PM 

Zsa Zsa Gabor at home with new hip 

Ig~~""lzsa Zsa Gabor went home from a hospital on Wednesday, four weeks after undergoing hip-replacement 

surgery and received the kind of paparazzi treatment reserved for starlets a quarter of her age. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/9/20109:47:48 PM 

Your muffin top may kill you 

If your pants are feeling a bit tight around the waistline, take note: Belly bulge can be deadly for older adults, even those 

who aren't overweight or obese by other measures. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/9/20109:48:23 PM 

New test can help diagnose Alzheimer's 

Measuring certain proteins in spinal fluid can accurately diagnose Alzheimer's and predict which patients with memory 

problems will develop the brain-wasting disease, researchers said. 

1~¥':-IAlzheimer's disease - Health - Alzheimer - Protein - Conditions and Diseases 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/9/20109:54:45 PM 

Making a profit on soldiers' death benefits 

Ig~~""llnsurance companies are coming under fire for holding back billions of dollars in death benefits and 

paying only a modest interest to beneficiaries. 

I~~':lnsurance - Financial Services - Business - United States - Agents and Marketers 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/9/20109:55:40 PM 

PHT: NHL wins grievance case vs. Kovalchuk 

Ig~~""lln a stunning turn of events today, systems arbitrator Richard Bloch has handed down a stunning decision 

today, rejecting the NHLPA grievance against the NHL over lIya Kovalchuk's 17-year, $102 million contract 
making Kovalchuk an unrestricted free agent once again. In an unprecedented situation, the NHL has won the 
day and the question that hangs in the air here is: What sense does it make? 

I~~':-Illya Kovalchuk - National Hockey League - Free agent - New Jersey Devils - NHLPA 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/9/201010:02:13 PM 

Saudi-BlackBerry fix deadline lapses, service normal 

Ig~~""IA deadline Saudi Arabia has fixed for BlackBerry manufacturer Research In Motion Ltd and local mobile 

phone operators to address security concerns has lapsed, but the handset's services continue to operate 
normally. 

Ig~~""lsaUdi Arabia - Research In Motion - BlackBerry - Mobile network operator - Middle East 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/9/2010 10:03:51 PM 

U.S. engineer guilty of selling secrets to China 

A federal jury in Hawaii has convicted a former 8-2 stealth bomber engineer of selling military secrets to China. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/9/2010 10:23:38 PM 

Russians worry heat wave deaths underreported 

Ig~~""IMUscovites are dying from extreme heat and smoke faster than their bodies can be stored, cremated or 

buried, and Russians are worried the death toll could be far higher than the official count. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/9/2010 10:39:59 PM 

Thousands in Gulf wait for ruling on claims 

Ig~~""lwedding planner Sheryl Lindsay's wedding business is on the brink, crumbling with each cancellation over 

concerns about oil. 

rg~5.jBusiness - Relationships - United States - Sheryl Lindsay - Kenneth Feinberg 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/9/2010 10:48:06 PM 

Pentagon belt-tightening will cut jobs 

Ig~~""IDefense Secretary Robert Gates said Monday that tough economic times require that he shutter a major 

command that employs some 5,000 people around Norfolk, Va., and begin to eliminate other jobs 
throughout the military. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/9/2010 10:52:41 PM 

Police: Taliban execute Afghan woman in public 

Taliban insurgents publicly flogged and executed an Afghan woman for alleged adultery, a police official said, in a 

reminder of the era when the militant Islamist group ruled Afghanistan. 

1§':i1ti¥.EIAfghanistan _ Taliban - Asia - Capital punishment - Politics 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/9/2010 11:00:26 PM 

BP drill is less than 100 feet from target 

The drill nearing BP's plugged well is about as wide as a grapefruit and now less than 100 feet away. 

I~¥:IBP - Business - Oil gusher - Gulf of Mexico - Energy 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/9/201011:14:07 PM 

Why smart phones threaten would-be censors 

Google vs. China. Facebook vs. Pakistan. YouTube vs. Turkey. Blackberry vs., well, half the world. If it seems like the 

Internet is under siege lately, that's because it is. The cat-and-mouse game between government censors and 

communications technology is a lot like life along the San Andreas Fault. There are low level rumblings all the time, but 

every once in a while there's a tectonic shift. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/9/2010 11:25:38 PM 

Cops: Escaped killer relieved after capture 

An escaped killer with a handgun and a hitchhiking sign expressed relief at his capture on Monday after 10 days on the 

run, while authorities searched to the north of this tourist-packed park for a second fugitive and his female accomplice. 

I g:i1ti¥.Elvellowstone National Park - New Mexico - Arizona - Prison - United States 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/10/201012:47:56 AM 

Bin Laden's cook strikes deal, avoids solitary 

A former cook and driver for Osama bin Laden will serve out his sentence in a section of Guantanamo reserved for the 

best-behaved detainees under a plea agreement that also keeps the length of his confinement secret for now, military 

attorneys said Monday. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/10/2010 12:49:52 AM 

Stephen Hawking: Let's get off Earth by 2110 

Ig~~""lscience editor Alan Boyle's Weblog: We may have just 100 to 200 years to figure out a way to get off this 

rock and give Earth's species a cosmic insurance policy, physicist Stephen Hawking says. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/10/20101:11:50 AM 

Levi Johnston to run for mayor for reality show 

Ig~~""IBristol Palin's ex has teamed with a production company to shop a reality series called "Loving Levi: The 
Road to the Mayor's Office," which will chronicle his life as he runs for mayor. 

I~~':levi Johnston - Bristol Palin - Reality television - Television - Bristol 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/10/20101:25:14 AM 

Italian soccer team caught up in race debate 

Ig~~""~he selection of a Brazilian-born player for Italy's national football team is fueling a debate with racial and 

xenophobic overtones in a country that has supplied millions of immigrants to other nations but struggles 
to integrate its own. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/10/2010 1:47:01 AM 

Cancer survivor Herzlick misses B.C. practice 

After missing all of last season fighting cancer, Boston College linebacker Mark Herzlich missed the Eagles' opening 

practice on Monday with a foot injury. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/10/2010 1:57:54 AM 

Dungy maintains Vick is on straight path 

Tony Dungy believes in mentoring and says it puts people on the right path - including his most famous pupil, 

Philadelphia quarterback Michael Vick. 

1~¥':-IMichael Vick - Tony Dungy - Philadelphia - Atlanta Falcons - Andy Reid 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/10/20102:12:14 AM 

Ad showing mosque, burning WTC towers OK'd 

Ig~~""INew York City's transit agency has approved a bus advertisement that depicts a plane flying toward the 

World Trade Center's towers as they burn along with a rendering of a proposed mosque near ground 
zero. 

I~~':-Iworld Trade Center - New York City - Mosque - September 112001- Bus 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/10/20102:12:41 AM 

Oiled crabs stoke fears spill is tainting food web 

Ig~~...,~o assess how heavy a blow the BP oil spill has dealt the Gulf of Mexico, researchers are closely watching 

a staple of the seafood industry and primary indicator of the ecosystem's health: the blue crab. 

rg~5.LUlf of Mexico - Oil spill - Blue crab - BP - Seafood 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/10/20102:22:24 AM 

Another sun storm may be coming our way 

Ig~~""lscience editor Alan Boyle's Weblog: Just days after a storm of charged particles from the sun sparked 

amazing auroras, another storm appears to be heading toward Earth. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/10/20104:36:33 AM 

New manager guides Mariners past A's 

Ig~~""ILast-Place Seattle welcomed new interim manager Daren Brown by getting its first triple play in 15 years 
in a 3-1 win over the Oakland Athletics on Monday night. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/10/20106:42:00 AM 

Six dead, 12 injured in 3-car wreck in Calif. 

Six people were killed and 12 others injured in a three-car wreck just south of Bishop, Calif., Monday night, NBC News 

reported. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/10/20106:55:22 AM 

U.N.: Sharp rise in Afghan civilians killed or wounded 

The number of civilians killed or wounded in Afghanistan rose 31 percent in the 1st six months of 2910 with anti

government forces responsible for most of them, the U.N. said. 

1§':i1ti¥.EIAfghanistan _ Asia - United Nations - Warfare and Conflict - Afghanistan Civil War 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/10/20107:58:34 AM 

Major quake hits near Pacific islands 

Panicked residents of Vanuatu raced for higher ground after a powerful earthquake rattled the South Pacific island 

nation and generated a small tsunami Tuesday. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/10/201010:16:28 AM 

Landmark Gitmo trial faces sharp criticism 

Ig~~""IA U.N. official's criticism of the landmark military trial of a Canadian citizen who has spent nearly a third 

of his life at Guantanamo Bay creates a dilemma for the Pentagon and the Obama administration. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/10/2010 10:34:20 AM 

Saudi to continue BlackBerry service 

Saudi Arabia's telecommunications regulator on Tuesday said it would allow BlackBerry messaging services to continue 

in the kingdom, citing "positive developments" with the device's Canadian manufacturer. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/10/2010 11:41:38 AM 

Community colleges fighting to cope 

Ig~~""IEnroliment is soaring at the nation's 1,173 community colleges, yet they are struggling to cope with the 
influx as their budgets are slashed by debt-laden states. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/10/2010 11:42:59 AM 

Business as usual: Princely payout at HP 

Ig~~""INews that ousted Hewlett-Packard CEO will get severance worth an estimated $28 million is hardly 

unusual in today's corporate world. Directors are often eager to avoid a legal battle. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/10/2010 11:54:41 AM 

Do your civic duty: Eat this fish! 

Ig~~""INOAA has launched an "Eat Lionfish" campaign, in an effort to control the non-native fish which is 

invading waters from the Bahamas to New England. By Kari Huus. 

rg~iSjBahamas - New England - Fish - United States - National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/10/2010 12:05:36 PM 

Oracle's Ellison blasts HP board for Hurd's exit 

Ig~~""lor~cle Chief Executive Larry Ellison blasted Hewlett-Packard on Monday for forcing CEO Mark Hurd to 

resign. 

1~~':-IMark Hurd - Hewlett-Packard - Larry Ellison - Steve Jobs -~ 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/10/2010 1:05:49 PM 

Why the Verizon iPhone is already too late 

Ig~~""lverizon Wireless might get an iPhone this January? It's about time. Or is it too late? New reports show 

that Google's Android is eating the iPhone's lunch. And by keeping AT&T exclusivity, Apple's serving up 
that lunch on a shiny platter. 

Ig~~""IIPhone -~ - AT&T - Verizon Wireless - Smartphone 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/10/20101:06:18 PM 

How rude! Why such behavior makes us cringe 

Rudeness, even if it's not aimed at us, can derail a day. It can ruin a good mood. It makes us feel uncomfortable and 

conflicted: We don't want to be involved, but we feel like we should be. 

rC~~"-lpSYChOIOgy - Social Sciences - Insults - E-mail - E-greetings 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/10/2010 1:07:38 PM 

First Thoughts: White House tries to snap losing streak 

A look at today's primary races in Colorado, Connecticut, Minnesota and Georgia - and where President Barack Obama is 

looking for electoral success. 

I g:i1ti¥.EIBarack Obama - Colorado - President of the United States - United States - President 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/10/20101:13:35 PM 

8 unheralded parks for history buffs 

Ig~~""~en years, 70 years, even 120 years - from coast to coast, more than a century of National Park historic 

preservation is there for the viewing. 

1~~':-INational Park - Historic preservation - United States - Arts - Preservation 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/10/20102:35:27 PM 

Mysterious 1924 Everest deaths linked to storm 

Ig~~""IAn atmospheric physicist has found weather data from the ill-fated 1924 Mount Everest expedition that 

indicates there was a storm similar in strength and fury to the infamous storm that killed eight people 
atop the mountain in 1996. 

Ig~~""IMount Everest - Mountaineering - Mountain - Climbing - Recreation 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/10/20102:56:16 PM 

Obama's overtures to businesses fall flat 

Ig~~""ILabeled antibusiness by Republicans and some corporate chiefs, President Barack Obama mounted a 

campaign to show he wasn't. But his charm offensive has hit a rocky patch. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/10/20103:36:12 PM 

Fire destroys shoes of Nazi victims 

Ig~~""lofficials say a fire broke out overnight in one of barracks of the former Nazi death camp of Majdanek, 

destroying more than half of the building and about 10,000 shoes of Holocaust survivors. 

I~~':lxtermination camp - Nazism - List of Holocaust survivors - Holocaust - Majdanek concentration camp 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/10/20103:54:23 PM 

Spinal fluid test may help diagnose Alzheimer's 

Measuring certain proteins in spinal fluid can accurately diagnose Alzheimer's and predict which patients with memory 

problems will develop the fatal brain-wasting disease, finds a new report by Belgian researchers. 

I g:i1ti¥.EIAIZheimer's disease - Cerebrospinal fluid - Alzheimer - Health - Conditions and Diseases 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/10/20104:03:09 PM 

Newsweek: Food insecurity highest in 15 years 

They're called "food deserts": areas with a high volume of people and a low volume of stores that sell healthful, 

inexpensive fruits, vegetables, and protein. As experts try to fight childhood obesity, more and more attention is being 

paid to the environment that children grow up in, not just the children themselves. Even seasamae street is getting into 

the act, filming a special show that deals with food deserts and food insecurity. But what else needs to be done? 

Ig~a:..!'IFOOd security - Food - Childhood obesity - Child - Vegetable 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/10/2010 4:50:54 PM 

Newsweek: Palin pushes back at 'Iamestream' media 

Sarah Palin's damage control impulse -- to change the subject rather than deny -- is in full effct. But in her rather 

unstatesmanlike use of childish slurs such as lSM she proves the point that "her famous Facebook postings often have 

the tone of a nasty, snotty, slightly dense but popular high-school girl." 

Ig~Sjsarah Palin - Facebook - United States - Politics - Newsweek 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/10/20105:13:36 PM 

Storms delay drilling for final BP well plug 

Crews drilling a relief well aimed at putting a permanent underground plug in BP's busted oil well in the Gulf of Mexico 

will suspend their work until storms pass, the government's point man for the disaster said Tuesday. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/10/20106:20:46 PM 

Do 'GWTW' fans give a damn about costumes? 

Ig~~""llt's time to find out if fans of "Gone With the Wind" frankly give a damn about the fabulous dresses worn 
by Vivien Leigh in the multiple Oscar-winning Civil War drama. 

I~~':-Ivivien Leigh - Gone with the Wind - American Civil War - Academy Award - Scarlett O'Hara 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/10/20106:23:23 PM 

Search for fugitive focuses on Mont., Canada 

Ig~~""IAuthorities Tuesday focused on western Montana and southwest Canada in the search for an escaped 

convict from Arizona and his suspected accomplice who fashion themselves a present-day "Bonnie and 
Clyde." 

1~~':-IMontana - Glacier National Park - United States - Travel and Tourism - Parks 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/10/20106:32:12 PM 

Newsweek: Private security fills void in Iraq 

As American troops leave Iraq, private security contractors will take over many of their tasks. 

1~¥:I.!.@g -Middle East - Warfare and Conflict - Security guard - United States 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/10/20106:54:11 PM 

Pressure mounts on Fed to save recovery 

Ig~~""IWith the economy sputtering and Congress all but shut down, the Federal Reserve is now the last best 

hope of restoring growth and getting Americans back to work. 

rg~iSjFederal Reserve System - United States - Economic - Central bank - United States Congress 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/10/20107:05:26 PM 

U.N. says Afghan civilian deaths up by a third 

Ig~~""~he number of Afghan civilians killed or injured in the war soared 31 percent in the first six months of the 

year, with Taliban bombings and assassinations largely responsible for the sharp rise, the United Nations 
reported Tuesday. 

Ig~~""IAfghanistan - United Nations - Asia - Warfare and Conflict - Afghanistan Civil War 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/10/20107:14:29 PM 

Assaults on ER nurses rise as programs cut 

Ig~~""IEmergency room nurse Erin Riley suffered bruises, scratches and a chipped tooth last year from trying to 

pull the clamped jaws of a psychotic patient off the hand of a doctor at a suburban Cleveland hospital. 

rg~5.jHealth - Hospital - Nursing - Nurse - ER 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/10/20107:43:02 PM 

Government: Toyota electronics aren't problem 

Government investigators have found no new safety defects beyond problems with accelerator pedals that explain 

reports of sudden acceleration in Toyotas. 

rC~~"-ITovota - Sudden unintended acceleration - Recreation - Business - Makes and Models 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/10/20107:46:07 PM 

3 United flights had long tarmac delays in June 

Only three flights sat on the tarmac for more than three hours in June compared with nearly 300 a year ago, the 

government said Tuesday. But airlines didn't cancel more flights to avoid potentially massive fines for those long delays. 

1~¥':-IGovernment - United States - Recreation - Aviation - Airline 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/10/20107:56:02 PM 

Signs of movement towards Middle East peace talks 

Ig~~""lu.s. peace envoy George Mitchell had "serious and positive" talks on Tuesday with Palestinian President 

Mahmoud Abbas, but there was no agreement on a move to direct negotiations with Israel. 

rg~5.Liddle East - Mahmoud Abbas - George J. Mitchell - President of the Palestinian National Authority - Israel 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/10/20108:31:43 PM 

Gitmo jury can consider age of 'child soldier' 

Ig~~""~urors can consider Omar Khadr's age in deciding whether he intended to commit a war crime in 

Afghanistan when he was lS, a u.s. military judge told jury candidates in the Canadian prisoner's trial 
Tuesday. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/10/20108:35:10 PM 

Deadly hospital staph infections decline in U.S. 

Aggressive, drug-resistant staph infections caught in hospitals or from medical treatment are becoming scarcer, another 

sign of progress in a prevention effort that has become a national public health priority. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/10/20108:39:10 PM 

Paterno nominated for Medal of Freedom 

Ig~~""lpenn State football coach Joe Paterno has been nominated for the highest civilian award in the country. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/10/20108:59:19 PM 

Rangel: 'Don't leave me swinging in the wind' 

Ig~~""IA combative Rep. Charles Rangel told the House on Tuesday he's not resigning despite 13 charges of 
wrongdoing and demanded the ethics committee not leave him "swinging in the wind." 

1~~'::loemocratic - New York - Ethics - United States - Charles B. Rangel 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/10/20109:09:22 PM 

Stocks end day down after post-Fed rally stalls 

The stock market had a half-hearted comeback Tuesday after the Federal Reserve announced it would take small steps 

to stimulate the economy. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/10/20109:19:32 PM 

RIM to share some BlackBerry codes with Saudis: source 

Research In Motion has agreed to hand over user codes that would let Saudi authorities monitor its BlackBerry 

Messenger, as it seeks to stop the kingdom from silencing the service, a source close to the talks said on Tuesday. 

rC~~"-IResearch In Motion - Saudi Arabia - BlackBerry - Smartphone - Handhelds 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/10/20109:19:33 PM 

Historic heat, fires to dent Russian growth 

.. Russia's deadly summer heat wave could wipe up to $14 billion off economic growth, economists said O
·if~~"" 

uesday, as wildfires raged on in several provinces and forecasters said sweltering weather would not 

abate this week. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/10/20109:28:38 PM 

Quick brain scan could screen for autism 

A 15-minute brain scan could in future be used to test for autism, helping doctors diagnose the complex condition more 

cheaply and accurately. 

I g:i1ti¥.EIAutism - Autism spectrum - Mental Health - Health - Disorders 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/10/20109:42:00 PM 

'Idol' winner Fantasia hospitalized for overdose 

Ig~~"'l'She took an overdose of aspirin and a sleep aid. Her injuries are not life threatening," said manager Brian 
Dickens. "She was dehydrated and exhausted at the time. Fantasia is stable now." 

rg~iSjFantasia Barrino - American Idol - Drug overdose - Television - Programs 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/10/20109:48:19 PM 

Court allows Verizon to fix $1.67 billion 'oops!' 

An appeals court on Tuesday allowed Verizon to correct an in-house lawyer's drafting error in a pension plan that could 

have cost the second-largest u.s. phone company $1.67 billion. 

I g:i1ti¥.Elverizon Communications - United States - Google - Network neutrality - Federal Communications Commission 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/10/20109:49:51 PM 

Fed takes modest step to bolster recovery 

As recently as two months ago, the Federal Reserve sounded optimistic about the economic recovery. Now the central 

bank is clearly more worried. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/10/20109:52:11 PM 

Haiti quake caused by previously unknown fault 

Ig~~""IA previously unmapped fault was responsible for the magnitude-7.O earthquake that struck Haiti on Jan. 

12, not the fault originally blamed for the temblor, scientists announced Tuesday. 

1~~~:IHaiti - Caribbean - 2010 Haiti earthquake - Organizations - Business and Economy 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/10/2010 10:02:36 PM 

Huge ice island could pose threat to oil, shipping 

Ig~~""IAn island of ice more than four times the size of Manhattan is drifting across the Arctic Ocean after 

breaking off from a glacier in Greenland. Potentially in its path are oil platforms and shipping lanes. 

1~~':-IGreenland - Manhattan - Arctic Ocean - Arctic - Oil platform 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/10/201010:15:50 PM 

U.S. aid reaches flood-ravaged Pakistan 

Ig~~""lu.s. Army choppers carrying emergency food and water buzzed over the swollen river and washed-out 

bridges, landing in the valley once controlled by the Taliban. They returned laden with grateful Pakistani 
flood survivors - newly won friends in a country where many regard America as the No.1 enemy. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/10/2010 10:55:41 PM 

Scoop: The Situation offers peek at clothing line 

Ig~~""IFor those hoping to more closely resemble "Jersey Shore" cast member The Situation, you don't need to 

resort to tanning or slaving away at the gym. Soon, you can buy his clothes. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/10/2010 11:37:35 PM 

47,000 deported because of fingerprint sharing 

An immigration enforcement program has led to the deportation of 47,000 people over 18 months as the Homeland 

Security Department sifted through fingerprints taken at local jail bookings. 

rC~~"-Lnited States Department of Homeland Security - Immigration - United States - Homeland Security Department -

Deportation 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/10/2010 11:44:50 PM 

Former Sen. Ted Stevens dies in plane crash 

Ig~~""IFormer Sen. Ted Stevens and four other people die in a single-engine plane crash in southwest Alaska. A 

former NASA chief and his son are among the four survivors. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/10/201011:57:01 PM 

Vogue's oil-inspired spread stirs muck 

Ig~~""IA stirring photo spread in the August issue of Vogue Italia was inspired by the Gulf oil spill, leaving 

readers wondering if the magazine crossed from evocative to insensitive. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/11/2010 12:44:38 AM 

Bus driver under investigation for Utah crash 

Ig~~""lprosecutors are considering criminal charges against the driver of a tour bus that careened off a Utah 

highway, killing three Japanese tourists. Eleven other members of the tour group were injured, with 
seven of them in critical condition late Tuesday. 

I g~~""IUtah - United States - las Vegas Nevada - nationaipark - Interstate 15 in Nevada 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/11/2010 12:46:26 AM 

Cold weather hikes heart attack risk 

Enjoy the heat this summer. Cold weather brings more than a chill to your bones, a new study suggests. It could also 

raise your risk of having a heart attack. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/11/20101:17:21 AM 

Tropical depression forms over Gulf of Mexico 

A tropical depression forms over the Gulf of Mexico on a track likely to take it near BP Pic's massive oil spill site before it 

makes landfall in Louisiana. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/11/20101:30:14 AM 

PFT: Guaranteed money at core of Revis-Jets feud 

1~¥·tarrellereVis - New York Jets - NFL - Rex Ryan - Sport 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/11/20101:30:14 AM 

PFT: Jets admit they discussed trading Revis 

r-I~FT: Despite the sheer lunacy oftrading the game's best shutdown cornerback, New York G.M. Mike 
annenbaum confesses the team considered that very possibility during the last two days. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/11/2010 1:34:37 AM 

Strasburg rocked in return from disabled list 

Ig~~""INationals right-hander Stephen Strasburg has allowed a career-high six runs in a career-low 41-3 innings 

in his first start since returning from the disabled list. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/11/2010 1:42:52 AM 

Just a few genes define the diversity of dogs 

Ig~~""~he difference between a pug's smashed schnoz and the narrow muzzle of a dachshund depends on just 

one small segment of genes, according to a new study. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/11/20103:07:07 AM 

GOP runoff for Ga. governor is too close to call 

Ig~~""~he bitter, Republican runoff for Georgia governor between former u.s. Rep. Nathan Deal and ex

Secretary of State Karen Handel is too close to call. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/11/20103:51:26 AM 

Rescue hopes dim in slide-hit Chinese town 

The death toll in the China mudslide disaster rose to 702 Tuesday with more than 1,000 people stili unaccounted for, the 

Associated Press reported. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/11/20103:56:14 AM 

Cardinals fight way past Reds, into first place 

Ig~~""IYadier Molina jawed with Cincinnati Reds second baseman Brandon Phillips in the first inning Tuesday 
night, sparking a benches-clearing fight, and the Cardinals followed their catcher's lead to an 8-4 victory 

that moved St. Louis back into first place in the NL Central. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/11/20104:38:40 AM 

It's official: Nintendo has sold a whole latta Wiis 

Ig~~""llt seems Americans are playing a whole lot of "Wii Bowling." Nintendo has announced that they've sold 

30 million Wiis in the United States alone. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/11/20105:25:56 AM 

Winners: Wrestling's McMahon, Colorado's Bennet 

Ig~~""IAPPointed Sen. Michael Bennet won the Democratic nomination to a full term in Colorado Tuesday night, 
overcoming a fierce primary challenge at home and an outbreak of anti-establishment fever nationwide. 

In Connecticut, Linda McMahon easily captured the Republican Senate primary to join the slate of outsider
candidates who will carry the GOP banner this fall. 

rg~~""jNathan Deal - Republican - Colorado - Georgia Secretary of State - Connecticut 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/11/20106:35:12 AM 

Colombia, Venezuela restore diplomatic relations 

Ig~~""~he leaders of Colombia and Venezuela have re-established diplomatic relations, saying they are starting 

to repair confidence undermined by years of recriminations between the two countries. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/11/201010:00:16 AM 

U.S. funding of imam's trip draws ire 

Ig~~""~he imam behind controversial plans for a mosque near the site of the Sept. 11, 2001 terror attacks is 

being sent by the State Department on a religious outreach trip to the Middle East, officials said Tuesday, 
in a move that drew criticism from conservative lawmakers. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/11/201010:38:11 AM 

Explosions, gunmen kill 11 people north of Baghdad 

Gunmen burst into a house north of Baghdad early Wednesday, killing three people and sending the surviving children 

to an Iraqi army checkpoint to lure soldiers to the residence. As the troops arrived at the booby-trapped house, it blew 

up, leaving eight soldiers dead. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/11/201012:20:13 PM 

15 kayakers missing in Greenland after storm 

Rescuers have launched a search for 15 adventure tourists missing after being hit by a storm while kayaking in the icy 

waters off eastern Greenland. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/11/201012:51:51 PM 

When you can't shake an annoying nickname 

Ig~~""IASk anyone who's suffered through years of Jill Pickle or Smackhead and they'll tell you that nicknames, 

particularly the ones doled out in grade school, can be a huge pain. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/11/201012:51:51 PM 

When you can't shake an annoying nickname 

Ig~~""IASk anyone who's suffered through years of Jill Pickle or Smackhead and they'll tell you that nicknames, 

particularly the ones doled out in grade school, can be a huge pain. 

I~~':-Iunited States - Twitter - Shaquille O'Neal - Boston Celtics - Jolly Green Giant 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/11/2010 12:54:07 PM 

Death toll tops 1,100 after China landslide 

Ig~~""IHeaVy downpours may bring fresh misery Wednesday to a Chinese town devastated by a landslide, 

swelling a newly formed, unstable lake and hindering the search for bodies. 
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r~~~Jchina - Asia - Gansu - People's Republic of China - Xinhua News Agency 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/11/2010 1:05:26 PM 

Ditching the cell phone can be a power move 

Ig~~""IRefUSing to own a cell phone isn't just the act of a Luddite. It's a pretty serious power move. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/11/20101:19:40 PM 

First Thoughts: The tea party wins again 

Tea party victorious with Ken Buck's Colorado win; Obama snaps losing streak in same state. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/11/20102:25:26 PM 

Newsweek: Businesses born of conflict 

From personal slights to family feuds, here we raise a glass to rivalries-and the corporate giants they sometimes bear. 

rC~~~~jArts _ Business - Terrell Owens - Tag team - Feud 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/11/20102:39:42 PM 

Cat 'marinating' in trunk comes off the menu 

Ig~~""lpolice in Buffalo, N.Y., say a traffic stop led to animal cruelty charges after they found a live cat 

"marinating" in oil and peppers in the trunk of a car. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/11/20103:27:29 PM 

Scientists worry over spread of new superbug 

People getting cosmetic surgery in India have brought back to Britain a new gene that allows any bacteria to become a 

superbug, and scientists are warning this type of drug resistance could soon appear worldwide. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/11/20103:30:40 PM 

Plane angry: Air travel at a breaking point 

When JetBlue flight attendant Steven Slater dramatically walked off the job - jumped, actually - he became a poster 

boy for all that's wrong with air travel today. 

rC~~"-Light attendant - JetBlue Airways - Steven Slater - Transportation - Recreation 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/11/20103:45:00 PM 

World's billion Muslims begin Ramadan fasts 

Ig~~""IMore than a billion Muslims around the world began observing the holy month of Ramadan on 
Wednesday, with the dawn-to-dusk fast posing a particular challenge for the devout in the sweltering 

Middle East summer. 

Ig~~""IMiddle East - Ramadan - Fasting -Islam - Muslim 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/11/20104:03:23 PM 

Primary winners highlight political inexperience 

r-~pPointed Sen. Michael Bennet won the Democratic nomination to a full Senate term in Colorado 
uesday night, overcoming an outbreak of anti-establishment fever nationwide. 

I~~':-Icolorado - Michael Bennet - United States Senate - Democratic Party - United States 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/11/20104:23:50 PM 

Will you marry - oops! There goes $9,000 ring 

Ig~~""llt was a perfect proposal: Matt Cawley took girlfriend Stacey Scanlon on a romantic walk along a jetty and 

tied a family heirloom diamond engagement ring to a sand dollar. But when she grabbed it, the $9,000 
ring dropped among the rocks - and it hasn't been seen since. 

Ig~~""IEngagement ring - Diamond - Stacey Scanlon - Jewelry - Shopping 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/11/20104:29:33 PM 

Low mortgage rates fail to move market 

Ig~~""IHOW far must long-term mortgage rates fall before the struggling housing market gets a boost? In the 

current tough economy, it is not clear that even zero percent would help. 

rg~iSLortgage - u.s. Housing Market - United States - Business - Financial Services 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/11/20104:38:24 PM 

U.S. trade deficit widened sharply in June 

Ig~~""IA decline in exports and a sharp rise in imports pushed the u.s. trade deficit in June to its widest point 

since October 2008, raising new concerns about the weakening economic recovery. 

rg~iSjchina - Balance of trade - United States - Final goods - Business 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/11/20104:41:23 PM 

Former Rep. Rostenkowski dead at 82 

Former Illinois Rep. Dan Rostenkowski has died, NBC News confirmed Wednesday. 

rC~~~~Lnited States - Illinois - Dan Rostenkowski - Health - Democratic Party 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/11/20105:13:32 PM 

Like most recent majors, PGA is up for grabs 

Ig~~""INever mind what the oddsmakers are saying. The best bet to win this wide-open PGA Championship 

might be one of those players who never got much attention until the trophy ceremony Sunday evening. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/11/20105:13:58 PM 

NBC/WSJ poll: Public fed up with Congress 

According to the new survey, a combined 60 percent of respondents say that the Congress is either below average or 

one of the worst in history - the highest percentage in the history of the poll. 

I ~¥':-Iunited States Congress - Opinion poll - United States - Politics - Republican 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/11/20105:29:24 PM 

Newsweek: How the GOP is spinning Bush tax cuts 

Republicans say that tax cuts for the wealthy must be extended to protect the economy and small businesses, even 

though neither would be affected by their lapse. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/11/20105:48:55 PM 

Worried about how much your kid worries? 

This should ease your anxiety a bit: Fretful DNA isn't necessarily destiny, at least according to a study of anxious 

monkeys. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/11/20105:52:00 PM 

Lindsay Lohan judge removes herself from case 

The judge who sent Lindsay Lohan to jail has removed herself from the case after a prosecutor complained she 

improperly contacted experts or participants in the case. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/11/20105:57:46 PM 

Scotland defends Lockerbie bomber's doctor 

Scottish authorities defended the doctor who said Lockerbie bomber Abdel Basset al-Megrahi had three months to live, 

after u.S. senators asked them to release the Libyan's medical records. 

1~¥':-IAbdelbaset Ali Mohmed AI Megrahi - Libya - Scotland - United States - Abdel Basset al-Megrahi 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/11/20107:30:25 PM 

Part of space station could go to asteroid 

Ig~~""IWASHINGTON A room on the International Space Station could ultimately be converted and detached to 

carry astronauts on their next great adventure, to an asteroid, NASA scientists say. 

I~~':lnternational Space Station - NASA - Space - Astronaut - Technology 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/11/20107:31:00 PM 

White House: On track to end Iraq combat role 

President Barack Obama is satisfied that United States can safely end its combat role in Iraq on schedule at the end of 

the month, White House spokesman Robert Gibbs says. 

I ~¥':-Iunited States - Barack Obama - JrQg - Robert Gibbs - President 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/11/20107:43:56 PM 

J.lo reportedly out as possible 'Idol' judge 

Ig~~""~he singer was rumored to be close to finishing a deal, but according to People.com, she's out. "Her 
demands got out of hand," a source told the magazine. "Fox had just had enough." 

rg~iSjsinging - People - Television - Fox Broadcasting Company - Programs 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/11/20107:45:04 PM 

Flint man says he's 17th victim of serial knifer 

Ig~~""IA 47-year-old man who was stabbed multiple times in Flint, Mich., may be the 17th victim of a serial killer 

prowling the city. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/11/20107:47:47 PM 

iPhone users have more sex partners 

Ig~~""liPhone owners have significantly more liaisons under their collective belt, compared to BlackBerry 

owners and Android owners, who bring up the rear, according to a reasonably scientific study by dating 
social network OkCupid. 

I g~~""liPhone - BlackBerry - OkCupid - Smartphone - Android 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/11/20107:49:51 PM 

The doctor will see you now - in his van 

About 2,000 mobile clinics around the u.s. bring convenient care to patients who otherwise might turn to hospital 

emergency rooms for treatment of chronic issues. Advocates say the approach can help control the rising cost of health 

care. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/11/20108:01:11 PM 

White House to provide $3 billion for housing 

The Obama administration is providing $3 billion to unemployed homeowners facing foreclosure in the nation's 

toughest job markets. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/11/20108:08:47 PM 

GM has a lot riding on its earnings report 

Ig~~""IGM'S second-quarter earnings are due this week, and the automaker is hinting at blowout results that 

could propel it toward a giant stock offering in the fall. 

rg~iSLeneralMotors - Business - Automotive industry - Investing - Stocks and Bonds 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/11/20108:25:15 PM 

Pew: 8 percent of u.s. births are to illegal immigrants 

About 8 percent of children born in the United States in 2008 - about 340,000 - were offspring of unauthorized 

immigrants, according to an analysis of Census Bureau data. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/11/20108:42:37 PM 

Pavin denies Tiger offer; reporter calls him 'liar' 

Ig~~""lln an argument as acrimonious as any Ryder Cup match, Golf Channel reporter Jim Gray pointed his finger 

at Corey Pavin's chest and accused the u.s. captain of lying about comments that Tiger Woods will be 
picked for the team. 

I ~~':-ITiger Woods - Jim Gray - Golf Channel - Corey Pavin - Ryder Cup 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/11/20108:46:22 PM 

Cyber thieves steal $1m from 3,000 bank customers 

A Trojan horse planted by criminals was used to steal more than $1 million from the accounts of British customers of the 

same online bank since last month, according to an international digital security company, and the cyber attack is still 

underway. 

r~¥:lonline banking - Business - Financial Services - Banking Services - Banks and Institutions 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/11/20109:44:04 PM 

Stocks end day down big amid Fed's gloom 

Ig~~""IStoCkS and interest rates fell sharply Wednesday as more bad news chipped away at investors' view of 

the u.s. economy. 

1~~'::IEcOnOmy of the United States - Business - Investing - Stocks and Bonds - Equities 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/11/20109:51:13 PM 

Newsweek: Will McMahon's past help or hurt her? 

No one has been more excited about McMahon's record than Democrats. Within two hours of Connecticut polls closing, 

the Democratic National Committee set its crosshairs on McMahon for the general election in November. 

rC~~"-Lnda McMahon - Democratic - Connecticut - Politics - United States 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/11/201010:14:04 PM 

Manhunt for fugitive couple shifts to Arkansas 

Ig~~""~hey fancy themselves a modern-day Bonnie and Clyde who pulled off a brazen prison escape in Arizona 
and allegedly went on a bloody, multistate crime spree. They dyed their hair and stuck to out-of-the-way 

places to avoid drawing attention to themselves. 

1~~':-IGlacier National Park - Montana - United States - Arizona - Travel and Tourism 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/11/201010:29:57 PM 

Poll: Public frustrated at Congress, political parties 

"It's a 'Jet Blue' election. Everyone is frustrated," says Democratic pollster Peter D. Hart. "And everyone is headed for the 

emergency exit." 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/11/201010:32:47 PM 

Success in space: Astronauts pull off broken pump 

Ig~~""lspaceWalking astronauts relied on brute force Wednesday to remove a broken coolant pump that has 

hampered operations at the International Space Station. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/11/201010:38:37 PM 

In oiled La. marshes, signs of regrowth seen 

Ig~~""IShoots of marsh grass and mangrove bushes are starting to grow back in a bay where just months ago 

photographers shot startling images of dying pelicans coated in oil from the Gulf spill. 

rg~iSLarsh - Oil spill - Mangrove - Environment - Business 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/11/201010:47:44 PM 

Gitmo jury recommends 14 years for bin laden's cook 

Ig~~""IA Guantanamo jury recommended a 14-year sentence Wednesday for an al-Qaida cook, though its 

decision may be overruled by a plea bargain that will limit the time he spends in prison. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/11/201010:51:18 PM 

Newsweek: Wall St. worries Fed 'out of bullets' 

The Dow plummeted 265 points today as traders worried that the Federal Reserve may be out of tricks to goose the 

economy. The Fed said yesterday that the economic recovery is slowing down; the central bank will continue to 

essentially print money to buy securities and maintain its $2 trillion balance sheet to curb an even harsher reversal. 

r~¥:lcentral bank - Federal Reserve System - Balance sheet - Economic - Government 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/11/2010 11:04:49 PM 

Iowa restaurant ticketed for toad-licking chef 

A restaurant owner said he'll pay a fine after his head chef was videotaped kissing and licking toads in the kitchen. 

1~¥:lchef - Restaurant - United States - Cooking - Hospitality 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/11/2010 11:20:52 PM 

Ack! 'Cathy' comic strip to end Oct. 3 

Creator Cathy Guisewite said Wednesday the final strip will run in newspapers on Sunday, Oct. 3. Guisewite says it took 

her about a year to reach the decision to end the strip. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/11/2010 11:32:26 PM 

Skip 'bottom kill'? That's a possibility 

As bad weather delayed drilling work by some four days at the BP well site, company and u.s. officials weighed whether 

the 'bottom kill' procedure was even needed. 

I~¥':-IBP - United States - Business - Mining and Drilling - Gulf of Mexico 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/11/2010 11:52:23 PM 

I want an Android tablet ... but not Dell's 

Ig~~""~he iPad is off to a tremendous head start, and the competition is, well, non-existent. Why is it so hard to 

make a good Android tablet? 

1~~':-IAndroid - Dell - Tablet - IPad - Dell MediaDirect 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/11/2010 11:54:53 PM 

Up to 3 missing in storm-flooded Iowa creek 

A 16-year-old girl died when raging floodwaters swept three cars off a road near Des Moines, and hundreds had to 

evacuate homes as flooding struck Iowa after three nights of rain. 

I g:i1ti¥.Ellowa _ United States - Central - Recreation and Sports - Nation & World 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/11/2010 11:55:53 PM 

Newsweek: Iran gains influence in Iraq 

Iran is accruing power and influence in Iraq that it can wield when the Americans have withdrawn. 

rC~~~~j!.@.g _ United States -Iran - Middle East - Warfare and Conflict 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/11/201011:58:16 PM 

Newsweek: 'Scott Pilgrim' vs. the old critics 

"Scott Pilgrim vs. the World" opens this week, but apparently you needn't have seen the film to take part in the debate 

online: is this a movie for everyone, or is it just for audiences roughly the same age as the characters in it? If you don't 

like it, is it because it's a not a good film, or because you are too old? 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/12/2010 12:01:36 AM 

It's prime time to see (and hear) meteors 

Ig~~""lscience editor Alan Boyle's Weblog: When the late show is over, turn off the TV, step outside and catch a 

late, late show in the night sky. It's prime time for the Perseid meteor shower. 

rg~iSjperseid - Meteor shower - Alan Boyle - Night sky - Astronomy 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/12/2010 12:05:09 AM 

Newsweek: Did U.S. janitor work for terror group? 

Mahamud Said Omar is a middle-aged former janitor who used to work at a mosque in Minneapolis frequented by 

Somali expatriates. u.S. authorities describe Omar as a significant-if not key-figure in a major investigation into the 

activities of the violent Islamist group AI-Shabab. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/12/201012:20:15 AM 

Officer off Gitmo jury for agreeing with Obama 

Ig~~""IA veteran U.S. Army officer who agreed with President Barack Obama that the Guantanamo Bay prison 

should be closed was excluded from the jury in a U.S. military commission trial. 

1~~':-IBarack Obama - Guantanamo Bay detention camp - United States - United States Army - President 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/12/201012:37:13 AM 

FBI: 'Granddad Bandit' captured in La. 

Ig~~""IFBI: Suspected "Granddad Bandit," wanted in bank robberies in 13 states, caught in Louisiana. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/12/201012:38:12 AM 

Biden uninjured in Air Force Two accident 

Ig~~""IAir Force Two with Vice President Joe Biden aboard has been involved in a minor accident with no injuries 

at a Long Island airport. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/12/2010 12:45:25 AM 

Scoop: Britney will have a say in her 'Glee' role 

Ig~~""~he pop star will soon join the ranks of "Glee" guest stars, and she's going to have a big say in the part 

she plays on the show, which will be a version of herself, the show's creator says. 

1~~~:IGlee - Britney Spears - Pop music - Ryan Murphy - Guest appearance 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: lop msnbc.com headlines 

8/12/20101:19:56 AM 

Move it, Stewart! losh is new king of Comedy 

Ig~~""lcomedY Central makes most of its headlines from "The Daily Show," "Colbert Report" and "South Park," 

but the cable net may have another flagship program in its port with "Tosh.D." 

1~~'::lcomedY Central - Daily Show - Tosh.O - Colbert Report - Comedy 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/12/2010 1:31:40 AM 

After Stevens crash, a waving hand from wreckage 

Ig~~""IA pilot who saw the wreckage of the plane carrying former Sen. Ted Stevens and others thought as he 

looked down: No one could have survived. 

rg~5.jsean O'Keefe - Ted Stevens - Alaska - NASA - United States 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/12/20102:13:20 AM 

Blago jury deadlocked, asks judge for guidance 

jurors in the corruption trial of former Gov. Rod Blagojevich throw the courtroom into confusion by sending a note to 

the judge suggesting they may be deadlocked on at least some counts. 

I g:i1ti¥.EIROd Blagojevich - Jury - Governor of Illinois - Law - Legal Information 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/12/20104:06:45 AM 

Sovereign citizens - the new counter culture 

Ig~~""IAS many as 300,000 people identify as sovereign citizens, Americans who claim to be above state and 

federal law, the Southern Poverty Law Center estimated in a new study. 

rg~iSLnited States - Southern Poverty law Center - law - Education - Georgetown University 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/12/20104:07:41 AM 

Yankees outlast Lee, rally past Rangers 

Ig~~""IMarcus Thames hit a long homer then had the go-ahead RBI single in the ninth inning as the New York 

Yankees rallied from five runs down to beat the Texas Rangers 7-6 on Wednesday night for a split in the 

two-game series between the division leaders. 

Ig~~""INew York Yankees - Texas Rangers - Marcus Thames - Run batted in - Sports 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/12/20104:17:46 AM 

White Sox beat Twins 6-1 to tie for first 

Ig~~""lozZie Guillen was afraid he would wake up to a panicking city had the Chicago White Sox lost this one. 

Well, he can rest easier. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/12/20106:19:46 AM 

New deluge, landslides hit China region 

Ig~~""lovernight thunderstorms caused new landslides and flooding that swept away more homes in a remote 

area of northwestern China on Thursday as the death toll rose to 1,117. 

rg~5.jchina - Flood - Asia - landslide - Gansu 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/12/20107:41:18 AM 

Asian shares down on growth fears 

Ig~~""IBY Umesh Desai 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/12/20107:41:34 AM 

Hundreds evacuated, 1 dead after flooding in Iowa 

Ig~~""~hree nights of heavy rainfall caused Iowa creeks and rivers to swell, forcing hundreds of residents from 
their homes and killing a 16-year-old girl when three cars were swept away by a torrent of water on a 

rural road. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/12/20109:14:33 AM 

Prop. 8 judge to rule on Calif. gay marriages 

The federal judge who overturned California's same-sex marriage ban says he is ready to rule on whether gay marriages 

should resume immediately in the state or await an appeals court's input. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/12/20109:17:10 AM 

Ramadan or not, hunger hits Pakistan 

Pakistani flood survivors already short on food and water began the fasting month of Ramadan on O
·g~~..., 

hursday, a normally festive, social time marked this year by misery and fears of an uncertain future. 

rg~iSjRamadan - Pakistan - Fasting - Asia - Water 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/12/20109:20:02 AM 

Opening arguments to begin in ex-Marine's trial 

Opening arguments were scheduled to begin Thursday in central North Carolina in the trial of a former Marine accused 

of killing a pregnant colleague in 2007. 

rC~~"-INorth Carolina - United States Marine Corps - United States - Business and Economy - Murder of Maria Lauterbach 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/12/2010 10:20:24 AM 

Iraq general: U.S. army 'must stay' until 2020 

Ig~~""~he commander of Iraq's military is calling for u.s. forces to stay in the country for another decade, 
reinforcing his stance that his country's military won't be able to secure the nation on their own after u.s. 

troops leave. 

Ig~~""I!@g - United States - United States Army - Middle East - United States armed forces 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/12/2010 11:50:41 AM 

Jobs picture looks bleak for teens 

Ig~~""llt/s been a long, frustrating summer for employment-starved teens. And most unemployed adolescents 

will struggle to find work until the holiday season, the latest data suggests. 

1~~':-IYouth - People - Generations and Age Groups - Support Groups - Health 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/12/201011:54:57 AM 

ConsumerMan: Satellite TV complaints soar 

Ig~~""~housands of people who get TV from DirecTV, DISH Network and other satellite services have 

complained about surprise fees and confusing terms. Lawsuits have been filed in two states. 

rg~5.jDISH Network - Satellite television - DirecTV - Google - Television 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/12/2010 12:42:56 PM 

Magnitude 7.1 quake rattles Ecuador 

A powerful earthquake shook the South American nation of Ecuador on Thursday, but there were only scattered reports 

of damage or injury. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/12/201012:47:03 PM 

NYT: What Chinese hospitals need most: Police? 

Ig~~""IFOrget the calls by many Chinese patients for more honest, better-qualified doctors. What this city's 27 
public hospitals really needed, officials decided last month, was police officers. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/12/20101:11:19 PM 

Fresh Express recalling more salad mixes 

Fresh Express is voluntarily recalling some of its salad products because of a possible health risk from listeria 

monocytogenes. 

1§':i1ti¥.Ellisteria _ Salad - Home - Cooking - Health 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/12/2010 1:25:43 PM 

Bank repossessions drive up July foreclosures 

Ig~~""IMore Americans fell into foreclosure in July as a sour job market kept them from making payments, and 

banks took over homes at a near record pace. 

rg~iSjForeciosure - Business - ReaityTrac - Real Estate - United States 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/12/2010 1:37:31 PM 

Seven reasons Fox hasn't signed an 'Idol' judge 

Ig~~""llt's a few weeks before the "Idol" judging panel goes before the cameras on the show's audition trail, and 
there's still no replacement named. Why is hiring a TV talent show judge (or two, or three) taking so 

long? 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/12/20101:55:18 PM 

Flight attendant's ex: 'I do not believe he was rude' 

Cynthia Susanne, ex-wife of the JetBlue flight attendant who made headlines with his dramatic exit from his job, said 

Thursday that Steven Slater is the "consummate flight attendant" and "such a gentleman" that the passenger who set 

him off must have been "a nightmare." 

Ig~S1etBlue Airways - Flight attendant - Steven Slater - Aviation - Cynthia Susanne 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/12/20102:06:12 PM 

Judge: Don't call him Boomer the Dog 

Saying it would be too confusing, a judge has denied the petition of a so-called "furry" to legally change his name to 

Boomer the Dog. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/12/20102:24:28 PM 

N.Y. governor's aide surrenders on assault charge 

An aide to New York Gov. David Paterson surrendered Thursday to New York City authorities on assault charges 

stemming from a 2009 domestic violence case that touched off an evidence-tampering investigation in Albany. 

I g:i1ti¥.EIDavid Paterson - Domestic violence - New York - Women - People 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/12/20102:34:54 PM 

Rangel's night for ethics amnesia 

Ig~~""llt was a glittering social event on the New York political calendar that many prominent politicians wished 
(very privately) they did not have to attend. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/12/20103:43:40 PM 

New jobless claims near a six-month high 

The employment picture in the United States is looking bleaker as applications for jobless benefits rose last week to the 

highest level in almost six months. 

I g:i1ti¥.EiJObleSS claims - Business - Insurance - Financial Services - Claims 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/12/20104:00:51 PM 

Delta passengers will be able to book through Facebook 

Delta Air lines Inc. said Thursday it's launched a new "Ticket Window" on Facebook that will allow passengers to book 

directly on the social media site. 

I g:i1ti¥.EIFacebook - Social media - Delta Air lines - Business - Social network 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/12/2010 4:44:32 PM 

Order at Ga. housing agency, a day after chaos 

Housing officials in a suburban Atlanta city resumed accepting applications for subsidized housing Thursday, a day after 

a scary mob scene that served as a stark reminder of the nation's housing crisis. 

I g:i1ti¥.EIAtlanta - Suburb - Housing - Business - Real Estate 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/12/2010 4:50:35 PM 

GM reports upbeat earnings; CEO to leave 

Ig~~""lon the same day that General Motors reported a profit of $1.33 billion in the second quarter, the u.s. 
automaker announced that CEO Ed Whitacre will step down from his position. 

rg~5.Leneral Motors - Initial public offering - Autos - United States - Wall Street 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/12/20105:00:33 PM 

Scoop: Halle Berry talks about her split 

Ig~~""IHalle Berry gives her first interview in three years to Vogue and discusses her breakup with model Gabriel 

Aubry, relationships she says was "not meant to go the distance." 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/12/20105:33:02 PM 

Mental health issues in college students rising 

Cases of mental illness among college students have become increasingly more serious over the last decade, according 

to a new study. 

I g:i1ti¥.EIMental health - College - Student - Health - Oceania 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/12/20105:35:45 PM 

Blagojevich jury agrees on two out of 24 counts 

Ig~~""~urors in the corruption trial of former Illinois Gov. Rod Blagojevich said Thursday that they have reached 

agreement on just two of 24 counts against him, indicating that they could have a long way to go in 
analyzing the complex case. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/12/20106:14:15 PM 

Apple's iPhone security fix will block hackers 

Apple has released a security patch to block hackers from gaining access to any iPhone, iPod Touch or iPad running the 

latest versions of their mobile operating system. 

I~¥':lphone -~ -IPad - iPod Touch - Smartphones 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/12/20107:09:02 PM 

2 missing miners feared dead at Nevada gold mine 

Rescuers at an underground gold mine in northeast Nevada are searching for two missing miners feared to be dead in an 

accident in a ventilation shaft. 

1§':i1ti¥.EINevada _ United States - Gold mining - People - lost or Missing 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/12/20107:24:40 PM 

Newsweek: Why cheap money isn't working 

The Federal Reserve's policy statement this week, along with a report from Freddie Mac, provide ample evidence that 

cheap money is doing little good for the u.s. economy. The reason is simple-not enough people can take advantage of 

that cheap money-but the solution to the problem will not be quite as easy. 

Ig~SjFreddie Mac - Federal Reserve System - Economy of the United States - Federal Reserve - Economic 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/12/20107:42:33 PM 

Former Vp's son dubs Obama "worst president in history" 

He might knows a thing or two about how men in the White House are judged by the public; he's the son of a vice 

president perhaps best known for flubbing the spelling of the word "potato." 

rC~~"-IWhite House - Barack Obama - United States - President - Government 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/12/20107:52:51 PM 

'BioShock Infinite' takes to the skies 

The next big thing from "BioShock" creator Irrational Games is something different. It's the "BioShock" of a floating city, 

of America in 1912, of a helpful damsel in semi-distress and of something very fast moving called the Skyline. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/12/20108:06:14 PM 

Wall Street ends down for third day in a row 

Technology companies led the stock market to its third straight day of losses Thursday after Cisco Systems' earnings 

report raised more questions about the economy. 

I g:i1ti¥.ElciSCO Systems - Business - Investing - Stocks and Bonds - Equities 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/12/20108:35:42 PM 

Mets suspend closer K-Rod after assault charge 

Ig~~""lsuspended Mets closer Francisco Rodriguez was released without bail Thursday and ordered to stay away 

from his girlfriend's father, whom he is accused of attacking outside a family lounge at Citi Field. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/12/20109:32:34 PM 

Lawyer: Iranian who faced stoning likely tortured 

Ig~~""IA lawyer for an Iranian woman who had faced death by stoning on an adultery conviction said Thursday 

he suspects she was tortured into confessing that she was an unwitting accomplice to her husband's 
murder. 

1~~':-IMurder - Stoning - Adultery - Iran - Lawyer 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/12/2010 10:54:03 PM 

Sorry, kid, first-barns really are smarter 

Birth order within families has long sparked sibling rivalry, but it might also impact the child's personality and 

intelligence, a new study suggests. First-borns are typically smarter, while younger siblings get better grades and are 

more outgoing, the researchers say. 

Ig~SjBirth order - Family - Psychology - Home - Parenting 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/12/201010:56:11 PM 

Tiger roars early, stays in hunt at PGA 

Ig~~""~iger Woods makes three birdies early to briefly share the tournament lead before finishing with a 1-

under 71 in the first round of the PGA Championship at Whistling Straits on Thursday. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/12/2010 11:42:52 PM 

Gitmo trial at risk after Khadr's lawyer collapses 

Ig~~""~he defense lawyer for so-called "child soldier" Omar Khadr recently underwent gall bladder surgery. 

Earlier, the prosecutor laid out the case against the young Afghan. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/12/2010 11:51:46 PM 

Rabid bats attack 500 in Peru jungle 

Bats infected with rabies have attacked more than 500 indigenous people in Peru's Amazon and four children likely lost 

their lives in an outbreak of the disease, the Health Ministry said Thursday. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/13/201012:18:30 AM 

Oracle sues Google for patent infringement 

Oracle Corp. said Thursday it has filed a patent and copyright-infringement lawsuit against Google Inc. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/13/201012:40:19 AM 

Suspect tied to serial stabbings an enigma 

A man suspected in 18 stabbings across three states that left five people dead was arrested at the Atlanta airport as he 

tried to board a plane bound for Israel, authorities say. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/13/201012:58:57 AM 

Moscow gets welcome break from wildfire smoke 

Ig~~""~he skies were clear over Moscow, giving residents a desperately needed break from air pollution thanks 

to favorable winds and some success in fighting wildfires nearby. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/13/20101:14:44 AM 

Dr. Laura apologizes for using the N-word 

Ig~~""~alk radio host Dr. Laura Schlessinger has issued an apology for saying the N-word several times in an on
air conversation with a caller that she said was "hypersensitive" to racism. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/13/20101:15:45 AM 

Narco-blogger beats Mexico drug war news blackout 

Ig~~""IAn anonymous, twentysomething blogger is giving Mexicans what they can't get elsewhere - an inside 
view of their country's raging drug war. 

rg~5.jwar on Drugs - Mexico - Health - Drugs -~ 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/13/2010 1:32:45 AM 

Montana Fishburne to be charged with assault 

The newly minted porn star and daughter of "CSI" star Laurence Fishburne is expected to be charged later this month 

with assault with a deadly weapon and trespassing. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/13/2010 1:57:41 AM 

Foes seek to block start of gay weddings in Calif. 

Ig~~""~he sponsors of California's gay marriage ban ask an appeals court to stop a federal judge's order 
allowing same-sex weddings to begin next week. 

rg~iSjcalifornia - Same-sex marriage - California Proposition 8 - United States - Gay Lesbian and Bisexual 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/13/20102:07:58 AM 

American tops Everest, completes 'Grand Slam' 

Alison levine became the first American woman to complete the "Adventure Grand Slam," which entails reaching the 

highest peak on every continent and skiing to both the North and South poles. It's estimated fewer than 30 people have 

accomplished the feat. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/13/20102:30:37 AM 

Canadian navy boards Sri Lankan migrant ship 

The Canadian navy boarded a cargo ship Thursday carrying 490 asylum seekers, including some people Canada has said 

may be terrorists. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/13/20104:22:58 AM 

Relentless rain piles on misery in China 

Ig~~""IA relentless downpour threatened to trigger more landslides Friday and made rescue work nearly 

impossible in the remote northwestern China region where hundreds died in massive slides triggered by 
weekend flooding. 

Ig~~""lchina - Landslide - Asia - Rain - Maps and Views 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/13/20109:15:17 AM 

Pakistan fighting militants alongside floods 

Pakistan's army is playing the leading role in rescue efforts after the worst floods in decades, but it will not divert forces 

from the battle against Islamist militants. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/13/20109:24:39 AM 

Russia says to load fuel in Iran reactor on Aug 21 

Russia will begin to load fuel into the reactor at Iran's Bushehr nuclear power station on August 21, a spokesman for 

Russia's state atomic corporation said on Friday. 

I g:i1ti¥.Ellran _ Russia - Nuclear power - Bushehr - Nuclear 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/13/20109:43:23 AM 

Euro zone records strong GDP growth in second quarter 

Euro zone gross domestic product grew at its fastest pace in more than three years in the second quarter, boosted by a 

strong performance by Germany and France, but concerns remain that the rebound could falter. 

1§':i1ti¥.EIGermany _ Gross domestic product - Economic growth - Eurozone - European Union 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/13/201010:30:11 AM 

100-year-old Scotch pulled from frozen crate 

A crate of Scotch whisky that was trapped in Antarctic ice for a century was finally opened Friday - but the heritage 

dram won't be tasted by whisky lovers because it's being preserved for its historic significance. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/13/201010:48:13 AM 

India steps up demands for BlackBerry access 

Ig~~""llndian demands are giving a new headache to BlackBerry maker Research in Motion after New Delhi 

threatened a shutdown that could affect one million of the smartphone's 41 million users. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/13/2010 11:34:50 AM 

WikiLeaks says it will release more Afghan files 

WikiLeaks founder Julian Assange said his organization is preparing to release the rest of the secret Afghan war 

documents it has on file. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/13/2010 12:02:28 PM 

Euro zone records strong GDP growth in second quarter 

Euro zone gross domestic product grew at its fastest pace in more than three years in the second quarter, boosted by a 

strong performance by Germany and France, but concerns remain that the rebound could falter. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/13/2010 12:07:26 PM 

100-year-old Scotch pulled from frozen crate 

Ig~~""IA crate of Scotch whisky that was trapped in Antarctic ice for a century was finally opened Friday - but 
the heritage dram won't be tasted by whisky lovers because it's being preserved for its historic 

significance. 

I g~~""lscotch whisky - Antarctic - Whisky - Food - Liquor 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/13/2010 12:45:29 PM 

Chinese break record for human dominoes 

More than 10,000 people have set a new Guinness World record for "human dominoes" in China's Inner Mongolia, 

toppling a record set a decade earlier in Singapore by more than several hundred. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/13/2010 1:01:22 PM 

Dina lohan defends lindsay on TODAY 

Ig~~""IDina Lohan told TODAY's Matt Lauer that the judge who sentenced Lindsay to jail and court-ordered 

rehab played "hardball," and the bad press about her daughter was "propaganda." 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/13/2010 1:04:54 PM 

Paris Hilton will fight hair-suit 

HairTech International filed a $35 million civil claim against Hilton for allegedly donning another company's fake hair, 

breaching a December 2006 deal to wear and endorse HairTech's extensions. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/13/2010 1:29:34 PM 

War in Iraq a success? Time will tell, general says 

As American troops wind up their combat role in Iraq, the top u.s. commander in Iraq said Friday that it's not yet clear 

whether the war will ultimately be considered a success. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/13/2010 1:52:56 PM 

U.S. retail sales rose modestly in July 

Retail sales managed a modest increase in July after two consecutive declines, but the strength was concentrated in 

higher sales of autos and gasoline. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/13/20102:13:14 PM 

100-year-old Scotch pulled from frozen crate 

Ig~~""IA crate of Scotch whisky that was trapped in Antarctic ice for a century was finally opened Friday - but 
the heritage dram won't be tasted by whisky lovers because it's being preserved for its historical 

significance. 

I ~~':-Iscotch whisky - Antarctica - Antarctic - Whisky - Ernest Shackleton 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/13/20102:43:29 PM 

Gitmo trial delayed after attorney's collapse 

Ig~~""~he war-crimes trial of a young Canadian detainee will be put on hold for at least 30 days due to the 

illness of his Pentagon-appointed attorney, a defense official said Friday. 

rg~iSjwar crime - Pentagon - Warfare and Conflict - United States - Omar Khadr 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/13/20102:57:37 PM 

Retail sales up modestly as gas prices rise 

Retail sales grew in July for the first time in three months but largely due to a rise in gasoline prices, the government said 

Friday in a series of reports that added up to sluggish economic growth. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/13/20103:13:49 PM 

Waters: 'I have not violated any rules' 

Ig~~""lveteran Rep. Maxine Waters says she violated no House rules and did no wrong in connection with 

alleged ethics violations, including an assertion she sought federal assistance for a bank where her 
husband served on the board. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/13/20103:16:03 PM 

Ten killed in Jamaica in outburst of gang violence 

Gunmen in Jamaica killed eight people early on Friday in suspected gang killings on the Caribbean tourist island, police 

said. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/13/20103:50:01 PM 

Tylenol tied to childhood asthma 

A pair of studies suggests that the common painkiller acetaminophen -- better known as Tylenol in the u.s. -- may be 

fueling a worldwide increase in asthma. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/13/2010 4:44:43 PM 

Newsweek: How to see Italy's art without the crowds 

A new tour company has forged relationships with local providers around the world and built a growing portfolio of 

private-access opportunities to give customers a high-quality art experience away from the crowds. Despite the 

economic downturn, the company has seen a big spike in demand for these offerings. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/13/20105:03:06 PM 

Disappointing data darken economic outlook 

Renewed fears of a so-called "double-dip" recession are weighing on investors, spooking consumers and slowing 

businesses from hiring. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/13/20105:23:27 PM 

GM IPQ filing pushed to early next week 

Ig~~""IGeneral Motors Co. has delayed its IPO filing until early next week as it updates its prospectus with the 

recent CEO change, a source familiar with the situation said on Friday. 

1~~'::IGeneral Motors - Initial public offering - Business - Management - General Motors Co 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/13/20105:51:42 PM 

S.C's Alvin Greene indicted on obscenity charge 

Ig~~""ILOngShot U.S. Senate candidate Alvin Greene was indicted Friday on two charges, including a felony 

charge of showing pornography to a South Carolina college student. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/13/20105:52:18 PM 

Stabbings suspect won't fight extradition 

A judge on Friday said an Israeli citizen suspected in a three-state stabbing spree had waived his right to fight Michigan's 

request that he be extradited to face charges there. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/13/20105:54:49 PM 

Russia gears up to fuel Iran's first nuclear plant 

Ig~~""IRussia will begin to load fuel into the reactor at Iran's Bushehr nuclear power station on Aug.21, a 

spokesman for Russia's state atomic corporation said on Friday. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/13/20106:00:11 PM 

Newsweek: Russia moves toward new police state 

Public trust in the police has cratered; according to a recent survey by the Moscow-based Levada Center, more than 70 

percent of Russians distrust all branches of law enforcement. The Kremlin's response: to give the police and the Federal 

Security Service, or FSB, many more powers. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/13/20106:12:21 PM 

'Suspicious' blaze hurts 6 Detroit firefighters 

Ig~~""IA burning two-story building in Detroit partially collapsed during a suspicious blaze Friday, injuring six 

firefighters, including one who suffered a spinal injury, authorities said. 

rg~5.Lrefighter - Detroit - Fire department - United States - Work 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/13/20106:14:13 PM 

Some call for cholesterol drugs at fast-food joints 

Fast food outlets should hand out free cholesterol-lowering statin drugs to their customers to "neutralize" the heart 

risks of eating fatty foods like burgers and fries, British scientists suggested on Thursday. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/13/20106:27:30 PM 

Google Street View captures 'dead girl' 

Ig~~""IHer name might lead you to believe Azura Beebeejaun is just another 10-year-old girl on Willy Wonka's 

ill-fated chocolate factory tour. In fact, Beebeejaun is the very real, very much alive girl who recently 
appeared, somewhat dead, in Google Street View. 

I g~~""IGoogle - Google Street View - Willy Wonka - Azura Beebeejaun - Searching 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/13/20106:47:01 PM 

Titanic salvage company wins award from US court 

The company with exclusive rights to salvage the Titanic is entitled to full compensation for artifacts worth about $110 

million that it has recovered in a half-dozen perilous expeditions to the famous shipwreck, a federal judge has ruled. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/13/20106:56:50 PM 

HBT: Canseco evicted, and he's tweeting about it 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/13/20107:27:52 PM 

Like father, like son? Quayle stumbles in Arizona 

Ig~~""lseems like old times - Jay Lena cracking Quayle jokes on late night. But now the rising target of comics is 

Ben Quayle, son of the gaffe-prone former vice president, who is committing doozies of his own in his 
campaign for Congress. 

I g~~""IDan Quayle - Arizona - Vice President af the United States - Jay Lena - Ben Quayle 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/13/20107:32:44 PM 

Newsweek: EU's economic bounce will be short 

It turns out, despite all the dread surrounding the Euro-zone since the past fali, the continent's economy has been doing 

much better than expected. But don't expect the good news to last. Across the continent, governments, horrified by 

Greece's slide into insolvency, are slashing budgets. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/13/20107:37:12 PM 

NOAA, FDA to test seafood for dispersants 

Ig~~""~he FDA and NOAA are developing a lab test to detect traces of the chemical dispersant Corexit in 

seafood, hoping to put to rest concerns that poisons from the compounds used to break up the oil in the 
Gulf will linger in the food chain. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/13/20107:37:44 PM 

Group warns of surge in Greek suicides 

The number of suicides in Greece is likely to increase significantly in 20lO, mainly due to the country's financial crisis, a 

state-funded mental health charity said Friday. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/13/20107:45:00 PM 

If you're 15, the sky's the limit 

Three kids wanted to get away, so they bought tickets at the counter and flew to Nashville, Tenn., on Southwest Airlines. 

Now their parents are wondering how the trip was possible. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/13/20107:50:23 PM 

Starbucks' latest blend: Social and digital 

Ig~~""IStarbucks announced Thursday it will offer an in-store digital network that will try to make customers' 

coffee house experience at little more social. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/13/20107:55:45 PM 

JetBlue flight diverted over unruly passenger 

A JetBlue Airways flight from Boston to the Dominican Republic had to land in the Washington, D.C., area Friday 

afternoon because of an unruly passenger, the company and federal officials said. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/13/20108:01:32 PM 

Shareholders sue HP over Hurd's exit 

Shareholders of Hewlett-Packard Co. have filed a "derivative lawsuit" against the technology company and its board over 

former CEO Mark Hurd's abrupt resignation last week. 

rC~~"-Lark Hurd - Hewlett-Packard - HP - Operating Systems - Fiduciary 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/13/20108:03:00 PM 

Robot to expose hidden secrets of pyramid 

Ig~~""IA specialized robot will penetrate deeper into the Great Pyramid of Giza than ever before, unlocking a 

room that has remain sealed for 4,500 years. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/13/20108:37:14 PM 

Newsweek: Next WikiLeaks release overhyped? 

There may be less than meets the eye in the latest threat from WikiLeaks to reveal a new cache of secret Pentagon 

documents-sources close to the controversy say that the remaining 15,000 documents on the Afghan war are already 

in the hands of the three news outlets the organization partnered with on its last release. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/13/20108:51:30 PM 

U.S.: BP well not secure - relief effort is a must 

Ig~~""IBP experts and government scientists agree that a relief well and "bottom kill" procedure need to be 

undertaken, but just how to do so is still being discussed, incident chief Thad Allen said. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/13/20109:41:39 PM 

Illegal immigrants eye 3 states for driver's IDs 

Ig~~""~housands more illegal immigrants are seeking driver's licenses in the three states that do not require 

drivers to show proof of citizenship, an AP analysis found. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/13/20109:58:49 PM 

FDA OKs new, 5-day emergency contraceptive 

u.s. health officials on Friday approved a new "morning-after" pill shown to prevent pregnancy for up to 5 days after 

unprotected sex. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/13/2010 10:21:49 PM 

Infamous flight attendant wants to return to skies 

A flight attendant's explanation that an uncooperative passenger caused him to lose his mind and slide down a plane's 

emergency chute may not hold water, JetBlue said in an internal memo. 

I g:i1ti¥.EINew York City - JetBlue Airways - Flight attendant - Emergency exit - New York 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/13/201010:28:16 PM 

Go ahead and argue, it's good for your health 

When people experience tension with someone and sidestep confrontation, it can be bad for their health, a study says. 

Those who avoided conflict had more physical problems the next day than those who argued. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/13/2010 10:50:49 PM 

Space elevator dream hits 50-year mark 

Ig~~""lscience editor Alan Boyle's Weblog: The Russian engineer who came up with the modern concept for a 

space elevator 50 years ago originally thought it'd take 200 years to build it. Today he's more optimistic. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/13/2010 11:09:29 PM 

The craziest Google Street View moments 

Ig~~""IEmbarraSSing moments, unexplained car crashes and crazy stunts. You never know what the Google 
Street View team is going to capture on camera next - including the young girl playing dead in a British 

street. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/13/201011:44:10 PM 

Fugitive's accomplice was informant before escape 

Ig~~""IAn Arizona fugitive's accomplice was acting as a drug mule for a white supremacy group and agreed to 

become a police informant weeks before she helped him escape from prison, authorities said Friday. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/13/201011:50:12 PM 

Calif. school settles suit with anti-abortion girl 

Ig~~""IA California school district sued by a former sixth-grade student who was asked to remove an anti

abortion T-shirt has agreed to pay $50,000 to settle the suit. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/14/2010 12:23:25 AM 

6 'Jersey Shore' myths debunked 

Ig~~"'l'Jersey Shore" might portray Seaside Heights as a summer playground for boozehounds and desperate 

20-somethings full of libido, but after one night there, we can assure you it is nothing like what's on TV. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/14/201012:51:12 AM 

Tiger will have to continue PGA chase Saturday 

Ig~~""~he only thing clear after two days of fog-induced havoc at the PGA Championship is that Matt Kuchar is 

playing very, very well, and Tiger Woods has a lot of ground to make up. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/14/20102:23:23 AM 

Obama defends ground zero mosque plans 

Ig~~""lpresident Barack Obama endorses plans for a Muslim mosque two blocks from ground zero in New York 

City. He makes his statement at a White House dinner celebrating Ramadan, the Muslim holy month. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/14/20103:47:35 AM 

McNabb throws TD pass in Redskins debut 

Ig~~""IDonovan McNabb threw a touchdown pass in his Washington Redskins debut, Albert Haynesworth 

looked suitably motivated in his debut as a $100 million backup, and the new-look Buffalo Bills looked like 
the same old Buffalo Bills. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/14/20103:48:10 AM 

NJ blogger convicted of threatening III. judges 

Ig~~""IA right-wing New Jersey blogger was convicted at his third trial Friday of making threats against three 

federal judges in Illinois in retaliation for a ruling supporting gun control. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/14/20103:54:17 AM 

U.S. judge bans planting of genetically engineered beets 

A federal judge on Friday banned the planting of genetically modified sugar beets engineered by Monsanto Co in a ruling 

that marks a major setback for the biotech giant. 

I ~¥':-IGenetic engineering - United States - Sugar beet - Monsanto - Science; technology 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/14/20104:14:56 AM 

Female thieves barely get away with money 

Police in France look for two attractive female thieves who bared their breasts at a man at an ATM to distract him 

before stealing his money. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/14/2010 4:50:24 AM 

Mexican woman granted asylum for domestic abuse 

A Mexican woman who claimed she was beaten and raped for decades by her common-law husband has won the right 

to stay in the United States in a case that experts say makes clear that domestic violence is valid grounds for asylum. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/14/20105:50:15 AM 

Blood clot sends Gabor back to hospital 

Zsa Zsa Gabor undergoes surgery Friday to remove a blood clot that developed while she was recuperating from a 

broken hip, her publicist says. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/14/20107:00:00 AM 

Cholera confirmed in flood-ravaged Pakistan 

A case of the deadly, waterborne disease cholera has been confirmed in Pakistan's flood-ravaged northwest, and aid 

workers expect it is not isolated, the U.N. said Saturday. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/14/20108:24:07 AM 

Rescuers reach area where Nev. miners are trapped 

Rescuers reached the bottom of a gold mine shaft in Nevada late Friday where two miners were trapped more than a 

day ago. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/14/20109:25:26 AM 

U.K. royal wedding a sure thing for 2011, bookie says 

A leading U.K. bookmaker has stopped taking bets on a royal wedding in 2011 between Prince William and his girlfriend, 

Kate Middleton. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/14/20109:56:56 AM 

WikiLeaks 'will not be threatened' by Pentagon 

WikiLeaks founder Julian Assange said Saturday that his organization would publish 15,000 documents from the Afghan 

war as planned despite warnings from the u.s. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/14/2010 11:32:56 AM 

Four shot dead, four wounded after wedding reception 

A shooting outside a restaurant in downtown Buffalo early Saturday left four people dead and four wounded, police 

said. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/14/2010 1:32:28 PM 

Brown, couples urge speedy return to gay marriages 

Ig~~""~he attorneys who successfully sued to strike down California's same-sex marriage ban have joined 

Attorney General Jerry Brown in urging a federal appeals court to quickly allow gay marriages to resume 
in the state. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/14/2010 1:49:32 PM 

Mexican police say 5 suspects hacked up officer 

Mexican authorities say that police in Ciudad Juarez have captured five alleged drug gang members suspected in the 

killings of two federal officers, including one whose body was hacked to pieces. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/14/20102:52:12 PM 

WikiLeaks 'will not be threatened' by Pentagon 

WikiLeaks will publish its remaining 15,000 Afghan war documents within a month, despite warnings from the u.s. 
government, the organization's founder said Saturday. 

I ~¥':-IWikileaks - Federal government of the United States - United States - Pentagon - Julian Assange 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/14/20103:50:36 PM 

Dog brings end to master's school board bid 

The dog really did eat the homework, or, in this case, the petition a South Carolina man was going to file to run for 

school board. , Spencer, Terry Thomas' 8-month-old Labrador and bull mastiff mix, chewed up the petition. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/14/20104:41:16 PM 

Obama: GOP trying to destroy Social Security 

Ig~~""lpresident Barack Obama used the anniversary of Social Security to trumpet Democrats' support for the 

popular program and accuse Republicans of trying to destroy it. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/14/20106:59:55 PM 

U.K. royal wedding a sure thing for 2011, bookie says 

A leading U.K. bookmaker has stopped taking bets on a royal wedding in 2011 between Prince William and his girlfriend, 

Kate Middleton. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/14/20107:29:58 PM 

6 Iraqi forces killed as checkpoints attacked 

Ig~~""IGunmen killed six Iraqi security personnel Saturday, including a pair of sleeping policemen who were shot 

and set on fire, amid persistent debate over whether Iraqi forces can protect the country as u.s. troops 
leave. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/14/20107:33:49 PM 

Whitman adds $13M to campaign for Calif governor 

Billionaire Republican Meg Whitman has given her campaign for California governor another $13 million, bringing her 

total contribution from her personal fortune to $104 million. 

I g:i1ti¥.Elcalifornia - Meg Whitman - Jerry Brown - Republican Party - United States 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/14/20107:56:15 PM 

Afghan attack survivor: 1 killer hitched a ride 

Ig~~""lone of the gunmen who killed 10 charitable health workers in northern Afghanistan hitched a ride with 

the medical team shortly before the murders, the sole survivor of the attack told The Associated Press on 
Saturday. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/14/20108:15:13 PM 

Amid conflict, Kashmir man tries suicide 13 times 

Ig~~""~he wounds of Kashmir's never-ending war are reflected in Arshid Malik's red, downcast eyes, in the 
tremble of the cigarette in his hand, in the self-inflicted knife scars gouged into his left forearm. 

rg~5.jKashmir - India - Jammu & Kashmir - Suicide - Asia 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/14/20109:00:06 PM 

Apple manager indicted on kickback charges 

A manager at Apple Inc. has been indicted by a federal grand jury in an alleged kickback scheme involving suppliers of 

iPhone and iPod accessories. 

1§':i1ti¥.EliPhone _ ~ _ iPod - Money laundering - Wire fraud 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/14/2010 10:04:43 PM 

Many voters, many views of election's meaning 

Ig~~""[here'S the die-hard Democrat from Texas who says November's elections are about keeping Republicans 

from power. There's the North Carolina Republican who says it's about firing Democrats for growing 
government. There's the Florida guy who lost his job and says it's all about unemployment. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/14/201010:32:51 PM 

Ohio toddler found dead in hot car; sister injured 

Authorities say two toddlers in northeast Ohio ran from their baby sitters and got stuck inside a hot car, where one died 

and the other was found barely conscious. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/14/2010 11:34:48 PM 

Mexican drug gang barricades Monterrey roads 

Ig~~""lln a violent show of force, suspected Mexican drug gang members cut off 13 major roads in Monterrey, 

Mexico, dragging motorists out of their vehicles to use as blockades against police. 

rg~iSLexico - Monterrey - Gang - Police - Organized crime 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/14/201011:52:11 PM 

Pucker up! 'Kiss-in' commemorates WWII 

Ig~~""IAmericans gather for a group "kiss-in" in Times Square for the first national day of remembrance for the 

WWII generation. 

rg~5.jworld War II - United States - Times Square - V-J day in Times Square - Military 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/15/2010 12:51:25 AM 

Liang rockets into PGA picture with record 64 

Ig~~""ILiang Wenchong flew China's flag in sizzling style at the PGA Championship on Saturday, rocketing into 
contention with a course-record 8-under-par 64 in the weather-delayed third round. 

rg~5.jpGA Championship - China - Golf - sport - Tiger Woods 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/15/2010 12:51:49 AM 

Jazz singer-activist Abbey Lincoln dies 

Ig~~""~azz singer Abbey Lincoln, whose six-decade career included acting and composing, and who participated 

in the civil rights movement, died at age 80, The New York Times reports. 

1~~':-lciVil and political rights - New York Times - African-American Civil Rights Movement - Jazz - United States 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/15/2010 1:08:57 AM 

Watney leads next generation at PGA 

Ig~~""INiCk Watney took over the lead Saturday with two quick birdies and never let up until he had a 6-under 
66, giving him a three-shot lead over Dustin Johnson and Rory Mcilroy in a strong showing by golf's next 

generation at the PGA Championship. 

I~~':lim Furyk - Tiger Woods - Golf - Sport - PGA Championship 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/15/2010 1:59:52 AM 

Co. confirms deaths of 2 miners in Nev mine shaft 

Searchers in Nevada found the remains of two miners at the bottom of a gold mine shaft, company officials said 

Saturday, after crews worked for more than 32 hours to safely access the area 1,300 feet underground. 

rC~~"-INevada - Gold mining - Mining - Mining and Drilling - Business 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/15/20102:28:59 AM 

Fire in front of downtown DC hotels extinguished 

A fire that forced the evacuation of two hotels in downtown Washington near the White House has been extinguished. 

No injuries were reported. 

I g:i1ti¥.Elwhite House - Washington DC - United States - President - Government 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/15/20102:34:17 AM 

A-Rod hits 3 HRs in one game for fourth time 

Ig~~""IAlex Rodriguez hit three home runs in a game for the fourth time in his career, putting on a late power 
show that led the New York Yankees past the Kansas City Royals 8-3 Saturday night. Rodriguez drove in 

five runs, taking over the major league RBis lead with 97. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/15/20102:52:19 AM 

PFT: Bradford's Rams debut not so pretty 

Ig~~""lpFT: Rookie quarterback completes six of 13 passes for 57 yards, but takes four sacks and didn't do 
anything that elicited a series of "oohs" or "boos" from the 5t. Louis crowd. 

1~~':-IQuarterbaCk - St. Louis Rams - NFL - Rookie - Football 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/15/20103:15:55 AM 

Lost in fugitive drama: Slain couple's story 

Ig~~""ILost in the Bonnie and Clyde tale of Arizona fugitives on the run is the grisly slaying of an Oklahoma 
couple whose bodies were found in a burned-out travel trailer in New Mexico. 

1~~':-INew Mexico - Bonnie and Clyde - Oklahoma - Arizona - United States 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/15/20103:58:50 AM 

Chinese military chided on outmoded thinking 

Ig~~""lchinals military thinking is outmoded and the nation should learn from others, especially the United 

States, when it come to modernizing its vast armed forces, a leading military newspaper says. 

1~~'::Lnited States - Military - China - Newspaper - Directories 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/15/2010 4:04:22 AM 

Pilot near Alaska crash site says clouds were low 

Ig~~""IA pilot flying in the area of this week's Alaska plane crash that killed former Sen. Ted Stevens and four 

others has estimated that clouds were as low as 600 feet at the time of the crash, the National 
Transportation Safety Board's chairwoman said Saturday. 

I ~~':-ITed Stevens - National Transportation Safety Board - Alaska - Aviation accidents and incidents - United States 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/15/20104:07:32 AM 

Radiation risk from Russia fires? Maybe not 

Fears that fires scorching forests polluted by Chernobyl fallout may propel dangerous amounts of radioactivity into the 

air are overblown, scientists say, and the actual health risks are very small. 

rC~~"-INuciear fallout - Chernobyl disaster - Radioactive decay - Russia - Environment 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/15/2010 4:50:55 AM 

Israel sees hidden battlefield in lebanon 

Ig~~""IWith tensions mounting along the Israel's northern border, the military says Hezbollah is building a 

network of arms warehouses, bunkers and command posts in preparation for war. 

1~~':-llsrael - Lebanon - Hezbollah - Middle East - Terrorism 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/15/20105:04:01 AM 

U.S. may end deepwater oil drilling ban early 

Ig~~""IBut four months after the explosion of the Deepwater Horizon, regulators have only started to make 

good on promises to overhaul the industry. 

rg~5.joil spill - United States - White House - Environment - Offshore drilling 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/15/20105:08:44 AM 

More U.S. helicopters aid Pakistan flood relief 

Ig~~""IMore American helicopters arrived in Pakistan to help ferry aid to flood victims as U.N. Secretary-General 
Ban i<i-moon was expected to visit Sunday in areas affected by the disaster the government estimates has 

made 20 million people homeless. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/15/20106:12:14 AM 

Boy, 13, hit by lightning at 13:13 on Friday the 13th 

A 13-year-old boy was struck by lightning - at 13:13 hours on Friday the 13th, according to reports. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/15/20106:21:34 AM 

Opinion: Golf's young guys leaving Tiger behind 

Ig~~""loPinion: Tiger Woods does not turn 35 until Dec. 30, and we're all aware that golfers are unique that 

way, that they can still win big in their Metamucil years. Jack Nicklaus won a Masters at 46 and he also 
won an Open and a PGA at 40. But at the PGA you see the world of golf moving on, aware of Woods but too 
busy to be preoccupied. 

rg~~""~iger Woods - Golf - Jack Nicklaus - sport - Masters Tournament 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/15/20108:20:07 AM 

Report: Doctors not asked about lockerbie bomber's release 

Four cancer specialists who treated the Lockerbie bomber for cancer were not consulted over his release from a Scottish 

prison on compassionate grounds, report says. 

rC~~"-lcancer - Compassionate release - Lockerbie - United States - Abdelbaset Ali Mohmed AI Megrahi 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/15/201010:19:44 AM 

Japan PM shuns shrine, apologizes at WWII ceremony 

Ig~~""~apan's new liberal prime minister shunned a visit to a shrine that has outraged Asian neighbors for 

honoring war criminals, breaking from past governments' tradition and instead apologizing Sunday for 
the suffering World War II caused. 

I~~':-Iworld War II - Japan - Prime minister - History - Twentieth Century 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/15/2010 10:36:53 AM 

Newsweek: Russia's best and brightest fleeing country 

A growing number of businessmen, lawyers, accountants, and bankers, dubbed Russia's Generation Exile, are leaving 

their country after being robbed and threatened by Russia's corrupt law-enforcement officials. 

1§':i1ti¥.EIRussia _ Law - Travel and Tourism - Travel Guides - Business and Economy 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/15/2010 1:04:44 PM 

Petraeus cites Bush-era shortcomings in Afghanistan 

u.s. military leaders inherited a faulty strategy for the war in Afghanistan at the end of the Bush administration and are 

still working to "refine the concepts," the u.s. commander said in an interview airing Sunday on NBC's "Meet the Press." 

I~¥':-INBC - War in Afghanistan - Meet the Press - United States armed forces - United States 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/15/20101:19:31 PM 

Pilgrims evacuated after bomb threat at Lourdes 

Thousands of people, many disabled or ailing, were evacuated Sunday from the shrine at Lourdes in southern France 

after a bomb threat on the Catholic holy day of Assumption. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/15/2010 1:26:45 PM 

PFT: Bradford says shoulder 'feels great' 

Ig~~""lpFT: Rookie quarterback Sam Bradford says his shoulder feels great after taking four sacks and multiple 

additional hits in his debut. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/15/20102:00:37 PM 

Charges dropped in deadly Buffalo shooting 

The chief prosecutor in Buffalo, N.Y., got a judge to dismiss murder charges against a man who had been accused of 

opening fire outside a downtown Buffalo restaurant, killing four people and wounding four others. 

I g:i1ti¥.Elpolice _ Buffalo New York - Wedding reception - Hospital - Buffalo 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/15/20102:29:49 PM 

Report: AZ prison warden resigns after 3 escape 

A warden and a security official have resigned their posts at an Arizona state prison where three inmates escaped last 

month, setting off a nationwide search. 

I ~¥':-Iprison - Arizona - Corrections officer - United States - Crime --- ---

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/15/20103:19:54 PM 

Obamas take boat ride during Gulf vacation 

Ig~~""lpresident and his family went boating as part of a weekend trip to the Gulf that was designed to 

showcase the region's attractions as well as the president's concern for those affected by the BP oil spill. 

1~~':-IBarack Obama - Gulf of Mexico - Government - President - United States 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/15/20104:07:31 PM 

Best bets: Aniston flips 'The Switch' 

Ig~~""IIS a movie about mommy issues really the best choice for the former "Friend"? Plus: "Piranha 3D" bites 

audiences; Brian Wilson tackles George Gershwin songs. 

1~~':-IGeorge Gershwin - Brian Wilson - Arts - Music - United States 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/15/20104:36:30 PM 

New HP CEO will face challenges right away 

Ig~~""~he top job at Hewlett-Packard Co offers a singular opportunity at the helm of a powerful Silicon Valley 
icon - but comes with daunting challenges and high expectations. 

1~~':-IHewlett-paCkard - Silicon Valley - HP - Hardware - Mark Hurd 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/15/20104:51:19 PM 

22 disease-fighting superfoods 

Ig~~""INew research is uncovering the age-defying, disease-fighting, fat-blasting superpowers of common foods 

you already love. 

rg~5.jHealth - Conditions and Diseases - Blueberry - Weight loss - Almond 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/15/20104:51:57 PM 

Williams-Sonoma needs to tweak its recipe 

Ig~~""lwhen Laura J. Alber was named Williams-Sonoma CEO in January, she got some advice from the 
company's founder, Charles E. "Chuck" Williams: "Don't change it. Make it better." 

I~~':-Iwilliams-sonoma - Business - Home - Cooking - Laura J. Alber 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/15/20105:02:12 PM 

Military deaths pass 2,000 as Afghan war review looms 

Total foreign military deaths in Afghanistan have passed 2,000 since the war began in late 2001, unofficial tallies showed 

on Sunday, in the approach to u.S. and Afghan elections and a u.S. strategy review. 

1§':i1ti¥.EIAfghanistan _ War in Afghanistan - United States - Military - Taliban 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/15/20106:06:50 PM 

Hundreds of PTSD soldiers likely misdiagnosed 

Ig~~""IAt the height of the Iraq war, the Army routinely fired hundreds of soldiers for having a personality 

disorder when they were more likely suffering from the traumatic stresses of war, discharge data 
suggests. 

Ig~~""lposttraumatic stress disorder -Iraq War -l@g - Mental health - British Army 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/15/20106:28:53 PM 

AP-GfK polls show Obama losing independents 

Independents who embraced President Barack Obama's call for change in 2008 are ready for a shift again, and that's 

worrisome news for Democrats. 

I g:i1ti¥.EIBarack Obama - President of the United States - President - United States - GfK 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/15/20106:44:31 PM 

China marks day of mourning for landslide victims 

China observed a national day of mourning Sunday for the victims of last weekend's massive landslide in a remote part 

of its northwest, which killed more than 1,200 people when a torrent of mud swept through a town. 

I~¥':-Ichina - National day of mourning - Landslide - People's Republic of China - Asia 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/15/20106:48:59 PM 

Publicist: Zsa Zsa Gabor in serious condition 

Zsa Zsa Gabor's publicist says the 93-year-old actress is in extremely serious condition after having two blood clots 

removed at a Los Angeles hospital. 

rC~~"-lzsa Zsa Gabor - Los Angeles - Actor - Hospital - United States 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/15/20107:41:16 PM 

Accused 'Craigslist killer' found dead in jail 

A former medical student accused of killing a masseuse he met through Craigslist committed suicide in the Boston jail 

where he was awaiting trial, authorities say. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/15/20108:08:21 PM 

Tamil group: Man died on migrant ship 

A man died and was buried at sea last month as hundreds of ethnic Tamils fleeing Sri Lanka spent a grueling several 

months at sea in a cramped, rusting cargo ship, the Canadian Tamil Congress said Sunday. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/15/20108:18:25 PM 

US Navy says 4 ships robbed off Iraqi coast 

Ig~~""IGunmen robbed four commercial ships anchored near the southern oil hub of Basra in a rare attack off 

the Iraqi coast, the u.s. Navy said Sunday. 

1~~~:I.!.@g -Baghdad - Drive-by shooting - Police - Middle East 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/15/20108:20:08 PM 

Report: 1 dead, 17 detained in Brazil gay parade 

Authorities say a teenager has been shot to death in a fight between rival gangs at a gay parade in southeastern Brazil. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/15/20108:32:03 PM 

Some analysts say stocks won't rally until 2011 

Get used to a difficult stock market. 

1~¥:IStock market - Business - Investing - Stocks and Bonds - Equities 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/15/20109:14:16 PM 

Slowey denied shot at no-hitter in Twins' win 

Ig~~""IKeVin Slowey held Oakland without a hit for seven innings and Minnesota took a team no-hitter into the 
eighth as the Twins defeated the Athletics 4-2 on Sunday. 

1~~'::Linnesota Twins - Kevin Slowey - Oakland Athletics - Home - Family 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/15/20109:16:59 PM 

Driver in fatal Calif. truck crash identified 

Ig~~""~he California Highway Patrol said the truck driver in an off-road race crash in the California desert that 
killed eight people is a 28-year-old from the San Diego area. 

rg~iSj.B.;illy _ los Angeles - Sport - Auto racing - Motorsports 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/15/2010 10:00:03 PM 

Obamas take boat ride during Gulf vacation 

Ig~~""lpresident and his family went boating as part of a weekend trip to the Gulf that was designed to 

showcase the region's attractions as well as the president's concern for those affected by the BP oil spill. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/15/201010:19:14 PM 

Gulf driller to light up cigar after job is done 

Ig~~""[he man with pinpoint accuracy who is drilling the relief well meant to plug BP's runaway well is looking 

forward to finishing his mission and celebrating with a cigar, a dinner party with his crew and a trip 
somewhere quiet to unwind with his wife. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/15/2010 11:51:29 PM 

Woman's diabetes disappears after surgery 

Mary Writesel wrestled with obesity for a couple of decades, but it wasn't until she was diagnosed with diabetes that 

she considered a drastic solution: Weight-reduction surgery. 

I g:i1ti¥.Elsurgery - Obesity - Diabetes mellitus - Health - Conditions and Diseases 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/16/2010 12:22:45 AM 

Asia stops to remember end of World War II 

Ig~~""IAsia paused on Sunday to remember Japan's surrender to the allied forces which ended World War 1165 

years ago, as the Japanese prime minister apologized for wreaking suffering on the region and the South 
Korean president said Tokyo's remorse was a step in the right direction. 

Ig~~""lworld War II - South Korea - Tokyo - Surrender of Japan - History 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/16/2010 1:05:32 AM 

Rules violation knocks Johnson out of PGA playoff 

Ig~~""IDustin Johnson turned his pencil upside down and began erasing his scorecard. He'd already given one 

major championship away. He never got a chance to finish this one. 

rg~5.jDustin Johnson - Men's major golf championships - Golf - Sport - United States 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/16/20101:21:14 AM 

Kaymer wins PGA Championship in playoff 

Ig~~""IMartin Kaymer won the PGA Championship in a three-hole playoff Sunday that did not include Dustin 

Johnson, who was penalized two strokes for grounding his club in a bunker on the last hole. 

rg~5.~iger Woods - Phil Mickelson - PGA Championship - Nick Watney - Golf 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/16/2010 1:25:42 AM 

Bike fall turns l.A. mayor into cycle advocate 

Ig~~""IMaYOr Antonio Villaraigosa is the new champion of cyclists' rights in the nation's second-largest city, a 
conversion that came after a bone-breaking fall from his own bicycle. 

1~~':-IAntonio Villaraigosa - Bicycle - Cycling - Mayor - Sports 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/16/20102:36:14 AM 

PFT: In NFL debut, Tebow reverts to college form 

Ig~~""IBroncos rookie QB tried to revamp his throwing motion after college, but it didn't hold during preseason 

win against Bengals. In fact, it got him into trouble on occasion. In good news, he was fairly accurate. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/16/20104:35:53 AM 

Police arrest man hurt in NYC block party shootout 

New York City police have arrested a man at the center of a deadly police shootout at a Harlem block party last week. 

I~¥·::tarlem - New York City - New York City Police Department - Police - United States 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/16/20104:36:51 AM 

U.N. chief: Never seen anything like Pakistan floods 

Ig~~""lu.N. Secretary-General Ban Ki-moon said he has never seen anything like the flood disaster in Pakistan, 

and urged foreign donors to speed up assistance to the 20 million people affected. 

...... ,..... . ..... ,..... . ..... , ....... 
I
' ;';;"·=-1";';;"'=-1" ;';;"''''·-1 

rg~~...,jBan Ki-moon - Pakistan - Secretary-General of the United Nations - Asia - Aid 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/16/20107:00:23 AM 

High rise chemical spill snarls Times Square 

Several blocks of New York's Times Square were closed down Sunday night after an accidental hazardous materials spill 

in a high rise building, authorities said. 

rC~~"-ITime Square - New York - Dangerous goods - United States - Environment 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/16/20107:53:42 AM 

Thai cops hunt Marine's alleged killer 

A manhunt is underway on a Thai island for a British kickboxer who allegedly stabbed to death an American tourist who 

had served in the u.s. Marines. 

1§':i1ti¥.Elunited States - Kickboxing - United States Marine Corps - Thailand - US Marine 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/16/20107:58:04 AM 

Race on to make the world's first 3-D porn film 

Ig~~""IMakers of the soft porn Hong Kong film "3-D Sex & Zen: Extreme Ecstasy" claim it will be the world's first. 

•• 5!-, ......... 5!-, ......... ...., ...... 

I
' ;,;; .. · ... ·-1··;,;; .. · ... ·-1··;,;; .. ·=-1 

I g~~...,IHOng Kong - Pornographic film - Asia - Health - Arts 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/16/20108:02:16 AM 

Aging inmates straining prison systems 

Ig~~""lcurtis Ballard rides a motorized wheelchair around his prison ward, which happens to be the new assisted 
living unit - a place of many windows and no visible steel bars - at Washington's Coyote Ridge 

Corrections Center. 

I g~~""lprison - Assisted living - Coyote Ridge Corrections Center - Washington - United States 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/16/201011:32:15 AM 

China fireworks plant blast kills 13, injures 148 

A massive explosion ripped through a fireworks factory in northeast China early Monday, killing at least 13 workers and 

injuring almost lSD, state media reported. 

rC~~"-IChina - Explosion - Fireworks - Factory - Technology 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/16/2010 11:48:45 AM 

KFC owners wonder what happened to the 'F' 

Ig~~""IMarilynn Pankratz fondly recalls the time Colonel Sanders donned an apron at her restaurant and taught 

the staff how to fry chicken according to his Original Recipe 

I~~':-IKFC - Chicken - Home - Cooking - Poultry 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/16/2010 11:52:36 AM 

Sperm-donors' kids seek more rights and respect 

Ig~~""IKatrina Clark and Lindsay Greenawalt have much in common. Bright women in their 20s, raised by single 

mothers, keenly curious about the men whose donated sperm helped give them life. 

rg~iSjsperm donation - Single-parent - Mother - Parenting - Home 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/16/2010 12:30:52 PM 

Guys more likely to cheat on high-earning women 

Ig~~""IMen who earn significantly less than their female partners, or who earn nothing, are far more likely to 

cheat than those in relationships where incomes are more or less equal, a new study finds. 

...... ,..... . ..... ,..... . ..... , ....... 
I
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rg~~...,jBusiness - cheat - David Cameron - lain Duncan Smith - Prime minister 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

SubjeLt: 

NAAC <nacda,affiliates@nacda,mmsend,com> 

Monday, April 7, 2014 3:52 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc,edu> 

NAAC Selects 2014 Convention Stipend Recipients 

NAAC Selects 2014 Convention Stipend Recipients 

CLEVELAND - The National Association for Athletics Compliance (NAAC) has selected the 25 recipients of the 
2014 NAAC Convention Stipend, sponsored by Lightfoot, Franklin & White. for the June Convention, The 2014 
Convention will take place Sunday-Monday, June 8-9 at the World Center Marriott Resort, Orlando, FL 

Stipend recipients receive a monetary award to help cover II1II :"':': 
expenses associated with registration and travel to the Convention, II1IIII1II ,,; 

"We received another record number of qualified applicants for this 
year's stipends and want to thank everyone that applied," stated 
NAAC Membership and Awards Committee Chair Jody Sykes. Senior Associate AD/Chief Compliance Officer at 
the University of Oregon, "On behalf 01 NAAC, I want to congratulate this year's recipients, r~AAC looks fO~Nard 
to continuing to give back to those pursuing a career in athletics compliance." 

The stipend winners will also be invited to participate in the New Member Networking Dinner, sponsored by 
JumpForward on Sunday, June 8 at the Cuba Libre Restaurant and Rum Bar. 

The following r~AAC members are the recipients of the 2014 NAAC Convention Stipends: 

Kay Allen 
Andrea Benna 
Danny Bonifas 
Adam Bracken 
Megan Bratkovich 
Kelly Cruttenden 
James Cullimore 
Justin DiTolla 
Jacquelyn Duysen 
Mary Giardina 
Lisa Giimore 
Justin Graham 
Scott Larson 
Angel Mason 
Kevin Nesfield 
Sam Olson 
Ariel Pesante 
Terry Por1er 
Julie Purcell 
Jeflrey Scheible 
Mike Smith 
Joel Vickery 
Abrina Wheatfall 
Amanda Wood 
Francesca Wood 

Georgia Regents University 
University of Missouri 
University of Richmond 
Ashland University 
Caldwell College 
State University of r~ew York at Buffalo 
The College of William & Mary 
UCLA 
University of Nebraska Omaha 
Atlantic Coast Conference 
University of New f'.!Iexico 
East Carolina University 
Lubbock Christian University 
Caltech 
Rice University 
Eastern Michigan University 
University of Hartford 
University of South Carolina 
University of Connecticut 
Elon University 
Lincoln Memorial University 
Eastern Washin~lton University 
UCSan Diego 
Pepperdine University 
Brevard College 

If you have not registered for the 2014 NAAC Convention, click here, To learn more about what session are 
being done at Convention, check out the agenda, 

About NAAC: is in its 16th year and serves as the professional and educational association of compliance 
administrators, For more information on NAAC, please visit www.naaccompliance.com. NAAC is 
administered by the National Association of Collegiate Directors of Athletics (NACDA), which is in its 49th year. 
For more information on f\JACDA and the 12 professional associations thatlall under its umbrella, please visit 
www.nacda.com. 

Click here to unsubscribe 

24651 Detroit Road, Westlake,OH44145 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaiLuncoed~~ 

Thursday, April 10, 2014 9:48 AM 

IIIe, Vince <ille@uncoed~> 

Automatic reply: ACC SA Aid Project CalendaLdocx 

I will be out of the office until Monday, April 14, I will respond to your email as soon as I can, 
Lissa Broome 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

SubjeLt: 

Phillips Media Relations <brad@phillipsmediarelations.con~~ 

Thursday, April I?, 2014 8:48 AM 

ille@illinois.edu 

How To Answer Tough Questions Without Defensiveness I The Man Who Got Crushed By a Smarter Interviewer I The Small Adjustment That 
Changed Evelything I A New Product You Should Know About 

Having trouble viewing this email? Click here 

:~:: Media & P"""ntation T"'ining 

If you react to a challenging question with defensiveness, 
your reaction will communicate volumes to your audience, 
which will speculate about its cause. 
They'll conclude that your defensive behavior occurred for a 
reason - you have an unpleasant demeanor, you're easily 
threatened, or the accusation being leveled against you is 
true. 
But since defensive reactions are natural. advice that simply 
says "Don't be defensive!" leaves most people without the 
tools they need to avoid them. Therefore, it may require you 
to redefine what a challenging question is - and is not. 

Click Here To Read More 
---------------------------------------------------------------------



I recently media trained a well-regarded executive. 
Off camera, this client was funny, warm, and engaging. But 
her first on-camera interview was terrible. While answering 
my questions, she appeared stiff and restrained, bordering 
on unlikeable. As I sat listening to her answers, I thought. 
"How in the world am I going to help her improve?" 
After we stopped recording, I mentioned to her that although 
she had all of these wonderful traits in person, I wasn't 
seeing them come across during the interview. I asked what 
was holding her back. 
Her answer was one I've heard before - and for whatever 
reason, it's one I hear from many more women than men. 

Click Here For More ------------------------------------------------------. 

The House Majority Leader, Virginia Republican Eric 
Cantor, is trying to win re-election this year against a 
little-known Democratic opponent named Mike 
Dickinson. 
Mr. Dickinson entered the national spotlight late last 
week after he appeared on Fox News to speak with 
anchor Greta Van Susteren. 
Van Susteren wanted to know more about 
Dickinson's "War on Fox News," which the candidate 
launched because he thought Fox News often 
misrepresented the facts. (That shouldn't exactly be 
a tough position to argue.) 
But Van Susteren - a skilled criminal defense lawyer 
- decided to do some research about Dickinson's 
past. And the resulting interview was simply 
devastating. 

Click Here To Watch The Interview 

Let's say your company wants to produce videos of your 
subject matter experts to post to your corporate website, 
YouTube, or to share with clients. 
You want them to look directly into the camera and say 
something about their work. But they're inexperienced 
with being interviewed, and they keep breaking eye 
contact with the camera. 
It's no surprise that they're having a tough time. That 
direct-to-camera set-up is typically the most difficult 
format not only for shooting video, but for media 
interviews. The problem? Unlike other formats, the 
spokespersons can't make eye contact with anyone. 
Thanks to a product called EyeDirect, that problem has 
been solved. 
(/ have no connection with this company, nor is this a 
paid endorsement) 

Click Here For More -------------------------------------------------------



>< Brad Phillips 
Brad Phillips is the president of Phillips Media Relations, a media and 
presentation training firm with offices in NYC and DC. 

Before founding Phillips Media Relations in 2004, Brad worked as a 
journalist with ABC's Nightline with Ted Koppel and CNN's Reliable 
Sources and The Capital Gang. 

He is the author of ::Jh~ .. M'1tg:if\ .. IL~i.I]J.ng .. f,'!J.tt!'1t; .. JQJ . .IllJ.ng~ . .YQlJ 
·A.~~~~!.\!t~'\Y., .. f'g.§HJ.\!.~lY.N~.!t~l..T.9 .. l:5.n9W .. ~~.tq.r'1t .. Y.9.\!J..fI!'1t!!.Unt~.rYi.~W,:: 

He tweets at @MrMediaTraining. 

Christina Mozaffari is the Senior Writer for the Mr. Media Training Blog. 
She is the Washington, D.C. vice president for Phillips Media Relations. 

Before joining Phillips Media Relations in 2011, Christina worked as a 
journalist with NBC News, where she produced stories for MSNBC's 
Hardball with Chris Matthews, NBC Nightly News, and The Today Show. 

She tweets at @PMRChristina. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

SubjeLt: 

Chela Tu, Chapel Hill-Carrboro Chamber of Commerce <ctu@carolinachambeLorg> 

Thursday. April 17, 201410:31 AM 

IlIe, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Business After Hours is tonight at Hickory Tavem! See you there? 

Meet our flew Carrboro member, Hickory Tavern, at 300 
East Mah 

[n ca;;e you baven't beard. 

CmTiJOl'O is hill'l't'n ing at ;jon 
E<lst I'ITain! .Join yom fellcwv 

Chmnber members lonigbt 
(;):30-·T~)(! polno, ThnrsrlElY'I 

,'prjl t71 ;It gusines:; Aller 
Hom-, t.o ll1eX'llhe newest 

"dditioJl 10 Ihe hloek: Ii.E' 
'-------------' l .. h;k;tY.T"y.~t:n in downtown 

CmTburu! Thi,; month':; l:;usirk'';s Afkr Huurs is cu·ho,ted by 

U0.D.mt,:>!).JD.D .. S .. ~;~!.it,'.:,.Gh"i"::J..U.iJJ.::D).n:L~!:s:>iI\~'''!).~.Q''~E· 
r"l[eet this rnonthis ~,Jon·-Protlt Spotlight.) Qr!?;;=.w~~.~);~?:~nJs .. ;~np~: .. C;:~!?h? 
Ct-."nter, Dnd 1 t.."n rn ho\v ~v'UU can ~l1ppl!rt St'XU:1.1 AS:ktUJt _A"(..\,<lren~_~~;s 

Mclnlh. 

.After HOlle; j:; fme to ;lttencl, and no miii;;tmtion 1s mql.limd. Are 

yon coming" Ld"m: know and lwed, ,"l:1A.H lu ""c1J',)linachamikr! 

Parking !nformatiofl 

P:wldng :,t The' Hkkmy Tavern is cunvenienl :md plentiful. Find :, 

spot in thl' deck (Il'vels 1· :3) attacherl to thl' Hampton lnn for free 

parking! 

.Join ns :ru-::-:d TlwrsdaYl ~~10 a.tn.) April 2·l at The C',lE'olin::< Club OEl 

l:N(>~:'l·an1pUi': fur Greakfasi: ,:rnL1 ~an~11-gr0Hr f'unver.;;atl011';; I'''{ilh uur 

.:~o:rntnnnH:y\; ekch~d otlidals. Rt-'~i;-.t("r ('nEn~~: 

Forward to a friend 
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Chapel Hill-Carrboro Chamber of Commerce 104 S. Estes Drive; Chapel Hill; NC ; 27514 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

NCAA Regional Rules Team <regionalmles@ncaa.org> 

Monday, April 28, 2014 5:43 PM 

IIle, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

2014 NCAA Regional Rules Housing Update 

ro vi,,:w an online version of this email, click i":01"f:. 

Good Afternoon, 

The NCAA block of roorns at the Manchester Grand Hyatt is sold out and the hotel will not provide additional 
roorns at our group rate. There are other hotels available in the area and you will need to contact thern 
directly to secure a roorn reservation. If there are cancellations and we are able to provide a roorn at the 
Manchester Grand Hyatt, you will be contacted directly by a rnernber of the regional rules tearn. 

Below is a list of hotels that are within walking distance of the Manchester Grand Hyatt. The NCAA is not 
holding roorns at these properties. All rates and availability are subject to hotel capacities. 

• W San Diego 
421 West B Street, San Diego, CA 
Website: http://www.thewsandiegohotel.com/ 
Walking Directions: http://rnapg.stl1 icjrnr4 

• The Westin San Diego Gaslamp Quarter 
910 Broadway Circle, San Diego, CA 
Website: http://www.westingaslarnp.com/ 
Walking Directions: http://rnapg.stl1 i5JPLI 

• The Westin San Diego 
400 West Broadway, San Diego, CA 
Website: http://www.westinsandiego.com/ 
Walking Directions: http://rnapg.stl1fkgTuR 

• Embassy Suites San Diego Bay Downtown 
601 Pacific Highway, San Diego, CA 
Website: http://ernbassysuites3.hilton.com/en/hotels/california/ernbassy-suites-san-diego-bay
downtown-SANDNES/index.htrnl 
Walking Directions: http://rnapg.stI1nErnYHy 

• Marriott Marquis San Diego Marina 
333 West Harbor Drive, San Diego, CA 
Website: http://sandiegornarriottrnarquisandrnarina.com/ 
Walking Directions: http://rnapg.stl1rjKxWrn 

• Horton Grand Hotel 
311 Island Avenue, San Diego, CA 
Website: San Diego Boutique Hotels I Horton Grand Hotel I San Diego, CA 
Walking Directions: http://rnapg.stlPgj5tJ 

Thankyou, 

The Regional Rules Tearn 

This emali vias sent to: i1ie(!:1:um::.edu 
NCAA 

IN 46205 

Cii(.k t!!?:r.f::":o vie'oN our privacy policy. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

All, 

Kevin Westemmn <kwestemmn3@gmaiLcom> 

Wednesday, April 30, 2014 2:05 PM 

Vangelder, Marielle A <mvangeld@email.unc.edu>; Pogge, Paul <pPJgge@unc.edu>; Cunningham, Buhba <bubbac@email.unc.edu>; Ille, 
Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Media Report 4.30.14 

Media Report 4.30.14.docx 

Please see today's media repmi attached. 

Thanks, 
Kevin 

Kevin Westerman 
University of North Carolina School of Law 
JD. Candidate, Class of 2015 
Texas A&M University 
B.S., Class of 2011 
361.935.0517 i kwesterman3@gmail.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

SubjeLt: 

College Athletics Clips <nick~collegea1hleticsclips.com@maiI32.atllll.rsgsv.net> 

Wednesday, May 7, 201412:54 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Clips passwords required as of Tues. May 13; Here's how to get one ... 

x 

Greetings from Clips. Hope you are well. 

You am r"Geivin" thl;; "mail b"Gat";" you am on the Clips Mm;l"r U"l of sub"crib"rs; eithN as a "010 

subscriber. a student subscriber, a member of your school (or conl"mnc,,) group subscription. or as a 

fr"" trial subscriber. 

8"il1g 011 the Clips MastN List rrwans that you have be"l1 r"ceivin" th" "mailed Clips Weekly Updates 

and Clips "Flm;h"s, plus you have had ac@s" to the Clips v'Ieb"ite. 

If you think you ha\fe been tnist,lkenly place(f on the Clips Masler Us!. pl"'ase let IYW know and I \"'ill 

remOlie you. 

V'1<> have mad" many impl'ov"ment" to lhe (";ollege Athletics Clips servic" inlhe pasl couple of months; 

mostly a redesign 01 the Clips website, but also changes in our bulk ermils (like Clips eFlashes and Clips 

VVe"kly Updates) and plenty of back~end improvements as well. 

In OI"(iE?r to keep the "'Nilchov"r a" "mooth a" pm;sible, we have made Clip" "passwOI"d fre,," during the 

transition. 

How"v"r, as of Tuesday, May 13 at 9am ET, Clips will once again become a password~accessed 

website. From that point onward you will need a password to get into the Clips website. 

Below are simple instructions on how to pick out a new password. You can set yourself up with a password 

now. you do not hav" to wait until next Tu"sday. 

~~ick Infante 

Clips Editor 

908.879.9978 

HOW TO SELECT A NEW PASSWORD 
(THIS WILL ALLOW YOU TO ENTER THE CLIPS WEBSITE) 

On the right side 01 th," distinctively designed Clips header. dick 011 "Forgot Password" 

You will bE? brought to the "Forgot your password" page. Enter your email address, then click the "Submit" 



button. 

You will receive a notification that a verification email is being sent to you. 

Here's the email you'll receive. Click the "click here" link to advance. If you do not get an email it means 

that the "mail you entered 15 dlff"rent from v'Ihat we hav" for you 111 the C:IIpsU,;\. Try another email 

(probably your school or conferenc" email). 

You will b" brought to the ''Forw,t your pa%word" pag". SEdect a password (6 characters or lon"el) enter 

it in both boxes, then click the "Update" button. 

r~"xt up will be this SGwen. Click the 10gll1 link. 

Sinc" you have never entered the n"w Clips website. you be brought to th" Slgn~in scre"n. (This will 

happen only this first time). Enter your "mail address and pa,;5word sd"ction. C:IIck "k""p me si"ned 

In" if you don't want to have to enter your password every lime you acc,"ss the V'mbsite. 



Yippe,"! You'm done. Your name should appear in the right side of the tastefully designed Clips h,"ader, 

plus "Log Out" will be displayed (meaning that you are logged in and the "Log Out" link is ready for your 

exit). NOTE: We use Google Chrome here at the !1t1otherShip "nd it prompts (IS "Salle password" to ask 

us if I.Ne w~~nt to sm/0 our passt1/ord. 'This c.?/."';;o v:lorks tv'dh Flrefox, Safc.?r1 ei, aj, ana it is a great 

convenience in that you r"rely have to type in your password ag"in. 

That's ~t! .... (ou nO\rV have a CHps pasS\rVord. 

And a final few words about passwords, None of us like passwords; we don't like changing them. 

differentiating them, forgetting them. losing them, wh"tever We here at College Athletics Clips do not like 

thr:?rn eithr:?r, 

But passv1lords ere a necessary etd{ for a subscription-t'unded website that does not want to subject its 

re,ldHs to Itw 'li1ermllhre.s. seIFs!ar! vidr"o mis, crawling ads, h"lfpagr" .scrolling "ds, etc. 

Thr:~ d~~)/ INiH co/ne t1/hen passwords tv'iff be replaced by retinc.r scans, fjngr:~rprfni$, vOIce recognition or 

chips implanted under fingernails. And we will jump on that technology when it becomes 

available/affordable. 

~J ick I nfa nte 

Clips Editor 

908.879.9978 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

All, 

Kevin Westemmn <kwestemmn3@gmaiLcom> 

Friday, May 9, 201412: 12 PM 

Vangelder, Marielle A <mvangeld@email.unc.edu>; Pogge, Paul <pPJgge@unc.edu>; Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu>; Ille, 
Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Media Report 5.9.14 

Media Report 5.9.14.docx 

Please see today's report attached. 

Thanks, 
Kevin 

Kevin Westerman 
University of North Carolina School of Law 
JD. Candidate, Class of 2015 
Texas A&M University 
B.S., Class of 2011 
361.935.0517 i kwesterman3@gmail.com 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/16/201012:51:12 PM 

Flood victim: Pakistan treating us like 'dogs' 

Ig~~""lpakistani flood victims, burning straw and waving sticks, blocked a highway on Monday to demand 

government help as aid agencies warned relief was too slow to arrive for millions without clean water, 
food and homes. 

I~~':-Ipakistan - Government - Flood - Drinking water - Asia 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/16/20101:04:12 PM 

Report: Lohan could leave rehab this week 

Ig~~""ILindSay Lohan was initially sentenced to spend 90 days in a rehab facility, and now TMZ is reporting that 

it is "very possible" that she could leave as early as this week, and begin outpatient care. 

1~~'::llindSaYIOhan - Health - University of California Los Angeles - Medicine - United States 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/16/20101:16:49 PM 

Team Obama and D.C. drama 

Obama's wade into the mosque controversy made the White House seem reactive to Beltway chatter and criticism -- the 

same kind of chatter and criticism the White House says it loathes. 

I g:i1ti¥.EIWhite House - President - United States - Government - Executive Branch 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/16/20101:18:59 PM 

Elite eats: Survey names America's favorite burger 

According to a new Zagat survey of fast-food lovers, the best burger in America comes from Virginia-based Five Guys, 

edging out regional and national chains. But Dairy Queen rules the Best Milkshakes category, while the best fries still 

come from McDonald's. 

I S:i1ti¥.EIS:i1ti¥.EI'S~F.E1 

1iii':i1ti¥.EIMcDonald _ Dairy Queen - Fast food - Five Guys - United States 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/16/2010 1:46:40 PM 

'Only children' are not socially awkward 

With smaller families all the rage these days, some parents may worry over the consequences of having just one child. 

1~¥:lchild - Family - Home - Parenting - Children Youth and Family 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/16/2010 1:50:09 PM 

Working moms redefining career success 

A growing number of working women are envisioning success on their own terms. 

•• 5!-, .......... 5!-, ......... 5!-, ... .... 

1
'·;;; ...... ·-1·;;; ...... ·-1';;; ...... ·-1 

Ig~~ .. =tome - Family - Parenting - Chats and Forums - People 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/16/2010 1:52:36 PM 

Family, friends mourn victims of off-road crash 

Witnesses to a deadly accident at an off-road race in California's Mojave Desert said the crowd pressed close to the track 

and could almost touch the trucks as they hurtled and bounced over the desert sand. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 
1§,~F..?IMoiave Desert - California - Off-road racing - United States - Sand 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/16/20102:12:18 PM 

Jetliner crashes on Colombian island; 1 killed 

Ig~~""IA Boeing 737 jetliner with 131 passengers aboard crashed on landing and broke into three pieces at a 
Colombian island in the Caribbean early Monday. The region's governor said it was a miracle that only 

one person died. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/16/20102:58:45 PM 

Report: 'Craigslist' suspect stabbed, suffocated self 

A former medical student accused of killing a masseuse he met through Craigslist used his medical training to kill himself 

at the Boston jail where he was awaiting trial, NBC News reported. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/16/20103:09:27 PM 

Teams set off on global 'zero emissions' race 

Ig~~...,~wo drivers, three wheels, $350 and zero carbon emissions. That's how Australian father-and-son team 

Nick and Jason Jones hope to circle the globe in their custom built electric vehicle. 

1~~'::IElectric vehicle - Greenhouse gas - Australia - Environment - Carbon Cycle 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/16/20103:31:12 PM 

Newsweek: U.S. 11th on best-countries list 

The United States didn't even crack the top 10 in Newsweek's list of the best nations in the world. Is America on the 

decline? 

I g:i1ti¥.EINewsweek - United States - Government - Magazine - Journalism 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/16/20103:38:32 PM 

Homebuilder confidence falls for third month 

Homebuilder confidence dropped for the third straight month in August as the struggling economy and a flood of cheap 

foreclosed properties kept people from buying new homes. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/16/20103:45:00 PM 

Video viewing site Hulu planning to go public 

Web video service Hulu is planning an initial public offering that could be worth more than $2 billion, a source familiar 

with the situation said on Monday. 

1§':i1ti¥.EINew York Times - Hulu -Initial public offering - YouTube - NBC Universal 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/16/20104:02:06 PM 

JetBlue flight attendant offered reality show 

JetBlue flight attendant Steven Slater's future in the not-sa-friendly skies might be up in the air - but he's reportedly 

already landed a reality TV offer to help other people quit their jobs. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/16/20104:48:38 PM 

'Sweet!' Astronauts finally fix the space station 

Ig~~""lspaceWalking astronauts installed a new ammonia pump to the International Space Station on Monday, 

accomplishing the urgent cooling-system repairs after more than two weeks of impaired operations in 
orbit. 

Ig~~""llnternational Space Station - Astronaut - Ammonia - Space - Technology 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/16/20104:56:17 PM 

Taliban stone couple to death for adultery 

Taliban militants in northern Afghanistan stoned a young couple to death for adultery, which a rights group said was the 

first confirmed use of the punishment here since the hardline Islamist regime was ousted in 2001. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/16/20105:09:15 PM 

Mel Gibson crashes Maserati in Malibu 

The California Highway Patrol says Mel Gibson crashed his sportscar into a Malibu hillside but was not injured. 

1~¥:IHighWay Patrol - Mel Gibson - Recreation - United States - Arts 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/16/20105:18:51 PM 

Wife admits to killing chef, stuffing body in freezer 

Ig~~""~he common-law wife of a renowned French chef who was found dead in a freezer last Tuesday is now 

under investigation for aggravated manslaughter. 

rg~iSLench people - Jean-Francois Poinard - Business - Frozen - Food and Related Products 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/16/20105:29:52 PM 

2 adults, 4 kids die in Okla. house fire 

Authorities say at least six people have died in a house fire in an east Oklahoma town. 

1~¥:loklahoma - United States - Politics - Business and Economy - Health 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/16/20105:33:33 PM 

Doctors charged over baby revived in coffin 

Mexican prosecutors have filed homicide charges against one doctor and lesser charges against four others in the case 

of a newborn baby who revived in her coffin after she was mistakenly declared dead. 

1~¥':-IMexiCO - Hidalgo - Homicide - Preterm birth - Attorney general 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/16/20105:51:06 PM 

Safe seafood? Shrimpers worry as season opens 

Ig~~""lshrimpers trawling Louisiana waters Monday in the first commercial season since the Gulf disaster don't 

know what dangers from the massive BP oil spill still lurk and what market there will be . 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/16/20106:22:08 PM 

Best place to live? Finland tops global survey 

Newsweek: Despite the long winter, Finland is a pretty great place to be - the best actually. And the US? It finished out 

of the top lD, in 11th place. 

rC~~"-INewsweek - Government - Barack Obama - Media - stephen schwarzman 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/16/20106:27:20 PM 

Facebook now 3rd most popular video site 

Facebook is now the 3rd most popular video source on the Web, after Google and Yahoo. The social network surpassed 

all other media sites and video services, according to a monthly video study by Com Score. 

I g:i1ti¥.EIGoogle _ Facebook - Yahoo - Social network - Searching 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/16/20107:01:39 PM 

Thai slaying: Brit, American drawn to kickboxing 

Ig~~""ILee Aldhouse of Britain and American Dashawn Longfellow both had a passion for the Thai martial art of 
Muay Thai. But it was in a bar - not a fighting ring - where their lives intersected with deadly results. 

rg~5.Luay Thai - Kickboxing - United States - Martial arts - Thailand 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/16/20107:17:48 PM 

Facebook 'Dislike' button is too good to be true 

Ig~~""IA rogue Facebook application promises a "dislike" button, but if you give it permission to access your 

profile, it will post spam messages from your account. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/16/20107:28:09 PM 

Florio: Saints could repeat, Vikings could tank 

Ig~~""IFlorio: Top 10 storylines heading into 2010 NFL season ... including Ben's problems 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/16/20107:44:50 PM 

'Human-electric' hybrid car goes 30 mph uphill 

Ig~~""IFred Flintstone could only dream of such a car. The HumanCar Imagine PS, a four-seater vehicle that uses 

hand cranks, can take on hills at 30 miles per hour, exceed 60 mph on flat terrain and is expected to hit 
the market next year. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/16/20107:50:04 PM 

America's most medicated state? West Virginia 

Open the medicine cabinet in anyone's home, and chances are good you find at least a couple - and perhaps many -

plastic prescription drug bottles. 

I g:i1ti¥.Elwest Virginia - Prescription drug - United States - Pharmaceutical drug - Government 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/16/20107:52:33 PM 

Proof of aliens could come within 25 years 

Ig~~""lproof of extraterrestrial intelligence could come within 25 years, an astronomer who works on the search 

said. 

I~~':lxtraterrestrial life - SETI - Astronomy - Seth Shostak - Earth 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/16/20107:56:27 PM 

Mexico supreme court upholds gay adoptions 

Mexico's Supreme Court has voted to uphold a Mexico City law allowing adoptions by same-sex couples. 

rC~~~~jsupreme Court of the United States - United States - Law - Mexico City - Same-sex relationship 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/16/20108:02:13 PM 

Michael Douglas has tumor in his throat 

Ig~~""IDoctors plan to treat the Oscar winning actor with radiation and chemotherapy over eight weeks, 

according to a story in PEOPLE magazine. 

1~~'::Lichael Douglas - Chemotherapy - Academy Award - Cancer - Health 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/16/20108:07:39 PM 

Photos of accused 9/11 plotter surface 

Ig~~""~he first photographs of alleged Sept. 11 architect Ramzi Binalshibh in captivity show up on an al-Qaida 

website, showing the accused terrorist in his cell at the u.S. detention facility at Guantanamo. 

1~~':-IRamZi Binalshibh - United States - AI-Qaeda - Terrorism - Warfare and Conflict 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/16/20108:07:39 PM 

Photos of accused 9/11 plotter surface 

Ig~~""~he first photographs of alleged Sept. 11 architect Ramzi Binalshibh in captivity show up on an al-Qaida 

website, showing the accused terrorist in his cell at the u.S. detention facility at Guantanamo. 
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rg~~...,Lamzi Binalshibh - United States - AI-Qaeda - Terrorism - Warfare and Conflict 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/16/20108:37:34 PM 

U.S. Border Patrol sees spike in suicides 

Ig~~""IAfter nearly four years without a single suicide in their ranks, border agents are killing themselves in 

greater numbers. 

rg~iSjsuicide - Mexico - United States border - United States Border Patrol - Death - United States 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/16/20108:44:01 PM 

Judge says Blagojevich jurors will get transcript 

Jurors in the trial of former Illinois Gov. Rod Blagojevich asked the judge Monday for a transcript of the entire testimony 

of a former deputy governor who criticized Blagojevich's attempt to raise campaign money through the brother of Rahm 

Emanuel. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/16/20109:38:42 PM 

HBT: K-Rod has torn thumb ligament from fight 

HBT: Can the Mets void Francisco Rodriguez's contract light of the revelation that Rodriguez injured himself punching a 

62-year-old man? Probably not. 

I ~¥':lrancisco Rodriguez - Citi Field - Francisco Rodriguez - New York Mets - Houston Astros 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/16/20109:38:42 PM 

HBT: K-Rod has torn thumb ligament from fight 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/16/20109:42:29 PM 

Newsweek: 7 reasons we love Steven Slater 

Why the Jet Blue flight attendant struck a nerve with Americans. 

1~¥:IFlight attendant - JetBlue Airways - Aviation - Steven Slater - Transportation 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/16/20109:44:28 PM 

Bodies of 2 children found in car in river 

Ig~~""~he bodies of two toddlers were recovered Monday from a car submerged in a South Carolina river and 

their mother was charged with leaving the scene as authorities investigated whether it was an accident. 

rg~iSjsouth Carolina - United States - Business and Economy - Religion - Organizations 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/16/20109:54:07 PM 

Democratic Sen. Reid: Build mosque elsewhere 

The Senate's top Democrat on Monday came out against plans to build a mosque near the site of the Sept. 11 terrorist 

attacks, moving away from President Barack Obama on the controversial election-year issue. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/16/2010 10:03:54 PM 

Target pulls olive branch to gay rights group 

Target has decided against giving money to gay-friendly causes to quiet the uproar over a $150K donation that helped 

support a Minn. governor candidate who opposes gay marriage. 

1~¥':-IMinnesota - LGBT rights by country or territory - Same-sex marriage - Gay Lesbian and Bisexual - Law 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/16/201010:18:26 PM 

Why China is winning the economic war 

Ig~~""lchina is making impressive global inroads, even in areas where the u.s. still has significant dominance. 

Much of it has to do with China's massive population. 

rg~5.jchina - United State - Population - Asia - Maps and Views 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/16/201011:08:19 PM 

FTC sues over costly "free" trials of acai pills 

Fake celebrity endorsements and dreams of weight loss lured customers into providing their credit card numbers as they 

signed up online for a "free trial" of acai berry pills. Instead, they got scammed, according to the Federal Trade 

Commission 

Ig~Sjweight loss - Federal Trade Commission - Health - Credit card - Shopping 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/16/2010 11:20:42 PM 

Judge orders release of Guantanamo detainee 

A federal judge has ordered the release of a Guantanamo Bay detainee imprisoned at the island facility for more than 8 

1/2 years. 

rC~~"-IGuantanamo Bay detention camp - United States - Guantanamo Bay - Barack Obama - Omar Khadr 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/16/2010 11:22:50 PM 

Democratic Sen. Reid: Build mosque elsewhere 

The Senate's top Democrat on Monday came out against plans to build a mosque near the site of the Sept. 11 terrorist 

attacks, moving away from President Barack Obama on the controversial election-year issue. 

I g:i1ti¥.EIBarack Obama - United States Senate - Democratic Party - President of the United States - United States 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/16/201011:31:10 PM 

Zsa Zsa Gabor to spend final days at home 

Doctors wanted to perform surgery on her liver that would give her a 50-50 chance survival rate, but Gabor and her 

husband decided "she wanted to spend her final days at home," publicist John Blanchette said. 

I g:i1ti¥.Elzsa Zsa Gabor - Health - Medicine - Surgery - Hollywood 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/17/201012:10:52 AM 

Rebuilding Pakistan after floods could cost $15 billion 

Ig~~""~he cost of rebuilding Pakistan after its devastating floods could exceed $10 to $15 billion, the country's 

High Commissioner to Britain said on Monday. 

I~~':-Ipakistan - Government - Flood - Asia - Drinking water 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/17/20101:17:19 AM 

Eli leaves game with head gash, but Giants win 

Ig~~""IEIi Manning was forced to leave the New York Giants' 31-16 victory over the Jets after suffering a bloody, 
3-inch gash to the left side of his head early in the second quarter Monday night. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/17/20102:40:20 AM 

Rays score 4 in 8th to beat Lee, Rangers 

Ig~~""lcarlos Pena hit a tiebreaking single during a four-run eighth inning and the Tampa Bay Rays rallied to beat 

Cliff Lee and the Texas Rangers 6-4 on Monday night in a potential playoff preview. 

rg~iS~ampa Bay Rays - Texas Rangers - Cliff Lee - Carlos Pena - sport 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/17/20103:49:16 AM 

Giants, Jets debut $1.6 billion new stadium 

Ig~~""~he Jets and Giants played the first NFL football game Monday at their new $1.6 billion stadium that is 
co-owned by the NFL teams and is the most expensive stadium in the country. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/17/20104:02:50 AM 

U.S. toughening scrutiny of deepwater drilling 

The government says it is toughening environmental reviews for all new deepwater oil drilling, ending an easy path that 

allowed BP to drill its blown-out well in the Gulf of Mexico with little scrutiny. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/17/20104:34:09 AM 

Xbox live on Windows Phone 7: First impressions 

Ig~~""IMicrosOft'S trotting out over SO titles for Xbox Live on Windows Phone 7, all of which (and more) will be 
available by the time Windows Phone 7 devices go on sale this holiday season. Between casual-game 

favorites and Xbox exclusives, there's a lot to like. 

Ig~~""IMicrosoft - Xbox - Windows Phone 7 - Video game - Games 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/17/20105:52:53 AM 

Nationals, top pick Bryce Harper reach deal 

Ig~~...,~op overall draft pick Bryce Harper and the Washington Nationals reached an agreement on a $9.9 

million, five-year contract in the seconds before the deadline of midnight EDT Monday night. 

1~~':-IBrYCe Harper - Washington Nationals - Contract - 3D - Rendering and Modelling 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/17/20106:06:09 AM 

Court halts Calif. gay marriages pending appeal 

A federal appeals court puts same-sex weddings in California on hold indefinitely while it considers the constitutionality 

of the state's gay marriage ban. 

rC~~"-lcalifornia - Same-sex marriage - United States - Gay Lesbian and Bisexual - California Proposition 8 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/17/20106:33:00 AM 

Jail terms slashed for Indonesian terrorists 

An Islamic militant who helped plan suicide bombings on Indonesia's resort island of Bali was among dozens of 

imprisoned convicts who saw their sentences cut Tuesday as part of Independence Day commemorations. 

1§':i1ti¥.Ellndonesia _ Bali - Asia - Travelogues - Travel 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/17/20106:55:22 AM 

We're No.1! Harvard tops college rankings list 

Ig~~""IHarvard has pulled ahead of Princeton in the latest edition of the u.s. News & World Report university 

rankings, while a stronger emphasis on graduation rates drove other changes. 

I~~':-Iu.s. News & World Report - Harvard University - College and university rankings - United States - Education 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/17/20106:55:22 AM 

We're No.1! Harvard tops college rankings list 

Harvard has pulled ahead of Princeton in the latest edition of the u.s. News & World Report university ran kings, while a 

stronger emphasis on graduation rates drove other changes. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/17/20107:49:24 AM 

World Bank to release $900 million to Pakistan 

Ig~~""~he World Bank will release $900 million to help fund relief efforts for Pakistan's flood disaster as 

international agencies warned millions of people were at risk from disease. 

rg~iSjpakistan - World Bank - Flood - Asia - Government 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/17/20108:05:13 AM 

Aussie PM wants nation to drop British monarchy 

Ig~~""IA~s~ralia should drop its ties to the British monarchy after the reign of Queen Elizabeth II ends, the prime 

minister says. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/17/201010:23:54 AM 

Deal reached in 'don't ask, don't tell' case 

A military pilot has reached an agreement with the u.s. Air Force to prevent his discharge under the "don't ask, don't 

tell" policy, which bars openly gay people from military service. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/17/201011:08:49 AM 

Calif. gays must wait to wed during Prop 8 appeal 

Many gay couples in California had to put their wedding plans on hold after a court said it first wanted to consider the 

constitutionality of the state's same-sex marriage ban. 

1§':i1ti¥.Elcalifornia _ Same-sex marriage - California Proposition 8 - Gay - United States 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/17/201011:49:19 AM 

Wear wristwatch? Use e-mail? Not for Class of '14 

Ig~~""IFor students entering college this fall, e-mail is too slow, phones have never had cords and the computers 

they played with as kids are now in museums. 

1~~~:lwatch - Education - Colleges and Universities - Mindset List - Shopping 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/17/201011:49:19 AM 

Wear wristwatch? Use e-mail? Not for Class of '14 

Ig~~""IFor students entering college this fall, e-mail is too slow, phones have never had cords and the computers 

they played with as kids are now in museums. 

1~~~:lwatch - Education - Colleges and Universities - Mindset List - Shopping 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/17/201012:01:38 PM 

9/11 interrogation tapes found under desk 

Ig~~""~he CIA has tapes of accused 9/11 plotter Ramzi Binalshibh being interrogated in a secret overseas 

prison, sources tell the Associated Press. 

1~~':-IRamZi Binalshibh - Central Intelligence Agency - Prison - United States - Abu Zubaydah 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/17/20101:22:36 PM 

Less blood is really more, transfusion critics say 

Ig~~""ILOng dominated by Jehovah's Witnesses - whose faith forbids blood transfusions - blood conservation 

programs are attracting mainstream patients worried about the potential health hazards of donated 
blood. 

I ~~':-IJehOVah's Witnesses - Blood transfusion - Health - Christianity - Religion and Spirituality 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/17/20101:37:34 PM 

Development of Alzheimer's drug halted 

Eli Lilly and Co is halting development of one of its experimental late-stage Alzheimer's disease treatments after 

preliminary results from large studies showed the drug made symptoms worse. 

I g:i1ti¥.EIfJl.l.JJJy _ alzheimers disease _ alzheimers - Health - Conditions and Diseases 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/17/20101:37:47 PM 

Dozens killed as bomber hits Iraq army recruits 

Ig~~""IA suicide bomber sat for hours Tuesday among hundreds of army recruits before detonating nail-packed 

explosives strapped to his body, killing 61 people and casting new doubt on the ability of Iraqi forces as 
u.s. troops head home. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/17/20101:48:58 PM 

Flight attendants: Bartenders or bad cops? 

Ig~~""ISteven Slater's intercom-cussing, double-fisted slide into resignation has launched a fresh examination of 
the two-faced persona all flight attendants are asked to master. 
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rg~~...,jFlight attendant - Steven Slater - JetBiue Airways - Airline - Aviation 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/17/20102:23:36 PM 

Sheriff: Mom confessed to suffocating sons 

A woman held after her two young sons were found dead in a car submerged in a South Carolina river has said she 

suffocated the boys beforehand, a local sheriff said Tuesday. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/17/20102:47:59 PM 

Grim black male graduation rates highlight racial gap in schools 

New report finds that less than half of black males graduated from high school in the 2007-2008 school year. 

rC~~~~Ligh school - Education - Graduation - Black people - United States 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/17/20102:49:25 PM 

McCain: 'I have not changed in my positions' 

The onetime GOP flag-bearer contends that he's no weathervane, despite his tough primary contest. "I know how 

popular it is for the Eastern press to paint me as having changed positionsm" he said. "That's not true." 

rC~~"-Lhn McCain - Republican - United States - Government - Senate 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/17/20103:09:53 PM 

Flood-ravaged Pakistan faces donor fatigue 

Ig~~""lonIY a small fraction of the 6 million Pakistanis desperate for food and clean water have received any 

help as the United Nations battled donor fatigue and appealed urgently for more funds. 

I~~':-Iunited Nations - Pakistan - Government - Drinking water - Asia 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/17/20103:33:56 PM 

Obama lends a hand to Democrat in tight race 

Ig~~""lwaShington Democrat Patty Murray's reluctant vote for the $700 billion rescue of J.P. Morgan and other 

Wall St. giants has become a central line of attack for the leading Republican opponent in her Senate re

election race, Dino Rossi. 

Ig~~""IDino Rossi - Patty Murray - Democratic - United States Senate - United States 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/17/20104:13:04 PM 

NYT: Lou Gehrig may not have had Lou Gehrig's disease 

Ig~~""INYT: Some other athletes and soldiers given a diagnosis of amyotrophic lateral sclerosis, known as Lou 

Gehrig's disease, might actually have a different disease caused by concussions and other brain trauma, 
a study shows. 

I g~~""llOU Gehrig - Amyotrophic lateral sclerosis - Health - Conditions and Diseases - Neurological Disorders 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/17/20104:13:04 PM 

NYT: Lou Gehrig may not have had Lou Gehrig's disease 

Ig~~""INYT: Some other athletes and soldiers given a diagnosis of amyotrophic lateral sclerosis, known as Lou 

Gehrig's disease, might actually have a different disease caused by concussions and other brain trauma, 
a study shows. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/17/20104:47:55 PM 

LeBron tells GQ he isn't sure Gilbert ever cared 

Heat forward LeBron James says he isn't sure Cleveland Cavaliers owner Dan Gilbert "ever cared" about him. 

rC~~~~jDan Gilbert - Cleveland Cavaliers - LeBron James - Miami Heat - GQ 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/17/20104:53:08 PM 

China tests space station module for 2011 launch 

Ig~~""lchina has finished the first module of a planned space station and is testing its electronics and other 

systems before launching it into orbit next year. 

I~~':-Ispace - Technology - People's Republic of China - Space station - International Space Station 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/17/20105:32:51 PM 

Blast rocks cafe in Russia's south 

Ig~~""IA car bomb exploded outside a cafe in southern Russia on Tuesday, injuring 23 people, police said. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/17/20105:41:13 PM 

N.Y. governor to discuss relocating Muslim center 

Ig~~""INew York Gov. David Paterson plans to discuss relocating a proposed Muslim cultural center and mosque 
to a less emotional location farther from New York City's "Ground Zero" site of the September 11 attacks. 

1~~':-INew York City - New York - September 11 attacks - David Paterson - United States 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/17/20105:49:06 PM 

Ford, GM brands top satisfaction survey 

Ig~~""IFor the first time ever, Ford's Lincoln Mercury and GM's Buick received the highest customer satisfaction 

rankings in the American Customer Satisfaction Index released Tuesday. 

rg~iSjFord Motor Company - Lincoln Mercury - American Customer Satisfaction Index - Ford - Business 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/17/20106:13:17 PM 

Newsweek: How renters' aid spurs the housing market 

Federal aid for renters sparked a near-riot in Atlanta, but that's because it's so successful. How Section 8 is helping to 

spur the housing market. 

I g:i1ti¥.EIAtlanta - Section 8 - Real estate - Business - Housing 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/17/20106:16:59 PM 

Massive coral die-off in 93-degree waters 

Ig~~""lone of the most destructive and swift coral bleaching events ever recorded is under way in the waters off 

Indonesia, where water temperatures have climbed into the low 90s. 

rg~iSjlndonesia - Coral bleaching - Coral reef - Wildlife Conservation Society - Coral 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/17/20106:40:50 PM 

HBT: Bobby Thomson dies at age 86 

rC~~~~Lnited States - Bobby Thomson - Business - Government - US House of Representatives 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/17/20106:51:18 PM 

Piracy charges against 6 Somalis thrown out 

A judge in Virginia has dismissed piracy charges against six Somali men accused in an attack on a u.S. Navy ship off the 

coast of Africa. 

1§':i1ti¥.EIAfrica _ Virginia - United States Navy - Piracy - United States 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/17/20106:51:18 PM 

Piracy charges against 6 Somalis thrown out 

A judge in Virginia has dismissed piracy charges against six Somali men accused in an attack on a u.S. Navy ship off the 

coast of Africa. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/17/20106:58:09 PM 

PFT: All signs point to Favre returning Tuesday 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/17/20107:59:17 PM 

Report: Tests on chess champ's body show he wasn't dad 

A DNA test on former chess champion Bobby Fischer's corpse has shown that he was not the father of a Filipino girl, as 

claimed by his former lover, an Icelandic paper reports. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/17/20108:02:07 PM 

Stocks' rally carries through end of trading day 

Investors regained their enthusiasm for stocks Tuesday, sending prices sharply after reports showed a slight 

improvement in housing and a big jump in industrial production. 

rC~~"-ITrading day - Business - Investing - Stocks and Bonds - Equities 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/17/20108:03:48 PM 

1 in 5 U.S. teens has hearing loss, study says 

Ig~~""IA stunning number of teens have lost a little bit of their hearing - nearly one in five - and the problem 

has increased substantially in recent years, a new national study has found. 

rg~iSjHearing impairment - Health - Hearing - United States - Conditions and Diseases 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/17/20109:06:54 PM 

Brett Favre is back in Minnesota 

Brett Favre is back in Minnesota, stirring hope among Vikings fans that he may be ready to play this season. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/17/20109:16:52 PM 

Stores finding deep discounts aren't enough 

Ig~~""IA dollar for a 40-ounce bottle of ketchup? Yawn. Four bucks for a 12-pack of Coke? No sale. 

Ig~~""IKetchuP - Coca-Cola - Recreation - Collecting - Condiment 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/17/20109:44:51 PM 

Fighters sent after Air Force 1 space is violated 

A small aircraft flying near the Seattle airfield where Air Force 1 was parked Tuesday triggered a scramble by military 

fighter jets that caused two sonic booms, authorities said. 

rC~~"-IAir Force - Fighter aircraft - Aircraft - Military - Sonic boom 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/17/20109:59:56 PM 

Turkey embassy attacker turned over to police 

Ig~~""IA Palestinian who broke into the Turkish Embassy in Israel trying to take hostages and demanding asylum 

was turned over to Israeli authorities late Tuesday, ending a tense standoff. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/17/201010:01:43 PM 

Craigslist suspect wrote fiancee's name in blood 

Authorities in Boston say a former medical student accused of killing a New York City masseuse he met through Craigslist 

scrawled the name of his former fiancee on the wall of his cell - apparently in blood - before committing suicide. 

rC~~"-lsuicide - Craigslist - Boston - New York City - Death 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/17/2010 10:50:58 PM 

Most of BP oil still out there? Scientists say so 

Two new scientific reports raised fresh fears about the fallout from the world's worst offshore oil spill and questioned 

government assurances that most of the oil was already gone. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/17/201011:19:56 PM 

Mazda recalls cars again over steering issues 

Mazda Motor Corp. is recalling more than 300,000 Mazda3 and MazdaS vehicles in North America to repair problems 

with the power-steering system that could lead to crashes. 

rC~~"-lpower steering - Mazda Premacy - Mazda - National Highway Traffic Safety Administration - Steering 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/17/201011:30:58 PM 

Newsweek: Karzai contractor ban a surprise, officials say 

Afghan President Hamid Karzai failed to give the American embassy in Kabul advance notice that he was about to issue 

an edict ordering private security companies operating in Afghanistan to fold up shop within four months, u.s. officials 

say. 

Ig~SjAfghanistan - Hamid Karzai - Kabul - President of Afghanistan - United States 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/17/201011:33:20 PM 

Newsweek: Meet the creators of the blogosphere 

They invented the software that breathed life into the blogosphere and sold it all to Google within five years. The people 

behind Blogger and Blogspot.com look back at how they accidentally created a publishing tool that changed the 

Internet. 

Ig~SjGoogle - Blogger - search - Search Engines - Blogspot.com 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/17/201011:34:06 PM 

Newsweek: The most notorious bloggers 

Armed with snark, a keyboard, and a gift for attracting Web traffic, the following instigators are some of the most 

notorious (and often successful) in the business. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/17/201011:43:38 PM 

Bankruptcy filings at highest point since 2005 

Bankruptcy filings have reached the highest level since 2005, data released Tuesday show, as the economy slows and the 

unemployment rate hovers just below double digits. 

1§':i1ti¥.EIBankruPtCY _ United States - Unemployment -law - Services 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/18/201012:15:18 AM 

Mind-controlling parasites go back millions of years 

Ig~~""IMind control by parasite sounds like the stuff of science fiction, but not only have scientists revealed that 

it is real across a range of animals including perhaps humans they now even have fossil evidence 
suggesting it has taken place for millions of years. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/18/201012:15:47 AM 

Famed HR hitter Bobby Thomson dead at 86 

Ig~~""IBObbY Thomson, the man immortalized with his "Shot Heard 'Round the World" in 1951, died Monday 

night at his home in Savannah, Ga. He was 86 and had been in failing health for several years, the Fox & 
Weeks funeral home said Tuesday. 

I g~~""IBObbY Thomson - Shot Heard 'Round the World - Savannah Georgia - Funeral home - Death 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/18/201012:16:43 AM 

Government testing of Gulf seafood flawed, coalition says 

A coalition of environmental and social nonprofits and churches calls on the federal government to beef up seafood 

testing following the massive oil spill in the Gulf of Mexico. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/18/2010 12:21:55 AM 

NYC woman to Google: Who's posting trash about me? 

A business consultant wants a New York City court to force YouTube and owner Google to disclose who posted 

unauthorized videos of her and online comments that hurt her reputation. 

I g:i1ti¥.EIGoogle _ YouTube - New York City - Business - Searching 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/18/201012:55:18 AM 

Blagojevich guilty on one count; mistrial on rest 

Ig~~""~he federal jury was deadlocked 11-1 in favor of convicting former Illinois Gov. Rod Blagojevich of a more 

serious count involving an alleged attempt to sell a Senate seat, a juror says. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/18/20102:19:16 AM 

Phillies top Giants, take over Nl wild card lead 

Ig~~""IROY Oswalt pitched seven sharp innings, Placido Polanco had four hits and the Philadelphia Phillies beat 
the San Francisco Giants 9-3 on Tuesday night. 

1~~':-lphiladeIPhia Phillies - San Francisco Giants - Roy Oswalt - Sport - Baseball 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/18/20102:21:26 AM 

N.Y. governor steps into Muslim center fray 

Ig~~""IN.Y. Gov. David Paterson will soon meet with developers of a proposed Islamic center and mosque near 

the former World Trade Center, a spokesman says. 

rg~iSjNew York City - New York - September 11 attacks - David Paterson - United States 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/18/20102:31:12 AM 

Dr. Laura Schlessinger ending radio show 

Ig~~""IDr. Laura Schlessinger says she's shutting down her 30-year-old syndicated radio program at the end of 
year so she can get her "First Amendment rights" back. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/18/20102:42:42 AM 

Sabathia outduels Verlander to lift Yankees 

Ig~~""lcc Sabathia was dominant at home again and Nick Swisher had a two-run single, leading the New York 
Yankees to a 6-2 victory over the Detroit Tigers on Tuesday night. 

1~~'::INew York Yankees - Nick Swisher - Detroit Tigers - CC Sabathia - Sport 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/18/20105:06:55 AM 

Dr. Laura Schlessinger ending radio show 

Ig~~""IDr. Laura Schlessinger says she's shutting down her 30-year-old syndicated radio program at the end of 
year so she can get her "First Amendment rights" back. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/18/20105:57:49 AM 

Murray advances in Washington primary 

Ig~~""IDemocratic Sen. Patty Murray moved a step closer toward a fourth term Tuesday in a race that 
Republicans believe they can win in an election year when anti-establishment sentiment is running high. 

rg~iSjpatty Murray - Republican - United States - Primary election - Government 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/18/20107:03:54 AM 

AP Poll: Obama at new low for handling economy 

Ig~~""lpresident Barack Obama earned his lowest marks ever on his handling of the economy in a new 

Associated Press-Gfl< poll, which also found that an overwhelming majority of Americans now describe 
the nation's financial outlook as poor. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/18/20107:29:48 AM 

Pivotal Senate primary in Washington decided 

Ig~~""IDemocratic Sen. Patty Murray and her Republican challenger dove right into their fall matchup after 
winning the primary in a high-stakes election that could determine the balance of power in the nation's 

capital. 

I~~':-Ipatty Murray - Democratic - United States Senate - United States - Washington 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/18/20109:01:07 AM 

Bus plunges into 100-foot ravine, killing 40 

Ig~~""IA packed passenger bus plunges off a Philippine mountain highway into a 100-foot ravine Wednesday, 

killing 40 people in one of the country's worst recent accidents, police say. 

rg~5.jBus - Police - Philippines - Benguet - Baguio City 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/18/20109:24:58 AM 

China says crashed aircraft may be North Korean 

An aircraft that crashed in northeast China might be a plane from North Korea, China's official Xinhua news agency said 

on Wednesday, citing unnamed government authorities. 

I g:i1ti¥.EINorth Korea - People's Republic of China - Asia - Xinhua News Agency - China 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/18/2010 11:54:29 AM 

Obama engaging in kitchen-table politics in Ohio 

Ig~~""lpivoting from million-dollar fundraisers to more mainstream struggles, President Barack Obama is sitting 

down at the kitchen table of an Ohio family for a chat about the economy and a chance to promote his 
ideas. 

I ~~':-IBaraCk Obama - President - President of the United States - United States - Ohio 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/18/201012:13:57 PM 

School building collapse in rain kills 18 in India 

A mudslide triggered by heavy rains demolished a school building in northern India on Wednesday, killing at least 18 

children, an official said. 

1§':i1ti¥.Ellndia _ Asia - Mudslide - Government - Maps and Views 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/18/2010 1:00:57 PM 

Remove what from where? Orifice surgeries expand 

Ig~~""IA California woman has become one of the latest patients to have 'natural orifice' surgery aimed at 

reducing scarring, pain, infection and recovery time. Connie Harris, 60, of Carlsbad, had most of her 
stomach removed through her mouth. 

I g~~""lcalifornia - Carlsbad California - Surgery - Stomach - Health 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/18/2010 1:09:05 PM 

Target's quarterly profit rises 14.3 percent 

Ig~~""~arget Corp. says its second-quarter net income rose 14.3 percent, helped by cost-cutting that offset 
weaker-than-expected revenue. 

1~~':-ITarget Corporation - Net income - Revenue - Credit card - Target 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/18/2010 1:27:35 PM 

Despite deals in Europe, Americans stay home 

Ig~~""lu.s. consumers have a firmer grip on their pocketbooks these days, so it's no big surprise that Americans 
aren't booking major vacations in other countries. 

rg~iSLnited State - Business - Media Production - Arts and Entertainment - Recreation 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/18/2010 1:30:43 PM 

Back-to-school shoppers in no hurry 

Ig~~""lwhile this year's back-to-school season is likely to be better for than last year's dismal retail season, many 
recession-scarred consumers are holding out, waiting for the best deals. 

rg~5.jEducation - Religion and Spirituality - K through 12 - New Year - Holidays 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/18/20102:05:10 PM 

Steven Tyler reportedly signs deal with 'Idol' 

Ig~~""lwhile Fox officially says "no comment," a very-inside music source confirms the flamboyant Aerosmith 

singer finalized negotiations late last week and is officially signed on to be a judge on the 10th season of 
"American IdoL" 

I~~':-Iamericanidol - steventyler - Fox Broadcasting Company - Singing - Talent show 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/18/20102:44:13 PM 

GM files paperwork for initial public offering 

The company filed the first round of paperwork with the SEC for an IPQ Wednesday afternoon. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/18/20102:46:55 PM 

Storm swamps D.C.-area streets 

Ig~~""~ust six days after a massive storm cut power to thousands in the D.C. area, another storm caused 

commuting chaos on Wednesday and more rain was predicted for the evening commute home. 

rg~iSjcommuting - Earth Sciences - Atmospheric Sciences - Meteorology - Storm Chasing 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/18/20103:14:33 PM 

Insurgents, police clash as Pakistan floods persist 

Ig~~""IMilitants exploiting the flooding chaos in Pakistan clashed with police overnight, authorities said 

Wednesday, as desperately needed international donations for the millions of victims picked up pace 
three weeks after the deluge began. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/18/20103:28:03 PM 

theGrio: Why we still aren't safe from Dr. Laura 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/18/20103:28:29 PM 

Taliban prison found in Afghanistan, Coalition says 

NATO-led forces in Afghanistan said Wednesday they had uncovered a makeshift Taliban prison holding 27 Afghans in 

chains. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/18/20104:14:32 PM 

FDA: Pain med could be used as 'date rape' drug 

Jazz Pharmaceuticals has proposed measures to reduce the chances of abuse or errors in drug designed to treat 

fibromyalgia, a disorder that causes pain and fatigue. 

I g;i1tlF.EIFibrOmyalgia - Jazz Pharmaceuticals - Food and Drug Administration - Health - Connective tissue 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/18/20104:19:29 PM 

'No regrets' on mosque issue, Obama says 

Ig~~""IWith the controversy still swirling over plans for a mosque near the former World Trade Center, President 
Obama said he had "no regrets" about his involvement in the debate. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/18/2010 4:34:32 PM 

PFT: 10 questions Favre, Vikings must answer today 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/18/20105:35:46 PM 

U.S. man admits sexually abusing Haiti boys 

A former Connecticut man has admitted to sexually abusing up to eight boys at a school he founded in Haiti for street 

children. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/18/20105:38:18 PM 

Neb. AG won't defend law on abortion screenings 

Attorney General Jon Bruning has decided not to defend a new Nebraska law requiring health screenings for women 

seeking abortions, an official said Wednesday. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/18/20106:00:14 PM 

Review sees flaws in dozens of N.C. prosecutions 

Ig~~""INorth Carolina's top prosecutor said Wednesday criminal cases may be reopened following an 

investigation that found state crime lab analysts omitted, overstated or falsely reported blood evidence. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/18/20106:02:12 PM 

WikiLeaks: Pentagon willing to discuss war files 

WikiLeaks founder Julian Assange said the Pentagon has expressed willingness to discuss the site's request for help in 

reviewing classified Afghan war documents, but the Pentagon had denied the claims. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/18/20106:46:41 PM 

Newsweek: Pentagon denies WikiLeaks talks 

A Pentagon official maintains that whatever "contacts" WikiLeaks had attempted to establish with American defense 

officials were via the media. The official denies that any u.s. official, at any level, has expressed a willingness, directly or 

indirectly, to engage with WikiLeaks in such an endeavor. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/18/20106:47:36 PM 

Amid Chinese wealth, cage-like 'pod houses' rise 

Huang Rixin has made a name for himself producing 21.5-square-foot living spaces dubbed "capsule apartments" for 

Beijing's burgeoning class of jobless and underemployed college graduates. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/18/20108:30:28 PM 

Russia to limit hours when people can buy vodka 

Russia shortens hours Moscow supermarkets, shops and kiosks may legally sell vodka in toughest anti-alcohol campaign 

since Soviet Union collapse 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/18/20108:53:29 PM 

Stock market's seesaw day ends slightly up 

Stocks ended a seesaw day with a modest gain Wednesday after investors found some pluses in retail earnings reports. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/18/20109:20:13 PM 

GM files paperwork for initial public offering 

GM filed for an initial public offering of stock on Wednesday, clearing a key hurdle toward repaying taxpayers for a 

controversial bailout just over a year after its bankruptcy. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/18/20109:31:44 PM 

Infant remains found in old steamer trunk 

A property manager who found two infant skeletons in a Los Angeles apartment basement says she was panicked after 

unwrapping a bundle of old newspapers and finding the remains inside. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/18/20109:53:32 PM 

Lawyer: Mom accused of killing sons 'remorseful' 

Ig~~""~he mother accused of suffocating her two young sons and staging a car accident to cover it up says she's 

remorseful and has been speaking with the family minister, her attorney said Wednesday. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/18/20109:57:38 PM 

Mexican mayor kidnapped by hitmen found dead 

Ig~~""IMexican security forces found the body of a mayor near Mexico's northern industrial city of Monterrey, 

days after he was abducted by drug hitmen. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/18/2010 10:02:03 PM 

Favre says another shot at title lured him back 

Ig~~""~he lure of playing in another Super Bowl brought Brett Favre back to the NFL - again. Favre joined his 

Minnesota Vikings teammates at practice Wednesday. The three-time MVP wore a helmet, shoulder pads 
and red quarterback's jersey as he worked out with Minnesota for the first time since getting battered by New 
Orleans as the Vikings lost the NFC championship game in January. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/18/2010 10:45:44 PM 

Newsweek: Why we're clueless about going green 

The problem goes beyond the fact that people don't care about the fact that wasting energy and using it inefficiently 

accounts for a good chunk of the greenhouse-gas emissions that cause global warming. Despite the millions of words 

that have been written on how to save energy and use it more efficiently, people basically have no idea what to do. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/18/201010:47:51 PM 

Beauty salon owner accused of cheating celebs 

Ig~~""~he owner of a Beverly Hills beauty salon is accused of fraud after she used credit card information from 

celebrity clients such as Liv Tyler to ring up hundreds of thousands of dollars in bogus charges. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/18/2010 11:28:41 PM 

CIA forms new center to combat nukes, WMDs 

Ig~~""~he CIA is opening a counterproliferation center to combat the spread of dangerous weapons and 

technology, a move that comes as Iran is on the verge of fueling up a new nuclear power plant. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/19/201012:17:55 AM 

American activist surrenders to Peru police 

Ig~~""IAn American activist convicted of aiding leftist rebels surrendered to police on Wednesday after a court 

struck down a decision granting her parole and ordered her to return to prison, where she is to remain 
with her lS-month-old son for the time being. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/19/2010 12:50:42 AM 

BBe News apologizes for weatherman gesture 

LONDON (Hollywood Reporter) - A cold front passed over the BBC News channel late Tuesday as the show's 

weatherman flipped the bird to his news anchor. 

1§':i1ti¥.EIBBC News _ News presenter - Television - The Hollywood Reporter - Simon McCoy 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/19/20101:52:15 AM 

Facebook introduces 'Places' location-sharing program 

Ig~~""IFacebook Wednesday introduced "Places," its own location-sharing program that had been rumored for 

months. 

1~~'::IFacebook - Social network - Online Communities - IPhone - Gowalla 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/19/20102:20:23 AM 

Last full u.s. combat brigade pulls out of Iraq 

The last full u.s. combat brigade crossed the border into Kuwait on Thursday morning, bringing to a close the active 

combat phase of the T~·-j-year war. 

1~¥':-IKuwait -!@g - United States -Iraq War - Middle East 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/19/20103:32:28 AM 

PFT: Titans' Blount punches teammate in practice 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/19/20103:51:55 AM 

Teixeira helps Yanks win testy one over Tigers 

Ig~~""IMark Teixeira homered and Dustin Moseley pitched well enough to overcome the two home runs he 
gave up to Miguel Cabrera in the New York Yankees' testy 9-5 win over the Detroit Tigers on Wednesday 

night. 

1~~':-INew York Yankees - Detroit Tigers - Miguel Cabrera - Mark Teixeira - sport 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/19/20105:37:19 AM 

Be police: Bears surrounded pot fields 

Ig~~""lpolice who uncovered two marijuana fields near the U.S.-Canada border had to tread carefully: 13 black 

bears were wandering around the crops. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/19/20108:46:12 AM 

U.S. announces aid boost to Pakistan after flooding 

r-~he United States will increase its aid to flood-ravaged Pakistan to $lS0 million, U.S. Sen. John Kerry said 
hursday, stressing that Washington did not want Islamist extremism to increase on the back of the crisis. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/19/20109:03:10 AM 

Mosque debate splits Dems, especially in N.Y. 

Many congressional Dems weigh how to respond to President Barack Obama's statements on a proposed mosque near 

ground zero, those in New York are treading especially cautiously. 

rC~~"-IBarack Obama - New York - President of the United States - President - United States 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/19/20109:26:50 AM 

U.S. boy: N. Korea welcomed 'peace forest' idea 

Ig~~""IA 13-year-old U.S. boy who made a rare visit to Pyongyang says officials there welcomed his idea for a 
"children's peace forest" in the demilitarized zone dividing North and South Korea. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/19/201011:13:33 AM 

At 104, mysterious heiress is alone now 

r-I~ uguette CI a rk was a 1 ready a myste ry. Now the re a re new gl i m pses into the 1 ife of the reel us ive hei ress. 

he daughter of a disgraced former u.s. senator, Huguette inherited millions from the Montana copper 
mines, and has lived a solitary life while her three fabulous homes sit empty. As Huguette has just marked her 
104th birthday in an ordinary hospital room in New York, there are unanswered questions as well. 
Msnbc.com's Bill Dedman reports. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/19/2010 11:49:40 AM 

Missing kangaroo causes stir in Austria 

No kangaroos in Austria? Wrong! The search is on for a missing marsupial in the Alpine republic. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/19/2010 11:49:40 AM 

Missing kangaroo causes stir in Austria 

No kangaroos in Austria? Wrong! The search is on for a missing marsupial in the Alpine republic. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/19/2010 11:54:44 AM 

Video: Crisis swells in flooded Pakistan 

Ig~~""~wenty-two days after the floods began, millions of people are still struggling to find food, water and 
shelter. NBC's Ann Curry reports. (Today Show) 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/19/201012:09:13 PM 

ConsumerMan: It's a new day for gift cards 

Ig~~""lon Sunday, new federal rules go into effect that regulate fees and expiration dates for all gift cards, 

whether they're sold by a merchant, shopping center or credit card company. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/19/2010 12:24:34 PM 

Video: Bull leaps into packed bullring stands in Spain 

Ig~~""~ODAYJS Natalie Morales takes a look at terrifying video showing a raging bull charging into a grandstand 

packed with spectators at a bullfight in Spain. (Today Show) 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/19/2010 12:26:48 PM 

Bull leaps into bullring stands in Spain, 40 hurt 

Ig~~""IA bull leapt into the packed grandstands of a Spanish bullring and ran amok, charging and trampling 

spectators and leaving 40 people injured, regional officials said Thursday. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/19/2010 1:30:07 PM 

Weekly jobless claims hit nine-month high 

u.s. employers appear to be laying off workers again as applications for unemployment insurance reached the half

million mark last week for the first time since November. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/19/2010 1:40:05 PM 

A summer of discontent for President Obama 

First Read: 2010's has been an especially cruel summer for the White House, with the Gulf of Mexico oil spill, more bad 

news out of Afghanistan, the mosque controversy and more. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/19/20102:13:49 PM 

Troops out of Iraq by 20127 Don't bet on it 

Barack Obama campaigned to end the Iraq war responsibly and as president has been explicit in assurances that no 

troops will remain come Jan. 1, 2012. Easier said than done. 

1§':i1ti¥.EIBarack Obama -Iraq War -!@g - United States - President 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/19/20102:18:59 PM 

Refinancing homeowners are going short 

As mortgage interest rates fall to record-low levels, many homeowners are taking advantage by refinancing from 30-

year loans to 15- and 20-year terms. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/19/20102:31:19 PM 

Boy, 10, is impaled by stingray barb but survives 

Quentin Tokar was vacationing with his family when, in a freak accident, a stingray barb lodged in his stomach. 

Fortunately, a nurse on the scene screamed "Don't pull it out!" and the 10-year-old avoided the fate of Crocodile Hunter 

Steve Irwin, who died from a stingray barb. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/19/20103:00:52 PM 

Why Steven Tyler will be a terrible 'Idol' judge 

Ig~~""IHe is the face and lips of the Great American Rock In' Roll band, but as dynamic as he can appear onstage 

with Aerosmith, he is a terrible choice for a new judge on "American Ida!." 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/19/20103:05:16 PM 

Intel to buy McAfee for $7.68 billion 

In a move signaling the growing importance of online security, Intel Corp. said Thursday it is buying computer-security 

software maker McAfee Inc. for $7.68 billion 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/19/20103:20:20 PM 

Kenyan jailed for trying to sell albino man 

Ig~~""IA Kenyan man has been sentenced to a total of 17 years in prison for trying to sell an albino man to 

witchdoctors in Tanzania, local media reported Thursday. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/19/20103:21:56 PM 

ADHD risk tied to prenatal pesticide exposure 

Children whose mothers were exposed to widely-used pesticides during pregnancy may be at increased risk of 

developing an attention disorder by age 5, a new study shows. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/19/20103:48:34 PM 

Newsweek: The new, softer Russian imperialism 

Abkhazia, one of the breakaway provinces over which Russia and Georgia fought in 2008, has been colonized by Russia's 

state security services. And the locals are hardly thrilled. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/19/20103:49:14 PM 

BP accused of withholding spill data 

The owner of the Deepwater Horizon rig is accusing BP of withholding critical evidence needed to identify the cause of 

the worst maritime oil spill in history. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/19/20103:56:21 PM 

Bombing in restive west China kills 7, wounds 14 

A bomb attack in China's restive Xinjiang region killed seven people and wounded 14 on Thursday, and an exile group 

claimed victims included members of the local police force and its auxiliary unit. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/19/20104:13:28 PM 

Father braves angry bear to save daughter, 3 

A Dutch man braved an angry bear to save his three-year-old daughter after the girl climbed a fence in a German zoo 

and tumbled into the animal's pen, police said Thursday. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/19/20104:41:48 PM 

At 104, mysterious heiress is alone now 

Ig~~""IHUgUette Clark was already a mystery. Now there are new glimpses into the life of the reclusive heiress. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/19/20104:49:17 PM 

Tebow might miss preseason home opener 

Tim Tebow is missing his second straight practice, putting his home preseason debut in question. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/19/20105:01:25 PM 

HBT: Clemens reportedly will be indicted for perjury 

rC~~~~Lrian McNamee - Gardens - United States - United States federal judge - Mitchell Report 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/19/20106:30:14 PM 

CDC: More U.S. teens getting vaccinated 

More U.S. teens are getting recommended vaccines against certain cancers, meningitis and infectious diseases, 

government researchers reported on Thursday. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/19/20106:37:17 PM 

N.Y. mosque imam in Mideast for outreach tour 

r-~he imam leading plans for an Islamic center near the Manhattan site of the Sept. 11 attacks arrived 
hursday in the Middle East on a U.S.-funded outreach trip. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/19/20107:04:00 PM 

White House says Obama is Christian, prays 

The White House insisted on Thursday that President Barack Obama is a Christian who prays daily. The remarks came 

hours after a poll showed that nearly one in five people said they think Obama is Muslim 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/19/20107:07:55 PM 

Unguarded border bridges could be path to U.s. 

Ig~~""lon each side of a towering West Texas stretch of the $2.4 billion border fence designed to block people 

from illegally entering the country, there are two metal footbridges, clear paths into the United States 
from Mexico. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/19/20107:26:43 PM 

Saudi judge considers paralysis punishment 

Ig~~""IA Saudi judge has asked several hospitals in the country whether they could damage a man's spinal cord 

as punishment after he was convicted of attacking another man with a cleaver and paralyzing him, the 
brother of the victim said Thursday. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/19/20108:13:33 PM 

Bad jobs news makes for bad day on Wall Street 

Ig~~""IStoCkS tumbled Thursday after two disappointing economic reports renewed investors' concerns about 

the pace of a recovery. 

1~~':-IBusiness - Investing - Equities - Stocks and Bonds - Dow Jones Industrial Average 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/19/20108:26:43 PM 

U.S. envoy says billions needed for Pakistan 

A top U.S. envoy said Thursday that "many billions" of dollars will be needed to rebuild Pakistan after the worst flooding 

in living memory has left one-fifth of the country inundated with water and devastated the economy. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/19/20109:10:25 PM 

Pakistan leader says militants could exploit flood 

Ig~~""llslamist terrorists may exploit the chaos and misery caused by the floods in Pakistan to gain new recruits, 
the country's president warned Thursday - remarks echoed by a leading u.s. senator who said America 

would stand by its vital wartime ally during the crisis. 

I g~~""lunited States - Pakistan - John Kerry - Flood - Islam ism 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/19/20109:38:19 PM 

Wyclef candidacy stirs Haiti's political pot 

Ig~~""IQuestions over whether Haitian hip-hop star Wyclef Jean meets the legal requirements to run for the 

presidency of his earthquake-ravaged homeland have stirred feverish expectation and fears that political 
tensions could bedevil the arduous post-quake reconstruction. 

1~~':-IHaiti - Wyclef Jean - Hip hop - Caribbean - United States 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/19/2010 10:52:43 PM 

Vikings' Harvin has migraine attack at practice 

Ig~~""lpercy Harvin experienced the scariest episode yet in a career plagued by migraine headaches when he 

collapsed at Minnesota Vikings' practice Thursday and was taken to a hospital by ambulance. 

1~~'::lpercy Harvin - Minnesota Vikings - Wide receiver - United States - Health 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/19/201011:12:36 PM 

Primary losses blunt Palin's 'mama grizzly' claws 

It's been a summer of setbacks for Sarah Palin. Candidate "cubs" endorsed by the Mama Grizzly in Chief have been 

suffering a recent string of primary election losses. 

I~¥':-Isarah Palin - Politics - United States - Republican - Primary election 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/19/2010 11:30:53 PM 

Clemens charged with perjury in steroid case 

Ig~~""lseven-time Cy Young Award winner Roger Clemens was indicted by a federal grand jury Thursday for 

allegedly lying to Congress about using steroids and growth hormone. The criminal case writes a new 

chapter in one of Major League Baseball's worst scandals, the rampant use of performance enhancing drugs. 

Ig~~""IROger Clemens - Grand jury - Cy Young Award - Congress - New York Times 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/20/2010 12:02:33 AM 

Space tourism jet has trouble during test run 

Ig~~""~he left main landing gear on Virgin Galactic's space tourism jet collapsed as it landed after a test flight in 

the Mojave Desert Thursday, federal aviation authorities said. No injuries were reported. 

rg~iSLoiave Desert - Virgin Galactic - Desert - United States - Southwest 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/20/2010 12:03:59 AM 

DeMarco: Getting well just in time for playoff push 

Ig~~""IDeMarco: Where the Phillies, Red Sox and Braves go from here is anyone's guess. But ask them, and 

they'll tell you that with the returns of Chase Utley, Dustin Pedroia and Martin Prado, their chances of 
playing beyond the first weekend in October just got a lot better. 

I g~~""IChase Utley - Boston Red Sox - Dustin Pedroia - Philadelphia Phillies - Sports 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/20/201012:55:10 AM 

Threatening call stops Calif. flight from takeoff 

An American Airlines flight bound for New York City is halted just before takeoff after someone called in a threat later 

described by the FBI as non-credible. 

1§':i1ti¥.Elsan Francisco _ California - New York City - New York - United States 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/20/20101:03:00 AM 

Florio: Few can avoid NFL's coaching hot seat 

Ig~~""IFlorio: For 2010, let's look at the job security of the 32 NFL head coaches, ranking the seats they occupy 

on a curve, from the hottest to the coldest. 

...... ,..... . ..... ,..... . ..... , ....... 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/20/20101:18:01 AM 

Navy mulls punishment for lovelorn ex-astronaut 

Ig~~""IA Navy board of inquiry has recommended that former astronaut Lisa Nowak be separated from the Navy 
with a less-than-honorable discharge and be busted down in rank from captain to commander. 

rg~iSjNaVy - United States Navy - Military - lisa Nowak - Government 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/20/20102:01:20 AM 

Reports: American Airlines may face $25 million fine 

The FAA is poised to slap a record penalty of $25 million or more against American Airlines for maintenance lapses 

involving wiring in the MD-80 jet that caused flight cancellations in 2008, according to reports. 

rC~~"-IAmerican Airlines - Federal Aviation Administration - McDonnell Douglas MD-80 - Airline - United States 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/20/20102:07:48 AM 

22-mile-long oily plume mapped near BP site 

Scientists report results from the first detailed study of a giant plume of oily water near the blown-out BP well - saying 

it was at least 22 miles long, a mile wide and 650 feet tall. 

I g:i1ti¥.EIGUlf of Mexico - BP - Water - United States - University of South Florida 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/20/20103:19:21 AM 

Wyclef Jean predicts OK for Haiti campaign 

Ig~~""IA source says Wyclef Jean is not on the list of approved candidates for the Nov. 28 Haiti presidential 

election, but the hip-hop star says it look like he will be eligible to run. 

1~~~:IHaiti - Wyclef Jean - Hip hop music - United States - Caribbean 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/20/20103:29:16 AM 

Sanchez stifles Phillies, Giants end skid 

Ig~~""~onathan Sanchez allowed just two hits in eight innings and Buster Posey lined a pair of RBI doubles, 
leading the San Francisco Giants over the Philadelphia Phillies 5-2 Thursday night. 

1~~'::lphiladeIPhia Phillies - San Francisco Giants - Buster Posey - sport - Baseball 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/20/20103:44:50 AM 

U.S. assures Israel nuclear Iran not imminent: report 

The Obama administration has assured Israel that Iran's process of converting nuclear material into a working weapon 

would take at least a year, The New York Times reported on Thursday. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/20/20104:14:33 AM 

Kennedy favors civilian courts in terrorism cases 

Ig~~""lsupreme Court Justice Anthony Kennedy said Thursday that most terrorism cases should be tried in 

civilian courts. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/20/20109:32:49 AM 

Crocodile tips Australian PM to win elections 

Ig~~""IA crocodile that picked the winner of the soccer World Cup has predicted Australian Prime Minister Julia 
Gillard will be re-elected. 
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rg~~...,Llia Gillard - Prime Minister of Australia - World Cup - FIFA World Cup - Sports 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/20/20109:42:46 AM 

Alleged 'Merchant of Death' to be sent to u.s. 

Ig~~""IA Thai court rules to extradite suspected Russian arms smuggler Viktor Bout to the United States, 
effectively ending a chase for the man dubbed "The Merchant of Death." 

rg~iSLnited States - Viktor Bout - Russia - Extradition - Revolutionary Armed Forces of Colombia 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/20/2010 10:55:25 AM 

Can 'super' oysters boost La. shellfish industry? 

Ig~~""IBiOlogist John Supan thinks he has developed what might be the holy grail for oyster lovers: a hardy 

breed that stays fat enough for consumers to eat throughout the year. 

I~~':-Ioyster - Shellfish - Home - Cooking - Fish and Seafood 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/20/201011:34:47 AM 

Mortgage fraud thrives in good and bad times 

Ig~~""~he house on the 53rd block of South Wood Street in Chicago's Back of the Yards doesn't look like a 

$355,000 home. There is no front door and most of the windows are boarded up. 

rg~iSjchiCagO - Business - United States - Financial Services - Mortgages 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/20/201012:43:19 PM 

Pakistan vows clampdown on Islamist charities 

Ig~~""lpakistan says it will clamp down on charities linked to Islamist militants amid fears of their exploitation of 

anger against the government during flood relief. 

rg~iSjpakistan - Government - Asia - Islam ism - United States 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/20/2010 1:52:33 PM 

North Korea reportedly joins Facebook 

Ig~~""INorth Korea appears to have added Facebook to other social networking sites it recently joined to ramp 

up its propaganda war against South Korea and the U.S. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/20/20102:17:14 PM 

Fidelity sees record number raid 401(k)s 

A record number of workers made hardship withdrawals from their retirement accounts in the second quarter, 

suggesting Americans are continuing to struggle in the tough economy. 

I g:i1ti¥.E1401(kl _ United States - Retirement - Fidelity Investments - Business 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/20/20102:44:36 PM 

Vuvuzelas make it into Oxford dictionary 

Bromance, chillax, cheeseball, frenemy and more are among the 2,000 new words and phrases added to the third 

edition, published on Thursday. 

I ~¥':language - Social Sciences - Linguistics - Oxford English Dictionary - Natural 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/20/20102:52:49 PM 

Return bottles aren't history yet at Pa. brewery 

Ig~~""IFor years, it was the way breweries did business: sell bottles, then take back the empties. It just made 

sense, especially to folks weaned in the lean days of the Great Depression. 

...... ,..... . ..... ,..... . ..... , ....... 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/20/20103:07:31 PM 

Jobless rate fell in 18 states in July, rose in 14 

Unemployment fell in only 18 states last month, a much smaller number than in recent months and a sign that jobs 

remain scarce nationwide. 

1§':i1ti¥.ElunemPloyment _ Shrubs - Plants - Home - Gardening 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/20/20103:19:17 PM 

Age confirmed for 'Eve,' mother of all humans 

A maternal ancestor to all living humans called mitochondrial Eve likely lived about 200,000 years ago, at roughly the 

same time anatomically modern humans are believed to have emerged, a new review study confirms. 

rC~~"-Litochondrial Eve - Human - Mother - Games - Video Games ---

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/20/2010 4:04:02 PM 

Who is watching reclusive heiress's millions? 

Ig~~""IWhO is watching Huguette Clark's millions? Does Huguette Clark, the reclusive heiress, know that her 

Stradivarius violin was sold? Does she know that the IRS was after her for unpaid income taxes? Does she 
know that her accountant has a felony conviction? Does she know that her accountant and her attorney 
ended up owning an apartment signed over to them by an elderly client? Msnbc.com's Bill Dedman reports. 

Ig~~""lg~~""lg~~""1 

Ig~~""IBili Dedman - Msnbc.com - United States - Huguette Clark - Stradivarius 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/20/20104:29:42 PM 

The quiet resurgence of George W. Bush? 

Ig~~""IDesPite enjoying a mini-moment of grudging acceptance, George W. Bush is lying low. Were he to 

swagger back onto the stage, Republican friends say, the mellowing mood would evaporate - and 
complicate the GOP's effort to win back Congress. 

I ~~':-IGeorge w. Bush - Republican - President - United States - United States Congress 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/20/20104:51:58 PM 

70 years on from WWII, Britain remembers 'the few' 

Ig~~""lln the words of Winston Churchill, it was Britain's "finest hour," a turning point in world history - though 
it didn't always feel that way at the time. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/20/20105:08:43 PM 

11 green inventions that go too far 

Ig~~""lsome are quick to capitalize on the greenness trend, losing practicality in the frenzy to attain another 
kind of green - cash money. Others build oddities in order to raise awareness. Either way, the results 

can be just plain nuts. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/20/20105:12:04 PM 

Air traffic control problem cuts European flights 

A regional air traffic control system outage sharply limited flights around much of northern Europe Friday, causing delays 

for tens of thousands of passengers aboard some 700 flights. 

rC~~"-IAir traffic control - Technology - Aerospace - Aeronautics - Northern Europe 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/20/20105:17:37 PM 

Newsweek: Obama wins one in Thailand 

The Obama administration is being so heavily hammered politically-with declining poll numbers and out-of-control 

debates on Manhattan mosques-that officials appeared stunned when the administration scored a foreign policy coup 

early Friday. 

r~¥·lewsweek - Presidency of Barack Obama - Barack Obama - President - Foreign policy 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/20/20105:18:00 PM 

Libya keeps quiet a year after lockerbie release 

Libya kept a low profile on Friday after Britain warned against any repeat of the celebrations a year ago that greeted the 

release of a Libyan intelligence agent convicted of the 1988 Lockerbie bombing. 

1~¥':-ILibya - Pan Am Flight 103 - Africa - Abdelbaset Ali Mohmed AI Megrahi - Terrorism 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/20/20105:36:35 PM 

Bear fatally mauls caretaker in Ohio 

Ig~~""IA bear owned by a man who used to offer people the chance to wrestle the animals mauled its 24-year

old caretaker to death during a feeding on property containing other bears, many wolves, and perhaps 
lions and tigers, authorities said Friday. 

Ig~~""lohiO - Animal rights - Animal welfare - Companies Involved - Animal Experiments - Vivisection 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/20/20105:49:35 PM 

Ranger who spotted fugitives hailed as hero 

Ig~~""IA forest ranger who alertly spotted a pair of fugitives at a remote Arizona campsite was hailed Friday as 

"a true hero" after his tip allowed a heavily armed law enforcement contingent to capture the couple. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/20/20105:55:39 PM 

Gasoline prices should fall after Labor Day 

Americans can expect gasoline prices to drop as school buses start rolling through neighborhoods across the country. 

rc~~~~tabor Day - School bus - Holidays - Work - labor Movement 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/20/20106:05:04 PM 

Poll: Nearly 6 in 10 oppose war in Afghanistan 

Ig~~""IA majority of Americans see no end in sight in Afghanistan, and nearly six in 10 oppose the nine-year-old 

war as President Barack Obama sends tens of thousands more troops to the fight, according to a new 
Associated Press-GfK poll. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/20/20106:22:53 PM 

BLM to review off-road races nationwide 

Federal officials promised tighter scrutiny of off-road racing Friday, expanding nationwide its review of the sport run on 

public lands as a race in Nevada went forward less than a week after a deadly accident in California. 

I ~¥':-Icalifornia - Nevada - Off-road racing - Public land - sport 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/20/20106:36:36 PM 

TVs, landlines on decline among Americans 

Ig~~""~elevisions and landlines, once American household fixtures, have shifted from being necessities to 

castoffs, according to a new survey from the Pew Research Center's Social and Demographic Trends 
project. 

I g~~""lpew Research Center - United States - Television - Demographic Trends - Research 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/20/20106:39:11 PM 

Mourning a Scottish piper who led troops on D-Day 

World Blog: Billy Millin stands out among the many courageous people of World War II for the uniqueness of his 

contribution to the Allied victory: He played the bagpipes. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/20/20107:52:56 PM 

Facebook is the new Google 

Ig~~""IWith Facebook Places, the social network shows it can steamroll friends and competitors alike. As for 
privacy, it's not a concern when you're the only game in town. If this sounds Google-like, it should. The 

question is, how soon until Facebook takes on Google directly? 

I g~~""IGoogle - Facebook - Social network - Privacy - Searching 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/20/20107:53:17 PM 

Teachers asked to 'unfriend' students on Facebook 

A school district in Florida is advising teachers not to "friend" students on social networking sites, claiming that teacher

student communication through this medium is "inappropriate." 

rC~~"-IFacebook - School district - Education - Florida - Social network service ---

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/20/20108:02:35 PM 

Serena Williams withdraws from US Open 

Serena Williams has pulled out of the u.S. Open because she is still recovering from cutting her foot last month. 

rC~~~~jserena Williams - US Open - Kim Clijsters - Tennis - Health 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/20/20108:47:19 PM 

Key Venezuelan drug suspect arrested in Colombia 

Ig~~""IA prominent Venezuelan drug trafficking suspect who has been branded a major kingpin by the U.S. 

government was arrested in Colombia, police said Friday. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/20/20108:48:01 PM 

Malware implicated in fatal Spanair plane crash 

Authorities investigating the 2008 crash of Spanair flight 5022 have discovered a central computer system used to 

monitor technical problems in the aircraft was infected with malware. 

rC~~"-lspanair - Spanair Flight 5022 - Aviation accidents and incidents - Aviation - Business 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/20/20108:55:07 PM 

Hundreds of millions in Katrina funds still unspent 

Ig~~""IFive years after Hurricane Katrina destroyed more than 200,000 Louisiana families' homes, a state 

program helping them rebuild still hasn't paid out more than three-quarters of a billion dollars and has 
been found racially discriminatory by a federal judge. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/20/20109:09:32 PM 

Killer of Jordan's father believes he will go free 

A man convicted of killing Michael jordan's father said in an interview Friday that he will one day walk free from prison, 

contending a new report on mistakes at North Carolina's crime lab shows the evidence against him is falling apart. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/20/20109:16:40 PM 

Fort Hood report urges workplace vigilance 

Ig~~""~he military must make sure supervisors have access to soldiers' personnel records and be aware of signs 

of potential workplace violence, the Defense Department said Friday in its final report on the Fort Hood 
shootings. 

I g~~""IFort Hood - Military - United States Department of Defense - Fort Hood shooting - United States 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/20/20109:20:30 PM 

On somber day, joyous event for Lockerbie families 

On the one-year anniversary of the release of the Pan Am bomber, Sonia Stratis and Chris Tedeschi weren't focused on 

the man who took so much from their families, but on the love they found. 

I g:i1ti¥.Ellockerbie - Pan American World Airways - Terrorism - Pan Am 103 1988 - Incidents 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/20/20109:24:23 PM 

Stocks slide as investors' malaise continues 

Stocks closed moderately lower Friday as investors' pessimistic view of the economy deepened. There was little reason 

for investors to buy. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/20/20109:29:52 PM 

Are lohan's troubles linked to misdiagnosis? 

Ig~~""IAccOrding to TMZ, doctors at the UCLA Medical Center rehab facility reportedly believe that the actress 

does not have a drug problem or attention deficit hyperactivity disorder. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/20/20109:37:10 PM 

Israel, Palestinians to resume peace talks 

Ig~~""lpresident Barack Obama on Friday invited Israel and the Palestinians to try anew in face-to-face talks for 

a historic agreement to establish an independent Palestinian state and secure peace for Israel. 

1~~':-llsrael - United States - Middle East - Palestinian people - Presidency of Barack Obama 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/20/201010:17:54 PM 

Pratt trying to sell sex tape starring Montag? 

Speidi: Rated XXX? Spencer Pratt is hawking a supposed sex tape starring himself and soon-to-be ex wife Heidi Montag, 

TMZ reports. 

I~¥':-Ispencer Pratt - Heidi Montag - Celebrity sex tape - Vivid Entertainment - Sexuality 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/20/2010 10:57:03 PM 

Recall expands to more than half a billion eggs 

A half-billion eggs have been recalled in the nationwide investigation of a salmonella outbreak that Friday expanded to 

include a second Iowa farm. More than 1,000 people have already been sickened and the toll of illnesses is expected to 

increase. 

r~¥':lowa - Salmonella - Health - Poultry - Business 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/20/2010 11:06:05 PM 

Soldiers punished for skipping Christian concert? 

The Army said Friday it was investigating a claim that dozens of soldiers who refused to attend a Christian band's concert 

at a Virginia military base were banished to their barracks and told to clean them up. 

1§':i1ti¥.Elvirginia _ Military base - British Army - Military - Christian 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/20/2010 11:36:22 PM 

Clemens says he's 'doing fine' after indictment 

Ig~~""lln his first public comments in the media since being indicted on federal charges that he lied to Congress 

in 2008 about being injected with HGH and steroids, former Red Sox pitcher Roger Clemens told a Boston 
radio station that he is looking forward to having his say in court. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/20/201011:45:46 PM 

Hundreds gather at funeral for s.c. toddlers 

Ig~~""IHundreds of mourners gather for funeral services for two South Carolina toddlers authorities say were 

killed by their mother and strapped into a car that rolled into a river. 

rg~iSjFuneral - South Carolina - Death - Death Care - Funeral Services 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/20/201011:48:01 PM 

Chances missed to catch Canada serial killer 

Ig~~""lcanadian serial killer Robert "Willie" Pickton could have been caught sooner, and the lives of many of the 

women he butchered could have been saved, according to an internal police investigation released on 
Friday. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/21/20101:41:18 AM 

Peanut-free seats draw allergic fans to ballparks 

Ig~~""~ake me out to the ballgame - just hold the peanuts. Catering to allergy sufferers and parents concerned 

about reactions that can range from minor irritation to life-threatening anaphylactic shock, a third of 
major league ballclubs are offering peanut-free seating at some games this season. 

1~~':-IAliergy - Anaphylaxis - Health - Conditions and Diseases - Allergies 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/21/2010 1:53:50 AM 

Troubled contractor agrees to pay fines 

The troubled security firm formerly known as Blackwater will pay $42 million in fines to settle thousands of violations of 

u.s. export control regulations, according to The New York Times. 

I g:i1ti¥.Elunited States - New York Times - Export - Blackwater Worldwide - Blackwater 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/21/20103:27:32 AM 

Picture sales of Dugard, daughters decried 

A spokeswoman for Jaycee Dugard, kidnapped as a young girl and held for 18 years, criticized the purported sale of 

unauthorized photos of Dugard and her daughters to media outlets. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/21/20103:45:19 AM 

Police arrested in northern Mexico mayor's killing 

Ig~~""ISiX city police officers were arrested Friday in the killing of a mayor in northern Mexico, as the country's 

escalating drug violence targets more public officials. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/21/20103:49:06 AM 

King Felix dominates; Yanks lose game, A-Rod 

Ig~~""IFeliX Hernandez nearly became the first pitcher in more than 25 years to throw four straight complete 

games against the New York Yankees, and Russell Branyan hit a pair of homers off A.J. Burnett and drove 
in four runs to lift the Seattle Mariners to a 6-0 victory Friday night. 

Ig~~""INew York Yankees - Seattle Mariners - Russell Branyan - A.J. Burnett - Complete game 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/21/20104:25:46 AM 

Owens makes presence felt, Bengals beat Eagles 

Ig~~""~errell Owens caught a 43-yard pass along the sideline, setting up the only touchdown by Cincinnati's 

starting offense Friday night in a 22-9 preseason victory over the Philadelphia Eagles. 

rg~5.jphiladeIPhia Eagles - Terrell Owens - NFL - Cincinnati - Football 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/21/20105:29:06 AM 

Wyclef Jean urges peace after Haiti presidential bid rejected 

Ig~~""IHiP-hOP star Wyclef Jean urged supporters to respond "peacefully and responsibly" to a Haiti provisional 

electoral council ruling that he is not eligible to run as a presidential candidate in the Nov. 28 election. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/21/20106:08:43 AM 

Wildfire in LA County forest 100 percent contained 

A stubborn wildfire that charred 120 acres Friday and spurred some residents to evacuate homes in the Angeles 

National Forest is fully surrounded, authorities said. 

1§':i1ti¥.EIAngeleS National Forest - Wildfire - Los Angeles County California - United States - Los Angeles 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/21/20107:31:13 AM 

Neighbors: Home where bear attacked Ohioan a 'zoo' 

Ig~~""INeighbOrS of a man who kept a menagerie of wolves, tigers and bears - including one that attacked and 
killed its 24-year-old caretaker - often complained about the roars and howls coming from the owner's 

house. 

I ~~':-IBear - Ohio - Recreation - Sheriff - MetroHealth 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/21/20101:15:45 PM 

Dutch girl eyes record with round-world voyage 

Ig~~""IA 14-year-old Dutch sailor departed in secrecy from Portugal Saturday on her quest to become the 

youngest person to sail solo around the world, avoiding the media because her manager said she didn't 
want the attention. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/21/2010 1:25:30 PM 

Official: Moscow subway attacks plotter killed 

Ig~~""~he man suspected of organizing suicide bombings that killed 40 people on the Moscow subway in March 

was killed in a shootout with Russian security forces on Saturday, officials said. 

rg~iSLoscow - Russia - Suicide attack - Administrative Regions - Travel and Tourism 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/21/20102:23:47 PM 

Jailed Russian tycoon's mother asks West for help 

Mikhail Khodorkovsky, often described as Russia's most famous prisoner, believes he will remain in jail as long as 

Vladimir Putin is holding Russia's reins, his mother said in an interview. 

I g:i1ti¥.EIRussia - Mikhail Khodorkovsky - Vladimir Putin - Prison - Politics 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/21/20102:29:48 PM 

6 Afghan police found dead in station house 

Ig~~""ISiX Afghan policemen were found dead Saturday in their station house in southern Afghanistan, where 

international troops are ramping up operations to take control ofTaliban strongholds, an official said. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/21/20102:51:12 PM 

No doubt: 'Bama named preseason No.1 

Ig~~""IDefending champion Alabama is the No.1 team in the AP preseason college football poll, followed by 

Ohio State, Boise State, Florida and Texas. 

I~~':-Icollege football - Sports - AP Poll - Football - American 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/21/20102:59:12 PM 

Gov't: 23K workers affected by Gulf oil drill ban 

A six-month ban on deepwater drilling in the Gulf of Mexico would directly put more than 9,000 people out of work and 

indirectly affect another 14,000 jobs, according to a memo from the nation's top drilling regulator. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/21/20103:32:36 PM 

Major flood on China-North Korea border 

Ig~~""lswelled by torrential rains, a river that marks the Chinese-North Korean border breached its banks on 

both sides, forcing the evacuation of more than 50,000 people in China. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/21/20103:36:33 PM 

Arrest warrant for WikiLeaks founder is withdrawn 

Swedish prosecutors withdraw an arrest warrant for Wikileaks founder Julian Assange, saying the rape allegation it was 

based on is unfounded. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/21/20103:57:47 PM 

California overdue for major quake, study says 

Earthquakes strike along California's San Andreas Fault more often than scientists previously thought, and think it's more 

than likely a major quake could happen soon. a new study suggests. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/21/20104:08:26 PM 

Gunmen take hostages at luxury hotel in Rio 

Ig~~""IGunmen invaded a luxury hotel popular with foreign tourists and took 30 people hostage Saturday but 

within hours freed the captives and surrendered to police. 

1~~~:IHotel - Rio de Janeiro - Police - Travel and Tourism - Lodging 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/21/20104:31:12 PM 

UK pop singer in apparent suicide fall at show 

The lead singer of a British pop trio climbed a telecommunications mast behind the main stage at a Belgian rock festival 

and leaped to his death in the parking lot below, police said Saturday. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/21/20104:48:37 PM 

Flooding submerges new towns in Pakistan's south 

Ig~~""IAbout 150,000 Pakistanis were forced to move to higher ground as floodwaters from a freshly swollen 

Indus River submerged dozens more towns and villages in the south, a government spokesman said 
Saturday. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/21/20105:21:47 PM 

Somalia blast kills fighters from Pakistan, India 

An explosion overnight at a house used by insurgents in the Somali capital killed at least 10 al-Shabab militants, including 

seven foreign fighters, the Somali Information Ministry said Saturday. 

1§':i1ti¥.Elsomalia _ Pakistan - Africa - Harakat al-Shabaab Mujahideen - History 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/21/20105:39:02 PM 

Business lobby emerges as political force 

Ig~~""~he U.S. Chamber of Commerce is spending record amounts on lobbying and in election battlegrounds, 

elbowing into the nation's politics in unprecedented ways for the business community. 

rg~iSjchamber of commerce - United States Chamber of Commerce - Politics - United States - U.S. Chamber of 

Commerce 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/21/20107:04:38 PM 

A few profit during Pakistan's flood misery 

Ig~~""IFisherman Jamsheed Ali made about 200 rupees ($2) a day before floods ravaged Pakistan and left 

millions homeless and penniless. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/21/20108:33:04 PM 

Israel: Fueling up Iran reactor 'unacceptable' 

Ig~~""llsrael on Saturday denounced Iran's fueling up of its first nuclear power plant as "totally unacceptable" 

and called for more international pressure to force Tehran to cease any uranium enrichment. 

I~~:tan - Nuclear reactor technology - Energy - United States - Nuclear power 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/21/20109:23:42 PM 

Saudi judge considers punishment by paralysis 

Amnesty International has spoken out against a Saudi judge who, earlier this week, asked hospitals in the country 

whether they cut the spinal cord of a man who was convicted of paralyzing another man in a fight 

I g:i1ti¥.EIAmnesty International - Spinal cord - Saudi Arabia - Paralysis - Neurological Disorders 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/21/2010 10:01:01 PM 

BP works to replace failed device from rig 

BP was working to remove the failed blowout preventer from its ruptured well - a key step towards killing the well and 

salvaging evidence that could help in the inquiry into the disaster. 

I g:i1ti¥.EIBP _ Blowout preventer - Gulf of Mexico - Relief well - Macondo Prospect 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/22/20101:12:58 AM 

Roethlisberger solid in exhibition for Steelers 

Ig~~""lplaYing for the first time since being suspended six games by the NFL for violating its personal conduct 

policy, Ben Roethlisberger completed six of eight passes for 76 yards and led the Steelers on a long drive 
in making the start against the New York Giants. 

1~~':-INew York Giants - Ben Roethlisberger - Pittsburgh Steelers - National Football League - NFL 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/22/20101:17:23 AM 

Dubai camel dairy to milk health-food market 

The United Arab Emirates will become the first major exporter of camel milk products to the European Union, and at 

some point possibly to Asia and America. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/22/20102:13:49 AM 

Newsweek: China's school of hard knocks 

China's Ivy League is no place for peasants. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/22/20102:43:17 AM 

Strasburg strains forearm tendon, exits game 

Ig~~""IRookie ace Stephen Strasburg exited early, wincing with a strained tendon in his right forearm, and the 
Washington Nationals went on to beat the Philadelphia Phil lies 8-1 Saturday night. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/22/20102:51:54 AM 

Tropical depressions form in the Atlantic, Pacific 

A new tropical depression has formed in the Atlantic, but the system is far from land. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/22/20103:19:46 AM 

Police swarm Arizona town after biker gangs' shootout 

Ig~~""lpolice locked down a northern Arizona community Saturday after a shooting involving rival motorcycle 

gangs. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/22/20103:25:52 AM 

Betty White, John Lithgow win Emmys 

Ig~~""INeWIY ubiquitous "Golden Girls" veteran Betty White won the fifth Emmy of her career on Saturday for 

hosting an episode of "Saturday Night Live," beating out last year's winner, Tina Fey. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/22/2010 4:00:09 AM 

Somalia rebels looking like Taliban 

Ig~~""IMen are forced to grow beards. Women can't leave home without a male relative. Music, movies and 

watching sports on TV are banned. Limbs are chopped off as punishment. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/22/20104:14:59 AM 

Kyle Busch gets unprecedented NASCAR sweep 

Ig~~""IKYle Busch made NASCAR history Saturday night with an unprecedented sweep of three national races in 

one week, completing the trifecta with a victory in the Sprint Cup race at Bristol Motor Speedway. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/22/20104:16:04 AM 

Spill bound BP, feds together 

Ig~~""~he BP-government partnership raises questions about the government's ability to be impartial in meting 

out punishment for the worst offshore oil spill in U.S. history. 

rg~iSjoil spill - BP - Environment - Energy - Petroleum in the Environment 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/22/2010 10:22:29 AM 

Pakistanis use stones, sandbags to fight floods 

Workers placed sandbags and stones to strengthen river levees in flood-ravaged Pakistan's south as the rising water 

threatened new areas Sunday. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/22/201011:39:51 AM 

US solider killed in southern Iraq 

The u.s. military says an American solider has been killed in southern Iraq. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/22/201012:50:37 PM 

Iran unveils 'ambassador of death' bomber 

Ig~~""llranian President Mahmoud Ahmadinejad inaugurates the country's first domestically built long-range 
unmanned bomber aircraft, calling it an "ambassador of death" to Iran's enemies. 

rg~5.Lan - Middle East - President of Iran - Mahmoud Ahmadinejad - Politics 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/22/20101:34:19 PM 

Security lapses blamed for van Gogh theft in Egypt 

Egypt's top prosecutor says security lapses are to blame for the theft of a Vincent van Gogh painting from a Cairo 

museum. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/22/20101:42:06 PM 

4 U.S. troops killed in eastern Afghanistan 

Ig~~""IFour U.S. troops were killed in fighting in eastern and southern Afghanistan on Sunday, and a former 
guerrilla leader who battled Soviet invaders decades ago was killed by a roadside bomb in the country's 

north. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/22/2010 1:52:06 PM 

94,000 flee floods on China-No Korea border 

Ig~~""IFloOding kills four people and forces the evacuation of 94,000 others in the northern Chinese port city of 

Dandong after heavy rains cause the Yalu river to breach its banks, state media says. 

rg~5.jFlood - Dandong - Yalu River - People's Republic of China - North Korea 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/22/20102:14:25 PM 

Magnitude 5.4 quake off western Greece 

The Athens Geodynamic Institute says a moderate magnitude 5.4 earthquake has struck off the coast of the Greek island 

of Zakynthos. 

I ~¥':-IGreece - List of islands of Greece - Zakynthos - Business and Economy - London 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/22/20102:17:41 PM 

U.S. troops to return only if Iraqi forces fail 

Ig~~""llt would take "a complete failure" of the Iraqi security forces for the u.s. to resume combat operations 

there, the top American commander in Iraq said as the final u.s. fighting forces prepared to leave the 
country. 

I ~~':-I!@g -United States - Iraqi security forces - United States armed forces - Middle East 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/22/20103:11:36 PM 

Tropical Storm Frank forms off Mexico's coast 

Tropical Storm Frank has formed in the Pacific off Mexico, and several storm warnings have been issued for parts of the 

coast. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/22/20103:22:46 PM 

Pakistanis stay in flood zones to protect homes 

Ig~~""IAcross the Pakistan flood zone, thousands - perhaps hundreds of thousands - of people have decided 

to stay in their homes, often sleeping on rooftops because of the high water. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/22/20104:10:34 PM 

Wyclef Jean not giving up presidential bid 

Ig~~""IHiP-hOP singer Wyclef Jean says he is not abandoning his presidential bid just yet and will send a lawyer 

to a Haitian court to appeal a decision rejecting his candidacy. 

rg~5.jHaiti - Wyclef Jean - Singing - Hip hop - Arts and Entertainment 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/22/20104:15:39 PM 

Karzai: Women's rights will not be sacrificed 

Ig~~""lpresident Hamid Karzai gave assurances Sunday that the rights of Afghan women will not be sacrificed in 

pursuit of a peace deal with the Taliban. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/22/20104:17:54 PM 

Russian police detain opposition leaders 

Ig~~""lpolice prevented about 100 opposition activists from marching through Moscow on Sunday with a giant 

Russian flag and detained three of their leaders, including prominent politician Boris Nemtsov. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/22/20104:20:19 PM 

Best Bets: 'Takers' cast is a puzzle 

Matt Dillon and Chris Brown are among the heist movie's stars. Plus: Betty White is up for an Emmy; the entire run of 

"Lost" is now out on DVD. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/22/20104:53:31 PM 

Credit card rules will help consumers, but ... 

Help is on the way for cardholders this weekend. Newly purchased gift cards won't expire as quickly, and late fees on 

credit card payments won't be as punishing. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/22/20104:57:14 PM 

For Gulf tourism, problem is perception 

Ig~~""~ourists are staying away from what they fear are oil-coated coastlines - a perception officials say could 

take years to overcome and cost the region billions of dollars. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/22/20105:00:01 PM 

Hip-Hap's unofficial sommelier branches out 

Ig~~""IBelchie Branson is the man who introduced Cristal, Dom Perignon and a number of other pricey brands to 
his friends Christopher "Notorious B.I.G." Wallace and Sean "Diddy" Combs. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/22/20105:10:08 PM 

Next target: The Taliban's birthplace 

Ig~~""IAS Lt. Col. Peter N. Benchoff prepares for an assault next month into the birthplace of the Taliban, he 

doesn't sugarcoat the hurdles his troops face in this crucial swath of southern Afghanistan. 

1~~':-IAfghanistan - War in Afghanistan - Taliban - Asia - Politics 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/22/20105:55:16 PM 

Vacationing Obama can't shed entourage 

Ig~~""lpresident Barack Obama had a simple task for his first morning on vacation: shoot over to a Martha's 
Vineyard bookstore to fill out his daughters' summer reading list and grab himself a novel. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/22/20106:00:51 PM 

'Expendables' retains box-office crown 

Ig~~""IFive new wide releases debuted to crowd the market, but none managed to pack in huge audiences and 
knock off action flick and its hero-studded cast. 

rg~5.jBox office - Entertainment - Tickets - Sports - Shopping 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/22/20106:14:32 PM 

Mad as hell? Release your rage, guilt-free 

The essence of an anger fantasy is that it remain a fantasy. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/22/20106:15:12 PM 

'True Blood' stars Paquin, Moyer wed 

Ig~~"'l'True Blood" stars Anna Paquin and Stephen Moyer wed Saturday evening at a private residence in 

Malibu, Calif., UsMagazine.com has confirmed. 

rg~5.jStePhen Moyer - Anna Paquin - True Blood - Malibu - Elijah Wood 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/22/20106:15:18 PM 

Muslim center dispute sparks New York rallies 

Supporters and opponents of a proposed Muslim cultural center and mosque near the World Trade Center site staged 

competing rallies in downtown Manhattan on Sunday, kept apart by police and barricades. 

rC~~"-lworld Trade Center - Manhattan - Muslim - Lower Manhattan - New York 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/22/20106:24:52 PM 

Want to shop at 'Amityville Horror' house? 

Ig~~""~he owner of the New York house made famous in the 1979 film "The Amityville Horror" is holding a 

moving sale. Items include furniture and exercise equipment, not loot from the house's infamous past. 

rg~iSjNew York - Amityville Horror - Exercise equipment - Garage sale - Furniture 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/22/20106:28:55 PM 

LA unveils costliest school in the nation 

Ig~~""~he K-12 complex to house 4,200 students has raised eyebrows across the country as the creme de la 

creme of "Taj Mahal" schools, $100 million-plus campuses boasting both architectural panache and 
deluxe amenities. 

1~~':-ITaj Mahal -India - Asia - Uttar Pradesh - Agra 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/22/20106:30:00 PM 

'I just did not want to leave: Scully says 

Ig~~""lvin Scully said Sunday he'll return to the broadcast booth to call Los Angeles Dodgers games next year for 

his 62nd season because "when push came to shove, I just did not want to leave." 

I~~·los Angeles Dodgers - Vin Scully - Sport - Baseball - Teams 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/22/20106:38:39 PM 

Bottled vs. brewed teas: Study reveals healthiest teas 

Labels on bottled tea beverages are typically plastered with declarations of their rich antioxidant content. But a new 

study suggests, if you're looking for high doses of healthful antioxidants, you might be better off brewing your tea at 

home. 

I S:i1ti¥.EIS:i1ti¥.EI'S~F.E1 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/22/20106:55:38 PM 

Solar system may be 2 million years older than thought 

Ig~~""~he solar system may be up to 2 million years older than previously thought, a new study has found. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/22/20106:56:15 PM 

Farms recalling eggs share suppliers, other ties 

Two Iowa farms that recalled more than a half-billion eggs linked to as many as 1,300 cases of salmonella poisoning 

share suppliers of chickens and feed as well as ties to an Iowa business routinely cited for violating state and federal law. 

I g:i1ti¥.Ellowa _ United States - Business - Chicken - Food and Drug Administration 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/22/20108:11:40 PM 

Spooked stock investors may cause bond bubble 

Maybe bonds aren't so dull after all. 

rC~~~~jStock - Investing - Business - Bond - Stocks and Bonds 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/22/20109:07:58 PM 

Tropical Storm Danielle forms in the Atlantic 

Tropical Storm Danielle has formed in the Atlantic, but the system is still far from land. 

1~¥:IAtlantic Ocean - Tropical Storm Danielle - Tropical cyclone - Earth Sciences - Atmospheric Sciences 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/22/20109:41:44 PM 

Pinielia, 66, retires after 23 years in baseball 

Ig~~""lsaYing his mom needs him to come home, Cubs manager Lou Piniella has decided to step down after 
Sunday's game against the Atlanta Braves. 

rg~iSjchiCagO Cubs - Atlanta Braves - Lou Piniella - Baseball - sport 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/22/201010:18:54 PM 

Oscar contenders, where are you hiding? 

Ig~~""IWhiCh films will contend at next year's Oscar ceremony? Most of them haven't hit the theaters yet - or 

they're more likely to have shown at your local art house than at the multiplex. 

I~~·lcademy Award - Movies - Film - Arts - Filmmaking 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/23/2010 1:54:29 AM 

PFT: Yes, Favre's getting a raise for 2010 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/23/20104:17:43 AM 

Vikings lose to 4gers in Favre's return 

Ig~~""IBrett Favre's highly anticipated return to the playing field with the Vikings spanned four plays and one 
series, and Minnesota lost its preseason game against the San Francisco 4gers by a 15-10 score. 

I~~':-Isan Francisco 4gers - Minnesota Vikings - NFL - Brett Favre - Sports 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/23/20105:52:42 AM 

McCain turns vulnerable label into front-runner 

Once tagged as a vulnerable incumbent, Sen. John McCain is the clear front-runner against challenger J.D. Hayworth 

after spending some $20 million and casting his Republican primary opponent as a late-night infomercial huckster in a 

series of devastating ads. 

Ig~i5S;tohn McCain - Republican - J. D. Hayworth - Arizona - J.D. Hayworth 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/23/201010:21:10 AM 

Worst traffic jam ever? Gridlock spans 60 miles 

A traffic jam stretching more than 60 miles in China has entered its ninth day with no end in sight, state media reported. 

rC~~~~~raffic congestion - People's Republic of China - Transportation and Logistics - Traffic Control - Business 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/23/2010 10:54:32 AM 

'Long-simmering dispute' sparks deadly spree 

Three people were killed and four others wounded after a man opened fire in a rural neighborhood in central Virginia, 

police said. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/23/201011:28:47 AM 

Cozy homes by the sea just snapped up 

Summer is still in full swing and the homes in this edition of Closing Costs let you enjoy every second of it. 

1~¥:lsWing - Arts - Dance - Performing Arts - United States 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/23/201012:11:30 PM 

Afghan capital removing its protective blast walls 

Ig~~""IEven as conflict rages in Afghanistan, authorities are trying to make life in the capital a little more normal 

by removing or repositioning Kabul's ubiquitous concrete blast walls. 

1~~':-IAfghanistan - Kabul - Asia - Taliban - Warfare and Conflict 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/23/201012:16:54 PM 

Guys, these 7 quick checks could save your life 

Regularly assess your health with a few morning inspections that are easy and accurate. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/23/201012:18:59 PM 

New health plans for uninsured off to slow start 

An unexpectedly small number of people to sign up for a new federally subsidized program for uninsured people with 

health problems, which was touted by the Obama administration as an early benefit of the new health overhaul law. 

1§':i1ti¥.Eluninsured in the United States - Law - United States - Health insurance - Presidency of Barack Obama 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/23/201012:18:59 PM 

New health plans for uninsured off to slow start 

An unexpectedly small number of people to sign up for a new federally subsidized program for uninsured people with 

health problems, which was touted by the Obama administration as an early benefit of the new health overhaul law. 

I~¥':-Iuninsured in the United States - Law - Health insurance - United States - Presidency of Barack Obama 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/23/20101:19:05 PM 

7 clauses to beware of in your cruise contract 

Cruise contracts are filled with clauses and supported by laws that the average passenger doesn't know about. If they 

did, they might think twice before setting sail. 

I g:i1ti¥.Elcontract - United States - Travel - Specialty Travel - Recreation 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/23/2010 1:57:04 PM 

Facebook's Zuckerberg in harsh spotlight 

Ig~~""llt was bound to happen. Facebook, the subject of a big Hollywood movie - is now coping with becoming 
a cultural icon and a corporate monolith. And they don't like it one bit. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/23/20103:10:12 PM 

iPhone 'kill switch' would use voice, facial recognition 

Apple patent proposal includes Big Brother-ish ways to detect those who jailbreak their iPhone, or hack into others' 

devices. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/23/20103:10:54 PM 

Anne Frank tree falls over in wind, rain 

Ig~~""~he monumental chestnut tree that cheered Anne Frank while she was in hiding from the Nazis was 

toppled by wind and heavy rain on Monday. 

I~~·lnne Frank - Amsterdam - Dutch language - Nazism - History 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/23/20103:11:56 PM 

HBT: White Sox announcer rips umpire, for 3 hours 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/23/20103:12:19 PM 

Floatplane with 4 on board missing in SW Alaska 

Authorities in Alaska are hoping a missing floatplane carrying a pilot and three National Park Service workers simply 

landed in a cove to wait out the area's abruptly changing weather. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/23/20104:02:27 PM 

Newsweek: Still homeless, 5 years after Katrina 

By 2007, there were approximately 45,000 families living in FEMA trailers. Today, FEMA reports there are 860 families in 

Louisiana that are still living in FEMA trailers. The homeless rate in New Orleans has skyrocketed in the years since 

Katrina. According to the Brookings Institute, the city now has 12,000 homeless people, more than double the amount 

present before the storm. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/23/20104:12:53 PM 

Muslim Miss USA: Move mosque from ground zero 

Ig~~""ILebanese-American Rima Fakih, a practicing Muslim and the first Arab-American to become Miss USA, 

said that while she respects freedom of religion, a proposed community center and mosque "shouldn't 
be so close the World Trade Center." 

Ig~~""lworld Trade Center - United States - Freedom of religion - Miss USA - Arab American 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/23/20104:16:16 PM 

Huckabee cruises under the 2012 radar 

Ig~~""lconsidering his many roles, is Mike Huckabee too busy for a presidential run in 2012? Not according to 

longtime confidants, who think Huckabee will make another try despite his failed bid two years ago. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/23/2010 4:34:49 PM 

Fantasia on suicide attempt: 'I just wanted out' 

Ig~~""IFantasia Barrino makes it clear in a new episode of VH1's "Behind The Music," which will air Tuesday, that 
the ordeal was no accidental overdose, saying "I wanted it to be over with." 

1~~'::IFantasia Barrino - Suicide - Behind the Music - VHl - Death -- ---

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/23/20105:03:32 PM 

Mark Zuckerberg is unblockable ... at least on Facebook 

Ig~~""lsome suspect the block is a humorous Easter egg planted by developers. According to Facebook however, 
the "error" isn't a joke, nor is it specific to Zuckerberg's account. 

1~~'::Larkzuckerberg - Facebook - Social network - Easter egg - Privacy 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/23/20105:21:24 PM 

SeaWorld fined $75,000 after whale trainer's death 

Sea World Orlando has been fined $75,000 for three safety violations following the death of a trainer by a killer whale. 

1~¥·:=tillerWhale - SeaWorld - Occupational safety and health - SeaWorid Orlando - Shamu 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/23/20105:40:22 PM 

Biden to vets: Iraq insurgents have failed 

Ig~~""lvice President Joe Biden has told a military veterans convention in Indianapolis that insurgents in Iraq 

have failed in their efforts to undermine elections and the forming of a new government there. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/23/20105:45:35 PM 

Newsweek: Wikileaks sex-crimes cases may be closed 

Prosecutors in Sweden could decide as early as Tuesday whether to continue or permanently close two sex-crimes 

investigations of Julian Assange, founder and frontman for the whistleblowing website Wikileaks. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/23/20105:52:47 PM 

U.S. Drone strike kills 20 people in Pakistan 

Missiles fired from a u.s. pilotless drone aircraft killed 13 militants and 7 civilians in Pakistan's North Waziristan on 

Monday, Pakistani intelligence officials said. 

1§':i1ti¥.Elpakistan _ Asia - Mosque - Government - South Waziristan 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/23/20105:52:51 PM 

Newsweek's annual Emmy roundtable 

Emmy nominees Bryan Cranston, Christina Hendricks, Matthew Fox, Chris Colfer, Eric Stonestreet, and Connie Britton 

talk about their worst first acting jobs, their most embarrassing moments, and more. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/23/20105:58:12 PM 

Newsweek: How our homeownership fetish hurt us 

In some ways, American homeownership is a great success story. In 1940,44 percent of households owned a home; by 

1985, the rate was 64 percent. The size and quality of homes have increased dramatically. Owning a home contributes 

to neighborhood stability and encourages property improvement. Unfortunately, we let a sensible goal become a foolish 

fetish. 

Ig~a:..!'lunited States - Newsweek - Business - Recreation - Picture Ratings 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/23/20106:08:00 PM 

3 bombs kill 36 in northwest Pakistan 

Ig~~""~hree bomb attacks in northwest Pakistan - two in tribal regions near the Afghan border and a third 
near the region's main city of Peshawar - killed at least 36 people Monday, officials and a witness said. 

rg~iSjpakistan - Peshawar - Asia - Taliban - Warfare and Conflict 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/23/20106:11:42 PM 

Expect to pay more to fly this fall 

Travelers on U.S. airlines can look forward to higher fares and higher fees this fall as demand recovers from the 2009 

economic recession, a top fare expert said on Monday. 

I~¥':-Iunited States - Recession - Airline - Recreation - History 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/23/20107:05:25 PM 

HP makes $1.5 billion bid for 3Par, tops Dell 

Ig~~""IHewlett-packard CO. is bidding $1.5 billion for data storage provider 3Par Inc., offering 33 percent more 

than what rival Dell Inc. agreed to pay for the company just a week earlier. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/23/20107:25:18 PM 

'Grim Sleeper' suspect pleads not guilty in Calif. 

Ig~~""~he backyard mechanic accused of being the "Grim Sleeper" serial killer pleaded not guilty Monday to 

murdering 10 women and trying to kill one more person over the course of two decades. 

I~~':los Angeles - Grim Sleeper - Arraignment - Murder - United States 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/23/20107:27:08 PM 

Growing egg recall gives boost to small farms 

As a recall of more than 550 million eggs tied to two industrial manufacturers widens, sales of eggs at farmers markets, 

co-operatives and roadside stands reportedly spiked over the weekend. 

rC~~"-IFarmers' market - United States - Cooperative - Business - California 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/23/20107:39:32 PM 

Time, heat could take toll on trapped miners 

What's it like to be trapped underground for weeks, if not months? A mine safety expert and a miner who survived two 

weeks 3,000 feet underground provide their perspectives. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/23/20107:45:58 PM 

9 killed on hijacked Philippine tourist bus 

Ig~~""IA 12-hour hostage drama aboard a bus ends in bloodshed when an angry ex-policeman demanding his 

job back guns down eight Hong Kong tourists before a sniper killed him. 

rg~iSjphiliPPines - Manila - Asia - Government - Embassies and Consulates 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/23/20107:53:48 PM 

Mideast quiet over NYC mosque showdown 

Ig~~""lln the Middle East, the proposed mosque and community center near the former World Trade Center 

towers is viewed in less stark tones than in New York City, where passions have been high. 

rg~5.jworld Trade Center - Middle East - New York City - Mosque - September 11 2001 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/23/20108:05:43 PM 

Ind. ruling halts caregiver choices based on race 

Ig~~""lcertified nursing assistant Brenda Chaney was on duty in an Indiana nursing home one day when she 

discovered a patient lying on the floor, unable to stand. 

1~~'::INurSing home - Indiana - Health - Certified Nursing Assistant - Nursing 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/23/20108:31:24 PM 

Afghanistan security force at least a year away 

A senior u.s. commander on Monday wouldn't predict when Afghanistan might take control of its own security and 

warned that NATO needs at least another year to recruit and train enough soldiers and police officers. 

1§':i1ti¥.EINATO _ Afghanistan - War in Afghanistan - Police - Asia 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/23/20109:00:35 PM 

Stocks finish meandering trading day lower 

Stocks slumped to a weak finish Monday as lingering worries about the economy overcame optimism from a fresh round 

of corporate dealmaking. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/23/20109:12:28 PM 

Gas prices continue unusual pre-Labor Day fall 

Gasoline pump prices continued to fall on Monday, offering a bright spot for drivers watching their wallets in the 

uncertain economy. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/23/2010 10:09:30 PM 

Levi Johnston to run for Sarah Palin's old job 

Ig~~""ILeVi Johnston, the former fiance of Sarah Palin's teenage daughter Bristol, has filed official papers saying 

he intends to run for political office in Palin's Wasilla, Alaska hometown. 

I~~':-Isarah Palin - Levi Johnston - Wasilla Alaska - United States - Republican 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/23/2010 10:24:32 PM 

How to protect your money during deflation 

Deflation is the potential new boogeyman for consumers, replacing inflation. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/23/2010 10:28:58 PM 

Newsweek: Diseases that have defied diagnosis 

Here are nine diseases or syndromes that historically baffled epidemiologists and physicians alike. 

rC~~~~Lealth - Conditions and Diseases - Infectious disease - Agriculture - Horticulture 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/23/2010 10:31:01 PM 

Chile miners face four-month wait for rescue 

Ig~~""~rapped nearly half a mile inside the earth and facing perhaps four months before rescue, 33 Chilean 

miners began accepting food, water and oxygen from above ground Monday. 

1~~~:lchile - Rescue - Public Health and Safety - Health - Emergency Services 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/23/201010:41:18 PM 

Empire State Building wants no competition 

Ig~~""~he owner of the Empire State Building says the height of a proposed tower near the iconic skyscraper 

would forever alter the skyline of New York City. 

rg~5.jEmpire State Building - Skyscraper - New York - United States - New York City 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/23/201011:04:19 PM 

FDA: Egg recall not expected to grow 

Food and Drug Administration Commissioner Margaret Hamburg says there is no evidence that there are additional 

farms involved in a massive recall of more than half a billion eggs. 

rC~~"-IFOOd and Drug Administration - United States - Health - Egg - Iowa 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/23/201011:11:37 PM 

Iran says it will mass produce assault boats 

Ig~~""llran's military has opened production lines for two new types of assault boats, state television reported 

Monday. 

1~~~:llran - Middle East - Military - Science and Environment - Surface-to-surface missile 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/23/2010 11:36:28 PM 

N.Y. governor, archbishop to discuss mosque 

Ig~~""IGov. David Paterson said Monday he'll meet with Archbishop Timothy Dolan to discuss a mosque and 

Islamic community center planned two blocks from ground zero. 

1~~':-llslam - David Paterson - Timothy Dolan - United States - Religion 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbe.com: Top msnbe.com headlines 

8/23/2010 11:45:28 PM 

DEA seeks Ebonies experts to help with eases 

Federal agents are seeking to hire Ebonies translators to help interpret wiretapped conversations involving targets of 

undercover drug investigations. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/24/201012:08:44 AM 

Cosmic Log: Inside a celestial super-volcano 

Ig~~""lscience editor Alan Boyle's Weblog: The galaxy M87's supermassive black hole may not look like an 

erupting mountain, but it has an effect similar to that of Iceland's Eyjafjallajokull volcano. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbe.com: Top msnbe.com headlines 

8/24/2010 12:28:22 AM 

Feds seek Ebonies experts to help in drug eases 

Federal agents are seeking to hire Ebonies translators to help interpret wiretapped conversations involving targets of 

undercover drug investigations. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/24/201012:30:18 AM 

Ansel Adams trust sues over found negatives 

The Ansel Adams Publishing Trust is suing a California man for selling prints and posters under the name of the famed 

nature photographer. 

rC~~"-IAnsel Adams - Photographer - Photography - Arts - Masters 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/24/201012:31:08 AM 

Amid flooding, CIA resumes Pakistan drone strikes 

Ig~~""lsome fear the air strikes are coming at the worst possible moment: Flooding has submerged one sixth of 

the country and left at least six million homeless. 
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rg~~...,jpakistan - Asia - Flood - Government - Business and Economy 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/24/2010 12:36:39 AM 

Pakistani president defends gov't flood response 

Ig~~""lpakistan's president defended the government's much-criticized response to the country's record

breaking flood crisis as emergency workers worked frantically to shore up a system of levees protecting 
two southern cities. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/24/2010 12:50:06 AM 

Tidbits: Lohan's dad defends Mel Gibson 

Ig~~"'l'l will not judge (Mel)," the senior Lohan said. "Nor willi believe his girlfriend's apparently doctored 
tapes." It's an interesting stance from Lohan, who has his own history of releasing secretly recorded 

tapes. 

~ 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/24/2010 1:04:05 AM 

Official: Mystery ruling in Lohan case Tuesday 

Ig~~""ILOS Angeles Superior Court spokesman Allan Parachini said Monday that Judge Elden Fox plans to issue 

the ruling Tuesday afternoon. Parachini said he had no additional details. 

I~~'::IFOX Broadcasting Company - Superior Court of los Angeles County - United States - California - Allan Parachini 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/24/20102:13:03 AM 

Bautista's 40th HR helps Jays edge Yankees 

Ig~~""~ose Bautista hit a two-run homer, then added a tiebreaking solo drive in the eighth inning for his 40th of 
the season, and the Toronto Blue Jays beat the New York Yankees 3-2 Monday night. 

1~~'::IToronto Blue Jays - New York Yankees - Baseball - sport - Jose Bautista 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/24/20102:37:03 AM 

Woman pleads guilty to killing 2 fellow soldiers 

A woman accused of killing two fellow soldiers and abducting their baby pleaded guilty Monday to murder and 

kidnapping charges to avoid a possible death penalty, an Army spokeswoman said. 

I g:i1ti¥.Elcapital punishment - Murder - Plea - Crime and Justice - Death Penalty 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/24/20103:10:27 AM 

Rangers just miss on MlB's 6th no-no of year 

Ig~~""~he Rangers beat the Minnesota Twins 4-0 on Monday night in the sixth no-hitter this season broken up 

in the ninth inning. 

I~~':-Iminnesotatwins - Major League Baseball - Texas Rangers - No-hitter - sport 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/24/20104:17:35 AM 

Actress' aide arrested in Mexico for poisoning her 

A Venezuelan soap opera actress is at the heart of a real life telenovela after her personal assistant was arrested for 

allegedly trying to poison her and her family. 

rC~~"-LeXico - Telenovela - Soap opera - Arts - Television 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/24/20104:36:33 AM 

Honolulu agrees to accept tons of trash 

Honolulu on Monday agreed to dispose of 20,000 tons worth of gigantic piles of shrink-wrapped garbage that have been 

moldering in the heat of a Hawaii industrial park where it had been waiting for more than five months for a possible 

shipment to Washington state. 

r~¥:lwaShington - Honolulu - Hawaii - United States - Oahu 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/24/20104:56:37 AM 

Small passenger plane crashes near Nepal's capital 

A small passenger plane heading to the Mount Everest region crashed Tuesday outside Nepal's capital in heavy rain with 

14 people aboard, including five u.s. nationals and a Japanese tourist, officials said. 

1§':i1ti¥.EINepal _ Mount Everest - Asia - Mountaineering - Climbing 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/24/20105:24:43 AM 

Miss Mexico takes Miss Universe crown 

A 22-year-old Mexico woman won the Miss Universe pageant Monday night after donning a flowing red gown and 

telling an audience it's important to teach kids family values. 

1§':i1ti¥.EIMiSS Universe - Beauty Pageants - Business - Arts and Entertainment - Albania 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/24/20105:55:26 AM 

PFT: Bad news for Favre, Vikes - Rice out half season 

1~¥:lsidney Rice - Percy Harvin - sport - brettfavre - minnesotavikings 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/24/20106:27:04 AM 

Zardari warns Pakistan flood recovery to take years 

Pakistan President Asif Ali Zardari said it could take his country three years or more to recover from devastating floods 

that have left millions homeless and warned Islamic militants could exploit the crisis. 

rC~~"-lpakistan - Asif Ali Zardari - Asia - Benazir Bhutto - Government 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/24/20106:53:03 AM 

Carter to visit North Korea over U.S. prisoner: report 

Ig~~""IFormer President Jimmy Carter will travel to North Korea very soon on a humanitarian mission to win the 

release of an American jailed for illegally entering the isolated country, a news report said. 

rg~iSjNorth Korea - United States - Korea - Asia - Penal labour 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/24/20107:04:06 AM 

Tourists feared dead as plane crashes in Nepal 

Ig~~""IA small passenger plane heading to the Mount Everest region crashed Tuesday outside Nepal's capital in 

heavy rain with 14 people aboard, officials said. 

rg~iSjNepal - Mount Everest - Asia - Aviation accidents and incidents - Kathmandu 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/24/20107:12:08 AM 

Money laundering case against Delay moving forward 

Former House Majority leader Tom Delay is moving to the next round in his fight against criminal indictments in Texas, 

where he faces money laundering and conspiracy charges. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/24/20108:52:54 AM 

'No compassion' for Katrina loan applicants 

Ig~~""IFive years after Hurricane Katrina devastated the Gulf Coast, some question whether the Small Business 

Administration is any better equipped for a major disaster today. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/24/20108:52:54 AM 

'No compassion' for Katrina loan applicants 

Ig~~""IFive years after Hurricane Katrina devastated the Gulf Coast, some question whether the Small Business 

Administration is any better equipped for a major disaster today. 
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rg~~...,jHurricane Katrina - Gulf Coast of the United States - Small Business Administration - Earth Sciences - Atmospheric 

Sciences 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/24/20108:58:35 AM 

U.S. troop numbers in Iraq below 50,000 target 

The number of American troops in Iraq has fallen below the SO,OOO figure that was mandated by President Barack 

Obama, the u.s. military said Tuesday. 

rC~~"-Lnited States - Barack Obama - !..@.g - United States armed forces - History 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/24/20109:23:39 AM 

Dollar slides to new IS-year low vs yen 

The u.s. dollar dropped to a fresh 15-year low against the yen on Tuesday, adding further pain to Japan's export

oriented economy. 

I ~¥':-Ilapan - Japanese yen - United States dollar - Health - United States 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/24/2010 10:08:03 AM 

Cops: RFK Jr. 's wife drove after using drugs 

Ig~~""~he wife of Robert F. Kennedy Jr. has been charged with driving under the influence of drugs in New 

York's Hudson Valley, police said. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/24/2010 10:58:26 AM 

Primaries pit establishment vs. outsiders 

Ig~~""llt's the political establishment vs. the outsiders in Tuesday's primaries. And the establishment, including 

Republican Sens. John McCain and Lisa Murkowski, has the better odds. 

rg~iS1ohn McCain - Lisa Murkowski - Republican - United States - Government 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/24/201011:24:13 AM 

Facebook Places: Be your friends' 'big brother'? 

Red Tape Chronicles: Are your friends trustworthy? If they aren't, they might tell the world you are in some pretty crazy, 

or even disturbing, places, thanks to Facebook's new 'Places' tool. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/24/201011:40:17 AM 

Five generics just as good as the brand name 

In today's tough economy, consumers are pinching pennies by choosing generic over big name brands in their 

supermarket aisles. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/24/2010 11:53:46 AM 

China's 60-mile traffic jam to last weeks 

Ig~~""IA massive traffic jam stretching 60 miles in north China hit its 10-day mark on Tuesday; pileup stems 

from ongoing road construction in Beijing that's due to wrap up next month. 

rg~5.jBeiiing - China - Traffic congestion - Road - Asia 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/24/201012:12:05 PM 

Some ERs post wait times by text, billboard 

Ig~~""INeed an X-ray or stitches? Online, via text message or flashing on a billboard, some emergency rooms are 

advertising how long the dreaded wait for care will be, with estimates updated every few minutes. 

rg~iSjEmergency department - Advertising - Text messaging - Medicine - Health 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/24/201012:13:08 PM 

Eek! Why we love to scare ourselves silly 

Ig~~""llt's an internal roller coaster ride that delivers us safely back to reality. Whether bungee-cord jumping or 
watching horror flicks, we're drawn to the chemical surge of controlled danger. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/24/2010 12:28:08 PM 

Nail salon charges $5 extra for being overweight 

Talk about a weighty issue: When Michelle Fonville got the bill for her beauty treatment at a local nail salon, she also got 

a rude surprise - a $5 surcharge. The salon manager said it was to compensate for chairs broken by overweight 

customers. "I was humiliated," Fonville said. 

Ig~SjBeauty salon - Beauty - Health - Shopping - Cosmetics 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/24/2010 12:33:48 PM 

Newsweek: libraries face new budget cutbacks 

As cities and counties deal with the slow recovery, the budgets many of them adopted this summer for the 2011 fiscal 

year have placed large chunks of library funding on the block. For desperate officials, it's a soft target, but librarians 

warn that cutting hours and positions might actually slow down the pace of recovery. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/24/201012:36:11 PM 

Philippines admits bungling hostage siege 

Ig~~""~he Philippines admitted on Tuesday it had bungled a hostage siege in which eight tourists were killed, 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/24/2010 12:40:24 PM 

NY Rep. Rangel knocks Obama for 'dignity' remark 

New York Rep. Charles Rangel has shot back at President Barack Obama's recent comment that he "end his career with 

dignity." 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/24/2010 12:48:26 PM 

Power problem halt trains throughout Northeast 

Amtrak says service is suspended between New York City and Philadelphia because of low voltage problems that are also 

affecting regional commuter rail lines. Trains between Baltimore and Washington also are stopped. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/24/2010 1:02:53 PM 

Meats sold at Walmart recalled for bacteria 

Roast beef and ham that was distributed to Walmart delicatessens nationwide and sold in sandwiches has been recalled 

because it might be tainted with potentially harmful bacteria, the u.s. Department of Agriculture said Tuesday. 

rC~~"-Lnited States Department of Agriculture - Food Safety and Inspection Service - United States - FoodSafety - Listeria 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/24/2010 1:09:29 PM 

Crazy for coasters: For some, track goes on forever 

Ig~~""IHardcore coaster enthusiasts aren't your average theme park visitors. Some look for thrills on as many 

different coasters as they can, while others find a favorite to ride hundreds of times. 

rg~iSjAmusement park - Roller coaster - Theme Parks - Attractions - Recreation 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/24/20101:18:49 PM 

Analysis: Divorce could help Tiger regain dominance 

With his divorce finally behind him, Tiger Woods will compete in his first tournament in six years as a single man at this 

week's Barclays Classic in Paramus, New Jersey amid much speculation over his form. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/24/20101:27:16 PM 

John Boehner says Obama economic team should resign 

House Republican leader john Boehner on Tuesday called for the resignation of President Barack Obama's embattled 

economic team, including Treasury Secretary Timothy Geithner and White House economic adviser Larry Summers. 

I g:i1ti¥.EIBarack Obama - United States Secretary of the Treasury - Timothy Geithner - Lawrence Summers - President 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/24/2010 1:38:32 PM 

Sex! Nudity! Why Katy Perry is hot 

Ig~~""IWith CDs selling fewer copies, risque publicity tactics have become commonplace. Since Perry emerged in 

2008, she's managed to stay in the spotlight with hits engineered to court controversy and publicity 
stunts designed to grab headlines. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/24/2010 1:55:22 PM 

At 84, this senior citizen is a college freshman 

Meet the senior who's actually a freshman - senior citizen, that is. Jack Slotnick earned a Purple Heart in World War II, 

but never got a college degree. But now he's working on his B.A. in psychology at Florida's Lynn University - and after 

that, he's aiming for his master's. 

Ig~Sjworld War II - Florida - Student - Lynn University - History 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/24/2010 1:56:52 PM 

Coming soon in Japan ... a noisier Prius 

Ig~~""~oyota's Prius hybrid is becoming a little less quiet with a new electronic humming device that is the 

automaker's answer to complaints that pedestrians can't hear the top-selling car approaching. 

rg~iS~oyota - Prius Toyota - Japan - Makes and Models - Recreation 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/24/20102:00:14 PM 

Lucas sues to stop 'Jedi Mind' wireless headset 

Ig~~"'l'Star Wars" creator George Lucas has filed a $5 million trademark lawsuit against a company marketing a 

technology that allows users to control computer applications directly with their minds. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/24/20102:05:09 PM 

It's a girl! U.K. prime minister welcomes new daughter 

Ig~~""IBritish Prime Minister David Cameron's office says the leader's wife has given birth to a baby girl while 

the couple was on their summer vacation. The family have two other children. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/24/20102:22:48 PM 

Woods, Nordegren officially finalize divorce 

Ig~~""IDivorced. Single dad. Golf game still to be determined. And so, after nine months of turmoil over his 

extramarital affairs, now begins the next chapter in the life and times of Tiger Woods. 

1~~'::ltigerWOOds - elinnordegren - Divorce - Florida - United States 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/24/20102:39:32 PM 

Newsweek: The best and worst cities for school reform 

Changed rankings method in new report yields some surprises. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/24/20102:39:50 PM 

Sherrod declines offer to return to USDA 

Ig~~""~he Agriculture Department official ousted during a racial firestorm last month has declined to accept an 

invitation to return to fulltime work at the agency. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/24/20103:47:06 PM 

First Read: 5 primary day stories to watch 

From John McCain's Arizona showdown to Florida, here's the skinny on stories behind today's votes. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/24/20103:51:19 PM 

Train troubles again strand Northeast commuters 

Ig~~""lpower problems forced Amtrak and regional transit agencies to halt trains throughout the Northeast for 
more than an hour Tuesday during the middle of the morning rush, stranding travelers in an all-too

familiar refrain. 

Ig~~""IAmtrak - Philadelphia - New York City - United States - Government 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/24/20104:15:23 PM 

Man with knives caught at Paris Hilton's home 

Ig~~""IMan in his 40s was caught and taken to jail without entering heiress' multi-million-dollar Hollywood Hills 

home. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/24/20105:02:58 PM 

Sales of existing homes plunged in July 

Ig~~""lsales of previously occupied homes plunged last month to the lowest level in 15 years, despite the lowest 

mortgage rates in decades and bargain prices in many areas. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/24/20105:48:05 PM 

Rondo withdraws from team USA 

Ig~~""~he U.S. national basketball team finalized its roster for the world championships when Celtics star Rajon 

Rondo asked to withdraw from consideration. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/24/20105:49:10 PM 

New microbe found eating Gulf oil spill 

Ig~~""IA newly discovered type of oil-eating microbe suddenly is flourishing in the Gulf of Mexico and gobbling 

up the BP spill at a much faster rate than expected, scientists reported. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/24/20106:10:37 PM 

Newsweek: Dumb things Americans believe 

A remarkably high numbers of Americans believe the most unusual things. Although the portion of poll respondents who 

believe Obama is a Muslim has risen recently, there are even odder beliefs u.s. residents subscribe to, from the 

existence of witchcraft to the idea that the sun revolves around the Earth. 

uu 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/24/20106:31:05 PM 

Boehner, Biden spar over Obama policies 

House Republican leader john Boehner on Tuesday called for the resignation of President Barack Obama's embattled 

economic team, including Treasury Secretary Timothy Geithner and White House economic adviser Larry Summers. 

I g:i1ti¥.EIBarack Obama - United States Secretary of the Treasury - Timothy Geithner - John Boehner - Lawrence Summers 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/24/20106:32:56 PM 

In weak housing market, can sellers stand out? 

Ig~~""IMsnbc.com asked real estate agents in several markets for five tips to sell your home in a sluggish 

market. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/24/20106:55:43 PM 

How to buy the healthiest eggs 

In the wake of the nationwide recall of eggs for contamination with salmonella, many consumers may be wondering 

what types of eggs are healthiest and safest to buy. What do 'free-range,' 'cage-free' and 'natural' really mean? 

I g:i1ti¥.EIFree_range eggs - United States - Salmonellosis - Poultry - Business 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/24/20107:05:49 PM 

Winners in Obama education reform unveiled 

More than 13 million students and 1 million educators will share $3.4 billion from the second round of the federal"Race 

to the Top" grant competition, the u.s. Education Department says. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/24/20107:49:21 PM 

Jet misses runway in China; 43 dead 

A Chinese passenger jet overshoots a runway and bursts into flames, leaving at least 43 dead and 53 injured. 

rC~~~~LeiIOngiiang - Northeast China - People's Republic of China - China - Asia 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/24/20108:14:25 PM 

3 die when truck crashes into home 

Ig~~""IA runaway truck hauling tons of gravel flew off an embankment Tuesday after its brakes failed and 

crushed a home, killing a man, woman and child, authorities said. 

1~~'::lcalifornia - Santa Barbara - United States - Counties - Business and Economy 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/24/20108:37:35 PM 

Drug war sends stray bullets across the border 

Ig~~""~he first bullets struck EI Paso's city hall at the end of a work day. The next ones hit a university building 

and closed a major highway. 

I~~':-IEI Paso Texas - EI Paso - United States - War on Drugs - Mexico 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/24/20108:42:22 PM 

Colombian teens murdered after Facebook threats 

Three Colombian teens were murdered in that country after death threats against them and 66 others were posted on 

Facebook, according to news reports from Colombia. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/24/20108:52:39 PM 

2 bodies hung from bridge on road to Acapulco 

The dismembered bodies of two men were hung from a bridge Tuesday on a highway leading to Acapulco, the second 

such discovery in three days in a region where two drug lords are fighting for control of their divided cartel. 

I ~¥':-IAcapulco - Mexico - Guerrero - Bridge - Drug lord 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/24/20108:53:32 PM 

Criminal probe of reclusive heiress's finances 

Ig~~""~he Manhattan district attorney is investigating who controls the finances of Huguette Clark, the 

reclusive 104-year-old copper heiress with three empty mansions who is living in a New York hospital. 
Msnbc.com's Bill Dedman reports. 

1~~':-IBili Dedman - United States - New York City - New York - Msnbc.com 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/24/20109:21:27 PM 

BP was warned of gas danger, contractor says 

Ig~~""IA contractor to BP testified Tuesday that he warned BP that it risked gas leaks in the Macondo well if it 

cut back on stabilizers for the pipe going down the hole. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/24/20109:21:27 PM 

BP expert who said well a 'nightmare' won't testify 

A BP engineer who helped design the Macondo well, and even before it blew up called it a "nightmare," refused to 

testify Tuesday before the federal commission investigating the disaster. 

1§':i1ti¥.EIEngineer _ History - Historians - Said Edward - Transocean 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/24/20109:59:49 PM 

Militants slaughter lawmakers at Somali hotel 

Ig~~""IA suicide bomber and gunmen wearing military uniforms attacked a hotel near Somalia's presidential 

palace, sparking a one-hour gun battle that left at least 32 people dead. 

rg~iSjAfrican Union - Islam ism - Somalia - Government - Mogadishu 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/24/201010:11:24 PM 

Replacing stars? Red Sox, Yanks doing it well 

Ig~~""IDeMarco: The Red Sox and Yankees are well-equipped - in terms of having top prospects, and if not, 

possessing the financial resources to get what they need in the free-agent market. So that means we'll 

continue to see both as playoff regulars in the near future. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/24/2010 10:27:08 PM 

Stem cell ruling to be appealed, officials say 

The Obama administration will appeal a judge's ruling that temporarily barred federal funding of embryonic stem cell 

research, the u.s. Justice Department said Tuesday. 

I g:i1ti¥.EIEmbryO - Stem cell controversy - Stem cell - Biotechnology - United States district court 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/24/2010 10:29:02 PM 

Stocks end with big losses after housing news 

Stocks fell for a fourth day after another disappointing report on housing deepened worries that the economic recovery 

could be fading. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/24/2010 10:39:41 PM 

Report sparks welfare check on reclusive heiress 

Ig~~""IMsnbc.com readers prompted welfare officials in New York City to start checking on the condition of 
Huguette Clark, the reclusive 104-year-old copper heiress. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/24/2010 10:45:04 PM 

10 hurt after van plows into Tenn. beauty salon 

Ig~~""IAt least 10 people were injured when a van crashed into the front of a beauty salon in Kingston, Tenn., 
one of three serious accidents Tuesday involving out-of-control vehicles. 

rg~iSjBusiness and Economy - Beauty and Cosmetic Services - England - London - Kingston 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/24/2010 10:46:27 PM 

Growth threatens Berlin's freewheeling spirit 

Ig~~""IBerlin is finally undergoing the boom that lawmakers had envisioned when they tapped it as the nation's 
capital in 1991 - and that is causing worries that its "poor but sexy" image is under threat. 

1~~':-IBerlin - Germany - States - Travel and Tourism - Paris 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/24/201011:17:24 PM 

Dinner for Chile miners: 2 spoonfuls of tuna 

Ig~~""lsinging the national anthem in a full-throated chorus, 33 miners trapped deep underground thanked 

their rescuers and settled in for a long wait until a tunnel wide enough to pull them out can be carved 
through a half-mile of solid rock. 

Ig~~""lchile - Borehole - South America - Rock music - History 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/24/2010 11:32:48 PM 

Vaccine might have prevented egg recall 

Low-cost vaccines that may have helped prevent the kind of salmonella outbreak that has led to the recall of more than 

a half-billion eggs haven't been given to half of the nation's egg-laying hens. 

I g:i1ti¥.Elsalmonelia - E.gg - Health - Business - Poultry 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/24/2010 11:48:56 PM 

Tourists seek out Mexico's darker side 

Ig~~""IMost travelers flock to Mexico to sip margaritas on white-sand beaches, but a hardy few choose lesser

known tourist sites where they are chased down by immigration agents or risk their lives in dangerous 
slums. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/24/2010 11:52:45 PM 

FDA to give restaurants more time on calorie counts 

u.s. health regulators plan to give restaurant companies more time to comply with new rules that require clear calorie 

and nutritional information on menus. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/25/201012:08:21 AM 

Grand Cherokees investigated over fire risk 

u.s. safety officials are investigating whether gas tanks on Jeep Grand Cherokees can cause fires in rear end crashes or 

rollovers. 

I g:i1ti¥.EiJeep _ Cherokee - Jeep Grand Cherokee - Recreation - Autos 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/25/201012:09:21 AM 

Even briefly overeating has lasting effects 

Even a short period of overeating and a lack of exercise can have lasting effects on a person's physiology and make it 

harder to lose weight and keep it off, a new study shows. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/25/201012:11:26 AM 

WikiLeaks releases CIA document 

A whistle-blowing website that drew the ire of u.s. officials for the release of classified Afghan war documents released 

what it says is a CIA memo that looks at the perception of the u.s. is an exporter of terrorism. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/25/20101:16:45 AM 

Tidbits: Daddy skills the focus of Gosselin book 

Ig~~""~ust in case the public didn't get a good enough look at Jon Gosselin's parenting magic on "Jon and Kate 

Plus 8" or during the his post-TV paparazzi phase, he plans to write a book showcasing his talents. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/25/2010 1:44:26 AM 

Cosmic Log: Smashing news about planets 

Ig~~""lscience editor Alan Boyle's Weblog: The pace of planet discoveries beyond our own solar system is 
accelerating - but some of those discoveries just raise new puzzles. 

1~~'::lsolar System - Planet - Astronomy - Alan Boyle - Extrasolar planet 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/25/20102:36:48 AM 

David Hasselhoff rumored to go 'Dancing' 

Ig~~""IA source tells Access Hollywood that the "Baywatch" star will be competing against Michael Bolton, 
"Jersey Shore's" The Situation and others on the reality show. 

rg~iSjDavid Hasselhoff - Baywatch - Jersey Shore - United States - Comedy Central 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/25/20102:49:00 AM 

Fireworks caused Boston's massive warehouse blaze 

Firefighters investigating what they've described as the biggest blaze in Boston in decades say it was caused by some 

men setting off fireworks from the roof of a nearby building. 

I ~¥':-IBoston - Fireworks - Firefighter - Business - Pyrotechnics 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/25/20104:26:24 AM 

Evacuations lifted in SoCal as fire's spread slows 

Ig~~""IRiSing humidity levels have slowed the spread of a wildfire that burned some 1,300 acres and threatened 

homes in the mountainous area northwest of Los Angeles. Officials responded by lifting evacuation 
orders Tuesday evening. 

I~~':los Angeles - Southern California - Wildfire - California - United States 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/25/20104:58:30 AM 

Pot plants worth $100 million seized in Calif. 

Authorities say narcotics task force agents have seized an estimated 25,000 marijuana plants worth up to $100 million 

on a Southern California farm believed to be run by Mexican drug traffickers. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/25/20105:36:39 AM 

Ashland, Ore., fire destroys 11 homes; damages 2 

A wind-whipped wildfire ripped through the outskirts of this southern Oregon college and tourist town O
·g~~..., 

uesday, igniting a string of homes one after the other, setting off explosions and sending up "tornadoes" 
of black smoke, fire officials and a resident said. 

I~~':-Ioregon - Wildfire - Southern Oregon - United States - Tornado 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/25/20105:44:28 AM 

Phillies fall to Astros in wild, 16-inning contest 

Ig~~""~he Houston Astros wild 4-2 win over Philadelphia lasted 16 innings, over 5 hours, and saw Phillies 

pitcher Roy Oswalt play left field and ground into the final out Tuesday night. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/25/20106:41:14 AM 

Gators bring out gawkers in III., Mass., N.Y. 

Ig~~...,~wo gators in the Chicago River. One strolling down a Massachusetts street. Another in bustling New York 

City. And that's just in the past few weeks. 

rg~iSjNew York - Chicago River - United States - Metro Areas - New York City 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/25/20106:47:52 AM 

Aussie students assigned to plan terrorist attack 

A high school teacher who assigned her class to plan a terrorist attack that would kill as many innocent Australians as 

possible had no intent to promote terrorism, education officials said Wednesday. 

rC~~"-ITerrorism - High school - Australia - Warfare and Conflict - War on Terrorism 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/25/20108:14:13 AM 

Dan Quayle's son wins congressional primary 

Ig~~""~he son of former Vice President Dan Quayle won the Republican primary for an Arizona congressional 

seat after a provocative campaign that had no shortage of drama. 

rg~iSjDan Quayle - Vice President of the United States - United States - Arizona - Republican 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/25/20108:40:22 AM 

Analysis: McCain's road ahead unclear 

Ig~~""lsen. John McCain won the Arizona primary Tuesday and is favored to win a fifth Senate term. However, 

his role in his party and national politics is uncertain. 

rg~iS1ohn McCain - Arizona - United States Senate - United States - Government 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/25/20108:40:22 AM 

McCain prevails but road ahead unclear 

Ig~~""lsen. John McCain won the Arizona primary Tuesday and is favored to win a fifth Senate term. His role in 

his party and national politics is uncertain. 

1~~'::Lhn McCain - Arizona - United States Senate - United States - Government 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/25/2010 10:00:46 AM 

33 dead in string of attacks in Iraq 

Ig~~""IA string of more than a dozen attacks targeted Iraq's local government and police forces from one end of 

the country to the other on Wednesday killing 33 people and leaving scores wounded, police and hospital 
officials said. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/25/201010:15:49 AM 

China's monster traffic jam gone - for now 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/25/201010:46:57 AM 

Iran says it test-fires new missile 

Ig~~""llran said Wednesday that it has successfully test-fired an upgraded version of a short-range surface-to

surface missile. 

rg~iSLan - Surface-t~-surface missile - Middle East - Military - Tehran 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/25/201011:10:44 AM 

Palin-backed candidate leads Murkowski in Alaska primary 

GOP Sen. Lisa Murkowski was thought to be a big favorite coming into the primary against Sarah Palin-backed challenger 

Joe Miller. But with over half the vote in, Miller holds a slight lead over the incumbent. 

1§':i1ti¥.EIRepublican _ Sarah Palin - Joe Miller - Lisa Murkowski - Alaska 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/25/2010 11:22:45 AM 

Bloomberg repeats backing for N.Y. Islamic center 

Ig~~""IMaYOr Michael Bloomberg delivered an impassioned speech at an event marking the Islamic holy month 

of Ramadan, saying that not allowing a proposed mosque to be built near ground zero would be 
"compromising our commitment to fighting terror with freedom." 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/25/2010 11:38:28 AM 

10 states with ridiculously low unemployment 

Thanks to the right mix of industries, natural resources, and skilled workers, some states have a far lower 

unemployment rate than the 9.5 percent national average. 

1§':i1ti¥.ElunemPloyment _ United States - Natural resource - Employment - Skilled worker 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/25/201011:47:21 AM 

The best cash-back card around 

Do you payoff your credit card balances in full every month? Do you like tax-free income? Then here's a deal for you: 

the best cash-back credit card out there. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/25/201012:10:02 PM 

Credit card debt at lowest level in eight years 

The amount consumers owed on their credit cards dropped to its lowest level in eight years, as cardholders continued to 

payoff balances in the uncertain economy. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/25/201012:18:52 PM 

Survive this year's raging ragweed season 

Ig~~""IGet out the tissues. Pet and dust allergies prime your immune system for a strong allergic reaction during 

Augusts' ragweed season, new research says. 

rg~iSjAliergy - Immune system - Health - Conditions and Diseases - Allergies 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/25/2010 12:45:54 PM 

Alaska incumbent Murkowski in jeopardy 

Ig~~""IHer re-election quest suddenly in jeopardy, Alaska Sen. Lisa Murkowski struggled Wednesday to avoid 

becoming the latest incumbent lawmaker to be fired. 

rg~iS1ohn McCain - Lisa Murkowski - Republican - United States - Government 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/25/20101:17:34 PM 

Last-minute summer getaways: It's not too late 

Labor Day marks the unofficial and symbolic end to summer vacation season, but travel procrastinators can stili find 

great deals on hotels, restaurants, attractions and even a few airlines. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/25/20101:18:13 PM 

Business spending slips amid cooling economy 

Orders to u.s. factories for big-ticket manufactured goods increased slightly in July, but businesses spent less as the 

economic recovery lost momentum. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/25/2010 1:41:58 PM 

Anger trumping accomplishments in 2010 primaries 

The candidates who are channeling the public's anger best are winning, especially on the GOP side. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/25/2010 1:44:58 PM 

Cat-tossing lady: I didn't mean to cause 'distress' 

After saying "it's just a cat" in response to the uproar over her decision to throw a neighbor's cat into a trash bin, Mary 

Bale apologized Tuesday. 

rC~~"-lcat _ Pets - Recreation - Facebook - Mary Bale 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/25/20102:22:52 PM 

Inspectors confiscate Philadelphia cupcake truck 

A street vendor is feeling sour after Philadelphia officials confiscated her truck full of yellow, chocolate and red velvet 

cupcakes because she was parked in a prohibited area. 

rC~~"-IChocolate - Business - United States - University City Philadelphia Pennsylvania - Home 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/25/20102:44:55 PM 

Tiger Woods' ex-wife: I've been through hell 

Speaking out for the first time about the Tiger Woods sex scandal in a 19-hour interview with People magazine over four 

days, Elin Nordegren spoke of her "absolute shock and disbelief" and said the stress has caused her to lose sleep, 

weight, and even hair. "The word 'betrayal' isn't strong enough," she said. 

r~¥·liger Woods - People - Elin Nordegren - Golf - Sports 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/25/20102:55:03 PM 

Afghan girls fall ill after apparent gas poisoning 

About 40 schoolgirls became ill and were taken to hospital after a suspected gas poisoning in the Afghan capital 

Wednesday, another apparent attack by hardline Islamists opposed to female education. 

rC~~"-IAfghanistan - Islam ism - Asia - Warfare and Conflict - Afghanistan Civil War 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/25/20103:05:38 PM 

Apple likely to announce iPods, iTV, new iTunes on Sept. 1 

Apple surprised industry insiders Wednesday afternoon with an invitation to its exclusive event at the Verba Center for 

the Arts Theater in San Francisco on Sept. 1, where the company is expected to announce its next hot list of toys. 

1§,:i1ti¥.EI~ _ San Francisco _ IPod _ AppleTv - iTunes 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/25/20103:25:26 PM 

Insurgents launch a dozen attacks across Iraq 

Ig~~""IBombers and gunmen launched an apparently coordinated string of at least a dozen attacks against Iraqi 

government forces on Wednesday. 

rg~5.jBaghdad - Iraqi security forces - !@g - Middle East - Warfare and Conflict 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/25/20103:42:47 PM 

George Clooney is America's James Bond 

Ig~~""lln "The American," which opens Sept. 1, George Clooney plays Jack, an assassin who retreats to Italy after 
a job goes bad. He's no James Bond, but there's a Bond-like sense about him. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/25/2010 4:00:09 PM 

Obama's timeline has backfired, Afghans say 

The Obama administration's plan to start withdrawing troops from Afghanistan in the summer of 2011 is giving a morale 

boost to the Taliban, Afghan officials said Wednesday. 

1§':i1ti¥.EIAfghanistan _ Taliban - Barack Obama - Presidency of Barack Obama - United States 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/25/20104:14:14 PM 

Woods' ex-wife says she 'went through hell' 

Ig~~""~iger Woods' ex-wife Elin Nordegren said she has "been through hell" since her husband's infidelity 

surfaced but she never hit him, according to an interview released Wednesday. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/25/20104:58:42 PM 

Cancer journal: Weathering a storm with friends 

Ig~~""IMike Celizic, ace TODAYshow.com reporter and msnbc.com sportswriter, was diagnosed with lymphoma 

last year. Continuing his cancer journal, he describes a soggy but glorious Sunday with friends, and his 
plans for making the best of his remaining time. 

Ig~~""lcancer - Lymphoma - Health - Conditions and Diseases - Msnbc.com 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/25/20105:08:02 PM 

Pea-sized frog rates among world's tiniest 

Ig~~""lone of the tiniest frogs in the world, and the smallest ever seen outside of North and South America, has 

been discovered in the forests of the Southeast Asian island of Borneo 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/25/20105:11:10 PM 

Newsweek: Oil industry benefits most from Katrina aid 

Five years after Congress passed the Gulf Opportunity Zone Act of 2005, more of the tax-free benefits have gone to the 

state's powerful oil industry than to development in hard-hit areas. 

I g:i1ti¥.EINew Orleans - Hurricane Katrina - lower Ninth Ward - Weather Phenomena - Meteorology 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/25/20105:29:25 PM 

Judge orders frequent outpatient care for Lohan 

Ig~~""IA judge has ordered Lindsay Lohan to undergo a rigorous outpatient rehab program that will require 

frequent counseling less than 24 hours after she was released from a rehab facility just 22 days into a 
court-ordered three-month program. 

I g~~""llindSay Lohan - Ronald Reagan UCLA Medical Center - Los Angeles - University of California Los Angeles - United 

States 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/25/20105:52:00 PM 

Jupiter and the moon take over the night 

Ig~~""IAfter Venus sets, it's Jupiter that takes over for the rest of the night, outshining everything in the night 

sky but the moon. 

rg~iSLenus - Jupiter - Solar System - Earth - Astronomy 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/25/20105:52:13 PM 

New home sales hit slowest pace on record 

Ig~~""lsales of new homes dropped sharply last month to the slowest pace on record, the latest sign that the 

economic recovery is fading. 

rg~iSLnited States - u.S. Housing Market - Business - United States Department of Commerce - Real estate 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/25/20106:03:55 PM 

Henson donates original Kermit to Smithsonian 

Ig~~""~he original Kermit the Frog, his body created with an old dull-green coat and his eyes made of pingpong 

balls, has returned home to the nation's capital, where the puppet got his start. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/25/20106:05:35 PM 

Newsweek: Exclusive clips from jazz greats 

The National Jazz Museum in Harlem announced last week that it had acquired approximately 100 hours of high-quality 

live radio broadcasts by giants from the swing era. Here are eight never-before-heard clips. 

I g:i1ti¥.EiJazz - Harlem - Music - Arts and Entertainment - Radio broadcasting 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/25/20106:07:31 PM 

Man charged in Facebook stalking case 

An man was accused of stalking an ex-girlfriend and of trying to persuade her to come back to him by using a Facebook 

account he created in the name of another ex-girlfriend he raped last year. 

1§':i1ti¥.EIFacebook _ Rape - Social network - Online Communities - Stalking 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/25/20106:28:49 PM 

Skip the sunny side. How to eat eggs safely 

Ig~~""lwhen it comes to eating runny eggs these days, the experts are saying run away. But you don't have to 

give them up completely. Just be careful how you eat them. 

rg~5.jHealth - Food and Drug Administration - Foodborne illness - Egg yolk - United States 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/25/20106:34:14 PM 

Katrina recovery: How to help 

Here's a partial list of charities and nonprofit organizations that continue to assist victims of Hurricane Katrina. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/25/20106:41:19 PM 

Labor Day travel seen up 9.9 percent 

The number of Americans expected to travel during the Labor Day weekend this year will rise 9.9 percent from 2009 as 

gross domestic product, household net worth and consumer confidence improved over the past year, travel and auto 

group AAA said Wednesday. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/25/20107:09:30 PM 

2008 military PC attack 'most significant breach ever' 

The Pentagon is confirming a 2008 attack on military computers where a foreign spy used a USB flash drive to infect 

systems used to command combat activity in Iraq and Afghanistan. Deputy secretary of defense William J. Lynn 3d called 

the attack "the most significant breach of U.S. military computers ever." 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/25/20107:10:17 PM 

Reports: U.K. spy slain, stuffed in sports bag 

Detectives have launched a murder probe after the body of a man reported to be an intelligence officer was discovered 

stuffed in a bag in a central London apartment. 

I~¥':london - Murder - Espionage - Secret Intelligence Service - Scotland Yard 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/25/20107:25:41 PM 

Survived Pakistan's floods, killed by disease 

Ig~~""IWith some 6 million people made homeless by Pakistan's floods, many of them living in appalling 

conditions, fears are growing that many could die from sickness and hunger. 

1~~'::lpakistan - Homelessness - Flood - Asia - Natural Disasters and Hazards 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/25/20107:30:33 PM 

Video: Fantasy Football Fix: First round preview 

Ig~~""IGregg Rosenthal and Tiffany Simons look at who should be the first 12 picks in the draft. (NBC Sports) 

1~~~~lsport - Fantasy - fantasyfootball - Football - Shopping 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/25/20107:36:57 PM 

Eggs from suspect farms will be processed, sold 

The producers responsible for a recall of some 550 million potentially tainted eggs have found another outlet for the 

inventory that just keeps coming: They'll turn them into liquid eggs used in everything from cookies and cakes to egg 

substitutes and pet food. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/25/20107:43:53 PM 

Furyk oversleeps, is disqualified from Barclays 

Ig~~""~im Furyk picked a bad time to sleep in. Furyk overslept Wednesday when his cell phone lost power 
overnight and the alarm didn't go off, causing him to be late for his pro-am tee time in The Barclays. That 

left PGA Tour officials no choice but to make him ineligible for the first of four FedEx Cup playoff events. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/25/20108:10:19 PM 

Stocks manage to end day with slight gains 

Ig~~""IBargain hunters picked through a beaten-down stock market Wednesday, helping major indexes end 

slightly higher after another slump triggered by disappointing housing news. 

rg~iSjStock market - Business - Investing - Stocks and Bonds - Equities 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/25/20109:16:18 PM 

Mosque developer built business deal by deal 

Ig~~""IEight years ago, Sharif EI-Gamal was just another ambitious striver from Brooklyn, casting about for 

career leads and dreaming of a grander future in real estate. 

1~~':-IReal estate - Business - Sharif EI-Gamal - United States - Brooklyn 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/25/20109:19:43 PM 

Lab-created corneas used to restore vision 

Ig~~""lscientists have created a laboratory-made biosynthetic corneas to restore vision to patients in a small 

human trial, and shown for the first time that they can help to repair damaged eye tissue. 

I~~':-Icanada - Health - Sweden - Eye - Medicine 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/25/20109:20:41 PM 

Regardless of numbers, it feels like a recession 

It's starting to feel like another recession. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: lop msnbc.com headlines 

8/25/20109:36:32 PM 

8 fried food finalists vie for Big lex crown 

Fried food fans looking to feast at this year's State Fair of Texas will have to bring an 10 along with their appetite. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/25/20109:49:34 PM 

Newsweek: First details on Wikileaks sex charges released 

A Swedish lawyer representing two women whose allegations triggered a sexual-misconduct investigation of WikiLeaks 

founder Julian Assange says his clients complained to the police of Assange's reluctance to use condoms and 

unwillingness to be tested for sexually transmitted disease. 

r~¥:llulian Assange - Wikileaks - Sexually transmitted disease - Sweden - Sexuality 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/25/201010:18:04 PM 

Key device in BP disaster wasn't recertified 

Ig~~""IA critical device at the center of an investigation into the Gulf oil rig explosion didn't undergo a rigorous 

recertification process in 2005 as required, a worker told investigators Wednesday. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/25/201010:19:40 PM 

New drug for advanced melanoma shrinks tumors 

An experimental targeted cancer drug shrank advanced melanoma tumors in 81 percent of patients with the deadly and 

hard-to-treat cancer, doctors said Wednesday. 

I g:i1ti¥.Elcancer - Melanoma - Health - Conditions and Diseases - Tumor 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/25/201010:36:10 PM 

Army: Soldiers plotted to kill Afghan civilians 

Five soldiers accused of killing civilians in Afghanistan are now facing additional charges of conspiracy to commit 

premeditated murder, The Seattle Times reported Wednesday. 

1~¥':-IAfghanistan - Murder - Asia - Premeditated murder - Seattle Times 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/25/201011:12:08 PM 

Rockies rally from 10-2 deficit to stun Braves 

Ig~~""~he Colorado Rockies overcame a nine-run deficit, matching the biggest rally in team history and stunning 
the Atlanta Braves 12-10 Thursday on Troy Tulowitzki's go-ahead single in the eighth inning. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/25/201011:16:58 PM 

Video: Did Katrina change towns for good? 

Ig~~""IMsnbc.com returns to Waveland and Bay St. Louis in coastal Mississippi to compare scenes of Katrina's 
destruction in 2005 to how they look now. (msnbc.com) 

rg~iSLissiSSiPPi - Bay St. louis Mississippi - Hurricane Katrina - United States - New Orleans 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/25/2010 11:34:53 PM 

UN says Congo rapes not mentioned to patrols 

The top U.N. envoy in Congo said Wednesday that two peacekeeping patrols were not informed by villagers that mass 

rapes were taking place and the United Nations is now working to improve communications and prevent any recurrence. 

I~¥':-Iunited Nations - Peacekeeping - Congo - Africa - Democratic Republic of Congo 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/25/2010 11:45:38 PM 

Empire State Building to get new, tall, neighbor 

Ig~~""~he Empire State Building's owner has lost his bid to stop a new skyscraper from rising in the 

neighborhood. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/26/2010 12:01:36 AM 

Swollen rivers force Pakistanis to use zip line 

Ig~~""IHundreds of thousands of people in the Swat Valley have been cut off from the rest of the country, but 

they are still crossing the rivers, slowly and sometimes dangerously. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/26/2010 12:34:43 AM 

Ex-GOP chair Mehlman tells magazine he's gay 

Ig~~""IKen Mehlman, President George Bush's campaign manager in 2004 and a former chairman of the 

Republican National Committee, has told family and associates that he is gay, The Atlantic magazine 

reports. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/26/201012:38:19 AM 

Doctors tweet rare double hand transplant 

Ig~~""IKentuCkY doctors say they have successfully completed a rare double hand transplant at Jewish Hospital 

Hand Care Center in Louisville. They used Twitter to post updates on the 20-hour surgery. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/26/201012:59:18 AM 

liLa's 1st post-rehab pic features brand names 

Ig~~""lln her first photo since beginning her jail sentence on July 20, Lindsay Lohan is seen with designer 

accessories and a well-placed RockStar. Is it all product placement, or is she sending a message? 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/26/2010 1:04:06 AM 

Tidbits: Heidi worries nose will falloff like MJ's 

Ig~~"'l'l've had my nose tape on 24 hours a day since November," Montag told a magazine. "The tape is 

supposed to keep the swelling down and hold my nose in place the way Dr. Ryan sculpted it." 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/26/20101:18:47 AM 

Explaining the Alaska Republican showdown 

Pundits seem confused about the Alaska senate race but they just don't understand the state. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/26/2010 1:56:05 AM 

Cabbie-stabbing suspect earlier sought film publicity 

Ig~~""IA college student accused of slashing a Muslim New York City taxi driver had recently sought publicity for 

a documentary he filmed about soldiers in Afghanistan. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/26/20102:28:28 AM 

Carter meets with N. Korea officials 

Ig~~""INorth Koreans welcomed Jimmy Carter back to Pyongyang with smiles, salutes and hearty handshakes 

Wednesday as the former American president arrived on a mission to bring home a Boston man jailed in 
the communist country since January. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/26/20104:03:53 AM 

Settlement in suit alleging condom found in soup 

A California man who says he ordered French onion soup and bit into a condom instead of melted cheese has settled his 

lawsuit against the Claim Jumper restaurant chain. 

I~¥':-Iclaim Jumper - French onion soup - Chain store - Onion - Home 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/26/20105:02:48 AM 

More women in political spotlight, but gap remains 

The suffragists who 90 years ago won voting rights for women in the u.s. would likely shake their heads in wonder at 

this election, with its "mama grizzly" candidates and high-stakes woman-vs.-woman showdowns. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/26/20105:50:50 AM 

Opinion: Expanded NFL schedule has risks, rewards 

Ig~~""lsporting News: The NFL is the most dominant force in American professional team sports, and its 

popularity and star power never have been higher. The insatiable desire of the people who run it to 
expand its reach is admirable, but they must proceed with caution as they push to expand the regular season. 

I~~':-Isport - NFl- National Football league - Football - Season 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/26/20106:49:27 AM 

Drug cartel suspected in massacre of 72 migrants 

Ig~~""~he discovery of 72 slain Central and South American migrants on a ranch just south of the U.S. border 

provides a horrific reminder of the brutality of human trafficking in a country dominated by drug cartels. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/26/20108:45:03 AM 

As GOP civil war rages, Democrats look to benefit 

Ig~~""IA Republican civil war is raging, with righter-than-thou conservatives dominating ever more primaries in a 

fight for the party's soul. And the Democrats hope to benefit. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/26/20109:19:02 AM 

Trapped Chilean miners told of rescue timeline 

Ig~~""lchilean officials are taking measures to alleviate depression among the 33 miners trapped in a collapsed 

mine after telling them it might be months before rescue. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/26/20109:57:31 AM 

Forensic experts to probe Mexico migrant massacre 

Ig~~""~he discovery of 72 slain Central and South American migrants on a ranch just south of the U.S. border 

provides a horrific reminder of the brutality of human trafficking. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/26/2010 10:48:36 AM 

Maid: Bosses drove 24 hot nails into my body 

Ig~~""IA Sri Lankan maid returned from her job in Saudi Arabia with 24 nails inside her body - the result of 

torture by the family who employed her, a doctor and government official said. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/26/2010 11:59:43 AM 

Newsweek: Charter school success in New Orleans 

After Katrina, New Orleans failing schools were turned over to privately run charters. Five years later, they have some 

good results to show for it. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/26/2010 12:29:32 PM 

Gulf Coast could be poised for comeback 

Ig~~""lcan the Gulf Coast make it all the way back from Katrina and the oil spill? The answer, political leaders, 

environmental scholars and economists say, is yes. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/26/2010 12:29:44 PM 

One town's post-Katrina diaspora 

The people of one Mississippi town may have been separated from friends and neighbors by Katrina, but they still 

consider themselves a community, writes Ellis Anderson of Bay St. Louis, Miss. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/26/2010 12:32:06 PM 

Beware the smart phone data plan can 

Ig~~""lwhile it may seem obvious that the true cost of your smart phone is its sticker price plus service, it pays 

to sit down, read the fine print, and calculate it out. You may be surprised how much you can save - or 
end up in the hole. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/26/2010 12:39:08 PM 

Patients in clinical trials to get care covered 

Beginning in 2014, the new health law will require health plans to pay for routine care costs for patients who participate 

in clinical trials for the prevention, detection and treatment of cancer and other life-threatening diseases and conditions. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/26/2010 12:53:38 PM 

Video: Video: When a site hurts, not helps, women 

Ig~~""INBC'S chief medical editor Dr. Nancy Snyderman speaks to young women who used websites to help 
encourage their dark battle with an eating disorder. One young woman calls this trend "Internet-assisted 

suicide." (Today Show) 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/26/2010 12:56:28 PM 

New jobless claims drop, but still high 

New requests for unemployment benefits fell sharply last week after rising in the past three weeks. Still, claims remain 

much higher than they would be in a healthy economy. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/26/20101:32:11 PM 

Can the GOP survive a Tea Party takeover? 

Analysis: Prominence of Tea Party presents longtime Republican moderates, centrists with a dilemma. 

rC~~~~Lepublican - Centrism - Politics - United States - Tea 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/26/2010 1:55:22 PM 

Drunk shouts 'terrorists,' urinates on mosque rugs 

In the latest in a spate of anti-Muslim incidents over the last two days, an intoxicated man entered a mosque in Queens 

on Wednesday evening and proceeded to urinate on prayer rugs, New York police officials said 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/26/20102:45:35 PM 

Pack of dogs maul 7-year-old to death 

A 7-year-old boy was mauled to death by four dogs at the home of a neighbor in Illinois, according to news reports. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/26/20103:07:21 PM 

603-pound woman leaves home after 3 years 

A 603-pound woman believed to be the heaviest in Thailand left her apartment for the first time in three years Thursday 

with the help of Bangkok city hall and a forklift. 

I §,:i1ti¥.E~hailand - Bangkok - Asia - Government - Transportation 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/26/20103:24:02 PM 

N. Korea's Kim heads to China after Carter arrives 

Jimmy Carter's mission to North Korea to win the freedom of a Boston man sentenced to eight years' hard labor may be 

in trouble Thursday with reports the country's reclusive leader had left the country .. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/26/20103:25:43 PM 

Newsweek: Is WikiLeaks too full of itself? 

Have the activists behind WikiLeaks-and in particular the Web site's founder, Julian Assange-become intoxicated by 

their own myth? Two recent events involving the now internationally watched Assange and the Web site seem to 

indicate that this is the case. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/26/20104:05:31 PM 

Is 9/11 still off-limits for political ads? 

When a plan to build an Islamic community center two blocks from Ground Zero burst into a national political 

controversy last month, a few political ads featuring the smoking ruins emerged. 

1§':i1ti¥.Ellslam _ Ground zero - Community centre - Politics - United States 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/26/20104:09:36 PM 

Dem congressman jokes about Pelosi's death 

"Heck, she might even get sick and die" 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/26/2010 4:30:20 PM 

Bristol Palin reportedly going 'Dancing' 

Ig~~""lsarah Palin's 19-year-old daughter has been cast for the 11th season of the popular competition, sources 

confirm to E! Online. 

1~~'::IBristol Palin - Sarah Palin - .u -Dancing with the Stars - United States 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/26/20105:21:54 PM 

RIM suggests forum on BlackBerry solution in India 

Research in Motion offered on Thursday to lead an industry forum to look at India's need to have "lawful access" to 

BlackBerry's encrypted mail and messenger in the latest effort to stave off the blocking of the popular service in the 

world's fastest growing telecoms market. 

1~~~:llndia - BlackBerry - Smartphone - Research In Motion - Handhelds 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/26/20105:50:18 PM 

Report: 90,000 inmates sexually victimized 

The government reported Thursday that 4.4 percent of inmates in prison and 3.1 percent of inmates in jail report being 

victimized sexually by another inmate or staff member in the past year. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/26/20105:54:01 PM 

Cosmic Log: Planets spotted in changing orbits 

Ig~~""lscience editor Alan Boyle's Weblog: The Kepler planet-hunting probe has spotted a system where two 
giant planets are locked in constantly changing orbits - with a super-Earth potentially pinned down in 

the crossfire. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/26/20107:04:51 PM 

Tennis.com: Isner wasn't supposed to happen 

Ig~~""~ennis.com: From his height to his background, America's John Isner is as unlikely a Top 30 player as 
you'll find in tennis today. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/26/20107:15:00 PM 

Toyota recalls 1.33 million Corollas, Matrixes 

Toyota recalled 1.33 million Corolla sedans and Matrix hatchbacks Thursday because their engines may stall, the latest in 

a string of quality problems for the automaker 

1~¥':-ITOyota - Toyota Corolla - Toyota Matrix - Makes and Models - Recreation 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/26/20107:16:46 PM 

Real tiger cub found in luggage with stuffed toys 

Ig~~""IA live tiger cub was found drugged and hidden among stuffed-tiger toys in the luggage of a woman at 

Bangkok's airport, a wildlife smuggling watchdog group reported Thursday. 

rg~5.jBangkOk - Thailand - Shopping - Sukhumbhand Paribatra - Travel 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/26/20107:50:26 PM 

Survivor: Migrants shot for refusing to be killers 

Ig~~""~he sole survivor in the massacre of 72 illegal immigrants headed to the u.s. has said a drug gang gunned 

them all down after they refused to work for them as assassins, according to a source. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/26/20107:51:40 PM 

N.Y. official: Stabbing suspect had war journals 

Ig~~""IMichael Enright once volunteered with an interfaith group that has supported a proposal for a mosque 
near ground zero - a background distinctly at odds with what authorities say happened inside a city taxi. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/26/20108:05:55 PM 

Russian spy Chapman goes public in sexy shoot 

Ig~~""IGlamorous Russian agent Anna Chapman has posed provocatively for a Russian magazine shoot in her 

first public appearance since she was deported from the United States in a major spy swap. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/26/20108:24:33 PM 

Report: Paterson gave 'misleading' testimony 

Ig~~""IA special investigation concludes New York Gov. David Paterson's testimony about his plans to pay for 
World Series tickets last year was "inaccurate and misleading" and warrants consideration of criminal 

charges by a prosecutor. 

1~~':-IDavid Paterson - World Series - New York - United States - New York City 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/26/20108:33:27 PM 

Iraqis who fought view U.S. exit with mixed feelings 

Sunni fighter Abu Mujahid lost a leg battling u.s. Marines in the Iraqi city of Faliuja, scene of some of the fiercest battles 

of the Iraq war. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/26/20108:36:37 PM 

Newsweek: How to solve our tax nightmare 

How about this for a tax plan: cut most people's taxes by half, eliminate the need to file returns, and provide the 

Treasury with a better way to reduce the deficit. Sound impossible? It's not. Here's how to get it done. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/26/20108:58:49 PM 

FAA seeks $24.2 million penalty from American 

Ig~~""IFederal officials are seeking a record penalty of $24.2 million against American Airlines over maintenance 

lapses that caused thousands of canceled flights in 2008. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/26/20109:14:19 PM 

Another down day: Dow closes below 10,000 

Stocks fell Thursday after early gains from a better report on jobless claims faded. The Dow Jones industrial average 

closed below 10,000 for the first time since early July. 

I g:i1ti¥.ElunemPloyment benefits - Business - Investing - Stocks and Bonds - Equities 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/26/20109:26:58 PM 

U.S. prisoner in N. Korea has a 'gentle spirit' 

Ig~~""IAn American imprisoned in North Korea for illegally crossing the border has a gentle spirit, but is also a 

person of conviction willing to be bold about what he believes, friends and acquaintances said. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/26/20109:42:35 PM 

Bernanke's options down to comforting words 

Ig~~""~he U:s. ~conomy appears to be stalling. Yet the Federal Reserve has run out of simple steps it can take 

to revive It. 

rg~iSjFederal Reserve System - Economy of the United States - Central bank - Ben Bernanke - Federal Reserve 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/26/2010 10:04:26 PM 

Salmonella found in feed used at 2 Iowa farms 

Food and Drug Administration officials say they have found positive samples of salmonella that link two Iowa farms to a 

massive egg recall. 

rC~~"-IFOOd and Drug Administration - Iowa - Salmonella - United States - Health 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/26/201010:10:14 PM 

Terrorism suspect was on 'Canadian Idol' 

A man who appeared on "Canadian Idol" is the third person arrested as part of an alleged plot against targets in Canada 

and abroad, police say. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/26/2010 10:23:01 PM 

From King to Beck: Big rally at lincoln Memorial 

Ig~~""IGlenn Beck says it's just a coincidence his Restoring Honor rally on Saturday at the Lincoln Memorial will 

take place on the anniversary and at the site of Martin Luther King Jr.'s famous "I Have a Dream" speech. 
Civil rights veterans are skeptical. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/26/201011:31:10 PM 

'It's exciting' - Tiger roars to tie for lead 

1-llln his first tournament since his divorce, Tiger Woods finally looked like the No.1 player in the world 
hursday at the 8arclays when he opened with a 6-under 65, his lowest score of the year, to share the 

lead with Vaughn Taylor. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/26/201011:35:12 PM 

Blockbuster to file bankruptcy in September 

Blockbuster Inc. will file bankruptcy next month, people familiar with the matter have told the Los Angeles Times. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/27/2010 12:44:52 AM 

AIDS activists file complaint against larry Flynt 

An AIDS activist group is bringing a complaint against Larry Flynt, accusing the porn king of compromising the safety of 

his adult film stars by not having them use condoms. 

I~¥':larry Flynt - Pornography - AIDS - Health - Sexually transmitted disease 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/27/2010 1:01:03 AM 

Pakistani Taliban hint at attacks on aid workers 

Ig~~""[he Taliban hinted they may launch attacks against foreigners helping Pakistan respond to the worst 

floods in the country's history, saying their presence was "unacceptable." The U.N. said it would not be 
deterred by violent threats. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/27/2010 1:07:28 AM 

Pujols third-youngest player to hit 400 homers 

r-~Ibert Pujols has hit his 400th home run, becoming the 47th major league player to reach the milestone. 
he 5t. Louis slugger led off the fourth inning of Thursday night's game against Washington by sending an 

0-1 fastball from starter Jordan Zimmermann into the right-center seats. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/27/2010 1:53:34 AM 

Atrocities in Congo could be 'genocide': U.N. report 

Crimes committed by Rwanda's army and Congolese rebels in Congo during the 1990s could be classified as genocide, a 

leaked draft U.N. report says. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/27/20102:21:09 AM 

theGrio video: The nightmare of Pontchartrain Park 

For nearly five consecutive decades Pontchartrain Park was considered a safe haven for working-class and upper-income 

blacks in New Orleans. Then disaster struck. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/27/20102:42:29 AM 

What's in a Twinkie? 37 or so ingredients 

Ig~~""IEver wonder about the ingredients in a Twinkie snack cake? A dogged author and researcher and a self

described "obsessive-compulsive" photographer have unearthed key findings on processed foods. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/27/20103:24:38 AM 

Rams' Bradford passes first test as starter 

Ig~~""15am Bradford passed his first test as a starting quarterback in the NFL. And the player who ended the 

game at that position for the Rams, Keith Null, directed a drive that set up Josh Brown's 37-yard field goal 
on the final play that gave St. Louis a 36-35 exhibition win over the New England Patriots on Thursday night. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/27/20105:50:29 AM 

Hurricane Danielle strengthens to Category 3 

Forecasters say swells churned up by Hurricane Danielle could reach parts of the u.s. East Coast by the weekend. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/27/20105:58:31 AM 

Boeing delays first 787 delivery 

Ig~~""~he Boeing Co. said Friday that it would push the expected delivery of its first 787 Dreamliner to the 

middle of the first quarter of 2011. 

rg~5.jBoeing - Boeing 787 - Business - Aircraft - Allegedly Unethical Firms 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/27/20109:27:43 AM 

New video gives tour of trapped miners' refuge 

Ig~~""~he first video released of 33 workers trapped deep in a Chilean mine shows the men appearing slim but 
healthy, arm-in-arm, and yelling "long live Chile, and long live the miners!" 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/27/2010 10:44:23 AM 

World markets slump amid growing economic worries 

World markets slumped on Friday as investors awaited confirmation of what many people have felt for some time: The 

u.s. economy barely has a pulse. 

I ~¥':lconomy of the United States - Economics - Social Sciences - Current Events - United States 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/27/201011:39:51 AM 

Video: Former mayor, FEMA chief look back on Katrina 

Ig~~""IRay Nagin, former mayor of New Orleans, and Michael Brown, former head of FEMA, discuss how 

Hurricane Katrina impacted their lives and what they might have done differently in that time of 
crisis. (Today Show) 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/27/201011:45:57 AM 

We're about to crash, passengers told in error 

British Airways apologized on Friday after a crew member mistakenly played an emergency message warning Hong 

Kong-bound passengers that the plane they were on was about to plunge into the sea. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/27/2010 12:29:58 PM 

Salmonella victim still can't stand the sight of eggs 

A 27-year-old Wisconsin woman has filed the first lawsuit linked to a nationwide egg recall that has sickened more than 

1,400 people. Tanja Dzinovic was hospitalized after eating at a restaurant that got eggs from an Iowa farm at the center 

of the outbreak. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/27/2010 1:09:28 PM 

Ex-FEMA head: u.s. didn't tell all on Katrina 

Ig~~""IFive years after Hurricane Katrina devastated New Orleans, the federal official at the heart of a firestorm 
over Washington's slow response is acknowledging the government's shortcomings. 

rg~iSjHurricane Katrina - New Orleans - United States - Meteorology - Earth Sciences 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/27/20101:23:14 PM 

Newsweek: How will Chilean miners stay sane? 

Underground isolation for months can seriously affect mind and body, says a former NASA official. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/27/2010 1:27:20 PM 

Newsweek: The questionable Frida Kahlo paintings 

When it comes to forgery scandals, this one is the grandma of them all. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/27/2010 1:38:06 PM 

Economic downturn defying solutions 

Forget about a "double dip" recession; the economy may still be in "one long dip." That could mean textbook policies to 

restore growth aren't working - because this recession is different. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/27/2010 1:43:02 PM 

Cabbie-slash suspect taken to psych ward 

Ig~~""~he college student accused of slashing a taxi driver because he's a Muslim has been taken to a New York 

City psychiatric ward. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/27/2010 1:45:56 PM 

First Read: 2010's Top 10 political upsets (so far) 

Florida guv? Arkansas Senate? And unpredictable South Carolina! Here's First Read's list of the most shocking outcomes 

of the political cycle so far. 

I g:i1ti¥.Elsouth Carolina - United States - United States Senate - Florida - Democratic Party 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/27/2010 1:59:01 PM 

Levi Johnston regrets apology to Sarah Palin 

Ig~~""llf Levi Johnston could take back anything, it would be ... posing for Playgirl? Nope. His on-off, on-off 

relationship and engagement to Bristol Palin? Nope. 

I~~':levi Johnston - Bristol Palin - Politics - People - United States 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/27/20102:09:34 PM 

15 injured in hard landing at Sacramento airport 

Ig~~""~he tires of a JetBlue airplane caught fire Thursday during a hard landing in Sacramento that left 15 
people with minor injuries and sent passengers down emergency slides to escape the aircraft. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/27/20102:10:08 PM 

UFO book based on questionable foundation 

Ig~~""IA new book is causing a fresh buzz over a long list of sightings of unidentified flying objects, but the 

book's claims are based on a questionable assumption: that airline pilots make the best witnesses of 
unidentified flying objects. Commentary by NBC News' James Oberg. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/27/20102:18:49 PM 

NASA aims to ease doubts over private space taxis 

Space.com: NASA is reassuring commercial space firms that it will be a supportive customer for privately built space taxis 

even as it cautions that Congress could stymie efforts to foster development of such vehicles. 

I g:i1ti¥.EINASA _ Space. com - Space - Technology - Education 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/27/20102:52:49 PM 

Economic growth rate cut sharply to 1.6 percent 

Ig~~""~he U.S. economy grew at a slower pace this spring than previously estimated, mostly due to the largest 

surge in imports in 26 years and a slowdown in companies' restocking of goods. 

rg~iSjEconomic growth - Economy - Business - Economic - Social Sciences 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/27/20103:09:42 PM 

Recession blamed for bust in U.S. births 

The u.s. birth rate has dropped for the second year in a row, and experts think the wrenching recession led many people 

to put off having children. The 2009 birth rate also set a record: lowest in a century. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/27/20103:24:57 PM 

Downturn hits youth job market hard 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/27/20103:54:42 PM 

Pitcher Stephen Strasburg likely to require elbow surgery 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/27/20104:19:35 PM 

BP to remove cap, replace blowout preventer 

The federal government says it will start work Monday to remove the temporary cap keeping oil from gushing out of 

BP's blown-out Gulf well so that it can raise a key piece of equipment from the seabed. 

I g;i1tlF.EIBIowout preventer - BP - Federal government of the United States - Gulf of Mexico - United States 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/27/20104:25:13 PM 

U.S. ambassador's daughter falls to her death 

The 17-year-old daughter of the u.s. ambassador to Thailand fell to her death from a New York City high-rise apartment 

building, officials said Friday. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/27/20105:32:23 PM 

Out of Bounds: LaRussa, Pujols to addend Glenn Beck rally 

Out of Bounds: St. Louis Cardinals manager Tony LaRussa and slugger Albert Pujols are scheduled to attend Glenn Beck's 

"Restoring Honor" rally in Washington. LaRussa said they are attending only after receiving assurances that the event is 

not a thinly disguised political rally. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/27/20105:59:55 PM 

Bernanke says Fed might buy more securities 

Ig~~""IFederal Reserve Chairman Ben Bernanke said Friday that the Fed will consider making another large-scale 

purchase of securities if the slowing economy were to deteriorate significantly. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/27/20106:07:25 PM 

10 over-the-top cruise ships 

Ig~~""lwhether it's stairs made of Swarovski crystals, a Cirque Du Soleil-like performance or a water park, 

modern cruise ships are offering everything travelers would want to have in one place. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/27/20107:08:39 PM 

Carter, freed American return to U.S. 

Ig~~""IAn American held captive in North Korea for seven months after landed Friday in Boston to reunite with 

his family after former President Jimmy Carter helped win his release. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/27/20107:09:56 PM 

Paul Allen sues Apple, Google over patents 

Billionaire tech investor Paul Allen sued nearly every major tech company today including Apple and Google, on the 

grounds that they violated e-commerce and social network patents held by a company he invested in heavily during the 

late 1990s, according to the Wall Street Journal. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/27/20108:39:44 PM 

Immigration: The shrinking GOP reform caucus 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/27/20108:40:40 PM 

Alaska candidate tweets ... what?! 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/27/20109:26:24 PM 

School drops race-based rules for elections 

Ig~~""IFoIiOWing an uproar over a policy it said was aimed at racial equality, a school district scrapped a student 

election system where race determined what positions a candidate could run for. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/27/20109:33:37 PM 

Stocks rally after Fed chief's speech, data 

Stocks posted big gains after Federal Reserve Chairman Ben Bernanke said the central bank was ready to step in if the 

u.s. economy showed further signs of weakening. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/27/20109:48:12 PM 

Tea Party voters: Who are they? 

Ig~~""IAhead of the Glenn Beck rally in Washington, First Read digs into the latest NBC/WSJ poll to learn a little 

more about the people who say they're interested in voting for Tea Party candidates. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/27/20109:58:08 PM 

Hawaii routs Georgia, reaches final 4 of LLWS 

Ig~~""~hree days, three elimination games and three wins for the boys from Waipahu, Hawaii at the Little 

League World Series. Keep this up through the weekend and they will return home with a World Series 
title 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/27/2010 10:07:09 PM 

No link between vaccines and autism, court rules 

The u.s. Court of Appeals for the Federal Circuit upheld a decision last year by a special vaccine court, which concluded 

vaccines are not to blame for autism. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/27/2010 10: 10:46 PM 

DOJ clears UAL-Continental merger 

The Justice Department says it has closed its investigation into the proposed merger of UAL Corp. and Continental 

Airlines Inc. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/27/201010:19:07 PM 

BofA online banking down for 4 hours 

Bank of America Corp. says its online banking service was down for about four hours but service has been restored. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/27/2010 10:38:24 PM 

Source: Investigator in migrants' massacre killed 

Ig~~""~he body of a local official investigating the massacre of 72 Central and South American migrants has 

been found, a government source told a leading Mexican newspaper. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/27/2010 10:39:38 PM 

Ex-Army analyst arrested en route to China 

A former u.s. Army analyst from Oklahoma was arrested in Minneapolis while trying to board a flight to China with 

electronic files containing a restricted Army field manual, authorities said Friday. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/27/201011:19:32 PM 

FDA to inspect all large egg farms in U.S. 

Ig~~""~he Food and Drug Administration is planning to inspect all of the country's largest egg farms before the 

end of next year following the massive recall that has sickened as many as 1,500 people. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/27/2010 11:23:27 PM 

Tiger loses Barclays lead, struggles on 2nd day 

Ig~~""~iger Woods was poised to take control at the Barclays on Friday. Instead, he went the other 
way. Woods missed a 20-inch putt for one of his four bogeys over the last eight holes and shot a 2-over 

73. The difference from the rest of the year is this only cost him the lead, not a chance of winning. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/27/2010 11:37:29 PM 

Fumes sicken 100 at MGM Grand pool in Vegas 

High concentrations of a chemical similar to bleach seeped into a pool at the MGM Grand on the Las Vegas Strip on 

Friday, causing hotel officials to evacuate some 1,500 guests and sending at least 26 people to local hospitals with 

breathing problems. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/27/2010 11:43:03 PM 

School sorry after Hitler costume uproar 

A Catholic school in Perth has apologized to parents offended by a student pretending to be Adolf Hitler winning first 

place in his class at a school costume contest. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/28/201012:02:12 AM 

Mayer calls Huff Post 'the internet Death Star' 

Ig~~""[he singer has kept fairly quiet since dropping the "N" word in Playboy earlier this year, but he broke 
from the light-hearted material in his recent Tumblr posts to take on reports that he's back with Aniston. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/28/201012:20:12 AM 

Guard troops to deploy to Ariz. border Monday 

Ig~~""~he first of 532 National Guard troops are set to begin their mission in the southern Arizona desert on 

Monday under President Barack Obama's plan to beef up U.s.-Mexico border security, although they 
won't have any law enforcement authority. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/28/2010 1:53:52 AM 

Federal contractor charged with leaking secrets 

Ig~~""~he Obama administration on Friday accused an analyst who worked at the State Department of leaking 

top secret information about North Korea to a reporter. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/28/20101:56:16 AM 

Racism accusations fly on eve of Beck rally 

Ig~~""lon the eve of conservative commentator Glenn Beck's rally at the Lincoln Memorial, a blogger's assertion 

that parts of the nation's capital should be avoided touched off accusations of racism and a sharp 
response by angry city leaders. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/28/20102:29:22 AM 

Haynesworth-Shanahan truce after 'Skins win? 

Ig~~""IMark Sanchez and the New York Jets' offense started slow and sputtered often. Again. Washington's 

Albert Haynesworth hasn't been happy with his situation, either. But it appeared the big defensive 
lineman was calling a bit of a truce with coach Mike Shanahan after the Redskins' 16-11 victory over Jets in a 
snoozer Friday night. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/28/20103:58:57 AM 

Martinez powers Red Sox closer to Rays in race 

Ig~~""~on Lester pitched seven strong innings and Victor Martinez homered twice off All-Star David Price, 
helping the Boston Red Sox beat the Tampa Bay Rays 3-1 Friday night to tighten the AL wild-card race. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/28/20106:04:42 AM 

Judge: Video game addiction suit can go on 

A federal judge has ruled that a man who says he's addicted to an online video game can proceed with some of his 

lawsuit against the game's manufacturer. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/28/20106:26:56 AM 

7 inmates hospitalized after riot at Folsom prison 

Seven Folsom State Prison inmates were hospitalized after shots were fired by guards during a riot Friday night at the 

prison, authorities said. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/28/20106:30:20 AM 

Russia troops kill five rebels 

Russian troops killed five rebel fighters holed up in a block of flats in the increasing restive North Caucasus region of 

Kabardino Balkaria, RIA Novosti reported on Saturday. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/28/20107:50:55 AM 

Gunfire, missile attacks in Pakistan 

A heavy exchange of fire erupted at an office of security forces in northwest Pakistan, officials said, as u.s. drone 

missiles are suspected in at least four fatalities in Kurram region. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/28/20109:18:38 AM 

N.C. man waits for 'ghost train,' killed by real one 

Authorities say a man who was waiting with several friends for a "ghost train" from a North Carolina legend was killed 

when a real train came down the tracks. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/28/201010:16:52 AM 

Obama marks formal end of US combat in Iraq 

Ig~~""lpresident Barack Obama said Saturday the end of combat operations in Iraq doesn't just reaffirm the 

country's sovereignty, but also makes good on one of his principle campaign pledges. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/28/2010 1:27:32 PM 

Medicare expands coverage to help smokers quit 

They've lived with the health warnings about smoking for much of their lives and doubtless seen the ill effects on 

friends, relatives and even themselves, yet about 4.5 million older people in the u.s. keep on lighting up. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/28/20102:10:42 PM 

Missing rafters found after accident in Austria 

Over two dozen people were tossed into a raging Alpine river in western Austria after their rafts capsized Saturday, but 

all were found after an intensive rescue operation, authorities said. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/28/20103:55:46 PM 

Dueling rallies mark King speech anniversary 

Ig~~""IFrom the steps of the Lincoln Memorial, conservative broadcaster Glenn Beck told a crowd of tens of 

thousands of people Saturday that the U.S. has too long "wandered in darkness." 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/28/2010 4:00:07 PM 

Belgian cardinal offered to hush up sex case 

Roman Catholic Cardinal Godfried Danneels of Belgium offered to keep a sexual molestation case against a bishop secret 

until the bishop retired, an official said Saturday. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/28/20104:14:38 PM 

Tangible signs of life arrive at 9/11 memorial 

Ig~~""IAfter nearly nine years, life is returning to ground zero in a tangible way. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/28/20105:32:48 PM 

Video: New Orleans 'ready' for comeback, says Connick 

Ig~~""lln an interview with NBC's Brian Williams, actor and musician Harry Connick Jr. reflects on the dark days 
that followed Hurricane Katrina, and looks ahead to what he sees as the city's promising future. (Nightly 

News) 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/28/20105:34:50 PM 

Iraq on highest alert for terror attacks 

Ig~~""llraqIS prime minister put his nation on its highest level of alert for terror attacks, warning of plots to sow 

fear and chaos as the u.s. combat mission in the country formally ends on Tuesday. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/28/20107:29:57 PM 

Big second quarter helps u.s. run away from Croatia 

Ig~~""IKevin Durant scored 14 points and got the United States started on a dominant second-quarter stretch in 

a 106-78 victory over Croatia on Saturday in its opening game at the world championship. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/28/20107:29:57 PM 

Big second quarter helps u.s. run away from Croatia 

Ig~~""IKevin Durant scored 14 points and got the United States started on a dominant second-quarter stretch in 

a 106-78 victory over Croatia on Saturday in its opening game at the world championship. 

1~~'::Lnited States - Croatia - Kevin Durant - Chauncey Billups - Travel and Tourism 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/28/20107:42:14 PM 

Paris Hilton arrested on cocaine charge 

Ig~~""lparis Hilton was arrested for possession of cocaine after officers stopped the car she was in on a Las 

Vegas street late Friday night. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/28/20108:13:24 PM 

U.N. fears for children in Pakistan flood areas 

Ig~~""IFIOOd waters threatened to engulf two towns in southern Pakistan on Saturday, a month after the 

disaster began, as the United Nations warned that tens of thousands of children risked death from 
malnutrition. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/28/20109:00:36 PM 

Favre going where few NFL QBs have gone before 

Ig~~""IAS Brett Favre prepares to enter his 20th season in the league, he is going where few quarterbacks have 

gone before him. And he's looking to lead the Minnesota Vikings to a place even fewer QBs have taken 
this tortured franchise - to the Super Bowl. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/28/20109:56:41 PM 

Japan moves on to LLWS title game 

Ig~~""IRYO Motegi hit a two-out grounder through the infield to send Tokyo, Japan, to the Little League World 
Series title game with a dramatic 3-2 victory in seven innings Saturday over Kaoshiung, Taiwan. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/28/2010 10:03:23 PM 

Tiger far back at Barclays; Laird leads by three 

Ig~~""IMartin Laird's goal of reaching the second round of the FedEx Cup playoffs suddenly have changed. He 

now has a great chance of winning The Barclays. Meanwhile, Tiger Woods might not advance in the FedEx 
playoffs. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/28/201010:59:47 PM 

Graft-fighting Afghan prosecutor forced out 

A top Afghan prosecutor who has complained that the attorney general and others are blocking corruption cases against 

government officials says he has been forced into retirement. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/28/201011:28:12 PM 

W.Va., La. vote in Senate primaries 

Fourteen candidates sought a shot at the late Robert C. Byrd's Senate seat, with popular Gov. Joe Manchin the front

runner on the Democratic side and a wealthy businessman and a former u.S. House candidate the best-known of the 

GOP contenders in Saturday's primary. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/28/2010 11:33:02 PM 

Venezuelans protest against unchecked violence 

Ig~~""lopponents of President Hugo Chavez marched through Caracas on Saturday to protest rampant violence 

that claims thousands of lives each year in Venezuela and has been worsening in the past decade. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/29/201012:19:13 AM 

La. residents rid grief in symbolic Katrina burial 

Ig~~""IHundreds of mourners dropped notes, cards and letters - many of them stained with tears - into a 
steel-gray casket on Saturday in a symbolic burial of Hurricane Katrina. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/29/201012:26:14 AM 

Afghan militants in US uniforms storm 2 NATO bases 

Ig~~""lu.s. and Afghan troops repelled attackers wearing American uniforms and suicide vests in a pair of 

simultaneous assaults on NATO bases near the Pakistani border, including one where seven CIA 
employees died in a suicide attack last year. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/29/2010 1:00:36 AM 

Hawaii shuts down Texas for llWS u.s. title 

Ig~~""IEzra Heleski struck out six, and Kahoea Akau had three hits to lead Hawaii to a 10-0 victory over Texas on 

Saturday to advance to the Little League World Series title game against Japan. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/29/20101:15:32 AM 

Loose Bengal Tiger Causes Chaos at Jungle Island 

There was panic among the parrots as visitors ran for their lives. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/29/2010 1:29:35 AM 

$10,000 reward for Utah deputy killing suspect 

Ig~~""~he U.S. Marshals Service offered a $10,000 reward Saturday for information leading to the capture of a 

man accused of killing a Utah sheriff's deputy in the Arizona town of Fredonia. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/29/20102:18:03 AM 

Byrd's Senate seat: Manchin wins W.Va. primary 

Ig~~""lwest Virginia Gov. Joe Manchin wins the Democratic primary in the race for the late Robert C. Byrd's 

Senate seat. On the GOP side, businessman John Raese beat out nine contenders. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/29/20103:00:57 AM 

Chile seeks to speed rescue of trapped miners 

Ig~~""IA second escape shaft could cut in half the time needed to reach 33 men trapped underground, Chilean 

rescuers said. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/29/20103:50:28 AM 

Volcano quiet for 400 years erupts in Indonesia 

Ig~~""IA volcano in western Indonesia spewed hot lava and sand high into the sky early Sunday in its first 

eruption in 400 years. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/29/20104:02:19 AM 

Rays beat Red Sox in 10th on Johnson's HR 

r-I~an Johnson stunned the Boston Red Sox again, hitting a leadoff homer in the 10th inning that gave 
ampa Baya 3-2 victory Saturday night. Boston fell 5"X games behind the Rays and Yankees in both the AL 

East and wild-card races. 

I §';§:;'¥.E-IBoston Red Sox - Tampa Bay Rays - Dan Johnson - Sports - Baseball 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/29/20104:08:05 AM 

N. Korean leader reported heading home 

Ig~~""IKim Jong II reportedly met with China's top leader to appeal for diplomatic and financial support for a 

succession plan involving his son. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/29/20104:32:29 AM 

Vikings win, but Favre's inconsistent at home 

Ig~~""IBrett Favre threw for 187 yards and two interceptions, one that rookie Earl Thomas returned 86 yards for 
a touchdown in Minnesota's 24-13 victory over the Seattle Seahawks on Saturday night. 

I~~':-Iseattle Sea hawks - Earl Thomas - Brett Favre - sport - NFL 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/29/20106:34:19 AM 

U.S. climber's body found after 21 years 

A melting Canadian glacier has given up the well-preserved body of an American climber missing 21 years, Canadian 

media reported Saturday. 

I g:i1ti¥.Elunited States - Canada - Glacier - People - Lost or Missing 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/29/20106:48:52 AM 

Newsweek: Midterms will be referendum on Obama 
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Ig~~ .... IBarack Obama - United States - President - History - Government 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/29/20106:53:00 AM 

theGrio opinion: Why Miss. school scandal matters 

1~¥:IAfrican American - United States - The Grio - Student - Politics 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/29/20107:45:31 AM 

69 vehicles crash in Arizona deluge 

Ig~~""IA surprise downpour sparked collisions involving 69 vehicles on an interstate near downtown Phoenix 

Saturday evening, closing the westbound roadway for hours and sending seven people to hospitals. 

1~~':-IArizona - United States - Business and Economy - Recreation and Sports - Organizations 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/29/20108:46:31 AM 

South Korea's PM-designate quits under pressure 

South Korea's reformist prime minister-designate and two other ministerial nominees stepped down on Sunday amid 

allegations of corruption, stymieing President Lee Myung-bak's plans to boost ruling party morale. 

I~¥':-Isouth Korea - Prime minister - Government - Asia - Kim Tae-ho 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/29/2010 10:58:53 AM 

'Father Red' among those missing 5 years after Katrina 

Ig~~""lln the tiny town of Lake Catherine, La., one of those still unaccounted for five years after Hurricane 

Katrina is the Rev. Arthur Ginart, beloved pastor of a church that is still shuttered. 

1~~':-IHurricane Katrina - Church - Pastor - New Orleans - lake Catherine 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/29/2010 11:59:24 AM 

Thousands flee erupting Indonesian volcano 

Ig~~""IA volcano erupted on the Indonesia island of Sumatra on Sunday for the first time in four centuries, 

prompting the evacuation of thousands of residents, officials said. 

rg~iSjlndonesia - Sumatra - Volcano - Earth Sciences - Natural Disasters and Hazards 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/29/201012:20:57 PM 

Man nabbed with fake $1 million bills in Abu Dhabi 

Can you break a $1 million? 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/29/2010 1:46:09 PM 

Pakistanis stalked by disease as waters ebb 

Ig~~""IA month after torrential monsoon rains triggered Pakistan's worst natural disaster on record, flood 

waters are starting to recede but survivors are now at risk of death from hunger and disease. 

rg~iSjFlood - Pakistan - Natural disaster - Monsoon - Natural Disasters and Hazards 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/29/20102:50:30 PM 

7 US troops killed in latest Afghanistan fighting 

Ig~~""lseven U.S. troops have died in weekend attacks in Afghanistan's embattled southern and eastern regions, 

while officials found the bodies Sunday of five kidnapped campaign aides working for a female candidate 
in the western province of Herat. 

~ 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/29/20103:12:53 PM 

Analysis: Will battle for Kandahar win the war? 

Ig~~""lsince the war began, this southern city and surrounding countryside have been marked as the heartland 

of the Taliban, the insurgents' springboard to retake all of Afghanistan. It has witnessed some of the 
bloodiest fighting. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/29/20103:25:51 PM 

80,000 in Hong Kong protest Manila bus deaths 

Ig~~""IAn estimated 80,000 Hong Kongers marched Sunday in honor of eight locals killed in a bus hijacking in 

Manila, denouncing the Philippine government for botching the rescue operation. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/29/20103:55:45 PM 

Internet wiping out printed Oxford Dictionary 

It's been in print for over a century, but in future the Oxford English Dictionary - the authoritative guide to the English 

language - may only be available to peruse online. 

I g:i1ti¥.EIOXford English Dictionary - English language - English - Education - Arts 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/29/20104:06:02 PM 

NYC mosque debate will shape American Islam 

Ig~~""~he uproar over a planned Islamic center near the former World Trade Center site is shaping up as a 

signal event in the story of American Islam. 

1~~~:Lam - World Trade Center - Mosque - Religion and Spirituality - United States 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/29/20104:20:57 PM 

Wandering goat gets Facebook fan page 

Ig~~""IA goat that has been wandering around the eastern Missouri town of Mexico has gained enough 

attention to have his own Facebook page. But animal control officers are not amused. KXEO reported that 
the goat was first seen by a motorist on Saturday near an underpass on the east side of town. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/29/20104:45:32 PM 

U.S. wasted billions in rebuilding Iraq 

Ig~~""IMore than $5 billion in American taxpayer funds has been wasted - more than 10 percent of the some 

$50 billion the u.s. has spent on reconstruction in Iraq, according to audits from a u.s. watchdog agency. 

1~~~:I.!.@g -United States - Middle East - Warfare and Conflict - Iraq War 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/29/20105:17:06 PM 

Bring it: Boys may benefit from aggressive play 

Ig~~""lwhile some educators prohibit aggressive play, other educators and researchers claim that banishing 

violent play from classrooms can be harmful to boys. 

1~~'::IEducation - Violence and Abuse - Health - United States - Technology 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/29/20105:20:38 PM 

5 common misdiagnoses for men 

The scary truth is that sometimes your M.D. is just plain wrong. Asthma, migraine and vasomotor rhinitis are among the 

conditions most commonly misdiagnosed in men, some of which could lead to facing the knife unnecessarily. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/29/20105:29:53 PM 

Billionaire Thomas Kaplan is gold's evangelist 

Ig~~""IWith gold a fashionable hedge against turbulent times, one billionaire is doing everything he can to get 

his hands on the actual stuff. 

1~~':-IThomas Kaplan - Gold - Mining - Technology - Prospecting 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/29/20105:33:14 PM 

Aging philanthropist is Pakistan's Mother Teresa 

Ig~~""IAbdUI Sattar Edhi's years of dedication to the poor have made him a national icon. 

Ig~~""lpakistan - Abdul Sattar Edhi - Asia - Mother Teresa - Government 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/29/20106:33:37 PM 

Heart failure patients benefit from own stem cells 

Patients with chronic heart failure given injections of their own bone marrow stem cells have better heart function and 

live longer, German researchers said Sunday. 

1§':i1ti¥.EIStem cell - Heart failure - Bone marrow - Health - Biotechnology 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/29/20107:20:58 PM 

Motorcycle rider, 13, dies after crash at Indy 

The Marion County coroner says a 13-year-old motorcycle racer has died after crashing at Indianapolis Motor Speedway. 

1~¥:IGrand Prix motorcycle racing - Motorcycle - Peter Lenz - Motorcycling - Recreation 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/29/20107:23:13 PM 

Huge verdict shakes up nursing home industry 

During Cindy Cool's almost daily visits to the nursing home, she would routinely find her Alzheimer's-suffering father 

wearing urine-soaked clothes. 

1§':i1ti¥.EINurSing home - Health - Nursing - Alzheimer - Home care 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/29/20107:34:44 PM 

BP's life on 'frontiers' of energy industry at risk 

At a celebration of BP's centennial last October, CEO Tony Hayward boasted to guests that the oil company "lives on the 

frontiers of the energy industry." 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/29/20107:46:35 PM 

Obama visits New Orleans on Katrina anniversary 

Ig~~""lpresident Barack Obama celebrated New Orleans's revival from Hurricane Katrina on Sunday and pledged 

common purpose with residents in the continuing struggle to protect and rebuild the Gulf Coast. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/29/20107:49:01 PM 

Key gauge says that stocks are dirt cheap now 

With the market down three weeks in a row, investors are understandably grim. But there is a silver lining. 

rC~~~~L'ver _ Business - Investing - Stocks and Bonds - Equities 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/29/20108:20:30 PM 

Potential consumer bureau chief is polarizing 

Ig~~""IElizabeth Warren is folksy and plain-spoken and favors cardigans over Washington power suits. Many on 

Wall Street view her as their worst nightmare but she is a hero to liberal activists and consumer groups. 

1~~'::IElizabeth Warren - Wall Street - Washington D.C. - Liberalism - Washington 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/29/20108:45:54 PM 

Internet may phase out printed Oxford Dictionary 

Ig~~""llt weighs in at more than 130 pounds, but the authoritative guide to the English language, the Oxford 

English Dictionary, may eventually slim down to nothing. 

I~~':-Ioxford English Dictionary - English language - Education - Publishing - England 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/29/20109:10:28 PM 

Abbas: No peace talks with settlement building 

Ig~~""lpalestinian President Mahmoud Abbas warned Sunday that he will not back down from his threat to pull 

out of new peace talks with Israel if it resumes construction in West Bank settlements. 

rg~iSjwest Bank - Israel - Israeli settlement - Palestinian people - Middle East 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/29/20109:16:22 PM 

'Exorcism' has slim box-office lead over 'Takers' 

The fright flick "The Last Exorcism" and the heist thriller "Takers" were in a photo finish for the top spot at the weekend 

box office, according to studio estimates Sunday. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/29/20109:28:19 PM 

Cruise ship stranded in the Arctic 

A cruise ship exploring the Northwest Passage in the Arctic has run aground on a rock that wasn't on the map. 

rC~~~~jNorthwest Passage - Cruise ship - Canada - Arctic - Ship grounding 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/29/201010:03:10 PM 

Abbas, Palestinians should die: Israeli rabbi 

Ig~~""IAn influential Israeli rabbi has said God should strike the Palestinians and their leader with a plague, 

calling for their death in a fiery sermon before Middle East peace talks set to begin next week. 

rg~iSLiddle East - Israel - Palestinian people - Warfare and Conflict - Israel-Palestine 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/29/2010 10:03:56 PM 

Obama rejects criticism of BP response 

Ig~~""lpresident Barack Obama rejected criticism of his response to the Gulf oil spill Sunday, saying in an 
interview on "NBC Nightly News" that his administration jumped on the crisis immediately. 

rg~5.jBarack Obama - Oilspill - President - NBC Nightly News - Gulf Oil 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/29/2010 11:39:50 PM 

Japan stops Hawaii to win Little League title 

Ig~~""~he Little League aces from Japan ended the United States' five-year reign as World Series 

champions. The team from Tokyo limited Waipahu, Hawaii, to four singles, and got a homer and three 
RBis from Konan Tomori to take the Little League World Series title with a 4-1 victory Sunday. 

I ~~':-Ilittle League World Series - United States - little League - Hawaii - Run batted in 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/30/201012:16:14 AM 

New video shows emotional trapped miners 

Ig~~""IA new video of trapped Chilean miners shows them sending greetings to their families, talking about their 

health since receiving food and breaking into tears as they talk about loved ones. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/30/2010 12:26:22 AM 

HBT: Dodgers reportedly send Manny to White Sox 

Ig~~""IHBT: Multiple reports indicate the Dodgers star will be in Chicago, but it's unclear if the White Sox had to 

give up anything for the slugger other than assuming the rest of his contract. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/30/2010 12:41:49 AM 

Stars do sunset shades on Emmys red carpet 

Ig~~""IA late-summer sunset with vibrant purple, red and blue gowns dominated the horizon Sunday at the 

62nd Emmy Awards in Los Angeles. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/30/20102:04:26 AM 

Jimmy Fallon makes nice as host of Emmys 

Ig~~""IAS host, Fallon struck a clear contrast to last year's host, Neil Patrick Harris, who wowed viewers with his 

sleek versatility and cool. 

1~~':-I.Jimmy Fallon - Emmy Award - Neil Patrick Harris - United States - Television 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/30/20103:11:42 AM 

Rays deal Red Sox setback in race for playoffs 

Ig~~""lcarlos Pena and Carl Crawford homered to back James Shields and help Tampa Bay retain a share of first 
place in the AL East with a 5-3 victory over Boston on Sunday night. 

1~~':-IBoston Red Sox - Carl Crawford - James Shields - American League East - United States 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/30/20103:30:01 AM 

'Mad Men,' 'Modern Family' take top awards 

Ig~~""~he darkly intimate 1960s-era drama "Mad Men" and the comedy romp "Modern Family" were the top 

honorees at Sunday's Emmy Awards as American life past and present proved a winning formula. 

1~~'::Lodern Family - Emmy Award - Eric Stonestreet - Arts - Comedy 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/30/20106:33:02 AM 

PFT: Between Jets and Revis, who caves first? 

rC~~~~jNew York Jets - Darrelle Revis - sport - NFl- National Football league 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/30/20107:49:49 AM 

'Spiderman' climbs Sydney building into police net 

Ig~~""ISYDNEY (Reuters Life!) - A French daredevil climber who has scaled skyscrapers around the world was 
arrested in Sydney on Monday after climbing a 57-storey building and into the arms of waiting police. 

rg~iSjskYSCraper - Police - Sydney - Australia - Oceania 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/30/20108:20:00 AM 

Farmers' Almanac: Kinder, gentler winter ahead 

Ig~~""IGOOd news, winter haters: After record snowfall in the mid-Atlantic and unusually cold weather down 
South, the Farmers' Almanac is predicting a "kinder and gentler" winter. 

I~~':-Iweather - Farmers' Almanac - mid-Atlantic - United States - Mid-Atlantic States 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/30/201011:17:28 AM 

Economists divided over Fed's next direction 

Economists are satisfied with the Fed's current interest rate policy, but they're divided over how the central bank should 

proceed over the next 12 months, a new survey finds. 

rC~~"-lcentral bank - Federal Reserve System - Interest rate - Government - Finance 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/30/2010 11:32:44 AM 

In weak economy, some work two jobs 

Ig~~""IEven as nearly 15 million Americans are looking for just one job these days, around 6.5 million people, are 
working two jobs - or more - to make ends meet. 

rg~iSLnited States - Economy - Employment - Job Search - Business 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/30/2010 11:35:00 AM 

Mexican mayor killed near migrant massacre site 

Ig~~""lsuspected drug hitmen killed the mayor of a small town in northern Mexico on Sunday in a region where 

two car bombs exploded last week and the bodies of 72 murdered migrant workers were found. 

1~~':-IMexiCO - Migrant worker - United States - labor - Illegal drug trade 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/30/201012:14:13 PM 

6 people dead after Arizona shooting 

Ig~~""IA gunman entered a western Arizona home and began shooting, killing the mother of his two children 

and four others before fleeing with his two children, police said Sunday. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/30/201012:26:37 PM 

Newsweek: How Obama should fight the lies 

Jonathan Alter: Obama's enemies have painted him as an alien threat. Can he fight the flight from facts? 

rC~~~~Lnathan Alter - Newsweek - Barack Obama - President - United States 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/30/2010 12:27:29 PM 

Genzyme rejects Sanofi-Aventis' $18.5B offer 

Biotechnology company Genzyme rejects Sanofi-Aventis SA's $18.5 billion buyout offer, saying the bid undervalues the 

company. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/30/2010 12:44:39 PM 

Chilean miner proposes from underground 

"When I get out of here, let's buy the dress and we'll get married." That's the scribbled message that Esteban Rojas, one 

of 33 Chilean miners trapped 2,300 feet underground, sent to longtime sweetheart Jessica Ganiez. "I thought he was 

never going to ask," she said. 

1~~~:lchile - Jessica Ganiez - Esteban Rojas - History - Working Class 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/30/20101:15:21 PM 

Newsweek: Taliban using mosque controversy to recruit 

America's enemies in Afghanistan are delighted by the vehement public opposition to the proposed "Ground Zero 

mosque." The backlash against the project has drawn the heaviest e-mail response ever on jihadi Web sites. 

1§':i1ti¥.EIAfghanistan _ Taliban - United States - War in Afghanistan - Asia 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/30/2010 1:30:49 PM 

ER visits for concussions soar among kid athletes 

Emergency room visits for concussions have doubled in recent years for those 8- to 13-years old and tripled for teens 

ages 14 to 19, a new study says. The finding suggests the intensity of kids' sports has increased along with awareness of 

head injuries. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/30/2010 1:37:39 PM 

This woman's nose is between you, Gulf seafood 

Ig~~""lsusan Linn personally has sniffed more than 1,300 samples of seafood from the oil-tainted Gulf of 

Mexico. As one of the government's panel of 30 sensory experts, she's helping decide what's safe to eat. 

1~~':-IGUlf of Mexico - Mexico - Seafood - Business - National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/30/2010 1:41:01 PM 

Tourism showing signs of life in the Big Easy 

Ig~~""~he Big Easy isn't quite back to what it was before Hurricane Katrina, but as the city marks the fifth 

anniversary of the disaster, tourism is on the rebound. 

1~~':-IHurricaneKatrina - New Orleans - Hurricanes - Earth Sciences - Atmospheric Sciences 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/30/20102:04:17 PM 

Newsweek: Is oil-spill damage assessment skewed? 

The program designed to assess the environmental effects of the BP spill may be skewed by the legal process, say 

scientists struggling to get funding for independent research. 

1§':i1ti¥.Eloil spill _ BP - Newsweek - Environment - Energy 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/30/20102:32:35 PM 

Consumer spending edged higher in July 

Ig~~""IAmericans spent last month at the fastest pace in four months, helped by a jump in demand for 

automobiles. 

rg~iSjHome - Consumer Information - Advocacy and Protection - United States - Shrubs 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/30/20103:11:42 PM 

Suicide blaze kills 9 in Russian nursing home 

A despondent 86-year-old man apparently doused himself in gasoline and set off a fire Monday that killed nine people in 

a Russian nursing home, investigators said. 

I ~¥':-IRussia - Nursing home - Health - United States - Elder 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/30/20103:35:34 PM 

National parks feel the effects of environmental, human threats 

Ig~~""IFoIiOWing recent studies that exposed man-made and climate-caused deterioration at two iconic 

American attractions, environmentalists are concerned about the health of all 58 U.S. national parks. 

rg~iSLnited States - Environmentalism - Human - Health - Travel and Tourism 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/30/20104:02:28 PM 

Bombs kill 7 U.S. troops in Afghanistan 

Ig~~...,~wo separate roadside bomb attacks in Afghanistan killed seven u.s. service members in southern 

Afghanistan Monday, NATO said. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/30/20104:14:59 PM 

Alaska troopers standoff continues at Hoonah 

A spokeswoman for Alaska State Troopers says the standoff continues Monday at the village of Hoonah where a gunman 

killed two local lawmen. 

I g:i1ti¥.EIAlaska - Police officer - United States - law - law Enforcement 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/30/20104:15:49 PM 

Imam blames politics for mosque opposition 

Ig~~""IElection-year politics are interfering with the plan to build an Islamic center near the site of the Sept. 11 

attacks, the Muslim cleric leading the project said in comments published on Monday. 

rg~iSjlslam - September 11 attacks - Mosque - Imam - United States 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/30/20104:36:35 PM 

Newsweek: Netanyahu an unlikely peacemaker 

This week Netanyahu travels to Washington for the long-anticipated start of direct talks between Israelis and 

Palestinians. To a large extent, their success depends on his willingness to go against the tide of just about everything in 

his life, past and present. 

I s:i1tiF.Els:i1tiF.EI'S~F.E1 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/30/20104:53:29 PM 

A big crowd for Beck - but how big? 

Crowd estimates vary wildly for Saturday's "Restoring Honor" event 
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Ig~~ .... IGlenn Beck - Martin luther King - Sarah Palin - United States - AI Sharpton 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/30/20105:08:08 PM 

Are you an annoying airline passenger? 

Ever since flight attendant Steven Slater slid down that JetBlue emergency slide, we've been wondering if we all need to 

be a little more courteous, and not just to flight attendants. 

I ~¥':-IFlight attendant - JetBlue Airways - Steven Slater - Airline - Aviation 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/30/20105:27:18 PM 

Police capture suspect in Utah deputy's killing 

A tip from a resident helped police on Monday capture a 23-year-old man who authorities say fatally shot a sheriff's 

deputy and went on the run for four days in the rugged wilderness along the Utah-Arizona border. 

I g:i1ti¥.EIUtah _ Sheriff - Arizona - United States - Police 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/30/20106:53:40 PM 

Indonesian volcano erupts after 400 years of quiet 

Ig~~""~ens of thousands of people packed emergency shelters Monday after a long-dormant volcano in 
western Indonesia spewed clouds of hot ash and smoke more than a mile (several kilometers) into the air 

- an eruption that caught scientists off-guard. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/30/20107:02:25 PM 

HBT: Manny won't be in lineup Monday for White Sox 

Ig~~""IHBT: Manny Ramirez is expected to play against the Indians on Monday night. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/30/20107:08:40 PM 

PFT: Columnist suspended for Big Ben tweet hoax 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/30/20107:20:11 PM 

Rodents, other violations found at 2 egg farms 

Food and Drug Administration investigators have found rodents, seeping manure and even maggots at the Iowa egg 

farms believed to be responsible for as many as 1,500 cases of salmonella poisoning. 

I~¥':lowa - Food and Drug Administration - United States - Business - Health 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/30/20107:49:41 PM 

Town split over proposed Gettysburg casino 

The town where the Civil War's tide-turning battle was waged is fighting dissension in its own ranks, with even hard-core 

preservationists split over a proposed casino that would rise near the historic battlefield. 

1~¥':-IBattle - American Civil War - Civil War - United States - Casino 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/30/20108:10:34 PM 

Stocks end the trading day with big losses 

Stocks ended lower Monday after further signs of slowing growth added to caution ahead of the government's crucial 

jobs report later in the week. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/30/20108:14:48 PM 

Lawyer: Soldier in shooting was on strict diet 

A soldier was fasting to meet strict military weight guidelines and nearly catatonic when he shot and killed a supervisor 

who denied his vacation request, his attorney said Monday. 

I g:i1ti¥.EIHealth - Weight loss - Military - Shopping - Fasting 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/30/20108:14:48 PM 

Obama: Too many Americans still out of work 

Ig~~""lpresident Barack Obama acknowledged Monday that the economy continues to struggle and too many 

Americans are still struggling to find jobs. 

1~~':-IBaraCk Obama - United States - President of the United States - President - History 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/30/20108:15:58 PM 

Brother: Mormon church shooter was former member 

Ig~~""~he gunman in a fatal shooting of a Mormon church official in Central California was a former member of 

the congregation who felt wronged when a bishop "shunned him to hell" in 1988, his younger brother 
said Monday. 

I g~~""IMormon - Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints - Police - Christianity - Religion and Spirituality 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/30/20109:04:51 PM 

Newsweek: Anti-mosque leader backs anti-Muslim group 

A leader in the movement protesting plans to build an Islamic cultural center two blocks from Ground Zero in lower 

Manhattan is defending the actions of a right-wing, anti-Muslim group that was involved in violent clashes with British 

riot police over the weekend. 

1~~~:Lam - Ground Zero - Lower Manhattan - Religion - Manhattan 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/30/20109:24:13 PM 

Five to watch on Day 2: Surprising surgers 

Ig~~""~ust a few months ago very few people would have brought up Mardy Fish, David Nalbandian or Marcos 

Baghdatis as being any real threat to surprise the field with deep u.s. Open runs. But their summer 
performances have made them u.s. Open sleepers to watch. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/30/20109:44:05 PM 

Cruise ships alter itineraries as Earl strengthens 

Hurricane Earl is passing through the Eastern and Southern Caribbean as a major hurricane, and several cruise lines have 

announced storm-related itinerary changes. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/30/20109:45:31 PM 

Report: Tiger moves into downtown New York 

Ig~~""IHe wants to be a part of it: New York, New York. Brand-new bachelor Tiger Woods moved into a new 

apartment in downtown Manhattan over the weekend, a source tells UsMagazine.com. 

1~~':-INew York City - New York - United States - Tiger Woods - Metro Areas 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/30/20109:54:13 PM 

Newsweek: How saving is hurting the recovery 

The logic of the economic recovery isn't working--or, at any rate, not well. By that logic, over-borrowed Americans 

would repay loans and replenish depleted savings, and once savings increased and debt declined, consumer buying 

would strengthen. We're still waiting. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/30/20109:57:23 PM 

Records: Suspect had run-in with slain AK officers 

Ig~~""lcourt records show a man charged in the slayings of two police officers in a tiny Alaska village was 

accused of attacking the same two officers last year. 

rg~5.jAlaska - Police officer - United States - Police - Law 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/30/201010:02:51 PM 

Polamalu's hair gets insured for $1 million 

Ig~~""~ust call Troy Polamalu the man with the million dollar hair. The long, flowing black hair that tumbles out 
of Polamalu's helmet and down his back - it's nearly three feet long - has been insured for $1 million 

by Head and Shoulders, the shampoo brand that is endorsed by the Pittsburgh Steelers safety. 

I ~~':-lpittsbUrgh Steelers - Troy Polamalu - head-shoulders - Safety - Hair 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/30/201010:08:14 PM 

Drilling begins in effort to free Chilean miners 

Ig~~""IAn enormous drill began preliminary work Monday on carving a half-mile chimney through solid rock to 

free the 33 men trapped in a Chilean mine. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/30/2010 10:26:41 PM 

Mideast talks reopen under tough conditions 

Ig~~""~he U.S. relaunches Israeli-Palestinian talks this week, its third push over the past decade to solve one of 
the world's most intractable conflicts - and this time under some of the most difficult conditions yet. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/30/2010 10:28:41 PM 

Clemens pleads not guilty to lying to Congress 

Ig~~""IROger Clemens put his right hand on the lectern, leaned down toward the microphone and made what 

might be the most important pitch of his life: "Not guilty, your honor." 

1~~'::IROger Clemens - Growth hormone - United States Congress - Human Growth Hormone - Shopping 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/30/201010:34:16 PM 

Paris Hilton charged with felony possession 

The Clark County DA's Office confirmed to Access on Monday that Hilton has now been charged with felony possession 

of a controlled substance and is due in court on Oct. 27. 

I g:i1ti¥.Ellas Vegas Nevada - Paris Hilton - Drug possession - las Vegas - Drugs 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/30/2010 10:38:55 PM 

Gunman kills 7, wounds 15 in Slovakia 

Ig~~""IA gunman went on a rampage in Slovakia's capital on Monday, killing seven people and wounding 15, 

then committed suicide, officials said. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/30/201011:45:06 PM 

Hurricane brings big waves to East Coast beaches 

Ig~~""IRiP currents and strong swells in the Atlantic Ocean associated with Hurricane Danielle meant another 

day of swimming restrictions Monday. And it could get worse. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/31/201012:08:40 AM 

Bradley gets to coach u.s. in 2014 World Cup 

Ig~~""IBOb Bradley isn't going anywhere. u.s. Soccer announced late Monday it had agreed to a four-year 

extension with Bradley, ending speculation he was seeking a job in Europe and that the federation 
wanted to start anew in the lead-up to the 2014 World Cup in Brazil. Financial terms were not disclosed. 

I g~~""lunited States - Sport - Soccer - Bob Bradley - World Cup 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/31/201012:10:27 AM 

Student indicted in NYC Muslim cabbie attack 

Ig~~""lprosecutors say a New York arts student accused of slashing a Muslim taxi driver's throat has been 
indicted on hate-crime charges. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/31/201012:41:51 AM 

When bedbugs attack, homeowners get desperate 

Ig~~""IA resurgence of bedbugs across the u.s. has homeowners and apartment dwellers taking desperate 

measures to eradicate the tenacious bloodsuckers, with some relying on dangerous outdoor pesticides 
and fly-by-night exterminators. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/31/2010 12:49:35 AM 

Tidbits: Paris thinks she was set up in drug bust 

Ig~~""IAccOrding to TMZ, the heiress offered up a conspiracy theory when telling her pals about her arrest. "It 
could be a setup," she allegedly said. "Everyone knows how against cocaine I am." 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/31/20101:10:23 AM 

Opinion: U.S. Open is do or die for Roddick, Clijsters 

Ig~~""loPinion: Andy Roddick and Kim Clijsters are in a do or die situation, insofar as that ever obtains in a sport 
where each of the four Grand Slams played annually offers potential for redemption and re-invention -

as well as horror and desperation. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/31/20101:39:13 AM 

Venus sweeps at U.S. Open in return to tennis 

Ig~~""lvenus Williams landed awkwardly on her recently injured leg after hitting a swinging volley and grimaced. 

It was about the only glitch during her return to tennis. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/31/2010 1:54:55 AM 

Satellite-watchers worry about China 

Ig~~""lscience editor Alan Boyle's Weblog: A strange set of Chinese satellite maneuvers has some experts 

worried, in large part because the Chinese haven't explained what's going on. 

rg~iSjsatellite - Alan Boyle - Chinese language - Business - Telecommunications 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/31/20102:01:31 AM 

'Dancing With the Stars' cast unveiled 

Ig~~""IDuring ABC's "Bachelor Pad," "DWTS" show co-hosts Tom Bergeron and Brooke Burke confirmed that 

David Hasselhoff, Bristol Palin, The Situation, Michael Bolton and others are set to compete. 

rg~iSjDancing with the Stars - Tom Bergeron - David Hasselhoff - American Broadcasting Company - Brooke Burke 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/31/20102:49:46 AM 

Yankees rock Cahill but are still tied with Rays 

Ig~~""IRobinson Cano, Mark Teixeira and the New York Yankees tagged Trevor Cahill for the second time this 
season, emphatically ending the All-Star's run of pitching excellence in an 11-5 rout of the Oakland 

Athletics on Monday night. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/31/20104:16:51 AM 

Man accused of torturing woman over Facebook post 

Authorities say a California man jealous over a message on his girlfriend's Facebook page tortured and imprisoned her 

for four days while their children were in the house. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/31/20105:13:51 AM 

Kuroda takes no-hitter into 8th, baffles Phillies 

Ig~~""IHiroki Kuroda took a no-hitter into the eighth inning and Rod Barajas homered in his home debut for the 
Los Angeles Dodgers, who beat the Philadelphia Phil lies 3-0 Monday night. 

rg~5.tos Angeles Dodgers - Philadelphia Phil lies - Hiroki Kuroda - Rod Barajas - Los Angeles 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/31/20105:45:22 AM 

Man hangs self days after death sentence lifted 

A 70-year-old California inmate who had just had his death sentence lifted has hanged himself in his cell less than a 

week after the reprieve. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/31/20106:34:25 AM 

Pilot returns to LAX because of bird strike 

An Alaska Airlines flight has returned to Los Angeles International Airport after the pilot reported a bird had struck the 

plane. 

I g:i1ti¥.EIAlaska Airlines - Los Angeles International Airport - Transportation and Logistics - Bird strike - Business 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/31/20106:53:29 AM 

Mexico captures reported drug lord 'the Barbie' 

Ig~~""~exas-born fugitive Edgar Valdez Villarreal, alias "the Barbie," is the third major suspected drug lord to fall 

in Mexico in the past 10 months and a coup for President Felipe Calderon in his embattled war on 
powerful cartels. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/31/20107:26:37 AM 

LA man arrested in West Hollywood triple homicide 

A man found with "multiple pounds" of marijuana has been arrested in the shooting deaths of three men in a West 

Hollywood apartment, the los Angeles County Sheriff's Department said. 

rc~~..-tos Angeles - Sheriff - Homicide - United States - West Hollywood 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/31/201011:42:05 AM 

Red Tape: When your bank is out to kill you 

Judy Rivers went to the bank with a simple request last April: She wanted to open a safe deposit box. The response, 

while equally simple, was a complete surprise. The bank turned her down. Why? She was dead. And she couldn't get 

anyone to believe otherwise. So began a mysterious red tape journey that she says has led to multiple denials of credit, 

extreme difficulty in accessing her own money, and at one point, a confrontation with police that nearly landed her in 

jail. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/31/201011:46:05 AM 

J.K. Rowling gives $15.4 million to MS research 

Ig~~"'l'Harry Potter" author J.K. Rowling has donated $15.4 million to set up a new clinic to carry out research 

into multiple sclerosis, the disease which killed her mother. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/31/201011:46:05 AM 

J.K. Rowling gives $15.4 million to MS research 

Ig~~"'l'Harry Potter" author J.K. Rowling has donated $15.4 million to set up a new clinic to carry out research 

into multiple sclerosis, the disease which killed her mother. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/31/201012:18:40 PM 

Toddler survives stare-down with Bengal tiger 

A 2-year-old girl survived a stare-down with a SOD-pound Bengal tiger after the tiger escaped its enclosure - with the 

help of a gibbon, of course - at a Florida exotic animal park. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/31/2010 12:34:05 PM 

Mexico nabs alleged drug lord 'La Barbie' 

Ig~~""IMeXico captured major drug trafficker Edgar "La Barbie" Valdez in a new victory for President Felipe 

Calderon's high-stakes war on murderous cartels that threatens the country's image abroad and stability 

at home. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/31/2010 12:35:53 PM 

AI-Maliki: 'Iraq today is sovereign and independent' 

Ig~~""llraq'S Prime Minister Nouri al-Maliki said on Tuesday Iraq had gained independence with the end of u.s. 
combat operations and that its security forces would now deal with all threats, whether domestic or from 

abroad. 

I~~':-I!@g - United States - Nouri al-Maliki - Prime minister - Middle East 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/31/2010 12:55:39 PM 

Swedish police question Wikileaks founder 

The lawyer for WikiLeaks founder Julian Assange said Tuesday that Swedish police have questioned his client regarding 

allegations of molestation. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/31/2010 1:22:23 PM 

First Thoughts: From 'shock and awe' to a whimper 

The president prepares for an evening Oval Office address, marking the end of combat operations in Iraq. Why the 

administration isn't declaring victory or "mission accomplished." 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/31/2010 1:39:54 PM 

Cooling therapy chills heart attack deaths 

Ig~~""IAS medical procedures go, cooling therapy is simple: Chill the patient about six degrees Fahrenheit -
using cold intravenous saline, cooling blankets or ice packs - and wait 24 hours; then re-warm the 

patient slowly. But it's having lifesaving effects. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/31/20101:45:24 PM 

Train wrecks, has-beens and more go 'Dancing' 

Ig~~""IBristol Palin, "The Situation" and David Hasselhoff head a cast that promises to grab attention, but not 

necessarily for their fancy footwork. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/31/20102:06:56 PM 

Newsweek: Obama must sell a war without end 

Iraq will likely be a new model for post-cold war colonialism, albeit a colonialism that dare not speak its name. 

Substantial numbers of u.S. troops will be necessary well beyond the end of 2011. The question is whether, with his 

speech, the president is adequately preparing the American people for this eventuality. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/31/20102:23:44 PM 

Burst of buying drove up June home prices 

Home prices rose in June for a third straight month as now-expired tax credits inspired a burst of home-buying. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/31/20102:24:40 PM 

Surprise rise in August consumer confidence 

Americans'confidence in the economy improved slightly in August, but the mood is still gloomy amid job worries, 

according to a monthly survey. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/31/20102:56:29 PM 

As summer fades, so do auto discounts 

Ig~~""IFor years, Americans shopping for cars were treated to all sorts of deals and incentives, especially at the 

end of summer. Those days are over. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/31/20103:21:53 PM 

Newsweek: How Match.com changed dating 

In his quest for a wife (and, perhaps, a small fortune), Match.com founder Gary Kremen practically invented online 

dating. The idea came to him when he saw how much money local newspapers were making from personal ads, 

including his own. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/31/20103:33:25 PM 

Mexico nabs alleged drug lord 'La Barbie' 

Ig~~""IMeXico captured major drug trafficker Edgar "La Barbie" Valdez in a new victory for President Felipe 
Calderon's high-stakes war on murderous cartels. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/31/20103:45:41 PM 

Rescuers begin drilling escape tunnel for miners 

Thirty-three men stuck far underground are now the longest-trapped miners in recent history as a huge drill begins 

digging a planned escape route. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/31/20104:05:32 PM 

Newsweek: The changing climate for an energy bill 

A surprising number of GOP officeholders and candidates are on the record as skeptical of climate change or in 

downright denial that the science is conclusive enough for the government to act. So advocates' best shot may be to 

wait until the heat of the campaign dies down to push for a bill. 

r~¥:IClimate change - Environment - Newsweek - Energy - Activism 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/31/20104:11:06 PM 

eFT: Ingram has knee surgery, will miss 'Bama opener 

Ig~~""ICFT: Heisman Trophy-winning running back suffers injury in practice Monday, won't play this week for 

defending national champions against San Jose State. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/31/20104:46:33 PM 

5 more American troops die in Afghan fighting 

Ig~~""IFive more American troops were killed in action in Afghanistan on Tuesday, ending the month with a 

spike in bloodshed that has claimed the lives of 19 U.S. service members in only four days. 

1~~':-IAfghanistan - Improvised explosive device - United States armed forces - Asia - Kandahar 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/31/20105:09:27 PM 

Fall film crop more like so-so summer redux 

Ig~~""IFall is when the studios trot out their finest product, ostensibly for Oscar consideration. Right? But 

looking at the slate ahead, this particular crop of movies is shaping up like summer's second chances. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/31/20105:23:13 PM 

Chilean miners 'suffering like soldiers' 

Astronauts, submariners and over-wintering Antarctic researchers have all been looked to for comparisons of the 

psychological plight of the 33 trapped miners in Copiapo, Chile. But a better analogy might be soldiers on extended 

combat duty. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/31/20105:30:38 PM 

Analysis: Mideast talks? Deja VU, anyone? 

Is the latest round of peace talks a photo-op, or a real chance to make progress in the Mideast? NBC News Martin 

Fletcher offers this analysis. 

1§':i1ti¥.EIMiddle East - Peace - Israel- United States - Warfare and Conflict 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/31/20105:32:31 PM 

Newsweek: CEOs whine despite record profits 

It's hard out there for a CEO. There's a Democrat in the White House, and Washington is being ruled by a coalition of 

socialists and anti-capitalist thugs. With government and the media making life so difficult for CEOs, it must be nearly 

impossible to turn a profit. Right? Um, not really. 

Ig~Sjwhite House - Newsweek - Democratic - United States - Chief executive officer 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/31/20105:54:14 PM 

Attack on bar in Cancun leaves 8 dead 

At least eight people were killed when a gang of men threw Molotov cocktails into a bar in the resort city of Cancun 

early on Tuesday, according to local media reports. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/31/20106:13:14 PM 

Ever so humble, but housing is more expensive 

You look back 10 years, what did you get? A little bit cleaner and deeper in debt. With apologies to Tennessee Ernie 

Ford, that's a brief synopsis of how u.s. home life has changed during the past decade. 

rC~~"-Lnited States - Tennessee Ernie Ford - Tennessee - Government - Business and Economy 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/31/20106:24:16 PM 

Publicist says Zsa Zsa Gabor 'unresponsive' 

The actress decided to spend her final days at her Bel Air, Calif., home after declining to undergo any more surgery after 

breaking her hip on July 17. 

I g:i1ti¥.Elzsa Zsa Gabor - Actor - Bel Air los Angeles - Surgery - Recreation 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/31/20106:58:37 PM 

Suspicious luggage: Terror plot or odd packing? 

u.s. officials on Tuesday were trying to determine whether odd contents inside a suitcase was part of a plot to test 

airline security or just a strange way of packing for an overseas flight, NBC News said. 

rC~~"-Lnited Airlines - United States - Mobile phone - Pepto-Bismol - American Broadcasting Company 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/31/20108:02:15 PM 

Ovary removal may benefit high-risk women 

Surgery to remove healthy ovaries gives a triple benefit to high-risk women: It lowers their threat of breast and ovarian 

cancer, and boosts their chances of living longer, new research suggests. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/31/20108:06:32 PM 

Drilling agency imposes conflict-of-interest rules 

Scandalized by federal regulators who had sex with oil company executives and negotiated with them for jobs, the 

agency that oversees offshore drilling is imposing a first-ever ethics policy. 

I ~¥':-IOffshore drilling - Business - Petroleum industry - Energy - Oil and Gas 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/31/20108:07:11 PM 

Life Inc.: Home price rebound? Not exactly ... 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/31/20108:19:18 PM 

Cops: Calif. doctor gets stuck in chimney, dies 

Police say a California doctor apparently tried to get into the home of the man she had been dating by sliding down the 

chimney. Her decomposing body was found there days later. 

rC~~"-IChimney - Police - California - Flue - Fireplace 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/31/20108:35:22 PM 

Investors brace for dreaded 'September effect' 

Ig~~""~he economy is weakening, home sales are plunging and stocks are on a long slide. Now comes 

something even scarier for investors. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/31/20108:47:30 PM 

Out of Bounds: Errant golf swing sets course on fire 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/31/20108:59:21 PM 

5 sights to see in Napa Valley for under $25 

Ig~~""INO doubt about it, the Napa Valley can be expensive. But there are vine values to be found if you know 

where to look. 

rg~5.jNapa Valley AVA - United States - California - Napa Valley - Napa 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/31/20109:43:42 PM 

Researchers rescue Moore's Law 

Ig~~""lscience editor Alan Boyle's Weblog: A new breed of memory device could keep the decades-long 

speedup in computer power going for decades longer, researchers say. 

rg~iSLoorels law - Computer data storage - Alan Boyle - Technology - Gordon Moore 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/31/20109:56:32 PM 

Gunmen kill four Israelis in West Bank 

Palestinian gunmen open fire on an Israeli car in the West Bank and kill four passengers on the eve of a new round of 

Mideast peace talks in Washington. 

I g:i1ti¥.Elwest Bank - Middle East - Israel - Hebron - Warfare and Conflict 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/31/2010 10:31:48 PM 

Calif. OKs bill to send reckless paparazzi to jail 

Ig~~""~he California Assembly overwhelmingly approved a bill Tuesday that will impose harsh penalties on 

paparazzi who drive recklessly to get pictures of celebrities. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/31/2010 10:54:53 PM 

Newsweek: A.Q. Khan on spreading Pakistan's nukes 

Dr. Abdul Qadeer Khan, considered the father of Pakistan's nuclear bomb, has kept a low profile since his 2004 television 

address accepting responsibility for providing nuclear know-how to Iran, libya, and North Korea. Now Khan talks about 

the "Western hypocrisy" he sees on the issue of proliferation. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

8/31/2010 11:30:27 PM 

Hasselhoff acting like 'Dancing' is a dating show 

Ig~~""~he Hoff tells E! Online that the first thing he did when he was cast to compete was to ask his daughters if 

his pro partner is single. 

1~~'::loavid Hasselhoff - Dancing with the Stars - Arts - Jersey Shore - Performing Arts 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/1/201012:19:17 AM 

Obama's full speech: 'Operation Iraqi Freedom is over' 

The full text of the president's Oval Office speech on Iraq, as prepared for delivery. 

rC~~~~joval Office - Iraq War - l..@.g - Barack Obama - United States 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/1/2010 12:31:33 AM 

Opinion: Still more success in store for Saban, 'Bama 

Ig~~""IEstes: Determined coach, lack of another bona fide threat in the SEC makes Crimson Tide good bet to win 

another national title. Oh, and defending champions also return some top-notch talent. 

1~~':-luniversitY of Alabama - Alabama Crimson Tide - SEC - Crimson Tide - Sport 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/1/20101:19:20 AM 

Obama declares end of Iraq combat mission 

President Barack Obama makes it official, saying in a national address that Operation Iraqi Freedom is over and that the 

nation's No.1 priority is fixing the economy. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/1/20101:33:25 AM 

Collider court case finally closed 

Ig~~""lscience editor Alan Boyle's Weblog: A federal appeals court has shot down a challenge to Europe's Large 

Hadron Collider that was based on claims it could destroy the world. 

rg~iStarge Hadron Collider - Alan Boyle - United States - Government - Department of Energy 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/1/20101:49:35 AM 

Fact check: Is Iraq combat really over for U.S.? 

Ig~~""IDesPite President Barack Obama's declaration Tuesday of an end to the combat mission in Iraq, combat 

almost certainly lies ahead. 

rg~iSjBarack Obama - United States - !.@g - President of the United States - President 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/1/20101:55:59 AM 

Migrants say Arizona worth risk of crossing 

Ig~~""IDeaths of illegal immigrants crossing into Arizona have soared this summer toward their highest levels 

since 2005, but many are undeterred. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/1/20102:42:35 AM 

Reds' Chapman hits 102 mph in dazzling debut 

Ig~~""lcuban defector Aroldis Chapman was too fast to hit in his big league debut, throwing 102 mph during one 

perfect inning, and the Cincinnati Reds beat the Milwaukee Brewers 8-4 on Tuesday night, wrapping up 
the best August by any team in the majors. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/1/20103:55:25 AM 

Nadal opens U.S. Open bid with easy win 

Ig~~""IRafael Nadal began his bid to complete a career Grand Slam at this year's u.S. Open by beating 93rd
ranked Teymuraz Gabashvili of Russia 7-6 (4), 7-6 (4), 6-3 on Tuesday night. 

rg~iSjRafael Nadal - US Open - Grand Slam - Teymuraz Gabashvili of Russia - sport 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/1/20104:51:16 AM 

Aussie mom jailed 27 years for killing two sons 

An Australian mother twice convicted of killing her two young sons was sentenced to 27 years in prison on Wednesday 

for what the judge called "the greatest act of betrayal." 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/1/20105:07:40 AM 

Japan dolphin-hunting town begins annual pursuit 

Japanese fishermen set out Wednesday on the first dolphin hunt of the season in Taiji, the Japanese village portrayed in 

the Oscar-winning documentary "The Cove." 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/1/20105:38:03 AM 

New York imam heading back to U.S. 

Ig~~""~he State Department says the imam leading plans for an Islamic center near the site of the Sept. 11 

attacks in New York is returning to the United States on Wednesday. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/1/20106:34:07 AM 

Blair memoir excites booksellers, riles critics 

Ig~~""llt's a political memoir with celebrity trappings - secrecy, security, a multimillion-dollar deal and, 

crucially, controversy. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/1/20106:48:39 AM 

Tow truck driver accused of dragging toddlers 

Police say a tow truck driver has been accused of hitting two young children as their mother pushed them across a street 

in a stroller then dragging the kids under the truck for about a quarter of a mile. 

I ~¥':-ITruck driver - Business - Transportation and Logistics - Trucking - Education and Training 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/1/20108:05:39 AM 

Calif. rejects ban on plastic shopping bags 

Ig~~""lcalifornia lawmakers have rejected a bill seeking to ban plastic shopping bags after a contentious debate 

over whether the state was going too far in trying to regulate personal choice. 

1~~'::lcalifornia - Plastic shopping bag - Business - Consumer Goods and Services - Luggage and Bags 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/1/20108:08:34 AM 

N.Y. man: I lost $l.3M artwork while drunk 

A man entrusted with helping to sell a $1.3 million painting said it disappeared while he was in a drunken haze, 

according to a lawsuit filed by a co-owner of the canvas. 

rC~~"-lpaint _ Lawsuit - Visual Arts - Art - Canvas ---- --

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/1/20109:49:02 AM 

Defense Secretary Gates arrives in Iraq 

Ig~~""IDefense Secretary Robert Gates arrived in Iraq on Wednesday, a day after U.S. troops formally ended 

combat operations in the country. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/1/201010:09:11 AM 

Mexico migrant massacre the tip of the iceberg 

Ig~~""IMurdered migrants part of a huge toll of hundreds, and perhaps thousands, killed by organized crime 

gangs and whose bodies have been destroyed or discarded. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/1/2010 10:23:39 AM 

Blair memoir: 'I can't regret' going to war 

Ig~~""~he former British prime minister reveals in his new book that he started to drink more while in 

office, his relationship with the Royals in the aftermath of Princess Diana's death and his emotion over 
the most divisive decision of his career - supporting the invasion of Iraq. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/1/2010 11:02:47 AM 

Generosity of an heiress: 4 homes for the nurse 

Ig~~""IHUgUette Clark has been generous to those close to her, as indicated by large gifts to her social secretary, 

longtime nurse and attorney. Msnbc.com's Bill Dedman reports. 

1~~':-IBili Dedman - Msnbc.com - United States - Huguette Clark - California 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/1/2010 11:41:59 AM 

Chinese villagers forced to change untypable name 

BEIJING (Reuters life!) - Villagers in eastern China have been forced by the country's unbending bureaucracy to change 

their family name as the character is so rare it cannot be typed. 

1§':i1ti¥.Elchina _ BEIJING - Asia - Reuters - Chinese character 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/1/2010 11:43:04 AM 

Homeowners feel stress of life 'underwater' 

Ig~~""IA broad swath of homeowners - those not headed for the worst-case scenario of foreclosure - are 

nonetheless grappling with the impact of lost home equity. 

1~~'::IForeciosure - Real estate - Home equity - Business - Investing 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/1/2010 12:00:55 PM 

Newsweek: Famous accidental inventions 

Some of the biggest game-changing inventions and discoveries of our time were not the product of calculated genius, 

but accidents that happened to work out. 

I g:i1ti¥.EINewsweek - Business - Barack Obama - United States - President of the United States 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/1/2010 12:30:03 PM 

Michael Douglas reveals throat cancer at stage 4 

Michael Douglas said on Tuesday he felt optimistic about recovering from throat cancer but drew gasps when he told a 

television audience he had the most advanced stage. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/1/2010 12:54:09 PM 

Newsweek: Why is latin America stifling the press? 

Even though latin America is more democratic than ever, governments across the region have lashed out this summer 

at unfriendly reporters by imposing restrictive (and sometimes unconstitutional) bans on the free press. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/1/20102:12:24 PM 

Man plunges 39 stories - and lives 

A New York City man who plunged 39 stories from the rooftop of an apartment building has survived after crashing onto 

a parked car. 

1§':i1ti¥.EINew York City - Apartment - New York - United States - Metro Areas 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/1/20102:20:10 PM 

Target stores to sell Facebook gift cards 

Social networking website Facebook is dipping into the brick-and-mortar world by selling gift cards at retailer Target that 

can be used toward purchasing virtual products for games hosted on the site. 

I g:i1ti¥.EIFacebook - Target Corporation - Brick and mortar business - Social network - Website 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/1/20102:28:04 PM 

Opinion: Does Fish have what it takes at u.s. Open? 

Ig~~""loPinion: Mardy Fish isn't easy to recognize these days. When I walked onto the Grandstand this 

afternoon, Fish and his opponent, Jan Hajek, were facing each other at the net, waiting for the coin toss. I 

knew, in theory, that Fish was the taller of the two, but I was still a little stunned to see what this 30-pounds
lighter version looked like in person. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/1/20102:43:03 PM 

Openly gay character debuts in Archie Comics 

The often-quaint world of Archie Comics is set to become a lot more diverse Wednesday when Kevin Keller, the first 

openly gay character in the publisher's 71-year history, marks his debut. 

I g:i1ti¥.EIArchie Comics - Comics - Arts - Gay Lesbian and Bisexual - Gay 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/1/20103:13:44 PM 

U.S., Iraq formally mark end of combat mission 

Ig~~""~he U.S. marked on Wednesday the transition to the final phase of the Iraq war, shifting the focus of the 

remaining 50,000 American troops from combat operations to preparing Iraqi security forces to protect 
the country on their own. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/1/20103:17:51 PM 

Sleepy? Hunger might help you stay awake 

Pulling a late-nighter? You might not want to reach for the sugary snacks to keep you awake. A new study involving fruit 

flies suggests the sleep-deprived mind is kept alert by hunger. 

rC~~"-IFruit - Health - Conditions and Diseases - Sleep Disorders - Research 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/1/20103:24:02 PM 

CEOs layoff thousands, rake in millions 

Ig~~...,~op executives make more than average when payrolls get cut, report finds. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/1/20104:00:52 PM 

Tony Blair's kiss-and-tell memoir a smacker 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/1/20104:05:21 PM 

Newsweek: 'American' is like Bourne on Ambien 

A definite "gobble gobble" sound came wafting in ahead of "The American." Why would a George Clooney action thriller 

be screened for critics just two days before opening? It's actually an arty character study about a lonely assassin for hire 

who has become a target and hides out in an Italian village. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/1/20104:42:29 PM 

Conan O'Brien reveals name of new show 

Better late than never. No, that's not the name of O'Brien's new show. The comedian finally has a name for his 

impending TBS program. 

rC~~"-lconan O'Brien - TBS - Television - Talk show - Arts 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/1/20105:34:17 PM 

Young women outearn their male peers 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/1/20105:40:51 PM 

Angry boss can bring out workers' creativity 

An angry boss may be just the thing to incite innovation among employees. That's according to a Dutch study showing 

that some people perform better after receiving angry feedback on an assignment. 

I g:i1ti¥.Elsocial Sciences - Knowledge Management - Knowledge Creation - Innovation and Idea Management - Business 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/1/20105:46:29 PM 

Murkowski's defeat marks major tea party win 

Ig~~""IBacked by the Tea Party Express and Sarah Palin, a little-known conservative lawyer from Alaska became 

the latest newcomer to the national political stage to take down an incumbent in 2010. 

1~~'::Lsa Murkowski - Republican - Alaska Senate - Alaska - United States 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/1/20105:47:21 PM 

'Ping' social network for music announced by Apple 

"Ping," a social network for Apple's iTunes Store music users was unveiled Wednesday by CEO Steve Jobs. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/1/20106:07:52 PM 

Apple introduces movie and rental streaming, new Apple TV 

Apple introduced movie and TV streaming through its second-generation Apple TV Wednesday, a simpler device than its 

previous product. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/1/20106:25:27 PM 

Pakistan Taliban leader charged in CIA bombing 

u.s. officials have charged the leader of Pakistan's Taliban with planning attacks against American forces in Afghanistan, 

including last year's suicide bombing that killed seven CIA employees. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/1/20107:13:15 PM 

Manny gets hit, and is hit, in White Sox debut 

Ig~~""IManny Ramirez has a hit and has been hit in his debut with the White Sox. Ramirez blooped a single to 
right field leading off the seventh inning of his first game with Chicago, which claimed the 12-time All-Star 

on waivers for the playoff chase. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/1/20107:33:30 PM 

Acid attacker: 'Hey pretty girl ... want to drink this?' 

Ig~~""IA 28-year-old woman severely burned when a stranger threw an acid-like liquid in her face is listed in 

serious condition in a Portland, Ore., hospital's burn center. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/1/20107:42:53 PM 

Private employers cut 10,000 jobs in August 

The u.s. manufacturing sector grew faster than expected in August but private employers unexpectedly cut jobs, 

showing the economic recovery still faces headwinds. 

I~¥':lmployment - United States - Business - Business and Economy - Job Search 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/1/20107:48:39 PM 

5 most favorite 'American' movies 

Ig~~"'l'The American" is a ho-hum name for a thriller starring one of Hollywood's most powerful leading men -

George Clooney -- but it also makes you realize just how many movies have the word "American" in their 
title. 

1~~':-IGeorge Clooney - United States - Thriller - Film - Hollywood 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/1/20107:55:09 PM 

Rape probe against Wikileaks founder reopened 

Ig~~""IA senior Swedish prosecutor reopened a rape investigation against WikiLeaks founder Julian Assange on 

Wednesday, the latest twist to a puzzling case in which prosecutors of different ranks have overruled 
each other. 

Ig~~""~Ulian Assange - Rape - Wikileaks - Sweden - Crime 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/1/20108:40:40 PM 

On anniversary of her death, Diana shown in undies 

Ig~~""IOh, Diana. Will you ever be allowed to rest in peace? Apparently not. On the 13th anniversary of the 
Princess of Wales' death, a Chinese lingerie company launched a new line of ... wait for it ... "Diana 

underwear." 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/1/20109:34:40 PM 

Number of illegal immigrants in U.S. declining 

The number of illegal immigrants living in the u.s. has dropped for the first time in two decades - decreasing by 8 

percent. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/1/201010:13:05 PM 

Wall St. firm behind slow solar on federal lands? 

Ig~~""IFive years after federal land managers opened up stretches of the Southwest to solar power developers, 

vast tracts still sit idle. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/1/201010:41:19 PM 

Diet drug Meridia study renews calls for u.s. ban 

Final data from a new study showed that the diet drug Meridia increases the risk of heart attacks and strokes in patients 

who already have heart disease, but offered only moderate weight loss. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/1/201011:00:18 PM 

Three bombs kill 25 at Pakistan Shiite march 

Ig~~""~hree bombs ripped through a Shiite Muslim religious procession in the eastern Pakistani city of Lahore 

on Wednesday, killing 25 people and wounding about 150 others, officials said. 

I~~':-Ipakistan - Lahore - Shia Islam - Asia - Government 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/1/2010 11:00:58 PM 

Police kill Discovery building gunman 

Gunman told NBC News in brief phone conversation from building in Silver Spring, Md., that he had several bombs 

strapped to his body. 

I g;i1tlF.EIDisCOVery Communications - Television - Discovery Channel - Arts - Networks 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/1/2010 11:05:25 PM 

Suspect had long protested Discovery programming 

Ig~~""~ames J. Lee, the suspected gunman who took hostages at the Discovery Communications building in 

Maryland, apparently had a long history of contempt for company, which includes the Discovery Channel, 
TLC, Animal Planet, Science Channel and Planet Green networks. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/1/201011:09:11 PM 

Venus moves on, Azarenka scares the crowd 

Ig~~""lvictoria Azarenka collapsed and had to be taken off the court in a wheelchair Wednesday, an accident 

that resulted from a concussion she endured after falling and hitting her head while warming up for her 
u.s. Open match. 

Ig~~""lvictoria Azarenka - US Open - sport - Gisela Dulko - Wheelchair 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/1/2010 11:23:35 PM 

Tidbits: Jon Gosselin's ex-gal says he blackmailed Kate 

Ig~~""IAccOrding to the reality TV dad's ex-girlfriend, the public he-said, she-said between Jon and Kate was 

nothing compared to what went on behind the media mess. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/1/201011:29:15 PM 

Nation's top automakers report falling sales 

Once a bright spot in the economic recovery, u.s. auto sales stalled in August to the worst levels in 27 years. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/1/2010 11:50:29 PM 

Dutch release Yemeni men held in terror probe 

Ig~~...,~wo Yemeni men arrested on suspicion they may have been involved in an airline terrorism plot are 

released without charge when no evidence was found, Dutch prosecutors say. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/2/201012:13:21 AM 

Eco-author baffled by a violent fan 

Ig~~""lscience editor Alan Boyle's Weblog: The "Ishmael" books are aimed at encouraging radical social change 
- but their author says hostage-taking is not the change he had in mind. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/2/20101:04:07 AM 

American Samoa approves plastic-bags ban 

Ig~~""IAmerican Samoa will make it illegal for stores to hand out plastic bags once a new law takes effect early 

next year. 

rg~iSjAmerican Samoa - Oceania - law - Plastic bag - Government 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/2/20101:40:05 AM 

Mideast peace talks open to qualified optimism 

Ig~~""llsraeli Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu called Palestinian President Mahmoud Abbas his "partner in 
peace" at a dinner kicking off long-delayed Mideast peace talks. 

1~~':-IBaraCk Obama - Israel - President - United States - President of the United States 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/2/20103:02:18 AM 

Copper heiress has signed a will, attorney says 

Ig~~""IHas the reclusive heiress Huguette Clark signed a will? Yes, her attorney says. Msnbc.com's Bill Dedman 

reports. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/2/20103:14:13 AM 

Stephen Hawking says God's not needed. So? 

Ig~~""lscience editor Alan Boyle's Weblog: British physicist Stephen Hawking's latest book is already making 

waves with his observation that science can explain the universe's origin without invoking God. 

rg~iSjStePhen Hawking - Physicist - Alan Boyle - God - Anomalies and Alternative Science 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/2/20103:21:54 AM 

Reds' Chapman hits 103 mph, earns first win 

Ig~~""ILeft-hander Aroldis Chapman hit 103 mph on the radar gun during another sizzling inning Wednesday 
night, then got his first big-league win when the Cincinnati Reds rallied for a 6-1 victory over the 

Milwaukee Brewers. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/2/20103:55:39 AM 

Bench-clearing brawl as Marlins beat Nationals 

Ig~~""INyjer Morgan charged the mound after a pitch sailed behind him, triggering a bench-clearing brawl 
Wednesday night during the Florida Marlins' 16-10 win over the Washington Nationals. 

rg~iSjFlorida Marlins - Washington Nationals - Sports - Baseball - Bench-clearing brawl 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/2/20105:04:27 AM 

Hidden buzz: 5 secret caffeine foods 

Ig~~""llt's official - coffee's days could be numbered. Reaching for a steaming hot cup of the muddy brew to 

combat fatigue and get a little jolt is going to be a thing of the past if several food makers have their way. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/2/20105:13:45 AM 

Foot fault sends Roddick spiraling out of Open 

Ig~~""IAndY Roddick was upset in the second round of the u.s. Open, losing 3-6, 7-5, 6-3, 7-6 (4) to 44th-ranked 

Janko Tipsarevic of Serbia on Wednesday night. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/2/20105:22:55 AM 

Homeless man calls 911 from hot tub, seeks cocoa 

A homeless man who called 911 from the hot tub of a suburban Portland home and asked for towels, hot chocolate and 

a hug got arrested for trespassing instead. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/2/20105:34:31 AM 

Boxer, Fiorina tussle over economy in first debate 

Ig~~""~he recession and how to turn around California's sky-high jobless rate loomed large Wednesday as Sen. 

Barbara Boxer and GOP challenger Carly Fiorina hold their first debate. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/2/20106:04:16 AM 

U.S. cautions citizens on India travel 

The u.s. asks citizens to be alert and cautious of their security during the Commonwealth Games in New Delhi, India, in 

October. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/2/20108:12:24 AM 

Most traditional rivalries live on in new Big Ten 

The Big Ten's athletic directors got together on what was truly a conference calion Wednesday. The first thing Ohio 

State's Gene Smith did was open some accompanying e-mails that listed proposed Buckeyes football schedules for 2011 

and 2012. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/2/20109:39:42 AM 

For Mexico's president, cartels aren't only concern 

Ig~~""IMeXican President Felipe Calderon will deliver a major speech Thursday, and ahead of that he released 
video clips touting his priorities - yet none refer to his war on drug cartels. 

1~~'::Lexico - Drug cartel - President of Mexico - United States - Organized crime 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/2/2010 11:03:24 AM 

Report: Aide to U.K. PM linked to royal phone taps 

Britain's government came under pressure Thursday amid allegations that a top prime ministerial aide was involved with 

a newspaper investigation into the royal family that involved illegally tapping cell phones. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/2/2010 11:34:20 AM 

Nazi-hunter worked for Massad, biography says 

Ig~~""IHolocaust survivor Simon Wiesenthal, who became famous for spending years tracking down Nazi war 

criminals, was working for Israel's spy agency Mossad, according to a new biography. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/2/201011:35:11 AM 

Low interest rates squeeze pension funds 

The plunge in interest rates has put the nation's public and private pension funds badly underfunded, leaving pension 

fund managers with a giant hole to fill. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/2/201012:22:17 PM 

Discovery gunman to NBC News: 'I have a bomb' 

The man who held three hostages at the Discovery Communications building in Maryland told NBC News in a brief 

telephone conversation that he had explosives. 

1§':i1ti¥.EIDisCOVery Communications - Maryland - NBC - United States - Police 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/2/20101:26:32 PM 

Rapper T.I., wife arrested on drug charges 

Ig~~""IRapper T.I. and wife Tameka Cottle were arrested late Wednesday night on drug charges after police 

smelled alleged marijuana coming from their car, authorities said. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/2/20101:52:16 PM 

Newsweek: How airlines are ratcheting up fees 

It seemed so reasonable at first-just a fee, no more than $40, for checking more than the standard two bags. But like a 

slowly expanding epidemic, the fees gradually started to creep. Here are the main fees to watch out for. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/2/20101:55:22 PM 

Health care credit cards may add to your pain 

These days, you may leave your dentist's office with more than a toothbrush and dental floss in your bag. Thousands of 

dentists are offering patients health-care credit cards to cover the work that needs to be done, with seemingly hard-to

resist repayment terms. If you need care and don't have insurance to cover it or cash in hand, it's tempting to sign up. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/2/20102:20:15 PM 

Gunman's reality show pitch to Discovery 

James J. lee, the 43-year-old gunman who was killed by police Wednesday after taking hostages at the Discovery 

Channel's headquarters on Tuesday, may have been motivated by feelings of rejection after having his script ideas 

ignored by the network. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/2/20103:11:48 PM 

NYT: Designers, pundits rate Oval Office redo 

NYT: Ho-hum Oval Office? Arianna Huffington, Ann Coulter and top designers react to the makeover unveiled this week. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/2/20103:20:41 PM 

Bernanke: Shut banks if threat to system 

Ig~~""IFed chief Bernanke told a panel investigating the financial crisis Thursday that regulators must be ready 

to shut large institutions if they threaten to bring down the financial system. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/2/20103:55:04 PM 

Acai berry scam: You'll lose money, not weight 

Ig~~""~he exotic acai berry has been the superstar in the world of diet supplements. But the federal 

government is cracking down on false advertising claims and unlawful payment practices. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/2/20103:55:24 PM 

Pilot removed from jet passes alcohol test 

American Airlines says a pilot removed from a flight to Mexico passed an alcohol test. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/2/20104:24:46 PM 

Economic data show recovery still kicking, a bit 

It was a glass-half-full day for economic data on Thursday ... sort of. The upbeat news was tempered by worries about 

what Friday's unemployment report will say about the state of the labor market. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/2/20104:50:07 PM 

DOJ sues Arizona's Sheriff Arpaio 

In an atmosphere of tension between the federal government and Arizona, the Justice Department today dialed it up 

some more, filing a lawsuit against Maricopa County Sheriff Joe Arpaio -- accusing him, the county, and his office with 

failing to cooperate with a civil rights investigation of his office. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/2/20105:36:15 PM 

T.I., wife arrested on meth possession charge 

Ig~~""IGrammY-Winning rapper T.I. was arrested along with his wife on suspicion of possessing 

methamphetamines, five months after the hip-hop star finished a prison stint on weapons charges. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/2/20106:07:49 PM 

Double hand transplant patient can 'wiggle fingers' 

Ig~~""~he transplant recipient made his first appearance on Thursday, about a week after he underwent a 

nearly i8-hour transplant procedure at a hospital. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/2/20106:16:25 PM 

1 in 7 home kitchens would flunk inspection 

Ig~~""IA new study suggests that at least one in seven home kitchens would flunk the kind of health inspection 

commonly administered to restaurants. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/2/20106:18:34 PM 

Man in Letterman blackmail plot freed from jail 

Ig~~""IRobert "Joe" Halderman admitted he demanded $2 million in hush money last fall to keep from revealing 

personal information about Letterman. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/2/20106:34:41 PM 

Earth's animals face grim future 

Ig~~""lcorals, big mammals and many tropical species could all go extinct in the not too distant future, predict 

scientists who are attempting to forecast the fate of today's animals by studying what happened to those 
in the distant past. 

1~~':-IMammal - Animal- Extinction - Earth - Paleontology 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/2/20106:44:46 PM 

Sources: Discovery suspect had starter guns 

Montgomery County police department sources say the hostage-taker at the Discover Channel building had only starter 

guns that make noise but can't cause serious injury. 

1§':i1ti¥.EIHostage _ Discovery Channel - NBC - Discovery - Maryland 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/2/20106:46:11 PM 

Readers reveal real-world impact of health reform 

Msnbc.com readers show the changes coming to the health care system. Who benefits? Who pays? And when does it all 

hit home? 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/2/20107:05:38 PM 

Going paperless: Tech-savvy travelers on board 

Ig~~""IDon't disconnect your printer just yet. While some tech-savvy passengers may be ready for it, experts say 

paperless boarding won't be successful until it is both reliable and universal. 

rg~iSLnited States - Peripherals - Hardware - Printers - Education 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/2/20107:07:33 PM 

Run on Afghan bank's deposits reported 

Ig~~""~he Afghan president's brother confirms to NBC News that Kabul Bank funds were used to buy villas in 

Dubai but urges the U.S. to step in to prevent a financial panic. 
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r~~~JDubai - Afghanistan - United States - Kabul Bank - Asia 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/2/20107:23:02 PM 

Army: Chaplain is 1st killed in action since '70 

The first Army chaplain to be killed in action since Vietnam, died this week in Afghanistan, military officials said 

Thursday. 

I g:i1ti¥.EIAfghanistan - Vietnam - Killed in action - Military - United States 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/2/20107:47:54 PM 

Goats rescued after 2 days on 6-inch ledge 

Ig~~...,~wo young goats that wandered onto the thin ledge of a railroad bridge and spent two days high above a 

highway were hungry but safe when they were plucked to safety with a towering cherry picker. 

1~~':-IRaii transport - Goat - Business - Cherry picker - livestock 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/2/20108:05:41 PM 

Israelis, Palestinians to meet every two weeks 

Israeli and Palestinian leaders opened direct peace talks under u.s. auspices on Thursday and agreed to meet every two 

weeks to try to forge a deal within a year. 

1§':i1ti¥.EIMiddle East -Israel - Palestinian people - Warfare and Conflict -Israel-Palestine 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/2/20108:37:13 PM 

Discounts spur surprising retail sales gains 

Ig~~""~hiS year's back-to-school season isn't as big a bust for retailers as they feared - or as last year's - but 
it's not great either. 

rg~iSjweather - United States - Business - Salesmanship - Marketing and Advertising 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/2/20108:44:07 PM 

When animal rescuers become animal hoarders 

Ig~~""ILinda Bruno called her Pennsylvania cat rescue the land of milk and tuna. It thrived for years as people 
sent pets they couldn't care for from hundreds of miles away - unaware it was a death camp for cats. 

rg~iSjcat - Pennsylvania - Extermination camp - United States - Recreation 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/2/20109:18:42 PM 

Stocks close higher after jobs, housing reports 

Stocks ended higher for the third consecutive session after reports on housing, manufacturing and jobs all indicated that 

the economy continues to grow. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/2/20109:20:29 PM 

More bombs found in Discovery standoff case 

Four more explosive devices tied to the suspect in the Discovery Channel standoff were found at a residence in 

Montgomery County, Md., authorities told NBC News on Thursday. 

rC~~"-LiscOVery Channel - NBC - United States - Montgomery - Counties 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/2/20109:29:41 PM 

Paris' not-my-bag claim undone by her Twitpic? 

Ig~~""lwhen the heiress was arrested in Las Vegas, she claimed the Chanel purse containing a bindle of cocaine 

wasn't hers, and a Twitpic she posted in July may be proof she's not telling the truth. 

1~~~:lchanel - Cocaine - Paris Hilton - Las Vegas - Nevada 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/2/20109:41:33 PM 

U.S. teen Capra to face Sharapova at Open 

Ig~~""118-year-Old Beatrice Capra, a wild-card entry ranked 371st, upset 18th-seeded Aravane Rezai of France 7-
5, 2-6, 6-3 on Thursday to keep her Grand Slam debut on track. Next up is a third-round match against 

former No.1 Maria Sharapova. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/2/20109:56:15 PM 

Fuel tanker runs aground in Canadian Arctic 

A fuel tanker loaded with 9 million liters (2.4 million gallons) of diesel fuel has run aground in Canada's Far North but 

none of the fuel has spilled, the Canadian Coast Guard said on Thursday. 

I g:i1ti¥.Elcanada - Canadian Coast Guard - Diesel fuel - Arctic - Nunavut 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/2/2010 11:02:41 PM 

Osteoporosis drugs may raise throat cancer risk 

Researchers say new findings shouldn't affect patients taking bisphosphonates, but said the medicines should be 

watched closely. Other studies have been divided over whether the risk is real. 

I g:i1ti¥.Elcancer - Osteoporosis - Health - Bisphosphonate - Conditions and Diseases 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/2/201011:14:07 PM 

Coast Guard: No oil sheen from Gulf explosion 

Ig~~""[he Coast Guard is backing off its earlier report that an oil sheen about a mile long was spreading 

following a platform explosion in the Gulf of Mexico. 

1~~'::IGUlf of Mexico - Oil spill - Oil platform - Environment - Energy 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/2/2010 11:37:00 PM 

Builders of N.Y. mosque face financial hurdles 

The developers planning to build a $100 million Islamic center near the World Trade Center site are nearly a quarter

million dollars behind on real estate taxes and late fees. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/3/2010 12:59:44 AM 

Woman in acid attack recounts agonizing pain 

Bethany Storro had just bought a pair of sunglasses and was celebrating a new job when a woman walked up to her with 

a cup and said: "Hey pretty girl, do you want to drink this?" 

rc~~..-tealth - Vancouver - Bethany Storro - Portland Oregon - Washington 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/3/20103:08:54 AM 

Steelers have more QB worries: Leftwich hurt 

Ig~~""ISteelers quarterback Byron Leftwich, expected to replace Ben Roethlisberger during his suspension, 
injured his left knee in the second quarter as Pittsburgh beat the starter-less Carolina Panthers 19-3 on 

Thursday. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/3/20103:11:53 AM 

Harris, No. 13 Miami roll, look ready for Ohio St. 

Ig~~""~acory Harris threw for 210 yards and three touchdowns before sitting out the second half, Leonard 

Hankerson caught six passes for 115 yards and two scores, and No. 13 Miami rolled past Florida A&M 45-
o Thursday night in the season-opener for both teams. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/3/20103:19:01 AM 

Pryor, No.2 OSU pick apart Marshall in opener 

Ig~~""~errelle Pryor tossed three touchdown passes, Brandon Saine rushed for 103 yards and two scores and 
No.2 Ohio State rolled over error-prone Marshall 45-7 on Thursday night in a tuneup for a big date with 

Miami. 

1~~':-ITerrelle Pryor - Ohio State University - Brandon Saine - Miami - Touchdown 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/3/20104:08:47 AM 

Mexican army kills 25 drug suspects near u.s. border 

Ig~~""IAt least 25 drug suspects were killed Thursday in a gunfight with the Mexican army near the u.s. border, 

military sources said. 

rg~iSLexico - United States border - Mexican Army - United States - Army - Military 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/3/20107:34:16 AM 

Gates: U.S. troops face 'tough days' ahead 

Ig~~""IAS the last of 30,000 U.S. reinforcements arrive in Afghanistan, U.S. Defense Secretary Robert Gates on 

Friday got a firsthand look at operations in the dangerous south. 
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rg~~...,jAfghanistan - Robert Gates - United States Secretary of Defense - Asia - Hamid Karzai 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/3/20108:00:39 AM 

It's no day at the beach as Kiffin wins 'SC debut 

Ig~~""IMatt Barkley and Ronald Johnson connected on three touchdowns to make Lane Kiffin a winner in his 
first game as Southern California coach. No. 14 USC beat Hawaii 49-36 on Thursday night to start the 

post-Pete Carroll era. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/3/20108:25:28 AM 

Weakened Hurricane Earl lashes N.C. coast 

Hurricane Earl's winds and driving rains churned over the North Carolina in the dark of night, leaving residents and 

officials to wait for daybreak to assess the damage. 

rC~~"-INational Hurricane Center - Tropical cyclone - Saffir-Simpson Hurricane Scale - Meteorology - U.S. National 

Hurricane Center 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/3/20109:31:32 AM 

Volcano, dormant 400 years, spews new ash 

Ig~~""IAn Indonesian volcano that was quiet for four centuries shot a new, powerful burst of hot ash more than 

10,000 feet in the air Friday, sending frightened residents fleeing to safety for the second time this week. 

I~~':-Ivolcano - Earth Sciences - Natural Disasters and Hazards - Volcanoes - Indonesian language 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/3/2010 11:39:57 AM 

Flirting your way to the corner office 

Ig~~""IFlirting, after all, is one of the oldest tricks in the book. But how do you use it to your professional 

advantage without crossing the line or inviting unwanted advances? 

rg~iSjBusiness - flirt - Arts - Telecommunication - Author 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/3/2010 11:58:39 AM 

Israel urged to open up atomic program 

The head of the U.N. nuclear watchdog has invited Israel to consider joining a global anti-nuclear arms pact and to place 

all its atomic facilities under his agency's inspections, an IAEA report said on Friday. 

I g:i1ti¥.Ellsrael _ International Atomic Energy Agency - Nuclear weapon - United Nations - Nuclear 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/3/2010 12:27:36 PM 

Teen accidentally texts sheriff to buy pot 

General rule of thumb: when looking to buy marijuana, don't text the sheriff. Authorities said a Helena teen sent out a 

text message last week in search of pot, but instead of contacting the drug dealer, he hit a wrong number and 

inadvertently sent the message to Lewis and Clark County Sheriff Leo Dutton. 

uu 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/3/2010 12:29:58 PM 

Newsweek: A more subtle oppression in Iran? 

Reports suggest that the hard-line government of Mahmoud Ahmadinejad may be engaging in a more subtle crackdown 

on opposition leaders. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/3/2010 12:33:52 PM 

Newsweek: Worst racial stereotypes in pop culture 

Charlie Chan might be getting a new lease on life as a popular character, but some storied depictions of minorities in pop 

culture haven't aged as well. Below, five of the most dated and stereotyped characters in movies, cartoons, and 

literature. 

Ig~Sjcharlie Chan - Popular culture - Stereotype - Newsweek - History 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/3/20101:19:41 PM 

Road trip! Great escapes for Labor Day 

Ig~~""IMake the most of Labor Day this year by packing up the car and escaping for the weekend. 

•• 5!-, ......... 5!-, ......... ...., ...... 
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I g~~...,llabor Day - Holidays - United States - Travel - Work 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/3/20101:31:14 PM 

Employers hire more workers than expected 

Private employers hired more workers than expected in August, lifting hopes for the weak u.s. economy, but the 

nation's unemployment rate rose for the first time in four months. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/3/20101:37:51 PM 

Ex-egg farm workers say complaints ignored 

Ig~~""lu.s. Agriculture Department employees worked full-time at two Iowa egg farms at the center of a 

salmonella outbreak, but two former workers said they ignored complaints about conditions at one site. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/3/20101:44:13 PM 

Drugmakers script social media to push meds 

Ig~~""llt wasn't what you would call a casual get-together. A popular New York blogger attended a brunch with 

fellow "frazzled moms." They took in tips from a style expert and listened to a nurse extol the virtues of 
Mirena, a birth control device sold by Bayer Healthcare. The nurse was on Bayer's payroll. 

I g~~""IBirth control - Social media - Bayer Healthcare - Bayer - New York City 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/3/20101:48:50 PM 

U.S. court backs 'Ladies Night' promotions 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/3/20101:50:47 PM 

First Read: Top 10 election season events 

From the Greece riots to Charlie Crist's GOP exit, First Read nails down the top events shaping this midterm season. 

1~¥:IRepUblican - Charlie Crist - Greece - Florida - United States 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/3/20102:04:38 PM 

Mom's hug revives baby that was pronounced dead 

"He's doing things dead babies don't do - you might want to come see this!" Kate Ogg told doctors who had declared 

her premature baby dead. After the Australian mom held him to her body for two hours in a method called "kangaroo 

care," the infant stirred to life. 

Ig~Sjpreterm birth - Infant - Australia - Infant mortality - Health 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/3/20102:11:20 PM 

Newsweek: latest fire in the Gulf little to do with BP 

While the two accidents don't do much to help the image of offshore drilling, they appear to have little in common. The 

BP disaster took place on a drilling rig that was on the very cutting edge of oil exploration. The rig had previously drilled 

to the furthest depth ever attained: 35,000 feet. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/3/20102:59:32 PM 

Life Inc.: Government cuts weigh on job market 

rC~~~~jEmpIOyment - United States - Business - Business and Economy - Canada 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/3/20103:03:15 PM 

Plant and spiders compete for food 

Ig~~""IWOlf spiders and carnivorous plants called sundews may compete with each other for food in the wild, a 

new study finds. 

rg~iSjcarnivorous plant - Plant - Spider - Biology - Flora and Fauna 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/3/20103:16:09 PM 

Castro dons uniform for first big speech in years 

Ig~~""IAt 84 and having dusted off his military uniform, Fidel Castro on Friday addressed his first political rally 

since becoming ill and resigning as president in 2006. 

1~~'::Ldel Castro - Cuba - United States - Caribbean - Politics 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/3/20104:36:02 PM 

Ancient Nubians drank antibiotic-laced beer 

Ig~~""lpeoPle have been using antibiotics for nearly 2,000 years, suggests a new study, which found large doses 

of tetracycline embedded in the bones of ancient African mummies. 

1~~':-IAntibiotiC - Beer - nubian - Ancient Egypt - Health 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/3/20104:42:21 PM 

10 products for a relaxing Labor Day weekend 

If you have an extended break this labor Day weekend to relax, these products could help you do just that. But be 

warned that extreme relaxation can result in extreme laziness. 

rC~~"-llabor Day - Holiday - Work - Barbecue - Golf 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/3/20106:27:01 PM 

Balloon boy family moves to Florida from Colorado 

The family at the center of the balloon boy hoax has moved out of the house where the fateful trip began, leaving 

Colorado for Florida. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/3/20106:29:27 PM 

UPS 747 cargo plane crashes in Dubai 

Ig~~""IA UPS 747 cargo plane with two crew aboard crashed in Dubai shortly after takeoff Friday, the company 

said. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/3/20107:00:52 PM 

Roethlisberger suspension reduced to 4 games 

Ig~~""IBen Roethlisberger is getting time off for good behavior. 

I~~~~:[~~~:j 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/3/20107:06:11 PM 

7 defendants convicted in Portugal sex abuse trial 

Ig~~""lseven people were convicted of child sex abuse in Portugal on Friday in a major trial that lasted nearly six 

years and shocked the country. 

rg~5.jportugal - Child sexual abuse - Child abuse - Trial - Casa Pia 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/3/20107:11:37 PM 

Man in bomb scare once charged with bubonic plague 

Ig~~""IA scientist detained at Miami's airport because of a suspicious item in his luggage had once been charged 

with illegally transporting bubonic plague, a senior law enforcement official said. 

rg~iSLiami International Airport - Aviation - Airports - Business - Transportation and Logistics 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/3/20107:43:21 PM 

Mobs attack home of Iranian opposition leader 

Ig~~""lpro-government crowds swarmed outside the battered home of a key Iranian opposition leader Friday 

after militiamen attacked with firebombs and beat a bodyguard unconscious in a brazen message of 
intimidation and pinpoint pressure on dissent. 

Ig~~""llran - Middle East - Mir-Hossein Mousavi - Mehdi Karroubi - Basij 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/3/20107:47:53 PM 

Newsweek: Did the World Cup wreck South Africa? 

A spending bonanza before the tournament made it look as though the government cares about glitzy showmanship 

more than its workers. This week their frustration boiled over. 

I g:i1ti¥.Elsouth Africa - World Cup - Newsweek - Sport - Soccer 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/3/20108:12:10 PM 

7 natural strategies to detox your body 

Ig~~""IYOU can't avoid all environmental toxins, but you can make it easier for your body to cleanse them. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/3/20108:29:50 PM 

Family of copper heiress asks court to protect her 

Ig~~""lseveral relatives of 104-year-old reclusive heiress Huguette Clark went to court Friday, asking for a 

guardian to protect her. Msnbc.com's Bill Dedman reports. 

rg~5.jBiII Dedman - United States - Msnbc.com - Huguette Clark - California 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/3/20109:24:09 PM 

Puzzling over Florida's three-way Senate math 

Ig~~""llf Kendrick Meek gets almost everyone of Florida's Democrats, he can win the Senate race. But will that 

happen in a year in which polls show a GOP edge in voter enthusiasm? 

1~~'::IFlorida - Kendrick Meek - Democratic - United States Senate - United States 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/3/20109:30:57 PM 

Authorities: Fire at Tenn. mosque site was arson 

Federal investigators have decided a suspicious fire that damaged construction equipment at the site of a future mosque 

in Tennessee was arson. 

rC~~"-lconstruction - Arson - Tennessee - Islam - Business -- --

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/3/20109:46:29 PM 

E. coli outbreak puts focus on meat oversight 

The first outbreak linked to a rare strain of E. coli in ground beef is prompting a fresh look at tougher regulations to 

protect the nation's meat supply. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/3/20109:52:40 PM 

Google settles Buzz privacy lawsuit 

Google has settled a lawsuit alleging privacy violations in connection with its Buzz social networking service, according to 

a court document filed on Friday. 

I ~¥':-IGoogle - Social network service - Search - Lawsuit - Search Engines 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/3/201010:12:46 PM 

Granderson, Gardner lead Yanks to 7th straight win 

Ig~~""lplaYing without three of the first four hitters in their regular lineup, the New York Yankees put speed up 

top and scampered for extra bases on each ball in the gap. 

1~~':-INew York Yankee - Curtis Granderson - Brett Gardner - Toronto Blue Jays - Win-loss record 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/3/2010 10:38:34 PM 

NYC mosque backer gave to Hamas-linked charity 

One of the investors in a proposed Islamic center near the World Trade Center site is a Long Island medical clinic owner 

whose expressions of sympathy for Palestinians included a donation to a charity later shut down for links to Hamas. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/3/2010 10:51:40 PM 

Man in '03 bomb scare sets off airport shutdown 

Ig~~""IA scientist detained at Miami's airport because of a suspicious item in his luggage had once been charged 

with illegally transporting bubonic plague, a senior law enforcement official said. 

rg~iSLiami - Law - Law Enforcement - Miami International Airport - Federal Bureau of Investigation 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/3/201011:00:13 PM 

Mexican drug kingpin gets 27 years in Ariz. prison 

A Mexican man who prosecutors say headed a major drug-smuggling ring that shipped tons of marijuana into the u.s. 
was sentenced Friday to 27 years in prison and ordered to forfeit $4 million to the American government. 

I g:i1ti¥.Elcannabis - Illegal drug trade - Federal government of the United States - Prison - Drugs 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/3/2010 11:02:56 PM 

Amazon may be headed for another bad drought 

Drought has cut Peru's Amazon River to its lowest level in 40 years and it is already below the minimum set in 200S, 

when a devastating dry spell damaged vast swaths of South American rainforest in the worst drought in decades. 

I g:i1ti¥.Elperu _ Drought - South America - Amazon River - Rainforest 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/3/2010 11:04:24 PM 

Deadly bomb blast rocks rally in Pakistan 

Ig~~""IA suicide bomber struck a rally in the Pakistani city of Quetta on Friday, killing at least 54 people in the 

second major attack this week. 

1~~'::lpakistan - Quetta - Asia - Balochistan - Government 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/3/201011:16:24 PM 

Pilot survives plane crash into home near Aurora 

It happened at the mobile home on 14071 N. Cessna Street just after noon, according to dispatchers. 
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Ig~~ .... IAviation accidents and incidents - Aviator - Aviation - Aircraft - Fixed Wing 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/3/2010 11:32:36 PM 

Tiger struggles to stay in Fed Ex Cup hunt 

Ig~~""~iger Woods shoots a i-over 72, while Zach Johnson and Jason Day beat up on the TPC Boston and beat 

the rain to share the lead at 8 under in the Deutsche Bank Championship on Friday. 

1~~'::ITiger Woods - Deutsche Bank Championship - TPC Boston - FedEx Cup - Golf 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/3/2010 11:46:37 PM 

Strasburg has Tommy John surgery 

Nationals rookie phenom Stephen Strasburg had reconstructive elbow surgery Friday that could keep him out of the 

starting rotation until the 2012 season. 

I g:i1ti¥.EIStePhen Strasburg - Tommy John surgery - Washington Nationals - Surgery - Medicine 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/4/2010 12:22:54 AM 

911 callers describe Discovery Channel gunman 

Emergency calls placed minutes after a gunman entered the Discovery Channel's headquarters include descriptions of 

the propane tanks strapped to his body and a blinking device in his left hand. 

rC~~"-LiscOVery Channel - Propane - Television - Silver Spring Maryland - Arts 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/4/2010 12:48:30 AM 

Cosmic Log: Is the grand design within our grasp? 

Ig~~""lscience editor Alan Boyle's Weblog: More than a decade ago, British physicist Stephen Hawking said 
there was a 50-50 chance that a unified "theory of everything" would be discovered within 20 years. Now 

he explains why he thinks the theory has been found. 

I g~~""IStePhen Hawking - Physicist - Physics - Alan Boyle - British people 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/4/2010 12:57:46 AM 

Crews search for people trapped in New Zealand rubble 

Ig~~""IRescue teams were searching for trapped people after a major earthquake struck Christchurch. 

I~~~~:[~~~:j 
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1~~:INew Zealand - South Island - Christchurch - Oceania - Travel and Tourism 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/4/20101:00:17 AM 

NASA advises Chile on trapped, isolated miners 

Ig~~""IA team of NASA doctors and engineers recommended Friday that Chilean authorities regulate the day

and-night sleep patterns of 33 trapped miners, boost their Vitamin D intake and phase in an exercise 
program as their nutrition improves. 

I~~':-INASA - Chile - Nutrition - Technology - Space 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/4/20101:19:00 AM 

Judge Kara DioGuardi leaves 'American Idol' 

Ig~~""IFOX reality show has yet to announce a new lineup, but Steven Tyler, Jennifer Lopez and Elton John are 
among the reported front-runners. The show returns to the air in January. 

1~~':-ISteven Tyler - Kara DioGuardi - American Idol - Jennifer Lopez - Television 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/4/20101:40:27 AM 

Arizona governor says beheadings claim 'an error' 

Ig~~""IArizona Gov. Jan Brewer, who gained fame defending the state's immigration law and warning of border 

violence, says her claim that headless bodies were turning up in state was 'an error.' 

I~~.::tan Brewer - Arizona - United States - Law - Immigration 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/4/20101:52:08 AM 

2 lawmakers among 6 dead in Mexico plane crash 

A plane crash in southern Mexico killed all six people on board Friday, including two federal legislators and two mayors

elect. 

I g:i1ti¥.EIMexiCO - Aviation accidents and incidents - Transportation - Aviation - Accidents 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/4/20101:56:09 AM 

NYT: GOP poised to control 30 governor seats 

Ig~~""INYT: Republicans are on track to do particularly well in Midwest swing states in the Nov. 2 election, 

according to the FiveThirtyEight gubernatorial forecasting model. 
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rg~~...,Lepub,ican - FiveThirtyEight.com - United States - Politics - Swing state 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/4/20102:42:25 AM 

Venus sparkles to reach fourth round at Open 

Ig~~""IHer play sparkling as much as her sequined dress, Venus Williams easily eliminated 185th-ranked qualifier 
Mandy Minella of Luxembourg 6-2,6-1 on Friday night at the u.s. Open. 

rg~iSLenus Williams - US Open - luxembourg - Mandy Minella - Tennis 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/4/20103:51:25 AM 

Mexico arrests 6 in deadly Cancun bar blaze 

Ig~~""IMeXican police have arrested six suspects in a bar fire that killed eight in the resort city of Cancun. 
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I g~~...,IMexiCO - CancLin - Quintana Roo - Police - Cancun 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/4/20104:11:50 AM 

Cards snap 5-game skid, beat rival Reds 

Ig~~""IRookie Jaime Garcia beat the Reds for the fourth time, halting the St. Louis Cardinals' five-game losing 
streak and ending Cincinnati's four-game run in a 3-2 victory on Friday night. 

...... ,..... . ..... ,..... . ..... , ....... 
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rg~~...,jSt Louis Cardinals - Cincinnati Reds - Cincinnati - sport - Baseball 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/4/20104:22:27 AM 

Key evidence pulled from BP spill site 

The piece of equipment at the center of the investigation into the Deepwater Horizon explosion and spill was being 

retrieved from a mile below the sea, BP announced Friday. 

1~¥':-IDeepwater Horizon - BP - Oil spill - Environment - Energy 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/4/20104:31:22 AM 

Babes, bullets, bombs! Duke Nukem makes a comeback 

Ig~~""IGame icon Duke Nukem will wield his over-the-top guns and attitude yet again. After more than a decade 
of delays, "Duke Nukem Forever" will debut on the PS3, Xbox 360 and PC game systems in 2011. 

1~~':-lxbOX 360 - Duke Nukem - Duke Nukem Forever - PlayStation 3 - Video game 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/4/20104:33:36 AM 

Head of alleged trafficking scheme arrested 

The head of a labor recruiting company accused of exploiting 400 workers from Thailand and forcing them to work on 

u.s. farms pleaded not guilty Friday, part of what the FBI calls the largest human-trafficking case charged in u.s. history 

I §,:i1ti¥.E~hailand - United States - Federal Bureau of Investigation - Human trafficking - Los Angeles 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/4/20104:53:45 AM 

Nadal overcomes great shot to advance at Open 

Ig~~""IEven Rafael Nadal felt compelled to applaud when his second-round opponent at the u.s. Open hit a 

spectacular, full-sprint winner. The shot put Denis Istomin within two points of tying the match at a set 
apiece, but he couldn't close the deal and lost to the top-seeded Spaniard 6-2, 7-6 (5), 7-5 Friday night. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/4/20106:48:26 AM 

Earl downgraded as it smacks New England 

Earl weakened to a tropical storm as it brushed Cap Cod and Nantucket with pelting rain, strong gusts and pounding surf 

early Saturday as steamed past New England. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/4/20108:32:06 AM 

Calif. nuke meltdown site finally set for cleanup 

Ig~~""IMore than five decades after a partial nuclear meltdown just outside Los Angeles, state and federal 

officials Friday announced agreements to remove all contamination. 
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rg~~...,tos Angeles - California - Nuclear meltdown - United States - Counties 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/4/20109:29:21 AM 

Zoo attack: Sea lion mauls ll-year-old boy 

An ll-year-old boy was recovering Saturday after a sea lion mauled him at a popular Sydney zoo's aquarium show as 

horrified visitors looked on. 

rC~~"-lsea lion - Biology - Zoology - Zoos and Aquariums - Aquarium 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/4/201010:11:49 AM 

Tourists killed in New Zealand plane crash 

Ig~~""INine people were killed after a light aircraft used for skydiving crashed in New Zealand's South Island, 

police said Saturday. 

rg~iSjNew Zealand - Oceania - Earthquake - Christchurch - Government 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/4/20101:45:07 PM 

PFT: Trade rumors swirl around Cowboys RBs 

Ig~*'..?-IDalias Cowboys - sport - NFl- Football - American 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/4/20101:50:34 PM 

Russian teen dies at snowboard training camp 

Police in southern Switzerland say a teenage member of the Russian national snowboard team has died at a training 

camp in the Alps. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/4/20103:10:54 PM 

Even charities won't accept LeBron apparel 

rC~~~~jsport _ Business - Clothing - Consumer Goods and Services - Apparel 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/4/20104:45:42 PM 

Hoping to correct image, Muslims greet fairgoers 

Ig~~""IDesPite the smells of fried dough and roasted meat wafting from the Minnesota State Fair, Salim and 

Zuleyha Ozonder were focused on the people who were leaving, not the food or festivities beckoning 
from across the street. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/4/20105:03:05 PM 

Craigslist removes adult services section 

Ig~~""lcraigSlist closed the adult services section of its website, a week after a group of state attorneys general 

complained about illegal ads promoting prostitution. 

1~~'::lcraigSlist - Attorney general - United States - Website - Jim Buckmaster 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/4/20105:46:58 PM 

French security protest kicks off week of unrest 

French trade unions protested on Saturday against a clampdown on immigrants, launching a week of action against 

tightening security and pension reforms on which President Nicolas Sarkozy has staked his political reputation. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/4/20105:52:31 PM 

At NY hospital, unlikely dad, daughter reunion 

It was a bittersweet and unlikely reunion. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/4/20106:09:34 PM 

Pakistan bomb toll hits 65; new missile strike 

Ig~~""~he death toll from a Pakistani Taliban suicide attack on a Shiite Muslim procession rose to 65 Saturday as 

critically wounded people died in hospitals, while a suspected u.S. missile strike killed seven insurgents in 

a restive tribal area. 

Ig~~""lpakistan - Suicide attack - Taliban - Death - Shia Islam 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/4/20106:18:56 PM 

PFT: Cardinals cut Leinart; he's officially a bust 

rC~~~~Latt Leinart - Shopping - Greeting Cards - Stationery - Gifts 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/4/20106:29:57 PM 

Landfill searched for fifth victim in string of murders 

Ig~~""IAuthorities searched a Northern California landfill Friday for signs of a missing man authorities said might 

be a fifth murder victim linked to a suspect who was shot and killed by police after a high-speed chase on 
Aug. 31. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/4/20106:34:59 PM 

Koch brothers give $lM to back Proposition 23 

Oil billionaires David and Charles Koch have jumped on board an effort to suspend California's global warming law by 

making a million-dollar contribution this week. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/4/20106:54:20 PM 

Thieves add to Pakistan flood victims' misery 

Crime and the sale of donated aid supplies are undermining the aid effort for Pakistan's flood victims. 

rC~~~~jpakistan - Asia - Government - Flood - Business and Economy 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/4/20108:20:02 PM 

Pulitzer-winning cartoonist Paul Conrad dies at 86 

Ig~~""lpaul Conrad, the political cartoonist who won three Pulitzer Prizes and used his pencil to poke at 

politicians for more than 50 years, died Saturday, his son said. He was 86. 

I~~':-Ipulitzer Prize - Editorial cartoonist - Paul Conrad - Politics -~ 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/4/20108:41:05 PM 

Manhattan pier catches fire; no injuries reported 

A pier on Manhattan's West Side caught on fire on Saturday, sending plumes of smoke billowing into the air above the 

Hudson River and the West Side Highway. The cause of the blaze was not immediately clear. 

1~¥':-IManhattan - West Side Highway - Hudson River - West Side - Hudson Valley 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/4/20109:39:08 PM 

No.4 Florida starts slow in post-Tebow era 

Ig~~""~eff Demps had a long scoring run, John Brantley added a fluky touchdown pass late and No.4 Florida 
overcame an error-filled game to beat Miami (Ohio) 34-12 Saturday. 

1~~':-I.John Brantley - Miami - Florida - Jeffery Demps - Ohio 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/4/20109:44:08 PM 

Gaza rocket fire draws Israeli air strikes 

Two days after the restart of peace talks, Israeli aircraft strike targets in the Hamas-ruled Gaza Strip after Palestinian 

militants fire a rocket into Israel. 

I~¥.:tamas - Gaza Strip -Israel - Middle East - Hamas-ruled Gaza Strip 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/4/20109:47:20 PM 

At least 43 killed in violence in Sudan's Darfur 

Clashes in a refugee camp in Sudan's restive Darfur region left six people dead, U.N.-African Union peacekeepers said 

Saturday, days after violence elsewhere in the area claimed the lives of at least 37 people dead. 

rC~~"-lsudan - Darfur - African Union Mission in Sudan - Refugee camp - Territorial Disputes 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/4/2010 10:21:49 PM 

For Muslims, a 9/11 anniversary like no other 

Ig~~""IAmerican Muslims are boosting security at mosques, seeking help from leaders of other faiths and airing 

ads underscoring their loyalty to the United States. 

rg~iSLnited States - Mosque - Muslim - World Trade Center - Terrorism 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/4/2010 10:35:06 PM 

Fenced-out author leaving home next to Palin 

Ig~~""IAuthor Joe McGinniss is packing his bags and notebooks and leaving for his Massachusetts home after 

living next door to his subject, Sarah Palin, for three months in Wasilla, Alaska. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/4/2010 10:47:32 PM 

Obama pledges to work for a thriving middle class 

Ig~~""IA strong economy needs bustling Main Streets and a thriving middle class, not just a healthy stock 

market, President Barack Obama said in paying tribute to the American worker. 

rg~iSjBarack Obama - United States - Middle class - Stock market - President 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/4/201011:11:42 PM 

Protesters hurl eggs, shoes at Tony Blair 

Anti-war protesters hurled shoes and eggs at Tony Blair on Saturday as he arrived for the first public signing of his fast

selling memoir. 

1§,:i1ti¥.E~ony Blair _ Prime Minister - History - Parliament - Northern Ireland 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/4/201011:16:20 PM 

Tiger makes timely recovery at Deutsche Bank 

Ig~~""~ason Day and Brandt Snedeker played in far different conditions Saturday and wound up with a share of 

the lead halfway through the Deutsche Bank Championship. Tiger Woods, meanwhile, rebounded and 
shot up the leaderboard with a 6-under 65. 

1~~':-ITiger Woods - Deutsche Bank Championship - Phil Mickelson - Golf - Hurricane Earl 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/4/201011:18:20 PM 

Turnaround for RichRod, UM? UConn crushed 

Ig~~""IDenard Robinson accounted for 383 yards and two touchdowns in his first game as Michigan's starting 
quarterback, leading the Wolverines to a 30-10 win over Connecticut on Saturday at the bigger than ever 

Big House. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/5/2010 12:04:57 AM 

New Zealand quake rips new fault in earth 

Ig~~""~he powerful earthquake that smashed buildings, cracked roads and twisted rail lines around 

Christchurch, New Zealand, also ripped an ll-foot wide fault line in earth surface. 

1~~':-INew Zealand - South Island - Earthquake - Oceania - Christchurch 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/5/201012:16:53 AM 

Salvadoran police find over $9M in cash in drums 

Ig~~""lpolice in EI Salvador have found two buried oil drums stuffed with millions of dollars in cash possibly 

linked to the illegal drug trade, authorities said Saturday. 

rg~iSL Salvador - Central America - Illegal drug trade - Police - Government 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/5/20101:20:12 AM 

2 babies killed after semi hits vehicles in Ariz. 

Two babies have been killed in a three-vehicle collision involving a gas tanker in Phoenix. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/5/20101:28:18 AM 

Sharapova blows away Capra at u.s. Open 

Ig~~""IAmerican upstart Beatrice Capra got blown away Saturday - by the excellence of Maria Sharapova and 

the bad, blustery conditions caused by the remnants of Hurricane Earl. Treating the wind and an 
opponent with nothing to lose as mere annoyances, Sharapova put a 6-0, 6-0 thumping on Capra at the u.S. 
Open. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

SubjeLt: 

NAAC <nacda_affiliates@nacda_mmsend_com> 

Tuesday. May l3, 2014 4:56 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc_edu> 

NAAC Response to Division I Governance Model Proposal 

Dear NAAC Member, 

As you may recall, the compliance industry took a great step forward in contributing to the Division I 
governance redesign discussion when the NCAA Division I Board of Directors formally asked that 

two individuals from NAAC attend the October 29 Board of Directors and Presidential Advisory Group 
meeting as representatives of the Division I Compliance profession to present concepts that would 
shape the agenda of the Division I Governance Dialogue session at the January 2014 NCAA 
Convention_ For information on the concepts NAAC presented on behalf of the membership, please 
click here_ 

This was an important step for our membership and is a direct reflection of both the efforts we have 
made to organize the compliance profession through NAAC, as well as the importance and 
relevance we believe those individuals with compliance training should have within whatever new 
structure arose from the effort_ 

Our "headlines" from the October meeting seemingly have influenced the current steering committee 
governance draft proposal that was released publically in April, and we are encouraged by the role 
our profession played in that effort_ Additionally, it does appear that an individual from the compliance 
profession could have an opportunity to represent their conference on the new "Council" once that 
group is formed_ What is less clear, however, is how defined the role of the compliance professional 
will be in this new structure_ While Athletic Directors, Senior Women's Administrators, Faculty and 
Student-Athletes rightfully have secured designated roles within the process, the compliance 
profession's role is not outlined as clearly_ 

We believe that a governance design that does not include designated representation from the 
compliance profession is incomplete_ Consequently, we have formally engaged Dr. Hatch and the 
Steering Committee to gain some clarity on that issue and engage in some collaborative discussion 
to that end_ A copy of that correspondence can be read here_ Especially in light of the role we were 
offered during the early stages of this process, we are optimistic that we can serve the new structure 
in a capacity that will use our talents and expertise in a manner that will benefit Division I_ 

As a NAAC member, we thought it was important for you to be notified of this effort and to 
acknowledge the role you have played in getting NAAC to this point This is certainly an exciting time 
to be involved with NAAC_ 

Sincerely, 

The NAAC Officers 

Click here to unsubscribe 

24651 DetrOIt Road. Westlake, 01-144145 



From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

D l.ticker <matt=dl ticker.com@mail30.us4.mcsv.net.> 
Friday, May 30,20148:25 AM 
IlIe, Vince <iIle@unc.edu> 
Dl.ticker - News from Thursday, .1vfay 29,2014 

NCAA lal//y,"rs liIe an emergency petition calling lor a delay of the upcoming 0'8annon 

trial. asks 9th US Circuit Court of Appeals to overturn ruling of US District Judge 

Wilkin & push back trial no "al"lier than f',/Iarch of 2015 when Sam Kell"r case will b" tri"d. 

filth att,"mpt by NCAA in last five we"ks delay. (I'Garmon lead atiorn,"y Hausfeld calls 

filing a "Iast gasp" ~ link 

South Carolina Prez Pastid,"s. who is a part or the s,"ven··nwmb"r NCAA Governance 

Steering Committee, beli"ves if the current set of reforms fail, "th" obvious n"xt st"p is 

to giv" up amat"urism," also says bar for super majority voting "I"ment should be set 

high. but not at an unr"asorwble level that could drhm the 'Big 5' to break away from the 

NCAA ~ link 

SEC leadel"s debate FG camp rule that do"s not allow coacfws to travel outskk of 50·· 

mile radius from campus as Penn State HC Franklin is planning to hold camps in 

I"ague',; backyard of Atlanta & DeLand, Fl., Franklin points to oppOl"tunity of ext"nding 

Nittany Lions brand. Ole Miss AD Bjork says rules may be a compditive disadvanlag'" 

fOl" SEC Hes ~ link 

Nuggets from Big 12 m,"elings. K,msas exp,"cts unlimited student··athlde meals to cost 

departm"nt an additional $1 m, Kansas State AD Currie 'Nill begin tenure as Chair of AD 

cormniltee 1', says top to bottom the league has best collection 01 F·B & IIi1BG HCs 

nationally. impact of graduate transfer rules were also discussed ~ !ink 

Texas AD PaU"rson on one component of his approach to mana"in" Lon,jhorns, "At 

both Arizona State & here at Texas, I've tried to take each of the teams. break them out 

as "eparate "ntiti"s & look at the metrics around ,;UGcess that each of them ,;hould have," 

wants each to be s,"if·sustaining, ASU Pl"ez Crow us"d to remind him that alhletics was 

only 3% of overall budget ~ link 

Penn Stale Pwz Garron beli"ves th," Nittany Lions should r"ceive a reduction in 

penalties from the Paterno situation because of significant progress made by the school, 

"Recognize & reward tho,;" peopl" who do W>od things ,'I< work hard & take thin"" 

s"riously."·· !J.n.t 

Nice recap on th" important ",",m"nts of the n"v'I SEC Netwmk: Deal bdw"en league & 

ESPN is set for 20 Y'"ilI"s. Spmts8usiness Joui"rwl has ,"stimated that subscl"ibers fOI" 

the channel will pay roughly $1.30 a month. carriage fees of 30m subscribers could 

"en"l"8li, OVN 5450m alone b"fol'" adv"rti,;in", overall annual value Gould "xce"d $500m 

.. )jn)~ 

Handful of SEC ADs Gomm"nt on what 'autonomy' really means, Texas A&M AD Hyman 

points to incr"ased spe"d at which d,"cision should b" made, Flodda AD F:oley says it's 

about getting more control over his own depaltment. Vanely AD Williams, "If you have a 

Flolle; Floyc," & I have a Chevrold. w,"'m still going to end up in th," salm place." .. !in];; 

Big 12 set to announce distributions today at annual meetings, total expected to be in the 

$220m rang" that would fe"ult in full "ham of $23.5m for mo"t schools, TCU & West 



Virginia increase from 50% to 67% of a full pay~out, '''''hich is still double from what they 

used to receive in the Bi,) East fO!' the Mountaineen; ~ link 

In th," midst of an unprecedented run of success lor Louisiana-Lafayette, AD Farmer 

says donations to the Rajin' Cajuns Athletic Fund have sent an all-time single year 

mcord at $'1 Am, ,"ncoumges supporters to continue giving in order to incmase budget t~, 

give sports a greater chance to keep rolling ~ link 

US District ,Iudge Cleland dismis"es iav<fsuit brought against Detroit by former f'JlBB AC 

Briggs who claims he was fired after reporting that fello'"" AC Thomas & then AD Gaither 

were having an affair, says situation was wdl krlOV<fn by players, creal;,d an 

unprof,"ssional work environm,"nt when Gaither would travel with the team" ".tL"; 

Montana Prez Engstrom decidm; not to pwss issue with NCAA, will not appeal self

imposed sanctions despite heavy groundswell from Gria faithful, says he consulted with 

an outside law firm who together decided that further aelion would not be fruitful - link 

Paciolan & Colorado ,"xt,"nd mlationship that has been in place for 29 years, Buns 

have added 3D venue visualization tool from Ballena as part of relationship & will also 

stalt using Paciolan's Tickdin" Intelligence data v<fawhouse solution, CMO Big"ers 

points to technology advances of partn,"rship ,jjn)~ 

Michigan recdves $3m from alum Robinson to endow FB Offensive C:oordinator 

position, donation amount comparable to mldowed AD position, F:B HC spot brought in 

$1 Om a couple of months ago for the Wolverines ~ !ink 

Louisville rolls"out special FB t~. MBB combined ticket deal as $500 will get fans an 

upper-level seat for all home games including marquee ACC match~ups, Ass!. AD for 

Ticket Operations Barber say" move to ACC prompted idea to offer unique opportunity 

for supporters, Caf'ds will sell 800 packilges ' !inL UD,~ 

PittsburfJi1 releases compensation data from 2012~13 fiscal year, MBB HC Dixon ($2.1 m) 

& FB HC Chlyst ($1 ,5m) wme school's top ealners, I\D PetNson took home 5633k, Prez 

Nordenburg at 5760k, overall 1,778 University employees earned more than 51 OOk ~ !ink 

PUldue AD Burke announces sport administrator etwn"es as Senior Assoc, AD Howat 

will oversee Baseball, Soccer & Men's & 'Women's S'""imming & Diving, Senior Assoc, 

ADiS\NA Cros" "et" WBB, I,~en's & \Nomen'" Golf, & M"n's ,'I< Women's Tennis, & As"oc 

AD Williams to administer Men's & Women's Cross Country, Softball, II,kn's & Women's 

Track & Field, Volleyball & Wrestling ~ link 

UNC-Wilmington MBB HC Keatts gets big picture on what success for his program could 

mean for the entim departm"nt, has b"en as"ured by AD Bas" that "everything will be 

fine" withlinancial standing for Seahawks, concentrated on winnin" games that will 

produce increased revenue ~ !ink 

CoIor,ado Slate Senior Assoc, AD Layton says FB season ticket sales are accelerating 

at a neaHecord pace, goal is simply to sell~out every game, lowest season ticket price of 

$130 ranks third in th" lea"ue behind Boi"e & Fresno State, Ram" averag"d 18,600 

per "ame last y,"al" !.ttL"; 

VCU AD I\i1cLaughlin gds title bump to As"oc, \fP, also gd" contract extension through 

2019 & sees salary increase from 521 Ok to $2l1 k, Plez Roa points to McLaughlin's solid 

fundraising run after taking over the Rams department that has included two gifts of more 

than $3m - 1'X1:~ 



Manhattan MB8 He Masiello reportedly completes his undergraduate coursework at 

Kentucky. hm; been on leave from the program since mid-Mmch after situation 'Nas 

brought to light during hiring plOcess at USF, has led Jaspers to a 60··39 mark in lhme 

s~~ason;:, - Hnk 

Philadelphia Phil lies scouting director Wolever comments on situation afti"r las I year's 

draft that saw draftee & Oregon State student-athlete Wetzler end up suspended for 

using an ag,"nl during negotiations, "Th," NCAA did the investigation, nol the 

Philadelphia Phil lies," Wetzler was held out of the first 11 games of this season - link 

Ole Miss AD Bjork selects McNeese State He Smith a" nev</ HC for Rebels Softball 

program, Smith led the C()wgirls to three consecutive 30 or more win seasons including 

a Southland title this pa5t season when he was also named (:oaoh of the Yem. prior to 

McNeese had an impmssive run at NAIA Calil'omi,a B,aptist thai included a National 

Championship - link 

L()uisimw Tech I\D McClelland updales on Baseball He s,"alch fOI Bulldogs. says he's 

made significant progress, but has yet to narrow field to a group of finalists, says fans 

should be proud of national interest in .iob & number of quality coaGhm; who bEdieve 

position is a hidden gem .. llD.~ 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

SubjeLt: 

College Athletics Clips <nicrcollegeathleticsclips.com@maiIl41.us4.mcsv.net> 

Sunday, June 1,2014 10:24 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Clips Weekly Update 6-2-14 

x 

D()arVinc()·· 

Sunday nighl gf()()lings 110m Clips. Hop() you are well. 

One" a"ain W0 hav() a quantity and quality of cont"nt for your "difieation and "njoyment 

But befor" w" ,,0t to them two quick things: 

F:irst, a remind,"r that there is a Clips website behind all this. II lakes a 

v'/hil" for som0 new subscriber,; to maliz0 it, butth0m is a Clip,; wd,site ju,;t v'/aiting to be 

0xplomd. Th() links b()low will I()ad you to ex()cutive sUrllmill"ies. reprints and gU0st 

comm()ntari0s on th" Clips w"bsit". If you hav0 not y()t ch"cked out our 'N()bsit(), pl"as() 

do so. Click h"!:'~. to gd to the Clips website. 

Which brings us to it0m #2. which is to point out that you will n,,()d a password to "d into 

th() w0bsit(). If you have not yd s0lec10d a password. pl()as0 click tl.<SWi' for step by s10p 

instructions. If you hav() troubl" s"Wn" up a password. pl()ase callm" (pleas" wait until 

7am ET Monday bdom you contact me) 

Have a "ood Monday. Hav" a good w0ek. 

Nick Infa nt" 

Clips Edilor 

808.879.9978 

l0lf!l@t0l!'f" Is recent talk of Division IV sabre rattling or a cold sober warning? 
ClipsConglomeration The Clips Truth Squad has picked through several reports from last week's SEC 
spring meetings to figure out what's what. 

!'!!I["M!!om $40 million settlement in ENCl..C names and likenesses 
-' ... case More than 100,000 current and former football and men's basketball players have 

potential claims to the settlement money over the use of their names and likenesses in NCAA video 
games. , ...... 

~ HO\j\j Allstate's "Good Hands" nets marketing grew from great to 
brilliant Here's a quick history of one of sports marketing's best ideas (and executions). 

~ Contracts between bowls, College Football Playoff still not signed 
Several sources say bowl contracts are not completed, but they are not thought to be a big distraction. 

li!,,''''''1''''1310 Searching For The Middle Ground Clips Gllest Commentary Our guest 
author, a non-Big Five AD. assesses, critiques and challenges the impact of proposed changes to the 
collegiate model 

~ VVal1 Street Journal CEO annual compensation survey Analysis finds top 
10% of earners account for 23% of compensation. 

~ I(rzyzevvski'? Can You Use the Word in a Sentence, Please? Here's a 
look at some common misspellings of sports names. , .. , .... , .. 



~ Clips' first··ever frequently misspelled names list We culled through a half 
dozen Clips databases and sifted/scrolled through thousands of names to come up those most likely 
to be misspelled 

. C_' ~ .. ~ Eyes in the sports sky Lookl Up in the sky 
'-t~ superm .... ah, no, it's a drone. ":,,,'.,'., ,' .... , 

It's a bird, it's a plane, it's 

§@'''.JlI30liIq.,-jttli! Racial Gaps in Attainment Widen, as State Support for 
Higher Ed Falls The DOE's annual report provides a comprehensive look of both trends and the 
current state of the education landscape. Here are highlights of the highlights. 

rogol!!¥1!!!<J;M"$ New data says a college degree is still very much vvorth it An 
analysis of Labor Department stats has concluded that Americans with 4-year college degrees made 
98% more an hour on average in 2013 than people without a degree." 

~ VVhat happens after coaching? When it's over -- by your choice or someone 
else's -- what comes next? 

f!l!I First-ever triple champions D3 Wisconsin-Whitewater becomes the first school in any 
division to win football, basketball and baseball championships in the same year. 

M:g-!',!O!tOlj!il:!!@ The NCAA is the champ of championships In a break from tradition, 
the NCAA recently awarded 82 championships to over 500 sites. the largest single offering of events in 
NCAA history ., ..... . 

~ How colleges handle draft prospects could redefine the sport Are 
neutrality, integrity and athletes' best interests possible for the next iteration of agents? ". ,. ..... . 

!!!!§i!;'W!'0l!!§ "Friendly Faculty" . The Quiet Danger to Athletics 
Programs Clips Guest Commentary A faculty member might make an exception for a 
student-athlete, thinking that there is no academic fraud involved, but the action might be 

defined as an impermissible benefit under NCAA rules. ,. 

~ As system changes, coaches and ADs must adjust to fewer rules In the 
HighFive conferences, new rules will likely be few rules .. 

rogOl/M'l@toll@ NCAA, Defense Department \lvill create concussion 
database Announced in conjunction with President Barack Obama's youth safety sports summit, the 
$30 million effort will produce what the White House calls the most comprehensive concussion 
database ever 

!!!ME:!!!UfM§ Coaching Contracts Should Athletics Trump Academics? Clips G"est 
Commentary Our guest writer asks what would happen if a coach's potential athletic incentives were 
tied to the team's APR or graduation rate benchmarks? 

~ Old-fashioned State of the Program to fans best for Badgers Clips Guest 
Commentary Our guest writer says Wisconsin season tix holders should be invited to a State of the 
Program presentation (a takeoff on the Packers stockholders' meeting every year at Lambeau Field) .. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

All, 

Kevin Westemmn <kwestemmn3@gmaiLcom> 

Friday, June 6, 20141:23 PM 

Vangelder, Marielle A <mvangeld@email.unc.edu>; Pogge, Paul <pPJgge@unc.edu>; Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu>; Ille, 
Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Media Report 6.6.14 

Media Report 6.6.l4.docx 

Please see today's report attached. 

Thanks, 
Kevin 

Kevin Westerman 
University of North Carolina School of Law 
JD. Candidate, Class of 2015 
Texas A&M University 
B.S .. Class of 2011 
361.935.0517 i kwesterman3@gmail.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

09111!2009 

<mbkoza@ehs.unc.edu> 

Friday, September 11. 2009 8:22 PM 

Lee, Jaimie "~aimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; mbkoza(filehs.unc.edu 

FORMAL NOTICE: UNC's Seasonal Flu Shot Clinics 

The University. in partnership with the State Health Plan will be 
offering seasonal inf1uenza vaccinations again thIS year to employees, 
beginning Tuesday, September 22nd. To make an appointment, clIck here: 
htlp:!!ehs.w1c.edu!ueohc!f1ushotshtml, or log on to htlp:!!ehs.unc.edu 
and click on the orange poster at the top of the page. If you have 
diffIculty the EHS website, ask your supervisor or 
administrative aSsIst you 

The shots are free to employees covered under the State Health Plan. At 
your appointment, you will need to present your State Health Plan card 
along with a photo ID for coverage under the plan. If you are not a 
member oftbe State Healtb Plan, can stlll recelve a sbot. but you 
will be required to pay $30 by or check at the tIme of vaccination. 

These shots are for seasonal influenza only. They will not provIde 
protection against HI Nl. For more information about the HI NI vaccine, 
go to the Centers for DIsease Control HI N 1 site at 
http://www.cdc.gov/hlnlfluivaccmationipublic/vaccinatlOngapub.htm 

We regret that we are not able to provide flu shots to employee's family 
members because of parking and staff lImitations. However, we encourage 
evel)Tone to get a flu shot, so log on to http://f1uchmc]ocator.org, 
enter your zip code, and you will see a lIst of climcs in your area. 

Health experts advise against takmg a chance on getting the flu because 
It can lead to senous complications, and, in some cases, even death 

For furtber information. call 962-6975. 

Mary Beth Koza 
Dlfector, Department of Environment. Healtb and Safety 

This email is sponsored by: Environment, Health & Safety 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

«-alanjJinkelton@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, September 30.2009 12:43 AM 

alan -.JJinkelton@unc.edu; Lee, Jaimie <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu> 

FORMAL NOTICE: Annual Campus Security Report 

Re: Availa bihty of Annual Security Report 

The Annual Security Report for The University of North Carolina at 
Chapel Hill will be aVailable onlme to students and employees on 
October 1, 2009. ThIs report includes statistIcs for the previous three 
years concerning reported crimes that occurred on-campus; in certain 
off-campus buildmgs or property O\vned or controlled by the University; 
and on public property wIthin, or immedIately adjacent to and accessible 
from, the campus. The report also includes institutional policIes 
concerning campus security, such as policIes concerning sexual assault, 
and other matters. 

In the report you wIll also find information about the University's drug 
and alcohol policies, and associated discIplinary sanctions; crimmal 
sanctions for violation of drug and alcohol laws; information about the 
health risks of certain drugs and alcohoL and avarlable substance abuse 
treatment optIOns 

You can obtam a copy of thIS report by accessmg the following web 
site, on or after October 1, htip://www.dps.unc.edu/securityreport/. 
You can obtain a copy oftbis report (printed ii-om tbe website) by 
contacting the Office of University Counsel at 962-3031 

This email is sponsored by: Chancellor 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/5/20102:46:03 AM 

BP blowout preventer brought aboard vessel 

Ig~~""IA crane hoists a key piece of oil spill evidence from the Gulf of Mexico, giving investigators their first 

chance to personally scrutinize the blowout preventer. 

I~~~:IBP - Blowout preventer - Oil spill - Business - Gulf of Mexico 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: lop msnbc.com headlines 

9/5/20103:15:27 AM 

Dalton, NO.6 leU top No. 24 Oregon State 

Ig~~""IAndY Dalton ran for two touchdowns and threw for another score to make up for his two interceptions 
and NO.6 TCU opened the season with a 30-21 victory over No. 24 Oregon State on Saturday night. 

...... ,..... . ..... ,..... . ..... , ....... 
I
' ;';;"·=-1";';;"'=-1" ;';;"''''·-1 

rg~~...,jAndy Dalton - Oregon State - NCAA Division I - sport - College and University 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/5/20103:17:36 AM 

Kanye West: 'I bled hard' over Swift debacle 

Ig~~""IHiP-hOP star Kanye West is still feeling the pain over his ambush of Taylor Swift last year - and he's 

expressing his pain allover Twitter. 

rg~5.jKanye West - Taylor Swift - Hip hop - MTV Video Music Awards - Music 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/5/20103:57:19 AM 

Even with stars out, No.1 'Bama rolls in opener 

Ig~~""~rent Richardson ran for two touchdowns and Greg McElroy passed for 218 yards to help No.1 Alabama 
beat San Jose State 48-3 on Saturday night. The defending national champs shrugged off the absence of 

injured Heisman winner Mark Ingram and suspended defensive end Marcell Dareus in the opening mismatch. 

~ 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 
1§'~i?SIMark Ingram - Greg McElroy - Trent Richardson - San Jose State University - Alabama 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/5/20104:27:27 AM 

NYT: Democrats plan triage to retain House 

NYT: As Democrats brace for a November wave that threatens their control of the House, party leaders are preparing a 

brutal triage of their own members. 

rC~~"-Lemocratic - House - United States - New York Times - Politics 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/5/20104:39:18 AM 

Earl delivers fatal punch in Nova Scotia 

Ig~~""IAfter disrupting Labor Day weekend plans millions, Earl makes a blustery landfall Saturday morning in 

Canada's Nova Scotia province, where one man died. 

1~~'::INova Scotia - Canada - Hurricane Earl - Business and Economy - Recreation and Sports 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/5/20104:41:20 AM 

Kelly, Irish open with victory over Purdue 

Ig~~""IAfter jumping out ahead of Purdue, 20-3, in the first game of the Brian Kelly era, Notre Dame's lead 

began to slip away as the Boilermakers notched a safety followed by a touchdown to close the gap to 
eight. But the Irish defense clamped down and David Ruffer notched his third field goal as Notre Dame held on 
for the 23-12 win Saturday in South Bend. 

rg~~""jbriankeIlY - Notre Dame Fighting Irish football - Notre Dame - Purdue Boilermakers - South Bend Indiana 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/5/20104:47:28 AM 

Race complicates reservation crime fight 

Ig~~""IFor more than two hours on the night of May 16, 2007, Shane Maggi terrorized a Native American couple 

at their home on the Blackfeet Indian Reservation in Montana, pistol whipping them and firing bullets 
above the husband's head. 

uu 
,====",----------"., r~¥:1 

r·~~--Lontana - Blackfeet - Indian reservation - Ethnicity - Native American 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/5/20105:59:11 AM 

Sources: 5 killed in attack on Russian base 

Ig~~""IAt least five people were killed and 35 wounded Sunday when a suicide bomber attacked troops at a 

firing range in Russia's southern republic of Dagestan, sources said. 

rg~iSjRussia - Dagestan - Suicide attack - Suicide - Death 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/5/20107:42:24 AM 

'Alive' survivors to Chilean mining kin: Be strong 

Ig~~""luruguayans who survived more than 2 months of isolation in the Andes after a plane crash met Saturday 

with some of the relatives of 33 trapped miners and urged them to stay strong. 

rg~iSjAndes - Aviation accidents and incidents - Chile - Alive - San Jose California 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/5/20109:16:11 AM 

theGrio: Twitter rant shows Kanye is still a work in progress 

Ever since Kanye West joined Twitter in July, many had been awaiting his inevitable rant about the infamous Taylor Swift 

incident. Finally, that moment arrived. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 
1§,~F..?IKanve West - Twitter - Taylor Swift - Online Communities - Social Networking 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/5/20109:47:16 AM 

Expert warns of complacency after swine flu fizzle 

Ig~~""IA leading virus expert urged health authorities around the world Sunday to stay vigilant even though the 

recent swine flu pandemic was less deadly than expected, warning that bird flu could spark the next 
global outbreak. 

I g~~""12009 flu pandemic - Pandemic - Influenza - Health - Infectious Diseases 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/5/20102:02:30 PM 

Vatican says stoning in Iran adultery case 'brutal' 

Ig~~""~he Vatican on Sunday raised the possibility of using behind-the-scenes diplomacy to try to spare the life 

of an Iranian widow sentenced to be stoned for adultery. 

1~~~:llran - Stoning - Adultery - Middle East - Capital punishment 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/5/20102:15:35 PM 

12 die in Baghdad car bomb, gunfight 

Suicide bombers hit a Baghdad military headquarters on Sunday and killed 12 people, two weeks after an attack on the 

same site pointed to the failure of Iraqi forces to plug even the most obvious holes in their security. 

rC~~"-IBaghdad - Suicide attack - Iraqi Army - Car bomb - .!.@g 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/5/20102:34:12 PM 

Speaker-in-waiting Boehner balances GOP factions 

Ig~~""~ohn Boehner has left little doubt that the president and other Democrats will face fierce resistance in the 

House if he is speaker, starting with a push to dismantle Obama's hard-fought health care law. 

rg~iS1ohn Boehner - Republican - Health care - Democratic Party - Barack Obama 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/5/20104:43:46 PM 

Chile mine disaster exposes old family feuds 

Ig~~""~he disaster that will likely keep the miners underground for months also has shaken the fault lines in 

their families above. Some squabble over who should get the miners' August wage. 

rg~5.jchile - Mining accident - South America - Mining - History 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/5/20105:06:20 PM 

Basque separatists ETA announce cease fire 

Ig~~""[he Basque regional government says a cease-fire announcement by the separatist group ETA is 
"absolutely insufficient" because the group has not renounced violence or announced its dissolution. 

...... ,..... . ..... ,..... . ..... , ....... 
I
' ;';;"·=-1";';;"'=-1" ;';;"''''·-1 

rg~~...,jBaSqUe nationalism - ETA - Spain - Terrorism - BBe 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/5/20105:14:51 PM 

Has college sendoff always been so tough? 

Ig~~""IFor many parents, letting go when a child leaves for college is difficult - more so, many say, than it was 

for in decades past. 

1~~'::IEducation - Colleges and Universities - United States - College - Two-Year Colleges 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/5/20105:16:50 PM 

Endangered or not, wolf killings set to expand 

Ig~~""IGovernment agencies are seeking broad new authority to ramp up killings and removals of gray wolves in 

the Northern Rockies and Great Lakes, despite two recent court actions. 

I~~.:tray Wolf - Great Lakes - United States - Environment - Yellowstone National Park 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/5/20105:37:31 PM 

Pakistan's flooded farms unable to be sown 

Ig~~""~he floodwaters that already devastated one crop in the fields are threatening the next season's crop as 

well, an aftershock aid workers fear could add to Pakistan's misery and prolong the crisis. 

...... ,..... . ..... ,..... . ..... , ....... 
I
' ;';;"·=-1";';;"'=-1" ;';;"''''·-1 

rg~~...,jpakistan - Humanitarian aid - Asia - Flood - Government 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/5/20105:53:54 PM 

Racial violence changes student - and school 

Ig~~""IDUOng Nghe Ly can't wait to begin his senior year at South Philadelphia High School. A day of violence 

there last year changed his life, and he wants to learn if his school has been transformed as well. 

...... ,..... . ..... ,..... . ..... , ....... 
I
' ;';;"·=-1";';;"'=-1" ;';;"''''·-1 

rg~~...,jSouth Philadelphia High School - High school - Education - Student - School 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/5/20106:13:40 PM 

Mosque debate reveals ground zero emotions 

Ig~~""IDepending on whom you talk to, it's a scar on this city where horror still lingers, a bustling hive 

symbolizing the resilience of a nation, or simply, for those who live and work nearby, a place where life 
goes on. 

1~~':-llslam - Arts - New York City - World Trade Center - Religion 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/5/20106:31:53 PM 

Army studies concussions' effects on bomb techs 

Ig~~""IArmy bomb testers based at Fort Campbell, Ky., are undergoing hundreds of hours of cognitive tests as 
part of the military's first-of-its-kind study of mild traumatic brain injury. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/5/20106:34:56 PM 

Venus battles into U.S. Open quarterfinals 

Ig~~""lvenus Williams got through a tougher-than-expected test against Israel's Shahar Peer to reach the U.S. 

Open quarterfinals for the 10th time. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/5/20106:54:19 PM 

PFT: TV host says Vikings should hit N.O. 'like Katrina' 
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Ig~~ .... IHurricane Katrina - Earth Sciences - Atmospheric Sciences - Meteorology - Weather Phenomena 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/5/20107:05:57 PM 

Some cities sink boozy parties on public waters 

Ig~~""IFloatoPia, beer floating, float-a-palooza - there are many names, but the key ingredients stay the same: 

Sun, a public body of water, inflatable rafts - and booze. In some cases, lots of booze. Some counties are 
creating new laws to change that. 

I g~~""IBeer - Water - Floatopia - Food - Recreation 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/5/20107:21:36 PM 

At least 40 missing in new Guatemala landslides 

At least 40 people were missing in Guatemala on Sunday after a massive landslide buried up to 100 trying to dig out a 

bus caught in deep mud as torrential rains battered the country. 

rC~~"-IGUatemala - Central America - Mexico - United States - Travel and Tourism 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/5/20107:30:11 PM 

Dozens killed, missing in Guatemala landslides 

Ig~~""~orrential rains from a tropical depression caused landslides that have killed at least 38 people in 

Guatemala - some of them rescuers who had come to save people already trapped by a wall of mud. 

1~~'::IGuatemala - Mudslide - Central America - Tropical cyclone - Health 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/5/20107:38:19 PM 

Mideast crisis looms over Israeli settlements 

Ig~~""~ust days after Mideast peace talks began in Washington, the first major crisis is already looming: Israel 

hinted Sunday it will ease restrictions on building in West Bank settlements, while the Palestinian 
president warned he'll quit the talks if Israel resumes construction. 

Ig~~""IHamas - Gaza - Israel - West Bank - Middle East 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/5/20107:54:15 PM 

In wake of Earl, U.S. eyes other potential storms 

The remnants of Tropical Storm Gaston look very likely to strengthen again as a tropical cyclone in the Atlantic and could 

threaten the Caribbean's Leeward Islands in coming days. 

rC~~"-ITroPical cyclone - Hurricane Gaston - Atlantic Ocean - Leeward Islands - Tropical Storm Gaston 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/5/20108:56:28 PM 

Mideast crisis looms over Israeli settlements 

Ig~~""~ust days after Mideast peace talks began, a crisis looms: Israel hinted it will ease restrictions on West 

Bank building, while the Palestinian president warned he'll quit the talks if Israel resumes construction. 

rg~iSjwest Bank - President of the Palestinian National Authority - Israeli settlement - Israel - Middle East 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/5/20109:13:38 PM 

Accident at German flight show kills 1, injures 38 

Ig~~""IA pilot of a small propeller-driven plane lost control of his aircraft while taking off at a flight show in 

southern Germany and crashed into a group of spectators Sunday, leaving one person dead and 38 
injured, police said. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/5/20109:34:56 PM 

U.S. troops join Baghdad battle 

Ig~~""IDayS after the u.s. officially ended combat operations, American troops found themselves battling 

heavily armed militants assaulting an Iraqi military headquarters in the center of Baghdad on Sunday. 

rg~iSLnited States - United States armed forces - Baghdad - Iraqi security forces - !@g 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/5/20109:37:39 PM 

A-Rod returns, but Yankees' streak snapped 

Ig~~""IAaron Hill and Vernon Wells each hit two-run homers and the Toronto Blue Jays spoiled Alex Rodriguez's 
return to the New York lineup, beating the Yankees 7-3 on Sunday to halt their eight-game winning 

streak. 

Ig~~""~oronto Blue Jays - Alex Rodriguez - Vernon Wells - New York Yankees - Aaron Hill 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/5/20109:40:45 PM 

Iran: Israeli attack would mean its own demise 

Ig~~""llran's president said Sunday that any Israeli attack against his nation would mean the destruction of the 

Jewish state. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/5/2010 11:08:01 PM 

Congo: 70 dead, 200 missing in 2 boat capsizes 

Ig~~...,~wo boats capsized over the weekend in separate incidents on Congo's vast rivers, leaving 70 people 

dead and 200 others feared dead, and both vessels were heavily loaded and operating with few safety 
measures, officials said Sunday. 

I g~~""lcongo - Central Africa - Africa - Democratic Republic of the Congo - Country music 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/5/2010 11:52:03 PM 

Can Mickey Mouse teach you something about yourself? 

Ig~~""lwarren Spector, the famed game designer behind "Epic Mickey," says he hopes the forthcoming Wii 

video game will teach players more about themselves than the character they're playing. 

1~~'::LiCkey Mouse - Warren Spector - Video game - Epic Mickey - Wii 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/5/2010 11:56:34 PM 

Tamanaha: Time is now for Boise State, Virginia Tech 

Ig~~""~amanaha: Even though 77 games involving Football Bowl Subdivision teams have been completed in 

Week 1, the 2010 campaign really doesn't begin until No.3 Boise State and No. 10 Virginia Tech collide in 
Landover, Md., on Monday night. 

Ig~~""lvirginia Polytechnic Institute and State University - Boise State University - Virginia Tech - Boise State - Landover 

Maryland 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/6/20102:30:46 AM 

NZ troops provide security in quake-hit city 

Ig~~""IArmy troops took control of the center of the New Zealand city of Christchurch on Monday, two days 

after a powerfuI7.1-magnitude earthquake smashed buildings and homes, wrecked roads and rail lines 
- but caused no loss of life. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/6/20102:53:13 AM 

No.4 seed Murray bounced from u.s. Open 

Ig~~""INO. 4 Andy Murray has made an earlier-than-expected exit from the u.s. Open, losing to No. 25 Stanislas 

Wawrinka in the third round. 

rg~iSjStanislas Wawrinka - Andy Murray - US Open - United States - Recreation 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/6/20103:22:56 AM 

Va. woman devours 181 chicken wings in NY contest 

Ig~~""~he Black Widow of eating contests gobbled up nearly 181 chicken wings in 12 minutes, devouring the 

national championship record in Buffalo on Sunday. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/6/20104:56:52 AM 

Police say suicide attack in NW Pakistan kills 14 

A suicide car bomb attack on a police station in northwest Pakistan killed at least 14 people Monday morning and 

wounded about 40, police said. 

rC~~"-lpakistan - Suicide attack - Car bomb - Suicide - Death 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/6/20105:06:31 AM 

Tea party or establishment, GOP looks for gains 

Ig~~""INO matter the blend of candidates that Republicans end up with, a persistently weak economy and voter 

anger add up to enough competitive races to give them at least an outside chance of winning Senate 
control. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/6/20105:56:28 AM 

Mud buries Guatemala bus, 2nd slide kills rescuers 

Ig~~""lwhen news came over the radio that a landslide had buried two pickup trucks and a bus along a major 

highway, Suagustino Pascual Tuy and others rushed to the rescue, picks and shovels in hand. 

rg~iStandslide - Guatemala - Pickup truck - Bus - Suagustino Pascual Tuy 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/6/20106:04:15 AM 

Lawyer: JetBlue attendant resigned 

A flight attendant who captured America's attention when he told off a plane full of passengers and then slid down an 

emergency chute resigned from his job last week and wasn't fired, his lawyer says. 

I g:i1ti¥.EIFlight attendant - JetBlue Airways - United States - Recreation - Roads and Highways 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/6/20106:56:58 AM 

Revis, Jets agree to terms on new deal 

Ig~~""IDarrelle Revis and the New York Jets have agreed to a new contract, ending the All-Pro cornerback's 

holdout a week before the team's season opener. The deal is for a reported four years, $46 million. 

rg~iSjNew York Jets - Darrelle Revis - Cornerback - NFl- Sports 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/6/20107:04:41 AM 

Lawyer: Iran's death row widow receives 99 lashes 

Ig~~""IAn Iranian widow sentenced to death by stoning for alleged adultery has reportedly been lashed 99 times 

after what was said to be a picture of her without a headscarf appeared in a newspaper. 

rg~5.Lan - Capital punishment - Stoning - Adultery - Middle East 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/6/20107:09:42 AM 

Female, single, over 30: Iraqis count cost of war 

Ig~~""lonIY one of Nidal Haidar's six sisters is married. She has given up on ever getting hitched. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/6/20108:47:04 AM 

Colombian is world's shortest man at 27 inches 

Ig~~""IEdward Nino Hernandez is in many ways a typical 24-year-old Colombian male. He loves to dance 
reggaeton, dreams of owning a car - preferably a Mercedes- and wants to see the world. 

rg~iSjcolombian people - Mercedes-Benz - Reggaeton - Colombia - Edward Nino Hernandez 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/6/20109:16:58 AM 

Tropical Storm Hermine forms in the Gulf of Mexico 

Tropical Storm Hermine has formed in the Gulf of Mexico off the coast of Texas. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/6/20109:17:22 AM 

Schoolchildren killed in Pakistan suicide attack 

A suicide bomber struck a school van, then rammed his car into a police station in northwest Pakistan on Monday killing 

at least 17 people, including children, police said. 

1§':i1ti¥.Elpakistan _ Suicide attack - Police - Suicide - Death 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/6/2010 10:49:49 AM 

Van der Sloat admits extortion plot: 'Why not?' 

A Dutchman suspected in the disappearance of u.s. teen Natalee Holloway has reportedly confessed to a newspaper in 

his home country that he extorted money from the girl's parents. 

I g:i1ti¥.EINatalee Holloway - United States - Extortion - Aruba - Peru 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/6/2010 11:07:04 AM 

Report: Congressional charities pull in corporate cash 

At least 2 dozen charities set up or run by lawmakers or their families take donations from companies trying to influence 

policy, according to a New York Times report. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/6/2010 11:50:00 AM 

Spacecraft to fly into the sun 

Ig~~""IWhY the sun's atmosphere is nearly 200 times hotter than its visible surface is a long-standing mystery. A 

new spacecraft, called Solar Probe Plus, aims to find some answers. 

rg~iSjsun -Solar Probe+ - Spacecraft - NASA - Solar System 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/6/20101:34:23 PM 

Giant hay bale crushes ex-ELO star to death 

Ig~~""lcellist Mike Edwards, 62, died after the 1,323 Ib bale rolled down a steep field in Devon, southern 

England, smashed through a hedge and careered on to the road. 

1~~':-IDevon - Mike Edwards - England - Cello - YouTube 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/6/20102:40:06 PM 

Afghan foreign troops death toll hits 500 for 2010 

The number of foreign troops killed in Afghanistan this year has reached at least SOD, compared with S21 in all of 2009, 

according to an independent monitoring site on Monday and a tally compiled by Reuters. 

1~¥':-IAfghanistan - Reuters - United States - Taliban - Asia 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/6/20103:42:11 PM 

Obama getting fewer judges seated than Nixon 

President Barack Obama put fewer people on the bench than any president since Richard Nixon at a similar point in his 

first term 40 years ago. 

rC~~"-IBarack Obama - Richard Nixon - President of the United States - United States - President 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/6/20104:12:48 PM 

NATO asks for more troops for Afghanistan 

Ig~~""~he top U.S. and NATO commander in Afghanistan is asking for 2,000 more soldiers to join the 140,000-

strong international force here, NATO officials said Monday. It was unclear how many would be 
Americans. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/6/20104:14:48 PM 

UK police may probe alleged tabloid phone hacking 

Ig~~""IBritish Prime Minister David Cameron's communications director, a former tabloid editor, offered 

Monday to meet with police as they consider reopening an investigation into claims his newspaper's 
reporters illegally eavesdropped on scores of politicians and celebrities. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/6/20104:14:48 PM 

NKorea prepares for biggest convention in 30 years 

Huge posters plastered across the North Korean capital hailed the nation's biggest political convention in 30 years as a 

historic event as the world watched Monday for signs that the country's next leader was making his public debut. 

rC~~"-INorth Korea - Kim Jong-il - Pyongyang - Asia - Communism 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/6/20105:06:42 PM 

Hot business idea: Help people be cheap 

Ig~~""IHOW do you get penny pinchers to spend these days? Pitch products that promise to save them money. 

Ig~~""IBusiness idea - Business - Home - Personal Finance - Homemaking 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/6/20105:09:21 PM 

Clooney's 'American' a hit at holiday box office 

Ig~~""IGeorge Clooney's hitman tale "The American" has captured the top spot at the box office with a $16.4 
million debut over the long Labor Day weekend. 

rg~iSLeorge Clooney - Labor Day - Box office - United States - Entertainment 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/6/20105:25:50 PM 

As stocks tank investors rush into junk bonds 

With fears of a prolonged recession and stomach-churning moves in the stock market, corporate bond markets have 

performed so well this year they look like they're part of a parallel universe. 

rC~~"-IStock market - Bond market - Business - High-yield debt - Investing 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/6/20105:26:53 PM 

Best bets: 'Model' already controversial 

Ig~~""~hink of this season as "the one with the woman with the teeny waist." Also this week: Joaquin Phoenix's 
documentary hits theaters; Helen Mirren's "Prime Suspect" comes to DVD. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/6/20105:27:06 PM 

Kindergarten dilemma: Hold back to get ahead? 

Ig~~""IAS schools start back into session, some parents face a difficult question: Send their little ones to 
kindergarten as soon as they become age-eligible, or hold them back? 

rg~5.Lndergarten - Education - Early Childhood - School - Math 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/6/20105:51:06 PM 

A hoax? Joaquin Phoenix film gets viewers guessing 

Ig~~""lwhether a hoax or not, a new documentary about Joaquin Phoenix and his transition from acclaimed, 

brooding actor to bearded, shambolic hip-hop wannabe has captivated viewers at the Venice film festival. 

rg~5.10aqUin Phoenix - Hip hop - Actor - Venice Film Festival - Film Festival 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/6/20106:10:01 PM 

HBT: Yankees-Rays showdown looming soon 

Ig~~""IHBT: New York has a firm grasp on No.1 in the latest power rankings, but will face Tampa Bay seven 

times in the next 11 days. 

rg~5.~ampa Bay Rays - Tampa Florida - New York City - New York - sport 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/6/20107:06:27 PM 

Money can buy happiness, but only up to $75,000 

People's emotional well-being increases along with their income up to about $75,000 but then levels out after their 

primary needs are met, researchers reported in the Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences. 

rC~~"-lproceedingS of the National Academy of Sciences - Psychology - National Academy of Sciences - Social Sciences -

Science and Environment 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/6/20108:06:50 PM 

Giant metal letter falls on fan at Jays game 

A fan at the Toronto Blue Jays' game is OK after being struck by a falling metal letter from a sign honoring Jackie 

Robinson. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/6/20108:10:12 PM 

Study links cholesterol and nonstick coating chemical 

Chemicals used to make non-stick coatings on cookware and to waterproof fabrics may raise levels of cholesterol in 

children, u.s. researchers said on Monday. 

rC~~"-INon_stick surface - Cookware and bakeware - United States - Health - Business 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/6/20108:22:32 PM 

Colleges going on real estate shopping sprees 

Ig~~""lcolleges and universities are buying up chunks of land at bargain prices, sometimes without a clear idea 
how they'll be used. 

rg~iSjReal estate - Business - Education - Colleges and Universities - Directories 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/6/20109:07:06 PM 

Pakistanis suspect landowners of diverting floods 

Ig~~""IAS the disastrous floods recede in Pakistan, some believe that powerful officials and landowners used 

their influence to divert water away from their property to inundate the villages and fields of poor 
Pakistanis. 

I ~~':-IFIOOd - Pakistan - Water - Earth Sciences - Natural Disasters and Hazards -- --

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/6/20109:44:41 PM 

Lawyer: Iran woman could be stoned to death soon 

Ig~~""~he lawyer for an Iranian woman sentenced to be stoned on an adultery conviction said Monday that he 

and her children are worried the delayed execution could be carried out soon. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/6/2010 10:04:24 PM 

Sharapova bested by top seed Wozniacki 

Ig~~""~hree-time major champion Maria Sharapova lost to top-seeded Caroline Wozniacki 6-3, 6-4 Monday in 

the fourth round of the u.s. Open. 

rg~iSLaria Sharapova - Caroline Wozniacki - US Open - sport - Tennis 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/6/201010:14:27 PM 

Burnett's issues continue as O's top Yankees 

Ig~~""IBrian Matusz won his fourth straight start and Brian Roberts hit a go-ahead single in the seventh inning 
off struggling A.J. Burnett, leading the Baltimore Orioles to a rare 4-3 win over the New York Yankees on 

Monday. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/6/2010 10:38:25 PM 

Jerry Lewis MDA Telethon raises $58.9 million 

Ig~~""IDesPite the struggling economy, officials with the Jerry Lewis MDA Telethon say contributions and 

pledges from this year's Labor Day event totaled $58.9 million. 

I~~·labor Day - Jerry Lewis MDA Telethon - holiday - Jerry Lewis - United States 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: lop msnbc.com headlines 

9/6/2010 10:54:03 PM 

'Fried beer' wins Big lex award 

Fried, fabulous and fattening are the winning recipes at the State Fair of Texas. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/6/201011:58:17 PM 

theGrio: One of the little Rock 9 remembers her 'quiet, funny' classmate 

Jefferson Thomas, who with eight others desegregated a formerly all-white high school in Little Rock, Ark., died from 

pancreatic cancer Monday at 67. TheGrio.com spoke with Minnijean Brown Trickey, another of the Little Rock Nine, 

about the passing of her dear friend. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/7/201012:03:18 AM 

NYT: Ex-HP chief joins Oracle as co-president 

Mark Hurd resigned from H.P. one month ago, after an investigation by the board into a personal relationship with a 

contractor turned up questionable expenses. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/7/2010 12:21:56 AM 

What Obama's options on boosting hiring are 

President Obama is considering a number of options to try to jump-start job creation, the top priority for recession

weary Americans as the country heads toward midterm elections. 

I g:i1ti¥.EIBarack Obama - United States - United States midterm election - President - History 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/7/20103:04:30 AM 

Obama kicks off campaign with infrastructure plan 

Ig~~""lpresident Obama, scrambling to spur job creation, proposed a six-year plan on Monday to rebuild 

infrastructure with an initial $50 billion investment and prepared new business tax cuts. 

rg~iSjBarack Obama - President - President of the United States - United States - History 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/7/20103:33:47 AM 

ABC News president David Westin steps down 

ABC News President David Westin, the longest-reigning u.s. television network news division chief, with more than 13 

tumultuous years on the job, told his staff Monday that he is resigning and will leave by the end of the year. 

I~¥':-IABC News - David Westin - United States - Arts - Television 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/7/20103:53:29 AM 

Federer rolls into U.S. Open quarterfinals 

Ig~~""IFive-time U.S. Open champion Roger Federer beat 13th-seeded Jurgen Melzer of Austria 6-3, 7-6 (4), 6-3 

Monday night to reach the quarterfinals at a 26th Grand Slam tournament in a row. 

rg~iSjROger Federer - Grand Slam - Jurgen Melzer - US Open - Tennis 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/7/20104:25:57 AM 

NO.3 Boise State escapes No. 10 Virginia Tech 

Ig~~""IBoise State cleared a big hurdle in its quest to reach the BCS Championship game, rallying past No. 10 
Virginia Tech on Monday, 33-30. 
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rg~~...,jvirginia Polytechnic Institute and State University - Boise State University - Virginia Tech - BCS National 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/7/20104:56:47 AM 

Tropical storm sloshes ashore in Mexico 

Tropical Storm Hermine slams into Mexico's northern Gulf Coast near the u.S. border, lashing Mexico and southern 

Texas with heavy rains that authorities warned could cause flash flooding. 

1~¥':-ITexas - Tropical Storm Hermine - Mexico - Tropical cyclone warnings and watches - Gulf of Mexico 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/7/20108:00:51 AM 

Poll: Clear GOP advantage ahead of midterms 

Ig~~""IWith Labor Day marking the traditional starting point of the campaign season, Republicans have a nine

point edge among likely voters, according to a new NBC News/WSJ poll. 

...... ,..... . ..... ,..... . ..... , ....... 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/7/20108:15:56 AM 

UNICEF shifts focus onto poorest of the poor 

The U.N. children's agency says it has failed to reach millions of the world's neediest boys and girls and is shifting to a 

strategy of getting critical health care to the poorest of the poor. 

1§':i1ti¥.EIHealth care - UNICEF - United States - Child - Politics 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/7/20109:01:49 AM 

Australian Labor Party wins enough support to rule 

Ig~~""lprime Minister Julia Gillard will lead Australia's first minority government in 67 years after two 

independent lawmakers threw their support behind her center-left Labor Party on Tuesday, ending two 
weeks of uncertainty left by national elections that ended on a knife-edge. 

Ig~~""IAustralian Labor Party - Julia Gillard - Prime minister - Minority government - Australia 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/7/20109:38:31 AM 

Colorado wildfire destroys dozens of homes 

Ig~~""IA wind-whipped wildfire destroyed dozens of houses in Colorado and forced hundreds of people to flee, 

an official said Tuesday. 

rg~iSjcolorado - Wildfire - United States - Business and Economy - Boulder County Colorado 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/7/20109:42:57 AM 

Boston Dawna, the Batman of Venice Beach, retires 

Ig~~""IHiPsters, hustlers, celebrities, thieves, dope peddlers and just about everyone else in gritty, quirky Venice 
Beach know Boston Dawna. You can't miss the one-woman crime fighter. 
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rg~~...,jsuperhero - United States - Massachusetts - Boston Dawna - Comic book 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/7/201010:07:11 AM 

Pirates, insurers profit from high-seas raids 

rC~~~~jpiraCy _ Maritime - History - Recreation - Government 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/7/201010:22:18 AM 

Red Tape: What's in your wallet? A big loophole 

It took years of complaining, two years of legislating, and one year of waiting, but last month, a host of new rules kicked 

in designed to protect credit card consumers. Now comes word that many of the pieces of credit plastic in your wallet 

may not be covered by the new consumer protections after all. Read on to find out why some credit cards in your wallet 

are safer than others. 

uu 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/7/2010 10:24:06 AM 

Study: Aid after 2005 quake won trust in Pakistan 

Ig~~""~he influx of foreign aid after the 2005 Kashmir earthquake significantly increased survivors' trust in the 

West, according to new research that also suggests hard-line Islamist charities did little to help despite 
the publicity they generated. 

Ig~~""lpakistan - 2005 Kashmir earthquake - Earthquake - 2005 Kashmir - Asia 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/7/201011:35:15 AM 

Labor strikes losing ground in tough economy 

Ig~~""ILabor strikes - seen as one of the key bargaining chips unions have had to get good wages and working 
conditions from employers - may some day end up only in history books. 

rg~iS~rade union - Work - labor Movement - Wage - Occupational safety and health 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/7/2010 11:37:09 AM 

Iran: It's 'our right' to choose U.N. nuke inspectors 

Iran's nuclear chief said Tehran has the right to bar some U.N. inspectors from monitoring its disputed nuclear program, 

the semiofficial Isna news agency reported. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/7/2010 12:27:45 PM 

BPA-Iaced dental sealants OK for use in kids 

Widely used dental sealants contain derivatives of the controversial chemical BPA, but dentists can use the product 

safely in kids, a new study finds. But pregnant women should wait until after delivery. 

I g;i1tlF.Eloentistry - Health - Business - Products and Services - Healthcare 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/7/2010 12:28:36 PM 

Steep your tea longer and other healthy tweaks 

Ig~~""IYOU walk, you nap, you brush your teeth. Now get more out of all these smart everyday choices with 

these ingenious tweaks. 

1~~~:ITea - Shopping - Beverages - Recreation - Business 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/7/2010 12:59:32 PM 

Skeptic misses the point behind UFO book 

Ig~~""ILeslie Kean, author of "UFOs: Generals, Pilots and Government Officials Go on the Record," says that 
criticism of her book is misplaced - and that a systematic study of unidentified flying objects is sorely 

needed. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/7/20101:57:22 PM 

eFT: Bush reportedly will lose Heisman Trophy 

1~¥:lpresident - Reggie Bush - Heisman Trophy - United States - History 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/7/20103:02:01 PM 

Balls up: Google Doodle toys with usual logo today 

Ig~~""llf you, like so many others, checked Google's home page today, you probably thought you were still hung 

over from the holiday weekend. You chased, you scrolled, but still you couldn't catch the logo because it 
had atomized like a "Star Trek" transporter beam. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/7/20103:03:04 PM 

JetBlue flight attendant agrees to mental-health evaluation 

Infamous former JetBlue flight attendant Steven Slater had his day in court on Tuesday, and has agreed to an evaluation 

by a mental health professional. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/7/20103:05:11 PM 

Colorado wildfire destroys dozens of homes 

Ig~~""IA wind-whipped wildfire sent flames roaring through a rugged canyon in the Colorado foothills, forcing 

about 3,000 people to flee the area and destroying dozens of homes - some that belonged to the 
firefighters themselves, authorities said Tuesday. 

I~~':-Icolorado - Wildfire - United States - Wind - Boulder County Colorado 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/7/20103:08:40 PM 

Yellow jackets sting woman more than 500 times 

Fire officials say a Massachusetts woman who fell onto a yellow jackets' nest in her yard was stung more than 500 times. 

1~¥:IYeIIOW jacket - Insect - Wasp - United States - Sports 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/7/20103:21:32 PM 

First Read: GOP tidal wave may be building 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/7/20103:52:38 PM 

Rescue tale faked to 'save' puppy-throwing girl? 

Ig~~""lln an attempt to stem both online and offline harassment aimed that the juvenile, locals may have 

concocted a story about the puppies being rescued by an elderly neighbor. 

1~~~:loog - Recreation - Pets - Pet Stores and Puppy Mills - Puppy mill 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/7/20104:06:28 PM 

Millions stranded as Tube strike hits London 

Ig~~""lworld Blog: More than 3.5 million people who use London's subway system daily faced chaos Tuesday as 

a strike left all but one of its 11 Underground lines shut or partly suspended. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/7/20105:07:11 PM 

Obama to Pentagon for 9/11 anniversary 

President Barack Obama will mark the ninth anniversary of the attacks at the Pentagon, the same location where he 

observed the date last year. 

rC~~"-IBarack Obama - President of the United States - President - Pentagon - United States 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/7/2010 6 :24:33 PM 

John Lennon killer Chapman denied parole 

Ig~~""~ohn Lennon's killer was again denied parole in New York, nearly 30 years after gunning down the ex

Beatie outside the musician's New York City apartment building. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/7/20106:49:13 PM 

Call for Sept. 11 truce over NYC Muslim center 

Ig~~""IFamilies of September 11 victims are arguing whether to call a truce on the anniversary of the 2001 
attacks on the United States as debate rages over plans for a Muslim center near the World Trade Center 

site. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/7/20107:02:42 PM 

O'Neill: Hard to imagine U.S., Tiger winning Ryder 

Ig~~""loINeill: Europe is young, talented, experienced ... and has more players in top 20 

Ig~~""lunited States - Tiger Woods - Ryder Cup - Golf - Corey Pavin 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/7/20107:18:08 PM 

EU decries 'barbaric' plans to stone Iranian woman 

r-~he international crossfire over Iran's stoning sentence for a woman convicted of adultery intensified 
uesday with a top European Union official calling it "barbaric" and an Iranian spokesman saying it's 

about punishing a criminal and not a human rights issue. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/7/20107:44:32 PM 

eFT: Heisman Trust says no decision on Bush award yet 

Ig~~""ICFT: No decision has been made on whether Reggie Bush will be stripped of his 2005 Heisman Trophy, a 

spokesman said Tuesday. 

1~~'::IReggie Bush - Heisman Trophy - President - United States - History 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/7/20107:52:26 PM 

'Honored' Tiger picked for Ryder Cup 

Ig~~""~iger Woods is going to the Ryder Cup as a captain's pick with his 71 victories and 14 majors. So is 21-
year-old Rickie Fowler, who has never won anything at all. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/7/20108:01:59 PM 

Newsweek: A look inside al-Qaida 

Nine years after gill, Osama bin Laden's network remains a shadowy, little-understood enemy. The truth, as revealed 

by one of its fighters, is both more and less troubling than we think. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/7/20108:03:36 PM 

Newsweek: Why Bin Laden still matters 

Bin Laden remains important as the guiding icon that is drawing people to jihad. Yet u.s. intelligence agencies have not 

had any "actionable intelligence" about his location since he disappeared in mid-December 2001 after the battle of Tora 

Bora. Informed hypotheses put him in or around Pakistan's tribal regions, but these are only educated guesses. 

Ig~Sjosama bin Laden - United States - Pakistan - Terrorism - Terrorist Organizations 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/7/20108:08:21 PM 

Magic mushrooms may ease anxiety of cancer 

The hallucinogen psilocybin - known by the street name magic mushrooms - may help ease the anxiety that often 

accompanies late-stage cancer, u.s. researchers said on Monday. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/7/20108:17:24 PM 

UN reports over 500 rapes in eastern Congo 

The United Nations reported more than 500 rapes in eastern Congo in the past month - more than double the number 

previously reported. 

I g:i1ti¥.Elunited Nations - Democratic Republic of Congo - Congo - Africa - Government 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/7/20109:13:46 PM 

Teen survives Justin Bieber-inspired death threats 

Ig~~""lltls refreshing to read a positive update in the saga of Sydney Dalton, the 15-year-old girl who became the 

target of serious Hatorade after she and two friends made a video the three tearing up Justin Bieber 
posters. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/7/20109:14:31 PM 

Bahamas: Human remains found in shark's belly 

Bahamian police said Tuesday they are trying to identify human remains found in the stomach of a tiger shark caught off 

the Exuma islands. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/7/20109:49:02 PM 

U.S. judge refuses to lift ban on stem cell funds 

A U.S. judge Tuesday refused to lift a ban on federal funding of human embryonic stem cell research despite warnings 

from the Obama administration that it would set back key research and cost more than a thousand jobs. 

I g:i1ti¥.Elstem cell - United States - Embryonic stem cell - Presidency of Barack Obama - Biotechnology 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/7/20109:54:13 PM 

Betty White gets comic book treatment 

Ig~~""~he 88-year-old performer will be drawn as a cartoon for "Female Force: Betty White," to be produced by 

Bluewater Productions. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/7/20109:57:22 PM 

LAPD chief defends deadly shooting 

Ig~~""ILOS Angeles police Chief Charlie Beck is defending the deadly police shooting of a knife-wielding man that 

sparked a violent protest. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/7/2010 10:01:37 PM 

HP sues ex-CEO Hurd after he takes Oracle job 

Ig~~""IHewlett-packard Co. is suing the chief executive it ousted last month, Mark Hurd, to stop him from taking 

a top job at rival Oracle Corp. 

1~~'::Lark Hurd - HewlettPackard - Larry Ellison - Oracle - Oracle Corporation 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/7/201010:19:08 PM 

Microbes eating BP oil aren't suffocating Gulf 

Federal scientists are reporting the best possible scenario for BP's leaked oil: Microbes are munching the underwater oil, 

but not robbing the Gulf of much needed oxygen or creating "dead zones." 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/7/2010 10:54: 16 PM 

Pressure rises on pastor who wants to burn Quran 

Ig~~""IA Christian minister vows to go ahead with plans to burn copies of the Quran despite warnings from the 

White House and the top u.s. general in Afghanistan that doing so would endanger American troops 
overseas. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/7/2010 10:58:51 PM 

Newsweek: Mystery of death of code breaker deepens 

A statement released by Scotland Yard on Monday and posted on the website of the London Metropolitan Police Service 

reveals more details about the peculiar death of Gareth Williams, a 31-year-old mathematics wizard who worked for 

Britain's electronic eavesdropping agency but sheds no light on possible causes. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/7/201011:03:15 PM 

Newsweek: Will Emanuel run for Chicago mayor? 

It's not 100 percent certain that he'll do so, but the odds favor it. Whether he wins or not is a different question. If Rahm 

runs, he'll put President Obama in a tight spot, and not just because the president is said to still regard his chief of staff 

as indispensable. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/7/2010 11:22:38 PM 

Husband says wife faked cancer for free wedding 

Ig~~""IResidents of the city of Newburgh, N.Y., are feeling angered - and saddened - over news that they may 

have fallen for the worst kind of hoax. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/7/2010 11:39:52 PM 

Alaska's Murkowski: 'I'm still in this game' 

Ig~~""IA week after conceding the GOP primary, U.S. Sen. Lisa Murkowski says she's not a quitter and is "still in 
this game." 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/8/201012:11:22 AM 

Venus overpowers Schiavone to reach semis 

Ig~~""lvenus Williams advanced to the semifinals of the u.s. Open, beating No.6 seed Francesca Schiavone 7-6 
{7}, 6-4 on Tuesday. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/8/201012:19:44 AM 

Hermine hits Texas: 'A lot of wind, a lot of rain' 

Tropical Storm Hermine rolled into south Texas early Tuesday, bringing heavy rains and strong winds to an area battered 

by Hurricane Alex earlier this summer. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/8/201012:19:46 AM 

Science helps you dance your way into her heart 

Ig~~""luSing computer-generated avatars, psychologists say they have unlocked the dance moves that will 

capture a woman's heart. Apparently the speed of a man's right knee and the size and variety of 

movements of the neck and torso are key, they suggest. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/8/201012:47:15 AM 

Deputy who arrested Gibson sues department 

Ig~~""~he Los Angeles sheriff's deputy who arrested Mel Gibson in 2006 sued his department on Tuesday, 

claiming he has since been ostracized and passed over for promotions by the agency. 

rg~5.Lel Gibson - Los Angeles - Sheriff - California - United States 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/8/2010 12:50:24 AM 

Gunmen burst into factory in Honduras, kill 15 

Men armed with assault rifles burst into a shoe factory and opened fire Tuesday, killing at least 15 workers and 

wounding eight, Honduran authorities said. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/8/2010 12:52:41 AM 

Critics of Obama plans ask: What jobs, exactly? 

Ig~~""IAnaIYSis: President Barack Obama's new stimulus plan directs government assistance to some of the 

strongest parts of the economy without solving the biggest problem: jobs. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/8/20102:09:53 AM 

N.Y. imam: Mosque project won't be stopped 

Ig~~""~he imam at the center of the controversy over a YMCA-like Islamic center proposed for a site near the 

World Trade Center says the project will not be stopped. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/8/20102:12:49 AM 

WTC steel column installed at ground zero 

Ig~~""lofficials hoisted a 70-foot piece of World Trade Center steel at ground zero Tuesday and vowed to open 

the Sept. 11 memorial by next year, although they acknowledged that the ongoing construction at the 
site would limit where and how the public could visit. 

Ig~~""lworld Trade Center - Steel- Construction - September 112001- Terrorism 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/8/20102:34:35 AM 

Skolnick: Elite QBs - not parity - behind NFL success 

Ig~~""lskolnick: Ask most NFL observers, and they'll argue that quarterback stability creates coaching stability. 

With their quarterbacks in place, the Patriots, Colts and Eagles had no need to keep changing head 
coaches - and so they didn't. They also thrived during the last decade. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/8/20102:51:02 AM 

Iraqi solder kills 2 Americans, wounds 9 

An Iraqi soldier kills two u.s. soldiers and wounds nine more at an Iraqi military base. These are the first u.s. servicemen 

to die since the official end of combat operations in Iraq. 

rC~~"-I.!.@g _ Iraqi Army _ United States armed forces - Middle East - United States 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/8/20103:14:43 AM 

Hubble's celestial spiral goes viral 

Ig~~""lscience editor Alan Boyle's Weblog: One of the stars in a double-star set is spewing out material like a 

blazing pinwheel, creating an eerie spiral in space that's spinning around the Internet as well. 

rg~iSjAstronOmy - Alan Boyle - Hubble Space Telescope - Star - Space 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/8/20103:41:14 AM 

Ariz. Green Party sues to block 'sham candidates' 

The Arizona Green Party is asking a judge to kick more than half of the group's nominees off the November ballot and 

overturn the state law the let them on the ballot. 

1§':i1ti¥.EIGreen _ Arizona Green Party - Politics - Parties - United States 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/8/20103:41:14 AM 

Ariz. Green Party sues to block 'sham candidates' 

The Arizona Green Party is asking a judge to kick more than half of the group's nominees off the November ballot and 

overturn the state law the let them on the ballot. 

1§':i1ti¥.EIGreen _ Arizona Green Party - Politics - Parties - United States 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/8/20103:53:38 AM 

Last-place Pirates knock Braves out of first 

Ig~~""~ames McDonald pitched seven innings, Ronny Cedeno's triple keyed a five-run seventh and the last-place 

Pittsburgh Pirates beat the slumping Atlanta Braves for the second straight day, winning 5-0 on Tuesday 
night. 

1~~':-IAtlanta Braves - Pittsburgh Pirates -Innings - James McDonald - Baseball 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/8/20107:13:43 AM 

Fla. pastor has legal right to burn Qurans 

Florida pastor Terry Jones will undoubtedly offend and infuriate many people around the world if he follows through on 

a plan to burn Muslim Qurans at his church this weekend. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/8/20107:36:51 AM 

Hermine's remnants head north after storm weakens 

What was left of Tropical Storm Hermine was making its way north Wednesday, having drenched parts of northeastern 

Mexico and south Texas before weakening. 

rC~~"-Lexico - Texas - Tropical Storm Hermine - Tropical cyclone - Meteorology 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/8/20107:54:35 AM 

Protesters, police clash over L.A. immigrant death 

Ig~~""lprotesters on Tuesday night pelted a police station with eggs, rocks and bottles despite Police Chief 

Charlie Beck's plea for calm earlier in the day and his promise to thoroughly investigate an officer's fatal 
shooting of a Guatemalan immigrant wielding a knife. 

I ~~':-llOS Angeles - Police - United States - Downtown los Angeles - California 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/8/2010 10:05:57 AM 

Reclusive heiress's attorney lashes out at family 

Ig~~""IElderIY heiress Huguette Clark's attorney has responded to an effort by her relatives to oust him by 
ridiculing them as Johnny-come-latelies. Msnbc.com's Bill Dedman reports. 

1~~'::Lnited States - Bill Dedman - Msnbc.com - Law - Huguette Clark 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/8/2010 10:05:57 AM 

Reclusive heiress's attorney lashes out at family 

Ig~~""IElderIY heiress Huguette Clark's attorney has responded to an effort by her relatives to oust him by 
ridiculing them as Johnny-come-latelies. Msnbc.com's Bill Dedman reports. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/8/2010 10:05:57 AM 

Reclusive heiress's attorney lashes out at family 

Ig~~""IElderIY heiress Huguette Clark's attorney has responded to an effort by her relatives to oust him by 
ridiculing them as Johnny-come-latelies. Msnbc.com's Bill Dedman reports. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/8/2010 10:26:48 AM 

Sex, violence, Islam: Syrian soap raises drama 

Ig~~""lsyrian drama aired on state TV has sparked intense debate between critics who say it distorts Islam's 

image and supporters who say it's a realistic portrayal. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/8/201011:19:29 AM 

Look out, 'Twilight': Here comes digital 'Mortal Kiss' 

Ig~~""lln what's being described as a "brave new world" in book publishing, a serialized paranormal romance 

aimed at teenage girls is being released online in snippets that will keep being updated between now and 
Halloween. 

Ig~~""IHalioween - Paranormal - Publishing - Arts - Romance 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/8/2010 11:41:06 AM 

Review: 'Responsibly indulgent' Honda CR-Z 

Ig~~""IWith consumers' interest recently refocused on efficiency, Honda has trotted out an updated version of 

its beloved old model. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/8/2010 11:46:38 AM 

21 safest booster seats revealed with new ratings 

Parents perplexed by the plethora of booster seats available now have a new guide to help them choose the safest 

option. The Insurance Institute for Highway Safety has reviewed the seat belt fit of 72 models. 

I g:i1ti¥.Ellnsurance Institute for Highway Safety - Seat belt - Children - Shopping - National Highway Traffic Safety 

Administration 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/8/201012:25:12 PM 

Survey: Most of us think we're hotter than average 

Ig~~""lwe're fatter than we've ever been; at the same time, our idea of the "ideal" body has gone from lean to 

impossibly leaner. Still, we're pretty damn pleased with the way we look, a new survey suggests. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/8/20101:21:45 PM 

Tennis.com: Venus aggressive, her countryMEN weren't 

Ig~~""loPinion: Never send a man to do a job best left to a woman. In fact, if you're an American tennis official, 
don't send three men, just diaI1-800-Williams, and ask for Serena, or the lady dressed in the sparkly hot 

pink sausage casing. You know, Serena's older sister and rival in the WTA fashionista wars, Venus. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/8/20101:53:59 PM 

Will Bush be hailed as chief of best-seller list? 

Ig~~""IAlreadY in distinctive company as an American president, George W. Bush seeks to join an even more 

select group: president and top-selling author. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/8/20102:14:11 PM 

NYT: Obama will not extend tax cuts to wealthy 

NYT: President Obama will rule out on Wednesday any compromise that would extend the Bush-era tax cuts for the 

wealthy beyond this year, officials said. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/8/20102:50:47 PM 

She bared heartache on YouTube (and got guy back) 

After a breakup with her boyfriend, Kelly Summers, 53, shared her raw emotions in a series of videos on VouTube. 

Thousands of people watched - including her ex, Keith Tallis, 55, who was so moved that he wound up begging her to 

take him back. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/8/20103:22:35 PM 

Hillary Clinton condemns pastor's plans 

For the second time in about 18 hours, Secretary of State Hillary Clinton has condemned a Florida pastor's plan to burn 

copies of the Koran on the anniversary of 9/11. 

I ~¥':-Iunited States - Hillary Clinton - President - United States Secretary of State - Florida 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/8/20103:26:00 PM 

Justin Bieber takes up 3 percent of Twitter servers 

Ig~~""~herels a hot new Internet rumor about that Justin Bieber kid - and unlike the syphillis and unlikely 

dating matches, this one is probably accurate. 

rg~iS~witter - Justin Bieber - Online Communities - Social Networking - Dustin Curtis 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/8/20103:26:00 PM 

Justin Bieber takes up 3 percent of Twitter servers 

Ig~~""~herels a hot new Internet rumor about that Justin Bieber kid - and unlike the syphillis and unlikely 

dating matches, this one is probably accurate. 

rg~iS~witter - Justin Bieber - Social Networking - Online Communities - Dustin Curtis 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/8/20103:57:40 PM 

Pakistan to charge 3 in Times Square bomb plot 

Pakistan will soon charge three men alleged to have helped failed Times Square bomber Faisal Shahzad meet up with 

militant leaders and send him money to carry out the attack. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/8/20104:10:37 PM 

Ad Age's top 10 viral advertisements of all time 

What are the most-watched viral ads of all time? The answer might surprise you. The No.1 viral campaign is a consistent 

sleeper hit, not connected to a big, well-heeled brand. 

I ~¥':-IAdvertising - Advertising Age - Business - Marketing - Recreation 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/8/20104:17:50 PM 

Piers Morgan is larry King's CNN replacement 

The veteran journalist who hosts a popular interview program in Britain, will do a similar show for CNN. His selection as 

King's replacement had been widely expected. 

I~¥':larry King - Piers Morgan - CNN - Journalist - Britain 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/8/20104:20:15 PM 

Transocean: BP probe is 'self-serving,' deceptive 

Ig~~""~ransocean Ltd., the owner of the doomed rig leased by BP, says BP's internal investigation into the 

explosion and Gulf oil spill covered up the critical factor leading to the tragedy: the well design. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/8/20104:27:14 PM 

Detroit assesses damage after fires sweep city 

Ig~~""IDetroit fire authorities on Wednesday began to investigate the estimated 85 fires that raged through the 

city the night before, sweeping through dozens of homes. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/8/20104:37:19 PM 

Newsweek: Clinton's political star rises 

With her boss struggling, the Secretary of State may be this administration's brightest prospect. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/8/20104:46:03 PM 

Iconic 9/11 figures: Where are they now? 

Whatever happened to the fireman who stood with President Bush at the World Trade Center? Find out the latest on 10 

people whose images gripped the world during 9/11 and its aftermath. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/8/20105:05:20 PM 

Newsweek: Shoppers opt for debit over credit 

Credit spending is on the decline as "cautious consumers" prefer to pay now as opposed to pay later, according to a new 

study released Wednesday. Last year, for the first time ever, the total payment volume for Visa debit cards surpassed 

that of credit cards. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/8/20105:08:51 PM 

FBI probing bomb hoax on l.A.-bound plane 

Ig~~""~he FBI on Wednesday was trying to determine whether a passenger staged a bomb hoax that prompted 

a search of a Thai Airways jetliner at Los Angeles International Airport. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/8/20105:16:40 PM 

Google introduces 'Instant' search 

Google introduced "Instant" search Wednesday with results given to users as they type the letters of words - not even 

the words themselves. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/8/20105:26:32 PM 

Oracle: Hurd eligible for up to $lOM bonus 

Oracle Corp said its newly appointed president, Mark Hurd, will be paid an annual salary of $950,000 and the former HP 

chief will be eligible for a bonus of $5million-$10 million. 

I ~¥':-IMark Hurd - Hewlett-Packard - Oracle Corporation - Oracle - Databases 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/8/20105:33:36 PM 

Dalai Lama gives $50,000 for brain research 

Ig~~""~he Dalai Lama has given $50,000 from his personal trust to support research into the science behind 
kindness and compassion at the University of Wisconsin-Madison. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/8/20105:59:45 PM 

Mullah Omar tells Afghans Taliban are winning 

Ig~~""~he Taliban's shadowy leader told Afghans on Wednesday that the insurgents are winning the war and 

warned Americans that they are wasting lives and billions in tax dollars by continuing in the conflict. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/8/20106:10:25 PM 

Conservative entertainment network launches 

Ig~~""IActor Kelsey Grammer is an investor and public face supporting a new network that launched Wednesday 

with entertainment designed to appeal to political conservatives. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/8/20106:40:53 PM 

Iran woman's stoning suspended after global outcry 

Iranian authorities have suspended the execution by stoning of a woman convicted of adultery, the Foreign Ministry said 

on Wednesday, after weeks of condemnation from around the world. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/8/20107:01:08 PM 

Australia, New Zealand top charity index; u.s. fifth 

Australia and New Zealand shared first place, and the United States tied for fifth, in a first-of-its kind survey ranking 153 

nations on the willingness of their citizens to donate time and money to charity. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/8/20107:01:20 PM 

Obama defends tax stance, slams GOP 

President Barack Obama strongly defended his opposition to extending Bush-era tax breaks for the wealthiest 

Americans on Wednesday and delivered a searing attack on Republicans for advocating "the same philosophy that led 

to this mess in the first place." 

r~¥:llohn Boehner - Barack Obama - United States - Party leaders of the United States House of Representatives - Tax 

cut 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/8/20107:12:07 PM 

Snooki fined $500 for annoying beachgoers 

Ig~~""IHer lawyer said Wednesday that "Jersey Shore" star Nicole Polizzi was under the influence of alcohol 

when she stumbled around the beach in Seaside Heights, using loud language. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/8/20107:17:49 PM 

Newsweek: Why DDT won't stop bedbugs 

Some critics have blamed environmentalists for the current bedbug plague, arguing that the 1972 ban on DDT is a root 

cause. But there is virtually no demand, including from the pest-control industry, to bring back DDT to use against 

bedbugs, and widespread agreement that, environmental concerns aside, it wouldn't work. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/8/20107:19:39 PM 

Fewer Dem candidates seek Obama's help 

Ig~~""IWith his approval rating sliding, the president in the next few weeks is primarily sticking to big cities and 

other party strongholds where he can help fellow Democrats in the midterm election homestretch. 

rg~iSLnited States presidential approval rating - Democratic - Barack Obama - United States midterm election -

President 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/8/20107:21:57 PM 

Petraeus: Quran burning is like Abu Ghraib 

The top u.s. commander in Afghanistan tells NBC News that a Florida church's plan to burn the Quran would fuel anti

u.s. hatred rivaling the backlash against the u.s. abuses at Iraq's Abu Ghraib prison. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/8/20107:40:53 PM 

More U.S. regions reporting slower growth 

More regions of the country reported slower growth as the u.s. economy lost momentum in the late summer, the 

Federal Reserve said Wednesday. 

I ~¥':-Iunited States - Federal Reserve System - Economy of the United States - Central bank - Economic 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/8/20108:11:45 PM 

Hermine rains leave Texas mess, at least 2 dead 

Ig~~""~he slow moving remnants of Tropical Storm Hermine caused water rescues, evacuations and commuting 

headaches in central Texas, just as a new tropical storm formed in the deep Atlantic. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/8/20108:18:08 PM 

Chronic drinking is bad; suddenly quitting is worse 

But chronic drinking has been linked to high levels of the stress hormone cortisol} which can be dangerous to health. 

But stopping suddenly can cause the brain's neurons to degenerate, research shows. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/8/20108:25:54 PM 

Number of homes burned in Colorado hits 136 

Ig~~""~he number of homes destroyed by a wildfire ripping through foothills near Boulder has hit 136, 

authorities say. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/8/20108:58:08 PM 

Starbucks shortens menu by removing 'tall' 

Ig~~""IStarbuCks has decided to shorten its drive-through menus - by getting rid of the 12- ounce "tall" drink 

size in favor of larger options. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/8/201010:17:23 PM 

Challenge to CIA renditions dismissed 

Handing a victory to the Obama administration, a sharply divided federal appeals court dismisses a lawsuit involving the 

CIA's secret program to imprison suspects abroad. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/8/201010:18:03 PM 

Backers of NYC Islamic center appear divided 

Ig~~""~he group of Muslims planning to build a 13-story Islamic center and mosque near ground zero appears 

plagued by divisions that raise questions about the future of the project. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/8/2010 10:25:27 PM 

Newsweek: The man who could obstruct Obama's agenda 

Republicans have a good chance to win control of the House of Representatives this fall, and Darrell Issa will likely lead 

the oversight committee, with unfettered subpoena power. 

rC~~"-Larrell Issa - Republican - Barack Obama - United States - United States House of Representatives 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/8/201010:41:19 PM 

Clinton sees drug 'insurgency' in Mexico 

Ig~~""IDrUg gangs in Mexico and Central America are morphing into an insurgency like the one that gripped 

Colombia 20 years ago, Secretary of State Hillary Clinton says. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/8/201011:13:49 PM 

Wind-whipped fires add to Detroit's woes 

Ig~~""IFor a city already struggling with high unemployment, widespread foreclosures and deep budget cuts, 

here was another crisis: Wind-whipped fires tearing through row after row of homes, some of them 
abandoned. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/8/2010 11:43:34 PM 

Newsweek: FBI watching Quran-burning threat 

The FBI has begun to collect information relating to a plan by a radical Christian pastor in Florida to stage a public Quran 

burning. But officials say they don't believe the FBI or any other federal authority has the power to stop at least a token 

Quran burning by the Rev. Terry Jones of the Dove World Outreach Center. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/9/2010 12:20:30 AM 

Guard claims Britney 'savagely hit' her son 

Ig~~""IBOdygUard Fernando Flores maintains former boss Britney Spears physically abused her children while he 

was on the job, striking her young son with Flores' own belt. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/9/20101:36:59 AM 

Fidel Castro: Cuban model no longer works 

Ig~~""IFidel Castro said Cuba's economic model no longer works, a U.S.-based journalist reports following 

interviews with the former president last week. 

1~~':-lcUba - Fidel Castro - United States - Caribbean - Politics 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/9/20101:39:38 AM 

Wozniacki's streak continues into Open semis 

Ig~~""~op-seeded Caroline Wozniacki stretched her winning streak to 13 matches by beating 45th-ranked 
Dominika Cibulkova 6-2, 7-5 in the u.s. Open quarterfinals Wednesday night. 

rg~5.jcaroline Wozniacki - US Open - Dominika Cibulkova - Maria Sharapova - United States 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/9/20102:15:26 AM 

What they're saying about Quran burning plan 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/9/20102:15:52 AM 

DNA points to royal roots in Africa 

Ig~~""lscience editor Alan Boyle's Weblog: An African-American uses DNA testing to trace his heritage back to 
Cameroon ... and is welcomed as a long-lost relative by the country's royalty. 

1~~'::lcameroon - Africa - United States - DNA profiling - DNA 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/9/20104:40:50 AM 

Federer gets revenge, routs Soderling at Open 

Ig~~""IDealing well with the whipping wind and a familiar foe, 16-time Grand Slam champion Roger Federer 
served his way to a 6-4, 6-4, 7-5 victory over fifth-seeded Robin Soderling on Wednesday night to reach 

the u.S. Open semifinals. 

Ig~~""IROger Federer - Grand Slam - US Open - Robin S6derling - Tennis 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/9/20105:36:12 AM 

Crowd boos L.A. police chief 

Ig~~""IAn angry crowd greeted LAPD Chief Charlie Beck with boos, whistles and chants of "Justicia!" Wednesday 

night at a meeting after a fatal police shooting of an immigrant. 
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rg~~...,tos Angeles - Police - Chief of police - United States - Law 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/9/20108:33:41 AM 

Car explodes near Russian market; 5 dead 

Officials say a car exploded near the central market of a major city in Russia's restive North Caucasus region, killing at 

least five people and wounding 20. 

I g:i1ti¥.EIRussia - North Caucasus - Caucasus - Asia - Dagestan 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/9/20108:53:27 AM 

Soldier's father: Army was warned of murder plot 

The father of a u.s. soldier serving in Afghanistan tells The Associated Press he tried to warn the Army that troops in his 

son's unit had killed civilians. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/9/20109:04:30 AM 

Chinese blind activist lawyer released from prison 

Ig~~""IA blind, self-taught activist lawyer who documented forced abortions and other abuses was released 

from a Chinese prison Thursday and promptly confined in his rural village with no access to 
communication, a relative said. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/9/20109:10:39 AM 

Imam: Moving Islamic center will spur extremists 

Ig~~""~he imam behind a proposed Islamic community center and mosque near ground zero cautioned 

Wednesday that moving the facility could endanger national security. 

1~~~:Lam - United States - Mosque - Religion and Spirituality - Imam 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/9/20109:11:14 AM 

Two arrested after wrestling snake at McDonald's 

Two men were arrested after bewildered diners at a McDonald's spotted them wrestling a S-foot python named Boris in 

the restaurant parking lot, police in Melbourne, Australia, say. 

rC~~"-Lelbourne - McDonald - Australia - Police - Wrestling 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/9/20109:11:14 AM 

Two arrested for wrestling snake at McDonald's 

Two men were arrested after bewildered diners at a McDonald's spotted them wrestling a S-foot python named Boris in 

the restaurant parking lot, police said Thursday. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/9/20109:33:26 AM 

Deadly car bomb strikes near Russian market 

A car exploded Thursday near the central market of a major city in Russia's restive North Caucasus region, killing at least 

12 people, regional police said according to the Interfax news agency. 

rC~~"-IRussia - North Caucasus - Car bomb - Caucasus - Interfax 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/9/201010:15:47 AM 

4th missile strike in Pakistan in 24 hrs kills 5 

Ig~~""IA suspected American missile strike killed five alleged militants in northwestern Pakistan early Thursday, 

an intelligence official said, the fourth such attack on suspected insurgent targets there in 24 hours. 

1~~'::lpakistan - United States - North Waziristan - Asia - Haggani network 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/9/2010 10:58:38 AM 

Mugabe: Zimbabwe wants closer ties with West 

Ig~~""lzimbabwe wants normal ties with Western powers critical of its policies but will press ahead with a plan 

to hand control of foreign companies to local blacks, President Robert Mugabe said. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/9/201011:15:09 AM 

Honor Iraq Troops with Canyon of Heroes Parade: Quinn 

New York City should throw a ticker tape parade up the "Canyon of Heroes" for the u.s. troops coming home from Iraq, 

City Council Speaker Christine Quinn said Wednesday. 

rC~~"-I.!.@g _ United States _ Warfare and Conflict - Middle East - United States armed forces 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/9/2010 11:42:57 AM 

Small firms' job-growth role may be overstated 

As President Obama lobbies the Senate to pass an aid package for small businesses, several economists are challenging 

the notion that such firms create the most private sector jobs. 

I ~¥':lmployment - Small business - Private sector - United States Senate - United States 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/9/201012:11:15 PM 

Obama: Emanuel would be 'terrific' Chicago mayor 

Ig~~""lpresident Barack Obama says his chief of staff would be a terrific Chicago mayor, but he expects Rahm 

Emanuel to hold off on deciding whether to enter the race until after the midterm elections. 

1~~'::IBarack Obama - Rahm Emanuel - Chicago - President of the United States - President 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/9/201012:27:15 PM 

Tween boys tackle obesity: One family's story 

Ig~~""IHealth experts say that the soda-swilling, video-watching habits of boys ages 6 to 19 mean that about 15 

percent are now extremely obese, up from about 9 percent a decade ago. That includes kids like Garrett 
and Nathaniel Uterhark, whose mom stepped in to help. 

I g~~""IObesitY - Health - Nutrition and Metabolism Disorders - Garrett - Conditions and Diseases 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/9/20101:03:35 PM 

New police car, where are you? 

Ig~~""~here's a three-way shoot-out blazing on the mean streets of Detroit. This one pits Ford against General 

Motors, with Chrysler hoping to score with a lucky shot of its own. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/9/20101:11:12 PM 

Obama's jabs at Boehner just a preview? 

President Obama's verbal jabs at John Boehner Wednesday could very well have been a preview of the next two years, if 

Republicans take back control of Congress this November. 

I g:i1ti¥.EIBarack Obama - John Boehner - Republican - United States Congress - President 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/9/20101:11:31 PM 

Yellowstone breaks record for summer visitors 

Ig~~""~hiS species in Yellowstone National Park is appearing in greater numbers than ever before - people. 

Ig~~""IYellowstone National Park - United States - Wyoming - Travel and Tourism - Parks 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/9/20101:16:18 PM 

U.S. trade deficit narrowed sharply in July 

The u.s. trade deficit narrowed significantly in July as exports climbed to the highest level in nearly two years, new data 

show. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/9/20101:35:15 PM 

Hidden fees have airline passengers in a frenzy 

Airlines are nickel-and-diming passengers, and now a coalition of three travel advocacy groups is fighting back. 

rC~~~~jAirline - Transportation - Travel - Recreation - Air 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/9/20101:47:33 PM 

Restaurant to parents: No screaming kids allowed 

The owner of the aide Salty restaurant in Carolina Beach, N.C., has posted signs that say: "Screaming children will NOT 

be tolerated!" She says business has improved, but some parents - including the mother of an autistic child - think the 

policy is unfair. 

Ig~SjRestaurant - Child - Home - Business - Family 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/9/20102:35:19 PM 

Hopes up as jobless claims fall, trade gap eases 

Ig~~""~he number of people requesting unemployment benefits declined for the third straight week as 

companies resist making even deeper cuts to their work forces. 

rg~iS1obless claims - Unemployment benefits - Insurance - Unemployment - Work 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/9/20102:39:28 PM 

PFT's Week 1 predictions: Texans will stun Colts 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/9/20103:17:45 PM 

Rosenthal: Saints are just another winless team again 

Ig~~""IRosenthal: Not since the 1990's Cowboys have we seen an NFL team savor and celebrate a championship 

quite like the New Orleans Saints. Those Cowboys showed up in summer tabloids. Drew Brees was more 
likely to land on Oprah's couch, while his coach Sean Payton was trying to sell books on Ellen. 

1~~':-INew Orleans Saints - Sean Payton - Drew Brees - NFl- sport 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/9/20103:25:58 PM 

A whole different Playboy channel - for the blind 

Ig~~""lwhile a text-only Braille edition of Playboy has been available for decades, volunteers at Taping for the 
Blind, Inc., in Houston record descriptions - in great detail - of the latest issue of the magazine for the 

blind. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/9/20103:52:38 PM 

Patriots' Brady practices after scary car crash 

Ig~~""INew England Patriots quarterback Tom Brady was in a two-car accident near his home on Thursday 
morning but was unhurt and attended a walk-through practice later in the day. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/9/20103:53:54 PM 

To get to D.C., a Democrat runs away from it 

Ig~~""lln Washington's Third Congressional District, the Republican candidate has spent her career in 

government; the Democratic candidate is the one touting his private-sector experience 

rg~iSjDemocratic - United States - Politics - Congressional district - Washington D.C. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/9/20103:56:41 PM 

Flash apps blessed by Jobs for iPhone, other Apple mobile devices 

No more talking Flash trash: the program that Steve Jobs so seems to revile appears to be good-to-go for use for apps on 

the iPhone and Apple's other mobile devices. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/9/20104:20:19 PM 

Newsweek: Extremists use Quran burnings as propaganda 

Even before any Qurans have been torched, Islamic extremist leaders are fanning the flames of the controversy, taking 

advantage of a propaganda windfall. News reports and videos of the Quran burnings will shake Muslims around the 

globe and likely create a widespread, destabilizing, and violent reaction in both Afghanistan and Pakistan. 

r~¥.:tlam - Pakistan - Afghanistan - Qur'an - Religion and Spirituality 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/9/20104:43:48 PM 

Passengers peeved about peanuts on planes 

Ig~~""~he No.1 suggestion from air travelers on ways to enhance passenger protections? Ban peanuts on 

planes. 

1~~'::lpeanut - Produce - Nuts and Seeds - Shopping - Food 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/9/20105:05:33 PM 

US Marines take back pirate-held ship off Somalia 

Ig~~""lu.S. Marine commandos stormed a pirate-held cargo ship off the Somalia coast Thursday, reclaiming 

control and taking nine prisoners without firing a shot in the first such boarding raid by the international 
anti-piracy flotilla, u.S. Navy officials said. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/9/20105:06:14 PM 

Appeals court puts hold on stem cell funding ban 

u.s. appeals court puts on hold Judge's ban on federal funding of human embryonic stem cell research. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/9/20105:10:38 PM 

Newsweek: Who might replace Rahm Emanuel? 

In the name of common decency, it would be too early to write Emanuel's White House obituary and speculate about his 

replacement. But Washington has always had trouble with common decency, so we might as well. The short list for 

Obama's chief of staff job features some veteran insiders. 

Ig~Sjwhite House - Rahm Emanuel - United States - Barack Obama - Washington D.C. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/9/20105:16:04 PM 

Bombed car from Iraq on display at museum 

Ig~~""~he tattered wreckage was salvaged by Turner Prize-winning artist Jeremy Deller to show the changing 

nature of modern warfare. 

I~~.::teremy Deller - Turner Prize -l..@g - London - Middle East 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/9/20105:23:39 PM 

Interpol: Quran burning likely to trigger attacks 

The international police agency Interpol warned governments worldwide on Thursday of an increased risk of terror 

attacks if the planned burning of the Quran by a Florida pastor goes ahead. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/9/20105:23:39 PM 

Interpol: Quran burning likely to trigger attacks 

The international police agency Interpol warned governments worldwide on Thursday of an increased risk of terror 

attacks if the planned burning of the Quran by a Florida pastor goes ahead. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/9/20105:35:34 PM 

Gulf fishermen reluctant to try luck 

Ig~~""~he oil well is capped and the coast is clear but fishermen are eyeing the economic tides and worrying. 

1~¥:IGUlf Coast of the United States - Mississippi - United States - Gulf Coast - Oil well 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/9/20106:37:59 PM 

No Verizon, not antenna, is iPhone 4's big problem 

It's the iPhone 4's carrier, and not the antenna, that's holding back prospective buyers, according to a poll done by Piper 

Jaffray. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/9/20106:46:49 PM 

Newsweek: Wikileaks collaborating on release of Iraq files 

A London-based journalism nonprofit is working with website WikiLeaks and TV and print media in several countries on 

programs and stories based on what is described as massive cache of classified u.s. military field reports related to the 

Iraq war. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/9/20108:08:38 PM 

Stocks end day up after jobless report surprises 

Stocks extended their September rally Thursday, ending higher after more encouraging news on the job market. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/9/20108:08:44 PM 

Iran spokesman: American woman to be released 

Ig~~""IA spokesman for Iran's mission to the U.N. says the American hiker who will be freed this weekend is the 

only woman among the three. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/9/20108:33:54 PM 

Public employees snooped in Bowersox files 

Ig~~""IMore than a half-dozen public employees snooped in confidential state records for personal information 
on the "American Idol" runner-up, officials said Thursday. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/9/20109:14:38 PM 

Florida pastor says he's canceling Quran-burning 

The pastor planning to burn Qurans called off the event after he said he got assurances that the Muslim group seeking 

to build a mosque near the World Trade Center site would move the project. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/9/20109:41:22 PM 

Poll: Most still confused about health care 

Most U.S. adults are still not sure when they will see certain changes from major healthcare reforms passed earlier this 

year, according to a new survey 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/9/20109:48:46 PM 

Mosque investor nixes Trump's buyout offer 

Donald Trump is offering to buyout one of the major investors in the real estate partnership that controls the site near 

ground zero where a Muslim group wants to build a 13-story Islamic center and mosque. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/9/201010:14:02 PM 

Errant drone almost met by u.s. fighter jets 

The u.s. military almost launched fighter jets and discussed a possible shoot-down when an errant Navy drone briefly 

veered into restricted airspace near Washington last month, a senior military official said. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/9/2010 10:37:38 PM 

Flight 93 memorial: 'Is this all there is?' 

Red Tape Chronicles: On the ninth anniversary of the Sept. 11 attacks, the site of a planned memorial to the heroes who 

died aboard United Flight 93 remains a barely active construction site. Yet, a woman who would have every right to be 

angriest about the delays -- the mother of the youngest victim on Flight 93 -- recently showed the best kind of patience 

and a heroic grasp of a concept in short supply during our troubled times: perspective. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/9/2010 11:04:46 PM 

'Here you have ... ' virus hits major companies 

A new virus based in e-mails with the subject line "Here You have" began running rampant Thursday, hitting corporate 

America hard. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/9/2010 11:05:09 PM 

Making a Difference: Katrina kids see city through new lens 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/9/201011:10:04 PM 

Facebook inches past Google for Web users' minutes 

u.s. Web surfers are spending more time socializing on Facebook than searching with Google, according to new data 

from researchers at com Score Inc. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/9/201011:18:50 PM 

U.S. warns of fatal side effect with imaging drugs 

The FDA is warning doctors that a class of injectable drugs used in MRI medical imaging scans can cause a rare and 

sometimes fatal condition in patients with kidney disease. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/9/2010 11:42:27 PM 

Obama: Mexico drug war not like Colombia 

President Barack Obama denies that rising drug violence made Mexico look increasingly like Colombia at the height of its 

drug war, rebuffing comments by his secretary of state. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/10/201012:13:00 AM 

'Waiting to Exhale' fans finally get sequel 

Ig~~""IFans of the best-selling novel "Waiting to Exhale" may have been holding their breath for a sequel all 

these years, but author Terry McMillan never thought she would revisit her most famous characters. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/10/2010 12:42:52 AM 

Ryanair CEO's outlandish ideas come at a price 

Ig~~""~ake your seat, buckle up, and stow your preconceived notions about the brash, brazen Michael O'Leary, 
whose low-cost carrier, Ryanair, has taken flak as lithe Wal-Mart of the skies." 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/10/2010 12:45:23 AM 

Quran burning on again? Pastor says maybe 

The Florida pastor whose plan to burn Qurans on Sept. 11 generated worldwide outrage among Muslims and pressure 

by the u.S. government to relent now says he might not cancel the protest after all. 

I ~¥':-Iworld Trade Center - Mosque - Florida - Islam - Imam 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/10/2010 1:43:41 AM 

Judge: Military's gay ban is unconstitutional 

A federal judge in Southern California rules that the u.S. military's ban on openly gay service members is 

unconstitutional. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/10/2010 1:59:58 AM 

Mo. man accused of keeping woman as sex slave 

Five Missouri men are accused of taking part in the sexual torture of a young woman allegedly kept as a sex slave by one 

of the men and forced to work as a stripper, prosecutors announced Thursday. 

rC~~"-Lissouri - Sexuality - Sexual slavery - Torture - Advice 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/10/20102:22:26 AM 

PFT: Pats make Brady NFL's highest paid player 

1~~~~lsport - NFl- New England Patriot - Football - Tom Brady 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/10/20102:22:26 AM 

PFT: Pats, Brady finalize 4-year extension 

Ig~~""~om Brady and the Patriots finalized a 4-year extension, and Peter King reports that Brady "it's safe to 

say" be the highest-paid player, averaging roughly $19 million per year. 

1~~'::ITom Brady - New England Patriot - sport - NFL - Football 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/10/20103:19:14 AM 

Boeing teams up with space tourism company 

Ig~~""lscience editor Alan Boyle's Weblog: Space Adventures says it has reached "a unique agreement" with the 

Boeing Co. on future space transportation services. 

I~~':-Ispace Adventure - Space - Boeing - Technology - Alan Boyle 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/10/20104:08:27 AM 

Mexican police didn't know they'd caught drug capo 

Ig~~""~he Mexican police officers who arrested infamous drug suspect Edgar Valdez Villarreal, alias "La Barbie," 

did not initially know who they had caught, according to a booking report obtained Thursday. 

1~~':-IEdgar Valdez Villarreal - United States - Police - Police officer - Barbie 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/10/20104:11:15 AM 

Nadal blows past Verdasco, into semifinals 

Ig~~""~op-seeded Rafael Nadal put a slow start behind him, dealt well with the wind, and beat No.8 Fernando 
Verdasco 7-5, 6-3, 6-4 Thursday night in the first all-Spanish quarterfinal in U.S. Open history. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/10/20104:43:30 AM 

Party continues as Saints top Vikings in opener 

Ig~~""IDrew Brees and the Saints extended New Orleans' post-Super Bowl euphoria for at least another week 

and handed Brett Favre a second straight loss in the Louisiana Superdome. 

rg~iSjsuper Bowl - Drew Brees - louisiana Superdome - sport - NFL 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/10/20104:46:25 AM 

WWII Navajo Code Talker dies in Arizona 

Ig~~""IAlien Dale June, one of the 29 original Navajo Code Talkers who confounded the Japanese during World 

War II by transmitting messages in their native language, has died. He was 91. 

rg~iSjworld War II - Code talker - Japanese language - Arizona - History 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/10/20104:46:25 AM 

WWII Navajo Code Talker dies in Arizona 

Ig~~""IAlien Dale June, one of the 29 original Navajo Code Talkers who confounded the Japanese during World 

War II by transmitting messages in their native language, has died. He was 91. 
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I
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/10/20106:08:22 AM 

Giants cut Padres' Nl West lead to one 

Ig~~""IAubrey Huff and Buster Posey each hit a two-run homer and Pat Burrell and Juan Uribe also went yard as 
the San Francisco Giants beat San Diego 7-3 Thursday night to pull within one game of the NL West

leading Padres. 

I g~~""lsan Francisco Giants - Juan Uribe - Pat Burrell - Aubrey Huff - San Diego 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/10/2010 10:27:42 AM 

Investigated pair still controls heiress's wealth 

Ig~~""IA judge has denied the request of Huguette Clark's relatives to appoint a guardian for the 104-year-old 

heiress, saying the claim relies on hearsay. Msnbc.com's Bill Dedman reports. 

1~~'::IBili Dedman - Msnbc.com - United States - Huguette Clark - New York City 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/10/2010 11:33:52 AM 

Afghan anti-U.S. demonstrations grow over Quran 

Ig~~""lprotests by thousands of angry Afghans over plans by an obscure u.s. church to burn copies of the Quran 

grew on Friday, with demonstrations spreading to the capital and at least five provinces, officials said. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/10/2010 12:48:59 PM 

Obama to discuss economy, appoint Goolsbee 

Ig~~""lpresident Barack Obama will take his case against Republicans to millions of Americans on Friday, faulting 

the party for refusing to help him turn around the sluggish economy. 

1~~':-IBarack Obama - President of the United States - President - Republican Party - United States 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/10/2010 12:56:04 PM 

'Meathead' the BBQ guy goes meatless for a month 

Ig~~""INO one loves meat the way Craig "Meathead" Goldwyn loves meat. So what prompted this barbecue 
guru to stage a 30-day meat strike? He was mad. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/10/2010 1:22:35 PM 

Obama's press conference: What to watch for 

First Read: What could be very revealing is if (and how) Obama sums up his presidency so far. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/10/2010 1:23:35 PM 

Japan missing more than 230K listed centenarians 

More than 230,000 Japanese citizens listed in government records as at least 100 years old can't be found and may have 

died long ago, according to a government survey released Friday. 

I g:i1ti¥.EiJapan - Centenarian - Asia - Government - People 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/10/20102:36:31 PM 

Bieber pelts state trooper with water balloon 

Ig~~""IA state trooper - soaked below the belt courtesy of a direct Bieber balloon hit - was ready to slap the 

cuffs on the teen, but Bieber's bodyguard managed to talk the officer out of it. 

1~~':-IMarYland - Justin Bieber - United States - Water - Maryland State Fair 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/10/20102:46:38 PM 

Tennis.com: Nadal, Federer on a collision course again 

Ig~~""~ennis.com: Stars are toying with their opponents, likely will meet in Open final Sunday 

1~¥':-IROger Federer - Rafael Nadal - sport - Tennis - Novak Djokovic 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/10/20102:50:18 PM 

Americans still skipping fruits, veggies 

Ig~~""IMost Americans still don't eat vegetables often enough, and fruit consumption is actually dropping a 

little, according to a new government report released Thursday. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/10/20102:56:09 PM 

Video: Watch live: Obama discusses economy 

Ig~~""ILIVE VIDEO: NBC News coverage of President Obama's news conference on the economy and other 

topics. (NBC News) 

1~~':-IBaraCk Obama - NBC - President - President of the United States - News conference 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/10/20103:03:17 PM 

Live-blogging Obama's press conference 

First Read offers news and analysis during the eighth news conference of Obama's presidency. 

rC~~~~Larack Obama - President - United States - History - Government 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/10/20103:23:38 PM 

Google's Android to zoom past BlackBerry, iPhone 

Tech research company Gartner reports that Google's Android will be in striking distance of Nokia's Symbian system for 

world champion in mobile operating systems, leaping past Research in Motion's Blackberry and Apple's iPhone iOS. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/10/20103:40:11 PM 

Woman held after 2 shot dead at cookie plant 

Ig~~""IMinutes after a woman was suspended from her job at a Kraft Foods plant and escorted out, she 

returned with a handgun and opened fire, killing two people and critically injuring a third before being 
taken into custody, police said. 

I g~~""lphiladeIPhia - Kraft Foods - Recreation - Guns - Competition Shooting 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/10/20105:05:28 PM 

NYC imam: No meeting planned with pastor 

An imam at the center of the controversy over a mosque near ground zero said there was no meeting planned with a 

Florida minister who previously threatened to burn Qurans, NBC News reported. 

1§,:i1ti¥.E~oday _ Meredith Vieira - Religion and Spirituality - Wounds and Injuries - United States 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/10/20105:11:48 PM 

Apps will soon overtake songs on iTunes 

App developer and industry analyzer Asymco released research that predicts app downloads are going to take over 

songs on iTunes by the end of the year. 

1§':i1ti¥.EIITunes Store - App Store - IPhone - Music -~ 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/10/20105:30:25 PM 

Colo. fire crews had 'very good night' 

Ig~~""IFire crews held a wildfire outside of Boulder at bay Friday, allowing some 2,000 evacuees to return home 

with a warning to be prepared to flee again. 

rg~5.jcolorado - Wildfire - Firefighter - United States - Boulder County Colorado 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/10/20105:45:07 PM 

Top models, actors need space (between their teeth) 

Ig~~""IA gap between the two front teeth is one of the most sought-after physical features at this year's fashion 

week in New York, says the Wall Street Journal. A handful of top actors, such as Anna Paquin also sport 
them. 

I g~~""lannapaqUin - Fashion - Wall Street Journal - New York City - New York 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/10/20106:17:43 PM 

La. teen's arrest linked to parents' deaths 

Deputies arrested a 10th grader at West Ouachita High School on Friday, and the sheriff's office said the teen was linked 

to the death of his parents. 

I g:i1ti¥.Elsheriff - High school - Law - Law Enforcement - Ohio 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/10/20107:05:09 PM 

Graphic: What's planned for ground zero site 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/10/20107:26:04 PM 

Tiger struggles again, might miss FedEx finale 

Ig~~""~iger Woods is now a long shot to get to the FedEx Cup finale. Needing to make a move up the 

leaderboard Friday in the BMW Championship, Woods again failed to break par at Cog Hill. He made a 
double bogey for the second straight day and had a 1-over 72, leaving him toward the bottom of the pack. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/10/20107:42:37 PM 

FAA proposes rules to crack down on pilot fatigue 

Some airline pilots would fly fewer hours and others would fly longer under proposed rules to help prevent dangerous 

fatigue, u.S. transportation and labor officials said Friday. 

I~¥':lederal Aviation Administration - United States - Aviation - Aviator - Airline 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/10/20107:58:54 PM 

The 10 deadliest cancers and why there's no cure 

Cancer is the No.2 cause of death in Americans, second only to heart disease, according to the Centers for Disease 

Control and Prevention. Even when diagnosed early and attacked with the latest treatments, it still has the power to kill. 

I g:i1ti¥.EIHeart disease - Cancer - United States - Health - Centers for Disease Control and Prevention 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/10/20108:31:14 PM 

Newsweek: NY cops prep for rival 9/11 protests 

At least six separate groups are planning demonstrations Saturday for and against the proposed Islamic cultural center 

near the site of the 9/11 attacks, say law enforcers in New York City. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/10/20108:43:33 PM 

Are nutrients in your pantry expiring? 

New science shows that even pantry staples can lose valuable nutrients during months in your pantry. Find out what's at 

risk and learn some tips for prolonging your food's nutritional shelf life. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/10/20108:46:58 PM 

Tennessee's Pearl acknowledges he misled NCAA 

Ig~~""~ennessee men's basketball coach Bruce Pearl has acknowledged providing misleading and incorrect 
information to the NCAA during a 17-month investigation into possible recruiting violations. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/10/20108:55:13 PM 

First Medal of Honor for a living Afghan war vet 

Ig~~""IA 25-year-old soldier from Iowa who exposed himself to enemy gunfire to try to save two fellow soldiers 

will become the first living service member from the wars in Afghanistan and Iraq to receive the Medal of 
Honor, the White House announced Friday. 

I ~~':-IMedal of Honor - White House - Afghanistan - War in Afghanistan - l@.g 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/10/20109:02:58 PM 

Steel gas mains draw regulators' scrutiny 

Ig~~""INatural gas mains made of steel, including the one that apparently failed in the California explosion, are 

considered especially susceptible to corrosion and leaking, leading regulators in some states to consider 
replacing them. 

I ~~':-Icalifornia - Natural gas - Steel - Energy - Corrosion 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/10/20109:21:02 PM 

GM's new CEO Akerson will make $9 million 

General Motors' new CEO Daniel Akerson will get a pay package worth $9 million in salary and stock to run the 

automaker. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/10/20109:37:04 PM 

Obama laments 'painfully slow' recovery 

In a White House news conference, President Obama insisted that recovery from the deepest recession in decades is 

happening but conceded the "progress has been painfully slow." 

I g:i1ti¥.EIBarack Obama - President of the United States - President - United States - Republican Party 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/10/20109:37:24 PM 

Santana to have shoulder surgery 

NEW YORK (AP) -johan Santana is headed for shoulder surgery, making this the third straight year the high-priced New 

York Mets' ace will spend the offseason recovering from an operation. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/10/201010:16:18 PM 

Mayweather jailed briefly for felony theft charge 

Ig~~""IBoxer Floyd Mayweather Jr. has been freed from a jail in Las Vegas after posting bail on a felony theft 
charge stemming from a domestic violence complaint by his ex-girlfriend. 

rg~iSjDomestic violence - Floyd Mayweather - Las Vegas Nevada - Las Vegas - IPhone 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/10/201010:16:18 PM 

Mayweather jailed briefly for felony theft charge 

Ig~~""IBoxer Floyd Mayweather Jr. has been freed from a jail in Las Vegas after posting bail on a felony theft 
charge stemming from a domestic violence complaint by his ex-girlfriend. 

1~~'::loomestic violence - Floyd Mayweather - Las Vegas Nevada - Las Vegas - People 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/10/201010:19:33 PM 

Team claims record-breaking pumpkin launch 

Ig~~""IA team that shoots pumpkins from a giant air cannon says it achieved the holy grail of the sport -

chucking a pumpkin a distance of more than one mile. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/10/2010 10:51:44 PM 

Troops brave grenade attacks in Afghan town 

Ig~~""IAfter a relentless spate of grenade attacks, American soldiers now keep their distance from the people 

they're trying to protect. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/10/201011:09:19 PM 

Clijsters drops Venus, reaches Open final 

Ig~~""IKim Clijsters is one win from her second straight u.s. Open title after beating Venus Williams in three sets 

for her 20th straight victory at Flushing Meadows. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/11/201012:15:04 AM 

Nokia dumps CEO, taps Microsoft exec 

Ig~~""INokia, the world's top cellphone maker, brought in Microsoft's Stephen Elop to replace its embattled 

chief executive and lead a renewed effort to compete in the smartphone market. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/11/201012:23:21 AM 

Irwin Silber, Sing Out magazine founder, dies 

Irwin Silber, the founding editor of the folk music magazine Sing Out, has died at age 84. Silber founded Sing Out in 1950 

with musician Pete Seeger and musicologist Alan Lomax. 

1§':i1ti¥.Elpete Seeger _ Alan Lomax -Irwin Silber - United States - Sing Out! 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/11/2010 12:58:58 AM 

Utility in gas blast 'looking into' odor complaints 

Nearly a day after a gas pipeline exploded, killing at least 4 people, the utility that owns the line said it was still "looking 

into" residents' claims that they had complained about a gas odor. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/11/20102:12:01 AM 

Health care politics run into economic reality 

Ig~~""IFact check: President Barack Obama told voters during the health care debate that an overhaul would 
bring down fast-rising costs. Now, he's adding some caveats. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/11/20103:09:51 AM 

Ga. Rep. Bishop awarded scholarships to family 

Ig~~""IA Georgia congressman awarded his stepdaughter, a niece and an aide's future wife college scholarships 

through the Congressional Black Caucus Foundation, making him the second House Democrat known to 
use the group to steer money to relatives and associates. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/11/20103:09:51 AM 

Canada's 'Prince of Pot' sentenced to 5 years 

Canada's so-called Prince of Pot, who sold millions of marijuana seeds to u.s. customers before his 2005 arrest, has been 

sentenced to five years in prison after earlier pleading guilty to a drug charge. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/11/20103:29:59 AM 

Halladay earns 18th win for hot Phil lies 

Ig~~""IROY Halladay earned his 18th victory, the most by a Philadelphia pitcher in 27 years, and helped himself 
with a two-run single that sent the Phillies past the New York Mets 8-4 Friday night for their fourth win in 

a row. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/11/20104:15:01 AM 

9/11 politicized by Islam controversies 

Ig~~""lln the past, the anniversary of the Sept. 11 terrorist attacks was marked by somber reflection and a call to 

unity, devoid of politics. No more. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/11/20104:21:04 AM 

No. 23 WVU rallies to defeat Marshall in aT 

Ig~~""INO. 23 West Virginia rallied from 15 points down in the fourth quarter to force overtime and Tyler 
Bitancurt's 20-yard field goal in the first extra session lifted the Mountaineers to a 24-21 victory over 

Marshall on Friday night. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/11/20106:44:29 AM 

Celebrities, shoppers at Fashion's Night Out 

Ig~~""INaomi Campbell danced on the sidewalk of Madison Avenue in leather hotpants. Vogue's Anna Wintour 
wore a (gasp) T-shirt. It could only be Fashion's Night Out. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/11/20106:50:56 AM 

Giants 'grind' way into Nl West tie with Padres 

Ig~~""lsan Francisco pulled into a virtual tie with San Diego atop the NL West with a 1-0 victory on Friday night 

when a decision by Padres shortstop Miguel Tejada led to the Giants scoring a run in the seventh inning 
without the benefit of a hit. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/11/20107:50:06 AM 

Ex-PM Rudd named Australia's foreign minister 

Ig~~""IFormer Prime Minister Kevin Rudd was named Saturday as Australia's new foreign minister, a high-profile 

and coveted posting that will be seen as a consolation prize for being ousted from the leadership. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/11/20109:00:23 AM 

Afghans protest Quran burning for second day 

Thousands of Afghans demonstrated in the northeast for a second day on Saturday, despite the suspension of plans by a 

u.S. pastor to burn copies of the Quran, officials said. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/11/201011:25:17 AM 

Double-decker bus crashes in NY, killing four 

A double-decker bus carrying at least 20 people hit a railroad bridge in central New York, killing four people and injuring 

several others early Saturday morning, officials said. 

rC~~"-INew York - New York City - United States - Bridge - Bus 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/11/20101:39:15 PM 

Pastor Terry Jones: 'We will not burn the Quran' 

Pastor Terry Jones told NBC's TODAY show on Saturday that his church in Gainesville, Fla., would not burn Qurans in 

protest to the building of an Islamic center near the site of the Sept. 11 attacks in 2001. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/11/2010 1:42:05 PM 

CFT: Best of SEC, Big Ten bracing for epic weekend 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/11/20102:27:11 PM 

Video: Obama: 'This is a day of remembrance' 

Ig~~""IMarking the ninth anniversary of the Sept. 11 attacks at the Pentagon, President Obama says, "We gather 
here to remember on hollowed ground." Watch his entire speech. (NBC News) 

rg~iSjBarack Obama - September 11 attacks - United States - President - President of the United States 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/11/20104:45:39 PM 

Iran balks at release of American woman 

Ig~~""llranian authorities who reversed plans to release a detained American woman have insisted she and two 

friends will remain in custody until legal procedures have been exhausted. 

rg~iSLan - Tehran - United States - Middle East - 2009 detention of American hikers by Iran 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/11/20104:51:16 PM 

Video: Video: 'We miss you,' says firefighter's family 

Ig~~""IFamiIY members of Sept. 11 victims at ground zero in New York City recite loved ones' names through 
tears on the ninth anniversary of the attacks. Msnbc's Alex Witt reports. (Other) 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/11/20106:00:52 PM 

One of duo convicted in serial murders to be freed 

They were dubbed the "Speed Freak Killers," inseparable boyhood friends from the sticks who were finally brought in 

after a methamphetamine-fueled murder spree lasting 15 years. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/11/20107:54:17 PM 

Greek protesters confront government on economy 

Ig~~""IGreece's prime minister promised Saturday to lower corporate taxes to help revive the debt-plagued 
country's shrinking economy, while thousands of protesters marched - mostly peacefully - against the 

government's harsh austerity measures. 

Ig~~""~hessaloniki - Government - Greece - Greek language - Business 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/11/20108:48:22 PM 

Pa. students shown X-rated photos in assembly 

Officials in a western Pennsylvania school district are apologizing after they say students at a local high school were 

accidentally shown pornographic pictures during a school assembly. 

rC~~"-ISChOOI district - Pennsylvania - High school - Education - United States 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/11/20108:57:56 PM 

Saudi diplomat: 'My life is in danger' 

A Saudi diplomat says he could face political persecution - or worse - after Saudi officials discovered he was gay and 

was close friends with a Jewish woman. 

I g:i1ti¥.Elsaudi Arabia - Middle East - Diplomat - Business and Economy - Government 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/11/20109:37:20 PM 

Moore surges into BMW lead; Tiger 8 back 

Ig~~""IA 3-under 68 didn't help Tiger Woods make up much ground in the third round at Cog Hill, as he's sitting 

eight strokes behind Ryan Moore heading into the final day of action at the BMW Championship. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/11/201010:15:56 PM 

No joke: No. 13 Va. Tech falls to James Madison 

Ig~~""IDrew Dudzik ran for two touchdowns and threw for another Saturday and James Madison handed No. 13 
Virginia Tech its second loss in six days, 21-16. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/11/2010 10:28:44 PM 

Brazil rescues workers in slave-like conditions 

Authorities in Brazil say they have rescued nearly 100 workers who were allegedly living in slave-like conditions in 

sugarcane fields in the country's southeast. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/11/2010 11:36:58 PM 

6 killed in mass Kentucky shooting 

A gunman enraged over how his wife cooked his eggs in rural eastern Kentucky shot five people dead with a shotgun 

before killing himself, a relative of two of the victims said. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/11/201011:49:13 PM 

Djokovic tops Federer; Nadal also in Open final 

Ig~~""lso much for Rafa vs. Roger in the u.s. Open final. Novak Djokovic prevented what would have been the 
eighth Grand Slam championship match between tennis' top two men - and first such showdown at 

Flushing Meadows - by saving two match points and coming back to stun Roger Federer 5-7,6-1,5-7,6-2, 7-5 
in Saturday's semifinals. 

rg~~""Loger Federer - Rafael Nadal - Mikhail Youzhny - Sport - US Open 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/12/201012:10:45 AM 

U.S. poverty hits record levels as elections loom 

Ig~~""~he number of people in the u.s. who are in poverty is on track for a record increase on President Barack 

Obama's watch, with the ranks of working-age poor approaching 1960s levels that led to the national war 
on poverty. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/12/2010 12:23:05 AM 

Tensions flare in NYC after 9/11 ceremonies 

After 9/11 ceremonies, rival demonstrations take place over the proposal for an Islamic center near New York City's 

ground zero. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/12/2010 12:29:33 AM 

Padres rebound, go back ahead of Giants 

Ig~~""IYorvit Torrealba made sure the San Diego Padres did not lose their NL West lead for the first time in 

nearly three months. Torrealba homered, then threw out Darren Ford on an attempted steal of second 
base for a double play that ended Saturday's 1-0 win over the San Francisco Giants. 

Ig~~""lsan Francisco Giants - San Diego Padres - National League West - Yorvit Torrealba - San Diego 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/12/2010 1:08:09 AM 

Robinson makes sure Michigan gets past Irish 

Ig~~""IDenard Robinson capped another electrifying performance Saturday by running for a 2-yard touchdown 
with 27 seconds left, sending Michigan to a 28-24 victory over Notre Dame. 

1~~':-INotre Dame Fighting Irish football - Michigan Wolverines - College football - Rich Rodriguez - Brian Kelly 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/12/20101:14:42 AM 

No doubt this time: No.2 Ohio St. owns No. 12 Miami 

Ig~~""~errelle Pryor ran for 113 yards and a touchdown and passed for another Saturday and No.2 Ohio State 
intercepted Jacory Harris four times in a 36-24 victory over 12th-ranked Miami on Saturday. 

I~~.::tacory Harris - Terrelle Pryor - Miami - Touchdown - United States 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/12/20102:11:15 AM 

Rose at Reds game to help celebrate hit record 

r-I~ete Rose stood on first base and tipped his cap to the screaming crowd - a little bit like 25 years ago. 
he banished hits king made a rare on-field appearance Saturday while the Reds commemorated the 

25th anniversary of his record-setting hit No. 4,192 at Cinergy Field. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/12/20102:25:46 AM 

Pakistani flood victims celebrate Eid in tents 

Ig~~""IMillions of Pakistani flood victims celebrated Islam's most joyous festival in donated tents and makeshift 
shelters as the country's leaders - criticized for an inadequate response to the disaster - pledged more 

aid. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/12/20102:48:13 AM 

No.1 'Bama blows out No. 18 Penn State 

Ig~~""~rent Richardson ran for 144 yards in place of injured Heisman Trophy winner Mark Ingram, leading No.1 
Alabama to a 24-3 win over No. 18 Penn State on Saturday night. 

rg~iSLark Ingram - Trent Richardson - Heisman Trophy - Penn State - sport 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/12/20102:51:36 AM 

Florida's GOP launches new attack on Crist 

Ig~~""IFlorida's Republican Party accuse Gov. Charlie Crist and two former party bosses of misspending 

"hundreds of thousands" of dollars - but offered no proof, newspapers reported. 

1~~':-IRepUblican - Florida - Charlie Crist - United States - Politics 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/12/20103:38:37 AM 

Quake debris clogs Haiti 8 months later 

Ig~~""IFrom the dusty rock mounds lining the streets to a National Palace which looks like it's vomiting concrete 

from its core, rubble is a ubiquitous reminder of Haiti's devastating earthquake. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/12/20103:53:26 AM 

Clijsters crushes Zvonareva to defend Open title 

Ig~~""IKim Clijsters of Belgium won her second consecutive U.S. Open championship and third overall Saturday 
night, easily beating Vera Zvonareva of Russia 6-2, 6-1 in the final. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/12/20104:12:13 AM 

Fire managers confident Colo wildfire won't spread 

Ig~~""IFirefighters put out hot spots and built lines around a 10-square-mile wildfire in the Colorado foothills on 

Saturday, confident that they've been able to stop it from spreading so that some 1,000 evacuees can 
soon return to their homes - or what remains of them. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/12/20104:33:11 AM 

Death toll in Calif. blast hits 7, police say 

Ig~~""~he number of victims in the devastating blast rose late Saturday with the discovery of three more sets of 

remains, the San Bruno police chief said. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/12/20106:47:21 AM 

Rivera blows it; Rangers beat Yankees 

Ig~~""IMariano Rivera blew it, ending the New York Yankees' perfect record when leading after eight innings. 

Pitching the ninth inning with a one-run lead, Rivera allowed a tying double to Ian Kinsler, then hit Jeff 
Francoeur on the left shoulder with the bases loaded, giving the Texas Rangers a 7-6 victory over the New York 
Yankees on Saturday night in yet another long game. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/12/20107:32:58 AM 

US church wants to resume Zimbabwe AIDS work 

A California church wants to get back to helping AIDS orphans in Africa, once it resolves questions over licensing that led 

to the arrests of six of its workers in impoverished Zimbabwe, a minister said Sunday. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/12/20109:05:21 AM 

Hurricane Igor getting stronger in open Atlantic 

Ig~~""IHurricane Igor is getting a little stronger in the open Atlantic Ocean. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/12/201010:12:35 AM 

Report: U.K. royal wedding set for 2012 

Britain's Prince William will marry his longtime girlfriend Kate Middleton in 2012, on the eve of the London Olympics, the 

News of the World newspaper reported on Sunday. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/12/201010:58:47 AM 

Palin, Beck recall 9/11 attacks at Alaska event 

Ig~~""lsarah Palin and Glenn Beck teamed up in the former Alaska governor's home state Saturday night, 

delivering their messages to a crowd of thousands and recalling their thoughts and feelings the day of the 
9/11 attacks. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/12/20101:15:16 PM 

Suspected US missile strike kills 5 in Pakistan 

A suspected u.s. missile strike Sunday killed at least five associates of a warlord who is fighting Western troops in 

Afghanistan, intelligence officials said. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/12/2010 1:52:33 PM 

2 killed in Afghan anti-Quran-burning protest 

Ig~~...,~wo protesters died and four were injured as Afghans protested for a third day Sunday against a plan by 

an American pastor to burn copies of the Islamic holy book, despite his decision to call off the action. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/12/20102:31:59 PM 

Clinton resuming 'last chance' Mideast peace talks 

Ig~~""lsecretary of State Hillary Rodham Clinton is shepherding Mideast talks this week that she says may be the 

last chance for peace between Israelis and Palestinians. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/12/20103:04:40 PM 

Igor strengthens to Category 2 hurricane 

Ig~~""IForecasters say Igor is now a Category 2 hurricane as it swirls in the open Atlantic. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/12/20103:09:50 PM 

Nation marks Sept. 11 with rituals of sorrow 

Ig~~""IFirst came the tears, the solemn bugle call and the recital of the names of the dead. Then came the 

chants, speeches and angry shouts. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/12/20104:16:49 PM 

Number of victims in Calif. blast unclear 

Ig~~""IAuthorities in California are trying to identify remains they found in the wreckage of a natural gas line 

explosion. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/12/20104:28:53 PM 

Relative: Gunman was enraged over breakfast 

Ig~~""IFor months, Stanley Neace had shown increasing hostility to his neighbors in rural eastern Kentucky, to 

the point his landlord started eviction proceedings. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/12/20104:46:48 PM 

The kids aren't all right. Self-harming on the rise? 

Over the last couple decades, more young people appear to be pulling out razor blades and lighters in order to injure 

themselves, according to anecdotal reports from counselors. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/12/2010 4:54:22 PM 

The man who makes your iPhone 

Ig~~""IFoxconn founder Terry Gou might be regarded as a Henry Ford if only a dozen of his workers hadn't killed 

themselves. An exclusive look inside a postmodern industrial empire. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/12/20105:19:44 PM 

Artificial 'skin' detects gentle touch 

New artificial "skin" fashioned out of flexible semiconductor materials can sense touch, making it possible to create 

robots with a grip delicate enough to hold an egg, yet strong enough to grasp the frying pan, u.s. researchers said on 

Sunday. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/12/20105:29:47 PM 

Investors brace for what could be a wild week 

Investors are using options to brace for big swings this week as Wall Street enters the peak of the most volatile month 

for stocks historically. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/12/20105:56:30 PM 

Boehner backs tax cuts limited to middle class 

The top Republican in the House said on Sunday he would support an extension of tax cuts for middle-class Americans 

even if tax cuts for the wealthy are allowed to expire. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/12/20106:56:37 PM 

Global regulators agree on new bank standards 

Global financial regulators on Sunday agreed on new banking rules designed to strengthen bank finances and rein in 

excessive risk-taking to help prevent another crisis. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/12/20107:07:31 PM 

Conn. man's trial to open in fatal home invasion 

Ig~~""IA chance encounter with a career criminal at a supermarket in July 2007 destroyed the family, authorities 

say. 

rg~iSjconnecticut - Home invasion - United States - Law - Business 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/12/20107:39:20 PM 

Petraeus: Afghan contract abuses undermine war 

The NATO command says that without proper oversight the money could end up in the hands of insurgents and 

criminals, deepen corruption and undermine efforts to win the loyalty of the Afghan people. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/12/20108:06:20 PM 

Setback in Chile mine rescue, but no delay seen 

Ig~~""lchilels mining minister acknowledged that a problem has stalled the most advanced of three tunnels 

being drilled to 33 miners trapped underground and said officials might have to restart the bore hole in 
another location. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/12/20108:29:03 PM 

Like old times for Brady, Patriots' offense 

Ig~~""~om Brady threw two of his three touchdown passes to Wes Welker, who returned from a serious knee 
injury, and led the New England Patriots to a 38-24 win over the Cincinnati Bengals on Sunday. 

1~~'::INew England Patriots - Tom Brady - Cincinnati Bengals - Wes Welker - NFL 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/12/20109:05:33 PM 

U.S. on top of worlds with win over Turkey 

Ig~~""~he United States won its first world championship since 1994 on Sunday, beating Turkey 81-64 behind 

another sensational performance from tournament MVP Kevin Durant. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/12/20109:40:27 PM 

Best bets: Jimmy Johnson joins 'Survivor' 

Ig~~""IFormer Dallas Cowboys coach is among those competing for $1 million. Also this week: Ben Affleck rules 
"The Town"; the "Devil" gets stuck in an elevator; Tim Gunn dishes dirt in his book. 

rg~iSjDalias Cowboys - Jimmy Johnson - Survivor - Tim Gunn - Ben Affleck 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/12/20109:47:30 PM 

Giants open new stadium with win vs. Panthers 

Ig~~""~he New York Giants have opened their new $1.6 billion home by beating the Carolina Panthers 31-18 
with a big second half. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/12/201010:36:16 PM 

Rosenthal: Pats, Steelers, Texans make most of new starts 

Ig~~""IRosenthal: Last season, the Texans, Steelers, and Patriots all lacked that impossible to define quality that 

makes teams win in the fourth quarter. But on this glorious first Sunday of football of the season, the 
three AFC contenders were closers. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/12/2010 11:08:42 PM 

Foster's monster day helps Texans stun Colts 

Ig~~""IArian Foster ran for a team record 231 yards and scored three touchdowns to lead the Houston Texans to 
a 34-24 victory over the Indianapolis Colts on Sunday. 

rg~iSjHouston Texans - Indianapolis Colts - sport - NFL - Football 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/12/201011:15:06 PM 

Taylor Swift absolves Kanye West at VMAs 

Ig~~""IDramatic performances by both the country sweetheart and the controversial rapper delivered on pre
show hype and overshadowed Lady Gaga's eight-win sweep. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/13/201012:19:35 AM 

Calif. orders survey of all natural gas lines 

Ig~~""lcalifornia regulators are ordering Pacific Gas and Electric to survey all its natural gas lines in the state in 

the wake of a devastating suburban San Francisco blast. 

1~~'::lsan Francisco - Natural gas - Business - Energy - Oil and Gas 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/13/2010 12:28:46 AM 

Americans' suspicions frustrate u.s. Muslims 

Muslims are asking why their efforts to be accepted in the United States have been so easily thwarted. 

1~¥:lunited States - Islam - Terrorism - Religion - Religion and Spirituality 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/13/2010 12:31:27 AM 

Time to crown Ben Affleck the 'King of Boston' 

The fact that Affleck is only 38 and has time to reinvent himself a few more times suggests one of the more remarkable 

stories in the entertainment business. 

rC~~"-IBoston - Ben Affleck - Massachusetts - United States - Town 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/13/201012:38:15 AM 

China mass measles vaccination plan sparks outcry 

Ig~~""lchinals plans to vaccinate 100 million children and come a step closer to eradicating measles has set off a 

popular outcry that highlights widening public distrust of the authoritarian government after repeated 
health scandals. 

I g~~""lvaccination - Measles - China - Health - People's Republic of China 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/13/2010 1:24:33 AM 

Firm handshake? You may live longer 

A firm handshake could be a sign of a longer life expectancy, according to British researchers. 

I~¥·::tealth -~ - life expectancy - Business - Manchester University 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/13/2010 1:36:29 AM 

Sick US man awaits medical flight from Antarctica 

An American in serious medical condition waited for blizzard conditions to ease Monday so an airplane could land in 

Antarctica to evacuate him to hospital in New Zealand, officials said. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/13/20102:12:05 AM 

French filmmaker Claude Chabrol dies at 80 

Ig~~""IFrench director Claude Chabrol, one of the founders of the New Wave movement whose films probed the 

latent malice beneath the placid surface of bourgeois life, died on Sunday. He was 80. 

1~~'::lclaUde Chabrol - French New Wave - Film - Film director - Movies 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/13/20103:57:49 AM 

Report: N. Korea leader's health delays meeting 

Ig~~""INorth Korea's ruling party has delayed the start of its biggest meeting in 30 years because of Kim Jong II's 

health, South Korea's YTN television reports. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/13/20104:17:46 AM 

Redskins corral Cowboys in thrilling, odd finish 

Ig~~""IDeAngeIO Hall returned a fumble 32 yards for a touchdown to end the first half, and the Washington 
Redskins needed an end-of-game penalty to hold off the Dallas Cowboys 13-7 Sunday night. 
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rg~~...,jDalias Cowboys - Washington Redskins - DeAngelo Hall - NFL - Football 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/13/2010 4:20:36 AM 

Major drug cartel fugitive caught, Mexico says 

Ig~~""lsergiO Villarreal Barragan, allegedly a top member of the embattled Beltran Leyva cartel, appears on a list 
of the country's most-wanted fugitives. 

rg~iSjBeltran-LeYVa Cartel - United States - Mexico - Beltran Leyva - Edgar Valdez Villarreal 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/13/2010 4:40:33 AM 

Report: Fire pit might have sparked Colo. fires 

Ig~~""IA fire pit may have sparked a devastating blaze near Boulder. And a new fire springs up near Loveland, 

Colo. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/13/20105:00:59 AM 

NYT: In ads, Democrats shy away from own party 

NYT: Democratic candidates are not extolling their party's accomplishments, but rather distancing themselves from their 

party's agenda. 

1§':i1ti¥.EIDemocratic _ New York Times - United States - Politics - Parties 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/13/20108:06:11 AM 

Japan frees 14 crew members of Chinese ship 

Ig~~""~apan freed 14 crew members of a Chinese fishing ship Monday nearly a week after their vessel collided 

with two Japanese patrol boats near disputed southern islets, but kept the captain in custody in a case 
that has angered China. 

Ig~~""~apan - China - Patrol boat - Ship - Asia 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/13/20108:11:27 AM 

Netanyahu: Settlement freeze won't remain 

Ig~~""llsraells prime minister says Israel could not extend a moratorium on housing construction in West Bank 

settlements but indicated he would limit the scope of future building. 

1~~':-IBenjamin Netanyahu - West Bank - Prime Minister of Israel - Middle East - Israel 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/13/20108:30:16 AM 

Turkey referendum win boosts Erdogan for 2011 election 

Turkey's ruling AK Party on Monday celebrated victory in a referendum on constitutional reform likely to boost its 

chances of winning a third term in power at an election due within 10 months. 

I §,:i1ti¥.E~urkey _ Justice and Development Party - Constitutional amendment - Middle East - European Union 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/13/20108:43:52 AM 

Japan offers 'heartfelt apology' to u.s. POWs 

Ig~~""~apanls foreign minister apologized Monday for the suffering of a group of former World War II prisoners 

of war visiting from the United States and said they were treated inhumanely. 

rg~iSjworld War II - United States - Prisoner of war - Japan - History 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/13/20109:38:20 AM 

On 200th birthday, Mexico battered but not broken 

Ig~~""IAS Mexico limps into the bicentennial of its independence uprising, it is full of self-questioning but with 

more openness than perhaps at any other time in its history. 

rg~iSLexiCo - United States - New Mexico - Travel and Tourism - Hillary Rodham Clinton 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/13/201010:10:09 AM 

BP: Spill claims 'probably' won't top $20 billion 

BP believes compensation claims related to its Gulf of Mexico oil spill will be less than the $20 billion the oil giant has put 

into an independent claims fund. 

rC~~"-ICitigrouP - Gulf of Mexico - Oil spill - BP - Environment 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/13/2010 11:42:56 AM 

Muslims face growing bias in workplace 

Ig~~""lclaims of discrimination against Muslim workers are showing signs of a resurgence. Such claims had 

spiked immediately after 9/11 and then dissipated. 

rg~5.Luslim - Discrimination - Religion - Business - September 11 2001 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/13/201011:44:13 AM 

Sweet! World's largest chocolate bar weighs 5 tons 

The Guinness Book of World Records certified a 9,702-pound chocolate bar as the world's largest at a ceremony 

Saturday. It was made by an Armenian factory owner. 

I g:i1ti¥.EIGUinneSs World Records - Chocolate - Candy bar - Food - Confectionery 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/13/201012:10:06 PM 

Gay candidates for Congress draw interest, hope 

Ig~~""ILaure Rondeau, an 82-year-old Catholic, supports Providence Mayor David Ciciliine for Congress because 

he wants to get the troops out of Afghanistan and says Washington is losing sight of what's happening to 
regular people. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/13/2010 12:35:40 PM 

Quran burning fuels Kashmir protests; 13 killed 

Ig~~""lpolice say at least 13 protesters have been killed in clashes with troops in Kashmir that have been partly 

fueled by a report of a Quran being desecrated in the United States. 
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r~~~JQur'an - United States - Kashmir - Territorial dispute - Warfare and Conflict 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/13/2010 12:44:27 PM 

Newsweek: America's best colleges 

While it's hard to claim there is a single 'best' school since different students look for different things, our ran kings 

reflect that. Instead there are lists of bests from most desirable small schools to best for brainiacs, jocks and the service

minded. 

I s:i1ti¥.Els:i1ti¥.EI'S~F.E1 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/13/2010 1:58:25 PM 

Newsweek: Affirmative action for boys? 

With women making up 57 percent of college students, admissions offices are using affirmative-action to get more boys 

on campus. 

I g;i1tlF.EIAffirmative action - Student - Newsweek - Human Rights and Liberties - Education 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/13/20102:16:12 PM 

CEO confirms 'embarrassing' IMs are his 

Ig~~""ICEO and cofounder Mark Zuckerberg confirms that he is the author of instant messages that mock 

privacy concerns and disparage the social network's early users. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/13/20102:49:42 PM 

Earth's penguins are skating on thin ice 

Ig~~""llf the harrowing plight of emperor penguins portrayed in the film "March of the Penguins" looked bad, 

it's nothing compared with the dire straits faced by many other penguin species. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/13/20102:56:49 PM 

Most partisan Senate ever? Why it's been worse 

Departing senators say legislative history is replete with more intense periods of anger and violence. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/13/20102:56:49 PM 

Most partisan Senate ever? Why it's been worse 

Departing senators say legislative history is replete with more intense periods of anger and violence. 
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Ig~~ .... lvietnam War - United States Senate - Conflicts and Wars - United States - History 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/13/20103:11:55 PM 

Ancient Roman helmet to be auctioned 

Ig~~""IAn ancient Roman helmet and mask will be auctioned Oct. 7 by Christie's, with a guide price of between 

$242,000 to $363,000. 

rg~iSjchristie - Roman - History - Ancient - Rome 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/13/20103:22:07 PM 

Family of u.s. hiker appealing Iran bail payment 

Ig~~""~he lawyer of an American woman cleared for release from an Iranian prison said Monday her family was 

appealing to Iran to drop a $500,000 bail. 

rg~iSLan - United States - Middle East - Television - 2009 detention of American hikers by Iran 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/13/20103:28:28 PM 

Berlusconi to young women: Marry rich 

Ig~~""lltalian Premier Silvio Berlusconi has advised young women to follow the money when looking for a 
partner, saying women like him and "I'm loaded." 

1~~'::lsiIViO Berlusconi - Women - People - Adolf Hitler - History 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/13/20103:39:00 PM 

Oprah Winfrey to take audience to Australia 

On the premiere of the 25th - and final - season of "The Oprah Winfrey Show" that aired Monday, Winfrey told the 

300 people in her studio audience that she was taking them all on a trip to Australia. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/13/20103:51:26 PM 

Life Inc.: Maybe America doesn't need all that stuff 

Study argues that conspicuous consumption may not be good for the economy 

1~¥:lunited States - Conspicuous consumption - Social Sciences - People - Economic 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/13/20103:59:25 PM 

Zimbabwe frees American aid workers on bail 

Ig~~""IA Zimbabwean court has freed on bail four Americans arrested and accused of treating AIDS patients 

without proper medical licenses, the u.S. embassy in Harare said Monday. 

1~~'::lzimbabwe - United States - AIDS - Africa - Government -- ---

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/13/20104:39:39 PM 

Hurricane Igor nears Category 5 in Atlantic 

Ig~~""llgOr, now capable of causing catastrophic damage, poses no immediate threat to land or energy interests. 

Ig~~""IAtlantic Ocean - Tropical cyclone - Meteorology - Earth Sciences - Atmospheric Sciences 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/13/20104:49:51 PM 

Guilt-free fur? Fashion embraces rodents 

Ig~~""loscar de la Renta, Michael Kors, Patrick Ervell and Gilles Mendel are among the designers who might be 
described as nuts for nutria - a beaver-like rodent whose prolific numbers are damaging the Gulf Coast 

ecosystem. 

1~~':-IMichael Kors - Rodent - Oscar de la Renta - Gulf Coast - Coypu 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/13/20104:50:11 PM 

Imam says resolution to NYC mosque debate in works 

The imam leading the effort to build an Islamic center and mosque near the World Trade Center site said Monday that a 

resolution to the raging debate over its location is being examined. 

I g:i1ti¥.EIWorld Trade Center - Mosque - New York City - Islam - Imam 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/13/20105:01:58 PM 

Cuba to eliminate state jobs, spur private sector 

Cuba will let more than 500,000 state employees go by next March and try to move most to non-state jobs in the biggest 

shift to the private sector since the 1960s, the official Cuban labor federation said Monday. 

I g:i1ti¥.Elcuba _ Caribbean - Private sector - Employment - Fidel Castro 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/13/20106:13:40 PM 

Restroom spies see a rise in hand washing 

Swine flu may have scared us straight, or maybe we're finally listening to our mothers. Whatever the reason, Americans 

are washing their hands more often, suggests the latest check by researchers who spy on people using public restrooms. 

rC~~"-Lnited States - Health - Infectious disease - Public toilet - Conditions and Diseases 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/13/20106:19:14 PM 

Israel grants Indian citizenship for saving boy 

Ig~~""llsrael granted honorary citizenship Monday to an Indian woman who braved gunfire to save an Israeli boy 

from the 2008 Mumbai terror attacks that killed both of his parents. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/13/20106:40:47 PM 

Was federal spending wasteful in Gulf oil spill? 

Ig~~""~he contracts the government has disclosed so far include at least $5.8 million for helicopter services, 

$3.1 million for lodging, and $1.4 million for boat charters. 

rg~5.jHelicoPter - Oil spill - Gulf Oil - Government - Business 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/13/20107:00:00 PM 

Alleged 'Underwear Bomber' may want to plead 

Ig~~""IA Nigerian man charged with trying to blow up an international flight near Detroit on Christmas is due to 

return to court for the first time since January. 

I~~':-Ichristmas - Detroit - Umar Farouk Abdulmutallab - Holidays - Underwear 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/13/20107:04:12 PM 

Shark survivors team up to save species 

Ig~~""~hey have the scars and missing limbs that make it hard to forgive, but these victims are tougher than 

most. And now they want to save their attackers. 

1~~':-IFiSh - Shark finning - Cape Town - United States - Achilles tendon 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/13/20107:34:18 PM 

Punishing Dems who voted 'no' on health care 

On Tuesday, progressives will try to boot Rep. Stephen Lynch, D-Mass., one of the 34 House Democrats to vote against 

President Obama's health care bill. 

I g:i1ti¥.EIBarack Obama - Democratic - Health care - United States - Stephen Lynch 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/13/20107:43:31 PM 

Cell phones powered by conversation? 

Ig~~""lchattY teenagers could be the world's next renewable energy source. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/13/20107:58:10 PM 

Report: Saudis to buy $60 billion in U.S. arms 

The Pentagon will soon notify Congress of an arms package for Saudi Arabia worth up to $60 billion, officials said, a 

potentially record-breaking deal that may help counter Iran. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/13/20107:59:12 PM 

New drug-resistant superbugs found in 3 states 

A new gene that can turn many types of bacteria into superbugs resistant to nearly all antibiotics has sickened people in 

three states and is popping up allover the world, health officials reported Monday. 

rc~~..-tealth - Drug resistance - Antibiotic - Bacteria - Infectious disease 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/13/20108:12:01 PM 

Newsweek: Is Ichiro Ozawa Japan's savior? 

Long reviled as a shadowy manipulator, Ichiro Ozawa may be the right leader for Japan today. 

rC~~~~jlchir6 Ozawa - Japan - Asia - Prime minister - Ichiro Ozawa 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/13/20108:15:47 PM 

Newsweek: Is Iran building another uranium site? 

Nuclear proliferation experts are expressing deep skepticism regarding a controversial Iranian exile group's claims that 

Iran is building a new secret underground uranium enrichment site not far from Tehran. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/13/20108:21:43 PM 

Blast victim: 'We'll be a tighter community' 

Ig~~""lpatrick Yu has had nightmares and headaches since a fireball from a natural gas explosion caused his 

ceiling to crash down next to him while he slept. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/13/20108:44:14 PM 

Saudis near deal to buy $60 billion in U.S. arms 

Ig~~""~he Pentagon will soon notify Congress of an arms package for Saudi Arabia worth up to $60 billion, 

officials said, a potentially record-breaking deal that may help counter Iran. 

1~~':-lsaUdi Arabia - United States Congress - Middle East - Iran - Pentagon 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/13/20108:46:55 PM 

Attack on prison guard renews phone-jam debate 

Ig~~""IAuthorities who have helped push for permission to block cell phone signals inside prisons sayan officer 
in charge of keeping out contraband was nearly killed at his home - in an attack planned with a 

smuggled phone. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/13/20109:31:55 PM 

Simple blood test may detect Alzheimer's 

A simple blood test could diagnose Alzheimer's disease, u.s. researchers said Monday, a finding that could give more 

people a chance to be tested. 

rC~~"-IAlzheimer's disease - Blood test - Health - Alzheimer - Conditions and Diseases 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/13/20109:32:23 PM 

NYT: Russian crackdown spurs Microsoft shift 

Microsoft announced sweeping changes on Monday to its software policy in Russia, responding to criticism that it has 

been supporting a crackdown on dissent 

I g:i1ti¥.EIMicrosoft - Russia - Monopolies and Oligopolies - Economic - Business 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/13/20109:37:18 PM 

Nixon plot against newspaper columnist detailed 

Ig~~""IA new book provides details about an extraordinary campaign by former President Richard Nixon and his 

top aides to smear, discredit and possibly even murder newspaper columnist Jack Anderson, NBC News' 

Michaellsikoff reports. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/13/20109:44:16 PM 

'Slime highway' of BP oil likely on Gulf floor 

Ig~~""lsamples from the seafloor near BP's blown-out wellhead indicate miles of oily residue sitting atop hard 

sediment and containing dead shrimp, zooplankton, worms and other invertebrates. 

rg~5.jBP _ Zooplankton - Oil - Oceanography - Gulf of Mexico 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/13/20109:57:36 PM 

Thousands of walruses flee melting sea ice 

Ig~~""~ens of thousands of walruses have come ashore in northwest Alaska because the sea ice they normally 

rest on has melted. 

1~~~:IAlaska - Sea ice - Arctic - United States - Climate change 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/13/20109:59:48 PM 

Clinton says time is ripe for Mideast deal 

Ig~~""lsecretary of State Hillary Rodham Clinton said Monday that the "time is ripe" for Mideast peace, but that 

without face-to-face talks Israel can't expect lasting security and the Palestinians can't create an 

independent state. 

Ig~~""IMiddle East - Hillary Rodham Clinton - United States Secretary of State -Israel - Palestinian people 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/13/2010 10:27:02 PM 

PG&E creates $100 million fund for blast victims 

Ig~~""lpacific Gas and Electric Co. said Monday it was establishing a $100 million fund for victims of a huge gas 

pipeline explosion that left at least four people dead and destroyed 37 homes. 

rg~iSjpacific Gas and Electric Company - Pipeline transport - Explosion - Business - Energy 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/13/201010:56:14 PM 

Docs failed to disclose big payments to journals 

Nearly half of surgeons who earned more than $1 million from companies that make orthopedic devices did not disclose 

it when they published medical journal articles, u.s. researchers said Monday. 

1§':i1ti¥.Elunited States - Medical journal - Health - Medicine - Orthopedic surgery 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/13/2010 11:35:24 PM 

Aging gas pipes at risk of explosion nationwide 

Ig~~""IAn ominous theme has emerged from the wreckage of a deadly pipeline explosion in California: There are 

thousands of pipes just like it nationwide. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/13/2010 11:51:26 PM 

Stocks continue run, end trading day up again 

Stocks extended their rally into a third week Monday as investors sent bank stocks higher following new global 

regulatory requirements and China continued its robust growth. 

I g:i1ti¥.EIBusiness - Investing - Bank - People's Republic of China - Stocks and Bonds 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/14/2010 12:42:04 AM 

Marine's defense lawyer steps down in Iraq case 

A major Iraqi war crimes case that has dragged on for five years hit another snag Monday when a military judge excused 

one of the attorneys for a Marine sergeant whose squad was charged with killing 24 Iraqis. 

I~¥':-I!@g -Iraq War - War crime - Warfare and Conflict - Middle East 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/14/2010 12:45:20 AM 

Cycle Cape Cod - minus the tourists 

Ig~~""ICYciing Cape Cod in the summer is like experiencing an ice cream cone; you'll wait in line, be surrounded 

by kids and end up sticky. But bike riding the Cape in the fall? That's more like a cranberry cocktail; 
slightly sophisticated, cool and colorful. 

I ~~':-Icapecod - Massachusetts - United States - Counties - Barnstable 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/14/2010 12:51:39 AM 

Plane crashes in Venezuela 

A plane belonging to state-run airline Conviasa crashed during a domestic flight in Venezuela with 47 people on board 

on Monday, minister says. 

rC~~"-lvenezuela - South America - Business and Economy - Bonaire - Caribbean 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/14/2010 1:27:26 AM 

Arizona desert serves as stand-in for Mars 

Ig~~""lscience editor Alan Boyle's Weblog: NASA's Desert RATS exercise is in full swing, and that means 

astronauts in mocked-up spacesuits and monster rovers are roaming the Arizona desert to practice for a 

journey to Mars. 

Ig~~""INASA - Mars - Arizona - Desert Research and Technology Studies - Alan Boyle 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/14/20103:10:21 AM 

Ravens deliver hard knocks, shut down Jets 

Ig~~""IWilliS McGahee squeaked into the end zone from 1 yard out with 6 seconds left in the first half, helping 
the Baltimore Ravens to a 10-9 victory over the New York Jets in the teams' season opener Monday night. 

rg~iSjBaltimore Ravens - New York Jets - Willis McGahee - Sport - NFL 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/14/20103:22:43 AM 

Nadal beats Djokovic for first u.s. Open win 

Ig~~""IRafael Nadal won his first u.s. Open title to complete a career Grand Slam, beating Novak Djokovic 6-4, 5-
7, 6-4, 6-2 Monday in a thrilling final filled with fantastic shotmaking by both men and interrupted by a 

thunderstorm a day after it was postponed by rain. 

~ 
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1§'~i?SIGrand Slam - Novak Djokovic - Rafael Nadal - US Open - sport 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/14/20104:11:46 AM 

11th-inning HR lifts Rays past Yanks, into first 

Ig~~""IWith four-time All-Star left fielder Carl Crawford unwittingly setting the stage for Reid Brignac's l1th

inning homer, the Tampa Bay Rays beat the New York Yankees 1-0 to move into first place in the AL East 
on Monday night. 

uu 
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r·~~--ITampa Bay Rays - New York Yankees - Carl Crawford - American League East - AL East 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/14/20105:03:17 AM 

Suspected US missiles kill 10 in NW Pakistan 

Suspected u.S. missiles hit a house in a Pakistani tribal area early Monday, killing 10 alleged militants in the 10th 

airstrike in the region this month, intelligence officials said. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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1§'~F..?lpakistan - Asia - Airstrike - North Waziristan - Arts and Entertainment 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/14/20105:26:14 AM 

Big plays help Chiefs stun Chargers in opener 

Ig~~""~amaal Charles' 56-yard touchdown run and Dexter McCluster's team-record 94-yard punt return gave 
Kansas City a two-touchdown lead and the Chiefs held San Diego on four downs inside the 6-yard line in 

the final minute for a 21-14 victory Monday night. 

uu 
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r·~~--tamaal Charles - San Diego Chargers - San Diego - Kansas City - Kansas City Chiefs 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/14/20108:35:04 AM 

'A miracle': 36 survive plane crash in Venezuela 

Ig~~""IA turboprop plane carrying 51 passengers and crew crashed into a steel mill yard in Venezuela and burst 

into flames Monday, killing 15 people. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/14/201010:15:13 AM 

An outsider's guide to the Senate's inner workings 

The complex web of Senate rules allows for more productivity than most Americans understand, and also grants 

dramatic amounts of power to single dissenters. What nine exiting senators think about the chamber with "100 bad 

habits. " 

Ig~SLnited States - Senate - United States Senate - Government - legislative Branch 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/14/201010:15:13 AM 

An outsider's guide to the Senate's inner workings 

The complex web of Senate rules allows for more productivity than most Americans understand, and also grants 

dramatic amounts of power to single dissenters. What nine exiting senators think about the chamber with "100 bad 

habits. " 

I S:i1ti¥.EIS:i1ti¥.EI'S~F.E1 

1iii':i1ti¥.Elunited States - Senate - United States Senate - Government - legislative Branch 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/14/2010 11:02:24 AM 

Panda's death intensifies diplomatic spat 

Ig~~""~he death of a panda at a Japanese zoo has strained diplomatic relations between Beijing and Tokyo. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/14/2010 11:40:33 AM 

Open House: For sale near major universities 

Here's a 2010 fall real estate roundup of what's for sale near some of the nation's most famous universities. 

rC~~~~Leal estate - Business and Economy - Open House - United States - Canada 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/14/201012:04:15 PM 

Life Inc.: Coupon clipping craze may be slowing 

Call us recessionistas, frugalistas or just plain cheap: The weak economy has forced American shoppers to look hard for 

good deals. But perhaps we are tiring of all the effort that goes into penny-pinching. 

rC~~"-Lnited States - Home - Homemaking - Frugality - Business 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/14/201012:10:21 PM 

Newsweek: Jerry Brown's gov. race fumbles 

You can't teach an old dog new tricks, but it's reasonable to expect that he knows the old ones. But California Democrats 

are learning that even that isn't a sure bet, as gubernatorial candidate Jerry Brown keeps demonstrating. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/14/2010 12:31:00 PM 

Japan PM wins party vote; bigger challenge to come 

Ig~~""~apanese Prime Minister Naoto Kan may have fended off a challenge Tuesday from a powerful politician 

in his own party, but now he faces the more daunting task of reviving an economy that has sputtered 
under five premiers over the past four years. 

~ 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/14/201012:38:21 PM 

eFT: Florida WR arrested after 'time to die' text 

rC~~~~jwide receiver - Florida - Florida Gator - College football - Florida WR 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/14/201012:41:18 PM 

PFT's Week 1 Power Rankings: Saints, Ravens 1-2 
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1§';§:;?.E-IBaltimore Ravens - NFl- sport - Football - American 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/14/2010 12:53:22 PM 

When the quest for self-improvement kills 

Ig~~""IKirbY Brown wanted what we all seek -- love, success and purpose. But the retreat she hoped would 

change her life wound up ending it. 

...... , ........... , ........... , ....... 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/14/201012:56:11 PM 

Escaped spider monkey roaming San Antonio 

A spider monkey named w.e. Fields is roaming the hilly suburban subdivisions northwest of San Antonio after escaping 

from a primate preserve. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/14/2010 1:36:36 PM 

Irish premier denies being drunk, hung over on air 

Prime Minister Brian Cowen is resisting calls for an early election in Ireland amid fears about the nation's debt troubles 

- and his own ability to steer the country through the crisis. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/14/20102:01:26 PM 

New jobs in Cuba? Raising rabbits, making bricks 

Ig~~""lcUbals communist leaders have already determined what they want soon-to-be-dismissed workers to do 

after they get their pink slips in massive government layoffs. 

1~~~':OIcuba - Government - Communism - Caribbean - Employment 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/14/20102:29:40 PM 

Tennis.com: Nadal keeps rising, but can he catch Federer? 

Ig~~""~ennis.com: Spaniard fills hole in resume with U.S. Open title, but he's 7 Slam titles way 
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I g~~...,lus Open - Roger Federer - Rafael Nadal - Tennis - sport 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/14/20103:04:56 PM 

High fructose corn syrup, by any other name 

Ig~~""~he makers of high fructose corn syrup want to sweeten up its image with a new name: corn sugar. 

1~¥':-IHigh-fructose corn syrup - Sugar - Health - Food Drink and Nutrition - Food Additives 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/14/20103:15:28 PM 

Retail sales rise by largest amount in 5 months 

Retail sales rose in August by the largest amount in five months, adding to evidence that a late spring economic swoon 

was temporary and not the start of another recession. 

I g:i1ti¥.EIRetail - Business - Retail Trade - Recession - Employment 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/14/20103:19:23 PM 

Red Tape: A fraud criminal who wouldn't quit 
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Ig~~ .... IRed tape - Health - Business - Services - Democratic Party 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/14/20103:31:42 PM 

Air Force invests in 'Batman' technologies 

Ig~~""IA military program named for and inspired by the superhero Batman is bringing together advanced 

technologies to equip U.S. Special Forces soldiers for the 21st century. 

1~~'::IBatman - Special Forces - Air force - Military - United States 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/14/20103:45:55 PM 

Newsweek: Without Hamas, there can't be a peace deal 

The most important talks aren't between Israelis and Palestinians-they're between Palestinians and Palestinians. 
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Ig~~ .. =tamas - Palestinian people - Middle East - Israelis - Israel 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/14/20103:53:39 PM 

Bing now No.2 in search, passing Yahoo 

Bing has surpassed Yahoo for the first time to become the No.2 search engine in the United States, according to Nielsen. 

rC~~~~Ling _ Yahoo - United States - Google - Search 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/14/20104:09:40 PM 

U.K. recluse found to be war heroine after death 

Eileen Nearne died alone, uncelebrated, facing a pauper's funeral despite her extraordinary record of wartime heroism 

for Britain. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/14/20104:10:36 PM 

Your Peace Corps photos 

u.s. Peace Corps volunteers have returned to Sierra Leone after a 16-year absence due to the brutal civil war there. As 

part of our coverage, msnbc.com asked former Peace Corps Volunteers for their photos from their service around the 

globe. Check out our gallery and submit your own photos. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/14/20104:26:50 PM 

A pause in Japan's political merry-go-round 

Japan's ruling party has opted for a bit of stability after a political merry-go-round that produced five prime ministers in 

the last three years. On Tuesday, Prime Minister Naoto Kan won re- election as the head of the Democratic Party of 

Japan, which because of the Democrats' majority representation in the parliament renewed his lease as prime minister. 

r~¥:IDemocratic Party of Japan - Prime minister - Japan - Naoto Kan - Democratic 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/14/20104:27:44 PM 

Halley's comet was spotted by ancient Greeks 

Ig~~""~he ancient Greeks probably saw Halley's comet streak past in 466 B.C., pushing the earliest documented 

observation of the comet back by more than 200 years, a new study has found. 

1~~~:lcomet - Comet Halley - Ancient Greece - Solar System - Astronomy 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/14/20105:02:28 PM 

Is 'Twilight' altering teen minds? 

Ig~~""llt's a potentially sucky situation. The vampire craze in teen literature - exemplified by the "Twilight" book 
series - could be affecting the dynamic workings of the teenage brain in ways scientists don't yet 

understand. 

Ig~~""~Wilight - Arts - Brain - Vampire - Horror 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/14/20106:01:53 PM 

France moves to ban full Muslim veils 

Ig~~""~he French Senate on Tuesday voted overwhelmingly to ban the burqa-style Islamic veil everywhere from 

post offices to streets. 

1~~~:Lance - Islam - Senate of France - Law - Paris --- -- ---

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/14/20106:09:13 PM 

Reid hangs on to 2-point lead over Tea Party candidate 

A new Reutersjlpsos survey out today shows Reid hanging on to only a 2-point lead - within the margin of error

capturing 46 percent of likely voters to Angle's 44. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/14/20106:22:22 PM 

An uncertain end to an unpredictable primary season 

First Read: The primaries season continues to roll along on its seesaw course, with key races, such as the GOP Senate 

race in Delaware featuring Tea Party-backed candidate Christine O'Donnell 

1~¥':-lphiladeIPhia Eagles - Andy Reid - National Football league - Stewart Bradley - Kevin Kolb 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/14/20107:03:00 PM 

Shaken not stirred: Bond's Aston Martin on sale 

James Bond fans with deep pockets will soon have the chance to get their hands on the ultimate piece of 007 

memorabilia, as the spy's Aston Martin DB5 goes up for auction. 

rC~~"-IAstonMartin - James Bond - Aston Martin DB5 - Shaken not stirred - Recreation 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/14/20107:14:52 PM 

Egg farm knew of salmonella, investigators say 

Congressional investigators say the Iowa egg farm at the center of a massive salmonella outbreak received hundreds of 

positive results for salmonella in the two years before its eggs sickened more than 1,500 people. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/14/20107:43:39 PM 

Harry Reid, lady GaGa swap tweets 

Yes, this really happened. 
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Ig~~ .. =tarry Reid - lady Gaga - don't ask don't tell - United States Senate - Party leaders of the United States Senate 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/14/20107:50:50 PM 

Clinton meets with Netanyahu, Abbas 

Israeli and Palestinian leaders on Tuesday dug into the central issues blocking a peace deal but the latest talks produced 

no visible progress on Jewish settlements. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/14/20107:58:55 PM 

Lawsuit on Obama health plan likely going to trial 

A federal judge said Tuesday he will likely dismiss only parts of a lawsuit by 20 states challenging the Obama 

administration's health care overhaul as unconstitutional, though he didn't specifically say what portions. 

rC~~"'Lnited States - Presidency of Barack Obama - Health care - Lawsuit - Barack Obama 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/14/20108:12:50 PM 

Half of docs in training work while sick 

More than half of doctors in training said in a survey that they'd shown up sick to work, and almost one-third said they'd 

done it more than once. 

1§,:i1ti¥.E~rain _ Business _ Education - Sports - Running 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/14/20108:25:14 PM 

Years after floods, residents still wait for FEMA 

Ig~~""ILOng waits plague the program that helps buy flood-damaged properties, leaving Midwest homeowners 

in limbo. 

rg~iSjFederal Emergency Management Agency - Flood - Natural Disasters and Hazards - Earth Sciences - Midwestern 

United States 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/14/20108:45:15 PM 

'Greener' Mafia loses $1.9 billion in assets 

Ig~~""lltaIY Tuesday seized Mafia-linked assets worth $1.9 billion in an operation revealing that the crime group 
was trying to "go green" by laundering money through alternative energy companies. 

1~~'::Loney laundering - Mafia - Crime - Organized crime - lli!!v 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/14/20108:47:24 PM 

Reid 'hopes' he has the votes for tax cut plan 

Senate Majority Leader Harry Reid said Tuesday he hopes to have enough votes to extend middle-class tax cuts while 

allowing those for the wealthy to expire at year's end. 

HBO: Real Time with Bill Maher 

Real Time With Bill Maher 

Fridays at lOPM ET/PT. New season begins September 17 on HBO. 
Get news, clips and pilotos 

I~~:tarry Reid - Party leaders of the United States Senate - Middle class - United States - Tax cut 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/14/20108:51:28 PM 

eFT: Bush to give up Heisman Trophy 

Ig~~""ICFT: Former USC running back Reggie Bush announced Tuesday he will give up his Heisman Trophy. 

Ig~~""IReggie Bush - Heisman Trophy - Sport - President - Football 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/14/20109:03:21 PM 

Controller faulted in Hudson midair collision 

Ig~~""IA federal safety panel says an air traffic controller who was engaged in a personal phone call was partly 

responsible for a midair collision last year over the Hudson River between a tour helicopter and a small 
plane. 

HBO: Real Time with Bill Maher 

Real Time With Bill Maher 

Fridays at lOPM ET/PT. New season begins September 17 on HBO. 
Get news, clips and photos 

I g~~""IAir traffic control - Hudson River - Air traffic controller - Mid-air collision - Hudson 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/14/20109:19:42 PM 

Progress made on Colorado blaze 

Ig~~""IFirefighters were trying to gain ground on a wildfire in the northern Colorado foothills Tuesday ahead of 

strong winds expected to move in, potentially spreading the flames. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/14/20109:32:32 PM 

Trapped Chilean miner is a dad - to Hope 

Ig~~""IHope was born Tuesday outside the mine in Chile where 33 men have been trapped for 40 days. 

1~~~~lchile - South America - Home - History - Government 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/14/20109:33:20 PM 

Eiffel Tower evacuated over bomb threat 

Ig~~""~he Eiffel Tower in Paris and its immediate surroundings have been evacuated amid French news reports 

of a bomb alert. 

rg~iSjparis - Eiffel Tower - France - Ile-de-France - Arts and Entertainment 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/14/20109:36:11 PM 

Most gas lines can't use best inspection technology 

Ig~~""IAlmost two-thirds of America's gas pipelines - including the main that exploded in California - could 
have deadly faults because they can't use the industry's best technology, federal records show. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/14/2010 10:23:04 PM 

Creepy Google stalker proves your online privacy is an illusion 

Ig~~""IA Google engineer used his elite position to violate the online privacy of at least four minors. Too bad the 

creep isn't so much an anomaly as he is evidence that your online privacy is gone and it's never coming 
back. 

I g~~""IGoogle - Internet privacy - Privacy - Security - Searching 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/14/2010 10:36:06 PM 

Chile's trapped miners have a thousand job offers 

Ig~~""lchile's 33 trapped miners have something good to think about: their next jobs. Bulldozer driver, 

mechanic, electrician. And here's a couple they might find particularly useful: "risk reduction specialist" 
and "escape-tunnel driller." 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/14/201010:36:11 PM 

Eiffel Tower reopens after bomb threat 

Ig~~""~he area under Paris' Eiffel Tower has been opened up to tourists again after an anonymous caller 

phoned in a bomb threat and police combed through the famous monument looking for suspicious 
objects. 

I g~~""lpariS - eiffeltower - France - Ile-de-France - Police 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/14/2010 10:38:07 PM 

Wrongfully deported American back home 

Ig~~""IA Texas-born u.s. citizen who was detained, questioned and deported to Matamoros, Mexico, in the 
middle of the night has been allowed to re-enter the United States, ending a nearly three-month ordeal. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/14/2010 10:38:09 PM 

Trio of storms swirls over Atlantic Ocean 

A trio of potentially dangerous storms swirled over the Atlantic Ocean on Tuesday as Tropical Storm Karl formed in the 

Caribbean on a path that could take it over oil-production facilities in Mexico's Bay of Campeche. 

rC~~"-IAtlantic Ocean - Tropical cyclone - hurricane - Earth Sciences - Atmospheric Sciences 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/14/201010:39:47 PM 

American freed by Iran arrives in Oman 

Sarah Shourd, one of three Americans held in Iran on suspicion of spying, left the country on Tuesday after she was 

released on bail and arrived in Oman a few hours later. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/14/201011:10:37 PM 

Panel: Cough meds should stay over-the-counter 

A panel of medical experts says cough medicines like Robitussin should continue to be sold over-the-counter, despite 

increasing abuse among teenagers that has prompted calls to restrict the products. 

rC~~"-IRobitussin - Medicine - Over-the-counter drug - Food and Drug Administration - law 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/14/2010 11:30:25 PM 

Tall is back on Starbucks drive-through menu 

Starbucks is bringing the "tall" back - to its drive-through menus. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/14/2010 11:46:00 PM 

Murkowski to decide on write-in bid by Friday 

""I will not wrap myself in the flag of another political party for the sake of election at any cost," she said in a statement. 

1~¥:lunited States - Joe Miller - Government - Republican - Lisa Murkowski 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/14/2010 11:50:32 PM 

Police: Wyo. body not missing Utah woman 

Ig~~""ISgt. Mike Powell with the West Valley City Police Department confirmed Tuesday afternoon that a body 

found in Wyoming is not that of Susan Powell, though he did not reveal how police came to that 

conclusion. 

HBO: Real Time with Bill Maher 

Real Time With Bill Maher 

Fridays at lOPM ET/PT. New season begins September 17 on HBO. 
Get news, clips and photos 

Ig~~""lwYOming - Utah -laramie Wyoming - United States -laramie 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/15/201012:18:56 AM 

Twitter remakes site with new features 

Microblogging sensation Twitter, which is now signing up 370,000 new users daily on average, is redesigning its website 

to make it easier for its millions of users to search and navigate the service. 

HBO: Real Time with Bill Maher 

Real Time With Bill Maher 

Fridays at lOPM ET/PT. New season begins September 17 on HBO. 
Get news, clips and pilotos 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/15/2010 12:25:50 AM 

Freeze your fat? How about melting your muffin top? 

The Food and Drug Administration approved the Zerona laser for body sculpting procedures, the company said Tuesday. 

rC~~~~jFood and Drug Administration - United States - Health - Zerona - Shopping 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/15/2010 1:03:05 AM 

Maryland governor's race will be 2006 rematch 

Primary results set up a showdown between the state's former and incumbent governors. 

HBO: Real Time with Bill Maher 

Real Time With Bill Maher 

Fridays at lOPM ET/PT. New season begins September 17 on HBO. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/15/20103:05:57 AM 

Storms look scary ... even from space 

Ig~~""lscience editor Alan Boyle's Weblog: Satellite images show just how big the storms in the Atlantic and Gulf 

of Mexico have gotten, and why they've gotten that way. 

rg~iSLulf of Mexico - Atlantic Ocean - Alan Boyle - Satellite imagery - Earth Sciences 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/15/20103:24:17 AM 

WTO to rule on Boeing's subsidies 

The World Trade Organization is expected to rule Wednesday that huge subsidies paid to Boeing since the early 1990s 

are illegal, say media following the dispute. 

I g:i1ti¥.EIWorld Trade Organization - Boeing - Airbus - 1990s - Economic 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/15/20103:36:57 AM 

Tea party ally Paladino wins GOP nod for N.Y. gov 

Ig~~""lpolitical novice and tea party ally Carl Paladino has beaten the Republican designee in the race for the 

party's nomination for New York governor. 

1~~':-INew York - Republican - Carl Paladino - Politics - United States 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/15/20103:42:06 AM 

Yankees blow big lead, but beat Rays in 10th 

Ig~~""~orge Posada led off the 10th inning with a pinch-hit homer, lifting the New York Yankees over the Tampa 
Bay Rays 8-7 and back into first place in the AL East on Tuesday night. 

rg~iSjNew York Yankees - Tampa Bay Rays - Jorge Posada - United States - American league East 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/15/20105:12:04 AM 

BP's Hayward to testify to UK lawmakers on spill 

Outgoing BP CEO Tony Hayward will come under scrutiny from British lawmakers Wednesday over the Gulf of Mexico oil 

spill, months after he offered few explanations for the accident at a testy hearing in Washington. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/15/20107:59:48 AM 

Who's a family? Pets vs. same-sex couples 

Ig~~""IResearch being released Wednesday shows steadily increasing recognition of unmarried couples - gay 
and straight - as families. But a solid core are more willing to include pets in their definition than same

sex partners. 

Ig~~""lsame-sex relationship - United States - Gay Lesbian and Bisexual - Family - Marriage 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/15/20108:30:51 AM 

Newsweek: Out of Iran, but not home free 

Sarah Shourd may be out of prison, but her two companions are still in the hands of the Revolutionary Guards and 

anything she says now may put them in danger. 

I~¥.:-tan - 2009 detention of American hikers by Iran - Middle East - Army of the Guardians of the Islamic Revolution -

United States 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/15/20108:58:53 AM 

Moderate N.H. rep beats tea party challenger 

Establishment candidate Charlie Bass defeated anti-abortion conservative Jennifer Horn in Tuesday's congressional 

primary. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/15/20109:23:39 AM 

Mideast leaders begin to 'grapple' with core issues 

Israeli P.M. Benjamin Netanyahu, Palestinian President Mahmoud Abbas hold a second day of talks to try to overcome 

disagreements about Jewish settlement building. 

I g:i1ti¥.EIMahmoud Abbas - Benjamin Netanyahu - President of the Palestinian National Authority - Middle East - Palestinian 

Territory 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/15/20109:43:48 AM 

Report: Irish militants vow to target bankers 

The Real IRA is threatening to attack British banks and bankers, a U.K. newspaper reported Wednesday. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/15/201010:25:10 AM 

Chuck E. Cheese recalls 1.2 million toys, rings 

More than 1.2 million Chuck E. Cheese light-up rings and toy eyeglasses are being recalled over concerns that children 

might swallow the small battery inside the toys. One child was able to swallow the battery; another put one up his nose. 

rC~~"-IChild _ Glasses - Business - Shopping - Toys and Games 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/15/201010:25:10 AM 

Chuck E. Cheese recalls 1.2 million toys, rings 

More than 1.2 million Chuck E. Cheese light-up rings and toy eyeglasses are being recalled over concerns that children 

might swallow the small battery inside the toys. 

rC~~"-IGlaSSeS - Shopping - Business - Consumer Goods and Services - Food 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/15/201010:25:37 AM 

An ancient dilemma: Debating aging senators 

Are some senators too old? Have they lost the mental acuity and physical stamina needed to fulfill their duties? "That's a 

big problem," says Don Ritchie, the Senate historian. 

I ~¥':-Isenate - United States Senate - United States - Government - legislative Branch 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/15/201010:25:37 AM 

An ancient dilemma: Debating aging senators 

Are some senators too old? Have they lost the mental acuity and physical stamina needed to fulfill their duties? "That's a 

big problem," says Don Ritchie, the Senate historian. 

I g:i1ti¥.Elunited States Senate - Senate - United States - Government - legislative Branch 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/15/201010:55:21 AM 

Afghan police fire to clear Quran-burning protest 

Ig~~""lpolice fired warning shots to disperse hundreds of stone-hurling Afghans on Wednesday in the latest in a 

series of protests against Quran burning in the U.S. 

...... ,..... . ..... ,..... . ..... , ....... 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/15/2010 11:33:01 AM 

New CEO aims to boost VW's fortunes in U.S. 

Ig~~""~onathan Browning, VW's new head of u.s. operations, has a tough challenge ahead of him, despite the 

$4 billion his company is investing in the venture. 

rg~iSLolkSWagen - United States - Jonathan Browning - Makes and Models - Autos 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/15/201012:03:51 PM 

White House party crasher says she has MS 

Ig~~""IMichaele Salahi, who gained notoriety with her husband by crashing a glitzy White House state dinner, 

says in a new book that she suffers from multiple sclerosis. 

1~~'::lwhite House - State dinner - 2009 White House gatecrash incident - United States - President 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/15/2010 12:32:25 PM 

No more running: Reform stabilizes one family 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/15/2010 12:32:25 PM 

Health reform begins - what changes mean to you 

The new health care law adds consumer protections that kick in Thursday, forcing insurers to cover kids with pre-existing 

conditions, eliminate lifetime caps and stop cancelling policies when people become sick. 

I g:i1ti¥.Ellnsurance - United States - Law - Politics - Health 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/15/2010 12:36:58 PM 

Song stylings of Hannah Montana trigger seizures 

Ig~~""~een sensation Hannah Montana makes a 12-year-old Florida girl shake allover. The problem: she can't 

make it stop. 

1~~':-IHannah Montana - United States - Montana - Miley Cyrus - Politics 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/15/2010 12:43:29 PM 

Shourd release lifts hopes of other u.s. hikers' moms 

As Sarah Shourd rested Wednesday in Oman on her first full day of freedom following her release from Iran, the 

mothers of fellow u.S. hikers Josh Fattal and Shane Bauer expressed optimism that their sons would receive similar 

compassion from Iranian authorities. 

1~~~:loman - Iran - United States - Middle East - 2009 detention of American hikers by Iran 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/15/2010 12:52:45 PM 

Bin Laden's deputy surfaces in new tape 

Ig~~""IAI-Qaidals number two Ayman al-Zawahri released an audio recording on Wednesday calling on 

Pakistanis to revolt in the wake of severe flooding that's devastated the country. 

...... ,..... . ..... ,..... . ..... , ....... 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/15/2010 12:55:34 PM 

As flu season nears, pregnant women urged to get shots 

Flu season may not sound as scary for pregnant women this year as last - but they're still at high risk and need that 

shot, says a letter being mailed to thousands of health providers this week from some leading medical societies. 

rC~~"-lpregnancy - Health - Influenza - Flu season - Conditions and Diseases 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/15/20101:12:23 PM 

The purge inside the GOP? 

First Read analysis: How to make sense of Christine O'Donnell stunning win in Delaware and other successes of Tea 

party-backed candidates. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/15/2010 1:40:50 PM 

Need to get away? 8 remote places to hide 

Ig~~""lour daydreams of total isolation remain alive and well, seasoned with subplots of romance and 

conquering adversity. But could they ever come true? 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/15/2010 1:52:27 PM 

Voice of Rudolph the Red-Nosed Reindeer dies 

Canadian radio actress Billie Mae Richards provided the male voice for the plucky reindeer in the 1964 Christmas classic 

that airs on CBS to this day around the holidays. 

rC~~"-IRUdOIPh the Red-Nosed Reindeer - Christmas - Billie Mae Richards - CBS - Holidays 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/15/20102:23:06 PM 

Newsweek: Amanda Knox's supporters could doom her 

By speaking loudly-and condescendingly-on her behalf, American supporters of Amanda Knox have hurt her standing 

in Italy at exactly the moment she begins to appeal her murder conviction. 

rC~~"'Lnited States - Murder - Murder of Meredith Kercher - Amanda Knox - Crime and Justice 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/15/20102:30:07 PM 

Shaq being sued for ... computer hacking? 

Shaquille O'Neal is being sued by a former employee for some unusual charges -- computer hacking and destruction of 

evidence. 

1§':i1ti¥.ElshaQUilie _ Shaquille O'Neal - Boston Celtics - Law - Health 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/15/20102:31:48 PM 

Life Inc.: 'Best' firms for women still not good enough 

Even the top family-friendly companies, as listed by Working Mother magazine, lack women in critical positions of 

responsibility. 

1~¥':-IMagaZine - People - Women - Company - Working Mother 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/15/20102:58:41 PM 

Doctors find 1-square-foot sponge inside patient 

Nelson E. Bailey learned the hard - and painful - way that the cure can sometimes be worse than the disease. The 67-

year-old judge said he was "shocked" when doctors found a rotting 12-by-12-inch sponge left inside him during surgery 

five months earlier. 

Ig~Sjsurgery - Health - Medicine - United States - General 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/15/20103:20:02 PM 

Open houses become excuse to snoop, mooch 

Ig~~""IWith housing in the doldrums the real estate market has become something of a spectator sport, 

especially for New Yorkers. 

rg~iSjReal estate - Business - Services - Law - Lawyers and Law Firms 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/15/20103:22:05 PM 

Cops: Drunk man crashes 2 cars, tries towing them 

A tow truck driver has been arrested after police say he crashed two cars while intoxicated - then got in his truck and 

tried to move the vehicles. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/15/20103:36:42 PM 

Kids with autism don't experience contagious yawning 

Molly Helt discovered an interesting aspect of her son's autism somewhat serendipitously, during a plane ride. When the 

plane descended, in an attempt to help relieve painful pressure in her son's ears, she tried to get him to yawn by 

yawning right in front of him. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/15/20103:37:24 PM 

US Embassy in Jordan warns of threat in Aqaba 

The u.s. embassies in Jordan and Israel warned Americans Wednesday of a "possible imminent threat" in the Red Sea 

port of Aqaba and recommended avoiding the Jordanian resort city for the next 48 hours. 

1§':i1ti¥.EiJordan _ Aqaba - Red Sea - Middle East - United States 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/15/20103:47:00 PM 

HD anti-piracy code crack leaked online 

The software code used to prevent piracy of movies shown on HDTVs, Blu-ray players and set-top boxes appears to have 

been cracked. 

I g;i1tlF.EIBIU_ray Disc - High-definition television - Source code - Movies - Arts 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/15/20105:00:40 PM 

Sea burial botched as man's body resurfaces 

Authorities suspected foul play when the body of a North Carolina man surfaced near a South Florida beach - until they 

found his obituary. 

1~¥':-INorth Carolina - Florida - United States - Burial at sea - Metro Areas ---

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/15/20105:10:54 PM 

Greenspan, in switch, now favors higher taxes 

Taxes must rise while fiscal stimulus needs to be wound down in order to reduce the u.s. budget deficit and allow 

private investment to expand, said former Fed chief Greenspan. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/15/20105:41:15 PM 

Final 'kill' of BP well planned by Sunday 

Ig~~""IBPIS blown-out well is expected to be permanently sealed and declared dead by Sunday, nearly five 

months after a rig explosion set off the disaster. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/15/20105:49:13 PM 

U.S.-led troops advance in Taliban stronghold 

u.s. and Afghan forces began advancing slowly Wednesday through the insurgent-filled district in southern Afghanistan 

that gave birth to the Taliban movement. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/15/20105:50:05 PM 

CDC: One-third of sex ed omits birth control 

Almost all U.S. teens have had formal sex education, but only about two-thirds have been taught about birth control 

methods, according to a new government report released Wednesday. 

I g:i1ti¥.Elsex education - Birth control - United States - Education - Government 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/15/20106:24:25 PM 

TV correspondent Edwin Newman dies at 91 

Newman did political and foreign reporting on various NBC News programs during 34 years with the network, which 

ended with his retirement in 1984. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/15/20107:42:16 PM 

PG&E had OK to fix pipe near blast; work not done 

Pacific Gas and Electric Co. got state permission in 2007 to spend $5 million to replace a section of the pipeline that 

exploded in San Bruno but the work wasn't done as scheduled, a utility watchdog says. 

I ~¥':-Ipacific Gas and Electric Company - Pipeline transport - Energy - Business - Oil and Gas 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/15/20108:15:37 PM 

One for the establishment - Ayotte wins N.H. GOP nod 

Former New Hampshire Attorney General Kelly Ayotte narrowly won her state's GOP Senate primary, to the relief of 

party officials in Washington who were struggling to adjust to the demise of their preferred candidate in another big 

race in Delaware. 

Ig~SjRepublican - Primary election - Conservatism - Politics - United States 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/15/20108:29:48 PM 

Ahmadinejad: Judge should decide fate of hikers 

Ig~~""lpresident Mahmoud Ahmadinejad tells NBC News that he won't intervene in the court case of two 

Americans still held in Iran, even though their companion has been released. 

rg~5.Lan - United States - Mahmoud Ahmadinejad - Middle East - Politics 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/15/20108:32:53 PM 

Newsweek: Who killed the climate and energy bill? 

Several months after it died, it's still a messy process to piece together just who killed the prospect of climate-change 

and energy legislation that was up for debate in the Senate this summer. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/15/20108:33:31 PM 

Boo! Guide to fall's frightening, freaky flicks 

Boo! October offers a month full of cinematic tricks (and treats, we hope) starring vampires, serial killers, and scary 

children. Which ones should you see, and which should you skip? 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/15/20108:34:40 PM 

FDA panel split on withdrawing Meridia 

Federal health advisers are split over whether to withdraw the diet pill Meridia due to evidence that it increases heart 

attack and stroke risks, worrisome signs that led European regulators to ban the drug earlier this year. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/15/20109:33:31 PM 

Colo. residents go home after wildfire 

Ig~~""IResidents forced out of their homes by a northern Colorado wildfire were allowed to return on 

Wednesday. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/15/20109:45:52 PM 

U.S.: 3,500 unused Gulf wells must be plugged 

Ig~~""IEnergy companies in the Gulf of Mexico will have to permanently plug nearly 3,500 nonproducing wells 

and dismantle about 650 unused platforms, the Obama administration says. 

rg~iSLnited States - Presidency of Barack Obama - Barack Obama - President - Gulf of Mexico 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/15/20109:51:03 PM 

Feds: 19 arrests in biker gang sweep in 5 states 

Members of the Pagans motorcycle gang plotted to use grenades in a murderous assault on the rival Hells Angels, 

federal officials said Wednesday in announcing a litany of charges against 19 reputed Pagans members and associates in 

five states. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/15/20109:58:14 PM 

Obama: GOP holding middle class tax cuts 'hostage' 

Flanked by members of his Cabinet and his economic team, President Barack Obama urged Congress Wednesday to pass 

an extension of Bush-era tax cuts for the middle class and accused Republicans of holding the cuts "hostage." . 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/15/201010:13:22 PM 

Mind-reading phones? The tech's evolving there 

How smart do you want your smart phone to actually be? Do you want it to read your mind, even a little bit? 

uu 
UUU 
1~¥:lsmartPhone - Shopping - Communications - Consumer Electronics - United States 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/15/2010 10:27:27 PM 

China continues secret satellite maneuvers 

Ig~~""lscience editor Alan Boyle's Weblog: Satellite monitors say two Chinese spacecraft are still flying in close 

formation, weeks after the exercise sparked concern about Beijing's intentions. 

I~~':-Isatellite - People's Republic of China - Alan Boyle - Business - Technology 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/15/2010 10:46:49 PM 

171 animals seized from Arizona family's home 

Authorities say 171 animals were seized from an Arizona trailer home that had no running water or litter boxes. 

uu 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/15/2010 10:46:49 PM 

171 animals seized from Arizona family's home 

Authorities say 171 animals were seized from an Arizona trailer home that had no running water or litter boxes. 

1~¥:llitter box - Water - Arizona - Cat - United States 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/15/2010 10:55:49 PM 

Wall Street critic to help set up consumer agency 

Ig~~""~he White House will name Wall Street critic Elizabeth Warren to a special advisory role in setting up the 

new Consumer Protection Agency, a source tells NBC News. 

rg~iSjwall Street - White House - Elizabeth Warren - United States - Government 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/15/2010 10:58:24 PM 

Heisman Trust: No 2005 winner 

Ig~~""IAnd the Heisman Trophy winner for 2005 is - no one. 

I~~~~:[~~~:j 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/15/2010 11:59:45 PM 

Jackson's mom sues concert promoter AEG 

Michael Jackson's mother has sued the promoter of what were intended to be the pop star's comeback concerts for 

fraud and other claims related to the singer's death. 

HBO: Real Time with Bill Maher 

Real Time With Bill Maher 

Fridays at lOPM ET/PT. New season begins September 17 on HBO. 
Get news, clips and pilotos 

Ig~a:""IMichael Jackson - Pop music - Death of Michael Jackson - AEG live -lawsuit 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/16/2010 12:08:49 AM 

Nearly 8 tons of hashish seized in Canada 

Nearly eight tons of hashish have been seized from a shipping container in Montreal, the RCMP said. 

rC~~~~Lontreal - Hashish - Canada - Business - Police 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/16/201012:26:17 AM 

Cops: Robber says 'thank you,' gets no money 

Authorities said a would-be South Carolina bank robber left with a polite "thank you" after a teller told him she didn't 

have any money in her cash drawer. 

I g:i1ti¥.Elsouth Carolina - Wachovia - Police - United States - Bank robbery 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/16/20101:14:56 AM 

Want to thwart climate change? Paint roof white 

Ig~~""IHerb Van Gent points his infrared gun at a square of still unpainted gray shingle and clicks the trigger. He 

gets an immediate temperature reading: 143 degrees and rising. Then he aims it 5 feet away to a square 
of roof I have just painted: 98 degrees and decreasing. He smiles. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/16/20101:56:19 AM 

Biden: Don't underestimate Tea Party chances 

Vice President Joe Biden urged Democrats not to underestimate Tea Party candidates, warning that if Republicans win in 

November, there would be serious consequences for "the things we care most about." 

I g:i1ti¥.EiJoe Biden - Democratic Party - United States - Vice president - Government 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/16/20101:57:16 AM 

Yada yada! It's all talk and no game on 'Survivor' 

Ig~~""lltls.always ~ough to keep all the faces straight during the premiere, but geez, did some contestants make 

an ImpreSSion. 

rg~iSjsurvivor - Television - Arts - Programs - Reality-Based 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/16/20102:00:28 AM 

Drug use higher than in nearly a decade, report says 

The rate of illegal drug use rose last year to the highest level in almost 10 years, fueled by a sharp jump in pot, ecstasy 

and methamphetamine use, the government reported. 

1§':i1ti¥.EIMDMA -Illegal drug trade - Health - Government - Drugs 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/16/20102:10:04 AM 

'America's Got Talent' crowns a new winner 

The Waveland, Miss., native was revealed as the winner of the NBC variety competition on its season conclusion airing 

Wednesday. Viewers cast their votes after Tuesday's show. 

HBO: Real Time with Bill Maher 

Real Time With Bill Maher 

Fridays at lOPM ET/PT. New season begins September 17 on HBO. 
Get news, clips and pilotos 

I~~:INBC - America's Got Talent - Arts and Entertainment - Business - Arts 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/16/20102:19:18 AM 

Rays overcome blown call to move back in first 

Ig~~""IDan Johnson hit a pair of two-run homers Wednesday night, leading the Tampa Bay Rays to a 4-3 victory 

over the New York Yankees and back into first place in the AL East. 

HBO: Real Time with Bill Maher 

Real Time With Bill Maher 

Fridays at lOPM ET/PT. New season begins September 17 on HBO. 

G.~t...n~W$L..\";HI!..0 ... ?.D.q .. p..b.9.tQ$ 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/16/20102:49:41 AM 

U.S. cartoonist in hiding after cleric's threat 

A cartoonist has disappeared from public view because she's on an Islamic cleric's hitlist for declaring "Everybody Draw 

Mohammed Day" last spring, according to a newspaper. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/16/20104:09:53 AM 

Ahmadinejad: Iran justified in barring nuclear inspectors 

Ig~~""llranian President Mahmoud Ahmadinejad tells NBC News that his country was justified in barring further 

visits by U.N. atomic inspectors and says more sanctions won't hurt Iran. 

...... ,..... . ..... ,..... . ..... , ....... 
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r~~~~Lan - Mahmoud Ahmadinejad - Middle East - President of Iran - United States 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/16/2010 4:34:39 AM 

Super-cars split $10 million in X Prize race 

Ig~~""~he Progressive Insurance Automotive X Prize is awarding $10 million to a trio of ultralight, futuristic

looking cars that can get more than 100 miles per gallon. 

rg~iSjprogreSSiVe Insurance Automotive X Prize - Automobile - X Prize Foundation - Business - Recreation 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/16/20105:39:53 AM 

Hundreds of thousands party as Mexico turns 200 

Ig~~""IMexico looked beyond its drug war to throw a 200th birthday bash celebrating a proud history, whimsical 
culture and resilience embodied in the traditional independence cry: "Viva Mexico!" 

...... ,..... . ..... ,..... . ..... , ....... 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/16/20106:05:14 AM 

Giants stifle Dodgers, close on Nl West lead 

Ig~~""IMatt Cain pitched seven shutout innings and Mike Fontenot broke a scoreless tie with a two-out RBI 
single in the seventh inning off San Francisco nemesis Chad Billingsley, leading the Giants to a 2-1 victory 

over the Los Angeles Dodgers on Wednesday night. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/16/20107:27:32 AM 

Pontiff faces numerous challenges on historic visit 

When Pope Benedict the XVI lands in the U.K. on Thursday for a four-day visit, healing the divisions from a centuries old 

split is one of his major objectives but it won't be the pontiff's only challenge. 

I g:i1ti¥.Elpope Benedict XVI - Pope - State visit - Catholic Church - Pope Benedict 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/16/20108:16:16 AM 

Afghan minority leader says government blocking his voters 

The Afghan government has deliberately shut polling stations under a pretext of insecurity in relatively safe areas where 

the Hazara ethnic group dominates, their leader said on Thursday. 

1§':i1ti¥.EIAfghanistan _ Hazara people - Asia - Politics of Afghanistan - Government 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/16/20108:40:33 AM 

Mexico celebrates 200 years with huge fiesta 

Ig~~""[ens of thousands of Mexicans thronged into the streets to celebrate the bicentenary of Mexico's fight 

for independence from Spain, even as drug violence took a toll on national pride. 

...... ,..... . ..... ,..... . ..... , ....... 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/16/20108:41:33 AM 

War of words with France may overshadow EU summit 

A bitter rift over France's Gypsy expulsions was set to dominate a summit of European Union leaders Thursday, after 

French ministers angrily hit back at comments likening the crackdown to World War II deportations. 

I~¥':luropean Union - France - Government - Multilateral- European Council 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/16/20108:45:34 AM 

Khmer Rouge tribunal indicts 4 senior leaders 

Ig~~""lcambodials U.N.-backed genocide tribunal Thursday indicted the four top surviving leaders of the Khmer 

Rouge regime blamed for 1.7 million deaths in the 1970s, paving the way for the panel's long-awaited 
second trial next year. 

I~~':-Icambodia - Khmer Rouge - Genocide - Asia - History 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/16/20109:13:45 AM 

Rats! Uninvited guests invade Prince Charles' garden 

Ig~~""lprince Charles has opened the gardens at his official London residence to the public for the first time to 

host a sustainable living fair, but uninvited guests are already a nuisance. 

rg~iStondon - Gardens - Charles Prince of Wales - Prince Charles - Sustainability 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/16/20109:13:45 AM 

Rats! Uninvited guests upset prince's eco-fair 

Ig~~""lprince Charles has opened the gardens at his official London residence to the public for the first time to 

host a sustainable living fair, but uninvited guests are already a nuisance. 

...... ,..... . ..... ,..... . ..... , ....... 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/16/20109:27:22 AM 

Banks seize record number of homes in August 

Ig~~""IA record number of homeowners lost houses to their banks in August as lenders worked through the 

backlog of distressed mortgages, RealtyTrac said Thursday. 

1~~'::IRealtYTraC - United States - Mortgage - Foreclosure - Business 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/16/20109:52:55 AM 

Manila says bus hijacker killed Hong Kong tourists 

Ig~~""IEight Hong Kong tourists who died during a bus hijacking in the Philippines last month were killed by the 

hostage-taker and not during a rescue attempt, Justice Secretary Leila de Lima said on Thursday. 

rg~5.jHOng Kong - Philippines - Manila - Lima - Asia 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/16/2010 10:27:34 AM 

Unlikely relationships that force Senate action 

When partisanship blankets Washington and gridlock reigns, senators say that personal relationships across the aisle are 

a fundamental element of how the chamber works. 

1~¥':-lwaShington - United States Senate - United States - Senate - Government 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/16/2010 10:27:34 AM 

Unlikely relationships that force Senate action 

When partisanship blankets Washington and gridlock reigns, senators say that personal relationships across the aisle are 

a fundamental element of how the chamber works. 

1~¥':-lwaShington - United States Senate - United States - Senate - Government 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/16/2010 11:37:20 AM 

Your car is at 100,000 miles. Now what? 

Ig~~""~hanks to improvements in car design and maintenance, the milestone of 100,000 miles now means 

something very different. 

HBO: Real Time with Bill Maher 

Real Time With Bill Maher 

Fridays at lOPM ET/PT. New season begins September 17 on HBO. 

G.~t...n~W$L.£;HI!..0 ... ?.D.q .. p..b.9.tQ$ 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/16/201011:50:51 AM 

Many say poverty rate is a poor measure 

There's one thing both liberals and conservatives can agree on: The way the u.s. measures poverty is flawed. But ideas 

for making it more accurate vary. 

rC~~"-lpoverty - United States - Millennium Development Goals - Politics - Facts and Statistics 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/16/2010 12:23:43 PM 

Ahmadinejad: Muslims 'not against Americans' 

Iranian President Mahmoud Ahmadinejad tells NBC News that there is no hate between Muslims and Americans despite 

tensions fueled by recent controversies. 

1§':i1ti¥.EIMahmoud Ahmadinejad - President of Iran - Iran - Middle East - NBC 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/16/2010 12:33:35 PM 

Newsweek: Photos: Garage sale masterpieces 

From the tchotchke-Iaden tables of garage sales and antique shops, John Foster has gathered a treasure trove of 

photographs that document American lives in accidentally artful ways. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/16/2010 12:40:06 PM 

Message to pope: Our souls were 'murdered' 

Ig~~""lwearing the dress she wore to her first communion, Therese Albrecht looks like a poster child for the 

Catholic Church. The caption tells a different story: "Raped at age eight." 

...... ,..... . ..... ,..... . ..... , ....... 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/16/2010 12:41:50 PM 

Crazy pet stunts: Simply stupid or death wish? 

Ig~~""IA Labrador who ate a bee-hive. The terrier who attacked a chain-saw. These aren't doggies with a death 

wish. They're just normal pooches, according to some of the bizarre accidents reported to pet insurance 
companies. 

I g~~""IChainsaw - Insurance - Financial Services - Business - Business and Economy 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/16/2010 12:50:44 PM 

HBT: Will fake HBP change perception of Jeter? 

•• 5!-, ......... 5!-, ......... ...., ...... 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/16/2010 12:58:46 PM 

Producer prices up slightly more than expected 

u.s. producer prices rose slightly more than expected in August as energy prices recorded their first increase since 

March, government data showed on Thursday. 

I g:i1ti¥.EIUnited States - Energy - Record producer - Technology - Government 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/16/2010 1:54:09 PM 

Newsweek: Why religious studies is popular these days 

In trying times, a once esoteric major has become increasingly vital. 

HBO: Real Time with Bill Maher 

Real Time With Bill Maher 

Fridays at lOPM ET/PT. New season begins September 17 on HBO. 

G.§.t.D.§W.0., ... ~jjp.$ ... ? . .G.g ... pr.1.Qt9..;:;. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/16/2010 1:55:02 PM 

Was Gabourey Sidibe's skin lightened on Elle? 

Ig~~""~he magazine cover is stirring controversy as the "Precious" star appears several shades lighter than she 
does in un-retouched red-carpet photos. 

rg~iSLabOUrey Sidibe - Precious: Based on the Novel "Push" by Sapphire - Elle - Megan Fox - lauren Conrad 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/16/20102:00:32 PM 

Newsweek: Digital textbooks revolutionize education 

What happens if e-books replace hardbound versions in college classrooms? 

HBO: Real Time with Bill Maher 

Real Time With Bill Maher 

Fridays at lOPM ET/PT. New season begins September 17 on HBO. 

G.§.t.D.§W.0., ... ~jjp.$ ... ? . .G.g ... pr.1.Qt9..;:;. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/16/20102:27:41 PM 

'Teen Mom' parents: We're not celebrities 

Catelynn Lowell and her fiance Tyler Baltierra, one of the couples featured on "Teen Mom," responded Thursday to 

controversy over the hit MTV series. They also denied that they regretted giving their baby up for adoption. 

I~¥':-IMTV - Teen Mom - Home - Family - Parenting 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/16/20102:27:47 PM 

DA sexted victim of domestic abuse 

Ig~~""IA prosecutor who sent sexually suggestive text messages to a woman while he was prosecuting her ex

boyfriend in a domestic abuse case has said he is embarrassed but will not resign. 

rg~iSjDomestic violence - Text messaging - Prosecutor - Violence and Abuse - People 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/16/20103:06:03 PM 

Roadside bomb kills 9 aboard minibus in Turkey 

A roadside bomb attack killed nine people traveling on a minibus Thursday, authorities said, in the latest violence to 

shake Turkey's turbulent southeast, where Kurdish guerrillas have been fighting for autonomy for decades. 

I §,:i1ti¥.E~urkey _ Kurdish people - Ethnicity - Middle Eastern - Asian 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/16/20103:50:02 PM 

Hollywood weighs in on fat people 

Ig~~""IFOrget about all those scary-skinny stars -- fat is making a comeback in Hollywood. New sitcom "Mike and 
Molly" joins a long list of weight-loss reality shows. 

1~~~:IHealth - Weight Loss - Obesity - Reality television - Shopping 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/16/20104:06:00 PM 

'Easy A' is whip-smart and web-savvy 

"Easy A" has some of the wordy whip-smarts of "His Girl Friday," though its inspiration is much more John Hughes with a 

dash of Nathaniel Hawthorne. 

rC~~"-Lhn Hughes - Recreation - Whips - Nathaniel Hawthorne - United States 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/16/20104:10:05 PM 

Witnesses: Person falls from sky, then vanishes 

Several people in New Jersey claimed they saw a person falling from the sky with no parachute, but an extensive police 

search has turned up no evidence, NBC Philadelphia reported. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/16/20104:31:14 PM 

Bailout ire may hamper u.s. in future crisis 

Public anger over the Treasury's $700 billion bailout program may hamper the government's ability to respond to a 

future financial crisis, a government watchdog warned. 

HBO: Real Time with Bill Maher 

Real Time With Bill Maher 

Fridays at lOPM ET/PT. New season begins September 17 on HBO. 
Get news, clips and pilotos 

1~~:IGovernment - Financial crisis - United States - Congressional Oversight Panel - Troubled Asset Relief Program 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/16/20104:51:01 PM 

Bing may apply Facebook 'likes' in search results 

Facebook and Microsoft's Bing may be getting cozier, with the possibility of the search engine being able to apply 

information gathered from Facebook users' "likes" into search results. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/16/20104:59:02 PM 

Free breakfast? Search for hotel freebies 

What's your must-have hotel freebie? Free breakfast? Free parking? Or maybe you'll pass up the garage and make-your

own waffles for a room upgrade or spa credit. 

I g:i1ti¥.EIHotel _ Waffle - Parking - Free Stuff - Travel and Tourism 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/16/20105:03:53 PM 

'Bridalplasty': No, really, it's happening 

Viewers who thought "Bridezillas" wasn't quite extreme enough will finally get some satisfaction in the form of a new 

dream-wedding show called "Bridalplasty." 

I ~¥':-Ibridezilla - United States - Plastic surgery - Shanna Moakler - Weddings 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/16/20105:05:01 PM 

More Americans living in poverty 

The number of people living in poverty in America rose by nearly 4 million to 43.6 million in 2009 -the largest figure in 

the 51 years for which poverty estimates are available - the Census Bureau said Thursday. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/16/20105:08:48 PM 

Susan Boyle fulfills her dream, sings for pope 

Ig~~""IBOYle, the unlikely pop star who shot to global Internet fame on the TV show "Britain's Got Talent," 

performed "I Dreamed a Dream" during a Mass on Thursday celebrated by Pope Benedict XVI. 

1~~'::lsusan Boyle - I Dreamed a Dream - Pope Benedict XVI - Britain's Got Talent - Celebrity 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/16/20105:40:25 PM 

Tea Party a mixed blessing for both sides of the aisle 

The victories of six Tea Party-affiliated Senate candidates have presented dilemmas for Republicans and Democrats 

alike. 

1~¥':-IRepublican - Democratic - United States - Politics - Parties 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/16/20105:52:23 PM 

Senate passes long-stalled small business bill 

The Senate passed long-delayed legislation Thursday designed to open up credit to small businesses and award them 

with other incentives to expand and hire new workers. 

HBO: Real Time with Bill Maher 

Real Time With Bill Maher 

Fridays at lOPM ET/PT. New season begins September 17 on HBO. 
Get news, clips and pilotos 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/16/20105:53:17 PM 

Iranian president dismisses Mideast talks 

Ig~~""llranian President Mahmoud Ahmadinejad said in an interview with NBC News that Palestinian officials 

negotiating with Israel did not represent the Palestinian people. 

rg~5.LahmoUd Ahmadinejad - Middle East - President of Iran - Israel - Palestinian Territory 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/16/20105:58:22 PM 

Hospital violence on the rise, agency warns 

The shooting that left a doctor in critical condition Thursday at Johns Hopkins Hospital in Baltimore is the latest example 

of a rising trend of violence in health care settings, experts say. 

1~¥':-IBaltimore - John Hopkins Hospital - Hospital - Medical state - Medicine 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/16/20106:29:04 PM 

Miss. judge frees 2 men wrongly jailed 30 years 

A judge on Thursday freed two men who spent three decades in prison before DNA evidence showed they didn't rape a 

woman and cut her throat in a grisly 1979 attack. 

rC~~"-IRape _ Prison - DNA profiling - DNA - Forensic science 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/16/20107:02:36 PM 

Source says deal could keep Paris out of jail 

The heiress can avoid jail time by pleading guilty to two misdemeanor charges - one drug count and one count of lying 

to a police officer. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/16/20107:22:33 PM 

Number of uninsured Americans hits record high 

Those without health insurance rose from 46.3 million in 2008 to 50.7 million last year - one of the largest single year 

increases since the Census started tracking in 1987. 

I g:i1ti¥.Ellnsurance - United States - Health insurance - Business - Health 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/16/20107:38:07 PM 

Pope warns of 'aggressive' secularism in U.K. 

Ig~~""lpope Benedict started a trip to Britain on Thursday with some of the clearest criticism yet of his Church's 
handling of its sexual abuse crisis and urged the country to beware of "aggressive secularism." 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/16/20108:11:37 PM 

Out of Bounds: Mayweather hit with 4 felony counts 

Ig~*'..?-IFlOYd Mayweather - Larceny - Domestic violence - Las Vegas Nevada - iPhone 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/16/20108:12:15 PM 

Newsweek: Our best economic minds are failing us 

With America in deep trouble, our economists are AWOL, and our scientists are stili off 'financial engineering.' 

1~¥:IEngineering - Newsweek - Business - Social Sciences - AWOL 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/16/20108:22:26 PM 

Tourists still visiting Mexico despite drug war 

Ig~~""IDesPite Mexico's recent headline-inducing drug crime and threats to its vital tourist industry due to the 

global economic downturn, American visitors continue to head south of the border. 

1~~'::LexiCo - United States - Tourism - Health - Drugs 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/16/20108:24:21 PM 

FDA panel says 'no' to experimental diet pill 

Federal health experts rejected a highly anticipated weight loss pill called lorcaserin that was thought to offer a safer 

way to shed pounds than older medications linked to dangerous side effects. 

rc~~ ... tealth - Food and Drug Administration - Anti-obesity medication - Weight loss - Arena Pharmaceutical 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/16/20108:32:23 PM 

Expiring tax cuts hit taxpayers at every level 

Here's some pressure for lawmakers: If they don't reach agreement on extending soon-to-expire Bush-era tax cuts, 

nearly all their constituents back home will get big tax increases. 

rC~~"-ITax _ Tax cut - United States - Politics - Taxation 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/16/20108:41:24 PM 

Newsweek: New bank rules may not prevent meltdowns 

Financial watchdogs around the globe last week established new rules to prevent banks from creating another crisis. 

They may have failed. 

rC~~"-INewsweek - Business - Financial services - Banking Services - Banks and Institutions 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/16/20108:44:17 PM 

A week without Facebook? College tries it out 

Ig~~""IA central Pennsylvania technological college with fewer students than many Facebook users have friends 

is blacking out social media for a week. 

1~~'::IFacebook - Pennsylvania - Social media - Twitter - Social network 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/16/20108:49:50 PM 

Cosmic Log: Farewell to the Titanic 

Ig~~""lscience editor Alan Boyle's Weblog: An expedition to document the Titanic shipwreck site in 3-D has been 

brought to a quick end due to the approach of yet another hurricane. 

rg~5.jRMS Titanic - Alan Boyle - Shipwreck - Ship - Ocean liner 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/16/20108:55:02 PM 

PFT: Black Eyed Peas reportedly to play Super Bowl 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/16/20109:35:29 PM 

Stocks stumble at end of trading, end day flat 

The stock market lost its forward momentum Thursday as investors began to pare their stock holdings following a two

week surge. 

1§':i1ti¥.EIBusiness -Investing - Stocks and Bonds - Equities - Day Trading 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/16/20109:47:41 PM 

Reports: Pakistani politician killed in London 

British media reports say a Pakistani politician has been killed outside his home in London. 

rc~~~~tondon - Pakistan - Muttahida Qaumi Movement - Asia - England 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/16/20109:56:40 PM 

John Lennon's killer also considered Liz Taylor 

Ig~~""IMark Chapman, who fatally shot Lennon outside his New York apartment, says he considered killing 
Johnny Carson and Elizabeth Taylor but the ex-Beatie was more accessible. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/16/201010:17:21 PM 

University undead? Students study zombies 

Ig~~""lsome students at the University of Baltimore are tapping into the zombie zeitgeist sweeping the nation 
- and they aren't the only ones getting an off-the-beaten-path education. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/16/2010 10:21:23 PM 

Americans are really confident in ... nobody 

Of what confidence there is in institutions, the military and small business are at the top in a new Associated Press

National Constitution Center poll. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/16/2010 10:27:34 PM 

Whooping cough outbreak may be biggest in 55 years 

State health officials reported Thursday that California is on track to break a 55-year record in whooping cough 

infections in an epidemic that has already claimed the lives of nine babies and sickened thousands. 

1~¥':-IHealth - California - Pertussis - Whooping Cough - Epidemic 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/16/2010 10:36:30 PM 

BP spill shifts to court, battle over key evidence 

Ig~~""IA federal judge began sorting through hundreds of lawsuits in the BP oil disaster - as well as 

incriminations that the key piece of evidence was being mishandled. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/16/2010 10:43:20 PM 

Cops: Man shoots doctor, then kills mom, self 

A man who became distraught as he was being briefed on his mother's condition by a surgeon at Johns Hopkins Hospital 

shot the doctor Thursday, then killed his mother and himself in her room. 

rC~~"-IBaltimore - Johns Hopkins Hospital - Police - United States - Medicine 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/16/2010 11:01:04 PM 

Intel confirms HD code crack, but says it's near-impossible for pirates to use 

Intel Thursday confirmed that the "master key" to anti-piracy software for movies shown on HDTVs circulating on the 

Internet is indeed the real thing, but says pirates will have an almost-impossible time putting it to work. 

I g:i1ti¥.ElpiraCy _ Intel Corporation - High-definition television - Anti-piracy - Intellectual Property 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/17/201012:58:22 AM 

Cluck! Cluck! Chicken's painting auctioned on eBay 

Ig~~""llt's not Picasso but a New Hampshire woman hopes a piece of art painted by a chicken will raise money 

to rebuild a playground. 

I~~~':-Ipaint - Pablo Picasso - New Hampshire - United States - EBay 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/17/20101:02:24 AM 

Law enforcement arrest bank fraud suspects in US 

Federal authorities in New Jersey say they've broken up a large-scale identity theft and fraud ring that stretches from 

the insular Korean enclaves of northern New Jersey to U.S. territories in the Pacific. 

I g:i1ti¥.EINew Jersey - Identity theft - United States - Crime - Theft 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/17/20101:02:28 AM 

New data brighten outlook for economy 

Unemployment claims dropped for the third time in four weeks and wholesale inflation remained tame, adding to 

evidence that the economy is gradually improving. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/17/20101:09:03 AM 

22 gunmen killed in battle with Mexican soldiers 

A gunbattle between Mexican soldiers and suspected drug cartel members left 22 dead at ranch near the u.s. border, 

the Defense Department said Thursday. 

I ~¥':-IMexico - United States border - United States Department of Defense - Drug cartel - United States - Mexico 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/17/20101:39:05 AM 

'Virgin' actor convicted of attempted murder 

Ig~~""IAn actor who appeared in the film "The 40-Year-Old Virgin" has been convicted of attempted 
premeditated murder by a San Diego County jury in the knife attack of his ex-girlfriend. 

rg~5.j40_Year_Old Virgin - Attempted murder - San Diego - Actor - Shelley Malil 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/17/20103:42:32 AM 

Young homers as Twins beat White Sox 8-5 

Ig~~""IDelmon Young hit his 18th homer, Carl Pavano got his 17th win and the Minnesota Twins beat the fading 
Chicago White Sox 8-5 to complete the three-game sweep on Thursday night. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/17/20104:07:12 AM 

Perfect Storm: Seattle wins 2nd WNBA title 

Ig~~""lsue Bird jumped into Lauren Jackson's arms to celebrate the Seattle Storm's second WNBA championship 

and admitted that, after six years of waiting, this title was sweeter than the first. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/17/20104:49:39 AM 

Time to see if Florida, Texas still real deal 

Ig~~""~ohnston: We'd like to learn whether Florida and Texas still have the muscle to make a go of it for the BCS 

title, now that a couple of familiar names (Tim Tebow, Colt McCoy) are no longer there. 

1~~'::ITim Tebow - Florida - Bowl Championship Series - Colt McCoy - Texas 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/17/20105:31:07 AM 

3 teens suspended after allegedly killing kangaroo 

Three eighth-grade Australian students have been suspended from school and will be questioned by police after 

allegedly beating a kangaroo to death with a metal rod last week. 

I g;i1tlF.EIAustralia - Police - Eighth grade - Oceania - South Australia 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/17/20105:57:22 AM 

Giants top Dodgers, take over first in Nl West 

Ig~~""IAubrey Huff hit a three-run homer, Buster Posey had a solo shot and the San Francisco Giants moved into 
first place in the NL West with a 10-2 win over the Los Angeles Dodgers on Thursday night. 

I~~':-Isan Francisco Giants - Los Angeles Dodgers - National League West - Buster Posey - Aubrey Huff 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/17/20107:47:38 AM 

Security ramps up ahead of Afghan vote 

Ig~~""lpolice set up extra checkpoints across Afghanistan on Friday to scan for suicide bombers and insurgents a 

day ahead of parliamentary polling that will test the government's ability to hold a legitimate election 

after last year's disastrous presidential vote. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/17/201010:22:47 AM 

Official: Accidental blast kills 25 in Sri lanka 

Ig~~""IA truck carrying explosives accidentally detonated outside a police station in eastern Sri Lanka Friday, 

killing at least 60 people, government officials said. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/17/201010:38:43 AM 

Rescue me: Prince William now a search pilot 

Ig~~""IAfter seven months of training, Prince William is set to graduate Friday as a fully qualified search-and

rescue helicopter pilot for Britain's Royal Air Force. 

rg~iSjROyal Air Force - Search and rescue - Prince William - Prince William of Wales - Royal Family 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/17/201010:52:00 AM 

Red Tape: Bad times revive old credit card scam 

Want lower interest rates on your credit cards? While the answer is almost certainly "Yes!" you shouldn't pay a random 

telemarketer $600 or more to try and do it. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/17/201011:21:34 AM 

White House to defend $814 billion stimulus 

Ig~~""~he White House is to issue a report Friday defending its $814 billion stimulus program by highlighting 

100 projects that it says are creating jobs and growing the economy. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/17/201011:39:27 AM 

Push to collect online sales tax gathers steam 

Ig~~""lsales taxes are supposed to be paid on most online purchases, but they rarely are. With their budgets in 

crisis, states are determined to get their share. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/17/201011:53:34 AM 

New-age butchers aim at foodies, locavores 

Meet the new twist on the old-fashioned butcher: A small but growing number of retailers who are aiming to do the 

same thing for meat that others have already done with veggies. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/17/201012:37:45 PM 

Despite gains, too many pregnant mothers still die 

Ig~~""IMaternal mortality has fallen by 34 percent in developing nations, but that's still less than half of a U.N. 

interagency's goal, health experts say. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/17/201012:53:56 PM 

Author (sort of) stands by first lady 'hell' quote 

Ig~~""IA day after the White House denied that first lady Michelle Obama ever described her White House life as 
"hell," the co-author of the book that made the claim said her words might not have translated well into 

French, but her meaning was clear. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/17/20101:04:56 PM 

Consumer prices posted a small rise in August 

Consumer prices posted a small rise in August, but outside of a big jump in volatile gasoline prices, inflation was 

essentially flat. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/17/20101:32:10 PM 

Museums honor guitar legend Jimi Hendrix 

This week marks the 40th anniversary of the death of rock In' roll icon Jimi Hendrix. Here are some of the places you can 

join fans in honoring the greatest guitarist in rock history. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/17/20101:41:40 PM 

Police: Woman admits acid attack self-inflicted 

Ig~~""lpolice on Friday described a Vancouver, Wash., woman who poured acid over her own face and then 

claimed to have been attacked as an "upset, shaking, crying, very sad, very sad little girl." 

1~~':-lpOlice - Acid throwing - Vancouver - United States - Health 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/17/20101:46:23 PM 

Cleric tells Iranians to expect economic hardship 

Iranians will face economic hardship when the government slashes food and fuel subsidies, a senior cleric said on Friday, 

contradicting President Mahmoud Ahmadinejad's line that his policy will be painless. 

I ~¥':-IMahmoud Ahmadinejad - Government - United States - President of the United States - Iran 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/17/20101:46:31 PM 

Holloway's mom sneaks into jail, confronts suspect 

Ig~~""IMiSSing teenager Natalee Holloway's mother sneaked into the Peruvian prison where suspect Joran van 

der Sloat is being held and confronted him about the fate of her daughter. 

rg~iSjNatalee Holloway - Prison - Crime and Justice - Murder - Joran van der Sloat 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/17/20102:07:55 PM 

Is Sarah Palin the next Barack Obama? 

Both figures emerged quickly on the national scene and used their considerable charisma to become media-magnified 

political celebrities. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/17/20102:37:27 PM 

Newsweek: Colleges encouraging YouTube applications 

"Say something about you," reads the Tufts application. "Anything goes," prompts William & Mary. The bottom line? It's 

a welcome break from the norm. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/17/20102:53:34 PM 

Not turned on? Placebo, talking could help 

Women who experience low sexual desire, who talked with a health care provider about their low arousal and took a 

placebo, saw an improvement in their symptoms, according to a small new study. 

I g:i1ti¥.Elplacebo - Libido - Health - Health care - Medicine 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/17/20103:05:42 PM 

Team to investigate if NYC storm was tornado 

Ig~~""IA severe storm might have moved quickly through New York City Thursday night, but its aftermath left 

travelers bracing for a Friday commute expected to be anything but fast. 

I~~':-Iunited States - Meteorology - Earth Sciences - Atmospheric Sciences - Metro Areas 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/17/20103:10:05 PM 

Shortage of single ladies? Men quicker to put a ring on it 

Wedding bells ring sooner for women in places where single ladies are scarce, according to a new study of metropolitan 

areas in America. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/17/20103:11:57 PM 

Consumer sentiment weakest since Aug. 2009 

Consumer sentiment unexpectedly worsened in early September to its weakest level in more than a year, as distress 

over jobs and finances intensified among upper-income families. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/17/20103:17:03 PM 

Colbert, Stewart plan rallies on National Mall 

Jon Stewart and Stephen Colbert are taking their political feud to Washington and plan to hold opposing political rallies 

on the National Mall just before the midterm elections. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/17/20104:05:45 PM 

Jupiter to make its closest approach until 2022 

Ig~~""IStargazers can get a great look at Jupiter on any clear night for the rest of September. The giant planet, 

always bright, will be especially hard to miss as it approaches closer to Earth than it will at any time until 
2022. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/17/20104:41:35 PM 

First rescue bore hole reaches Chile miners 

Ig~~""IRescuers achieved a key breakthrough in efforts to rescue 33 trapped miners on Friday, reaching the 

caverns where they are imprisoned with a bore hole that will now be widened. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/17/20106:01:33 PM 

Fantasia's suicide attempt filmed for reality show? 

Ig~~""~he former "Idol" champ denied her suicide attempt was for publicity, but a new trailer for her VHl 

reality shows seems to suggest otherwise. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/17/20106:20:05 PM 

Americans' wealth fell in spring as stocks sank 

Americans' wealth shrank in the spring for the first time since early 2009 as financial turmoil eroded stock portfolios. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/17/20106:32:15 PM 

First Read: Fiscal responsibility at center stage at GOP summit 

The timing of the Values Voter Summit could be seen as inopportune for Republican strategists, who hope to capture 

the lion's share of the independent vote in the midterm elections amidst widespread dissatisfaction with Democrats' 

handling of the economy. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/17/20106:47:39 PM 

Palin to make high-profile visit to Iowa 

Will Sarah Palin use her Tea Party power to launch a run for president in 2012? Nobody knows, but her trip to Iowa on 

Friday may provide some clues. 

1§':i1ti¥.Elsarah Palin - Republican - Politics -Iowa - United States 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/17/20107:17:12 PM 

Continental, United shareholders OK combo 

Ig~~""lshareholders of United and Continental airlines voted Friday to approve a combination of their 

companies that would create the world's biggest airline. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/17/20107:25:18 PM 

Palin to cheer on Bristol at 'Dancing' premiere 

Ig~~""~he former Alaska governor will be in the audience for Monday's season premiere, cheering daughter 

Bristol on, a source confirms to Access Hollywood. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/17/20107:37:33 PM 

A Wall st. gadfly to wield Washington clout 

Ig~~""IFrom an exclusive perch close to the seat of power, Wall Street nemesis Elizabeth Warren will have 

plenty of autonomy as well as President Barack Obama's ear. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/17/20107:52:16 PM 

HBT: Torre quits Dodgers, Mattingly takes over 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/17/20107:52:16 PM 

HBT: Torre steps down as Dodgers manager 

I~~~~:[~~~:j 
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I ~~los Angeles Dodgers - Joe Torre - Video Games - Platform - Games 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/17/20108:04:19 PM 

Reality TV serves up 'Freaky Eaters' 

Ig~~""lone guy is addicted to raw meat. Another wants to only eat pizza (shown with boxes representing how 

much he eats in a year). The new TLC show "Freaky Eaters" aims to get them to change their ways. But 

does it? 

~ 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/17/20108:04:39 PM 

2 held in alleged nuke bomb making for Venezuela 

Ig~~""IA scientist and his wife were arrested and indicted on charges of trying to help make a nuclear bomb for 

Venezuela, the Justice Department announced Friday. 

I~~':-Ivenezuela - Nuclear weapon - Indictment - United States Department of Justice - Nuclear 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/17/20108:38:08 PM 

Autumn a great time to fall into a vacation deal 

On balance, the off-season vacation is often superior to anything you'd experience during tourist season, and is one 

travel industry offer you shouldn't feel bad about falling for. 

1~¥':-ITourism - Travel - Autumn - Recreation - Business 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/17/20108:54:30 PM 

Child death rate down a third since 1990 

The number of children who die before reaching their fifth birthday has fallen by a third since 1990, the United Nations 

said on Friday, but the decline is still way off a globally agreed target to be met by 2015. 

1§':i1ti¥.Elunited Nation - Mortality rate - Death - Millennium Development Goal - Child 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/17/20109:03:57 PM 

Report: Lindsay Lohan fails drug test 

Ig~~""~MZ is reporting that the test in question occurred last week and that according to the terms of Lohan's 

probation, she will get 30 days in jail for a positive drug test. 

rg~iSLndSay Lohan - Probation - Drug test - Health - Substance Abuse 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/17/20109:12:39 PM 

Out of Bounds: Secret tapes link lance to PEDs, feds say 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/17/20109:41:09 PM 

Cosmic Log: Prime time for moongazers 

Ig~~""lscience editor Alan Boyle's Weblog: The moon is getting its figurative "day in the sun" this weekend 

during an international celebration of lunar looks. 

...... ,..... . ..... ,..... . ..... , ....... 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/17/20109:45:52 PM 

Accused 'sexting' DA: I'll get therapy 

Ig~~""IA Wisconsin district attorney said Friday he'll get therapy and consider taking time off work but won't 

resign despite the growing calls for him to step down over sexually-tinged text messages he sent to a 
domestic abuse victim. 

Ig~~""IDomestic violence - Text messaging - law -law Enforcement - United States 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/17/201011:23:40 PM 

Russell Brand arrested for alleged airport fight 

Ig~~""~he comedian was arrested at Los Angeles International Airport after allegedly getting into a fight with 

paparazzi who were tailing him and Katy Perry through the Delta terminal. 

rg~iSjRussell Brand - Katy Perry - Los Angeles International Airport - Business - Aviation 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/17/201011:32:23 PM 

'Big Winner' collects lotto prize after clerk caper foiled 

A retired New York transit worker is a big winner, but it took some detective work to find out just how big after a store 

clerk allegedly tried to swipe his Lotto ticket. 

I g:i1ti¥.EINew York - New York City - United States - Metro Areas - Business and Economy 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/18/2010 12:03:53 AM 

Muslim summit planned over NYC Islamic center 

Some Muslims who were initially indifferent about a proposed Islamic center near the World Trade Center site are now 

rallying around the plan, partly in response to a sense that their faith is under assault. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/18/2010 1:06:36 AM 

Cabin smoke causes plane to land in San Francisco 

A US Airways flight from Phoenix to Hawaii has landed safely at San Francisco International Airport after the pilot 

declared an emergency because of smoke in the cockpit. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/18/2010 1:53:52 AM 

PFT: NFL won't punish Jets over reporter incident 

rC~~~~jNational Football league - NFl- sport - Football - American 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/18/20102:03:07 AM 

Cosmic Log: Titanic frontiers still beckon 

Ig~~""lscience editor Alan Boyle's Weblog: Oceangoing researchers are back in port at the end of a 3-D survey of 

the Titanic, but this isn't the final chapter of the historic shipwreck's saga. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/18/20102:38:11 AM 

Families of 2 Americans still in Iran wait, wonder 

Ig~~""IAS Sarah Shourd prepares to spend her first weekend in more than a year outside a Tehran prison, the 

families of the two Americans left behind wonder what more they can do to win their release. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/18/20102:51:16 AM 

Sarah Palin: Primaries are over, GOP must unite 

Ig~~""IAfter helping propel several upstart Republican contenders to recent primary victories, Sarah Palin said 

Friday that it's time for Republicans to unite now that primary season is over. 

rg~5.jsarah Palin - Republican - United States - Primary election - Politics 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/18/20103:14:57 AM 

Murkowski announces write-in campaign to keep Senate seat 

Ig~~""lu.S. Sen. Lisa Murkowski, who lost Alaska's GOP primary last month in a stunning upset to a tea-party 
backed rival, announced Friday that she'll mount a write-in candidacy in a bid to hold onto her job. 

1~~':-IAlaska - Lisa Murkowski - Republican - Write-in candidate - United States Senate 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/18/20103:31:33 AM 

Karl kills 2 after ramming Mexican port city 

Ig~~""IHurricane Karl smashed into Mexico's Gulf Coast on Friday, killing at least two people and forcing the 

country to shut down its only nuclear power plant and its central Gulf Coast oil platforms. 

HBO: Real Time with Bill Maher 

Real Time With Bill Maher 

Fridays at lOPM ET/PT. New season begins September 17 on HBO. 

G.~t...n~W$L..\";HI!..0 ... ?.D.q .. p..b.9.tQ$ 

r~¥'lational Hurricane Center - Tropical cyclone - Yucatan Peninsula - Caribbean - Meteorology 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/18/20103:42:16 AM 

Yankees rally past Orioles on A-Rod's 2 HRs 

Ig~~""IAlex Rodriguez's big blast gave the New York Yankees a bigger lift. Rodriguez hit a three-run homer in the 

ninth inning, his second of the game, and the New York Yankees rallied for a 4-3 victory over the 
Baltimore Orioles on Friday night to move back into first place in the AL East. 

Ig~~""IBaltimore Orioles - New York Yankees - Alex Rodriguez - sport - Baseball 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/18/20106:00:37 AM 

Texas high school QB collapses, later dies 

Ig~~""IA hospital spokeswoman in eastern Texas says a high school quarterback has died after collapsing on the 

sideline during a game. 
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r~~~~~exas - High school - Beaumont Enterprise - United States - Quarterback 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/18/20109:54:42 AM 

Taiwan braces for Typhoon Fanapi 

Residents boarded up windows, farmers hurriedly harvested vegetables and tourists vacated hotels in eastern Taiwan on 

Saturday as the island braced for its first typhoon this season. 

1~¥':-ITaiwan - Asia - Taipei - Politics - Typhoon Morakot 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/18/201012:10:56 PM 

'Practically a miracle' that NYC storm killed only 1 

Ig~~""IAIl over the city, witnesses compared stories of the destruction they saw - roofs peeled away, street 

signs uprooted, storefront windows blown out, thick tree trunks snapped in half, a parked van lifted a 
foot into the air. 

Ig~~""INew York City - New York - United States - Metro Areas - Staten Island 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/18/2010 1:49:48 PM 

eFT: UMass talks smack before facing Michigan 
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Ig~~ .... IMiChigan - United States - University of Massachusetts - College football - Education 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/18/20102:28:38 PM 

Muslim summit planned over NYC Islamic center 

Ig~~""IA proposed Islamic center near ground zero is slowly being embraced by some Muslims who initially were 

indifferent about the plan, partly in response to a sense that their faith is under attack. 

1~~':-llslam - New York City - United States - Religion and Spirituality - Ground zero 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/18/20102:29:32 PM 

Paris Hilton avoids jail with plea deal 

Ig~~""lparis Hilton will serve a year of probation and avoid a felony conviction under the terms of a plea deal 

worked out with prosecutors following her arrest on drug charges in Las Vegas, Clark County District 
Attorney David Roger said Friday. 

Ig~~""lparis Hilton - Plea bargain - Plea - las Vegas Review-Journal -las Vegas 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/18/20102:40:39 PM 

Lohan admits failing drug test on Twitter 

Ig~~""IActress Lindsay Lohan has failed her latest drug test, she admitted late Friday, and now faces the 

prospect of a return to jail. 

I~~':-Iprobation - Drug test - Lindsay Lohan - Health - Ronald Reagan UCLA Medical Center 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/18/20102:55:32 PM 

Toyota settles suit over high-profile Calif. crash 

Toyota Motor Corp. has settled a lawsuit brought by relatives of four family members killed in a high-speed crash near 

San Diego that galvanized attention around safety flaws of Toyotas and led to the recalls of millions of cars. 

1§':i1ti¥.Elsan Diego _ Toyota - Automobile - California - United States 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/18/20103:14:54 PM 

Pope tells UK he's sorry but thousands protest 

Ig~~""lpope Benedict XVI said Saturday he was ashamed of the "unspeakable" sexual abuse of children by 

priests, issuing an apology to the British faithful even as thousands of people opposed to his visit 
marched in central London in the biggest protest of his five-year papacy. 

I~~':-Ipope Benedict XVI - Sexual abuse - Westminster Cathedral - Mass - Christianity 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/18/20103:15:55 PM 

Video: Video: Igor could rip off roofs 

Ig~~""IAuthorities in Bermuda are warning residents that Hurricane Igor's eye will pass within 10 miles of the 

island-nation's coast, and is expected to deliver heavy surf and wind that could rip off roofs, toss boats 
and down trees. The Weather Channel's Jim Cantore reports from Bermuda. (Today Show) 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/18/20104:35:13 PM 

American Sarah Shourd begins trip back to u.S. 

An American woman released from Iran after more than 13 months in custody has begun her trip back to the United 

States after thanking Oman for helping to mediate with Tehran. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/18/20104:49:18 PM 

Montana GOP policy: Make homosexuality illegal 

At a time when gays have been gaining victories across the country, the Republican Party in Montana still wants to make 

homosexuality illegal. 

1~¥':-IRepublican - Montana - Homosexuality - United States - Politics 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

EDITORS: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/18/20105:40:52 PM 

Obama urges action on campaign finance bill 

1~¥:IBarack Obama - Barack Obama presidential campaign 2008 - President of the United States - Republican - President 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/18/20106:20:16 PM 

Senate hopeful O'Donnell cancels national TV spots 

Tea party favorite Christine O'Donnell, whose Republican primary upset in Delaware's Senate race shocked the GOP, 

canceled appearances Sunday on two national news shows. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/18/20107:58:41 PM 

Best bets: The Hoff, Bristol Palin go 'Dancing' 

Ig~~""lplus: "Wall Street 2" and "Buried" hit theaters; Roger Ebert publishes a cookbook; "Grey's Anatomy" and 
"Desperate Housewives" return. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/18/20108:14:20 PM 

NASA's No.2 says it's time to go beyond Apollo 

NASA needs to evolve for the future, not get stuck in the past, the agency's deputy chief said this week. 

rC~~~~jNASA _ Space - Apollo program - Technology - Mission 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/18/20108:17:15 PM 

Pence wins Values Voter 2012 straw poll 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/18/20108:50:16 PM 

Engineers: 1 more test needed on BP well 

Ig~~""lcrews working to seal BP's blown-out well in the Gulf of Mexico once and for all need to finish one more 

pressure test on a cement plug before declaring the well permanently dead, officials said Saturday. 

rg~iSjBP _ Gulf of Mexico - Mexico - United States - U.S government 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/18/20108:59:40 PM 

Iran reportedly invites Turkey to join space program 

Iran has invited Turkey to cooperate in work on the Islamic Republic's space program, which aims to put a man in space 

by 2017, the Turkish newspaper Haberturk said Saturday. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/18/20109:06:46 PM 

Newsweek: Britain grapples with big defense cuts 

Newsweek: No other NATO ally has the ability to deploy forces like Britain. Which is why the Pentagon has a sense of 

foreboding as the U.K. undertakes a formal review of its defense posture. 

1~¥':-INewsweek - Pentagon - NATO - Government - Multilateral 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/18/20109:16:16 PM 

Lookalike of acid attack police sketch went into hiding 

"I went out Friday night and did some shopping and didn't go out the rest of the weekend because I was concerned," 

said Leann Johnson 

rC~~"-lpolice _ Law - Law Enforcement - United States - Connecticut 
-- --

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/18/20109:23:10 PM 

Hog wild! No. 12 Arkansas stings Georgia late 

Ig~~""IRyan Mallett threw a 40-yard scoring pass to Greg Childs with 15 seconds remaining and No. 12 Arkansas 
picked up a huge win on the road after blowing a two-touchdown lead, beating Georgia 31-24 on 

Saturday. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/18/20109:30:14 PM 

European atom-smashers to go dark in 2012 

CERN, Europe's particle research center, unveiled budget cuts Friday that will force it to close its accelerators for a year 

in 2012. The plan reflects little change in the status of CERN's flagship "Big Bang Machine." 

I g:i1ti¥.Ellarge Hadron Collider - CERN - Particle accelerator - Physics - Research 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/18/20109:32:18 PM 

Afghans vote despite attacks by Taliban 

Ig~~""IA string of attacks hit Afghanistan's parliamentary election Saturday, killing several people as the Taliban 

tried to disrupt a poll that is testing the credibility of the government. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/18/20109:56:59 PM 

Quran plan pastor may face $200,000 bill 

Ig~~""~he Florida preacher who ignited a firestorm with a plan to torch 200 copies of the Quran wants to move 

his church, but police agencies want $200,000 from him before he goes. 

1~~':-IFlorida - Pastor - Church - Police - United States -- --

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/18/2010 11:07:03 PM 

Gridlock? Men with earpieces? Must be the UN 

Ig~~""IRestaurants are clearing space for world leaders and their entourages, the Waldorf-Astoria is fluffing the 

pillows in the presidential suite and people who live on Manhattan's East Side are just hoping to get into 
their buildings without a police escort. 

Ig~~""IManhattan - Waldorf-Astoria Hotel - Police - Waldorf-Astoria - United States 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/18/201011:13:21 PM 

No. 10 Florida still too good for Tennessee 

Ig~~""IMike Gillislee ran for two touchdowns and No. 10 Florida beat Tennessee 31-17 on Saturday for its sixth 

consecutive win in the series. 

rg~iS~ennessee - United States - Coach - Touchdown - Urban Meyer 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/18/201011:15:31 PM 

Video: Palin makes high-profile appearance in Iowa 

Ig~~""IFresh off a string of primary victories for candidates she endorsed, Sarah Palin got a raucous welcome 

from Republican Party members in Iowa. NBC's Mike Viquiera reports. (Nightly News) 

rg~5.jRepublican - Sarah Palin - Iowa - Politics - United States 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/19/201012:10:02 AM 

Child deaths test Fla.'s beach driving tradition 

Ig~~""IFoUr-year-Old Aiden Patrick was playing on the beach just yards away from his father when he yelled 

"Daddy" and ran toward him, into the path of an oncoming truck driving legally on the sand. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/19/201012:13:03 AM 

No.8 Nebraska roughs up locker, Washington 

Ig~~""~aYlor Martinez ran for 137 yards and three touchdowns, threw for another 150 yards and a score and 
No.8 Nebraska overwhelmed Washington in a convincing 56-21 win on Saturday. 

rg~iSjNebraska - Washington - United States - Jake locker - Taylor Martinez 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/19/201012:17:04 AM 

Feed the Children locked in dispute with founder 

Larry Jones, a traveling preacher from Oklahoma, gave 20 cents to a hungry child on the streets in Haiti in 1979 and felt 

more could be done to help starving children. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/19/2010 12:59:48 AM 

6 freed; no pope terror plot, U.K. says 

Six men arrested in a suspected terrorist plot against Pope Benedict XVI on his state visit to Britain were released 

without charge late Saturday night. 

1~¥':-ITerrorism - Warfare and Conflict - War on Terrorism - September 112001 - Articles and Reports 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/19/2010 1:37:57 AM 

Tulowitzki's record HR tear carries Rockies 

Ig~~...,~roy Tulowitzki hit two more home runs, tying a modern major league record with 14 shots in a is-game 

stretch, and the Colorado Rockies kept up their playoff push by routing the Los Angeles Dodgers 12-2 
Saturday. 

I~~':los Angeles Dodgers - Colorado Rockies - Troy Tulowitzki - sport - Major League Baseball 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/19/20102:10:27 AM 

Pope meets with victims of sexual abuse 

Ig~~""lpope Benedict XVI wrapped up an emotional day in London with a prayer vigil that drew 80,000 to Hyde 
Park after he held a meeting with priestly sex-abuse victims. 

1~~'::lsexual abuse - Pope Benedict XVI - London - Support Groups - Catholic Church 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/19/20102:15:40 AM 

Obama to black leaders: Fire up against GOP surge 

Ig~~""lpresident Barack Obama comes out swinging against Republicans in a fiery campaign-season speech to 

black lawmakers. 

1~~':-IBaraCk Obama - President of the United States - President - United States - History 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/19/20103:07:58 AM 

Ingram makes up for lost time in 'Bama return 

Ig~~""IHeisman Trophy winner Mark Ingram rushed for 151 yards and two touchdowns in his season debut, and 

No.1 Alabama routed Duke 62-13 on Saturday in its highest-scoring game in 19 years. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/19/20103:16:07 AM 

O'Donnell in old video: 'Dabbled into witchcraft' 

Comedian Bill Maher digs up a clip of GOP Senate candidate Christine O'Donnell saying on one of his shows that she 

"dabbled into witchcraft." 

I~¥':-Ichristine O'Donnell - Delaware - Republican - Politics - United States 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/19/20103:20:58 AM 

Obama: Black lawmakers must rally voters back home 

Ig~~""lpresident Barack Obama implored black voters on Saturday to rekindle the passion they felt for his 

ground breaking campaign and turn out in force this fall to repel Republicans who are ready to "turn back 
the clock." 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/19/20103:37:43 AM 

Sabathia first to 20 wins as Yankees crush 0'5 

Ig~~""lcc Sabathia became a 20-game winner for the first time in his stellar career, pitching the New York 
Yankees past the Baltimore Orioles 11-3 Saturday night. 

1~~':-IBaltimore Orioles - New York Yankees - CC Sabathia - Sport - Baseball 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/19/20103:39:43 AM 

Tourists flee Bermuda as Igor nears 

Ig~~""~ourists catch the last flights out of Bermuda and locals stock up on emergency supplies ahead of 

Hurricane Igor. 

rg~iSjBermuda - Business and Economy - Mexico - Tropical cyclone - Arts and Entertainment 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/19/20104:12:15 AM 

Spartans stun Irish with fake field goal in aT 

Ig~~""IAaron Bates threw a 29-yard touchdown pass to Charlie Gantt on an audacious fake field goal in 
overtime, giving Michigan State a 34-31 victory over Notre Dame on Saturday night. 

rg~5.Leld goal - Overtime - Michigan State Spartans football - 2008 Michigan State Spartans football team - sport 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/19/20104:26:04 AM 

Eastern Washington has Montana seeing red 

Ig~~""IMike Jarrett's 31-yard field with 4 seconds left helped Eastern Washington win in its first game on its new 
red turf, 36-27 over Montana on Saturday at newly named Roos Field. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/19/20104:39:42 AM 

6 dead in New York church van crash 

Ig~~""IA van carrying 14 people including the leaders of a New York City church flipped over on the New York 

State Thruway on Saturday, killing at least six, including the bishop and his wife. 

1~~'::INew York State Thruway - New York - United States - Transportation - Business and Economy 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/19/20105:40:48 AM 

Inouye gets Hawaii Democratic nod for Senate 

u.s. Sen. Daniel Inouye, the longest-serving member of the u.S. Senate, has been nominated by Hawaii Democrats to 

seek a ninth term. 

I g:i1ti¥.Elunited States Senate - Democratic - Daniel Inouye - United States - Hawaii 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/19/20106:39:53 AM 

Police alert: 6 adults, 8 children plan suicide 

Ig~~""lofficials in California issued an emergency alert late Saturday for six adults and eight children who are 
members of a "cult-like" group believed to be planning a mass suicide .. 

rg~5.jsuicide - Southern California - Death - Mental health - United States 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/19/20107:24:29 AM 

Police alert: 6 adults, 8 children plan suicide 

Ig~~""lofficials in California issued an emergency alert late Saturday for six adults and eight children who are 
members of a "cult-like" group believed to be planning a mass suicide .. 

1~~':-lsUicide - Death - Mass suicide - California - Mental health 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/19/20108:31:18 AM 

Report: 5 Gis charged over killing 'for sport' 

Five u.s. soldiers in Afghanistan's Kandahar province have been charged with murdering three Afghan civilians, The 

Washington Post reported on Sunday. 

1§':i1ti¥.EIAfghanistan _ Kandahar Province - Washington Post - Asia - Taliban 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/19/20108:59:07 AM 

Would-be 'martyr' held after cop shootings 

Ig~~""IA man suspected of shooting two sheriff's deputies and another man was arrested Saturday after a 22-

hour standoff in western Texas, authorities said. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/19/20109:11:36 AM 

Gunmen fire at tourist bus in Delhi, wounding 2 

Two gunmen on a motorcycle shot and injured two Taiwanese tourists Sunday near one of India's biggest mosques, 

police said. 

I~¥':-Ipolice -India - Delhi - Law - Law Enforcement 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/19/20109:11:36 AM 

Typhoon knocks out power, transportation in Taiwan 

A powerful typhoon ripped into Taiwan on Sunday, crippling transportation around the island and shutting off power as 

thousands of residents fled mountainous areas prone to devastating landslides. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/19/2010 11:05:04 AM 

Lockerbie bomber's 'mind is perfectly clear' 

Ig~~""IAbdel Baset al-Megrahi, the Libyan convicted of the Lockerbie bombing "remains a sick man," although 

he is in better shape than might be expected, according to a victim's father. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/19/2010 12:54:25 PM 

Iran denies arresting 7 American troops 

Iran denied on Sunday that border guards had detained seven u.S. troops, calling the report "unfounded", the state-run 

English language Press TV said. 

I g:i1ti¥.Ellran _ United States - Fars News Agency - Middle East - 2009 detention of American hikers by Iran 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/19/20101:30:12 PM 

Quadruple amputee swims across English Channel 

Ig~~""IA Frenchman whose arms and legs were amputated swam across the English Channel this weekend using 

leg prostheses that have flippers attached. 

1~~':-IAmputation - English Channel - Prosthesis - Television - Folkestone 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/19/20102:25:03 PM 

Fraud and turnout weigh on "miracle" Afghan poll 

The top United Nations diplomat in Afghanistan said on Sunday it was too early to describe a parliamentary election as a 

success, with an expected 4,000 complaints to be heard and turnout figures not yet established. 

1§':i1ti¥.EIAfghanistan _ Voting - Voter turnout - Asia - Taliban 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/19/20102:26:57 PM 

GOP divided on how to replace new health law 

Republicans are promising to repeal and replace President Barack Obama's health care overhaul if they win control of 

Congress. But with what? 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/19/20102:43:36 PM 

Clinton urges Iran to reject military expansion 

Ig~~""lsecretary of State Hillary Rodham Clinton is urging the people of Iran to reject what she says is an 

expansion of the Iranian military's role and power. 

rg~5.Lan - Hillary Rodham Clinton - United States - United States Secretary of State - Middle East 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/19/20103:49:04 PM 

Three bombs kill 18, wound scores in Iraq 

Ig~~""~hree car bombs killed at least 18 people and wounded scores in Iraq on Sunday as tension runs high six 

months after an election that no one won outright and weeks after u.s. troops ended combat operations. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/19/20104:09:29 PM 

Dutch arrest alleged terror suspect at airport 

Dutch authorities say a terrorism suspect arrested at Amsterdam's Schiphol airport is a British man of Somali ancestry. 

rC~~~~jAmsterdam Airport Schiphol - Terrorism - Airports - Business - Transportation and logistics 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/19/20104:13:23 PM 

Blown-out BP well declared dead 

Ig~~""IBPIS blown-out oil well in the Gulf of Mexico has finally been killed once and for all, five months after an 

explosion sank a drilling rig and led to the worst offshore oil spill in U.s. history. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/19/20104:14:11 PM 

Vatican declares Pope's visit to Britain a success 

The Vatican declared Pope Benedict XVI's four-day visit to Britain a "great success" Sunday, saying the pontiff was able 

to reach out to a nation wary of his message and angry at his church's sex abuse scandal. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/19/20104:58:47 PM 

U.S. vet returns French war flag to Paris 

Ig~~""lon the day Paris was liberated from the Nazis in 1944, a young American soldier nabbed a souvenir of 

epic proportions: He took home the French flag that hung from the Arc de Triomphe. 

rg~5.jparis - United States - Arc de Triomphe - Flag of France - Flags 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/19/20105:04:12 PM 

Sioux Falls tops among small business cities 

Ig~~""lour look at the best small American cities for business and careers is chock full of locales between the 

two coasts that offer low business costs and strong employment prospects. 

1~~'::lsmall business - United States - Sioux Falls South Dakota - Business - Associations 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/19/20105:09:59 PM 

eFT: Mich. St. coach Dantonio suffers heart attack 

Ig~*'..?-IMYOCardial infarction - sport - Health - Conditions and Diseases - Cardiovascular Disorders 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/19/20105:16:24 PM 

'Serious concern' over fraud at Afghan elections 

Ig~~""~he main Afghan election observer group said Sunday it had serious concerns about the legitimacy of this 

weekend's parliamentary vote because of reported fraud. 

I~~·lfghanistan - Election monitoring - Election - Elections in Afghanistan - Fraud 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/19/20105:16:40 PM 

Investors hope that the Fed is feeling optimistic 

If the Federal Reserve's view of the economy brightens by just a glimmer this week, it could push the stock market above 

its four-month trading range. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/19/20105:21:51 PM 

Ohio Domino's is first in U.S. to go 24-hours 

Domino's Pizza Inc. says a franchise store in southwest Ohio is the first of its u.s. stores to remain open 24 hours a day. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/19/20105:34:18 PM 

Michigan St moves in, Arizona moves up AP poll 

Ig~~""IMiChigan State has moved into The Associated Press college football poll after its thrilling victory against 
Notre Dame, while No. 14 Arizona received its best regular-season ranking in 12 years after the Wildcats 

knocked off Iowa. 

Ig~~""lcollege football - Notre Dame Fighting Irish football - Michigan State Spartans football - AP Poll - Sports 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/19/20106:32:42 PM 

Ben Affleck's 'Town' is talk of box office 

Film opens with $23.8 million to take the No.1 spot. The intense Warner Bros. drama about bank robbers in an insular 

section of Boston earned rave reviews. 

I g:i1ti¥.EIBen Affleck - Warner Bros - Boston - Arts - Movies 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/19/20107:22:27 PM 

Skywatchers savor moon views in global event 

Ig~~""ISkYWatchers turn out to gaze at the moon- and other celestial sights as well - during a global 

celebration of lunar observation. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/19/20107:47:17 PM 

U.S.-born panda's a mom in China (again!) 

Ig~~""IAn American-born panda gave birth to her eighth cub in southwest China, a rare accomplishment for the 

endangered species known for being poor breeders. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/19/20107:56:54 PM 

Powell: Illegal immigrants do my home repairs 

Former Secretary of State Colin Powell says illegal immigrants do essential work in the u.S. and he has firsthand 

knowledge of that - because they fix his house. 

I g:i1ti¥.Elcolin Powell - Illegal immigration - United States Secretary of State - Immigration - United States 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/19/20108:05:40 PM 

Freed hiker says she is not a spy 

Ig~~""IAn American woman who was held in Iran for more than 13 months says she and two men detained with 

her never spied or committed any crime. 

1~~~:llran - United States - Recreation - 2009 detention of American hikers by Iran - Middle East 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/19/20108:21:35 PM 

Residents in West apprehensive about oil boom 

Ig~~""IA well named Jake and a controversial drilling technique are fueling a Western oil rush, raising hopes for 

economic revival and questions about the environment. 

rg~iSjwestern - Business - Energy - Oil and Gas - Service Companies 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/19/20108:37:52 PM 

Germany: 4 die after blast, shooting 

Ig~~""IFour people died and a policeman was seriously wounded in a town in southwestern Germany on 

Sunday, after an explosion in an apartment building and a shooting in the neighboring hospital. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/19/20109:18:38 PM 

BusinessWeek: Why office romance is on the wane 

Figures show more and more employees are lodging complaints over the distracting nature of romantic affairs among 

co-workers as a means of improving their own job security. And you haven't heard the half of it. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/19/2010 10:30:53 PM 

Leader of religious sect held for evaluation 

The leader of a breakaway religious sect has been hospitalized for a mental evaluation after she and members of her 

group went missing and left behind evidence that they were awaiting the rapture or some catastrophic event. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/19/2010 10:35:26 PM 

Dolphins drop Vikings, Favre to 0-2 on season 

Ig~~""lwhen Brett Favre made the decision, finally, to return for a 20th NFL season, he made it clear from the 

start that duplicating last year's magic with the Minnesota Vikings wasn't going to be easy. Then again, 
he didn't think it was going to be THIS hard. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/19/2010 10:41:36 PM 

Baltimore honors late rocker Frank Zappa with bust 

Ig~~""IRocker Frank Zappa was born in Baltimore but gained greater popular acclaim in Europe than in the 

United States. On Sunday, devout European fans of the late musician brought his mustachioed likeness 
back home in the form of a bronze bust. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/19/201011:15:41 PM 

Cutler passes Bears past winless Cowboys 

Jay Cutler has overcome several early hard hits to throw three touchdown passes, leading the Chicago Bears to a 27-20 

victory over the Dallas Cowboys and giving them a 2-0 start for the first time since their Super Bowl season in 2006. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/20/201012:15:04 AM 

Your Career: Women's work style Catch-22 

Ig~~""lwomen can't get a break when it comes to what they wear to work, but it's more than simply a fashion 

decision. What you wear can impact your career and whether or not you get a job. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/20/20102:25:35 AM 

Tamanaha: History suggests a shuffle in top 10 likely 

Ig~~""~amanaha: Take a good long look at the current Top-10, especially if your favorite team is included in the 
bunch. It'll get shaken up considerably in the next few weeks and be vastly different by the time the Bowl 

Championship Series comes around. Recent history says so emphatically. 

I~~':-IBOWI Championship Series - Sports - United States - Football - American 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/20/20103:02:04 AM 

Sanchez outguns Brady as Jets handle Patriots 

Ig~~""IMark Sanchez and the New York Jets finally played like the team coach Rex Ryan says can win the Super 
Bowl. Sanchez outdueled Tom Brady with a career-high three touchdown passes and the Jets overcame 

the loss of Darrelle Revis to beat the New England Patriots 28-14 on Sunday. 

I g~~""INew York Jets - New England Patriots - Tom Brady - Darrelle Revis - sport 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/20/20103:46:40 AM 

Hackers hit Hollywood's piracy watchdog 

Ig~~""~he website run by the Motion Picture Association of America was temporarily brought down Saturday 

by pirates enraged by an escalation in anti-piracy efforts. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/20/20104:03:40 AM 

Facebook denies plans to build its own phone 

Ig~~""lsocial networking website Facebook said on Sunday it is pushing deeper into the mobile phone sector but 

denied an Internet report that it will build its own phone. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/20/20104:14:26 AM 

BP well is dead, but Gulf challenges live on 

The "nightmare well" is dead. But the Gulf Coast's bad dream is far from over. The long-term environmental impact, as 

well as legal challenges and the future of Gulf drilling remain uncertain. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/20/20107:12:10 AM 

Peyton dominates Manning battle 

Ig~~""IBig brother Peyton showed little bro' Eli who rules America's first family of quarterbacks. Four-time 

league MVP Peyton Manning threw for three touchdowns, leading the Indianapolis Colts to a surprisingly 
easy 38-14 victory over his kid brother and the New York Giants. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/20/20107:32:24 AM 

At least 23 soldiers killed in Tajikistan ambush 

Heavily armed Islamic militants ambushed a military convoy in eastern Tajikistan, killing at least 23 soldiers and dealing a 

devastating blow to this impoverished nation on Afghanistan's poorly secured northern border. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/20/20108:49:55 AM 

Hundreds evacuate as crews battle Utah wildfire 

A wind-stoked fire blazed across hundreds of acres Monday as crews rushed to keep it from reaching any more homes 

than the two authorities said had burned a day earlier. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/20/20109:29:37 AM 

UNICEF: 100,000 Pakistan kids face starvation 

Ig~~""IMore than 100,000 children left homeless by Pakistan's floods are in danger of dying because they simply 

do not have enough to eat, according to UNICEF. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/20/20109:29:59 AM 

Train crash kills 21 in central India 

Ig~~""IA freight train on the wrong track slammed into a stationary passenger locomotive at a railway station 

amid heavy rain early Monday in central India, killing at least 21 people and injuring 53, officials said. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/20/20109:47:13 AM 

Ahmadinejad: 'The future belongs to Iran' 

Ig~~""llranian President Mahmoud Ahmadinejad said that "the future belongs to Iran," and challenged the 

United States to accept that his country has a major role in the world. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/20/2010 11:05:03 AM 

Super salmon or 'frankenfish'? FDA to decide 

Ig~~""~he FDA is to hear arguments for and against genetically modified salmon, which some say could feed the 
hungry but which others warn will unleash a "frankenfish" on the world. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/20/201011:18:03 AM 

Truck crash orphans 13-day-old preemie 

Most would say premature baby Lucy Schollbach is lucky to have survived. Born 12 weeks early at an Australian hospital 

on Sept. I, she weighed less than three pounds. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/20/201011:35:18 AM 

Netflix: Premium cable's worst nightmare 

Well established as a mail-order movie-rental service, Netflix is now perfectly placed in the burgeoning business of 

online delivery. 

I g:i1ti¥.EINetflix - Pay television - DVD - Shopping - Business 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/20/201011:44:21 AM 

Life Inc.: Adding God as a reference and other resume don'ts 

In a tight job market, it pays to make yourself memorable - as long as you are creating a good memory. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/20/2010 12:25:33 PM 

Newsweek: Why we need to reimagine masculinity 

To survive in a hostile world, guys need to embrace girly jobs and dirty diapers. Why it's time to reimagine masculinity at 

work and at home. 

1~¥':-INewsweek - Huffington Post - Howard Fineman - New York Times - Business 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/20/2010 12:27:24 PM 

NYC's N iketown store shut due to bedbugs 

Athletic clothing and shoe maker Nike Inc. said it has temporarily shut its Niketown store in New York City after it 

became the latest victim of bedbugs. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/20/201012:31:47 PM 

White girls most likely to get weight surgery 

Ig~~""lwhite girls are far more likely than other adolescents to undergo bariatric surgery, according to a new 

study of some 590 California kids ages 13 to 20 who had the operations between 2005 and 2007. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/20/201012:31:47 PM 

Common cold virus may be making kids fat 

A common virus may be one of the causes of the obesity epidemic in American children. A study found obese kids were 

far more likely to have antibodies to a specific strain of adenovirus than normal weight children. 

1~¥':-lobesitY - Common cold - Health - United States - Conditions and Diseases 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/20/2010 12:41:36 PM 

Newsweek: The Tea Party's hypocrisy on taxes 

Ezra Klein: Will Tea Partiers, when it comes down to it, really be any different from the Republican Party that serves as 

their uncomfortable home? As of yet, there's little sign of it. 

I g:i1ti¥.EIEzra Klein - Republican - United States - Politics - Tea 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/20/2010 12:53:28 PM 

Newsweek: The Facebook movie's dark message 

The dark heart of 'The Social Network' isn't just Mark Zuckerberg. How the Facebook movie lays bare the hollowness 

haunting us all. 

rC~~"-IFacebook - Social Network - Mark Zuckerberg - Art - Online Communities 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/20/2010 12:59:46 PM 

College freshmen seek career advice now 

As college freshmen explore their campuses - finding dining halls, laundry rooms, and gyms - officials at many schools 

say the newbies are finding their way to career centers too. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/20/2010 1:03:02 PM 

Autopsy: Russian spy defector choked on meat 

An autopsy shows that a top Russian spy who defected to the u.s. choked to death on a piece of meat. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/20/2010 1:35:09 PM 

The middle strikes back 

First Read: After Tea Party favorite Christine O'Donnell's victory last week, the middle of the Republican Party is now 

raising its voice. 

1§':i1ti¥.EIRepUblican _ Christine O'Donnell - United States - Politics - Delaware 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/20/20102:48:51 PM 

Caffeine drove me insane, accused murderer says 

Ig~~""IA Kentucky man accused of strangling his wife is poised to claim excessive caffeine from sodas, energy 

drinks and diet pills left him so mentally unstable he couldn't have knowingly killed her, his lawyer has 
notified a court. 

I g~~""IMurder - Kentucky - Caffeine - Energy drink - lawyer 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/20/20102:51:54 PM 

How genocide wiped out a Native American population 

Ig~~""lcrushed leg bones, battered skulls and other mutilated human remains are likely all that's left of a Native 

American population destroyed by genocide that took place circa 800 A.D., suggests a new study. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/20/20102:59:37 PM 

Paris Hilton avoids jail in Vegas drug case 

Ig~~""~he judge sentenced Hilton to a one-year jail sentence, but the heiress will not have to serve any jail time 

so long as she fulfills the terms of her plea deal. 

rg~iSjparis Hilton - Plea bargain - Prison - Sentence - Plea 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/20/20103:12:25 PM 

Mexico daily cuts drug war coverage after slaying 

Ig~~""~he biggest newspaper in Mexico's most violent city is to restrict drug war coverage after the killing of its 

second journalist in less than two years. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/20/20103:13:04 PM 

Battle against extreme hunger is falling short 

At the start of the new millennium, world leaders pledged to tackle poverty, disease, ignorance and inequality. They 

went beyond generalities to commit themselves to eight specific goals to be met by 2015. A decade later, a look at how 

much has, or hasn't been achieved. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/20/20103:19:10 PM 

Firefighters in hot water over naked cooking 

An investigation is under way after a naked Washington, D.C., firefighter was apparently caught on camera preparing 

food for a party in a firehouse. 

1§':i1ti¥.EIFirefighter _ Water - Washington - Work -Industrial Relations 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/20/20103:31:00 PM 

Airbags in airplanes? Safety device catching on 

Ig~~""IAn aviation expert says safety equipment like a seat belt airbag for airplanes is a tough sell in an industry 

that has a good safety record and no money to spend. But they're starting to catch on. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/20/20103:42:23 PM 

Landslides, monsoon floods kill 47 in north India 

Ig~~""IHeaVy monsoon rains and landslides have swept hilly areas of northern India over the weekend, killing at 

least 47 people. 

rg~iSjFlood - Monsoon - India - Earth Sciences - Natural Disasters and Hazards 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/20/20103:54:28 PM 

'Great Recession' over, research group says 

The "Great Recession" has ended. That's the word from the private research organization that calls the beginnings and 

endings of recessions, the National Bureau of Economic Research. 

I g:i1ti¥.EINational Bureau of Economic Research - Recession - Economic - United States - Social Sciences 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/20/20103:56:52 PM 

Police nab suspect in killing of chief's daughter 

A convicted rapist wanted in the killing of a woman was arrested Monday, police said shortly after the woman's father, a 

N.C. police chief, had pleaded with peers nationwide to find the man. 

rC~~"-lpolice _ Law - Law Enforcement - United States - Chief of police 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/20/20104:01:16 PM 

Life Inc.: So this is a recovery? 

Life Inc.: For millions of Americans, the recession likely feels both old and unending, because they don't have a job. 

rC~~~~Lnited States - Organizations - Employment - World War II - National Bureau of Economic Research 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/20/20105:37:53 PM 

3 children found shot dead after custody battle 

A father accused of shooting his three children to death as they slept had previously threatened to kill or hurt himself if 

he lost visitation rights, an attorney said. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/20/20105:43:26 PM 

Bill Clinton donor summit spotlights Haiti 

The former president hopes his philanthropic "summit" will push governments to fulfill promises of billions of dollars in 

reconstruction. More than 1,000 people including President Barack Obama and Microsoft co-founder Bill Gates will 

attend. 

r~¥:IBili Gates - Microsoft - Bill Clinton - Barack Obama - United States 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/20/20106:16:58 PM 

Newsweek: Deep-sea mining's environmental drawbacks 

A new generation of prospectors is eager to explore the ocean floor. Will deep-sea digging damage one of the earth's 

most valuable ecosystems? 

rC~~"-Lining - Ecosystem - Seabed - Earth Sciences - Oceanography 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/20/20106:38:17 PM 

Quadruple amputee plans Europe-to-Africa swim 

Ig~~""~ust days after swimming across the English Channel, quadruple amputee Philippe Croizon is already 

dreaming of a new challenge: crossing from Europe to Africa in the Strait of Gibraltar. 

rg~5.jEngIiSh Channel - Strait of Gibraltar - Gibraltar - Sports - Philippe Croizon 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/20/20106:48:16 PM 

Newsweek: How Flip changed the video camera 

The idea that less is more has long held true in the arts. In the world of gadgets, not so much. Each year's crop of 

products is weighted down with more features, more menu options, more, more, more. Apart from this trend stands a 

little video camera called the Flip. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/20/20107:01:34 PM 

Obama: Much more work needed on economy 

President Barack Obama says he isn't celebrating a business group's assertion that the recession officially ended in June 

2009. 

I ~¥':-IBarack Obama - United States - Recession - President - President of the United States 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/20/20107:21:53 PM 

Lohan's probation revoked, arrest warrant issued 

Ig~~""~MZ reports actress has failed two drug tests, one for cocaine and one for amphetamines. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/20/20108:00:52 PM 

Karzai: Too early to judge Afghan election 

Ig~~""IAfghan authorities said Monday it was too early to judge the validity of the country's parliamentary ballot 

despite observers' reports of widespread fraud in the vote that was to help consolidate its shaky 
democracy. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/20/20108:02:16 PM 

Wall Street extends rally before Fed meeting 

Stocks extended their September rally into a fourth week Monday as investors hoped for more moves by the Federal 

Reserve to prop up the economy. 

rC~~"-lwall Street - Federal Reserve System - Government - US Federal Reserve - Federal Reserve 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/20/20108:05:49 PM 

Button batteries pose growing risk to kids 

Swallowing button batteries can be fatal or cause serious harm, and research suggests that severe injuries in children, 

though relatively scarce, are on the rise. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/20/20108:18:01 PM 

Super salmon or 'Frankenfish'? FDA to decide 

Ig~~""~he FDA is hearing arguments for and against genetically engineered salmon, which some say could feed 
the hungry but which others warn will unleash a "Frankenfish" on the world. 

I~~':lood and Drug Administration - Salmon - Science and Technology - Biotechnology - Genetics 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/20/20108:26:58 PM 

East Coast feels Igor's waves, rip tides 

Ig~~""IHurricane Igor kicked up dangerous surf along the eastern U.S. seaboard Monday after brushing past 

Bermuda and knocking out power to a large share of the population. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/20/20108:59:31 PM 

Rock band inspiration Leonard Skinner dies 

Leonard Skinner, the basketball coach and gym teacher who inspired the name of the Southern rock band Lynyrd 

Skynyrd, has died in Florida. He was 77. 

I g:i1ti¥.EILynyrd Skynyrd - Southern rock - Leonard Skinner - Music - Rock music 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/20/20109:27:01 PM 

Chicago man held in alleged bomb plot 

Federal authorities say they've arrested a 22-year-old man who allegedly placed a backpack on a crowded Chicago street 

corner over the weekend thinking it contained an explosive. 

1§':i1ti¥.ElchiCagO _ United States -Illinois - Metro Areas - Relationships 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/20/2010 10:58:56 PM 

Forget regulars - TV's going to big celeb guests 

Ig~~""lwhen teen sensation Justin Bieber appears on the 11th season premiere of CBS' "CSI" on Sept. 23, he'll 
be following in a long-standing television tradition as the very special guest star. 

rg~iSLstin Bieber - Television - Season premiere - CBS - Arts 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/20/2010 11:04:07 PM 

Teamsters represent Calif. medical pot growers 

Ig~~""IAS organized labor faces declining membership, one of the United States' most storied unions is looking 

to a new growth industry: marijuana. 

1~~'::Lnited States - Cannabis - Trade union - Drugs - Health 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/20/2010 11:06:02 PM 

Despite accidents, info on gas lines is elusive 

Ig~~""ICiting fears of terrorism, federal regulators and the industry make it difficult for homeowners to learn the 

location of gas pipelines and any history of inspections and repairs. 

rg~iS~errorism - Business - Energy - Oil and Gas - Operating Companies 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/20/201011:09:17 PM 

Less invasive surgery OK for breast cancer 

Some breast cancer patients may do just as well with a less invasive surgery to remove selected lymph nodes rather than 

the aggressive operation normally used to remove them all, a new study says. 

I g:i1ti¥.Elcancer - Breast cancer - Lymph node - Surgery - Health 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/20/2010 11:20:29 PM 

Utah's National Guard chief takes blame for fire 

Ig~~""IUtahls Army National Guard commander on Monday took the blame for a wildfire that led to the 

evacuation of 1,600 homes in a Salt Lake City suburb. 

rg~iSjAcre - Business - History - Said Edward - Historians 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/20/2010 11:24:07 PM 

BP to share spill cleanup tools with industry 

Ig~~""IBPI which permanently sealed its ruptured Gulf of Mexico well this weekend, said on Monday it is joining 

the industry's $1 billion effort to contain future subsea oil spills. 

rg~5.joil spill - Gulf of Mexico - BP - Energy - Environment 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/20/201011:27:21 PM 

Bobcats' goal: Take down Brutus Buckeye 

Ig~~""~urns out, the Bobcat had it in for the Buckeye all along. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/20/2010 11:37:02 PM 

Cosmic Log: How to spot quantum quackery 

Ig~~""lscience editor Alan Boyle's Weblog: Physicist Lawrence Krauss says quantum mechanics is often invoked 

wrongly to explain phenomena ranging from getting well to getting wealthy. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/20/2010 11:44:49 PM 

Hurd gives up $30 million to settle HP lawsuit 

Ig~~""IMark Hurd, the ousted CEO of Hewlett-Packard Co., has squashed a lawsuit from his former employer 

that sought to stop him from working at rival Oracle Corp. 

1~~'::Lark Hurd - Hewlett-Packard - Oracle Corporation - Oracle - HP 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/21/201012:14:03 AM 

2 shot, gunman killed at Army base in Texas 

The Fort Bliss commander says two people were shot at a small grocery store before the gunman was killed on the West 

Texas Army post. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/21/2010 12:31:54 AM 

Oprah donates $6 million to U.S. schools 

Ig~~""~he award is the largest given by Winfrey's Angel Network during her show and came as Winfrey devoted 

two days of her influential TV program to the issue of public schooling. 

1~~'::loprah Winfrey - United States - Oprah Winfrey Show - Television program - Education reform 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/21/2010 12:56:32 AM 

Not all charges will go to jury in Smith case 

Superior Court Judge Robert Perry told lawyers he is preparing a lengthy written analysis of statutes in the case and will 

consider motions by the defense next Monday to dismiss all charges. 

I g:i1ti¥.Elsuperior court - Jury - Lawyer - Superior Court Judge Robert Perry - United States 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/21/2010 1:31:58 AM 

NYT: Code that tracks users' browsing prompts lawsuits 

Ig~~""lsandra Person Burns used to love browsing and shopping online. Until she realized she was being tracked 

by software on her computer that she thought she had erased. 

1~~':-IElectronic commerce - New York Times - Arts - Retailers - Business 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/21/20101:36:10 AM 

PFT: Broncos WR McKinley dead of possible suicide 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/21/20103:12:03 AM 

Jeter, Granderson power Yanks past Rays 

Ig~~""IAfter the Yankees unveiled a huge monument to their late owner, Derek Jeter singled home the go-ahead 
run in the sixth inning. Curtis Granderson followed with his second home run of the night, a three-run 

drive that helped New York to an 8-6 victory Monday over the second-place Tampa Bay Rays in a key AL East 
matchup. 

rg~~""~ampa Bay Rays - Derek Jeter - New York Yankees - Curtis Granderson - American League East 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/21/20103:23:55 AM 

'Dancing' fans finally get their Baby back 

Ig~~"'l'Dirty Dancing" star Jennifer Grey did not disappoint when she showcased her Viennese waltz skills, and 

openly wept for late co-star Patrick Swayze during rehearsals. 

I~~.::tennifer Grey - Dirty Dancing - Patrick Swayze - Dancing with the Stars - Dance 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/21/20103:27:38 AM 

Hamels, Phils beat Braves for 8th straight win 

Ig~~""lcole Hamels had another outstanding outing, and the Philadelphia Phil lies took advantage of an error by 
Jason Heyward to beat the Atlanta Braves 3-1 on Monday night, increasing their lead in the NL East to 

four games. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/21/20104:10:36 AM 

Yankees unveil giant Steinbrenner monument 

Ig~~""IGeorge Steinbrenner is now truly the biggest of the Yankees greats - as measured in Monument Park. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/21/20104:29:50 AM 

Cyber-bullying causes more depression, study finds 

Cyber-bullying may be even harder on the victims than physical beatings or name-calling, u.s. researchers reported on 

Tuesday. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/21/20104:49:17 AM 

Helicopter crash makes 2010 deadliest of Afghan war 

Nine coalition troops were killed on Tuesday when a helicopter crashed in Afghanistan's south, the NATO-led force said, 

making 2010 the deadliest year of the nine-year war. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/21/20104:50:32 AM 

Quartet to urge Israel to keep settlement freeze 

The Quartet of Middle East peace mediators will on Tuesday calion Israel to extend its settlement moratorium, saying 

the freeze has had a positive impact as the two sides seek a peace deal within the next year, according to a draft 

statement seen by Reuters. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/21/20106:45:32 AM 

Hartley boots Saints past winless 4gers 

Ig~~""ILast season, the New Orleans Saints won their games with a high-flying offense. So far this year it's been 
all about defense, like they did on Monday in a 25-22 victory over the San Francisco 4gers. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/21/20109:17:38 AM 

Grizzly-sized sloths! Fossils found near l.A. 

A utility company preparing to build a new substation in an arid canyon southeast of Los Angeles has stumbled on a 

trove of animal fossils dating back 1.4 million years. 

I ~¥':los Angeles - Earth science - Paleontology - Fossil - United States 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/21/20109:35:37 AM 

Van carrying 30 kids plunges into Pakistan river 

A van carrying at least 30 schoolchildren plunged into a river in Pakistan-held Kashmir on Tuesday, and most of the 

passenger were confirmed or feared dead. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/21/20109:55:31 AM 

Suicide alert sect: 'It was a misunderstanding' 

The only people who seemed to take the disappearance of 13 adherents of a breakaway California religious sect in stride 

last week were the members themselves. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/21/20109:58:37 AM 

U.S. bid to block weapons to Mexico misfires 

Ig~~""IA U.S. program aimed at intercepting the flow of weapons to Mexico's drug cartels is misfiring due to 

bureaucratic turf battles and a failure to share critical intelligence I according to a Justice Department 
report obtained by NBC News. 

Ig~~""IMexiCO - United States - Drug cartel - New Mexico - Felipe Calderon 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/21/2010 10:22:03 AM 

Red Tape: What to do when drowning in debt 

Struggling to pay your debts and looking for a way out? With the disappearance of those all-too-familiar "50 cents on 

the dollar" late night TV ads and radio spots, the folks at liThe Today Show" figured it would be a good time to review 

the options available to consumers who find themselves drowning in debt. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/21/2010 11:28:52 AM 

Back on Wall Street, Stone tries for balance 

Ig~~""IWith his cinematic return to the roiling, shark-infested waters of Wall Street, director Oliver Stone has a 

second shot at selling that morality tale. 

rg~iSjwall Street - Oliver Stone - Film director - Business - Shia LaBeouf 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/21/2010 12:00:42 PM 

Road through Serengeti may threaten migration 

Ig~~""lscientists worry that plans to build a highway across the Serengeti's grassy plains in Tanzania would cause 

endless problems for the park's migratory wildlife. 

rg~iS~anzania - Serengeti - Africa - National park - Serengeti National Park 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/21/201012:07:08 PM 

Cuteness likely to rule the holiday toy roost 

Ig~~""lltls getting crowded in the race to succeed Zhu Zhu Pets as the next hot holiday toy. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/21/201012:15:03 PM 

PFT: Saints' Bush out 4-6 weeks with broken leg 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/21/201012:22:57 PM 

Newsweek: Marja: The new Afghan battleground 

For U.S. soldiers trying to win over skeptical Afghans, the Taliban's influence looms large. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/21/2010 12:24:49 PM 

New study puts a price on obesity 

Obesity puts a drag on the wallet as well as health, especially for women. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/21/201012:27:13 PM 

Footbridge collapse injures 23 in Indian capital 

A footbridge under construction near the Commonwealth Games main stadium in India's capital collapsed on Tuesday, 

injuring at least 23 construction workers and throwing further doubt on the viability of next month's multi nation games. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/21/201012:35:17 PM 

Iran's Revolutionary Guard gets new missile 

Ig~~""llran's defense minister says the country's powerful Revolutionary Guard has received its first batch of 

new missiles with enhanced guidance systems to hit ground targets. 

rg~iSLan - Middle East - Guidance system - Defence minister - Missile 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/21/2010 12:53:32 PM 

Newsweek: The myth of the inexperienced Tea Partiers 

Both liberals and conservatives have a stake in portraying the Tea Party movement as a bunch of political newcomers 

without much experience. But is it a true conceit? 

I §,:i1ti¥.E~ea Party movement - Tea - Shopping - Beverages - Food 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/21/20101:06:16 PM 

Is Jerry Seinfeld behind the odd 'Nut' books? 

What's the deal? The sitcom star is widely rumored to behind the bizarre "letters from a Nut" book series, which are 

published under the name Ted l. Nancy. There is speculation that Seinfeld will reveal the author's identity on Thursday 

night. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/21/2010 1:07:55 PM 

Twitter hack sent out spam 

The Twitter social media was hacked this morning, impacting thousands of users of the popular microblogging site. The 

company said it has identified the attack and has now patched it. 

1§,:i1ti¥.E~witter _ Microblogging - Social network - Online Communities - Trending and Popularity 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/21/2010 1:27:55 PM 

Hayden Panettiere to play Amanda Knox in film 

Ig~~""~entativeIY titled, "The Amanda Knox Story," the Lifetime movie is set to air in 2011 and will tell the story 

of the American exchange student convicted of murder in Italy. 

1~~':-IHaYden Panettiere - United States - Murder -~ - Crime and Justice 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/21/20101:31:14 PM 

Liberace Museum closing marks end of an era 

The Liberace Museum in las Vegas, honoring the flamboyant entertainer known as much for his glitzy costumes as for 

his piano playing, will close next month. 

rC~~"-Lberace Museum - las Vegas Nevada - Piano - Museum - las Vegas 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/21/20102:04:36 PM 

Vatican 'perplexed' by money laundering probe 

The Vatican is "perplexed and surprised" by a money laundering probe that resulted in the seizure of $30 million from 

the Vatican bank and an investigation of its chairman. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/21/20102:22:31 PM 

Life Inc.: Housing passes childcare as reason for stress 

Ig~~""IEmpIOyers are increasingly stressed about housing problems, based on calls to a major provider of 

employee assistance programs, sometimes known as EAPs. 

1~~'::lchildcare - Employee Assistance Program - Business - Human Resources - Health 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/21/20102:23:35 PM 

Nature could have parted sea for Moses' escape 

Ig~~""IMother Earth could have parted the Red Sea, hatching the great escape described in the biblical book of 

Exodus, a new study finds. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/21/20103:15:28 PM 

New U.S. home construction surged in August 

Ig~~""lconstruction of new homes and apartments surged 10.5 percent in August from a month earlier, the 

Commerce Department said Tuesday. That's the highest level since April. 

rg~iSLnited States - United States Department of Commerce - Business and Economy - Construction - Business 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/21/20103:23:15 PM 

NYT: Donor names remain secret as rules shift 

Nonprofit groups, which are not allowed to be primarily political, are big players in this year's election, and their donors 

can usually remain anonymous. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/21/20104:29:06 PM 

Inmate moved to hospital on day of execution 

A Georgia death row inmate scheduled to be executed Tuesday has been transferred to an outside hospital hours before 

he was to be put to death for 1998 triple-murder of dad, two kids. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/21/20104:29:17 PM 

7 beaches to see before they vanish 

Ig~~""IA number of beaches around the world are in danger of disappearing forever due to forces such as 

erosion, pollution, rising sea levels, reckless overdevelopment and sand mining. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/21/20104:54:48 PM 

Afghan helicopter crash kills 9 Americans 

r-~ helicopter crash killed nine American troops from the NATO-led force in Afghanistan's south on 
uesday, NBC News reported. 

rg~iSjAfghanistan - NATO - Aviation accidents and incidents - War in Afghanistan - Asia 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/21/20105:09:17 PM 

AP Source: Saints RB Reggie Bush has broken fibula 

Ig~~""IReggie Bush's broken leg likely will sideline him about six weeks but not the rest of the season, a person 

familiar with the injury said. 

rg~5.jReggie Bush - Fibula - President - History - United States 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/21/20105:18:16 PM 

Prosecutor: Clear evidence in acid attack hoax 

Ig~~""IA prosecutor in the case of a Washington state woman who falsely claimed a stranger had thrown acid in 

her face said Tuesday that the decision to charge her with theft was an easy one. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/21/20106:06:58 PM 

Years after hushed-up death, airman honored 

Ig~~""IA serviceman hand-picked to serve on a top-secret mission during the Vietnam War finally was 

recognized with a Medal of Honor, more than 42 years after he lost his life. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/21/20106:15:38 PM 

Cops: Indiana kids died after 10 hours in closet 

Ig~~""IA woman charged in the deaths of two of her children told officers she locked them and three siblings 

inside a closet so she could visit a neighbor, then found the boy and girl dead when she returned about 
10 hours later, authorities said. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/21/20107:45:51 PM 

Broncos say no signs McKinley was suicidal 

Ig~~""IDenver Broncos coach Josh McDaniels said in a tearful news conference Tuesday that nobody in the 

organization saw any hint that wide receiver Kenny McKinley was suicidal before he took his life. 

1~~'::IKenny McKinley - Denver Bronco - Suicide - Death - Josh McDaniels 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/21/20107:50:33 PM 

Ahmadinejad blames capitalism for poverty 

Ig~~""llran's president on Tuesday predicted the defeat of capitalism and blamed global big business for the 

suffering of millions,. 

1~~'::LahmoUd Ahmadinejad - United Nations General Assembly - Economic system - President of Iran - Iran 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/21/20108:23:20 PM 

'Undercovers' puts minority leads in spotlight 

Ig~~...,~V decision makers still don't believe mainstream audiences will embrace a drama series with a black 

lead unless coupled with a white actor, but "Undercovers" may change that. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/21/20108:38:19 PM 

Winderman: NBA's defining moments could come early 

Ig~~""lwinderman: How Shaquille O'Neal fits in with the Boston Celtics is just one of the many questions to be 

answered as teams prepare for the regular season during training camp. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/21/20108:53:36 PM 

Study: Teacher bonuses don't raise test scores 

Offering big bonuses to teachers failed to raise students' test scores in a three-year study released Tuesday that calls 

into question the Obama administration's push for merit pay to improve education. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/21/20108:56:22 PM 

3rd woman says 'sexting' DA harassed her 

Ig~~""IA law student said Tuesday that a Wisconsin prosecutor accused of abusing his power to seek 

relationships with two other women also sent her sexually harassing text messages in 2008 while helping 

her seek a pardon for a drug conviction. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/21/20109:02:09 PM 

8 arrested in Calif. city salary scandal 

Ig~~""IEight current and former officials in the Los Angeles suburb of Bell, including the former city manager and 

mayor, were arrested Tuesday in a corruption scandal that authorities said cost the city more than $S 
million in excessive salaries and illegal personal loans. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/21/20109:10:03 PM 

Senate fails in effort to repeal 'Don't Ask, Don't Tell' 

Senate Republicans on Tuesday blocked legislation that would have repealed the law banning gays from serving openly 

in the military. 

rC~~"'Lon't ask don't tell - United States Senate - Senate - Military - United States 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/21/20109:23:56 PM 

Many Americans still don't know what's in new health law 

Six months after President Barack Obama signed the landmark health care law, the nation still doesn't really know 

what's in it. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/21/20109:24:22 PM 

Fed says it's ready to help economy more 

The Federal Reserve, meeting for the last time before an election that hinges on the weak economy, edged closer 

Tuesday to jumping in to help. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/21/20109:34:30 PM 

Mogadishu mayor brings light to sorry capital 

Ig~~""IMOgadiShUIS new mayor has paid his employees, gotten some of the garbage picked up and turned the 

lights on. In this city of rubble and bombed-out buildings, where gunfire erupts every few minutes, that 
counts as progress. 

1~~':-IMOgadiShU - Somalia - Harakat al-Shabaab Mujahideen - Omar Abdirashid Ali Sharmarke - Sharif Ahmed 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/21/20109:46:07 PM 

Wall Street closes mixed after Fed's decision 

Stocks got a brief bump following word that the Fed is ready to do more to help the economy, but ended mostly lower 

after the central bank disappointed some investors by not taking any bold actions. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/21/20109:56:00 PM 

PFT: Vick to start Sunday for Eagles 

Ig~~""IMichael Vick will start at quarterback against the Jaguars on Sunday, Eagles coach Andy Reid announced. 

It sounds like Kevin Kolb is being moved to backup for good. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/21/2010 10:30:55 PM 

Top economic adviser to leave White House 

Ig~~""lpresident Obama's top economic adviser plans to leave the White House at the end of the year, a move 

that comes as the administration struggles to show the public it's making progress on economy. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/21/2010 10:59:25 PM 

World's oldest man marks 114th birthday 

Ig~~""IA Montana resident believed to be the world's oldest man celebrated his 114th birthday Tuesday at a 

retirement home in Great Falls. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/21/201011:01:21 PM 

Report: RIM may launch tablet device next week 

Research In Motion may use a developers' conference next week to announce plans for a tablet computer to compete 

with Apple's iPad and Amazon's, the Wall Street journal said on Tuesday. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/21/2010 11:30:41 PM 

Rare sky show: Two planets align with harvest moon 

Check out the eastern sky just after sunset tomorrow (Sept. 22), and you'll catch a skywatching treat. The nearly full 

moon will be rising just above the bright planet Jupiter and a somewhat dimmer Uranus. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/22/20102:02:52 AM 

Would-be 'Losers' cut before they get to the ranch 

Ig~~""IRecap: The early action was all about introducing the latest group of competitors. What wasn't usual was 

the way that was done. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/22/20102:37:32 AM 

'Dancing' sinks its first contestant 

Ig~~""~he first celebrity has been eliminated from the competition, and though it was a bit of a surprise to see 

one of the bigger names go first, our readers predicted it. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/22/20103:35:34 AM 

Yankees beat Rays again, increase lead to 21/2 

Ig~~""INiCk Swisher homered off James Shields to key a five-run burst in the first inning and the New York 

Yankees beat Tampa Bay 8-3 on Tuesday night, opening a 2 l/2-game lead over the Rays in the AL East. 

rg~iSjNew York Yankees - James Shields - Tampa Bay Rays - Nick Swisher - American league East 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/22/20103:40:08 AM 

3 dead, 1 hurt in apparent murder-suicide in Ariz. 

A man and two children were found dead and a woman critically wounded Tuesday evening in an apparent murder

suicide in a home southeast of Phoenix, authorities said. 

I g;i1tlF.EIMurder_suicide - Death - Suicide - Mental Health - Religion 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/22/20103:52:44 AM 

Some Utah fire evacuees allowed back in homes 

Ig~~""IAuthorities say a Utah wildfire ignited by Army National Guard members during weekend machine-gun 

training is 50 percent contained, and some evacuation orders have been lifted. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/22/20104:42:11 AM 

8,600 Marines going to Guam from Okinawa 

The u.s. military postpones two key decisions related to its buildup of forces on the Guam but says 8,600 Marines and 

9,000 dependents will be moved to the territory from Okinawa, Japan. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/22/20105:13:03 AM 

Stretch run: Breaking down the playoff races 

Interactive: Baseball's stretch run 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/22/20105:27:13 AM 

Twins first into playoffs, clinch Al Central title 

Ig~~""~he Minnesota Twins clinched the AL Central division title on Tuesday night with a 6-4 come-fram-behind 

victory over the Cleveland Indians and a loss by the Chicago White Sox in Oakland. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/22/20105:59:36 AM 

Breach at Seattle airport causes partial shut down 

A Transportation Security Administration spokesman says part of Seattle-Tacoma International Airport was briefly shut 

down because of a security breach. 

I §,:i1ti¥.E~ransportation Security Administration - Seattle-Tacoma International Airport - United States - Security - Business 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/22/20106:22:41 AM 

Ohio exotic dancer indicted in dragging death 

An exotic dancer was indicted Tuesday on murder and other charges in the death of a man authorities say she dragged 

over a mile under her SUV. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/22/20107:01:52 AM 

Halladay wins 20th as Phil lies add to East lead 

Ig~~""IROY Halladay became Philadelphia's first 20-game winner in 28 years, Jayson Werth hit a three-run homer 
and the Phil lies increased their lead in the NL East to five games with their ninth straight win, 5-3 over the 

Atlanta Braves on Tuesday night. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/22/20107:27:05 AM 

Japan denies Paris Hilton entry after drug case 

Ig~~""lparis Hilton was denied entrance into Japan on Wednesday, two days after she pleaded guilty to a 

misdemeanor drug charge in Las Vegas. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/22/20107:51:02 AM 

Japan denies Paris Hilton entry after drug plea 

Ig~~""lparis Hilton has been denied entrance into Japan and is returning home to the U.S, an immigration official 

said Wednesday. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/22/20107:51:02 AM 

Japan denies Paris Hilton entry after drug plea 

Ig~~""lparis Hilton has been denied entrance into Japan and is returning home to the U.S, an immigration official 

said Wednesday. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/22/20109:08:19 AM 

Newsweek: Rahm Emanuel for Chicago mayor? 

If White House chief of staff Rahm Emanuel leaves Washington to run for mayor of Chicago, plenty of Americans might 

see it as an odd career move. But Chicagoans get it. Being mayor of this city has often been more like being king, at least 

when a man named Daley has occupied the seat. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/22/20109:26:20 AM 

Va. set to execute 1st woman in decades 

Ig~~""IA woman convicted of two hired killings is scheduled to die by injection Thursday and become the first 

woman put to death in Virginia in nearly a century. 

I~~':-Ivirginia - Capital punishment - Death - United States - Crime and Justice 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/22/2010 10:21:27 AM 

80 pilot whales stranded on New Zealand beach 

Ig~~""IAt least 40 out of 80 pilot whales that stranded themselves on a remote northern New Zealand beach 

have died, and more whales are joining them on land, officials said Wednesday. 

1~~'::INew Zealand - Whale - Oceania - Conservation Department - Beached whale 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/22/201010:25:10 AM 

Ceiling falls: More chaos dogs India's Games 

Ig~~""IA portion of false ceiling in the Commonwealth Games weightlifting venue in India's capital caved in, a 

day after 27 workers were hurt when a footbridge collapsed near the same site. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/22/201010:39:10 AM 

Google 'Street View' banned for privacy invasion 

The Czech Republic's privacy watchdog says Google has not been granted permission to expand its mapping feature 

"Street View" because it invades peoples' privacy. 

rC~~"-IGoogle _ Google Street View - Czech Republic - Privacy - Security 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/22/2010 10:40:45 AM 

Blast at Iran military parade kills 10 

A bomb exploded at a military parade in northwestern Iran on Wednesday, killing 10 spectators, officials said. 

rC~~~~jlran _ Middle East - Military - Mahabad - Politics 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/22/2010 10:44:59 AM 

Typhoon flooding kills 18 in China, dozens missing 

Ig~~""IHeaVy rains from the strongest storm to hit China this year continued to threaten the south Wednesday 

after causing flooding and landslides that have killed 18 people so far and left at least 44 missing, officials 
said. 

I g~~""IChina - Flood - landslide - Taiwan - Pacific typhoon 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/22/201011:17:18 AM 

Preemie dies on day of parents' funeral 

An orphaned premature infant whose parents were killed in a car crash died in an Australian hospital on Wednesday, the 

same day her parents were buried. 

1§,:i1ti¥.E~raffic collision - Hospital - Health - Reproductive Health - Pregnancy and Birth 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/22/201011:35:31 AM 

Recession drags on in politically key states 

The weak economy could be bad news for sitting politicians in states such as Nevada and Michigan that are still in 

recession, according to msnbc.com's Adversity Index. 

1~¥':-INevada - Michigan - msnbc.com - United States - Sports 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/22/2010 11:53:35 AM 

Retirement VS. tuition is vexing for parents 

Ig~~""~he challenge of saving for a comfortable retirement has a few more degrees of difficulty for parents. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/22/2010 12:01:59 PM 

Life Inc.: Yes, your boss is more stressed out 

It's not your imagination: Your boss is likely more anxiety-ridden than a year ago. 

1~¥:IAnxietY - Health - Mental Health - Disorders - Support Groups 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/22/2010 12:42:39 PM 

Salmonella-sickened grandma pleads for food safety 

Ig~~""lcarol Lobato, 77, of Littleton, Colo., nearly died in July from an infection linked to a massive salmonella 
outbreak. She'll be one of two victims testify in a Congressional hearing that will also include the owners 

of the Iowa egg farms deemed responsible for the crisis. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/22/2010 12:46:04 PM 

A sad, fond farewell to Mike Celizic 

Ig~~""lceliZic wrote for msnbc.com and NBCSports.com for 13 years, coming to the attention of msnbc.com 

editors when he made a few appearances for the MSNBC Cable network from Secaucus, N.J. 

1~~'::LsNBC - msnbc.com - Arts - Cable television - Television 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/22/20101:34:12 PM 

Newsweek: The case against college athletics 

u.s. universities are misappropriating resources on sports-including some obscure ones. 

1~¥:lcollege athletics - Sport - Education - College and University - Colleges and Universities 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/22/2010 1:38:08 PM 

3 ways Republicans want to repeal health laws 

Republicans are vowing to repeal or make major revisions in the health law that Democrats squeezed through Congress 

in March. But how difficult would it be to overturn that law? 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/22/20102:04:40 PM 

Titanic sunk by steering mistake, author says 

Ig~~""~he Titanic hit an iceberg in 1912 because of a basic steering error, and only sank as fast as it did because 

an official persuaded the captain to continue sailing, an author said in an interview published on 
Wednesday. 

Ig~~""~itanic - RMS Titanic - Charles Lightoller - Author - Ship 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/22/20102:12:06 PM 

Newsweek: 10 things that changed the way we eat 

What we put in our mouths, and how we find it, has evolved a great deal over the last century. To help us track that 

evolution we picked the brains of two professional foodies: cookbook author Barbara "B" Smith, and restaurateur 

Michel Nischan. Together, they helped us compile a juicy list of 10 things that changed the way we eat. 

r~¥·lewsweek - Author - Arts - Home - Cooking 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/22/20102:26:35 PM 

Frilly-horned dina found on 'Lost Continent' 

Ig~~...,~wo spectacular new species of horned, triceratops-like dinosaurs have been found in southern Utah, 

report paleontologists. 

rg~iSLtah - Dinosaur - United States - Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument - Public Library of Science 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/22/20102:44:16 PM 

'Jeopardy' player sets new record 

Jeopardy! has a new champ. Roger Craig, a 33-year-old University of Delaware grad student, set a record on Tuesday's 

show, winning $231,200 over a seven-day period. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/22/20103:11:52 PM 

Woman says DA harassed her as she sought pardon 

Ig~~""IMaria Ruskiewicz had turned her life around after she was convicted on a marijuana charge in 1997. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/22/20103:51:45 PM 

Did drugmaker hide birth control patch risks? 

According to private internal documents obtained by NBC News, pharmaceutical giant Johnson & Johnson may have 

known about deadly risks of its birth control patch Ortho Evra years ago, but kept the product on the market anyway. 

I g:i1ti¥.EiJOhnSOn Johnson - Health - Birth control - Contraceptive patch - Reproductive Health 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/22/20104:27:43 PM 

Israeli police storm Jerusalem mosque compound 

Ig~~""llsraeli police forces have stormed a disputed Jerusalem holy site to stop Palestinian rioters from throwing 

stones at Jewish worshippers. 

1~~':-I.Jerusalem - Middle East - Israel Police - Israel - Warfare and Conflict 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/22/20104:49:47 PM 

Lawsuits: Atlanta pastor coerced males into sex 

Ig~~""~he leader of an Atlanta-area megachurch, who has been an outspoken critic of gay rights, denies 

accusations that he coerced two young men from the congregation into a sexual relationship, his 
attorney said. 

I g~~""IEddie long - Pastor - Atlanta - Megachurch - United States 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/22/20105:21:04 PM 

Apple readying iPhone for Verizon, analyst says 

A new analyst's report says that Apple is indeed getting a version of the iPhone ready that would run on Verizon 

Wireless' network. 

I~¥':lphone -~ - Verizon Wireless - Smartphone - Handhelds 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/22/20105:26:45 PM 

Debate renewed over flight safety for infants 

Ig~~""~he American Academy of Pediatrics, the FAA and the National Transportation Safety Board recommend 

safety seats for young children, but many parents continue to ignore the advice. 

1~~':-INational Transportation Safety Board - Federal Aviation Administration - American Academy of Pediatrics - FAA -

Technology 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/22/20105:27:45 PM 

White House's Emanuel could step down next month 

Sources tell NBC News that White House Chief of Staff Rahm Emanuel may step down from his position as soon as 

October. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/22/20105:39:35 PM 

Taxi attack suspect called himself 'patriot' 

Ig~~""IA college student declared himself "a patriot" after slashing a New York cabbie's neck because the driver 

is Muslim, prosecutors said in a court document released Wednesday. 

1~~'::INew York - Muslim - Taxicab - Taxi - United States 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/22/20105:45:14 PM 

Fox crowns J. La, Tyler new 'Idol' judges 

Ig~~""~ennifer Lopez and Steven Tyler will join Randy Jackson as "American Idol" judges next season, after 
months of turnover and speculation about the future of TV's top-rated show. 

I~~.::tennifer lopez - American Idol - Television - Randy jackson - Steven Tyler 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/22/20106:05:35 PM 

Out of Bounds: Beckham denies $10K prostitute report 

rC~~~~jDavid Beckham - Victoria Beckham - United States - Oklahoma - Counties 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/22/20106:20:53 PM 

Newsweek: Who might replace Summers? 

Smart money is on the president picking a woman, but what Obama needs most is a convincing messenger to sell his 

economic policies. 

I g:i1ti¥.EINewsweek - President - United States - Howard Fineman - Huffington Post 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/22/20106:24:14 PM 

Terror groups using new attack strategy 

As terror groups move away from planning complex gill-style attacks, it's more difficult to detect and disrupt plots 

against the United States, according to three of the nation's top counterterror officials. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/22/20106:37:34 PM 

Must-visit restaurants for 'Top Chef' followers 

Ig~~""lcan't get enough of "Top Chef"? You're in luck. Here are the top u.s. restaurants helmed by the reality TV 
show's alums. 

rg~iSLnited States - Top Chef - Restaurant - Reality television - Television 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/22/20106:41:08 PM 

Beetle-tainted baby formula recalled 

Abbott Laboratories said it is recalling millions of containers of its No.1 Similac powdered infant formulas after beetles 

were found in the products and in a Michigan plant where they are made. 

1§':i1ti¥.EIAbbott Laboratories -Infant formula - Food and Drug Administration - Michigan - Puerto Rico 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/22/20106:49:21 PM 

U.S. to Gulf Coast visitors: Fish on! 

Ig~~""~he tourism industry along the northern Gulf Coast is betting on red snapper to survive the winter. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/22/20106:55:57 PM 

Spanish region OKs flaming bull festivals 

Ig~~""ILawmakers who banned bullfighting this summer in Spain's Catalonia region on Wednesday approved a 

bill that effectively endorses other traditions such as attaching burning poles to bulls' horns at village 
festivals or letting the beasts chase human daredevils by seaside marinas and plunge into the water. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/22/20107:19:32 PM 

Blockbuster expected to file for bankruptcy 

Ig~~""IBlockbuster Inc is preparing to file for Chapter 11 bankruptcy within the next few days, a source familiar 

with the video rental chain's plans said on Wednesday. 

rg~5.jBlockbuster - Chapter 11 Title 11 United States Code - Rental shop - Netflix - Carl Icahn 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/22/20107:22:16 PM 

Audit finds Bell misused millions in city funds 

Ig~~""~he scandal-plagued city of Bell mismanaged more than $50 million in bond money, levied illegal taxes 

and paid exorbitant salaries to its leaders, according to a state audit released Wednesday. 

1~~':-IBusiness - Tax - Investing - Funds - City council 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/22/20107:32:04 PM 

'Idol' panel has star power, but is that enough? 

I-lilt we're rating the new judges based on star power, the new panel qualifies as a success. Ho and Steven 
yler are very relevant in the music business, but that may not be enough to save the show. 

rg~iS1steventYler - americanidol - Music industry - Randy Jackson - ryanseacrest 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/22/20108:25:05 PM 

YouTube channel offers hope to gay teens 

Ig~~""IDan Savage knows how to get things going on the Internet. Most notoriously, the sex advice columnist 

made Google NSFW for former Republican Senator Rick Santorum. Now, however, he's launching the 

sobering It Gets Better Project on YouTube. 

Ig~~""IYoUTUbe - Google - Dan Savage - Rick Santorum - Advice column 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/22/20108:53:02 PM 

Stocks dip; Dow's five-day win streak snapped 

Traders put their September stock rally on hold and moved into Treasurys and gold, a day after the Federal Reserve said 

it was ready to take more action to boost the economy. 

I~¥':lederal Reserve System - Business - Gold - Central bank - Investing 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/22/20109:00:37 PM 

MD: 1,500 pills don't prove Smith was addicted 

A pain-management doctor testified Wednesday that Anna Nicole Smith was not a drug addict, rebuffing a prosecutor 

who suggested the model's prescriptions for 1,500 pills in a single month amounted to an addiction. 

rC~~"-lpain management - Anna Nicole Smith - Health - Medicine - Medical Specialties 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/22/20109:04:16 PM 

North Dakota lake swallows land and buildings 

Ig~~""lltls been called a slow-growing monster: a huge lake that has steadily expanded over the last 20 years, 

swallowing up thousands of acres, hundreds of buildings and at least two towns in its rising waters. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/22/20109:31:58 PM 

Crist: Fla. to stop enforcing gay adoption ban 

Ig~~""IFlorida Gov. Charlie Crist says the state will stop enforcing its law banning adoption by gay people after 

an appeals court ruled it unconstitutional. 

rg~5.jcharlie Crist - LGBT adoption - Florida - Gay - Gay Lesbian and Bisexual 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/22/20109:37:21 PM 

Tax, spending cuts top GOP 'Pledge to America' 

House Republican leaders are vowing to cut taxes and federal spending, repeal President Barack Obama's health care 

law and ban federal funding of abortion. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/22/20109:48:06 PM 

Egg farm heads give Congress few answers 

Ig~~""~he owner of Wright County Egg, Austin "Jack" DeCoster, said he was "horrified" to learn than his 

products might have been the cause of the illnesses. The CEO of Hillandale Farms, Orland Bethel, refused 
to answer questions, citing the Fifth Amendment. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/22/2010 10:01:26 PM 

Insurers stop selling new child-only health plans 

Several health insurers say they will stop selling new child-only individual insurance policies as they face a health care 

reform provision that will prevent them from excluding children with potentially costly pre-existing conditions. 

rC~~"-lpre_existing condition - Health care - Health insurance - Insurance policy - United States 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/22/2010 10:01:59 PM 

Obama: U.S. changing battle plan on poverty 

Ig~~""lpresident Barack Obama told a U.N. conference on Wednesday that the United States is changing its 

approach to development to focus less on spending money and more on really helping countries develop. 

1~~'::IBaraCk Obama - United States - Poverty - United Nations - President 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/22/201010:16:56 PM 

Quality of care up at u.s. hospitals, report says 

A report says treatment has improved substantially at u.s. hospitals for several ailments including heart attacks, 

pneumonia and children's asthma. 

I g:i1ti¥.EIAsthma - Pneumonia - Health - Conditions and Diseases - United States 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/22/2010 10:26:52 PM 

Fed's unusual worry: Inflation may be too low 

It might seem like prices are rising wherever you look, from medical care to college tuition. Yet to the Federal Reserve, 

they might not be going up fast enough. 

I g:i1ti¥.EIFederal Reserve System - Inflation - Central bank - Government - Health care 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/22/201010:52:57 PM 

Army veteran in III. accused of threatening Obama 

Ig~~""IAn Army veteran arrested after a seven-hour standoff was charged Wednesday with threatening to kill 

President Barack Obama as part of what authorities said was his plan to ignite a war between Muslims 
and Christians and "start an apocalypse." 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/22/201011:10:20 PM 

Principal: 2nd student questioned in shooting 

The principal of a South Carolina high school where pipe bombs were discovered and disarmed after a shooting 

confirmed Wednesday that a second student was being questioned in the incident. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/22/201011:42:11 PM 

Forbes' richest in U.S. are still feeling recession 

Ig~~""~he Forbes 400 regained lost ground in 2010, while most were still smarting from the recession. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/23/201012:17:48 AM 

Police chief: Threat of attack on France hits peak 

France is facing a "peak" terror threat, and authorities suspect al-Qaida's North African affiliate of plotting a 

conventional bomb attack on a crowded target, according to the national police chief. 

1§':i1ti¥.EIFrance _ AI-Qaeda - North Africa - al-Qaida - Police 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/23/2010 12:21:55 AM 

Government's break-even price for GM: $133.78 

The u.s. government would have to sell its General Motors stock for $133.78 per share to recoup the nearly $50 billion it 

spent bailing out the Detroit automaker. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/23/201012:30:16 AM 

Joaquin Phoenix to David letterman: I'm sorry 

Ig~~""~OaqUin Phoenix says he's sorry for a wacky appearance on David Letterman's "Late Show" that turned 

out to be an elaborate piece of performance art. 

rg~iS1oaqUin Phoenix - David letterman - Performance art - late Show with David letterman - Arts 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/23/2010 12:56:04 AM 

NYT: Zuckerberg to give Newark schools $100 million 

Ig~~""IMark Zuckerberg, chief executive of Facebook, has agreed to donate $100 million to improve Newark's 

long-troubled public schools, officials said Wednesday night. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/23/20101:17:48 AM 

Large study will examine oil spill's health effects 

Doctors, scientists and public health experts began sketching the outlines Wednesday of a large-scale study of the health 

effects of the BP oil spill on cleanup workers and the public, hoping to include thousands of people in a review funded by 

BP. 

Ig~Sjoil spill - BP - Public health - Environment - Energy 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/23/20101:51:10 AM 

Report: Big business turns small for tax reasons 

A number of companies with multi-billion dollar revenues have been registered as small businesses for tax purposes, 

according to a report. 

1~¥':-IKeith Olbermann - Small business - Tax cut - Business - Television program 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/23/20103:01:14 AM 

Oswalt comes up aces as Phils win 10th straight 

Ig~~""IROY Oswalt and a pair of relievers combined on a one-hitter and the NL East-leading Philadelphia Phillies 
beat Atlanta 1-0 Wednesday night for their 10th straight win, increasing their bulge over the Braves to six 

games. 

~ 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 
1§,~i?SlphiladeIPhia Phillies - Atlanta Braves - Jayson Werth - Sports - Baseball 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/23/2010 4:40:40 AM 

Facebook reportedly working to create 2 smartphones 

Facebook is working with mobile phone maker INQ Mobile ltd to create two smartphone devices that may have a 

network tie up with AT&T Inc, Bloomberg said, citing three people familiar with the matter. 

rC~~"-IAT&T _ Facebook - Mobile phone - Smartphone -INQ 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/23/20105:40:28 AM 

Win over Yankees worth the wait for Rays 

Ig~~""lcarl Crawford and Evan Longoria hit consecutive homers Wednesday night, and the Tampa Bay Rays 

feasted on a fallible New York bullpen after a long rain delay took some of the luster out of a key 
September game for a 7-2 victory over the Yankees. 

Ig~~""~ampa Bay Rays - Evan Longoria - Carl Crawford - New York Yankees - Sports 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/23/20105:46:15 AM 

Tejada powers Padres back into Nl West lead 

Ig~~""IMigUel Tejada hit his 300th career home run and the San Diego Padres defeated the Los Angeles Dodgers 
3-1 on Wednesday night to reclaim first place from San Francisco in the topsy-turvy NL West race. 

rg~iSjsan Diego Padres - National League West - Miguel Tejada - Los Angeles Dodgers - San Diego 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/23/20106:33:14 AM 

10 bikers face murder charge after Sydney brawl 

Ten bikers will go on trial for murder after a vicious brawl between rival gangs at a Sydney airport resulted in a man 

being bludgeoned with a metal pole and stabbed to death with a knife and scissors, a court said Thursday. 

1~¥':-lsYdney - Murder - New South Wales - Oceania - Australia 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/23/20109:02:56 AM 

Mexico plans to protect journalists 

Ig~~""lpresident Felipe Calderon announced a plan to protect journalists in Mexico, where violence against 

reporters has surged since the government cracked down on drug traffickers. 

...... ,..... . ..... ,..... . ..... , ....... 
I
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rg~~...,jMexico - Felipe Calderon - journalism - Illegal drug trade - Media 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/23/20109:08:01 AM 

Bentley recalls cars over Flying-B impaling fear 

Ig~~""ILuXUry car firm Bentley is recalling hundreds of vehicles over fears that its "Flying B" hood ornament 

could impale pedestrians. 

rg~iSjBentley - HoodOrnament - Luxury vehicle - Automobile - Recreation 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/23/20109:27:26 AM 

Rabid vampire bats kill five children in Peru 

Ig~~""IRabid vampire bats have reportedly killed at least five children aged between five and 10 in Amazon 

rainforest of Peru. 

1~~~:lperu - Amazon Rainforest - Rabies - Vampire bat - South America 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/23/2010 10:07:42 AM 

Texas debates 'pro-Islamic' bias in textbooks 

Ig~~""~he Texas State Board of Education, which ordered a series of controversial textbook changes in May, is 

taking up another explosive curriculum issue: the teaching of Islam in public schools. 

...... ,..... . ..... ,..... . ..... , ....... 
I
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r~~~Jlslam - Texas - Board of education - United States - Education 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/23/2010 10:07:42 AM 

Texas debates 'pro-Islamic' bias in textbooks 

Ig~~""~he Texas State Board of Education, which ordered a series of controversial textbook changes in May, is 

taking up another explosive curriculum issue: the teaching of Islam in public schools. 

rg~iSjlslam - Texas - United States - Education - Texas Education Agency 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/23/201010:11:43 AM 

France hit by new strikes over retirement age 

Ig~~""IFrench commuters squeezed onto limited trains or fought for rare parking spots Thursday as a second 

round of strikes against President Nicolas Sarkozy's plan to raise the retirement age to 62 hobbled trains, 
planes and schools across the country. 

uu 
,====",----------"., r~¥:1 

r·~~--IFrance - Nicolas Sarkozy - Public transport - President of France - Retirement 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/23/201010:12:46 AM 

Blockbuster files for bankruptcy protection 

Ig~~""~roubled video-rental chain Blockbuster Inc. is filing for bankruptcy protection but will keep its stores and 

kiosks open as it reorganizes. 

...... ,..... . ..... ,..... . ..... , ....... 
I
' ;';;"·=-1";';;"'=-1" ;';;"''''·-1 

rg~~...,jBlockbuster - Rental shop - Netflix - Law - United States 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/23/2010 11:20:42 AM 

'Quite traumatic': 56 whales die on beach 

Only 24 of several dozen pilot whales stranded on a New Zealand beach survived a stormy first night ashore despite 

rescuers' desperate efforts to save them, officials said Thursday. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 
1§'~F..?INew Zealand - Whale - Pilot whale - Oceania - Department of Conservation 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/23/2010 11:39:40 AM 

Blockbuster files for bankruptcy protection 

Ig~~""~roubled video-rental chain Blockbuster Inc. is filing for bankruptcy protection but will keep its stores and 

kiosks open as it reorganizes. 

1~~'::IBIOckbuster - Rental shop - United States - Bankruptcy - Business 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/23/201011:48:31 AM 

Squatters move into upscale neighborhoods 

Ig~~""IActor Randy Quaid, arrested after he was found living on a property he once owned, is not alone in his 
post-bubble trouble. Reports of high-end "mansion-squatting" are growing more common. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/23/201012:12:58 PM 

Wage scandal tarnishes India's crisis-hit Games 

Ig~~""IAS India struggled to prevent the Commonwealth Games from being cancelled, rights groups said 

construction workers were paid half the country's minimum wage to toil on sites where accidents have 
killed dozens. 

uu 
,====",-------"., r~¥:1 

r·~~--llndia - Commonwealth Games - Minimum wage - Construction - Labor 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/23/2010 12:54:06 PM 

Facebook working on creating two smartphone devices 

Ig~~""IFacebook is working with mobile phone maker INQ Mobile Ltd to create two smartphone devices that 

may have a network tie up with AT&T Inc, Bloomberg said, citing three people familiar with the matter. 

...... ,..... . ..... ,..... . ..... , ....... 
I
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rg~~...,jFacebook - AT&T - INO - Mobile phone -INO Mobile 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/23/2010 12:56:40 PM 

Chrysler workers suspended for toke breaks 

Chrysler says it has suspended some plant workers caught by a Detroit television station drinking alcohol and smoking 

what appeared to be marijuana during breaks. 

I g:i1ti¥.EIDetroit - Chrysler - Cannabis - Alcohol - Recreation 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/23/20101:14:42 PM 

Starbucks to raise prices on some drinks 

Ig~~""IStarbucks Corp said it plans to charge more for large-sized and labor-intensive drinks because of surging 

prices for coffee and other commodities. 

...... ,..... . ..... ,..... . ..... , ....... 
I
' ;';;"·=-1";';;"'=-1" ;';;"''''·-1 

rg~~...,jStarbucks - Coffee - Beverages - Food - Grocery store 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/23/20101:30:19 PM 

GOP's agenda is a politically safe pledge 

Republicans layout a laundry list of agenda items they would use if they regain control of the House. But it's not the 

institution-changing approach taken by 1994's Contract with America. 

rC~~"-IRepublican - Contract with America - United States - House (TV series) - Politics 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/23/2010 1:34:45 PM 

Choosing a plane seat not just about legroom 

Choosing a seat on an airplane isn't just about legroom anymore. New "selection" fees and extra charges to sit in certain 

locations in the aircraft have complicated the process. 

rC~~"-IAircraft - Business - Aerospace and Defense - Aeronautical - Aircraft and Components 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/23/2010 1:48:45 PM 

Great drives to take in autumn's colorful splendor 

Ig~~""lwant to be dazzled by Mother Nature's fall foliage display? Just hop in the car. 

I~¥.:tutumn leaf color - Recreation - Travel - Specialty Travel - Ecotourism 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/23/2010 1:53:40 PM 

Inside a day in the life of trapped miners 

How do the 33 trapped Chilean miners cope? Here's a look at how their days are structured - from working to praying, 

it's all about staying busy and focused. 

I g;i1tlF.EIHistory - Working Class - Miners' Strike 1984-5 - Technology - Energy 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/23/2010 1:54:44 PM 

Consumer czar: Banks seem receptive to change 

Elizabeth Warren, the Obama administration's new consumer financial protection czar, said banks are showing early 

receptiveness to her plans for simplifying their disclosures to consumers. 

I g:i1ti¥.ElpresidenCY of Barack Obama - Barack Obama - Elizabeth Warren - President - Obama administration 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/23/2010 1:54:48 PM 

Lohan reportedly drank as she tweeted confession 

Ig~~""ILindSay Lohan certainly sounded contrite in her confessional Sept. 17 tweet, in which she admitted to 

failing a drug test. But a witness tells the new Us Weekly that a flippant Lohan laughed and quaffed Jack 
and Cokes as she typed. 

~ 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 
1§,~i?SllindSay Lohan - Us Weekly - tweeted - Substance abuse - Actor 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/23/20102:13:02 PM 

Pastor asks for patience over 'ugly' sex charges 

A Georgia pastor accused of forcing young men to have sex with him asked for patience Thursday "while we 

categorically deny each and everyone of these ugly charges." 

1§':i1ti¥.Elpastor _ Sexuality - Georgia - Pentecostalism - Atlanta 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/23/20102:17:45 PM 

21 killed in fighting in Somalia's capital city 

Heavy fighting between Islamist militants and pro-government troops raged in several parts of Somalia's capital 

Thursday, killing at least 21 people and wounding nearly 78, an official said. 

rC~~"-lsomalia - Mogadishu - Africa - History - African Union 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/23/20102:34:30 PM 

Obama: Killing Israelis 'is not resistance' 

Ig~~""lpresident Barack Obama told the U.N. General Assembly that killing Israelis "will do nothing to help the 

Palestinian people." 

1~~':-IBaraCk Obama - United Nations General Assembly - United States - President - President of the United States 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/23/20102:35:49 PM 

Mammograms offer limited help 

Mammograms don't help women over 50 as much as has been believed, new research suggests. 

uu 
UUU 
1~¥:IBreast cancer - Mammography - New England Journal of Medicine - Health - Arts and Entertainment 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/23/20102:50:10 PM 

Existing-home sales rose 7.6% in August 

Sales of previously occupied homes rose last month, but not enough to keep August from being the second-worst month 

for sales in more than a decade. 

rC~~"-Lnited States - Business - Home - National Association of Realtors - Tax credit 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/23/20103:26:56 PM 

GOP 'Pledge' makes closing argument to voters 

Ig~~""IHouse Republicans promised Thursday to end a slew of Democratic policies and restore Americans' trust 

in government as they rolled out a campaign manifesto. 

1~~'::IRepUblican - United States - Democratic Party (United States) - Government - Politics 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/23/20103:28:07 PM 

Economy's split personality revealed in data 

America got a mixed bag of signals on the economy Thursday. The data was not terrible, but it wasn't terribly good 

either. 

I ~¥':-Iunemployment benefits - Jobless claims - Unemployment - Business - Insurance 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/23/20103:58:27 PM 

Diabetes pill Avandia to be severely restricted 

u.s. government health regulators will allow GlaxoSmithKline to continue selling a controversial diabetes pill but will 

restrict access to the once-blockbuster drug because of heart attack risks. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 
1§'~F..?IGlaXoSmithKline - Health - Avandia - Conditions and Diseases - Food and Drug Administration 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/23/20103:59:42 PM 

Whopper of a wind farm opens off Britain 

Ig~~""~he world's largest offshore wind farm had its grand opening Thursday - and its location on the estuary 

of the Thames River makes it a showcase for Britain's push to move beyond fossil fuels. 

I~~':-Iwind farm - Energy - Wind - Renewable - Business 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/23/20104:09:43 PM 

Mont. woman fends off bear attack with zucchini 

Police say a Montana woman used an unlikely weapon to fend off a charging bear - a zucchini. 

rC~~~~jzucchini - Fruit and Vegetable - Cooking - Squash - Home 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/23/20104:16:06 PM 

Boston mayor: I'd 'slowly torture' slay suspects 

Boston Mayor Thomas Menino said Thursday that he regrets telling a group of college students he would "slowly 

torture" three suspects accused of murdering a pizza delivery man. 

1~¥':-IThomas Menino - List of mayors of Boston - Torture - United States - Delivery (commerce) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/23/20104:20:16 PM 

Newsweek: The rise and fall of Blockbuster 

Now more than two decades later, investors are still questioning if, at any point amid Blockbuster's tumultuous and 

sometimes sordid history, the company could have done something different to change its fate. For the answer to that, 

let's rewind the tape, and play it all back. 

I S:i1tlF.EIS:i1tlF.EI'S~F.E1 

lif:i1t

lF

.EIBIOckbuster _ Business - Netflix - Video game - Chapter 11 Title 11 United States Code 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/23/20105:19:47 PM 

HBT: It's the Phillies world title to lose now 

1~¥:lphiladeIPhia Phillies - Sport - Baseball - Recreation - Atlanta Braves 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

SubjeLt: 

College AD <Jyan@.collegead.orl}~ 

Wednesday, June 18,2014 8:10AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

College AD Scoop Update 

x 
View online version 

The Latest AD Scoop From College Athletic Directors And 
Athletic Departments Across The Country 

Follow Us For The Lalest Scoop As It Happens! 

AD Scoop Highlights June 16th, June 18th 

Western Washington seeks an Associate Athletic Director for External Affairs to serve as 

liaison to the VWVU Athletics AdvisolY Board and also works closely with The Western 

Washington University Foundation regarding athletic fundraising opportunities, donor 

relations and stewardship. Apply here by July 9th. 

John Portland is the new assistant athletic director for facilities, operations and events. 

He worked the past five years as an administrator in the Georgia State University 

athletics department. In Portland's last two years with the Panthers he served as senior 

associate athletic director for internal operations. From 2009,12. Portland was an 

assistant and associate athletic director for facilities, grounds and operations at GSU. 

Portland confirmed to College AD that he will begin work for the rarnblin wreck next week. 



Akron seeks an Assistant Director of Branding to be responsible for helping to manage 

the brand of Zips Athletics by overseeing graphic and web design projects for the 

department. Apply tWL~. by July 17th. 

The Nittany Lion Club announced the addition of Kirk Diehl as an Annual Giving 

SpecialistiDirector of the Varsity'S' Club. Diehl served on the Penn State football staff 

for 17 seasons. Diehl was most recently Penn State's Director of Football Operations 

since January 20D where he worked closely with head coach Bill O'Brien and the 

coaching and football staffs on all aspects of the football program. Diehl was also one of 

Penn State's primary contacts in the implementation of the University's contract with r~ike. 

Utah seeks an Athletics Compliance Officer to support the university's Division I NCAA 

compliance program involving 18 sports. Apply here by July 1st. 

Head Men's and Women's Golf Coach Lynn Blevins announced his resignation Monday. 

Blevins, who has served at the helm of the RSU golf program since its inception in 2009, 

stepped down to pursue other opportunities. Over the last five seasons Blevins helped 

develop the RSU golf program, producing two All-Sooner Athletic Conference award 

winners on the men's side. The search for Blevins' replacement will begin immediately. 

Athletics Director INhit Babcock announced Tuesday that former Hokie football AII

American Kevin Jones will join his staff as Special Assistant to the AD. Jones, a 

consensus All-American running back at Tech in 2003, is scheduled to assume the new 

position on July 10. He will represent the AD and Virginia Tech Athletics at a variety of 

campus and off-campus functions and meetings. 

Menlo Athletic Director Keith Spataro was voted by his peers as the Cal Pac's AD of the 

Year following another year of success and gro\l'lth in the Oaks athletic department. In his 

sixth year at the helm. Spataro led the department to a winning percentage of 55% or 

better for the second-straight season, saw two teams and eight individuals qualify for 

national postseason tournaments, and reaped the mwards of continued success in the 

classroom with several 14 Daktronics-NAIA Scholar-Athlete award winners, seven Capital 

One Academic All-District selections and three Capital One Academic All-Americans. 

Saturday Jeff Metcalfe, of azcentral sports reported that College of Charleston head 

baseball coach Monte Lee would interview Wednesday for the Arizona State baseball 

coaching opening. However, sources tell College AD that Monte Lee is actually 

interviewing today, Monday June 16th in Tempe. 

Learfield Sports announced today that it has entered an agreement to acquire Licensing 

Resource Group (LRG), adding an array of licensing, merchandising and brand 

marketing services to its portfolio of college businesses. LRG primarily provides schools 

with a suite of licensing services. including trademark and brand management. LRG has 

a demonstrated track mcord in driving higher mtail sales. Learfield will not be making 

any employee changes, and the terms of the transaction will remain confidential. 



Gol news fo, us? Call, text, or email us al 775-238-3557 1 
mail@collegead,m'g 

Sm.m;es always remail1 anonymous! 

Absolutely The Most Comprehensive Source For 

Current Open Athletic Director Jobs In College 

Athletics! 

'. '., ·'-Sources continue to tell College AD that athletics dimctor Mark 

Massari will be stepping down this week for the position of senior associate ad for 

development at Oregon State. We are told the official announcement is still coming this 

week, possibly today! 

, ·,-Clark State Community College welcomes Ken Laake as the new 

director of athletics and student life. Laake, the former director of athletics for The Miami 

Valley SchooL will lead and coordinate all student related activities on Clark State 

Campuses. He will being his new position on July 1,2014. 

"-Athletic Director David M, Joyner today announced his plans to 

retire from the University. He has requested that his duties as athletic director end Aug. 

1. and has offered to assist with the transition beyond that date. Joyner has been the 

athletics director since January 20D. University President Eric J. Barron will name a 

search committee to work with Collegiate Sports Associates, an executive search and 

consulting firm based in North Carolina. to mcruit Penn State's next athletics director. 

David Gray. senior vice president for Finance and Business at Penn State, has agreed 

to chair the search committee. 

x 



Get The latest AD Hoop Scoop from College 

Athletic Departments Around the Country! 

AD-Hoop$coop Highlights June 16th- JWle 18th 

Florida Institute of Technology seeks an assistant women's basketball coach to assist the 

Head Women's Basketball Coach with the overall management of the women's basketball 

program. The position will be open until it is filled. Apply here. 

Delta State University seeks an assistant men's basketball coach to be responsible for 

mcruiting qualified student-athletes while maintaining a recruiting database. The position 

will be open until it is filled. Apply here. 

Virginia Tech seeks an administrative assistant for men's basketball to serve as the 

primary administrative support person for the Men's Basketball program. Apply tJ.~.r.~. by 

June 30th. 

Sources told COllepe AD over two hours before the college 
anounced this nex MAAC MBB coach! 
(June 1 ith) 

Head men's basketball coach Doc Sadler announced the hiring of Tom Schubelth as an 

assistant coach. Schuberth brings 30 years of coaching experience with him, while 

helping teams appear in 1'1 NCAA Tournaments. He spent the last four seasons at 

Jacksonville State under former Southern Miss head coach James Green. Prior to JSU, 

Schuberth served one season as the athletic director and head coach at Paris (TX) 

Junior College. He guided the Dragons to a 27-6 mcord and the 2010 Texas Eastern 

Conference title. 

Men's Basketball Head Coach Johnny Jones announced today that former N BA head 

coach and recent college assistant Eric Musselman will join the Tigers coaching staff as 

associate coach. Musselman, 49, has spent the past two seasons as assistant coach 

and later associate head coach at Arizona State University. Musselman will be the only 

former r~BA head coach that is serving as an associate coach in NCAA basketball. 

Head men's basketball coach Larry Shyatt is set to sign a new 5-year deal wOlth $3.6 

million that goes through 2019. Shyatt recently completed his fourth season in the job, 

guiding his team to postseason berths every season. Shyatt came to Wyoming after 

seven seasons as an assistant at Florida. Entering 2014- '15, Shyatt has a 148-134 

overall record in his nine seasons as a head coach, including 78-50 in four seasons at 

Wyoming. 

The ACC Digital Network mleased their first video today featuring Louisville's Rick Pitino. 

Pitino will be the newest head men's basketball coach to join the Atlantic Coast 

Conference when the Cardinals become an official member on July 1st. -Jim Oliver-

Head men's basketball coach Leon Rice's amended contract will be up for approval this 

week when the Idaho State Board of Education gathers Wednesday and Thursday in 

Idaho Falls. Under the terms of his proposed deal, Rice will make $596,573 for the 2014-

15 season, an incmase of nearly 25 percent from his pmvious salary of $482,110. His 



pay will increase by 3 percent each season. He also will earn an automatic one~year 

extension each time the Broncos reach 18 wins or reach the NCAA Tournament. The 

contract currently runs through the 2018~19 season. 

Former WNBA point guard and USA Basketball administrator Jamie Camy has been 

named an assistant women's basketball coach at the University of Colorado, head coach 

Linda Lappe announced yesterday. Carey joins Colorado after fOllr years with USA 

Basketball as the assistant women's national team director. She worked with all levels of 

the national team program, helping the organization identify coaches and athletes for 

participation. 

Head men's basketball coach Dan Muller announced the hiring of Mitch Gilfillan as ISU's 

Director of Basketball Operations today. Gilfillan was an assistant coach at Southern 

Illinois University Edwardsville this past season. Before that, he served as an assistant at 

Ball State for three seasons after working as the Cardinals' Dimctor of Basketball 

Operations in 2009~ 1 O. 

Head men's basketball coach Rodney TeflY is mceiving a 3~year extension, taking his 

current contract through the 2018~2019 season. Terry is entering his fourth season as 

head coach. He led the Bulldogs during their transition into the Mountain West - one of 

the nation's best and toughest conferences. This past season, TeflY guided the Bulldogs 

to the program's first 20~win season and postseason appearance in seven years with 

Fresno State reaching the finals of the '16~team College Basketball Invitational. -Jeff 

Goodman-

Not your cup of tea? No worries, just click unsubscribe below and we'll 
leave you be. No need to Fuss. 

This email hasbeensemtoille@uncaa.unc.edu.click here to unsubscribe. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

Good Afternoon. 

Will Reece <wiILreece@.adsymposium.u~~ 

Wednesday, June 18,20142:37 PM 

CALS 2014 Nominations 

You are receiving this email because you have attended one or more of our past Collegiate Athletics Leadership Symposiums (College Park -20 13, Chapel Hill-2012, 
Tulsa-2011). As a previous attendee you will be receiving an invitation to CALS 2014 which will be held in Memphis, Tennessee October 19th - 21st, 2014. We hope 
that you will continue to be involved and develop the network that you have created during previous CALS. Over the past three years interest in CALS has grown 
immensely. We remain committed to limiting our attendees to around 100 to maintain the intimate and collegial atmosphere and maximize the opportunities to connect 
with faculty and attendees. 

As you know we invite administrators on a nomination basis. As a past attendee ofCALS you are our best resource in compiling our invite listfi.)r CALS 2014. We 
would appreciate it if you would resp.)nd to this email with the names, university, position and email of individuals you think would benetit trom attending CALS. For 
those of you that have sent me nominations throughout the year I would appreciate it if you would reply with those nanJes as to make sure I have them included on my 
invite list. Invitations will go out in July. 

We greatly appreciate your help and value your opinion. 

All the Best, 

Will Reece 

Director, Collegiate Athletics Leadership Symposium 

918.779.4096 

www.adsvmposium.us 

@CALS2014 - Be sure tofollow us on hilUter for CALS updates 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

State Health Plan for Teachers and State Employees <conununication@nctreasureLcom> 

Thursday, June 19,20149:24 AM 

IIle, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Member Focus -- June 20]4 

With vacation time here, many of us are 
packing our suitcases to head toward xi 
summer fun. Whether you are watching the 
waves or escaping the heat under a pine. as 
an active employee you have plenty of tools 
to keep you healthy no matter where your 
travels take you. 

• Find a doctor: Looking for a provider 
while traveling? The Blue Cross and 
Blue Shield Provider Search Tool can 
help members find a doctor within 
North Carolina, or when traveling out of state To find a doctor 
anytime, visit wwwsilpnc.orq and click Find a Doctor on the right 

• 24-Hour Nurse Line: The NC HealthSmart' Nurse Line is a great 
resource to get you quick answers about medical care any time. 
day or night. Save 800-817-7044 in your phone as "SHP Nurse 
Line" so you can speak to a nurse no matter where you travel. 

• Personal Health Portal: Keep track of your medical records on the 
go through your NC HealthSmart' Personal Health Portal. Your 
Portal has information on your medical and pharmacy claims, 
contact information for your doctors. and a variety of health and 
wellness tools. Access your Personal Health Portal anytime by 
visiting ,!,~i'L.~bQo.'c,2.[9. and clicking Personal Health Portal on the 
right 

E.lQg .. OJ.Qf.~.iLR~ .. <lD.Q.I~~.Q~IQ!Cc~.fQf .. ~t9.YlDg .. b.~9.ltb.Y .. 2.o .. \!.<lQ9.tlQ.o. 

Reminder: NovoNordisk's Novolin® and Novolog® 
to be Preferred Insulin Brands 
Effective July 1,2014. NovoNordisk will become 
the State Health Plan's only preferred brand of >::' 
insulin on Tier 2 of the Preferred Drug List ($40 
capay per 3D-day supply), and a Step Therapy 
Program will be implemented 
Members enrolled in the Traditional 70/30 and 
Enhanced 80/20 plans will be impacted by the 
preferred drug list change. Lilly brand insulins 

(Humulin@and Humalog@) and Sanofi-Aventis 

brand insulin (Apidra01 will move to Tier 3 ($64 
copay per 3D-day supply) 

Learn mOrEl about pmfEHwd insulin brands 

Inpatient Hospital Pre-admission Certification Rule 
Change 
Effective July 1 2014, the Blue Cross and Blue Shield Association is 
requiring that pre-authorization of inpatient admissions be the 
responsibility of participating providers. This means that receiving a prior 
authorization for an out-of-state, in-network inpatient stay will no longer 
be the member's responsibility. If the participating facility does not obtain 
the proper authorization, the member will be held harmless. 
This change does not impact outpatient services or professional 
services that require any type of approvals. Due to this change. there will 
need to be a slight change to the wording on the back of the State Health 
Plan 10 card. 

Learn more about the new pre-admission rule 

Update or Confirm Your Contact Information for a 
Chance to Win! 
Taking a few simple steps can have you 

walking away with a new iPad@, FitbitE. or 
NC HealthSmart Well ness Kit. 
When you update or confirm your contact 
information in BEACON or eEnrol1 now 
through June 27. you will be entered into a 
drawing for an NC HealthSmart Wellness 
Kit. Participants from the employing units 
with the highest percentage of participation 
will be entered into a drawing to win an 

iPad® or Fitbit® 

Learn more about the contact contest 

Reminder for Pre-Retirees regarding State Health 

This Month's Healthy 
Recipe 

Brazilian Grilled Flank Sleak 

Share Your Favorite 
ReCipe 

Have a tasty, healthy recipe to 
share with your fellow SHP 
members? You could be 

featured in the next issue of 
Member Focus! 

X Submit Your Recipe 

Physical Activity 

Exercise for a Healthy Heart 

Trying to quit tobacco? Let us 
help. ~ to learn about 

FREE and discounted NC 
HealthSmart supports 

available to help you become 
tobacco-free. 



Plan Benefits 
The State Health Plan has received a 
number of inquiries from members who X 
have recently retired and are fully 
contributory under the Plan. Members 
who are fully contributory are responsible 
for paying their entire premium. Full 
contributory members do not have 
enough years of service to have their 
premiums paid by the state, which 
means the full premium amount will be 
automatically deducted from their 
pension. 
State employees who are planning to 
retire should keep in mind that, if eligible. 
they will automatically be enrolled into 
Plan benefits when they retire regardless 
of whether or not they are fully 
contributory or not. Once members are 
automatically enrolled they will not be able to drop their Plan benefits until 
the next Open Enrollment period or they experience a qualifying life event. 

Learn more about benefits for retirees 

Get Your Retirement Health Plan Questions 
Answered 
Thinking about retirement? Let us help you 
navigate through your State Health Plan ,X, 
options. You're invited to allend a State 
Health Plan informational session on how 
to maximize your health plan options in 
retirement 
To get the most from your retirement health 
plan options, timing is everything. Did you 
know that Plan members should submit 
retirement paperwork 120 days before their 
retirement date to ensure the most options 
available through the Plan? 

I n addition, it's recommended that 
members who are considering retirement 
meet with their Health Benefits 
Representative (HBR) up to six months before their planned retirement 
date. 

L.Barn mom about thB seminars for pre-mtirees 

Step in to Fitness Savings 
We all want to take healthy steps to feel 
our best each day, but sometimes we 'X, 
need a lillie extra help. As a State Health 
Plan member, you have a variety of health 
and wellness resources available to keep 
you healthy and happy. Whether you are 
planning to start a new fitness routine or 
run a marathon, the Plan has tools to keep 
you goingl 
Members on the 70/30 Plan, 80/20 Plan, 
or Consumer-Directed Health Plan have 
access to health and wellness discounts 
through the Blue Cross and Blue Shield 
Blue365 program. Blue365 provides 
savings in a variety of areas including eye 
care, nutrition products, fitness facilities 
and more. To create a Blue365 account and to explore your current deals, 
visit blue365deals.com. 

Learn more about resources available that will help keep you fit 

Upcoming Free Webinar: Well Mind, Well Body' 
We know the basics to eating right and 
exercising, but how does our mental state xi 
impact our health? Join us for the "Well 
Mind, Well Body" webinar to explore the 
importance of being "mentally well" and 
how it plays a role with our overall health. 
Learn tips from an NC HealthSmari' 
lifestyle coach to help you find the balance 
you have been looking for. 

Learn more about the FREE webinars and 
register 

Stay Connected with the State Health Plan! 

Eat Smart, Move More, 
Weigh Less 

Quick Links 

My:M~gj<;;SlH}~!l~m§ 
My PharmallY Benefits 

Abou1 Us 
Mental Health Resources 

NQJ::!~f!!!h§JI1f!ct 

Ellg I blllW and Enroll m e 01 
QU$$tIQns 

855·859..0966 
Prescription Quesllons 

aOO-SS6-S$33 
Health Coach lor Ellg I ble 

Members 
800·817·7044 

For queslions on this 
newsletter, e ... mail 

P-Q_9..~!n!J.Y..!fl~§'@.D..~tL~i!§'~L~I!.!2Ql11 



'Members eligible for NC HealthSmart services are members whose 

primary lJealth coverage is through the State Health Plan. Federal 

law prohibits the Plan from using your personal health information 

to discriminate against you in any way or from giving this 

information to your employing agency I school or other 

unauthorized third party, unless allowed or required by law. 

Ix iContact - Try It Freel 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/23/20105:25:06 PM 

Pakistani in NYC gets 86 years in prison 

Ig~~""IA Paki.stan~ scientist convicted of trying to kill U.S. agents and military officers has been sentenced to 86 
years In prison. 

...... ,..... . ..... ,..... . ..... , ....... 
I
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rg~~...,Lnited States - Prison - Pakistan - New York City - Crime and Justice 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/23/20105:42:54 PM 

Newsweek: Obama has hard message to sell 

The BP crisis and its political aftermath are apt symbols for what ails, and what ultimately might save, the president and 

the Democrats. They are going to get hammered in November. But if they avoid a blowout it will in part be because 

voters see the Obama that is, not the fiction they worshipped or dreaded. 

r~¥:IDemocratic - United States - Barack Obama - President - Newsweek 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/23/20105:56:04 PM 

Hundreds flee high water, flooded homes 

A powerful storm drenched parts of the upper Midwest on Thursday, flooding creeks and rivers and forcing up to 1,500 

residents of one Wisconsin city to evacuate their homes for higher ground. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 
1§'~F..?IFIOOd - Wisconsin - Midwestern United States - River - United States 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/23/20106:06:14 PM 

Flier frustration mounts over airline fees 

The founders of a website created to oppose hidden airline fees has collected SO,OOO signatures on a petition they plan 

to present to the Department of Transportation today. 

I g:i1ti¥.EIAirline - United States Department of Transportation - United States - Transportation Department - Website 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/23/20106:06:52 PM 

Man survives passing out with head in museum noose 

An Arkansas man got a frightening look at frontier justice when he passed out with a display noose around his head 

during a trip to a Wild West-themed Kansas museum, officials said. 

I g:i1ti¥.EIMuseum - Arkansas - Kansas - American Old West - United States 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/23/20106:09:21 PM 

New strikes in France over retirement age 

Ig~~""IHundreds of thousands of French workers took to the streets Thursday for the second day of nationwide 

strikes this month to protest President Nicolas Sarkozy's plan to raise the retirement age to 62. 

rg~iSLance - Nicolas Sarkozy - Business - Paris - Retirement 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/23/20106:41:55 PM 

PETA salutes celebs to celebrate 30th birthday 

Ig~~""~he animal-rights organization has long relied on newsworthy stars - from Pamela Anderson to Bill 

maher - to help spread its message in a hip, edgy way. 

rg~iSjpamela Anderson - Animal rights - People for the Ethical Treatment of Animals - Animal Welfare - Organizations 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/23/20107:01:54 PM 

One thoughtless tweet could ruin this joker's life 

Ig~~""IA frustrated traveler lost two jobs and nears bankruptcy after making a joke on Twitter about blowing up 
a snowed-in airport. 

I~~:taw - Twitter - Services - lawyers and law Firms - Bankruptcy law 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/23/20108:05:29 PM 

Stocks end down amid new worries over Europe 

Stocks fell Thursday as new worries emerged about Europe's economy and the u.s. job market. 

rC~~~~Lusiness - Investing - Stocks and Bonds - Equities - Labour economics 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/23/20108:18:51 PM 

Man settles McDonalds sandwich burn suit 

A Florida man has settled his $2 million lawsuit against a McDonald's restaurant that allegedly served him a chicken 

sandwich that exploded with hot grease. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 
1§'~F..?IMcdonald - Sandwiches - Home - Cooking - Business 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/23/20108:22:40 PM 

Facebook outage was 'worst' in more than four years 

Thursday's outage lasted 2.5 hours, was caused by an "unfortunate handling of an error condition." 

1~¥:IFacebook - Downtime - Twitter - Business - Robert Johnson 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/23/20108:22:40 PM 

Facebook outage over, site says 

Facebook now says a widespread outage has been resolved and the site should be back to normal. 

rC~~~~jFacebook - Social network - Online Communities - Twitter - Social network service 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/23/20108:22:40 PM 

Facebook experiencing outage, slowness 

Facebook is experiencing an outage, and slowness on the site for those who can access it, according to reports. 

uu 
UUU 
1~¥:IFacebook - Social Networking - Online Communities - Twitter - Social network service 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/23/20108:52:31 PM 

Ahmadinejad: Most blame u.s. for 9/11 

Ig~~""~he U.S. and European delegations walked out of the U.N. speech by Iran's president after he said most 

people believe the U.S. was behind the Sept. 11 attacks in order to assure Israel's survival. 

1~~'::Lnited States - Iran - United Nations - Warfare and Conflict - War on Terrorism 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/23/20109:09:48 PM 

Settlement freeze has barely slowed construction 

Ig~~""llsraeli peace activists, who use aerial photography and ground inspections to track settlement building, 

say there has been no appreciable decline in construction, despite freeze. 

...... ,..... . ..... ,..... . ..... , ....... 
I
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r~~~Jlsrael - United States - Aerial photography - Business - Photography 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/23/20109:26:18 PM 

Squatters move into upscale neighborhoods 

Ig~~""IActor Randy Quaid, arrested after he was found living on a property he once owned, is not alone in his 
post-bubble trouble. Reports of high-end "mansion-squatting" are growing more common. 

1~~'::IRandY Quaid - Squatting - Sheriff - California - Government 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/23/20109:54:13 PM 

Pastor's megachurch faces uncertain future 

Ig~~""IBiShOP Eddie Long's megachurch hangs in the balance amid accusations he had sexual relationships with 

three young men. 

...... ,..... . ..... ,..... . ..... , ....... 
I
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rg~~...,jEddie long - Bishop Eddie long - Megachurch - United States - Religion and Spirituality 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/23/201010:01:17 PM 

Bugs in baby formula? Parents worry over recall 

Worried parents have bombarded the maker of Simi lac with phone calls and peppered Facebook and O
·g~~..., 

witter pages over fears about insects in the top-selling baby formula after millions of cans were recalled. 

...... ,..... . ..... ,..... . ..... , ....... 
I
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rg~~...,~witter - Facebook - Infant formula - Similac - United States 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/23/2010 10:01:36 PM 

Newsweek: Reality TV gives polygamy a pass 

Given reality television's tendency to trade in subtle (if not overt) mockery, the Browns on "Sister Wives" should, by all 

rights, be withered by the camera's cynical eye. But reality almost never judges families. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 
1§,~F..?lpolvgamy - Reality television - Television - Programs - Arts 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/23/2010 10:53:48 PM 

Democrats delay vote on Bush tax cuts 

Senate Democratic leaders have decided to delay a vote on President Barack Obama's call to preserve middle class tax 

cuts until after congressional elections in November. 

rC~~"-IBarack Obama - Democratic - Jobs and Growth Tax Relief Reconciliation Act of 2003 - President - United States 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/23/2010 11:00:39 PM 

Karaoke champs vie for fame, dumplings in Russia 

Ig~~""~he winner of the Karaoke World Championships may not achieve world fame, but at least he or she 
won't have to worry where the next meal is coming from - the top prize is 1 million Russian dumplings. 

rg~iSjKaraoke - Karaoke World Championship - Music - Russia - Arts 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/23/2010 11:28:02 PM 

Oil spill paymaster says he's catching up on Gulf claims 

Kenneth Feinberg, independent paymaster overseeing Gulf oil spill claims, vows his office will make businesses whole 

but acknowledges he oversold program's speed and transparency. 

I g:i1ti¥.EIKenneth Feinberg - Deepwater Horizon oil spill - Oil spill - Environment - Energy 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/24/201012:47:52 AM 

Cops: Four killed in West Seattle shooting 

Ig~~""lpolice found four people shot to death in a Seattle home after neighbors reported gunfire and an injured 
woman ran into the front yard telling officers, "my mom's gone crazy." 

...... ,..... . ..... ,..... . ..... , ....... 
I
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rg~~...,jwest Seattle - Seattle - Police - United States - Washington 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/24/20102:46:47 AM 

Rays stymie Sabathia, Yankees 

Ig~~""IDaVid Price wins rematch of Cy Young contenders; Tampa Bay cuts New York's lead to 1/2 game 

Ig~~""IDaVid Price - Sport - Cy Young - New York Yankees - CC Sabathia 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/24/20102:48:48 AM 

Overweight kids even face bias from parents 

Overweight youngsters may face discrimination at school and in relationships but a u.s. study has found they can also 

receive harsher treatment at home - from their own parents. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 
1§'~F..?lunited States - Obesity - Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development - Health care - Paris 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/24/20104:21:17 AM 

No. 19 Miami pounds Pittsburgh 

Ig~~""IHurricanes cruise 31-3, defeat Panthers for seventh straight time. 

•• 5!-, ......... 5!-, ......... ...., ...... 

I
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I g~~...,lpittsbUrgh - Sports - Miami - Jacory Harris - College and University 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/24/20104:51:19 AM 

Entertainer Eddie Fisher dies at 82 

Ig~~""IEntertainer Eddie Fisher, whose singing career was overshadowed by scandals of his marriages to Debbie 

Reynolds and Elizabeth Taylor, has died. He was 82. 

...... ,..... . ..... ,..... . ..... , ....... 
I
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rg~~...,jDebbie Reynolds - Elizabeth Taylor - Eddie Fisher - Carrie Fisher - Entertainer Eddie Fisher 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/24/20105:05:32 AM 

Entertainer Eddie Fisher dies at 82 

Ig~~""IEntertainer Eddie Fisher, whose singing career was overshadowed by scandals of his marriages to Debbie 

Reynolds and Elizabeth Taylor, has died. He was 82. 

...... ,..... . ..... ,..... . ..... , ....... 
I
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rg~~...,jElizabeth Taylor - Debbie Reynolds - Eddie Fisher - Carrie Fisher - Connie Stevens 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/24/20105:13:34 AM 

Padres lose to Dodgers, fall behind Giants 

Ig~~""IHiroki Kuroda pitched eight superb innings, Andre Ethier had two run-scoring hits and the Los Angeles 
Dodgers sent the San Diego Padres back into second place in the NL West with a 3-1 victory Thursday 

night. 

~ 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 
1§'~i?SllOS Angeles Dodgers - San Diego Padres - Hiraki Kuroda - National league West - United States 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/24/20105:23:30 AM 

Glitch delays space station crew's departure 

Ig~~""IAn undocking system malfunction on the International Space Station has delayed the return to Earth for 

three astronauts in a Soyuz capsule by at least one day as Russian engineers try to understand what went 

wrong. 

~ 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 
I§'~i?itnternational Space Station - Soyuz - Space - Technology - Russia 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/24/20105:31:00 AM 

Gunmen kill Mexican mayor near Monterrey 

Suspected drug hitmen killed the mayor of a town outside Mexico's northern business city of Monterrey Thursday while 

seven died in a gang shootout in Acapulco. 

1§':i1ti¥.EIAcapulco _ Mexico - Monterrey - Guerrero - States 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/24/20107:32:46 AM 

'Don't ask, don't tell' injunction now up to judge 

u.s. government lawyers are trying to stop a federal judge from issuing an injunction that would immediately do what 

President Obama has yet to accomplish so far in his first term: Halt the military's ban on openly gay troops. 

I~¥':-Icalifornia - Presidency of Barack Obama - Gay - United State - Coming out 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/24/2010 10:05:30 AM 

Red Tape: Does your city manager earn $800,0007 

At a time when the world of private sector employment is dominated by layoffs, wage freezes and uncertainty, shouldn't 

every taxpayer know which public employees in their communities earn more than $110,0007 

I g;i1tlF.Elprivate sector - Employment - United States - Labor - Government Unions 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/24/2010 10:33:42 AM 

Soviet coup plotter Yanayev dies at 73 

Ig~~""IGennadY Yanayev, a leader of the abortive 1991 Soviet coup who briefly declared himself president 

replacing Mikhail Gorbachev, has died at age 73, Russia's Communist Party announced Friday. 

...... ,..... . ..... ,..... . ..... , ....... 
I
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rg~~...,jMikhail Gorbachev - Gennady Yanayev - Russia - Soviet Union - Communist Party of the Soviet Union 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/24/2010 10:45:40 AM 

Va. executes first woman in nearly 100 years 

Ig~~""~he first woman executed in the United States in five years was put to death in Virginia Thursday for 

arranging the killings of her husband and a stepson. 

rg~iSjEuropean Union - Virginia - Iran - Government - Multilateral 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/24/201011:15:37 AM 

Pakistan calls on u.s. to free terror convict 

Ig~~""lpakistan's prime minister called Aafia Siddiqui "the daughter of the nation" on Friday and vowed to 

campaign for her release after a u.S. judge sentenced her to 86 years in prison. 

I~~':-Ipakistan - Aafia Siddiqui - United States - Prime minister - Asia 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/24/2010 11:27:58 AM 

History shows Obama, Democrats face stiff headwinds 

Msnbc.com's Voter Confidence Index (VCI) indicates that Democrats could be poised for midterm losses as severe as 

those of 1994. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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1§'~F..?IDemocratic - Msnbc.com - United States - Barack Obama - President 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/24/2010 11:32:29 AM 

4 dead in Seattle shooting: 'No one knows why' 

Ig~~""~he Seattle-area woman suspected of killing three family members before turning the gun on herself has 

left relatives and police wondering what could have motivated the attack. 

rg~iSjseattle - Police - United States - Washington - Metro Areas 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/24/2010 11:34:20 AM 

Life Inc.: Shacking up for love, or money 

Ig~~""ILife Inc.: The number of unmarried couples living together shot up by 13 percent between 2009 and 

2010, and some of the decisions may not have been completely motivated by romance. 

1~~'::IRomance - Relationships - United States - United States Census Bureau - Unemployment 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/24/201011:37:14 AM 

Facial filler foul-ups thwart quest for youth 

Ig~~""IDubbed "liquid facelifts" by fans, dermal facial fillers offer the promise of renewed youth, but also the 

chance of complications. Though side effects are rare, they do happen, leaving some patients with lumps, 
redness and scarring that looks worse than before. 

I g~~""IAdverse effect - Scar - United States - Surgery - Health 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/24/2010 11:39:48 AM 

Teens, quit sucking each other's blood or you're grounded! 

Ig~~""lsuCking your beloved's blood isn't just for the movies any more. Health officials are warning that the 
bizarre real-life teen trend could be dangerous - not to mention icky. 

1~~~':-IBIOOd - Health - Medicine - Medical Specialties - Hematology 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/24/2010 12:04:33 PM 

Anxiety about economy has cost of gold spiking 

Ig~~""~he price of gold keeps going up, setting records week after week. 

1~~~~IGOld - Business - Precious metal - Mining and Drilling - Mineral Exploration and Extraction 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/24/201012:19:31 PM 

College snubs William Ayers over Kennedy killer 

The University of Illinois denied 1960s radical William Ayers emeritus faculty status after noting Ayers dedicated a book 

to, among others, the man who killed Robert F. Kennedy. 

1§':i1ti¥.EIRobert F. Kennedy -1960s - University of Illinois system - University of Illinois - Bill Ayers 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/24/2010 1:03:05 PM 

Technology's biggest myths 

Expensive cables are better! Defragging speeds up your PC! Refilling ink cartridges ruins your printer! PCWorid put these 

and nine other claims to the test to find the truth behind tech's tallest tales. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/24/20101:11:52 PM 

Report: Queen made bid for poverty grant 

Ig~~""lcritics slammed Britain's Queen Elizabeth II after a report revealed that a senior aide asked the 

government if the monarch would be eligible for an anti-poverty grant to heat her palaces, Sky News 
reported on Friday. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/24/2010 1:22:20 PM 

Need a vacation? Try North Korea or Chernobyl 

Ig~~""lwhether you're vacationing at a time when no one else is, or going to a place no one else goes, an 

unorthodox getaway can be rewarding. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/24/2010 1:52:34 PM 

Newsweek: How U.S.-China relations came apart 

How the Chinese elite have come to believe the United States no longer wants a close relationship with their country. 

rC~~~~Lnited States - China - Asia - Newsweek - People's Republic of China 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/24/20103:01:52 PM 

Jokester Colbert goes to Washington 

Television comedian Stephen Colbert testified Friday at a Congressional hearing on immigrant farm workers. But it's 

unclear how many members of Congress got the joke. 

I g:i1ti¥.EIStePhen Colbert - United States - United States Congress - United States congressional hearing - Congress 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/24/20103:17:58 PM 

Facebook outage leads to Twitter venting 

Years from now, people will ask you: were you there when Facebook went down? We heard it was the "worst" in years! 

They'll ask, how did you go without it, for HOURS? 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/24/20103:42:46 PM 

Newsweek: Extreme right on the rise in Europe 

A decade ago extremist politics was confined to fringes and street protests on the continent. It has now arrived as a 

parliamentary force and is beginning to change how other parties behave and speak. 

rC~~"-lpolitics - Newsweek - United States - Oceania - Australia 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/24/20104:18:07 PM 

Booze tax could make us all healthier 

Ig~~""llncreaSing the tax on alcohol could have a slew of public health benefits, according to a new study. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/24/20105:39:55 PM 

August data quell fears of double-dip downturn 

We may not get a double-dip recession, but it sure doesn't look like much of a recovery either. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/24/20105:55:55 PM 

NBC chief Zucker to step down after merger 

NBC Universal chief Jeff Zucker, who rose from a youthful producer at the "Today" show, said he would step down after 

cable provider Com cast takes control of the company this year. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/24/20105:58:48 PM 

ATF targets gun dealers to stem cartel arms trade 

Ig~~""lu.s. law enforcement officials have devised a new strategy to crack down on the illegal gun trade to 
Mexico by targeting cartel networks inside this country and "corrupt" u.s. firearms dealers, NBC News 

has learned. 

I ~~':-IBureau of Alcohol Tobacco Firearms and Explosives - Mexico - Law - Law of the United States - United States 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/24/20106:39:42 PM 

Teller abducted from home, used in bank heist 

A bank teller was kidnapped from his home by robbers who strapped a suspected bomb to his chest and used him to 

steal money from a bank in Miami, according to the FBI. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/24/20106:43:45 PM 

Halloween spending expected to hit $5.8 billion 

Ig~~""lu.s. retailers are expected to receive a boost from the Halloween season, with estimates on total spend 

to exceed last year by more than 17 percent, according to an industry group. 

I~~.:talloween - Holiday - Opinions - United States - Religious 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/24/20107:02:12 PM 

Forget Facebook! This Silicon Valley scandal needs a movie 

Ig~~""IAngeIGate, the kerfuffle over Silicon Valley investors (possibly) colluding and price fixing, is so big, even 

YouTube Hitler is mad about it. 

1~~'::lsilicOnValley - Price fixing - YouTube - TechCrunch - United States 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/24/20107:07:52 PM 

Texas urges fix for 'pro-Islamic' textbook bias 

State Board of Education narrowly approves resolution urging publishers to fix what it sees as anti-Christian slant. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/24/20108:02:43 PM 

Fourth male says he had sexual relationship with pastor 

Ig~~""IA fourth young male member of Bishop Eddie Long's megachurch says the prominent pastor coerced him 

into a sexual relationship. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/24/20108:02:43 PM 

Fourth male says he had sexual relationship with pastor 

Ig~~""IA fourth young male member of Bishop Eddie Long's megachurch says the prominent pastor coerced him 

into a sexual relationship. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/24/20108:18:35 PM 

Opened flood gates in Nigeria displace 2 million 

Nigerian authorities opened the gates at two swollen dams Friday in the country's rain-soaked north, sending a flood 

into a neighboring state that has displaced 2 million people. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/24/20108:24:23 PM 

Museum Day offers knowledge for no cost 

Ig~~""IMore than 1,300 museums, planetariums, zoos and other attractions around the country will be offering 

free admission on Sept. 2S to anyone who presents a voucher. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/24/20109:14:58 PM 

Wall Street closes the week on a solid high 

Stock rose sharply, giving the market its fourth straight week of gains, after a big increase in orders for manufactured 

goods allowed investors to shake off several days of doldrums. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/24/20109:25:52 PM 

Wainwright gets 20th win as Cards top Cubs 

Ig~~""IAdam Wainwright pitched six innings for his 20th victory and Allen Craig hit a three-run homer in the St. 
Louis Cardinals' 7-1 win over the Chicago Cubs on Friday. 

rg~5.jSt Louis Cardinals - Chicago Cubs - Adam Wainwright - Allen Craig - United States 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/24/2010 10:31:59 PM 

Freed U.S. hiker meets with Iran president 

Ig~~""lsarah Shourd, one of three Americans arrested last year while hiking near the Iran-Iraq border, has met 

with Iranian President Mahmoud Ahmadinejad. 

rg~5.Lan - 2009 detention of American hikers by Iran - Middle East - United States - Mahmoud Ahmadinejad 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/24/2010 10:44:00 PM 

FBI serves terror warrants in Minn., III. 

The FBI said it searched eight addresses in Minneapolis and Chicago as part of a terrorism investigation Friday. Warrants 

suggest agents were looking for connections between local anti-war activists and terrorist groups in Colombia and the 

Middle East. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/24/201011:15:11 PM 

Ahmadinejad, Obama trade nuke, 9/11 barbs 

President Obama and Iranian leader Mahmoud Ahmadinejad traded heated remarks on Sept. 11 terrorist attacks as 

Iran's president hints at end to high-level nuclear enrichment. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/24/2010 11:30:27 PM 

Adult store clerk foils women 'armed' with toy gun 

Police said two women who tried to rob a central Pennsylvania adult book store with a toy gun didn't fool a clerk, who 

told them to "get a real gun." 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/24/201011:47:49 PM 

Cuffed woman steals cruiser, leads 100 mph chase 

A handcuffed woman was accused of swiping a Port Arthur, Texas, police car and leading officers on a chase at speeds 

topping 100 mph. 

rC~~"-lport Arthur Texas - Texas - Police car - Police - Law -- ----

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/24/2010 11:52:20 PM 

Newsweek: How to ditch old painkillers safely 

With prescription-drug abuse on the rise, what should you do with old bottles of painkillers? 

rC~~~~jprescriPtion drug - Health - Analgesic - Substance abuse - United States 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/24/2010 11:54:04 PM 

China demands apology, payment from Japan 

China greets a fishing boat captain's return from Japan by demanding an apology and compensation from Tokyo and 

restating claims to the disputed waters where he was seized. 

I ~¥':-Ilapan - Fishing vessel - Asia - People's Republic of China - East China Sea 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/25/201012:04:37 AM 

Newsweek: How Silicon Valley has lost its stride 

The three hottest tech companies today are Facebook, Twitter, and Zynga. What, exactly, do they do? Nothing all that 

difficult. Meanwhile, among some longtime techies, there's a sense that something important has been lost. 

I ~¥':lacebook - Twitter - siliconvalley - Zynga - Social Network 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/25/2010 12:05:22 AM 

Newsweek: Is U.S. aid really helping Southern Sudan? 

The nation-building debacles in Iraq and Afghanistan have prompted new and uncomfortable conversations about the 

limits of American power. Southern Sudan is shaping up to be a critical test of America's ability to reform distant trouble 

spots. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/25/20102:00:11 AM 

Judge orders lesbian reinstated to Air Force 

Ig~~""IMaj. Margaret Witt tells msnbc's Rachel Maddow she can't wait to get back to her Air Force job after a 
federal judge ruled the military's 'don't ask, don't tell' policy violated her rights. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/25/20103:11:22 AM 

Space station crew undocks after fixing glitch 

Ig~~""IA Russian Soyuz spacecraft with three astronauts aboard successfully undocked from the International 

Space Station late Friday to begin the voyage home, one day after a technical glitch delayed its departure. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/25/20103:28:45 AM 

5 killed as storm blasts through Haiti tent camps 

Ig~~""IA freak storm blasted through Haiti's capital on Friday, killing at least five earthquake survivors as it tore 

down trees, billboards and tent homes, authorities said. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/25/20103:52:40 AM 

Beckham sues publisher over prostitute claims 

Ig~~""IDaVi~ Beckham's lawsuit alleges a magazine knowingly published false claims that he had sex with 

prostitutes. 

rg~iSjDavid Beckham - lawsuit - David Beckham: My Son - law - Prostitution 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/25/20103:58:05 AM 

Yankees fall to Red Sox, drop behind Rays 

Ig~~""INew York's six homer runs are not enough in a 10-8 loss to Boston on Friday night. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/25/20105:54:52 AM 

Matthew drenches Central America 

Ig~~""INiCaragUa evacuated thousands from the path of Tropical Storm Matthew as the storm drenches the 

Caribbean coast and threatens the region prone to disastrous flooding. 

I~~':-Icentral America - Tropical Storm Matthew - Caribbean - Nicaragua - Tropical cyclone 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/25/20107:01:20 AM 

Pakistan plane lands in Sweden after bomb threat 

A Pakistan International Airlines jet carrying 273 people bound from Canada for Pakistan landed Saturday at Stockholm's 

Arlanda airport because of a bomb threat on board, airport and police officials said. 

rC~~"-lsweden - Stockholm-Arlanda Airport - Pakistan - Canada - Stockholm 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/25/20107:10:35 AM 

DoJ seeks to dismiss suit filed for radical cleric 

The Obama administration on Saturday invoked the state secrets privilege which would kill a lawsuit on behalf of U.S.

born cleric Anwar al-Awlaki, an alleged terrorist said to be targeted for assassination by the u.s. government. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/25/20109:09:28 AM 

Lindsay Lohan freed from jail after posting bail 

Ig~~""ILindSay Lohan was freed from a suburban Los Angeles jail late Friday night, well short of the nearly 

monthlong stay a judge had intended for the actress following a failed drug test. . 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/25/20109:39:32 AM 

Russian-U.S. space crew lands in Kazakhstan 

Ig~~""IA Soyuz capsule carrying two Russian cosmonauts and a u.S. astronaut from the International Space 

Station landed safely in Kazakhstan on Saturday. 

1~~'::llnternational Space Station - Kazakhstan - Soyuz (spacecraft) - Space - Tracy Caldwell Dyson 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/25/2010 10:22:50 AM 

Japan rejects China's demand for apology 

Ig~~""~apan strongly rejected a Chinese demand on Saturday that it apologize for detaining a Chinese fishing 

boat captain whose arrest after a collision near disputed islands plunged relations between the two Asian 
powers to their lowest level in years. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/25/2010 10:24:52 AM 

AP Impact: Vatican probes group tied to scandal 

It's a life regimented in excruciating detail, down to the way they eat an orange. Silence is the norm, information is 

limited, e-mail is screened, close friendships are discouraged and family members are kept at bay - all in the name of 

God's will. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/25/201012:10:51 PM 

Vatican probes disgraced order's cultish lay group 

Ig~~""ICUlt-like conditions endured by Catholics affiliated with the Legionaries of Christ have so alarmed Pope 

Benedict XVI that in May he ordered an extremely rare full Vatican investigation of the obscure group. 

rg~5.jpope Benedict XVI - Catholic Church - Legion of Christ - Vatican City - Pope Benedict 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/25/20101:16:41 PM 

Video: What's next for Lohan? 

Ig~~""IActress Lindsay Lohan is free on bail but she could be headed back to jail. NBC News chief legal analyst 

Dan Abrams explains what's at stake for Lohan when she appears in court Oct. 22 to 
explain herself. (Today Show) 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/25/20102:35:15 PM 

HBT: Reds' Chapman throws fastest pitch ever 

Ig~~""IReds rookie Aroldis Chapman made history in Friday night's loss to the Padres by throwing a 105 mph 

fastball. 

1~~':-IAroldis Chapman - Fastball - Reds - Cincinnati Reds - Sports 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/25/20103:18:02 PM 

Tropical Storm Matthew drenches Central America 

Tropical Storm Matthew toppled power lines and left thousands without power for hours in Honduras, and forecasters 

warned that heavy rains threaten to cause flooding and mudslides in disaster-prone parts of several Central American 

nations. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/25/20103:37:19 PM 

Team looks outside the box for Afghan fixes 

Ig~~""lon a NATO base in Kabul, a five-member team is rethinking the war in Afghanistan and questioning some 

of the basic assumptions behind the effort to clean up corruption and gain the upper hand over the 
Taliban. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/25/20104:42:24 PM 

Double-amputee returns to war in Afghanistan 

Ig~~...,~wo years after a bomb blast in Iraq blew off one of his legs and part of his foot, a 27-year-old Norcross, 

Georgia, native is back on combat duty in Afghanistan. 

rg~5.jAfghanistan - War in Afghanistan (200l-present) - !.@.g - Iraq War - Norcross Georgia 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/25/20105:22:58 PM 

Some churches like Ga. pastor's thin on safeguards 

Ig~~""llt's too early to say whether the sex allegations against Bishop Eddie Long will spur the kind of soul

searching that followed the downfall of the Rev. Ted Haggard in Colorado in 2006. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/25/20105:50:43 PM 

Iran's nuclear agency trying to stop computer worm 

Iran's nuclear agency is trying to combat a complex computer worm that has affected industrial sites throughout the 

country and is capable of taking over power plants, Iranian media reports said. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/25/20105:58:07 PM 

Police: Plane bomb threat may have been hoax 

Ig~~""lpolice evacuated 273 people from a Pakistani jet diverted to Stockholm due to a bomb alert Saturday and 

briefly detained a passenger after Canadian authorities received a tip that he was carrying explosives. 

I~~':-Icanada - Pakistan International Airlines - Pakistan - Stockholm-Arlanda Airport - Sweden 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/25/20107:16:33 PM 

Abbas vows peace, urges settlement end 

Palestinian President Mahmoud Abbas vowed on Saturday to do everything possible to make peace negotiations with 

Israel succeed and avoided any direct threats to break off the talks over settlements. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/25/20107:39:34 PM 

Newsweek: Ahmadinejad on Israel, sanctions 

The Iranian president talks about why Israel may not be able to bomb Iran, the effect of economic sanctions on his 

nation and his willingness to return to negotiations about the country's nuclear program. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/25/20109:33:51 PM 

Newsweek: Why gloomy forecasts about Britain are wrong 

Only a year ago foreigners were ready to write off Britain. But that was then. If Britain is truly finished, no one has told 

rating agency Moody's, which last week confirmed Britain's gold-plated triple "A" rating, praising a "vibrant and flexible 

economy." 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/25/2010 10:54: 17 PM 

Thousands face job loss when stimulus expires 

Ig~~""~ens of thousands will lose their jobs unless Congress extends a program that paid the salaries of people 

so they could get jobs. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/25/2010 11:56:07 PM 

Rescue capsule arrives at Chile mine 

Ig~~""IA newly built capsule designed to pull 33 trapped miners to safety one at a time was unveiled Saturday at 

the San Jose Mine, NBC News reported. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/26/2010 12:03:29 AM 

Lester tops Yanks as Red Sox still 'got a chance' 

Ig~~""~on Lester took a no-hit bid into the sixth inning and became the first Boston left-hander in 57 years to 
win 19 games, leading the Red Sox over the fading New York Yankees 7-3 Saturday. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/26/201012:16:33 AM 

LA, Beijing to exchange ideas on solving traffic 

Two cities notorious for their choked roads are teaming up to share ideas on how to better manage traffic. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/26/201012:34:18 AM 

China's billion-dollar aid appetite 

Ig~~""lchina spent tens of billions of dollars on a dazzling 2008 Olympics. It has sent astronauts into space. It 

recently became the world's second largest economy. Yet it gets more than $2.5 billion a year in foreign 
government aid - and taxpayers and lawmakers in donor countries are increasingly asking why. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/26/20101:01:18 AM 

BP fund czar promises bigger, faster claims 

Ig~~""lvictims of the Gulf of Mexico oil spill should start getting bigger payments faster, the administrator of the 

fund set up to help them said Saturday. Critics still have doubts. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/26/2010 1:26:35 AM 

No.1 'Bama roars back, beats No. 10 Arkansas 

Ig~~""IMark Ingram ran for 157 yards and scored on a i-yard run with 3:18 to play, completing top-ranked 
Alabama's rally from a 13-point deficit in the second half for a 24-20 win against No. 10 Arkansas on 

Saturday. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/26/2010 1:45:36 AM 

'A proud day in Texas' as Rangers clinch AL West 

Ig~~""~he Texas Rangers clinched the AL West title Saturday and their first playoff berth in 11 years, beating the 
Oakland Athletics 4-3 on Jorge Cantu's tiebreaking home run in the eighth inning. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/26/20102:24:48 AM 

Climate activists close down world's largest coal port 

Australian climate change activists Sunday closed down operations at the world's largest coal port after entering its 

three terminals and attaching themselves to loaders, the terminal operator and the protesters said. 

rC~~"-IClimate change - Environment - Australia - Coal - Activism 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/26/20107:03:38 AM 

Seton Hall campus in NJ mourns shooting victim 

Ig~~""IFriends, teachers and fellow students remembered a Seton Hall University student as strong and selfless, 

hours after she was fatally shot at an off-campus apartment by a gunman who also wounded four others 
after he was denied access to a party. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/26/20107:45:41 AM 

Plane arrives in Pakistan after false bomb threat 

Relatives thronged an airport in southern Pakistan on Sunday to greet passengers whose flight from Canada was 

diverted to Sweden after a baseless report that a man aboard had explosives. 

rC~~"-lpakistan - Canada - Sweden - Asia - Karachi 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/26/201010:15:12 AM 

Abbas: Peace talks to go on despite end of building freeze 

Ig~~""IA lO-month freeze on new construction in Israeli settlements in the West Bank expires Sunday, imperiling 

Middle East peace talks; but Palestinian president offers hope. 

I~~.:traeli settlement - United States - Middle East - Israel - Warfare and Conflict 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/26/2010 10:32:24 AM 

Japanese leader says no apology to China 

Ig~~""~apanese Prime Minister Naoto Kan on Sunday rejected China's repeated demand that Tokyo apologize 

and offer compensation for the arrest of a Chinese boat captain whose detention caused relations 
between the Asian neighbors to plunge to their lowest level in years. 

I ~~':lapan - China - Asia - Fishing vessel - People's Republic of China 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/26/2010 10:50:25 AM 

Unruly passenger forces jet to turn back 

An unruly passenger on a Delta airlines plane bound for Amsterdam forced pilots to return the plane to Seattle-Tacoma 

International Airport shortly after take-off on Saturday night. 

I ~¥':-IAmsterdam - Netherlands - Recreation - Travel - Dutch language 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/26/201012:32:57 PM 

Kashmiri separatists reject India prisoner offer 

Ig~~""IKashmiri separatist leaders on Sunday rejected India's offer to release hundreds of detainees and review 

the deployment of security forces in the Himalayan territory to defuse deadly civil unrest. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/26/20102:03:26 PM 

Blast near Fallujah kills 4 Iraqi police 

A car packed with explosives blew up Sunday near the former insurgent stronghold of Fallujah, killing four policemen in 

the latest sign that insurgents could be trying to win back old strongholds. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/26/20102:24:37 PM 

Jewish activists set sail for Gaza from Cyprus 

Ig~~""IA boat carrying Jewish activists from Israel, Germany, the u.s. and Britain set sail on Sunday for Gaza, 

hoping to breach Israel's naval blockade there. 

rg~5.Laza - Israel - Blockade - Middle East - Cyprus 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/26/20102:35:15 PM 

Suspected u.S. missile attacks kill 7 in Pakistan 

Suspected u.S. drone aircraft carried out two missile strikes against a house and a vehicle near the Afghan border in 

northwestern Pakistan on Sunday, killing seven alleged militants, Pakistani intelligence officials said. 

1§':i1ti¥.Elpakistan _ Drone attacks in Pakistan - Asia - Unmanned aerial vehicle - Warfare and Conflict 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/26/20103:16:03 PM 

Newsweek: Mapping the new world order 

For centuries we have used maps to delineate borders that have been defined by politics. But where once diplomacy 

defined borders, now history, race, ethnicity, religion, and culture are dividing humanity into dynamic new groupings. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/26/20103:22:16 PM 

Best bets: Facebook movie wants you to Like it 

Put this in your Facebook status: "The Social Network" is not to be missed. Also this week: "The Good Wife" returns; 

"Iron Man 2" and "Babies" come to DVD. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/26/20103:48:49 PM 

No amends yet for Abu Ghraib abuse victims? 

The Army says about 30 former Abu Ghraib prisoners are seeking compensation from the u.s. Army Claims Service. 

Those claims are still being investigated; many do not involve inmate abuse. 

I g:i1ti¥.EIAbUGhraib - United States Army - United States - U.S. Army Claims Service - George W. Bush 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/26/20104:22:43 PM 

Swinging the ax - how to fire someone 

Ig~~""IMost bosses who aren't Donald Trump say that laying people off is one of the toughest tasks they face. 

And they have to do it more frequently all the time. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/26/20104:47:19 PM 

White House, Dems see tax cut vote after election 

The White House and Democratic leaders in Congress said Sunday they would find a way to extend middle-class tax cuts 

after the November elections, unable to secure Republican backing before lawmakers break to campaign. 

1§':i1ti¥.EIDemocratic _ White House - United States Congress - United States - Middle class 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/26/20104:52:39 PM 

Megachurch pastor pledges to fight accusations 

Ig~~""~he pastor of a Georgia megachurch says that he will fight allegations that he lured young men into 

sexual relationships and that he is not the man being portrayed in the media. 

1~~'::LegaChUrCh - Human sexuality - Pastor - Sexuality - Georgia 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/26/20105:25:55 PM 

Stocks avoiding September swoon in a big way 

Investors will head into this week wondering if September will end as strongly as it began, with manufacturing and 

personal income data among the top indicators on tap. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/26/20105:27:50 PM 

5 skin mistakes that make you look older 

Taking a few minutes a day for smart skin care can prevent years' worth of wrinkles, brown spots, and more. 

1~¥:IHealth - Beauty - Wrinkle (skin) - Shopping - Skin Care 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/26/20105:51:30 PM 

Hyundai recalls 139,500 Sonatas over steering 

Hyundai Motor Co. is recalling 139,500 Sonata sedans in the u.S. because of a manufacturing defect that may cause 

drivers to lose steering control. 

1§':i1ti¥.EIHYUndai Motor Company - United States - Sedan - South Korea - Hyundai 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/26/20106:13:04 PM 

Knife removed from man's head after 3 years 

Ig~~""IA man in northeastern Brazil is recovering after surgeons removed a 4-inch blade that had been stuck in 

his head for three years following a bar fight. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/26/20106:41:49 PM 

Afghan election commission orders recounts 

Ig~~""IAfghan election officials ordered recounts Sunday of voting at locations in seven provinces after last 
week's parliamentary elections - the latest sign that fraud charges could hurt the credibility of the 

ballot. 

Ig~~""IAfghanistan - NATO - Asia - Collective security - Government 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/26/20106:44:52 PM 

Poll: Many think health law should do more 

Ig~~""~he new health care law has divided that nation, but an Associated Press poll finds that Americans who 
think the new health law should have done more outnumber by 2-1 those who think the government 

should stay out of health care. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/26/20106:52:19 PM 

ETA willing to declare permanent cease-fire 

Ig~~""IBaSqUe separatist group ETA reportedly says it is willing to declare a permanent cease-fire, verified by 
international observers, in a bid to settle the troubled region's long-running conflict with the Spanish 

government. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/26/20106:52:37 PM 

Comcast COO Burke to lead NBC Universal 

Comcast and General Electric say that Comcast Chief Operating Officer Steve Burke will become CEO of NBC Universal 

later this year when Com cast takes control of the broadcaster. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/26/20107:27:14 PM 

On abortion pill's 10th anniversary, new turmoil grows 

Ig~~""~en years ago, after long and bitter debate, the u.s. Food and Drug Administration approved use of the 

abortion pill. New turmoil may lie ahead as the pill's proponents begin using telemedicine to make it 
more available. 

I g~~""IAbortion - Food and Drug Administration - Reproductive health - Health - United States 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/26/20107:52:47 PM 

Schools not making the grade, poll shows 

A majority of Americans are pessimistic about the public education system with nearly six out of 10 saying schools need 

either major changes or a complete overhaul, according to a new NBC News/WaliStreet journal poll. 

I~¥':-Iunited States - NBC - Education - State school - NBC News/WallStreet journal 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/26/20107:57:42 PM 

Newsweek: Who will be North Korea's next leader? 

If western analysts guess right, this is the week when the ailing Kim Jong-il's heir apparent is to make his long-awaited 

debut. At present, however, the man to watch is not Kim's son Jong-un, now in his late 20s. The true next in line is the 

69-year-old Dear Leader's brother-in-law Jang Song-taek, 64. 

Ig~SjNorth Korea - Kim Jong-il - Chang Sung-taek - Asia - Brother-in-law 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/26/20108:08:27 PM 

Experts question BP's take on Gulf oil spill 

Ig~~""IEngineering experts probing the Gulf of Mexico oil spill exposed holes in BP's internal investigation as the 

company was questioned Sunday for the first time in public about its findings. 

I~~~:IBP -Deepwater Horizon oil spill - Gulf of Mexico - Oil spill - Environment 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/26/20108:53:32 PM 

Report: Lohan to check into rehab 'within days' 

Ig~~""IFoIiOWing her release from Lynwood jail on $300,000 bail late Friday night, Lindsay Lohan is reportedly 
getting "serious about her recovery," according to People. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/26/20108:59:17 PM 

Titans take advantage of Giants mistakes 

Chris Johnson ran for 125 yards and two touchdowns, Vince Young threw a touchdown and the O
·g~~..., 

ennessee defense forced three turnovers in beating the error-prone and undisciplined New York Giants 
29-10 on Sunday. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/26/20109:41:23 PM 

German police: 12 dead in crash of Polish bus 

Ig~~""IAt least 12 people were killed and dozens injured Sunday when a bus carrying Polish tourists crashed on 

the highway southeast of Berlin, police said. 

rg~iSjBerlin - Police - Polish language - Germans - Bus 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/26/201010:15:54 PM 

Israeli settlement slowdown ends; talk push goes on 

Ig~~""~ewish settlers broke ground on a new daycare center deep inside the West Bank Sunday ahead of the 
government's end to 10-month-old construction slowdown. A peace talk push continued. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/26/2010 11:09:58 PM 

Yes, it's too early to write off Cowboys 

Ig~~""~ony Romo threw two touchdown passes to Roy Williams, Marion Barber ran for another score and the 
Dallas Cowboys got their first win by beating the Houston Texans 27-13 on Sunday. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/26/2010 11:59:32 PM 

Hallmark settles with Hilton over 'that's hot' 

Paris Hilton will be getting a little something in the mail from Hallmark this year. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/27/2010 12:03:53 AM 

$11 million bunker save for Furyk 

Ig~~""~im Furyk capped off a wild day in the rain with a bunker shot worth $10 million. In a FedEx Cup that 

came down to the final hole Sunday in the Tour Championship, Furyk nearly holed a bunker shot and 
knocked in the 2~-foot par putt to close with an even-par 70 and a one-shot victory over Luke Donald to 
capture the biggest payoff in golf. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/27/201012:48:19 AM 

Katy Perry wears low-cut Elmo top on 'SNl' 

On "Saturday Night live," she wore a very low-cut Elmo top in a sketch, playing a 16-year old library volunteer who 

appears on a mock daytime talk show, "Bronx Beat." 

I g;i1tlF.EISaturday Night live - Katy Perry - Sesame Street - Bronx Beat - Talk show 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/27/201012:49:47 AM 

Newsweek: Obama should listen to Clinton on green jobs 

The former president has laid out a plan that would use $9 billion from the Treasury to leverage $67 billion in financing 

to retrofit offices and residential buildings. This specific, doable idea would create hundreds of thousands of new green 

jobs in construction and manufacturing that can't be exported. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/27/2010 1:59:38 AM 

Education reformer: 'We're in a crisis' 

Ig~~""IAmerica must find ways for teaching innovation to spread across the country, an education reform 

advocate said Sunday. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/27/20102:49:17 AM 

Report: 10 states sell half of imported crime guns 

Nearly half of the guns that crossed state lines and were used in crimes in 2009 were sold in just 10 states, according to 

a report being released Monday by a mayors' group. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/27/20103:10:29 AM 

Levee failing in central Wisconsin 

A central Wisconsin levee is failing near Portage, officials said Sunday as they assessed damage from floods and 

prepared for more in the upper Midwest. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/27/20103:25:50 AM 

Super win for Falcons as Saints stumble in aT 

Ig~~""IMatt Bryant did what Garrett Hartley could not, drilling a 46-yard field goal with 1:55 left in overtime to 
lift the Atlanta Falcons to a 27-24 victory over the New Orleans Saints on Sunday. 

1~~':-IAtlanta Falcons - New Orleans Saints - Garrett Hartley - NFl- Matt Bryant 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/27/20104:26:14 AM 

Japan asks China to pay for patrol boat damage 

Ig~~""~apan will ask China to pay for damage to Japanese patrol boats hit by a Chinese fishing boat earlier this 

month near disputed islands. 

rg~5.1apan - China - Fishing vessel - Asia - Tokyo 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/27/20104:37:26 AM 

Vick accounts for 4 TDs as Eagles rout Jags 

Ig~~""IMichael Vick threw three touchdown passes, ran for another score and the Philadelphia Eagles defeated 

the Jacksonville Jaguars 28-3 Sunday. 

1~~'::lphiladeIPhia Eagles - Jacksonville Jaguars - Michael Vick - sport - NFL 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/27/20104:37:28 AM 

Edwards returns in time to help Jets hold off Dolphins 

Ig~~""IBraYIOn Edwards spent the first quarter on the sideline. Soon enough, he was dancing in the end zone for 

the New York Jets. Benched at the start because of a drunken-driving arrest, Edwards turned a short pass 
into a 67-yard touchdown, and the Jets beat the Miami Dolphins 31-23 on Sunday night. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/27/20105:21:27 AM 

Chavez's foes demand release of election results 

Ig~~""lopponents of Venezuelan President Hugo Chavez tried to break his long-standing monopoly on power in 
congressional elections Sunday, and demanded electoral authorities release the results after an hours

long wait that put the country on edge. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/27/20105:35:14 AM 

Yankees rally past Red Sox to end skid 

Ig~~""~uan Miranda drew a bases-loaded walk from Hideki Okajima in the 10th that gave N.Y. a 4-3 win over 

Boston. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/27/20106:00:44 AM 

Michigan, South Carolina switch places in AP poll 

Ig~~""IMiChigan moved up a spot to No. 19 and South Carolina moved down to No. 20 Sunday night after it was 

learned that an out of date ballot was used in tabulating The Associated Press college football poll. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/27/20107:57:30 AM 

Anti-Chavez parties celebrate in Venezuela 

Ig~~""lvenezuelan President Hugo Chavez won a majority in parliament but opponents took more than a third 

of the seats, threatening his ability to pass reforms before seeking re-election. 

I~~':-Ivenezuela - Hugo Chavez - United States - list of Presidents of Venezuela - Hugo Chavez 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/27/20107:59:16 AM 

Chile's trapped miners get Brad Pitt, not Nintendo 

Ig~~""~hey get laundry service, TV, three hot meals a day and ice cream for dessert. Everyday life for the 33 
miners trapped a half-mile underground now includes some of the comforts of home - at least those 

that can be lowered through narrow holes. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/27/20109:46:15 AM 

Shhhh! Your pilot is napping 

The idea of pilots napping at 30,000 feet may sound horrifying, but pilots across the world are taking naps in the sky 

every day. And it might actually make air travel safer. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/27/20109:46:15 AM 

Driving While Tired: Officials slow to react 

Ig~~""lu.s. transportation guidelines on operator fatigue lag far behind the science. That's one conclusion of an 

analysis by News21 and the Center for Public Integrity. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/27/2010 10:46:27 AM 

'Self-defense': NATO choppers strike Pakistan 

NATO helicopters carried out at least two airstrikes in Pakistan that killed more than 50 militants after the insurgents 

attacked a small Afghan security outpost, officials said. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/27/2010 11:31:36 AM 

Mideast talks in turmoil as building curbs end 

Ig~~""~he expiration of an Israeli moratorium on new construction in West Bank settlements threw fledgling 

Middle East peace talks into turmoil on Monday. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/27/2010 11:46:53 AM 

The 10 worst celebrity business owners 

Maybe it's the ego or the itch to do something with those millions of dollars just laying around, but some celebrities 

have a knack for making some pretty bad business decisions. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/27/2010 12:44:05 PM 

Obama: Money without reform won't fix schools 

Speaking to TODAY's Matt Lauer in the Green Room of the White House for nearly 30 minutes, President Obama said 

that additional funding tied to significant reforms - including a longer school year and lifting teaching as a profession -

is a much-needed fix. 

I s:i1ti¥.Els:i1ti¥.EI'S~F.E1 

1iii':i1ti¥.EIBarack Obama - United States - President of the United States - President - History 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/27/201012:46:14 PM 

Erectile dysfunction ads too hot for primetime? 

Ig~~""lweJve all seen the ads: a couple sitting in their bathtubs on a sunset beach, the guy with the glint in his 

eye. But the American Academy of Pediatrics said Monday it wants commercials for erectile dysfunction 
drugs to only air after 10 p.m. 

I ~~':-IHealth - Erectile dysfunction - Conditions and Diseases - Men's Health - Impotence 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/27/201012:47:30 PM 

$93,000 cancer drug renews debate on price of life 

Ig~~""lcancer patients, brace yourselves. Many new drug treatments cost nearly $100,000 a year, sparking fresh 

debate about how much a few months more of life is worth. 

I~~':-Icancer - Health - Conditions and Diseases - United States - Chemotherapy 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/27/20101:12:37 PM 

As home-schooling moves to mainstream, stigma fades 

Ig~~""IEvidence suggests that home-schooling is a growing trend in America, and the home-schoolers of 

yesteryear, stereotyped as socially awkward, religiously dogmatic and ill-prepared for the real world, 
aren't representative of those who currently do it. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/27/20101:51:11 PM 

Cops: Tow truck driver runs over rival 

A Philadelphia tow truck driver has been charged with murder after allegedly running over another driver in a dispute 

over a woman and towing territory. 

I §,:i1ti¥.E~ruck driver - Business - Transportation and Logistics - Trucking - Education and Training 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/27/20102:10:10 PM 

Report: U.S. to make Internet wiretaps easier 

New rules being drafted by the Obama administration would make it easier for authorities to eavesdrop on Internet and 

e-mail communications, The New York Times reported. 

1~¥':-INew York Times - United States - Presidency of Barack Obama - Barack Obama - Obama administration 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/27/20102:22:42 PM 

What to do about schools? Readers share ideas 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/27/20102:23:17 PM 

Obama blasts GOP pledge as 'irresponsible' 

Ig~~""lpresident Barack Obama lambasted Republicans for promoting "irresponsible" policies in their Pledge to 

America Monday, and defended his administration's moves to reduce the deficit and improve the lives of 
regular citizens. 

I ~~':-IBarack Obama - United States - Republican - President - History 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/27/20102:45:49 PM 

Fannie offers housing help to military families 

Mortgage giant Fannie Mae plans to give military families a break on their home loan payments if they are struggling 

because of the death or injury of a service member. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/27/20103:05:18 PM 

Accused Madoff middleman Stanley Chais dies 

Stanley Chais, a Beverly Hills money manager for Hollywood's elite who was accused of recklessly plowing nearly $1 
billion in client funds to Bernard Madoff, has died. He was 84. 

1§':i1ti¥.EIBernard Madoff - Stanley Chais - Investment management - Beverly Hills California - United States 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/27/20103:13:42 PM 

Newsweek: The difficulties gay vets face returning to duty 

Many gay veterans aim to reenlist if the controversial DADT policy is repealed. Will they be allowed to? 

rC~~~~jDon't Ask Don't Tell - Gay lesbian and Bisexual - Newsweek - Military - United States 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/27/20103:24:34 PM 

Unlocked doors and picket fences: Great small towns 

Ig~~""IBUdget Travel's fifth-annual celebration of hometown escapes across the USA spotlights 10 places that 

somehow pack in more personality than cities triple their size. 
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rg~~...,Lnited States - Recreation - Budget Travel - USA - Business 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/27/20103:41:45 PM 

Southwest to buy AirTran for $1.4 billion 

Ig~~""lsouthwest Airlines said Monday it will buy AirTran for about $1.42 billion. The move will put Southwest in 

direct competition with Delta Air Lines in Delta's home base of Atlanta. 

rg~iSjsouthwest Airlines - AirTran Airways - Airline - United States - JetBlue Airways 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/27/20104:05:05 PM 

Future dollars: Is it time to rebrand the buck? 

With its 80-year-old design, the u.s. dollar is not about to win any beauty contests. Through the Dollar ReDeSign Project, 

a grass-roots movement to revamp the mighty greenback, artists envision the currency of the future. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/27/20104:12:22 PM 

Cop handcuffs teen over sex with daughter 

An California police officer is under investigation after handcuffing a lS-year-old boy for having sex with the motorcycle 

cop's 14-year-old stepdaughter. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/27/2010 4:40:59 PM 

Segway company owner rides scooter off cliff 

Ig~~""IA British businessman, who bought the Segway company less than a year ago, died after riding one of the 

scooters off a cliff and into a river near his Yorkshire estate. 

...... ,..... . ..... ,..... . ..... , ....... 
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rg~~...,jsegway PT - Scooter - Motorcycles - Business - Recreation 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/27/20105:08:25 PM 

Prosecutor accused of 'sexting' will resign 

Ig~~""IA Wisconsin prosecutor facing removal from office over accusations that he used his position to seek 

relationships with women will resign instead, his attorney said Monday. 

1~~'::lprosecutor - Wisconsin - law - United States - Prosecuting Attorneys 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/27/20105:30:35 PM 

Don't Click the link Unless You DO like Sex With Goats 

On Twitter yesterday, clicking on a certain link yielded retweets stating, "I like anal sex with goats." 
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Ig~~ .... ~witter - Goat - Online Communities - Social Networking - Business 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/27/20105:56:41 PM 

13 dead after Navy rescue in Gulf of Aden 

At least 13 people are dead and another eight are missing after a u.s. Navy rescue mission in the Gulf of Aden went awry 

on Monday, NBC News reported. 

I g:i1ti¥.EIGUlf of Aden - United States Navy - Navy - Piracy - United States 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/27/20105:56:43 PM 

Pass the pie: Canned pumpkin shortage is over 

Ig~~""lpumpkin lovers can relax: A nearly yearlong shortage of the canned stuff is over. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/27/20106:04:14 PM 

Wyclef Jean hospitalized, suffering from stress 

Ig~~""~he 37-year-old Grammy Award winner checked into a hospital over the weekend. His representative 
Marian Salzman says he's "suffering from stress and fatigue based on the grueling eight weeks he's had." 

1~~':-lwYClef Jean - Grammy Award - Haiti - United States - Marian Salzman 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/27/20106:42:00 PM 

Cutler welcomes comparisons to Rodgers 

The way Jay Cutler sees it, this is a blitz he doesn't need to dodge. If others want to compare him to Aaron Rodgers, well, 

that makes perfect sense. 

I g:i1ti¥.EiJay Cutler - Aaron Rodgers - Recreation - Green Bay Packers - Chicago Bears 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/27/20106:50:12 PM 

Segway scooters can lead to serious injuries 

Ig~~""IA day after the new owner of the Segway company plunged to his death on one of the two-wheeled 

scooters, Washington, D.C., emergency room researchers are warning that injuries from the transporters 
are becoming more common - and more serious. 

I g~~""lsegway PT - scooter - Electric vehicle - Motorcycles - Business 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/27/20107:01:53 PM 

Is John Lennon the most interesting Beatie? 

Ig~~""lpaul was the cute one, George the quiet one, Ringo the funny one and John the smart one. The new film 
"Nowhere Boy" adds to Lennon's legend, but the other musicians each have loyal fans. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/27/20107:15:05 PM 

Shortage of drug holds up some U.S. executions 

Some executions in the u.S. have been put on hold because of a shortage of one of the drugs used in lethal injections 

from coast to coast. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/27/20107:26:38 PM 

Eyes on weak levee as flooding hits 3 states 

Ig~~""IResidents in three states on Monday were dealing with flooding that swamped homes and in one area 

weakened a levee system to near collapse. 

I~~':-Iwisconsin - Levee - United States - Flood - Business and Economy 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/27/20107:38:34 PM 

More workers facing sick leave conundrum 

When it comes to taking time off for medical reasons, many workers face a conundrum, and it's only gotten worse 

during this economic downturn. 

rC~~"-ISiCk leave - United States - law - Workers' Compensation - legal Information 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/27/20107:39:47 PM 

Hall of Fame quarterback Blanda dies at 83 

Ig~~""~he Oakland Raiders say Hall of Fame quarterback George Blanda has died. He was 83. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/27/20107:40:47 PM 

Man guilty of murder in Angels pitcher's death 

Ig~~""IA jury convicted a drunken driver of murder Monday in the deaths of promising rookie Los Angeles 

Angels pitcher Nick Adenhart and two of his friends. 

1~~'::Lurder - Nick Adenhart - los Angeles Angels of Anaheim - Pitcher - United States 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/27/20107:49:39 PM 

Max Weinberg splits as Conan's band leader 

Ig~~""~he drummer had been O'Brien's musical sidekick for 17 years, on both "Late Night" and the "Tonight 
Show." 

rg~5.Lax Weinberg - Tonight Show - Late Night - Conan O'Brien - Television 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/27/20107:57:32 PM 

Raiders Hall of Fame QB George Blanda dies at 83 

George Blanda, the seemingly ageless Hall of Fame quarterback and kicker whose 26-year career was best remembered 

for a remarkable run of late-game theatrics with the Oakland Raiders, has died. He was 83. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/27/20107:58:06 PM 

For good sleep, don't count sheep - run 

Sleepless and sedentary? Instead of counting sheep in a field, try running through a meadow. 

rC~~~~jDomestic sheep - Business - Sheep - Livestock - Agriculture and Forestry 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/27/20108:08:33 PM 

Stocks end down despite spate of deal making 

Stocks took a pause from their big September rally on Monday as worries about the financial sector offset excitement 

over a fresh round of corporate dealmaking. 

rC~~"-IBusiness - Investing - Stocks and Bonds - Equities - Dow Jones Industrial Average 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/27/20108:22:57 PM 

Newsweek: Is Twitter protecting Ashton Kutcher? 

Mickey Kaus: At the least you would expect the recent allegations against Kutcher to ilicit some investigation like, 'Did 

you do it, bro.' But no. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/27/20108:24:09 PM 

N.Y. forced to raise oft-stolen Joey Ramone sign 

Ig~~""~he Department of Transportation recently had the "Joey Ramone Place" sign reinstalled in lower 

Manhattan for the fourth time since 2003. This time, it was raised 8 eight feet to curb temptation. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/27/20108:37:16 PM 

Despite economy, farm jobs still go begging 

Ig~~""IAS the economy tanked during the past two years, a debate has raged over whether immigrants are 

taking jobs from Americans. In the largest farm state the answer is no. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/27/20108:47:24 PM 

Analysis: Israeli defiance endangers peace talks 

Prime Minister Netanyahu's willingness to risk a breakdown of talks so supposedly crucial, embarrassing President 

Obama, raises questions whether he can deliver the much more far-reaching concessions Israel would have to make to 

end a century of conflict. 

r~¥.:trael - Barack Obama - Prime minister - Middle East - Mahmoud Abbas 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/27/20108:50:09 PM 

RIM announces BlackBerry 'PlayBook' tablet 

Ig~~""~he company that gave us the BlackBerry - still the dominant phone in corporate circles - thinks its 

business customers will have room in their briefcases for at least one more device: the PlayBook. 

1~~':-IBIackBerry - Research In Motion - Smartphone - Handhelds - Business 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/27/20108:56:37 PM 

'Titanic' star Gloria Stuart dies at 100 

Ig~~""IStuart made history at 87 for becoming the oldest actress ever nominated for an Academy Award. 

Ig~~""IGIOria Stuart - Academy Award - Titanic - History - Maritime 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/27/20109:35:25 PM 

Life Inc.: Stuck in job? You're not alone 

Ig~~""ILife I~c: The number of years we're staying with an employer is on the rise. But that's not a sign of job 

security. 

I~~':lmployment - Job security - Business - Job Search - Security 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/27/20109:37:31 PM 

Fright before fame: Stars' horror-film pasts 

Ig~~""IEven future stars and heartthrobs have to start somewhere. Just in time for Halloween, we reveal those 

embarrassing horror flicks more than a few celebrities wish no one had ever seen. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/27/20109:39:08 PM 

Disney, Muslim worker agree on scarf substitute 

Disney is allowing a Muslim employee at its Southern California park to wear a specially designed headscarf after initially 

objecting to her religious head covering. 

rC~~"-lsouthern California - Headscarf - Muslim - Business - United States 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/27/201010:45:51 PM 

U.S. envoy sent to salvage stalled Mideast talks 

The Obama administration said Monday it was "disappointed" by Israel's refusal to extend a slowdown in settlement 

construction and dispatched special Middle East peace envoy George Mitchell to the region in an urgent bid to salvage 

the stalled negotiations. 

r~¥:Liddle East - Israel - George J. Mitchell - United States - Presidency of Barack Obama 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/27/201011:15:15 PM 

The great grape caper: Vineyard picked clean 

A thief or thieves with a taste for an unusual wine grape have made off with virtually an entire vineyard's worth. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/27/201011:17:18 PM 

Los Angeles bakes at record 113 degrees 

Ig~~""lcalifornia's blistering fall heat wave sent temperatures to an all-time record high of 113 degrees in 

downtown Los Angeles on Monday, and many sought refuge at the beach. 

rg~iStos Angeles - Heat wave - United States - California - Counties 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/27/201011:19:22 PM 

Sorry! Study shows why women apologize more 

It's not that men are reluctant to admit wrongdoing, the study shows. It's just that they have a higher threshold for what 

they think warrants reparation. 

1§':i1ti¥.ElpeoPle _ Women _ History - Science and Technology - Arts and Entertainment 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/27/201011:36:14 PM 

Afghan killings, body parts at center of inquiry 

Ig~~""IA soldier's videotaped statements describing how he and his colleagues randomly killed three Afghan 
civilians came under scrutiny Monday at a hearing into one of the most serious war-crimes cases from the 

war in Afghanistan. 

I g~~""IAfghanistan - Court-martial - United States - War crime - War in Afghanistan (200l-present) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/28/201012:04:47 AM 

Hundreds protest FBI raids on anti-war activists 

Protesters gathered outside FBI offices in Minneapolis and Chicago, bearing signs and shouting chants condemning the 

agency's searches of anti-war activists in both cities. 

I g:i1ti¥.EIMinneapolis - Chicago - Federal Bureau of Investigation - Terrorism - Peace 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/28/2010 12:25:52 AM 

Report: Soldier accused of killing 2 colleagues 

A U.S. soldier is in custody in connection with the shooting deaths of two fellow service members in Iraq, according to a 

newspaper. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/28/2010 12:33:39 AM 

Ben & Jerry's to drop 'All Natural' from labels 

Ig~~""llce cream maker Ben & Jerry's is dropping the phrase "all natural" from all labels after a request from a 

health advocacy group. 

1~~'::IBen & Jerry - Ice cream - Business - Advocacy group - Natural foods 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/28/2010 12:33:39 AM 

Ben & Jerry's to drop 'All Natural' from labels 

Ig~~""llce cream maker Ben & Jerry's is dropping the phrase "all natural" from all labels after a request from a 

health advocacy group. 

1~~'::IBen & Jerry - Ice cream - Business - Natural foods - Center for Science in the Public Interest 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/28/201012:52:19 AM 

Airline consolidations may bring higher fares 

Ig~~""~he executive teams behind the $1.42 billion acquisition of AirTran by Southwest and the new United 

Airlines share a common desire for their revamped ventures: road warriors. 

1~~'::Lnited Airlines - Southwest Airlines - AirTran Airways - Airline - United States 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/28/2010 12:57:00 AM 

Heir apparent? N. Korea leader promotes son 

Ig~~""INorth Korean leader Kim Jong-il's son, Jong-un, has been given the rank of general, the country's official 

media said on Tuesday in the first mention of the young son who is considered heir to the dynastic state. 

rg~5.jNorth Korea - Kim Jong-il - Asia - South Korea - History 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/28/2010 1:28:50 AM 

At least 20 missing in Colombian mountain mudslide 

A mudslide swept over people changing from one bus to another because an earlier slide was blocking a mountain road 

Monday, and at least 20 people were buried, authorities said. 

rC~~"-Ludslide - Bus - People - Lost or Missing - State of emergency 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/28/20101:52:12 AM 

NBC: Emanuel to announce soon whether he's quitting 

Ig~~""IRahm Emanuel, the White House chief of staff, could announce by the end of this week whether he's 

leaving his job to run for mayor of Chicago, NBC News reported. 

rg~5.jRahm Emanuel - Chicago - White House - White House Chief of Staff - NBC 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/28/20102:30:55 AM 

LSU snags 7-footer from school marching band 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/28/20102:37:33 AM 

Prosecutor in Ted Stevens case kills self 

A Justice Department prosecutor killed himself while under investigation over whether he and other attorneys in the 

prosecution of Sen. Ted Stevens acted improperly in the case, officials said. 

I §,:i1ti¥.E~ed Stevens - United States Department of Justice - Prosecutor - Justice Department - United States 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/28/20103:06:08 AM 

Georgia executes inmate who had attempted suicide 

A Georgia prisoner who tried to kill himself last week by slashing his arms and throat with a razor blade was executed 

Monday night amid heightened security for the 1998 murders of a trucking company owner and his two children. 

rC~~"-lsuicide - Georgia - Capital punishment - Death - Razor 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/28/20103:19:37 AM 

Halladay's 2-hitter clinches division for Phillies 

Ig~~""~he Philadelphia Phillies are the NL East champions for the fourth consecutive year and, fittingly, Roy 
Halladay helped seal the deal this time with a two-hitter. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/28/20103:31:17 AM 

Did Sarah Palin bring boos to 'Dancing'? 

Ig~~""llt may be a dancing show, but this week the big action wasn't about the moves or even the "stars." (Hey, 
Bristol!) This week the focus was on a complete non-dancer. (Hey, Bristol's mom!) 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/28/2010 4:04:55 AM 

Survey: Americans don't know much about religion 

A new survey of Americans' knowledge of religion found that atheists, agnostics, Jews and Mormons outperformed 

Protestants and Roman Catholics in answering questions about major religions, while many respondents could not 

correctly give the most basic tenets of their own faiths. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/28/20104:12:11 AM 

Flooding in Nigeria worsens food shortage 

Ig~~""IAfter water nearly overtook his village in northern Nigeria, Ali Gudinchin jumped into the rushing flood 

with a knife, cutting away ears of corn from stalks barely rising above the muddy surface. 

rg~iSjNigeria - Flood - Africa - Water - Government 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/28/20104:43:32 AM 

MacArthur Foundation reveals 'genius grants' 

Ig~~""IDavid Simon, creator of the HBO television series "The Wire," is among 23 recipients of this year's 
MacArthur Foundation "genius grants" - news that left him with what he described as "a vague sense of 

guilt." 

I~~':-Idavidsimon - MacArthur Fellows Program - Television program - The Wire - HBO 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/28/20105:48:23 AM 

Bears boot Packers on last-second FG 

Ig~~""~ay Cutler threw for 221 yards, Brian Urlacher forced a key fumble and Chicago took advantage of a team
record-tying 17 penalties by the Packers to beat Green Bay 20-17 on Monday night. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/28/20107:24:58 AM 

Russian president fires defiant Moscow mayor 

Ig~~""IRussian President Dmitry Medvedev fires a powerful political opponent, veteran Moscow mayor Yuri 

Luzhkov, who criticized the Kremlin and then defied pressure to resign. 

rg~iSLoscow - Russia - Dmitry Medvedev - Yury luzhkov - President of Russia 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/28/20108:33:45 AM 

NJ police charge 2 in fatal college shooting 

Ig~~""lpolice didn't have to look far to find the man they say sprayed gunfire at a crowded weekend party, killing 

a Seton Hall University student and wounding four other people. 

rg~iSjseton Hall University - New Jersey - Police - Student - United States 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/28/20108:34:01 AM 

Report: Jilted lover sparked jet bomb scare 

Ig~~""IA spurned woman sparked a bomb scare by calling police and claiming her ex-boyfriend had a explosives 

aboard a passenger jet, according to a newspaper. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/28/20109:55:27 AM 

Ships take to Arctic Ocean as sea ice melts 

Ig~~""lshiPPing companies are increasingly using the Arctic Ocean as a quick way to get from Europe to the Far 

East as melting sea ice opens up a lucrative new trade route. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/28/2010 10:05:55 AM 

Video in the cockpit: Privacy vs. safety 

Ig~~""~he Federal Aviation Administration has not implemented an NTSB recommendation to put video 

recorders in cockpits. Pilot unions have fiercely fought the idea. 

rg~iSjFederal Aviation Administration - National Transportation Safety Board - Aviation - Recreation - NTSB 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/28/2010 10:22:42 AM 

Biden: Democratic base should 'stop whining' 

Ig~~""lcampaigning for Democratic candidates in New Hampshire, Vice President Joe Biden said Monday the 
party's base should "stop whining." 

rg~iS1oe Biden - New Hampshire - Democratic Party - United States - Barack Obama 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/28/2010 10:31:26 AM 

Gulf Coast depression spikes post-BP oil spill 

Ig~~""IBefore the BP spill, the Gulf Coast was a place of abundant shrimping, tourist-filled beaches and a happy 

if humble lifestyle. Now, it's home to depression, worry and sadness for many. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/28/201010:47:12 AM 

Israeli navy intercepts Gaza-bound activist boat 

Ig~~""~he Israeli Navy has taken over a Gaza-bound activists' boat without violence, officials said, and is towing 

the vessel to the southern Israeli port of Ashdod. 

1~~':-IGaza - Israeli Navy - Ashdod - Israel - Middle East 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/28/201011:19:01 AM 

Red Tape: Background check flaw nearly costs vet his job 

David, a 13-year vet who served in Iraq and Afghanistan, struggled to return to civilian life but got a job as a store 

manager with a major retailer. Then a background check turned up a potential criminal conviction in his past -

apparently because someone used his Social Security Number during an arrest for drug possession with intent to 

distribute. 

Ig~a:..!'lbaCkgroundcheck - l@g - Afghanistan - Social Security number - United States 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/28/201011:23:10 AM 

Nigeria kidnappers seize school bus full of kids 

Nigerian police say kidnappers have seized a school bus full of children in the country's southeast. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/28/201011:25:57 AM 

Police: Norway terror plot targeted Danish paper 

Three terror suspects who were arrested in an alleged al-Qaida plot in Norway were likely planning an attack against a 

Danish newspaper that caricatured the Prophet Muhammad, Norwegian and Danish police said Tuesday. 

rC~~"-IAI_Qaeda - Muhammad - Newspaper - Norwegian language - Norway 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/28/2010 11:46:38 AM 

For some, it's back to looking for work 

Ig~~""~he recession has been so hard that some jobseekers stopped even trying to find work. Now, economists 

expect that some of those workers will start to jump back into the job search. 

rg~iSjEmplOyment - Recession - Job hunting - Business and Economy - Job Search 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/28/201011:52:47 AM 

Great credit may not get you a great mortgage 

Have you been working to boost your credit score before trying to get a mortgage? It may not yield the payback you 

expect. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/28/2010 12:09:20 PM 

Obama: Democratic voter apathy 'inexcusable' 

Admonishing his own party, President Barack Obama says it would be "inexcusable" and "irresponsible" for 

unenthusiastic Democratic voters to sit out the midterm elections. 

I g:i1ti¥.EIBarack Obama - President of the United States - United States - President - United States midterm election 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/28/201012:21:18 PM 

Toys R Us to hire 45,000 workers for holidays 

Toys R Us will hire about 45,000 employees to help with the holiday season, doubling its U.s. work force. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/28/201012:37:12 PM 

Peanut menace? Allergy bullies use food to torment 

About 1 in 4 kids, teens and young adults with allergies reported being teased, harassed or bullied because they were 

allergic, according to a new survey. Some were threatened physically with the food that triggers their allergies. 

I g:i1ti¥.EIFOOd _ Allergy - Health - Conditions and Diseases - Allergies 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/28/2010 12:45:07 PM 

Anxious? 5 ways you can be stress-free 

Experts are learning that all certain coping and even prevention tactics are highly effective. Here's what new science can 

teach all of us about outsmarting stress. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/28/2010 12:48:02 PM 

Survey: Atheists most knowledgeable about religion 

A new survey of Americans' knowledge of religion found that atheists, agnostics, Jews and Mormons outperformed 

Protestants and Roman Catholics in answering questions about major religions. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/28/2010 1:30:20 PM 

Newsweek: The makings of a trade war with China 

Robert Samuelson: If China won't revalue its currency, the alternative is retaliation. This might start a trade war, because 

China might respond in kind, perhaps buying fewer Boeings and more Airbuses and substituting Brazilian soybeans for 

American. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/28/20101:38:15 PM 

Reports: Mexico landslide buries hundreds of homes 

A landslide buried some 300 homes in western Mexico early Tuesday and is feared to have killed hundreds while they 

slept, local authorities and media said. 

1§':i1ti¥.EIMeXiCO _ United States - Travel and Tourism - Tabasco - Guatemala 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/28/20101:47:14 PM 

Custody dad: Sons 'avoided me' at Egypt reunion 

Boston dad Colin Bower was finally reunited with his two sons 13 months after his ex-wife allegedly smuggled them out 

of the u.s. to her native Egypt. But the boys "completely avoided me," he said Tuesday, adding, "It's clearly child abuse." 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/28/20101:54:14 PM 

'Glee' preview: It's Britney, Gleeks! 

The wait is almost over. Tuesday night's "Glee" will finally deliver on the summer-long promise to bring pop princess 

Britney Spears to the song and dance show. 

1~¥':-IBritney Spears - Glee - Arts - Music - Anti-Music 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/28/20102:15:32 PM 

Ryder Cup Talk: latest news, analysis 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/28/20102:54:45 PM 

Pastor under scrutiny over deaths of two wives 

A retired Pennsylvania pastor accused of killing his wife and staging a car accident to cover it up is scheduled to be in 

court Tuesday for a preliminary hearing. 

rC~~"-lpennsVlvania - Traffic collision - Preliminary hearing - United States - Death 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/28/20104:10:09 PM 

Texting-and-driving bans don't reduce crashes? 

Such bans, now in 30 states, may even be "ineffective," according to a new report from the Highway Loss Data Institute. 

rC~~~~~exting while driving - Recreation - Insurance Institute for Highway Safety - Roads and Highways - United States 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/28/20105:09:47 PM 

Most say Obama isn't responsible for state of economy 

"It is becoming Obama's economy -- slowly but surely," said Democratic pollster Jay Campbell of Hart Research 

Associates, the Democratic half of the NBC/WSJ survey. 

I g:i1ti¥.EIDemocratic - Barack Obama - Opinion poll - United States - President 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/28/20105:11:41 PM 

Another victim of the recession: marriages 

The recession took a dramatic toll on the institution of marriage in America last year, new figures show, with weddings 

for people 18 and older at the lowest ebb in over a hundred years. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/28/20105:12:32 PM 

Cosmic Log: Big questions about the brain 

Ig~~""lscience editor Alan Boyle's Weblog: How does the brain work? Follow along as experts explore the 

frontier inside your head at the "Open Questions in Neuroscience" symposium. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/28/20105:13:05 PM 

Uptick in home prices could be only temporary 

Don't take the latest snapshot of u.s. home prices too seriously. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/28/20105:41:52 PM 

Toddler, three others shot dead in Boston 

Ig~~""IA shooting early Tuesday left a toddler and three others dead, and a fifth person was hospitalized and not 

expected to survive, police said. 

rg~iSjpolice - Boston - United States - Massachusetts - Greater Boston 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/28/20105:49:16 PM 

Oman mediators in Iran to seek release of 2 US men 

A delegation from the Persian Gulf sultanate of Oman is visiting Iran to try to secure the release of two American men 

imprisoned for more than a year and accused by Tehran of illegally crossing the border and spying, the u.s. State 

Department said Tuesday. 

r~¥:loman - Iran - United States - Middle East - 2009 detention of American hikers by Iran 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/28/20106:22:07 PM 

Newsweek: Brazil's next president faces tough reforms 

Managing through Brazil's issues takes a combination of charisma, diplomacy, and masterful politics-a rare 

combination in Latin American politics, and glaringly absent in Dilma Rousseff. Though regarded as an able bureaucrat, 

Lula's anointed candidate is a dull campaigner and something a hothead. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/28/20106:32:16 PM 

Residents long suspected corruption in Bell 

Ig~~""IA few would-be whistleblowers suspected for years that the government in this working-class Los Angeles 

suburb was corrupt and that leaders were secretly paying themselves six-figure salaries. 

rg~iStos Angeles - United States - California - Working class - Counties 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/28/20106:40:19 PM 

LA teacher suicide sparks test-score push back 

Ig~~""~he Los Angeles Times should remove teacher performance ratings from its website after the apparent 

suicide of a teacher despondent over his score, the union representing Los Angeles school teachers said. 

rg~iStos Angeles - Los Angeles Times - Suicide - Teacher - California 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/28/20107:00:09 PM 

Eiffel Tower, park briefly evacuated in bomb threat 

Ig~~""~he Eiffel Tower area was briefly evacuated on Tuesday because of a bomb alert, the fourth in the Paris 

region in as many weeks, but a search turned up nothing, police said. 

I~~~':-Iparis - Eiffel Tower - Programming - Languages - Eiffel 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/28/20107:05:11 PM 

Tiger fires back at Mcilroy's Ryder Cup boast 

r-~he Ryder Cup is getting personal for Tiger Woods. Interrupting an otherwise dull press conference 
uesday, Woods fired back at a comment Rory Mcilroy made six weeks ago that "I would love to face" the 

world's No.1 player in the Ryder Cup unless his game rapidly improved. 

1~~':-ITiger Woods - Ryder Cup - Rory Mcilroy - sport - Golf 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/28/20107:10:01 PM 

Newsweek: Gay-marriage opponents battle disclosure 

The National Organization for Marriage will come under close scrutiny today with the launch of a new Web site that will 

detail supporters and backers of the organization. The D.C.-based NOM, has been fighting hard to keep its donors and 

supporters private. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/28/20107:37:08 PM 

2 big jackpots won by Missouri man 

The odds of winning $1 million in a lottery are astronomical, but one Missouri man has beaten them - twice. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/28/20107:40:20 PM 

Progressives: Obama remarks are 'condescending' 

President Barack Obama's lecture to his supporters to snap out of their lethargy is getting a frosty reception from some 

on the left side of the Democratic coalition. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/28/20107:44:34 PM 

N. Korea dynasty expected to go 3rd generation 

Ig~~""INorth Korea's Kim Jong II made his son a four-star general, giving the 28-year-old his first known official 
title in a move seen as confirmation that he's slated to become the next leader. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/28/20107:55:53 PM 

Carter checked at hospital after falling ill 

Ig~~""IFormer President Jimmy Carter fell ill Tuesday during a flight to Cleveland and was taken to a hospital 

after the plane landed, officials said. 

rg~iS1immy Carter - President of the United States - United States - President - History 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/28/20107:58:21 PM 

Consumers, company leaders less confident 

Americans in both the living room and the boardroom are growing more fearful about the economy, creating a Catch-22 

for the job market. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/28/20108:07:34 PM 

Gulf spill paymaster says claims backlog erased 

Ig~~""IFive weeks after taking over the oil spill damage claims from BP, and after widespread criticism of delays 

in processing applications, claims czar Kenneth Feinberg said the backlog of older claims has been 
cleared. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/28/20108:23:16 PM 

You've had great TV specials, Charlie Brown 

Saturday marks the 60th birthday for the "Peanuts" pals and over the course of those decades, they starred in a heck of 

a lot of television specials. Here are five favorites. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/28/20108:26:25 PM 

Plan for using BP spill fines unveiled 

President Obama's point person on the Gulf coast's restoration advised paying for it with some of the billions of dollars 

in civil penalties that could be collected from the BP oil spill. 

I g:i1ti¥.EIBarack Obama - Gulf Coast of the United States - Deepwater Horizon oil spill - Oil spill - Environment 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/28/20109:01:08 PM 

Lindsay Lohan reported back in rehab 

Ig~~""lcelebrity websites said that the actress checked into a rehabilitation center in southern California late 

Monday night and was expected to stay there until an Oct. 22 court hearing. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/28/20109:15:34 PM 

NBC News poll: Bill Clinton makes a comeback 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/28/20109:24:21 PM 

Officials: Texas gunman was a student 

r-~ student wearing a dark suit and a ski mask opened fire Tuesday with an assault rifle on the University of 
exas campus before fleeing into a library and fatally shooting himself. No one else was hurt. 

I~~':-Iuniversity of Texas at Austin - University of Texas - United States - Education - Texas 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/28/20109:30:46 PM 

Clouds put lid on Calif. heat after record hot day 

Ig~~""IForecasters may never know just how hot it got in Los Angeles during a day of record-breaking heat: After 

the temperature soared to 113 degrees in downtown, the thermometer took the rest of the day off. 

I~~':-Isouthern California - California - Los Angeles - United States - National Weather Service 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/28/20109:52:27 PM 

'Death ray' at Vegas hotel pool heats up guests 

Ig~~""IGuests at the new Vdara Hotel & Spa have complained that the glass skyscraper can magnify and reflect 

the sun's rays onto an area of the pool at temperatures hot enough to singe hair or melt plastic drink 

cups. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/28/201010:03:17 PM 

Newsweek: What Rahm's departure will mean 

The chief of staff could be gone by next week. What that could mean for the administration. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/28/201010:13:32 PM 

Texting ban report met with anger, skepticism 

Ig~~""IA report by the Highway Loss Data Institute found that texting bans are not reducing crashes. DOT 

Secretary Ray LaHood harshly responded, calling the report misleading and flawed. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/28/2010 10:25:48 PM 

U.S. aid to Haiti stuck in red tape 

Ig~~""INearIY nine months after the earthquake, more than a million Haitians still live on the streets between 

piles of rubble. One reason: Not a cent of the $1.15 billion the u.s. promised for rebuilding has arrived. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/28/2010 10:28:34 PM 

Fort Hood reports record number of suicides 

Fort Hood officials are investigating a rash of suicides in recent days, including the apparent murder-suicide of a soldier 

and his wife, the Associated Press reports. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/28/2010 10:39:33 PM 

Poll: Battle for Congress tightens between parties 

Ig~~""IWith Election Day exactly five weeks away, the latest NBC News/Wall Street Journal poll shows that the 

battle for control of Congress has tightened. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/28/201010:41:31 PM 

Canadian court strikes down prostitution laws 

An Ontario court has tossed out key provisions of Canada's anti-prostitution laws, following a constitutional challenge by 

three sex-trade workers. 

I g:i1ti¥.Elcanada - Prostitution - Ontario - law - Sexuality 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/28/201011:15:15 PM 

12-step manuscript gives rare glimpse into early AA 

Ig~~""lln 1939, a book offering hopeless drunks a spiritual path to recovery through 12 steps was released by a 

fledgling fellowship of alcoholics. More than 27 million copies of the so-called Big Book have sold since, 
but little has been known about how the manual was conceived until now. 

1~~':-IAIcOhOliCS Anonymous - Big Book - Alcoholism - Twelve-step program - Alcohol 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/28/2010 11:23:39 PM 

IRS won't be mailing out tax forms next year 

Don't look for tax forms and instructions in your mailbox next year. The Internal Revenue Service has decided to stop 

mailing them because so many people now file electronically. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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1§'~F..?llnternal Revenue Service - IRS tax forms - Tax - United States - Business 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/28/201011:41:17 PM 

What's for Christmas? Cheap, high-tech toys 

Ig~~""IFrom tiny remote-control cars to nearly paper-thin electronic guitars and drums called Paper Jamz, 

technology is infused in many of this year's projected hot toys. 

1~~'::IRemote control - Technology - Toys and Games - Paper Jamz - Business 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/28/201011:42:41 PM 

Appeals court OKs stem cell funding - for now 

A U.S. appeals court Tuesday agreed to permit federal funding of human embryonic stem cell research to continue 

pending a full appeal, lifting an injunction issued by a federal judge and handing the Obama administration a victory. 

I~¥':lmbryonic stem cell - Presidency of Barack Obama - United States courts of appeals - Biotechnology - Stem cell 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/28/2010 11:44:35 PM 

Exercise could cut endometrial cancer risk 

Women who regularly work up a sweat exercising have a 30 percent lower risk of developing endometrial cancer, a new 

study says. 

rC~~"-lcancer - Health - Endometrial cancer - Conditions and Diseases - Gynecologic 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/28/2010 11:45:22 PM 

Aussie 'Top Model' announces wrong winner 

Monday night's finale of "Australia's Next Top Model" included one of the most cringe-worthy moments of the year, 

when host Sarah Murdoch announced the wrong name of the winner! 

I~¥':-Isarah Murdoch - australias next top model - Australia - America's Next Top Model - Television 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/28/2010 11:46:03 PM 

Dog 'steers' ship to shore after owner goes overboard 

You've heard of dogs playing poker for fun, but what about boating? A pooch that became stranded at sea on a boat 

after his owner fell off the side made it safely to shore in Pompano Beach on Tuesday. 

I g:i1ti¥.Elpompano Beach Florida - Boat - Ship - Recreation - Pompano Beach 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/29/201012:10:56 AM 

Europe on high alert over terror threats 

Europe is on high alert over concerns that terrorists based in Pakistan have been planning Mumbai-style attacks in 

London and other cities, Sky News reports. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/29/2010 12:22:41 AM 

3-year-old caught with pot in school 

The Columbia County, Fla., Sheriff's Office says a 3-year-old took marijuana to a Lake City school on Monday, and 

deputies and child welfare officials are looking into where the boy got the pot. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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1§'~F..?lsheriff - Columbia County New York - United States - Counties - Columbia 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/29/201012:23:37 AM 

75 people brawl at 3-year-old's birthday party 

A beer-fueled melee involving 75 people broke out early Tuesday morning near Cincinnati, shortly after the ex-husband 

of one of the women in attendance showed up. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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1§'~F..?lcincinnati - Beer - Recreation - Food - Drink 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/29/201012:38:14 AM 

3 captains quit 'Deadliest Catch' 

1~¥:IDeadliest Catch - Discovery Channel - Television - Arts - Programs 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/29/2010 12:39:42 AM 

Obama to young voters: Stick with me 

Ig~~""lpresident Barack Obama is telling young voters they must not become discouraged and let Republicans 

retake control of the federal government in the Nov. 2 elections. 
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rg~~...,jBarack Obama - President - United States - President of the United States - Democratic Party (United States) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/29/20101:16:03 AM 

Mexico: 11 missing in landslide 

Ig~~""IA hillside collapses on homes in a rural community in the southern state of Oaxaca, but authorities said 

there were no confirmed deaths and only 11 missing. 

1~~'::Lexico - Travel and Tourism - Oaxaca - Travel Guides - landslide 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/29/20101:28:11 AM 

N. Korea leader's son gets political posts 

Ig~~""~he new roles of the youngest son of North Korea's leader bolster speculation he's being groomed to 
succeed his father as leader of the nuclear-armed nation. 

1~~':-INorth Korea - Asia - Nuclear weapon - Kim jong-il - Weapons 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/29/2010 1:31:40 AM 

Opry returns to fixed-up digs after flood 

Ig~~""~he Grand Ole Opry has ended its itinerant ways and returned home. A host of country music's legends 
joined some of today's biggest names to kick off the "Country Comes Home" celebration. 

rg~5.jKeith Urban - Brad Paisley - Nashville Tennessee - Grand Ole Opry - Floods 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/29/20102:16:48 AM 

Yankees return to playoffs, eliminate Red Sox 

Ig~~""~he New York Yankees clinched their 15th postseason berth in the last 16 years and CC Sabathia got his 
21st win of the season, beating the Toronto Blue Jays 6-1 on Tuesday night. 

1~~'::INew York Yankees - CC Sabathia - Boston Red Sox - Toronto Blue Jays - Sports 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/29/20102:41:25 AM 

Song's over for another 'Dancing' star 

Ig~~""IDesPite viewers' complaints that judge Bruno Tonioli was too harsh Monday, fans didn't offer enough 

sympathy votes to save the worst dancer of the night. 
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rg~~...,jBruno Tonioli - Dance - Arts - Dancing With The Stars - Television 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/29/20102:59:46 AM 

Reds clinch Nl Central, finally return to playoffs 

Ig~~""~he Reds are headed to the playoffs for the first time in 15 years, completing the long-awaited trip with 
Jay Bruce's one dramatic swing. 

1~~':-I.Jay Bruce - National league Central - Cincinnati Reds - Recreation - United States 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/29/20103:02:43 AM 

Rays back in playoffs, fan complaints on hold 

Ig~~""IDaVid Price pitched eight shutout innings as the Tampa Bay Rays defeated the Baltimore Orioles 5-0 to 

clinch a berth in the postseason for the second time in the last three seasons. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/29/20104:32:34 AM 

O'Neill: Americans' pride on the line at Ryder Cup 

Ig~~""loINeill: The United States needs to defeat Europe to halt - or at least slow - the shift of power taking 

place in golf. 

1~~'::Lnited States - Ryder Cup - Corey Pavin - Celtic Manor Resort - Wales 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/29/20106:19:18 AM 

HBT: Yankees, Rays, Reds are in ... what's next? 

Ig~~""IHBT: The Yankees and Rays are in the playoffs, but neither can afford to let up now. Winning the AL East 

could make a world of difference in the postseason. 

rg~iS1sport - American League East - New York Yankees - Rays - Baseball 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/29/20106:34:21 AM 

Aussie jumper dies in fall from Malaysia tower 

An Australian woman fell to her death in Malaysia when her parachute failed to open after she jumped off a tower to 

practice for a parachuting event, organizers said Wednesday. 

1§':i1ti¥.EIMalaYSia _ Parachuting - Australia - Death - Asia 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/29/20109:08:43 AM 

Tropical depression aims at Cuba, then Florida 

Ig~~""IA tropical depression that quickly developed in the Caribbean headed over Cuba early Wednesday 

threatening to strengthen into a tropical storm as it headed toward southeastern Florida. 

1~~':-lcUba - Caribbean - Florida - Tropical cyclone - Florida Keys 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/29/2010 10:02:53 AM 

Truckers' 'bogus' checks bring danger to roads 

Ig~~""~he medical certificates system for truckers is full of loopholes and people keep dying in crashes caused 

by unqualified drivers, a News21-Center for Public Integrity investigation finds. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/29/2010 10:48:29 AM 

Spain arrests American al-Qaida suspect 

Spanish police have arrested a u.S. citizen of Algerian origin who is suspected of financing al-Qaida's North African 

affiliate, the Interior Ministry said Wednesday. 

rC~~"-IAI_Qaeda - United States - al-Qaida - Warfare and Conflict - War on Terrorism 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/29/2010 11:29:26 AM 

Lines in the sand: Artists' sculptures boggle the mind 

Dozens of fun-loving artists from 17 countries recently descended on a drizzly Seattle suburb to participate in the annual 

World Championship of Sand Sculpting. If the event's name conjures up images of standard sand castles built on the 

beach, think again. 

r~¥:IScuIPture - Arts - Sand art and play - Visual Arts - Seattle 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/29/201011:41:15 AM 

Your EV's battery may end up on a farm 

Ig~~""lwhat happens when EV's reach the end of their life, but their batteries still have some juice in them? 
Some of them could end up on a "battery farm." 

rg~iSLectric vehicle - Batteries - Battery cage - Business - Power Supplies 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/29/201011:46:17 AM 

Anti-austerity protests sweep across Europe 

Ig~~""IAnti-austerity protests erupted across Europe on Wednesday - Greek doctors and railway employees 

walked out, Spanish workers shut down trains and buses, and one man even blocked the Irish parliament 
with a cement truck to decry the country's enormous bank bailouts. 

~ 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/29/2010 11:55:56 AM 

Been laid off? Take it like Mr. Spack 

Ig~~""IEven workers who are getting ready to exit an unpleasant job experience have trouble absorbing the 

blow of a layoff. 

rg~iStaYOff - Business - Employment - Law - Human resources 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/29/201012:13:18 PM 

Accuser: Bishop was 'monster' but 'I loved him' 

Ig~~""lone of the young men accusing megachurch Bishop Eddie Long of coercing him into a sexual relationship 

told a TV interviewer that he loved the pastor, but still called him a "predator." 

1~~'::IEddie long - Megachurch - Bishop - Television - Atlanta 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/29/2010 12:25:53 PM 

India hires monkeys to guard Games venues 

Ig~~""lsecurity officials at the Commonwealth Games aren't monkeying around anymore, deploying langurs at 

several venues to keep smaller simians from causing any trouble. 

I~~':-Icommonwealth Games - sport - Colobinae - Delhi - Events 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/29/2010 12:27:29 PM 

Developer: No plans to move Islamic center 

The developer of what opponents have called the "ground zero mosque" said Wednesday that there are "no discussions 

about moving this project" despite vehement opposition. Referring to his Muslim faith, Sharif EI-Gamal said: "Our 

identity has been hijacked by the extremists." 

I s:i1ti¥.Els:i1ti¥.EI'S~F.E1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/29/2010 12:30:00 PM 

From home-school to classroom: Kids face transition 

Ig~~""IEach year, kids who had been home-schooled switch to mainstream schools for a range of reasons, 

including social and economic if a parent has to return to work. The transition is an adjustment not just 
for the child, but also the parent who is no longer in the role of teacher. 

~ 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/29/2010 12:49:54 PM 

Facebook movie: It's all about the hoodies 

Ig~~""lwhere "The Social Network" fails in historical accuracy - and all movies based on "actual events" do - it 

succeeds in hitting key points in the Horatio Alger narrative, revealed through the color of hoodies "Mark 
Zuckerberg" wears throughout the movie. 

~ 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/29/2010 12:52:59 PM 

For Germany, WWI finally ends on Sunday 

Ig~~""IGermany will finally payoff the last of its debts from World War One this Sunday, on the 20th anniversary 

of German reunification. 

rg~iSjworld War I - History - Twentieth Century - Wars and Conflicts - German reunification 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/29/2010 1:06:28 PM 

Opinion: Vick's second act has been amazing 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/29/20102:13:40 PM 

First Thoughts: What change do voters want? 

The new NBC News/Wall Street Journal poll identifies the change that voters want - and don't want. And while the 

GOP's generic-ballot lead narrows from nine points to three, overall dynamics point to substantial Republican gains in 

November. 

Ig~SjRepublican - NBC - United States - Politics - Democratic 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/29/20102:46:11 PM 

'People are out to destroy' Man United's Rooney 

Manchester United legend Mickey Thomas has declared "people are out to destroy" scandal hit superstar 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/29/20102:49:18 PM 

'Star Wars' movies start 3-D rollout in 2012 

George Lucas is set to re-release the six "Star Wars" films in 3-D, beginning in 2012 with one film annually led by "The 

Phantom Menace." 

rC~~"-IGeorge Lucas - Star Wars Episode I: The Phantom Menace - Star Wars - Phantom Menace - Film 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/29/20102:56:13 PM 

Fifth of world's plants threatened, experts warn 

Ig~~""lone in five of the world's estimated 380,000 plant species is threatened with extinction and human 

activity is doing most of the damage, according to a global study published Wednesday. 

1~~'::IBiOdiversitY - Environment - Threatened species - Plant - Species 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/29/20103:35:20 PM 

Newsweek: Conspiracies fueled by elite groups 

The paranoid world of conspiracy theories got a boost from the Basel III accords. Here are a few of the major players-

and the wacky beliefs attached to them that make theorists positively apoplectic. 

1§':i1ti¥.ElconsPiraCy theory - Conspiracy - Newsweek - United States - Basel III 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/29/20104:10:34 PM 

GOP candidate to Obama: 'Go to hell' 

Meeting with a group of fisherman in Maine on Sunday, the state's Republican candidate for governor offered a blunt 

suggestion to the president, per the AP. 

1§':i1ti¥.EIMaine _ Republican - Barack Obama - Politics - United States 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/29/20104:12:23 PM 

Newsweek: Health costs to rise to five-year high 

Health insurance costs in 2011 are likely to be at their highest level in five years, according to data from Hewitt 

Associates, a global human resources consultant. An 8.8 percent average premium increase for employers is projected 

for next year, compared with 6.9 percent this year and 6 percent in last year. 

Ig~SjHewitt Associates - Insurance - Health insurance - Human resources - United States 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/29/20104:18:30 PM 

Carter to stay in Ohio hospital for a 2nd night 

Former President Jimmy Carter will spend a second night in an Ohio hospital after doctors recommended additional 

observation following an overnight stay for an upset stomach. 

rc~~..-timmy Carter - United States - Ohio - President of the United States - President 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/29/20104:42:01 PM 

'Bonnie and Clyde' director Arthur Penn dies 

Ig~~""~he myth-maker and myth-breaker refashioned movie and American history and sealed a generation's 

affinity for outsiders. 

1~~':-lcIYde of Bonnie - Miracle Worker - Arthur Penn - Tony Award - Crime 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/29/20105:20:48 PM 

U.S. sanctions Iranian officials 

The Obama administration placed eight Iranian officials on a u.s. financial blacklist for what it said were their roles in 

human rights violations following Iran's disputed 2009 vote. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/29/20105:37:23 PM 

'Snooki' takes romance from hot tub to book world 

Ig~~"'l'Jersey Shore" star Snooki has a book deal and is penning a novel filled with "big hair, dark tans, and 

fights galore." 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/29/20105:44:23 PM 

Castrodale: Vick's second act has been amazing 

I~~~~:[~~~:j 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/29/20105:47:11 PM 

Newsweek: Do we need 'male studies'? 

In the spring of 2010, a group of academics gathered at Wagner College in Staten Island, N.Y., to propose a new field of 

research: "Male Studies." Not to be confused with Men's Studies, which has been around for more than two decades, 

Male Studies is founded on the premise that men are now disenfranchised, and women's success has come at their 

expense. 

Ig~a:..!'lstaten Island - Wagner College - People - Sports - Women 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/29/20106:08:10 PM 

Hey, Michael Bolton! Where's our apology? 

It seems the dance-floor disaster isn't content to exit the "Dancing With the Stars" spotlight quietly. After getting an all

too-accurate review from judge Bruno Tonioli this week, he wants the judge to apologize. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/29/20106:50:24 PM 

NBC: Times Square bomber targeted largest crowds 

Ig~~""lprosecutors say the man who admitted trying to bomb Times Square boasted that he thought it would kill 

at least 40 people and said he planned to detonate a second bomb in New York city two weeks after the 
first. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/29/20107:00:21 PM 

Anti-austerity protests sweep across Europe 

Ig~~""IGreek doctors and railway employees walked out, Spanish workers shut down trains and buses, and one 

man even blocked the Irish parliament with a cement truck as anti-austerity protests erupted across 

Europe Wednesday. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/29/20107:10:54 PM 

Whitman camp addresses former housekeeper's allegations 

California gubernatorial candidate Meg Whitman's campaign is responding to accusations that she subjected to 

"emotional and financial abuse" her former housekeeper, who was working illegally in the country. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/29/20107:13:01 PM 

New York, Portland among safest cities for kids 

Ig~~""INEW YORK (Reuters Life!) - Families in New York and Louisville, Kentucky might be relieved to know they 

live in two of the safest large u.s. cities for children. 

rg~5.jNEW YORK - United States - louisville Kentucky - New York City - Kentucky 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/29/20107:17:51 PM 

Tamanaha: Plan ahead! Super Saturday in store 

Ig~~""~amanaha: Do whatever you need to do and clear your Saturday schedule. Bargain, beg, if necessary, 
bolt. There's no room for anything besides college football's finest day of the season. 

I~~':-Isuper Saturday - Sports - Football - American - College and University 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/29/20107:45:09 PM 

Bus tours journey into polygamist heartland 

COLORADO CITY, Arizona (Reuters Life!) - A peek inside a polygamist community and their isolated way of life is now just 

a bus ride away for sightseers from around the world. 

I g:i1ti¥.EIArizona - Colorado City Arizona - United States - Polygamy - Fundamentalist Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day 

Saints 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/29/20107:49:28 PM 

House passes 9/11 health bill to help sick workers 

The House has approved a bill to give up to $7.4 billion to workers sickened during the cleanup of World Trade Center 

site after the Sept. 11 attacks. 

I~¥':-Iworld Trade Center - September 11 attacks - Warfare and Conflict - War on Terrorism - September 11 2001 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/29/20107:51:41 PM 

Powerful earthquakes hit near Indonesia 

Two powerful earthquakes hit waters off eastern Indonesia in rapid succession early Thursday, prompting officials to 

briefly trigger a tsunami warning. 

1§':i1ti¥.Ellndonesia _ Earthquake - United States Geological Survey - Earth Sciences - Organizations 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/29/20108:10:34 PM 

Purported Europe terror plot called 'credible' 

Ig~~""~hreats of a possible "Mumbai-style" terror attack in Europe are considered "credible" and u.s. officials 

aren't ruling out the possibility that the plot could extend to the U.S., a senior official tells NBC News. 

1~~'::Lnited States - Pakistan - AI-Qaeda - Government - Eiffel Tower 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/29/20108:18:57 PM 

New study renews breast cancer screening debate 

In a study likely to add to the debate over when and how often to screen for breast cancer, Swedish researchers said 

that women aged 40 to 49 who got regular mammograms were 29 percent less likely to die of the disease. 

1§':i1ti¥.EIBreastCancer - Mammography - Health - Cancer - Screening (medicine) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/29/20108:25:34 PM 

Stop using baby sleep devices, u.S. tells parents 

Sleep positioners marketed with the promise of helping babies sleep safely are too dangerous to use and should not be 

sold, u.S. officials warned on Wednesday. 

I g:i1ti¥.Elunited States - Health - Sleep disorder - Conditions and Diseases - Infant 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/29/20109:00:15 PM 

Alien planet looks 'just right' for life 

Ig~~""lscience editor Alan Boyle's Weblog: Astronomers say they have found the first planet beyond our solar 

system that could plausibly sustain life as we know it, just 20 light-years from Earth. 

I~~':-Isolar System - Earth - Alan Boyle - Extraterrestrial life - Astronomy 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/29/20109:00:45 PM 

NYT: Attacks surge on Baghdad Green Zone 

Ig~~""IA senior American military commander suggests that Iranian-backed militias are behind recent attacks in 

Iraq's capital in an effort to influence the formation of a new government. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/29/20109:26:45 PM 

Gold rush for scientists after Gulf spill 

Ig~~""lonce a backwater in the world of oceanographic research, the Gulf of Mexico has suddenly become the 

site of a scientific gold rush, all because of the BP oil spill. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/29/20109:44:07 PM 

Who really won $12.5 million jackpot? Search on 

Canadian police search for the rightful owner of a $12.5 million lottery ticket after charging a man, his son and daughter 

with stealing the Super 7 jackpot. 

rc~~..-totterv - Gambling - lotteries - lotto Super 7 - Games 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/29/20109:59:47 PM 

Comic Greg Giraldo dies after accidental OD 

Ig~~""~he news was first reported by fellow comic and longtime friend Jim Norton, who tweeted a photo of the 
two and the message, "RIP Buddy." 

rg~iSLreg Giraldo - jim Norton - Arts - Comics - last Comic Standing 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/29/201010:15:28 PM 

Record number of children die in hot cars in 2010 

This year of record temperatures has also led a record number of children dying in hot vehicles, according to a group 

that tracks such deaths. 

rC~~"-IAutomobile - Death - Temperature - Recreation - Business 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/29/2010 10:29:25 PM 

Home-schooling parents turn to blogs, Facebook for help 

Ig~~""lparents who home-school already use the Internet for help. But they're also turning to social networking 

sites like Facebook and Twitter, as well as blogs, for help, humor and how-tos. 

I~~':lacebook - Twitter - Social network service - Social network - Online Communities 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/29/201010:58:31 PM 

Drugs before surgery help women avoid mastectomies 

Taking hormone-blocking pills for a few months before breast cancer surgery can shrink tumors and allow many women 

to have just the lump removed instead of the whole breast, a new study suggests. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/29/2010 11:25:48 PM 

Tropical Storm Nicole turns deadly in Jamaica 

Short-lived Tropical Storm Nicole triggered flash flooding that killed eight people in Jamaica and dumped heavy rain on 

Florida, Cuba, the Cayman Islands and the Bahamas on Wednesday. 

I g:i1ti¥.Elcayman Islands - Florida - Tropical cyclone - Caribbean Sea - Cuba 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/29/2010 11:41:07 PM 

Texas debates concealed weapons on campus 

Ig~~""~exas already lets lawmakers bring guns into the Capitol. And the governor sometimes jogs with a loaded 

pistol. But should people be allowed to carry concealed weapons onto college campuses? 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/29/201011:47:09 PM 

Johnston: QBs are the key in Saturday's showdowns 

Ig~~""~ohnston: That should result in good news for Alabama, Stanford and Oklahoma on Saturday. 

I~~~~:[~~~:j 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/30/2010 12:07:45 AM 

Lowe's gem pushes Braves closer to playoff spot 

Ig~~""~he Braves moved closer to their first playoff berth since 2005, beating the Florida Marlins 5-1 

Wednesday to complete a three-game sweep behind Derek Lowe's fifth win of September and Brooks 
Conrad's three-run homer. 

I g~~""IBrooks Conrad - Florida Marlins - Derek Lowe - Braves - sport 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/30/2010 12:31:02 AM 

Palin gets protective order over alleged threats 

Ig~~""lsarah Palin has been granted a restraining order against a Pennsylvania man accused of stalking and 

threatening her. 

rg~iSjsarah Palin - Politics - Restraining order - United States - Parties 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/30/2010 1:31:48 AM 

Major attitude storm brewing on 'Survivor' 

Ig~~""IAfter last week's drama explosion during Tribal Council, this week was sure to look tame. But it wasn't 

quite smoothe sailing, thanks once again to La Flor tribe member NaOnka. 

rg~iSjsurvivor - Television - Arts - Tribal Council - Programs 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/30/2010 1:43:45 AM 

Student secretly taped having sex kills self 

Ig~~""IA college student jumped to his death off a bridge a day after authorities say two classmates 

surreptitiously recorded him having sex with a man in his dorm room and broadcast it over the Internet. 

rg~iSjRutgerS University - Suicide - New Jersey - United States - George Washington Bridge 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/30/20102:58:47 AM 

PBT: LeBron says race 'played a role' in backlash 

Ig~~""lpBT: LeBron James says during a CNN interview that the backlash - in the media and general public - to 

him signing with the Miami Heat was probably driven in part by race. 

1~~':leBron James - Miami Heat - Miami - Dwyane Wade - Sport 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/30/20103:09:00 AM 

Aides separate N.Y. GOP gubernatorial candidate, journalist 

Aides separate New York Republican gubernatorial candidate Carl Paladino from a journalist during an angry exchange 

over Paladino's sex allegations against Democratic rival Andrew Cuomo. 

I g:i1ti¥.EIAndrew Cuomo - Carl Paladino - Democratic - New York - Republican 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/30/20104:16:39 AM 

Koreas military talks end with no progress 

Ig~~""lsouth Korea says its first working-level military talks with North Korea in two years have ended with no 

progress. 

rg~iSjsouth Korea - North Korea - Seoul - Pyongyang - Defence minister 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/30/20104:51:22 AM 

Congress punts tough choices until after election 

Ig~~""lcongress passes a stopgap government spending measure but punts tough choices on a budget, tax-cut 

extensions and other issues before bolting for the campaign trail. 

rg~iSLnited States Congress - United States - Economic - National Budget - Congress 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/30/20105:06:40 AM 

Lincecum pitches Giants closer to NL West title 

Ig~~""lpat Burrell hit a three-run homer to back Tim Lincecum, and the first-place San Francisco Giants remained 
two games ahead of San Diego in the NL West with a 3-1 victory over the Arizona Diamondbacks on 

Wednesday night. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/30/20105:37:45 AM 

Tour de France champ Contador fails drug test 

Ig~~""~hree-time Tour de France champion Alberto Contador of Spain tested positive for a banned stimulant 
while winning this year's race and has been suspended by cycling's governing body. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/30/20106:10:11 AM 

N. Korea releases photo of Kim's likely heir 

Ig~~""INorth Korea on Thursday released what is believed the first official image of leader Kim Jong II's youngest 

son and heir apparent. 

1~~'::INorth Korea - Kim Jong-il - Asia - History - Kim 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/30/20106:36:18 AM 

Moody's downgrades Spanish gov't debt 

Moody's Investors Service has downgraded the Spanish government debt, joining two other major credit rating agencies 

who have taken similar steps out of concern over the country's public finances. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/30/20108:04:51 AM 

UN: Afghan opium production halved in 2010 

Afghanistan's opium production declined by almost half this year due largely to the spread of a disease that damaged 

poppy plants, but the amount of land used for growing the crop remained the same, the U.N.'s drug agency said 

Thursday. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/30/20108:28:35 AM 

Ireland to pump billions more into debt-hit banks 

Finance Minister Brian Lenihan says Ireland will take majority control of Allied Irish Banks and pump billions more into 

two smaller Irish banks, Anglo Irish and Irish Nationwide. 

1§':i1ti¥.Ellreland _ Allied Irish Banks - Anglo-Irish - Anglo Irish Bank - Irish 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/30/20109:18:37 AM 

Pakistan blocks NATO trucks after deadly strike 

Ig~~""lpakistan blocked a vital supply route for U.S. and NATO troops in Afghanistan on Thursday in apparent 
retaliation for an alleged cross-border helicopter strike by the coalition. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/30/2010 10:56:09 AM 

Fisher-Price recalls 11 million items for infants, toddlers 

Ig~~""IFisher-price Inc. announced that it will recall more than 11 million items geared toward infants and 

toddlers, including tricycles, high chairs and toys. The sweeping recall, announced Thursday, comes after 
24 reported incidents of injuries to young children. Seven kids needed stitches after being cut by pegs on 
Fisher-Price high chairs, and at least six 2- to 3-year-old girls experienced genital bleeding when they sat or fell 
against protruding plastic ignition keys on Fisher-Price toddler tricycles. 

1~¥':-IFisher-price - Toy - Child - Shopping - Toys and Games 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/30/201011:14:55 AM 

Airplane repairs move to foreign shops 

Ig~~""lu.s. airlines are not required to use regulated repair shops, and foreign repair stations can go years 

between inspections, investigation finds. 

1~~'::lcenter for Public Integrity - United States - National Transportation Safety Board - Business - Repair 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/30/201011:23:15 AM 

A movable feast: For some, the world is a classroom 

Ig~~""lcall it home-school away from home: Many parents have chosen to home-school so their children can 

see the world, experience other cultures and learn, learn, learn. 

rg~5.jHomeschOOling - Education - Child - K through 12 - United States 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/30/2010 11:42:08 AM 

ConsumerMan: Watch out for the 'cram scam' 

It's called cramming. Scam artists bill telephone customers for small unauthorized amounts, sometimes as little as $2 or 

$3. And the FTC says enough is enough. 

I g:i1ti¥.EIFederal Trade Commission - Business - FTC - Fraud - Allegedly Unethical Firms 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/30/2010 11:44:43 AM 

Hollywood legend Tony Curtis dies at 85 

Ig~~""~ony Curtis, the Bronx tailor's son who became a 1950s movie heartthrob and then a respected actor 
with such films as "The Defiant Ones" and "Some Like It Hot," has died at 85. 

rg~iS~ony Curtis - Art - Television - Programs - Entertainment News 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/30/201012:15:12 PM 

Neb. man called relatives before hospital shootout 

Ig~~""lln the hours before Jeff Lay ten was fatally wounded in a shootout with police at an Omaha hospital, the 

man friends described as easygoing was making despondent calls to relatives and had led officers on a 
dangerous chase before crashing his truck, police say. 

Ig~~""lpolice officer - Hospital -law - law Enforcement - Omaha Nebraska 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/30/2010 12:27:02 PM 

Stealing beauty: Cosmetics top list of swiped goods 

Ig~~""lwhen magazine headlines shout "steal this look!" - some women are taking that literally. Cosmetics top 

the nation's list of shoplifted items. 

I~~':-Icosmetics - Beauty - Health - Shopping - People 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/30/201012:45:17 PM 

U.S. economy grew at sluggish pace in spring 

The nation's economic growth tailed off sharply in the spring and probably isn't faring any better now. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/30/20101:17:33 PM 

The GOP's weak 2012 front-runner 

If Mitt Romney is the front-runner for the Republican nomination, he's starting out at a much weaker position than Bob 

Dole or john McCain ever did at this point in the '96 and '08 cycles. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/30/2010 1:31:01 PM 

Critics of tarmac-delay rules fear re-regulation 

The u.s. Department of Transportation is considering expanding tarmac-delay rules, but some critics say the proposal is 

akin to re-regulation. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/30/2010 1:41:35 PM 

Jobless claims fall for 3rd time in 4 weeks 

Applications for jobless benefits dropped last week for the third time in four weeks, a sign that employers are cutting 

fewer jobs. 

I g:i1ti¥.EIEmPIOyment - Jobless claims - Business - Equipment and Supplies - Unemployment 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/30/20102:03:29 PM 

Report: Slave-like conditions on fishing vessels 

Ig~~""lsome fishing vessels that catch tuna, prawns and other seafood bound for European dinner tables are 

being run under slave-like conditions, according to a report published Thursday. 

1~~'::Lshing vessel - Tuna - Fish - Recreation - Outdoors 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/30/20102:28:01 PM 

India court says mosque site to be divided 

Ig~~""~he site of a demolished mosque in India is to be divided between Hindus and Muslims, an Indian court 

ruled Thursday. 

1~~~:llndia - Hindu - Muslim - Government - Asia -- --- --

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/30/20102:51:11 PM 

Where home sellers are slashing prices big-time 

Ig~~""IFor the lucky few who are buying homes, this may be good news: The data show people selling homes 

are increasingly abandoning their original asking prices. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/30/20102:52:12 PM 

Pakistan holds government worker in NYC plot 

An employee at Pakistan's state-run Islamic advisory body has been detained for allegedly playing an important role in 

assisting the failed New York Times Square car bomber. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/30/20102:53:47 PM 

NYT: In a computer worm, a possible biblical clue 

Deep inside the computer worm that some specialists suspect is aimed at slowing Iran's race for a nuclear weapon lies 

what could be a fleeting reference to the Book of Esther, the Old Testament tale in which the Jews pre-empt a Persian 

plot to destroy them. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/30/20103:22:43 PM 

Outrage on campus after sex-video suicide 

The suicide of a university student - after a recording of him having a sexual encounter with a man was broadcast 

online - has stirred outrage and remorse on campus. 

I g:i1ti¥.Elsuicide - Death - Mental Health - Health - Disorders 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/30/20104:29:13 PM 

O'Donnell nonprofit failed to file required tax forms 

A nonprofit evangelical group founded and run by Republican Senate nominee Christine O'Donnell of Delaware is at risk 

of losing its tax-exempt status for failing to file required federal tax forms. 

1§':i1ti¥.Elchristine O'Donnell - Republican - Delaware - United States - Republican Senate 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/30/20104:42:43 PM 

Progress being made with stem cell alternative 

A new method, which is a more efficient way of turning skin cells into stem celis, could be the first practical way to make 

cells for creating new tissue to treat conditions like diabetes and Parkinson's disease. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/30/20104:57:13 PM 

Emanuel leaving White House on Friday 

Ig~~""IRahm Emanuel will resign as White House chief of staff on Friday. NBC News has confirmed that Pete 
Rouse, senior advisor to President Barack Obama, will be named as successor - likely on an interim 

basis. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/30/20105:27:17 PM 

Postal regulators reject raising cost of stamps 

The independent panel that oversees the u.s. Postal Service voted Thursday to deny the agency's request to increase 

the cost of mailing a letter by 2 cents 

1§':i1ti¥.EIMail _ United States Postal Service - U.S Postal Service - United States - Stamps 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/30/20105:46:19 PM 

Family sues over Pa. man's unheeded 911 calls 

Family of a man who died after waiting 30 hours for help despite 10 calls to 911 during a record-setting February 

snowstorm are suing, blaming emergency medical system for death. 

I g:i1ti¥.EIEmergency service - Death - Health - Public Health and Safety - Medical 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/30/20105:53:25 PM 

Carmakers cover up sexy models to win over women 

Ig~~""lscantiIY clad models were once as much a part of motor shows as shiny sports cars and roaring engines, 

but as women buy more cars carmakers are slowly changing their ways. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/30/20106:10:18 PM 

CDC chief picks 6 'winnable battles' in health 

Where would you start if you were charged with keeping the nation healthy? Dr. Thomas Frieden, director of the 

Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, has chosen six priorities - winnable battles, he calls them. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/30/20106:26:46 PM 

Jimmy Carter released from Cleveland hospital 

Ig~~""IFormer U.S. President Jimmy Carter is released from Cleveland hospital after 2-day stay for viral infection. 

1~¥:lcleveland - Jimmy Carter - United States - President of the United States - President 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/30/20106:58:59 PM 

How the penguin changed its feathers 

Ig~~""lscience editor Alan Boyle's Weblog: A 36 million-year-old fossil suggests that the feathers of ancient 
penguins followed a different color scheme - and may not have been as hardy. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/30/20107:05:53 PM 

Newsweek: Why nonwhite models are rare on runways 

Fashion designers are notorious for excluding minority mannequins-male as well as female-from their runway 

extravaganzas. But the issue isn't really racism. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/30/20107:06:28 PM 

Outrage on campus after sex-video suicide 

The suicide of a university student - after a recording of him having a sexual encounter with a man was broadcast 

online - has stirred outrage and remorse on campus. A body found in the Hudson River off New York City was identified 

as the student's. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/30/20107:16:28 PM 

Newsweek: Medvedev may be edging out Putin 

With his dramatic sacking this week of heavyweight Moscow Mayor Yury Luzhkov, President Dmitry Medvedev asserted 

his independence from his old mentor, Vladimir Putin. There are signs that the young protege is wielding his own 

power-and that key former backers of Putin are gravitating toward supporting Medvedev's second term as president 

rather than a return to power by Putin. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/30/20107:26:08 PM 

5 NATO service members killed in Afghanistan 

Five NATO service members have been killed in southern Afghanistan, the scene of heavy fighting as troops push into 

areas long controlled by the Taliban, the coalition said. 

1§':i1ti¥.EINATO _ Afghanistan - Taliban - War in Afghanistan (200l-present) - Asia 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/30/20108:46:18 PM 

Internet was help - and hell - for Rutgers freshman 

Read any story about Tyler Clementi, the 18-year-old Rutgers freshman who committed suicide after his roommate 

spied on his homosexual encounter via webcam, and you arrive immediately at an obvious conclusion: The Internet is to 

blame. Yet as malevolent as the Internet has become, there's evidence that it also may have provided Clementi with the 

assistance he needed at times. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/30/20108:58:41 PM 

Stocks end best September in 71 years down 

Stocks ended a monthlong rally on a weak note, but still chalked up the best September in 71 years. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/30/20109:06:28 PM 

Feds want charges dropped against Afghan man 

Federal prosecutors have asked a judge to drop charges against an Afghan man whose brother-in-law was Osama bin 

Laden's bodyguard. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/30/20109:28:47 PM 

Hamas leader: Arafat urged attacks on Israel 

Ig~~""lone of the leading figures in Hamas seems to confirm that Vasser Arafat was playing a double game -

encouraging Islamic militants to attack inside Israel while publicly insisting he was trying to stop the 
violence. 

1~~':-IHamas - Vasser Arafat - Israel - Warfare and Conflict - Middle East 
----- ----

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/30/20109:30:40 PM 

Veteran's family denied WH tour because of shorts 

Ig~~""~he White House apologized Thursday for turning the family of a Medal of Honor recipient away from an 
exclusive tour last week because the late veteran's 10-year-old grandson was wearing shorts. 

rg~iSjwhite House - Medal of Honor - World War II - Vernon Baker - United States 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/30/20109:30:40 PM 

Veteran's family denied WH tour because of shorts 

Ig~~""~he White House apologized Thursday for turning the family of a Medal of Honor recipient away from an 
exclusive tour last week because the late veteran's 10-year-old grandson was wearing shorts. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/30/2010 10:54:42 PM 

4 killed in crash during Oregon police chase 

A vehicle that may have contained burglary suspects zoomed away from an officer at a traffic stop but minutes later 

crashed broadside into an oncoming tribal police car, killing three adults and a child, authorities said Thursday. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/30/2010 10:58:09 PM 

HP names former SAP boss Apotheker CEO 

Hewlett-Packard has named veteran computer software executive Leo Apotheker as its new CEO. 

rC~~~~Lewlett-packard - SAP AG - SAP - Mark Hurd - Ray Lane 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/30/2010 11:02:05 PM 

Newsweek: Health hazards may plague many schools 

As evidence mounts of health hazards at many u.s. schools, parents are increasingly frustrated by the difficulty in 

keeping their kids' learning environments safe. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/30/2010 11:03:39 PM 

Mmmm, beer: In craft brewing, IPAs reign supreme 

Ig~~""IAt the world's largest beer competition, only one American-style IPA will win gold, making it the craft 
beer equivalent of winning "American Idol." Since 2001, no other contest category has been as 

competitive. "Every brewer wants this one," one judge said. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/30/201011:17:30 PM 

AIG deal might not repay all TARP money 

American International Group finally has a plan to exit the biggest of the Wall Street bailouts a month before midterm 

elections. But the book on TARP won't close anytime soon. 

1~¥':-IAmerican International Group - Government - Business - Financial Services - Wall StreetJournal 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/30/201011:18:00 PM 

Was Rutgers suicide case a hate crime? 

Some gay rights groups are urging that New Jersey's hate crime law be used in the case of the Rutgers student's suicide 

after an intimate encounter was shown on the Internet. 

I g:i1ti¥.EINew Jersey - Hate crime - Suicide - Rutgers - George Washington Bridge 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/30/201011:19:48 PM 

Man denies hitting sister at her wedding reception 

A 31-year-old Three Forks, Mont., man accused of hitting his pregnant sister in the mouth with a wrench during her 

wedding reception has pleaded not guilty. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/30/2010 11:46:53 PM 

Slideshow: The Week in Pictures 

Ig~~""IA kindergartner eyes the scene in Beijing, a forest fire devastates Israel, a ballerina stretches in an Oregon 

library, a fallen soldier comes home to California and more images from around the world. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/30/2010 11:46:53 PM 

Slideshow: The Week in Pictures 

Ig~~""IA snowy owl chills out in Germany, steel workers focus in Pakistan, a Cathedral is illuminated for Advent 

in England, a volcano breathes fire in Ecuador and more images from around the world. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/1/2010 12:51:30 AM 

Pirates shoot u.s. man in Mexican waters 

An American tourist was shot in the back of the head in Mexican waters on Thursday after being ambushed by armed 

boaters, a Texas sheriff said. 

1~¥':-IMexiCO - United States - Texas - History - Mexican 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/1/2010 1:05:04 AM 

Official: Germans, Brits behind Europe terror plot 

Ig~~""IEight Germans and two British brothers are at the heart of an al-Qaida-linked terror plot against 

European cities, but the plan is still in its early stages, with the suspects calling acquaintances in Europe 
to plan logistics, a Pakistani intelligence official said Thursday. One of the Britons died in a recent CIA missile 
strike, he said. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/1/2010 1:20:23 AM 

NYT: TARP bailout to cost less than anticipated 

The once-unthinkable possibility that the $700 billion Troubled Asset Relief Program could end up costing far less, or 

even nothing, became more likely on Thursday. 

I §,:i1ti¥.E~roubled Asset Relief Program - Bailout - New York Times - American International Group - Business 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/1/2010 1:27:03 AM 

Lawyer says Whitman's husband saw ex-maid letter 

Meg Whitman's campaign for governor was thrown into turmoil Thursday as the Republican sought to fend off new 

evidence that she knowingly had an illegal immigrant housekeeper on her payroll for nearly a decade. 

1§':i1ti¥.EIMeg Whitman _ Politics - Republican - United States - Government 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/1/2010 1:33:45 AM 

Death toll in southern Mexico mudslides up to 32 

Ig~~""IA rain-soaked hillside crumbled and crushed an elderly couple in their home Thursday, and rescuers 

found more bodies buried by earlier landslides, raising the death toll from a series of slides in southern 
Mexico to at least 32. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/1/20102:06:52 AM 

Giants clinch at least tie for Nl West title 

Ig~~""lpablo Sandoval hit a splash shot into McCovey Cove, Andres Torres and Buster Posey also homered and 
the NL West-leading San Francisco Giants beat Arizona 4-1 Thursday, leaving them just one win away 

from the division title. 

1~~':-IBuster Posey - San Francisco Giants - McCovey Cove - Pablo Sandoval - National League West 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/1/20102:14:40 AM 

Slime mold wins silly science prize ... again! 

Ig~~""lscience editor Alan Boyle's Weblog: Slime mold puts in another prizeworthy performance, winning 

researchers their second Ig Nobel award for humorous scientific achievements. 

1~~':-llg Nobel Prize - Alan Boyle - Annals of Improbable Research - Zoological Society of London - Philanthropy 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/1/20103:50:05 AM 

Wife: Writing notes helped keep missing hiker alive 

Ig~~""IA man survived six days without food or water in the desolate Joshua Tree National Park by staying still 

and writing messages to his family on his hat, his wife said. 

I~~':-Icalifornia - People - Lost or Missing - Hiking - Deserts 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/1/20104:31:26 AM 

Everyone still chasing 'Bama, Florida in SEC 

Ig~~""IHere's the good news for the rest of the SEC: Either No.1 Alabama or No.7 Florida will stumble Saturday 

night. Here's the bad: Neither powerhouse appears ready to relinquish its spot atop the conference - or 
the national scene - any time soon. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/1/20106:27:52 AM 

Live: Get updates from Ryder Cup 

rC~~~~jsport _ Ryder Cup - Tiger Woods - Golf - Soccer 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/1/20106:33:39 AM 

Rain pounds Celtic Manor for start of Ryder Cup 

The Ryder Cup is getting off to a wet start. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/1/20107:28:27 AM 

Police kill NJ man who shoots 3 sons, 2 fatally 

Authorities say a man shot his three teenage sons, two fatally, at their home in southern New Jersey before police killed 

him. 

rC~~"-INew Jersey - Camden New Jersey - United States - Business and Economy - Politics 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/1/20108:34:28 AM 

Cops shoot father who killed 2 teenage sons 

A father shot his three teenage sons, two fatally, at their home in southern New Jersey before police killed him, 

authorities said early Friday. 

I ~¥':-INew Jersey - United States - Police - History - Business and Economy 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/1/20108:54:50 AM 

Students or servants? Ex-dean accused of abuse 

A former university dean accused of ordering students to work as her personal servants or else lose their scholarships 

faces a bail hearing Friday in a Brooklyn federal court. 

rC~~"-IBail _ Brooklyn - United States - Colleges and Universities - Canada 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/1/20109:03:26 AM 

Europe leads early as heavy rains halt Ryder Cup 

Ig~~""~he opening matches in the Ryder Cup have been suspended because of heavy rains in Wales. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/1/20109:13:30 AM 

School bus kidnappers release 15 children 

Kidnappers released 15 school children Friday that they abducted from a bus on their way to school near Nigeria's oil

rich and restive southern delta, a police spokesman said. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/1/2010 10:08:45 AM 

Arctic refuge oil is back as battleground 

Ig~~""lpOliticians, environmentalists and oil executives: Man your battle stations! ANWR, the pre-eminent 
environment-energy issue during the George W. Bush administration, is back. 

rg~iSLeorge w. Bush - President - United States - Presidency of George W. Bush - History 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/1/201011:13:39 AM 

Bin Laden an environmentalist? Tape says so 

AI-Qaida has released an audio tape of Osama bin Laden in which the terrorist leader calls for the creation of a relief 

body to aid Muslims harmed in natural disasters and wars. 

I~¥':-Iosama bin Laden - AI-Qaeda - AI-Qaida - Terrorism - Natural disaster 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/1/201012:17:51 PM 

Why you shouldn't eat like Gwyneth 

Ig~~""~hese days it's not enough to dress and get plastic surgery like a celebrity. We have to eat like one, too. 
With Twitter, blogs and Facebook it's easier than ever to find out how you can graze like Gwyneth or 

detox like Demi. But don't be swayed by the eating styles of the slim famous. 

Ig~~""~witter - Facebook - Celebrity - Online Communities - Social Networking 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/1/2010 12:23:36 PM 

Sweden ups terror threat alert to 'elevated' 

Sweden has raised its terror threat alert from low to elevated because of "a shift in activities" among Swedish-based 

groups that could be plotting attacks against the Scandinavian country, security officials said Friday. 

1§':i1ti¥.Elwarfare and Conflict - War on Terrorism - September 11 2001- SSC News - France 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/1/2010 1:00:44 PM 

Boy, 4, takes van, kills newborn 

Police say a 4-year-old boy in Texas managed to start a van then run over a woman and her 3-week-old child, killing the 

newborn. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/1/2010 1:25:42 PM 

U.S. apologizes for STD experiments in Guatemala 

u.s. government medical researchers intentionally infected hundreds of people in Guatemala, including institutionalized 

mental patients, with gonorrhea and syphilis without their knowledge or permission more than 60 years ago. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/1/2010 1:26:09 PM 

8 ways to get spooked in Las Vegas 

Ig~~""INO Halloween costume party invites this year? Lucky for you, Las Vegas offers a much better alternative 

to candy corn at the neighborhood Halloween social. 

rg~iSjHalioween - Costume - Parties - Recreation - Holiday 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/1/20102:15:08 PM 

Garridos Indicted, To Be Arraigned Friday 

Phillip and Nancy Garrido have been indicted in the kidnapping case of Jaycee Dugard and will be arraigned Friday on the 

charges, sources confirmed to KCRA 3. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/1/20102:26:46 PM 

Explosions kill at least 7 near Nigeria ceremony 

Ig~~...,~wo car bombs blew up on Friday as Nigeria celebrated its 50th independence anniversary, killing at least 

seven people in an unprecedented attack on the capital by militants from the country's oil region. 

1~~':-INigeria - Africa - Government - Car bomb - Independence 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/1/20102:41:27 PM 

BMW recalls 200,000 luxury vehicles 

Ig~~""IBMWIS recall of nearly 200,000 luxury vehicles in the U.S. to fix leaks that could develop in the power 

braking system may extend to another 150,000 cars around the globe. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/1/20102:45:45 PM 

China launches 2nd lunar exploration probe 

Ig~~""lchina launched its second lunar exploration probe on Friday, boosting the country's efforts to rise as a 

major space power eventually capable of landing a man on the moon. 

I~~':-Ichina - Exploration of the Moon - Moon - Space - Technology 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/1/20102:47:08 PM 

Consumer sentiment weak as growth slows 

Consumer sentiment improved a bit in late September but remained weak as a mixed bag of economic reports added up 

to a picture of sluggish growth. 

I g:i1ti¥.Elconsumer Confidence Index - United States - Home - Consumer Information - Advocacy and Protection 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/1/20102:50:16 PM 

Anti-U.S. cleric vies for more power in Iraq 

A Muslim cleric who once used a militia to resist the American invasion positioned himself as a big winner in Iraq's 

monthslong political deadlock Friday when his party threw its support behind the beleaguered prime minister. 

rC~~"-I.!.@g _ Muqtada al-Sadr _ Prime minister - Middle East - Nouri al-Maliki 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: lop msnbc.com headlines 

10/1/20103:23:21 PM 

Underwater l.Rex-like carnivores built to kill 

Ig~~""ILike an underwater T. Rex, marine mega meat-eaters ripped into prey with massive, serrated teeth some 

171 to 136 million years ago to satisfy a diet of at least 70 percent flesh. 

1~~':-ITyrannOsaurus - Carnivore - Tooth (human) - Dinosaur - Recreation 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/1/20103:57:20 PM 

62-mpg car standard by 20257 U.S. mulls options 

Ig~~""IShOUld new cars be required to get 62 mpg by 2025? That's one scenario under a notice filed by the 

Obama administration for drafting standards covering the period from 2017 to 2025. 

rg~iSLnited States - President - barack obama - Fuel economy in automobiles - History 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/1/20104:19:40 PM 

America's forgotten frontline: The Philippines 

Ig~~""llt/s been touted as a rare U.S. military success against Islamic extremists in the so-called global war on 

terror .. NBC News' Adrienne Mong reports from the Philippines. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/1/20104:36:09 PM 

Obama makes it official: Rahm resigns 

President Barack Obama has made official the news that's been known for days: Rahm Emanuel, his hard-charging chief 

of staff, has resigned. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/1/20104:36:29 PM 

Boy, 4, starts up minivan, kills baby 

Police say a 4-year-old boy in Texas managed to start a van and then ran over a woman and her 3-week-old child, killing 

the newborn. 

I~¥.:-tfant - Texas - Police - Murder - Minivan -- ----

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/1/20104:43:21 PM 

New sex ed funding ends decade of abstinence-only 

Ig~~""IFor the first time in more than a decade, the federal government is funding sex education programs that 
aren't based solely on abstinence. But they're not just about handing out condoms, either. 

1~~'::lsex education - Education - Abstinence-only sex education - Abstinence-Only - Federal government of the United 

States 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/1/20105:00:48 PM 

One man's iPhone proposal - here's hopin' Apple won't sue 

Ig~~""~herels something almost quaint about this dude who, rather than choreograph a flash mob, crafted this 
impressively labor-intensive iPhone-inspired four and a half minute song and video about why he wants 

to marry his girlfriend. 

I g~~""liPhone -~ - Smartphones - Handhelds - Wallpapers and Themes 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/1/20105:36:18 PM 

EA dumps Taliban mode from 'Medal of Honor' 

Ig~~""ICiting feedback from "friends and families of fallen soldiers," Electronic Arts said it's removing the Taliban 

name from its new "Medal of Honor" game's multiplayer mode. Instead, that player selection will be 
called "Opposing Force." 

1~~':-IElectroniC Arts - Medal of Honor - Taliban - Multiplayer video game - Afghanistan 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/1/20106:04:08 PM 

Newsweek poll: Anger unlikely to decide midterms 

A new poll finds that self-described "angry voters" are no more likely to vote, that the president's approval rating is 

roughly where it was nine months ago, and that Democrats are trusted by voters more than the GOP on key issues. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/1/20106:23:07 PM 

Deadly blasts mar Nigeria anniversary 

Ig~~...,~wo car bombs exploded Friday as Nigeria celebrated its 50th independence anniversary, killing at least 

eight people in an unprecedented attack on the nation's capital by militants from the oil-rich southern 
delta region. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/1/20106:43:52 PM 

Ecuador president asserts control after uprising 

Ig~~""IEcuador was under a state of siege Friday, the streets quiet with the military in charge of public order, 

after soldiers rescued President Rafael Correa from a hospital where he'd been surrounded by police who 
roughed him up and tear-gassed him earlier. 

I ~~':lcuador - Quito - South America - Capital city - Police 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/1/20107:00:06 PM 

U.S. splashes to Ryder Cup lead 

Ig~~""IAfter a long rain delay, the Americans rallied for a narrow Ryder Cup lead over Europe at the end of the 

first day. 

1~~'::IRYder Cup - Wales - sport - Tiger Woods - Fourball 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/1/20107:15:17 PM 

Posts indicate student turned to staff before suicide 

Ig~~""~he freshman who jumped to his death after his was taped having a sexual encounter had turned to 

university staff to help deal with the situation before his suicide. 

rg~iSjsuicide - Human sexual activity - Rutgers University - Death - George Washington Bridge 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/1/20107:25:08 PM 

Microsoft sues Motorola over smart phone patents 

Microsoft is suing Motorola Inc. for infringing on its smart-phone patents. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/1/20107:42:14 PM 

Single trade sparked Wall Street's 'flash crash' 

A trading firm's use of a computer sell order triggered the May 6 market plunge, which sent the Dow Jones industrial 

average tumbling, a report said Friday. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/1/20107:50:07 PM 

Dam that Justin Beaver! Singer inspires name 

Ig~~""IBeavers were thought to be absent from New York City, but two have been discovered in the Bronx River. 
Contest entrants chose the name "Justin Beaver" for the latest find, who joins Jose the Beaver. 

rg~iSjBronx River - New York - New York City - Beaver - United States 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/1/20108:32:31 PM 

7 of the world's weirdest museums 

From a gallery of parasites in Tokyo to a museum in Florence with Galileo Galilei's mummified middle finger on display, 

we've uncovered seven curiosity cabinets that you have to see to believe. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/1/20108:38:18 PM 

CNN anchor fired after Jon Stewart rant 

Ig~~""IRiCk Sanchez is no longer employed by CNN after the anchor went on a political radio show and ripped his 
perceived enemies - CNN brass, Jon Stewart and Jews. 

rg~5.jRick Sanchez - Jon Stewart - CNN - Daily Show - Pete Dominick 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/1/20108:43:13 PM 

Elena Kagan takes her place on high court bench 

Ig~~""~ustice Elena Kagan took her seat at the Supreme Court for the first time Friday in front of a packed 

courtroom that included President Barack Obama. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/1/20108:49:27 PM 

Past horrific human experiments stir concerns of today 

As more medical testing is outsourced to other nations, there is a very real moral worry that we are still exploiting the 

poor to serve as guinea pigs so we can improve our medical care. 

I ~¥':-IGUinea pig - Human subject research - Guinea - Africa - Business 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/1/20108:56:21 PM 

U.S. Cyber Command slips behind schedule 

u.s. Cyber Command, responsible for shielding 15,000 U.S. military networks and for being ready to go to war in 

cyberspace, has slipped behind schedule for becoming fully operational, the Defense Department said Friday. 

1§':i1ti¥.Elunited States Cyber Command - Military - United States Department of Defense - U.S Cyber Command - United 

States armed forces 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/1/20109:43:21 PM 

Race organizers: U.S. balloonists likely dead 

Ig~~""IRace organizers say a pair of American balloonists plunged toward the Adriatic Sea at 50 mph before 

disappearing from radar screens and likely didn't survive. 

rg~5.jBalioon - Adriatic Sea - Abruzzo - United States -lli!lY 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/1/2010 11:03:55 PM 

Photos show Gis posing with Afghan corpses 

Ig~~""lphotos purportedly showing Gis beside newly killed bodies, decaying corpses and severed fingers are a 

crucial part of the case against five soldiers accused of killing three Afghan civilians. 

rg~iSjAfghanistan - Asia - Arts and Entertainment - United States - Services 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/1/201011:37:13 PM 

'Nightmare' of rain, flooding in Northeast 

Torrential downpours inundated the Northeast on Friday, forcing evacuations, toppling trees, cutting power to 

thousands and causing a sixth death. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/2/201012:14:44 AM 

Violent protests after Dutch outlaw squatting 

Ig~~""IMore than 100 people protesting a new law outlawing squatting at unused buildings in the Netherlands 

clashed Friday with police, throwing stones, setting fires and erecting barricades on several of 
Amsterdam's stone bridges. 

Ig~~""INetherlands - Amsterdam - Squatting -law - North Holland 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/2/201012:29:16 AM 

Grand jury indicts accused Calif. kidnappers 

A grand jury has indicted the couple accused of kidnapping and raping Jaycee Dugard, who was held for 18 years in 

California. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/2/2010 12:59:46 AM 

Scrunched-up dimensions untangled 

Ig~~""lscience editor Alan Boyle's Weblog: British physicist Stephen Hawking may claim that extra dimensions 
provide the key to understanding the "grand design," but Shing-Tung Yau is the guy who actually figured 

out how those dimensions work. Now Yau explains it all for you. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/2/20101:18:14 AM 

Militants set NATO trucks ablaze in Pakistan 

Ig~~""lsuspected militants in Pakistan set fire to three dozen tankers carrying fuel for NATO troops in 

Afghanistan on Friday, officials said, a day after three soldiers were killed in a cross-border NATO air 
strike. 

Ig~~""IAfghanistan - Pakistan - NATO - Asia - Oil tanker 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/2/20103:24:03 AM 

Bin Laden involved in Europe terror plot? 

Ig~~""lu.s. counterterrorism officials say they believe that senior al-Qaida leaders, including Osama bin Laden, 

are involved in the latest terror plot against European cities. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/2/20106:13:18 AM 

Dozens killed, injured in Indonesian train crash 

Ig~~""IDozens of people were killed or badly injured when two trains collided in Indonesia's central Java 

province early Saturday morning, officials told Reuters. 

rg~iSjlndonesia - Central Java - Asia - Jakarta - Train 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/2/20106:25:49 AM 

Padres deny Giants division title with 6-4 win 

Ig~~""IAdrian Gonzalez, Ryan Ludwick and Matt Stairs homered as the Padres defeat the Giants 6-4 to stay alive 

in the NL West. 

rg~iSjAdrian Gonzalez - Matt Stairs - sport - National League West - NFL 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/2/201010:19:47 AM 

Intel: 2 US missile strikes kill 12 in NW Pakistan 

Ig~~...,~wo suspected American missile strikes killed 12 alleged militants in a northwestern Pakistan tribal region 

Saturday, intelligence officials said, a sign the u.S. is unwilling to stop using the unpopular tactic despite 
heightened tensions between the two countries over recent border incursions by NATO. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/2/2010 10:38:02 AM 

U.S. drone strikes kill 14 militants in Pakistan 

Two U.S. drone attacks killed 14 militants in Pakistan Saturday, intelligence officials said, after recent NATO incursions 

raised tensions with the key regional ally. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/2/201011:18:18 AM 

Obama attacks GOP over clean energy 

Barack Obama hailed a revolutionary solar power plant being built in California, saying it would help the u.s. continue to 

lead the "new global economy." 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/2/201011:49:18 AM 

Druids recognized as religion for first time in UK 

Druidry has been officially recognized as a religion in Britain under charity law. 

rC~~~~jDruid - Religion - Social Sciences - Christianity - Charity Commission for England and Wales 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/2/2010 12:01:29 PM 

In 2nd tape, bin laden urges Pakistan flood relief 

Ig~~""lln a second audio recording in 24 hours, al-Qaida leader Osama bin Laden said governments of Muslim 

nations have not done enough to help Pakistanis hit by floods that killed hundreds and displaced millions. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/2/2010 12:51:39 PM 

North Korean gymnast investigated for 3 birthdays 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/2/20101:22:11 PM 

U.S. troops presence in the Philippines altruistic? 

The Armed Forces of the Philippines (AFP) and the u.s. Joint Special Operations Task Force Philippines (JSOTF-P) have 

made strides in their southern Philippines counterterrorism mission after nearly a decade working together. So why is 

the u.S. stili there? NBC News' Adrienne Mong reports from the Philippines. 

Ig~SjArmed Forces of the Philippines - Philippines - Asia - United States armed forces - Special Operations Task Force 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/2/20103:15:25 PM 

Parents sue NYC over handling of son's brain 

A Staten Island couple are suing New York City after learning that their dead son's brain was on display at a city morgue. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/2/20104:12:35 PM 

Palestinians: No talks without settlement curbs 

Ig~~""lsenior Palestinian politicians on Saturday backed President Mahmoud Abbas' demand to link peace talks 

to restrictions on Israeli settlement building, delivering a new setback to bogged down u.S. efforts to 
salvage the negotiations. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/2/20104:21:43 PM 

Thousands gather in DC in support of Dems agenda 

Ig~~""~housands of people flocked to the Lincoln Memorial for a rally Saturday organized by labor and civil 

rights groups, hoping to show support for the Democratic agenda in the face of expected GOP election 
gains next month. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/2/20104:43:22 PM 

McCain to NH vets: Won't run for president again 

If John McCain hadn't made it clear before, he's leaving no doubt that the presidency is a dream gone by. 

rC~~~~Lhn McCain - United States - President - Government - Elections 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/2/20105:11:05 PM 

Dems, GOP recalibrate strategy ahead election 

Ig~~""IDemocrats have all but written off at least three Senate seats - in North Dakota, Indiana and Arkansas 

- and at least six House seats in Tennessee, Louisiana, New York and elsewhere as they embark on a 

final-weeks advertising push to minimize congressional election losses. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/2/20105:58:00 PM 

Death toll 11 from Jamaica flooding, mudslides 

Crews recovered the bodies of four family members whose shack was swept away by floodwaters as the death toll from 

a tropical storm that hit the island this week neared a dozen. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/2/20107:41:31 PM 

Egypt unearths 3,400-year-old granite statues 

Ig~~""IArChaeOIOgists have unearthed the upper part of a double limestone statue of a powerful pharaoh who 

ruled nearly 3,400 years ago, Egypt's Ministry of Culture said Saturday. 

rg~iSjfgyQ! _ Africa _ Archaeology - Social Sciences - Luxor 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/2/20107:41:32 PM 

Pryor, No.2 OSU roughed up, but still survive 

Ig~~""~errelle Pryor returned after an injury briefly knocked him from the game, then led No.2 Ohio State to a 
24-13 victory over Illinois on Saturday. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/2/20107:49:51 PM 

Free speech cases at top of Supreme Court's agenda 

Free speech cases top the u.s. Supreme Court's docket as it begins a new term with a new justice and three women on 

the bench for the first time. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/2/20108:43:50 PM 

Armed gang kidnaps 22 visitors in Acapulco 

Gunmen kidnapped 22 men who were traveling together in Mexico's Pacific coast resort city of Acapulco, authorities 

said Saturday. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/2/20109:51:10 PM 

U.S. to issue travel alert for Europe 

Ig~~""~he Obama administration will issue a travel alert Sunday for u.S. citizens to be vigilant at public places in 

Europe due to new al-Qaida threats. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/2/20109:51:31 PM 

U.S., Europe final showdown set at Ryder Cup 

Ig~~""~iger Woods and Steve Stricker help the u.S. to a 6-4 lead, but Europe has plenty of momentum heading 

into the final day. 

1~~'::ITiger Woods - Steve Stricker - Ryder Cup - Jeff Overton - Golf 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/2/20109:54:38 PM 

Military plane drops part on San Diego home 

Ig~~""IMilitary officials say nobody was injured when a refueling hose fell from a plane and landed on a house in 

a San Diego County neighborhood. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/2/201011:10:53 PM 

Padres beat Giants, 2 playoff races still in doubt 

Ig~~""IHeath Bell stopped a Giants rally in the ninth inning and the San Diego Padres beat San Francisco 4-2 
Saturday, leaving two NL playoff races in doubt heading into the final day of the season. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/2/2010 11:23:22 PM 

Details emerge on no-tax California budget pact 

After a record-long impasse, California legislators are set to vote this week on a no-new-taxes budget that relies on a 

combination of spending cuts and optimistic financial projections to close a $19 billion deficit. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/2/2010 11:45:05 PM 

Germany celebrates 20 years of reunification 

Ig~~""IGermans kicked off festivities to mark the 20th anniversary of reunification, which is Sunday. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/2/2010 11:58:28 PM 

No.8 Oklahoma blitzes No. 21 Texas 

Ig~~""ILandry Jones threw for 236 yards and two touchdowns, DeMarco Murray ran for two scores on hurry-up 

plays and No.8 Oklahoma survived another fourth-quarter swoon Saturday to hand No. 21 Texas its 
second straight loss, 28-20 in the Red River Rivalry. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/3/2010 12:08:26 AM 

Thousands gather in D.C. in support of Dems agenda 

Ig~~""~housands of people flocked to the Lincoln Memorial for a rally organized by labor and civil rights groups, 

hoping to show support for the Democratic agenda. 

rg~5.Lncoln Memorial - Democratic Party (United States) - Republican - Civil and political rights - Martin Luther King Jr 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/3/2010 1:07:01 AM 

GOP's Whitman blames opponent for housekeeper flap 

Ig~~""IGOP gubernatorial candidate Meg Whitman accused Democratic rival Jerry Brown on Saturday of 

orchestrating a scandal over her former illegal immigrant housekeeper, a charge that prompted Brown to 
fire back and say Whitman won't take responsibility and is not fit to be governor. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/3/20101:17:46 AM 

On paper, N.Y. Islamic center looks secular 

Ig~~""lconcePtual sketches of the Islamic center planned two blocks from ground zero envision a futuristic

looking building wrapped in a honeycomb of abstract shapes. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/3/2010 1:37:04 AM 

The widening gulf of America's rich and poor 

Ig~~""~he recession technically ended in the middle of last year, but the numbers don't tell the whole story. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/3/20102:02:11 AM 

Peru: Tourist plane crashes near famed Nazca Lines 

Ig~~""IA small plane carrying British tourists crashed near the famed Nazca Lines in Peru on Saturday, killing all 

six people on board, police said. 

rg~iSjperu - Nazca Lines - South America - Aviation accidents and incidents - Transportation 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/3/20102:43:11 AM 

Stolen NATO combat material seized in raid 

Combat material and equipment stolen from NATO forces was seized Saturday night in a police raid outside Islamabad, 

police told Dawn media. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/3/20103:15:33 AM 

Medics meet Frontier Airlines flight in Denver 

Medics have met a Frontier Airlines flight at the Denver airport after a child on board was reported to potentially have a 

contagious disease. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/3/20103:20:21 AM 

No.1 'Bama shows Florida it's still king of SEC 

Ig~~""IMark Ingram scored two touchdowns, c.J. Mosley returned an interception 35 yards for a score and the 
top-ranked Crimson Tide overwhelmed NO.7 Florida 31-6 on Saturday night. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/3/20104:05:32 AM 

Quack! No.4 Oregon runs over No.9 Stanford 

Ig~~""IDarron Thomas threw for 238 yards and three touchdowns and ran for another 117 yards and a score to 
lead No.4 Oregon to a 52-31 victory over No.9 Stanford. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/3/20104:26:24 AM 

Missing pilots cast pall over balloon fiesta 

Ig~~""IHundreds of balloonists in New Mexico lifted off Saturday at dawn amid a somber mood, opening the 

Albuquerque International Balloon Fiesta while search crews on the other side of the globe scoured the 
seas for two of the sport's most acclaimed pilots. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/3/20104:43:02 AM 

3 British Islamic schools require girls to wear veils 

Hundreds of girls are bring forced by British Islamic schools to wear the Islamic veil in a move heavily criticized by 

mainstream Muslims. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/3/20105:54:13 AM 

Yankees split twinbill, now tied atop Al East 

Eric Patterson singled home the winning run in the 10th inning, giving the Boston Red Sox a 7-6 victory Saturday night 

and a doubleheader split that dropped the New York Yankees into a first-place tie in the AL East. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/3/20109:32:50 AM 

Former revolutionary set to be Brazil's next president? 

Ig~~""IBraZilians vote Sunday in national elections that could see front-running candidate Dilma Rousseff 

become the country's first female president, succeeding her popular ally and mentor. 

rg~iSjBrazil - Dilma Rousseff - South America - Government - Luiz Inacio Lula da Silva 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/3/2010 1:43:37 PM 

Ahmadinejad calls for u.s. leaders to be 'buried' 

Ig~~""llran's president Sunday called for u.S. leaders to be "buried" in response to what he says are American 

threats of military attack against Tehran's nuclear program. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/3/2010 1:59:28 PM 

Pope dismays anti-Mafia activists on Sicily visit 

Pope Benedict encouraged Sicilians on Sunday to speak out about their problems, including organized crime, but 

disappointed activists who said he was not forceful enough and did not say the word Mafia. 

rC~~"-larganiZed crime - Sicily - Sicilian Mafia - Crime - Pope Benedict XVI 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/3/20102:15:20 PM 

U.S. warns of potential terror attacks in Europe 

Ig~~""~he Obama administration on Sunday warned Americans of potential terrorist threats in Europe and 

urged them to be vigilant in public places, including tourist spots and transportation hubs. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/3/20102:26:34 PM 

Israelis kill Palestinian worker who sneaked in 

Ig~~""llsraeli police shot and killed a construction worker from this West Bank village Sunday after he used a 

rope to scale a towering wall meant to keep Palestinians from sneaking into Israel, police and a witness 
said. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/3/20102:41:32 PM 

Tiger, Stricker stumble badly at Ryder Cup 

r-~fter another rain delay, Europe and the U.S. are tied 6-6 after Lee Westwood and Luke Donald thump 
iger Woods and Steve Stricker 6 and 5. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/3/20103:07:19 PM 

Grenade attack in Mexico injures 12 people 

Assailants tossed a grenade into a square in Mexico's northern business city of Monterrey on Saturday, injuring 12 

people in an attack the government blamed on drug gangs. 

I g:i1ti¥.EIMexico - Monterrey - United States - Government - Travel and Tourism 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/3/20103:23:09 PM 

Afghanistan starts to close private security firms 

The Afghan government said Sunday it has started dissolving private security firms in the country by taking steps to end 

the operations of eight companies, including the firm formerly known as Blackwater. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/3/20103:30:02 PM 

Cuba may free more political prisoners into exile 

Cuba's government has contacted about a dozen islanders jailed for crimes against the shadowy state-security apparatus 

and asked if they would be willing to accept freedom in return for leaving their homeland, a leading human rights 

activist said. 

r~¥:lcuba - Political prisoner - Human rights - Human Rights and liberties - Caribbean 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/3/20103:57:19 PM 

Nigeria: Foreign sailors kidnapped 

Pirates kidnapped two foreign sailors from a tanker off the coast of Nigeria's restive and oil-rich southern delta, a naval 

spokesman said Sunday, suggesting the crew worked in the black market trade of stolen crude from the region. 

I g:i1ti¥.EINigeria - Africa - Associated Press - Government - Niger Delta 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/3/20104:13:19 PM 

Rutgers holding silent vigil for late student 

Rutgers University will hold a silent vigil for a student who committed suicide after his sexual encounter was secretly 

streamed online. 

I g:i1ti¥.EIRutgerS University - Suicide - Rutgers - Education - George Washington Bridge 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/3/20104:13:43 PM 

Pastor says he won't be pulled into 'street fight' 

A megachurch pastor accused of luring four young men into sexual relationships said Sunday that he won't be pulled 

into a street fight over the allegations and vowed that his faith has been strengthened. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/3/20104:45:37 PM 

Pakistan says NATO supply route to reopen 

Ig~~""lpakistan will soon reopen a key NATO supply route into Afghanistan that it shut last week after three 

Pakistani troops were killed in a helicopter strike by the military alliance in a border area, officials said 
Sunday. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/3/20104:51:14 PM 

Fat but fit? Big gray area confounds scientists 

Is it possible to be fat and fit? Perhaps, researchers say, but losing weight may make you even better off. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/3/20104:58:13 PM 

Jobs news, earnings to open stocks' 4th quarter 

Ig~~""IAS September's surge fades into a fond memory, the question for the U.S. stock market is: Now what? 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/3/20105:06:57 PM 

Europe takes command at Ryder Cup 

Ig~~""IAfter another rain delay, Europe vaults to a 9~-6~ lead over the United States heading into a Monday 

finish at the Ryder Cup. 

1~~':-ITiger Woods - Steve Stricker - Lee Westwood - Sport - Golf 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/3/20106:02:12 PM 

McDonald's Happy Meal is S.F.'s latest target 

Ig~~""lsan Francisco has a long history of bold public health and environmental stances, going after everything 

from plastic bags in grocery stores to cigarettes to sugary drinks. 

rg~iSjsan Francisco - McDonald - Happy Meal - Business - Health 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/3/20106:02:27 PM 

Health overhaul centerpiece endures growing pains 

Ig~~""llt's a centerpiece of President Barack Obama's health care remake, a lifeline available right now to 

vulnerable people whose medical problems have made them uninsurable. 

1~~'::IBaraCk Obama - Health care - United States - President - President of the United States 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/3/20106:27:55 PM 

'Social Network' finds lots of friends at box office 

Ig~~"'l'The Social Network," director David Fincher's drama about the quarrelsome creation of the online 

juggernaut, debuted as the No.1 weekend film with $23 million. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/3/20106:29:34 PM 

Parties' economic plans: Blame the other guys 

Ig~~""IBecause Democrats hold the White House and both the House and Senate, they're more likely to bear the 
brunt of an anti-establishment furor fueled by the ailing economy. 

rg~iSjwhite House - Democratic - United States - Barack Obama - President 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/3/20106:33:01 PM 

Facebook founder's story no longer his alone 

Ig~~""~he publicity-shy wunderkind, whose own story has largely escaped the public's attention, is being forced 

into the open in a way far beyond his control. 

rg~iSjFacebook - Mark Zuckerberg - Social network - Arts - Movies 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/3/20106:42:15 PM 

Pakistan: Dozens of Europeans in terror training 

Dozens of Muslim militants with European citizenship are believed to be hiding out in the lawless tribal area of 

northwestern Pakistan, Pakistani and Western intelligence officials say. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/3/20107:25:59 PM 

Gastric surgery in teen girls poses birth defect risks 

Teen girls who become pregnant after having gastric bypass surgery may have an increased risk of having children with 

birth defects, researchers said today. 

I g:i1ti¥.EIGastric bypass surgery - Surgery - Health - Weight loss - Medicine 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/3/20108:01:00 PM 

Target begins selling Apple's iPad in stores 

Ig~~""~arget has begun selling Apple's popular iPad tablet computer, a move the retailer hopes will drive traffic 

to its stores this holiday season. 

I~~':-I~ - IPad - Tablet computer - Christmas and holiday season - BestBuy 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/3/20108:07:51 PM 

Ravens rally, hand Steelers first loss 

Joe Fiacco withstood Pittsburgh's goal-line stand and go-ahead touchdown in the closing minutes to throw an 18-yard 

scoring pass to T.J. Houshmandzadeh with 32 seconds remaining, and the Baltimore Ravens made certain the Steelers 

wouldn't go unbeaten without Ben Roethlisberger by winning 17-14 Sunday. 

Ig~SjBaltimore Ravens - Joe Fiacco - Pittsburgh Steelers - Ben Roethlisberger - NFL 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/3/20108:23:35 PM 

L.T. shows his old form as Jets topple Bills 

Ig~~""ILaDainian Tomlinson had his best game in nearly two years, rushing for 133 yards and two touchdowns to 
lead the New York Jets to a 38-14 victory over the winless Buffalo Bills on Sunday. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/3/20109:04:50 PM 

NATO oil tankers attacked in Pakistan 

Suspected militants set fire to around 20 tankers carrying oil for NATO and u.S. troops in Afghanistan, the third such 

strike inside Pakistan in as many days, police say. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/3/20109:55:48 PM 

Supreme Court to hear NASA privacy case 

Ig~~""IFor the past three years, Robert Nelson has been juggling two lives. 

1~¥:lsupreme Court of the United States - United States - NASA - Supreme court - Government 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/3/2010 10:04:23 PM 

Braves hang on, earn at least share of wild card 

Ig~~""~im Hudson and the Braves took a six-run lead, then held on for an 8-7 victory over the Philadelphia 

Philliees on Sunday that assured Atlanta would at the very least force a tiebreaker playoff for the NL wild 
card. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/3/201010:12:41 PM 

Rays wrap up AL East title when Yankees lose 

Ig~~""IWith the AL East championship already in hand, the Tampa Bay Rays outlasted the Kansas City Royals 3-2 

in 12 innings Sunday to head into the playoffs on a winning note. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/3/2010 10:52:58 PM 

Verizon to issue refunds to 15 million customers 

Ig~~""lverizon Wireless in a statement Sunday said it will pay millions of dollars in refunds to 15 million cell 

phone customers who were charged for data sessions or Internet use. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/3/201011:19:52 PM 

McNabb returns to ovation in win over Eagles 

Donovan McNabb has drawn a standing ovation from the Philadelphia fans after being introduced before Sunday's 

game. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/4/201012:11:36 AM 

Candidates get creative to build text-message list 

A sign near the toilet said: "Text FLUSH to Robin." Above the restroom sink was another suggestion: "Text WASH to 

Robin." 

rC~~"-IToilet - Public toilet - Literature - Robin Carnahan - Roy Blunt 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/4/2010 12:52:26 AM 

Giants win NL West, eliminate Padres 

Ig~~""~onathan Sanchez pitched the San Francisco Giants back into the playoffs after a six-year absence, beating 

the San Diego Padres 3-0 Sunday to wrap up the NL West title. 

rg~iSjsan Francisco Giants - San Diego Padres - National League West - San Diego - NL West 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/4/20102:20:17 AM 

Brazil's Rousseff forced into runoff vote 

Ig~~""lofficial vote returns indicate Brazil's leading presidential candidate Dilma Rousseff has been forced into a 
second-round runoff. 

rg~iSjBrazil - Dilma Rousseff - Two-round system - Jose Serra - Luiz Inacio Lula da Silva 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/4/20104:00:41 AM 

Giants' defense batters Cutler, Bears 

Ig~~""~he New York defense knocked Chicago Bears quarterback Jay Cutler out of the game, and the Giants' 
offense finally knocked off the rust to earn a 17-3 win over the NFC's lone undefeated team. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/4/20104:07:09 AM 

Bosnian wartime leader's son to become president 

Ig~~""~he son of Bosnia's wartime Muslim leader was set to become one of its three presidents, election results 

showed on Monday, and analysts said he seemed ready to work with other ethnic groups in the divided 
country. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/4/20104:59:45 AM 

Rutgers holds silent vigil for late student 

Ig~~""INew Jersey's Rutgers University held a silent vigil for a student who committed suicide after his sexual 

encounter with a man in his dormitory room was secretly streamed online. 

rg~iSjRutgerS University - New Jersey - Suicide - George Washington Bridge - New Brunswick 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/4/20108:35:38 AM 

No joke! Illiterate clown triumphs in election 

Ig~~""lvoters often complain about having clowns for politicians, but Brazilians embraced the idea on Sunday by 

sending a real one to Congress with more votes than any other candidate. 

rg~iSjclown - United States Congress - Brazil - Performing Arts - Arts 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/4/20109:01:22 AM 

Pakistan flood victim: We're 'dying every day' 

Ig~~""IMuhammad Mosa wakes up and checks on his buffalo and goat. They are one of the few reminders of the 

home he fled more than seven weeks ago when floods swamped his village in southern Pakistan. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/4/20109:18:03 AM 

NYC mosque imam's 'life is under threat' 

Ig~~""~he wife of an imam planning an Islamic community center and mosque near ground zero said Sunday 

that she and her husband have received death threats. 

rg~5.jlslam - Mosque - Death threat - Feisal Abdul Rauf - Religion and Spirituality 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/4/20109:44:53 AM 

Palestinians: Israeli settlers set fire to mosque 

Ig~~""lpalestinians accused Jewish settlers of setting fire to a mosque in the occupied West Bank on Monday, an 

incident that coincided with u.s. efforts to save peace talks. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/4/2010 10:33:41 AM 

London subway strike hits commuters 

Ig~~""IBY foot, bike and devious new routes, London commuters scrambled to get to work Monday during a 
one-day strike by the city's subway workers. At least it wasn't raining very hard. 

rg~iStondon - Strike action - England - London Underground - History 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/4/2010 11:06:58 AM 

Test-tube baby pioneer wins Nobel Prize 

Ig~~""IRobert Edwards of Britain won the 2010 Nobel Prize in medicine for developing in-vitro fertilization, a 

breakthrough that has helped millions of infertile couples worldwide have children. 

I~~:t vitro fertilisation - Robert Geoffrey Edwards - Nobel Prize - Health - Infertility 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/4/2010 11:06:58 AM 

Test-tube baby pioneer wins Nobel Prize 

Ig~~""IRobert Edwards of Britain won the 2010 Nobel Prize in medicine for developing in-vitro fertilization, a 

breakthrough that has helped millions of infertile couples worldwide have children. 

I~~:t vitro fertilisation - Robert Geoffrey Edwards - Nobel Prize - Health - Infertility 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/4/2010 11:29:03 AM 

Gunmen burn two more NATO supply trucks 

Ig~~""IGunmen attacked two more trucks carrying NATO supplies to Afghanistan, burning them and killing one 

driver, a Pakistani official said Monday. It was the fourth such attack since Friday. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/4/2010 11:46:36 AM 

Do not buy: 10 items with ludicrous markups 

Convenience comes at a price. You'll pay dearly for the luxury of enjoying a candy bar from the minibar in your hotel 

room. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/4/2010 11:59:27 AM 

The anguish of taking painkillers at work 

The use of painkillers, specifically opiates, by employees has exploded over the past few years, and more employers are 

starting to test workers for legal, prescription drugs. 

I g:i1ti¥.ElprescriPtion drug - Analgesic - Health - Employment - Pharmacy 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/4/201012:03:01 PM 

Sex in the u.S.: New survey reveals our steamy secrets 

The male-female orgasm gap. The sex lives of 14-year-olds. An intriguing breakdown of condom usage rates, by age and 

ethnicity, with teens emerging as more safe-sex-conscious than boomers. 

I g:i1ti¥.Elcondom - Human sexual activity - Orgasm - Health - Sexuality 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/4/2010 12:05:32 PM 

Life Inc.: Watching America crumble, in glorious hi-def 

Ig~~""ILife Inc.: The economic downturn has definitely caused Americans to rethink their free-spending ways but 
hasn't completely curbed our appetite for the occasional big-ticket indulgence. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/4/201012:05:40 PM 

Laptops lead to 'toasted skin syndrome' 

Have you ever worked on your laptop computer with it sitting on your lap, heating up your legs? If so, you might want to 

rethink that habit. 

rc~~ ... taPtop _ Erythema ab igne - Health - Hewlett-Packard - Notebooks and Laptops 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/4/201012:14:20 PM 

Newsweek: Inside the Phoebe Prince bullying case 

The suicide of Phoebe Prince sent a small town into a nationally publicized spiral of blame. Cases like these are being 

invoked as potent symbols for why, in the digital age, schools need bullying policies and states need legislation. But do 

they? Is the notion of being bullied to death valid? 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/4/20101:03:24 PM 

Pretzel nation: Many combinations of sex 

Americans are often portrayed as being bland sexual mopes. But we actually routinely choose from more spicy 

combinations than you can find on a Mexican take-out menu - 41 to be exact, a new study shows. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/4/20101:09:09 PM 

New era for Supreme Court: 3 women on bench 

Ig~~""~he Supreme Court began a new era Monday with three women serving together for the first time, Elena 
Kagan taking her place at the end of the bench and quickly joining in the give-and-take. 

rg~iSLena Kagan - Supreme Court of the United States - Supreme Court - JohnPaulStevens - Ruth Bader Ginsburg 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/4/20101:36:57 PM 

Racial predatory loans fueled u.s. housing crisis: study 

Ig~~""lpredatory lending aimed at racially segregated minority neighborhoods led to mass foreclosures that 

fueled the u.s. housing crisis, according to a new study. 

rg~iSLnited States - Foreclosure - Racial segregation - American Sociological Review - Woodrow Wilson School of Public 

and International Affairs 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/4/20101:38:42 PM 

Alert has little initial impact on U.S. airlines 

U.S.-based airlines reported no noticeable increase in ticket cancellations on Sunday after the United States and Britain 

warned their citizens of an increased risk of terror attacks in Europe. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/4/20102:03:23 PM 

9 American drives of a lifetime 

Ig~~""IFrom dramatic sea-sprayed coastlines to rambling country roads, here are nine worthy reasons to fill up 

your gas tank. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/4/20102:35:18 PM 

Life without a bank: Fees and confusion galore 

Ig~~""IA reporter racks up $93 in fees in a monthlong experiment of living without a bank and making a go of it 

on the economic fringe. That works out to $1,100 a year. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/4/20102:44:06 PM 

Pending home sales jumped in August 

The number of people who signed contracts to buy homes rose in August for the second straight month but remained 

far below last year's pace. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/4/20102:54:10 PM 

Terror alert: New warnings on European plot 

Japan issued a travel alert for Europe on Monday, joining the United States and Britain in warning of a possible terrorist 

attack by al-Qaida or other groups. 

I~¥':-Iunited States - Terrorism - al-Qaida - AI-Qaeda - Warfare and Conflict 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/4/20103:52:20 PM 

Look ma, no glasses needed for this 3-D TV 

Toshiba is hoisting a kind of Holy Grail of new wave TV: a hi-def 3-D TV that doesn't require viewers to wear 3-D glasses. 

1~¥:IToshiba - Television - 3D television - Japan - Shopping 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/4/20104:01:43 PM 

HBT: Mets fire Manuel, re-assign Minaya 

rC~~~~1erry Manuel - Omar Minaya - New York Mets - Sports - Mets 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/4/20104:03:17 PM 

Newsweek: The psychology of the angry voter 

The rise of the furious pol comes only two years after "No-Drama Obama" won the presidential election, and it's 

apparently something most Democrats didn't expect. Here's how political parties can channel voter anger at the polls, 

and how an angry electorate may be more susceptible to campaign promises that can't be kept. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/4/20104:05:50 PM 

Pending home sales jumped in August 

A real estate trade group reported Monday that the number of people who signed contracts to buy homes rose in 

August for the second straight month. 

1§':i1ti¥.EINational Association of Realtors - Shrubs - Plants - Home - Gardening 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/4/20104:06:39 PM 

Early voting transforms campaign strategy 

Ig~~""IBY the end of this week, voters in ten states will have started casting ballots. In all, 36 states and the 
District of Columbia have adopted some form of pre-Election Day voting. And it's not only convenient for 

voters - it's changing the way campaigns are run. 

Ig~~""IElection Day - Early voting - Voting - Washington DC - United States 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/4/20104:20:46 PM 

Europe holds off u.s. to win Ryder Cup 

Ig~~""lln a Ryder Cup that came down to the very last match Monday, Graeme McDowell rolled in a is-foot 

birdie putt on the 16th hole, then closed out Hunter Mahan to give Europe the 14 1/2 points it needed to 
reclaim the precious gold trophy. 

I g~~""lsteve Stricker - Ryder Cup - United States - Dustin Johnson - Sport 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/4/20105:12:56 PM 

Calif. high court upholds state job furloughs 

The California Supreme Court has upheld Gov. Arnold Schwarzenegger's order to furlough state workers, dealing a major 

victory to part of the governor's budgeting plans. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/4/20105:47:16 PM 

Thousands protest Swedish far-right party 

Thousands of people have protested against racism in a demonstration aimed at a far-right party that has entered the 

Swedish Parliament for the first time. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/4/20106:02:30 PM 

Modern games struggle with modern warfare 

Ig~~"'l'call of Duty" is only the most recent video game to stir up a firestorm of controversy by depicting a 

modern conflict. Last year, developers at Atomic Games were working on "Six Days in Fallujah" - a game 
based on the Second Battle of Fallujah (or Operation Phantom Fury). But the project was cancelled after public 
outcry over the setting arose. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/4/20106:45:20 PM 

Newsweek: Banks may dole out bonuses early 

The expiration of Bush-era tax cuts at the end of 2010 could lead some big banks to shift pay-out dates from January to 

December. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/4/20106:47:51 PM 

Reports: Air strike, blasts kill Afghan civilians 

Three explosions just minutes apart have rocked Kandahar, killing at least two Afghan police officers in the nation's 

largest city in the south. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/4/20107:17:05 PM 

Ala. senators, casino owner indicted 

Ig~~""~he owner of Alabama's largest casino, four state senators and several lobbyists have been indicted and 

accused of vote buying in an effort to get a bill passed that would have legalized electronic bingo. 

rg~iSjAlabama - Casino - Gambling - United States - Games 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/4/20107:22:11 PM 

DOJ sues largest U.S. credit card companies 

The Justice Department on Monday sued credit card company Amex for alleged anticompetitive practices while 

proposing a settlement with MasterCard and Visa. 

rC~~"-LasterCard - Credit card - United States Department of Justice - Visa - Business 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/4/20107:22:22 PM 

Twitter CEO steps down, names deputy as new boss 

Twitter co-founder Ev Williams just announced that he would be stepping down as CEO, while the current COO Dick 

Costolo rises to the role of CEO. Williams says he plans to be "completely focused on product strategy." Costolo, 

meanwhile, will concentrate on the job of "meeting [Twitter's] potential as a profitable company." 

Ig~S~witter - Dick Costolo - Chief operating officer - Evan Williams - Social Networking 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/4/20107:35:51 PM 

Pastor, 3 others killed in Ga. church van crash 

An aging church van headed to an out-of-state revival blew a tire on a highway and flipped repeatedly, ejecting all 19 

people on board and killing the pastor, his daughter and two others, authorities said Monday. 

I g:i1ti¥.EIGeorgia - United States - Religion and Spirituality - Christianity - Denominations 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/4/20108:16:45 PM 

Contractor: BP interfered during rig fire 

Ig~~""IBP interfered with efforts to use a robot to try to close the device that failed to stop the Gulf oil spill 

because of concerns over heat buildup from the burning rig, a salvage firm executive said Monday. 

rg~5.jDeepwater Horizon oil spill - BP - Environment - Oil spill - Energy 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/4/20108:25:59 PM 

Prosecutor quits after 'sexting' abuse victim 

An embattled Wisconsin prosecutor who tried to spark an affair with a domestic violence victim resigned in disgrace 

Monday. 

I g:i1ti¥.EIDomestic violence - Women - People - Violence and Abuse - District attorney 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/4/20108:45:20 PM 

Family, friends say farewell to Tony Curtis 

Ig~~""IActor Tony Curtis was buried Monday with a melange of his favorite possessions - a Stetson hat, an 

Armani scarf, driving gloves, an iPhone and a copy of his favorite novel, "Anthony Adverse," a book that 
inspired his celebrity name. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/4/20109:00:16 PM 

The madness (sort of) set to begin for Heat 

Ig~~""lwhen the Miami Heat open the preseason at home against the Detroit Pistons on Tuesday, it'll mark the 
first time LeBron James will play before 19,000 or so of his newest fans. Predictably, there's a higher

than-usual level of interest, especially after a summer where Dwyane Wade, Chris Bosh and James decided to 
team up in Miami. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/4/20109:00:55 PM 

Red sludge floods towns in Hungary 

Ig~~""~he reservoir of an alumina plant in western Hungary burst on Monday, flooding several towns with 

towering waves of red sludge. 

...... ,..... . ..... ,..... . ..... , ....... 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/4/20109:06:44 PM 

Travel tips that can save your life 

While it is impossible to predict a terrorist attack, taking some precautions and preparing oneself should be a priority for 

all travelers. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/4/20109:17:40 PM 

Somali ambulance workers risk death in city of war 

Ig~~""IAmbulance drivers risk their lives to try to save people hit by the mortar fire, artillery shells and random 

gunfire that have been ricocheting around this crumbling seaside city for almost 20 years. 

I~~':-Ishell (projectile) - Mortar (weapon) - Health - Emergency Services - Medical 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/4/20109:17:47 PM 

Gaga, Bieber nearing 1 billion YouTube views 

Ig~~""IBoth artists have many of YouTube's all-time most-viewed videos. The next closest artist is Michael 

Jackson at around 600 million views. 

...... ,..... . ..... ,..... . ..... , ....... 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/4/20109:29:04 PM 

Life Inc.: 'Man-cession' over, but still being felt 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/4/20109:42:48 PM 

Calif. man dies in fall at Grand Canyon 

National Park Service employees have recovered the body of a California man who died Friday after falling off an 

overlook at Grand Canyon National Park in Arizona. 

1~¥':-IGrand Canyon National Park - Arizona - United States - California - Travel and Tourism 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/4/20109:44:07 PM 

Gene test may improve heart disease detection 

Researchers say the new findings could help reduce expensive and risky angiograms. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/4/201010:18:52 PM 

Border closure heightens U.S., Pakistan tensions 

Ig~~""lpakistan's shutting of a key supply line for coalition troops in Afghanistan and the apparent ease with 

which militants are attacking the stranded convoys are shaking an already uncomfortable relationship 
between Washington and Islamabad. 

I~~':-Ipakistan - Afghanistan - United States -Islamabad - Asia 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/4/201010:26:17 PM 

Fla. man denies cocaine found in buttocks is his 

When sheriff's deputies in Florida allegedly discovered bags of marijuana and cocaine between a man's buttocks, they 

said he gave a quick explanation: "The white stuff is not mine, but the weed is." 

rC~~"-IFlorida - Cannabis - Drugs - Health - Cocaine 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/4/2010 10:27:25 PM 

FBI: Federal judge bought drugs from stripper 

Ig~~""IA long-time federal judge is facing drug and firearms charges after a stripper-turned-informant told 

authorities he used cocaine, marijuana and other illegal drugs with her. 

rg~iSLegal drug trade - Drugs - Health - Cocaine - Federal Bureau of Investigation 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/4/2010 10:44:05 PM 

Water cycle seems out of whack, experts find 

Ig~~""lwater researchers report an alarming discovery: 18 percent more water was fed into the oceans from 

rivers and melting polar ice sheets in 2006 than in 1994. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/4/2010 10:58:30 PM 

Roethlisberger, Cushing, Holmes return to teams 

Ig~~""IBen Roethlisberger and Santonio Holmes have something else in common aside from their touchdown 

that won the 2009 Super Bowl. Both came off four-game NFL suspensions Monday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/4/201011:10:49 PM 

Chile president: Rescue of miners 'very close' 

Ig~~""lchilels president says his government is "very close" to rescuing the 33 trapped miners. 

I~~~~:[~~~:j 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/4/2010 11:32:34 PM 

Terror alert doesn't faze Americans overseas 

Ig~~""IA U.S. State Department terror alert issued Sunday warns of heightened potential for a terrorist attack in 

Europe, but many Americans believe such worries are overblown. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/4/201011:37:51 PM 

Bolivian president knees soccer opponent 

President Evo Morales kneed an opposing player in the groin during a soccer match against a team of political rivals after 

an apparent hard foul by the opponent, images of the altercation broadcast Monday show. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/4/201011:43:43 PM 

Want to lose weight? Get some sleep 

Getting too little sleep might prevent dieters from losing as much body fat as they otherwise would have, a small study 

suggests. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/5/201012:22:31 AM 

Foreign investors not scared of housing market 

Ig~~""~he Viceroy, a swanky condominium complex in downtown Miami, gives the impression that the United 

States is in another real estate boom. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/5/2010 12:54:26 AM 

What will Facebook reveal on Wednesday? 

Facebook invited reporters to its HQ for a press briefing on Wednesday. Will it show off the rumored (but denied) 

Facebook phone? Or something totally completely different? 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/5/20101:08:16 AM 

Teen killed in Ga. school bus crash 

Ig~~""~he driver of a school bus lost control along a rural northern Georgia highway Monday and the vehicle 
overturned, killing a 17-year-old student and sending several others to the hospital, authorities said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/5/20102:18:42 AM 

Cosmic Log: E.T. calling? Here's what to do 

Ig~~""lscience editor Alan Boyle's Weblog: Experts hammer out a simplified game plan to follow in the event 

that signals from an extraterrestrial civilization are ever detected. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/5/20103:26:14 AM 

Palin, Cho go from bad to worse on 'Dancing' 

Ig~~""INOW that Michael Bolton has left their ranks, those occupying the bottom of the scoreboard have found 

new ways to bring the bad moves. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/5/20103:34:41 AM 

Pats don't need Brady, Moss to crush Dolphins 

Ig~~""lpatrick Chung blocked two kicks and returned an interception for a touchdown, and the New England 

Patriots scored twice on special teams to beat the hapless Miami Dolphins 41-14 on Monday night. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/5/20103:43:40 AM 

Man convicted in Calif. 'golden flute' slaying 

A Northern California man has been convicted of killing a retiree as part of an elaborate plan to steal the older man's 

sterling silver and solid gold flutes. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/5/20106:51:27 AM 

A code to play by: Baseball's unwritten rules 

Ig~~""IHarkins: For generations, baseball has been ruled by a set of so-called "unwritten rules." The problem is 

conflicts often arise as players disagree on what exactly the rules are, interpret them differently, or 
choose to ignore them altogether. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/5/20107:58:26 AM 

Small bomb damages NATO oil tanker in NW Pakistan 

Ig~~""IA small bomb damaged a truck in northwestern Pakistan on Tuesday that was carrying oil to NATO troops 
in Afghanistan - the latest attack on stalled supply convoys since Pakistan shut a key border crossing to 

international forces last week. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/5/20109:29:53 AM 

Bible college student shot dead in dorm 

A student at a Bible college in North Carolina was shot and killed in his dorm room. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/5/20109:45:19 AM 

Cops: Man, 81, kills roommate over singing 

Ig~~""IAn 81-year-old man has been charged with the murder of his 94-year-old roommate at a rehabilitation 

center where the two were recovering from hip surgeries, authorities said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/5/201010:17:39 AM 

Flash floods in eastern Indonesia kill at least 29 

Ig~~""IHeaVy rain unleashed flash floods and mudslides, killing 29 people in a remote corner of Indonesia that 

rescuers were still struggling to reach days after the storms began, officials and witnesses said Tuesday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/5/201010:18:43 AM 

Zero interest rates back in Japan 

Japan's central bank cut its key interest rate to virtually zero in a surprise move Tuesday and is looking to set up a $60 

billion fund to buy government bonds and other assets as it tries to inject life into a faltering economy. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/5/201010:34:17 AM 

20 government workers with super-sized pay 

Across America many government workers are getting rich off taxpayer-funded salaries. Red Tape Chronicles runs down 

a list of some of the most egregious examples sent in by readers. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/5/2010 10:36:49 AM 

Ex-trader jailed, told to repay $6.7 billion 

Ig~~""IA Paris court has convicted former trader Jerome Kerviel guilty of all charges in one of history's biggest 

trading frauds. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/5/201011:11:19 AM 

IRA dissident car bomb hits Londonderry businesses 

A car bomb blamed on Irish Republican Army dissidents damaged a hotel, bank and other businesses but caused no 

injuries Tuesday in the Northern Ireland city of londonderry, the sixth such attack this year in the British territory. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/5/2010 11:39:29 AM 

Delaware Senate candidate: 'I'm not a witch' 

In her first campaign ad since winning the GOP primary, Delaware Senate candidate Christine O'Donnell assures voters: 

"I'm not a witch." 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/5/2010 11:49:49 AM 

Msnbc to 'lean forward' in new brand campaign 

Msnbc cable said it is launching a two-year, multimillion-dollar marketing campaign, embracing its politically progressive 

identity with the new tagline "lean Forward." 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/5/2010 11:54:29 AM 

Duo wins 2010 physics Nobel for super-thin carbon 

Two Russian-born scientists shared the 2010 Nobel Prize for physics for showing how carbon just one atom thick 

behaved, a discovery with profound implications from quantum physics to consumer electronics. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/5/2010 11:58:45 AM 

A battery beats at the heart of these muscle cars 

Ig~~""ILOW' sleek and blisteringly fast, the Jaguar C-X7S is generating quite a buzz at this month's Paris Motor 
Show. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/5/2010 12:23:34 PM 

'Stars on Cars' ratings system getting tougher 

The Transportation Department is outlining changes Tuesday to the government's 5-Star Safety Rating System that will 

make it more difficult for vehicles to earn top scores. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/5/2010 1:00:33 PM 

Drug-resistant bladder bug raises growing concerns 

A rare but aggressive strain of E. coli bacteria could be responsible for up to 1 million bladder infections and for more 

than 3,000 deaths a year from drug-resistant infections that started out in the urinary tract, a researcher says. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/5/20101:17:03 PM 

Jon Stewart lampoons fired CNN host Sanchez 

On Facebook, the wife of the fired anchor says that he apologized to the "Daily Show" host for calling him a bigot and 

that a "broader point about the media was mangled." 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/5/20101:18:25 PM 

Wife: Pirates are hiding my husband's body 

Tiffany Hartley, who says her husband David was killed by pirates along the Mexican border last week, begged Tuesday 

for recovery of his body, amid reports that Mexican authorities are disputing her account of the incident: "They are 

hiding him." 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/5/2010 1:29:28 PM 

PFT: Ryan was right, Jets are best 

Ig~~""lpFT power rankings: N.Y., Baltimore are Nos. 1, 2 this week, while Buffalo is dead last again. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/5/2010 1:31:32 PM 

GOP-leaning groups closing money gap 

In what could very well be the midterm cycle's biggest story, GOP-leaning outside groups - like the Rove-backed 

American Crossroads and the u.s. Chamber of Commerce - are more than making up the cash advantage held by 

Democratic campaign committees. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/5/2010 1:43:06 PM 

High court to hear church free speech case 

Newsweek: As the Supreme Court kicks off its new term, the justices are preparing to consider several free-speech 

cases, including one involving the Westboro Baptist Church, a group infamous for protesting at military funerals with 

signs praising the deaths. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/5/20102:07:31 PM 

No pay, no spray: Firefighters let home burn 

Firefighters in rural Tennessee let a home burn to the ground because the homeowner hadn't paid a $75 fee. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/5/20102:16:05 PM 

Here comes the sun: White House to go solar 

Ig~~""~he most famous residence in America, which has already boosted its green credentials by planting a 

garden, plans to install solar panels atop the White House's living quarters. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/5/20102:48:25 PM 

Times Square bomber gets life sentence 

The man who plotted to kill Americans by driving a homemade car bomb into Times Square and leaving it to explode has 

been sentenced to life in prison. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/5/20103:18:42 PM 

France holds 12 in Europe anti-terrorism operation 

French police arrested 12 people on Tuesday in early morning swoops the interior minister said were directly linked to a 

campaign to counter an elevated terrorism threat in Europe. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/5/20103:42:59 PM 

Frito-Lay to pull most noisy SunChips bags 

Frito-Lay hopes to quiet complaints about its noisy SunChips bags by switching out the biodegradable bags for the old 

packaging on most flavors. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/5/20104:13:32 PM 

Rabbi: Sleeping with enemy OK for Israeli spies 

Seducing the enemy in order to get information that would help save the lives of countrymen has received the blessing 

of an Israeli rabbi. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/5/20104:15:40 PM 

Yoko doesn't rule out John lennon's return 

Ig~~""lwhen asked what she'd like people to know about Lennon, 100 years from now, Ono said, "John might 
come back. We don't know anything. So I'm not going to answer that question." 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/5/20104:29:51 PM 

HBT: Yankees-Twins will go the distance 

Ig~~""IHBT: Minnesota is the better team across the board, but N.Y. has history and karma. Pick the Yankees in 

five. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/5/2010 4:30:00 PM 

Cops: No motive in deadly Fla. shooting spree 

Ig~~""IA gunman with a history of mental illness shot his father to death, then drove through his Gainesville 
neighborhood on a 13-minute, three-mile shooting spree that wounded five others before he killed 

himself, police said Tuesday. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/5/20104:39:52 PM 

Newsweek: Will 'witch' ad help O'Donnell? 

For all the attention her race is getting, O'Donnell's still running way behind Coons, trailing him by 16 points, 15 points, 

and 12 points in various poll averages. The ad is unlikely to change that. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/5/20104:51:07 PM 

Guilty verdict in horrific home invasion trial 

Ig~~""IA paroled burglar was convicted Tuesday of killing a mother and her two daughters in a 2007 home 

invasion in an affluent Connecticut town and now could be sentenced to death. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/5/20105:01:15 PM 

Twitter security hole can expose direct messages 

Messages meant to be private between two parties can be seen by site developers, says expert. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/5/20105:44:15 PM 

BP panel: Rig owner 'thwarted' efforts to get data 

r-I~embers of a panel investigating the cause olthe Gulf rig explosion and oil spill accused rig owner 
ransocean on Tuesday of thwarting their efforts to get to critical documents and a witness. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/5/20106:34:30 PM 

Israeli army investigates video of dancing soldier 

The Israeli military said Tuesday it was launching an investigation into a YouTube video that appears to show an Israeli 

soldier dancing around a blindfolded Palestinian Muslim woman. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/5/20106:46:29 PM 

Teen shot in behind over sagging pants 

Police say a 45-year-old Memphis man angry over two teens' sagging pants shot one in the buttocks during an 

argument. He faces aggravated assault charges. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/5/20106:59:39 PM 

Blondes-only resort planned for the Maldives 

Ig~~""IA Lithuanian company is planning to create a holiday resort in the Maldives staffed entirely by blondes. 

I~~~~:[~~~:j 
UUU 
View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/5/20107:10:56 PM 

Paying for your kid's college? Don't raid your 401(k) 

Ig~~""ILife Inc.: Most American parents are saving for college, but too many of them plan to use their retirement 

accounts. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/5/20107:12:07 PM 

NBC: European jihadists training in Pakistan 

The "mixture of Germans and Arabs" killed in a CIA drone strike in northwest Pakistan provides further evidence that 

jihadists with European passports are training for plots against the West, a senior western counterterrorsm official told 

NBC News on Tuesday. 

Ig~Sjpakistan - United States - Inter-Services Intelligence - Asia - NATO 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/5/20107:19:06 PM 

Green lights for big solar projects on fed lands 

Ig~~""IAfter five years of negotiations and battles, some of them environmental, two large solar power projects 

on Tuesday got the first-ever green lights to set up shop on federal lands. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/5/20107:56:23 PM 

'Cigar Guy' is Internet antidote to Sad Keanu 

Ig~~""~he weirdest sports photo in recent memory has become an Internet phenomenon thanks to a wide-eyed 
cigar-chomping Tiger Woods fan. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/5/20108:07:33 PM 

Newsweek: Hypocritical celebs who overshare on Twitter 

It's easy to sympathize with stars who don't want to be harried by paparazzi all the time. But it gets much easier to sneer 

at those same paparazzi-hating celebs when they take to Twitter to offer a bit more than we needed to know about 

their private business. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/5/20108:12:27 PM 

Stocks end with big gains, Dow up nearly 200 

Ig~~""IStoCkS surged to their highest level in five months Tuesday after activity in U.S. services companies 

powered ahead in September. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/5/20108:45:41 PM 

Problems plague BP spill compensation fund 

Ig~~""~he $20 billion BP claims fund has been inundated with questionable documentation, inflated claims and 

in some cases, outright fraud - all slowing down the process, the administrator says. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/5/20108:58:35 PM 

NYT: 'Whoosh' of wind turbines too loud for some 

Ig~~""INYT: A small but growing number of families and homeowners across the country say they have learned 

the hard way that wind power is not without emissions of its own. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/5/20109:04:20 PM 

Terror alert spotlights voiceprint technology 

Ig~~""IDid their voices betray them? The discovery of an alleged terror plot against Europe owes at least some 
of its success to "voiceprint" technology that allows law enforcement to electronically match a voice to its 

owner. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/5/20109:13:09 PM 

Fed-up girlfriend calls 911 on pot-smoking beau 

A 35-year-old man was charged in Missouri with possessing marijuana after his girlfriend called 911 and said she was 

tired of him smoking pot all day instead of working. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/5/20109:59:11 PM 

Neurotic people are unhappy - and expensive 

Neurotic people aren't only making themselves miserable; they cost society billions of dollars in health care spending 

and lost productivity, according to new research from the Netherlands. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/5/201010:16:21 PM 

Hiker followed shade during 6 days in desert 

Ig~~""IA man stranded for six days in the barren Joshua Tree desert in Southern California said he survived by 

staying still nearly all the time and moving only to follow the shade. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/5/201010:18:46 PM 

'Ecological catastrophe': Toxic sludge kills 4 

The Hungarian government declared a state of emergency on Tuesday after a toxic sludge spill killed at least four 

people. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/5/201010:19:10 PM 

Lawyers: Student in sex video case is innocent 

Lawyers for one of the two Rutgers University students accused of secretly webcasting the sex life of a fellow freshman 

who later committed suicide said Tuesday that their client is innocent. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/5/2010 10:50:29 PM 

Don't get ripped off at the car rental counter 

Ig~~""lcar rental companies have a crop of fees and dodgy practices that can cost you hundreds of dollars. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/5/2010 11:01:28 PM 

Noisy jobs may triple the risk of heart problems 

Ig~~""lwhatls bad for your ears may also be bad for your heart. According to a new study, people who work in 

noisy places could have triple the risk of a serious heart problem compared to those who work in quiet 
environments. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/5/201011:10:33 PM 

Beyonce's mom brings full-figured fashions to Walmart 

Ig~~""~ina Knowles knew she wanted to create a flattering clothing line that would go up to a size 18. "These 

clothes are all made with the thought process to make you look slimmer and taller," Knowles said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/5/2010 11:31:23 PM 

9 dead in ambush of Afghan police convoy 

Ig~~""IAt least eight civilians and one policeman were killed and around 25 people were wounded when 

insurgents ambushed a police convoy in Afghanistan's southern Kandahar on Tuesday, an official said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/5/2010 11:44:45 PM 

PFT: Childress mum on Moss-to-Vikings rumors 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/5/2010 11:44:45 PM 

PFT: Vikings working on trade to re-acquire Moss 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/5/2010 11:52:43 PM 

Girl who fled abductor was sexually assaulted 

Ig~~""IAn 8-year-old girl who was abducted by a stranger while playing outside a Fresno home escaped from her 

captor Tuesday morning after a driver recognized the suspect's vehicle and cut it off, police said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/6/2010 12:07:07 AM 

Democrats hold narrow leads in key Calif. races 

Ig~~""~he Democrats hold a narrow advantage in California where big-spending Republican Meg Whitman is 

struggling, as Democrats show increased enthusiasm about voting on November 2, a Reuters/lpsos poll 
found on Tuesday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/6/201012:17:20 AM 

Man's shredded lotto ticket claim a hoax 

Real winner comes forward after man tries to steal fortune with shreds of evidence. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/6/2010 12:20:34 AM 

DEA drug take-back nets 121 tons of unwanted drugs 

A daylong, nationwide effort to get people to turn in old or unwanted prescription drugs collected more than 121 tons 

of unused medicine. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/6/2010 12:27:54 AM 

Woman finds 'hoe' carved on chest 

Kansas City police investigate an attack on a 22-year-old woman who claims a motel encounter left her with the word 

"hoe" cut into her chest. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/6/2010 12:41:52 AM 

No presidential seal? No problem for Obama 

Twenty minutes into President Barack Obama's speech to a women's summit, the presidential seal fell off his lectern 

with a clatter. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/6/2010 1:37:09 AM 

Cosmic Log: New species from New Guinea 

Ig~~""lscience editor Alan Boyle's Weblog: Conservationists unveil scores of new species found in the remote 

mountains of Papua New Guinea, ranging from flowers to frogs to mice. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/6/20101:56:19 AM 

NYT: Karzai's relatives use ties to gain power 

Ig~~""IDozens of relations and allies of President Hamid Karzai have taken powerful positions in government and 

business, allowing them to shape policy or financially benefit from it. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/6/20102:47:45 AM 

'Dancing' boots another star as Bolton returns 

Ig~~""lwell, readers, you're three for three so far this season. You gave Margaret Cho a sad score of 3.15 for her 

proud, colorful samba, and viewers agreed that it was the worst dance. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/6/20103:19:58 AM 

DeMarco: Sunny once again in Philadelphia 

Ig~~""IDeMarco: For as long as it took the playoff matchups to fall into place, there is a definitive favorite here 

in the Philadelphia Phil lies, who will win their second World Series title in three years. Here's how it will 
happen. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/6/20103:27:59 AM 

LeBron makes preseason debut with Heat 

Ig~~""ILeBron James walked from the bench moments before tip-off with the traditional stoic look. He filled his 

hands with rosin powder, threw it into the air to create a white cloud, then clapped his hands three 
times. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/6/20107:15:20 AM 

Site issues cause outage for Facebook users 

Facebook says unspecified site issues caused the social-networking site to be slow or unavailable for some of its 500 

million users. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/6/20107:56:18 AM 

Yemen: Rocket attack targets British embassy car 

A rocket attack on Wednesday damaged a British diplomatic car in the capital San'a, wounding three bystanders and an 

embassy staffer, a Yemeni and British officials said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/6/20108:31:14 AM 

Ice cream, cheese: Gitmo hunger strike ends 

Ig~~""IA Guantanamo prisoner who has been on a hunger strike for more than five years is occasionally eating 

solid food, officials say in recently filed court documents. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/6/20108:50:24 AM 

Cops probe deaths of Colo. mom, twins 

Ig~~""~he deaths of a Colorado Springs woman and her 13-year-old twins as homicides are being investigated 

as homicides and detectives have not ruled out anyone as suspects, police said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/6/20108:57:43 AM 

Report: Taliban chiefs in secret talks to end war 

Ig~~""lsecret talks to end the war in Afghanistan begin between representatives of the Taliban and the 

government of Afghan President Hamid Karzai, The Washington Post reported. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/6/20109:02:37 AM 

Australia returns 185,000 acres to Aborigines 

An Australian state will return tens of thousands of acres (hectares) of land to the original Aboriginal occupants, more 

than 30 years after it was turned into a national park, the state premier said Wednesday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/6/201010:18:36 AM 

South Korea: NKorea's nuclear threat 'dangerous' 

Ig~~""~he threat posed by North Korea's nuclear program has reached an "extremely dangerous level," an 

adviser to South Korea's president said in comments published Wednesday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/6/2010 11:04:54 AM 

Tough race to govern 'ungovernable' California 

Ig~~""~erry Brown and Meg Whitman are waging a hard-fought race to be California's governor, despite the 

state's staggering financial problems. Msnbc.com's Tom Curry reports. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/6/2010 11:45:35 AM 

Think twice before you sell your gold jewelry 

Ig~~""ILoOking to sell that unwanted piece of gold as prices hit all-time highs? Take care. Our findings discovered 
some dealers to be quite reputable - but others may be looking to take advantage of you. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/6/2010 11:46:58 AM 

10 leading u.s. private land owners 

Ig~~""lsee who ?wns the most land in the u.s. and find out what they are doing for both commerce and 

community. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/6/2010 12:00:33 PM 

The most expensive ZIP codes in the u.s. 

Ig~~""IL.A. has always been home to some of the world's most expensive real estate. But forget Beverly Hills, 

90210: The new hot spot for multimillion-dollar mansions is Duarte, 91008. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/6/201012:11:22 PM 

Life Inc.: Four in 10 plan to delay retirement, keep working 

Life Inc.: Some 40 percent of u.S. workers say they're going to have to delay retirement. The biggest reasons cited were 

losses in retirement savings and the need to keep health care coverage. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/6/201012:14:11 PM 

How to avoid family friction over finances 

TODAY Money experts David Bach, Jean Chatzky, Carmen Wong-Ulrich and Allison Linn offer strategies, some from 

personal experience, on how to reduce tension over money in your life and avoid fighting over finances. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/6/2010 12:33:25 PM 

Private hiring contracted unexpectedly in Sept. 

u.s. private employers unexpectedly cut 39,000 jobs in September after an upwardly revised gain of 10,000 in August, a 

report by a payrolls processor showed Wednesday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/6/2010 12:50:09 PM 

Newsweek: Gingrich urges GOP to go after food stamps 

Newt Gingrich tells candidates to highlight growth of the food assistance program as Democrats' fault. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/6/2010 1:09:51 PM 

PFT: Vikings reportedly acquire Moss from Patriots 

Ig~~""IMinnesota gives up a third-round pick to New England for receiver Randy Moss. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/6/2010 1:31:50 PM 

Onboard commerce ready for takeoff 

Ig~~""~hanks to new technology, there may be nothing you can't purchase from the, ahem, comfort of your 

economy-class seat. The real question, however, is whether travelers will buy. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/6/2010 1:34:03 PM 

Hillary-Biden swap talk is nothing new. Is it 'nuts'? 

Ig~~""~herels a big problem with all of the juicy speculation that Obama could swap Secretary of State Hillary 

Clinton into the V.P. slot. The White House has consistently denied any such deal is in the works. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/6/2010 1:38:49 PM 

First thoughts: Whitman's woes 

In a political environment benefiting almost every Republican, Whitman now finds herself in serious trouble. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/6/2010 1:39:44 PM 

A drink or two during pregnancy may be OK? 

Children whose mothers have one or two drinks per week during pregnancy are not at any greater risk for developing 

behavioral or cognitive problems than children whose mothers abstained completely, according to a new study from 

British scientists. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/6/20101:59:15 PM 

Pumpkin farmers profit with odd, ugly varieties 

Ig~~""IAfter decades of trying to grow perfect, round, orange pumpkins, farmers have found many people 

believe nothing says Halloween like a warty, twisted gourd in a weird color. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/6/20102:29:24 PM 

Kidnapped girl's rescuer was 'beyond fear' 

A man who rescued an 8-year-old girl who had been abducted by a stranger has told how he was "beyond scared" as he 

forced the kidnapper's truck to stop. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/6/20103:56:57 PM 

Liverpool agrees to sell club to Red Sox owners 

Liverpool's board agreed to sell the debt-riddled Premier League club to the owners of the Boston Red Sox on 

Wednesday, but may have to take legal action to force out the existing American owners. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/6/20104:03:36 PM 

Trio wins chemistry Nobel for key chemical tool 

Ig~~""IAn American and two Japanese scientists won the Nobel Prize in chemistry on Wednesday for finding 

new ways to bond carbon atoms together, methods now widely used to make medicines and in 
agriculture and electronics. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/6/20104:10:17 PM 

Black judge rejects plea deal for 'white boy' 

A black judge from western Pennsylvania rejected a plea agreement for a man accused of fighting with police during a 

traffic stop, saying it was "a ridiculous plea that only goes to white boys." 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/6/20104:46:43 PM 

San Andreas Fault mapped in 3-D under the sea 

Ig~~""~hiS past Sunday marked the conclusion of a mission that for the first time studied, imaged and mapped 

the unexplored offshore Northern San Andreas Fault from just north of San Francisco to its end at the 
junction of three tectonic plates off Mendocino, Calif. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/6/20105:45:14 PM 

EU to Hungary: Don't let sludge reach Danube 

Ig~~""~he European Union urged emergency authorities in Hungary on Wednesday to do everything they can to 

keep a torrent of toxic sludge from reaching the Danube and affecting half a dozen other nations. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/6/20105:49:10 PM 

Maine lobstermen battling superbug infections 

Ig~~""IA strain of a drug-resistant skin disease that has afflicted sports teams, prisons and military units is now 

proving a persistent pest among lobstermen and their families on a Maine island. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/6/20105:56:39 PM 

'Survivor' finally brings the crazy with its cast 

Ig~~""~he show has largely been immune to the tendency to get nuttier as the years have passed. Sure, it's had 
big personalities, but it's never been as over-the-top ridiculous as it is now in its 21st season. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/6/20106:04:10 PM 

Facebook rolls out new privacy controls 

Facebook today rolled out a few tools to help people manage their personal information, including a way to download 

all your personal information, see what apps have been using your personal information, and allow users to keep some 

data private or limited to a small subset of your friends. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/6/20106:08:34 PM 

Who wants a Santa-free Christmas? 

A group of German Catholics wants to do away with Santa Claus because of the fictional figure's commercial hype and 

replace him with St Nicolas and the selfless giving they say he represents. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/6/20106:20:17 PM 

US apologizes for attack on Pakistani soldiers 

Ig~~""~he U.S. apologized Wednesday for a recent helicopter attack that killed two Pakistani soldiers at an 

outpost near the Afghan border, saying American pilots mistook the soldiers for insurgents they were 
pursuing. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/6/20106:31:45 PM 

ATVs more deadly than motorcycles 

People are far more likely to die after ATV accidents than after motorcycle accidents, trauma surgeons and public health 

researchers said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/6/20106:40:31 PM 

Verizon Wireless version of iPhone in the works 

Apple is planning to make a version of the iPhone that could run on Verizon Wireless' network, as well as Sprint's, but it's 

not going to be an iPhone 4. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/6/20106:42:30 PM 

Chemists win Nobel for carbon-bonding method 

Ig~~""IAn American and two Japanese scientists won the Nobel Prize in chemistry on Wednesday for finding 

new ways to bond carbon atoms together, methods now widely used to make medicines and in 
agriculture and electronics. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/6/20106:50:19 PM 

Newsweek: Rich nervous about retirement too 

In a recent study, Barclays Wealth, the wealth management division of Barclays Bank(BCS), found anxiety levels running 

high among the affluent looking at retirement, as well as lingering doubt about financial preparedness for that phase of 

life. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/6/20106:54:48 PM 

Bear-mauling victim describes attack 

Ig~~""IA man mauled by a black bear near his vacation cabin in central Washington says he felt he had to stand 

and fight the animal to survive the attack. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/6/20106:56:52 PM 

In Parkinson's patients, brain cells lose energy 

The brain cells of patients with Parkinson's disease undergo a shutdown of their energy powerhouses, the mitochondria, 

according to a new study. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/6/20107:21:03 PM 

Medical device buying rules waste billions 

A study published Wednesday says hospitals and the federal government could save tens of billions of dollars a year if 

they changed the way group purchasing organizations - which buy medical supplies in bulk for member hospitals - are 

compensated. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/6/20107:21:18 PM 

Dupont: Why the Wings will win Cup 

Ig~~""~here's no juice or buzz in picking Detroit to return to the top and claim a 12th championship, but it's the 

smart thing to do. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/6/20107:26:33 PM 

Vikings acquire Moss from Patriots 

Ig~~""IA trade has been completed sending star receiver Randy Moss back to the Minnesota Vikings from the 

New England Patriots, ESPN and the Associated Press reported Wednesday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/6/20107:37:27 PM 

Verizon 4G high speed network in 38 cities by year end 

Verizon's 4G LTE network will launch in 38 major metropolitan areas, covering more than 110 million Americans, by the 

end of the year. By early next year, six devices, such as smart phones and tablets, will work on the network. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/6/20107:56:03 PM 

Bristol Palin's getting sexy for 'Dancing' 

Bristol Palin may not have impressed the "Dancing With the Stars" judges or viewers with her performance Monday 

night, but her partner, Mark Ballas, has a plan to get her better scores. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/6/20108:01:46 PM 

Rick Sanchez didn't intend 'narrow-mindedness' 

Ig~~""~he former CNN anchor has apologized for "inartful" comments he made in an Oct. 1 radio interview, 

saying, "I am very much opposed to hate and intolerance, in any form." 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/6/20108:37:50 PM 

Peace Corps returns to Sierra Leone 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/6/20108:41:20 PM 

Minorities get less treatment for their pain 

Ig~~""llt seems like pain would be the great equalizer: Whether you're black or white, we all hurt the same way. 

Except, it turns out, how we're treated for it varies greatly. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/6/20108:54:55 PM 

Looking for a low holiday airfare? Book now 

Ig~~""~here are "sweet spots" in which to get the best holiday airfare deals this year, fare experts say, and one 

of those starts this week. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/6/20109:09:31 PM 

Lee dazzles as Rangers take Game 1 from Rays 

Ig~~""ICliff Lee pitched seven impressive innings and Nelson Cruz and Bengie Molina homered off David Price, 
leading the Texas Rangers to a 5-1 victory over the Tampa Bay Rays in the opening game of the AL 

playoffs. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/6/20109:12:46 PM 

Ohio executes man who killed lover over ATM card 

Ig~~""IAn Ohio man who bludgeoned his girlfriend to death and then stole her ATM card to buy crack cocaine 

apologized to the woman's family before he died by lethal injection Wednesday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/6/20109:16:24 PM 

Newsweek: Are New Orleans' schools failing disabled kids? 

A legal complaint alleges that the Big Easy's schools discriminate against children with disabilities. What good is the 

charter revolution if it doesn't reach the students who are most in need? 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/6/20109:28:22 PM 

'Naked Cowboy' briefs N.Y. on presidential bid 

Ig~~""INew York's main attraction proclaims he's running as a member of the Tea Party and "in defense of 
individual liberty." 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/6/20109:45:11 PM 

Drama-drenched Alaska race could be a long slog 

Ig~~""IAn exceptionally close race in Alaska could mean a long slog before it's known if Murkowski successfully 

pulled off her chancy write-in campaign. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/6/20109:52:23 PM 

Lawyer: No basis for bias charge in Rutgers case 

A lawyer for a university student accused of webcasting a gay sexual encounter involving his roommate, who later 

committed suicide, says he's confident his client won't be charged with a bias crime. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/6/2010 10:07:29 PM 

Tanier: Backup QB plan already sinking six NFL teams 

Ig~~""~anier: Here's an inside-the-numbers look at some of the mystery NFL quarterbacks who have surfaced in 
the last few weeks. Some are better than their statistics. Most aren't. None of them should get too 

comfortable in their newfound starting roles. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/6/201010:12:26 PM 

Gay teen suicides create a 'teachable moment' 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/6/201010:17:25 PM 

Israeli premier weighing new settlement curbs 

Ig~~""llsraells prime minister has been sounding out key Cabinet members on extending a freeze on new 

construction in West Bank settlements in hopes of keeping peace talks with the Palestinians alive, but he 
is encountering stiff resistance, Israeli officials said Wednesday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/6/2010 10:34:06 PM 

Apple TV vs. Google TV: What's the difference? 

Ig~~""IBoth Apple TV and Google TV are platforms for serving up movies, TV shows, music and photos from the 
great beyond - and in some cases, a nearby computer or mobile device. As both hit the market, here's a 

run-down of their differences, as well as the notable similarities. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/6/201011:11:17 PM 

Lee dazzles as Rangers take Game 1 from Rays 

Ig~~""ICliff Lee pitched seven impressive innings and Nelson Cruz and Bengie Molina homered off David Price, 
leading the Texas Rangers to a 5-1 victory over the Tampa Bay Rays in the opening game of the AL 

playoffs. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/6/201011:12:25 PM 

Court hears 'Thank God for dead soldiers' case 

Ig~~""~he top U.S. court, in a sensitive test of free-speech protections, considered on whether a fundamentalist 
church had the right to picket at a Marine's funeral with signs like "Thank God for Dead Soldiers." 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/6/201011:15:31 PM 

Looted Army gear for sale in Pakistan 

Ig~~""lln a rundown Pakistan market along the road to Afghanistan, you can buy u.s. Army gear stamped with 

soldiers' names and equipment to aid insurgents. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/6/201011:16:43 PM 

Panel: Feds blocked worst-case Gulf spill figures 

The Obama administration blocked efforts by government scientists to tell the public just how bad the Gulf oil spill could 

become, according to a commission appointed by the president to investigate the disaster. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/6/2010 11:49:53 PM 

Attorney: New subpoenas in Edwards campaign probe 

Federal prosecutors have issued a fresh round of subpoenas for a probe into John Edwards' campaign finances, an 

attorney for the two-time presidential candidate said Wednesday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/7/2010 12:01:09 AM 

Midnight grocery runs part of the new reality 

Ig~~""lonce a month, just after midnight, the beeping checkout scanners at a Walmart just off Interstate 95 

come alive in a chorus of financial desperation. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/7/201012:10:42 AM 

Tornadoes tear across Arizona, damage homes 

Ig~~""IA rare swarm of tornadoes shoved semis off highways and destroyed homes in the pre-dawn darkness 

Wednesday, leaving startled residents wondering if they were in Arizona anymore or had woken up in the 
twister-prone Midwest. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/7/20101:18:04 AM 

Sex offenders go untracked after GPS fails 

An electronic monitoring system tracking sex offenders, parolees and others shut down, leaving authorities in 49 states 

blind to offenders' movements for about 12 hours, authorities said Wednesday. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/7/2010 1:55:02 AM 

Halladay tosses no-hitter in playoff debut 

Ig~~""IROY Halladay threw the second no-hitter in postseason history, leading the Philadelphia Phil lies over the 
Cincinnati Reds 4-0 in Game 1 of the National League division series on Wednesday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/7/20104:52:43 AM 

Teixeira powers Yankees to Game 1 win 

Ig~~""IMark Teixeira hit a tiebreaking, two-run homer in the seventh inning to rally the New York Yankees over 
the Minnesota Twins 6-4 Wednesday night in Game 1 of the AL division series. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/7/20104:59:37 AM 

'No pay, no spray' case: Firefighters 'threatened' 

A rural Tennessee fire chief says Obion County firefighters are being unduly demonized for letting a man's home burn 

because he hadn't paid a $75 municipal fee. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/7/20108:03:09 AM 

'I am guilty': Mom-to-be slain, baby stolen 

Ig~~""IAn Oregon woman obsessed with having a baby pleaded guilty to the murder of a pregnant woman 

whose unborn child was cut from her abdomen after she was bludgeoned to death. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/7/20108:27:52 AM 

Baby dies after monkey snatches it from home 

A four-day-old girl has died after a wild monkey snatched the baby from her family's living room in Malaysia. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/7/20109:05:13 AM 

Cops: Cocaine, meth sold at medical pot clinics 

About $350,000 worth of marijuana products were seized during raids at 16 locations across Southern California -

including several medical marijuana dispensaries, police said 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/7/201010:08:10 AM 

Police confirm cause of Gary Coleman's death 

Authorities have confirmed that "Diff'rent Strokes" actor Gary Coleman's death has been ruled an accident. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/7/201010:12:11 AM 

Floods continue to punish Asia, killing nearly 140 

Asia's death toll from vicious rains spiked Thursday to nearly 140 as disaster officials reached previously isolated areas in 

Vietnam, while the worst flooding in parts of southern China in nearly a half-century killed one person and forced 

213,000 villagers to evacuate. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/7/2010 11:25:25 AM 

Vargas lIosa wins Nobel Prize for literature 

Ig~~""lperuVian Mario Vargas Llosa, one of the most acclaimed writers in the Spanish-speaking world, won the 

2010 Nobel Prize in literature on Thursday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/7/2010 11:38:55 AM 

Weatherizing home can take bite out of winter 

Ig~~""IWith winter coming on, it's time to think seriously about steps to insulate your home and save money on 

heating. Some federal programs are available to help. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/7/2010 11:39:52 AM 

Desperate timeshare owners falling for scams 

Con artists are cashing in on desperate timeshare owners. Fraudulent telemarketers across the country are taking in 

millions of dollars by making promises they cannot keep. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/7/2010 11:43:36 AM 

Kelp waits to take place in America's stomachs 

Ig~~""lseaweed is a crop that can clean the water in which it grows, needs no arable land and provide a 

nutritious food with traditional roots. Will American taste buds accept it? 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/7/201012:13:30 PM 

Report: Condoms clog Games village drains 

Thousands of condoms threatened to choke the Commonwealth Games village's drainage system, media reports said, in 

the latest problem to hit the venue. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/7/2010 12:22:00 PM 

First lady first on list of most powerful women 

Ig~~""lone look at the 2010 World's 100 Most Powerful Women list and it is clear that we've come up with a 

new ranking of the female power elite that reflects the New Order of now. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/7/2010 12:34:49 PM 

New laws expand mental health, addiction care 

Two federal laws that provide better insurance coverage for more people with mental health and substance abuse 

problems are just beginning to take effect, and advocates say the changes are a huge win for consumers. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/7/2010 12:51:25 PM 

Jobless claims fall to lowest level in 3 months 

New U.S. claims for unemployment benefits unexpectedly fell last week, touching their lowest level in nearly three 

months. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/7/2010 12:54:03 PM 

Southern Baptist leader nixes yoga for Christians 

Ig~~""IA Southern Baptist leader who is calling for Christians to avoid yoga and its spiritual attachments is 

getting plenty of push back from enthusiasts who defend the ancient practice. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/7/2010 1:20:26 PM 

Crist, Meek aim to gain ground in debate against Rubio 

Ig~~""~he three-way race for the Senate became a discussion of extremes during a debate Wednesday night -
radical-right, far-left and allover the place. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/7/2010 1:20:37 PM 

For GOP, desperately seeking the 2012 buzz 

Ig~~""llf the GOP's 2012 presidential nominee was out there, wouldn't that person already have a considerable 

following? 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/7/20101:45:03 PM 

Duke coed's scandalous sex ratings go viral 

Recent Duke University graduate Karen Owen kept detailed notes of her sexual adventures with many of the school's 

athletes, even ranking their performances in a PowerPoint presentation. Now it has gone viral, and some of the men 

involved say it's harassment. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/7/2010 1:50:39 PM 

Wave of toxic sludge reaches Danube River 

Ig~~""~OXiC red sludge which burst out of a metals plant reservoir - killing at least four people and causing 
serious burns to others - reached the mighty River Danube Thursday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/7/20102:20:25 PM 

After angry e-mail, Todd Palin, Miller deny rift 

Ig~~""IFirst Todd Palin was mad at Republican Senate nominee Joe Miller for stepping around the question of 
whether his wife is qualified to be president. Now he's mad at the media for releasing his angry e-mail to 

Miller, who received a key endorsement from Sarah Palin on his way to becoming a tea party favorite. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/7/20103:13:19 PM 

Great gourds! A whole new level of pumpkin carving 

Ig~~""lln this life, there are pumpkin carvers, and there are pumpkin carvers. If pumpkin-carving were to 

become an Olympic event, Ray Villafane would be a contender for a gold medal. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/7/20103:15:05 PM 

Woman found dead outside Seattle frat house 

A 20-year-old woman was found dead in a stairwell outside a fraternity house in Seattle, police and fraternity officials 

told msnbc.com Thursday. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/7/20103:41:11 PM 

Skittish retailers mean great holiday deals 

The Christmas shopping season doesn't kick off for another six weeks, but retailers already are signaling they're 

prepared to discount aggressively if needed to entice shoppers still skittish about spending. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/7/20104:12:42 PM 

Deadly blasts hit famed Sufi shrine in Pakistan 

Ig~~...,~wo suspected suicide bombers attacked the most beloved Sufi shrine in Pakistan's largest city Thursday, 

killing at least seven people and wounding 65 others. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/7/20104:26:58 PM 

Police: Jesus 'porno' art smashed with crowbar 

A woman accused of taking a crowbar to an art museum display that has spurred protests and been denounced as 

obscene was arrested Wednesday on a charge of criminal mischief. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/7/20104:35:33 PM 

Canadian officer to admit murders, sex attacks 

Ig~~""IA military commander who flew Queen Elizabeth II and other dignitaries around Canada is to plead guilty 

to murder, sexual assaults and dozens of breaking and entering charges. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/7/20105:30:38 PM 

PFT picks: End of the Chiefs' run 

PFT picks: The Colts will put an end to the Chiefs' surprising run, and Darrelle Revis and the Jets will make Randy Moss' 

Vikings return a losing one. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/7/20105:57:07 PM 

Airlines' role grows in war on child trafficking 

The hotel and airline industries are increasingly working with governments and international law enforcement to fight 

child trafficking. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/7/20106:08:37 PM 

N.J. governor scraps $10 billion rail tunnel 

New Jersey Gov. Chris Christie kills a decades-in-the-making train tunnel connecting New Jersey and Manhattan, saying 

the state can't afford cost overruns on the project. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/7/20106:14:40 PM 

Obama won't sign foreclosure challenge bill 

President Barack Obama will not sign legislation that could have made it more difficult for homeowners to challenge 

unjustified foreclosure actions, the White House said on Thursday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/7/20106:23:47 PM 

Juliette Lewis hospitalized after hit-and-run 

The actress "is a bit banged up and sore" but otherwise OK, her rep told Us magazine. "She is now resting at home." 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/7/20106:35:09 PM 

7 percent of newborns have e-mail addresses 

Ig~~""~hey may not know how to use a computer yet, but a recent poll revealed that some children as young as 

six months already have an online presence, including their own email address. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/7/20107:54:54 PM 

Survey: Most U.S. docs getting flu shots 

As officials struggle to get Americans to vaccinate, a new survey finds that most US doctors will be getting flu 

shots. This is heartening to disease experts who hope other healthcare professionals -- and the public -- will follow suit. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/7/20107:58:33 PM 

Reports: Chinese dissident front-runner for peace prize 

Ig~~""lchinese dissident Liu Xiaobo is the leading candidate to win the Nobel Peace Prize with the European 

Union and former German Chancellor Helmut Kohl also among the contenders, Norway's main television 
networks said on Thursday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/7/20108:10:46 PM 

191,000 lipitor bottles recalled for musty odor 

Pfizer Inc said it recalled 191,000 bottles of its top-selling Lipitor cholesterol fighter following reports of a musty odor 

coming from some bottles of the medicine made by a third-party supplier. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/7/20108:15:23 PM 

Trial urged for soldier accused of Afghan murders 

Ig~~""IA U.S. Army colonel has recommended the court-martial of the first of 12 American soldiers charged with 

murdering Afghan civilians for sport and other crimes, sources familiar with the case said on Thursday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/7/20108:36:31 PM 

Man honored for helping rescue abducted girl 

Gov. Arnold Schwarzenegger on Thursday honored the Good Samaritan who authorities say chased down a kidnapper 

and helped free an 8-year-old Fresno girl. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/7/20108:43:21 PM 

Cosmic Log: Bacteria can walk on 'legs' 

Ig~~""lscience editor Alan Boyle's Weblog: Bacteria have legs? Microbes have been observed wiggling 

themselves up into a vertical position and moving leglike projections to walk on a surface. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/7/20108:44:40 PM 

Ky. beauty queen loses crown over arrest 

Miss Kentucky Latina lost her crown and faces assaults charges after an alleged rampage that left one woman beaten 

and another man stabbed in the neck with a ball point pen, police say. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/7/20109:06:26 PM 

Lou Dobbs denies hiring illegal immigrants 

Ig~~""~he former CNN anchor repsonds to a report in The Nation claiming he employed undocumented 

workers. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/7/20109:11:03 PM 

Why the foreclosure mess could last for years 

Ig~~""~he dimensions of the foreclosure crisis keep expanding. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/7/20109:14:54 PM 

Facebook Groups: Glitchy? Yes. Evil: Meh 

Ig~~""~hiS newfangled groups thing is like being on old-timey Facebook - that tiny pocket of online privacy 

that made you sign up in the first place. But beware! You may find yourself a member of a group you 
never joined. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/7/20109:20:34 PM 

Lawyers compete for big payoff, control in BP case 

Ig~~""IMore than 100 lawyers are battling for the biggest chunks of what is likely to be a multibillion-dollar 

settlement for Gulf of Mexico oil spill victims. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/7/20109:43:55 PM 

Marines in Marjah find 'firefights all over' 

Ig~~""IEight months after taking control of Marjah, the Taliban are still there in force, waging a full-blown 
guerrilla insurgency that rages daily across a bomb-riddled landscape of agricultural fields and irrigation 

trenches. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/7/20109:49:06 PM 

Rangers power to 2-0 series lead over Rays 

r-l~iChael Young and Ian Kinsler hit home runs as the Texas Rangers beat the Tampa Bay Rays 6-0 on 
hursday to take a 2-0 lead in the American League Divisional Series. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/7/2010 10:24:29 PM 

Angle: Muslim law taking hold in parts of u.s. 

u.s. Senate candidate Sharron Angle told a crowd of supporters that the country needs to address a "militant terrorist 

situation" that has allowed Islamic religious law to take hold in some American cities. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/7/2010 10:42:38 PM 

Money manager who crashed plane gets 10 years 

Ig~~""IAn Indiana money manager who admitted stealing investors' money to finance his lavish lifestyle and to 

trying to fake his own death by parachuting out of an airplane and allowing it to crash was sentenced to a 
lO-year prison term Thursday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/7/201011:19:19 PM 

Report: 1 million Haitians live in squalid camps 

A report says more than one million people are still living in 1,300 mostly unmanaged camps nine months after Haiti's 

devastating earthquake. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/7/2010 11:23:56 PM 

Texas sheriff to drug cartel: 'We just want a body' 

Ig~~""IA search for a missing American tourist presumably killed by Mexican pirates on a border lake has been 

thwarted by threats of an ambush from drug gangs, u.s. officials say. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/7/2010 11:40:55 PM 

Sexy Russian spy sees off space station crew 

Ig~~""IA U.S. astronaut and two Russian cosmonauts blasted off successfully early Friday in a spacecraft bound 

for the International Space Station, with flame-haired Russian spy Anna Chapman making an unexpected 
appearance at the cosmodrome to wave them goodbye. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/8/2010 12:00:33 AM 

Foes of health-care law lose key court ruling 

A federal judge on Thursday rejected an attempt to stop some key provisions of the new national health-care law, saying 

Congress has the authority to require people to get insurance by 2014. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/8/2010 12:32:26 AM 

Mother dies saving 5 kids from fire 

A Louisville mother died saving her three small children and two nieces in an apartment fire. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/8/20101:06:00 AM 

Attorney: Greene was just flirting with student 

Ig~~""lsouth Carolina Democratic Senate nominee Alvin Greene was just trying to flirt with a teenage college 

student when he allegedly showed her online pornography in a campus computer lab last year, his 
attorney said Thursday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/8/2010 1:09:38 AM 

Yankees continue playoff mastery of Twins 

Ig~~""ILance Berkman homered and drove in a pair of runs, leading the New York Yankees to a 5-2 victory over 
the Minnesota Twins on Thursday and to a 2-0 lead in the best-of-five American League Divisional Series. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/8/2010 1:37:56 AM 

Senate report: Afghan contracts aid Taliban 

Ig~~""IHeaVy U.S. reliance on private security in Afghanistan has helped to line the pockets of the Taliban 

because contractors often don't vet local recruits and wind up hiring warlords and thugs, Senate 
investigators said Thursday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/8/20102:09:29 AM 

72,000 stimulus payments went to dead people 

More than 89,000 stimulus payments of $250 each went to people who were either dead or in prison, a government 

investigator says in a new report. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/8/20103:16:23 AM 

Shanghai declares 1-family, 1-home limit 

Ig~~""IAuthorities in China's largest city have ordered that families be allowed to only purchase one home each, 

part of a series of moves aimed at cooling surging property prices. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/8/20103:23:51 AM 

Lou Dobbs: 'I have done nothing illegal' 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/8/20103:39:58 AM 

Chile list says which miners should go first, last 

Ig~~""IBefore 33 trapped Chilean miners can begin their passage to the outside world, still more people will join 

them down below to make their journey as smooth as it can be. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/8/20104:33:41 AM 

Actress Juliette Lewis injured in Calif. crash 

Ig~~""lpOlice say actress Juliette Lewis has been injured in a hit-and-run crash in Burbank. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/8/20104:45:18 AM 

Martinez helps No.7 Nebraska crush K-State 

Ig~~""INebraska quarterback Taylor Martinez rushed for 242 yards and four touchdowns Thursday night and the 

seventh-ranked Cornhuskers ended a 99-year rivalry with Kansas State in the same lopsided fashion it 

began, thrashing the slower, outmanned Wildcats 48-13. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/8/20104:57:45 AM 

Mexico: US wavers in drug war with Calif. pot vote 

Ig~~""lpresident Felipe Calderon said Thursday that a California ballot measure to legalize marijuana represents 

hypocrisy in U.S. drug policy for encouraging consumption while at the same time demanding that 
Mexico and other countries crack down on drug trafficking. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/8/20105:51:40 AM 

Lincecum pitches Giants to Game 1 win 

Ig~~""~im Lincecum struck out 14 batters as the San Francisco Giants beat the Atlanta Braves 1-0 in Game 1 of 

their National League Divisional Series on Thursday night. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/8/20106:51:40 AM 

Pakistan probes video of apparent army executions 

Pakistan's army chief ordered an inquiry Friday into video clips that show men in soldiers' uniforms gunning down a 

group of bound and blindfolded detainees. The footage has raised concern over possible extrajudicial killings by a 

military that receives billions in u.s. aid. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/8/20107:33:13 AM 

Ten hurt after rollercoaster cars collide 

Ten people were hospitalized Thursday after a rollercoaster accident at a California theme park. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/8/20107:34:47 AM 

E-mails: Vilsack hastily decided to oust Sherrod 

Ig~~""IFormer Agriculture Department employee Shirley Sherrod pleaded with officials to hear her out after she 
was ousted from the USDA during a racial firestorm in July, internal e-mails show. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/8/20107:59:49 AM 

'Orchestrated drug rip-off' ends in gunbattle 

An attempted robbery at a marijuana-growing operation sparked a deadly gunbattle Thursday, police in Washington 

said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/8/20109:48:02 AM 

Nobel Peace Prize winner a tireless campaigner 

Ig~~""INobel Peace Prize winner Liu Xiaobo has long been a thorn in the Chinese government's side. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/8/201011:13:02 AM 

Official: Kim Jong Un is next N. Korea leader 

Ig~~""IA top North Korean official confirmed Friday to broadcaster APTN that Kim Jong II's youngest son will 

succeed him as the next leader of the reclusive communist nation. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/8/2010 11:30:41 AM 

Some jobs likely being created, but not enough 

Ig~~""lcompanies likely added a small number of jobs last month, but hardly enough to bring much relief to the 
nation's 15 million unemployed. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/8/2010 11:34:23 AM 

Video: Brown's camp heard slurring Whitman on call 

Ig~~""lcaliforniaJs Democratic candidate for governor thought he had hung up the phone when he began a 

discussion of battle tactics with an aide in which derogatory language toward women was used. TODAY's 
Natalie Morales reports. (Today Show) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/8/2010 11:52:29 AM 

Video: Duke sex report sparks gender debate 

Ig~~""IMen may have been getting away with bragging about their sexual conquests for years, but now Duke 

alumna Karen Owen, who ranked her sexual partners, is proving ladies can play the game, too. 
Psychologist Judith Sills and NBC legal analyst Dan Abrams debate. (Today Show) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/8/201012:18:32 PM 

Obesity's hidden job costs: $73 billion 

Loss of productivity due to obesity costs as much as medical expenditures for the condition, according to a new study 

that pegs the cost of obesity among full-time workers in the United States at $73.1 billion per year. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/8/2010 12:52:55 PM 

Two boys abducted as mom takes out trash 

Two boys, aged two and four, were abducted by two men in Anaheim, Calif., authorities said, as they reportedly went 

with their mother to take out the trash. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/8/20101:01:19 PM 

Is 2010 the year American voters turn polls on their heads? 

Never has there been an off-year election with such a perplex of polls, such in-depth public debates over polling 

methodology, such over-hyped political projection systems and such pseudo-certainty in early October about the 

outcome. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/8/2010 1:07:39 PM 

Video: The skinny on women's salaries: Weight matters 

Ig~~""lwhile census figures show more women are earning six-figure salaries, another study indicates that 

overweight women are still earning less than their peers in the workplace. NBC's Kristen Welker 
reports. (Today Show) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/8/2010 1:09:24 PM 

Video: Why do women feel 'Ugly As Sin'? 

Ig~~""IAuthor Toni Raiten-D' Antonio explores how women can find freedom from gut-wrenching self-hatred in 
her new book, "Ugly as Sin." (Today Show) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/8/2010 1:29:06 PM 

Is D.C. underestimating Obama? 

Ig~~""lltls worth asking whether there's a disconnect between how the president is perceived in Washington 

and how he's perceived in other parts of the country. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/8/2010 1:38:48 PM 

UAE says BlackBerry dispute resolved before deadline 

Ig~~""~he United Arab Emirates has dropped a threat to suspend BlackBerry services after resolving a dispute 
with the Canadian maker of the devices, Research in Motion (RIM), the state news agency said on Friday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/8/2010 1:50:00 PM 

Police force Nobel winner's wife to leave home 

Ig~~""~he 2010 Nobel Peace Prize winner's wife Liu Xia was being forced to leave her home in Beijing by 

plainclothes police officers Friday, she told Reuters during a phone interview. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/8/20102:01:02 PM 

Journey to Timbuktu: the lost city of gold 

Timbuktu! No city in the world conjures such images of romance and adventure. NBC News' Richard Engel journeys to 

the lost city of gold - the end of the earth, terra incognita - where old maps went blank. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/8/20102:13:40 PM 

Fired anchor Rick Sanchez says he 'screwed up' 

Ig~~"'l'WhY is it always me?" the ex-CNN host said, trying to account for his response on past occasions when 
Stewart singled him out for lampooning on "The Daily Show." 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/8/20102:13:47 PM 

PFT 10-pack: What will Favre do with new weapon? 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/8/20102:35:41 PM 

Frozen world of Eris looks a lot like Pluto 

Ig~~""~he frozen surface of the dwarf planet Eris looks a lot like that of its smaller neighbor Pluto, new research 

has found. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/8/20102:45:37 PM 

Voice of 'Dora the Explorer' sues Nickelodeon 

Caitlin Sanchez, 14, alleges that she signed a contract without the advice of an attorney and was cut out 

of compensation from merchandising and residuals on the billion-dollar brand. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/8/20102:51:18 PM 

Animals said to have spiritual experiences 

Ig~~""IAnimals (not just people) likely have spiritual experiences, according to a prominent neurologist who has 

analyzed the processes of spiritual sensation for over three decades. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/8/20102:56:50 PM 

Budget squeeze in states will force more job cuts 

Life Inc.: Watch for more cuts in public payrolls in the months - and years - ahead. High unemployment has slashed 

deeply into state tax revenues, forcing deep cuts in 2011 budgets. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/8/20103:00:23 PM 

Hurricane Otto forms in the Atlantic 

Hurricane Otto forms in the Atlantic, on track that will take it farther out to sea. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/8/20103:06:54 PM 

Newsweek: How job numbers will affect the election 

The new national unemployment numbers have been announced, only weeks before the midterms. A look at whether 

this latest piece of economic data can change voter's minds. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/8/20103:27:17 PM 

Dieting? Why you should ditch the diet soda 

Ig~~""IEven though studies show artificial sweeteners can actually make us crave more sugary foods, it's hard to 

give up our diet soda habit. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/8/20103:28:24 PM 

Obama to China: Free Nobel Prize dissident 

Imprisoned Chinese dissident liu Xiaobo won the 2010 Nobel Peace Prize on Friday for "his long and non-violent struggle 

for fundamental human rights." 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/8/20103:37:06 PM 

Enhanced underpants help men put up a good front 

Ig~~""lwomen have worn shapewear for centuries, while men have had to make do with what nature gave 

them - until now. British retailer Marks & Spencer is offering enhanced underpants that provide a 38 
percent visual enhancement in front. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/8/20104:18:42 PM 

Newsweek: Facebook's tense 'friendship' with Zynga 

Facebook has been finding clever, albeit arm-twisting ways to wring revenue out of the software companies like Zynga 

that live in its ecosystem. That arm-twisting is partly how Facebook this year will manage to generate revenues 

approaching $1.5 billion, according to outside estimates. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/8/20104:33:06 PM 

Lawyer: Judge tells school to take pierced NC girl 

An attorney says a federal judge has ordered a North Carolina school to admit a 14-year-old student suspended for 

wearing a nose piercing she says is part of her religion. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/8/20104:36:04 PM 

Government layoffs lead to big job losses 

Ig~~""IA wave of government layoffs in September outpaced weak hiring in the private sector, pushing down the 

nation's payrolls by a net total of 95,000 jobs. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/8/20104:38:48 PM 

Diet pill pulled from market for heart risk 

Abbott Laboratories says it is withdrawing its diet pill Meridia in the u.s. and Canada, almost a year after studies showed 

the drug increases the risk of heart attack and stroke in patients with a history of heart disease. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/8/20105:44:29 PM 

National Security Adviser Jones announces resignation 

In an afternoon statement in the White House Rose Garden, President Barack Obama announced Friday that he will 

name Tom Donilon to be his next National Security Adviser, replacing retiring Gen. James Jones. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/8/20105:59:48 PM 

Intel: US missiles kill 9 in Pakistan tribal area 

Two suspected u.s. missile strikes have killed nine people in a northwestern Pakistan tribal region along the Afghan 

border, Pakistani intelligence officials said Friday 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/8/20106:18:13 PM 

Newsweek: How politicians are spinning the jobless rate 

It's true that the new number might not matter much--by now, most voters are already aware of the tough economy. 

But that hasn't stopped GOP leaders from responding to the latest figures by leaping to attack President Obama and the 

Democratic Congress. Democrats, meanwhile, are on the defensive. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/8/20106:19:44 PM 

FBI busted tracking student, demands gear return 

Ig~~""lseveral days ago a 20-year-old student discovered a GPS tracking device hidden on his car. After his friend 

posted a picture of it online, speculating about its ties to a secret FBI investigation, the feds came a
knockin', according to Wired.com. They wanted their toy back. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/8/20106:40:47 PM 

Afghan governor killed in rising violence in north 

Ig~~""IA powerful bomb killed an outspoken Afghan governor and 19 other worshippers in a crowded mosque 

Friday in northern Afghanistan, where insurgents are trying to expand their influence beyond the 
embattled south. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/8/20106:55:47 PM 

Cop arrested in 'honeybees' shooting 

A suburban Chicago police officer has been arrested in connection with a series of shootings that killed one man and 

wounded two others. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/8/20106:56:22 PM 

1 Ohio school, 4 bullied teens dead at own hand 

Ig~~""lsladjana Vidovic's body lay in an open casket, dressed in the sparkly pink dress she had planned to wear 

to the prom. Days earlier, she had tied one end of a rope around her neck and the other around a bed 
post before jumping out her bedroom window. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/8/20107:04:30 PM 

Anti-establishment -- with an elite diploma 

There are quite a few Senate candidates vying for the "outsider" label in key races who boast a degree from one of 

America's top educational institutions. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/8/20107:10:06 PM 

Obama signs technology access bill for disabled 

Ig~~""IBlind and deaf people soon will be able to more easily use smart phones, the Internet and other 

technologies that have become staples of life and the workplace. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/8/20107:11:04 PM 

Yoko Ono is still getting over Lennon's death 

Ig~~""IFormer Beatie's widow traveled to Iceland for the re-lighting of the Imagine Peace Tower that she created 

in memory of her murdered husband. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/8/20107:33:08 PM 

Next 'Potter' film won't be in 3-D after all 

In an unexpected move, Warner Bros. announced today that "Harry Potter and the Deathly Hallows, Pt. 1" will only be 

released in 2-D in both conventional and IMAX theaters. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/8/20108:18:35 PM 

Don't be ashamed to love 'Jackass' 

Ig~~"'l'JaCkaSSIl is awesome, smarter and better than most people realize. Here's why. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/8/20108:26:12 PM 

Dow closes above 11,000 after jobs report 

Wall Street closed higher Friday, with the Dow Jones industrial average rising above 11,000 for the first time since May 

3. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/8/20108:29:52 PM 

U.S. sends $727 million to community health centers 

The Obama administration on Friday announced $727 million will go to help fix up community health centers across the 

country, the first of $11 billion for the centers promised by the u.s. healthcare reform law. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/8/20108:32:53 PM 

Sales of top video game titles boost holiday hopes 

Ig~~""IFinaIIY, there's a bit of good news this year for the video game business. New titles from proven 
franchises, like "Call of Duty" and "FIFA," are stoking hopes that the industry could emerge from its two

year slump after the holiday season. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/8/20108:40:59 PM 

Newsweek: What Obama must do after the midterms 

Just as Clinton did in '94, the president needs to reaffirm his relevance and return to his core principles. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/8/20108:48:01 PM 

Scientists: Water ice common on asteroids 

Ig~~""lscientists have discovered water ice on an asteroid for the second time, suggesting that it is more 

common on space rocks in our solar system than previously thought. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/8/20108:58:51 PM 

Woman whose house burned down wins $80,000 in lottery 

A Kentucky woman whose home was destroyed by a fire last month won $80,000 in the Kentucky lottery - after a 

panic over whether the winning ticket had burned up in the fire. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/8/201010:04:12 PM 

Bank of America halts all u.s. foreclosures 

The foreclosure mess threatened to become full-blown chaos Friday as the nation's largest bank halted all foreclosure 

procedures nationwide. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/8/2010 10:04:49 PM 

2 kids shot at Calif. elementary school 

Ig~~""IA man suspected of shooting two children at a San Diego-area elementary school Friday was taken into 

custody after being tackled by bystanders, officials said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/8/2010 10:07:42 PM 

$9 billion N.Y.-N.J. tunnel not dead after all 

Under pressure from the Obama administration, N.J. Gov. Chris Christie agreed to rethink his decision to cancel 

construction of a $9 billion rail tunnel connecting New Jersey and New York City. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/8/2010 10:27:08 PM 

Court: God is OK on license plates 

"THE REV" and "PSALM48" can join "ARMYMOM" and IDARE2BU" on the license plates of cars in Vermont after a 

federal appeals court ruled Friday that the First Amendment leaves room for religion on vanity plates. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/8/2010 10:29:34 PM 

Homeowners may gain ground in foreclosures 

Ig~~""IRevelations that lenders used so-called "robo signers" who signed foreclosure orders without reading 

them could give borrowers leverage to get loan modifications and save their homes. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/8/2010 10:30:53 PM 

Cosmic Log: See the depths of Mars in 3-D 

Ig~~""lscience editor Alan Boyle's Weblog: What's it like to look down a 5-mile-deep canyon? You can't do that 

on Earth, but you can get a sense of how it feels on the Red Planet. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/8/2010 11:00:33 PM 

Video: Video: Most experienced miners to go first 

Ig~~""loct. 8: Rescuers in Chile say they are getting very close to reaching the 33 miners who have been trapped 

more than 2,000 feet underground for more than two months. NBC's Kerry Sanders reports. (Nightly 
News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/8/201011:08:06 PM 

Student teacher ousted for gay marriage comments 

A candid conversation between a student teacher and a fourth-grader about gay marriage led to his abrupt dismissal 

from the Beaverton School District. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/8/2010 11:30:27 PM 

Hungary sludge death toll rises, risk said to ease 

Pollution levels from a red sludge spill in Hungary have subsided in the Danube and there is no risk of a biological or 

environmental catastrophe in the major European waterway, Hungarian officials said on Friday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/8/2010 11:52:01 PM 

Police: Calif. boys abducted by dad, grandpa 

Police say they have found a van that was the subject of a nationwide Amber Alert after two small boys were abducted 

by their father and grandfather in Orange County, Calif. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/9/2010 12:37:44 AM 

NFL looking into Favre allegations 

Ig~~""~he NFL said Friday it would review allegations involving the Vikings' Brett Favre, who the website 

Deadspin said sent racy messages and photos to a former game hostess while he was the Jets' 
quarterback in 2008. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/9/2010 1:25:23 AM 

No bomb found in suspicious truck 

Police and FBI agents Friday night surrounded a tractor-trailer possibly carrying explosives, a town official said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/9/20103:44:12 AM 

Phillies rally to put stumbling Reds in 0-2 hole 

Ig~~""IReds right fielder Jay Bruce missed a line drive in the seventh inning, allowing two runs to score, and the 
Philadelphia Phillies took advantage of Cincinnati's shoddy defense to earn a 7-4 win Friday night for a 2-0 

lead in the best-of-five NL division series. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/9/20104:57:56 AM 

Floods claim 62 in Vietnam, 20 still missing 

Ig~~""~he death toll in devastating floods in central Vietnam rose to 62 as authorities rushed aid to about 

100,000 people facing food shortages, officials said Saturday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/9/20106:09:35 AM 

Gunmen torch 29 more NATO oil tankers in Pakistan 

Gunmen armed with a rocket torched 29 NATO oil tankers in southwestern Pakistan before dawn Saturday, the latest 

attack on the supply line for international troops in Afghanistan since Pakistani authorities closed a key border crossing 

amid a dispute with the United States. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/9/20106:55:52 AM 

More than 200 rescued from blazing ferry 

More than 200 passengers and crew were evacuated after a ferry caught fire near the German island of Fehmarn in the 

Baltic Sea, German authorities said on Saturday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/9/20107:03:29 AM 

Bangladesh storms make nearly half million homeless 

Nearly half a million Bangladeshis were homeless on Saturday after three days of storms which killed at least 15 people 

and left 50 missing, officials and local media said on Saturday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/9/20107:03:32 AM 

Ankiellifts Braves over Giants in 11 innings 

Ig~~""IRiCk Ankiel splashed a tiebreaking home run into McCovey Cove in the 11th inning, and the Braves rallied 
from a four-run deficit to beat the Giants 5-4 on Friday night. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/9/20108:11:40 AM 

Lawyer: Nobel winner's wife has 'disappeared' 

Ig~~""~he world's newest Nobel Peace Prize winner remained unreachable in a Chinese prison Saturday, while 

his wife has "disappeared," according to his lawyer. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/9/20109:44:33 AM 

Hungary fears new toxic sludge spill 

Ig~~""~he Hungarian village of Kolontar, which lies close to a damaged alumina sludge reservoir which flooded 

villages on Monday, is being evacuated, according to a report. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/9/2010 12:48:29 PM 

Kidnapped aid worker killed during rescue mission 

Ig~~""IA British aid worker working for a USAID project - kidnapped in Afghanistan last month - was killed by 

her captors during rescue attempt Friday night, the U.K. government said Saturday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/9/20101:11:07 PM 

Vital route on Pakistan border reopened after attack 

Ig~~""lpakistan will immediately reopen a vital supply route for NATO forces in Afghanistan 10 days after it was 
shut following a cross-border air strike by NATO forces, the Foreign Ministry said on Saturday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/9/2010 1:35:59 PM 

Escape shaft nears Chile miners 

Ig~~""IDrill could break through to cavern as early as Saturday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/9/20102:37:32 PM 

Police: Islamic cleric slain in north Nigeria 

Gunmen on motorcycle taxis killed an Islamic cleric Saturday in northern Nigeria who had been an outspoken critic of a 

radical Muslim sect blamed for a rash of recent shootings, a police commissioner said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/9/20102:43:41 PM 

HBT: Why did Reds' Bruce miss that fly ball? 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/9/20103:14:41 PM 

Scientists to look for China's Bigfoot 

A group of Chinese scientists and explorers is looking for international help to mount a new search for the country's 

answer to Bigfoot, known locally as the "Yeren", or "wild man". 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/9/20103:57:13 PM 

NY cops: Man stabs random child 5 times at eatery 

Police say a man carrying a hunting knife crept up behind an 8-year-old boy playing a video game in a New York 

restaurant and plunged a 4-inch blade into his back five times. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/9/20104:55:55 PM 

Despite new fame, O'Donnell faces skepticism 

With three weeks to the election, many Delaware voters have their doubts about the candidate who admitted in an old 

TV clip that she dabbled in witchcraft before becoming a Christian conservative. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/9/20105:32:18 PM 

As U.S. moves on Gulf spill, coast feels loss 

Ig~~""IAbout 800 miles from the Gulf of Mexico, Dave Edmonds is struggling to remind people about the BP oil 

spill. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/9/20106:27:41 PM 

Dying communities see salvation in new prisons 

Ig~~""IMike Secinore is pinning his hopes on prison. 

I~~~~:[~~~:j 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/9/20107:35:34 PM 

Abbas seeking alternatives if Mideast talks fail 

Ig~~""lpalestinian President Mahmoud Abbas on Saturday sought Arab League backing for possible alternatives 

to troubled peace talks with Israel, including urging the Obama administration to unilaterally recognize a 
Palestinian state, an Abbas aide said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/9/20108:15:25 PM 

Red sludge only latest Hungarian calamity 

Ig~~""~he disaster that buried three Hungarian villages in caustic red sludge this week is deepening the gloom 

of a country gripped by recession, polarization and the near-ubiquitous feeling that its people are 
doomed to be victims of calamity. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/9/20108:19:45 PM 

2 Nat. Park officers dead in So. Utah plane crash 

Two National Park Service law enforcement officers have died in the crash of a small plane in southern Utah. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/9/20108:20:59 PM 

Gwynn has cancer, suspects chewing tobacco 

Ig~~""lu.s. Baseball Hall of Fame outfielder Tony Gwynn says he has cancer in a salivary gland. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/9/20108:49:06 PM 

NYC officials visit site of anti-gay gang torture 

Ig~~""~he abandoned home that served as a clubhouse - and allegedly a torture chamber - for a street gang 

accused of trapping and brutalizing three gay men sits in a neighborhood where homosexuality is both 
common and tolerated, residents said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/9/20108:59:51 PM 

Astronaut twins to join up in orbit 

Ig~~""~he stars may have finally aligned for the world's only space sibling team. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/9/20109:17:51 PM 

Vt. police: Women had 77 cats living in 2 cars 

Two women have been cited for animal cruelty in Vermont after police found 77 cats living in two cars. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/9/20109:30:11 PM 

Say what? Trash talking alive and well in NFL 

The insults spread around the Jacksonville Jaguars' locker room within minutes. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/9/20109:32:06 PM 

Mexico offers reward in case of missing children 

Mexico's attorney general is offering $1.2 million for information on 14 children who disappeared from orphanages in 

2009, the presumed victims of a child-trafficking ring. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/9/2010 10:27:22 PM 

Suicide surge: Schools confront anti-gay bullying 

Ig~~""IA spate of teen suicides linked to anti-gay harassment is prompting school officials nationwide to rethink 
their efforts against bullying - and in the process, risk entanglement in a bitter ideological debate. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/9/201011:04:37 PM 

Michigan St. too much for Robinson, Michigan 

Ig~~""IWith coach Mark Dantonio back in the stadium, No. 17 Michigan State took advantage of three 

interceptions by Denard Robinson and scored 24 unanswered points to break open a close game and beat 
No. 17 Michigan 34-17 on Saturday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/9/201011:10:27 PM 

New No.1? Ohio St. poised to take over top spot 

Ig~~""~errelle Pryor threw for a career-best 334 yards and three touchdowns to lead No.2 Ohio State past 

surprisingly punchless Indiana 38-10 on Saturday, giving coach Jim Tressel his 100th victory on the 
Buckeyes sideline. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/9/2010 11:42:29 PM 

Report: Candidate in Ohio wore German 55 uniform 

A report says a Republican candidate for the u.s. House of Representatives in Ohio dressed up in a German SS uniform 

to participate in Nazi reenactments. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/9/2010 11:43:50 PM 

No. 19 South Carolina stuns No.1 Alabama 

Ig~~""IStePhen Garcia threw three touchdown passes and Marcus Lattimore had two clinching TD runs as No. 19 
South Carolina stunned No.1 Alabama 35-21 on Saturday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/9/2010 11:56:44 PM 

Autumn heat wave bakes parts of nation 

Cities around the region saw record highs for the day set or tied on Saturday, The Weather Channel reported. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/10/2010 12:06:40 AM 

Cheney returns to defend anti-terror policies 

Ig~~""lln his first major appearance since heart surgery, former Vice President Dick Cheney addresses his health 
and defends Bush administration anti-terrorism policies. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/10/20101:51:14 AM 

Rays beat Rangers to stave off elimination 

Ig~~""lcarlos Pena and the Rays avoid elimination with a 6-3 win over the Rangers in Game 3 of their AL Division 

Series on Saturday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/10/20101:53:02 AM 

Man who killed 3 at Sam Donaldson's US ranch freed 

A man who was 14 when he killed his father, stepmother and stepsister at newsman Sam Donaldson's southern New 

Mexico ranch has been freed from detention. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/10/20103:08:58 AM 

Bus crashes in Chicago, injuring dozens 

Dozens of people are injured in Chicago when a crowded commuter bus travels off a major thoroughfare and crashes 

into trees. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/10/20103:21:56 AM 

NYC JetBlue passenger removed for security concern 

A passenger at New York City's John F. Kennedy Airport has been removed from a Florida-bound JetBlue flight because 

of a security concern. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/10/20103:49:54 AM 

Angle shifts position on public benefits 

Ig~~""lln a shift, Republican u.s. Senate candidate Sharron Angle said Saturday she won't try to privatize 

Veterans Affairs, dismantle Social Security or call jobless benefits welfare. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/10/20103:50:49 AM 

Up to 40 states plan inquiry into foreclosure data 

Ig~~""[he attorneys general of up to 40 states plan to announce soon a joint investigation into banks' use of 

flawed foreclosure paperwork. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/10/20104:22:06 AM 

Mysterious overdoses at Wash. party 

A dozen young people were taken to hospitals after overdosing on an unknown substance at a house party in central 

Washington, police said Saturday. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/10/20105:13:00 AM 

Palin spells out 2010,2012 messages 

Ig~~""IFormer Alaska Gov. Sarah Palin in Bakersfield, Calif., gives a speech that sounds a lot like a 2012 trial 

balloon, or at least an effort to drum up speculation and boost her GOP brand. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/10/20105:27:08 AM 

Yankees sweep Twins, advance to ALes 

Ig~~""lphil Hughes pitched seven shutout innings, Marcus Thames hit a two-run homer and the Yankees beat 
the Twins 6-1 Saturday night to complete a three-game sweep and return to the ALes. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/10/20105:46:49 AM 

North Korea's heir apparent makes public debut 

Ig~~""INorth Korean leader Kim Jong II and his son, heir apparent Kim Jong Un, appeared together for a military 
parade described as "the biggest in history" by officials. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/10/20107:05:53 AM 

End to currency dispute eludes finance ministers 

Ig~~""IDifferences that threaten the outbreak of a currency war persisted after a weekend meeting of global 

finance ministers, who left without resolving what to do. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/10/20108:26:23 AM 

Soul singer Solomon Burke dies in Amsterdam 

Ig~~""ISOUI singer Solomon Burke has died at Amsterdam's Schiphol Airport. He was 70. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/10/20109:18:39 AM 

Soul singer Solomon Burke dies in Amsterdam 

Ig~~""ISOUI singer Solomon Burke has died at Amsterdam's Schiphol Airport. He was 70. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/10/201012:01:11 PM 

Was NYPD cop committed for whistleblowing? 

Ig~~""IAdrian Schoolcraft claims his NYPD superiors manipulated enforcement stats to make them look better 

and had him committed to a mental institution after he blew the whistle. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/10/2010 12:49:00 PM 

Live-blogging the Illinois Senate debate on MTP 

The two men vying for Barack Obama's old Senate seat debate Sunday on Meet the Press. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/10/20102:12:57 PM 

Shifting plans for $22 billion clean-energy city 

Ig~~""IA $22 billion clean-energy city being built in the desert outside Abu Dhabi will no longer aim to produce 

all its own power, the developer revealed Sunday following a wide-ranging review. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/10/20102:27:49 PM 

Anti-gay torture allegations stun neighbors in NYC 

Allegations that gang members attacked two teens and a man last week because they were gay don't square with the 

reputation of their Bronx neighborhood, where gay men and women live openly and neighbors are tolerant of 

homosexuality, residents and city leaders said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/10/20103:02:50 PM 

Second wave of sludge expected in Hungary 

Ig~~""~he wall of a reservoir filled with caustic red sludge will inevitably collapse and unleash a new deluge of 
red sludge that could flow about a half-mile to the north, a Hungarian official said Sunday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/10/20104:04:04 PM 

Dozens hurt, arrested in clashes at Serb gay march 

Ig~~""lserbian riot police fought with far-right supporters who hurled Molotov cocktails and stun grenades to try 

to disrupt a gay pride march. Over 120 people were hurt and nearly 190 were arrested. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/10/20104:08:19 PM 

Ohio State moves up to No.1 in latest AP poll 

Ig~~""~he Buckeyes moved up one spot in the Top 25 after preseason No.1 Alabama lost for the first time this 
season. The Crimson Tide fell 35-21 on Saturday at South Carolina. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/10/20104:25:15 PM 

Second Rwanda genocide is revealed in Congo 

Ig~~""~he mass graves at a banana plantation in Congo tell of a second Rwanda genocide. The slaughter of 

Hutus in Congo is little known, and its perpetrators never have been brought to justice. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/10/20104:32:55 PM 

No cost-of-living hike for Social Security again 

The government is expected to announce this week that more than 58 million Social Security recipients will go through 

another year without an increase in their monthly benefits. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/10/20104:49:37 PM 

Glut of fatwas spurs Saudi king to impose curbs 

Ig~~""IKing Abdullah of Saudi Arabia is moving to regain control over fatwas, ruling that only an official panel 

may issue the fatwas that answer every question of how pious Saudis should live their lives. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/10/20104:55:19 PM 

Pakistan reopens Afghan border crossing NATO uses 

Ig~~""~rucks bearing NATO supplies began flowing again Sunday across a critical border crossing into 

Afghanistan, opened a day earlier than expected by Pakistan and ending a blockade that had raised 
tensions between Washington and a key ally. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/10/20104:57:08 PM 

Fed could trump big earnings news this week 

Not even earnings from big names like Google and GE this week will be able to pull Wall Street's focus away from the 

possibility of more cheap cash flowing in from the Fed. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/10/20105:21:28 PM 

Obama wants a detente with business leaders 

Ig~~""IDemocrats close to the Administration say the White House wants to make amends and will make its 

relationship with business a priority after the midterm elections. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/10/20105:47:31 PM 

Justin Bieber to debut his own nail-polish line 

Primary-color shades will be named for teen star's hit songs. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/10/20105:50:55 PM 

Israeli Cabinet passes loyalty bill, Arabs angry 

Ig~~""llsrael's Cabinet approved on Sunday a bill that would require new citizens to pledge a loyalty oath to a 
"Jewish and democratic" state, language that triggered charges of racism from Arab lawmakers who see 

it as undermining the rights of the country's Arab minority. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/10/20106:02:05 PM 

Palestinian dream city hits Israeli snag 

Ig~~""llt is billed as a symbol of the future Palestine: a modern, middle-class city of orderly streets, parks and 

shopping plazas rising in the hills of the West Bank, ready for independence, affluence and peace. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/10/20106:55:43 PM 

Panic attacks feared during miner rescue 

After more than two months trapped deep in a Chilean mine, 33 miners on Sunday were tantalizingly close to rescue 

within a few days. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/10/20107:37:00 PM 

'Social Network' tops box office again 

Movie fans have bookmarked the Facebook drama "The Social Network" as their weekend favorite. David Fincher's saga 

about personality clashes and legal feuds among the website's founders took in $15.5 million. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/10/20108:28:32 PM 

Last unbeaten team falls as Colts top Chiefs 

Ig~~""IMike Hart scored on a late ll-yard touchdown run Sunday, and Adam Vinatieri kicked four field goals to 
give Indianapolis a 19-9 victory over Kansas City, the NFL's last unbeaten team. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/10/20108:42:27 PM 

Bears overcome 4 INTs, breeze past Panthers 

Ig~~""IMatt Forte rushed for 166 yards and two touchdowns, Julius Peppers had an acrobatic interception 

against his former team and the Chicago Bears overcame four interceptions by backup quarterback Todd 
Collins to beat the winless Carolina Panthers 23-6 on Sunday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/10/20108:59:18 PM 

Places where you can pay to stay behind bars 

Ig~~""loffbeat prisons from Montana to Australia that give travelers a glimpse into an area's infamous history. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/10/20109:39:28 PM 

Obese? Apple or pear shaped? Blame genes 

Ig~~""lscientists have found more than 30 new gene variations linked to obesity and fat in research they say 

could help explain why some people get so overweight, and why some are apple shaped and some 
shaped like pears. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/10/20109:41:49 PM 

Rays force Game 5, now hope for home-field 

Ig~~""IEvan Longoria snapped out of his postseason slump with a homer and two doubles, Carlos Pena had a 
pair of extra-base hits and the Tampa Bay Rays escaped elimination again with a 5-2 victory Sunday over 

the Texas Rangers. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/10/20109:42:43 PM 

Far-right support surges in Vienna 

Ig~~""~he far-right resurged in local elections Sunday in Vienna, the Austrian capital, securing the biggest gains 
in votes and mandates following a campaign laced with anti-Islamic rhetoric. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/10/2010 10:00:25 PM 

Investors are, justifiably, wary of stock market 

When the stock market hit its all-time high three years ago - three years that somehow seem much longer - Bob 

Auer's life was very, very easy. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/10/201010:02:11 PM 

Gas up more than 8 cents in the last two weeks 

A new survey finds the average price of regular gasoline in the United States has jumped 8.23 cents in the past two 

weeks. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/10/2010 11:50:45 PM 

Johnson lifts Titans past sloppy Cowboys 

Ig~~""lchris Johnson scored a pair of i-yard touchdowns in the fourth quarter, lifting the Tennessee Titans to a 
34-27 victory over the mistake-prone Dallas Cowboys. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/11/2010 12:40:05 AM 

Giants rally in 9th to beat Braves 

Ig~~""IBroOkS Conrad bobbled a grounder. Then he dropped a popup. Finally, a hard shot skidded under his 
glove in the ninth inning, his third error of the game allowing the San Francisco Giants to rally for a 3-2 

victory over the Atlanta Braves on Sunday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/11/20104:09:14 AM 

Phillies sweep Reds, advance to NLCS 

Ig~~""lcole Hamels struck out nine in a dominant five-hitter, Chase Utley homered and the Philadelphia Phil lies 

advanced to the NL championship series for the third consecutive season, beating the Cincinnati Reds 2-0 

on Sunday night to complete a first-round sweep. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/11/20104:10:54 AM 

Wife allowed to meet jailed Chinese Nobel winner 

Ig~~""IAn imprisoned Chinese dissident who won this year's Nobel Peace Prize was allowed to meet Sunday with 

his wife and told her in tears that he was dedicating the award to victims of a 1989 military crackdown on 
pro-democracy protesters, his wife and a close friend said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/11/20104:47:54 AM 

Kolb leads Eagles to win; 4gers remain winless 

Ig~~""IKevin Kolb passed for 253 yards while capably filling in for injured Michael Vick, and Quintin Mikell 

returned Alex Smith's fumble 51 yards for a touchdown early in the fourth quarter of the Philadelphia 
Eagles' 27-24 victory over the winless San Francisco 4gers on Sunday night. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/11/20104:48:53 AM 

5 killed, 4 injured in crash in southeast Michigan 

Five people were killed and four others seriously injured Sunday when a car crossed the median of a busy southeastern 

Michigan expressway and struck an SUV, authorities say. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/11/20105:10:27 AM 

American economists in the buzz for Nobel 

Research into market behavior and the psychology of decision-making by u.s. academics could be awarded the Nobel 

prize for economics on Monday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/11/20107:57:35 AM 

Law punishing fake heroes may go to Supreme Court 

The Justice Department is battling to save a federal law that makes it illegal to lie about being a war hero, appealing two 

court rulings that the statute is an unconstitutional muzzle on free speech. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/11/20109:18:49 AM 

Pacific nation declares war on leprosy 

Ig~~""llf there really was a place so remote it could be called the end of the earth, Adelino Quelo's shabby little 

hut would be prime real estate. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/11/201011:02:18 AM 

Norway-China meeting canceled amid Nobel spat 

Ig~~""IA fisheries meeting between Norwegian and Chinese government ministers has been canceled, the 

Norwegian Embassy said, as the Nobel Peace Prize spat continued. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/11/201011:45:17 AM 

Bedbug invasion is turning into big business 

Ig~~""IBedbUgS mean big money - whether you're a victim or an exterminator. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/11/2010 12:08:30 PM 

Employer demands mean some jobs go unfilled 

Ig~~""~he jobs crisis has brought an unwelcome discovery for many unemployed Americans: Job openings in 

their old fields exist. Yet they no longer qualify for them. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/11/201012:22:10 PM 

Autism linked to jaundice in newborns 

Ig~~""IResearchers who studied all babies born in Denmark between 1994 and 2004 found that full-term 

newborns diagnosed with jaundice were 67 percent more likely to develop autism than those without 
jaundice. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/11/201012:39:16 PM 

Some vets get pink slips instead of tickertape 

Ig~~""IDesPite the laws protecting vets, wars in Afghanistan and Iraq and a struggling economy have combined 

to create a tough situation for returning soldiers when it comes to jobs. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/11/20101:27:49 PM 

Here come the Windows Phones 

Ig~~""IWith the unveiling of nine Windows Phone 7 phones to be rolled out on four continents this holiday 
season - including models for AT&T and T-Mobile in the u.s. - Microsoft's re-entry into the smart 

phone business is nearly underway. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/11/20101:58:59 PM 

History lessons for the White House 

Ig~~""~hose who fail to learn history are doomed to repeat it. But are those who rely too much on history -
like the Obama White House has arguably done - doomed to lose in the politics of the moment? 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/11/20102:00:57 PM 

Unpublished Stieg Larsson book is confirmed 

Good news, fans of the "Millennium" series, the much-debated existence of another book has been confirmed. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/11/20102:06:22 PM 

First patient treated in embryonic stem cell trial 

u.s. doctors have begun treating the first patient to receive human embryonic stem celis, but details of the landmark 

clinical trial are being kept confidential, Geron Corp said on Monday. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/11/20102:08:45 PM 

In do-or-die campaign, Obama heads to Fla. 

Ig~~""lpresident Barack Obama intensifies his campaign blitz on Monday, flying into Miami for two appearances 

aimed at lighting a fire under Democratic voters whose turnout at Nov. 2 congressional elections is key to 
blocking a Republican takeover in the House of Representatives. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/11/20102:09:08 PM 

2 parties, 1 campaign line: Dems are improving 

To hear top strategists from both parties tell it, Democratic candidates are clawing their way back from an electoral 

abyss, making small but measurable gains that might enable them to keep their congressional majorities this fall. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/11/20102:25:28 PM 

Too much screen time can psychologically harm kids 

More than two hours a day spent watching television or playing computer games could put a child at greater risk for 

psychological problems, suggests a new study. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/11/20102:30:26 PM 

Paladino: No regrets over gay remarks 

Ig~~""~he Republican candidate for governor of New York said Monday that he does not regret controversial 

statements he made about homosexuality and gay marriage. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/11/20103:08:23 PM 

Airplanes in space? 

Ig~~""IA British firm is upping the ante in a long-held dream to build an airplane that also can fly in space. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/11/20103:10:37 PM 

Did U.S. grenade kill kidnapped aid worker? 

Ig~~""INATO is to investigate whether a grenade thrown by American military forces - rather than a Taliban 
bomb - killed a British aid worker during a rescue attempt in Afghanistan. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/11/20103:30:10 PM 

Newsweek: BMW, Levi target China with custom products 

A slew of firms have in recent months launched products custom-made for the Chinese. BMW introduced a China-only 

limited version of its M3, French fashion house Chloe will soon launch a Chinese version of its Marcie handbag, and Levi 

Strauss & Co. has rolled out a jeans brand just for the nation. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/11/20103:45:55 PM 

Newsweek: Why India expects too much of the u.s. 

For all its demands and expectations, New Delhi appears to be unwilling and unable to address American interests and 

concerns. While seeking relief from u.s. high-technology export controls, the Indian Parliament passed a bill in August 

that all but scuttled the many mutual benefits of the U.S.-India civilian nuclear agreement. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/11/20103:47:39 PM 

Ex-spy Anna Chapman hired by Russian bank 

Ig~~""IRussian spy Anna Chapman has become the new celebrity face of a Moscow bank. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/11/20103:58:21 PM 

3 economists share Nobel for job market theory 

Ig~~...,~wo Americans and a British-Cypriot economist have won a Nobel prize for a theory that helps explain 

why many people can remain unemployed despite a large number of job vacancies. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/11/20103:58:44 PM 

Iran stoning case: Son, lawyer, journalists held 

Ig~~""~he son and lawyer for a woman who could face death by stoning, along with two German journalists, 

were arrested by Iran, the International Committee Against Stoning said Monday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/11/20104:00:04 PM 

PFT: Vikings-Cowboys might be do-or-die 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/11/20104:04:34 PM 

CFT: Boise State could be No.1 in first BCS 

Ig~~""ICFT: One projection shows the Broncos could be the top-ranked team in the first BCS. It won't last, but it 

will stir things up. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/11/20104:13:28 PM 

Town to Naked Cowboy: Put on some clothes! 

Ig~~""lsome residents of a Long Island village were shocked that the street performer - who recently 
announced a presidential bid - was clad only in his trademark boots and tighty-whities. After he refused 

to leave, the town issued him a summons for being shirtless. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/11/20104:13:58 PM 

Woman acquitted in Oprah school scandal 

Ig~~""lprosecutors had accused Tiny Virginia Makopo of trying to kiss and fondle the girls. In a statement 

Monday, Winfrey said she is "profoundly disappointed" at the trial outcome. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/11/20104:28:30 PM 

Theme park keeps 'crazy' ride despite protest 

An Ohio amusement park reportedly won't change Halloween attractions such as "Dr. D. Mented's Asylum for the 

Criminally Insane" despite protests by mental health advocates. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/11/20104:37:07 PM 

Jets putting up, so they don't have to shut up 

Ig~~""lso far, Rex Ryan's Jets are putting up, so they don't have to shut up. When they meet Brett Favre, Randy 

Moss and the Vikings on Monday, it's an opportunity to solidify their role as a title contender. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/11/20104:45:42 PM 

Pessimistic dogs have more separation anxiety 

Ig~~""IDOgS with a "food-bowl-half-empty" attitude are more likely to bark, yowl and chew when left alone than 

dogs with a sunnier outlook, according to a new study. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/11/20105:02:17 PM 

Trapped, but still sane: Survivors speak out 

Randy Knapp was a teenager when he spent 13 nights trapped in a whiteout on Oregon's Mount Hood. Thirty-three 

years later, he's still climbing. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/11/20105:26:40 PM 

Newsweek: The challenge of building a better battery 

Anticipation for the first mass-market electric plug-ins is high. But, based on lithium-ion technology that's been around 

since the early '90s, today's batteries are still expensive and puny, costing as much as a third of the car itself, with a 

range just adequate for an average commute in the u.s. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/11/20105:26:40 PM 

Newsweek: Are diesel hybrids the next green cars? 

When the first mass-market all-electric vehicles hit showrooms in the coming months, high prices coupled with limited 

range and little to no ability for quick and convenient recharging means that the next generation of green cars will likely 

be a mishmash of old and new technologies. Many will be powered in part by a fuel with a dirty reputation: diesel. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/11/20106:43:44 PM 

Braves seek rebound after 'heartbreaking' loss 

Ig~~""IDerrek Lee says Atlanta has been "resilient" all season, and down 2-1 after a crushing Game 3 loss, the 
Braves need that more than ever entering Monday's Game 4. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/11/20107:15:16 PM 

'Human negligence:' Toxic sludge boss arrested 

Ig~~""IHUngarian police have detained the director of the aluminum company responsible for a flood of caustic 

red sludge that killed eight people when it burst from its reservoir last week, the prime minister said 
Monday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/11/20107:16:18 PM 

Amazing YouTube makeover rocks Jared Leto's world 

Ig~~""~here is an infinate amount of amazing things to see on YouTube - both amazingly brilliant and 
amazingly awful. This 6:27-minute makeover from cute girl to Jared Leto replica is the ladder. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/11/20107:18:10 PM 

Economists see weak growth through 2011 

Top forecasters say the economy will grow this year and next at a slower pace than previously thought, weakened by 

governments and consumers spending less so they can pay down debt. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/11/20107:56:14 PM 

Mourners remember charity cyclist killed in crash 

Ig~~""IMourners paid last respects Monday to a 66-year-old charity cyclist whose cross-country ride to raise 

money for victims of the Gulf oil spill was cut short just a few hundred miles shy of his goal when he was 
fatally struck by a pickup truck. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/11/20108:03:23 PM 

Ohio candidate defends wearing Nazi uniform 

A Republican congressional candidate from Ohio, countering criticism from a House Republican leader, said he did 

nothing wrong by wearing a Nazi uniform while participating in World War lire-enactments. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/11/20108:04:47 PM 

PFT: Favre reportedly apologizes to his teammates 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/11/20108:10:46 PM 

Cosmic Log: Follow our electric Volt odyssey 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/11/20108:33:44 PM 

Windows Phone 7 ads remind us that smart phones suck 

Do you hate stupid smart phones? Microsoft's Windows Phone 7 team is totally on your side, according to new ads ... 

that are meant to sell smart phones. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/11/20108:43:50 PM 

Matt Damon out of 'The Bourne Legacy' 

"This is not a reboot or a recast or a prequel," director Tony Gilroy explained. "No one's replacing Matt Damon. There 

will be a whole new hero, a whole new chapter ... this is a stand-alone project. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/11/20108:51:10 PM 

New Alzheimer's guidelines aim for early diagnosis 

Experts on Alzheimer's disease are proposing new criteria for diagnosing the dementia which would pick it up at an 

earlier stage and should get more patients onto treatment or into trials of new drugs. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/11/20108:52:36 PM 

Cops: Man who stabbed boy wanted to kill a kid 

A man accused of repeatedly stabbing an 8-year-old boy playing video games at a restaurant arcade had spent weeks 

stalking potential victims at area shopping malls, police said Monday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/11/20109:24:41 PM 

Hokies left guard lost part of finger, played on 

Virginia Tech left guard Greg Nosal earned tough-guy points on Saturday, postponing the reattachment of a torn-off tip 

of his left pinkie to keep playing. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/11/20109:42:55 PM 

Sludge just 1 of Eastern Europe's toxic horrors 

Ig~~""IAbandoned mines in Romania leech heavy-metal contaminated waters into rivers. A Hungarian chemical 

plant produces more than 100,000 tons of environmental toxins a year. Soil in eastern Slovakia is 
contaminated with cancer-producing PCBs. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/11/20109:48:27 PM 

Benefits frozen, seniors prepare to cut back 

Ig~~""lseniors prepared to cut back on everything from food to charitable donations to whiskey as word spread 

Monday that they will have to wait until at least 2012 to see their Social Security checks increase. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

All, 

Kevin Westemmn <kwestemmn3@gmaiLcom> 

Tuesday. July 8, 2014 5:16 PM 

Vangelder, Marielle A <mvangeld@email.unc.edu>; Pogge, Paul <pPJgge@unc.edu>; Cunningham, Buhba <bubbac@email.unc.edu>; IIle, 
Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Media Report 7.8.14 

Media Report 7.8.14.docx 

Please see today's report attached. 

Thanks, 
Kevin 

Kevin Westerman 
University of North Carolina School of Law 
JD. Candidate, Class of 2015 
Texas A&M University 
B.S., Class of 2011 
361.935.0517 i kwesterman3@gmail.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

Will Reece <wiILreece@.adsymposium.u~~ 

Tuesday. July 15,201412:28 PM 

CALS 2014 Nominations 

Hello ... Thank: you to all that responded with nominations for CALS 14 in Memphis. If you have not responded and would like to nominate someone please do so this 
week. We are shooting for having invitations out neA1: week. 

All the Best, 
Will 

---------- Forwarded message ----------
From: Will Reece <will.reece@adsvmposium.u~~ 
Date: Wed, Iun 18, 2014 at 1 :36 PM 
Subject: CALS 2014 Nominations 
To: 

Good Afternoon. 

You are receiving this email because you have attended one or more of our past Collegiate Athletics Leadership Symposiums (College Park -20 13, Chapel Hill-2012. 
Tulsa-2011). As a previous attendee you will be receiving an invitation to CALS 2014 which will be held in Memphis, Tennessee October 19th - 21st, 2014. We hope 
that you will continue to be involved and develop the network that you have created during previous CALS. Over the past three years interest in CALS has grown 
immensely. We remain committed to limiting our attendees to around 100 to maintain the intimate and collegial atmosphere and maximize the opportunities to connect 
with faculty and attendees. 

As you know we invite administrators on a nomination basis. As a past attendee ofCALS you are our best resource in compiling our invite list for CALS 2014. We 
would appreciate it if you would respond to this email with the names, university, position and email of individuals you think: would benefit from attending CALS. For 
those of you that have sent me nominations throughout the year I would appreciate it if you would reply with those names as to make sure I have them included on my 
invite list. Invitations will go out in July. 

We greatly appreciate your help and value your opinion. 

All the Best, 

Will Reece 

Director, Collegiate Athletics Leadership Symposium 

918.779.4096 

www.adsvmposium.us 

@CALS2014 - Be sure tofollow us on twitter for CALS updates 



From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

D1.ticker <matt=d1 ticker.com@maiI216.atl61.mcsv.net> 
Monday, July 21, 2014 8:15AM 
IlIe, Vince <iIle@unc.edu> 
D1.ticker - Weekend Wrap-Up, July 18-20, 2014 

August llh is a k,"y date as the DI Board of Directors will vot," on new governance 

model brought forv;"ard by the DI Steering Committee on Govem3nce that includes a 

60% threshold for 'Big 5' voting appl"Oval, adds two faculty repw"entative" to 24~member 

board. all red,"signs subject to GO··day overrid," period, lots more . jjn)~ 

NCAA mmove,; language tied to use of likene,;s from 'Student-Athlete Forum' for 

upcoming competition campaign. Director of Academic & Membership Affairs Richardson 

says the section is no longer a mquirement for student-athletes to sign in order to 

maintain their Edigibility - HilK 

SMU F8 HC Jones suggests that leagues outside the 'Big 5' should move their schedules 

to th" Spring in order to not g"t Idt behind, American Commi,;h Arm;co dear that his 

league is "part of the fabric of FBS college football." MAC Commish Steinbmcher does 

not see such a movement generating any support - link 

Atlantic Coast Conference Cormnish Swofford rmn·committal when ask,"d about North 

Carolina's on-going academic probe, but does say he has full confidence in Tar Heels 

AD Cunningham to "put it behind them (and) gd to the bottom of it," like any inv"stigation 

want:...:; to nwve forvvard as soon a!...=t possible· Hnh 

Miami AD ,james "xdted Hurt"icanes have moved past NCAA is;;ues, FE! "tudent

athlet,"s me back out in the community conn,"cting with supporters, belimms facility 

improvements on-campus & those coming to Sun Life Stadium will help competitive 

succe"s. "ays his stabl" of HC:s ha" mNe talent than any group he'" ever been mound ~ 

Ent 

New Mexico PI"OZ Frank comment" on the "tate of college athldb;, beli"ve" "alaries for 

HCs are "way out of line" which is causing commotion both nationally 1', on his 

Albuquerque campus, al"o "ay" Lobo!; athldic" has a "ignificant value to the im;titution 

& that i\D Kl"Obs is making th," most or his budget. full budget also revieV'md .. .I.n.K 

Rice AD KarJgaard discusses new vision for Owls in short video. athletic competitiveness 

calls lor conierence championships & Top 25 rankings for all programs, wants student· 

athletes to graduate at or above the rate of the school's overall student body, strives to 

build I"ader"hip chmacteri"tb; for post-graduate "uccess ,'I< will focus on values of 

institution .. U!).~ 

f'.!Iore from Rice AD Karlgaard, "ay" depmtment i" closing in on $30m ne"ded to stal1 

renovations to Rice Stadium that will include all new am,"nities for the Owls Fll progmm, 

wants end result to be a 'Big i2-caliber' facility, smaller projects on the docket. as 'Nell, 

but focused on upgmdirJg FB dig" - Et'.k 

Tennessee AD Hart believes the Vols me making progress on & off the field, preaches 

patience fO!" supporter". notes a handful of programs were I"ObuildirJg jobs, academics 

has been completely overhauled & is now excelling at an impresshm dip, APR measures 

up ~ link 



Southern Miss I\D McGillis lefhcts on his first year leading lhe Golden Eagles, 

passion of fan base has been impressive. \NBB He Lee-McNelis appreciates the 

atmosph"re of everyone being on the "am" t"am. Ea,jle Club m"mber Goff says McGillis 

may half" a difl"mnl style than previous I,"aders, but h" has pl,"nty of support" Un"; 

Clemson Board of Trustees approve" $25m 'North of renovatiom; to suit"s at 

Memorial Stadium, proj"C[lo b" funded by revenu" bonds & will f"atur" op"n"air 

windows. completion "xpected by the b"ginning of th" 2015 5"ason. first major work at 

the facility in th" pa"t 60 years - i,lt',k 

Dayton rolls-out new logo & brand id"ntity. AD Wabler says new mark is a mom iconic 

repmsentation of th" Flyers progmms, Nike & ewativ" agency 1600ver90 'Nere int"gral 

in working through proc,"ss, roll"out of n,"w mark will tak" place in phases stalting with 

MBB. WBB & most visible facilities" link 

Financial datalrom San Jose Stale"s final year in the WAC (2012·13) shows lhe 

Spartans produc"d a S1Am surplus, 5tud"nt fe"s of $7.1 m helped bolster bottom line & 

am s"cond most in SJSU's n"w lea"u" affiliation. the Mountain West. c(.,,;hion could 

help with cosl 01 aU"ndanc" opportunities if I""islation passes . jjn)~ 

R"polts say Texas has offered their Chancdlor gig to Admiral William Ili1cRaven, a 

decomt"d Naval oflkN who olf"rsaw all special forces including the mission lhat kill,"d 

Osama Bin Laden, McRaven is a Longhron~alum 'Nho ran Track in the mid~705 & is 

mr.pected to take th" job" i,lt',k 

Intere5tin" read on the O'Ballnon case from th" position of TV rights holders, author 

Gamder al'g(w" that it actually make" s"nse for networks to SUppOlt student~athlde 

unionization to suflici"ntly answel question if they hmm the appropriate lights, cI"ar the 

path fol' one n"gotiation on 'u"e of lik"nes,,' & coll"etively bal'gain"d work conditions 

would belree or antitlust scrutiny .. llll.~ 

South Carolina's marketing staff. alon" with MBB He Martin, set to launch 'BrZ in B Days' 

promotion to increase ticket sal"s for Gamecocks, campaign to start tomorrow with 

announcement of non"conference schedule via Twitter, MBB squad 'Nil I be out in the 

community "ngaging with fans, Martin says h" won't stop until 18k"seat facility i" "old~out 

for all games .. l!n~, 

Daktwnics Chairman Kurt<>nbach talks about addition of massbm di"plays in a handful of 

NFL stadiums mound th," nation, "VVe se," the living room as our biggest competitor. Our 

job is to help the venue mana"er with fresh content. \/Ve can "ive fans a r"ason to stay." 

Jacksonville Jaguars Owner Khan says upgrad" is part of ann" race for fans ~ jjn~, 

Cal Slate BakNsl'ield IntNim AD Siegfried lalks about maintaining mom"ntum aHer 

depmture of AD rZonya, believes a successor could be named anytime behv"en 

S"ptEmlb"r & r~oVEmlber. expects to ""e candidate pool of DII ADs, 01 mid"maiN ADs & 

BCS senior .. l"vel administrators .. Ull,~ 

~kw Michigan Prez Schlis",,1 comments 011 role of athldb; for ov"rall institution, "ay" hi" 

overall goal is to move universily forward wilh academic accomplishments, but recogniz,"s 

tradition & importance of sports success for UM alums & fans, met over dinner with AD 

Brandon, but the pair haven't "pellt mom tim" together yet - l!n~ 

Former Vil'ginia Tech stand~out FB stud"nt~athlete Jones, who was recently named Asst. 

to th" AD, talk" about gdting up to "peed, want" to b" a brid"" betwe"n administration & 

stu(knt·athlet<>s for both to undNstand the bigger pictur", says AD Babcock is a servanl .. 

leader, working with Executive Assoc. AD R"ed-Francois on getting student-athl"tes back 

on eampu" - !!n~, 



Arkansas gets popular 'Pig Sook;' cheer trademarked, notable ruling by United States 

Patent 2< Trademark Office i" that th" actual sound of the ch"er i" what is now covered 

at college alhldic 1', sporting events, move could open up mom schools aiming for similar 

prot"ction - link 

So you wanl to build an app for your athldic department? f("cent Nielsen surv"y 

shows threshold of 30 apps per smart phone user that decreases in older age groups, as 

does ov,"rall tinw on lrw device, search, social media & entertainm,"nl apps g"t great,"st 

share. photography categolY sees biggest growth year over year - iink 

Inh,re"til1g read 011 the 85-per50f1 ticket salm; staff for the Miami Dolphins that i5 

increasing revenu" for the organization, a 16% bump in 2013 is already being outpaced, 

F'rez ,'I< CF.{) Galfinkel "ays his bigg"5t challE,ng" was changing the culture v>fhen he took 

over last SeptembN, ren,"wal rate higlwsl in the past six years .. !J.n.t 
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From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Dl.ticker <matt=dl ticker.com@maiI193.atl61.mcsv.net> 
Wednesday, July 23, 20148: 14 AM 
IlIe, Vince <iIle@unc.edu> 
Dl.ticker - News from Tuesday, July 22,2014 

Syracuse Senior VP for Public }lll'airs Quinn indicates that the school is currently 

negotiating a new thifd~party rights~holder deal with a potential partner, no comment from 

111110 Colk~fJe, Symcuse.com mport<,r' Carlson belieVE"; the Orange aw liying to get in 

range of other ACC brethren induding North Carolina at $l.5m annually & Florida 

State at $6.6m ~ !ink 

New College 01' Chmleston Pmz McConnell asks for second investigation into behavior 

of MBB HC Wojcik based on new allegations, sources indicate that new focus on matter is 

all attempt to fire Wojcik with cause. Bomd of Tn.I"tem; meeting schedul"d for today 

could include discussion 01 situation .. !in];; 

Mountain West Commish Thompson hints that implementing pm;sible gov"rnal1ce 

changes could be decisions made at Hw institutional Imml, league still needs to hmm 

detailed conversations on the subj"ct, says he spoke to a 'Big 5' AD recently whose new 

training table is going to cost $1 m & would ol1ly include IlilBS. WBB, FS & Volleyball, lots 

mOfe - !in), 

During TV sit~down. Kentucky Prez Capilouto says his 10n,HE'i"I'f) vision for the University 

outw"ighed committing significant funds to an oVNhaul of Rupp Arena or asking for 

increased state monies. welcomes more discussion on the topic. but would prefer to do so 

in a private capacily .. liD.~\ 

Michael officially introduced as new AD for Eastern Illinois. "I'm not a job chaser. I've 

beel1 at Illinois for 18 years. I'm not just applying for any AD job that'" outth"m. It needs 

to be a fit & I certainly believe this is a great fit." day also marked thel5~year anniversary 

of hi" father pas"ing away. sd to begin tenure on August 11th - 'ink (;outicl,,), link (video) 

Notable Journalist Schwarz compares comments 01 compensating studerlt··athl"tes by Big 

12 Cornmi"h Bowl"by & SEC bos;; BliliE' to f'.ilarxist principle". while capitalism i" commonly 

based on th" market demand not simply the amount of work put into a product, adds that 

their own salaries make situation hypocritical, more ~ ilnk 

New $24.5m digs lor Michigml State FB aw almost done. HC Dantonio & ACs tweet out 

pictures of facility which are included in the article. say the Spartans will no longer be at 

a wcn.liting di"advantage, AD Hollis bdieve" fini"hed product will b" beyond anyonE,'" 

expectations .. UD.~ 

LSU another to shov'I off n"arly compld"d bdlity wnovations, change" to TifJer 

Stadium's south end zone will add 8k tickds per game, rww premium s"ating will 

generate $l<Im. Assoc. AD David points to finish date of August 22nd, AD Alleva pleased 

with work of architect" ~ Uilb; 

Also from the Mountain Wesfs FB Media Days in Las Vegas, Commish Thompson says 

budget gap betv'Ieelltop ,'I< bottom of confewnce has gotten much tightN than when 

I"ague was formed in '1999, doesn't not think differences will impact competitiveness. 

Boise State, San Diego State & New Mexico all top $40m. Nevada lowest at $22m ~ 

'\pk 



More lawsuits at Penn State as Jay Paterno & former FB AC Kenney file a wrongful 

termination "uit against the univen"ity """king mom than $'1 m in damage", alleg" that 

NCAA Prez Emmerl & independ,"nt investigator Freeh concerted with the school with an 

outcom" that has damaged th" coaches r"putations - link 

Sun Belt Commish Benson excited for expand,"d venture with ESPN that will see all 

league home FB games & post~season basketball tournaments picked up by family of 

channel", bitter"weet in that it ends relationship with wgional ndworks CST & CSS, says 

decision didn't come wilhoul some angst ··i;ni<; 

Northem Illinois As;;t AD for Tickd Operations Radford ha" Huskies on same FB 

licket sales pace as last y,"al, believes historical quality of product is solid enough to 

forego many price promotions. AD Frazier committed to not undercutting value for season 

ticket hold(m, ev"n if single game" are lagging ~ Hn.1s 

NCAA rule interpmtation change will allo'N Northem Kentucky to participate in all 

Atlantic Sun Championships despite not being eligibl" for NCAA post-sem;on playa" 

part of their transilion 10 DI, il Norse win any tourneys the league's runner·up will assume 

the automatic bid, NKU also able to host po"t-season A~Sun play ~ link 

New comrn"morative Markel's Mark bottle celebrating Louisville's move to the ACC 

features face of AD Jurich, sales of keepsake will go toward school's Academic Center 

of Excellence proj"ct, partnership has already "en"rali,d $2.5m with bottl"s katurin" 

prominent HC". Senior Assoc. AD Jurich says $8.2m ha" been rais"d for new facility ~ Ho.k 

Florida Gulf Coast AD Kavanagh "ay" I111BB att"ndance increase of OVN 2k fan" per 

game las I year mmms his Eagles will only have to play two guarante," games during the 

upcoming SE",,,on, normally plays four p"r campaign, attendance jump wm; Top 5 in th" 

nation along wilh Nebraska, Syracuse, Virginia 8, SMU .. Hll.~. 

C()lumbia AD Murphy hires Scally as Assoc. AD for Intercollegiate Sports Programs, will 

overs,"," a handful of pl'Ograms including Volleyball, Lacross," & Wrestling, spent the last 

22 years at lIU Bro()klyn in a variety of roles, mo"t recently as Assoc. AD for 

C:ompliance - Un~ 

Virginia Tech prof"s"N Duma wNking on rating" "ystem for Hockey hEdmets similar to 

that used in FE! to reduce concu"sions, "After football, hockey is the "port that produces 

the high""t !'ali, of concussion"." ha" be"n t"sting models for OVN a y"ar & plans to 

mlease initial mtings 10130 helmets later in 2014, experls belimm sport is due lor change 

- link 

Georgia Fll's freshmen Glass is of! social media alter leam's piaYN unity council 

suggested measure to He Richt to increa"e focus, embargo will last through Bulldogs 

bowl gam". ha" be"n in place since Spring pmctice complded ~ ji:'J:~ 

Interesting read on the growing influence of sholt video platform Vine, brands are 

working around tight advertising protocols to inciu(k produce placement, going rat" for 

most followed personalities anywhere between $5k & $30k lor (;[li" six·s,"cond video. splil 

opinion" on shelf life for service ~ link 

Learl'ield Sp()rts appoints Harbin as Manager of Business Developm,"nt at Indiana 

Sports Pmperties. will work out of Indianapolis office after an II "year stint with the 

NFL's Colts, al"o has significant "al"s experience in Indy with Tribune Broadcasting & 

other TV stillions .. Ull.~c 



One: -Ii -I', team poster, inlro vid,"o t~_ traditional advertising will all indude connection 10 

fans, says campaign 'Nil I be more social media-focused with less mainstream ads, 

ZonaZoo "tu(knt section also a big Palt of push - HilK 

Veteran Rutgers Women's Soccer He Crooks decides to retire, does not expect program 

to skip a beat "'; AC: O'r~eill will take over, pair has been togdher for all 14 years Crooks 

led Scarlet Knights & notched a 155-103--36 mark in lhallirm period induding seven 

NCAA Tourney berths - link 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/11/2010 10:02:09 PM 

Tropical Storm Paula forms, Mexico in path 

Ig~~""IForecasters say Tropical Storm Paula has formed near Honduras and is expected to blow into a hurricane 

by Tuesday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/11/2010 10:20:40 PM 

Report: Courteney Cox, David Arquette split up 

TMZ says the two have been living separately for months but maintain a business relationship. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/11/2010 10:47:40 PM 

Trapped miners prepare for ride to freedom 

Ig~~""~he dramatic endgame hastened Monday for the 33 Chilean miners who have braved two months 
underground, with rescuers reinforcing the escape shaft and the 13-foot-tall rescue chamber sliding, as 

planned, nearly all the way to the trapped men. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/11/2010 11:00:50 PM 

Man guilty of 6 murder counts in Memphis rampage 

Jurors took less than two hours Monday to convict a man of murdering his brother and five others, including two 

children, in a bloody rampage in a Memphis home two years ago. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/11/201011:08:20 PM 

Police dogs smell remains at missing girl's house 

Ig~~""IA hearing-impaired girl with a prosthetic leg vanished over the weekend, and her father said Monday it 

was possible his wife was involved in the disappearance. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/11/201011:14:29 PM 

Cosmic Log: Testing Volt from Seattle to SF 

Ig~~""lscience editor Alan Boyle's Weblog: Follow along via the Internet as we take an 800-mile drive from 
Seattle to San Francisco in the electric-powered Chevy Volt. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/11/201011:18:11 PM 

Stents more likely to cause stroke than surgery 

Implanting a device called a stent in neck arteries is more likely to cause a stroke or death than surgically removing life

threatening blockages, u.s. researchers said on Monday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/11/2010 11:37:59 PM 

Video: 'Solid evidence' against al-Qaida 

Ig~~""IMichaellsikoff, NBC News national investigative correspondent, interviews Mark Fallon, chief of the u.s. 
Navy investigative task force, about the failure of the u.s. to retaliate against al-Qaida for the bombing of 

the USS Cole on Oct. 12, 2002. (MSNBC) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/11/201011:53:19 PM 

Coast Guard: Missing N.J. fishermen found alive 

Six New Jersey men failed to return from a weekend overnight fishing trip, and the Coast Guard was searching for their 

chartered sport-fishing boat Monday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/12/2010 12:05:57 AM 

Gap scraps new logo after taking flak online 

Ig~~""IBoWing to pressure from customers who expressed their outrage online, Gap Inc. said it will scrap a 
widely panned new logo and return to its traditional white-on-blue lettering. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/12/20101:00:29 AM 

Manchin appears with Clinton, shies from Obama 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/12/20103:05:41 AM 

Grey earns season's first lOs on 'Dancing' 

Ig~~""ILatin dances took over the ballroom Monday night, as the hoofer hopefuls on "Dancing With the Stars" 
faced off in head-to-head and toe-to-toe tangos and rumbas with mixed results. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/12/20104:28:54 AM 

Brazil eyes microchips for forest management 

Ig~~""IBraZil is testing a microchip tracking system in an effort to reduce deforestation that destroys thousands 

of square miles of the Amazon each year. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/12/20104:52:31 AM 

Jets ruin Favre, Vikings (1-3) with late pick-6 

Ig~~""IHit hard early and often, Brett Favre nearly led the Vikings back with a milestone night, but Dwight 

Lowery returned an interception 26 yards for a touchdown with 1:30 left as the New York Jets beat the 
Vikings 29-20 on Monday night. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/12/20105:27:56 AM 

Giants rally to top Braves, reach NlCS 

Ig~~""lsan Francisco won another thriller, again with help from some shaky Atlanta defense, and the Giants are 

off to the NL championship series for the first time since 2002. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/12/20107:17:54 AM 

Slain US activist's parents seek justice in Israel 

Ig~~""~he parents of a young American activist crushed to death by an Israeli bulldozer seven years ago as she 

tried to save a Palestinian home from demolition never saw the soldier who killed her or his commanders 
put on trial or punished. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/12/20107:42:26 AM 

17 people killed in bus crash in Poland 

Ig~~""IA small bus carrying farm workers crashed head-on with a truck in central Poland Tuesday, killing all but 

one of the 18 people on board, police said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/12/20109:25:10 AM 

North Korea leader's oldest son says opposes dynastic succession 

The oldest son of North Korean leader Kim Jong-il says he is opposed to the idea of dynastic succession in his country but 

wishes the best for his brother who has been chosen by their father as heir. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/12/20109:45:12 AM 

USS Cole: 'Rock solid' evidence, no retaliation 

Ig~~...,~op White House counterterrorism officials were frustrated over the u.s. failure to respond to al-Qaida's 

October 2000 bombing of the USS Cole, NBC News reports. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/12/2010 11:44:49 AM 

France: Strikes over pension reform begin 

Ig~~""lworkers tried to shut down France on Tuesday with strikes affecting airports, public transportation, 

schools and the postal service in a showdown with President Nicolas Sarkozy over his government's 
attempt to raise the retirement age by two years to save money. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/12/2010 12:34:40 PM 

Newsweek: How one district fixed its failing schools 

The obvious solution to Peter Gorman, the school superintendent in Charlote, N.C., school's problems was to persuade 

the most effective principals, already ensconced in successful schools, to agree to transfers to the worst-performing 

ones. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/12/2010 12:38:05 PM 

Newsweek: Clarence Thomas's wife's Tea Party activism 

The wife of Justice Clarence Thomas is a Tea Party activist. Together, they're the right's new power couple. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/12/2010 12:51:08 PM 

3 ways to lower breast cancer risk, despite your DNA 

Women who make healthy lifestyle choices lower their risk of developing invasive breast cancer, regardless of whether 

they have a family history of the disease, according to a new study. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/12/20101:07:35 PM 

Unions try to shut down France over pensions 

Ig~~""lworkers tried to shut down France on Tuesday with strikes affecting airports, public transportation, 

schools and the postal service in a showdown over plans to raise the retirement age to save money. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/12/20101:28:24 PM 

Life Inc.: China leads list of world's richest women 

Former Chinese Premier Deng Xiaoping once said, "To get rich is glorious." It seems that Chinese women have taken that 

to heart. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/12/20101:47:14 PM 

States to probe mortgage foreclosures: report 

Ig~~""IAS many as 40 state attorneys general in the United States are expected to announce an investigation 

into the mortgage servicing industry on Wednesday, the Wall Street Journal said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/12/20102:09:41 PM 

Are travelers overloaded by social media? 

As companies actively court customers through Facebook and Twitter, and as more travelers spend time glued to their 

smart phones, it's time to ponder if travelers are overloaded by social media. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/12/20102:22:46 PM 

Google to invest in grid for offshore wind 

Google Inc. has joined an estimated $5 billion undersea cable project to carry power from offshore wind farms to the 

east coast of the United States. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/12/20102:27:22 PM 

Young people dumber about online passwords 

Younger Internet users between the ages of 18 and 29 are more reckless with giving out their online passwords 

compared to older Web surfers, a new study suggests. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/12/20102:49:42 PM 

Rand Paul knocks Bill Clinton over Lewinsky scandal 

Ig~~""IRand Paul hit back hard at Bill Clinton on Monday, making a crack about the former president's 
relationship with Monica Lewinsky after Clinton attacked the Senate candidate's ideas as "radical." 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/12/20103:26:41 PM 

Helen Thomas on being anti-Semitic: 'Baloney!' 

Ig~~"'l'l hit the third rail. You cannot criticize Israel in this country and survive," the former White House 
reporter said in a sometimes emotional 3S-minute radio interview that aired Tuesday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/12/20103:28:42 PM 

Insurgent grenade causes NATO chopper blast 

A rocket-propelled grenade caused an explosion aboard a NATO helicopter that killed one and wounded eight shortly 

after the aircraft landed in eastern Afghanistan on Tuesday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/12/20104:11:17 PM 

Pressurized socks? Miners prepare for rescue 

A group of 33 miners have been trapped about half a mile underground since Aug. 5 in a Chilean gold and copper mine. 

Rescue workers are expected to begin pulling them out Tuesday evening. NBC News' Kerry Sanders is on the scene 

outside the San Jose mine in Copiapo, Chile and responds to readers questions about how the rescue is expected to 

happen. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/12/20104:28:16 PM 

43 die after bus, train collide in Ukraine 

r-~ train locomotive rammed through a stalled passenger bus on a railroad crossing in eastern Ukraine on 
uesday, killing 43 people and injuring eight others. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/12/20104:45:03 PM 

Newsweek: Nations enter a new age of austerity 

We have entered the Age of Austerity. It's already arrived in Europe and is destined for the United States. Governments 

throughout Europe are cutting social spending and raising taxes-or contemplating doing so. The welfare state and the 

bond market have collided, and the welfare state is in retreat. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/12/20104:57:58 PM 

Wall Street set to payout record $144 billion 

r-I~all Street pay is on pace to break a record high for a second consecutive year, according to a report in 
uesday's Wall Street Journal. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/12/20105:32:19 PM 

10 years after USS Cole bombing, still no trial 

Ig~~""lpentagon officials have been repeatedly blocked in their efforts to revive charges against the alleged 

architect of the bombing of the USS Cole due to protracted political wrangling within the Obama 
administration, administration officials tell NBC News. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/12/20105:59:05 PM 

Small asteroid zips close by Earth 

Ig~~""IA small asteroid passed close by Earth Tuesday, flying within the orbit of the moon while astronomers 

watched to see if the encounter caused any quakes on the space rock. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/12/20106:06:10 PM 

White House rejects foreclosure moratorium 

The White House Tuesday rejected calls for a broad moratorium on home foreclosures, saying it feared such a step could 

harm the u.s. housing market and hinder a housing recovery. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/12/20106:20:49 PM 

Photo shows toxic trouble in Hungary much earlier 

Ig~~""IAn aerial photo taken months before a gigantic reservoir unleashed torrents of toxic sludge in Hungary 

shows a faint red trail trickling through the container wall. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/12/20106:37:18 PM 

Health insurance claim denials rose by half 

Coverage denials of individuals based on their medical histories by the nation's top for-profit health insurance 

companies rose by nearly half in recent years, according to u.s. lawmakers. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/12/20107:00:51 PM 

Defense seeks delay in Ft. Hood shooting hearing 

Ig~~""~he investigating officer in the case of an Army psychiatrist accused in the killing of 13 military personnel 

at Fort Hood has adjourned the proceedings with no witnesses called. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/12/20107:10:21 PM 

Gulf drilling ban lifted - with caveat 

Ig~~""~he Obama administration on Tuesday lifted the moratorium on deepwater exploratory oil drilling in the 
Gulf of Mexico - provided companies follow new rules. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/12/20107:10:37 PM 

School cafeterias try psychology in lunch line 

Ig~~""lsubtle moves, like hiding chocolate milk behind plain milk and displaying fruit in pretty baskets, can 

entice kids to make healthier choices in school lunch lines, studies show. So the USDA is hiring food 
behavior scientists to help improve kids's use of the federal school lunch program. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/12/20107:59:45 PM 

Agent says he paid college football players 

Ig~~""IA former sports agent tells Sports Illustrated he paid college football players and several of them confirm 

it to the magazine. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/12/20107:59:50 PM 

Free meals on planes fly into the sunset 

Continental Airlines, which recently merged with United, is the last major domestic carrier to end complimentary meal 

service. Here's a look at your dining options in the sky. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/12/20108:01:02 PM 

Severed head turns up in case of missing jet skier 

Ig~~""~he severed head of the lead Mexican investigator looking into the disappearance of an American has 

been delivered to authorities in Mexico, the sheriff's department on the Texas side of the border says. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/12/20108:15:29 PM 

Judge orders military to stop discharging gays 

A federal judge Tuesday ordered the government to stop banning openly gay men and women from serving in the 

military under the "don't ask, don't tell" policy. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/12/20108:31:02 PM 

The first lady hits the stump 

Michelle Obama will attend events for candidates in seven states. Is the first lady's campaign swing a smart move or a 

risky one? 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/12/20108:40:52 PM 

Jordan Valley presents Mideast peace obstacle 

Ig~~""~he Jordan Valley, a tranquil stretch of West Bank desert dotted with date palms, Jewish settlements and 

Palestinian hamlets, is joining the already formidable list of potential obstacles to Mideast peace. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/12/20108:42:18 PM 

Harlem getting first major hotel since 1967 

Ig~~""lwhen a trendy Starwood boutique hotel called Aloft opens in Harlem later this month, it will be the 
neighborhood's first major hotel since the famed Theresa closed in 1967. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/12/20108:51:05 PM 

Study: legalizing pot won't hinder Mexican cartels 

Mexico's drug traffickers won't lose much money overall if California legalizes pot because residents already prefer to 

grow their own, according to a study released Tuesday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/12/20109:11:50 PM 

Afghan leaders seek goodwill gestures from u.s. 

Ig~~""IReleaSing Taliban figures detained at Guantanamo Bay and scratching scores of others off the U.N. 

sanctions list would jump-start peace talks aimed at ending the 9-year-old war, members of Afghanistan's 
new peace council said Tuesday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/12/20109:30:40 PM 

Deep hotspots on ancient Mars looked habitable 

Ig~~""IAn ancient meteor strike on Mars has revealed the first direct evidence of how warm liquid water may 

have shaped a habitable underground environment. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/12/20109:43:32 PM 

Microsoft issues its biggest-ever security fix 

Microsoft issued its biggest-ever security fix on Tuesday, including repairs to its ubiquitous Windows operating system 

for flaws that could let hackers take control of a user's personal computer. Four of the new patches are considered to be 

of the highest priority. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/12/20109:59:02 PM 

Paladino apologizes - sort of 

In a lengthy apology, N.Y. gubernatorial candidate Carl Paladino says he is "100% against discrimination of any group." 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/12/2010 10:00: 18 PM 

Goodness, gracious: Jerry lee lewis writing memoir 

Ig~~""~erry Lee Lewis says he is ready to say "a whole lot" about his life in his upcoming memoir. "People can 

read it, burn it, or never give it another thought. Either way the truth is about to be told." 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/12/2010 10:09:37 PM 

For gay youths, middle school can be toughest 

Ig~~""IExperts say they are increasingly seeing evidence that middle school is the toughest time for gay youth -

a time of intense self-discovery, but also one when bullying and intolerance is at its peak. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/12/201010:40:17 PM 

Resorts evacuated as hurricane nears Mexico 

Mexico began evacuating tourists and residents from islands off the Yucatan peninsula Tuesday as Hurricane Paula, a 

Category 2 storm, churned closer toward the country's coast. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/12/201011:08:13 PM 

Cops believe missing N.C. girl was killed 

Ig~~""llnvestigators indicated Tuesday they believe someone killed a 10-year-old girl with disabilities who was 

reported missing over the weekend, and accused her stepmother of trying to throw off investigators with 
a fake ransom note. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/12/2010 11:36:50 PM 

Mormon church: Anti-gay cruelty is wrong 

The Mormon church, responding to activists' demand that a church leader withdraw anti-gay statements, urged its 

members Tuesday to consider whether their attitudes toward all people - including gays - followed Christian 

principles. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/13/2010 12:56:05 AM 

Shooting-spree charges dropped against police officer 

Ig~~""~wo-state alibi of accused "honey bee killer" verified. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/13/20101:14:52 AM 

Cops: Mom threw newborn 2 floors into Boston alley 

A teenage mother tossed her naked, newborn son out a second-floor bathroom window into a trash-strewn alley, where 

a neighbor heard the infant's cries and called for help, a prosecutor said Tuesday. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/13/20101:35:13 AM 

LeBron leaves Heat's win with leg cramps 

Ig~~""ILeBron James scored 22 points in 26 minutes before leaving with leg cramps, Chris Bosh had 17 points 

and eight rebounds, and the Miami Heat recovered from a lO-point deficit to beat CSKA Moscow 96-85 in 

an exhibition on Tuesday night. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/13/20101:48:49 AM 

1 dead, 13 injured in western Pa. car-bus crash 

Authorities in western Pennsylvania say a teenager was killed and more than a dozen other people were injured when a 

car being driven by the youth collided with a school bus. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/13/20102:06:04 AM 

Nobel winner's wife hopes to collect his award 

The wife of the imprisoned Chinese dissident Liu Xiaobo said she hopes to travel to Norway to collect the Nobel Peace 

Prize on his behalf, though for now she can only leave her Beijing home under police escort. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/13/20102:19:02 AM 

'Dancing' sends an ungood undancer home 

Latest ousted celebrity comes as a surprise to absolutely no one. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/13/20102:45:21 AM 

End for 'Superman': Rhee to step down Wednesday 

Michelle Rhee will step down as D.C. Schools chancellor. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/13/20102:53:00 AM 

Intruder arrested outside Paris Hilton's house 

Police sayan intruder has been arrested after a scuffle with a security guard outside Paris Hilton's Los Angeles home. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/13/20103:19:45 AM 

Mo. man survives mile-plus trip through sewer 

A worker who descended into a city sewage system on Tuesday became unhooked from his safety line and was pushed 

through a 27-inch-wide pipe for over a mile before his calls for help were heard and he was rescued. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/13/20103:19:45 AM 

Mo. man survives mile-plus trip through sewer 

A worker who descended into a city sewage system on Tuesday became unhooked from his safety line and was pushed 

through a 27-inch-wide pipe for over a mile before his calls for help were heard and he was rescued. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/13/20103:53:32 AM 

Predictions 101: No.1 OSU to take down Wisconsin 

Check out Predictions 101 for picks to college football bowl games 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/13/20104:16:23 AM 

Lee pitches Rangers into ALeS for first time 

Ig~~""ICliff Lee pitched another postseason gem and the Texas Rangers won a playoff series for the first time, 
beating the Tampa Bay Rays 5-1 Tuesday night in a decisive Game 5 on the legs of some daring 

baserunning. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/13/20107:14:13 AM 

Calif. gov debate overshadowed by personal jabs 

Ig~~""lcoming into their final debate of the California governor's race, Democrat Jerry Brown and Republican 

Meg Whitman had a chance to persuade a statewide audience they could turn around the economically 
troubled state. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/13/20108:11:05 AM 

Los Angeles porn actor tests positive for HIV 

California's multibillion-dollar adult entertainment industry has been left reeling after another positive HIV test for a 

pornography actor. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/13/201010:13:25 AM 

Afghans payoff Taliban with 'American money' 

Cash from the u.s. military and international donors destined for construction and welfare projects in Afghanistan is 

ending up in the hands of insurgents, local people said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/13/2010 11:22:09 AM 

French cram into trains, buses in strike's 2nd day 

Ig~~""IFrench commuters elbowed their way onto packed subways and buses on Wednesday as an open-ended 

strike against President Nicolas Sarkozy's plan to raise the retirement age to 62 entered its second day. 
The government held firm despite the walkouts. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/13/2010 11:55:43 AM 

Three fatally shot in Fort Worth 

Three men were fatally shot and a fourth was injured in Fort Worth early Wednesday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/13/2010 11:59:33 AM 

Will a manicure and makeup save Lincoln? 

Ig~~""IFord has to break Lincoln down (again) in order to save it. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/13/201012:05:14 PM 

Google's odd long-term bets frustrate investors 

In its self-proclaimed drive to make the world a better place, Google has immersed itself in far more than Internet 

search and online ads. But driverless cars and a wind energy farm? 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/13/2010 12:33:43 PM 

Open insurance season may bring sticker shock 

Even benefits that are increasing under the health-care overhaul may come with financial strings attached. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/13/20101:24:11 PM 

PFT: ESPN closes book on Kiper-agent probe 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/13/20101:24:11 PM 

PFT: ESPN draft guru Kiper denies shilling for agent 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/13/20101:36:35 PM 

No more first class? Some airlines mull changes 

For road warriors and leisure travelers, it's often comfort, not cost, that rules. But in the current economic downturn 

and flurry of mergers, first- and business-class seats may be an endangered species. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/13/20102:58:09 PM 

Starbucks to baristas: Slow down and smell the coffee 

Ig~~""ILife Inc.: If you're already frustrated by the long lines at your local Starbucks, just wait: it may soon take a 

little longer for your barista to whip up your next grande mocha frappuccino. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/13/20103:09:03 PM 

Facebook launches 'one-time' passwords 

Facebook has introduced "one-time/' disposable passwords that can be used if you're signing into the site from 

computers in public places. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/13/20103:21:35 PM 

Qatar Airways pilot dies aboard Philippines flight 

Qatar Airways says the captain of one of its planes has died onboard a flight from the Philippines. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/13/20103:31:09 PM 

Hispanics in U.S. outlive total population 

Hispanic people in the United States live nearly three years longer than the population overall, says the first government 

study to confirm extended life expectancy in the nation's largest minority group. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/13/20103:43:10 PM 

Missing jet skier's wife won't return to Mexico 

The wife of an American man missing after a reported shooting on a border lake said Wednesday she will not go to 

Mexico to meet with authorities because she is afraid. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/13/20105:01:42 PM 

Poll: Republicans likely to take House 

American voters unhappy at high unemployment are poised to oust President Barack Obama's Democrats from control 

of the u.s. House of Representatives in Nov. 2 elections, a new Reuters-Ipsos poll found Wednesday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/13/20105:01:54 PM 

Newsweek: PR fears may curb corporate election cash 

The bad PR that comes with being found out is enough to give some businesspeople pause before reaching for their 

checkbooks. A number of them are even choosing to sit on the political sidelines rather than risk alienating customers. 

The green light to operate covertly has lent an air of suspicion to the process, giving the appearance of impropriety, 

even where there isn't any. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/13/20105:05:18 PM 

Newsweek: 7 big-spending advocacy groups 

Here are the groups that have spent the most on politics since September 20lO, according to the Center for Responsive 

Politics. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/13/20105:20:15 PM 

Video shows tiger, then bulldozer moving in 

Ig~~""lvideo footage shows a bulldozer clearing trees in a protected Indonesian forest that is home to 
endangered tigers, but the government says it remained unclear if the land-clearing was illegal. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/13/20105:33:34 PM 

Gates: Courts should not set policy on gays 

Defense Secretary Robert Gates said Wednesday that abruptly ending the u.S. military's "don't ask, don't tell" policy on 

gays as a federal judge has ordered would have enormous consequences. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/13/20105:44:46 PM 

Downey Jr.: 5 years without drugs is a lifetime 

Ig~~"'l'l think of myself as someone who has no desire, use for or conscious memory of that life. And yet I don't 
shut the door on it, and I don't pretend it didn't happen," actor tells Playboy. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/13/20106:30:37 PM 

Scientists discover why sex beats cloning 

Ig~~""IResearchers studying primitive organisms say that certain environmental conditions allow for the 

evolution of a higher rate of sex, in spite of the higher costs it entails. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/13/20106:40:26 PM 

Ahmadinejad visit to Lebanon boosts Hezbollah 

Ig~~""lwelcomed by thousands of Shiite supporters throwing rose petals, Iranian President Mahmoud 

Ahmadinejad sought to pull Lebanon firmly into his country's fold Wednesday in a visit that underscored 
the growing power of Tehran and its Lebanese ally, Hezbollah. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/13/20107:24:08 PM 

Where luxury and flying go hand-in-hand 

The following 10 airlines, presented in no particular order, prove that luxury is a reality, and the only thing impossible is 

a lack of comfort when soaring 35,000 feet above sea level. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/13/20107:27:40 PM 

HBT: Did Mantle play 17 years with torn ACL? 

Ig~~""IHBT: Did Mantle play 17 years with torn ACL? 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/13/20107:42:31 PM 

She's just 8, yet she's painted art worth $250,000 

In about one year's time, Autumn de Forest, who turns 9 this month, has become one of the art world's youngest and 

biggest stars. Dozens of her paintings have sold at auction for a total of about $250,000. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/13/20107:46:32 PM 

Facebook and Bing team-up for social search 

Today, Facebook dips its social-media chocolate into Microsoft Bing's peanut butter, introducing a "social search" engine 

where Facebook friends and their "likes" are factored into search results. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/13/20108:03:16 PM 

Botched euthanasia leaves dog owner in quandary 

Ig~~""IA suburban Detroit man whose ailing ll-year-old Rottweiler survived a botched euthanasia said he has 

neither the heart nor the money to try the procedure again. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/13/20108:38:12 PM 

FCC eyes an end to shocking mobile phone bills 

Mobile phone companies would have to warn customers before they rack up eye-popping extra fees on their bills under 

rules that the u.s. Federal Communications Commission will propose Thursday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/13/20108:54:51 PM 

Eastwood ponders mortality with 'Hereafter' 

Ig~~""[he prolific director, who entered a career peak in his 70s with such films as "Million Dollar Baby" and 
"Mystic River," said he aims to keep working as long as he's able. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/13/20109:06:11 PM 

Humpback makes a whale of a migration 

Ig~~""llt wasn't love. It could have been adventure. Or maybe she just got lost. Researchers aren't yet sure why 

a female humpback whale made what they believe is the longest single trip ever undertaken by a 
mammal - humans excluded. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/13/20109:12:34 PM 

Pa. drill firm basking in glow of Chilean rescue 

Ig~~""lproUd employees of a small drilling company too remote to have cable television found themselves 
Wednesday at the center of the world's biggest news story. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/13/20109:33:42 PM 

Love really can ease pain, new study shows 

Falling in love can act as a potent painkiller, and now scientists have figured out why: It stimulates the brain's reward 

pathway, much like the rush of an addictive drug. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/13/20109:41:54 PM 

Pakistan flood damage estimated at $9.5 billion 

Ig~~""llnternationallenders are estimating that this summer's floods caused $9.5 billion in damage to Pakistan's 

infrastructure, agriculture and other sectors, a government official said Wednesday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/13/20109:58:37 PM 

Bloody drug war tarnishes Mexico's richest city 

Ig~~""lonce an oasis of calm, Mexico's richest city has become a central battleground in the country's 

increasingly bloody drug war as cartels open fire on city streets and throw grenades onto busy highways. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/13/201010:36:14 PM 

NATO aiding Taliban contacts with Afghan officials 

NATO-led coalition forces in Afghanistan are facilitating contacts in Kabul between senior Taliban officials and the 

Afghan government, a senior NATO official said on Wednesday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/13/2010 10:39:46 PM 

Parents arrested for hosting wild homecoming party 

Cops in Boca Raton, Fla., said they found teens passed out on the front lawn of the $7.5 million home and vomiting in 

the street outside the estate. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/13/201011:13:41 PM 

Nuggets from the Chilean mine 

Ig~~""~he rescue of 33 miners trapped a half-mile underground has grabbed worldwide attention in a variety of 

ways, from marketing opportunities for Elvis Presley to the naming of babies. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/13/2010 11:22:51 PM 

Paladino's gay issues hound NY governor's race 

Republican candidate for governor Carl Paladino rails against gay marriage and called the bumping-and-griding at gay 

pride parades disgusting. He also once was the landlord for two gay clubs in Buffalo. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/13/2010 11:33:43 PM 

Newsweek: Can a PSA really fight domestic abuse? 

Courteney Cox and David Arquette have are appearing in a ridiculous new PSA in which they dress as furries to promote 

domestic abuse awareness. But everyone agrees that hitting women is wrong, so what benefits do these sorts of ads 

really have? 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/13/2010 11:46:26 PM 

States' probe of foreclosures could force reforms 

A joint investigation by every state and the District of Columbia could force mortgage companies to settle allegations 

that they committed fraud. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/14/2010 12:04:58 AM 

Cops search wooded lot for girl presumed dead 

Ig~~""llnvestigators used a police dog to search among tree-trimming equipment and piles of mulch for a 
missing 10-year-old North Carolina girl on Wednesday, a day after authorities said they believed the girl 

had been killed. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/14/2010 12:27:41 AM 

Grapes of wrath: Stein becks lose copyright feud 

Ig~~""IA U.S. appeals court on Wednesday dismissed claims by John Steinbeck's descendants for control of 

copyright and royalties to the works of the American novelist. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/14/2010 12:55:41 AM 

All 33 Chile miners freed in flawless rescue 

With remarkable speed - and flawless execution - all of the 33 miners are pulled from their rock dungeon on 

Wednesday night after an agonizing two months underground. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/14/20103:52:12 AM 

WADA rejects Contador tainted meat excuse 

Ig~~""~he World Anti-Doping Agency dismissed Tour de France champion Alberto Contador's claims his positive 

test was the result of tainted meat, saying on Wednesday they had heard the excuse before. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/14/20103:52:52 AM 

O'Donnell, Coons square off in feisty Senate debate 

Ig~~""~railing by double-digits in most polls, Republican Senate candidate Christine O'Donnell went on the 

offensive Wednesday, attacking Democrat Chris Coons as a career politician with Marxist views who 
would raise taxes and rubber-stamp Democratic policies. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/14/20104:01:06 AM 

Foreclosures hit post-bust peak in third quarter 

Ig~~""ILenders seized more u.s. homes this summer than in any three-month stretch since the housing market 

began to bust in 2006. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/14/20104:28:50 AM 

Winderman: Preseason a missed opportunity for Heat 

Ig~~""lwinderman: With LeBron James and Dwyane Wade sidelined, the Heat are heading toward the regular 

season as an unknown commodity. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/14/20107:57:10 AM 

Dollar hits fresh 15-year-low against yen 

Ig~~""~he dollar has hit a fresh 15-year-low against the yen. 

I~~~~:[~~~:j 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/14/20108:05:16 AM 

Sony delays launch of 'Gran Turismo 5' 

Sony Corp has delayed the launch of "Gran Turismo 5," the latest version of the top-selling motor racing game for its 

PlayStation 3 console. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/14/20108:49:05 AM 

U.K. cleric: Rape is impossible within marriage 

A leading Muslim cleric has sparked controversy in Britain by claiming that it is impossible for men to rape their wives. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/14/20109:25:22 AM 

U.S. tip-off sparks $159 million cocaine seizure 

A tip-off from u.s. authorities led to the seizure of more than 1,000 pounds of cocaine transported to Australia from 

South America, police said Thursday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/14/20109:33:54 AM 

Piglet seized to recover woman's debt 

VLADIVOSTOK, Russia (Reuters Life!) - This little piggy went to market -- to payoff a Russian woman's overdue debt to a 

bank. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/14/20109:38:50 AM 

Black Power activist to sell Olympic gold medal 

Ig~~""~ommie Smith is selling the gold medal he won at the 1968 Olympics in Mexico City, where his Black 

Power salute on the podium shocked the sports world. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/14/201010:05:11 AM 

Russia's spies out of control, says new book 

Russia's security services have changed a lot since late Soviet days. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/14/2010 11:44:20 AM 

ConsumerMan: Prepaid credit card tricks 

Ig~~""luse of prepaid debit cards is growing explosively, as people use them to stick to a budget and avoid costly 

bank fees. But using such cards can be much more costly than you expect. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/14/2010 11:46:02 AM 

5 steps to painless paper-free billing 

Ig~~""lwe've all been asked by our bank and utility company to go paperless. What's the risk and how can you 

ease the transition to an e-file cabinet? Here are some suggestions to make the paperless switch painless. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/14/2010 12:07:45 PM 

Police: Calif. mom kills twin daughters 

Ig~~""IA California mother accused of stabbing her twin 3-year-old daughters to death before attempting to 

take her own life and setting fire to her apartment has been arrested. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/14/2010 12:55:44 PM 

Got back pain? Think twice about surgery 

Ig~~""lpatients who had spinal fusion were less likely to return to work and needed more opiates, study says. 

I~~~~:[~~~:j 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/14/20101:16:48 PM 

Newsweek: Why rebel groups love the Toyota Hilux 

Why rebels and insurgent groups the world over love the Toyota Hilux pickup as much as their AK-47s. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/14/20101:22:11 PM 

Queen Elizabeth cancels Christmas party for staff 

Queen Elizabeth has canceled a planned Christmas party at Buckingham Palace after deciding it would be inappropriate 

to celebrate as ordinary Britons feel the pinch from tough economic times. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/14/20102:01:35 PM 

Subject: Man shot by Cheney 'lucky' to escape death 

O
·g~~..., 

he lawyer shot five years ago by the then vice-president Dick Cheney told the The Washington Post 

hursday that his injuries from the hunting accident were more extensive than revealed at the time. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/14/20102:22:22 PM 

Verizon to sell Apple's iPad 

Verizon Wireless says it will start selling Apple's iPad and in its retail stores beginning Oct. 28. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/14/20103:04:53 PM 

AOL looking into deal for Yahoo, report says 

Yahoo Inc.'s inability to snap out of a financial funk may be about to turn the embattled Internet company into a 

takeover target for the second time in less than three years. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/14/20103:08:40 PM 

Cliff Lee could've been Yankee, still might be 

Ig~~""IAIPer: We don't know what the narrative of the Yankees-Rangers series will wind up being once the 

teams take the field. Every series winds up with a personality of its own and it rarely winds up being the 
one you think it is going to be while thinking about things ahead oftime. All that we can know right now are 
the topics that will be dominating the broadcasts of the games until the new storylines take hold. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/14/20103:21:58 PM 

Official: SEAL's grenade may have killed aid worker 

Ig~~""IA grenade that may have killed a British aid worker during an attempt to rescue her from the Taliban was 

thrown by a u.s. Navy SEAL, a senior defense official told NBC News. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/14/20103:52:11 PM 

Newsweek: Worst brand makeovers 

The GAP's aborted logo change isn't the only time a makeover has gone badly. Sometimes, even the most thoroughly 

tested, market-researched changes can be rejected by loyal consumers-and sometimes, bad design or bad ideas are 

obvious from the start. Here's a look at some of the worst rebranding efforts in recent memory. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/14/20103:53:25 PM 

World's longest tunnel a day from finish 

Ig~~""IA massive drilling machine called Sissi is about to chew through the last few inches of rock standing in the 
way of the creation of the world's longest tunnel. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/14/20104:55:56 PM 

Sheriff: Jet Ski killing blamed on mistaken identity 

Authorities believe the death of American tourist David Michael Hartley on a Texas lake may be a case of mistaken 

identity in a turf battle between rival drug cartels, a Texas sheriff confirmed Thursday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/14/20105:05:56 PM 

Average teen does 3,339 text messages a month 

Adults'use of text messaging is starting to climb - although to nowhere near the levels of American teens. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/14/20105:25:46 PM 

CDC: 1 in 22 blacks will get HIV 

Health officials estimate that 1 in 22 black Americans will be diagnosed with the AIDS virus in their lifetime - more than 

twice the risk for Hispanics and eight times that of whites. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/14/20105:27:51 PM 

Animal abusers to be outed in N.Y. county 

Ig~~""IYou've heard of Megan's Laws, designed to keep sex offenders from striking again. Now there's a law 
created in the hope of preventing animal abusers from inflicting more cruelty - or moving on to human 

victims. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/14/20105:27:51 PM 

Animal abusers to be outed in N.Y. county 

Ig~~""IYou've heard of Megan's Laws, designed to keep sex offenders from striking again. Now there's a law 
created in the hope of preventing animal abusers from inflicting more cruelty - or moving on to human 

victims. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/14/20105:32:18 PM 

Disfigured Afghan woman gets prosthetic nose 

Ig~~""IAn Afghan teenager who said her nose was cut off by her husband to punish her for running away has 

stepped out in public for the first time with a temporary prosthetic. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/14/20105:33:06 PM 

HBT: 32 greatest broadcasting calls in sports history 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/14/20105:39:21 PM 

PFT Picks: Who wins 'Boys-Vikes, Ravens-Pats? 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/14/20105:48:37 PM 

Pharmacy fined $75 million for meth ingredient 

CVS Pharmacy Inc. has agreed to pay $75 million in fines for allowing repeated purchases of a key methamphetamine 

ingredient that led to a spike in Southern California drug trafficking, federal prosecutors said Thursday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/14/20106:01:21 PM 

Canada declares BPA toxic 

Canada has declared bisphenol A, known as BPA, a toxic chemical, prompting calls for far-reaching curbs on the 

industrial chemical. The country added BPA to a list of substances deemed potentially harmful to health or the 

environment. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/14/20106:10:53 PM 

O'Reilly sparks walkout on 'The View' 

Ig~~""~he TV host, political commentator and professional instigator visited "The View" Thursday morning, but 

shortly after he joined the regulars on stage, two of the women walked off. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/14/20106:23:49 PM 

The kids aren't alright: Obama and the youth vote 

If you're under 30 and registered to vote, the president - along with his political advisers - is talkin' 'bout your 

generation. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/14/20106:47:14 PM 

Youngest Gitmo detainee could cut plea deal 

Ig~~""~he Canadian lawyer for the youngest detainee at Guantanamo Bay said Thursday that his defense team 

is working on a deal to avert a trial. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/14/20106:50:55 PM 

Flu vaccine may be safe for those with egg allergies 

This flu season, people with egg allergies should not be worried about getting the seasonal influenza vaccine, or the 

H1Nl vaccine, experts say. These vaccines, which are now combined into one shot, can be safely administered to the 

majority of individuals with egg allergies, according to several recent studies. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/14/20106:54:19 PM 

Newsweek: Do 'toning' shoes really work? 

The shoe market has recently been glutted with a new wave of "toner" sneakers promising a better body simply by 

walking. Consumers are right to ask whether the shoes are based on sound science or marketing gimmickry. With price 

tags ranging from $100 to $245, are they designed to firm up bottoms or bottom lines? 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/14/20106:58:33 PM 

Judge overrules alleged 'Underwear Bomber' 

A lawyer advising a Nigerian man who is accused of trying to use explosives in his underwear to blow up an international 

flight will get access to the evidence, a judge ruled Thursday over the defendant's objections. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/14/20106:59:59 PM 

Illinois candidate unamused by misspelling 

Illinois Green Party candidate Rich Whitney isn't happy about a voting machine error that leaves the 'n' out of his last 

name. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/14/20107:13:20 PM 

Chilean miners flooded with soccer invitations 

Ig~~""llnvitations are flooding in for the freed Chilean miners to visit leading European and Latin American 

football clubs. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/14/20107:24:30 PM 

Wall St. pins foreclosure fiasco on homeowners 

Wall Street's reaction to the allegations that some banks cut corners while foreclosing on 3 million homes since 2007: 

Pay your mortgage in the first place. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/14/20108:06:09 PM 

Drive-through bib? World's weirdest travel gear 

Ig~~""INormaIIY we strive to bring you the best and most innovative tools for your journeys. This time around, 

we just wanted to have fun. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/14/20108:49:36 PM 

Colosseum's dungeons opening to visitors 

Ig~~""IStarting next week, tourists will be able to visit the upper area of the Colosseum and the underground, 

where gladiators once prepared for fights and lions and tigers were caged. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/14/20108:57:10 PM 

FAA: Man in plane tossed toilet paper on N.J. school 

Authorities say a man hurled wet toilet paper on a New Jersey high school from a single-engine plane. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/14/20109:12:50 PM 

Windows Phone apps look good, different than iPhone's 

Ig~~""lwindows Phone 7 apps are hitting the Marketplace, and they're looking good. Here's a run-down of apps 

that show great promise, both in features and aesthetics, plus a look at a few key iPhone-to-WP7 
tra nsformations. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/14/20109:15:57 PM 

Judge: Suit over health overhaul can go to trial 

Crucial pieces of a lawsuit challenging the Obama administration's health care overhaul can go to trial, with a judge 

ruling Thursday he wants to hear more arguments over whether it's constitutional to force citizens to buy health 

insurance. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/14/20109:25:18 PM 

Sainz 'not going into locker rooms anymore' 

Ig~~""IA Mexican television reporter who said she felt uncomfortable in the New York Jets locker room last 

month is returning to work and plans to conduct her interviews anywhere but there. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/14/20109:30:07 PM 

Stocks recover most losses, end day nearly flat 

Stocks closed little changed Thursday on another disappointing jobs report and growing concern over an investigation of 

banks' foreclosure practices. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/14/20109:45:56 PM 

U.S. advising Afghanistan in talks with Taliban 

Ig~~""~he Obama administration is offering advice and following the initial peace talks between the Afghan 

government and the Taliban, Defense Secretary Robert Gates told reporters. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/14/20109:45:57 PM 

Eyeful during lap dance is worth $650,000 

A South Florida man may have a few more dollars to toss around at strippers after he won $650,000 in a settlement for 

injuries he suffered during a lap dance. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/14/20109:55:34 PM 

Miners to split up as doctors release them 

The first miners will be released from hospital shortly and others will follow Friday, a hospital official said Thursday, 

heralding the inevitable breakup of the 33 men who forged a unique bond. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/14/20109:59:27 PM 

Car-nibbling rabbits invade Denver airport 

A new problem is taking off at Denver International Airport: car-eating rabbits. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/14/201010:11:42 PM 

Obama rally streaker to get some of big prize 

Ig~~""IA New York City man who ran naked through President Obama's campaign rally in a bid to win a $1 

million Internet challenge will not receive the full prize. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/14/2010 10:26:55 PM 

2 convicted in Pa. hate-crime beating death 

A jury convicted two Pennsylvania men Thursday of a federal hate crime in the fatal beating of an illegal Mexican 

immigrant, finding they attacked the man primarily out of hatred for Hispanics. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/14/2010 10:54:59 PM 

U.S. seeks hold on gays in military ruling 

Ig~~""~he U.S. Justice Department on Thursday asked a federal court to put a hold on the judge's order this 
week that declared the military's "don't ask, don't tell" policy governing gays in the military 

unconstitutional, NBC News reported. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/14/2010 10:56:07 PM 

Husband, 37, hunted after teen wife's slaying 

Ig~~""IMeXican police searched Thursday for the estranged husband of a slain San Diego City College student 

after finding his car in a Tijuana neighborhood. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/14/2010 11:04:40 PM 

Police: Teen hid arsenal in his bedroom 

A 17-year-old accused of shooting a 12-year-old neighbor in the head kept a cache of weapons in his bedroom, Broward 

Sheriff's deputies say. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/14/2010 11:28:41 PM 

NPD: September video game sales drop 8 percent 

In grim news for video game companies, market researcher NPD Group says u.s. retail sales of game hardware, software 

and accessories fell 8 percent in September to $1.2 billion. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/14/2010 11:33:54 PM 

Hoover Dam bypass bridge finally complete 

Ig~~""IA soaring bridge that will let drivers bypass Hoover Dam - and steer clear of its security checkpoints and 

gawking tourists - is set to open after nearly eight years and $240 million worth of work. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/15/2010 12:03:03 AM 

Nearly $1 billion in NYC police payouts 

Ig~~""INearIY $1 billion has been paid over the past decade to resolve claims against the nation's largest police 

department, according to an investigation by The Associated Press 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/15/2010 12:37:34 AM 

Report: Afghans allege abuse at secret u.s. jail 

A new report from a u.s. foundation details allegations of detainee abuse as recently as this year from Afghans who say 

they were held at a secret jail inside the main American military base in Afghanistan. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/15/2010 12:41:40 AM 

Life Inc.: You're getting a (really tiny) raise! 

Ig~~""ILife Inc.: Most companies are lifting pay freezes, but don't rush out and buy that new car just yet. 

I~~~~:[~~~:j 
UUU 
View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/15/2010 12:47:09 AM 

Showers of offers for Chile miners 

Chile's 33 newly rescued miners are being showered with gifts from iPods to European travel after gaining celebrity 

status following a more than two-month entrapment. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/15/2010 12:58:30 AM 

NASA seeks lessons from Chile mine drama 

Ig~~""lscience editor Alan Boyle's Weblog: The space agency is celebrating the rescue of 33 trapped miners in 
Chile - and hoping to find out what lessons can be learned for future spaceflight. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/15/2010 12:58:33 AM 

Tropical Storm Paula hits Cuban capital 

Rain and wind raked northwestern Cuba Thursday as fading Tropical Storm Paula neared the coast on a path toward the 

capital Havana. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/15/20101:06:27 AM 

DeMarco: Rangers could be a power in long term 

Ig~~""IDeMarco: Texas Rangers fans have waited a long time for postseason success. With the future looking so 

bright, the wait could well be worth it. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/15/20101:38:04 AM 

UN envoy says gov't troops continue Congo rapes 

Congolese government troops are raping, killing and looting civilians in the same area of eastern Congo where militias 

carried out mass rapes over two months ago, a top U.N. envoy said Thursday. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/15/20102:05:23 AM 

NBA player's union to challenge rise in technicals 

Ig~~""lpBT: In the wake of players' complaints about referees being told to hand out technicals to any player 

who overtly questions a call, the union is planning legal action against the league. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/15/20102:24:50 AM 

3 Chilean miners head home from hospital 

The first three Chile miners are released from the hospital late Thursday, heralding the inevitable breakup of the 33 

men who forged a unique bond. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/15/20102:58:15 AM 

One more evil virus meets its doom 

Scientists are poised to eliminate rinderpest, a deadly viral disease that has devastated cattle herds for centuries, the 

U.N. Food and Agriculture Organization said Thursday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/15/20107:23:10 AM 

Witness: British aid worker abducted in Somalia 

Masked gunmen have abducted a Briton and a Somali working for aid agency Save the Children from a compound in 

western Somalia, the agency and a witness said Friday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/15/20107:26:24 AM 

Thieves kill 17 commuters with poisoned booze 

Three men who allegedly carried out a string of poisonings on commuter trains that left 17 dead are due to face trial in 

Russia, according to reports. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/15/20108:21:18 AM 

Like 'Shawshank'? Released felon, 69, robs bank 

Ig~~""lpolice shot a 69-year-old man who allegedly tried to rob a bank in a busy section of Manhattan with a 

steak knife one day after his release from a long stretch in prison. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/15/20108:36:45 AM 

Arabs may ask UN to recognize Palestinian state 

Arab nations may seek U.N. recognition of a Palestinian state, if Israel continues to build settlements in the West Bank, 

Egypt's foreign minister said Friday. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/15/20109:01:54 AM 

Paula weakens after raging through Havana 

Tropical Storm Paula weakened to a tropical depression Friday after dumping heavy rains on Cuba's capital, turning 

some of the streets into shallow rivers and knocking out power. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/15/20109:17:40 AM 

Teen 'sexting' case: Stun-gun dad faces trial 

A father has been ordered to stand trial on several charges for allegedly tying up a man and using a stun gun on him for 

sending a racy cell phone photo to his 17-year-old daughter. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/15/20109:32:29 AM 

Chilean miners joked about cannibalism 

One of the 33 men trapped in a Chilean mine for 69 days has told how they joked about cannibalism - but only after 

they started to get supplies of food. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/15/20109:50:33 AM 

Chinese premier surprises with calls for reform 

Ig~~""lcalls for reform of China's political system have come repeatedly in the past few months from an 
unexpected source - the country's premier. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/15/201010:13:19 AM 

Cities can't stop federal immigration checks 

Ig~~""ICities and counties can't stop immigration officials from sifting through police records to find illegal 

immigrants, even though the federal program has been characterized as voluntary. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/15/201010:29:14 AM 

NYC man held in Israel over parents' deaths 

An American suspected of stabbing his parents to death at their Staten Island home was arrested in Israel Friday as he 

tried to buy an airline ticket to China, NBC News reported. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/15/2010 11:43:29 AM 

Fla. pastor wins car for not burning Quran 

A New Jersey car dealer plans to keep his word after offering Florida pastor Terry Jones a new car if he promised to not 

burn a Quran. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/15/201011:44:10 AM 

Schools ban 'boobies' cancer bracelet 

Ig~~""IA $4 rubber bracelet meant to raise awareness of breast cancer - which carries the message "I (heart) 
boobies" -is running afoul of school administrators. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/15/2010 11:48:01 AM 

In tattoo business, profits are hardly skin deep 

Ig~~""IAmOng the few business success stories in this recession-weary time has come from the local tattoo 
parlor. For most, it has been business as usual - or better. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/15/2010 11:51:50 AM 

Reid and Angle disagree - about everything 

Ig~~""ISixty minutes, two candidates and not a single moment of agreement. Instead, Republican Sharron Angle 

taunted Senate Majority Leader Harry Reid to "man up" Thursday night in their only debate of a close, 
caustic and costly race. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/15/2010 11:59:23 AM 

Green movement pries loose details about cleansers 

Amid pressure from environmental, health and consumer groups, makers of household cleaning agents are beginning to 

reveal more about the chemicals in their products. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/15/2010 12:00:34 PM 

Smallish cities seeing big prospects for growth 

Ig~~""lln the course of the next 40 years, the biggest gainers won't be behemoths like New York, Chicago and 

Los Angeles. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/15/201012:15:17 PM 

Is it time to return to caveman parenting? 

While our hunter-gatherer ancestors may not have been big on dental hygiene, they did get it right when it came to 

raising well-adjusted, empathetic kids, according to new studies. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/15/2010 12:21:37 PM 

Russia to build Venezuela's first nuclear plant 

Ig~~""IRussia agreed on Friday to build Venezuela's first nuclear power station after talks between Presidents 

Dmitry Medvedev and Hugo Chavez at the Kremlin. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/15/2010 12:22:27 PM 

Why are anxiety disorders among women on the rise? 

Anxiety disorders are more common than depression, and doctors say rates are reaching all-time highs. Why? And how 

do you know if you need help? 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/15/20101:08:41 PM 

Concerned over cuts, Petraeus lauds U.K.'s Afghan role 

Amid fears of swinging military cutback planned by the British government, the U.S.'s top commander in Afghanistan on 

Thursday said U.K. forces were key to bringing peace to the war-wracked country. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/15/20101:11:52 PM 

For 2nd year in row, no Social Security increase 

The government says there will be no increase in Social Security benefits next year, the second year in a row without an 

increase for more than 58 million retirees and disabled Americans. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/15/20101:14:59 PM 

Retail sales rise more than expected in Sept. 

Americans spent more money on cars, furniture and at hardware stores to boost retail sales to a third monthly increase 

in September. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/15/20101:20:16 PM 

First Thoughts: What we learned this week 

We knew that Republicans were doing well on the money front, but we learned this week that they're doing better than 

we had even thought. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/15/20101:51:24 PM 

'Cigar Guy': Fame is fantastic - and embarrassing 

Rupesh Shingadia, the man behind the "Cigar Guy" viral sensation, pops up on Rockefeller Plaza and shares his reaction 

to becoming an online phenomenon. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/15/20102:12:48 PM 

Scoop: First look at new series 'Sarah Palin's Alaska' 

"I'd rather be doing this than (be) in some stuffy 01' political office, I'd rather be out here bein' free/ Sarah Palin exclaims 

in a teaser for the 8-part docu-series on TLC. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/15/20102:14:51 PM 

Report: Hostages held during Texas heist 

Officials surrounded a bank in suburban Dallas, Texas, on Friday morning where a robber possibly holding hostages was 

holed up, according to local reports. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/15/20102:20:34 PM 

Bernanke: Fed set to further boost economy 

Fed Chairman Bernanke said Friday that high unemployment and low inflation point to a need for a further easing of u.s. 
monetary policy. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/15/20102:34:16 PM 

Murray touts health care bill in first debate with Rossi 

In a debate Thursday night, Sen. Patty Murray showed that, unlike most Democratic incumbents elsewhere, she sees the 

health care bill as an election year benefit, not a liability 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/15/20103:02:08 PM 

Yankees' hopes, Jeter's future, are on the line 

Ig~~""INO matter what happens to the New York Yankees in the 2010 playoffs, they know a formidable decision 
awaits them in the off-season: What to do about Derek Jeter's contract. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/15/20103:03:33 PM 

GOP, Dems denounce anti-Obama billboard 

Ig~~""IA billboard in western Colorado that uses caricatures to depict President Barack Obama as a terrorist, 

gangster, Mexican bandit and a gay man has drawn bipartisan scorn from political officials. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/15/20103:19:37 PM 

Keith Richards calls Mick Jagger 'unbearable' 

Ig~~""IRolling Stones guitarist Keith Richards says in his new autobiography that Mick Jagger became unbearable 
over the years and reveals he also calls the imperious lead singer "Your Majesty" and "Brenda." 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/15/20103:22:18 PM 

Stabbed - during anger-management class 

A 19-year-old woman was charged with second-degree assault after allegedly stabbing another woman during an anger

management class, the Seattle Times reported. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/15/20103:43:16 PM 

Snow, 50-mph winds arriving in Northeast 

Ig~~""IStrong winds, heavy rain and even snow moved into the Northeast on Friday, with the weather expected 

to get worse for evening commutes and overnight. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/15/20103:43:50 PM 

Lawsuit over condom in Whopper settled 

Ig~~""~he lawyer for a Vermont man who claimed he bit into a Burger King sandwich and found an unwrapped 
condom says his lawsuit's been settled out of court. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/15/20103:51:05 PM 

Cancer is a man-made disease, study claims 

Is the common nature of cancer worldwide purely a man-made phenomenon? That is what some researchers now 

suggest. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/15/20104:18:07 PM 

Facebook to bring back 'clear chat history' 

Facebook is going to bring back its "Clear Chat History" link that caused a clamor over on Facebook forum. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/15/20104:40:34 PM 

China currency spat decision delayed 

Ig~~""~he Obama administration plans to delay a decision on whether to label China a currency manipulator, a 

move long demanded by many u.s. lawmakers. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/15/20105:06:52 PM 

Newsweek: Hamas leader on Israeli-Palestinian talks 

Khalid Meshaal, the controversial 54-year old leader of Hamas, talks about why negotiations between the Palestinians 

and the Israelis are doomed to failure and what Hamas' role in the conflict between the two groups is. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/15/20105:28:52 PM 

Mile high stakes in Colorado Senate race 

Ig~~""~hiS November, Colorado is once again swaying in the national political winds as conservative Republican 

Ken Buck aims to unseat Democratic Sen. Michael Bennet. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/15/20105:30:41 PM 

Thar she blows! White iPhone 4 spotted in New York 

In the months since Antennagate, we've all but forgotten about the white version ever since the iPhone 4's summer 

debut. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/15/20105:35:30 PM 

Wealth gap: u.s. slipping in global rankings 

Life Inc.: They work less, they look great and now it turns out that the French - and citizens of six other countries - are 

richer than us, too. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/15/20105:39:43 PM 

Newsweek: latino Republicans get tough on immigration 

A new crop of Latino Republican candidates is capturing Hispanic votes in spite of tough immigration stances. But if the 

GOP believes it has seized on a winning formula, it may want to think again. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/15/20105:53:14 PM 

Mom pays daughter $300 to stay off Facebook 

Alyssa Rushing spent three to four hours a day on Facebook. Her mom took action and offered her $300 if she could stay 

off the site for one month. Some may call it a bribe, but others says her mother's actions are warranted. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/15/20106:10:38 PM 

Record set: Trekker does Everest, poles in a year 

Ig~~""IEXPlorer Eric Larsen reached the summit of Mount Everest on Friday, becoming the first person to trek to 

both poles and Everest in the same year. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/15/20106:11:54 PM 

Government reports $1 trillion-plus deficit 

The Obama administration is set to report Friday that the federal budget deficit exceeded $1 trillion for the second 

straight year, providing critics of government spending with fresh ammunition ahead of the midterm congressional 

elections. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/15/20106:23:16 PM 

Life Inc.: A side of botox with that career advice? 

Ig~~""lln tough economic times, any kind of support is appreciated. Free career and resume counseling for the 

unemployed? Great! Free image and style consulting? Sign me up! And free Botox injections too? 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/15/20106:27:09 PM 

Swiss cheer longest tunnel breakthrough 

Ig~~""ISWiSS engineers smashed through the last stretch of rock Friday to create the world's longest tunnel, 

sparking a national groundswell of elation over a costly, technically difficult project that has been 60 
years in the making. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/15/20106:29:15 PM 

iPad, tablet sales will 'cannibalize' other devices 

Ig~~""IStrong sales of the iPad and other tablets will "result in the cannibalization of other consumer electronics 

devices such as e-readers, gaming devices and media players," says Gartner. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/15/20106:35:16 PM 

Why guys rise and, well, rise in the morning 

It happens to grown men. It happens to little boys. Even babies. Nocturnal penile tumescence known these days as 

"morning wood," is a universal human male trait. But what's up with that? 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/15/20107:03:40 PM 

Couple's babies born 8/8/8, 9/9/9, 10/10/10 

Ig~~""IHaVing a child born on 10/10/10 is pretty cool, but having that birth follow two others on 8/8/08 and 

9/9/09 - that's got to be impossible, right? Well, meet Chad and Barbie Soper. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/15/20107:19:11 PM 

Ohio house fire that killed 3 ruled suspicious 

Ig~~""~he deaths of three people in a predawn blaze at a two-story house near downtown Columbus are being 

treated as homicides, authorities said Friday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/15/20108:31:34 PM 

Pentagon preps for WikiLeaks release of secret Iraq reports 

Pentagon officials said they are preparing for another round of intelligence leaks related to the u.s. war effort in Iraq, 

NBC News reported. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/15/20108:33:55 PM 

Soldier to be tried in killings of Afghan civilians 

Ig~~""~he Army announced Friday it will tryon murder charges the first of five soldiers accused of killing three 

civilians in Afghanistan. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/15/20108:39:31 PM 

Rapper T.I. going back to prison for 11 months 

Ig~~""IA spokesman for the u.s. attorney's office says a federal judge has revoked T.I.'s probation and is sending 

the rapper back to prison for 11 months. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/15/20108:41:16 PM 

Banking fears, GE results drag Dow index lower 

Concerns about the financial sector and a disappointing drop in revenue at General Electric halted a rally on the New 

York Stock Exchange Friday but the broader markets ended higher. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/15/20109:00:09 PM 

Tooth marks suggest T. rex was a cannibal 

Ig~~""~yrannosaurus rex was certainly the king of dinosaurs, but may also have been dinosaur a la king. A team 

of researchers reports Friday that huge tooth marks on T. rex bones indicate the ancient giants may have 
cannibalized one another. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/15/20109:21:09 PM 

Former prosecutor sued by woman he 'sexted' 

Ig~~""IA domestic abuse victim filed a lawsuit Friday claiming a disgraced Wisconsin prosecutor violated her 
constitutional rights by sending her text messages seeking to start an affair while prosecuting her ex

boyfriend. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/15/20109:44:31 PM 

Pentagon to gay troops: Stay mum for now 

Ig~~""~he Defense Department on Friday warned gay troops that if they disclose their sexual orientation now, 

they could still get in trouble. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/15/201010:16:03 PM 

Former Marine guilty of killing over dog pee 

Charles Clements convicted of second-degree murder in shooting death of Joshua Funches. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/15/2010 10:35:51 PM 

Newsweek: Why the deficit is a major election issue 

How did an idea as complicated and unsexy as the national deficit become the galvanizing issue of this election? 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/15/2010 10:40:46 PM 

FBI was warned of Mumbai plotter's terror ties 

Ig~~""lproPublica: Three years before Pakistani terrorists struck Mumbai in 2008, federal agents in New York 

City investigated a tip that an American was training with the group. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/15/2010 10:44: 10 PM 

Soldier: I was ordered to delete Ft. Hood video 

A soldier who recorded the terror of last year's deadly shooting rampage in Fort Hood using his cell phone was ordered 

by an officer to delete both videos, a military court heard Friday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/15/2010 10:48:37 PM 

Obesity care may cost twice previous estimates 

Nearly 17 percent of u.s. medical costs can be blamed on obesity, according to new research that suggests the nation's 

weight problem may be having close to twice the impact on medical spending as previously estimated. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/15/2010 10:55:04 PM 

FDA approves Botox for migraine headaches 

Federal health officials approved the wrinkle-smoothing injection Botox for migraine headaches on Friday, giving 

drugmaker Allergan clearance to begin marketing its drug to patients with a serious history of the condition. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/15/201011:12:46 PM 

'View' to revisit O'Reilly blowup Monday 

Ig~~""INOI the controversy isn't over quite yet. And it's not just because the web is still buzzing about Whoopi 
Goldberg and Joy Behar's protest of Bill O'Reilly. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/16/2010 12:09:51 AM 

Record-breaking space dive grounded by lawsuit 

A lawsuit on Earth has grounded plans by Red Bull energy drink to send an Austrian daredevil into the stratosphere in an 

attempt to break the world record for the highest skydive. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/16/2010 12:43:44 AM 

Report: Killer whales preying on Alaska sea otters 

A report by government scientists identifies killer whales as the No.1 reason there are so few sea otters in southwest 

Alaska. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/16/20101:10:53 AM 

Former Countrywide chief settles SEC charges 

Ig~~""lcountrYWide Financial co-founder Angelo Mozilo and two former employees Friday agreed to a 

settlement with federal regulators on fraud and insider trading charges. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/16/20103:14:35 AM 

Cosmic Log: Sharing the Google Sky 

Ig~~""lscience editor Alan Boyle's Weblog: Google and Siooh announce a deal to integrate amateur imagery 

captured by Slooh's members with the Google Sky planetarium software. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/16/20103:19:41 AM 

PFT: Cowboys activate reality show winner 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/16/20103:28:01 AM 

Officials: US missile attacks kill 9 in Pakistan 

Ig~~""lsuspected U.S. unmanned aircraft launched two missile strikes in a Pakistani tribal region along the 

Afghan border, killing nine people, Pakistani intelligence officials said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/16/20104:21:54 AM 

Yankees rally past Rangers to win Game 1 

Ig~~""IRobinson Cano and Marcus Thames helped the Yankees overcome a poor start by CC Sabathia and rally 
from a five-run deficit for a 6-5 win over the Texas Rangers in Game 1 of the American League 

championship series Friday night. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/16/20106:43:11 AM 

Explosion in Chinese coal mine kills 20, traps 17 

A dawn explosion in a Chinese coal mine killed 20 and trapped 17 workers underground Saturday in the country's central 

region, a national work safety official said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/16/20107:29:36 AM 

NKorea threatens '1/000-fold' increase in weapons 

Ig~~""INorth Korea's media on Saturday threatened "l,OOO-fold" military buildup as the United States ruled out 

lifting sanctions to try to coax Pyongyang into resuming talks aimed at its nuclear weapons programs. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/16/20107:57:21 AM 

Phillies, Giants ready for showdown of aces 

Ig~~""~im Lincecum is more worried about Ryan Howard and Chase Utley than Roy Halladay. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/16/20109:58:29 AM 

How to dress like Michelle Obama 

From sleeveless tops to floral prints, we show you how to get the first lady's signature look. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/16/20109:59:14 AM 

Dutch terrorism suspect renounces radicalism 

A prominent Dutch terrorism suspect serving a 1S-year sentence for wounding four police officers with a hand grenade 

says he has renounced Islamic radicalism. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/16/20102:59:10 PM 

Anti-Obama billboard in Colo. taken down 

Ig~~""IA billboard in western Colorado that used caricatures to depict President Barack Obama as a terrorist, 

gangster, Mexican bandit and a gay man has been taken down. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/16/20104:16:51 PM 

Protests heighten Japan-China island dispute 

Ig~~""~housands of Chinese marched in the streets in sometimes violent protests Saturday against Japan and 

its claim to disputed islands, a show of anger far larger than past protests over the competing territorial 
claims. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/16/20104:32:06 PM 

Paraglider collides with hot air balloon in Ariz. 

A motorized paraglider ran into a hot air balloon Saturday morning in central Arizona, sending two of the four people 

onboard to the hospital. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/16/20104:53:07 PM 

Purdue's Hummel tears ACL, is out for season 

Ig~~""IDuring first practice of season, Purdue's senior forward tears his right ACL again and will be out for the 

season. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/16/20105:52:11 PM 

French protesters rally over pension reform 

Ig~~""IA million or more people marched in cities across France on Saturday in the latest protest of a campaign 

against President Nicolas Sarkozy's flagship pension reform, and refinery strikes squeezed fuel at airports. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/16/20106:10:25 PM 

French protesters hit streets anew 

Ig~~""IDiesel and jet fuel supplies were running low Saturday in parts of France as workers took to the streets 

for another nationwide protest against President Nicolas Sarkozy's plan to raise the retirement age to 62. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/16/20106:19:13 PM 

Hepburn stamps fetch $606,000 for charity 

Ig~~""IA rare sheet of 10 stamps depicting Audrey Hepburn fetched $606,000 at a charity auction in Berlin on 
Saturday, two-thirds of which will go to help educate children in sub-Saharan Africa. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/16/20107:13:16 PM 

NASCAR going to green gasoline in 2011 

NASCAR will move to an ethanol blend fuel in all three of its national series beginning next season. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/16/20107:18:14 PM 

Canadian snowshoe pot smuggler sentenced in Wash. 

A Vancouver, British Columbia, man will serve 30 months in a u.s. prison for leading a snowshoe smuggling ring that 

tried to bring marijuana to Washington state on treacherous mountain trails. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/16/20107:45:35 PM 

Man says he was told he was too disabled to fly 

A motivational speaker with cerebral palsy said he was humiliated when he was kicked off a u.s. Airways flight after 

being told he was too disabled to fly alone. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/16/20109:11:04 PM 

PFT: Roethlisberger looks 'better than ever' 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/16/20109:31:34 PM 

1 dead, 39 hurt in Jamaica bus crash; driver flees 

Police in Jamaica say a bus has plunged over a cliff on the Caribbean island's north coast, killing a teenage girl and 

injuring 39 people. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/16/20109:55:17 PM 

Oil change reignites debate over GPS trackers 

A California man's discovery that the FBI was tracking him with a GPS device has put him at the center of a raging legal 

debate over privacy rights. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/16/2010 10:03:06 PM 

2 miners found dead after Ecuador tunnel collapse 

Ig~~""lsearch teams found the bodies of two miners Saturday and were still looking for two other men missing 
since a tunnel collapsed 490 feet (150 meters) underground the previous day. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/16/2010 10:22:06 PM 

Palestinians weigh alternatives to peace talks 

Ig~~""~he Palestinians will study alternatives to peace talks with Israel in the coming days, a top PLO official 
said Saturday, after Israel gave the green light to build 238 new houses for Jews on war-won land 

Palestinians seek for their state. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/16/201011:53:19 PM 

'Leave it to Beaver' mom dies 

Ig~~""IBarbara Billingsley, best known as mom June Cleaver on TV's "Leave It to Beaver," dies at age 94. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/17/201012:10:48 AM 

Second wife warned u.S. of Mumbai plotter 

Ig~~""~here were two separate warnings that an American businessman was plotting a terrorist attack in India 

with an Pakistani extremist group, NBC News confirms. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/17/201012:36:58 AM 

Six killed in gun attack in Mexican border city 

Gunmen raided a family party in this violent border city and killed six people in a spray of bullets, police said on 

Saturday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/17/201012:51:19 AM 

Fox-Cablevision feud blacks out baseball game 

Cablevision and Fox parent News Corp. walk away from talks, leaving 3 million customers in the New York area with little 

hope of watching the Phillies-Giants first playoff game. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/17/201012:52:24 AM 

Merkel: German multiculturalism 'utterly failed' 

Ig~~""IGermanyls attempt to create a multicultural society has "utterly failed," Chancellor Angela Merkel said on 

Saturday, adding fuel to a debate over immigration and Islam. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/17/20101:12:37 AM 

Texas sticks it to Nebraska again 

Ig~~""lso much for revenge. Texas stung Nebraska again, this time taking down the No.5 Cornhuskers 20-13 in 

perhaps the final meeting between the two teams. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/17/2010 1 :30:55 AM 

Palin: 'Soon we'll all be dancing' 

Ig~~""IFormer Alaska Gov. Sarah Palin on Saturday urges Republicans at rally to exhaust themselves over the 
next two weeks to take back California and the country for the "little guy." 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/17/20102:26:13 AM 

Rangers' lead holds up this time vs. Yankees 

Ig~~""IA night after a bullpen debacle, Elvis Andrus got the Rangers off to a running start as they bolted out to 

another big lead, Colby Lewis pitched effectively into the sixth inning and five relievers made it stand in a 
7-2 victory over the Yankees. The AL championship series is even at a game each. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/17/20102:32:09 AM 

No one hurt after stunt gone bad at NASCAR race 

Ig~~""IA father and son have escaped injury after a pre-race stunt gone bad caused a fiery wreck on the 

frontstretch at Charlotte Motor Speedway. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/17/20102:39:38 AM 

Ohio State's run at No.1 already done 

Ig~~""INO. 18 Wisconsin knocks off Buckeyes 31-18; Oregon likely to take over top spot. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/17/20103:12:12 AM 

Ross' 2 HRs lift Giants past Halladay, Phil lies 

Ig~~""~im Lincecum outdueled Roy Halladay, Cody Ross hit a pair of solo homers and the San Francisco Giants 

beat the Philadelphia Phil lies 4-3 in Game 1 of the NL championship series Saturday night. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/17/20103:22:57 AM 

PFT: Making sense of latest Favre news 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/17/20103:36:07 AM 

Workers strike at three Hiltons 

Wedding banquets and other celebrations slated for the weekend at the Hilton Hawaiian Village are to be held as 

scheduled despite a strike by union employees. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/17/20103:37:42 AM 

SKorea: Somali pirates abduct 43 sailors off Kenya 

Somali pirates have hijacked a South Korean-operated fishing boat with 43 sailors, Seoul's Foreign Ministry said Sunday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/17/20103:46:05 AM 

China coal mine blast kills 25, traps 11 

Ig~~""lchina rescuers rush to reach 11 workers trapped in a coal mine blast as the death toll from the explosion 

rises to 26. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/17/20107:47:38 AM 

Australia's first saint: Nun who exposed abuse 

Ig~~""~housands of Australians poured onto the streets and into churches on Sunday to mark the impending 
canonization of a feisty nun who died a century ago as the country's first Roman Catholic saint. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/17/20108:36:06 AM 

Goat sacrifice fight spurs fatal stampede in India 

An argument over sacrificing goats during a Hindu festival triggered a stampede that killed 10 people Sunday in a packed 

temple in northern India, officials said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/17/20109:22:26 AM 

As Democrats' message lags, GOP awaits wins 

Two weeks before Election Day, Democrats fear their grip on the House may be gone, and Republicans are poised to 

celebrate big gains in the Senate and governors' mansions as well. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/17/201010:35:21 AM 

Nigeria: Bombing suspect's brother arrested 

Nigerian security forces arrested the brother of a former militant group leader in the country's oil-rich southern delta, 

saying they suspected him of involvement in a bombing that killed 12 people, an official said Sunday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/17/201012:27:08 PM 

Gunmen kill 21 in Pakistan's largest city 

Gunmen have killed at least 21 people in Karachi in the past 24 hours, raising tensions in Pakistan's largest city as voters 

cast ballots Sunday for a replacement for a provincial lawmaker murdered in August. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/17/201012:36:23 PM 

French minister: No fuel shortage at Paris airport 

Ig~~""IFrance's transport minister insists there are "no worries" about refueling planes at Paris' Charles de 

Gaulle airport, despite strikes that have forced aviation authorities to order some planes to arrive with 
enough jet fuel to get back home. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/17/20102:26:34 PM 

Chile miners: From world fame to humble homes 

Ig~~""lchile's 33 rescued miners got heroes' welcomes, still wearing the sunglasses that make them look like 

rock stars, as they pushed through swarms of news media eager to broadcast details of their harrowing 
experience trapped underground. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/17/20102:52:09 PM 

Ahmadinejad backs new nuclear talks with West 

Ig~~""llran's president on Sunday endorsed the resumption of talks with the international community about his 

country's nuclear program, the latest in Tehran's recently intensified push to get those negotiations going 
again. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/17/20103:49:43 PM 

U.S. terror war in Yemen frustrated by politics 

Ig~~""IFor nearly a year, the United States has waged a war against al-Qaida in Yemen, mostly in secret. But the 

militants appear unfazed, and the nation is resisting pressure to escalate the fight. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/17/20104:03:23 PM 

Common pain pills can put runners in world of hurt 

Runners who take pain relievers before a race may think that as long as they don't go overboard, they'll be safe. But 

experts say the benefits of popping even one pill don't outweigh the risks. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/17/20104:13:44 PM 

Celebs, big donors help fight Africa's war on malaria 

Ig~~""lcelebrities and philanthropists join together to organize the delivery of life-saving mosquito nets to 

Zambia. It's an effort that will thwart malaria, which kills close to a million Africans each year. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/17/20104:39:06 PM 

Obamas' political road show playing Sunday in Ohio 

Ig~~""lpresident Barack Obama and first lady Michelle Obama are campaigning together for the first time since 

the 2008 presidential race as they set their sights on Ohio. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/17/20104:49:02 PM 

Investors will be following bank news this week 

Banks will be in the limelight this week as several household names report earnings and investors worry a forced halt to 

foreclosure proceedings could hurt the sector. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/17/20105:16:09 PM 

Mountain goat suspected in death of hiker 

Ig~~""IRangerS in Washington state suspect an encounter with a mountain goat killed a 63-year-old hiker in 

Olympic National Park. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/17/2010 5 :30:58 PM 

Qualified? Home lenders saying not so fast 

Ig~~""lwhen Ginny Shipe decided to buy a new home earlier this year, she was confident her experience as an 

industry insider, stellar credit and debt-free status would make it a snap. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/17/20105:43:56 PM 

$900,000 for a 3-bedroom ... in Haiti? 

Ig~~""IHaitils brittle housing supply was shattered by the Jan. 12 earthquake, which destroyed an estimated 

110,000 homes and apartment buildings. Since then, demand has soared. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/17/2010 5 :54:36 PM 

'Jackass 3D' pulls off $50 million stunt 

It was the third-straight No.1 opening for the franchise, which launched with a $22.8 million opening for the first film 

and continued with a $29 million debut for the sequel. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/17/20106:15:34 PM 

Oregon soars to No.1 in AP Top 25 

Ig~~""IFor the first time, Oregon is No.1 in The Associated Press college football poll. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/17/20106:22:49 PM 

Pentagon braces for huge Wikileaks dump 

The Pentagon said on Sunday it had a nO-member team prepared to review a massive leak of as many as 500,000 Iraq 

war documents, which are expected to be released by the WikiLeaks website sometime this month. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/17/20107:07:46 PM 

Trying to win Pakistani trust with aid flights 

Ig~~""IU.S. pilots are working closely and quietly with the Pakistani army on flood relief, in what is almost a 

model for cooperating with a host country instead of putting U.S. boots on the ground, at great cost in 
money and lives. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/17/20107:40:41 PM 

Despite gloom, economy has bright spots 

It's a question as old as investing itself: will good performance last? 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/17/20107:45:21 PM 

Man charged in death of Maryland cop 

Police say a 25-year-old man has been charged with first-degree murder in the death of a detective who was killed 

during a fight over a parking space. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/17/20107:45:52 PM 

eFT: Rutgers player paralyzed from neck down 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/17/20108:19:48 PM 

Steelers start slow, then roll in Big Ben's return 

Ig~~""IBen Roethlisberger, cheered loudly during his first game in 9 1/2 months, shook off the rust from his four

game suspension to throw three touchdown passes, and the Pittsburgh Steelers shut down a depleted 
Cleveland Browns offense during a 28-10 victory Sunday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/17/20109:14:39 PM 

French minister: Saudis warn of new terror threat 

Saudi intelligence services have warned of a new terror threat from al-Qaida in Europe, "notably France," Interior 

Minister Brice Hortefeux said Sunday. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/17/20109:49:22 PM 

Randy who? Branch sparks Pats past Ravens 

Ig~~""IDeion Branch caught nine passes - the same number of receptions Moss had in four games this season 
- spearheading a 23-20 comeback win in overtime over the Ravens on Sunday. The Patriots reacquired 

Branch on Monday from Seattle five days after trading Moss to Minnesota. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/17/2010 9 :54:48 PM 

NYC man, 95, gets medal for WWII rescue 

Ig~~""~he U.S. government has recognized the World War II architect of a mission to rescue more than 500 U.S. 
bomber fliers shot down over Nazi-occupied Serbia - the largest air rescue of Americans behind enemy 

lines in any war. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/17/201010:08:37 PM 

Reports: Rooney tells Man United he wants out 

Ig~~""lwayne Rooney has reportedly told Manchester United that he wants to leave the Premier League club, 

although the club said speculation that the star striker will be sold in the January transfer window was 
"nonsense." 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/17/201010:17:31 PM 

Man to give $1,000 for each jobless worker hired 

Ig~~""IA suburban Philadelphia philanthropist who believes charity is a powerful incentive thinks he can help get 

Americans back to work one donation at a time. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/17/201011:57:08 PM 

Super typhoon to hit north Philippines on Monday 

The northern Philippines was lashed by heavy rains and strong winds from super typhoon Megi on Monday morning, 

and forecasters said the center of the storm was expected to make landfall before noon (12 a.m. EDT). 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/18/20101:18:32 AM 

Oklahoma, Oregon ahead of Boise St in BCS 

Ig~~""loklahoma and Oregon are in the top spots of the first BCS standings of the season, leaving Boise State 

chasing a spot in the national championship game. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/18/20101:30:08 AM 

Cracks appear in Chile miners' 'pact of silence' 

Most of Chile's 33 rescued miners are honoring a pact of silence about the worst of their ordeal, but one indicated on 

Sunday he would talk if paid and another set the record straight about what didn't happen. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/18/20102:13:56 AM 

Analysis: Ducks might be a No.1 with staying power 

Ig~~""~amanaha: No.1 has been a dangerous place to be during the past couple weeks, but now it looks like we 
have a top-ranked team with some staying power. Oddly enough, it's a newcomer in the Oregon Ducks. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/18/20102:24:26 AM 

Mexican borough goes for the whole enchilada 

Ig~~""IA Mexico City borough went for the whole enchilada - and got it! 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/18/20103:16:18 AM 

Calif. man dies after hit in head with golf ball 

Authorities say a man who was hit in the head with a golf ball at a Southern California country club has died. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/18/20103:18:25 AM 

8 virus types cause almost all cervical cancer 

Scientists have identified the eight human papillomavirus (HPV) types responsible for more than 90 percent of cervical 

cancer cases worldwide and say they should be the targets for the next generation of vaccines. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/18/20103:48:23 AM 

Colts outlast 'Skins in offensive battle 

Ig~~""lpeyton Manning threw for 307 yards and two touchdowns Sunday night, leading the Indianapolis Colts to 
a 27-24 win over the Washington Redskins. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/18/20104:30:22 AM 

CPR switch: Chest presses first, then give breaths 

Ig~~""INew guidelines out Monday switch up the steps for CPR, telling rescuers to start with hard, fast chest 
presses before giving mouth-to-mouth. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/18/20105:06:00 AM 

Phillies beat Giants, tie series at 1-1 

Ig~~""IROY Oswalt pitched eight dominant innings, Jimmy Rollins drove in four runs and the Philadelphia Phillies 

beat the San Francisco Giants 6-1 Sunday night to even the NL championship series at one game apiece. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/18/20106:48:36 AM 

Bus swept away by floods in Vietnam, 20 missing 

Vietnamese officials say 20 people on a bus were swept away by strong currents from a flooded river, while another 17 

managed to save themselves by swimming or clinging to trees or power poles. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/18/20108:35:42 AM 

U.N. eco-chief: 'We are destroying life on Earth' 

The world cannot afford to allow nature's riches to disappear, the United Nations said Monday at the start of a major 

meeting to combat losses in animal and plant species. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/18/20109:04:23 AM 

'Slim' chance of survival after China mine blast 

Ig~~""IHopes were fading Monday for the remaining seven Chinese miners still missing after a deadly gas leak 

over the weekend that left 30 dead. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/18/20109:26:19 AM 

Obama is like a Chilean miner, Reid says 

Ig~~""lsenate Majority Leader Harry Reid has compared President Barack Obama to a trapped Chilean miner. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/18/2010 10:26:48 AM 

'Double standard' in White House leak probes? 

If high-level officials went unpunished for dishing so many secrets to Bob Woodward, how can the Obama 

administration credibly prosecute mid-level staff for leaks? 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/18/2010 10:53:59 AM 

Cops: Reveler leaves son in car for 25 hours 

After an all-day search, a volunteer found the 3-year-old California boy allegedly lost by his intoxicated father safe, 

sleeping peacefully strapped into his car seat in a parking garage. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/18/2010 11:00:25 AM 

Afghan gunmen kill 9 guards protecting NATO convoy 

Ig~~""IGunmen killed nine Afghan workers who were guarding a NATO supply convoy in the south of the 

country, police said Monday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/18/2010 11:35:25 AM 

Mob attacks Kuwait TV station over royal insult 

Ig~~""IA crowd angry about a program they deemed insulting to some members of Kuwait's ruling family 

stormed a private Kuwaiti television station Sunday, ransacking its offices. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/18/2010 11:41:53 AM 

Islamic court: OK to beat wife if no marks left 

A man can beat his wife and kids as long as no physical marks are left, the highest court in the United Arab Emirates has 

found. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/18/2010 11:41:59 AM 

Report: Facebook apps transmitted personal info 

The Wall Street Journal is reporting that 10 popular Facebook applications have been transmitting users' personal 

identifying information to dozens of advertising and Internet tracking companies. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/18/2010 11:55:02 AM 

Moms, teach your daughters about money too 

Ig~~""ILaura Wellington was left in the financial dark when her husband, Dean, died in 2002. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/18/201012:14:04 PM 

Kentucky Senate race turns bitter in debate 

Ig~~""IRepublican U.S. Senate candidate Rand Paul angrily accused Democratic rival Jack Conway of gutter 

politics. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/18/201012:36:11 PM 

Betrayed by my DNA: At risk for 12 cancers 

Ig~~""llmagine finding out that you are at risk for 12 cancers because of your family history. Almost overnight, a 

family clan can go from seemingly robust to teetering between sick and well. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/18/2010 12:44:25 PM 

Buck on homosexuality: 'You have a choice' 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/18/20101:00:07 PM 

Newsweek: Is Sam Harris really an atheist? 

Sam Harris, author of the best-selling Letter to a Christian Nation and The End of Faith, is a leading voice among the so

called "New Atheists," the group of scholars including Richard Dawkins and Christopher Hitchens who have become 

outspoken critics of organized religion. Harris's new book concerns how science can determine morality. But Harris has 

another already in the works, and in it he may reveal that he believes in god. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/18/20101:12:51 PM 

PFT's Monday lO-pack: Eagles should stay with Kolb 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/18/20101:16:19 PM 

China VP Xi looks set to become new leader 

Ig~~""lchinese Vice President Xi Jinping was promoted to vice chairman of a key Communist Party committee 
Monday in a sign that he is on track to take over as the country's leader. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/18/20101:37:56 PM 

White House braces for election debacle 

Today's topic: how a president's party almost always loses House and Senate seats in a midterm election. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/18/20101:47:48 PM 

18 ways to keep the peace with your travel companion 

Travel has a way of bringing out the worst in people, even those you love. Here are some suggestions to help you avoid 

big trouble on the road. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/18/20102:13:38 PM 

What to do if we find alien life 

Ig~~""lso what happens if SETI find a signal from E.T. ? Do we reply? Experts are already arguing over those 

questions. British UFO investigator Nick Pope looks at the issue of what happens after contact. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/18/20102:40:14 PM 

Starbucks mulling future with wine, cheese 

Ig~~""IStarbucks is looking to revamp its image and could soon be luring you to its stores with wine, beer and a 

selection of local cheeses, according to a report. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/18/20102:40:55 PM 

Newsweek: Ten most environmentally friendly companies 

A gallery of the 10 greenest companies that appear on our complete green rankings list. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/18/20102:42:12 PM 

Newsweek: Why there's still hope for cutting carbon 

The Copenhagen climate talks failed, the u.s. Senate punted-but all is not lost when it comes to greenhouse 

reductions. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/18/20102:43:28 PM 

Newsweek: How to choose green products 

GoodGuide offers a look at the best, popular brands for everything from deodorant to shampoo. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/18/20103:00:46 PM 

AI-Qaida group poses new threat to U.S., Europe 

AI-Qaida in the Arabian Peninsula now believes it can expand its operations to stage attacks in Europe and the United 

States, according to an NBC counter-terrorism expert. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/18/20103:05:02 PM 

Moonlight meteor shower spawned by Halley's Comet 

Ig~~""IA junior version of the famous Perseid meteor shower thought to have originated from the remains of 

Halley's Comet will hit its peak over the next week, but the light of the moon may intrude on the sky 
show. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/18/20103:21:33 PM 

Super typhoon slams Philippines at 155 mph 

Ig~~""[he strongest cyclone to hit the Philippines in years killed at least three people, leaving a wasteland of 

fallen trees and power poles and sending thousands fleeing to safety. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/18/20104:05:54 PM 

Just how bad is Facebook app privacy breach? 

Ig~~""IExperts contend that the shared information - even that of Facebook app users who (thought) they had 

their profiles completely locked down, is more of a flaw of Internet life than insidious plot. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/18/20104:21:51 PM 

Angle says some latina teens 'look Asian' 

Speaking to a group of Hispanic students in Las Vegas, the Republican Senate candidate said she was unsure of their 

ethnic backgrounds. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/18/20104:34:55 PM 

PFT: Ex-LB Seau arrested, then drives car off cliff 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/18/20104:34:55 PM 

PFT: Seau reportedly arrested, drives car off cliff 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/18/20104:39:50 PM 

Chaos as French protesters face-off with police 

Ig~~""IFrench oil workers defied the government's demand Monday to get back to work and end fuel shortages, 

stepping up the fight against President Nicolas Sarkozy's retirement reforms. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/18/20104:46:05 PM 

Jury weighs fate of Conn. home invasion killer 

The jury that convicted a man of killing a woman and her two daughters during a night of terror in their home is now 

weighing whether he should be executed. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/18/20105:05:10 PM 

PFT: NFL might suspend for helmet-to-helmet hits 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/18/20105:12:23 PM 

Your Career: Discussing politics at work 

Ig~~""~alking politics at work this fall? Taking political sides or appearing to take sides can be hazardous to your 

employment, even if you're not doing it during work time. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/18/20105:25:53 PM 

Teens, is that Facebook 'hacker' mom or dad? 

Ten percent of parents have found a way to log into their teens' Facebook account without their knowledge. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/18/20105:33:43 PM 

Pentagon asks media not to publish war leaks 

The Pentagon on Monday asked media organizations not to publish any classified war files released by the Wikileaks 

Web site, as the u.s. braces for the potential disclosure of hundreds of thousands of secret Iraq war documents. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/18/20105:38:29 PM 

2 female postal employees shot dead 

Two post office workers were killed Monday in a shooting at a post office in West Tennessee during a possible robbery 

attempt, authorities said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/18/20105:47:53 PM 

Trial begins in death of intern Chandra Levy 

Ig~~""~ury selection began Monday in the trial of a man charged in the death of Washington intern Chandra 

Levy, more than nine years after her disappearance generated headlines. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/18/20106:32:00 PM 

Electronic fraud outpacing physical theft 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/18/20106:55:50 PM 

'Like fighting ghosts' in Afghan town 

Ig~~""lln this southern Afghan town that coalition forces seized from Taliban fighters eight months ago - and 
are still clearing - you don't have to go far to find the insurgency. But finding insurgents is another story 

altogether. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/18/20107:15:23 PM 

'I'm too rich to go to jail' 

A Florida woman is under arrest after allegedly getting in a fight in a taxi at a country club, then telling police what 

trouble they'd be in if they arrested her. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/18/20107:26:10 PM 

Newsweek: Palestinians may ask U.N. to establish state 

According to two Palestinian government sources, Palestinians may ask the Security Council to proclaim the 

establishment of a Palestinian state in the West Bank and Gaza and set a timetable for implementation. Israel can 

usually count on the United States to squelch such resolutions. But Palestinians believe President Obama would at least 

consider withholding America's veto. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/18/20107:27:11 PM 

4 men are convicted in synagogue-bombing plot 

Four men snared in an FBI terrorism sting have been convicted in a plot to blow up New York City synagogues and shoot 

down military planes. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/18/20107:28:34 PM 

iPhone as toy? In the right hands, yes 

Ig~~""IAlthough the developmental impact of touch-based computing on toddlers still needs plenty of study, as 
a parent of a 2-year-old daughter, I have come to rely on the iPhone as a useful tool. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/18/20107:47:19 PM 

How to protect your Facebook info 

It's not too late to lock down your profile from future share-happy apps. You can ditch 'em completely, or tweak them 

individually. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/18/20108:11:52 PM 

Gulf gets slightly lower grades from experts 

Ig~~""ISiX months after the rig explosion that led to the largest offshore oil spill, damage to the Gulf of Mexico 

can be measured more in increments than extinctions, say scientists polled by The AP. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/18/20108:21:47 PM 

Nixing - or 'fixing' - health law? Don't hold your breath 

Ig~~""IRepealing - or at least "fixing" - new health care legislation may be a popular campaign proposal, but a 

wholesale cancellation of the bill is almost impossible in the next few years. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/18/20109:01:04 PM 

NASA plans repairs for space shuttle fuel leak 

Ig~~""~he space shuttle Discovery is leaking on the launch pad, and if major repairs are required, that could 

delay its final scheduled launch on Nov. 1. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/18/20109:08:16 PM 

Fox host apologizes for comment on Muslims 

Brian Kilmeade, a host of the "Fox & Friends" morning show, said Monday that he misspoke on Friday when he said that 

"not all Muslims are terrorists, but all terrorists are Muslim." 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/18/20109:29:40 PM 

Crystal Cathedral files Chapter 11 bankruptcy 

Ig~~""lcrystal Cathedral Ministries, an Orange County landmark and megachurch founded by television 

evangelist Robert H. Schuller, filed for Chapter 11 bankruptcy Monday morning. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/18/20109:35:31 PM 

Bank of America to resume foreclosures 

Bank of America plans to resume foreclosures on more than 100,000 homes in 23 states next week, saying Monday it 

has a legal right to seize them. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/18/20109:36:19 PM 

Corona drinkers:watch where you squirt that lime! 

Ig~~""INEW YORK (Reuters Health) - Have you seen the Corona TV ad in which a woman, irritated that her beach 

companion has been staring at a bikini-clad blonde, squirts him with the lime sitting atop his beer? 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/18/20109:47:49 PM 

Dental work can give you a heart attack 

A new study finds that invasive dental procedures may increase the risk of heart attack and stroke, especially in 

individuals who have already suffered from them. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/18/2010 10:03:57 PM 

Vatican paper: Homer Simpson's a Catholic 

Ig~~""~he official Vatican newspaper has declared beer-swilling, doughnut-loving Homer and son Bart are 

Catholics, and it says that parents should not be afraid to let their children watch the show 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/18/2010 10:24:22 PM 

Woods getting used to a new life 

Tiger Woods says he never learned more in a year in which he never won less. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/18/2010 10:42:36 PM 

Newsweek: 7 ways Democrats try to sound like the GOP 

Vulnerable Democrats are cutting campaign ads that try sound like they were made by Republicans. Here are the 

different approaches they are taking. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/18/2010 10:45:55 PM 

Moldy smell prompts another Tylenol recall 

Tylenol caplets are being recalled by Johnson & Johnson after some consumers complained about a musty or moldy 

odor. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/18/2010 11:29:48 PM 

Rescued miner meets Bolivia's leader, gets state job 

Ig~~""~he only non-Chilean among the 33 men freed from a mine last week returned to his native Bolivia 
Monday and received a hero's welcome and a $l,OOO-a-month job at a state company. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/18/2010 11:43:05 PM 

Pace player tried to obey cops, friend's dad says 

Ig~~""~he father of a college student who survived police gunfire outside a New York bar that killed his 

hometown best friend said the two were trying to obey what they thought was a police order to move 
the car. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/19/201012:37:16 AM 

Judge leans against 'don't ask, don't tell' 

A federal judge said on Monday that she is learning toward denying a government request to delay her order halting the 

military from enforcing its ban on openly gay troops 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/19/2010 12:38:56 AM 

Strong quake rattles southern New Zealand 

A strong earthquake has hit the southern New Zealand city of Christchurch, cutting power and phone services and 

sending some residents running into the streets just weeks after a more powerful quake caused extensive damage. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/19/20101:34:08 AM 

Border Patrol arrests fall 17 percent in 2010 

Ig~~""IHomeland Security Secretary Janet Napolitano said Monday a 17 percent drop in Border Patrol arrests 

this year shows heightened enforcement is slowing illegal immigration. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/19/20102:03:19 AM 

Going to Mars ... on a one-way trip 

Ig~~""lscience editor Alan Boyle's Weblog: Would you travel to Mars ... if you couldn't come back? Two 

researchers add their voices to the chorus proclaiming that one-way trips offer the best way to settle the 
Red Planet. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/19/20102:15:22 AM 

Mexican authorities seize 105 tons of marijuana 

Ig~~""IMeXican security forces seized at least 105 tons of U.S.-bound marijuana in the border city of Tijuana on 

Monday, by far the biggest pot bust in the country in recent years. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/19/20102:40:10 AM 

PFT: NFL to beef up enforcement on flagrant tackles 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/19/20102:40:10 AM 

PFT: NFL will suspend first-time offenders for head shots 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/19/20103:29:45 AM 

Is it time for 'Dancing' to say bye-bye to Bristol? 

Ig~~""IAS if her typical flubbed footwork wasn't enough to catch the eye, her pro partner came up with the zany 
idea to dress up in matching ape suits while they jived to liThe Monkees" theme song. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/19/20103:33:38 AM 

Lee stifles Yanks, Rangers lead ALes 2-1 

Ig~~""ICliff Lee went through the New York Yankees like a buzzsaw again, striking out 13 and pitching the Texas 
Rangers to an 8-0 victory Monday night for a 2-1 lead in the best-of-seven AL championship series. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/19/20105:23:32 AM 

Titans lose Young, but still crush Jaguars 

Ig~~""~he Tennessee Titans easily won the battle of backup quarterbacks against the Jacksonville Jaguars in a 
30-3 victory Monday night that put them in a three-way tie atop the AFC South. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/19/20108:32:41 AM 

Outrage after video shows Indonesia 'torture' 

A grisly video that shows Indonesian security forces torturing suspected separatists in Papua province sparked public 

outcry Tuesday after circulating on the Internet. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/19/20109:11:41 AM 

China recovers last of 37 trapped miners' bodies 

Rescuers recovered the bodies of the last of the 37 coal miners trapped by a gas leak at a Chinese mine as authorities 

announced an official investigation into the incident. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/19/2010 10:37:54 AM 

U.K. cat dumping woman pleads guilty 

A British woman caught on tape stroking a cat, picking it up by the scruff of its neck and casually throwing into a trash 

bin has pleaded guilty to a charge of animal cruelty. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/19/2010 10:37:54 AM 

U.K. cat dumping woman pleads guilty 

A British woman caught on tape stroking a cat, picking it up by the scruff of its neck and casually throwing into a trash 

bin has pleaded guilty to a charge of animal cruelty. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/19/2010 11:25:57 AM 

Dems make $250 pre-election pitch to seniors 

Democrats are making a pre-election pitch to give Social Security recipients a one-time payment of $250, part of an 

effort to lure senior voters. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/19/2010 11:52:07 AM 

West get ready, here comes China 2.0 

Ig~~""lchina's three decades of rapid growth have lifted hundreds of millions out of poverty. Now the country's 

leaders face a new challenge in extending that prosperity to inland areas. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/19/2010 12:41:07 PM 

Badly burned Texas man waits for face transplant 

Ig~~""IDallas C. Wiens wants to be able to smile, to smell the rain, to feel his 3-year-old daughter's kisses. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/19/2010 12:56:42 PM 

Flight delays cost passengers $16.7 billion 

Ig~~""IAiriine flight delays cost passengers more than inconvenience - $16.7 billion more - according to a 

study delivered to the Federal Aviation Administration on Monday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/19/20101:06:06 PM 

China raises key rate for 1st time since crisis 

Ig~~""lchina raised its key lending rate Tuesday for the first time since emerging from the global crisis as Beijing 

tries to cool inflation and guide rapid growth to a more sustainable level. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/19/20101:14:32 PM 

Russian spy poses for Maxim magazine 

Ig~~""IRussian spy Anna Chapman posed in the Russian version of Maxim magazine in the most provocative 

photographs yet to appear of the secret agent deported by the United States. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/19/20101:18:54 PM 

Chemicals in flooring and wallpaper raise worries 

Some of the very chemicals that Congress banned from children's toys and child care products in 2009 are found in 

flooring and wallpaper products sold across the U.S., a new report claims. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/19/20101:20:49 PM 

All 7 NY governor candidates meet in 1st debate 

Ig~~""~he long-awaited debate on Monday in New York governor's race showed Democrat Andrew Cuomo, son 

of the former governor and Democratic icon, as steeped in how New York government works and how he 
believes it should be fixed. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/19/20101:21:02 PM 

W.Va. Senate candidates clash on earmarks, health care 

Ig~~""~he front-runners to replace the so-called "king of pork," the late Robert C. Byrd, laid out decidedly 

different approaches Monday night to bringing the bacon home to West Virginia. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/19/20101:24:30 PM 

Newsweek: The most noteworthy political meltdowns 

Undisciplined outbursts can render a politician forever unelectable or can endear them to a public looking for some 

humanity. Here's a review of some political meltdowns from the recent (and not so recent) past. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/19/20101:39:00 PM 

Low-cost carriers don't mean cheapest fares 

Ig~~""IDesPite their name and reputation, low-cost airlines do not always offer the cheapest fares. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/19/20102:03:21 PM 

Housing starts up unexpectedly in September 

Ig~~""IHome construction rose slightly last month on the strength of single-family homes, but the market was 

still too weak to propel growth in the battered industry. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/19/20102:18:12 PM 

Newsweek: Why is Pennsylvania losing its Democrats? 

A look at the race in pennsylvania and why that state, which has been leaning democratic in recent elections stands to 

lose a senate seat and congressional seats. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/19/20102:31:57 PM 

Police hunt shooter after bullets hit Pentagon 

At least two shots fired by an unknown gunmen struck the Pentagon early this morning, Pentagon officials told NBC 

News. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/19/20102:47:08 PM 

French police fire tear gas at stone-throwing students 

Masked youths clashed with police and set fires in cities across France on Tuesday as protests against a proposed hike in 

the retirement age took an increasingly radical turn. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/19/20102:47:21 PM 

JetBlue attendant in famous meltdown pleads guilty 

The former flight attendant whose famous New York City meltdown landed him in court has pleaded guilty to attempted 

criminal mischief and will undergo counseling. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/19/20102:59:39 PM 

Official: Fire kills woman, 4 kids in central Pa. 

Ig~~""IFire ripped through a row house in central Pennsylvania Monday night, killing five people, including four 

children aged between two and four, authorities said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/19/20103:29:31 PM 

Saudi prince convicted of killing aide 

Ig~~""IA London jury Tuesday convicted a Saudi prince of murdering one of his servants in a frenzied attack in a 

luxury hotel room. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/19/20103:44:40 PM 

Chechen parliament, ministry attacked 

Ig~~""llslamic insurgents including a suicide bomber stormed Chechnya's Parliament on Tuesday, leaving at least 

four people dead and 17 injured in one of the most brazen attacks in months. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/19/20105:43:06 PM 

Mumbai attack prompts intelligence review 

NBC: The White House has ordered a review of u.s. intelligence in the 2008 Mumbai terrorist attack to determine if a 

suspect could have been identified before the attack. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/19/20106:15:10 PM 

NY police: 77-year-old is beaten for comics, dies 

An unassuming 77-year-old bachelor who had hoped to sell a valuable comic book collection and leave the money to his 

family was robbed by a Rochester businessman's thugs, was roughed up and hours later died of a heart attack, 

authorities said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/19/20106:21:24 PM 

$500 socks? High-end hosiery has holes 

Ig~~""IHoSiery is finally receiving the luxury treatment to which its intimate siblings - bras, underwear and 
lingerie - have grown accustomed. Don't be surprised if you come across pantyhose that cost nearly 100 

times more than your average drugstore pair. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/19/20106:27:12 PM 

Prince William to marry in 2011, reports say 

More than eight years after Kate Middleton stole the heart of the future King of England, the pair's engagement is only 

months away, the British newspaper the Daily Mirror reported on Tuesday. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/19/20106:49:07 PM 

'Happy Days' dad Tom Bosley dies at 83 

Ig~~""IActor Tom Bosley, who rose to fame playing sage father Howard Cunningham on the long-running 

comedy series "Happy Days" has died at 83. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/19/20107:37:25 PM 

Man who decapitated dog gets 8 years 

A New Mexico man who admitted to decapitating a dog using a chain saw has been sentenced to eight years in prison. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/19/20107:50:35 PM 

U.S. soldier in custody after Afghan detainee death 

A U.S. soldier has been taken into custody after an Afghan detainee was found dead in his cell in the south of 

Afghanistan over the weekend, apparently from a gunshot wound, the U.S. military said on Tuesday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/19/20108:12:40 PM 

Democrats plead: Don't vote angry 

Ig~~""IWith unemployment still hovering close to double digits, dissatisfaction has been running high in the 
lead-up to Election Day - and that's not been lost on the Democratic candidates. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/19/20108:21:57 PM 

Cops: iPhone thief ID'd by 'I'm Me' tattoo on forehead 

Ig~~""lpolice in South Florida say it'll be easy to identify the man suspected of serial iPhone theft: He's the one 
with the "I'm Me" tattoo on his forehead. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/19/20108:28:05 PM 

Hormones may raise breast cancer death risk 

Women undergoing hormone therapy for the symptoms of menopause face an increased risk of developing invasive 

breast cancer or dying of the disease, according to the results of an ll-year study. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/19/20108:32:38 PM 

Healthy and pregnant? Forget the extra fish oil 

Taking fish oil supplements while pregnant does not decrease a woman's risk of depression after giving birth, and, 

contrary to some previous studies, does not improve her child's cognitive or language development, a new study from 

Australia suggests. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/19/20108:37:00 PM 

PFT: NFL fines Steelers' Harrison $75,000 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/19/20108:48:09 PM 

Chile lawmaker: Mine collapse warning ignored 

Ig~~""IA Chilean legislative commission is investigating reports that mining operators ignored danger warnings 

from a man who was later among 33 later trapped when a mine collapsed. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/19/20109:08:36 PM 

N.Y. Fed seeking money back from BofA 

Ig~~""[he New York Federal Reserve reportedly has joined forces with other big investors in an effort to 

force Bank of America to buy back $47 billion in troubled mortgage-backed securities. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/19/20109:15:20 PM 

'End of the world' delayed - by Mayan calendar 

It's a good news/bad news situation for believers in the 2012 Mayan apocalypse. The good news is that the Mayan "long 

Count" calendar may not end on Dec. 21, 2012 (and, by extension, the world may not end along with it). The bad news 

for prophecy believers? If the calendar doesn't end in December 2012, no one knows when it actually will - or if it has 

already. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/19/20109:27:24 PM 

Dow drops below 11,000 as dollar gains 

Investors pushed stocks down as they digested news from a flurry of earnings reports from corporate heavyweights and 

a surprise interest rate hike in China that may slow that country's economy. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/19/20109:30:36 PM 

Study: Future droughts will be shockers 

Ig~~""llncreaSingIY dry conditions across much of the globe - including the u.s. - are likely over the next 30 

years, a new study predicts. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/19/20109:32:36 PM 

Former UK PM Thatcher taken to hospital for tests 

Former British prime minister Margaret Thatcher, 85, was admitted to hospital in London on Tuesday for tests related to 

a recent flu illness, a government source said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/19/20109:45:45 PM 

Favre meets with NFL over alleged 'sexting' 

Ig~~""[he Minnesota Vikings have played only five games, yet the season has already seemed like a long one 

for Brett Favre. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/19/20109:48:06 PM 

Van Damme reportedly suffers heart attack 

Ig~~""~ust one day after his 50th birthday, sources have told E! News that '80s relic Jean-Claude Van Damme 
suffered a heart attack while shooting his latest all-kick-boxing (we assume) extravaganza, "Weapon." 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/19/201010:11:44 PM 

State lawmakers draft citizenship laws 

Lawmakers in at least 14 states announced Tuesday they are working on legislation to deny u.s. citizenship to the 

children of illegal immigrants, although they weren't specific about how they plan to do it. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/19/2010 10:33:07 PM 

NBC/WSJ poll: GOP poised for big midterm gains 

Ig~~""IExactIY two weeks from Election Day, 50 percent of likely voters prefer a GOP-controlled Congress, 

according to the latest NBC News/Wall Street Journal poll. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/19/201011:10:16 PM 

Suspect in NYC Muslim cabbie stabbing out on bond 

A college student charged with a hate-fueled attack on a Bangladeshi Muslim taxi driver was freed on bail Tuesday, 

staying silent about a stabbing that helped heighten concerns about tolerance in the weeks before the ninth anniversary 

of the Sept. 11, 2001 terror attacks. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/19/201011:10:24 PM 

Cain, Giants shut down Phil lies 

Ig~~""ICOdY Ross came through with another key hit this postseason, Matt Cain dazzled to outduel Cole Hamels 
and the San Francisco Giants beat the Philadelphia Phillies 3-0 on Tuesday to take a 2-1 lead in the NL 

championship series. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/19/201011:16:06 PM 

Obama to appear on 'The Daily Show' 

Ig~~""lwhite House spokesman Dan Pfeiffer says Obama is taping an appearance on Oct. 27, just days before 

the Nov. 2 elections. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/19/2010 11:22:01 PM 

NFL great Seau released from hospital after crash 

Ig~~""IFormer NFL star linebacker Junior Seau was released from the hospital Tuesday, a day after plunging 

down a seaside cliff in his SUV, a spokeswoman said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/20/201012:15:34 AM 

NYT: High-level talks aim for an end to Afghan war 

Ig~~""INYT: Talks to end the war in Afghanistan involve extensive, face-to-face discussions with Taliban 

commanders from the highest levels of the group's leadership, who are secretly leaving their sanctuaries 
in Pakistan with the help of NATO troops, officials say. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/20/2010 12:49:57 AM 

Starbucks launches in-store digital network 

Ig~~""IFour months after making its in-store Wi-Fi free, Starbucks is now using that connection to give away 

premium content from the Wall Street Journal, Nickelodeon, Apple's iTunes and others. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/20/2010 12:54:57 AM 

Judge reaffirms ruling allowing gays into military 

Ig~~""IA federal judge formally says the Pentagon can't ban openly gay men and women in the u.s. military 

while it appeals a decision that its "don't ask, don't tell" policy is unconstitutional. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/20/2010 12:57:01 AM 

Is AIDS really a 'winnable' public health battle? 

With one American becoming infected with HIV every 9.5 minutes on average, the devastating disease is clearly still a 

major public health concern. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/20/20101:30:11 AM 

NFL fines but doesn't suspend 3 players for hits 

Ig~~""~he NFL imposed huge fines Tuesday on three players for dangerous and flagrant hits last weekend and 

warned that, starting with this week's games, violent conduct will be cause for suspension. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/20/20102:47:53 AM 

'Dancing' makes a questionable save 

Ig~~"'l'Dancingll fans, what are you thinking?! Bristol Palin offered a disastrous jive Monday night, and yet you 

vote her through. What gives? 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/20/20103:24:15 AM 

Nevada feline world's longest domestic cat 

Ig~~""IA Reno cat breaks the Guinness world record for world's longest domestic cat, a S-year-old Maine Coon 

named Stewie, 48.5 inches from tip of his nose to tip of his tail bone. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/20/20103:39:24 AM 

Fla. 's Crist tries to distance himself from Obama 

Ig~~""IFlorida Gov. Charlie Crist tries to distance himself from President Barack Obama in a Senate candidates 

debate Tuesday as Republican Marco Rubio fights his foes' an extremist tag. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/20/20104:09:45 AM 

Colleges more diverse, but racial gaps persist 

While u.s. colleges have grown more racially diverse in recent years, minority students - especially Hispanics - still lag 

behind on key measures of academic progress, a new report says. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/20/20104:47:33 AM 

Rangers rock Yanks, roll to 1 win from Series 

Ig~~""IBengie Molina's long three-run drive off A.J. Burnett put Texas ahead in the sixth inning and the Rangers 
battered the New York Yankees 10-3 Tuesday night for a 3-1 lead in the AL championship series. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/20/20105:07:20 AM 

Nevada Senate race turns uglier with Hispanic ad 

A Republican campaign urging Latinos not to vote was yanked from the airwaves Tuesday amid an outcry from 

Democrats that it was a dirty trick against Senate Majority Leader Harry Reid in his hotly contested race against 

Republican Sharron Angle. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/20/20105:09:51 AM 

Northern Mexico struck by two earthquakes 

Two earthquakes struck northern Mexico Monday just minutes apart, the u.s. Geological Survey said, but there were no 

immediate reports of serious damage or injuries. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/20/20108:44:21 AM 

Biden: Hey kids! Obama is 'really cool' 

Ig~~""lvice president Joe Biden repeatedly told a group of 3rd-grade students that Barack Obama was "really 

cool" during a visit to an after-school program, NBC News reported. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/20/20108:58:25 AM 

Wedding bells for five of Chile's rescued miners 

Ig~~""IFive of Chile's 33 rescued miners are to have church weddings after surviving for more than two months 

trapped underground. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/20/20109:07:29 AM 

Bullied bear? Knut suffers at paws of females 

Celebrity polar bear Knut is reportedly suffering at the paws of three female bullies sharing his enclosure in Berlin's zoo. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/20/2010 10:25:42 AM 

Iran: 2 detained Americans will face trial 

Ig~~...,~wo Americans in Iranian custody will stand trial for illegal entry and espionage, NBC News confirmed on 

Wednesday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/20/2010 10:35:52 AM 

Saudi prince gets 20 years for servant's murder 

Ig~~""IA British court has sentenced a Saudi prince to at least 20 years in prison for beating and strangling one of 

his servants at a swank British hotel. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/20/2010 11:29:21 AM 

One-in-four Afghan votes thrown out over fraud 

Almost a quarter of the 5.6 million votes cast in Afghanistan's parliamentary election last month have been thrown out 

because of fraud J election commission officials said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/20/201011:42:52 AM 

Pakistan: 4-day death toll rises to 51 in Karachi 

Ig~~""lparts of Pakistan's largest city shut down Wednesday after an attack on a scrapyard pushed to 51 the 

number of people killed in four days - a spasm of politically motivated violence in a country already 
wracked by Islamist militancy. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/20/201011:46:11 AM 

Ex-agent: I almost shot lBJ hours after JFK murder 

Ig~~""IA former Secret Service agent says in his new book that he nearly shot President Lyndon B. Johnson hours 
after John F. Kennedy's assassination. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/20/2010 11:54:22 AM 

Video: Cross-dressing colonel admits rapes, murders 

Ig~~""IRussell Williams, a top Canadian Air Force pilot who once flew Queen Elizabeth II, has pleaded guilty in 
the murders and sexual assaults of young women. As NBC's Lee Cowan reports, the "Killer Colonel" has a 

long history of sexual deviancy. (Today Show) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/20/201011:55:55 AM 

Video: Russian spy trades snooping for spotlight 

Ig~~""IAnna Chapman, who was among 10 accused spies deported from the u.s. after pleading guilty to 

conspiracy, is now celebrated as a national hero and sex symbol in Russia. NBC's Peter Alexander 
reports. (Today Show) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/20/201012:02:28 PM 

Does penny-pinching really payoff? 

Ig~~""IDoes clipping coupons and just saying "no" to the daily $4 latte really make a difference in the long run? 
Or is it big stuff - such as getting rid of one car - that really helps you save? 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/20/201012:02:28 PM 

Does penny-pinching really payoff? 

Ig~~""IDoes clipping coupons and just saying "no" to the daily $4 latte really make a difference in the long run? 
Or is it big stuff - such as getting rid of one car - that really helps you save? 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/20/201012:08:33 PM 

Lotus steers toward the mainstream market 

Ig~~""lln a new alliance with Japanese giant Toyota, Lotus is betting it can move from the fringes of the 

automotive market to at least something close to the mainstream. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/20/2010 12:44:48 PM 

Chinese find development has a high price 

Ig~~""lchinals rapid urbanization has raised the standard of living for hundreds of millions of Chinese people but 

also brought rampant corruption and widespread pollution. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/20/2010 12:55:01 PM 

Newsweek: Britain ranks cyberwarfare as biggest threat 

Cyberwarfare, not conventional armed conflict, is the country's No.1 national-security concern, says a new report from 

the U.K.'s National Security Council. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/20/20101:06:05 PM 

4 deaths prompt Graco stroller recall 

Ig~~""IAbout two million Graco strollers are being recalled because of risks of strangulation and entrapment, 

announced the u.s. Consumer Product Safety Commission on Wednesday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/20/20101:22:57 PM 

Incredible marvels in engineering 

"Infrastructure is what makes our lives possible; it's what makes travel possible," says Blaine Leonard, president of the 

ASCE. Here are nine new or soon-to-debut projects that are worth a visit. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/20/20101:30:24 PM 

Merkel in soccer flap over locker room photo 

Ig~~""~he chancellor's office and the German football federation are trying to iron out a flap over Chancellor 
Angela Merkel visiting the Germany dressing room and congratulating half naked players after their 3-0 

win over Turkey. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/20/20101:36:05 PM 

First Thoughts: A Category 4 (at least) 

Ig~~"'l'Election Day is coming, the hurricane force has not diminished, and it is going to hit the Democrats head 

on," NBC!WSJ co-pollster Peter Hart says. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/20/20101:48:14 PM 

Video: PFTV: Helmet-to-helmet dilemma 

Ig~~""IMike Florio discusses whether suspensions can keep helmet-to-helmet hits in check and if stricter rules 
against helmet-to-helmet hits will change the game. (NBC Sports) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/20/20102:25:08 PM 

Commercial airline pilot refuses full body scan 

A Tennessee pilot who says he's tired of being manhandled by security agents is waiting to see if he will lose his job 

because he refused a full body scan. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/20/20102:35:49 PM 

Video: Rare diamond expected to fetch $12 million 

Ig~~""IA 10.95 carat blue diamond will be auctioned at Christie's today with experts predicting the rare gem will 

bring in close to $12 million. (CNBC) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/20/20102:36:34 PM 

China's wealth gap strains social fabric 

Ig~~""lchina/s economic boom has boosted incomes for urban residents, but rural households have largely been 

left behind. That wealth gap poses a China-sized problem for the country's leaders. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/20/20102:44:10 PM 

Man held after gunpoint trip to abortion clinic 

An Ohio man accused of forcing his pregnant girlfriend to drive to an abortion clinic at gunpoint has been charged with 

attempted murder. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/20/20102:56:43 PM 

Video: HBT Daily: Dead and buried? 

Ig~~""lcraig Calcaterra and Tiffany Simons don't think the Yankees are going to be able to pull themselves out of 
a 3-1 hole against the Rangers in the ALCS. (NBC Sports) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/20/20102:59:31 PM 

Madoff's personal effects to be auctioned 

Ig~~""IMore than 400 of Bernard Madoff's possessions are heading for the auction block in New York City. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/20/20103:01:35 PM 

Cheerleader, 11, ousted for refusing to 'shake booty' 

Fayiene Frampton has little to cheer about these days: She says she was kicked off her Ashland, Neb., junior 

cheerleading squad because she wouldn't participate in a cheer that called on her to "shake her booty." "It just felt 

wrong," she said Wednesday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/20/20103:10:50 PM 

Video: Karachi devastated by four days of violence 

Ig~~""IAt least 57 people have been killed since Saturday in Karachi, Pakistan's largest city. NBC's Carol Grisanti 
reports from Islamabad. (Other) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/20/20103:13:58 PM 

U.K. faces sharpest spending cuts since WWII 

Ig~~""IBritain will cut half a million jobs, sharply reduce welfare payments and raise the retirement age as part 
of an unprecedented cost-cutting drive. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/20/20103:21:53 PM 

Anita Hill: No reason to apologize to Thomas 

Ig~~""IAnita Hill is refusing to apologize for accusing then-Supreme Court justice nominee Clarence Thomas of 

sexually harassing her after Thomas' wife reopened the issue. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/20/20103:54:36 PM 

Ring worth nearly $700,000 taken by savvy thieves 

Ig~~""lpolice are trying to track down two men who stole a Cartier store's most expensive ring, but one thing is 

clear: the bilingual, elegantly attired thieves were savvy. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/20/20103:57:28 PM 

Hong Kong thrives as gateway to China trade 

Ig~~""IHOng Kong's historic role as the go-between for East and West could become an important part in 
diffusing the increasingly contentious global "currency wars." 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/20/20104:16:09 PM 

1 in 6 students is regularly bullied, survey shows 

Seventeen percent of students in grade three through 12 say they are being bullied two to three times a month or more 

- and many say it's been going on for more than a year, according to the largest survey yet to look at bullying in the u.S. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/20/20104:18:07 PM 

Flashback to '91 shines spotlight on Thomas's political career 

She's in the headlines again because of a voicemail almost two decades in the making, but the wife of Supreme Court 

Justice Clarence Thomas has hardly been a shrinking violet for the past 19 years. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/20/20104:27:31 PM 

Video: Robot docs perform precision surgery 

Ig~~...,~wo robotic surgeons are creating a lot of buzz in the medical industry by successfully executing precise 

surgical procedures on patients with a simple click of a button. CBC's Peter Akman reports. (NBC News 
Channel) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/20/20104:28:29 PM 

20-year-old student named police chief in Mexico town 

Ig~~""IA 20-year-old criminology student has been named the chief of police in one of the most dangerous 
municipalities in Mexico's violence-wracked northern state of Chihuahua. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/20/20104:34:56 PM 

Teen pregnancy rates dip, but vary by state 

Rates of teenage pregnancy in the United States, according to a report released today by the Centers for Disease Control 

and Prevention, are again showing a decline. But researchers are wary of considering the news all positive. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/20/20104:39:27 PM 

Newsweek: The oddest businesses in the u.s. 

From baby-wig weavers to pet-casket makers and murder-scene cleaners, we look at some of the strangest businesses 

operating. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/20/20104:55:53 PM 

300-pound chimp runs amok in Kansas City 

Ig~~""IA loose chimpanzee is captured after jumping into vehicle and damaging a Kansas City patrol car. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/20/20104:59:58 PM 

Newsweek: Why third parties will never catch on 

Divisive election-season politics is again stirring fantasies about a new, sensible party, but third parties simply don't work 

in the u.s. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/20/20105:00:00 PM 

Cosmic Log: Scientists pinpoint the farthest galaxy 

Ig~~""lscience editor Alan Boyle's Weblog: Astronomers confirm that an incredibly faint galaxy is the most 
distant known object in the universe, more than 13 billion light-years away in the constellation Fornax. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/20/20105:00:26 PM 

'Rent's Too High' guy not so funny 

New York gubernatorial candidate Jimmy McMillan is getting lots of laughs for his "Rent is Too Damn High!" campaign, 

but not so funny is the reason he thinks the rent is so high: he blames it on the Jews. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/20/20105:12:36 PM 

Apple reveals MacBook Air, Mac as x Lion, iLife 

Ig~~""II'm here at Apple HQ in Cupertino, Calif., where Steve Jobs and his COO Tim Cook have taken the stage to 
talk about the Mac. We've been promised a sneak peek at the next Mac as, and perhaps some other fun 

stuff, such as a new MacBook Air or a new iLife suite. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/20/20105:25:11 PM 

Video: City saves money with toilet-flushing device 

Ig~~""IA library in the city of Roseville, Calif. has upgraded their bathrooms by installing new toilet-flushing 

devices in an attempt to save money by conserving 3 million gallons of water each year. KCRA's Damany 
Lewis reports. (NBC News Channel) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/20/20105:57:19 PM 

Video: Seven-time lotto winner shares secret 

Ig~~""IA Florida man wins his seventh lotto jackpot and writes a book about his "system." WESH's Jason Guy 
reports. (NBC News Channel) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/20/20106:06:35 PM 

Van Damme knocks down report of heart attack 

Ig~~""IBelgian martial artist and actor Jean Claude Van Damme took to the Web on Wednesday to deny reports 
he had suffered a heart attack on the set of his latest movie "Weapon." 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/20/20106:15:04 PM 

Ban tater tots in school? 'That would be so not cool' 

Ig~~""lpotato growers are fighting back against efforts to ban or limit potatoes in federal child nutrition 

programs, arguing the tuber is loaded with potassium and vitamin C and shouldn't be considered junk 
food. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/20/20106:40:00 PM 

Love rival found guilty of disabling parachute 

Ig~~""IA jury has a 26-year-old schoolteacher who killed a love rival by sabotaging her parachute guilty of 

murder. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/20/20107:10:47 PM 

Travelers want Wi-Fi, but spotty service prevails 

Ig~~""lwhen choosing a place to buy a meal or spend the night, most travelers say the availability of free Wi-Fi is 
now a factor in their choice of venue. But finding reliable Wi-Fi on the road can still be hit or miss. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/20/20107:26:08 PM 

One-handed model in bra becomes overnight sensation 

Ig~~""IA one-handed model who posed in a bra for a charity campaign to raise disability awareness has become 

a European sensation. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/20/20107:40:59 PM 

Rooney confirms he's done with Man United 

Ig~~""lwayne Rooney blamed Manchester United's failure to spend heavily on strengthening its squad for his 
decision to refuse to sign a new contract with the i8-time English champions. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/20/20107:52:01 PM 

Man cleared in '84 rape wins $18.5M from NYC 

Ig~~""IA man who spent more than two decades in prison for a rape he didn't commit says he's not sure what 

he'll do with an $18.5 million award a jury has ordered New York City to pay him. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/20/20107:56:54 PM 

Humor helps Chile deal with miner crisis 

Ig~~""IMinutes after a team of rescuers hoisted 33 miners to safety, President Sebastian Pinera hugged the men 
and gave them a thanks very much a la Chilena - one with a punch line. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/20/20108:14:38 PM 

Queen Elizabeth takes a spending hit 

Ig~~""IBritain's monarch "graciously" agrees to a freeze in the palace's cash allowance, known as the Civil List 

and funded by the taxpayer, for a year. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/20/20109:22:31 PM 

French strike to save 'birthright' of benefits 

Ig~~""IFor many Frenchmen and women, social benefits such as long vacations, state-subsidized health care and 
early retirement are more than just luxuries: They're seen as a birthright - an essential part of the 

identity of today's France. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/20/20109:46:12 PM 

Increased security may greet holiday fliers 

Ig~~""~he process of heading home for the holidays will, for many travelers, contain some new hurdles this 

year. New measures aimed at thwarting potential terrorists may throw you off course if you're 
unprepared. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/20/20109:46:16 PM 

Mystery U.K. lottery winner claims $177 million 

Someone in the United Kingdom is $177.5 million richer today, and most everyone wants to know who it is. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/20/2010 10:00:57 PM 

Post-adoption blues? Many families need more support 

Ig~~""IBluntIY acknowledging the challenges faced by many adoptive families, a coalition of child welfare and 

adoption groups is appealing for a national reappraisal of how best to provide sustained, effective 
support and keep grim outcomes to a minimum. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/20/201010:12:20 PM 

U.S. soldier charged with murdering fellow troops 

The u.s. military says it has charged an American soldier with murdering two fellow troops in Iraq last month. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/20/2010 10:28:35 PM 

Israeli settlers building 544 new homes 

Ig~~""llsraeli settlers have begun building new homes at an extraordinary pace since the government lifted its 
moratorium on West Bank housing starts - almost 550 in three weeks. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/20/201010:31:19 PM 

Critical safety questions at Remington Arms 

Ig~~""IA ten-month investigation by CNBC has found that at least two dozen deaths and more than 100 injuries 
have been linked to the Remington Model 700-series rifle. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/20/2010 10:43:44 PM 

As light as MacBook Air 

Ig~~""IA close-up look at the 11.6-inch and revamped 13.3-inch models unveiled by Steve Jobs Wednesday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/20/2010 10:45:08 PM 

Video: Phone call draws Anita Hill back into headlines 

Ig~~""IAfter nearly two decades, Clarence Thomas's wife reopened one of the most emotional confirmation 

battles in Supreme Court history. NBC's Andrea Mitchell reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/20/2010 10:45:23 PM 

Afghan-Taliban peace process may be overstated 

r-I~ver the past week, U.S. and Afghan officials have been revealing tantalizing tidbits about talks with 
aliban leaders, raising hopes for a peaceful resolution to a war in its 10th year. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/20/2010 10:46:57 PM 

Polar bears, Bush and Obama tangle in court 

Ig~~""IA federal judge on Wednesday ordered the Obama administration to review whether polar bears are 

endangered under federal law. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/20/2010 10:50:49 PM 

Video: 'Axe Wednesday': U.K. makes drastic spending cuts 

Ig~~""lln a sudden and unprecedented redefinition of the role of government, the British finance minister on 

Wednesday outlined a drastic plan to reverse the country's massive deficit. NBC's Stephanie Gosk 
reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/20/201010:53:18 PM 

Protesters block access to French airports 

Ig~~""lpresident Nicolas Sarkozy sent in police to clear access to barricaded fuel depots and restore supply as 

trade unions kept up their resistance on Wednesday to a pension reform due for a final vote this week. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/20/2010 10:59:40 PM 

Video: Claims up, shrimp catches down at BP spill six-month mark 

Ig~~""INBC'S Chief Environmental Affairs Correspondent Anne Thompson offers a status update on the clean-up 
of the worst oil disaster in U.S. history. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/20/201011:12:27 PM 

Video: Dedicated doc proves no man is an island 

Ig~~""lon Virginia's tiny Tangier Island, where 30 years ago there were no medical services, Dr. David Nichols 

has committed his life to caring for his adopted community. NBC's Ron Mott reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/20/2010 11:37:43 PM 

NBC: AI-Qaida figure was at Pentagon meeting 

AI-Qaida operative and American-Muslim cleric Anwar al-Awlaki attended a Pentagon luncheon several months after the 

9/11 attacks, Pentagon officials tell NBC News. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/20/201011:55:59 PM 

Court: Texas man freed after 27 years is innocent 

Texas' highest criminal court formally ruled Wednesday that a Houston man who was freed earlier this year after 

spending 27 years in prison for a rape he did not commit is innocent. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/21/201012:05:34 AM 

Yanks finally flex muscles, roll past Rangers 

Ig~~""INiCk Swisher and Robinson Cano hit consecutive homers to build an early cushion, CC Sabathia made the 

lead stand up and the New York Yankees avoided elimination, beating the Texas Rangers 7-2 Wednesday 
and closing within 3-2 in the AL championship series. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/21/2010 12:35:21 AM 

Appeals court: Military gay ban on again 

A federal appeals court rules that the Pentagon may temporarily reinstate a ban on openly gay men and women in 

uniform while courts consider "don't ask, don't tell" policy. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/21/201012:47:20 AM 

Stepmom of missing girl deemed flight risk 

Ig~~""IA judge deemed the stepmother of a missing 10-year-old girl a flight risk and raised her bond Wednesday 
after the woman's grown daughter testfied that she's carrying on an online relationship with a man in 

England who was sending her thousands of dollars. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/21/20101:08:25 AM 

HBT: Yanks must win 2 straight, and beat Lee 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/21/20101:36:37 AM 

Penthouse magazine's Guccione dies at age 79 

Ig~~""IA statement issued by the Guccione family says he died Wednesday at Plano Specialty Hospital in Plano 

after a long battle with cancer. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/21/20101:54:36 AM 

Schemes take over as 'Survivor' cuts 2 

Ig~~""~he contestants took the game's tagline to "outwit, outplay, outlast" to heart Wednesday night, and none 
more so than La Flor's Brenda. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/21/20102:54:27 AM 

PFT: Magic wants to bring NFL team to L.A. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/21/20105:03:49 AM 

Giants walk off with win over Phillies 

Ig~~""~uan Uribe, sore left wrist and all, hit a sacrifice fly off reliever Roy Oswalt with one out in the ninth inning 
Wednesday night, sending the Giants past the Philadelphia Phillies 6-5 for a 3-1 lead in the NL 

championship series. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/21/2010 10:02:03 AM 

Border lake slaying: Widow moves back to Colo. 

Ig~~""~he wife of a u.s. tourist presumably gunned down by Mexican pirates on a border lake moved back 

home, but said she isn't giving hope that her husband's body will be recovered. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/21/2010 10:02:08 AM 

Report: 'Brisk' activity at N. Korea nuke site 

A U.S. satellite has detected increased activity at a North Korean nuclear weapons test site, suggesting it could be 

preparing for a third test, a major South Korean newspaper reported. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/21/2010 10:04:43 AM 

Young love? Girl, 3, gets engaged to 5-year-old 

A three-year-old girl and a five-year-old boy in Syria have become engaged, according to local reports Thursday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/21/201011:16:48 AM 

White House takes credit for Bush-era wind farms 

Ig~~""~he Obama administration is crediting its anti-recession stimulus plan with creating up to 50,000 jobs on 

dozens of wind farms, even though many were built before the stimulus money began to flow. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/21/201011:19:03 AM 

Toad-al shock: Couple find frog in frozen veggies 

Ig~~""[im Hoffman is getting used to all the frog jokes. He smiles along when co-workers walk past him and say, 
"Ribbit! Ribbit!" But he thinks the slow response of the FDA to his froggy find is no laughing matter. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/21/2010 11:24:32 AM 

Video: Hill tries to move past Thomas phone call 

Ig~~""IAnita Hill, now a professor at Brandeis University in Massachusetts, tries to carryon conducting classes 

amid a media frenzy over Virginia Thomas' request for an apology. NBC's Andrea Mitchell reports. (Today 
Show) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/21/201011:33:39 AM 

Video: Democrats' new strategy: Save the Senate 

Ig~~""IAS President Obama travels west to stump for Democratic candidates facing tight races, his 

administration believes their best strategy is focusing on Senate races and preserving a majority in the 
higher chamber. NBC's Chuck Todd reports. (Today Show) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/21/201011:41:24 AM 

'We broke their neck': Coalition routs Taliban 

Ig~~""lcoalition forces are routing the Taliban in Kandahar province, forcing its fighters to abandon bases 

they've held for years, Afghan officials say. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/21/201011:42:50 AM 

ConsumerMan: The truth about identity theft 

Identity theft is a serious problem. But things may not be quite as bad as we've been led to believe by news reports and 

advertisements. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/21/201012:07:53 PM 

By cutting costs, VW has made a mediocre Jetta 

Ig~~""~he 2011 Volkswagen Jetta is not a bad car. Far from it. The problem is that it is not as good a car as VW 

can build. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/21/201012:09:29 PM 

Video: Rome opens ancient gladiators' cages to public 

Ig~~""~ourists can now get a taste of the savagery that existed thousands of years ago in the Eternal City with a 
walk through the cavernous dungeon ruins of the Coliseum's lower level. NBC's Michelle Kosinski 

reports. (Today Show) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/21/201012:11:43 PM 

Slain US activist's parents face Israeli killer 

The parents of an American protester crushed to death by an Israeli military bulldozer in the Gaza Strip got their first 

chance Thursday to hear from the man who drove the vehicle that killed her. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/21/201012:25:25 PM 

Toyota recalling 1.53 million vehicles 

Ig~~""~oyota said Thursday it is recalling 1.53 million Lexus, Avalon and other models, mostly in the u.s. and 

Japan, for brake fluid and fuel pump problems. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/21/2010 12:29:04 PM 

Frizz or formaldehyde? Hair product poses dilemma 

Ig~~"'l'suffer for beauty" has been taken to a whole new level with recent controversy surrounding a trendy 

hair treatment called the Brazilian Blowout. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/21/2010 12:34:48 PM 

Jobless claims shrink more than expected 

New U.S. claims for unemployment benefits fell more than expected last week, government data showed on Thursday, 

pointing to some improvement in the labor market. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/21/2010 12:40:39 PM 

NPR fires analyst over remarks about Muslims 

NPR has fired veteran analyst Juan Williams over remarks he made about Muslims on the Fox News Channel program, 

"The O'Reilly Factor." 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/21/20101:01:01 PM 

White House takes credit for Bush-era wind farms 

Ig~~""~he Obama administration is crediting its anti-recession stimulus plan with creating up to 50,000 jobs on 

dozens of wind farms, even though many were built before the stimulus money began to flow. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/21/20101:16:27 PM 

Study: Women are more charitable than men 

Women across nearly every income level gave significantly more to charity than men - nearly twice as much in some 

cases - according to a new study. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/21/20101:16:36 PM 

Would You, Could You, Buy Dr. Seuss' Unpublished Book? 

Bidders have already reached the reserve on a 1960s manuscript. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/21/20101:25:58 PM 

HBT: If anyone can rally from 1-3, Phillies can 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/21/20101:31:02 PM 

Newsweek: Israel should declare its nukes 

Ambiguity over Israel's nuclear program has been the norm, but coming clean could actually help deter Iran. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/21/20101:31:59 PM 

Five deaths prompt food factory closing, recall 

Texas health officials investigating five deaths have closed a San Antonio food processing plant and ordered a recall of all 

products shipped from there since January. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/21/20101:40:01 PM 

Newsweek: From stay-at-home mom to mogul 

The following real women have been down on their luck, short of cash, or just looking for a chance to prove 

themselves-and due to their hard work, good ideas, and persistence, have found success, fame and, often, fortune. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/21/20101:47:43 PM 

Election Day is over for millions of early voters 

Ig~~""IElection Day is already over for more than 3 million Americans, and a surprising number of them are 

Democrats. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/21/20101:58:13 PM 

For some, jobless benefits trump a job 

Ig~~""~he economy is so weak and jobs are so scarce that some people are finding that it literally isn't worth it 

to work. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/21/20102:16:06 PM 

Meteors from Halley's Comet rain down on Earth 

Ig~~""IHalley's Comet won't zoom near Earth again for another 50 years, but the ice ball may still put on a show 

for some skywatchers this week in the form of a meteor shower. And Thursday is the day for a peak 
viewing opportunity. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/21/20102:57:39 PM 

Welcome to secret island of an eccentric genius 

It has its own constitution, passport stamp and power grid, but it's right off the coast of Connecticut. It's the private 

island of Segway inventor Dean Kamen, whose technology is so advanced that his secret HQ is actually "carbon

negative." 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/21/20103:10:40 PM 

Video: Video shows rescue at DC metro train station 

Ig~~""IA man jumps to the rescue of another man who fell onto the tracks at a Washington, D.C. metro railway 
station. TODAYshow.com's Dara Brown reports. (Other) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/21/20103:27:57 PM 

Best things in life - waffles, movies - are free 

Ig~~""IAS we slowly recover from the economic crisis, why not score freebies where we can? There are plenty of 

places where people can eat, drink, play and find treasures without paying a dime. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/21/20103:56:18 PM 

'Glee' star apologizes after GQ photo fallout 

"If you are hurt or these photos make you uncomfortable, it was never our intention," Dianna Agron says. But she makes 

the point that children maybe shouldn't be reading the men's mag in the first place. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/21/20104:03:07 PM 

Skin-deep? 200 high school girls give up makeup 

Every Tuesday, some 200 girls at Colleyville Heritage High School in Texas leave their lipstick and eye shadow home, to 

empower girls against stereotypes about beauty. "It's crazy," said Nina Smith, a charter member. "We didn't think it was 

going to catch on." 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/21/20104:05:53 PM 

PhotoBlog: Musical dreams in Nairobi 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/21/20104:12:48 PM 

Cat-nap: Pol's wife accused of stealing rival's kitten 

Ig~~""~he wife of a British lawmaker appeared in court Thursday charged with breaking into the house of her 
husband's lover and stealing a tabby kitten. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/21/20104:17:45 PM 

Sorry, Vatican! 'The Simpsons' aren't Catholic 

Ig~~""IDesPite a recent report to the contrary in the Vatican's Osservatore Romano newspaper, "The Simpsons" 

executive producer AI Jean insists Homer and Bart, as well as the rest of the family, follow more of a 
"Presby-lutheran" faith. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/21/20104:30:41 PM 

National Guardsman shot dead in Mexico 

A Texas National Guardsman and another man were shot dead in a Mexican border city, according to local officials and 

reports. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/21/20104:34:15 PM 

Newsweek: Public figures' most embarrassing voice mails 

In the age of the Internet, it's hard to have a private moment or even a semipublic meltdown without it circulating 

around the planet faster than you can say "TMZ." Here are some examples of public figures who should have known 

better than to (allegedly) talk crazy on tape. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/21/20104:36:52 PM 

Road crashes top killer of u.s. travelers abroad 

Ig~~""~raveling can be deadly. Motor vehicle crashes - not terrorism, crime, infectious disease or plane travel 
- are the number one killer of healthy Americans abroad, according to the u.s. State Department. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/21/20104:48:14 PM 

France to rush pension-reform bill 

The French government is short-circuiting a debate in the Senate on a bill raising the retirement age, brushing aside 

some 250 amendments as protests continue. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/21/20105:06:51 PM 

'Tightening' races? Or just politics, as usual? 

Several Senate races seem a lot closer than they were a few weeks ago, according to recent polis. But experts and 

pollsters contend that 'tightening' is usually a normal part of the campaign life cycle. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/21/20105:08:42 PM 

Video: New accusations aimed at missing girl's stepmom 

Ig~~""IElisa Baker, the stepmom of missing N.C. 10-year-old Zahra Baker, has asked a judge to reduce her bond 
while she is being held on an obstruction of justice charge. Baker's biological daughter has testified in 

court that her mother is "violent." Baker's incarceration stems from a fake ransom note that investigators 
reportedly found at her home. (Other) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/21/20105:46:17 PM 

Video: For Palestinian farmers, olive branch no symbol of peace 

Ig~~""~hree generations of Palestinian farmers clash with Jewish settlers as they attempt to harvest their most 

important crop. NBC's Paul Goldman reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/21/20105:51:27 PM 

Expect extreme winter, U.S. forecasters warn 

Ig~~""IA strengthening La Nina has the potential to create weather extremes across the u.s. this winter, 

government forecasters said Thursday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/21/20105:51:56 PM 

Video: Toss-up in Washington Senate race 

Ig~~""lsenate candidate Dina Rossi, R-Wash., talks to NBC's Andrea Mitchell about President Barack Obama's 

western campaign blitz and its affect on his campaign. (Other) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/21/20106:14:15 PM 

Video: Ziggy Marley's pro-pot 'Fire Burns for Freedom' 

Ig~~""IZiggy Marley, son of famed reggae musician Bob Marley, has written a song, "A Fire Burns for Freedom," 

supporting the consumption of marijuana, and California's prop 19, which could legalize its use. (Other) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/21/20106:38:03 PM 

Arctic of old is gone, ice experts warn 

Ig~~""~he Arctic continues to warm up and is unlikely to return to earlier conditions, according to an annual 

report card issued Thursday by top scientists. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/21/20106:45:51 PM 

Crocodile blamed for Congo air crash 

A crocodile stashed in a duffel bag got loose on an airplane, frightened passengers and led to a crash that killed 20 

people on board, according to inquiry into the accident. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/21/20106:49:41 PM 

Amazon, Facebook form $250M social media fund 

Kleiner Perkins will team up with Facebook, Zynga, Amazon.com and other media corporations to set up a $250 million 

fund to invest in social media startups. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/21/20106:51:21 PM 

Newsweek: Significance ofTaliban talks exaggerated 

There has been a lot of excitement lately in the press about the supposedly snowballing talks with the Taliban leadership 

and what this could mean for the prospects of ending the war. But a readiness to consider talking about formal talks is 

not the same as moving toward an ended war. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/21/20106:57:25 PM 

Stark choice, hot race in Indiana 

Ig~~""IAS in many other House races, dueling ads are creating a din, but the decisive difference may be not 

television, but which side talks to more voters in person. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/21/20107:00:27 PM 

A malaria mosquito is quickly becoming two species 

Ig~~""IA strain of African mosquito that carries the deadly malaria parasite is splitting into two species faster 

than expected, according to a new study. The finding helps explain why the insect can survive in 
environments spanning from humid rainforests to arid savannas. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/21/20107:08:01 PM 

Video: 'Glee's' Agron speaks out on GQ photos 

Ig~~"'l'Glee" actress Dianna Agron responds to criticism over her controversial GQ photo spread, Jennifer 

Loepz' twins pose for a Gucci ad, and Lindsay Lohan returns to court. TODAYshow.com's Courtney Hazlett 
has the scoop. (MSNBC) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/21/20107:16:16 PM 

PhotoBlog: Faces of the Tea Party 

Ig~~""lview and discuss the pictures and issues that caught our eyes. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/21/20107:32:23 PM 

Video: Boy Scout leader banned based on sexuality? 

Ig~~""~on Langbert, talks about his claims that he has been demoted from a leadership role within the Boy 
Scouts and ordered not to wear their uniform because of his sexual orientation. (Other) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/21/20107:41:10 PM 

Powerful quake hits Mexico's Baja California 

A powerful magnitude 6.9 quake struck off Mexico's Baja California on Thursday, the u.s. Geological Survey reported. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/21/20107:45:29 PM 

Video: iPhone application helps stop a thief 

Ig~~""IA Connecticut man used a live streaming application on his iPhone to stop a burglar attempting to break 
into his home. WVIT's Amanda Raus has the details. (NBC News Channel) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/21/20107:51:26 PM 

The best options for flying to faraway stars 

Ig~~""IExperts say it'll take at least 200 years to build up the technology and the energy to travel to other stars, 

but some researchers are already trying to find ways to shorten that time frame. Commentary by Tau 
Zero Foundation's Marc Millis. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/21/20108:04:29 PM 

Toyota sideswiped by a new safety setback 

Ig~~""~ust as the world's number-one automaker thought the worst of its safety problems were over, Toyota 

has been sideswiped by another huge recall. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/21/20108:10:46 PM 

Christie criticizes Obama for being 'partisan', 'angry' 

"I think he's been incredibly partisan," Republican New Jersey Gov. Chris Christie tells NBC's Brian Williams for a piece 

that will air on "Nightly News" Thursday night. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/21/20108:23:57 PM 

How to avoid bedbugs when you're in a hotel 

Ig~~""~he mere mention of bedbugs probably makes you itchy. Here are some common questions about travel 
and bedbugs answered by bedbug expert Jody L. Gangloff-Kaufmann. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/21/20108:27:55 PM 

Doctor says he learned about octuplets after birth 

Ig~~""~he fertility doctor for "Octomom" Nadya Suleman testified Thursday that she disappeared after he 

implanted her with 12 embryos and he didn't hear from her again until after her octuplets were born. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/21/20108:32:04 PM 

Look who's getting a raise next year 

Life Inc. Pay is going down for receptionists but up for business analysts, according to a study. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/21/20108:48:13 PM 

Big public works projects a hard sell in U.S. 

Ig~~""IHas the nation that built the Hoover Dam, brought electricity to the rural South and engineered the 

interstate highway system lost its appetite for big public works projects? 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/21/20109:48:04 PM 

Williams signs new contract with Fox News 

Ig~~""~he fired NPR analyst, who has served as a regular contributor on Fox News since 1997, reportedly is 

getting a pay hike that will net him close to $2 million a year over three years. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/21/20109:48:57 PM 

Obama stumps out West 

President Obama began his second day of a five-state, six-city get-out-the-vote swing with a backyard event focusing on 

women and the economy. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/21/201010:15:14 PM 

2 killed in plane crash in Los Angeles County 

A small plane has crashed in a horse corral in northern Los Angeles County, killing two people and three horses. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/21/201010:16:26 PM 

Teachers, students, Facebook - a toxic mix 

Social networking is a digital minefield for school districts, adding to the already complex world of teacher-student 

relationships. Many districts are struggling to set workable policies around social networking, while at the same time, 

using Facebook and other similar tools as part of their educational program. How do they create virtual boundaries 

which protect teachers and students without squelching potentially useful technology tools? 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/21/2010 10:26:20 PM 

Newsweek: Do sports accessories really work? 

Athletes rely on both science and superstition to perform at their peak, utilizing the latest technology and statistical 

revelations to improve their game while refusing to change their underwear once they get on a hitting streak. And 

sometimes they turn toward a funny mix of the two-using devices rooted in science but with questionable results. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/21/2010 10:35:00 PM 

Pentagon rolls out guidance on gays in military 

Defense Secretary Robert Gates on Thursday ordered all discharges under the military's "don't ask, don't tell" policy to 

be done with the approval of a Pentagon-appointed team. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/21/2010 10:43:04 PM 

Video: Few crumbs to follow on campaign finance trail 

Ig~~""~here's a flood of money in this year's election campaigning, but much of it is coming from secret donors

-leaving may to wonder, whatever happened to campaign finance reform? NBC National Investigative 
Correspondent Michaellsikoff reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/21/2010 10:44:55 PM 

New homicide charges filed in serial stabbings 

Ig~~""lofficials have charged a man suspected in a string of stabbings across three states with two additional 

murder charges in Michigan, where five men were killed. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/21/2010 10:48:54 PM 

Video: Fannie and Freddie's bottomless bailout 

Ig~~""IMortgage giants Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac came out Thursday with their first-ever estimate of what 
the taxpayer bailout of those two companies will cost--and the worst-case scenario could be double what 

Congress and the White House had estimated. NBC's Tom Costello reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/21/2010 10:49:31 PM 

Chevron pushing ahead with deep Gulf project 

Chevron is moving forward with the development of a multibillion-dollar deepwater Gulf of Mexico project, a sign of 

commitment to the region as stricter regulations and higher costs loom. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/21/201011:07:35 PM 

Reports: Afghan security policy threatens aid projects 

Huge reconstruction projects in Afghanistan are in danger of shutting down because President Hamid Karzai's 

government refuses to rescind an order banning the use of private security guards, according to media reports. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/21/201011:08:07 PM 

Video: House of Worship: More Americans going to home services 

Ig~~""~he rising number of would-be church-goers who are opting to worship in private homes now represent a 

major shift in the way American Christians are celebrating their faith. NBC's Chris Jansing reports. (Nightly 
News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/21/2010 11:20:08 PM 

Daily aspirin may cut colon cancer 

A low dose of aspirin may reduce colon cancer cases by a quarter and deaths by a third, a new study found. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/21/2010 11:20:45 PM 

Moon crash splashed up gallons of water 

Ig~~""lwhen NASA blasted a hole in the moon last year in search of water, scientists figured there would be a 

splash. They just didn't know how big. Now new results have turned up lots of water in a crater where 
the sun never shines. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/21/2010 11:42:01 PM 

Toxic powder sent to Arizona congressman 

Ig~~""lwhite powder delivered in an swastika-covered envelope to the Tucson, Ariz., office of Rep. Raul Grijalva 

is a toxic substance, the FBI tells the Democratic congressman Thursday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/21/201011:45:36 PM 

Rescue drama plays out on Calif.'s highest peak 

Three hikers missing on California's Mt. Whitney have been found safe, but officials say two other hikers are now 

reported missing. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/22/2010 12:29:59 AM 

Harry Potter exhibit opening in Seattle 

"Harry Potter: The Exhibition," a showcase filled with the imagery evoked in J.K. Rowling's seven-part series about an 

orphan named Harry, opens at Seattle's Pacific Science Center on Saturday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/22/20101:08:41 AM 

U.S. sway dwindles in Iraq 

Ig~~""IAmerican influence has so dwindled in Iraq over the last several months that Iraqi lawmakers and political 
leaders say they no longer follow Washington's advice for forming a government. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/22/20101:34:47 AM 

PBT: Sharapova engaged to Lakers' Vujacic 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/22/20101:38:40 AM 

3 bodies found at north Phoenix home 

Police say three bodies have been found at a north Phoenix home and they appear to be a man and his parents. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/22/20102:44:23 AM 

Cosmic Log: Chemistry you can dance to 

Ig~~""lscience editor Alan Boyle's Weblog: Researchers win a $1,000 prize from the journal Science for an 
interpretive dance inspired by the "Glee"-like interplay of RNA and DNA molecules. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/22/20103:12:31 AM 

Man home after 2 years in Iran prison 

A California businessman who spent more than two years in an Iranian prison after being accused of passing money to a 

rebel group returns home Thursday night. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/22/20104:12:32 AM 

U.S. cuts Pakistan aid over 'rights violations' 

The Obama administration withholds aid to some Pakistani military units over concerns they may have been involved in 

extrajudicial killings and torture, a source tells the AP. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/22/20105:02:53 AM 

Fire flares at Calif. mall after standoff 

Ig~~""IFire flares Thursday afternoon at a Roseville, Calif., mall after authorities detain a man after a person 

started a fire and barricaded himself inside a store, according to KCRA.com. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/22/20105:09:35 AM 

Phillies edge Giants in Game 5 to stay alive 

Ig~~""IROY Halladay pitched through a groin pull, outdueling Tim Lincecum and keeping the Philadelphia Phil lies 

alive in the NL championship series with a 4-2 victory over the San Francisco Giants in the NL 
championship series Thursday night. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/22/20105:21:22 AM 

Still the one: No.1 Oregon rolls over UCLA 

Ig~~""loregon didn't suffer from any No.1 jinx Thursday. The Ducks rolled in their first game as the AP's top
ranked team, destroying UCLA 60-13 to remain unbeaten. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/22/20107:13:05 AM 

Dutch ferry capsizes after freighter collision 

A freight ship struck a passenger ferry in a canal near Amsterdam Friday, capsizing the smaller vessel and knocking 

several people into the water, national police say. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/22/20108:07:09 AM 

Report: Mass graves discovered on Iwo Jima 

Ig~~...,~wo mass graves that may hold the remains of 2,000 Japanese soldiers have been discovered on the 

island of Iwo Jima, one of the bloodiest battlefields of the Second World War. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/22/20108:24:24 AM 

Spanish police arrest 13 suspected ETA supporters 

Spain's Interior Ministry says police have arrested 13 suspected members of a group considered to be the youth branch 

of the armed Basque organization ETA. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/22/20108:44:36 AM 

Report: Berlusconi doubts effect of Iran sanctions 

Italian Premier Silvio Berlusconi has expressed doubts about the effectiveness of sanctions against Iran and argued that 

a gentle approach might be more helpful. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/22/2010 10:00:02 AM 

Hungary has toxic sludge, u.s. has red dust 

Ig~~""lwhen the wind blows in this Texas Gulf Coast town, the rusty red dust that drifts from the nearby metals 

plant sometimes creates hazy storms of dust. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/22/2010 11:04:58 AM 

Convicted killer stabs 5th graders, teacher 

Ig~~""IAn ex-convict stabbed a teacher and several students Friday at an elementary school in the Philippines in 

a melee that left four people dead and six wounded, police said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/22/2010 11:26:57 AM 

Bride-to-be set to say 'I do' - to herself 

Ig~~""lchen Wei-yih has posed for a set of photos in a flowing white dress and rented a banquet hall for a 

marriage celebration with 30 friends. But there is no groom. Chen will marry herself. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/22/2010 11:35:40 AM 

Halloween takes on more eco-friendly color 

Ig~~""IManufacturers and retailers are tapping into a developing consumer market - green Halloween - that 
offers creative alternatives to the ritual of buying store-bought costumes and eating unhealthy treats. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/22/2010 11:48:07 AM 

The best and worst states for drivers 

Ig~~""lsouth Carolina is the best state to drive in, by far. The low gas prices, cheap insurance, good legal 

protections and infrastructure/safety, make the Palmetto State a dreamland for motorists. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/22/2010 12:04:32 PM 

What really happened? Guys often clueless in bed 

Did she or didn't she? Seems only she knows for sure. The recently released National Survey of Sexual Health and 

Behavior found that men overestimate whether their partner has had an orgasm and underestimate their pain. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/22/2010 12:04:32 PM 

What really happened? Guys often clueless in bed 

Did she or didn't she? Seems only she knows for sure. The recently released National Survey of Sexual Health and 

Behavior found that men overestimate whether their partner has had an orgasm and underestimate their pain. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/22/201012:37:53 PM 

Public relations in China: dirty tricks, scandals 

Ig~~""IFaCing cut-throat competition, Chinese companies are willing to resort to dirty tricks - and unscrupulous 

public relations agencies are ready to spread damaging rumors for a fee. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/22/20101:01:26 PM 

'Dutch Sandwich' saves Google billions in taxes 

To reduce its overseas tax bill, Google uses a complicated legal structure that has saved it $3.1 billion since 2007 and 

kept its overseas tax rate to 2.4%. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/22/20101:05:46 PM 

U.S. to withhold some aid to Pakistan military 

Ig~~""~he Obama administration wants to give $2 billion in military assistance to Pakistan, . However, the u.s. 
will withhold funding from some Pakistani military units because of allegations of extra-judicial killings 

and torture. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/22/20101:38:24 PM 

He survived plane crash that killed Ted Stevens 

"Any doubt you have about divine intervention goes away," former NASA administrator Sean O'Keefe said Friday of 

surviving the Aug. 25 plane crash that killed the former Alaska senator and four others. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/22/20102:31:16 PM 

PFT picks: Pats-Bolts, Giants-'Boys, Vikes-Pack 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/22/20102:50:54 PM 

Mosques use open houses against Islamophobia 

How to battle fear and hatred of Islam? For dozens of mosques around the u.s. this week, one strategy has been to host 

open houses for non-Muslims. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/22/20102:51:39 PM 

Newsweek: The psychology of voter turnout 

Sharon Begley: The issues that energized new voters in '08 haven't been resolved completely by the man they put in the 

White House. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/22/20102:53:39 PM 

Newsweek: Past Midterm defeats for democrats 

FDR suffered, too. Just when Democrats think they're making headway, voters send them a midterm message. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/22/20102:55:37 PM 

Public relations in China: dirty tricks, scandals 

Ig~~""IFaCing cut-throat competition, Chinese companies are willing to resort to dirty tricks - and unscrupulous 

public relations agencies are ready to spread damaging rumors for a fee. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/22/20103:06:48 PM 

White House adviser voices asteroid worries 

Ig~~""INational emergency plans for natural disasters can also work in the unlikely scenario of an asteroid strike 

on the U.S., according to a letter to Congress by the White House's top science adviser, Space.com has 
learned. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/22/20103:10:15 PM 

Couple charged in $13 million Nigerian scam 

A Florida couple is accused of running a $13 million scam that had ties to Nigerian mobsters. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/22/20103:12:37 PM 

Williams: NPR looking for reason to fire him 

Ig~~""lousted NPR analyst Juan Williams said Friday that he believes his former employer had been looking for a 

reason to fire him and used comments he made this week about Muslim airline passengers as an excuse 
to do so. Meanwhile, a u.s. senator said he would start the ball rolling to cut federal funding to the network. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/22/20103:13:27 PM 

Horror rotting disease hits Uganda 

Ig~~""IA disease whose progression and symptoms seem straight out of a horror movie but which can be 

treated has killed at least 20 Ugandans and sickened more than 20,000 in just two months. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/22/20103:26:26 PM 

Live chat: Islamic center director takes questions 

The director of an Islamic center will take reader questions about Islam in an online chat hosted by msnbc.com. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/22/20103:52:58 PM 

Newsweek: How much of your online life is private? 

Not much at all, it turns out. Imagine a company could use the web to rate your health, your employability-even your 

dating appeal. Welcome to the credit score of the future. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/22/20104:04:49 PM 

Bush gone viral: President's book promoted on YouTube 

Former President George W. Bush took to YouTube to promote his new book "Decision Points" days before he 

reportedly told a Chicago audience he had "zero desire" to appear on it. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/22/20104:45:50 PM 

Rooney changes mind, stays with Man United 

Ig~~""lwayne Rooney ended a week of intense speculation about his future Friday by signing a new five-year 
contract with Manchester United, saying "this is where I belong." 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/22/20104:59:11 PM 

Priest extradited from u.s. jailed for UK sex abuse 

A former Roman Catholic priest was jailed for 21 years on Friday for sexual offences against boys, after being extradited 

to Britain from the United States. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/22/20105:09:46 PM 

40,650 drop-side cribs recalled for safety risks 

More than 40,000 drop-side cribs are being recalled for safety concerns. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/22/20105:13:06 PM 

G.W. Bush, Jackson's parents to go on 'Oprah' 

Ig~~""IFormer President George W. Bush and Michael Jackson's parents are among the big names "The Oprah 

Winfrey Show" has booked for November, when crucial TV ratings data are measured. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/22/20105:13:31 PM 

Candidates of all stripes seek to label opponents 'extreme' 

No matter what your political views may be, if you're in a contested race for federal office this cycle, someone, 

somewhere, is probably calling you "extreme." 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/22/20105:23:20 PM 

Judge orders Lohan back to rehab until Jan. 3 

Ig~~""ILindSay Lohan sidestepped another jail stint Friday when a California judge sent the 24-year-old troubled 

starlet back to rehab, telling her she was an addict and faced jail time if she relapsed again. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/22/20105:27:41 PM 

Swedish city on edge in shooting spree 

Swedish police are searching for a gunman who wounded two women through a window - the latest attack in a string 

of shootings that have been going on for almost a year. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/22/20105:34:28 PM 

'World's most advanced' nuke sub towed free 

A British nuclear-powered submarine described as the "world's most advanced" that ran aground off the coast of 

Scotland has been towed free, the Royal Navy said. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/22/20105:58:54 PM 

WikiLeaks near release of secret US war documents 

Ig~~""~he WikiLeaks website is poised to release what the Pentagon fears is the largest cache of secret u.s. 
documents in history - hundreds of thousands of intelligence reports that could amount to a classified 

history of the war in Iraq. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/22/20106:08:00 PM 

Powder mailed to Grijalva's office wasn't toxic 

The FBI says white powder that was mailed to u.s. Rep. Raul Grijalva's (gree-HAHL'-vuhz) office wasn't toxic. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/22/20106:17:44 PM 

O.J. Simpson appeal denied in Nevada 

The Nevada Supreme Court refused Friday to overturn O.J. Simpson's armed robbery and kidnapping convictions 

stemming from a gunpoint Las Vegas hotel room heist. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/22/20106:19:56 PM 

Newsweek: Ten ways to protect your privacy online 

The founder of a site that protects people's online profile has advice on how to protect your identity. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/22/20106:30:12 PM 

Winter Olympics gave Canada medals - and measles 

Ig~~""lwinter Olympics visitors were the likely sources of a British Columbia measles outbreak that sickened 85 

people starting on March 9, nine days after the closing ceremonies of the Vancouver games, health 
officials said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/22/20106:32:31 PM 

Apple passes RIM in global smart phone market 

Report: Apple's iPhone "overtook" BlackBerry maker Research In Motion in the third quarter "and closed the gap on 

Nokia to the smallest level since first entering the mobile market in 2007." 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/22/20107:13:39 PM 

Video: Made in America: Ford F-1S0 

Ig~~""loct. 25: The Dearborn Truck Plant builds over 1,000 pickup trucks daily. Msnbc.com's John Makely 
reports. (msnbc.com) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/22/20107:38:38 PM 

WikiLeaks near release of secret US war documents 

Ig~~""~he WikiLeaks website is poised to release what the Pentagon fears is the largest cache of secret u.s. 
documents in history - hundreds of thousands of intelligence reports that could amount to a classified 

history of the war in Iraq. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/22/20107:48:29 PM 

Bird deaths mean no night football on Kauai 

Ig~~""llt is a frequent sight during autumn evenings on the island of Kauai: Young seabirds mistake football 

stadium lights for the moon and stars during their migration to the ocean, causing them to become 
disoriented, fall from the sky and die. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/22/20107:49:12 PM 

Zoo Atlanta: Giant panda Lun Lun is pregnant 

Ig~~""lzoo Atlanta's 13-year-old giant panda is pregnant with her third cub and expected to give birth early next 

month. If all goes as planned, the mother's cub would become the only giant panda born at a u.s. zoo so 
far this year, the zoo's curator says. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/22/20107:51:03 PM 

CDC: 1 in 3 Americans will have diabetes by 2050 

In the United States, 1 in 3 people will have Type 2 diabetes by 2050 if current trends continue, according to a new 

report from the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/22/20108:02:30 PM 

Williams: NPR looking for reason to fire him 

Ig~~""lousted NPR analyst Juan Williams said Friday that he believes his former employer had been looking for a 

reason to fire him and used comments he made this week about Muslim airline passengers as an excuse 
to do so. Meanwhile, a u.s. senator said he would start the ball rolling to cut federal funding to the network. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/22/20108:04:20 PM 

Troubleshooter: Non-smoking family nicked for lighting up 

Best Western charges a guest $250 for allegedly smoking in his room. But he doesn't smoke, nor do any members of his 

family. Can they ever get a refund? 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/22/20108:08:13 PM 

Body scanners arrive at NYC airports 

Ig~~""IAir travelers already give up their shoes and bottled water to pass through security checkpoints at New 

York City's three major airports. Now some will be asked to part with their modesty. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/22/20108:21:38 PM 

Call off the bomb squad! It's just kittens! 

A suspicious package provides a surprise for Florida police. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/22/20108:35:43 PM 

Gulf corals in oil spill zone appear healthy 

Ig~~""~ust 20 miles north of where BP's blown-out well spewed millions of gallons of oil into the sea, life 

appears bountiful despite initial fears that crude could have wiped out many of these delicate deepwater 
habitats. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/22/20108:43:27 PM 

Raisinets recalled over peanut risk 

Nestle USA is recalling some packages Nestle Raisinets that may contain peanuts, putting those with an allergy at risk if 

they consume them. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/22/20109:51:55 PM 

Ventre: For better or worse, NBA will Heat up 

Ig~~""lventre: The super team of LeBron James, Dwyane Wade and Chris Bosh in Miami brings a much-needed 
reality-show atmosphere to the NBA. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/22/2010 10:30: 10 PM 

Newsweek poll: Obama approval rating jumps sharply 

As the president's numbers climb sharply, results suggest that Democrats may be succeeding in firing up their base. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/22/2010 10:58:47 PM 

News organizations look at leak with different eyes 

Ig~~""lwikiLeaks.org tried to coordinate the release of secret u.s. documents from the war in Iraq, but it 

couldn't coordinate what its partners actually said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/23/2010 12:04:22 AM 

Google says Street View cars got e-mail, passwords 

Ig~~""IGoogle admitted for the first time its "Street View" cars around the world accidentally collected more 
personal data than previously disclosed - including complete e-mails and passwords -potentially 

breathing new life into probes in various countries. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/23/201012:14:10 AM 

Report: Iran grabbed 3 U.S. hikers in Iraq 

Ig~~""IA classified American military report released Friday by WikiLeaks confirms that three American hikers 

detained by Iran were arrested on the Iraqi side of the border. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/23/201012:15:27 AM 

Woman drives with dead body for months 

Medical examiners have identified a mummified corpse that was left in a car's passenger seat for 10 months in Southern 

California, a police spokesman said Friday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/23/201012:18:32 AM 

Man with high-tech bionic arm dies after crash 

Ig~~""IAn Austrian man who lost both his arms in an accident but was able to drive because of a An Austrian 
man who was the first in Europe to wear an innovative high-tech artificial arm has died after the car he 

was driving veered off the road and crashed into a tree. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/23/2010 12:33:56 AM 

French Senate OKs raising retirement age 

Ig~~""lunder pressure from the government, the French Senate voted Friday to raise the retirement age from 

60 to 62, a victory for President Nicolas Sarkozy after days of street rage, acrimonious debate and strikes 
that dried up the supply of gasoline across the country. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/23/2010 12:42:01 AM 

Man guilty in death of 'dog trainer to the stars' 

A jury convicted a security expert of first-degree murder Friday in the death of a dog trainer whose clients included 

some of Seattle's most famous residents. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/23/2010 12:55:56 AM 

Judge: Suspect in Smart case can get fair trial 

The street preacher charged with kidnapping Elizabeth Smart can get a fair trial in Utah, a federal judge decided. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/23/20101:44:37 AM 

Shark attack: Friend describes fatal scene 

Ig~~""~he fatal shark-bite victim in California was aware of what was going on as the fish mauled his leg, his 
boogie-boarding friend says. Officials close nearby beaches. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/23/20101:52:21 AM 

Typhoon weakens on path to China 

Ig~~""IA typhoon initially feared to be among the worst in 50 years weakened on a course to southern China 

after killing at least nine people in Taiwan and stranding hundreds more. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/23/20103:08:09 AM 

Attorney James Neal, Watergate prosecutor, dies 

Ig~~""loutside the courtroom, James F. Neal had an amiable, backslapping way with friends and foes alike. 

Inside the chamber, the face of one of America's greatest trial lawyers often became fixed in a steely 
gaze. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/23/20104:17:52 AM 

Rangers roll past Yankees to 1st World Series 

Ig~~""lvladimir Guerrero, Nelson Cruz and Colby Lewis lead the Rangers past the Yankees 6-1, earning Texas its 

first World Series berth. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/23/20105:11:13 AM 

Randy Quaid, wife freed in Canada 

Ig~~""lcanada releases actor Randy Quaid and his wife on bond after they tell immigration officials they're 
fleeing "Hollywood 'Star Whackers.' " 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/23/20105:47:21 AM 

Winderman: It's not as easy as it looks for Heat 

Ig~~""lwinderman: The Miami Heat remain an unknown quantity because of injuries. But with LeBron James, 

Dwyane Wade and Chris Bosh, dominance loom large. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/23/20106:42:43 AM 

HBT: leaps of faith land Rangers in World Series 

Ig~~""IHBT: The great comeback stories of Josh Hamilton, Colby Lewis and manager Ron Washington add to the 
wonderful - and deserving - ride the Rangers are on as they head to their first World Series. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/23/20107:49:15 AM 

New York Times photographer injured in Afghanistan 

A photographer for The New York Times was seriously injured by a mine Saturday in southern Afghanistan where 

international forces are pushing into Taliban strongholds to try to turn the tide of the war. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/23/2010 10:36:33 AM 

WikiLeaks to publish more Afghan war papers 

Whistleblowing organization WikiLeaks said on Saturday that it will soon publish 15,000 more secret Afghan war 

documents. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/23/20103:36:09 PM 

Newsweek: French pension battle far from over 

Nicolas Sarkozy may well win his pension battle against the unions, but the French president will have little cause to 

celebrate. As Sarkozy nears victory in Parliament, France's unions are determined to keep fighting. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/23/20104:16:41 PM 

Group of 20 vows to avoid currency devaluations 

Ig~~""IGIObal finance leaders, under pressure to display unselfish policies, agreed Saturday to boost cooperation 

on rebalancing the world economy to help defuse tensions that had sparked fears of trade conflicts. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/23/20104:43:38 PM 

Suspected meth lab found at Georgetown dorm 

A dormitory for freshmen at prestigious Georgetown University was evacuated after a suspected meth lab was found in 

a room. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/23/20105:12:17 PM 

6 killed in Russia's North Caucasus 

A car bomb and two police raids killed six people and wounded seven in Russia's volatile North Caucasus region on 

Saturday, authorities said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/23/20105:25:24 PM 

Katy Perry, Russell Brand wed in India 

Ig~~""IBritish comedian Russell Brand and American pop singer Katy Perry were married Saturday in a traditional 

Hindu wedding ceremony at a luxury resort in a tiger reserve in northwestern India, an official said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/23/20105:49:37 PM 

Gone from NPR, Williams takes aim from Fox 

Ig~~""IAS listeners and angry citizens complained to NPR and public radio stations across the country over the 

firing of Juan Williams, the news analyst kept up his own criticism of his former employer as he began a 
bigger role with Fox News Channel. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/23/20106:20:09 PM 

Mexico: 13 dead in massacre at Juarez party 

Ig~~""IGunmen stormed two homes and massacred 13 young partygoers in the latest large-scale attack in this 

violent border city, even as a new government strategy seeks to restore order with social programs and 
massive police deployments. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/23/20106:37:23 PM 

U.S. national swimmer dies in open-water race 

u.s. national swimming team member Fran Crippen died during a race in the United Arab Emirates on Saturday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/23/20106:39:52 PM 

Seven die in stampede at Kenyan soccer game 

Ig~~""~he Kenya Red Cross says seven people have died in a stampede while trying to gain access to a football 

match between two of Kenya's most popular teams. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/23/20106:49:49 PM 

Suspected drug lab found at Georgetown dorm 

A dormitory for freshmen at prestigious Georgetown University was evacuated after a suspected meth lab was found in 

a room. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/23/20107:12:18 PM 

No U.N. casualties in attack on Afghan building 

A suicide car bomber and three armed militants wearing explosives vests and dressed as women attacked a United 

Nations compound Saturday in western Afghanistan, officials said. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/23/20107:35:07 PM 

No.8 Spartans survive, stay unbeaten 

Ig~~""IKirk Cousins threw for 329 yards and three touchdowns, and No.8 Michigan State rallied to beat 
Northwestern 35-27 and remain unbeaten on Saturday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/23/20108:01:18 PM 

More than 200 dead in Haiti cholera outbreak 

An outbreak of cholera has spread outside a rural valley in central Haiti, intensifying worries the disease could reach 

squalid tarp camps that house hundreds of thousands of earthquake survivors in the capital. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/23/20108:23:22 PM 

Cyclone slams Myanmar; Thai flood deaths rise 

Ig~~""IA cyclone that hit the west coast of Myanmar has caused widespread damage, a local resident said on 

Saturday, while a meteorological official said it was expected to weaken as it moved northeast through 
the country. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/23/20108:29:32 PM 

Ohio mom angry judge let her daughter, 17, marry 

An Ohio judge allowed a pregnant 17-year-old to get married without her parents' consent after the bride-to-be said she 

could be forced to have an abortion if she stayed at home. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/23/20109:00:48 PM 

France: Baby dies, 10 injured in fall from window 

A 4-month-old baby died after he and 10 other people fell from the third-story window of a suburban Paris apartment 

building on Saturday, an official said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/23/20109:25:13 PM 

Frustration with GOP leader despite expected gains 

Ig~~""lln the most favorable political environment for Republicans in decades, GOP chairman Michael Steele 

ordinarily might be lavished with praise for leading his party to the brink of a historic triumph. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/23/20109:34:55 PM 

Motherhood an issue in Okla. governor's race 

Ig~~""IDemocrat Jari Askins has been a judge, legislator, agency head and attorney, but her GOP rival in 

Oklahoma's face for first female governor points out Askin has never been married. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/23/2010 10:01:49 PM 

Celine Dian welcomes twin boys in Florida 

Ig~~""lsinging superstar Celine Dion welcomed healthy twin boys on Saturday at a Florida hospital, People 

reported. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/23/201011:02:28 PM 

Obama, Palin campaign in high gear 

Ig~~""lpresident Barack Obama warns against a return to the past while former Alaska Gov. Sarah Palin invokes 

a past president Saturday as each lead midterm election rallies. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/24/20105:20:06 PM 

Catholic bloggers aim to purge dissenters 

Ig~~""lpressure is on to change the Roman Catholic Church in America, but it's not coming from the usual liberal 

suspects. A new breed of theological conservatives has taken to blogs and YouTube to say the church isn't 
Catholic enough. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/24/20105:42:44 PM 

Could overhaul undermine employer health coverage? 

Ig~~""~he new health care law wasn't supposed to undercut employer plans that have provided most people in 

the u.s. with coverage for generations. But some employers are weighing the options. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/24/20106:15:25 PM 

'Paranormal 2' scares $41.5 million out of fans 

Ig~~"'l,paranormal Activity 2" did nearly half its business on Friday, following the pattern of many fright-flick 

franchises, which often draw big crowds on opening day then drop off sharply. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/24/20106:17:27 PM 

Best bets: Trick or treat! Scary movies, TV 

Ig~~""IHorror, horror everywhere. "Saw VII" hits theaters in 3-D; Freddy Krueger guest-stars on "Chuck," and 
"The Walking Dead" brings a zombie invasion to America. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/24/20107:56:18 PM 

Drug 'war next door' linked directly to u.s. 

Federal authorities say traffickers are now entrenched in at least 270 American cities, running sophisticated and 

disciplined networks that not only bring the drugs in, but also ship truckloads of cash back to Mexico. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/24/201010:10:40 PM 

Referee error helps Steelers rally past Dolphins 

Ig~~""IAn officiating mistake negated a late fumble at the goal line by Ben Roethlisberger, and the Pittsburgh 
Steelers kicked the game-winning field goal on the next play Sunday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/24/2010 11:34:07 PM 

Raiders run roughshod on Broncos 

Ig~~""IBehind Darren McFadden's four touchdowns, the Oakland Raiders scored the most points in their 50-year 
history Sunday with a 59-14 thrashing of the demoralized Denver Broncos. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/25/20102:42:54 AM 

Auburn leapfrogs to top of BCS standings 

Ig~~""lcam Newton and Auburn blew by Boise State into first place in the BCS standings. The unbeaten Tigers 

(8-0) vaulted from fourth to the top spot Sunday, putting the Southeastern Conference in line for a fifth 
straight appearance in the national title game. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/25/20103:22:45 AM 

Schuller pleads for dollars for Crystal Cathedral 

Crystal Cathedral founder the Rev. Robert H. Schuller on Sunday tearfully asked his parishioners for help in overcoming 

the megachurch's bankruptcy and tens of millions in debt. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/25/20104:10:30 AM 

Slideshow: Faces of the Tea Party -In their own words 

Ig~~""ICliCk to view pictures and read why some citizens are looking for another political answer. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/25/20104:41:12 AM 

Bomb kills 5 at Sufi shrine in Pakistan 

Ig~~""IA bomb planted on a motorcycle exploded at the gate of a famous Sufi shrine in central Pakistan during 

morning prayers Monday, killing at least five people, said officials. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/25/20105:28:13 AM 

Were larger forces behind abortion doctor's murder? 

Ig~~""IMsnbc documentary looks into whether there were larger forces behind abortion doctor's murder. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/25/20107:03:52 AM 

Packers pick off Favre, knock off Vikings 

Ig~~""IBrett Favre threw three second-half interceptions to his former team and the Green Bay Packers held on 
to beat the Minnesota Vikings 28-24 on Sunday night. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/25/20107:07:20 AM 

Anti-Japan protests spread in Chinese cities 

Anti-Japan demonstrations broke out in at least a half dozen Chinese cities over the weekend despite efforts by 

authorities to rein in the growing protest movement, reports said Monday. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/25/20108:18:40 AM 

Need a shortcut? Ask a bumblebee 

Ig~~""~hey might look like they wander aimlessly from flower to flower, but bumblebees solve a complex 

mathematical problem to find the shortest possible route between sources of food. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/25/2010 11:33:46 AM 

'Hobbits' march to keep films in New Zealand 

Ig~~""~housands of New Zealanders took to the country's streets on Monday to protest against possible plans 
to move production of Peter Jackson's "Hobbit" movies overseas. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/25/201011:37:14 AM 

Video: Three-way Alaska Senate race heats up 

Ig~~""IRepublican incumbent Sen. Lisa Murkowski has turned her write-in candidacy into a surprisingly tight race 
against Tea Party favorite Joe Miller, both of them challenged by Democratic long-shot candidate Sam 

McAdams. NBC's Lee Cowan reports. (Today Show) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/25/2010 11:46:08 AM 

Video: 'Hangover 2' cast rejects Gibson cameo 

Ig~~""IDirector Todd Phillips said in a statement that his choice of casting Mel Gibson for a role in the sequel to 
the wildly popular "The Hangover" "did not have the full support" of his entire cast and crew. NBC's Peter 

Alexander reports. (Today Show) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/25/201011:47:22 AM 

Video: Heat to blame in U.S. swimmer's death? 

Ig~~""IFran Crippen's body was found near the last buoy of a lO-kilometer open water race in Dubai, leaving 

competitors to question race conditions, including the extremely warm water temperature. TODAY's Amy 
Robach reports. (Today Show) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/25/201011:52:13 AM 

Top 10 haunted homes in the u.s. 

Ig~~""IKiCk off this Halloween season with our list of top 10 homes in the u.s. notorious for their haunted 

history and spirits who like to visit. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/25/2010 11:52:52 AM 

Witness: 13 slain at rehab center in border city 

A client at a drug rehab center in the Mexican border city of Tijuana said Monday that a gang of armed men burst into 

the building and gunned down 13 recovering addicts there. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/25/2010 12:34:02 PM 

'Hiccup Girl' charged with murder 

Ig~~""IA teenager who attracted national media attention after she couldn't stop hiccuping for five weeks has 

been charged with first-degree murder, NBC News reported Monday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/25/2010 12:39:35 PM 

Study reveals risky sex behavior among NYC teens 

Nearly 10 percent of sexually active New York City high school students say they've had at least one same-sex partner, 

and teens reporting sexual contact with both sexes also show higher rates of dating violence, forced sex and risky sexual 

behavior, a new study says. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/25/201012:41:10 PM 

Who owns your genes? In many cases, not you 

The company doing your genetic test can get a patent on your genes. Think it doesn't matter? It does when it comes to 

research on diseases, such as cancer, for mutations. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/25/2010 12:45:07 PM 

Video: Woman falls from mountain, lives to tell 

Ig~~""IBrenna Fisch, a 19-year-old student at the University of Colorado, went for a jog and slipped off the path, 
falling nearly 40 feet to the bottom of a cliff. She speaks with TODAY's Matt Lauer about her road to 

recovery. (Today Show) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/25/2010 12:59:40 PM 

Will Americans turn French or just work longer? 

Ig~~""lwhat would Americans do if the retirement age were increased? The answer may depend on what 
individual Americans do - for a job, that is. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/25/20101:09:05 PM 

NYC bedbug outbreak has tourists crawling away 

New York City's bedbugs have climbed out of bed and marched into landmarks, causing anxiety among tourists who are 

canceling vacations planned for the height of the holiday season. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/25/20101:17:13 PM 

First Thoughts: How to spot a GOP wave 

On Election Night, we'll likely be able to tell very early if Republicans are on the verge of taking back the House - and 

possibly more. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/25/20101:18:13 PM 

Newsweek: Pot and the GOP 

Is the party of 'Just Say No' morphing into the party of 'Just Say Grow'? 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/25/20101:24:14 PM 

RI Dem: Obama can 'shove it' for not endorsing him 

Ig~~""~he Democratic candidate for Rhode Island governor is telling President Barack Obama to "shove it" after 

learning Obama would not endorse him. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/25/20101:47:09 PM 

'Navel fluff' collection weighs a record 22 grams 

Ig~~""lln terms of rare collections, this one gets top marks. An Australian man has made a habit of collecting his 

navel lint, earning him a mention in the Guinness Book of World Records. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/25/20101:48:34 PM 

Newsweek: What a GOP takeover will mean 

An in-depth report on what a resurgent Republican Party will-and won't-be able to accomplish over the next two 

years, from taxes to health care and education. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/25/20101:57:36 PM 

Newsweek: Meet America's worst politician 

George Will: There are hundreds of plausible nominees for the title of America's Second-Smarmiest Politician, but surely 

the top spot is un-contested. Americans of all political persuasions can come together in affirming one proposition: 

Public life would be improved by scrubbing Rep. Alan Grayson from it. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/25/20102:16:18 PM 

Existing-home sales jump 10 percent 

Sales of previously occupied homes jumped 10 percent in September, an industry group said Monday. It was the biggest 

monthly gain in 28 years. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/25/20102:41:31 PM 

Canadian admits he was teen al-Qaida militant 

Ig~~""IA Canadian accused of killing an American soldier as a teenage al-Qaida militant pleaded guilty Monday 
as part of a deal that avoids a war crimes trial for someone labeled a "child soldier" by his defenders. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/25/20102:56:55 PM 

Hurricane weakens quickly after battering Belize 

Richard weakened quickly Monday, first to a tropical storm and then a tropical depression after battering the tiny 

Central American country of Belize as a hurricane. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/25/20103:01:13 PM 

Blood of Louis XVI may be hidden inside gourd 

Ig~~""lcarved pumpkins abound this Halloween season, but a decorated gourd dated to 1793 may be the 

spookiest of them all. New research determines it may contain the blood of Louis XVI, who was executed 
by guillotine that same year. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/25/20103:05:40 PM 

Tornado flips vehicles, damages Texas school 

Parts of the South were told to be on the watch for twisters on Monday, a day after a tornado injured two people by 

picking up a semi-trailer and flipping it onto a car driving along a Texas highway. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/25/20103:14:21 PM 

HBT: Don't call it 'a small-market' World Series 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/25/20103:15:17 PM 

NPR chief: Sorry for how firing handled 

Ig~~""INPR'S chief executive says she's sorry for the way analyst Juan Williams' dismissal was handled - but 
she's not sorry for firing him. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/25/20103:33:58 PM 

Pelosi takes the heat 

Ig~~"'l'YOU have to know what you've come here to do," Pelosi tells Politics Daily's Melinda Henneberger in a 

recent interview. "You didn't come here to be in a popularity contest, you came here to get a job done." 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/25/20103:41:42 PM 

Indonesia warns volcano could erupt at any time 

Ig~~""llndonesia warned Monday that its most volatile volcano could erupt at any time and started evacuating 

some of the thousands of villagers living on the mountain's slope. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/25/20103:44:02 PM 

Video: Man cartwheels to safety after crash 

Ig~~""lsecurity video out of China shows a man performing a mid-air flip after he crashes his motorcycle into a 
truck. TODAYshow.com's Dara Brown reports. (Other) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/25/20103:47:02 PM 

Cash payments from Iran 'normal,' Karzai says 

President Hamid Karzai on Monday confirmed that Afghanistan was receiving cash payments from Iran but insisted the 

funding was "normal." 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/25/20103:51:26 PM 

The stimulus worked - but for which party? 

Ig~~""~he $814 billion stimulus plays a far bigger role in Republican ads this year than in Democratic ads, a sure 

sign of which party thinks it benefits politically from a debate over the spending package. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/25/20103:53:49 PM 

Video: New 'Bama's' cigarettes play on president? 

Ig~~""IA Florida man launches "Bama's" cigarettes brand that some say make a playful nod to the smoker-in
chief. WESH's Claire Metz reports. (NBC News Channel) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/25/20104:05:52 PM 

'Bed Intruder' guy shills sex offender app 

Ig~~""~he Internet's favorite outraged citizen dons his now-infamous red kerchief and black tank top to give us 

the 911 on BeenVerified.com's Sex Offender Tracker App for iPhone and Android. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/25/20104:31:36 PM 

Video: Political ads flood Nevada airwaves 

Ig~~""lcampaign ads are running at an average of every three minutes in Nevada. NBC's Lee Cowan reports on 
what a single 24-hour period there looks and sounds like. (Other) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/25/20104:36:46 PM 

Life Inc.: Home sales data mask thorny issues 

The headline on the latest monthly sales report for existing homes looks pretty good: traffic in September picked up a 

full 10 percent from the month before. But that's about as far as the good news goes. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/25/20104:45:30 PM 

In Haiti, cholera could heighten quake misery 

Ig~~""IHealth authorities in Haiti say a deadly cholera outbreak is beginning to stabilize. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/25/20105:12:33 PM 

Faces of the Tea Party - in their own words 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/25/20105:12:33 PM 

Major quake hits off Indonesia coast 

A major earthquake hit off the coast of western Sumatra, Indonesia, Monday, the u.S. Geological Survey reported. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/25/20105:21:44 PM 

Air Force manual describes cyberwar world 

A new Air Force manual for cyberwarfare describes a shadowy, fast-changing world where anonymous enemies can 

carry out devastating attacks in seconds and where conventional ideas about time and space don't apply. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/25/20105:41:02 PM 

Hillary Clinton intervened in 'boy soldier' case 

Ig~~""IMonday/S Guantanamo plea deal averting the military trial of Canadian "boy soldier" Omar Khadr came 

after an extraordinary last minute intervention by u.s. Secretary of State Hillary Clinton, NBC News' 
Michaellsikoff reports. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/25/20105:51:50 PM 

Video: During final push, Oems target minority voters 

Ig~~""IBY scheduling rallies targeting minority voters, Democrats hope to swing election their way. Msnbc's 

Contessa Brewer talks with Rainbow/PUSH Coalition's Jesse Jackson. (Other) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/25/20106:34:18 PM 

Chile miners, president, rescuers meet - for soccer 

Ig~~""lchilean President Sebastian Pinera awarded the 33 rescued miners national medals, but the bigger event 

was a friendly soccer game with Pinera, several miners and even some of the rescuers. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/25/20106:51:46 PM 

Video: Justice for Chandra 

Ig~~""lwaShington Post reporter Sari Horwitz talks about the opening statements made Monday morning in the 

Chandra Levy murder trial, nine years after the Washington intern's disappearance first dominated the 
headlines. (Other) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/25/20107:04:58 PM 

Aspirin boosts prostate cancer treatment, study finds 

Cheap, easy-to-take aspirin tablets may help men being treated for prostate cancer live longer, u.s. researchers 

reported on Monday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/25/20107:06:49 PM 

Palin takes shot at Murkowski 'family destiny' 

Recently embattled Tea Party favorite Joe Miller, the GOP nominee for Senate in Alaska, is once again falling back on his 

most effective weapon - former Gov. Sarah Palin. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/25/20107:09:53 PM 

Jackson tops list of top-earning dead celebrities 

Ig~~""IWith gross earnings of $275 million, Michael Jackson earned more than the other 12 deceased stars on 

the list combined. Still more impressive: His estate's 12-month haul was greater than the pooled earnings 
of this year's two biggest living acts, U2 and ACjDC. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/25/20107:21:27 PM 

A long road seen ahead on foreclosure mess 

Ig~~""~he U.S. foreclosure mess won't be cleaned up quickly and could hurt the housing market, which is 

already a weak link in the economic recovery, regulators said Monday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/25/20107:21:51 PM 

Video: Perry/Brand wedding may have violated laws 

Ig~~""~he celebrity nuptials of Katy Perry and Russell Brand may have violated Indian law, Kanye West's 30 
minute music video, and Joan Collins clarifies her remarks on Jennifer Aniston. (MSNBC) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/25/20107:37:12 PM 

Marathon runners suffer temporary heart damage 

A new study finds that marathon runners experience temporary heart damage during their 26.2 mile races, which may 

be one reason that seemingly healthy people sometimes die during long races. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/25/20107:45:16 PM 

Alcoholic energy drink sickened students 

A high-alcohol caffeinated drink called Four Loko, not date-rape drugs, sickened Central Washington University students 

at a house party earlier this month, an investigation has concluded. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/25/20107:46:30 PM 

PFT: Favre has stress fracture; streak in jeopardy 

Ig~~""lpFT: Brett Favre has a stress fracture and might not start Sunday, Brad Childress says. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/25/20107:58:22 PM 

Gaga beats Bieber to 1 billion YouTube views 

Web analytics companies predicted Lady Gaga's victory over Justin Bieber weeks ago. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/25/20108:40:12 PM 

Google tamed text, but video is biting back 

Google has a problem. The strategy that made it huge as an automated aggregator of text-based information isn't 

working for video. With the arrival of Google TV, the search giant's old video problem is once again flaring up. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/25/20109:06:08 PM 

Newsweek: Can a democrat win by touting health-reform vote? 

Can one Blue Dog's unorthodox ad strategy localize his election and head off the demise of another incumbent? 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/25/20109:11:40 PM 

Don't like Google Street View? Just move, says CEO 

Ig~~""IGoogle CEO Eric Schmidt created a little buzz when he replied, to a question about Google Street View's 
creepy camera drive-bys, "You could just move, right?" 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/25/20109:13:14 PM 

Cosmic Log: China lays out plan for Mars 

Science editor Alan Boyle's Weblog: Chinese space officials have come up with a plan that would send an orbiter toward 

Mars on a Chinese rocket as early as 2013. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/25/20109:29:50 PM 

Lawsuits threatened over TripAdvisor reviews 

Ig~~""IMore than 700 hoteliers and vacation agencies have joined KwikChex, a British company now threatening 

to file a series of defamation lawsuits against TripAdvisor on behalf of travel businesses. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/25/20109:32:47 PM 

N.J. weighs new bullying laws after suicide 

Ig~~""INew Jersey lawmakers have introduced a bill to toughen the state's anti-bullying laws after the widely 

publicized suicide of a Rutgers University student. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/25/20109:43:20 PM 

BP CEO slams media, rivals for stoking spill fears 

Ig~~""IBP'S new chief executive said its rivals and the media had helped cause a climate of fear when the oil 
giant's blown-out Gulf of Mexico well caused the nation's worst ever oil spill. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/25/2010 10:07:03 PM 

U.S. OK's world's largest solar power plant 

Ig~~""~he Obama administration approved what investors say will be the world's largest solar power plant and 

one that more than doubles all of u.s. solar output and can power at least 300,000 homes. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/25/201010:21:11 PM 

Dolphins teach each other a tail-flipping fad 

Ig~~""lscience editor Alan Boyle's Weblog: Fresh video shows wild dolphins frolicking Down Under, using a "tail

walking" trick that is apparently becoming all the rage among the marine mammals. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/25/2010 10:44:48 PM 

Video: In political tug-of-war, it's all about turnout 

Ig~~""IAS the midterm election season enters its final week, campaigning goes into overdrive and political ads 

are saturating the airwaves. Chief White House Correspondent Chuck Todd reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/25/201010:52:19 PM 

Video: NPR CEO apologizes for mishandled dismissal 

Ig~~""lviVian Schiller apologized on Monday for the way that NPR analyst Juan Williams was fired after he made 
comments about Muslims on "The O'Reilly Factor." NBC's Brian Williams reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/25/2010 10:54:36 PM 

Video: Karzai shocks u.s. backers with Iranian 'bags of money' 

Ig~~""INew revelations about Afghan President Hamid Karzai receiving bags of money from Iran were just the 

latest example of dissonance between Karzai and American officials. NBC's Richard Engel reports. (Nightly 
News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/25/2010 10:56:51 PM 

Video: Texas twister caught on tape 

Ig~~""lltls not possible to get closer to a tornado than this terrifying moment a driver in North Texas captured on 

tape. NBC's Brian Williams reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/25/2010 10:58:59 PM 

Video: Fight on to contain cholera in quake-ravaged Haiti 

Ig~~""IHaitils central government is expected to urge hospitals to move those infected by the cholera outbreak 

into tents to keep infections from spreading further. NBC's Dr. Nancy Snyderman reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/25/201011:01:19 PM 

Smoking doubles dementia risk later in life 

Heavy smoking during middle age can double the risk of Alzheimer's disease and dementia two decades later, 

researchers said on Monday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/25/2010 11:06:51 PM 

Video: Supreme Court colleagues hit firing range 

Ig~~""lsupreme Court Justices Antonin Scalia and Elena Kagan were spotted at a Virginia shooting range. NBC's 
Brian Williams reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/25/201011:16:39 PM 

Video: Miller, Murkowski neck-and-neck in Alaska 

Ig~~""IDesPite having been defeated in the GOP primary, Senator Lisa Murkowski has mounted a surprising 
write-in bid extending her campaign against Tea Party favorite Joe Miller and Democrat Scott McAdams. 

NBC's Lee Cowan reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/25/201011:19:24 PM 

Departing Microsoft visionary sees 'post-PC' world 

Ray Ozzie, Microsoft Corp's departing software chief, has asked the company to move on from its roots as a computer

oriented company to imagine a 'post-PC world' that relies on wireless devices and the Internet to function. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/25/2010 11:48:47 PM 

E-voting security fears mount as elections near 

New technologies allowing voters to cast ballots via the Internet or other electronic means are catching on in the United 

States and elsewhere, even as fears mount about security of the systems. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/25/2010 11:59:53 PM 

Early humans mated with Neanderthals 

Early modern humans mated with Neanderthals and possibly other archaic hominid species from Asia at least lOO,OOO 

years ago, according to a new study that describes human remains from that period in South China. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/26/20101:26:46 AM 

'Fiddler on the Roof' writer Stein dies at 98 

The playwright who turned a classic Yiddish short story into the hit Broadway musical "Fiddler on the Roof" and later 

wrote the screenplay for its successful movie adaptation has died. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/26/20102:01:50 AM 

Cosmic Log: The Amazon's amazing species 

Ig~~""lscience editor Alan Boyle's Weblog: The World Wide Fund for Nature highlights the more than 1,200 
species discovered in the Amazon region over the past decade, in hopes of gaining support for protecting 

such species over the decades to come. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/26/20103:27:24 AM 

'Dancing' shocker: Bristol can actually move! 

Ig~~""IAfter weeks filled with flubbed footwork, Palin knew she was lucky to even have a chance at a week-six 

dance. The surprising part is that she actually did something about that fact. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/26/20103:43:51 AM 

DOJ asked to probe athlete's shooting death 

The lawyer for the family of a college football player shot by police outside a suburban bar asked the u.s. Department of 

Justice on Monday to conduct an investigation into the student's death. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/26/20104:33:13 AM 

1 dead in L.A. car-school bus crash 

Three boys in a black BMW on Monday ran a red light, hit and killed a pedestrian and broadsided a school bus that 

flipped on its side, leaving the bus driver and 18 high school students injured, authorities said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/26/20105:47:10 AM 

DeMarco: Giants are masters of the nail-biter 

Ig~~""IDeMarco: Their best hitter is a rookie catcher, and their patchwork lineup doesn't frightens anybody. But 

the San Francisco Giants are four wins from a championship, thanks to a simple formula that produces 
tortuous one-run games almost on a nightly basis. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/26/20105:53:03 AM 

Double whammy! Cowboys lose Ramo, game 

Ig~~""~ony Romo broke his left collarbone, then things really got bad for the Dallas Cowboys. Eli Manning tied 

his career best with four touchdown passes and the New York Giants turned a sloppy start into a 41-35 
victory over the Cowboys on Monday night. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/26/20107:13:45 AM 

Report: Iran loads fuel into 1st nuclear reactor 

Ig~~""llran has begun loading fuel into the core of its first nuclear power plant, state TV reported Tuesday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/26/20108:26:07 AM 

'Hiccup Girl' case: Botched robbery netted $50 

Ig~~""IAn uncontrollable case of the hiccups brought an odd sort of fame to Jennifer Mee, who was 15 when she 

appeared on television morning shows trying to find a cure for her mysterious affliction. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/26/20108:34:21 AM 

Reid aide goes after report of fake marriage 

A press secretary for u.s. Senate Majority Leader Harry Reid is no longer with his office after allegations that she married 

a Lebanese man to help him evade immigration laws. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/26/20109:26:12 AM 

160 missing after tsunami hits Indonesia 

At least 160 people, mostly women and children, are missing from an Indonesian village that was pounded by an 

enormous wave after an earthquake off the coast of Sumatra. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/26/2010 10:37:48 AM 

Tariq Aziz - from diplomat to death sentence 

Ig~~""IHere are some facts on Tariq Aziz, one of late dictator Saddam Hussein's most prominent deputies. He 

was sentenced to death on Tuesday by Iraq's high tribunal. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/26/2010 10:46:22 AM 

International face of Saddam regime to hang 

Ig~~""lsaddam Hussein's foreign minister Tariq Aziz was sentenced to death by hanging Tuesday for persecuting 

members of Shiite religious parties under the former regime. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/26/201011:19:24 AM 

Video: Dems, GOP go on the attack in final push 

Ig~~""IWith Election Day one week away, candidates in tight races, such as Kentucky's Senate race and Rhode 

Island's gubernatorial contest, are feeling the pressure to close the deal. NBC's Chuck Todd 
reports. (Today Show) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/26/2010 11:25:05 AM 

Indonesian volcano rumbles as lava pressure builds 

Ig~~""llndonesia's most volatile volcano groaned and rumbled Tuesday and scientists warned that pressure 

building beneath its lava dome could trigger one of the most powerful blasts in years. Thousands of 
residents living on its slopes were moved to temporary camps. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/26/201011:31:12 AM 

Video: 'Hiccup Girl' lured victim online, cop says 

Ig~~""IMike Kovacsev, the lead investigator in the murder case involving "hiccup girl" Jennifer Mee, tells TODAY 
that they believe she lured 22-year-old Shannon Griffin to a planned robbery, but don't believe she was 

involved in the deadly shooting. (Today Show) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/26/2010 11:32:28 AM 

Woman's head stepped on outside Ky. Senate debate 

Supporters of a Republican u.S. Senate candidate wrestled a woman to the ground and one stepped on her head after 

she tried to confront the candidate in Kentucky. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/26/2010 11:34:49 AM 

Easy way to fight jihad - join the u.s. Army? 

A New York-born man tried to join u.s. forces so he could desert and "wage war" against them for the Taliban or other 

radical groups abroad, according to the FBI. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/26/201011:48:27 AM 

Video: Four Loko sickened students, not rape drugs 

Ig~~""lofficials at a Washington state university are looking to ban the caffeinated alcoholic beverage Four Loko 

after toxicology reports show that the drink, dubbed "blackout in a can," is what sent a group of partying 
students to the hospital. NBC's Kristen Welker reports. (Today Show) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/26/2010 12:30:57 PM 

Ford posts 68% rise in third-quarter earnings 

Ford Motor Co.'s third-quarter net income rose 68 percent as it grabbed a bigger share of the u.s. auto market and 

buyers paid more for its highly-rated cars and trucks. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/26/2010 12:38:01 PM 

Why sitting all day is slowly killing you 

You may think that working out several times means you lead an active lifestyle. But some research suggests that sitting 

at a desk all day makes you more of a chair potato than you think. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/26/201012:41:17 PM 

Boy survives 20-story fall onto car 

A lO-year-old Chinese boy has survived after falling 20 stories from an apartment window and landing on a parked car. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/26/2010 12:44:01 PM 

For Ford's Mulally, big bets are paying off 

Ig~~""IMulallyIS risky decision to tackle Ford's problems - without government aid- is paying off in growing 

sales and market share. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/26/2010 12:53:02 PM 

Flights at O'Hare delayed over winds 

High winds have forced authorities to stop flights at O'Hare International Airport in Chicago. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/26/2010 12:57:52 PM 

Irish eyes not smiling over spy passport fraud 

Why Emerald Isle IDs have become the document du jour for international spies and assassins. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/26/20101:27:15 PM 

Campaign 2010 heads into a final, frenzied week 

Ig~~""loctober's campaign phrases that pay: 'Shove It' and 'Man Up.' It's a fitting conclusion to a nutty campaign 

year. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/26/20101:32:19 PM 

NTSB probes safety of airlines' 'code sharing' deals 

The National Transportation Safety Board begins a two-day forum on Tuesday probing the safety implications of "code 

sharing" agreements. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/26/20102:13:10 PM 

Video: Woman wrestled to ground, stepped on outside Ky. debate 

Ig~~""lvideo shows supporters of Republican u.s. Senate hopeful Rand Paul wrestling a woman to the ground 

and stepping on her head. TODAYshow.com's Dara Brown reports. (Other) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/26/20102:37:54 PM 

First humanoid space robot will be on shuttle 

Ig~~""IAfter 15 years of preparation, the first human-like robot designed for use in space is ready for launch as 

part of the shuttle Discovery's Nov. 1 mission. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: lap msnbc.com headlines 

10/26/20103:00:04 PM 

Lawyer may use laurette's in 'Hiccup Girl' defense 

The lawyer for 'Hiccup Girl' Jennifer Mee, 19, said Tuesday that his client's behavior may have been affected by a 

medical condition. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/26/20103:00:04 PM 

Police: 'Hiccup' defense possible in homicide case 

The lead investigator in the first-degree homicide case against Jennifer Mee said Tuesday that it's "possible" that the 

attention the Florida teen got for her uncontrollable hiccups several years ago could have led her to trouble, and that he 

expects Mee's attorney to raise that possibility. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/26/20103:27:37 PM 

Video: Co-workers help man survive heart attack, twice 

Ig~~""IA Washington man's co-workers administer CPR and help him survive two heart attacks months apart. 

KING's Elisa Hahn reports. (NBC News Channel) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/26/20103:49:01 PM 

Creator of Rocky and Bullwinkle dies 

Pioneering TV cartoon artist Alexander Anderson Jr., who created Rocky the flying squirrel and Bullwinkle the moose, 

has died. He was 90. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/26/20104:00:49 PM 

Faked in China: Inside the pirates' web 

Ig~~""lwhen it comes to making counterfeit goods and pirating brands, China is the counterfeit "workshop of 
the world". 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/26/20104:01:26 PM 

Live chat: Ask NBC's Chuck Todd your questions 

NBC News' political director talks about the midterms and what's going on in the world of u.s. politics starting at 2 p.m. 

ET 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/26/20104:08:48 PM 

London cabbie may have raped 100 women 

A London taxi driver who was jailed for drugging 19 women and sexually assaulting 12 may have actually raped as many 

as 102 over five years, the BBe reported on Tuesday. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/26/20104:15:12 PM 

Cops: Stepmom talking in missing girl case 

The stepmother of a missing lO-year-old girl is cooperating with investigators who are searching in rural North Carolina 

for the disabled child or evidence in her disappearance, police said Tuesday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/26/20104:23:25 PM 

World Cup soccer's psychic octopus dies in Germany 

Ig~~""lpaul the Octopus, the tentacled tipster who fascinated football fans by predicting results at the World 

Cup, died Tuesday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/26/20105:04:15 PM 

Reports: Drunk, naked Sheen trashes hotel 

Ig~~""IActor was hospitalized after tables and chairs tossed, chandelier damaged. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/26/20105:38:31 PM 

California Senate candidate hospitalized 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/26/20105:49:22 PM 

Abu Ghraib contractors seek civil immunity 

The same principles that protect u.s. soldiers from being sued by enemy combatants apply to private contractors hired 

to help conduct a war, attorneys for two companies that provided interrogators at the Abu Ghraib prison in Iraq told a 

federal appeals court Tuesday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/26/20105:51:15 PM 

Baseball's picture bright amid economic gloom 

Ig~~""lsponsors defected, television ratings went down, the New York Yankees are out and fewer people 

showed up for the games. Still, Major League Baseball expects to bring in a record-breaking $7 billion this 
year. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/26/20106:10:37 PM 

Home prices weakening, urban index shows 

Home prices are weakening around the country, even in metro areas that were showing strength earlier in the year. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/26/20106:15:50 PM 

Lithium battery danger on planes sparks debate 

Ig~~""lsafety advocates have warned that someday an air shipment of lithium batteries like those used in 

cameras, cell phones and countless other products would catch fire, causing a plane to crash and people 
to die. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/26/20106:19:07 PM 

Remains of 97 found on Bosnia-Serbia border 

The remains of around 100 people believed to have been Muslims killed early in the Bosnian 1992-95 war have been 

unearthed from a lake bed on the border between Bosnia and Serbia, forensic experts said on Tuesday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/26/20106:51:11 PM 

Study identifies potential stroke triggers 

NEW YORK (Reuters Health) - Downing a few drinks or contracting an infection such as the flu seem to be connected to a 

short-term spike in the risk of stroke, a new research review finds. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/26/2010 7 :04: 17 PM 

Video: Family beats breast cancer odds 

Ig~~""INBC'S Mara Schiavocampo introduces us to a family who all are breast cancer survivors. (Other) 

I~~~~:[~~~:j 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/26/20107:07:04 PM 

The best and worst trick-Dr-treat candy 

Ig~~""IMYHealthNewSDaiIY took at look at 37 of the most popular Halloween candies - from Blow Pops to 
Skittles, Baby Ruths to 100 Grands - and found the five best and five worst of these for your health, 

based on their fat and sugar content. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/26/20107:13:16 PM 

Video: Saddam aide Aziz sentenced to death 

Ig~~""IFormer Iraqi Foreign Minister Tariq Aziz was given the death sentence for persecuting Shiite political 
parties during Saddam Hussein's regime. NBC's Adrienne Mong reports. (NBC News Channel) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/26/20107:16:25 PM 

1 Killed, 1 Hurt After Hit By Airport Tram 

One person is dead and another is hurt after they were hit by a tram at George Bush Intercontinental Airport. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/26/20107:28:26 PM 

Bad behavior in the sky means trouble on the ground 

If you exhibit boorish behavior in the sky, you face trouble on the ground. Until airlines change their rules, turn off your 

electronic devices during takeoff and be nice to the flight crew. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/26/20107:33:18 PM 

Woman up! Motherhood becomes a wedge issue 

Ig~~""IFirst Read: Gender has been a recurring theme this election cycle, mostly in man vs. woman contests. But 

in a female vs. female contest, one candidate is challenging another on motherhood. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/26/20107:58:45 PM 

Consumer Reports: GM reliability improved 

Ig~~""IGeneral Motors' wrenching restructuring seems to be paying off, at least in reliability. Consumer Reports 

said Tuesday that GM's reliability ratings have improved considerably. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/26/20108:06:34 PM 

Man on all-spud diet regrets 60-day goal 

Ig~~""~he Washington state man who's on a 60-day all-potato diet wishes he had set a goal of one month 
instead of two. Chris Voigt said that as good and healthy as potatoes are - there's only so many ways 

they can be prepared. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/26/20108:06:34 PM 

Man on all-spud diet regrets 60-day goal 

Ig~~""~he Washington state man who's on a 60-day all-potato diet wishes he had set a goal of one month 
instead of two. Chris Voigt said that as good and healthy as potatoes are - there's only so many ways 

they can be prepared. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/26/20108:23:36 PM 

Drug maker to pay $750 million for tainted medicine 

GlaxoSmithKline, one of the world's largest pharmaceutical makers, has agreed to pay $750 million to resolve Justice 

Department allegations that the company sold adulterated and improperly made drugs. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/26/20108:36:09 PM 

Video: NASA explores one-way space missions 

Ig~~""INASA has started a project called the Hundred Year Starship with the long-range goal of settling other 
planets. Msnbc's Thomas Roberts talks with the Franklin Institute's Derrick Pitts. (Other) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/26/20108:43:52 PM 

Judge: Free speech protects Amazon buyers' data 

Lists that identify the books, music and movies individual customers bought from online retailer Amazon.com are 

protected from North Carolina tax collectors, a federal judge has ruled. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/26/20108:48:00 PM 

Newsweek: Biggest falsehoods of the midterms 

A roundup of the most widely repeated falsehoods or misleading claims of the 2010 campaign. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/26/20108:49:51 PM 

1 Killed, 1 Hurt After Hit By Airport Tram 

One person is dead and another is hurt after they were hit by a tram at George Bush Intercontinental Airport. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/26/20109:34:27 PM 

'South Park's' top 10 cruelest celebrity send-ups 

The fictional town of South Park is known for its snarky kids, its no-holds-barred humor and its skewering of anyone 

even remotely resembling a star. That's because nothing's sacred on "South Park" - least of all Hollywood. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/26/20109:40:32 PM 

Iran admits funding Afghan government 

Iran acknowledged Tuesday it has been sending funds to neighboring Afghanistan for years, but said the money was 

intended to aid reconstruction, not to buy influence in the office of Afghan President Hamid Karzai. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/26/2010 10:06:41 PM 

FBI probes 3 U.S. shootings targeting military 

Ig~~""~he same gun was used to shoot at the Pentagon and the National Museum of the Marine Corps in 

Northern Virginia earlier this month, the FBI said Tuesday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/26/2010 10:21:25 PM 

Midwest 'wind machine' heads to Northeast 

Ig~~""IA monster storm that left some 220,000 homes and businesses without power and triggered at least 12 

suspected twisters across the Midwest was moving into the Northeast overnight. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/26/2010 10:25:46 PM 

Plane with Minn. exec, 3 kids aboard missing Wyo. 

Searchers began scouring a rugged western Wyoming mountain range by helicopter Tuesday as they looked for a 

Minnesota executive and three children missing since their plane took off in snowy weather a day earlier. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/26/2010 10:30: 18 PM 

Video: Mich. cracks down on 'super drunks' 

Ig~~""IA new Michigan law targets drivers with higher blood alcohol levels. WILX reporter Meaghan Norman has 
the story. (NBC News Channel) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/26/2010 10:34:06 PM 

Ventre: Under the radar or not, Lakers still champs 

Ig~~""lventre: The Miami Heat may be garnering the most attention, but the Los Angeles Lakers know they're 
still on the most-hunted list as they chase a title three-peat. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/26/201010:37:18 PM 

Castrodale: LeBron can save image with hoops, not ads 

Ig~~""lcastrodale: In his new commercial, LeBron James asks, "What should I do?" Starting now, he should drop 

the theatrics and let Cleveland move on. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/26/2010 10:44:36 PM 

Video: Hitting rough roads on the campaign trail 

Ig~~""IWith one week to go before election day, candidates and their supporters are showing signs of strain. 
NBC's Chuck Todd reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/26/2010 10:46:05 PM 

Booming China shows off its 220 mph train 

Ig~~""lchina rolled out its fastest train yet on Tuesday and announced that the Three Gorges Dam, the world's 

biggest hydroelectric project, is now generating electricity at maximum capacity - engineering triumphs 
that signal the nation's growing ambitions as its economy booms. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/26/2010 10:49:30 PM 

Nearly 300 in Haiti now dead from cholera 

Ig~~""IDeaths from Haiti's cholera epidemic approached 300 on Tuesday, and health experts said the illness 

would "settle" in the poor Caribbean nation, joining other endemic diseases like malaria and tuberculosis. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/26/2010 10:49:34 PM 

Video: Health scare could affect close senate race in Calif. 

Ig~~""lcalifornia GOP Senate challenger Carly Fiorina was admitted to a hospital Tuesday to be treated for an 

infection associated with reconstructive surgery following breast cancer treatment. NBC's Savannah 
Guthrie reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/26/2010 10:55:54 PM 

New York City noise may be deafening 

The crowds and chaos of Manhattan often give visitors a thrill. It turns out they may also be putting New Yorkers at risk 

of hearing loss. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/26/2010 10:59:02 PM 

Video: Massive storm marches across Midwest 

Ig~~""IAn unusually powerful October storm produced up to 12 tornadoes and left behind a wide trail of 
damage. The Weather Channel's Mike Seidel reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/26/2010 11:00:57 PM 

Video: DOE bears down on bullying 

Ig~~""IAS a new survey released Tuesday shows school bullying to be out of control, the federal government is 

stepping in to try and stop it. NBC's Education Correspondent Rehema Ellis reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/26/201011:11:51 PM 

Video: The gig is up: Shriver speaks to career uncertainty 

Ig~~""lspeaking at the 2010 Women's Conference, California first lady Maria Shriver admitted to worrying about 
she'll do with her life after her "first lady gig" comes to an end, but said she has channeled her late 

mother's counsel. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/26/201011:18:07 PM 

Sheen leaves hospital after morning outburst 

Ig~~""lcharlie Sheen's publicist says the actor has been discharged from a New York City hospital after he was 

taken there for a psychiatric evaluation. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/26/201011:21:22 PM 

Newsweek: A brief history of 2010 campaign violence 

Though appalling, the incident in which a Rand Paul supporter stomped on a liberal activist is hardly the first offense. 

Here's a short history of the pugilistic political season in 2010. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/26/2010 11:52:49 PM 

Jaguar attacks and kills American in Belize 

A jaguar that escaped from its cage at a Belize animal rescue center during Hurricane Richard has been blamed in the 

mauling death of a u.s. citizen whose body was found on Tuesday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/26/2010 11:58:36 PM 

Pakistan touts success against Taliban 

Ig~~""IA seven-month Pakistani offensive has broken the back of the Taliban in the Orakzai tribal region, 

commanders say. But they caution that success there does not mean Pakistani troops can now move into 
lawless North Waziristan - an offensive Washington says is crucial for the war in Afghanistan. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/27/2010 12:08:04 AM 

Sumatra tsunami kills over 100, hundreds missing 

Ig~~""IA tsunami that pounded remote islands in western Indonesia following an earthquake off the coast of 

Sumatra killed more than 100 people and hundreds more were missing. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/27/2010 12:45:38 AM 

Apple says white iPhone 4 delayed until spring 

Ig~~""IAPPle says the elusive white iPhone 4 will remain out of reach until spring. 

I~~~~:[~~~:j 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/27/20101:48:05 AM 

Sneezin' in the rain: New monkey discovered 

Ig~~""IA newly discovered monkey species in northern Myanmar can be identified by a nose so upturned that 

the animals sneeze audibly when it rains. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/27/20102:24:38 AM 

Billionaires wanted for starship project 

Ig~~""lscience editor Alan Boyle's Weblog: A NASA official is quoted as saying he's trying to get billionaires to 
contribute to a "Hundred Year Starship fund." 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/27/20102:30:41 AM 

Heat's super team not so hot in opening loss 

Ig~~""ILeBron James was a rare bright spot for Miami with 31 points as the new Big 3 fell in its debut to the old 
Big 3 of the Boston Celtics, 88-80, before a loud crowd that shouted "overrated!" at the Heat on Tuesday 

night. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/27/20102:32:11 AM 

'Dancing' sends a top performer home 

Ig~~"'l'The Hills" hattie Audrina Patridge was sent packing Wednesday night after landing in the bottom two. 

How in the heck did this happen? 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/27/20102:55:51 AM 

Authorities: All 3 dead in Wash. small plane crash 

A light plane that vanished in southwest Washington crashed and disintegrated on impact in remote, rugged terrain, 

killing all three people aboard, authorities said Tuesday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/27/20104:07:06 AM 

Union rep: LAX-bound jet lost navigation system 

A Southwest Airlines jet lost its navigation system as it approached los Angeles International Airport last week, forcing 

air traffic controllers to redirect several flights to clear the airspace as they guided the aircraft to a safe landing, a union 

representative said Tuesday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/27/20105:20:08 AM 

At least 25 killed as Indonesian volcano erupts 

Ig~~""IRescuers scoured the slopes of Indonesia's most volatile volcano Wednesday after it was rocked by an 

eruption that spewed clouds of searing ash, killing at least 25 villagers. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/27/20105:31:30 AM 

Records: GOP's Miller lied about computer use 

Ig~~""IAlaska Senate hopeful Joe Miller admitted to improperly using three government computers to 

participate in a political poll, then cleaning the caches to try to cover up the activities. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/27/20106:17:09 AM 

State goes overseas for lethal injection drug 

Facing a nationwide shortage of a lethal injection drug, Arizona has taken an unusual step that other death penalty 

states may soon follow: get their supplies from another country. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/27/20106:24:37 AM 

Lakers beat Rockets in closing seconds 

Ig~~""IKobe Bryant scored 27 points, newcomer Steve Blake hit the go-ahead 3-pointer with 18.8 seconds left, 
and the Los Angeles Lakers opened defense of their back-to-back NBA titles with a 112-110 victory over 

the Houston Rockets on Tuesday night. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/27/20109:37:29 AM 

Cops, Arabs clash over right-wing Jewish march 

Ig~~""llsraeli police fired tear gas and stun grenades to disperse Arab protesters at an Israeli-Arab city on 

Wednesday in an effort to prevent a clash with ultranationalist Jews planning to march there. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/27/201010:13:04 AM 

Year-round school gains ground around u.s. 

Ig~~""IMore U.S. school districts are moving to year-round classes, msnbc.com's Alex Johnson reports. But the 

cost gives others pause. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/27/2010 11:24:04 AM 

10 business bosses who turned to politics 

Ig~~""~hiS year has been dubbed "a high-water mark for the CEO as candidate." Here is a look at 10 people who 

have made the leap from business to politics. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/27/2010 11:38:34 AM 

Video: Candidates square off in final debates 

Ig~~""llndependent Senate candidate Charlie Crist and Republican Marco Rubio teamed up to attack Democrat 

Kendrick Meeks in Florida, while Republican Meg Whitman and Democrat Jerry Brown talked about being 
positive in California's gubernatorial debate. NBC's Kelly O'Donnell reports. (Today Show) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/27/2010 11:39:07 AM 

Tips from the man who lives without money 

Ig~~""~he 28-year-old Illinois man, accepting the moneyless-for-a-year challenge from a coupon service, offers 
insights on how he has survived - and thrived. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/27/201011:41:10 AM 

Video: It's majority leader vs. Tea Party star 

Ig~~""~ea Party favorite Sharron Angle and Senate Majority Leader Harry Reid are virtually tied in the latest 

polls and in the final days before Election Day are taking very different approaches toward winning. NBC's 
Lee Cowan reports. (Today Show) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/27/2010 11:42:55 AM 

2 weeks of flooding in Thailand kills 57 people 

Heavy downpours that caused rivers to burst around Thailand have killed 57 people in nearly two weeks of flooding that 

officials are calling the worst in decades, authorities said Wednesday. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/27/2010 11:45:27 AM 

Video: Victim was thrilled to date 'Hiccup Girl' 

Ig~~""IDOUg Bolden, whose cousin Shannon Griffin was allegedly lured to his death by so-called "Hiccup Girl" 

Jennifer Mee, says Griffin was thrilled to have found a girl he could date. NBC's Mark Potter 
reports. (Today Show) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/27/2010 11:51:52 AM 

How flying a kite could power your home 

Ig~~""IModern-day Ben Franklins are using kites and other low-altitude flying devices tethered to the ground in 
high-tech efforts to harness energy that one day may power your home. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/27/2010 11:54:25 AM 

Video: Publicist: Meds sent Sheen on nude rampage 

Ig~~""lcharlie Sheen, the highest-paid actor in television, reportedly went on a violent tirade at New York City's 

famed Plaza hotel, racking up $20,000 in damage. But was it the result of an adverse reaction to 
medication? NBC's Jeff Rossen reports. (Today Show) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/27/201011:57:17 AM 

Video: JetBlue attendant: 'Perfect storm' led to meltdown 

Ig~~""IFormer JetBlue flight attendant Steven Slater says his infamous job exit was the result of a "perfect 
storm" of "bad manners and incivility" - some of which he's accountable for - in addition to rude 

passengers and the "monster" that the airline industry has created. (Today Show) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/27/201011:59:13 AM 

JetBlue attendant: I should have said 'Time out' 

"Would I have chosen to make the same decisions again? Probably not." That's what the JetBlue flight attendant who 

quit his job in August by sliding down a plane's emergency chute had to say about the incident in an interview that aired 

Wednesday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/27/201012:03:27 PM 

GOP volunteer who stepped on protester faces court 

The volunteer with Rand Paul's Republican u.s. Senate campaign who stepped on the head of a liberal activist and 

pinned her face to the concrete said Tuesday the scuffle was not as bad as it looked on video and blamed police for not 

intervening. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/27/201012:12:54 PM 

Slackers or 'saners'? Ralliers say they aren't just kidding around 

Ig~~""~heY're reasonable, they're lucid, and, damn it, they want their voices heard. At a moderate 

conversational level, of course. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/27/2010 12:24: 19 PM 

When vital drugs run out, patients pay the price 

Ig~~""IAcross the United States, life-saving or medically necessary drugs are running low - or running out -

endangering care and increasing the odds of medication mistakes for a broad swath of patients. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/27/2010 12:37:34 PM 

Opinion: Giants closer is one strange dude 

Ig~~""IGiants closer Brian Wilson is not your typical player. A lot of closers portray themselves as some form of 

an alter ego to help psyche themselves up while psyching out the batters they face. Wilson is one of 
them. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/27/2010 12:57:41 PM 

Ship ablaze hundreds of miles from shore 

Ig~~""IBritish coast guards said Wednesday that a fire aboard a fish processing ship in the Atlantic has been 

extinguished and all personnel who abandoned the vessel have been rescued. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/27/20101:09:08 PM 

Newsweek: The fallout of fewer women in Congress 

Women's numbers in congress will shrink. what will that mean for liberal women's causes? 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/27/20101:11:49 PM 

Bin Laden purportedly blames France for abductions 

Osama bin laden said the kidnapping of five French nationals in Niger last month had been prompted by what he said 

was France's unjust treatment of Muslims, AI Jazeera television reported on Wednesday. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/27/20101:28:55 PM 

Video: Tree limb impales woman during Midwest storms 

Ig~~""IAn Illinois woman is recovering in a hospital after being impaled by a tree branch during Tuesday's 

storms. WMAQ's Lauren Jiggetts reports. (NBC News Channel) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/27/20101:34:09 PM 

Why Dems are on the verge of losing the House 

After two full years in control, Democrats were, among other things, unable to deliver on their biggest promise - to 

change the way Washington works. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/27/20101:54:50 PM 

Cholera fears spark anti-clinic protest in Haiti 

Protesters attacked a cholera treatment center as it was preparing to open in the city of St. Marc on Tuesday, 

highlighting the fear surrounding a disease that was almost unknown in Haiti before it began spreading through the 

countryside, aid workers said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/27/20102:14:57 PM 

Wedding tragedy: Roof collapse kills 65 at party 

About 65 people were killed after a roof collapsed during a wedding celebration in northern Afghanistan on Wednesday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/27/2010 2 :34:31 PM 

U.S. durable goods climbed in September 

A surge in demand for commercial aircraft lifted orders for big-ticket manufactured goods in September, but business 

spending weakened on products that signal expansion plans. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/27/20102:43:38 PM 

Argentine former president dies 

Ig~~""IFormer Argentine President Nestor Kirchner died Wednesday after suffering heart attacks, state 

television reported. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/27/20102:49:31 PM 

Video: Apps keep track of kids on Halloween 

Ig~~""lsmartPhone apps help you keep track of your kids as they trick-or-treat. WNBC's Katy Tur reports. (NBC 
News Channel) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/27/20103:07:53 PM 

Prominent Zimbabwe farmer shot dead in robbery 

Police in Zimbabwe say a prominent white farmer was shot dead in a robbery at his home as a farmers' organization 

alleges violence against the few remaining white-owned farms has intensified in the past month. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/27/20103:09:24 PM 

Newsweek: From near failure to legendary business success 

From Henry Ford to R.H. Macy, wildly successful business folks who started out with some spectacular screw-ups. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/27/20103:28:49 PM 

Backyard treehouse survives Manhattan legal fight 

Ig~~""lln the countryside, in the suburbs or even in the leafier districts of New York's outer boroughs, a 

treehouse would hardly raise an eyebrow. But in a historic Manhattan neighborhood, it raised hackles. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/27/20103:35:13 PM 

Planes bump at Seattle-Tacoma airport; no injuries 

Passengers have been evacuated from an Alaska Airlines jet that bumped into another Alaska plane while backing from 

its terminal gate at Seattle-Tacoma International Airport. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/27/20103:39:37 PM 

NYT: Fraudulent voting re-emerges as a partisan issue 

Tea Party members have started challenging voter registration applications and have announced plans to question 

individual voters at the polls - sounding alarms on the left. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/27/20103:44:12 PM 

Nuns auctioning rare Hanus Wagner card 

Ig~~""lsister Virginia Muller had never heard of shortstop Honus Wagner. But she quickly learned the baseball 
great is a revered figure among collectors, and the most sought-after baseball card in history. And thanks 

to an unexpected donation, one of the century-old cards belongs to Muller and her order, the Baltimore-based 
School Sisters of Notre Dame. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/27/20103:50:42 PM 

Beach garbage recycled as vacuum cleaners 

Ig~~""IA vacuum cleaner company has made five models out of plastic trash from oceans around the world -

not with the intent to sell them but to promote discussion of pollution issues. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/27/20103:54:08 PM 

Life Inc.: Weird and wonderful excuses for missing work 

A chicken attacked my mom. My foot is stuck in a garbage disposal. Those are among the unsual excuses employers 

have heard for employees skipping out on work. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/27/20104:03:18 PM 

HBT: lawyer quits job to watch World Series 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/27/20104:12:50 PM 

Video: Zombies invade New York, london 

Ig~~""lpeoPle dressed as zombies stumble through the streets of New York and London. TODAYshow.com's Dara 
Brown reports. (Other) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/27/20104:13:48 PM 

Video: HBT Daily: Game 1 preview 

Ig~~""~iffany Simons and Craigh Calcaterra preview Game 1 of the World Series, looking at the Lee-Lincecum 

match up, San Fran's Cody Ross and more. (NBC Sports) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/27/20104:18:38 PM 

Sony PlayStation phone to join crowded field? 

Ig~~""IA Sony PlayStation phone - long talked about, but late to the mobile party - may be coming after all. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/27/20104:38:53 PM 

Video: Police, Arabs clash in Israel 

Ig~~""lviolent street protests break out in Israel, prompting police to fire tear gas and stun grenades into a 

crowd of Arab demonstrators. John Ray reports from Tel Aviv, Israel. (Other) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/27/20104:52:15 PM 

Twister alerts in South, mid-Atlantic issued 

The massive storm that spawned twisters and cut power to 200,000 on Tuesday wasn't done yet, with new tornado 

watches issued in the South and mid-Atlantic areas. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/27/20104:54:45 PM 

Video: FBI links weapon in Pentagon, other shootings 

Ig~~""INBC'S Pete Williams reports the FBI has linked shootings at the Pentagon and nearby Marine Corps. 

museum buildings, and possibly a outside recruiting station to the same weapon. (Other) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/27/20104:57:37 PM 

Every cop in town quits after Mexico attack 

Ig~~""~he entire police force of a small northern Mexican town quit after gunmen attacked their recently 

inaugurated headquarters, according to local reports on Wednesday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/27/20105:20:50 PM 

Video: Study: Head trauma higher in youth football 

Ig~~""IHead injuries in football is dramatically higher at the high school level than at the college level, according 
to a study. NBC's Robert Bazell reports. (Other) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/27/20105:27:16 PM 

Video: Man goes on 60-day potato only diet 

Ig~~""lchris Voigt joins MSNBC's Contessa Brewer to discuss his motivation for attempting to eat nothing but 
potatoes for two months. (Other) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/27/20105:27:24 PM 

N.J. governor sticks with decision to scrap tunnel 

Ig~~""IGov. Chris Christie cited New Jersey's lack of money Wednesday in standing by his decision to kill a train 

tunnel connecting his state to New York City, a move that will force the state to repay $350 million it was 
given to start the nation's biggest public works project. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/27/20105:27:25 PM 

Bailout's hangover just won't go away 

Ig~~""IRepublicans have learned the lesson of 2008 and are now using the Wall Street bailout to batter 

Democrats who supported it. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/27/20105:39:10 PM 

Video: Balloon boy dad pitches back scratcher 

Ig~~""IRichard Heene, the infamous father in the "balloon boy" hoax last year, is pitching one of his inventions 
online: a bear-styled back scratcher. (Other) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/27/20105:50:39 PM 

'Hotel Rwanda' hero implicated in terror case 

Ig~~""lpaul Rusesabagina, the man who saved more than 1,200 people from genocide in events depicted in the 
Oscar-nominated film "Hotel Rwanda," has been implicated in the terrorism case against a Rwandan 

opposition leader. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/27/20106:02:56 PM 

French parliament OKs pension reform 

Ig~~""IFrance's parliament granted final approval Wednesday to a bill raising the retirement age from 60 to 62, a 

reform that has infuriated the country's powerful unions and touched off weeks of protests and strikes. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/27/20106:03:31 PM 

Glitch disrupts Air Force nuclear communications 

A former Air Force Minuteman launch officer tells NBC News that 50 nuclear missiles affected by a communication 

interruption were "not launchable" during the event. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/27/20106:09:48 PM 

Calif. Senate candidate to be released from hospital 

Republican early Fiorina's campaign says she has been successfully treated for an infection. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/27/20106:32:31 PM 

Army study seeks ways to prevent suicides 

Ig~~""IMilitary medical researchers say their efforts to reverse the rising number of suicides among 

servicemembers are based on "good ideas," but they don't know which prevention programs work and 
which don't. They launched a $17 million study Wednesday to find out. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/27/20106:36:18 PM 

Video: What killed a swimming champ? 

Ig~~""llnvestigations are being conducted in the death of Fran Crippen who died in an open-water swim event in 

Dubai last weekend. His sister, Maddy Crippen, talks about the investigations and the conditions that 
might have led to his death. (Other) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/27/20107:19:59 PM 

Newsweek: Naples blasts Berlusconi over garbage 

Activists say the real issue is uncontrolled dumping of toxic waste by organized crime. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/27/20108:09:10 PM 

Has dark matter finally been seen? 

Ig~~""lln a new finding that could have game-changing effects if borne out, two astrophysicists think they've 

finally tracked down the elusive signature of dark matter. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/27/20108:28:10 PM 

Viagra spam terminated - somewhat 

Turns out, you're more likely to purchase an iPhone --or other allegedly awesome thing -- if you think the person who 

owns said awesome thing is deserves it. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/27/20108:41:29 PM 

Denzel Washington is truly 'Unstoppable' 

Ig~~""IAcademy Award-winning actor is one of those extremely rare actors who effortlessly crosses over from 

prestige films to box office hits. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/27/20108:47:42 PM 

Dead or alive? Mystery over Britain's prize stag 

Ig~~""~he outrage over the killing of Britain's largest wild animal might have been premature as some say 

they've seen the red stag since its reported death. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/27/20108:55:56 PM 

Stocks slump amid questions about Fed plan 

Stock prices fell Wednesday as concerns grew over whether the Federal Reserve's plans to buy Treasury bonds might be 

smaller and slower than anticipated. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/27/20109:21:47 PM 

Fox rejects Cablevision's offer to end impasse 

With baseball's World Series hours away from starting, Cablevision has made a new offer to Fox to pay for signals from 

Fox 5 in New York and Fox 29 in Philadelphia for one year. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/27/20109:24:49 PM 

Prosthetic leg found in search for N.C. girl 

Ig~~""IAuthorities searching for a North Carolina girl who lost a leg to cancer say they've found a prosthetic leg 

at a home where her stepmother once lived. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/27/20109:30:44 PM 

Lung cancer pill shrinks some tumors 

A promising cancer pill that could help as many as 5 percent of people with the most common type of lung cancer helps 

most patients treated but may be vulnerable to resistant tumors, researchers reported Wednesday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/27/20109:50:29 PM 

Ark. school official accused of anti-gay screed 

A member of a northern Arkansas school board, commenting on a campaign to get people to wear purple to show 

support for bullied gay and lesbian youth, purportedly posted on Facebook that the only way he would wear purple is "if 

they all commit suicide." 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/27/20109:55:46 PM 

Shooting at car wash kills 15 in Mexico 

Ig~~""lsuspected drug hitmen men shot dead 15 people at a car wash in western Mexico on Wednesday, the 

fourth mass shooting in just a few days, putting new pressure on President Felipe Calderon. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/27/2010 10:09:58 PM 

Newsweek: Is Joe Miller's candidacy really collapsing? 

As the Republican nominee struggles with a proliferating set of gaffes and revelations, the vultures are circling. But is 

Miller really on a bridge to nowhere? Prognosticators shouldn't count him out yet. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/27/201010:14:59 PM 

Tea Party candidates only a Democrat could love 

This year, some Democratic congressional candidates and party activists and operatives have worked behind the scenes 

to support Tea Party activists to run as third party candidates. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/27/2010 10:31: 14 PM 

Top 10 reality TV meltdowns 

Michael C's breakdown on "Runway" wasn't just embarrassing, it was also kind of pathetic. But it wasn't the only - or 

the best - memorable unscripted fit in recent TV history. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/27/2010 10:31: 14 PM 

Top 10 monster shows 

The boob tube is about to get to a bit scarier with AMC's "The Walking Dead," but before that new group of ghouls grabs 

all the attention, TV's classic and current monsters deserve a little credit. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/27/2010 10:32:27 PM 

Man charged with D.C.-area bomb plot 

Ig~~""IA Pakistani-born American was arrested and charged with trying to help people he believed were al

Qaida operatives in planning to bomb subway stations around the u.s. capital, the FBI says. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/27/2010 10:39:28 PM 

Afghan aid a 'confusing labyrinth,' audit finds 

Ig~~""lu.s. agencies spending the most on Afghanistan reconstruction projects cannot easily show where their 

money goes and are not tracking contracts in a shared database, a government watchdog reported 
Wednesday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/27/2010 10:45: 18 PM 

Karzai pushes back deadline on guns-for-hire ban 

Ig~~""lpresident Hamid Karzai agrees to push back his deadline for kicking private security guards out of 

Afghanistan. Billions of dollars worth of projects were at risk. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/27/2010 10:49:32 PM 

Video: Gregory: 'Ad negativity engineered by campaigns' 

Ig~~""INBC'S David Gregory, moderator of "Meet the Press," joins Brian Williams with the latest state of play in 
the mid-term election campaign. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/27/2010 10:50:24 PM 

Google TV review: Only half baked 

Ig~~""lwhile the idea behind Google TV holds great promise, the first products to come from that vision are too 

impotent and hard to use. The search giant decided to aim a missile of change at the very broken 
television experience. It's noble, but it could well be just another Google idea doomed to fizzle. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/27/2010 10:53: 18 PM 

Bond's Aston Martin sells for $4.1 million 

Ig~~""lone of the world's most famous James Bond cars - the specially equipped silver Aston Martin first 
driven by Sean Connery in "Goldfinger" - was auctioned off for $4.1 million. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/27/2010 10:56: 15 PM 

Video: Menacing storms hit Mid-Atlantic 

Ig~~""IMeteorOIOgists are tracking an unusually large string of storms that stretches from the nation's heartland 
all the way to the East Coast. NBC's Tom Costello reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/27/2010 11:00:31 PM 

Video: Sports Illustrated puts football's hard hits in hot seat 

Ig~~""IRecent studies have raised new concerns about the extent of damage that even less severe head injuries 

can cause high school football players. NBC's Robert Bazell reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/27/201011:11:02 PM 

Video: Painting signs of hope in Haiti 

Ig~~""IMaking a Difference: Already a pioneering young artist prior to Haiti's devastating earthquake, 26-year

old Jerry Moses has now been tapped by aid groups to help raise awareness about cholera. NBC's Dr. 
Nancy Snyderman reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/27/201011:13:10 PM 

Obama on The Daily Show: 'We have done an awful lot' 

It was the first appearance ever by a sitting president on Comedy Central's The Daily Show, but President Barack Obama 

was serious in his defense of his administration's efforts over the past two years. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/27/201011:16:32 PM 

U.S. travel rules make waves across the pond 

European officials accused the United States of imposing unnecessary and overly intrusive air travel security measures, 

calling on the Obama administration Wednesday to re-examine policies. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/27/2010 11:54:55 PM 

Ind. parents told to drop disabled kids at shelters 

Ig~~""llndianals budget crunch has become so severe that some state workers have suggested leaving severely 

disabled people at homeless shelters if they can't be cared for at home, parents and advocates said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/27/2010 11:56:33 PM 

Pocahontas' wedding site found 

Ig~~""IA team of archaeologists believe they may have finally discovered Pocahontas' wedding site, a mystery 

that has long vexed scholars. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/27/2010 11:57:04 PM 

Newsweek: For-profit schools enact reform ... sort of 

Some schools have passed reforms, but the industry as a whole is still fighting additional federal rules. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/28/2010 12:09:51 AM 

Cosmic Log: Sleuths study ancient UFOs 

Ig~~""lscience editor Alan Boyle's Weblog: One of the best-known scientific sleuths of UFO sightings is focusing 

his search not on today's flying saucers, but on the wonders of antiquity. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/28/2010 12:24:59 AM 

Grizzly numbers up in Yellowstone region 

Ig~~""IGriZZIY bear numbers in and around Yellowstone National Park have hit their highest level in decades -

driving increased conflicts with humans as some bears push out of deep wilderness and into populated 
areas. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/28/2010 12:34:36 AM 

Rove: Palin lacks 'gravitas' for 2012 run 

Ig~~""IKarl Rove tells a British newspaper that he has serious doubts that Sarah Palin has the "gravitas" to be a 

presidential candidate in 2012. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/28/2010 12:40:25 AM 

Oprah sued for plagiarism by author of booklet 

Ig~~""loprah Winfrey is being sued by the author of political booklet, "How America Elects Her Presidents." He 

alleges that she read aloud exact questions from the booklet during a February 2009 show. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/28/20101:22:27 AM 

Indonesia: Tsunami warning system broken 

Ig~~""~he death toll from a tsunami and a volcano rises to nearly 350, and an official said a warning system 

installed after a deadly wave in 2004 had broken. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/28/20101:43:53 AM 

Wade sharp as Heat earn first win of season 

Ig~~""IDWyane Wade, LeBron James and Chris Bosh have their first win with Miami, and the Big Three got help 
from some big 3s in the Heat's 97-87 victory over the Philadelphia 76ers on Wednesday night. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/28/20101:47:25 AM 

'Survivors' act and look dumb 

Ig~~""IBeing stranded on an island with little food and shelter for weeks can make even the smartest and the 

toughest start to act off their game. But to get this silly? 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/28/20101:52:45 AM 

Terrorist trial: Will child soldier return to jihadism? 

Defense lawyers for convicted "child soldier" Omar Khadr try to discredit a forensic psychiatrist's claim that the man is 

likely to re-enter a life of jihadism. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/28/20102:01:34 AM 

Cavs shock Celtics in 1st game without LeBron 

Ig~~""ILeBronls former team has already done something his new, super team in sunny Miami couldn't: Beat 

Boston. Playing its first game in seven years without LeBron James, the Cleveland Cavaliers stunned the 
Celtics 95-87 in their season opener. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/28/20102:25:20 AM 

'Botox Bandit' gets 5 years for Calif. burglaries 

A Southern California woman known as the "Botox Bandit" has been sentenced to five years in prison for felonies 

including burglary, fraud and identity theft. 

View article ... 



From: 
Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Will Reece <wreece~nextlevel.us@mai171.atl51.rsgsv.net"> 

Thursday. August 7. 20141:21 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

CALS 14 Invitation 

ROSlslod.d.y (0' CAtS14 'it (' r t 

You Have Been Nominated for Invitation to the 
4th Annual Collegiate Athletics Leadership 
Symposium 

Tile 2014 event wili be held October 19··21,2014 at the INorld Famous Peabody Hotel 

In Downtown tviemphls. The University of Memphis Director of Athletics Tom Bowen will 

serve as syrnpos!urn host 

REGISTER TODAY TO SAVE YOUR SPOT 

For symposium and registration information go to ". 

syt"nposiurn wili be litlHted to the fi,'st 100 r-e9Ister-ed attendees. 

To register on om site you must enter this case sensitive code: 

CALS2014 

THE CAlS FACULTY will be led by some of the fnos1 respected Athletic Directors in 

the countlY as '<Nell as specialists in the fields of e)(ecutive searcll, compliance. media, 

sporr.slaw, public relations, and executive leadership. \:"., 

Tom Bowen 

Mempllis 

Bubba Curmirlghnn 

North Carolina 

Kevin Anderson 

l\I1alyland 



Joe CasligHone 

Oklahoma 

Ross Bjork 

Mississippi 

Once again we are fortunate to have executives from some of 
the top search firms in the country participating in CALS this 

yea I, 

PARKER 

How Did I get Nominated? 
Trw Conegh~t~;; Athk:t!c Leader;;h!p Syrnpo::;~urn d!rector;; and f8CU!ty havE: Sp0nt 8 great 

d08d of tirn0 soHdbng recornrnendabons f!'orn )\D's, coaches, conference corrwnj:...:;s~on0rs, 

and s\~81!'ch firnt ... :; a:...:; "h'\~n as re:...:;ear(;h~ng potentia! (;81ndidat\~s, VVe !ean heavHy on 

r\~cormn\~ndatkH1s frorn past C};LS attendee:...:; and faculty. 

Follow us on 1:vvitter ._-------------------------------------------------------

S:Jits 311 

:X: En:;J:i 1'/;Jrket:r.g 
~:ow0md :::y 
:v1a!:C::1:f!:p 



From: Athletic Business <athleticbusines:o(i7)athleticbusiness.com> 

Monday, August 11,20141:34 PM Sent: 

To: Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

SubjeLt: New NCAA's Winners, Losers I Kids Shocked by Pool i High School Triathlon Teams 

>( Daily E-News from AthleticBusiness.com 

Winners, Losers from Week that Changed College Sports 
Two major decisions in about a 30-hour period Thursday and Friday shook the 
landscape. First, the NCAA granting governing autonomy to 

NCAA to Appeal O'Bannon Images and Likenesses Ruling 
A lawsuit first filed against the NCAA in 2009 and subject to a variety of revisions 
is not over, despite a judge's mling last week .. 

Curves Health Club on the Out<;ide, Gambling Ring Inside 
Behind the purple sign for the Curves health club was an illegal gambling ring 
known as the Runnemede Social Club, where people for years 

Ix Preoor I 
High School Triathlon Organization Spurs Prep Teams 
The engine driving the Illinois high school triathlon machine is Tim Ward, who 
teaches at Warren High in Gumee and whose triathlon club didn't .. 

Three Shocked by Electric Curren!, Philly Pool Shut Down 
Three children were reportedly shocked by an electrical current mnning through the 
water in Philadelphia pool Friday, prompting O'Connor Pool to .. 

After Toddler Drowning, City Opts for Shmbs, Not Fence 
One year ago, 2-year-old Arrnani Pierce was found by a Tampa police dive team 
in about six feet of water otT an algae-covered bank on . 

X ABC Expo I 



Study: Fitness Lessens Depression Risk for Young Girls 
According to the National Comorbidity Survey-Adolescent Supplement, roughly 
11 percent of adolescents experience a depressive disorder ... 

Tax Exemption Sought for New Health Club in Old School 
Ultimate Physique, whose $65,000 purchase of the former Washington Hunt 
Elementary School was approved by Lockport voters July 29, . 

Lifetime Fitness Location's Food-Service Permit Suspended 
If the Lifetime Fitness on North Brown Road in Lawrenceville is your gym, you 
might want to eat before you go workout. .. 

Football Coaches Differ on New Illinois Contact Rules 
High school football coaches and players in this comer of the ~;tate have varying 
opinions about the IHSA's new contact rules, which were ... 

Ohio Prep Football Teams Gear Up for Running Clock 
For the first time a second- half running clock will be used in Ohio high school 
football if the spread reaches 30 points ... 

Long Legal Battle Looms Following C ofC Firing of Wojcik 
Doug Wojcik pulled into the driveway of his West Ashley home on thatlatc June 
afternoon thinking the worst was probably behind him. Wojcik ... 

Ultraviolet Light Now the Standard Saniuer in New Pools 
Public swimming pools are increasingly turning to ultraviolet light to kill bacteria and 
other pathogens that chlorine doesn't always catch. Sanitizing .. 

Little League Mom Still Volunteers Despite Son's Death 
People deal with tragedy in various ways. Toni Perrigan s method pouring herself 
into the place where her 13-year-old son, Gerald, suffered a .. 

Private SUppOlt for Bucks Arena Could Reach $300M 
Two key players in the possible development of a new, multipurpose arena say 
they believe the amount of private-sector support will be significant, ... 

Go Inside AS's Facility of the Week: 

>< Facility of the Week 

Friday's Most Read: 

New Balance Field - Boslon University 
New Balance Field at Boston University is 
an environmentally friendly 110,000-
square-foot venue that serves the 
university's athletic and recreational 
programs. including its nationally ranked 
women's ... 

'Full Cost of Attendance' Tops Agenda for Power 5 
With a new governance structure set for Division I, leaders in the five major 
conferences can begin tackling their to-do list. 

New Reader Comments: 

New Fitness Center Borrows Athletic Training Concepts 



Hi Rob, As far as taking over, no I don't tbink so. One simple reason is the higher 

monthly dues. Some people are gong to base their decision on the 

Opinion: Consensus Among 65 Varied Schools? Good Luck 
Amusing opinion but plenty of truths. Jeff missed the part about the legions of 
lawyers this new power cOIJierence will employ. Good luck 

I >,i Forward to a friend I 
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From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

D I.ticker <matt=dI ticker.com@maiI97.atlll.rsgsv.net> 
Wednesday, August 13,20148:28 AM 
IlIe, Vince <iIle@unc.edu> 
DI.ticker - News from Tuesday, August 12, 2014 

Fn"sno State I\D Boeh to transition into role of Special Assistant to Prez Castro in a 

development that is effective as of this Friday, per release from school Senior Assoc. AD 

RobertEdlo & VP Teniente~Matson will serve as co~lnterirn AD", national "earch will bunch 

immediately, 80eh's contract could have been voided if he didn't accept move .. !in~, 

North Dakota State's AD search committee announces seven candidate", will narrow 

pool again before hosting finalists, glOup consists of Idaho State AD Ting'"y, SI. 

Bonaventure AD Watson, NDSU Senior Assoc. AD Goergen, former Northern Iowa AD 

Hartzell. Stony Brook Senior Assoc. AD l.arsen, Idaho Assoc. AD Mooney ,'I< Colorado 

Slale Senior }ISSOC. AD Crum . !in];; 

Gem,)ia State Pl"ez Becker says new AD for Panthet"s 'Nill be named within the nmr.t tv'/o 

w,","ks in a process that has b,"en led by Parker Execulive Search, doesn't drop any 

names. adds that GSU is "only interested in people that are the complete package. 

people that und(m,tand ,'I< hav" a track record of "uccess both externally & internally" ~ 

Ent 

In wake of O'Bann<:m ruling. leaders around the indt,,;try disct";S 'Nays to improve 

acc"ss to agents for student'athleks, Washington i\D VVoodward says I""gular students 

can get recruit"d by the lilms of Boeing & Microsoft & in~turn get career advice, 

'hmderbilt I\D Williams wouldn't look forward to dealing with an agent lor every 

prosp"ctive student~athlet". but agrees change is n"eded, more ~ !ink 

Mississippi State AD Stricklin announces pians for a MOrn renollationto Dudy Noble 

Field that will include 25 new outfield suit"s that have two b"drooms & will be outfitted for 

y"aHoUild occupancy, tim"lin" of proj"ct will b" based on th" Bulldog Club's ability to 

leach $20m private fundraising goal, impressive renderings .. UD.~. JHLi<; 

Former Colorado State AD Gmham sh"ds mC)i"i, light on his dismi%al. believes d"cisicm 

was mainly based around push for n,"w on·campus FB stadium. says comments to the 

contrary by the university are innapropriate & unfair. argues that nearly $50m had be"n 

raised for the project & that another $20m was imrnin"nt, mC)i"i, ~ Uil~ 

West Virginia Business Court .Judge Evans denies motion by Moutaineers brass to 

impose gag or(kr on West VirfJinia Radio Corporation & other outlds in an dfolt to 

eliminate ,"ditorial cormnenb, open lellers or opinion piec,"s on WVU's radio partnership 

with IMG College, AD Luck complained that group's pr"vious effolts wer" personal 

attacks ~ HilK 

UCF AD Stansbury pens letter to supporters. compares his program to those in 'power' 

conferences & says the only m"asur" wh"l"0 Knights corn" up sholt is in the 

categorization of league affiliation. encourages lans to show their power through 

donations, ticket purchases & attendance, apparel & merchandis" buying & TV 

vi,"wership .. IHLi<; 

Illinois AD Thomas hires INadd,,11 as S"nior Assoc. AD for External R"lations. move 

r"Ullitm; pair that work"d together at Akron from 2001 to 2006 & th"n Cincinnati from 



2006 to 2010. Waddell spent the past year at Arkansas in a similar role. Thomas calls 

\Nadckll one of the hardest working & creative administratNs in the nation - linK 

ColOf'ado State Prez [':rank appoinls former Tennessee Cham,,"llor Crabtree as chair or 
search committee for new AD, Crabtree also has a decorated background in academia & 

administration on the Fort Collins campus. says his background in the SEC will help to 

identify & hire the right candidate. full committee make-up to be confirmed in the coming 

weeks - !!n~, 

USF AD Harlan comments on landscape changes, believes methodology for cost of 

attendance coverage will be "ound & fair, does not think moves put college athletics on a 

path of splitting apart, "There are good people in those conferences, & I trust that is 

something they would not want to have happen." - link 

SEC schools lake diflemnl approaches on infraslructure preparation for bunch of th," 

SEC Network. Ole Miss ,'pent $750k on fiber optic cable to connect all fadlitie" with a 

pmexisting studio, Tennessee at the other end with a S'lOm investment to construct a 

brand new production house, others in the middle - iink 

Oregon in:...:dder say:...:; forn~er Prez Gottfredson \"Vi:1S ushered out in Eugene becau!..,=te hl~ 

didn't strongly lead the investigation into sexual misconduct allegations against three 

fonner Ducks 1II1BB student-athldm; & didn't listen to suggestions by prominent donors, 

early speculation on his replacement is centered on Board of Tnastees Chair Lillis· Hnh 
(article). link (Who is Lillis?) 

Wyoming i\D aunnan darifies requesl of additional $4mlrom state government 1', where 

it would go, S2.5m would be used for additional meals for student-athletes, S800k for 

covering full cost of attendance. portion of remainder would be used for medical updat<,s, 

decision a long way olf as the next legisbliv'" s,"ssion isn't lor eight months .. !in];; 

Momhead State AD Hutchinson named Interim .Asst VP & Dean of Stud"nts. but 'Nill 

also continue all flD duties for the Eagles, int,"rested 10 get more ingrained with MSU 

students & work with student organizations, no indication in article on an imminent search 

or pmcess to find fulHime fit - Hn~. 

L()uisiana Tech AD McClelland on autonomy measures. "I think hopefully reason & 

common sem;e & a holi"tic view of cat,,;e & dfect. W" may want this, but this may hav" 

an advers," dlect." I\dds that whil," gap may widen between 'Big 5' & everyone else. 

hi"tOlY shows it won't keep mid-majors from competing with 'Bi,j 5' - Iil1k 

FIOIida A&M i\D Winslow meets with Presidents 1\lumni i\dvisory Board for Athletics for 

the first time. defines timeline for suspension of Men's Golf & Tennis programs, also 

prm",nt"d "uggested chan""s to the departm"nt that 'New brought forward by 

Collegiate Consulting Group. inluding items to upgrade Bragg Memorial Stadium

link 

Penn State"s Board of Trustees will hold a special meeting today to consider 

challen""s to the NCAA's sanction" & $60m fine "temming from the Sandusky scandal. 

significant political maneuvering within the group would be ne<,,"ssary 10 build supporllo 

facEHJp to the NCAA on legal wounds ~ link 

UC-Rivel side fIll Wooldridge t~. wile Annie commit to major gift to help Highlanders 

continue moving forward. says monies will go toward more facility enhancements that he 

made a lop priorily wh,"n he becam," AD back in January. no exact dollar amount 

mentioned for commitment - link 

Colle,je of Charleston"!; I111BB He: search committee still plam; on recommending a new 



leader to Prez McConnell by the stalt of classes. which is next Tuesday, former Cougar 

"tan(h,ut Johm;on speculated to be the fronHunner, selection of others involved mostly 

have lies to the Carolinas .. !in]; 

Cal Poly Pwz Armstrong "ays school will inv"stigate possible illegal drug & criminal 

activily within th" FB program. five F·B student·athletes WNe recently arrested for 

planning to carry out an arm"d robbelY at a fraternity. steps up drug testing plan to 

Include all FB "tudenh,thlet;,s for III"gal drug use, AD Ob"rhelman 'Non't let costs stand 

in the wa y of issue .. UD.K 

NC State AD Yov>! hosts dedication ceremony for new S14m indoor FB practice facility 

that will be constructed right next to Carter-Finley Stadium with an expected completion 

by next Spring, in addition to al20-yard field with a roof high enough for kicking, Yow 

says Tmck & Field, Soccer, Bm;eball & Softball will be able to use the nmN digs "IiX1:~ 

Nebraska Volleyball HC Cook proud to be a profit-producing program, says ticket 

wvefllW alone last y"ar was S1 1m with move to the Devaney Center that doubled 

capacity to walch the Cornhuskers. figuw doesn'l include pf(;ceeds from five luxury 

box"s & 1 00 court .. side seats, pegs program's budget at $1.3rn - !ink 

Northern low,a i\ssoc. I\D for Exlernal OpNations Schofield points to SLlCC"SS with n"w 

Fan Advisory Committe". impf(;vem"nts ff(;rn group included incwasing th" number of 

hours available for FB tail"ath", use of a "eason tickd ID card for admission to wmstling 

that could b" expanded 10 othel sports & offerings, mom .. !;ni<; 

:X: En:;J:i 1'/;Jrket:r.g 
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From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

D I.ticker <matt=dI ticker.com@maiI98.at151.rsgsv.net> 
Thursday, August 14, 2014 8:28 AM 
IlIe, Vince <iIle@unc.edu> 
DI.ticker- News from Wednesday, August 13, 2014 

FI'"ports have Gemgia State's AD search nanow,"d dowil to lhme finalists: Appalachian 

State AD Cobb. SOllthem Illinois AD Moccia & an unnamed SEC administrator, GSU 

Pr"z Becker ,;aid earlier in the we"k that the proces;; would be wrapped up in the n"xt 

w,"ek or two .. i;ni<; 

IMG Sports bo,;" PyrH, leaving rH,v'IIYioin"d William Morri" El"ldeavot·~led company. 

plans to work with Allen & Co. 011 raisillg $500m to acquire companies in th," sports & 

entertainment space. WME could actually be an investor in Pyne's new push, 'Nil I stay on 

for a couple of mow months ~ i.(['.k 

Arizona State F8 student~athlete Sarafin says he's gay in an interview with a local 

Pho"nix publication. told hi,; li,amrnate,; last Spring, HC Graham. "\/\Ie are a brotherhood 

that is not defined by Gultural & personal differences." flD i\nderson. "Th," entire alhletic 

department is extremely proud of Chip & is unequivocally in support of him." ~ link 

New Oregon State Deputy AD Massari .lumping right into the mix ill Corvallis, biggest two 

items on his plate are renovations to the Valley F8 Center & Reser Stadium, donations 

stand at $30m for Valley, project pricetag is 542m. still insists he wa,;n't promised to be 

sucessor to AD De CafoHs v/herH~ver he retires, rnore ,. Hn~~. 

According to OpenSect·els.org th" NCAA has bom;ted sp"nding on lobbyin,,, in th" first 

six months of this year th," governing body paid $240k, $80k more lhan it sp,"nl in all 01 

2013. lobbying disciosure files inciud" "welfam" or "well~being" of student~athletes, 

unionization situation at Not·thwestem a major drilwr - Un~ 

Nebraska AD Eichorst covers a handful of items. doesn't fores"" the Cornhuskers 

offerin" alcohol at any "porting "vent". wmind,; m"dia that h" won't addre,;s coaching 

situations during resp,"ctive seasons, says il has taken a bit 10ngN to sell·out Fll season 

ticket,;, point" to "oft non-conference schedule - linK, link 

Maq,dmHj flD i\nderson anr10UnGeS fundraising .lumps for TNmpins, urH"slrid"d giving 

for the 2014 fiscal year is up to S3.6m, a $500k increase from last year, the Terrapin 

$cholmship Fund also saw strong mOll"wntum !-\I1derson pushing 10 cover entim 

student-athlete scholarship nut of over $1 0.6m - link 

More out of Colorado State as former AD Graham recently mceived a sub-par 

performance review in 380-degree process, recorded a 2.34 overall on a 5-point scale. 

five of th" nin" wvi"v'!er" who r"ported to Graham galle him score" bEdow 3 on 17 of 31 

questions. moml of departll"wnt was rated a 2.11 by those internally, more ··I.lD.~ 

Interesting look at Oklahoma'", application of 'nm off' rul" in pu"h to get FB transf"r 

Gmen·Beckham eligible for lhis s,"ason. controversy sUiTOlmds conditions of Green· 

Beckham's departure from Missomi, Tigers AD Alden previously says series of 

incid"nt" w"m too much to ignore ~ Un~. 

Arkansas set to introduce the 'Razorback Rooftop' student club at F8 games this Fall. 

will kature tv>/o 20')( 3~' tents induding a Ibm DJ. couch"". TV, high-top tables, along with 



grab & go concession items, up to 21\ wristbands will b," made available fOl' ,"ach game. 

distributed on a first~corne, first~served basis ~ link 

Listen: In his latest podcast, Washington St,ate AD Moos says feedback from coaches 1', 

slu(knl~alhletes on nev,/ Cougar faciliti"" has been very po"ilive, donors am also mr.cit<,d 

10 se," projects corne to fruition. important for momentum as Moos has more plans for the 

department ~ link 

Steel going up for Symcuse's new indoOl' 1"8 practice center, Senior Assoc. AD Sala 

excit"d for project to come online & give student-athletes a chanc" to train & practic" on 

their schedules & not have to wNk around other ev"nl,; inlhe CarTier Dome, completion 

is ,"xpec[ed by D,"cember 1 st .. !;ni<; 

\lote for a nev,/ Majm LeafJue Ba"eball Commi""ioner lakes place loday in 8allimom, 

lhme finalists pmsented for roughly an hour a piece yeslerday 10 30 dub owners, MLB 

COO Manfr"d is belie\md to have the support of 20 teams, a two~thirds majority (23 

'lot",,) i" needed for eleclion, no limit on the number of ballots ~ ji.D:~ 

Troy Baseball He Pierc" announces that the 2015 campaign 'Nill be his last after leading 

the Trojans fN 13 year". lon"lirn;, AC: Smarlt will be nm,y HC, Pier@ is 15 win" "hy of 

becomin" th," most successful skipper in Troy history, i\D Hilitwell says PiNce is all about 

his student-athl"tes ~ link 

AubulIl Asst. i\D for Public Helalions Ainer & new }lssL }ID for Video Services Young say 

"etting up to speed 'Nith the SEC r~etwork will be an on-"oing proc"ss for the Tigers, 

"pent $4.6m on ov"rhauling t"b::omrmmication" infrm;trudure & to remockl two control 

!"Ooms, }1f[1er adds lhat value of exposum is worth th," cost & sweat equity .. !!n~, 

Flmida Gulf Coast AD Kavanagh reviov'lS how aUlonomy mockl will impact his 

department, recognizes that Ma8 NCAA ToulIley exposum & success is aided by 

division-wide resourc" allocation, but adds, "1/II,,'re not about winning at all costs. V'Je're 

far lrom lhal. That's not what intercollegiate alhletics should be about" .. IH* 

Louisville S"nior AS50c AD KlEdn says Johnson ConsultinfJ is still working on a 

feasibility study for th," possible enclosure 01 Pap,a John's Cardinal Sladium's north 

end, no timeline noted, "We're still in the exploratory stag"s at this point." Cardinals 

enhanced lh" soulh ond in 2009 for $72m - I.lt'.k 

Solid read on the ,,!"Owth of Women's sports at Texas A&M as the Aggies will celebrat" 

their 40th y"ar of 'Nomen's scholar"hip "ports in 2014, fonnor Senior A"soc. AD & SWA 

rUng says they did illhe ri"ht way by hiring lop .. I'"l/el coaches, full· integrating men's & 

'Nomen's programs, more - link 

\j\jalch: Ouick video tour of new $35m pelfonYiance center at UMass that includes all n,"w 

digs for Minutemen FB, AD McCutcheon also excit"d to return 1"8 "ames to on-campus 

McGuirk Stadium afler upgmd"s lo bring it up to FB::> "tandard", will "lill play thwo 

match~ups in Foxboro this season - link 

Penn State mcoives another sizablE, gifllo renovat" tho Nittany Lions 1"8 lockor room, 

this one of $1 m comes from alum Stedm, locker room will be renanli"d in his family's 

honor, Stecko ,;onwd a,; Chairman & CEO al PackafJing Corporation of America & a" 

COO at Tenneco .. lin~, 

Coastal Carolina will reportedly become the latest school to jump on the color"d 1"8 turf 

craze as installation of a t,"al surface will commence once the 2014 campaign in complete. 

source conws from 'Nithin univorsity administration & official r"l"ase is expected soon ~ 

!in.is 



Mississippi man found guilty of trying to extort Louisville AD Jurich for $3.5m in an email 

schome in whiGh he claimed he Gould ruin tho reputation of the athldic depaltment,iUlY 

needod less lhan two houls of deliberation, facos lwo years in Jail & a $2501\ fino .. ".tLi<; 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

Arthur. Ashley <aarthur@admissions.unc.edu> 

Thursday, August 14. 2014 2:35 PM 

IIIe, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Automatic reply: meeting with Steve and Barbara 

Thank you for your message. I am currently out of the office, but I look forward to responding to you when I return on August 18. 
If you need immediate assistance, please call (919) 966-3621. 
Have a wonderful day. 
A<:hk-y At" hUi" 
As~~;~~ar:t to th:.:: CHn;~(;~Of o~ Ur:d0f{;rclduat:;: kdr:~bsk::~lS 
:jniv2~~~;~Y of :'Jonh C.0~(jHn0 at C~lclp01 HH~ 
.hcks(::n H~~L C3:~n0u:; Box:? 20G 
Ckpd "Hn, oK ? ?','Y) 
(9J.S) 96:·? ·l:nS 



From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

D I.ticker <matt=dI ticker.com@maiI98.at151.rsgsv.net> 
Wednesday, August 20, 20148:37 AM 
IlIe, Vince <iIle@unc.edu> 
DI.ticker - News from Tuesday, August 19, 2014 

Maq,dmld rolls·out details ollifetirne degree guarantee to student·athletes in all sports, 

starting this November if any studeni<lthlete should exhaust their eligibility before 

graduating athldics will handle all financial aid until they attain a degree, Terps one of 

the l'irstto extend commitrnentto all sport programs . jjn)~ 

Syracuse ,'I< IMG College reach a rH,V'I d"al, AD Gro"s, "IMG is a valuabl" partner to our 

university. we are excited to begin a new partnership with thern & their new parent 

company WME," speculation on value of agreement is b"l:we"n $Sm & $8m annually, 

previous pact ran through the 2020-21 ,;chool year, no additional ddails provkkd - !lnt 

Troy Record reporter @LauraAmato tw"ets that Albany will be naming a new AD today 

at a lOa prm;ser that will include Pwz ,Jonm;, Great Danes FB He: Gattuso & America 

East Commish Huchthausen, no word on candidates. litlle additional information is 

availabl" on th" announcement - link 

Nmth Dalwta Slate narrows I\D search for four, plans to get them all to carnpus as soon 

as possibl" to continu" proc"ss, finalists are St. 80naventure AD Watson, NDSU Senior 

Assoc. AD Goerg"n. Colorado State Senior As"oc AD Crurn ,'I< Stony Brook Senior 

Assoc. AD Lars"n ··I.ln.t 

New FB fadlities & major renovation projeds are focus"d heavily on cat"ring to pmmium 

season ticket· holders, projects at Telws A&M, Baylor 1', Tennessee reviewed. 

Populous Senior Archit"c( Spear says a stadium is a reflection of the entire school's 

brand, selling out of inventory rmans prices 'NNen't hi"h enough - H!lK 

CBSSports.com writer Dodd inv"stigates if n"w autonorny measures could eliminat" the 

underdog in coll"ge FB. CAA Commish Y"ager provides more sharp comment". 8aylor 

AD McCaw says the day is coming when a HC will be paid S10m annually. Washington 

FB He Pet;,r·sen. "It is Ilk" "taltin" over." - link 

IMG College t~. UNC·Asheville partner on n"w d"al that will include standard multimedia 

sales, but also focus on a $7.5rn university fundraising campaign that IMG College will 

run the point on, push will be head"d by VP Wolf"rt & former Cal Dimctor 01 Dev"lopment 

Schukalt, IMG C()llege boss Sutton excited to test model· link 

Arkansas AD l.ong hires Fm"t as S"niN .Assoc. AD for External OpNations & Strate"ic 

Communications, heads to Fayetteville after four years at Miami in a similar role, excited 

to join Razorbacks at such a pivitoltime for th" SEC & nationally, plan" to gd start"d at 

the beginning of next month .. HD.~c. 

Uberty's continued pu"h to gain membN"hip in a FBS I"ague "xamined, AD Barber 

beli"ves the Flames can be patien!. impressive package of facilities were all built with 

plans to expand in the future, Prez Falw,,11 Jr. says he 'Nas told by one Sun Belt peer that 

the challen"" is to shov'I LU i" Baylor, not Oral Roberts. hm; th" msources to an"wer 

call or autonomy·· !.to.t 



chain Thomlon's to be used for matching gifts as $Sm in fundraising mmains for new 

Academic Center of Excellence. facility will be built beyond the south end of Papa 

John's Cardinal Stadium & feature a "triking all-"Ia"s exterior - !!n~, 

Texas i\D Palterson believes lhe university creates th," valw" of the student"athlete, not 

vice-vel',;a, does not believe student"athlde" "hould be compensated for thdr name ,'I< 

likeness, "They also get a huge benefit on the college stage by having such assets as 

stren"th coaches, nutritionists. psycholo"ical support, tutors, mentors. media train in"." " 

I\t'k 

Clemson AD Radakovich announces partnership with Google that includes a 380" 

degree look in"ide Memorial Stadium through Google's Bt";ines,, VimN technolo"y. 

billed as first of its kind in colleg'" athletics, more than 4k pidums make up the tour that 

covers all the attractive ameities & infrastructure of the fadlity - link 

i\s the FB season grows closer, Miami I\D Jam,"s sends leiter 1', full inleractive 

presentation to all donors on the legality surroundin" contact with student"athletes & 

prospective student .. athlde" via every angle, induding social media. says those v'Iho 

financially contlibut," to the University have a responsibility to stay compliant .. i,ni<; 

Texas recdvm; a $50m commitment fwm the livestronfJ Foundation, dedicated 

specifically to the Dell Medical School. pushes total for capital campaign past the $3b 

mark, Livestrong CEO Ulman says the gift will be dispersed over 10 years, l\lloody's VP 

Kedem bdievm; political in"fighting within "tate could deter donN giving in future years .. 

!iDI, 

Great read Washington State's Spot'ts Science Laboratory that has been ta"k"d with 

lestin" equipment advanc,"s 1', safely measures iOl' college baseball & softball. Director 

Smith knm,y offem;ive production in ba"eball would decrease with the introduction of bat" 

that performed close to wood mod,"ls, now sorling out ball differences in another 

upcoming change for sport - link 

Bowling Greel) & Falcon Sports Pmpelties ink Ohio Logislics as n,"w sponsor. will 

brand creative new 'Community Center' space at all home FB & MBB games that will 

inciu(k rm",lved "eatin" for dedicat<,d community or";mizatkm,,. Ohio Logistics Prez 

Bills loves th," combin,"d BGSU t~. community play .. I;ni<; 

"Natch: New Oakland AD Konya di"cu%e" initial mark"ting pians under his purview, hEdd 

a brainstorming summit with all department constituents to identily opportunities, aims to 

"et to Top 10 status within all DI·AM schools, general consensus was brandin" 

approach of athletic" could be improved, lot" more .. !in.1s 

ESPN reporter McMurphy ((wMcMurrhvESPN) says the new TV deal bel'Neen ESPN & the 

Mid-Amedcan Confemece i" wOlth over $100m in total. works out to $Bm per y"ar over 

len"th of 13·yeal' agreermnl . !inl~ 

New Mexico dealing with \/\lomen's Socc"r hazing incident, parent "ay" her fw"hman 

daughter was forced to strip naked, consume large amounts of alcohol & was sprayed 

v<fith urine last Sunday night. family of another freshman ha" wtained legal coum;el, 

s0ason'·(ip0rH~C' agednst Texas Tech has been G;fHl(;I~k~d .. Unk 

American Athletic's aggm%ille public mlations & marketing campaign continues in 

earnest with f,III'pag'" ad in the latest SportsBusiness Journal, inciudes high· level 

accomplishments over the past year & TV schedule for premier FB match-Ups during the 

upcoming sem;on " Hilt<; 

Advanced analytics continue to gain traction in the NFL, companies such as Zebra 

TechnolofJies & Catapult aw working v<fith a numbN of or"anizationsto dige"t 



performanc," & nutritional data on mmry player, Kansas City Chiefs GM Dorsey, 

"Football is apprehensive to change, But, this 'Nil I allow you to blend the old & the new 

tog"tl1er," ~ HilK 

San Dieg() State to nom" Martinez Baseball HC after spending the last nine years 

as,;isting fNmN He, th" late & weat Tony Gwynn, move was expected & M;,utinez is 

commilted to continuing build of solid program lhat 1N0n 42 games las I s"ason including 

the Mountain West Tourney ~ link 

NC Stale 1', their Lear'field Sports plOperty set to execule '}\g Day' for lhe second 

consecutiv" y"ar to celebrate th" stat"'s agricultureiagribusin"ss industry, in addition to 

two days of clients surrounding the Wolfpack's FB tilt against Old Domini()n, a new 

endowed scholarship 'Nill b" awarded ~ lini" 

Neat video on the historic Cart()n House outside Dublin that 'Nill ,;el'llE, a,; UCF's home 

during th,"ir trip across the pond to open the FB season against Perm Slate, facility 

includes practice fields on~sit", Director of Sports M"dicine Vander Heiden points to 

cullural value iN stud,"nl"athletes on top 01 high, profile game ., iinh 

Williams Morris Endeavor~IMG hir" Scott as Executiv" Vice President. Marketing & 

Brand Solutions, founded O,)IIIIY Enler'lalnment fN O,jllIlY ,& Mather mega~agel1cy, will 

help create & activat" the company's branded content partn"rships & expand on owned & 

operat"d plOperties ~ link 
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From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Dl.ticker <matt=dl ticker.com@maiI193.atl61.mcsv.net> 
Friday, Augtlst22, 20148:19 AM 
IlIe, Vince <iIle@unc.edu> 
Dl.ticker - News from Thursday, August 21,2014 

Missouri Chancellor Loftin in the spotlight again, this time to discuss an ESPN Outside 

the Lines piece that alleges the athletic department mishandled sexual assault incidents 

surrounding former FB student-athlete Washington, points to changes in Title IX 

oversight & investigations since his arrival in February. acknowledges mistakes WNe 

previously made. says AD Alden will address situation. more - link 

South Camlirw Stale hims Bryant as new AD, heads to Orangeburg after the past year 

as AD at Stillman C()llege (011). which was preceded by five as AD at Eureka College 

(0111), fOl"mer AD ,johnson will still b" involved as a key fundrais"I' for th" Bulld()gs 

depaltment .. .l.n.t 

Col()l'ad() State Prez Frank announces mak,,-up of 21-member AD search committ;,,,. 

~ndudes business !eader:...:;, pro sport:...:; executiv0:"':;, carnpu!..,=< t~, Gornrnun~ty representat~ves) 

students & former FB He Lubick among others. also hir"s DHR Intemati()nal as 

consultant on proce% - Hilt<; 

More on the NCAA's app"al of the O"Bann()n ruling, no official documentation has been 

filed yet. but Chid Legal Officer REm'IY confirms that governing body will mov" fOl"ward. no 

indication on how they plan to fight the decision 01 Judge Wilken, labol attorney Famlli 

comments on why an appeal is necessary - link 

ADs around the nation discuss student attendance challeng"s for FB. Purdue AD Burke 

worried that student genemtion simply doesn't have the same affinit)' for the sport as 

those in th" past, WashinfJton AD \/Voodward believ"s the TV experi"nc" is the 

challenge, Florida AD Foley says successful businesses change with the times - Ent 

Accomplish"d civil rights attorn"y Allred, who repwsel1t;,d fille UConn female "tude nt" ill 

a lawsuit against the university, comments on sexual assault trends around the nation 

involving stud"nt-atheltes, "What you hear & read about is really only the tip of the 

iceberg because there are man)' confidential settlements that you'll n"ver know of." mow 

- link 

Number of schools selling beer at home FB gam"s continues to increas", an Associ,atea 

Press survey of the 21 institutions that have implemented alcohol sales shows fOughly 

half of thEdr total conc"s"icms mllenue is derbmd from alcohol. C()llege Sp()rts 

Solutions PI"OZ Sdwrmnel sa),s it's all about increasing revenue stmams·· !.to.t 

WashinfJton the latm;t to roll-out be"I' sale", will dedicate a standing room only "ection ill 

Husky Stadium where b"N can be pwchased. seelion will be limited to 500 tickets, 

proceeds projected at $200k if section sells-out for the season. West Virginia AD Luck 

applauds move -1i.D:~ 

In an effort to decrease department deficit, Hawaii AD .Jay plans to decrease spending on 

operational budgd items by 5%, on a brighter note, tickd sales for FB are proj"ct"d to 

be up 8.3% & MBB ticket sales should leach $1 m lor the first time since th" 2008·09 

campaign - !ink 



Inlerim C,al flD Williams describes ·Stanfmd ,"n\fY' within lhe Golden Bears Fa bn base. 

but notes that just a decade ago the roles were reversed signaling that change is 

possible. continues to commit to exwlling in Int"rim mle for m. Ion" a,; h,,',. in plac", 

believes bold mcomm,mdations will come flom academic task fOlce . l!n~, 

Virginia Tech AD aabock pushing his depaltment to improve th" fan experi"nce. excited 

that 4.500 show"d·up for n"w fan appr"ciation "v"nt. forecasts cost of incma,.ed m"al,. & 

possible additional nam" & liken"ss comp"nsation at $1.5m to $3m in total, expects 

clarity on pos,;ibl" ACC Network within th" next 18 months· link 

UCF InsliLate lor Divelslly & Ethics in Sport boss Lapchid sounds·off on mcent 

re,;ults for colleges on his Racial & Gendel' Repol·t Card, "This i,. the mm.t distm%ing 

mport card in many years. While il is "ood that coll""e & Ur1lvNslties' grad"s fol race 

increased slightly, the drop in gend"r "rade hi"hlights the voices of Title IX advocates 

who have be"n decryin" the records of many im.titutiom. fN years." - !ir*' 

Nebraska Assoc. AD for Community R"lations Anderson says 450 student FB tickets still 

I·"main. COITlhuskers opect allotment to be ,;natched up with Imge '''Nelcome' ev"nt,; 

coming· up, Dimctor 01 Fan Exp'"lience 1-<0vMy says one of lhe challeng'"s is lhat mosl 

students already think tix are sold-out· link 

Florid,a & IMG ink Winn·Dixle as official & exclusive sup"rmarl'et parlner for the 

Gators, Winn·Dixie SVP & CMO Kellmanson, " ... we believe that f"w things resonate 

more v'Iith most Floridians than Gator ,.ports," mcdves major ,;i"nage in key competition 

venu"s, radio invmltory & VIP lallgat," acc"ss for seled,"d custom'"ls . !in!'. 

Fundrai,;in" rm.ult,; at Miami (OH) continu" to impm% AD Sayler, member,.hip for the 

Red 8, While Club Incmased by 200, "eneratir1g over $90m in total, for Hw s"cond 

cons"cutive year over $4m in cash & $IOm in overall gifts & pledges 'Ner" s"cured, over 

the last 18 months the total haul stands at $24m· HilK 

UNC·Wilmington AD Bass set to pres"nt updates to Board of Trustees today on na'N 

improv"ments need"d for Sea hawks facilitiE,s, plam; indud" a rww Tenni,; ,;tadium. mom 

enhancemerlts to Softball's Boseman Field, a revamped soccer complex, an indoor 

hitting facility for Baseball & Softball ,'I< mom· link 

Hawaii Board of FI'"gents member C;"" express,"s opinionlhat alhletic budget simply isn't 

big enough to support a healthy DI department, doesn't believe cutting FB would be the 

right answer, but points to ddi;;!t,. "'len v'Ihen I'"v"nue,; are at optimal levels. fellow 

I-<eg"nt Portnoy says there's no chance Fa program will fold· link 

Florida Gulf Coast AD Kavana"h not worried about the number of games MBB ends up 

having on TV. says focu,; should be on continuing nlOl11"ntum, dis,;olution of CSS as a 

result 01 the new SEC Network has lefllhe Atlantic Sun without a TV deallhus fal, 

game,; at Xavier, Pittsburgh & South Dakota State wililikEdy be picK"d up· I:nk 

II looks like th," dormant Nor-Ih Dakota Stale·North Dalwla FB rivalry could be reignited 

as soon as next season according to reports, two schools haven't play"d since 2003, 

d,"al would Indud," two garnes, bolh in Fargo, in 2015 & 2019. anr1(;uncmnent could com," 

as soon as today· iink 

Florida State Deputy AD Hick,. ,.ay" the Seminoles hav" sold-out of all six· ,'I< ,;even· 



game F8 season ticket packages & that less than 2k tix per home game remain, FSU has 

also mOlwd entire 15k allotment fN "ea,;on-open"r in Arlington against Oklahoma State, 

season ticket mn"wal rate at 96% ,. !in];; 

Excdlent work by Spotts Illustmted's Thamel on the rise & fall of prominent MU 

king pen Malone who was recently ",,"ntenced to '100 months in Jail for a booming cocaine 

ring that produc"d $80[( pN month, a portion of which went to paying for support of many 

high-profile members of his DC Assault program, "It',; like the most dy,;functional Robin 

Hood story ever" .. !.to.t 

Clemson the late,;t to put togdh"r a fan advi"ory board to hdp impmve game 

atmosphNe, AD r,adakovich calls th," dfort to create remarkable ,"xp"riences a constant 

focus, group 'Nill be selected & meet for the first time early next month ~ link 

\j\jalch: Fox Spmls pmiil"s Texas Tech FB He Kingsbury's approach to leadership t~, 

how a typical day runs on his watch, "My big deal was always since I got into coaching 

that I w;mt"d to "how play"rs that whatevN I asked them to do, I \('Ia,; willing to do more," 

Havinglun with bachelor image 01 program, won't tak," a back seat .. UD.~ 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Dl.ticker <matt=dl ticker.com@maiI193.atl61.mcsv.net> 
Saturda)i~ August 23, 2014 8: 50 AM 
IlIe, Vince <iIle@unc.edu> 
D1.ticker - News from Friday, August 22, 2014 

Missouri AD }\Id,"n 1', FB HC Pinlml review sexual assault· related situations that included 

former FB student-athlete Washington back in 2008. Alden reported incidents to then 

C:hancellO!" Deaton. but wasn't awme of all mandated Title IX procedums, local law 

enforcermnt did investigate though the University did not .. !;.tL"; 

Abilene Chf"istian AD Mosley w"igm; from post to become CEO ,'I< F'mz of the Texa" 

Spmts H,all of Fame. led th," Wildc,ats for the pastt 0 years during which lirm the 

depmtment reclassified to 01. raised $75m that included the construction of two stadiums 

& won to 011 National Championships, F'rez Schubelt ,;ays a national ,;emch will "talt 

imrmdiat,"ly··!;.tL"; 

North Oakota State Women'" AD Dom announces plan" to retir" in March of next year, 

has be,"n a staple of the Bison department lor the past 36 years, says 01 her care,"r in 

athletics, "It's b"en a lif"styl" for me." Felt like time was right with chang"s in NCAA 

landscape & at NDSU - Un~ 

Form"r San Diego State FB student-athlet" Nichols has formally obj"ct"d th" NCAA's 

$7501 concussion settlement. a\tol"l1"y Edel"on fil"s 28-pag" respom", that point" to the 

lack or cmmmgelor medical cosls as was OI"iginally intended, al'gues that going along 

with the setllem"net would eliminate the possibiliy of a class action suit wh"re real 

progmss could be made, more .. !i.tL"; 

New Mexico AD rZrebs suspends INom"n's Socc"r He Vela for on" w""k withoLit pay 

st"mmin" from recent hazing inddent. all "tud"nt-athlet"s "xc"pt th" ""v"n freshmen that 

were victims of the hazing will b" sLlsp"nded for one gam" within the next t'NO 'Neeks, \/"Ia 

tak"" full respom;ibility & does not plan to appeal deci"ion - link 

Arizona State AD }Inderson rolls .. oul details of new 'Honor Flolr! seating ama in Sun 

Devil Stadium that 'Nill be re,;el"lwd fO!" adiv" military mEm1b"rs or vet"ram;, 30 tickd

holders will b," honored on video boaI'd during each game, plans are in the works 10 

implement similar arrangements at both Wells Fargo Arena & Pileonix Muni .. link 

Sml Jose State AD Bleynmier says it's in the Spar'lans b,"st int,"rests to make sum they 

can offer full cost of attendanc" stipends to stud"nk:lthletes onc" th" legislation pass"s, 

points to a pos"ible w-prioritization of fundrai"ing obj"ctives. can't have depaltment fall 

behind the likes of San Diego St,ite & Fresno State . jjn)~ 

Holy Cross maches a "dtl"m"11t with former INBB student .. athld" COOP"I' v'Iho daim"d 

she was slruck & vNbally abused by HC Gibbons. no details of the settlement were 

rev"al"d. Gibbons was r"instated to th" program in January after being on paid 

administrative leave from th" pr"viou,; Octob"r - Un~ 

On tOLir of th" nearly compl"ted McKale Center. Arizona AD Byrne says a form"r MB8 

"1l.I(knt-athl,,te hm; pled"ed a significant gift to th" renovation, but decline" to provide 

name or amount, feels like Wildcats are gdting a lot foltheir $30m ir1Vestrmnl. facility 

will be Lls"d for th" first tim" early n"xt month .. link 



Northern Illinois 1\0 Frazier linaliz,"s his senior staff, adds Vickers as Senior Assoc. AD 

for Sport Administration with responsibilities that include community outreach, sports 

performance & equipment operation". corn"s from Wisconsin v'Ihew he contribut"d to 

lundraising dfolts for lhe S,adgers .. !in];; 

Oklahoma lo""s appeal to have Missouri FB tram;fer student~athlde Gmel1~Beckham 

available lor the upcoming season, 1\0 Castiglione believes Green·Beckham (ksenmd 

the chanc" to go through appeals process as h"'s committed to changing p"opl,,'s 

pmc"ptiol1 in a positive rnannm ~ HilK 

Georgia Tech r"ceives a 'failur" to monitor' repriroand from th" NCAA "temming from 

imperrnis;;ible calls & text mes;;agm; to recruits back ill 2011 & 2012 by FB, MBB & WBB 

/\Cs, AD Bobinski inhNiled situation, vows it won't happen again. lumovN in Complianc," 

department also noted a" challenge to inv"stigation ~ link 

N"w AubulIl MBB HC Pearl will host a mcruil orw minul" afl"r his show cause penalty 

expires with the NCAA on Sunday night, "It'll be a fun night. My coaching staff will be with 

me v'Ihen midnight strikes & 1\;;, got a lot of calls to mak" I've got a lot of catGhing up to 

do. aUII'1i be gratdul when ii's behind roe." .. i.[n.t 

Kentucky partn"rs will IOMEDIA to create Th" Virtual Venue for mnovations to 

Commonweallh Sladium, plalform will allow current & prospective season tickd .. holdNs 

to check~out the "xact view from their selected seats once facility improvements are 

coropl01", Assoc. AD for Tickdin" Shmp" exdt"d for fam; to mr.peri"nce technology ~ !inh 

More comments from Virginia Tech AD aabcock on efforts to improve the fan experience 

& attendanc" for Hokies FB, "\/V,,'re not at a point v'Ilwre we'll have a D,I ill tlw stal1d" 

just yel, bul rmyb" w,,'11 gel to that. F{ight now, I just want to see incr"mental chang", lik," 

'Okay, th"s" guy" are Ii"t"nin" .. and maybe I'll corn" back rH,xt we"k'." ~ link 

E,ast Carolina S"nior Assoc. AD Batt armounc"s addition 01 Evans as rww Assoc. AD lor 

D"veloproent with oversight of the Pirate Club Annual FUlld, Evans sp"nt the past year 

at Towsoll as Senior /\ssoc. /\D fOI Oevelopnwnt alter stinls at Memphis 1', UNLV·· lift" 

North Dakota State Interim AD Matthew gives former AD Taylor all th" credit for getting 

deal done that will r"establish th" FB rivaliy with North Dakota. UND v'Iill get "uarant"es 

01 $125k & $140k lor matdHlps in2015 & 2019 in Fargo, Dir"c[or of Marketing Swanson 

doe"n't think "tu(knt behavior will be out of contl'Ol ~ link 

Human Resoul'ce ex,"cutives fl'om pro sports discuss the impact of the AHordable Cme 

Act. also kno'Nn as Obamacare, the ACA demands that Nnployers offer healthcare to 

those who work an average of 30 hours p,"r week ov"r the course of a Y'"ilI', S,altimore 

Ravens Pr"z Cass points to the hiring of an Intern as a whole different gam" now, lots 

roo re ~ l.lD.k 

Eastern Kentucky AD Sandy announc"s promotions as part of restructuring effort. 

II!1cBl'id" to S"l1ior A"soc. AD, McKaskle "d" As,,!' AD & SWA title & Clark promoted to 

Asst. AD for Communications & aranding, McBride & Clark have been 'Nith the 

d"partroent for OVN a decad", Sandy "ays rnovm; ar" well deserv"d ~ link 

Wisconsin expands digital distribution of Varsity Mag,azine that last year generated 

500k vi"w" acro"s it" 37 is"u"s, will now be easier to read & navigate for smartphone 

us,"rs lhanks to a new app available Irom both the Apple t~. Android stows, Badgels will 

also produc" digital programs all home & away FB games also available via the apps ~ 

!in.is 

Excell"nt quote from Florida AD Foley on the importance of th" upcoming s"ason for FB 

HC: Muscharnp & hi" program, "Sometime" you him a coach, & you win the pr"s" 



conference .. evecyonl~ says if:...:; the greatl~st h~re ever. \Ne're not in the bus~ness of 

worrying about the press conference, INe're in the business of worrying about where 

vve're going to be fbI<> y,,,m; from novv," - !!n~, 

Bleacher Rep()rt passes along pictures & video of LSU's newly completed FB locker 

room at Tiger Stadium, expan"ive space include multiple screens & digital displays, 

purple back·lillockNs give a glowing dfee! to the Tigers n,"w digs, more .. l!D.~c. 

Delaware AD Ziady Gwatm; n"w role of As;;t AD for Sport" & Entertainm"nt Salm;, hire" 

alum Arthur who will b" r"sponsibl" lor mcruiting locaL r"gionill & national ev"nts 01 all 

diff"rent shapes & sizes to the 81ue Hells facilities. spent the last two years with th" 

Delaware Sport" C()mmissi()n attracting "vent" to the stilt" - jjn~, 

Iowa AD Barta names Stith Men's Golf He. the Hawkeye alum & former AC was on staff 

ilt Minnesota fO!' the past thwe years & last yeil!' hdped I"ad the progmm to its fir"t 8ig 

Ten title since 200'7. in his lhme seasons wilh th," G()pher's their national ranking rose 

from 104 to 68 - link 

Little League World Series star Davis g"tling ready for the talk show rounds, bullarnily 

is foclised on not aCGepting any additional benefits that Gould jeopardize her collegiate 

eligibility a" her dmarn is to play point guard for UConn \NBB. NCAA Spokesman Radford 

says there is some leeway & marketing e)(ecutives want to move now .. link 
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From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Dl.ticker <matt=dl ticker.com@maiI48.atll11.rsgsv.net> 
Tuesda)i~ August 26, 20148:01 AM 
IlIe, Vince <iIle@unc.edu> 
Dl.ticker - News from Monday, August 24,2014 

SEC Commish Slive recounts process thai led to new College FB Playoff structure, he & 

ACe Cornmish S'Nofford were early proponents of a revamped system. Auburn AD 

Jacobs recall" Slive rn"ntioning a playoff as "arly a,; 2005, gradual chang"s olwrcame 

initial objections by Big Ten boss D"lany & others .. .l.n.t 

At"izona State AD And(m;on expE,c(" to grow th" Sun Devil" budget from it" curwnt 

point in the rnid·$60m rang'" to $90m. which would be in the I"ague's upp"r ti'"L new 

Chief Development Officer McElroy wants to push the envelope, quotes Dallas Cowboys 

Owner ,lones, "l.d'" ,,01 as dose to bmakin" th" "Ia"s as we can" - !!n~. 

Cal announces $'1 Om renovation plans to Haas Pavilion that will include a new center

hung scoreboard. as well as upgm(kd audio, video. sound & lighting capacities, rnonim; 

will corne frorn fund of facility's namesake, construction 10 b""in in May of 2015 1', be 

complete for the 2015-16 seasons, Idibri chosen as lead engineer - !ink 

Michigml Slate Deputy I\D Ianni shows olf n,"w 524.5m r"novation to Sparlan 

Stadium's north end zone, "To me, it's a check-off: in the recrllitin" battle especially." AD 

Hollis adds that fonner "tud"nt-athlde Magic ,Johm;on & vvif" Cookie contribut<,d $3m to 

the pf(;J"d. MBB HC 12zo also donated 5500k·· l!D.~c. 

C:om;ultant Infante reviews practice of late night recruiting by MBB HC:", Memphis 

boss PastnN acknowledges caliin" pf(;spectiv" student·athld"s after rnidnight at his first 

opportunity, says it's just part of the "ame, Infante suggests a ban on communication 

betvveen lOp & 6a - i.lt'.k 

Tulane AD Dickson says the Green Wave will receive their occupancy certificate for 

Yulman Stadium this we"k wdl ahead of its gmnd opE,ning match-up agaim;t Georgia 

Tech next month, individual tickets for the ganw are sold··out & less than 200 s"ason lix 

r"main - iink 

Intervi,"w with Boise Slate AD Coyle COV"r5 some solid ground. commitled to a 

successful bf(;ad-based department, believes athletics can be the elastic band between 

alumni & their school. doesn't think conkmnc" realignment is dorw. main goal is to 

continue growing the Broncos brand in a first class manner. more - Hnk 

San Jose State AD BleyrnaiE,r review" importan@ of 555m renollation to Yoshihiw 

Usinda Hall that enhanced the digs for MBB. WBB. Volleyball & Gymnastics. "You don't 

need to have th" bigge"t & the bright<,st. .. but you do n0<>d to have something that'" nb, 

& adequate & has a liltl" glilz," proj"ds for FB 1', Golf now on front burrwr·· l!D.~c. 

Korn FefTY ml"asm; full annual repOlt, "en"l"8t<,d $960m in relwnu"s vvith 59% 

pf(;duced from Executive ",,"arch practice, but only 7% came from th," Education/Non·· 

Profit sector 'Nhich was a decrease frol11 2013. typical consliltin" fee is one-third of the 

first year ca"h compem;ation for the position. way mow if you want to dig - Et'.k 

More TV rights monies in the spotlight as DirecTV is dosing in on an extension with the 

NFL on it" Sunday Tickd packag". annual f"e exp"ct<,d to increa"e from $1 b to the 



$1.3b··$1.4b range t~. should run through 2021 or 2022. length of agf()ell10nt would sync 

all NFL TV deals ~ link 

Hawaii AD Jay expecting a crovvd of around 28k for th" Warriors FB opener agaim;t 

Wm;hington Saturday night. total would mark the first time less than 31 k hit th," turnstiles 

for th" fir"t game of th" Y"a!" in th" 36 year history of Aloha Stadium ~ Hnk 

An unusually mild summer will keep Kansas Women's Soccer from playing in brand new 

Rock Chalk Park as facility's B"rmuda surface hasn't had the necessary h"at to take 

hold. Assoc. AD Marchiony hopes situation is squa!"ed .. away by the middl," of next month, 

games to be contested at th" Jayhawk Soccer Complex in the nwantime ~ link 

As alcohol sales increa"e in FEl stadiums around the nation, an interesting look at 

consumption trends for different generations. beer still ranks as the most popular drink 

for all groups, but Generation X & Baby Boom"r,; are shifting dollars to cmft options. 

whiskey continues to gain steam in spirits category, mom .. l!n~c. 

NElA Hall of Famer & alum Ewing will donate $3.3m to alma mater Geot'getown alon" 

with long .. time ag,"nt Falk for construction on the John Thompson JL Intercollegi,ate 

Athletics Ceder. Falk has also r"pres"nted Thompson for a number of years. project 

will begin next month & cost $62m .. l!n~ 

Washington State AD Moos does not think attendance for this week"nd's FB season

openN in S"attl" again"t Rutgers will r"ach 40k, pos"ibly even more interesting from the 

article is that DISH Network & Fox are getlin" ciOSN on a deallhat would elimat," the 

chance of blackouts for upcomin" games - link 

West Virginia will have summer company in their new Gasd)all stadium as the 

Pittsburgh Pirates short~season A .. ball team will relocate from .Jamestown. N"w York to 

f'Jiorgantown ah"ad ofthe 2015 ,;"ason, "chedul" will nm from mid~Jun" through Labor 

Day & nol impact th," Mounlaineers. no financial details disclosed .. l!n~c. 

Indiana flD Glass says season FBlicket sales are flat year over year, shows media 200' 

of new LED ribbon board being installed on the north end zone facade of Memorial 

Stadium, Vet"izon & AT&T me both upgrading their cell antenna,; in a proces" that 

should benefit Hoosier lans by the Maryland game in late Sept,"mber .. In.t 

Florida A&M Pwz Mangum & AD Winslow ddail co,;t,; m;sociat"d with traveling famou" 

Marchin" 1 00 band to away FB garnes, Winslow not happy with Miami contmcllhat was 

negotiated before he arrived, Man"um on the revenues need"d from FG. "I don't know a 

whole lot about SPOlt", but I do know that "ometime,; the wdght can b" too heavy." ~ !in.1s 

Adidas still lags w,,11 behind Nik" overall both globally & domestically as the market for 

golf "<1uipm"nt & TaylorMade bmnd continues to erode, 2006 d"dsion to buy Reebok 

hasn't pann,"d out lhough both compani,"s ploduc,"d gains in ()2 of lhis year, 2014 plOfits 

expect"d to b" off 20% from projections ~ link 

This is a big deal lor sludenls on your campus: Amazon buys leading video "ame 

'Natchin" site Twitch for $1.1 b. has be"n produdng 55m uniqu" views per month. turning 

vkko game indusliy into a spectator "ndeavor as much a" it i,; participatOl"Y, one of th" 

15 mosHraflicked sites around th," world .. llD.~ 

Solid background on Penn State's pmpamtion for upcoming FG matdH.lp Iwrsus UCF in 

Dublin this weekend, over 20k pounds or cargo will be transported, all 01 which will go by 

air "xc"pt th" Gatorade allotment which was shipped. full day set onc" trav,,1 party 

arrives on Wednesday to keq) everyone awake to deal with time change .. !.tnt 

'We've all seen Nielsen TV ratin"s before, but how about th" company's new Twitter TV 



ratings? Last w,","k's Top 10 was I,"d by a NFL Preseason lilt b0twee[l Cleveland 1', 

Washington that had a unique audience of over ern generated by over 431 k tweets & 

223k uniqlw authors ~ jjn~,. HilK (learn mom) 
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From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Dl.ticker <matt=dl ticker.com@maiI62.atll11.rsgsv.net> 
Wednesday, August 27, 20147:50 AM 
IlIe, Vince <iIle@unc.edu> 
Dl.ticker - News from Tuesday, August26, 2014 

NCAA COO Isch announces plans to retire eill"ly next year after '1 G+ years wilh th," 

governing body, credited with role in negotiating $IO.8b.l+year deal for MBB Tourney 

TV right". F'rez Emmert v'Iill creat" a new Executive Vic" President spot to inherit some of 

Isch's dulies, but with a significant focus on regulatory matters. seill"ch rww position will b" 

led by Big 12 Commish BO'Nlsby. NCAA EVP L"wis & an outsid" firm ~ link 

N,"w Perm Slate i\D aill"bour discusses her approach, wants d"parlment to gd 1 'Yo better 

everyday, looks to marry tradition with new age improvements, points to $60m NCAA fine 

as bigg"st hurdle, but prepamd to position Niltany lions "tra10gically with more 

govNnaflC'" changes on the horizon "I.l[).~ 

Alabama AD Battle with some quick thoughts on gOllernanc" changes, in complete favor 

of autorwmy to give schools more fl,"xibility & access for stu(kni·athle10s. also notes lhat 

licensing revenue almost mached $lOm last year, says FB & MBB drive profits, but goal 

is to fully pmpar" all "tud"nh,thletes for lif" after colleg" ~ jjn~. 

IMG College boss Sutton expects his company to mak" multiple moves in th" next four 

to six months after working through the acqui"ition process with William MatTis 

Endeavor, points to new fundmising mod,"1 with UNC~Asheville as a v,"rlical that could 

be highly successful ~ !ink 

Norlh Carolina Asst. i\D fOl" Cormmmications aest says the Tm Heels department is 

investigating a potential hazing incident that occurred during FB's training camp between 

a group of "tu(knt~athletes & a mdshirt freshman v'Ialk~on that w"ulted in a concuS5ion. 

father of the latter passes on a comment - lini,. 

Amid all the ,;ocial m"dia rumors, USC FB HC Sarki"ian "ay" h" hm; no rea"on not to 

believe th," story of stud,"nl··alhlete Shaw's two·story jump & wscue of his drowning 

nephev'I. SPOlts Information Dir"dN Te"sak>l1" , "~Jumerous people checked & vett"d hi" 

story in various ways. We felt it was solid." .. Ull.~. 

Mississippi State AD Stricklin hosts media in newly-renovated Davis Wade Stadium. 

S75m project f,"atures upgrades 10 suite 1', club I'"\fels. as well as a new plaza entrance 

that profiles a neat outline of the state & its 82 counties, article includes a number of 

pictuw" & video" ~ i!n~. 

Arkansas AD Long on his chairmanship for the new College FB Playoff selection 

committee, "We want to get it right. I want to get it right." VViII uti liz" a studio in Bud 

Walton Arerw to walch games from around th," country befom convening wilh commiltee 

members. was initially floored at being nominated for group by SEC Commish Slive ~ link 

Boise Slate i\D Coyle outlines how the Broncos are impl'"n1enling new unlimiled meal 

opportunities. feedback from HCs was that more snacks were needed. not another full 

meal. setup two 'fueling stations' in w"ight moms, inve"tment is six figUl"e", also says 

covering full cost of attendance would run $1.15m for departrmnl . jjn)~ 



Allison commils to $5m pledge, monies will be used to upgrade Centennial B,mk 

Stadium's premium seating options, AD Mohajir says construction will begin this Fall with 

compldion bdore rH,xt ""ason, Allison is C:lwirman of Home BancShares, Inc. - li.D:~ 

AriZ()na AD Bym" takes to Twitter to outline th" cost p"r stud"nt-athl"te in his 

depaltment, $83k+ pegw,d a,; figure for scholar,;hip, food, academic SUppOlt, travd & 

clothes, incr"ases to ov"r $123k per if you include expens"s for facility "nhanc"ments 

incurred last y"ar - link 

Stanl'on:l has moved nearly 32k season FB tickets, a 25'% upgmde Irom the last even .. 

year horne 5chedul" in 2012, "old out of 34k allotment la,;t year that inclu(kd games 

against Oregon. UCLA, Noln" Dame t~. Cal, Senior Assoc. AD Blue believes scheduling 

is now having much less of an impact on fans - iink 

lEG Senior Director of Client l.ead"r,;hip 1Ii10rgan write,; on how fans 'Nant to engage & 

participate while at live sporting events, believes technology needs to be non .. invasive & 

"nhance the experience. but traditionalelement5 of games me central to creating a 

memorable "nergy .. UD,~ 

Colorado & Learfield's Buffalo Sports Properties ink multi .. year deal with the Denver 

Toyota Dealers Association that will include major signage piece 01 press backdrop. 

Toyota will also have significant visibility inside Balch Fieldhouse that plays host to a 

fa mily area before FB game5 .. Hilt<; 

Navy F8 He Niumatalolo covers challenges for Midshipmen during changing times, 

focused on simply improving upon la5t y"ar's 8~4 mark, "Th" landscape i5 changing fa5t, 

& it would beloolish for us to put 01.11' heads in the sand, but we have to recognize who we 

are." Additionally. department has no plans to build Heismal1 campaign around 08 

Reynold5 .. Ht',k, !in.is 

Snapchat continues to surge as notable venture .. capital firm Kleiner Perkins Caufield 

&. Byers have reportedly committed a $20m investm"nt in the 50cial media ,",IVic<, 
bringing ii's over-all valuation to $'lOb, fourth investment round since eill'ly last yeaI'. 

company still has velY little to show in way of revenue .. link 

UT-Challanooga AD 81ackburn labs Altizer as Senior Assoc. AD for Inlernal Operations 

with oversight of game & recruiting ops, facilities & facilities planning & a handful of 

prograrm; "'; ,;POI1 administratN, h"ads 50uthwe,;t after 20 year5 within th" FB prowam 

at Tennessee - Eni,. 

Washington State AD Moo5 indicat"5 that the Cou,jars 12-y"ar run of an annual FB 

game in Seattle will end with tomorrow night's lilt against Rulgers, revenue fol' games at 

CenturyUnk Stadium netted as much as double in comparison to on .. campus Martin 

St,adium, but Moos points to a better likelihood to win at home . !i.r.Jj~ 

Tulane set for a number of lead .. up events to the opening of new Yulman Stadium. 

including hosting local neighbors. Dq)uty AD 8urke. "\f\k wanl to put on a great show, bul 

at the same time. protect our neighbors." Piece has handful of pictures from nearly .. 

compl"te facility, including the fiekH"vel Iberia Bank Bunker Suite .. link 

Fresno State F'rez Ca5tro want" to halle a nmN AD in place by th" end of the year, 

exdled about the quality of candidates thai have already expmssed intel'est, University 

brass still reviev'Iing report by CollefJiate Sports Associates on "tate of athletic 



dq)artrmnl, Wrestling program will be reinstated wilh more details to corne this F:all·· lill.~, 

Memphis announces concerts before first four home FB games this season headlined 

by Brei Michaels in late Odob'"L seri,"s is in partnership with Horseshoe Casino 

Tunioa, main acts will hit the stage immediately after the traditional Tiger Walk, AD 

Bowen says move i;; all about enhancin" th" fan "xpE,ri"nce· !in.1s 

Southern Miss AD McGillis hires Hogue as new Golden Eagles 8B He, spent the last 

deoade as He at William Carey (NAIA) & compiled a 373-152 mark including "ix tripE' to 

the NAIA Naliomal Toumament highlighted by last year's runnN·uplinish .. llll.~ 

Oklahoma State students have pmchased over 2k tickds for this v'Ieekend's FB opener 

in }\rlington against Florida Stale outpacing ,"xpedations. slud,"nls also had the 

opportunity to buy a $25 "ESPN College GameDay" tioket depaltment will not be 

providing tmm;portation for the neutral sit;, ,,ame - jin:~ 

Wyoming AD Burman & new FB He Bohl discuss direotion of pmgram, Burman says he 

was looking for a He that embmced a physical & hard-nosed approach, Bohl convinced 

style that won at North Dakot<a State can work in Lmami,", inlemsting to nole thai Bohl's 

highly-successful Bison pmgram only won three games just two seasons before a run of 

three straight National Championships .. Ut'.K 

Hofstra oompletes its new 14k square .. foot Basketball Practioe Facility that features a 

full COUlt, two additional half courts, pit"; a dedicated fme throw & post-play area as well 

as a built .. in filming system AD Hathaway appreciative of Prez r,abinowitz's support on 

project. NCG Visuals handled all design & graphio elements - link, link (photo gallery) 

Upgrad,"s to Autzen Stadium at Oregon to enhance th," fan experience include 150 n,"w 

flat soreen HD monitors in public areas, a new digital scoreboard at the east end of the 

facility & four food trucks to add to "xisting concE,,;sion options. majority of moves a result 

of feedback from fans .. !JDk 

Hock"y .. dedicat"d newspaper. Let's Play Hockey. reports on At'izona State's du" 

diligence process 01 possibly adding Men's Hockey as a sponsomd pro"ram, school 

currently has three teams playing in ACHA club league, top team has a total budget of 

$350k, rivalry match··up wilh Arizona draws 8k fans, more .. ji.tL~ (scroll down) 

Notre Dame expands gameday experience offerings through Experience app, includes 

an ultimat;, VIP package, post-gam" fidd acc""s & lock"r room tOlm;, builds on to roll-out 

during Basketball & Hockey seasons in 2013 .. 14, Ass!. AD Praoht emphasizes the unique 

& mEm10rabie natu", of the opportunities .. link 
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To: 
Subject: 

DI.ticker <matt=dI ticker.com@maiI48.atllll.rsgsv.net> 
Thursday, August 28, 2014 7 :46 AM 
IlIe, Vince <iIle@unc.edu> 
D I.ticker - News from Wednesday, August 27, 2014 

Portland State AD Chisholm to exil at th," end of October to pursue other cmeN 

opportunities, Prez Wievel positive in his comments on Chisholm's seven-year tenure who 

"'W" this i;; the right time in order to smoothly transition to a "uccessor. "I am confid"nt 

lhat I I,"ave PSU athletics a better plOgram lhan wh,"n I arrived." .. )jn)~ 

NCAA Diwctor of E.nforc"ment Duncan "ay" there will b" Edigibility hits for "orne school" 

lhis w,","kend as Fll swings into full g"ar, obviously can't comtn"nl on exact situations. '10 

cas"s that includ" 50 allegations are in th" process of being "tak"n to final d"position." 

pipeline is full of work & he's almost back to a full staff 'Nith only tv'/o positions open - Hn.1s 

Must read profil" on highly-accomplished attorney Kessler who could be the next to 

continue disruption of th" NCAA's govemanc" model as he pus he" forNard with cm;e that 

could be h,"ard as soon as n"xt FiliI. to counter I("ssler. the NCAA has rdained Mishkin 

of Skadden, Arps, Slate, 1\l10agher & Hom 'Nho has represent"d N8A O'Nners in "velY 

n-!ajor cas~~ over thE: past 35 years, rnore - .un~ 

North Carolina has suspend"d four FB stud"nk:lthlet"s while continuing probe into 

hazing incident during FB pw"ea"on camp, He: FedNa offer" no update on inv"stigation, 

i\D Cunningham points to Vilst maJority 01 student·athldes behaving appropriately, will 

hold others accountable for actions - !ink 

USC FB stud,"nl"illhlete Shaw admib h,"roic story about jumping from a balcony to save a 

drowning nephew was fabricated, his la'Nyer now says he fell off the balcony. LAPD is still 

looking to the is"u" a" Shaw, v'/ho i" a li,am captain, has been su"pended indefinitely 

from the program ~ Ho.k 

Los Anweles Time" with a follow-up "tory on Shaw qum;tionin" if athldic departments 

have a msponsibilily to rmk," sum their stories compldely check .. oul. Georgia }ISSOC. 

Prok"sor of Journalism Su"gs. "F'eople don't look at bylines. th"y trust brands ... If you're 

in the business 01 t,""ing stories. you need to make sure your slories are accurale." .. ji.tL~ 

USA Today 'Nith a deep dig on SEC Commish Slive. LOllisville AD .Jurich. "People on the 

outside look at him running lhis multi .. million dollar colporalion & think 'What a shrewd 

businessman.' but he's such a family man," Colonial Athletic Commish Yeager, "He can 

speak "oftly because you knov'/ h" cmrim; a big "tick." lots more ~ Ut'.K 

Temple is reexamining allegations of verbal abuse & intimidation by former Track & Field 

HC Mobl"y after detailed WPOlt" in the "chool'" "tu(knt n"w"pa per , pr"lIiou"ly 

inv,"stigilted situation in 2011 t~. found claims lo be uncorroborated. Mobley resigned lhis 

past June & no further details were provided on reasons behind his departure - !ink 

A Maryland Judge has ord,"red NCAA Prez Emmertlo be deposed in wrongful death cas," 

of former Fmstburg State (DIll) FB student~athlete Sheely who collapsed during a 

practice in 2011 & later di"d. th" NCAA ha" opposed Emmert's involvement saying hi" 

testimony was inappropriale at this stage of the trbl .. !!D.~c. 

College of Chadeston's f'.!IBB HC search still mOiling after top two reported candidali,s, 



former stand·out sludeni·athlet," ,Johnson & Woffmd He Young, both removed their 

names from consideration yesterday, AD Hull says simply, "We hope to have a coach in 

place lIery "oon." ~ HilK 

TCU AD Del Conte hosts online chat with fans, notes that if a student~athlete is 

st";pended, their cm", with the Student Affair" Office is tmated ju"t lik" any other stu(knt. 

likes sugg"stion of marketing team creating a Spotify play list with FB gam" atmosph"re 

"Ol1gs, tickd buy~back ,,!ratem' was a "ucces" ~ Iil1k 

USF AD Harlan tabs Goodrich as Senior }ISSOC. }ID for External Relations with oversight 

of ticketing, merchal1dise & licem;il1g. will al"o "erv" a" liaisol1 with IMG CollefJe, rdurn" 

lo Tampa after a thre'"·plus year t,"nure al Miami where he was most rec,"ntly Assoc. }ID 

for Marketing; Bulls pushing ne'N initiatives to bolster student attendance for F8· !ink 

Purdue AD Bmk" mr.cited to see hov'/ I1m,y in~stadium tailgate area ill the south el1d zone 

of Ross Ade Stadium is received, stops short of committing to setup beyond this 

""ason, do"sn't believ" anyone has figured out the V\lHi upgrade challen"e at older 

ladlities, season ticket sales down to 251< hom 30k last year· !in];; 

Central Michigan AD Heeke terminates employment agreemel1t with Women's Golf He 

Beidl"man alter discovering he n,"v"r eam,"d a Bachelor's degree from Felris State 

(011) as adv"rtis"d, had been at helm of the Chippewas program sinc" last y"ar after a 

"oIid rUI1 a" the ~ltel1's HC at Loyola (MD) ~ Et'.k 

San Diego State hosts official "rolmd·bmakin" ceremony for new Basketball practice 

facility h"adlin"d by $1.5m gift from Qualcomm mr.ecutiv" ,jacob" who al"o recruit"d 

lhme dose coupl"s to donal" $500k a piec", total prk,," tag is $"I4.5m for 23k+ square· 

foot, two~story building that will be compl"te in August of 2015 ~ link 

Intewslin" not," leadin" into tonighl's South Carolina~Texas A&M F·B matdHlp, 

Gamecocks HC Spurrier was "iv"n th" option of Arkansas or TAMU to serve as annual 

rival from th" SEC West, chos" th" A,jgies, AD Hyman, "r~ow ironically, whew am w,,? 

Ar'kansas is struggling 1', Texas A&M has had some success." .. i!.tLi<; 

NotablE, ADs from around the nation comment on th" chall"l1ge of dl'ivin" stud"nt 

a lte ndar1<"" , LSU }ID i\lI"va points to so many other options available, UCLA boss 

Guermro notes extra effort the Bl"Uins have put in to lum students, says tim"s have 

chal1ged, "tats tie studel1t att"ndance to ol1~fi"ld w"ult" at some "chool" ~ Et'.K 

A group of Am"rican par"nts m" class action la'Nsuit against FlFA & other int"rnational & 

domm;tic socc"r governing bodies over their l1eglig"l1t handling of concu%iol1s & head 

relat,"d in)llfi"s, according lo the filin" over 50k hi"h school soccer players experierlced a 

concus"iol1 in 2010 ~ mom than basd,all, baskdball, "oftball & wrestlil1g combil1ed ~ Hnk 

Bas"ball Hes sound~off Oil n"v'/ rule for 2015 that will """ batt"rs stay ill tlw box if th"y 

don't mak" an obvious atl,"mptto avoid an inside pitch, McNeese State He Hill believes 

the safety of student~athletes should b" paramount. St. Mary's He Valenzu"la says th" 

rule will be hard for umpires lo enforce .. liD.~,. 

Western Kentucky AD Stewart doesn't "xpect to miss a beat in transition to 

Conference USA, know" competitiol1 lE,vel will be a "t"p up, but refers to "ucc"ss acros" 

th," board in trw Sun Belt as an ,"xc,"II"nt bmometer, prais,"s coaches lor recruiting the 

right typ" of "tud"nt~athld"" ~ link 



Penn Slate inks sponsorship deal with Dunkin' Donuts centNed mound the upcoming 

FB season, assets include an 'Ultimate Tailgate Package' for selected fans, promotional 

savings for every FB victory & sampling at three home gam,"s, Nittany Lions will mceive 

their own signature donut along ',,-,ith branding on cups & boxes ~ link 

Iowa As"oc. AD for External Relations Klatt, "I..et'" b" candid ~ winning i,; the bigg"st 

hammer in your toolbox," as busine"s in & around lo',,-,a City hope for a "uccessful sea"on 

for Hawkeye" FB, can directly correlale ,;ale5 vvith performanc" of team. '09 study 

showed a S'IOOm+ economic impact for a seven'game horne schedul," .. llD,~ 

The City of E.dinburg i,; ,;01 to donate its munidpal Ba,;"ball ,;tadium to UT-Pan 

American, soon to b" UT·Rio Gl<md Valley, in a move that will redu(,," operating costs 

of S225k for the dty, UTPA has played in the facility since 2000 & already o'''-'ns a 1 O~ 

ach" plot n"xt to the field ~ IiX1:~ 

Colorado & Colorado State have moved a combin"d 50k tickets for their FB match-up 

in D"lwer on Friday, break" out to l'Oughly 28k & 22k mspedively. Rams have b"en 

dosing gap that previously stood at 2 to 'I, last year's galm dmw 59,601 ., !in];; 

Kentucky & Louisville me both ,;0l to opE,n new ,;OGcer facilitie" this weekend, S7 7m 

Wendell 8, Vicki Bell Soccel Complex will s,"e action on Sunday lor the Wildcals, the 

Cardinals open $185m Lynn Stadium this Friday with both Men's & Women's program 

hm;tin" rnatch~up'; - !!n~" Et',k 

Final tally on Michigan playing host to high~profile soccer exhibition between 

Manchester United & R.eal Maddd resulted in a $2.55m revenue boost, AD Brandon 

says $25m was generated hom the game for the surrounding area, will consid,"r working 

with creator R.elevent Sports again, one big event per year seems right - link 

:x: ~n-:8:i M8fk':Jt:, 
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From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

D l.ticker <matt=dl ticker.com@mail32.us4.mcsv.net.> 
Friday, September 5,20148:21 AM 
IlIe, Vince <iIle@unc.edu> 
Dl.ticker - News from Thursday, September 4,2014 

Florid,a St,ate now inv,"stigaling 20"12 sexual assault situation surrounding stand·out Fa 

"lu(knl-athlet0 liVim;lon as part of their Title IX wquirement", atlorney for alleged victim 

says the university is taking th," matter very seriously. slate altorney Meggs, who declined 

to press charges after the state's investigation, says the school is looking through a 

"ludenl conduct lens, more - Un~ 

IMG hires former ESPN executive Shapiro as Chief Content Officer who 'Nil I be charged 

wilh incwasing revenues from the company'" video archbl<>. which according to nev,/ 

parent company William MOf"ris Endeavm has significant intemational potential, 

Shapiro's vetting of future deals also a key piece of his addition - iink 

NewCollege FEI Playoff selection commiit,"e streamlin,"s information flow as each 

member other than Arkansas AD & committee chair Long will be assigned to a 

conference or two lo keep clm", tab,; on, responsibilities me in additionlo mEmlbers 

maintaining a broad view of developments & watching plenty 01 game action .. UD.~ 

NBA Commish Silver fOlward-thinking 011 a conlrov(m;ial is,;ue, believe,; it's a foregone 

conclusion that legalized sports gambling will happen in the US 1', says his league will 

only profit from increased engagement the movement 'Nill produce, points to compromised 

"late budgets as rea,;on politidam; will look to gambling to produce new wventlE"; - UilK 

Rice AD Karlgaard comments on O'Bannofl case, says the focus of the Owls 

depmtm"nl 'Nillnot chang" no maltN lh" final rulln,,, "My job is the ,;am" I am hying to 

gen"rat" more interesl in the pmgram. My job is to position Rice as a model for amaleur 

athletics & I am confident vve can do tha\." - link 

Chronicle of Highel' Educ,atiol1 investigates th," troublesom," link between ,alcohol 8, 

sexual assaults as studies ShO'N at least half of all student sexual assault reports involve 

alcohol. major differing opinions bdw""ll experls on if alochol conv"rsaliom; are central 

to curbing the national trends of increased se)(ual misconduct issues on campuses - !ink 

G"nerous support from the Wasserman Foundalion will s"e it nam" UCLA's n"w $50m 

FB practice !aGility. flD Guerrero excited to have th," Wasserman brand atlached to 

Bnlins F8. $43m has been raised for proi"ct thus far wilh goal for the wmainillg $7m to 

be squamd·away by the time th," new digs open next Fall .. !i.tL~ 

With new unlimited student-athlet" meals in place, Tennessee adds 'Smokey's Sports 

Grill' to the Anderson Training Center, space is outlitled like a modNn sports grill with 

glass, brick & large flat scr"en TVs everywhere, Fa HC .Jones credits AD Halt for vision to 

mnovat" space lo encourage inleraction betv'/een all Vols l"am" - Un~. 

Big East Commish Ackerman rolls-out d"tails on new year-round digital network for the 

I"ague, SO to 100 gam"" will be broadcast that will augm"nt Fo)('s MB8 coverage, 

distribution avaibbl," through Fox Sports Go. the company's online stleaming play. will 

includ" highlights & news programming in addition to games - !ink 

Westeln Michigan AD Beauregard calls on··going governance evolution 

"transformational tim"s" in the industry, 'Norried that additional student-athl"te 



comp,"nsation willl,"ad to signllicanl reductions in sporl sponsorship, does not foresee 

'Big 5' schools eliminating FB games against non~'Big 55'. e)(cited about new ESPN deal 

for th" MAC - !!n~ 

High llciHlt demand fOI Tulane's grand opening of new Yulman Stadium alleady has flD 

Dickson talking expansion. of course wants to see 10ng~t0l'm momentum first, but beli"ves 

the right supply~demand balance ha" been "truck, facility has lowe,;t capacity in the AAC, 

bul was d,"slgned with future build· out In mind" l!n~, 

Wyomin,l sets new annual fund wcord with $12 8m haul for the 2013-14 fi1;cal year, 

brings tolal over the past coupl," of years to $50m+ resulting in a number olladlity 

upgrades & enhanced scholarship support, AD Burman thanks staff, donors & the State 

of lJllyoming who i" matching funds on phase one of a r"novation to the Arena 

Auditmium" IJ.['.K 

UConn AD Manuel wme,; to the def"nse of WBB He Auriemma. says he ask"d the 

Huskies Compliance lea III il a congratulatolY phone call 10 Little League stand"oul 

Davis would be impermissible & got the answer of "no" since it would not be recruiting in 

natuw, the NCAA has "tated the school committed a secondary violation ~ jjiJ.1s 

In an effort to drive student attendance. Cal '.vaives $99 season ticket cost for all 

Fwshm"n who can now attend FB games for free. mNe than 2,800 hal'" already "igned 

up for lh," 'Fwshm'm Fre,"' program. l\ss1. I\D for Comlmmications Berwnson says 

strategy is to remove all barriers to attendance for key group ~ link 

Big Ten rule change that now allows slud,ml"alhletes 10 attend licketed sporting events 

for free leads to moves at a handful of schools. Iowa holding a limited number of tix for 

FB gamm, ,;p"cifically for oth"I' student~athletes, Illinois implern"nting for FB, MBB & 

I/IIBB. Indiana just allowing for FB ~ [lo.k 

Minnesota Prez Kaler continum, to lobby against comp"nsation for stlldent~athld"s 

beyond covering lh," full cosl of atlendance, says Big Ten leaders have lheir linger on 

the pul,;e of (kveloprn"nt". notes an outstanding iob don" by AD T"ague. ad(h that 

athlelics is a key piece to the school's overall brand . iiD.~'. 

Arkansas Assoc. AD for Marketing & Fan Development Moya details changes to the 

Razorb,acks F·B game presentation that Inciud,"s a brand n'"1N team entrance, speakers 

have been strategically added to field level to enhance the feel for fans & the team, new 

app 'Hog Help' designed to assi"t fans with qllm,tiom, on gameday - UilK 

Army & their Leafield Sports Property add Defense Mobile Corporation to the 

Cadets "ponso!'ship portfolio. Defense Mobile Corporation is launchin" 4G mobilE, 

s'"lvic,"s, plus value· added applications designed to benefit vet'"lan & active mililary 

members through the ARMYmobile brand. heavy activation planned around FB ~ link 

College Sports Solutions Prez Sch"mrnel point" to incl'ea"ed rev"nu" as mason 

alcohol sal,"s al college sporling mmnls will glow. "An institution that puts 100,000 people 

into their stadium every Saturday afternoon would generate a substantial amount of 

mvenue. c0ltainly in the hllndreds of thousand" if not in th" milliom,." ~ !!n~, 

UNLV AD Kunzer~Murphy an)(ious to see student turn~out at tomorrov/s FB home opener 

against Northern Colorado, altered tailgatin" policb; aft,,!, meeting with key ,;tu(knt 



groups. also school's Cmnpus Improvement Authority Boaf'd has pushed back the 

tirneline to ask the State of Nevada to fund a new on~ or near~campus FB stadium to 2017 

- jiX1:~. Hn~, 

Michigan AD Brandon says the $1351'11 renovation to Phyills Ocker Field that Field 

Hockey calls hom" i" compl0!e, includes blue tUff surface with maize lines that i;;n't ju"t a 

tribute to the Wolverines colors as lhe combination should milke lor a better viewing 

experiences, also includes a 13k square-foot support building & new video board ~ link 

Wake rmest 501 to introduce th" 'Top Hat Tavern' 01 BB& T Field that will s,,11 b,"er & 

'.yin" to the general public at games. AD \/Vellman points to "nhancing the gam" day 

exp"rience, beli"lIm; the Demon Deacons service model will be controlled & msponsible 

., !J.n.t 

Study r"sults from Leichtman Research Group indicatE"; a continuing decrease in the 

numb,"r of cabl"-(;onn"d,,d TV homes across th," country. 84')"· are still wired, but that 

figure stood at 87'1(, two years ago. not surprisingly 'cord cutting' is most common in 

households with less than $501\ in annual incom" ., In" 

Indiana's Kelly School of Business launches paltnership with th" NFL Player's 

Association to offer a specialized MBA to cU!'wnt & former players, cost for 45~hour 

online curriculum s"t at over $80k & players can qualify for a $20k tuition reimburs"m"nt 

from th" NFLPA if th"y maintain a C-averag" ~ link 

Virginia Tech Senior Assoc" flD Gabbard points to nexl July for completion of ttl" 

Hokies nmN $21.3m indoor FB practic" compl"x, facility will b" tall "nough to allow full~ 

scale punling. plans to renoville th," existing ReelOf' Fieldhouse are already in molion 

with work to begin soon aft"r compl"tion of the FB facility - link 

B,aylOf' working through issues with new FB sludenllick"ting platform, but students not 

having to wait in line for hours is already a major st"p in th" right dir"ction according to 

Director of Stud"nt Activitie" Burchdt. Executive As"oc, AD Jom; "ay" all com;id"md 10k 

of the school's '13k undergraduat" population wem in illtendarlC'" for the Beaf's op,"nN .. 

link 
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Sent: 

To: 

SubjeLt: 

Clips RoadT ripS hip <nicrcollegeathleticsclips.com@maiI194.atI81.rsgsv.net> 

Monday, September 8, 20144:07 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

A \\11istle- Blower Spurs Self- Scrutiny in College Sport~ (Mary Willingham, UNC) 

x 

DearVmce-

Greetings ii"(xn tbe CllpsRoadTnp.Hope you me well. 

While we were an slumbering, Ilfeld V/olyerton of" The Chronicle or Eigher Education 
was putting the Gnishing touches on-······and posting onto the (TIE \Vebslte at I':; 9a.m 
ET-a updcl!e artide about l,,'[ary' \VillingbmlL the [(lITner of" North 
Carolina karlung specialIst who became a whistleblower on 
misconduct 11lvol\'ing student~athletes. 

($(( [':Ngk k!~rt - ;;:c<ik\l~;Htktk!s' 

»; ~o!o.{~:;;~~:~~"~:;;:::~:::-';~~ K~~~.:~ ?~:*::,,~;~g::;:~::~~~: ::~~ (::~~~ s~~~~~:::. w.::%~ :::tm·:.t~ ~:tw~::::';:"-::C::'::: ";~~) 

~~:~ .:~ :::::.:~:::.:::~:::) (>:' ~(~~~::':~h~~~::;;::: ~~~'::~: ':*~~!'~~)i::::::'~~~::~i::~:t :::-:: :~~:~; ... :::~~'::~) $t~:~::~:n·:;:~ 

Some think l'.is. \Villingham is a hero. ,md some think she is a defector. ThaI's the \ViW 

it is with whistleblowers. 

Your ClipsEditor \,till be attending. the Knight Conll1lission p;mei today (Monday 
3) in \Vashington DC and IVIm;; \Vdlingham will be one of the speakers. I have never 
seell/heard her 11l person, alld 1 look !of\vard to iL 1 wlll report the Kllig:bt COll111115b 

on in a subsequent posling. on Ihe website an,l!or ,I Clips eFlash and/or ,I 
tweeL 

Ikres Ilrad's article below Have a good Monday. Have a good week. 

NiGk Infallte 
Clips EdJtor 

Access Clips website: f-i!::~m 

A Whistle-Blower Spurs Self-Scrutiny in College 
Sports 

By Brad \lVo/Yerion, Chronicle of Nigher Education, 9~8~ 14, 1:49am ET 

Since e)(posing academic fraud at the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill. Mary C, Willingham 

says sh" ha" h"ard from doz"n;" of tutor" and academic advisers d"scribing "irnilar problEm1" on 

other carnpu!..,=tes. 

But few of tho"e pN'ple hav" championed h"I' Gat",,,, refl"ding what some obs"rven" "ee as a 

culture of fearfulness and d"fel1siveness ill big-tiroe athletics. 



"It's molly hard to embmce someone when you're holding your own bmath," says Brian Davis, a 

former head of academic services for football at the University of Texas at Austin, "II's like, 'Please, 

God, don'tld thi,; happen to u",'" 

Before she became the focus at Chapel Hill. Ms, Willingham was not well known in the academic~ 

support world, aut her crusade·····though mimd in controv'"rsy·····has highlighted widespread 

problems, including a growing academic gap behveen high~profile athletes and other students. and 

increasingly ,;ophisticat"d schEm1m; to maintain player "ligibility. 

At NOlth Carolina, Ms. Willingham says she work"d with some 50 football and basketball players a 

year who mad below a middlE,~school 1"lIEd. She provkkd details about hundr"ds of athldes 

enrolled in ind'"pendent·study courses that requimd little to no work. 

Ms, Willingham's critics have sought to discredit her, arguing that she misinterpreted data about 

athletes' reading levels. plagiarized in parts of her own master's thesis, and embellished the role of 

the athletic d"partm"nt in steering players tovvard th" bogus dass"s 

The whistl,,~blower and her critics appear to b" operating on different levels, North Carolina's 

administrators s""m to think thal. by undenninin" th" me%"nger, they can d"knd th" int"grity of 

the flagship campus, But Ms, Willingham has a bigger target She sees th" university's problems as 

a microcosm of a brok"r1 educational enterprise that she is intent on fixing. 

'VVe start in kindergart"n and we don't stop," she said in a mcent interview. "We take money and 

rm;ourc"s away from pOOl" black famili"s Then we bring th"se kids to coll"ge. and th"y make mon"y 

for us without getting a mal education." 

Elephant in the Room 

Soon aHer Ms. Willingham's accusations went public. through a series of articles in The ~~ews 1', 

Obselver, a North Carolina newspaper. many acad"mic advisers post"d comments on a popular 

industlY forum, raising questiom; about how the scandal 'Nould b" percEdv"d nationally and what 

OthN athletic dq)artments could do to prevent similar lallout. 

Early this year, several dimclors 01 acad'"mic support for athletes comment,"d on the incl"Oasing 

pr"valenc" of underprepared athletes and the complicity of academic~support systems. Until Ms, 

liVillingham started talking about such issum;, some director" "aid in the online forum, few p"ople 

WNe willing to discuss them publicly" 

"Colleg" athletic" ha" becom" a monster of an "I"phant in the room that has asp"ct" I".g 

academic unpr"paredn"ss) which folks--coaches, provosts, admissions, pr"sidents, alumni, ev"n 

u" in acad"mic "ervices-corwinc" themsEdv"s don't exi"t," wrote one dimctor, in a post that was 

shared with Th," Chronicle" "Who among us, in our tenul"O in this profession, hasn't raised an 

eyebrow how a certain stud"nt~athlete got admitted to our institution? Who among us has n"ver had 

an im;tan@ wh"m a coach ha" 'impm"sed' upon us th" need for Johnny or Su"i" to 'b" Edigibl,,?' 

"Unless the NCAA is going to seriously ramp up requirem"nts, the elephant will remain in the room, 

larg,"ly invisible," said the dimctor, who requested anonymity becaus," of the potential for 

professional reprisal. 

While some advisers posted concerns about Ms. \j\jiliinghanis methods, her campaign has h,"lp,"d 

persuade many athletic departments to scrutiniz" their prot"ctions against academic fraud, 

Pf(;mpted in part by the widening scandal in Chapel Hill. leaders of the National Association of 

Acad"mic Advi"OI"s for Athletic" mcently unveil"d new gukklin"" for promoting academic int"grity. 

Theil" suggestions indud," dozens of ideas fol" tight,"ning oversight of nontmditional classes, tutoring 

sessions, and computer labs. 

The document, which th," group's I,"aders shal"ed with The Chf(;nicie, raises concerns about th," 

proctoring of online e)(ams and assi"nments, coaches' involvement in nontraditional courses, and 

the n"ed for policim; that "p"dfy hovv "uspicious activity "hould be repNt"d. 

Th" guid"line" al"o "ugge"tthat coll"g"s should cr"at" policie" "p"dfying appropriat" 

communication among faculty members, coaches, and athletics administrators. 



In w"pom;" to the scandal. admini"trators at C:hapel Hill have adopted a number of safeguards, 

including mquiring professors to submit to wgular class checks to ensure thai courses are meeting 

as scheduled, The university has also created learning contracts for independent-study classes and 

has reslruGtumd its academic·supporl unit 

The UNC "candal ha" had an impact "I"ewhere as 'Nell. The University of Texa,; ha" encouraged it,; 

acadl~rni<: advisers to exarnine the relationships that :"':;Ofnl~ pro'fessors have \'\,f~th players, says Mr, 

Davis, who worked at the university for about 16 years before departing last month, 

"It mad," us look at making sure thai student· athletes don't have the opportunily to take advanlage 

of ,;ome faculty member's kindness," he "ays, "I don't know if the industry is there yet, but you can't 

jusl assum," that if a faculty member wanls to do somdhing, it's the right thing to do, You have to b," 

the one that controls the moral compass," 

Other universities have devoted mom time to training, '"mphasizing how much help lutors are 

allowed to give players, 

"Half the time, when you have a tutor who does too much, it's not because anyone has asked them 

to do it, It',; because they're nice people," say,; one academic-suppNt leader, v'Iho ask" not to be 

identifi,"d, "They'll say, 'f'le's mally going to struggle with this, so I'm going to help him more,' 

"You can convince yours,df iI's OK,," this person "ays, "But you really have to check YOlm;df in 

lhose situations," 

limited Safeguards 

Monitoring online cIass,"s, which have become increasingly popular wilh athldes, remains a 

significant challenge, Many programs have struggled to define how much assistance their academic

SUPPNt ,;taff can provid" for distance I"arnin" And v'Iith th" rapid grov'Ith of such offerin"", some 

institutions have fail,"d to pul in pla<,," salegumds v0[ifying th," identily of the person taking lhe 

dass. 

Athletes who take online classes sometimes have their tests proctored in athletic-department 

computer labs wh"re others me studying, rai"ing concen1S that player" might be wceiving 

inappropriate assistance, 

In recent months, acad"mic adviser" have debat<,d wheth"r te,;Haking should be allow"d in such 

spaces, and if so, how it should be monitored, 

Ursula Gurney, a senior athletic director at the I.inivNsity 01 Missouri at f{ansas Cily, says the 

subject came up in April at a regional meetin" of academic advisers in Oklahoma City, During a 

discus,;ion in which ,;h" was a pandi"t, "omeone su"gest<,d that athlet"s v'Iho are taking te,;t,; in 

compuler labs should be propNly id'"ntified, 

Ms, Gurn'"y's university will soon requim that a md sign be placed over th," compuler space of test .. 

takers, signaling to others that they need to be working independently, 

"VVe all need to make sure we'm impl'Oving our systems to creale a mom sound ,"nvironnwnt," she 

says, 

The problems al Chapel Hill have malfilrmd her belief that, 10 prevent fraud, athletic depmtments 

must foster mom communication bdw"en athldic" officials and aca(kmic official", 

"VVhoever is leading the academic effort needs to be engaged with senior administrators so they're 

w"ll-ver"ed in what'" going on-how tutoring tak"" place, the admi"siom; procm;s, who's "li"iblE,," 

Ms, Gumey says, "/\cademics cannot be a silo within the athldic deparlmen!·····itneeds to be part of 

the team, just like strength and conditioning or the training room," 

North Carolina's troubles have led many people to question how deeply academic-support units 

"hould b" ,m1b"dd"d in athldic departm"nt", 

In the late 1990s, after an academic scandal on the men's basketball team at the University of 

Minn""ota-TV'Iin Cities, many athletics programs shifted ov"rsight of aca(kmic advi"ing to th" 

provost or chid academic ofl'ic0[, FOI' various masons, including limmdal challenges at many 



institutions, the pendulum has started to swing the other way, or has landed somewhere in the 

middle" 

Many advi"ing units now have dual repOltin" lin"s, "'W'; Kim Durand, as"ociat" athletics director fN 

slud,"nl devdopment at th," University of VVashington, who is presid,"nl of the national acad'"mic 

advisers' group" 

"J\ lot 01 people get their fundin" from athldics but have ov,"rsight and a conn,"ction with campus," 

"he say", "But is it ,,'.len as a no-no N not as favorable or that th"re's more pot"ntial for fraud when 

you only r"porl to athldics? I hav"n't seen that." 

Critic" di"agre", "ayin" that, a" long a,; academic adviser" continu" to take their order" from 

athletics officials, theil ability to speak out aboul problems will b," complomised" 

"They halle no busine,;s answering to an athletic "ntity-th"y need to be hou"ed in th" academic 

organization under th" provost." says Gerald Gurney, a former director of academic services for 

athld"" at th" Univ"I',;ity of Oklahoma, "It's th" only thing that v'Iill set academic-support 

profe:...:;s~on~ds 'free horn undue pres!..,=ture.!' 

And a" important m; adviser" are in helping to maintain acad"mic integrity, they face oth"r limits 

For example, lhey typically hav" no say in who is admitted to the univ"rsity. 

If colleges hope to more fully insulale themselv"s from academic fraud, critics argue, they must 

adopt tougher admissions standards rather than accept anyone who meets the NCAAs minimum 

qualifications 

"Colleg" pr"sidents know full 'Nell they ar" admitting unprepared athletes on the pretense of being 

"tud"nt"," Mr. Gurney "ay". "Until they do something to chan"" that, academic fraud i" only goin" to 

get worse: l 

'In !t to Win It' 

Ms. \j\jillin"ham, a former I,"amin" sp,"dalist, n"ures thal colleg"s will always acc'"pl athld"s who are 

not at the same academic I"vel as their peers. and she has no problem with that. Bh" just wants 

institutions to do more to "upport those play"rs so they have a bett"r chance to "ucc""d. 

She would like to se" the NCAA pay for an "xtensive r<>1"(1<,dbl-education prowam for the lov'Iest 

acad'"mic p"rfofnwrs, requiring thos," athletes to sit out "anws and have limited practic," tinw for the 

first'15 months they are on campus. 

"F:or me, it all go"s back to lil"mcy," she says. "If you 'Ie not r"ady to read a <:olIeg'" text, lhen you 

need to get prepared before you can really pass a class." 

This week Ms. Willingham plans to visit Washington for a meeting of the Knight Commission on 

Intercollegiate Athldb;. It will be h,,1' dghth vi"it to Wa"hington in th" pm;t nine month". 

During that time, she has met with aides to a half-dozen members of Congress 'Nho have taken an 

increasing int"r"st in olwrhauling the NCAA She says she ha" also adopted a "logan: "I'm 'in it to 

vv~n if.·····as the ~~C/V\ says." 

Fol' hel', a victory on th," national I"vel would mean that the graduation rat,"s or black men continu," 

to rise, and that more of them begin to read closer to grade level. 

Sh," also wants an open, honest cOlw"rsation aboullhe eligibility of athld"s. 

"I/\lhat'" mow impoltant?" she m;ks "The eligibility, or "ducation and future of the"e young peopl"?" 

New Efforts to Thwart Academic Fraud 

In the wake of a scamiili ili the UnlVersltv ofNor!h Cam/ma, Itw Chapel !-i1i1 campus was one of 

several that made changes to guard against academic fraud in athletics prograrl1s" Here are some 

highiigNs; 



U. of Alabama at Tuscaloosa 

Increased training for tr..ifors, reqr.Jiritlfj at'! additional sessiot'! jNith conl,Cdiance officers every 

set'nester 

B~~gan conducting exit jniervi~n1/$ j/jdth 10 to 12 tutors to ass(:?$$ poientic.?f gap$ in trm'ning or Ditfer 

problems. 

U of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Required professors to submit to regular class checks to ensure the validity of courses. 

Created feiStrrJing cordracts for irjdependent~study c{asses, 

l'?estructured its academic~support unit for athletes. 

U of Texas at Austin 

Adopted stricter regu/~~i1ons for tutors, incfuding rr:~qwretrir:?nts far athletes to j/t/ork tv'ith different 

tutors on different papers. 

lVforr:~ cfosely exc.?fnine(t thr:? rr:?!atfonstnps thc.?t SOine prolr:?,ssors hav(:? \Niih players. 

U. of Washington 

Established explicit contracts for students j/l/l70 enroll in independent studies arid began requiring 

dr:~partrnent chairs to c.?ppro vr:? ,such cfa,sse,s. 

Analyzed its expectations for independent studies. to ensure that the credit hours awarded reflect 

the work being done. 

Brad Woil'etion writes for the Chronicle of Higher Education. This articie has been reprinted on 

Clips with the permission of the Chronicle of Higher Education. To aCGess the home page of the 

Chrorncle of ;"f1gtJer Eaucation c/fck h~~r.~ For Chronicle of Nigher Educai10n ,subscription inforrnation 

click here 
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UNC critic Mary Willingham accused of 
piagiarismin thesis 

ilY I:lAN KANE 

excerpt 

T~~'~ r:mpe~ --- '"/\\::;(lde!Tks 8. Abl<.Jt'cs --- A Clash 

of CU'iUfes: OiviBicn I Fcotbati Programs" -
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NCAA ant it~ membar (loliegt'~ t.hfolt <'l,m 
brhgfn9 in millioHt< of (loila.!" from TV 

ec:r~tr~1t.:ts antj .other ~.csjrees~ and :!1 cotH{.;inds 
tMI the slat6"j gt;al d edlKating iilli))etes has 

haen Pllstw,,jaskh in ths grab fer dollars. 
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pm,\lagfi\l tMI are in qUO!<lS and H 

tihlicgmphy of more than 30 sctn:e:>. 
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Directors of Athletics 

)' Carroll names Curt Apsey new AD I Carfoll College 

), People to Watch Class of 2014: Kiki Baker Barnes i Dillard University 

» UC Bearcats AD Mike Bohn sits down to talk football and hoops I University of Cincinnati 

ACddsmics 

"Duke Balances Academics and Athletics i Duke Univemity 

» NCAA Awards UVU Athletics $900,000 Academic Grant I Utah Valley University 

Coaches 

"Pal McCabe Chosen To Lead The Women's Lacrosse Program I Adelphi University 

» Craig Neal Signs New Contract with New Mexico through 2020 i University of New Mexico 

Communitj Outrsach 

"UINDY Teams Unite to Support Swimming & Dilling Alums I University of Indianapolis 

» Gophers Host Eighth-Annual HopeDay Festival i Uf1iversity of Mif1f1esota 

Communitj Setvics 

"Women's Basketball Program Volunleers allndian Well Siale Park I Southern Connecticut State 
University 

"Softball Team Assisls At Local Special Olympics Event I Southern Connecticut State University 

FaciiitisF 

), Welcome to Beyer-Srnall 76 Field I Colgate University 

"Indoor Dream Becomes Reality in Chris Cline Athletic Complex i Marshall University 

General 

), Nike Helps Design a Swank Jet for Traveling Sports Teams 

"Northwestern Lacrosse Embarks on Italian Tour Saturday i Northwestem Univemity 

» New Rules Allow For More Food For SMU Student-Athletes I SMU 

"UC goal: 30,000+ fans for PBS home games I Univemity of Cincinnati 

)' Over 1200 Redeve Dental Care at XFINITY Center I University of Maryland 

Licensing 

"Bowling Green is Now a Nike School I Bowling Green State University 



,; Black is the new burnt orange: UT unveils Longhorns license plate designs I University of Texas 

Marketing/Promotions 

"Rulgers has Official Team 10 Enhance Big Ten Garnedays i Rutgers Univemity 

,; University of Miami's New Stadium Signage Recognizes Every Season Ticket Holder I University of 
Miami 

Other Conference Ne~\is 

» ECAC Announces Launch of Redesigned Website and Rebrandinn of Social Media i Eastern College 
Athletic Conference 

» Peach Belt Announces Parlneffihip with American Family I nsurance I Peach Belt Conference 

Social Media 

» Help Prevent A Crisis With A Social Media Risk Analysis 

Special Events 

" ESPN's College GarneDay Returning to Downtown Fargo I North Dakota State University 

Sports Video Group 

), Arkansas Undernoes Extreme r'.IIakeover \Mth Produclion Facility Build~Oul I University of Arkansas 

Tecimoioqy 

,; Boosted AT&T signal at Sanford Stadium performing to high expectations I University of Georgia 

X Wounded 
Warrior 
Project 

X Director's 
Cup 

X CBS Sports 
College 
Network 

NACDA distributes The NACDA Daily Review as an independent provider of links to news articles on college 
sports that have appeared in newspapers on the World Wide Web. NACDA is providing the Daily Review as a 
service to members of NACDA or one of NACDA's affiliate associations. The views depicted in the articles are 
not necessarily those of NACDA. Additionally, NACDA does not verify the factual content of any article 
appearing in Tile NACDA Daily Review. 

Terms and Cond~tjons 

To no longer receive these messages, please Click here 



From: 
Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Will Reece <wreece~next1evel.us@mai1l87.atJ61.mcsv.net"> 

Tuesday. September 9, 2014 7:45 AM 

Ille, Vince <i1le@unc.edu> 

CALS 14 Invitation Reminder 

ROSlslod.d.y (0' CAtS14 'it (' r t 

ONLY 15 SPOTS LE 
CALS2014 

FOR 

You Have Been Nominated for invitation to the 4th 

Annua! Collegiate Athletics Leadership Symposium 

The 2014 event wi!! be held Oelobe, 19·2,.2014 at the V\!o,ld Famous Peabody Hotel 

in Downr.owr. Met"np~1is. The University of Memphis Di,'ector or Athlehcs Torn Bower. will 

serve as symposiut"n host.. 

REGISTER TODAY TO SAVE YOUR SPOT 

For symposium and registmtion information go to.? 

symposium will be limited to t~le iirst 100 registered attendees. 

To register on our site you must enter this case sensitive code: 

CALS2014 

FACUL TV ADDiTIONS 

BRAD MART!N KEVIN WDBERG 



Our Sunday night speaker wil! be B,'ad 
Martin (. 

Brad is the Chairman of the RBI\I1 
Venture Compcmy He ,'ecH1t1y 
completed a one year term as the 
Interim President of the University of 
f\/1ernph~s Br::1d served as the CEO 8<f 
Chairman of Saks Incorporated where 
he built Saks Fifth !\venue into one of the 
iargest depclrtrnent sto,'es in the United 
States. Additionally he served five terms 
~n the Tennessee House of 
Representatives becoming t.he youngest 

person ever elected to that office. 

PEABODY HOTEL 

\fVe are excited add K.evin \iVe!~)erg to 
our CALS faculty. Kevin is the forme,' 
Commissioner of tile Big 12, Deputy 
Gornrnissioner ort.he Bi9 10. CEO of 
iHoops, Vice President ofthe Big 10 
i'Jet'<Nork, and most recently Deputy 
Gornrnissioner & COO or the Pac 12 in 
2004 Sports Business Journal named 

him the 4th Most Influential Person in 
College Athletics. 

If you have registered for CALS be sure to make your reseivation at the Peabody to 

iock in the CALS special rate of $149 per night. Rate expires September 29th. 

AGENDA 

The a~!enda for GALS 2014 wili be released in the next couple of weeks. Wr12n making 

your travel plans please note that re~!istration wiil take place at the Peabody between 

4:00pm and 6:00pm on Sunday October 1 . GALS \Nill conclude at noon on 

Thursday. October 21 !'it 

Once again we are fortunate to have executives from some of 
the top search firms in the country participating in CALS this 

veaL 

.:.' ,·N'·.' .... ~;· "'~'W '.' .~.:; .. ). '.·.·:w.·.·.· '-·.;N .: . 
. ':': .... :':' :.,~:~ ... ,:,:.:,.: ..... '." 

C;~.l(Jyngn1 :~~)2()14 ,"JextLeV0,1. iJ..;J {lgM:s reser'fed 
You :J1"6 ["::(;<:::::'/:1":9 t[1:3 en:8.!1 ~;e,-'m:se Y(!U !:8.'!::O bce~! nO:;I:~!ate\.~ for i:)'libt:o~! to thE; ~C:'I~ C(!!!::o~:FJtc Ath:etics 
i_e:ad~~r$~li~:' SYr.lPO:S:ll:l1, 

OUf m;~Hlng address ~~s: 

:'~::o!;'t,--c'le: 

4~L:3.s She:f:d<lr. f:,>:j 

:x: ~1r:8: M8fk':Jt: 'Sl 
:--\-;"l':,8:"8d ~y!, 

\'k~::C~I:Ir:p 



From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

D I.ticker <matt=dI ticker.com@maiI53.at151.rsgsv.net> 
Tuesday, Septembot9,2014 8:12AM 
IlIe, Vince <iIle@unc.edu> 
DI.ticker - News from Monday, September 8,2014 

NCAA Executive Cmnmittee eliminates remaining bowl eligibility penalty against Penn 

State FB st;,mming from the Sandusky "aga effective immedbtEdy, will al,;o restNe all 

scholarships as of the 2015· '16 season. fNmer US Senator Mitchell impressed with 

school's commitment to fix shortfalls, $80m fine unchanged, NCAA wants the state to 

control monie,; - !int, Et'.k 

Knight C()mmissioll Oil Intercollegiate Athletics meets in Washington, covers quite a 

bit of ground with a numb"r' of key play"r's in att"ndance, BifJ East Comrnish Ackerman 

wonders if college athletics leaders should mov" to cmate som" sort 01 governmental 

committee & push for antitrust protection, NCAA Chief Medical Officer Hainline says drug 

& alcohol abuse on campu,;"s "is a mom;ter, it's really a rrwnst,>!"" ~ ii.D,~ 

As part of the Knight Commissi()n proceedings, West Virginia AD Luck continues to 

pms,; forward on change,; to the Soccer ,'I< now, Ba"eball seasons, doe"n't ,;e" why 

Soccer programs can't at least break· even with the increased popularity 01 the MUS, 

thinks Baseball could stretch into the summel". which could help to minimize the 

challenges of mid·week games .. !in~,. 

learfield Sports 'on-boarded' new acquisitions Sidearm Sp()rts & Licensing 

Resource GrQup Im;t w"eK in Dalla". F'rez!CEO Brov'Il1 says company i" "till in growth 

mod" to off"r school partners a full suite of services. expects revenue to be up'l 0% to 

15% thi" y"ar, (kal" for Sidearm. lR.G ,& Nelligan mport;,d to b" jt,,;t over $1 OOm in 

total. mom .. liD.~'. 

USC AD Haden fined S25k by the Pac-12 for engaging 'Nith r"fer""s on the sideline 

during last Saturday's USC-Stanford FB garY!<>, I"ague boss Scott calls behavior 

"inappropriate," situation 'Nill not impact Had"n's status on the College FB Playoff 

sd"ction committe" accOl"din" to Ex"cutiv" Director Hancock· HilK 

NFL's Baltimore Ravens cut running back Rice after TMZ releas"s a new video 

showing Rice punch his th"n~fiance" in a cm;ino "I"vator, knOCKing hel" Ul1Con"ciot";, 

leagw, also moves to susp"nd F{ice indelinitely, both the organization & the league say 

yesterday was the first tim" they saw the video after previously requesting all information 

about the F"bruary incident - lin~ 

Portland~based TV station KATU all"ges Oregon slow~played their sexual assault 

invm;tigation involving three formm I111BB "tud"nt·athldes in an effort to protect th"ir APR., 

deep··dig by outlet indudes timeline of events as they sync with APR measurements. 

comments from Compliance consultant Infante. "I7-minute video & more ~ link 

Mimni Pmz Shalala announces plans to step down at the end of the current school year. 

in a Idter to the UM community. " ... a friend advised me to always leave a job wh"n you 

stilllov" it. That i" c"ltainly the ca,;" h"re." REm1arKs at "xcellel1t ,;"niN I"ader',;hip t;,am, 

faculty & loyal donors. closes with, "This is not a goodbye letter; we have work to do." .. 

link 

.Just two games into the season, SMU !"B HC Jones dedd"s to step··away from the 

program dting personal issues h" wants to deal with. AD Hart says move was completely 



up to ,Jones & has nolhing to do with slow Stalt by Mustangs anN losses to Baylm & 

Nmth Texas, DC Mason will serve as Interim He ~ link 

Online sit," LoslLeltermen,cmn says USC AD Haden wasn't the only I\D t~, College FB 

Playoff selection committee member on the sidelines last weekend engaging 'Nith officials 

as Wisconsin AD Alvarez 'Nas also seen yelling at mf"mes during the Bad,jNs 37<3 win 

OVN Western Illinois ,. l!D.~, 

Survey by AECOM & Ohi() U, indicates that a vast majority of ADs around the nation 

intend to heavily invest in fan experienc" up"rades in the next five Y"aI's to combat 

attendance challenges, one In five }IDs says th'"y'll put mom than S50m into the dfort, 

AECOM Director Niemuth says facilities haven't caught~up to the level of sophistication 

requimd by fam; - !!n~, 

Inter"stin" long mad on the role of the Air Fmce Academy Preparatory School that 

counts 17 of 22 f'.!IBS student-athlde,; at Air Force as alurm; ,'I< 69 of 189 FB play"rs, 

admissions processes question,"d as only on," in nil1e comnwn students are admilted to 

AFA, motives of similar setups at Navy & Army criticiz"d as b"in" in place primarily for 

athletic ,pin . jjn~, 

More on Bowling Green's new deal with Nike, AD KIn"ston Indicates that a"reement will 

be wOlth tV'lic" as much compamd to pwvious pact v>fith aoidas that genemted $90k in 

lootwear & apparel al1nually wilh th," opporluility to purdws," additional product al 50'% 

off retail prices - link 

UCF Senior Assoc" AD for Internal OpNatiolls Hans,"n says a cold email to Stanl'md AD 

Muir led to the two schools agreeing to a home & home FB deal for 2015 & 2019, sells 

the fertile Orlando recruiting landscape to "orne potential oppon"nt,;, FS He: O'l.emy 

knows schedulln" is still an uphill battle, but better than the opposite - U.n,t 

As part of his v>feekly column, notable Yahoo! SPOlts mporter Forde says he talked to 

lhme other major· college ADs about USC AD Haden's rdeme incident & all disagreed 

with the act, one even called it an "amateur move," but all still think Haden should be on 

the C()llege FB PI,ayolf s,"I,"ction committe," '" lin~\ (scroll down) 

Add New Mexico State to the list of schools selling beer as liquor licenses were 

approved lor the Pall American Center, Aggies Director 01 Special EV'"111s Brecimer 

says move is not an effort to incmase mvenues, instead all about improving the fan 

experienc", sales e,;timat"d at $50k, 40% of v>fhich gom; back to NMSU fmm cat"mr 

S()deJ(o '" UD.~ 

According to SportsSusiness J()urnal the NBA i" on the cusp of an agreement v>fith 

ESPN & Tumer Sports that would double th," league's TV rights I,",", $2b pel year haul 

would be a 115% increase & would start during the 2016-17 season -link 

Southeast Missouri State Prez Dobbil1s also al1nounc,"s pbl1s to retire at the end 01 

neJ(t June, has been with the university since 1991 & served in the top mle since 1999, 

most proud of increa,;ing enrollment form 7,500 to 12 ,000, Board of Re"ent,; tab Parker 

Executive Search 10 work with 16'fYI,"mbN cornmitl,"e to find new leader '" UD.~ 

Buffalo Ass!. AD for Revenue & Stmtegic Initbtives Gros" profiled, ditch"d a car"" I' in 

law ailer passing the bar in 2009, col1l1ected with lhel1·Tennessee Execuliv," }ISSOC, i\D 

& current Kansas State AD Currie during law school to get his foot in the door, loves the 

agrm;silw & entrepwnurbl approach of Bulls AD White - i,\[l,k 



Rutgers will remmm all imag'"s oflormN FG student··athlele Ricelrom High Point 

Solutions Stadium & from any pregame highlight videos, as well as omit him from their 

w"ekly 'KnifJhts in the NFL' publication, AD H"rmann calls vid"o disturbing. winfor@s 

n,"ed to educat" & bring awamness to domestic violence .. i;ni<; 

New Jersey Govemor C:hrislie at il again as his admini,;lmlion says casino" & rac"track,; 

in th," state can offer sports wagering without fear of prosecution as long as it doesn't 

involv" any New Jersey·bas"d schools or cont"sts, move in r"sponse to continued 

d"crea,;"s in gambling rev"nues in Atlanlic (:lty. I"gal chall"nge,; undoubt"dly coming -

Hn)~ 

Vir'ginia Tech EXE,cutive .A$soc. AD R"ed-Francois says lhe Hokies sold 2.600 ,;ingle 

game F·B tickels within 30 hours of their upsd over Ohio State in Columbus last 

'Neekend. not quite to s"llout marks for upcoming home match-ups. but trending higher 

than previous marks .. )HLi<; 

Small, but important nugget from the College FB Playoff as SportsSource Analytics 

ex"cutive Prather says the seleclion commilt;,e does not want a "pecific melric to 

measure strength of schedule. instead believes members know a difficult schedule when 

lhey s"e it - link 

Youngstown St,ate AD Strollo delails upgrades for Penguins afti"r their best overall 

year inlh" Horizonlhal broughl home ,;ix I"ague litles. Stambaugh Stadium getling 

brighter lights befom next season that will allow the program to host FeS playoff games at 

night, Beeghly Center lobby renovated, says enough city support e)(ists to continue 

moving forward ~ Hn.t 

Georgia Tech Senior Assoc. AD Bamford talks FB scheduling, waiting for the rest of the 

ACe-Notre Dame slat" to be announ@d befow squaring~away a number of future non

conference gam,"s, general approach is to play one FCS. one non .. power FBS t~. then two 

power FBS opponents. one of which is Georgia, has been in contact with schools from 

"very 'Big 5' I"ague - i.lt'.k 

New Mexic() MB8 He Neal signs nWN deal 'Nith the lobos. six .. year pact through 2020 is 

v'/orth $5.7m plus incentive,;, AD Krebs points lo th" importance of leadership ,'I< 

continuity, Prez Fmnk says deal is key" .. to ensure that he is here to build a long term 

championship dynasty." - !ink 

VVhat measures do you have in place for tailgating or pre·game security? Issue brought 

to light with troubling video before UTEP-Texas Tech FB match-up last Saturday that 

show" dozem; of fam; engaged in a seri"" of fights & skinni"hes, video la"t" nemly four 

minutes .. !J.,Li<; 

10 Tweet 110 Share 110 Share 110 Fo~ard I 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

SubjeLt: 

NACDA <nacda.affiliates@lnacda.mmsend.com> 

Tuesday. September 9,20143:36 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

NACDA & AlIiliates 30-day Membership Dues Notification 

Dear NACDA and Affiliate Member, 

NACDA and its Affiliate Associations hope your year is off to a great start! 

We have noted a recent payment to your account, however, at this time additional membership invoices 

are still outstanding. As of December 1, All membership benefits will be discontinued for all non
renewed members. 

You may view your individual invoices, as well as all group(s) that your institution is affiliated with. 

Please direct the group invoice(s) to be paid by the appropriate member within your department. 

Follow these simple renewal steps: 

L Sign in (members.nacda.com) to the website or request a new password if you do not remember 
your password 

2. Once logged in, click the 'Renew Membership' link 

3. Select the 'Open Invoices' to pay 

a. Please note: you may view your individual invoices, as well as all group(s) that your 

institution is affiliated with. Please direct the group invoice(s) to the appropriate 
member in your department for processing. To view a step-by-step guide of the renewal 

process, please click here. 

4. Complete payment process (a receipt will be emailed to you) 

For membership assistance, please call 440-892-4000 or email membership@nacda.com. 

We appreciate your ongoing support of NACDA and its Affiliate Associations. 

Bob Vecchione 

Executive Director 

NACDA 

Click here to unsubscribe 

24651 Detroit Road, Westlake, OR 44145 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/28/20104:03:15 AM 

HBT: Pitching gives Giants edge in rest of series 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/28/20104:10:52 AM 

GOP plots 2011 Congressional agenda 

Ig~~""IGOP leaders, more confident of winning control of Congress, plot a 2011 agenda topped by a push for 

$100 billion in spending cuts, tax cuts, and undoing Obama's health care law. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/28/20105:10:44 AM 

Giants rough up Lee, Rangers in Game 1 rout 

Ig~~""~he San Francisco Giants turned the World Series opener into an extra long round of batting practice -
against Cliff Lee and the Texas Rangers, rolling to an 11-7 victory. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/28/20105:28:09 AM 

Alaska high court: Voters may see write-in list 

Ig~~""~he Alaska Supreme Court late Wednesday blocked a lower court's order and ruled that voters at polling 
places may see a list of write-in candidates. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/28/20106:27:23 AM 

DeMarco: 'Unacceptable' performance by Rangers ace 

Ig~~""IDeMarco: Cliff Lee isn't supposed to get roughed up, not in the playoffs. But his World Series meltdown 

could be costly to pitcher and Rangers. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/28/20108:26:30 AM 

College tuition costs climbing again this fall 

College tuition costs shot up again this fall, and students and their families are leaning more on the government to make 

higher education more affordable, according to two reports. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/28/20108:45:25 AM 

Nissan recalls 2 million cars worldwide 

Ig~~""INissan said Thursday it is recalling 2.14 million vehicles in the U.S., Japan, Europe and Asia for an ignition 

problem that may stall engines. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/28/20108:59:46 AM 

Police: Gunmen attack Japanese vehicle in Pakistan 

Gunmen on a motorcycle opened fire on a Japanese consular vehicle in Pakistan's largest city Thursday, wounding two 

of the mission's Pakistani employees and underscoring the poor security situation in the country. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/28/20109:30:47 AM 

Spain's ETA's political wing renounces violence 

The outlawed political wing of Basque separatist group ETA said Thursday it would reject violence in its drive to be 

legalized but the government said it must go further to be able to participate in elections. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/28/20109:39:15 AM 

French protests weaken but still disrupt flights 

Ig~~""IFrench unions are not giving up: Thursday saw more nationwide street protests and strike-caused travel 

woes even though parliament has already approved President Nicolas Sarkozy's unpopular plan to raise 
the retirement age. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/28/201011:09:37 AM 

Busted Gulf rig gets 'crime scene' security 

Ig~~""~he federal government has set up a security zone around the wreckage of an oil rig that exploded and 

sank in the Gulf of Mexico, the Justice Department said Wednesday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/28/201011:18:56 AM 

Video: Obama visits 'Daily Show' to court votes 

Ig~~""lln an attempt to recapture the youth vote that was key to his 2008 victory, the president makes an 

appearance on Jon Stewart's liThe Daily Show." NBC's Savannah Guthrie reports. (Today Show) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/28/201011:22:35 AM 

56 tornadoes in 2 days! Storm roars across u.S. 

Ig~~""lpeoPle from the Dakotas to N.C. were dealing with the aftermath of a massive storm that roared across 

the country, unleashing 56 tornadoes. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/28/2010 11:30:41 AM 

Video: Tragic accident claims Notre Dame student 

Ig~~""IDeclan Sullivan, a junior and a videographer for the school's athletics department, was standing on a 

portable lift that toppled during high winds, leaving the young student dead. NBC's John Yang 
reports. (Today Show) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/28/2010 11:32:37 AM 

Video: Town: Trick-or-treaters over 12 to be fined 

Ig~~""IAS NBC's Peter Alexander reports, police in Belleville, IlL, want to make sure Halloween turns out to be 
more treats for little ones and fewer tricks played by teens. (Today Show) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/28/2010 12:01:41 PM 

Video: Duchess of Windsor's jewels on the block 

Ig~~""~wenty pieces from the Duchess of Windsor's lavish jewelry collection will be auctioned, including two 

massive diamond rings and the very first Cartier panther bracelet, a glittering legacy of what some call 
the greatest love story of the 20th century. TODAY takes a look. (Today Show) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/28/2010 12:04:54 PM 

Electric car rivalry could distract buyers 

Ig~~""INissan and GM have been taking potshots at each other's electric offerings, even though they admit that, 

at least for the moment, it may be better to promote electric vehicles. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/28/201012:17:21 PM 

Foreclosure mess will last for years 

Ig~~""IHOW long will it take before the American nightmare of home foreclosures is over? Ask Mike Dillon, who's 

been fighting to keep his New Hampshire home for most of the past decade. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/28/201012:18:33 PM 

Will freshmen crash Senate Republicans' party? 

Ig~~""lsome potential new members of the Senate are promising to upset the status quo - but former and 

current GOP aides aren't expecting an earthquake. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/28/201012:19:04 PM 

Foreclosure activity up across most metro areas 

The foreclosure crisis intensified across a majority of large u.s. metropolitan areas this summer, with Chicago and 

Seattle seeing a sharp increase in foreclosure warnings. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/28/20101:03:22 PM 

High BPA levels linked to low sperm count 

Exposure to a chemical found in food packaging and other plastics, BPA, can reduce the quality of men's semen, 

according to the findings of a five-year study and one of the few involving humans rather than animal models. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/28/20101:47:05 PM 

Europeans 'dismayed' by Obama's struggles 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/28/20101:47:50 PM 

Tech-savvy travelers embrace self-service model 

Versatile kiosks, web-enabled devices, changing demographics - all are contributing to the idea that much of the 

minutiae of travel can be handled by machines and even moderately tech-savvy travelers. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/28/20101:47:50 PM 

Some hotel chains ditching the front desk 

Ig~~""~raditional hotel front desks may be destined for a scrap heap teeming with bygone lobby fixtures like 

key boxes, desk bells and hat racks. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/28/20101:49:00 PM 

HBT: So, what happened to lee in Game 1? 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/28/20102:17:10 PM 

PFT picks: Big Ben will win in Big Easy on SNF 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/28/20102:28:45 PM 

Preschoolers watching WAY too much TV 

Young kids are watching too much television, some averaging more than five hours a day, a new study suggests. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/28/20102:30:16 PM 

Suspect in 3 Missouri deaths still on the run 

Ig~~""lpolice urged anyone who came into "negative" contact with a man sought in shootings that left three 

dead and one injured to get in touch with authorities, as the search for the man stretched across central 
Missouri Thursday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/28/20102:32:18 PM 

Obama light on jokes on 'Daily Show' 

President Barack Obama targeted young voters on Wednesday with a robust defense of his policies and promises on the 

late-night satirical news show of comedian Jon Stewart. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/28/20102:48:35 PM 

Airport pat downs get more personal 

The Transportation Security Administration is changing the way it manually searches passengers. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/28/20103:02:10 PM 

UK spy boss defends secrecy, nukes key threat 

Britain's top spy, in the first public speech by a serving UK espionage chief, said on Thursday terrorists might hit the West 

again "at huge human cost" but nuclear proliferation by states was a more far-reaching danger. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/28/20103:16:02 PM 

Video: Flood aid painfully slow to reach Pakistan 

Ig~~""llt's been three months since floods devastated Pakistan, leaving twenty million people in need, Though 
much of the water has receded, the United Nations says the situation remains 'critically difficult.' NBC's 

Ian Williams has returned to Charsadda in the north, where aid has been slow, and survivors are bracing for 
winter. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/28/20103:24:41 PM 

Video: HBT Daily: Error of his ways 

Ig~~""lcraig Calcaterra says Vladimir Guerrero's offensive output is not worth it because of how terrible he is 
defensively. (NBC Sports) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/28/20103:43:19 PM 

Zimbabwe's white farmers face new violent surge 

A Zimbabwean white farmers' organization said Thursday they had seen a "renewed onslaught" of farm seizures and 

attacks, including the slayings of two farmers, in recent weeks. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/28/20103:47:24 PM 

ConsumerMan: How to avoid higher bank fees 

Unless you're careful, you could wind up paying hundreds of dollars a year in avoidable bank fees. Read on and 

ConsumerMan Herb Weisbaum will tell you how to beat the banks. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/28/20103:49:21 PM 

China: Our supercomputer is faster than yours! 

Ig~~""IA leading Chinese research center has built the world's fastest supercomputer, an industry 

announcement said Thursday, underscoring the country's rise as a science and technology powerhouse. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/28/20103:59:57 PM 

Kennedy ex-aide, NY lawyer Sorensen suffers stroke 

Ig~~""~ed Sorensen, a speechwriter for John F. Kennedy, is hospitalized with his second stroke. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/28/20104:35:50 PM 

Poll: Latinos divided over immigration backlash 

Hispanics are more worried about discrimination and more divided over how to handle unauthorized immigration, 

according to a poll released Thursday by the Pew Hispanic Center. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/28/20105:14:36 PM 

Newsweek: Did Maliki push to execute Tariq Aziz? 

Critics of Prime Minister Nuri al-Maliki have questioned the timing of the sentence and asked whether the ruling is 

politically motivated. There does appear to be some substance to the charge. The sentencing of Aziz would play well 

with these conservative Shiite parties, much like the controversial de-Baathification push before the elections last 

March, which had Maliki's strong backing. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/28/20105:19:24 PM 

Ash from Russian volcanoes force flight changes 

Ig~~""lvolcanic eruptions on Russia's far-eastern Kamchatka Peninsula have tossed massive ash clouds into the 

air, forcing flights to divert and blanketing a town with ashes. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/28/20105:20:54 PM 

She's everywhere: Whitman blankets Calif. with ads 

Ig~~""~he most expensive campaign for governor in U.S. history - about $162 million and counting - is 

inundating California voters with an unprecedented array of ads, glossy magazines, smartphone 
messages, Facebook videos, postcards and phone calls that will test how far a Republican dollar can go in a 
state Democrats often dominate. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/28/20105:34:02 PM 

'Hawaii Five-O' actor James MacArthur dies 

Ig~~""lln a career that spanned more than four decades, MacArthur was most recognized for his role as 
Detective Danny "Danna" Williams on "Hawaii Five-O," which aired from 1968 to 1980. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/28/20106:07:52 PM 

Newsweek: Boomers who spoil their 'granddogs' 

High divorce rates, Baby Boomers' low birthrates, and people choosing to remain single without procreating or adopting 

are creating what some experts call a "grandchildren gap." That leads some Boomers to spoil the heck out of their kids' 

pets. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/28/2010 6 :24: 17 PM 

Video: Obesity blog post sparks outrage 

Ig~~""IMarie Claire editors are standing by a recent blog post in which a writer for the magazine states that she 

is "grossed out" by overweight people on TV. Body Image Council founder Emme joins MSNBC to discuss 
the controversy. (Other) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/28/20106:35:09 PM 

2,060 diamonds swallowed in smuggling attempt 

Sri Lankan man is accused of carrying gems in his digestive tract. Police detain him and feed him some bananas, and the 

truth comes out. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/28/20106:41:57 PM 

Jobless claims slide to three-month low 

Just five days ahead of the mid-term elections, the labor market gave the Obama administration something to crow 

about when new claims for unemployment benefits dropped to a three-month low. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/28/20107:09:43 PM 

How many alien Earths? More than expected 

Ig~~""~here may be a bonanza of Earth-size alien worlds in the universe, scientists now suggest - about one 

out of every four sunlike stars might have a planet roughly the size of Earth orbiting close around it. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/28/20107:28:56 PM 

Autopsy: Abducted Mich. girl shot multiple times 

A Michigan medical examiner has ruled that the death of a 15-year-old girl who was abducted was a homicide and that 

the man suspected of kidnapping her killed himself. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/28/20107:41:48 PM 

Baby killed for disrupting mom's Facebook time 

Ig~~""IA north Florida mother has pleaded guilty to shaking her baby to death after the boy's crying interrupted 

her game on Facebook. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/28/20108:43:06 PM 

Judge orders McDonald's to pay obese worker 

A Brazilian court ruled this week that McDonald's must pay a former franchise manager $17,500 because he gained 65 

pounds while working there for a dozen years. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/28/20108:45:16 PM 

Woman gets 15-year sentence in cancer scam 

A Baltimore County woman who bilked her friends out of thousands of dollars by pretending to have cancer receives a 

15-year sentence. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/28/20108:52:26 PM 

Lawmakers probe street harassment of NYC women 

Whistles, catcalls and lewd come-ons from strangers are all too familiar to women in New York City, where lawmakers 

are examining whether something should be done. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/28/20109:09:53 PM 

HPV shots for boys debated by experts 

u.s. vaccine advisers are weighing whether boys and young men should be vaccinated against the human wart virus that 

causes a number of cancers, but some worry the vaccine is too costly to justify its use. Some men would also benefit 

from the vaccine, including homosexuals and bisexuals, who are at risk of developing anal cancers and other conditions 

caused by the human papillomavirus, or HPV, the experts said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/28/20109:29:19 PM 

Newsweek: The social significance of zombies 

At a time when the average person doesn't know what to fear most--terrorism, global warming, pandemics like cholera, 

economic collapse, random gun violence, rogue nuclear weapons--zombies are the monster du jour, encompassing all 

those things. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/28/20109:36:03 PM 

Verizon Wireless to pay $25M for spurious fees 

Federal regulators say Verizon Wireless has agreed to pay a settlement of $25 million and at least $52.8 million in 

refunds to customers who inadvertently racked up data charges on their phones over the last three years. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/28/20109:47:05 PM 

Newsweek: Did U.S. know hikers were seized in Iraq? 

Former Iranian intelligence officials and diplomats have indicated to Newsweek that the two hikers are the victims of 

cultural misunderstanding, a factional struggle within the Iranian government, and a combination of geopolitical rivalry 

and tacit cooperation between Iran and the United States. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/28/20109:58:41 PM 

Guerrero out of lineup for Game 2 of World Series 

Ig~~""lvladimir Guerrero was not in the Texas Rangers' starting lineup for Game 2 of the World Series, a move 

manager Ron Washington insisted had nothing to do with two errors in the opener. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/28/2010 10:06:52 PM 

Total U.S. intelligence bill revealed for 1st time 

The annual cost of u.s. intelligence is public for the first time: just over $80 billion for 2010. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/28/2010 10:31:34 PM 

Rover finds signs of buried Martian water 

Ig~~""INASA'S stuck Mars rover Spirit has found more evidence that water trickled beneath the Red Planet's 

surface in the past perhaps within the last few hundred thousand years. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/28/201010:36:15 PM 

Clinton urged Meek to drop Senate bid 

According to a new report, former President Bill Clinton got close to convincing Democratic Senate candidate Kendrick 

Meek to drop out of the three-way Florida race in the face of flagging poll numbers. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/28/2010 10:41:30 PM 

Jury convicts Anna Nicole's boyfriend, psychiatrist 

Ig~~""IA jury on Thursday convicted Anna Nicole Smith's psychiatrist Khristine Eroshevich and boyfriend Howard 

K. Stern of conspiracy counts. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/28/2010 10:44: 15 PM 

Widow to Gitmo convict: 'You will always be a murderer' 

r-~ prisoner who pleaded guilty to killing a U.S. soldier with a grenade in Afghanistan told the man's widow 
hursday he was "really, really sorry" and she rejected the apology. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/28/2010 10:45:45 PM 

Letter to Obama: Sotomayor not that smart 

One of the nation's most respected Supreme Court scholars suggested last year that President Obama not appoint Sonia 

Sotomayor to the court because she's not smart enough. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/28/2010 10:48:51 PM 

Video: Tea Party could inadvertently tip scales toward Dems 

Ig~~""lwhile Republicans have a lot of momentum in the waning days of midterm election campaigns, analysts 

expect them to fall short of the 10 seats needed for control of the Senate. NBC's Chuck Todd 
reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/28/2010 10:53:53 PM 

Newsweek: Kirchner's death jolts Argentine politics 

The death of Nestor Kirchner was a blow of seismic proportions to South America's largest nation, and the tragedy has 

cast a cloud over Fernandez's struggling government, and even more, next year's presidential elections, which Nestor 

was widely expected to campaign for and win. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/28/2010 10:55:35 PM 

Video: Tea Party helps Toomey take lead in Pennsylvania 

Ig~~""IAS Tea Party Republican Pat Toomey tries to pick up a Senate seat now held by a Democrat, former 
Democratic congressman Joe Sestak has trotted out his own dog in an effort to sully Toomey's 

reputation. NBC's Andrea Mitchell reports (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/28/201010:56:10 PM 

Video: GOP mandate: Control spending 

Ig~~""INBC'S David Gregory, Andrea Mitchell and Chuck Todd offer analysis on what the agenda is likely to be if 

the Republican party claims control of Congress. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/28/201011:03:15 PM 

Video: Rampant drug violence puts Mexico 'in peril' 

Ig~~""IA spasm of violence has exploded in eight different cities across the country this week, leaving even those 
already weary of Mexico's drug war in a state of shock. NBC's Mark Potter reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/28/2010 11:05:48 PM 

Video: u.s. mining rescuer: 'We don't consider ourselves heroes' 

Ig~~""~eff Hart, one of the Americans who helped with the Chilean miner rescue, spoke about the effort itself 
and the honor of being personally thanked by President Obama. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/28/201011:09:55 PM 

Video: Mohammed makes top-five list of Brit baby names 

Ig~~""~he name of the Islamic prophet was among the top five of the U.K.'s most popular baby names for boys 
in 2009. NBC's Brian Williams reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/28/201011:10:06 PM 

'Time traveler' may just be hard of hearing 

Ig~~""lspeculation about a supposed time traveler talking on her cell phone at a 1928 Hollywood film premiere 

has sped across the Internet faster than a DeLorean time machine. But a less mind-bending possibility is 
that she was just hard of hearing, experts say. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/28/201011:17:50 PM 

Video: Race for the Cure reaches across cultures 

Ig~~""IMaking a Difference: The battle against breast cancer bridges the divide between Arab and Jewish 

women in Jerusalem. NBC's Anne Thompson reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/28/201011:33:33 PM 

Death toll from Indonesian disasters tops 400 

Ig~~""~he death toll in Indonesia from a powerful tsunami rose to 370, and hundreds of people remain missing. 

Along with the 33 people killed by a volcano eruption, the number of dead from the twin disasters has 
now topped 400. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/29/2010 12:01:55 AM 

AP: Muslim source turned in terror suspect 

Ig~~""~he tip that led to the FBI's subway bombing sting came from a source in the Muslim community: A 
Pakistani-born man from a middle-class suburb was trying to join a terrorist group, law enforcement 

officials said Thursday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/29/201012:13:55 AM 

EU agrees to tighten budgetary discipline 

Ig~~""IEU leaders on Friday agreed on tougher rules for spendthrift nations whose overspending threatens 

Europe's single currency and risks triggering a debt crisis. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/29/201012:17:13 AM 

ND student said winds 'terrifying' before death 

Ig~~""IA strong gust of wind swept across Notre Dame's practice football field before a tower toppled, killing a 

student who had been videotaping the team from the tower, the university's athletic director said 
Thursday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/29/2010 12:27:45 AM 

Original rules of basketball go to auction Dec. 10 

Ig~~""lltls been nearly 119 years since James Naismith wrote down 13 rules for a new game he devised as a way 

to give youths at a Springfield, Mass., YMCA an athletic activity to keep them busy in the winter. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/29/20101:21:32 AM 

Food exec leads hunger-fighting nonprofit 

Ig~~""IA food industry exec once focused on selling food is the new leader of Heifer International, which gives 

away animals so families worldwide can feed themselves. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/29/20101:39:12 AM 

Two-foot hole appears in plane at 31,000 feet 

A l-foot-by-2-foot hole tore open in the fuselage of a commercial airliner that suddenly lost cabin pressure shortly after 

taking off from Miami, authorities said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/29/20102:56:34 AM 

Shuttle Discovery's last crew arrives for launch 

Ig~~""~he six astronauts who will fly on space shuttle Discovery during its historic final flight arrive at their 

Florida launch site for the planned Monday launch. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/29/20103:41:26 AM 

Giants crush Rangers, lead World Series 2-0 

Ig~~""IMatt Cain pitched shutout ball into the eighth inning, Edgar Renteria hit a go-ahead home run and the 
San Francisco Giants broke away from the Texas Rangers 9-0 on Thursday night for a 2-0 lead in the 

World Series. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/29/20104:19:38 AM 

HBT: As Rangers bullpen falters, best reliever sits 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/29/20104:25:14 AM 

Eager for Heat, Magic rout Wiz in Wall's debut 

Ig~~""IDWight Howard had 23 points and 10 rebounds to lift the Orlando Magic to an easy 112-83 victory over 

the Washington Wizards on Thursday night, giving the NBA's newest arena a grand opening and spoiling 
No.1 overall pick John Wall's debut. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/29/20105:11:45 AM 

Mexico faces week of rampant deadly violence 

Ig~~""IAttacks stun Mexico for brazenness: Four leaving their jobs at a maquiladora are shot dead; seven men 

are gunned down in Mexico City; nine officers die in a Jalisco ambush. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/29/20105:41:42 AM 

Saturday storylines: Mich. St., Mizzou real Cinderellas 

Ig~~""~he field is narrowing (just seven unbeaten teams remaining in the Football Bowl Subdivision). The chase 
is on. But it's Halloween weekend, not exactly the best time to count on stability. In any case, we're never 

short of debatable topics. Here are five to chew on as we close out a memorable and tumultuous October in 
college football. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/29/20106:42:14 AM 

DeMarco: Cain is dominating on historic level 

Ig~~""IDeMarco: Tim "The Freak" Lincecum has the cool nickname, but Matt Cain is the Giants ace dominating 

on the mound during the playoffs, as the Rangers found out in Game 2. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/29/20107:03:36 AM 

Rescuers look for French helicopter off Antarctica 

International rescuers were searching for a helicopter that disappeared in poor weather off Antarctica with four French 

people on board, rescue coordinators said Friday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/29/20107:40:08 AM 

Malaysia women group gets to keep 'Islam' in name 

A prominent Malaysian women's group won the right to keep the word "Islam" in its name Friday after a court ruled 

against religious activists critical of the group's opinions on women's rights. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/29/20109:06:32 AM 

FDA rejects second diet drug in a week 

Federal regulators have decided not to approve an experimental diet pill called Qnexa, which had been touted by many 

experts as the most promising weight-loss drug in a decade. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/29/20109:24:29 AM 

Bermuda braces for Tropical Storm Shary 

A tropical storm warning was issued for Bermuda Friday as Tropical Storm Shary approached in the Atlantic. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/29/201010:19:13 AM 

Red Tape: 'Windshield bullies' a growing fraud problem 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/29/2010 10:46:31 AM 

N. Korea exchanges fire with South at border 

North and South Korea exchanged gunfire across their heavily armed border on Friday, the South's military said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/29/201011:16:09 AM 

'Mild' Hitler loved marmalade for breakfast 

Ig~~""IAdOlf Hitler liked to have bread and marmalade for breakfast and was described as mild-mannered during 

personal exchanges, according to newly released documents. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/29/201011:17:53 AM 

Video: Meek: Clinton 'never asked me to get out' 

Ig~~""lu.S. Rep. Kendrick Meek, D-Fla., who is seeking a Sunshine State Senate seat, says former President 
Clinton is one of his biggest supporters and tells TODAY's Meredith Vieira he's "not quitting in the middle 

of the race." (Today Show) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/29/201011:52:18 AM 

Fla. candidate denies Clinton rumors 

A Florida Democrat running a distant third in the state's three-way Senate race again denied that former President Bill 

Clinton asked him to withdraw in order to help Florida Gov. Charlie Crist. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/29/2010 12:06:00 PM 

Halliburton admits skipping test on Gulf well cement 

Halliburton Co. acknowledged late Thursday that it skipped doing a critical test on the final formulation of cement used 

to seal the BP oil well that blew out in the Gulf of Mexico. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/29/201012:11:25 PM 

Ark. school official resigning over anti-gay screed 

A member of a northern Arkansas school board says he is resigning his seat after coming under fire for posting anti-gay 

remarks on his Facebook page, CNN reported late Thursday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/29/2010 12:58:59 PM 

Economy grew modestly in the third quarter 

The u.s. economy grew at a slightly faster pace than expected in the third quarter, new data released Friday show, but 

growth remains too weak to cut unemployment. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/29/20101:06:42 PM 

Palin takes aim at Murkowski during rally 

Ig~~""lsarah Palin took aim at U.S. Sen. Lisa Murkowski as she sought to rally Alaskans Thursday for Murkowski's 

beleaguered GOP rival, Joe Miller. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/29/20101:06:53 PM 

For Dems, Latino votes are key this year 

Ig~~""lon the ground in Colorado, workers trying to get out the Latino vote are talking about state ballot 

initiatives aimed at cutting spending. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/29/20101:26:33 PM 

First thoughts: Running in place 

Ig~~""[he Florida Senate story is just another example of how this election season has been full of sound and 

fury, even though the overall dynamic remains the same - that Republicans are poised for gains all 
across the country. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/29/20101:41:43 PM 

Costume mishaps put the 'Ow!' in Halloween 

Ig~~""lsprained ankles, abraded eyeballs and second-degree burns caused by flaming costumes are among the 

Halloween costume injuries reported to the Consumer Product Safety Commission each year. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/29/20101:42:08 PM 

'Swine': Tourists taunted during wedding vows 

Two hotel workers have been arrested after tourists renewing their wedding vows at a luxury resort were branded 

"infidels" during the ceremony, according to reports. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/29/20102:04:38 PM 

Newsweek: Can anti-press strategies help candidates? 

Why would any candidate bother being interviewed by a reporter when you can get praise from voters for shutting out 

the elites? A look at how successful the anti-press strategy has been this cycle. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/29/20102:10:42 PM 

Newsweek: What science class should teach kids 

It is time to stop cramming kids' heads with the Krebs cycle, Ohm's law, and the myriad other facts that constitute 

today's science curricula. Instead, what we need to teach is the ability to detect Bad Science-BS, if you will. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/29/20102:16:20 PM 

Authorities investigating plane in Philadelphia 

Law enforcement officials are investigating a plane that landed at Philadelphia International Airport. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/29/20102:52:12 PM 

New leaks on space shuttle Discovery delay launch 

Ig~~""INASA engineers are replacing fuel line seals on the space shuttle Discovery to staunch a small leak in time 

for the spacecraft's final blastoff on Nov. 1. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/29/20102:53:30 PM 

Life Inc.: Sluggish GDP? Get used to it 

The first of the government's three readings on third-quarter GDP came in at a tepid 2 percent. These early estimates 

have a way of getting trimmed back when the final numbers are printed. Stay tuned. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/29/20103:10:36 PM 

Democrats attack outsourcing to save their own jobs 

Ig~~""IYOU may not know much about tax law, but if you've been watching Democratic campaign ads almost 

anywhere in the country you do know one thing by now: American corporations get tax breaks for 
shipping jobs to China. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/29/20103:22:01 PM 

Got sheep? Concierges fulfill bizarre requests 

There are no buttons on hotel self-service kiosks for some situations, such as a dental emergency on a holiday weekend. 

That's when a hotel concierge can come in handy. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/29/20103:23:47 PM 

Video: Bakery cooks up ghoulish Halloween treats 

r-~ cake shop in London is selling cupcakes decorated with eyeballs and other tricky sweets for Halloween. 
ODAYshow.com's Dara Brown reports. (Other) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/29/20103:53:53 PM 

Polish teen sailors safe despite severe weather 

Ig~~""IA group of teenage sailors whose ship was drifting at sea after it lost both masts in gale-force winds is 

safe from harm, coast guards said Friday, and the vessel was to be towed to a British port for repairs. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/29/20104:27:48 PM 

Shots fired again at military building in Va. area 

A gunman who fired shots at a Washington-area Marine Corps museum and may have been responsible for three similar 

incidents may have a grievance against the u.s. Marine Corps, authorities said Friday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/29/20104:40:32 PM 

Facing new scandal, Berlusconi says 'I love women' 

Prime Minister Silvio Berlusconi said on Friday he loved life and women and would not apologize for enjoying himself 

after new reports of girls and parties at his home were splashed across the front pages. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/29/20105:01:15 PM 

Video: World's largest cruise ship sets sail for Florida 

Ig~~""~he Allure of the Seas sets sail from Finland for her new home base of Port Everglades in Florida, sharing 

title of the world's largest ship with her Royal Caribbean twin, Oasis of the Seas. TODAYshow.com's Dara 
Brown reports. (Other) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/29/20105:20:48 PM 

Video: Driverless vans make 8/OOO-mile trek 

Ig~~""lcreators hope the vehicles, which are guided by a system of lasers and video cameras, will reduce 
accidents. TODAYshow.com's Dara Brown reports. (Other) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/29/20105:25:58 PM 

Apple now in top 5 global cell phone vendors 

Ig~~""liPhone maker "was the star performer, as it jumped into the top five rankings for the first time," says 

research firm. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/29/20105:29:21 PM 

Newsweek: Why the u.s. drug war is unwinnable 

u.s. policy of destroying drug crops, seizing shipments and killing cartel leaders has created a perpetual balloon effect, 

squeezing cartels in one country, only to find them popping up in another. Mexico's recent successes are damaging the 

national security of a host of countries. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/29/20106:05:12 PM 

A giant, green monument to the credit crunch 

Ig~~""IA Canadian artist has built an unusual tribute to the mortgage mess -- a giant version of the iconic green 

house from the game of Monopoly. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/29/20106:54:04 PM 

Video: Web only: The beauty of the Golden Arches 

Ig~~""~ODAYJS Amy Robach talks to curator Peter Liebhold of the Smithsonian Institution about their upcoming 

American Enterprise exhibition, pointing to an old Japanese McDonalds' sign as a symbol of cultural 
diffusion. (Today Show) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/29/20107:01:26 PM 

Video: Web only: Which president wore pink Pi's? 

Ig~~""lpolitical history curator Lisa Kathleen Graddy shows Amy some great examples from the clothing 
collection, including Warren Harding's silk pajamas and Dwight D. Eisenhower's blue suit. (Today Show) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/29/20107:24:38 PM 

Adorable pup has 163,000 Facebook fans 

Ig~~""IMeet Boo, the Pom pup doing his darndest to ensure pounds and Pomeranian rescues are bursting at 

their adorable seams just in time by Christmas. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/29/20107:31:06 PM 

Yemen's rising radical star 

Ig~~""IWith the latest bomb scares, suspicion will focus in particular on a U.S.-born radical Islamic cleric in 

Yemen, who has emerged as a prominent and eloquent advocate for violence against American civilians. 
By Kari Huus. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/29/20108:00:05 PM 

Jury recommends death in Fla. ninja slaying 

Ig~~""IA former karate instructor should be put to death for leading a group of men dressed like ninjas to rob 

and kill a wealthy Florida couple while their nine special-needs children slept or cowered nearby, a jury 
recommended Friday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/29/20108:01:03 PM 

Surgeons convicted for running 'clinic of horror' 

Three Italian doctors have been convicted of performing unnecessary surgeries, including amputations, on 83 patients, 

with the aim of getting large reimbursements from the health system. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/29/20108:01:09 PM 

Suicide bomber kills 21 north of Baghdad 

Ig~~""IA suicide bomber wearing an explosives belt killed at least 21 people, mostly Shiites, on Friday in a town 

north of Baghdad, shattering what had been weeks of relative calm, the town's mayor said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/29/20108:04:49 PM 

Storms crippling tsunami aid to Indonesia 

A group of private aid workers battled fierce swells and driving rain that kept most craft on shore Friday, managing to 

deliver food and other supplies to desperate survivors on the islands hardest hit by a tsunami that killed more than 400 

people. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/29/20108:24:57 PM 

Obama: Yemen devices a 'credible terrorist threat' 

Calling it a "credible terrorist threat/' President Barack Obama said apparent explosive material was found on two U.S.

bound packages from Yemen. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/29/20108:24:57 PM 

Obama: Yemen devices a 'credible terrorist threat' 

Calling it a "credible terrorist threat/' President Barack Obama said apparent explosive material was found on two U.S.

bound packages from Yemen. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/29/20108:42:17 PM 

Top hacker 'retires'; experts brace for his return 

The programmer who wrote malicious software used to steal an estimated $100 million so far this year says he is 

retiring. But security experts believe there is a good chance he will soon emerge with even more powerful ways to steal. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/29/20108:50:30 PM 

Newsweek: Fact-checking state supreme court ads 

A look at false, misleading, and out-of-context claims in races for state high-court judgeships. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/29/20108:57:28 PM 

Ariz. beheading raises fears of drug violence 

Ig~~""~he gruesome case of a man who was stabbed and beheaded in a suburban Phoenix apartment has 

police investigating whether the killing is potentially the most extreme example of Mexican drug cartel 
violence spilling over the border. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/29/2010 10:22:38 PM 

How your brain handles terrorism scares 

Ig~~""lscience editor Alan Boyle's Weblog: Reports of suspicious packages sent from Yemen add a real-life fear 
factor to the Halloween weekend - and activate our brain's wiring for handling stress. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/29/2010 10:24:32 PM 

Air cargo seen as weak spot in security net 

Ig~~""lu.s. authorities say they're tightening security after an air scare, but aviation insiders say that even so, 

only a small percentage of air cargo from overseas will be examined. Msnbc.com's Mike Brunker reports. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/29/2010 10:50:25 PM 

Video: Cargo scare highlights 'inept' terror attempt 

Ig~~""INBC'S Richard Engel and security expert Michael Sheehan offer analysis on the interception of two 
suspicious packages on U.S.-bound cargo planes. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/29/2010 10:59:32 PM 

Video: Caustic campaign ads causing voters angst 

Ig~~""INBC'S John Yang reports on the disgust some voters are feeling about the overwhelming negativity of 

political campaign ads. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/29/2010 11:07:47 PM 

Video: Girl Scout uniforms, Made in China 

Ig~~""~he mayor of Passaic, New Jersey told a textile company that has made Girl Scout uniforms for the past 

decade that the contract will be moved to a Chinese company. NBC's Brian Williams reports. (Nightly 
News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/29/201011:12:28 PM 

Video: For kids, UNICEF more than just a sweet gesture 

Ig~~""IMaking A Difference: Kids continue a 60-year tradition of foregoing Halloween candy to trick or treat for 
UNICEF. NBC's Peter Alexander reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/29/2010 11:22:58 PM 

Video: TSA: Passenger planes still primary terror target 

Ig~~""IDue to suspicious packages intercepted on cargo planes bound for the U.S., Homeland Security 

announced Friday that passengers may see heightened security at the nation's airports. NBC's Tom 
Costello reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/29/2010 11:35:41 PM 

Police: Reno Walmart gunman surrenders 

Ig~~""IA gunman who police said was about to be fired surrendered Friday after shooting three co-workers at a 

Walmart store in Nevada in a possible retaliation attack, authorities said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/29/201011:37:22 PM 

10 great 'Simpsons' couch gags 

After 21 years of development and more than 270 different gags, the sequences have ranged from the surreal to the 

scientific, from homages and parodies to inside jokes. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/29/201011:55:11 PM 

Alleged abuse victim arrested in priest beating 

Ig~~""IA California man who says he was abused by a Jesuit priest as a young child has been arrested for 

allegedly tracking the clergyman to his retirement home and beating him severely. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/30/201012:08:26 AM 

Video: 12-year-old suspected of planning mass murder 

Ig~~""IA sixth grade student in Washington State is behind bars as police investigate allegations that he planned 
to kill students, teachers and his own family. KING TV's Chris Daniels reports. (NBC News Channel) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/30/201012:11:32 AM 

Savvy 12-year-old uses iPod to foil kidnapper 

A quick-thinking girl prevented a kidnapper from taking her when she held up her iPod Touch - which looks exactly like 

the iPhone - and told the man she was calling 9-1-1. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/30/2010 12:28:00 AM 

Protesters blame U.N. base for cholera in Haiti 

Ig~~""IHundreds of protesters who blame U.N. peacekeepers from Nepal for Haiti's widening cholera epidemic 

marched on a rural military base Friday to demand the soldiers leave the country. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/30/20102:29:20 AM 

Ohio McDonald's gives voting advice in paychecks 

A handful of McDonald's employees in northeastern Ohio received handbills in their most recent paychecks suggesting 

they vote for three Republican candidates. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/30/20102:36:13 AM 

Rondo's triple-double (24 assists) lifts Celtics 

Ig~~""IRajOn Rondo had a triple-double with a career-high 24 assists, and Paul Pierce scored 25 points with 14 
rebounds on Friday night to lead the Boston Celtics to a 105-101 victory over the New York Knicks. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/30/20103:35:46 AM 

Video: U.S., allies answer terror challenge 

Ig~~""IRichard Engel, chief foreign correspondent for NBC News discusses Friday's terror threat and the nature 
of international terrorism. (Other) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/30/20104:02:37 AM 

Obama rallies for a loyalist in final dash 

Ig~~""IFighting to the end, President Obama devotes shrinking campaign time an endangered Virginia Democrat, 

calling his bid a national test case if a person of integrity can win. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/30/20104:18:29 AM 

Wildfires prompt evacuations near Boulder 

Ig~~...,~wo wildfires burning in Colorado on Friday prompted the evacuations of homes of 1,700 people plus 

more in neighboring foothills where dozens of houses were burned last month. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/30/20104:36:12 AM 

Heat is on: Wade, LeBron pound Magic 

Ig~~""IDWyane Wade scores a game-high 26 points, LeBron James adds 15 and Chris Bosh 11 in a 96-70 home

opening victory over the Orlando Magic. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/30/20106:21:19 AM 

Clinton says US has a stake in Asian security 

Ig~~""lputting China on notice, U.S. Secretary of State Hillary Rodham Clinton on Saturday said the United States 

has a key stake in increasingly tense territorial disputes between Beijing and its neighbors, as she assured 
nervous East Asian nations that the U.S. will remain a major power in the Asia-Pacific. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/30/20107:19:04 AM 

Insurgents launch major attack on Afghan outpost 

More than 30 insurgents were killed and five coalition soldiers wounded in an attack on an outpost in Afghanistan, NATO 

said Saturday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/30/201010:15:11 AM 

135 people feared killed in tsunami found alive 

Up to 13S people reported missing after a tsunami wave hit Indonesia, killing more than 400 people, have been found 

alive, according to reports. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/30/201010:59:14 AM 

Obama attacks 'partisanship' of GOP 

Ig~~""lpresident Barack Obama is calling on both political parties to put aside partisanship whatever the 
outcome of Tuesday's election. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/30/20101:30:41 PM 

Video: This live event has concluded 

Ig~~""lplease select another video. (NBC News) 

I~~~~:[~~~:j 
UUU 
View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/30/20102:00:22 PM 

Tropical Storm Tomas buffets Barbados, heads west 

Tropical Storm Tomas battered Barbados, damaging homes and downing power lines as it headed toward the northern 

Windward Islands in the eastern Caribbean. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/30/20102:08:36 PM 

Video: Man charged in murder of NIU student 

Ig~~""IAS family and friends mourn the death of Antinette "Toni" Keller, they're also reacting to the arrest of 
William "Billy" P. Curl, a 34-year-old DeKalb man. TODAY's Lester Holt reports. (Today Show) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/30/20102:11:36 PM 

Video: Couple conned by Maldives marriage officiator 

Ig~~""IReneWing one's wedding vows in the exotic surroundings of the Maldives should be a memory to cherish 

forever, but as NBC's Tazeen Ahmad reports, for one couple, it'll be one to forget. (Today Show) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/30/20102:13:50 PM 

Video: How will airlines respond to bomb scare? 

Ig~~""~he bomb scare comes as millions of Americans are preparing for the busy holiday travel season. 

Combine the two, and some passengers may notice heightened security at the nation's airports. NBC's 
Tom Costello reports. (Today Show) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/30/20102:18:58 PM 

Video: Blind hikers travel Grand Canyon 

Ig~~""~he 24 mile trek winds through thousands of feet of rocky terrain, making it one of the most incredible 

and demanding journeys anyone can take. TODAY's Lester Holt speaks with a handful of intrepid 
adventures who made the trip with the aid of a sighted guide. (Today Show) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/30/20103:35:38 PM 

United States takes the Miss World crown 

Ig~~""~he newest Miss World, crowned in Sanya, China, is an 18-year-old from the United States. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/30/20103:39:39 PM 

2 Koreas hold reunions for war-split families 

Ig~~""IHundreds of Korean family members separated for more than half a century by the Korean War 

embraced each other in tearful reunions Saturday, a day after troops exchanged gunfire in the 
Demilitarized Zone dividing the countries. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/30/20105:20:14 PM 

Authorities lift fire evacuations in Colorado 

Ig~~""IMore than 1,700 people evacuated because of a wildfire west of Boulder are being allowed to return to 

their homes after firefighters worked through the night to stop the fire from spreading. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/30/20105:58:02 PM 

Video: Boehner: Obama's policies digging economic hole 

Ig~~""IRep. John Boehner, R-Ohio, uses the Weekly Republican Address to outline what he feels are solutions for 

ending economic uncertainty, stopping wasteful government spending and changing the way Congress 
does business. (NBC News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/30/20106:28:22 PM 

Tomas becomes hurricane, threatens east Caribbean 

Ig~~""INeWIY born Hurricane Tomas barreled toward a cluster of eastern Caribbean islands on Saturday, tearing 

off roofs, damaging houses and downing power lines in its path. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/30/20106:34:06 PM 

Shuttle launch again delayed, now to Wednesday 

The final launch of the space shuttle Discovery has been delayed another 24 hours to Nov. 3 to allow engineers more 

time to address troublesome leaks that were found on the orbiter late Thursday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/30/20106:42:25 PM 

Prosecutors doubt Vatican money-laundering pledges 

Ig~~""~he Vatican bank has taken steps to satisfy tough EU and international norms on money laundering and 

terror financing after being confronted with an unprecedented crackdown by Italian prosecutors, The 
Associated Press has learned. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/30/20107:07:24 PM 

U.S. swimmer remembered for Olympic dream 

Ig~~""IFran Crippen has been remembered as a swimmer whose "passion and dream" was to represent the 

United States in the Olympics. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/30/20107:46:49 PM 

Newsweek: Why kids are drawn to certain candy 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/30/20108:06:43 PM 

Stewart-Colbert rally draws tens of thousands 

Ig~~""lln the shadow of the Capitol and the election, comedians Jon Stewart and Stephen Colbert entertained a 
huge throng Saturday at a "sanity" rally poking fun at the nation's ill-tempered politics, its fear-mongers 

and doomsayers. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/30/20108:23:29 PM 

In Yemen, U.S. hands tied in al-Qaida fight 

Ig~~""lcorruPtion, an inefficient security force and an intoxicating plant that keeps most men in Yemen high for 

up to six hours a day all stand in the way of America's battle against al-Qaida's Yemen wing. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/30/20109:00:23 PM 

RI candidate regrets language in 'shove it' remark 

The Democratic candidate for Rhode Island governor who said President Barack Obama could "shove it" now says he 

wishes he had "chosen different language." 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/30/20109:57:29 PM 

Bomb plot prompts another look at Dubai crash 

The discovery of a plot to send package bombs from Yemen has prompted investigators to take another look at the 

crash of a cargo plane in Dubai last month, NBC News reported. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/30/20109:58:47 PM 

World Series updates: Giants, Rangers in Game 3 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/30/2010 10:04:05 PM 

Jury weighing Gitmo 'child soldier' sentence 

Ig~~""IMilitary jurors begin deliberations that will continue Sunday on the sentence for a former teen al-Qaida 

fighter held at Guantanamo and convicted of war crimes. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/30/201010:19:48 PM 

Amazon Indians hit by deadly epidemic 

Venezuelan health workers sayan epidemic that may be malaria has killed dozens of people, decimating three villages of 

the Yanomami Indians, whose struggle for survival in a remote part of the Amazon rain forest has attracted worldwide 

support. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/30/2010 10:47:39 PM 

Comet Hartley 2 looks like .. a pickle? 

Ig~~""lwhen a NASA probe takes a close look at Comet Hartley 2 next week, it will find the icy wanderer to be 

curiously pickle-shaped, new radar images reveal. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/30/2010 11:00:06 PM 

Yemen: Woman detained in terror bomb plot 

Ig~~""IYemeni security forces on Saturday arrested a woman thought to be involved in sending explosive 

packages headed to the United States, a security official said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/30/201011:08:22 PM 

'Sopranos' actress Borino-Quinn dies at 46 

Denise Borino-Quinn, who unexpectedly won a role as a mafia wife on "The Sopranos" after she attended an open 

casting call, has died. She was 46. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/30/201011:08:22 PM 

'Sopranos' actress Borino-Quinn dies at 46 

Denise Borino-Quinn, who unexpectedly won a role as a mafia wife on "The Sopranos" after she attended an open 

casting call, has died. She was 46. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/30/201011:18:14 PM 

No. 18 Iowa crushes No.5 Michigan State 

Ig~~""IRiCkY Stanzi threw three touchdown passes and No. 18 Iowa knocked fifth-ranked Michigan State from 

the ranks of the unbeaten in decisive fashion, stomping the Spartans 37-6 on Saturday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/31/201012:11:54 AM 

All hail Helu! No. 14 Nebraska knocks off No.7 Missouri 

Ig~~""IROY Helu Jr. rushed for a school-record 307 yards, and No. 14 Nebraska knocked No.7 Missouri from the 
ranks of the unbeatens with a 31-17 victory Saturday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/31/201012:18:21 AM 

Fox programs back on Cablevision 

Fox programming was back on Cablevision late Saturday after the cable company reached what it called an unfair deal 

with News Corp. Dish Network reached a deal with Fox, too. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/31/201012:43:10 AM 

14 massacred on Honduras soccer field 

A earful of attackers armed with assault rifles drove up to a football field in a poor Honduran neighborhood Saturday 

and opened fire, killing at least 14 people. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/31/20102:03:39 AM 

Home cooking: Rangers edge Giants in Game 3 

Ig~~""IMitCh Moreland hit a three-run home run in the second inning and the Texas Rangers defeated the San 
Francisco Giants 4-2 on Saturday in Game 3 of the World Series. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/31/20103:47:27 AM 

Msnbc.com wins a top online journalism award 

The site is honored with the Online Journalism Award for general excellence among large websites. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/31/20104:00:25 AM 

Vietnam picks Japan to build nuke plant 

Vietnam chooses to partner with Japan to build a nuclear power plant and in mining rare earth minerals, Japanese Prime 

Minister Naoto Kan tells reporters on Sunday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/31/20104:07:14 AM 

Apparent fireworks explosion kills 5 in Mexico 

Authorities in Mexico City sayan explosion inside a home where illegal fireworks were stored has wrecked two houses, 

killing at least three adults and two children. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/31/20104:57:16 AM 

DeMarco: Giants get a dose of reality 

Ig~~""IDeMarco: It's only one game, but San Francisco's 4-2 loss shows exactly why the Rangers are favored to 

win the World Series. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/31/20105:08:25 AM 

James, No.1 Oregon run over No. 24 USC 

Ig~~""ILaMichael James rushed for 239 yards and three touchdowns, Darron Thomas threw three of his four 

scoring passes to Jeff Maehl and No.1 Oregon roared back from a second-half deficit with a 53-32 victory 

over No. 24 Southern California on Saturday night. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/31/20105:13:32 AM 

135 people feared killed in tsunami found alive 

Disaster officials say the death toll from a tsunami that barreled into several remote Indonesian islands one week ago 

has climbed to 449. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/31/20109:53:50 AM 

Man pulls shark's tail to save woman in Australia 

Officials say a female diving guide was bitten on the thigh and buttocks by a shark but was saved when another 

swimmer pulled the shark's tail. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/31/20109:53:50 AM 

French airline makes landmark flight to Baghdad 

Ig~~""IA French airliner landed at Baghdad International Airport Sunday, becoming one of the first passenger 

planes to fly into the Iraqi capital direct from western Europe since the Gulf War and opening a potential 
new route to stronger international business ties. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/31/201011:06:40 AM 

Obama hits Northeast, Midwest to stem GOP tide 

Ig~~""lon his final campaign swing through four states in the Northeast and Midwest before Tuesday's midterm 

elections, President Barack Obama is asking Democratic voters to go to the polls and help stem an 
expected Republican tide. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/31/2010 12:03:42 PM 

Ahmadinejad aide says Iran not ready to talk nuclear 

Iran will not discuss its nuclear program at talks with global powers, an adviser to President Mahmoud Ahmadinejad said 

on Sunday, adding fresh doubt to the chances of a negotiated end to its stand-off with the West. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/31/2010 12:29:07 PM 

Brazil's Rousseff poised to take presidency 

Ig~~""~he hand-picked candidate of Brazil's hugely popular president was poised to replace him as leader of 
Latin America's biggest nation as voters began casting ballots Sunday in a runoff election. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/31/201012:55:12 PM 

Indonesia volcano spews searing ash after lull 

Ig~~""IA deadly volcano in Indonesia spewed another searing cloud of ash down its slopes Sunday, prompting 

panic and chaos among thousands of villagers who had taken rushed home to check on their livestock. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/31/20101:10:57 PM 

Dems blast GOP 'front groups,' but use them too 

Democrats excoriate Republican "front groups" for using secret money to pay for attack ads, but they're doing 

something similar. NBC News' Michaellsikoff has the story. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/31/20101:17:52 PM 

Ivory Coast calm as voters go to polls 

Millions of Ivorians went to the polls on Sunday for their first chance in a decade to choose a president and observers 

said the long-delayed vote was proceeding peacefully. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/31/20102:31:53 PM 

Obama will have last word on Bush tax cuts 

Ig~~""IWill Congress extend the Bush tax cuts into 2011 in the weeks after Tuesday's election or let the 

automatic increase start cutting into most people's paychecks early next year? 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/31/20102:38:15 PM 

Afghan official says 17 insurgents killed in south 

NATO and Afghan troops killed 17 insurgents in an hours-long gunbattle in southern Helmand province, an Afghan 

official said Sunday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/31/20103:17:47 PM 

Suicide bomber wounds 32 in Istanbul 

A suspected suicide bomber wounded 32 people in an attack targeting Turkish police in Istanbul's main square on 

Sunday. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/31/20103:37:14 PM 

State, nation, other: Puerto Rico tries to decide 

Ig~~""lpuerto Ricans cannot decide whether they want to go for statehood, have some sort of in-between 

commitment or break up altogether. They have voted on the issue three times to date. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/31/20103:37:48 PM 

Hurricane Tomas weakens to Category 1 storm 

Ig~~""IHurricane Tomas weakened slightly as it moved deeper over open waters Sunday after tearing off roofs, 

downing power lines, and whipping up beach-eroding waves that crashed over sea walls in the eastern 
Caribbean. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/31/20103:56:42 PM 

Official: Saudi initiative complicates Iraqi talks 

The Iraqi prime minister's Shiite-dominated coalition on Sunday rebuffed a Saudi initiative aimed at breaking Baghdad's 

political deadlock, saying it complicates efforts to form a new government. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/31/20104:06:12 PM 

New dioxin rules might force more cleanups 

Ig~~""~he government has spent many millions of dollars in recent decades cleaning up sites contaminated 

with dioxin and, in extreme cases, relocating residents of entire neighborhoods tainted by the toxin. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/31/20104:33:49 PM 

Shuttle's leaks fixed in time for Wednesday launch 

Ig~~""~he space shuttle Discovery is on track to launch Wednesday after engineers successfully repaired two 

minor gas leaks on the spacecraft, NASA officials say. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/31/20104:53:34 PM 

Generation gap divides troops on gays in military 

If you want to know what a member of the armed forces thinks about repealing "don't ask, don't tell," you could start by 

asking how old they are. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/31/20105:05:48 PM 

11 biggest health cop-outs that hold you back 

Blame the clock for skipping exercise, even romance? Ruled by your sweet tooth?Quit whitewashing your bad behaviors. 

Instead, name your excuses and crash through them. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/31/20105:18:51 PM 

Investors have stake in Tuesday's elections 

After a two-month rally in the stock market, some investors are about to see if they get what they wished for: more 

Republicans in Congress and lots of cheap money. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/31/20105:29:01 PM 

Will U.K.'s cuts force poor families out of London? 

Britain's debt-shredding austerity measures will slash housing benefit payments used to subsidize rents for the low-paid, 

threatening to price tens of thousands of poor families out of their homes and force them toward the fringes of the 

country's capital. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/31/20105:31:44 PM 

Birth control may be free under health overhaul 

Ig~~""IFiftY years after the pill, another birth control revolution may be on the horizon: free contraception for 

women in the U.S., thanks to the new health care law. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/31/20105:36:12 PM 

Pontiac shifts into park after 84 muscular years 

Ig~~""lpontiac, whose muscle cars drag-raced down boulevards, parked at drive-ins and roared across movie 

screens, is going out of business on Sunday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/31/20105:51:54 PM 

Oregon on top, Auburn closes on Boise in poll 

Ig~~""loregon has tightened its grip on the top spot in The Associated Press while No.3 Auburn has closed the 

gap on No.2 Boise State. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/31/20106:02:43 PM 

Police block sex abuse survivors near Vatican 

Ig~~""lltalian paramilitary police blocked a boulevard leading to the Vatican to prevent a march in Rome on 

Sunday by survivors of clergy sex abuse from reaching St. Peter's Square. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/31/20106:33:24 PM 

NYT: Great unwashed challenge definition of clean 

Ig~~""INYT: Defying the culture of clean, a contingent of renegades deliberately forgoes daily bathing and other 

gold standards of personal hygiene, like shampooing and deodorant use. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/31/20107:07:45 PM 

In GM IPO, government is a back-seat driver 

Ig~~""~he agenda for GM remains dominated by the election cycle as the automaker reaches the final stage of 

preparation for an IPO to pay some of the roughly $40 billion it owes taxpayers. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/31/20107:31:35 PM 

Yemen frees student held over parcel bombs 

The lawyer representing a Yemeni woman arrested Saturday over suspicions she was involved in sending explosive 

packages to the u.s. said Sunday that she was being set up. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/31/20108:26:24 PM 

Male wasp spiders prefer virgins 

Ig~~""IMale spiders that get to have sex only once or twice in their lives are far more interested in a female 

spider's virginity than in her size, according to a new study. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/31/20108:49:21 PM 

'Saw 3D' takes top cut of weekend box office 

Ig~~""ILiOnSgate's "Saw 3D," billed as the final installment in the series about Jigsaw's legacy of bloody terror, 

debuted as the Halloween weekend's No.1 movie with $24.2 million, according to studio estimates 
Sunday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/31/20108:57:43 PM 

Theodore Sorensen, top JFK aide, dies at 82 

Ig~~""~heodore C. Sorensen, the studious, star-struck aide and alter ego to President John F. Kennedy whose 

crisp, poetic turns of phrase helped idealize and immortalize a tragically brief administration, died 
Sunday. He was 82. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/31/20109:14:27 PM 

Neil Diamond: an unlikely pop icon 

Ig~~""~he 69-year-old performer has inspired tribute bands, been featured in movies, had three books written 
about him in the last five years and also been discovered by a younger audience because of his larger

than-life persona. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/31/2010 10:57:28 PM 

Video: Obama urges voters to back embattled Dems 

Ig~~""IStumping In the key battleground of Ohio for the second time in two weeks, President Barack Obama 

used the stage to make his closing argument of the 2010 campaign. NBC's Mike Viqueira reports. (Nightly 
News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/31/201011:02:05 PM 

At least 7 hostages killed in rescue from Iraq church 

Ig~~""IAt least seven Iraqi Catholics died on Sunday when police stormed a Baghdad church where gunmen 

were holding dozens of parishioners hostage, threatening to kill them if al Qaida-prisoners were not 
released. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/31/201011:12:47 PM 

Video: Holiday sales in October? Stores eye early birds 

Ig~~""~he orange and black of Halloween now share shelf space with red-tag holiday discounts. As NBC's Lee 

Cowan reports, the festive shopping season is already here for some, with a handful of retailers moving 
up their post-Thanksgiving sales. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/1/2010 12:29:29 AM 

Patriots KO Favre, hold on against Vikings 

Ig~~""~om Brady outscrambled Brett Favre, then kept the ball away from Tarvaris Jackson when Favre was 
knocked out of the game, and the New England Patriots held on to beat the Minnesota Vikings 28-18 on 

Sunday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/1/201012:46:14 AM 

NBC poll: GOP retains advantage on election eve 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/1/20103:26:43 AM 

Brees ensures Saints march past Steelers 

Ig~~""~he matchup of the past two Super Bowl winners was dominated by defense until the final quarter, 
where the Saints scored two touchdowns to pull away for a 20-10 Halloween victory over the Steelers. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/1/20103:31:44 AM 

Giants top Rangers, move to brink of title 

Ig~~""IMadison Bumgarner dominated for eight innings as the San Francisco Giants put on a fielding clinic in 
Game 4, beating Texas 4-0 on Sunday night to move within one win of that elusive World Series title. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/1/20104:51:11 AM 

HBT: lee might not be enough to save Rangers 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/1/20105:42:56 AM 

US missile attack kills 5 in NW Pakistan 

A U.S. drone attack killed five people in northwest Pakistan on Monday, local intelligence officials said, the latest in a 

barrage of such strikes against al-Qaida and Taliban militants that have long sought sanctuary in the region. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/1/20106:31:39 AM 

DeMarco: Unflappable rookie changes course of Series 

Ig~~""IDeMarco: Giants rookie Madison Bumgarner, 21, joins elite company, changing the course of the World 

Series with Game 4 dominance of Rangers. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/1/20106:46:35 AM 

Alcohol more dangerous than heroin, study finds 

Alcohol outranked heroin, crack cocaine and methamphetamines, or crystal meth, as being the most dangerous to the 

individual and others, according to a new study. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/1/20107:44:24 AM 

Death toll from Iraqi church siege rises to 39 

Ig~~""~he toll from the bloody siege of a Baghdad church rose Monday to 39 dead with dozens more injured, 

Iraqi officials said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/1/20108:15:03 AM 

Yemen bombs suspect sent brother to his death 

Ig~~""IHe is suspected of packing explosives into the underwear of a Nigerian accused of trying to blow up a 
Detroit-bound airliner last Christmas and sent his own brother on a suicide mission. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/1/20108:16:42 AM 

Ex-guerrilla to be Brazil's first female president 

Ig~~""IA former Marxist guerrilla who was tortured and imprisoned during Brazil's long dictatorship was elected 

Sunday as president of Latin America's biggest nation. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/1/20109:17:38 AM 

Tomas seen regaining power, pose threat to Haiti 

No longer a hurricane, Tropical Storm Tomas swirled over warm Caribbean waters early Monday and forecasters warned 

it could regain power and pose a threat to the crowded quake refugee camps in Haiti. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/1/20109:29:52 AM 

Poll suggests Dems will face 'hurricane winds' 

Republicans remain on course to make substantial midterm gains across the country and to win control of at least one 

chamber of Congress, according to the final NBC News/Wall Street Journal poll before Tuesday's elections. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/1/20109:59:09 AM 

N. Korea border skirmish likely an accident 

An exchange of gunfire across the heavily armed border between the two Koreas last week was likely an accident and 

not a deliberate provocation by the prickly North, a top lawmaker said. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/1/201010:12:51 AM 

$22,500 a month: Iraq MPs do little, earn lots 

Ig~~""llraqi lawmakers have collected their $90,000 stipend, they're raking in $22,500 a month in salaries and 
allowances - and they've only worked about 20 minutes this year. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/1/2010 10:27:03 AM 

Newlywed shot dead after Halloween party 

A newlywed was shot dead after returning from a Halloween party, according to reports. Her husband has been charged 

with murder. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/1/2010 11:04:43 AM 

8-year sentence for Gitmo's 'child soldier' 

Ig~~""~he long-running case of a onetime teenage al-Qaida fighter is over, with a u.s. military judge sentencing 

Omar Khadr to eight more years in custody for war crimes. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/1/2010 11:39:29 AM 

Five held as cops bust elephant smuggling ring 

Indian police busted an elephant smuggling ring in the northeastern state of Assam, arresting five people and seizing 

three wild elephants, authorities said Monday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/1/2010 11:39:29 AM 

Five held as cops bust elephant smuggling ring 

Indian police busted an elephant smuggling ring in the northeastern state of Assam, arresting five people and seizing 

three wild elephants, authorities said Monday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/1/201011:50:14 AM 

Video: Todd: Pelosi a 'punching bag' for GOP 

Ig~~""INBC chief White House correspondent Chuck Todd tells TODAY's Meredith Vieira that Republicans are on 
track for a SO-seat House gain as well as significant victories in the Senate going into Tuesday's 

election. (Today Show) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/1/2010 11:52:46 AM 

5 holiday shopping traps to avoid 

Ig~~""IFinding the right holiday gift at the right price can be challenging. The latest issue of Consumer Reports 

highlights five traps holiday shoppers should be aware of. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/1/2010 11:53:45 AM 

Video: Small bombs could have big impact 

Ig~~""INBC'S Pete Williams reports on the latest in the cargo plane bomb scare, where officials say two explosive 

packages were powerful enough to blow a considerable hole in an airplane (Today Show) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/1/201011:57:12 AM 

Battling office bullies becomes big business 

Amid fears of losing their jobs during tough economic times, employees are feeling targeted by office bullies - leading to 

a blossoming industry that addresses the workplace dynamic. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/1/201012:09:19 PM 

U.S. economy is just bumping along the bottom 

The u.s. economy may technically out of recession. But in most parts of the country, it's stili just bumping along the 

bottom. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/1/201012:16:50 PM 

Video: Environmental entrepreneurs: Firing up algae fuel 

Ig~~""IAlgae fuel start-ups across the country are getting closer to commercial scale production of the 
environmentally friendly fuel, thanks to investment from the government. (msnbc.com) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/1/2010 12:29:55 PM 

Air travel facing 'ludicrous' security, claims CEO 

An airline chief claimed Monday that passengers could be subjected to "ludicrous" new security measures following the 

Yemen mail bomb plot. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/1/201012:33:37 PM 

Lights out, phones on: Many teens text all night long 

Teens send an average of 34 texts a night (adding up to 3,400 a month) after going to bed - in some cases up to four 

hours after hitting the sack, found researchers studying the effects of electronic media on sleep. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/1/20101:11:03 PM 

First Read: The more things change ... 

On the cusp of a third-straight change election, voters' attitudes have actually changed very little in the past few 

months. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/1/20101:14:24 PM 

Young algae industry gets government push 

Ig~~""IWith a big boost from the government, algae is making headway as a potential replacement for some of 

the 18 million barrels of crude oil used daily nationwide. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/1/20101:17:27 PM 

Poll suggests Dems will face 'hurricane winds' 

Republicans remain on course to make substantial midterm gains across the country and to win control of at least one 

chamber of Congress, according to the final NBC News/Wall Street Journal poll before Tuesday's elections. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/1/2010 1:28:30 PM 

Video: Family remembers tragic mountain climber 

Ig~~""~oe Puryear's family and friends remember him as someone who loved the mountains and always 

practiced safe climbing techniques. (Today Show) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/1/2010 1:41:50 PM 

Report: Porn star planning to sue Charlie Sheen 

Christina Walsh, the 22-year-old porn actress who was in Charlie Sheen's hotel room during his recent New York City 

rampage, reportedly could sue the actor as early as this week, alleging that she was in fear for her life. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/1/20102:24:07 PM 

Taliban briefly overrun east Afghanistan district 

The Taliban briefly overran a district seat in eastern Afghanistan and torched government buildings there, officials said 

Monday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/1/20102:36:55 PM 

Indonesia volcano erupts anew; 21 more rumble 

Ig~~""IEvacuees fled for cover as an erupting volcano - one of 22 showing increased activity in Indonesia - let 

loose explosions of hot gas and debris in its most powerful blast in a deadly week. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/1/20102:48:56 PM 

Video: Social media, reality TV causing lack of civility? 

Ig~~""~ODAYJS Matt Lauer talks to Temple University psychology professor Frank Farley and pop culture 

commentator Lola Ogunnaike about whether social media are fueling the lack of civility in our 
culture. (Today Show) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/1/20103:26:43 PM 

Tiger not shocked to be passed by Westwood 

Ig~~""~iger Woods says it was no surprise to lose golf's No.1 ranking to England's Lee Westwood after 

struggling through a disappointing year. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/1/20103:50:55 PM 

Video: HBT Daily: Good pitching or bad hitting? 

Ig~~""lcraig Calcaterra and Matt Stroup think the Giants' success has been a combination of their own strong 
pitching and the Rangers' offensive struggles. (NBC Sports) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/1/20104:09:52 PM 

Newsweek: The 50 most powerful political figures 

In the oversaturated, hypercommodified media culture of 2010, the most influential political figures are generally the 

ones who make the most money peddling their perspectives. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/1/20104:21:15 PM 

Former Rep. Gary Condit testifies in murder trial 

Ig~~""IFormer California Rep. Gary Condit took the stand Monday to testify in the trial for the slaying of Chandra 

Levy, a case that helped derail his political career when he was once investigated as a suspect. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/1/20104:22:03 PM 

Bomb tip-off came from ex-Gitmo detainee 

Ig~~""IA member of al-Qaida gave authorities the key tip-off which led to the discovery of the two mail bombs 

sent from Yemen to the U.S., officials said Monday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/1/20104:28:21 PM 

Video: Steele: Both parties are on 'a short leash' 

Ig~~""IRNC Chairman Michael Steele speaks to MSNBC's Contessa Brewer about the future of the GOP after the 
midterm elections. (Other) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/1/20104:48:52 PM 

Video: Neck and neck in Washington state senate race 

Ig~~""lln Washington state, Democratic Senator Patty Murray didn't expect a tough race. But the self 

proclaimed "mom in tennis shoes" is in a tight battle with Republican challenger Dino Rossi. The race is 
expected to be so tight, the winner may not be known until days after the election. NBC's Kelly O'Donnell 
reports from Seattle. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/1/20105:35:13 PM 

What will change - and what won't - if the GOP wins the House 

NBC's Mike Viqueira looks at what a GOP-controlled House would mean. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/1/20105:36:34 PM 

Judge won't hear Jackson wrongful death case 

Ig~~""IA wrongful-death lawsuit filed by Michael Jackson's father will now be handled by a state court after a 
federal judge said Monday he didn't have authority to hear the case and that the singer's father would be 

unlikely to collect tens of millions of dollars in damages in his court. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/1/20105:44:21 PM 

58 die in siege on Catholic church in Iraq 

Militants seized a Baghdad church during evening Mass, triggering a raid by Iraqi security forces. The bloodbath left at 

least 58 people dead and 78 wounded - nearly everyone inside. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/1/20105:50:56 PM 

Enterprise urged to fix recalled rental cars 

The Federal Trade Commission is being asked to explain why the rental car industry shouldn't have to live by the same 

rule that requires auto dealers to fix vehicles under recall notice before they can be sold. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/1/20106:03:13 PM 

Five signs your campaign is over 

Newsweek: If you exhibit any of these symptoms, get some rest - further campaigning won't help you anyway. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/1/20106:11:02 PM 

Bad hair day: Boy, 4, barred from pre-K for long locks 

Ig~~""~ack Szablewski, 4, was not allowed to attend St. Dominic school in Brick, N.J., because his hair was 
deemed too long - even though the boy, whose grandfather died of lung cancer, was growing out his 

locks to donate for use in wigs for children undergoing cancer treatment. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/1/20106:14:58 PM 

Woman convicted in collar bomb robbery 

A federal jury on Monday convicted an Erie, Pa., woman of taking part in a bizarre plot in which a pizza delivery driver 

was forced to rob a bank wearing a metal bomb collar that exploded shortly afterward, killing him. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/1/20106:15:41 PM 

Video: No Spanish Pledge of Allegiance, says mother 

Ig~~""IAn Oklahoma mother is upset that her son's Spanish class is requiring him to say the Pledge of Allegiance 

in Spanish. KFOR's Russell Carter reports. (NBC News Channel) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/1/20106:34:42 PM 

Air travelers embrace stricter 'no-fly' rules 

Airline passengers in New York welcomed stricter safety rules that went into effect Monday, especially in light of last 

week's interception of U.S.-bound parcel bombs sent from Yemen. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/1/20106:36:01 PM 

Can bad in-flight behavior land you on the no-fly list? 

As the TSA implements its Secure Flight program, federal officials are eagerly clearing up misconceptions some travelers 

hold about the no-fly list. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/1/20106:41:51 PM 

Video: Beach wheelchairs create new 'experience' 

Ig~~""INew floating wheelchairs allow disabled users to enjoy being in the water at the beach. SNN6's Mia 
McCormick reports. (NBC News Channel) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/1/20106:51:30 PM 

Greece stops mail bomb addressed to French leader 

Ig~~""IGreek police foiled four attempted parcel bomb attacks Monday, allegedly targeting French President 

Nicolas Sarkozy and three embassies in Athens. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/1/20107:03:48 PM 

PFT: Moss not officially waived? It's getting weird 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/1/20107:03:48 PM 

PFT: Vikings reportedly waive Moss after 4 games 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/1/20107:18:58 PM 

Experts: 'Your Baby Can Read' claims overblown 

Are those tots in the "Your Baby Can Read" commercials really reading? No, experts contacted by NBC News agreed: The 

vast majority of infants and toddlers do not have brains developed enough to learn to read the way the television ads 

claim they can. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/1/20107:34:01 PM 

Video: Latino vote could be key in midterm election 

Ig~~""ILatino voters could be a pivotal block in many contests. NBC's Miguel Almaguer takes a look at how these 
voters could help decide some races. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/1/20107:53:44 PM 

GM expected to file terms of IPQ Tuesday 

General Motors is expected to file the terms of its initial public offering of shares on Tuesday, according to news reports. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/1/20107:56:57 PM 

In election's wake, Obama to turn to Asia business 

Ig~~""lsome conservative critics have portrayed President Barack Obama's upcoming Asia trip as an escape from 
awkward questions about Democratic election losses - but most analysts say the diplomatic mission is 

important and, if anything, overdue. By msnbc.com's Kari Huus. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/1/20108:19:58 PM 

Fixing cargo security system would cost billions 

The glaring weakness of the cargo shipping system has been laid bare by the Yemen-based mail bomb plot - but the 

cost of fixing it may be too high. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/1/20108:20:37 PM 

Life Inc: The target on Target's back 

Ig~~""~argetls controversial decision to give money to a conservative political organization has hurt the 

company among Democrats - and it's not helping them much with Republicans. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/1/20108:28:21 PM 

ViewSonic's lO-inch tablet boots Windows and Android 

Ig~~""lviewsonic is making a lD.l-inch tablet that will come with both Windows Home 7 Premium and Google's 

Android 1.6, and can boot with either operating system. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/1/20108:29:51 PM 

Feeble economic growth doesn't matter much 

An economy growing 2 percent a year might be tolerable in normal times. Today, it's a near-disaster. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/1/20108:54:48 PM 

Cops: Baby, mom killed when man drives into house 

Ig~~""IA man slammed his pickup truck into a bedroom where his newborn daughter and her teen mother slept, 

killing both, police said Monday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/1/20109:01:35 PM 

Drunken diaper-wearing man seeking candy arrested 

Maryland State Police said a drunken 47-year-old Florida man wearing a diaper was arrested for shouting profanities 

while trick-or-treating. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/1/20109:05:08 PM 

Midterm turnout could shatter records 

A record-breaking 90 million people may cast ballots for 2010 candidates, according to one study. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/1/20109:07:43 PM 

Woman convicted in collar bomb robbery 

Ig~~""IA federal jury on Monday convicted an Erie, Pa., woman of taking part in a bizarre plot in which a pizza 

delivery driver was forced to rob a bank wearing a metal bomb collar that exploded shortly afterward, 
killing him. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/1/20109:54:34 PM 

Experts offer tips on tackling health care costs 

Ig~~""IYour Career: It's that dreaded time of year again. Employees are beginning to find out how much more 

they'll be ponying up for health insurance in 2011, and costs are going up, again. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/1/201010:00:11 PM 

Number of denied BP claims rises sharply 

Denied claims for Gulf of Mexico oil spill victims are rising dramatically because of a flood of new filings coming in 

without proper documentation or with no proof at all, the head of the $20 billion BP fund said Monday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/1/2010 10:03:04 PM 

HBT: Burrell returns to lineup as Giants DH 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/1/2010 10:25:06 PM 

Video: Pleading Their Case 

Ig~~""IAttorneyS argue over Arizona's controversial immigration law. Noelle Walker reports. (NBC News 
Channel) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/1/201010:47:19 PM 

Video: Final push for midterm candidates 

Ig~~""lon the eve of a potentially history-making election, candidates from coast to coast Monday called in high

profile reinforcements, while the president stayed out of the public eye. NBC's Savannah Guthrie 
reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/1/201011:02:01 PM 

Video: Voters motivated by jobs, 'limited government' 

Ig~~""INBC'S Chuck Todd talks about what voters have in mind as they head to the polls. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/1/201011:12:03 PM 

Did al-Qaida figure telegraph cargo plot? 

Ig~~""IAn al-Qaida military commander in Yemen appeared to forecast a major upcoming terror operation 
against the West using experimental "explosive charges" in a little-noticed audiotape issued three weeks 

ago. NBC's Michaellsikoff reports. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/1/201011:21:11 PM 

Regular workouts ward off the common cold 

Working out regularly doesn't only help tone your body and build muscle - it could also help you avoid catching the 

common cold, a new study suggests. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/1/2010 11:35:01 PM 

Appeals court extends life of gay military policy 

A federal appeals court has indefinitely extended its freeze on a judge's order halting enforcement of the military's 

"don't ask, don't tell" policy. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/1/201011:51:13 PM 

Parcel bombs 4 times larger than Christmas plot 

Ig~~""IAI-Qaidals top bombmaker raised his game, officials believe, by following his miss on a crowded U.S.

bound passenger jet last Christmas with four times more explosives packed into bombs hidden last week 
on flights from Yemen. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/1/201011:57:18 PM 

Girl Scouts: Uniforms to be US-made 

The Girl Scouts of the USA says its uniforms will continue to be made in America following a public uproar over reports 

the organization was considering bids from overseas manufacturers. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/2/201012:37:21 AM 

'Typosquatters' hope you type addresses wrong 

By registering domain names that are similar to commonly visited sites - facebok.com for example - typosquatters 

display advertisements or fraudulent promotional offers on their sites in the hopes that misspellings will draw traffic -

and victims. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/2/201012:49:51 AM 

NYT: Economic cycle could boost winners 

Ig~~""INYT: Politicians who get elected during hard times and then preside over the economic upswing tend to 

rise to prominence, not just because of their policies but also because of their timing. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/2/20102:05:23 AM 

Demi Lovato enters treatment center for 'issues' 

Ig~~"'l'Demi Lovato left her tour early this weekend in order to seek medical treatment for emotional and 

physical issues she has dealt with for some time," the teen's rep said in the statement. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/2/20102:56:33 AM 

MVP Renteria saves biggest moments for Series 

Ig~~""IEdgar Renteria saves his most memorable moments for the World Series. After getting the hit that won 

the 1997 title for Florida and making the final out for St. Louis in Boston's 2004 win, he pushed the Giants 
to their first title in 56 years. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/2/20103:37:08 AM 

Perfect lOs become meaningless on 'Dancing' 

Ig~~""llnstead of fillerific clip segments, new routines and tough-talking judges, the dance floor featured familiar 

faces, somewhat familiar dances and sky-high scores for the 200th episode. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/2/20103:39:21 AM 

San Francisco treat! Giants win World Series 

Ig~~""~im Lincecum, Edgar Renteria and the Giants won the World Series on Monday night, beating the Texas 
Rangers 3-1 in a tense Game 5 and taking the trophy home to the city by the Bay for the first time. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/2/20103:39:39 AM 

HBT: Misfit Giants prove anything can happen in October 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/2/20104:21:58 AM 

Manning's 2 TDs lift Colts over Texans 

Ig~~""~he Colts hold on for a 30-17 victory over the Texans to grab sole possession of AFC South lead. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/2/20105:09:48 AM 

U.N. investigator: Migrants suffer worst racism 

Migrants in Europe, the United States and many other parts of the world are subjected to the worst forms of racial 

discrimination and xenophobia, a U.N. independent investigator said Monday. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/2/20106:19:59 AM 

DeMarco: Giants win title with giants on the mound 

Ig~~""IDeMarco: For all the great storylines surrounding the Giants' run to a championship, in the end it all came 

down to a young, talented group of homegrown pitchers led by Tim Lincecum. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/2/20108:04:27 AM 

Recall election scheduled for city of Bell 

Ig~~""~he crowd outside Bell City Hall erupted in cheers when the City Council for the scandal-plagued Los 

Angeles suburb voted to hold a recall election, although many were not happy that they couldn't watch 
the historic moment in person. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/2/20108:49:44 AM 

Yemen charges U.S.-born cleric al-Awlaki 

Yemen began the trial in absentia on Tuesday of a radical U.S.-born preacher wanted dead or alive by Washington. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/2/20109:19:23 AM 

Stowaway survives flight in landing gear 

A 17-year-old foster child survived a 50-minute flight hidden in a plane's landing gear in Siberia, Russian investigators 

said Tuesday. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/2/20109:22:30 AM 

Japan dolphin hunt town meets with activists 

Ig~~""IAn unprecedented meeting between conservationists and leaders of the dolphin-hunting village depicted 
in the Oscar-winning film "The Cove" ended in bitter disagreement Tuesday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/2/201010:11:13 AM 

Cops: 16-year-old, boyfriend killed missing dad 

Ig~~""IA 16-year-old girl and her boyfriend have been charged with murder after the teen's father disappeared. 

I~~~~:[~~~:j 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/2/201010:16:22 AM 

Ugandan court bars photos, names of gays in paper 

Uganda's high court has ordered a controversial newspaper to stop publishing the names and photographs of people it 

says are gay, ruling that the publication is violating their right to privacy. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/2/2010 11:27:24 AM 

Masked police raid tycoon's Moscow bank 

Ig~~""IAt least 20 masked police officers carrying automatic weapons surrounded a Moscow bank building 

controlled by a Russian tycoon on Tuesday, one of his aides said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/2/2010 11:31:56 AM 

BP lifts cost for spill, denting quarterly profit 

BP lifted its estimate of the likely cost of its Gulf of Mexico oil spill to $40 billion, denting profits, but its underlying 

performance beat all expectations. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/2/2010 11:34:48 AM 

Video: Candidates brace for voters' message 

Ig~~""IWith Election Day finally here, Republicans and Democrats are watching voters in key midterm battles 
that will shape the future of both the House and the Senate. NBC's Kelly O'Donnell reports. (Today Show) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/2/2010 11:42:32 AM 

15 reasons retailers annoy us 

Ig~~""IAS the u.s. economy limps out of recession, retailers need to fight for every dollar. But the tactics they 

use to get customers to spend extra are clearly wearing thin. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/2/201011:48:10 AM 

Oklahoma City tops the list of most affordable 

Ig~~""lln compiling our list, we searched for cities that had a balance of cheap living and economic prosperity -

places with solid job markets, but where costs aren't prohibitive. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/2/2010 12:01:05 PM 

Not tired of elections yet? Some could go into overtime 

This election night, with public polling showing jump balls in dozens of House contests and a handful of key statewide 

races, might not be over by Wednesday morning. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/2/2010 12:07:25 PM 

Remember President Dewey? Polls can be wrong 

Politics is unpredictable, and pollsters use different methods to determine who's up and who's down. Every once in a 

while, they get it wrong. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/2/2010 12:29:49 PM 

Cute, naked photos of tots pose parental dilemma 

Facebook, Flickr, YouTube, it's not hard to find pictures of children, some in varying degrees of undress being shown off 

by proud parents. But some warn that sexual predators see too. And others caution that parents themselves can be seen 

as suspect. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/2/201012:32:18 PM 

Health insurance mandate on ballot in 3 states 

Ballots in Arizona, Colorado and Oklahoma include proposed amendments to the states' constitutions that would 

prohibit the enforcement of the individual mandate and other provisions of the law. They echo a measure that Missouri 

voters approved by more than 70 percent in August. Legislatures in several other states, including Georgia, Idaho, 

Louisiana and Virginia, have also passed state laws with similar language. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/2/201012:43:57 PM 

A wrinkle in crime? The Botox defense 

Not only can Botox protect your face from the cruel march of time, it may also keep you out of the slammer. When a 

Canadian woman was asked to take a breathalyzer test, she said her Botoxed lips prevented her from puckering. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/2/2010 12:52:38 PM 

HBT: Post-Series riots are very tech-forward 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/2/20101:18:27 PM 

First Thoughts: How we got here 

Ig~~""~he GOP appears to be on the verge of some big wins. So how did we get to the cusp of a third-straight 

change election? 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/2/2010 1:27:58 PM 

Indonesian volcano forces flight cancellations 

r-Illndonesia's most dangerous volcano forced international airlines to cancel flights to nearby airports 
uesday, as fiery lava lit the rumbling mountain's cauldron and plumes of smoke blackened the sky. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/2/2010 1:52:04 PM 

Newsweek: What will Brazil's Lula do next? 

With the votes counted and outgoing president Lula's successor chosen--the first woman to lead South America's largest 

country--the question now is, what's next for Lula? 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/2/20102:38:01 PM 

Video: Milan, Venice submerged in floodwaters 

Ig~~""~hree people have died in Italy after heavy rains trigger flooding and mudslides. TODAYshow.com's Dara 
Brown reports. (Other) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/2/20103:11:15 PM 

Another step toward a royal wedding? 

Ig~~""IROyal wedding watchers are speculating that the big day is looking more and more like a sure thing after 

photos surfaced of Kate Middleton's parents at the Queen's estate in Scotland. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/2/20103:12:22 PM 

Homeownership at lowest level in a decade 

The u.s. homeownership rate is at the lowest level in more than a decade, hampered by a rise in foreclosures and weak 

demand for housing. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/2/20103:39:31 PM 

Video: Giant sinkhole swallows street in Germany 

r-~ sinkhole swallows a car and part 01 a street, leaving a 6S-loot-deep hole in Schmalkalden, Germany. 
ODAYshow.com's Dara Brown reports. (Other) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/2/20103:52:03 PM 

Yemen hunts bomb suspect; pipeline blown up 

Ig~~""IYemen launched an operation to arrest a Saudi bomb maker accused of being behind the foiled mail 

bomb plot, while suspected al-Qaida fighters blew up an oil pipeline, apparently in response. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/2/2010 4:00:22 PM 

Iranian woman to be hanged Wednesday -rights group 

An Iranian woman whose sentence of execution by stoning for adultery provoked a worldwide outcry will instead be 

hanged for murder on Wednesday, a human rights group said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/2/20104:05:37 PM 

Video: Explosive package sent to Germany's Merkel 

Ig~~""IGerman police say they have found a suspicious package containing explosives at Chancellor Angela 
Merkel's office in Berlin. Msnbc's Chris Jansing reports. (Other) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/2/20104:45:41 PM 

Election Night: How to watch on the web 

Here at the 2010 Election Desk at 30 Rockefeller Center, the NBC News political team and msnbc.com are gearing up for 

a busy evening of race calls, exit polls, and analysis. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/2/20105:12:49 PM 

'Lion King' actress, 11, dies of leukemia 

Ig~~""IAn ll-year-old girl who played young Nala in "The Lion King" on Broadway has died after a battle with 

leukemia. Katharina Harf, co-founder of the bone marrow donor center DKMS, says Shannon Tavarez 
died Monday in New Hyde Park, N.Y. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/2/20105:28:19 PM 

American astronauts cast ballots in orbit 

Three American astronauts flying on the International Space Station may be far from home, but they're not left out of 

today's Election Day fervor. They still get to vote from space. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/2/20105:29:33 PM 

Berlusconi: Better to love girls than gays 

Premier Silvio Berlusconi dismissed calls Tuesday to resign over his involvement with an underage Moroccan runaway -

and even created a new uproar by claiming it was better to love beautiful girls than gays. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/2/20106:16:25 PM 

At least 1 Shot Fired at Coast Guard Facility 

Another shot is fired at a military location. The target: the Coast Guard. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/2/20106:33:29 PM 

Social media votes on Election Day 

Election Day is huge on most of the big social networking sites, which are amassing a tremendous amount of data as 

voters check-in on Foursquare, click on buttons that proclaim their voting status on Facebook and continue to lobby for 

their candidates and causes on Twitter. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/2/20106:38:27 PM 

Vote: How would it be with a GOP Congress? 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/2/20106:43:54 PM 

Newsweek: How the GOP teamed with the Tea Party 

How establishment Republicans in FreedomWorks and diffuse Tea Partiers hooked up in a bid to take the midterms by 

storm. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/2/20107:45:52 PM 

Sheen's bad behavior is good news for 'Men' 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/2/20108:18:32 PM 

FBI: Box cutters found aboard Delta plane 

The Federal Bureau of Investigation is probing an incident on a Delta Air Lines flight from Japan involving suspicious 

items, the FBI said on Tuesday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/2/20108:30:28 PM 

Bombs go off across Baghdad; at least 76 die 

Ig~~""lsixteen bombs went off across Iraq's capital on Tuesday, many at coffee shops full of civilians. Officials 

said the death toll was at least 76, but that number could keep climbing. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/2/20108:33:29 PM 

'Hiccup Girl's' hiccups return during court hearing 

Ig~~""~hey were barely audible at first, but the more Jennifer Mee sobbed in court, the louder they got: 

Hiccups. Mee is charged with first-degree murder after police say she lured a man into a fatal robbery. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/2/20108:34:35 PM 

PFT's power rankings: Bad news, Vikings 

Ig~~""lpFT: We interrupt the ongoing Moss-and-McNabb mania to do what we do every week at this time. 

Provide a meaningless ranking of all NFL teams from top to bottom. As you'll see, the Moss situation has 
influenced the top and the bottom of this week's list. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/2/20108:36:17 PM 

Reports: Bret Michaels, Miley's mom had affair 

Ig~~""~he reason Miley Cyrus' parents are splitting after 17 years of marriage: Mom Tish had an affair with 

rocker Bret Michaels, reports the new Us Weekly. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/2/20108:47:57 PM 

Stocks end election-day trading with gains 

Stocks rose Tuesday as investors moved into riskier assets following a steep drop in the dollar, putting the Dow near its 

highest point this year before it fell back. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/2/20108:52:54 PM 

'Due Date' a long, winding road to nowhere 

Robert Downey Jr. is miserable, stuck on a cross-country drive with a creepy Zach Galifianakis in the comedy "Due Date." 

And it's easy to imagine how he feels: It's often torturous just sitting through the movie. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/2/20108:57:52 PM 

Newsweek: W.Va., Illinois two states to watch 

Republicans must win the West Virginia Senate race if they want to take control of the Senate. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/2/20109:05:31 PM 

Hello to gridlock ... and goodbye to recovery? 

Political gridlock is supposed to be good for business. If bickering lawmakers can't agree on anything, the thinking goes, 

they can't pass laws and regulations that make the economy worse. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/2/20109:36:51 PM 

Google will settle Buzz privacy suit for $8M 

Google Inc., the top Web search provider, said Tuesday it will allocate about $8.5 million to Internet privacy and policy 

organizations as part of a class action settlement involving its Buzz social hub. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/2/20109:44:00 PM 

Day of dead: Mexicans mourn, drug war rages 

Ig~~""IStunned by rising violence in Mexico's drug war, people laid marigolds on the graves of its victims and lit 
candles on altars as they celebrated the Day of the Dead in the country's richest city. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/2/201010:02:15 PM 

10-year-old gives birth in southern Spain 

A lO-year-old girl has given birth in southern Spain and authorities are evaluating whether to let her and her family 

retain custody of the baby, an official said Tuesday. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/2/2010 10:25:52 PM 

Landis to be tried in hacking case, sources say 

Ig~~""~Udicial officials familiar with the case say American cyclist Floyd Landis and coach Arnie Baker will stand 

trial in the hacking case of a French doping lab. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/2/2010 10:46:24 PM 

SF supervisors pass 'Happy Meal' regulations 

San Francisco lawmakers have approved legislation that they hope will force fast-food chains such as McDonald's to 

make their children's meals healthier or stop selling them with toys. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/2/201011:10:51 PM 

Bomb campaign in Greece reaches Germany 

Ig~~""lsuspected Greek terrorists unleashed a wave of mail bomb attacks in Athens and abroad, with one 

package reaching the office of German Chancellor Angela Merkel. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/2/201011:22:16 PM 

Don't be a hater! Not all reality TV is awful 

Ig~~""IYes, some reality programming is awful. But it's ignorant to dismiss an entire genre of TV, one that ranges 

from utter trash to shows that are more engaging than scripted series. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/2/2010 11:38:38 PM 

Hotel replaces room keys with mobile phones 

Visitors to a Stockholm hotel will be able to use mobile phones instead of keys to unlock the doors to their rooms. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/3/201012:15:29 AM 

Chilean Miner to Compete in NYC Marathon 

A rescued Chilean miner who kept in shape by running the tunnels while he was trapped underground will put the 

training to good use when he competes Sunday in the 26.2 miled ING New York ... 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/3/201012:54:37 AM 

An older, more conservative electorate 

Ig~~""IEXit poll interviews indicated that a deeply pessimistic electorate - and one skewed to older voters -

was showing up to vote this year. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/3/20101:18:31 AM 

Newsweek: The return of Bush nostalgia? 

As far-right rookies like Rand Paul, Sharron Angle, and Ken Buck begin to arrive on Capitol Hill, as they're expected to, 

both mainstream Republicans and Democrats will realize that, whatever their disagreements with him, Dubya and his ilk 

would be far more constructive partners in governing than the conservatives who are replacing them. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/3/20102:12:15 AM 

'Dancing' goes big for its latest cut 

Ig~~""IFor the fourth week in a row, our readers gave Bristol Palin the lowest score of the bunch, and for the 

fourth week straight, viewers voted her through. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/3/20102:31:20 AM 

Do fossil fingers point to sexy tales? 

Ig~~""lscience editor Alan Boyle's Weblog: Researchers claim that fossilized fingers suggest many of our 

ancestors were more competitive and promiscuous than we are. But not all of them. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/3/20102:51:47 AM 

Women's hoops team has transgender player 

A female-to-male transgender member of the George Washington women's basketball team wants to be identified as a 

man this season. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/3/20103:01:18 AM 

What exit polls say about the Tea Party movement 

The Tea Party movement proved to be an important factor in GOP victories - but exit poll data raised the question of 

whether Tea Party and "conservative" are pretty much interchangeable labels. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/3/20103:43:55 AM 

Voters face missing ballots, power failures 

Ig~~""IFrom Delaware to California, Election Day ushered in a variety of voting problems and irregularities. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/3/2010 4:00:52 AM 

Video: Tearful Boehner says 'not a time for celebration' 

Ig~~""IRep. John Boehner, R-Ohio, on track to become the next House speaker, addressed the Republican 
election victories in an emotional speech. (NBC News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/3/20105:10:14 AM 

Heart surgery doesn't stop voter in Wisconsin 

Ig~~""IA Milwaukee man who came to after heart surgery and demanded a ballot has been allowed to vote. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/3/20105:53:09 AM 

Early Alaska results look good for Murkowski 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/3/20106:02:58 AM 

Reid holds on; GOP short of Senate majority 

Ig~~""IRepublicans gained Senate seats in at least six states but fell short of attaining a majority. In Nevada, 
Majority Leader Harry Reid beat back Sharron Angle's tough challenge. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/3/20106:22:52 AM 

Report: Former Russian PM Chernomyrdin dies 

Russian state news agency RIA Novosti is reporting that former Prime Minister Viktor Chernomyrdin, who held the post 

in the turbulent 1990s as Russia was throwing off communism and developing into a market economy, has died at age 

72. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/3/20106:40:57 AM 

Buzzkill! Pro-pot initiative fails in Calif. 

Ig~~""IAn unprecedented marijuana-legalization measure in California has failed after a spirited campaign. It 
was by far the highest-profile of the 160 ballot measures being decided in 37 states. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/3/20106:56:43 AM 

In bruising Calif. race, Brown wins governor's job 

Ig~~""lln a dramatic return to the statehouse in California, Democrat Jerry Brown is projected to win the 

gubernatorial race over Republican Meg Whitman. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/3/20109:57:01 AM 

Analysis: 'Hurricane' batters Democrats 

Ig~~""lwhile some were predicting a political tsunami that would wipe out Democrats across the country, the 

more apt metaphor of what took place on Election Night was the hurricane. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/3/2010 10:36:44 AM 

Odds and ends: Alaska Senate race is big mystery 

Ig~~""IOddS and ends from the election: So who's winning in the Alaska Senate race? Right now the leader is 
"write-in candidates." 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/3/201010:38:15 AM 

Divided Congress on tap as GOP seizes House 

Ig~~""IAmericans who insisted they were tired of partisan divisions elected a divided Congress, giving 

Republicans control of the House but leaving Democrats in control of the Senate, NBC News projected. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/3/2010 11:04:29 AM 

2 killed, 50 injured in earthquake in Serbia 

An earthquake rattled central Serbia overnight, damaging buildings, killing at least two people and injuring 50 others, 

authorities said Wednesday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/3/2010 11:22:25 AM 

S. Korea fires warning shots at disputed border 

South Korea's navy fired warning shots to chase away a North Korean fishing boat that crossed their disputed sea border 

early Wednesday, Seoul's Defense Ministry said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/3/2010 11:32:28 AM 

Video: Sen. Reid: We need to work with Republicans 

Ig~~""IDesPite a statewide anti-incumbent fervor and rough economic times in Nevada, Democrat Harry Reid 

held on to his seat as the Senate's majority leader. He speaks with TODAY about his critical victory and his 
desire to "work together" with newly-elected Republicans in Congress. (Today Show) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/3/2010 11:37:20 AM 

Video: How did GOP pull off biggest win in 70 years? 

Ig~~""INBC'S Chuck Todd breaks down the key races and crucial voter demographics that helped push 

Republicans over the top in their House victory. (Today Show) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/3/2010 11:58:22 AM 

Video: Did Sarah Palin's 'Mama Grizzlies' roar? 

Ig~~""~he Tea Party's "North Star" campaigned hard for conservative women she dubbed "Mama Grizzlies," so 
how well did candidates like Nikki Haley and Christine O'Donnell fare? NBC's Norah O'Donnell 

reports. (Today Show) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/3/2010 11:59:59 AM 

Video: George W. Bush: 'I gave it my all' 

Ig~~""~he former president, in an exclusive interview with TODAY's Matt Lauer, looks back at his time in office, 
saying "I served, I gave it my all. And 11m a content man." (Today Show) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/3/2010 12:25:56 PM 

Video: Ricky Martin: Fear kept me from coming out 

Ig~~""~he Latin superstar speaks with TODAY's Meredith Vieira about his new memoir, liMe," in which he 

reflects on coming to terms with his sexuality and spirituality, saying if he knew coming out was this easy, 
he would have said that he was gay 10 years ago. (Today Show) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/3/201012:45:47 PM 

Video: What happened to 'please,' 'thank you'? 

Ig~~""IHas society let these three simple words of civility and gentility slip away? The Rev. Sherri Hausser and 

Rabbi Matthew Gewirtz discuss why softening commands and acknowledging gestures are so important 
in our daily interactions. (Today Show) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/3/20101:18:32 PM 

Video: Self-amputation scene 'accurate,' director says 

Ig~~""IActor James Franco and director Danny Boyle discuss taking hiker Aron Ralston's ultimate tale of survival 
to the big screen in "127 Hours," including his gruesome choice of severing his own arm to live, and say 

Ralston's video diaries played a critical role in character development. (Today Show) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/3/20101:20:19 PM 

Video: PFTV: In search of a home 

Ig~~""IMike Florio discusses the drama surrounding the Minnesota Vikings' release of Randy Moss. (NBC Sports) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/3/20102:11:02 PM 

New Congress faces tough economic choices 

Ig~~""~he new Congress faces a familiar set of economic problems: a badly broken housing market, persistently 

high unemployment and runaway government spending. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/3/20102:36:27 PM 

Fed's big gamble: What could go wrong 

The Federal Reserve is about to take a huge risk in hopes of getting the economy steaming along again. Nobody is sure it 

will work, and it may actually do damage. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/3/20102:54:00 PM 

Boa constrictor mom gives 'virgin birth' 

Ig~~""IA boa constrictor mother has given "virgin birth" to 22 female offspring, all of which have no father and 
are half-clones of their mother, according to new research. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/3/20102:58:08 PM 

Google sends 700,000 voters to wrong polling places? 

For 700,000 people in 12 on-the-bubble states, who needed to know where their polling places were yesterday,there 

was a massive FAIL from Google Election Center, which may have sent them to the wrong places on Election Day 2010. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/3/20103:03:45 PM 

Former world champion surfer Andy Irons dies 

Ig~~""IFormer three-time world surfing champion Andy Irons died just days after telling tournament organizers 

in Puerto Rico he had become ill during an event in Portugal. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/3/20103:27:08 PM 

Cattle burn as Indonesian volcano erupts 

Ig~~""llndonesia's deadly Mount Merapi is erupting with its biggest volcanic blast yet, with hot clouds spewing 

up to six miles away. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/3/20103:37:07 PM 

Boehner: Voters 'sent a very loud message' 

GOP leadership holds a news conference on Capitol Hill 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/3/20103:46:01 PM 

'Rivers of blood': Iraq militants warn Christians 

Ig~~""IMilitants vowed more attacks on Christians after a Baghdad church siege I linking the threat to claims 

that Egyptian Christians are holding women captive for converting to Islam. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/3/20103:48:03 PM 

Newsweek: What's next for the pro-pot movement? 

California's Prop 19 may have failed, but advocates say 2010 was a turning point in the fight for marijuana-law reform. 

Here's what's next for the pro-pot movement. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/3/20103:56:51 PM 

Firms add 43,000 private-sector jobs in Oct. 

Private employers added 43,000 jobs in October compared with a revised loss of 2,000 jobs in September, according to 

payrolls processor ADP. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/3/2010 4:00:32 PM 

Boston home 'leveled' in suspected gas explosion 

A house in Boston was 'leveled' by a suspected natural gas explosion Wednesday morning, prompting the evacuation of 

about 40 homes as a precaution, according to reports. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/3/20104:04:51 PM 

Newsweek: Real work begins for GOP now 

Once the victory parties are over and the helium has left the balloons in the ballrooms, it will be time to govern. Here's 

the path for a party with newfound-but not unlimited-power. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/3/20104:06:45 PM 

Beijing bashing and a professional panda 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/3/20104:08:53 PM 

Video: Watch live: President Obama press conference 

Ig~~""ILIVE VIDEO: A day after Republicans seized control of the House of Representatives, President Obama 
holds a news conference in the White House East Room. (NBC News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/3/20104:12:33 PM 

Former Russian PM Chernomyrdin dies at age 72 

Ig~~""lviktor Chernomyrdin, who served as Russia's prime minister in the turbulent 1990s as the country was 

throwing off communism and developing as a market economy, died Wednesday. He was 72. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/3/20104:25:24 PM 

Turkey reinstates YouTube ban 

A Turkish court has reinstated a 3D-month ban on the popular video-sharing YouTube website just days after it was 

removed, deepening a dispute over online free expression in the European Union candidate country. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/3/2010 4:34:56 PM 

Helin: Biggest surprises of NBA season thus far 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/3/20104:44:16 PM 

Newsweek: The business of the Disney empire 

The go-to explanation for why the Disney empire is so successful-valued at $68 billion-is its intellectual property. But 

it's more than that: Disney has had decades of solid experience in the logistics of how to make a product, how to ship 

related merchandise, how to price said merchandise, and how to market all of the above, anywhere in the world. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/3/20104:53:56 PM 

Ford hopes (-Max can revive the minivan 

Ig~~""IFord's C-Max, a microvan just going on sale in Europe, will be rolling into U.S. showrooms next year. The 

automaker hopes the new small car can establish a new niche market. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/3/20104:55:27 PM 

Obama: 'I've got to do a better job' 

President Obama holds a news conference after GOP wins control of the House 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/3/20105:25:58 PM 

PFT: Titans gather up ex-Viking Moss off waivers 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/3/20105:29:27 PM 

Octopus oracle's successor makes public debut 

Ig~~""lpaul the Octopus' successor has made his public debut - but his keepers aren't yet promising deep 

soccer insight from the youngster. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/3/20105:33:05 PM 

Fresh faces from the '10 midterm elections 

Msnbc.com looks at nine newly elected senators, governors and House members who could have a real impact over the 

next few years. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/3/20105:41:33 PM 

Automakers post October sales increase 

Ig~~""IFord and General Motors posted stronger sales in October, showing that - like the economy as a whole 
- the auto industry is moving along, but still under the desired speed limit. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/3/20105:42:06 PM 

Disney turns to guests to promote theme parks 

Real videos, real people. Disney's new campaign called "let the Memories Begin" relies on what the company refers to 

as "guest-generated" content. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/3/20105:48:06 PM 

Rhino killed, horns cut off, while inside refuge 

Ig~~""IA female rhino - the mother of eight - was slaughtered and her horns hacked off inside one of Africa's 

pre-eminent sanctuaries for black rhinos, the refuge reported this week. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/3/20105:55:24 PM 

Facebook, with 200M mobile users, will not make phone 

Ig~~""lco-founder shares info about 'Deals,' other mobile apps, improvements for social networking site. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/3/20106:14:36 PM 

Foul play ruled out in death of surfing champ 

Ig~~""IA Texas county medical examiner has ruled out trauma and foul play in the death of surfing champion 

Andy Irons. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/3/20106:18:20 PM 

FBI: Shots at Coast Guard office linked to others 

The FBI has linked a shooting at a u.s. Coast Guard recruiting office in Woodbridge, Virginia to four other similar 

incidents at military sites around the Washington area, an FBI spokesman said on Wednesday. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/3/20107:02:10 PM 

Fed takes bold, risky step to bolster economy 

The Federal Reserve launched a controversial new policy on Wednesday, committing to buy $600 billion more in 

government bonds by the middle of next year. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/3/20107:31:38 PM 

Mom happy that her 10-year-old gave birth 

A Romanian Gypsy woman whose lO-year-old daughter just gave birth in Spain says she's delighted to have a new 

granddaughter and doesn't understand why the birth has shocked anyone - let alone become an international 

sensation. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/3/20107:41:59 PM 

Video: Obama remarks on midterm elections 

Ig~~""lpresident Obama's full news conference discussing the outcome of the 2010 midterm elections. (Nightly 
News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/3/20107:58:35 PM 

After 'shellacking,' Obama takes responsibility 

Obama said Tuesday's results confirmed what he's heard from voters across the country: People are frustrated. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/3/20108:01:30 PM 

Thousands cheer on Giants at San Francisco parade 

Ig~~""~ens of thousands of baseball fans flocked to downtown Wednesday to toast the San Francisco Giants' 

World Series championship and see their hometown heroes take a victory lap in a ticker-tape parade 
reminiscent of the one held when the team moved west from New York 52 years ago. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/3/20108:08:04 PM 

We voted against Obama, Pelosi, Americans say 

For Democrats, Election Day was judgment day, with voters acting as jurors - standing up and finding a rash of 

candidates guilty for their association with President Barack Obama and House Speaker Nancy Pelosi. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/3/20108:09:03 PM 

PFT: Bills claim Merriman, LB says he'll report 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/3/20108:20:13 PM 

Tourist killed by lions while showering 

A tourist showering at a popular fishing camp in a remote area of Zimbabwe was attacked and killed by a pride of lions 

on Tuesday, local media reported. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/3/20108:24:51 PM 

Facebook says apps shared user data, promises fix 

Ig~~""IFacebook said some of its applications violated the social networking company's policies against sharing 

user information, and promised to fix the problem. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/3/20108:39:06 PM 

Comets and cannibals: Best disaster movies 

'Unstoppable' and its runaway train are latest in a proud, terrifying tradition. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/3/20108:48:13 PM 

Female topless ballot question fails in Mass. city 

Voters in a Massachusetts city decided not to lose their shirts over at least one ballot question. Pittsfield voters nixed a 

measure pushing for women to be allowed to walk around town topless. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/3/20108:58:36 PM 

What happened to please and thank you? 

Is our society lacking the civility we once had? From pop culture to politics it seems more and more that our society has 

national road rage. TODAY investigates the death of civility. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/3/20109:02:06 PM 

Elkhart is No. I, and now it's in a good way 

The Bureau of Labor Statistics reported the Elkhart metropolitan area saw the biggest improvement in its 

unemployment rate in the nation in September, as compared to a year earlier. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/3/20109:07:28 PM 

Dow ends trading day at its high for the year 

Stocks ended a volatile session modestly higher on Wednesday after the Federal Reserve detailed a plan to breathe new 

life into the struggling economy. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/3/20109:24:34 PM 

Gripping '127 Hours' a great escape 

Strangely, "127 Hours" serves as a persuasive tourism promotion for getting away from it all in middle-of-nowhere Utah. 

Really, it does, even after James Franco finds himself trapped beneath a boulder for - that's right - 127 hours while 

exploring caves and canyons. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/3/20109:45:09 PM 

Elections down, 2012 presidential campaign begins 

With the 2010 elections in the rearview mirror, the 2012 U.S. presidential campaign is now under way and would-be 

candidates are asking themselves: Is President Barack Obama beatable? 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/3/2010 10:03:22 PM 

Early Alzheimer's traced to critical brain region 

Alzheimer's disease may begin in a particularly vulnerable area of the brain and then further spread its damaging effects 

to other regions, according to a new study researchers conducted in mice. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/3/201010:08:14 PM 

Study: Atlantic Ocean's waters reversed direction 

Although it's said that still waters run deep, now scientists find that deep waters aren't still - in fact, the deep waters of 

the Atlantic Ocean seem to have reversed their direction of flow since the last time ice dominated the Earth. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/3/201010:19:40 PM 

Thousands cheer Giants at downtown parade 

Ig~~""~ens of thousands of baseball fans flocked to downtown Wednesday to toast the San Francisco Giants' 

World Series championship and see their hometown heroes take a victory lap in a ticker-tape parade 
reminiscent of the one held when the team moved west from New York 52 years ago. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/3/201010:21:21 PM 

Chinese leader tops Forbes most powerful list 

Ig~~""~here are 6.8 billion people on the planet. These are the 68 who matter. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/3/201010:47:25 PM 

Video: Power shift sends new faces to Capitol Hill 

Ig~~""~he change voters demanded at the polls Wednesday goes way beyond Washington. NBC's Kelly 
Q'Donnelllooks at some of the new faces that will soon be headed to Capitol Hill. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/3/2010 10:55:23 PM 

Experts ask: Did U.N. troops infect Haiti? 

Ig~~""IResearchers should determine whether United Nations peacekeepers were the source of a deadly 

outbreak of cholera in Haiti, two public health experts, including a U.N. official, said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/3/2010 11:00:30 PM 

Just 32 percent of Tea Party candidates won 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/3/201011:11:24 PM 

Raccoons critically injure baby in her crib 

After a 9-month-old baby is attacked in her crib, authorities investigate whether the animals were being kept as pets, a 

Georgia newspaper reports. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/3/201011:12:17 PM 

Mexico police find 9 bodies in grave near Acapulco 

Mexican police have recovered at least nine bodies in a mass grave identified in a narco-video as the burial site for 20 

men kidnapped in the resort city of Acapulco. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/4/2010 12:32:32 AM 

Fed takes bold, risky step to bolster economy 

The Federal Reserve launched a controversial new policy on Wednesday, committing to buy $600 billion more in 

government bonds by the middle of next year. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/4/20101:14:42 AM 

Senate GOP leader takes aim at health care law 

Ig~~""~he Senate's Republican leader says congressional lawmakers can and should vote to repeal President 

Barack Obama's health care law, repeatedly if necessary. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/4/20101:16:44 AM 

Plotters didn't know where mail bombs would go off 

Ig~~""~he plotters behind last week's unsuccessful mail bombings could not have known where their U.S.

bound packages would explode, u.s. officials say. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/4/2010 1:56:39 AM 

'Survivor' quickly forgives thievery 

Ig~~""INaonka was out to cause trouble once again, but even worse, the newly merged tribed failed to seize a 
big opportunity - for the third time. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/4/20102:15:04 AM 

Border cops find massive Mexico drug tunnel 

Ig~~""lu.S. border police have found a sophisticated smuggler's tunnel the length of six football fields linking 

Southern California with Mexico and believed to have been used by drug traffickers, authorities said on 
Wednesday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/4/20103:26:09 AM 

Confusion, fear as Haiti camps evacuate for storm 

More than 1 million people were advised to leave earthquake homeless camps in Haiti's rubble-choked capital 

Wednesday as disaster officials watched the approach of Tropical Storm Tomas. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/4/20104:15:49 AM 

Ariz. county to pay $2M to La. man shot in eye 

An Arizona county will pay $2 million to a louisiana man who claims he was shot in the eye in a road rage incident 

involving two of the county's deputies who were working in New Orleans in the wake of Hurricane Katrina. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/4/20104:23:42 AM 

Kinect vs. Move vs. Wii: Fight! 

Ig~~""~he motion-control wars are on! Microsoft, Sony and Nintendo each have motion-controlled gaming 
gadgets they want to sell you - gadgets that are meant to make video games easier to jump into and 

more intuitive to play. But which device is right for you? 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/4/20106:50:59 AM 

Kobe's triple-double leads Lakers over Kings 

Ig~~""IKobe Bryant had 30 points, 12 assists and 10 rebounds to help the Los Angeles Lakers win their fifth 
straight game to open the season, 112-100 over the Sacramento Kings on Wednesday night. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/4/20108:49:14 AM 

Somali pirates hijack ship with 20 passengers 

The European Union's anti-piracy naval force says Somali pirates have hijacked a Comoros-flagged ship on its way to 

Tanzania. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/4/20109:02:23 AM 

Engine disintegrates after A380 jet takes off 

r-~ Qantas Airways jet was forced to make an emergency landing after an engine appeared to explode 
hursday - showering debris onto houses and a shopping mall below. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/4/20109:41:32 AM 

Mass grave found near Mexican resort 

Ig~~""lpolice have recovered 18 bodies from a mass grave announced in a YouTube posting - a video saying the 

victims were from a tourist group kidnapped in Acapulco a month ago. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/4/2010 10:04:33 AM 

Photo Blog: Catching a moving train with immigrants in Mexico 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/4/201010:13:14 AM 

Harry Potter fans threaten India's owls 

Ig~~""IDie-hard fans of the best-selling Harry Potter stories are seriously threatening India's owl population, as 

demands for the ultimate wizarding accessory increase, a group says. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/4/201011:14:07 AM 

Storms in Fla. delay space shuttle launch again 

Ig~~""IStorms prevented Discovery from blasting off on its final journey Thursday, the latest in a series of 

postponements for NASA's oldest and most traveled space shuttle. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/4/201011:31:21 AM 

Carmakers' next problem: Generation Y 

Ig~~""IA confluence of events - environmental worries, a preference for gadgets over wheels and economic 

doldrums - is pushing some to opt out an American rite of passage: Owning a car. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/4/2010 11:32:22 AM 

Yemen bomb was 17 minutes from exploding 

One of two mail bombs sent from Yemen last week was defused just 17 minutes before it was set to explode, the French 

interior minister said Thursday. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/4/2010 11:32:34 AM 

ConsumerMan: Do toning shoes really work? 

Ig~~""lsales of toning shoes are expected to hit $1.5 billion this year. But a study found there was no difference 

between the regular running shoe and any of the toning shoes on the market. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/4/201011:43:12 AM 

Video: Bush: Waterboarding, surveillance 'necessary' 

Ig~~""lln his first TV interview since leaving office, former President George W. Bush tells TODAY's Matt Lauer 

that he did whatever it took to protect this country following the Sept. 11 terror attacks. (Today Show) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/4/201011:57:14 AM 

Video: Man saves woman from jaws of great white 

Ig~~""IDiVing instructor Elyse Frankcom, 19, says Trevor Burns, 48, is her "hero" after he grabbed the tail of a 

massive great white shark that had clamped down on her legs in the waters off the coast of Perth, 
Australia. TODAY's Amy Robach reports. (Today Show) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/4/201012:08:57 PM 

GM expects to earn up to $2.1 billion 

Ig~~""IGM took a huge step forward Thursday in ending its ownership by the government, filing paperwork that 

gave the price range and other details of a planned initial public offering. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/4/201012:15:05 PM 

Outside groups helped GOP secure big wins 

Ig~~""IA coordinated spending effort by outside Republican groups, fueled by contributions from Wall Street 

hedge fund moguls and other wealthy donors, helped secured big GOP victories on Tuesday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/4/201012:19:55 PM 

Video: Sheen hires a sobriety coach 

Ig~~""lcharlie Sheen, the highest-paid actor in television, has now hired a full-time counselor to keep him away 
from drugs and alcohol, following a recent tirade at New York City's Plaza Hotel. NBC's Jeff Rossen 

reports. (Today Show) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/4/201012:21:12 PM 

Video: Mystery shrouds champion surfer's death 

Ig~~""IFriends and fellow surfers are still coming to terms with the death of Hawaii's Andy Irons, a three-time 

winner of professional surfing's world tour, whose body was found in a Dallas hotel room. NBC's Peter 
Alexander reports. (Today Show) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/4/201012:28:57 PM 

Your move, GOP: What about the empty houses? 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/4/2010 12:39:06 PM 

Opinion: Happy Meal ban won't stop kid obesity 

The decision of San Francisco city officials to thwart toy giveaways with high-fat, high-calorie meals is supposed to 

protect kids from obesity. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/4/201012:58:48 PM 

Zenyatta eyes perfect end to perfect career 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/4/20101:19:34 PM 

Tiger tied for 6th in last try to win title in '10 

Ig~~""ILee Westwood didn't feel as though he had to prove why he was No.1 in the world. With one quality 

shot after another Thursday in the HSBC Champions, he served up a reminder. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/4/2010 1:32:59 PM 

First Thoughts: McConnell doubles down 

While other Republicans talk about working with the president, Mitch McConnell is taking a harder line. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/4/2010 1:39:49 PM 

Jobless claims rise more than expected 

Jobless claims rose more than expected in the latest week, showing the labor market remains under pressure, while 

productivity rebounded a bit and labor costs fell. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/4/20102:59:11 PM 

Indian woman vows to continue decade hunger strike 

Ig~~""IAn extremely frail 38-year-old woman dubbed "The Iron Lady" marked 10 years without voluntarily taking 
food or water Thursday - a hunger strike launched to protest an anti-terror law that grants Indian 

soldiers sweeping powers to crack down on rebels. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/4/20102:59:23 PM 

Perry paints too broadly in 'For Colored Girls' 

Tyler Perry, whose name usually adorns the titles to his films, hasn't disowned his latest, the simply dubbed "For Colored 

Girls." On the contrary, his gesture of seeming humility is a self-conscious stab at respectability. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/4/20103:33:40 PM 

'Spiral' CT scans can cut lung cancer deaths 

"Spiral" CT scans cut lung cancer deaths in smokers by 20 percent, researchers reported Thursday in a finding that 

validates a controversial theory that screening can save lives. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/4/20103:34:30 PM 

Video: Moms bring tots on shoplifting spree 

Ig~~""~hree mothers are arrested after bringing five children along on a shoplifting spree at a mall in Texas. 
KXAS' Julie Tam reports. (NBC News Channel) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/4/20103:36:21 PM 

Taliban leader conditions for talks: 'Leave us alone' 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/4/20103:45:36 PM 

Cyber attack cripples Myanmar days before vote 

A massive cyber attack has cut Internet connectivity in Myanmar, just three days before the nation's first election in 20 

years. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/4/20104:02:14 PM 

David Cassidy arrested for DUI in Florida 

Ig~~""IAccOrding to the police report, Cassidy, 60, told police he had a glass of wine around lunch time and later 
had a Vicodin. A half-empty bottle of bourbon also was found in Cassidy's vehicle. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/4/20104:26:48 PM 

23,000 Britax car seats recalled 

Britax is recalling about 23,000 infant car seats due to faulty harness clips. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/4/20104:35:08 PM 

Bone found as cops hunt missing N.C. girl 

A bone found in North Carolina woods where hunters are known to dispose of deer carcasses was reportedly being 

tested to see if it belongs to a missing 10-year-old cancer survivor. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/4/20104:48:44 PM 

Ex-lawmaker gets 5-year term for child porn 

r-~ former New Jersey lawmaker who championed legislation fighting child pornography was sentenced 
hursday to a five-year term for viewing nude images of underage girls. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/4/20105:00:02 PM 

Man reads book, Kindle and answers phone ... while driving 

Ig~~""lsafety advocates are still teasing out cell phone-related traffic accident statistics from the larger 
distracted-driver category, and now they've got another wireless wonder to deal with -- the e-reader. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/4/20105:04:27 PM 

Video: Illinois' post-election beer summit 

Ig~~""lcandidates from the hard-fought race to win President Obama's former Illinois Senate seat join each 

other for a toast at a Chicago restaurant. WMAQ's Mary Ann Ahern reports. (NBC News Channel) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/4/20105:07:48 PM 

Video: Man stun-gunned on w. Kentucky campus 

Ig~~""lpolice use a stun gun to bring a 21-year-old man to the ground at a Subway restaurant on the campus of 
Western Kentucky University. TODAYshow.com's Dara Brown reports. (Other) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/4/20105:24:36 PM 

'Storm Chaser' star dies at age 30 

Ig~~""IMatt Hughes passed away on May 26 in Wichita, Kan., and was remembered on the Nov. 3 episode. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/4/20105:35:11 PM 

Newsweek: Why Obama shouldn't sweat governor losses 

It's become a truism that governors are an important (though not crucial) asset for any presidential campaign. The only 

problem with that morsel of wisdom is there isn't any data for it. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/4/20105:45:40 PM 

Newsweek: SAT needed for college? Not anymore 

The venerable test used to be the only one that mattered for college-bound seniors, but a growing number of schools 

are not requiring it. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/4/20105:49:29 PM 

Video: Odd polling places 

Ig~~...,~o ensure everyone had a chance to vote on election day, one Nebraska town pressed car dealerships, 

hotels and theaters into service as temporary polling places. WOWT's Ann Mcintire reports. (NBC News 
Channel) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/4/20105:59:31 PM 

Video: Raccoons maul baby 

Ig~~""IA Georgia mother says wild raccoons broke into house and seriously injured her young child. WXIA's 

Duffie Dixon reports police are looking into whether the animals were being kept as pets. (NBC News 
Channel) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/4/20106:00:47 PM 

More thrill-seekers encountering big game 

Ig~~""IDesPite mankind's mastery of planet Earth, there are still an awful lot of creatures out there willing to kill 

and eat you if given a chance. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/4/20106:33:06 PM 

After Fort Hood, Army unit put grief aside to help 

Ig~~""lon the doors of the u.s. Army Reserve's low-slung offices hang posters that proclaim "Battlemind -
Armor For Your Mind." 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/4/20106:45:13 PM 

Obama could compromise with GOP on taxes 

The White House signaled Thursday it could compromise with Republicans on tax cuts, the first possible policy shift by 

u.s. President Barack Obama since his Democrats lost this week's midterm elections. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/4/20106:59:40 PM 

Newsweek: Russia returns to Afghanistan 

Two decades after the Soviet Union's humiliating retreat from Afghanistan, NATO is working to get Russia back into the 

country to help fight drug trafficking and rebuild Afghan security forces. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/4/20107:11:16 PM 

PFT picks: Falcons over Bucs, Eagles over Colts 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/4/20107:15:43 PM 

Chilean miner arrives in New York for marathon 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/4/20107:25:19 PM 

Hall of Fame manager Sparky Anderson dies 

Ig~~""IHall of Fame manager Sparky Anderson, who directed Cincinnati's Big Red Machine to back-to-back 

World Series championships and went on to win another title in Detroit, died Thursday. He was 76. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/4/20107:44:13 PM 

In book, Bush strongly defends use of waterboarding 

When then-President George W. Bush was asked to approve a tough interrogation technique known as waterboarding 

on September 11 mastermind Khalid Sheikh Mohammed, he wasted little time in deciding. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/4/20108:01:31 PM 

Court halts Elizabeth Smart kidnap trial 

Ig~~""IA federal appeals court on Thursday halted the trial of a man accused of kidnapping Elizabeth Smart to 

decide if he can get a fair trial in Utah. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/4/20108:25:12 PM 

Tamanaha: 'Bama best among I-loss teams 

Ig~~""~amanaha: You can count on more teams to be added to the one-loss pool, but since we don't know who 
they'll be, let's start with the dozen that we've got right now and rank their opportunities to be BCS 

bound ... perhaps even all the way to the title tilt. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/4/20108:35:13 PM 

Couple gives away $11.2 million lottery win 

An elderly couple who won $11 million from a lottery ticket in Canada have given the money away to good causes and 

family, according to media reports. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/4/20108:36:29 PM 

EU to create 'right to be forgotten' online 

Just days after u.s. voters threw overboard one of their top privacy advocates in Congress, the European Commission 

announced Thursday that it will push for creation of a Web users' "right to be forgotten." 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/4/20108:51:29 PM 

Stocks end day with big gains, Dow up 200-plus 

Stocks indexes reached new highs, a day after the Federal Reserve announced a $600 billion plan to boost the economy. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/4/20109:43:01 PM 

Obesity rate to reach 42 percent, experts predict 

Obesity in America won't plateau until 42 percent of adults are obese, according to a new study. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/4/20109:54:41 PM 

Stevens: Rethink opposition to NYC mosque 

Ig~~""IRetired Supreme Court Justice John Paul Stevens draws on his own experience in saying New Yorkers 

should be more tolerant of the plan. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/4/201010:16:27 PM 

17 buried alive; Costa Rica on storm 'red alert' 

Ig~~""IA rain-sodden hillside collapsed on homes in a suburb of Costa Rica's capital, killing at least 20 people, 
officials said as landslides and flooding across the nation led to a "red alert" declaration. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/4/201010:32:10 PM 

Consumer Reports: Kinect not 'racist' 

Ig~~""ILoOking to debunk a report that Microsoft's new motion-sensing video game controller might be racist, 

Consumer Reports says it found no evidence that Kinect has problems recognizing users with darker skin. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/4/2010 10:36:56 PM 

Newsweek: Did Tea Party cost GOP a Senate tie? 

The Tea Party is being blamed for nominating weaker Republicans in Colorado, Nevada, and Delaware. But you can 

never prove a counterfactual. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/4/2010 10:54:41 PM 

DeMarco: Baseball's free-agent bargains 

Ig~~""IDeMarco: If general managers are looking to save some bucks this offseason, they may want to look 
toward a man named Buck. We look at the best deals among baseball's free-agent ranks. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/4/2010 10:57:56 PM 

Video: Fear, resistance delay storm evacuations in Haiti 

Ig~~""IWith Tropical Storm Tomas bearing down, a Haitian government plan to evacuate a massive tent camp 

met with loud resistance before finally getting underway on Thursday. NBC's Mark Potter 
reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/4/2010 10:58:33 PM 

Video: NY gives marathon-running miner hero's welcome 

Ig~~""IAfter spending 69 days trapped underground in a Chilean mine, Edison Pena has decided to take on 

another test of endurance: The New York City Marathon. NBC's Mara Schiavocampo reports. (Nightly 
News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/4/201011:01:01 PM 

Europe issued warning over A380 plane engine 

Ig~~""~he European Aviation Safety Agency issued a warning in August over excessive wear in the Rolls-Royce 

engines used aboard the Qantas Airways Airbus A380 that was forced to make an emergency landing 
Thursday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/4/2010 11:08:52 PM 

10 home gadgets that take tech too far 

Ig~~""IWith all of the advancements in tech, it's tempting for designers to go back to the drawing board and 
"upgrade" some tried-and-true home products. Sometimes that's just a bad idea. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/4/2010 11:22:20 PM 

GOP leader's top goal: Make Obama I-term president 

The Senate's Republican leader has a simple postelection message for President Barack Obama: Move toward the GOP 

or get no help from its lawmakers. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/4/201011:23:12 PM 

Use offood stamps up 17% since last year 

Ig~~""ILife Inc.: The recession may be over, but the number of Americans using food stamps continues to soar, 

up 17 percent over year ago levels, according to a report posted on The Wall Street Journal's website. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/5/2010 12:25:01 AM 

Source: LeAnn Rimes, Eddie Cibrian engaged 

Ig~~""~hough it didn't happen on Halloween, the recently divorced actor indeed popped the question recently 

and the duo are engaged, a source tells E! News. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/5/201012:36:47 AM 

HBT: Chavez thrilled Giants 'beat Bush's team!' 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/5/2010 12:54:44 AM 

Subject: Court orders new hearing for 'West Memphis 3' 

he three men convicted in the grisly murders of three West Memphis Cub Scouts won new hearings O
·g~~..., 

hursday to argue their innocence, more than 15 years after they were sent to prison despite scant 
physical evidence linking them to the crime scene. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/5/20102:09:49 AM 

Murray beats GOP's Rossi in Wash. Senate race 

Ig~~""INBC News projects that Democratic Sen. Patty Murray has defeated Republican challenger Dino Rossi in 

Washington state. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/5/20103:12:47 AM 

Knicks' three-far-all dooms Bulls 

Ig~~""~ony Douglas scored a career-high 30 points, and the New York Knicks made 16 of 24 3-point attempts in 
a 120-112 victory over the Chicago Bulls on Thursday night. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/5/20104:13:39 AM 

Cascading volcanic ash sets homes ablaze 

Ig~~""IA deadly surge of blistering gases cascaded down the slopes of Indonesia's most volatile volcano Friday, 

torching houses in one mountainside village. At least 35 people were killed in the latest inferno. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/5/20104:26:18 AM 

Costco: cheese warning to consumers in 5 states 

Costco Wholesale Corp. and federal health officials are warning consumers that a cheese sold recently at Costco stores 

in Arizona and four other states has been preliminarily linked to an E. coli outbreak that has sickened 25 people. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/5/20105:31:48 AM 

Many Haitians can't or won't flee nearing storm 

Wind and rain whipped at parts of Haiti late Thursday, while most people in earthquake refugee camps ignored 

government orders to evacuate and bundled up in their tents to ride out Tropical Storm Tomas. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/5/20106:47:49 AM 

Thunder lower boom on Blazers in aT 

Ig~~""IKevin Durant and Russell Westbrook both had 28 points and 11 rebounds and the Oklahoma City Thunder 
rebounded from a loss the night before to beat the Portland Trail Blazers 107-106 in overtime on 

Thursday night. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/5/20108:52:18 AM 

'Ball offlame': Cuban airliner crash kills 68 

Ig~~""IA state airliner filled in Cuba crashed and burst into flames in a mountainous area after declaring an 

emergency and losing contact with air traffic controllers. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/5/20109:30:17 AM 

Website puts U.K. lawmakers on death list 

A radicallslamist website linked to the stabbing of a British lawmaker has published a list of politicians targeted for 

death because of their votes in favor of the Iraq war. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/5/2010 10:36:32 AM 

Final mission: NASA starts fueling Discovery 

Ig~~""INASA gave the go-ahead early Friday to fuel Discovery ahead of its final journey, after a series of 

postponements for the oldest and most traveled space shuttle. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/5/2010 10:56:02 AM 

Weak employment report expected Friday 

Newly-elected members of Congress will get a reminder Friday of the economic challenges they face: October's jobs 

report is expected to show hiring weak, unemployment stili high. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/5/201011:16:49 AM 

Ford's EcoBoost F-150 packs a powerful punch 

Ig~~""IFord has equipped its 2011 F-1S0 with EcoBoost - a line of turbocharged engines designed to provide 

the power of a large engine with the fuel consumption of a smaller one. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/5/2010 11:34:06 AM 

Starbucks employees say work has lost its buzz 

Ig~~""IFor now, Wall Street is all smiles. Starbucks shares have nearly tripled from recent lows. But for investors 

and management, the question is whether Starbucks can keep growing 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/5/2010 11:43:24 AM 

Burger King jumps into fancy-coffee fray 

Ig~~""ILife Inc.: The recession may be over, but the number of Americans using food stamps continues to soar, 

up 17 percent over year ago levels, according to a report posted on The Wall Street Journal's website. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/5/2010 11:48:30 AM 

Video: Billion-dollar home is world's most expensive 

Ig~~""llndia/s richest man, Mukesh Ambani, and his family are set to move into a 27-floor home tended by an 

estimated 600-person staff. As NBC's Ian Williams reports, the mega-mansion is taking heat from many 
people in India. (Today Show) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/5/2010 11:50:30 AM 

After election rebuff, Obama admits shortcomings 

As he prepares to embark on a lO-day trip to Asia, President Barack Obama is acknowleding in the wake of this week's 

election rout that he hasn't been able to successfully promote his economic-rescue message to anxious Americans. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/5/2010 11:52:20 AM 

Clinton addresses presidential aspirations 

Secretary of State Hillary Rodham Clinton has again slapped down speculation that she harbors ambitions for another 

presidential run. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/5/2010 12:02:04 PM 

Video: No to nicotine: Smoker, 2, calls it quits 

Ig~~""IAldi Rizal became an Internet sensation this spring when video of the 2-year-old smoking went viral. 

NBC's Mara Schiavocampo reports that the little boy has put the cigarettes down, but other Indonesian 
children are still puffing away. (Today Show) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/5/201012:19:26 PM 

21 die as oil firm's plane crashes in Pakistan 

Ig~~""IA small plane crashed after taking off from Pakistan's Karachi airport on Friday, killing all 21 people 

aboard, officials said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/5/2010 12:27:59 PM 

Video: President Bush reads Bible, news on iPad 

Ig~~""IFormer President George W. Bush tells TODAY's Matt Lauer that he stays plugged in by checking out 

websites on his iPad. They mostly are about politics, he reports, though he also reads the Bible 
online. (Today Show) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/5/2010 12:38:27 PM 

Costco: Cheese sold in 5 states linked to E. coli 

A cheese sold recently at Costco Wholesale Corp. outlets in five states has been preliminarily linked to an E. coli 

outbreak that has sickened 25 people, Costco and federal health officials warned consumers Thursday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/5/201012:47:42 PM 

Frustrated Tiger falls back at HSBC Champions 

Ig~~""IFrancesco Molinari maintains a one shot advantage on new world No.1 Lee Westwood, while Tiger 

Woods slips to five shots off the lead at the HSBC Champions on Friday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/5/2010 12:56:59 PM 

Video: Preacher's killer wife tells of 'abusive' marriage 

Ig~~""IMary Winkler, the Tennessee preacher's wife convicted of killing her husband, claims that her spouse was 

abusive and that she is talking now to help other women in violent relationships. (Today Show) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/5/2010 1:00:23 PM 

Rove on Obama saying GOP should be 'in the back' 

Former GOP strategist Karl Rove reacted Friday to President Obama's remark last month that Republicans should "sit in 

back" in policymaking, saying that Obama should be "keenly aware of any metaphor that says people ought to be riding 

in the back of a moving vehicle." 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/5/20101:17:00 PM 

Kids on 9/11, now fighting long Afghan war 

Ig~~""~he changing of the guard in Afghanistan is a graphic and personal reminder that the fighting has dragged 

on longer than anyone ever imagined. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/5/2010 1:28:02 PM 

Thousands of Indonesian kids addicted to smoking 

Aldi Rizal, known to be the "Smoking Toddler" in a viral video, quit the habit after government intervention. But the 

problem is more widespread, with 25 percent of kids lighting up before they even start school. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/5/2010 1:30:59 PM 

How time flies! Where to see the world's clocks 

As you reset the clocks at 2 a.m. Sunday on the microwave, the TV and the bedside alarm, imagine yourself watching 

time fly in one of these clock-worthy cities. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/5/2010 1:40:47 PM 

First Thoughts: What we learned 

Ig~~""IAfter some reflection - and rest - it's time to list the 11 big things we took away from the '10 midterms. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/5/2010 1:51:43 PM 

U.S. economy added 151,000 jobs in October 

u.s. employers added a better-than-expected 151,000 jobs in October, the first monthly increase since May, the labor 

Department reported Friday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/5/2010 1:52:27 PM 

Wave gives GOP upper hand in drawing election map 

The Republicans' gains in down-ballot local races may have created the most lasting protection for the GOP's new 

majority in the House of Representatives. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/5/20103:01:14 PM 

Fall back: Time to reset your biological clock 

Ig~~""llf you've been falling behind on sleep, this is the weekend to fall back into bed for an extra hour - and 

take advantage of the transition from daylight saving time to standard time. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/5/20103:10:03 PM 

Nabbed! Man boards flight in 'elderly' disguise 

Ig~~""IA young airline passenger who disguised himself as an elderly man was intercepted after emerging from a 

toilet mid-flight without his silicone mask, according to reports. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/5/20103:19:02 PM 

Nuns sell Hanus Wagner card for $262,000 

Ig~~""IA rare Hanus Wagner baseball card that was bequeathed to an order of Roman Catholic nuns has sold at 

auction for $262,000. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/5/20103:19:56 PM 

Google to Facebook: Get out of my sandbox! 

Google has changed its Terms of Service agreement to block Facebook from accessing Gmail users' contacts, all in the 

name of reciprocity. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/5/20103:39:54 PM 

Newsweek: Franco, Boyle talk '127 Hours' 

The actor and the director discuss their latest cinematic collaboration, a film that chronicles the true story of Aaron 

Ralston, who was trapped in a canyon and had to resort to desperate measures to escape. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/5/20103:53:18 PM 

Van Hollen steps down as Democrats' campaign chief 

The congressman in charge of the House Democrats' campaign efforts is leaving that post just days after his party lost 

more than 60 seats to the Republicans. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/5/20103:57:27 PM 

Newsweek: Why insurers will block health care repeal 

Conservatives who voted for congressional candidates because they pledged to repeal and replace the health-care 

reform law are in for a rude awakening. Once those newly elected members of Congress have a little talk with the 

insurance industry's lobbyists and executives, they will back off from that pledge. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/5/20103:59:44 PM 

Bail denied to 'hiccup girl' charged with murder 

Ig~~""IA young Florida woman known for unstoppable hiccups and now charged with murder has been denied 

bail. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/5/20104:04:51 PM 

Ore. couple give condoms to teen trick-Dr-treaters 

Having a safe Halloween took on a different meaning in one Oregon neighborhood, where trick-or-treating teenagers 

received condoms in their goodie bags. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/5/20104:09:16 PM 

Businesses test the waters on hiring 

After a long stretch of subpar job growth, businesses may finally be getting back in a hiring mood. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/5/20104:38:41 PM 

Newsweek: Naomi Watts on playing Valerie Plame 

Naomi Watts plays former CIA spy Valerie Plame in a new film, "Fair Game." The actress talks about meeting Plame, 

getting toughened up by military training, and whether a spy wears high heels. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/5/20104:53:02 PM 

Exercise unlikely to lift depression long-term 

Exercise appears to have little long-term impact on depression, according to a new review of large studies investigating 

the relationship. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/5/20105:22:22 PM 

Memoir: Bush considered attacking Syrian compound 

In his memoir, "Decision Points," Bush says shortly after he received an intelligence report about a "suspicious, well

hidden facility in the eastern desert of Syria," he considered military action. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/5/20105:47:22 PM 

Gaza surfer girls find freedom on the waves 

Ig~~""IAWay from Gaza's troubled reality and beyond its polluted shore, Shorouq and Sabah Abu Ghanem surf in 

a world of their own. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/5/20105:49:58 PM 

Pelosi will seek to stay as House Dem leader 

Ig~~""INanCy Pelosi, the nation's first female House speaker, said Friday she will try to keep her spot as leader of 

the House Democrats despite huge election losses that cost her party the majority. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/5/20105:56:04 PM 

Gas leak forces long delay for shuttle launch 

Ig~~""IA fuel leak and crack on the space shuttle Discovery's huge external tank has forced NASA to call off any 
attempts to launch before Nov. 30 - the latest in a series of delays for the spacecraft's final voyage. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/5/20106:11:56 PM 

2 arrested in fatal shooting of boy on Halloween 

Ig~~...,~wo people suspected of fatally shooting a 5-year-old as he proudly showed off his Spider-Man costume 

in the backyard of his Los Angeles home have been arrested, police said Friday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/5/20106:12:18 PM 

TV down! Xbox Kinect claims first victim 

Ig~~""lwe knew it was bound to happen - someone would be the first to call"First!" for breaking theirTV set 
while playing with Microsoft's new motion-controlled gaming device. Looks like Phil Villarreal is that 

person. Way to go Phil. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/5/20106:18:20 PM 

Life at China's infamous iPhone factory 

Ig~~""IHere's an intimate look at life at the Foxconn factory in Shenzhen, China. Foxconn is famously the 
manufacturer that produces iPhones - and a lot of other best-selling electronic gear. But infamously, it's 

where workers have been known to commit suicide, possibly from job-induced stress. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/5/20106:18:29 PM 

Conviction reversed in microwave baby death 

Ig~~""IA state appeals court on Friday reversed a woman's murder conviction in her baby daughter's burning 

death in a microwave oven. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/5/20106:18:43 PM 

Keith Olbermann suspended over political donations 

Ig~~""IMsnbc TV host Keith Olbermann was suspended indefinitely on Friday for making campaign donations to 

three Democratic congressional candidates, apparently in violation of NBC News ethics policy. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/5/20106:36:24 PM 

Passenger saw fire on engine of Qantas flight 

A Qantas Boeing 747 with 431 people on board landed safely in Singapore late Friday after an engine caught fire minutes 

after it took off from the city-state, the airline said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/5/20107:23:15 PM 

Man who drove with $3,600 on roof gets cash back 

A Cleveland bartender whose more than $3,600 in accumulated tips blew away said he's lucky the money was found by 

two apparently honest men. Michael May told The Plain Dealer on Thursday he was almost in tears last weekend after 

he realized he'd driven off with a pouch containing the cash sitting on the roof of his car. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/5/20107:25:18 PM 

Workarounds for Facebook's tiny new font 

Facebook knows many of its users aren't liking the smaller font size, but hasn't said whether it will change it back. In the 

meantime, a clever Ph.D. student has come up with a workaround. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/5/20107:29:52 PM 

Newsweek: Why people faint at the movies 

More than a dozen people have reportedly fainted at screenings of "127 Hours." But what causes viewers to pass out 

while watching a fictional narrative? 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/5/20107:31:38 PM 

Newly released video re-ignites Japan-China dispute 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/5/20107:49:02 PM 

Obama flies to India, looking to boost US economy 

President Barack Obama hasn't been able to drive down unemployment in America, so he's coming to India in search of 

u.s. jobs. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/5/20107:50:45 PM 

Bernanke: 'Critical' to get economy growing 

Ig~~""IFederal Reserve Chairman Ben Bernanke said on Friday it was "critical" for global stability that the u.s. 
economy regain its strength and said that will benefit the dollar. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/5/20108:41:58 PM 

Man performs CPR on his dog after alligator attack 

Lizabeth the terrier experienced the canine terror of being dragged underwater in an alligator's jaws and lived to bark 

the tale, thanks to its owner's quick actions and CPR. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/5/20108:43:57 PM 

Supreme Court asked to review gay military ban 

A Republican gay rights group on Friday asked the u.s. Supreme Court to allow a California trial judge's order barring 

enforcement of the "don't ask, don't tell" policy on gays in the military to go back into effect. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/5/20109:07:41 PM 

Dead coral near BP spill called 'smoking gun' 

Ig~~""lscientists returning from an expedition off the Gulf Coast said Friday they found dead and dying 

deepwater coral near the BP oil spill site that was covered in a brown substance. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/5/20109:24:37 PM 

Democrat Malloy wins Conn. governor's race 

Ig~~""IDan Malloy has defeated Republican Tom Foley to become the first Democrat in two decades to be 

elected governor of Connecticut. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/5/20109:47:23 PM 

Computer glitch spurs NASA facility lockdown 

Ig~~""IA NASA research center was locked down and employees hunkered down in their offices for an hour 

Friday because a misdirected phone call during a security test led them to believe there was a gunman on 
campus. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/5/2010 10:01:39 PM 

Stocks close up slightly after upbeat jobs data 

Stocks struggled to end barely higher after a blowout report on job creation failed to extend a powerful rally this week 

driven by the Federal Reserve's latest plan to pump up the economy. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/5/201010:11:38 PM 

Can Conan live up to his hiatus hype? 

Ig~~""lsure, there might be some viewers who were less than thrilled with Conan O'Brien's seven-month 
"Tonight Show" tenure, but no one can deny his gift for hosting his own hiatus hype machine. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/5/2010 10:33:50 PM 

Judge in Peru orders Lori Berenson freed 

Ig~~""IA Peruvian judge has ordered that convicted rebel collaborator Lori Berenson be released from prison. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/5/2010 10:35:40 PM 

LeAnn Rimes: I'm not engaged to Eddie Cibrian 

Ig~~""~he 28-year-old singer took to Twitter on Friday afternoon to slam reports of a proposal from actor 

Cibrian, 37. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/5/2010 10:45:29 PM 

Cooks Source editor kicks Net hornet's nest 

In this exclusive interview, blogger, medieval enthusiast and self-proclaimed nerd Monica Gaudio tells us how 

"flabbergasted" she is at the Internet's response to her Cooks Source copyright complaint - and she hasn't even seen 

the full extent. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/5/201010:47:34 PM 

Catholic nuns sell Hanus Wagner card for $262,000 

Ig~~""IAS soon as collector Doug Walton heard about a rare Honus Wagner baseball card that had been 

bequeathed to an order of Roman Catholic nuns, he told himself he had to have it. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/5/2010 10:52:01 PM 

AI-Qaida claims responsibility for cargo bombs 

Ig~~""~he Yemeni branch of al-Qaida on Friday claimed responsibility for the two mail bombs sent from Yemen 

last week, and for the downing of a UPS cargo plane in Dubai in early September. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/5/2010 10:54:55 PM 

Video: In Haiti streets, worries rise with the floodwaters 

Ig~~""IHurricane Tomas dropped several inches of rain across Haiti on Friday, sparing Port-au-Prince's most 

desperate survivors from January's earthquake, but not everyone was so lucky. NBC's Mark Potter reports 
from Leogane. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/5/201010:57:17 PM 

Jockeys Borel, Castellano fight at Breeders' Cup 

Ig~~""~oCkeyS Calvin Borel and Javier Castellano turned the winner's circle at Churchill Downs into an 

impromptu boxing ring, trading punches moments after the opening race of the Breeders' Cup on Friday 
afternoon. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/5/2010 10:58:53 PM 

Video: Decision 2010: No party for any party 

Ig~~""IAS Americans await final results in a few mid-term election races, NBC's Tom Brokaw perspective on the 

challenges that lay ahead for the Tea Party, and for President Obama and his party. NBC's Tom Brokaw 
reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/5/201011:00:31 PM 

Video: Fort Hood marks anniversary of mass shooting 

Ig~~""INOV. 5: On America's largest active duty military base, November 5,2009 will always be remembered as 
the day combat came home. NBC's Janet Shamlian reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/5/201011:15:31 PM 

Video: Obama bypasses Bangalore, outsourcing capital 

Ig~~""lunlike most visiting dignitaries, President Obama has opted not to go to India's high-tech capital of 

Bangalore, the center of the outsourcing industry he has blamed for taking American jobs. NBC's Ian 
Williams reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/5/201011:15:45 PM 

Tomas hits western Haiti, spares capital 

Hurricane Tomas flooded camps of earthquake refugees west of Haiti's capital, while largely sparing the vast homeless 

encampments in the shattered city. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/5/201011:51:14 PM 

White House debunks Asia trip's rumored cost 

Ig~~""lcost estimates of President Obama's trip to 10-day Asia remain up in the air, but they certainly are 

nowhere near as high as the $200 million a day critics claim, the White House said Friday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/6/201012:31:37 AM 

Rolls-Royce takes heat over plane's engine failure 

Ig~~""IA day after a massive engine failure on the world's largest jetliner, manufacturer Rolls-Royce watched a 

billion dollars vanish from its market value, while another of its engines on a different plane caught fire in 
flight. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/6/201012:59:57 AM 

Judge issues warrant for Randy Quaid's arrest 

Ig~~""IA Santa Barbara judge forfeited Quaid's $500,000 bail after determining that the wannabe resident-of

Canada could have made an appearance at a hearing in SoCal but failed to do so. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/6/2010 1:08:50 AM 

Jockeys Borel, Castellano fight at Breeders' Cup 

Ig~~""~oCkeyS Calvin Borel and Javier Castellano traded punches in the winner's circle of the Breeders' Cup after 

Castellano made an abrupt move on the track. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/6/2010 1:09:57 AM 

Bomb targets mosque of anti-Taliban elders 

Ig~~""IA suicide bomber killed 67 people Friday at a mosque frequented by tribal elders opposed to the 

Pakistani Taliban. Hours later, three people died in a grenade attack on another mosque. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/6/20101:17:59 AM 

Mexican drug kingpin shot dead 

Top Mexican drug lord Ezequiel "Tony Tormenta" Cardenas died in a shootout with security forces on Friday in the 

border city of Matamoros across from Brownsville, Texas, Mexico's navy said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/6/2010 1:28:32 AM 

Indonesia volcano burns whole villages 

Ig~~""IA surge of searing gas raced down the sides of Mount Merapi on Friday, smothering houses, cattle and 

villagers in its path. The death toll after the volcano's largest eruption in a century soared to 122. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/6/20102:25:27 AM 

Protests erupt over transit cop's sentence 

Ig~~""loakland Mayor Ron Dellums pleaded for peace Friday after the sentencing of a white ex-transit officer 
given a two-year prison term for fatally shooting an unarmed black man. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/6/20102:33:39 AM 

Oscar-nominated actress Jill Clayburgh dies at 66 

Ig~~""~ill Clayburgh, whose Broadway and Hollywood acting career stretched through the decades, highlighted 
by her Oscar-nominated portrayal of a divorcee exploring her sexuality in the 1978 film "An Unmarried 

Woman," died Friday. She was 66. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/6/20102:33:39 AM 

Oscar-nominated actress Jill Clayburgh dies at 66 

Ig~~""~ill Clayburgh, whose Broadway and Hollywood acting career stretched through the decades, highlighted 
by her Oscar-nominated portrayal of a divorcee exploring her sexuality in the 1978 film "An Unmarried 

Woman," died Friday. She was 66. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/6/2010 4:30:46 AM 

Celtics beat Bulls in OT, stay perfect at home 

Ig~~""IKeVin Garnett chased down Joakim Noah and tipped the ball away from behind with 14 seconds left on 
Friday night and the Boston Celtics held on to beat the Chicago Bulls 110-105. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/6/20104:36:57 AM 

U.S. banks failing at rate last seen in S&l era 

Bank closings for the year have hit 143 with regulators shutting down four financial institutions. That exceeds the 

number of u.s. banks that failed in all of 2009. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/6/20104:51:28 AM 

Hornets (5-0) keep buzzing, beat Heat 

Ig~~""IEmeka Okafor had 26 points and 13 rebounds, and Chris Paul had 13 points and 19 assists to lead 
unbeaten New Orleans past Miami 96-93 on Friday night. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/6/20105:08:49 AM 

Pope heads to liberal Spain to press church agenda 

Pope Benedict XVI begins a pilgrimage to Spain on Saturday to visit two of Christianity's most spectacular sites, fulfilling 

a long-held personal wish while pressing his bid to revive the faith in a once-staunchly Catholic country that is now 

among Europe's most liberal. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/6/20105:17:04 AM 

Lakers beat pesky Raptors to stay unbeaten 

Ig~~""lpau Gasol scored 30 points, Kobe Bryant added 23 points and six assists, and the Los Angeles Lakers 
narrowly remained unbeaten with a 108-103 victory over the Toronto Raptors on Friday night. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/6/20106:56:22 AM 

Dalai Lama in Japan, backs Chinese dissident Liu 

Exiled Tibetan spiritual leader the Dalai Lama, in Japan for a visit that will likely overlap with Chinese leader Hu Jintao's 

attendance at a regional summit, repeated on Saturday his support for jailed Chinese dissident and fellow Nobel Peace 

Prize winner Liu Xiaobo. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/6/20108:59:12 AM 

Bloomberg to promote electric taxis in cities 

Ig~~""ICity authorities are often better placed than national governments to combat climate change, New York 

City Mayor Michael Bloomberg said Saturday, vowing to promote the use of electric taxis as he takes over 
the leadership of a global coalition of major cities. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/6/20109:18:41 AM 

U.A.E.: No explosion in UPS cargo jet crash 

U.A.E. investigators say they do not believe an explosion caused the September crash of a UPS cargo jet in Dubai but are 

taking seriously a claim by Yemen's al-Qaida group that it brought down the plane. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/6/201010:16:24 AM 

Saudis warned u.S. weeks before bomb attempt 

Ig~~""IA Saudi tip about a possible al-Qaida effort to bring down airplanes was relayed to u.S. authorities nearly 

three weeks before a Yemen group tried to ship mail bombs, officials say. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/6/2010 11:26:53 AM 

IRA dissident on bicycle hurts 3 cops with grenade 

An Irish Republican Army dissident on a bicycle hurled a homemade grenade at three Belfast policemen at the scene of a 

robbery, wounding them with shrapnel, the Police Service of Northern Ireland said Saturday. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/6/201012:47:30 PM 

Yemen orders arrest of radical US-born cleric 

A Yemeni judge has ordered the country's security forces to arrest a radical U.S.-born cleric linked to al-Qaida. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/6/20102:15:15 PM 

Tiger's PGA Tour season ending on sour note 

Ig~~""IFrancesco Molinari shot as-under 67 to hold off Lee Westwood, and Tiger Woods struggled for another 

day at the HSBC Champions. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/6/20104:46:11 PM 

Nazi war criminal Seifert dead at 86 in Italy 

Michael Seifert, a former Nazi SS prison guard known as "the beast of Balzano" for his cruelty, died Saturday in an Italian 

hospital at age 86, officials said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/6/20105:01:03 PM 

Around the world, a race against time bombs in air 

Ig~~""~he woman stepped off Hadda Street into a pair of courier offices in Yemen's capital. In FedEx and UPS 

storefronts tucked among shopping centers and travel agencies in San'a, she mailed two Hewlett-Packard 
printers to the United States. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/6/20105:10:37 PM 

Textbook rentals no cure for rising college costs 

Textbook rental programs at many of the nation's colleges - touted as money-savers for students - are limited by the 

number of available titles, publishers who release frequent new editions and professors who believe their right to 

choose course materials is essential to academic freedom. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/6/20105:18:20 PM 

Russian reporter in coma after beating in Moscow 

Ig~~...,~wo unknown men waited for Russian journalist Oleg Kashin to come home and then bludgeoned him on 

his head, arms and legs. Yet his editor said it was Kashin's mangled hands - with part of one pinky 
broken off - that showed his attackers wanted to make sure he never wrote again. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/6/20105:37:25 PM 

Ancient Pompeii gladiator house collapses 

Ig~~""~he 2,OOO-year-old "House of the Gladiators" in the ruins of ancient Pompeii collapsed on Saturday, 

officials said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/6/20105:37:25 PM 

Ancient Pompeii gladiator house collapses 

Ig~~""~he 2,OOO-year-old "House of the Gladiators" in the ruins of ancient Pompeii collapsed on Saturday, 

officials said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/6/20106:45:12 PM 

'Staff of life' wavers under weight of humanity 

Ig~~""lln these volcanic valleys of central Mexico, on the Canadian prairie, across India's northern plain, they 

sow and they reap the golden grain that has fed us since the distant dawn of farming. But along with the 
wheat these days comes a harvest of worry. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/6/20107:18:08 PM 

Hawaii positioned to pass same-sex civil unions 

Hawaii voters opened the way for same-sex civil unions to become state law next year, with an election that gave victory 

to a pro-gay rights gubernatorial candidate and rejected many church-backed candidates. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/6/20107:22:38 PM 

Complaints that Tea Party hurt GOP's Senate hopes 

Ig~~""~ea Party-backed candidates helped and hindered Republicans, injecting enthusiasm into campaigns but 

losing Senate seats held by Democrats in Delaware, Colorado and Nevada that the GOP once had big 
hopes of capturing. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/6/20108:44:56 PM 

Tally error upends N.Y. congressional election 

A congressional election on eastern Long Island that had appeared to end in victory for a four-term Democrat, U.S. Rep. 

Tim Bishop, is now up for grabs after authorities discovered they had misreported the result of the vote. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/6/20108:53:39 PM 

US surfer Slater wins record 10th world title 

Ig~~""lsurfer Kelly Slater of Florida won a record 10th world title at the Rip Curl Pro Search on Saturday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/6/2010 10:07:50 PM 

Michigan beats Illinois 67-65 in 3 OTs 

Ig~~""IMichael Shaw scored on a i-yard run, Tate Forcier threw a 2-point conversion to Junior Hemingway and 
Michigan's defense stopped the potential tying 2-point try to lift the Wolverines to a 67-65 triple

overtime win over Illinois on Saturday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/6/2010 10:38:27 PM 

Oakland residents awaken to broken windows, debris 

Ig~~""ILoOking out her front window in a usually quiet residential neighborhood in this city, Deanna Goldstein's 

knees began to shake. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/6/2010 10:46:40 PM 

U.N. rejects south Sudan calls for peacekeepers 

The United Nations on Saturday rejected calls by south Sudan to send peacekeepers and set up a buffer zone along the 

country's tense north-south border ahead of a southern vote on independence next year. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/6/2010 10:59:24 PM 

Video: D.C. shootings dredge up bad memories 

Ig~~""~here are still no suspects in the series of shootings at military facilities in Washington D.C., but the FBI 

hopes it can crack the case before it takes a deadly turn. NBC's Pete Williams reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/6/2010 11:00:22 PM 

Video: Merapi's eruption claims more lives 

Ig~~""IHundred of thousands are crowding into shelters and hospitals because of Mount Merapi's eruption. Air 

traffic is staying away from the Indonesian capital, fearful of volcanic ash. NBC's Keir Simmons 
reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/6/2010 11:07:42 PM 

Video: Why aren't unemployment numbers improving? 

Ig~~""IDesPite the recent report counting 151,000 new jobs in October, the overall unemployment number 
hasn't changed. NBC's Trish Regan explains in a 'reality check.' (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/7/201012:08:10 AM 

Zenyatta barely misses Classic end to career 

Ig~~""lzenyatta came within a head of finishing a perfect career. Horse racing's biggest star closed from dead 
last, only for Blame to hold off the 6-year-old mare and win the $5 million Breeders' Cup Classic. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/7/2010 1:07:50 AM 

Mexico: 18 in grave are missing Acapulco travelers 

Ig~~""IRelatives confirmed that 18 bodies found in a mass grave outside Acapulco are those of a group of 

travelers kidnapped in one of the Mexican resort city's most shocking drug-gang crimes, authorities said 
Saturday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/7/20101:16:53 AM 

7 ways to baby-proof your home theater 

r-I~hether they're switching channels to grown-up content, stuffing food in the Blu-ray player or using the 
V cabinet as a jungle gym, your kids should be protected from your home theater gear - and the gear 

should be protected from your kids. Here's how. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/7/2010 1:44:05 AM 

Formula One champ escapes attack from armed men 

Ig~~""IArmed men attempted to attack the car carrying defending Formula One champion Jenson Button as he 

left the track after qualifying for the Brazilian Grand Prix on Saturday, his team said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/7/20102:09:23 AM 

Amazing rally gives Paterno 400th win 

Ig~~""~oe Paterno has become the first major college coach to win 400 career game after Penn State rallied 
from a three-touchdown deficit Saturday to defeat Northwestern 35-21. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/7/20102:16:20 AM 

LSU likely ends 'Bama's BCS title repeat bid 

Ig~~""ILSU twice rallied from second-half deficits and once again coach Les Miles employed a little trickery on 
fourth down, allowing the No. 12 Tigers to beat fifth-ranked Alabama 24-21. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/7/20103:09:50 AM 

Gates: Let gays in military; Marine chief: don't 

Ig~~""IDefense Secretary Robert Gates says he hopes the outgoing Congress will approve legislation ending the 

military's ban on gays but was unsure of the prospects for success. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/7/20103:15:07 AM 

Mexico drug lord death may aid Zeta cartel's rise 

Ig~~""~he killing of a Mexican drug lord by marines may strengthen the Zetas cartel. President Obama reaffirms 

support for Mexico's drug war. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/7/20103:18:58 AM 

Super friends Heat up, roll past Nets 

Ig~~""IDWyane Wade had 29 points and 10 rebounds, LeBron James scored 14 of his 23 points in the third 
quarter and the Heat rolled past New Jersey 101-89. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/7/20103:52:09 AM 

It came to pass: Giant Jesus statue completed 

Ig~~""IA gigantic statue of Jesus that Poles claim is the world's largest rises majestically above a small town, as 

the grandiose dream of a local priest finally comes to pass. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/7/20103:56:12 AM 

U.S., Australia to expand military ties 

Ig~~""~he United States plans to expand its military presence in Australia as the two nations maneuver around 

an increasingly assertive China. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/7/20104:49:57 AM 

Obamas turn to in India culture 

Ig~~""lpresident Barack Obama takes in India culture after embracing India as a jobs-creating giant for hurting 

Americans, not a cheap-labor rival that outsources u.s. opportunity. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/7/20105:47:35 AM 

Alarm glitch could have iPhone users scrambling 

Apple says the end of daylight savings time could cause problems for iPhone users. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/7/20106:04:12 AM 

Indonesia visit: Obama aides wary of volcano 

Just days before President Barack Obama's long-awaited visit to Indonesia, international carriers canceled flights to the 

capital over concerns about the erupting volcano. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/7/20106:14:36 AM 

Tomas soaks Haiti, spins into open Atlantic 

Ig~~""~omas regained hurricane strength Saturday as it spun away from the Turks and Caicos Islands and into 

the open Atlantic a day after battering seaside towns in Haiti. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/7/20106:17:33 AM 

'Like' British queen on Facebook 

You can "like" the U.K.'s queen beginning Sunday, but you can't be "friends" with her, according to media reports ahead 

of the launch of the British Monarchy Facebook page. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/7/20108:13:33 AM 

Smoke, odor prompt plane's emergency landing 

An AirTran Airways flight carrying 65 people from New Orleans to Milwaukee had to make an emergency landing in 

Tennessee when smoke and an odor was reported onboard. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/7/20108:18:37 AM 

In India, Obama vows 'midcourse corrections' 

Ig~~""INearIY halfway through his term, President Barack Obama on Sunday acknowledged he must make some 
"midcourse corrections" if he is going to win over a frustrated electorate and work with empowered 

Republicans. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/7/201012:59:14 PM 

Voters skeptical in rare Myanmar election 

Ig~~""IMyanmar held its first election in 20 years on Sunday under tight security, a vote that assures army

backed parties an easy win but brings with it a hint of parliamentary politics. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/7/20102:20:25 PM 

Terror threats in Indonesia worry u.s. officials 

The discovery of a militant training camp in Indonesia, along with persistent terrorist attacks there, have increased u.s. 
concerns that extremists are regrouping and eyeing Western targets in a country long viewed as a counterterrorism 

success story. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/7/20102:29:14 PM 

2 to vie for $9M World Series of Poker title 

Ig~~""lpoker professionals Jonathan Duhamel and John Racener have outlasted 7,317 players at the World 

Series of Poker main event and will play heads-up Monday night to determine the $8.94 million crown. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/7/20102:32:18 PM 

Iran suggests new nuclear talks in Turkey 

Iran has proposed that a new round of international talks on its nuclear program be held in Turkey, an ally that also has 

close ties to the West and has sought to mediate in the standoff. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/7/20103:17:40 PM 

Rallying Russian vets say defense minister must go 

Ig~~""IMore than 1,000 Russian military veterans and active servicemen rallied Sunday to demand the ouster of 

the defense minister, a civilian who is carrying out a radical reform of Russia's armed forces. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/7/20103:22:43 PM 

Protests slow nuclear waste shipment in Germany 

Ig~~""IActivists rappelled down from a high bridge, broke through police lines and chained themselves to 

German train tracks Sunday, trying to halt a shipment of nuclear waste as they protested Chancellor 
Angela Merkel's plans to keep using nuclear energy. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/7/20104:27:32 PM 

Best bets: Conan O'Brien returns to TV 

Ig~~""IGet ready, Team Coco! He's back! Also this week: Denzel Washington is "Unstoppable"; every episode of 
"The Golden Girls" is collected on DVD - inside Sophia's wicker purse. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/7/20104:56:04 PM 

Was Demi Lovato being pushed too hard? 

Ig~~""IDiSney actress Demi Lovato has sought treatment for emotional and physical issues. Is she just the latest 

example of a teen star system that pushes young people too hard? 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/7/20105:09:11 PM 

Gebremariam, Kiplagat win titles at NYC Marathon 

Gebre Gebremariam of Ethiopia has won the men's title at the New York City Marathon in his debut at the distance. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/7/20105:21:51 PM 

White House set to make peace with business 

Ig~~""llt seemed like the beginning of a beautiful friendship -- or at the very least a functional relationship. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/7/20105:36:49 PM 

Indonesian volcano sparks travel chaos 

Panicked residents who live near the base of Mount Merapi - which has claimed 138 lives in two weeks - crammed 

into trains and buses to seek temporary refuge with family and friends elsewhere. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/7/20105:55:48 PM 

'Like' British queen on Facebook 

You can "like" the U.K.'s queen beginning Monday, but you can't be "friends" with her, according to media reports ahead 

of the launch of the British Monarchy Facebook page. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/7/20106:30:26 PM 

Pope defends family as Spanish gays hold 'kiss-in' 

Ig~~""lpope Benedict XVI strongly defended traditional families and the rights of the unborn Sunday, directly 

attacking Spanish laws that allow gay marriage, fast-track divorce and easier access to abortions as he 
dedicated Barcelona's iconic basilica, the Sagrada Familia. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/7/20106:57:04 PM 

Will Ferrell's 'Megamind' makes mega debut 

Animated super-villain comedy debuted as the No.1 movie with $47.7 million, according to studio estimates Sunday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/7/20107:13:54 PM 

Cuba hits deadline to release political prisoners 

Ig~~""~he wives and mothers of Cuba's most prominent political prisoners marched through the leafy streets of 

the capital Sunday, demanding the government honor an agreement to release their loved ones. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/7/20107:40:00 PM 

Shoppers burned by recession haven't healed 

Ig~~""IDuring the Great Recession, people made drastic changes in how they spent their money. They stopped 

treating credit cards as cash. They learned to save and learned to wait. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: lop msnbc.com headlines 

11/7/20107:42:14 PM 

leU moves to No.3, Auburn No.2 in AP poll 

Ig~~""~CUls impressive victory over the weekend not only lifted the Horned Frogs to No.3 in The Associated 

Press poll, it caused Auburn to move up behind top-ranked Oregon and Boise State to fall two spots to 
No.4. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/7/20108:05:53 PM 

20 killed over weekend in Mexican border city 

Ig~~""IAt least 20 people were killed in drug-gang violence over the weekend in this northern Mexican border 

city, including seven found dead outside one house. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/7/20108:20:59 PM 

Stocks being buoyed by investor ... pessimism? 

If you're already confused about what drives the stock market, try mulling this one over: The major indexes have 

climbed back to their spring highs, while we've grown more pessimistic. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/7/20109:06:47 PM 

Settlers got land bargains in east Jerusalem 

Ig~~""IA string of Israeli governments has helped cement the Jewish presence in Arab areas of Jerusalem by 

selling or leasing property to settler groups at bargain prices, court documents released Sunday show. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/7/20109:25:44 PM 

Scientists turn patches of human skin into blood 

Got blood? Future patients who need transfusions for surgery and cancer treatments could get it from a patch of their 

own skin. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/7/2010 10:52:06 PM 

Your Career: Don't do these networking no-nos 

For those networking novices out there who need a bit of help, here are six networking no-nos from hiring managers, 

human resource pros and people who are often hit up by networkers. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/7/201011:11:58 PM 

Police arrest man in Swedish immigrant shootings 

Ig~~""ILang Conteh thought the two loud cracks were fireworks from the nightclub. He was in high spirits, 

stepping out of a taxi with two friends to join the summer party. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/7/2010 11:44:22 PM 

Favre rallies Vikings to aT victory over Cards 

Ig~~""IBrett Favre rallied the Vikings from 14 points down to tie it with 27 seconds to play, then drove 
Minnesota into position for Ryan Longwell's 35-yard game-winning field goal for a 27-24 overtime victory 

over the Arizona Cardinals. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/8/201012:01:37 AM 

HIV revenge rampage? Kenya police officer kills 10 

A police officer who said he was looking for a woman who infected him with HIV rampaged through three bars in a 

central Kenyan town and killed 10 people, including two fellow officers, officials said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/8/201012:02:11 AM 

Obama surprised by political cost of health law 

President Barack Obama says the political cost of overhauling the health care system turned out to be higher than he 

had expected. And he admits that he gets discouraged at times when dealing with the economy. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/8/2010 12:22:58 AM 

Video: Even in second place, Zenyatta still a superstar 

Ig~~""IAfter a great horse in her last race went from last place to a photo finish, her owners left open the 

possibility that she just might run again. NBC's George Lewis reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/8/2010 12:26:08 AM 

Video: Health care law repeal tops GOP to-do list 

Ig~~""lwhile GOP leaders take the hard line on cutting taxes and repealing health care, a disagreement over 

how to cut spending has highlighted disparities within the party. NBC's Mike Viqueira reports. (Nightly 
News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/8/201012:27:31 AM 

Nevada Walmart evacuated over suspicious device 

Authorities say they have found what looks like a hand grenade inside a knapsack dropped by a gunman at a Las Vegas

area Walmart. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/8/2010 12:31:54 AM 

Mortgage modifications may lead to foreclosure 

Ig~~""IAcross the country people claim - some in lawsuits - that banks didn't live up to their end of the deal 

when they agreed to trial mortgage modifications. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/8/201012:53:16 AM 

Browns, Hillis drop hammer on Patriots 34-14 

Ig~~""IRookie quarterback Colt McCoy scrambled for a touchdown, Peyton Hillis hammered for a career-high 
184 yards and two scores and the Cleveland Browns pounded the New England Patriots, 34-14. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/8/20101:56:11 AM 

Oregon, Auburn maintain top 2 BCS spots 

Ig~~""~CUls best chance to catch Oregon and Auburn in the BCS standings came and went, and the Horned 

Frogs are still chasing the top two. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/8/20102:29:04 AM 

Vick, Eagles hold off Manning, Colts 

Ig~~""IMichael Vick threw for 218 yards and one touchdown, ran for 74 yards and a score, and the Philadelphia 
Eagles beat Peyton Manning and the Indianapolis Colts 26-24. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/8/20104:13:11 AM 

NBC: Olbermann suspension ending Tuesday 

Ig~~""IKeith Olbermann's suspension from MSNBC television for donating to three Democratic campaigns will 

end this coming Tuesday, NBC announced Sunday night. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/8/2010 4:40:40 AM 

Cosmic Log: Pluto's rival gets downsized 

Ig~~""lscience editor Alan Boyle's Weblog: New observations suggest that the dwarf planet Pluto could be the 
ninth-largest world detected in the solar system after all. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/8/20105:46:06 AM 

NYT: A fresh slate at Pentagon for Obama 

NYT: With critical decisions ahead on the war in Afghanistan, President Obama is about to receive an unusual 

opportunity to reshape the Pentagon's leadership in the next several months. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/8/20107:23:16 AM 

Wild elephant tramples teen to death 

A wild elephant has trampled a boy to death in southern Vietnam. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/8/20107:37:12 AM 

Packers pound Cowboys in Week 9 rout 

Ig~~""IAaron Rodgers threw for 289 yards and three touchdowns, Brandon Jackson scored twice and the Green 

Bay Packers beat the disintegrating Dallas Cowboys 45-7 on Sunday night. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/8/20107:48:34 AM 

Iran sanctions 'having an impact,' Gates says 

Ig~~""~he U.S. rejected Israeli concerns that it had become necessary to pursue a credible military threat 

against Iran, saying sanctions could deter Tehran from building a nuclear weapon. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/8/20108:02:35 AM 

The first Windows Phone 7 apps you should grab 

Ig~~""~oday is when the first Windows Phone 7 models go on sale. Since the apps matter almost as much as the 

phone itself, we've sifted through the 1,600 currently available, and come up with a tidy list of what you 
must download - for free or dirt cheap. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/8/20108:20:55 AM 

Technology a blessing, a curse for remote island 

Ig~~""IMUggS Bass doesn't own a computer. She's pretty much dead set against e-mail. Anyone who calls her 
home on Michigan's remote Beaver Island should be prepared for a busy signal, if she's on her land-line 

phone. She has no cell. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/8/20108:43:21 AM 

'Act of justice': Venezuela seizes apartments 

Ig~~""IFaCing a wave of criticism from business leaders, President Hugo Chavez is defending his order for 

government officials to seize control of residential complexes. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/8/20109:40:22 AM 

Obama skips Peace Prize winners' meeting in Japan 

Ig~~""lpresident Barack Obama has declined an invitation to a meeting of Nobel Peace Prize winners on nuclear 

weapons that is taking place later this week in Hiroshima, when he will be in the country to attend a 
summit of Asian leaders. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/8/20109:48:38 AM 

Qantas keeps A380s grounded, eyes oil leaks 

Ig~~""IQantas Airways has grounded its A380 fleet for at least another three days as it investigates oil leaks as a 

possible cause of the explosion which tore apart one of the superjumbo's engines. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/8/201011:17:03 AM 

Beauty pageant aids unity in war-torn Sudan 

Ig~~""llt wasn't until after midnight that Southern Sudan's beauty pageant reached its fever pitch. It wasn't a 

swimsuit competition that got the crowd going, though. It was the traditional culture show. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/8/2010 11:44:04 AM 

Alaska's Murkowski on cusp of write-in win 

Republican Sen. Lisa Murkowski is on the cusp of vindication after waging a high stakes - and long shot - write-in 

campaign to keep her job. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/8/201012:02:47 PM 

Like '2012' movie: Terrified crowds flee volcano 

Ig~~""IFrightened residents at the foot of Indonesia's rumbling volcano headed out of town Monday, cramming 

onto trains, buses and rented vehicles to seek refuge with family and friends far away. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/8/2010 12:08:59 PM 

4 killed in car bombing in Iraqi city of Najaf 

Ig~~""llraqi police and hospital officials say a car bomb went off not far from one of Shiite Islam's holiest sites in 

the city of Najaf south of Baghdad. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/8/201012:16:02 PM 

Video: More from the Bush interview 

Ig~~""lln an exclusive interview with TODAY's Matt Lauer, former President George W. Bush recounts Vice 
President Dick Cheney's anger over his decision to let a jury's verdict of perjury stand against disgraced 

aide Lewis "Scooter" Libby. (Today Show) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/8/201012:17:10 PM 

Nuclear plant shuts down to repair leaky pipe 

Ig~~""lworkers at the Vermont Yankee nuclear plant detected radioactive water seeping from a leaky pipe in 

the complex Sunday, forcing the plant to shut down to make repairs. The Nuclear Regulatory Comission 
said the public was not in any danger. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/8/201012:30:12 PM 

Video: Missing mom's husband: She abandoned us 

Ig~~""lln an interview with the Salt Lake Tribune, the key person of interest in the disappearance of mother 

Susan Powell, her husband Josh, spoke bitterly of his missing wife. NBC's George Lewis reports. (Today 
Show) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/8/2010 12:43:30 PM 

Windows Phone 7 games: the good, the bad and the weird 

Ig~~""lwindows Phone 7 devices - aka the Xbox phones - begin arriving in stores today. With their link to 

Xbox Live, these phones are aimed squarely at gamers. But which game applications should you 
download? Which games apps should you skip? And which game apps will leave you scratching your head? 
Here's a look at the games you'll find in the WP7 marketplace. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/8/20101:46:37 PM 

Top takeaways from NFL Week 9 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/8/20102:24:38 PM 

First Thoughts: Obama in defeat 

Ig~~""~he president admitted defeat on '60 minutes' when he said he and his administration didn't compromise 

and work with Republicans. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/8/20102:40:51 PM 

Travel + Leisure readers rank top cities in America 

Ig~~""~he envelope, please: the results of T +L's annual survey, ranking everything from luxury hotels to burgers 

in 35 U.s. cities. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/8/20102:49:00 PM 

Newsweek: Top ten places poised for recovery 

Where can you go to escape the recession? Try any of these 10 places. Oh, and be prepared to wear red. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/8/20103:13:42 PM 

Obama backs India for Security Council seat 

President Barack Obama backed India for a permanent seat on the U.N. Security Council, a dramatic diplomatic gesture 

to his hosts as he wrapped up his first visit to this burgeoning nation. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/8/20103:38:19 PM 

Gunbattles erupt after rare Myanmar election 

Ig~~""IFighting between ethnic rebels and Myanmar government troops has sent at least 10,000 refugees 

fleeing into Thailand after a widely criticized election. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/8/20103:41:44 PM 

Boy's $12 monster drawings help fund his chemo 

Ig~~""lcancer treatments are no fun at all. To pass the time during hospital stays, 5-year-old Aidan Reed draws 
pictures of Wolfman, Gill-man and other scary monsters - and his family has sold nearly 2,500 drawings 

to help offset medical expenses. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/8/20103:56:21 PM 

Wanted Yemeni preacher calls for jihad against U.S. 

A radical Muslim preacher wanted dead or alive by American and Yemeni authorities called on Muslim scholars in a 

videotape released Monday to promote jihad against U.S., Israeli and Iranian interests in the region. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/8/20104:11:50 PM 

Video: Refugees flee Myanmar violence 

Ig~~""IHundreds of people have already fled into neighboring Thailand after fighting between ethnic rebels and 
government troops broke out after the country's first election in 20 years. TODAYshow.com's Dara Brown 

reports. (Other) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/8/20104:15:44 PM 

Video: Middle school QB becomes Web star after sneaky play 

r-~ Texas middle school quarterback becomes a Web hit after a sneaky play turns into touchdown. 
ODAYshow.com's Dara Brown has more on this video. (Other) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/8/20104:43:41 PM 

Killer of mom, 2 daughters gets death sentence 

Ig~~""IA Connecticut man will be sentenced to death for a night of terror inside a suburban home in which a 

woman was strangled and her two daughters tied to their beds, doused in gasoline and left to die in a 
fire. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/8/20105:15:19 PM 

Newsweek: Are celebs driving our tattoo culture? 

Two decades ago, the only cultural icons with tattoos were rowdy and extreme-Dennis Rodman, Steven Tyler, (her. 

Their inked up arms conjured images of rebellious behavior, life on the road, Hell's Angels. But today, even the most 

elaborate tattoos have gone mainstream. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/8/20105:15:53 PM 

Newsweek: How Utah became an economic zion 

While nearly every local economy succumbed to the frozen credit markets, failing to grow much during the last two 

years, Utah has flourished. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/8/20105:16:08 PM 

Beer may have lubricated the rise of civilization 

May beer have helped lead to the rise of civilization? It's a possibility, some archaeologists say. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/8/20105:30:00 PM 

Amanda Knox indicted on slander charges 

Ig~~""IAn Italian judge on Monday ordered Amanda Knox to stand trial on slander charges for claiming she was 

beaten by police when questioned in 2007 about her roommate's slaying. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/8/20105:44:21 PM 

Another college basketball season is here 

Ig~~""llt can't be seven months ago that Gordon Hayward's shot from halfcourt came so close to providing one 

of the greatest endings in sports history. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/8/20105:48:21 PM 

U.S. blocks air cargo from Somalia 

The United States expanded its ban on air cargo shipments from Somalia in the wake of the package bomb plot 

originating from Yemen, Homeland Security Secretary Janet Napolitano said Monday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/8/20105:53:28 PM 

Video: Woman solves "Wheel" puzzle with one letter 

Ig~~""lshoCking even Pat Sajak, Caitlin Burke solves a puzzle on Wheel Of Fortune with just one letter revealed. 
Msnbc's Tamron Hall talks with Burke. (Other) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/8/20106:04:21 PM 

Pakistan, and Obama's, 'unwinnable war' 

Ig~~""IAS President Barack Obama was feted in India, his message to neighboring Pakistan - do more to shut 
down terrorist safe havens - was sure to irk the Islamabad government. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/8/20106:29:08 PM 

How to get out of jury duty? Mention Dahmer friendship 

An Ohio man was excused from jury service after mentioning he was a childhood friend of cannibalistic serial killer 

Jeffrey Dahmer. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/8/20106:32:06 PM 

U.S. failed to connect American to Mumbai attacks 

The u.s. intelligence community didn't know that an American whom it had used as an informant was plotting the 2008 

terrorist attack on Mumbai, according to a government review. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/8/20106:37:11 PM 

Life Inc.: Holiday hiring revs up 

The holiday hiring season is off to the strongest start in several years, according to an analysis by outplacement firm 

Challenger, Gray and Christmas. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/8/20106:48:58 PM 

Wal-Mart, Target holiday toy war intensifies 

Ig~~""~ust days after Halloween, the annual battle to win the dollars oftoy-buying parents is already off to a 

fierce start, according to a report in The Wall Street Journal. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/8/20107:05:30 PM 

Video: Is the Latino vote key in 20127 

Ig~~""~anet Murguia, president and CEO of the National Council of La Raza, explains the importance of the 
Latino vote in the 2012 election. (Other) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/8/20107:13:58 PM 

Chirac to be tried for corruption 

Former French President Jacques Chirac has been ordered to stand trial in a second party financing case dating back to 

his 1977-1995 tenure as Paris mayor, judicial officials said Monday. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/8/20107:16:04 PM 

Conan's biggest late-night foe? Jon Stewart 

Ig~~""IAS O'Brien makes his historic late-night leap - or fall - from broadcast to cable (with a lower budget to 
match) one person who might not be so welcoming is "The Daily Show" host. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/8/20107:41:26 PM 

PFT: Phillips reportedly fired as Cowboys coach 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/8/20107:45:52 PM 

Women prefer silicone to saline after mastectomy 

Surgeons have long held that silicone implants produce better cosmetic results than saline-filled varieties. But it has not 

been clear what patients think. A new study finds women are happier with the cosmetic results of silicone implants. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/8/20107:54:51 PM 

NATO: 900 trainers needed for Afghan forces 

NATO's year-old mission to bolster Afghan security forces faces a critical shortage of 900 trainers that could hamper 

efforts to speed the withdrawal of international forces from the unpopular war, a commander says. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/8/20108:08:50 PM 

Video: Jackson's mom says MJ denied drug addiction 

Ig~~""IKatherine Jackson tells Oprah Winfrey that Michael denied he had a drug addiction and Lindsey Lohan 
wants to open rehab facility for kids. (MSNBC) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/8/20108:16:31 PM 

Gunman kills Calif. police officer during chase 

Ig~~""IA gunman shot and killed a Riverside, Calif., police officer during a foot chase through a park late Sunday 

night, authorities said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/8/20108:26:10 PM 

Family history a powerful, underused health tool 

It may sound old-fashioned, but a Cleveland Clinic study comparing which method best uncovered an increased risk of 

cancer helps confirm the value of what's called a family health history. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/8/20108:27:24 PM 

Elizabeth Smart tells of 'nightmare' abduction 

Ig~~""IElizabeth Smart told jurors Monday how she was awakened with a cold knife on her neck and initially 

thought her 2002 abduction was a nightmare. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/8/20108:30:50 PM 

60-mph winds cut power across New England 

Ig~~""IA powerful coastal storm packing rain, snow and sleet surprised New Englanders with its ferocity as wind 

gusts built to speeds topping 60 mph, knocking down trees and utility poles, leaving tens of thousands of 
people in the dark. At sea, swells topped out at more than 15 feet. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/8/2010 10:01:33 PM 

Newsweek: Why China won't budge on currency 

As the G-20 summit nears, here's why China won't relent on its economic policies. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/8/2010 10:43:28 PM 

Can young 'Potter' stars maintain career magic? 

Ig~~""IDaniel Radcliffe, Emma Watson and Rupert Grint have grown up at Hogwarts. Can they make the 
transition from child actors to successful grown-ups? 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/8/201011:02:46 PM 

Video: Winning Powerball ticket sold at porn shop 

Ig~~""~he $128-million Powerball winner who bought a ticket at XXX book store hasn't stepped forward. 
WDIV's Paula Tutman reports. (NBC News Channel) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/8/201011:03:09 PM 

Mo. corrects record on 1923 lynching 

Ig~~""ICiViC leaders have come together to confront an ugly episode in Columbia and correct the record on the 

death of a black University of Missouri janitor, who insisted the rape allegation that led to his death was a 
case of mistaken identity. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/8/201011:03:13 PM 

Kinect's future: A game controller in everything 

Ig~~""IMicrosOft is spending half a billion dollars to make sure that when you hear the word Kinect you think 

"the future of video games." But Microsoft believes that the real potential for the voice recognition, 
motion-based technology is how they plan to use it with cell phones, computers and perhaps in the military 
and health industries. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/8/2010 11:04:20 PM 

More U.S. students taking 'gap year' break 

Ig~~""lltls a growing trend in America. Gap years - time off between high school and college - are designed to 

be a break from academics before college, for personal growth, travel, or to participate in community 
service. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/8/2010 11:40:09 PM 

Nancy Grace settles lawsuit over woman's death 

The parents and estate of a young woman who shot herself after she faced harsh questioning from talk-show host Nancy 

Grace have dismissed a lawsuit against CNN and the host. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/8/2010 11:44:39 PM 

Spill panel: Risks taken, bad calls made in rig blast 

Ig~~""IBP incurred "additional risk" and teams of workers - both BP and contractors - made poor judgments 

ahead of the April 20 well blowout and rig explosion, the presidential Gulf spill panel said Monday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/8/2010 11:44:48 PM 

Video: Feds issue tougher cargo security standards 

Ig~~...,~wo weeks ago after toner cartridges converted into potential cargo bombs were discovered on board a 

U.S.-bound aircraft, officials announced new security standards for cargo. NBC Justice Correspondent 
Pete Williams reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/8/2010 11:48:59 PM 

Video: Hands-on airport security touches a nerve 

Ig~~""IFUIl-bOdY scanners, the TSArs latest tactic in an ever-evolving approach to security screening, are 

considered by many to be a necessary evil, but concerns over privacy invasion are proving to be a bigger 
issue for women than for men. NBC's Tom Costello reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/8/201011:53:57 PM 

Video: Obama taps India's boom for American jobs 

Ig~~""lpreparing to head to Indonesia after spending the last several days in India, President Obama on Monday 

emphasized that country's growing economic engine has the potential to create jobs back home. NBC's 
Lee Cowan reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/8/2010 11:58:49 PM 

Report criticizes Christie's U.S. attorney travel 

Ig~~""INew Jersey Gov. Chris Christie engaged in a pattern of abuse when he was u.s. attorney by billing 

taxpayers to stay at luxury hotels, the Justice Department's inspector general said in a report Monday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/9/2010 12:20:26 AM 

In Indonesia, Obama visits unusual democracy 

Ig~~""lpresident Barack Obama's next stop on a tour of Asian democracies is an emerging economic power but 
also a country where U.S.-backed military and police still stifle dissent. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/9/2010 12:21:30 AM 

Where shoppers wouldn't ever, they now would 

Ig~~""~he Goodwill store in this middle-class New York suburb is buzzing on a recent weekend afternoon. A 

steady flow of shoppers comb through racks. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/9/201012:24:51 AM 

Video: Russian journalist beaten in savage assault 

Ig~~""IBeaten nearly to death, Oleg Kashin, a Russian investigative reporter, became the latest victim of a series 
of attacks on journalists in Russia. Now high-ranking Russian journalists are calling on President Dmitry 

Medvedev to make journalist safety a priority. NBC's Jim Maceda reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/9/2010 12:30:00 AM 

Newsweek: lazy person's guide to saving the planet 

Think you don't have time to be green? Here are seven small things you can do that have a big impact. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/9/2010 12:30:00 AM 

Newsweek: Weirdest green energy innovations 

From algae farms to wave energy, here are a dozen eco-friendly but odd ways to create clean energy. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/9/2010 12:46:33 AM 

Cleric's father tries to keep son off kill list 

Ig~~""IAttorneyS for the father of a cleric trying to inspire Muslims to kill Americans argued in court Monday to 

keep his son from being targeted for death by President Barack Obama. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/9/2010 12:49:03 AM 

Russian journalist beaten, second one in 2 days 

A Russian reporter was beaten Monday, two days after another Moscow journalist was bludgeoned in a brutal attack 

that was captured on video and has caused a national uproar. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/9/2010 1:08:38 AM 

Bush: Mother's miscarriage shaped pro-life views 

Ig~~""lln his upcoming memoir, former President George W. Bush recalls that when he was a teen, he drove his 

mother to the hospital after she miscarried with her holding the fetus in a jar on her lap. Bush tells 
TODAY's Matt Lauer the incident shaped his pro-life presidency. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/9/2010 1:25:50 AM 

How to pick the right HDTV 

Ig~~""IHDTVS are among the most prized gifts during the holiday season. So whether you're giving one to a 

loved one, your family or yourself, it's important to pick the right one. Before Black Friday hits, and the 
sales are on, you should read this, the best advice you'll get on the subject. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/9/2010 1:57:02 AM 

Bush opens up about mistakes, defends decisions 

Former President George W. Bush tells NBC News' Matt Lauer that his 2003 "Mission Accomplished" speech, his 

demeanor after Hurricane Katrina and his young, drunken escapades were some of his mistakes. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/9/2010 1:59:51 AM 

Slumping Dallas Cowboys fire head coach Wade Phillips 

The Dallas Cowboys fired head coach Wade Phillips on Monday after a five-game losing streak dropped them to 1-7 for 

the season and all but shattered their hopes of making the playoffs. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/9/20102:46:00 AM 

New debt-help nuisance: Text message spam 

As new federal rules kick in severely limiting the way debt settlement companies operate, experts have predicted the 

industry might be simply pushed further underground. New unsolicited text messages might be evidence of that. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/9/20103:55:10 AM 

The politics that keep Bristol 'Dancing' 

Ig~~""IHer continued ability to dodge being eliminated comes with a ripple effect. Her fame originates from just 
two facts: She's a teen mom, and she is Sarah Palin's daughter. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/9/20104:24:17 AM 

Mavs stop Celtics' 5-game winning streak 

Ig~~""IDirk Nowitzki scored 25 points, including the go-ahead jumper with less than 20 seconds to play, and the 
Dallas Mavericks snapped Boston's five-game winning streak with a 89-87 victory over the Celtics on 

Monday night. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/9/20104:34:13 AM 

Judge and pro go head-to-head on 'Dancing' 

Ig~~""~he trouble began brewing early on in the live show when Inaba decided to take her knack for nitpicking 

to a new level after Brandy and Maks performed a seemingly perfect waltz. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/9/20105:00:41 AM 

Video: Matt Lauer's exclusive interview with Bush 

Ig~~""lln an exclusive interview with Matt Lauer, former president George W. Bush reflects on his most 

memorable presidential and personal decisions. He begins by discussing his problems with alcohol and 
the definitive moments that shaped the relationship with his parents. (NBC News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/9/20105:41:44 AM 

Rosenthal: Steelers team to beat in AFC 

Ig~~""IRosenthal: The Steelers are arguably the best of the AFC, but how will they and their conference brethren 

do the rest of the way? We grade the clubs so far and offer predictions for the second half. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/9/20106:20:42 AM 

Rosenthal: Giants rule NFC in midseason report card 

Ig~~""IRosenthal: The New York Giants are clearly the best of the NFC at the midpoint of the season, but how 

will they and their conference brethren do the rest of the way? We grade the clubs so far and offer 
predictions for the second half. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/9/20106:48:59 AM 

Steelers hold on to edge feisty Bengals 

Ig~~""lon a night of mistakes, the Pittsburgh Steelers defense made the difference again. James Harrison and 

Ryan Clark stripped the ball away from Jordan Shipley near the 5-yard line on Cincinnati's final play, 
preserving a 27-21 victory over the Bengals. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/9/20106:53:32 AM 

Auburn's Newton reportedly cheated at Florida 

Ig~~""IFoxsports.com is reporting that Auburn quarterback Cameron Newton had three instances of academic 

cheating while attending Florida and faced potential expulsion from the university. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/9/20107:48:33 AM 

Duhamel wins World Series of Poker, $8.94M 

Ig~~""lcanadian poker professional Jonathan Duhamel has won the World Series of Poker main event title in Las 

Vegas and $8.94 million. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/9/20109:42:39 AM 

FBI: 69 child prostitutes rescued, 99 pimps held 

More than five dozen child prostitutes have been found as part of a three-day nationwide crackdown on the sexual 

exploitation of children, the FBI said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/9/2010 10:29:39 AM 

No smooth sailing: Blaze sets cruise ship adrift 

The crew of a Mexico-bound cruise ship battled an engine room fire for three hours which left the vessel adrift, officials 

said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/9/2010 11:29:04 AM 

Congo truck crash kills at least 42, officials say 

Authorities in south-central Congo say at least 42 people were killed when a truck overturned on the country's poorly 

maintained roads. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/9/201012:26:16 PM 

Army-backed party sweeps Myanmar election 

Myanmar's biggest military-backed party won the country's first election in 20 years by a landslide on Tuesday after a 

carefully choreographed vote. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/9/2010 12:29:46 PM 

Conan is back - all is right with the world 

Ig~~""lln a few months, when the audience has solidified and "Conan" settles into a groove, we may have a 

better handle on the show's future. For now, though, it just feels great to see Coco back on television. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/9/201012:34:19 PM 

Lenders face mounting mortgage claims 

Mortgage lenders foreclosing on record numbers of homeowners now face a potentially more formidable adversary: 

investors who bought bonds backed by bad loans. By John W. Schoen. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/9/2010 12:34:29 PM 

Video: Smart tells court of abduction horrors 

Ig~~""INOW 23, Elizabeth Smart took the stand in the federal trial of Brian David Mitchell, the man who 

abducted her and kept her in captivity nearly 10 years ago NBC's Janet Shamlian reports. (Today Show) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/9/201012:36:51 PM 

Smoke pot? Schwarzenegger says, who cares? 

Gov. Arnold Schwarzenegger says no one cares if you smoke a joint. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/9/2010 12:50:54 PM 

Video: Victim's sister: Hayes 'deserves' death penalty 

Ig~~""lcynthia Hawke-Renn, sister of slain Connecticut mother Jennifer Hawke-Petit, says if anyone "deserves" 
the death penalty it's Steven Hayes. "Life in prison would have been more of the same as what he's been 

used to." (Today Show) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/9/201012:51:47 PM 

Gates: U.S. troops could stay longer in Iraq 

Ig~~""IU.S. Defense Secretary Robert Gates says the United States is open to the idea of keeping troops in Iraq 
past a deadline to leave next year - if the Iraqi government asks for it. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/9/2010 1:09:40 PM 

5 children killed after fire engulfs Florida home 

Fire officials picked through the charred rubble of a massive house fire Tuesday that killed five children inside their 

central Florida home. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/9/2010 1:33:24 PM 

Mo-om! When the stars of mommy blogs grow up 

Some "mommy bloggers" are questioning the lasting effect their online ramblings might be having on their kids. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/9/2010 1:33:51 PM 

Cruelest cut: Why tiny injuries bring big pain 

You're not just being a whiner if you yelp when you get a paper cut or jam a toe. The tiniest injuries can cause maximum 

pain because they're often in areas with the most nerve receptors. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/9/2010 1:37:26 PM 

Straight British couple seeks 'gay' partnership 

Ig~~""~om Freeman and Katherine Doyle are in love and want to tie the knot - but they don't want to get 

married. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/9/2010 1:38:09 PM 

Video: Royal wedding rumors at fever pitch 

Ig~~""IKatie Nicholl, author of a new book about Prince William and Prince Harry, comments on speculation that 

William and Kate Middleton will walk down the aisle soon. She also tells Matt Lauer that she would not 
be surprised if Harry got back together with ex-girlfriend Chelsy Davy. (Today Show) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/9/20102:03:23 PM 

Sex, drugs more common in hyper-texting teens 

Teens who text 120 times a day or more - and there seems to be a lot of them - are more likely to have had sex or 

used alcohol and drugs than kids who don't send as many messages, according to provocative new research. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/9/20102:25:10 PM 

Video: Say 'cheese' - and risk your health 

Ig~~""IBefore you order extra cheese on your next pizza, consider how much saturated fat you will be 

consuming, say David Zinczenko, of Men's Health magazine, and TODAY nutritionist Joy Bauer. (Today 
Show) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/9/20102:26:03 PM 

Video: 'AGT' singing phenom's 'Pie Jesu' 

Ig~~""~en-year-Old Jackie Evancho, the runner-up on the fifth season of "America's Got Talent," performs her 
signature song live on TODAY. (Today Show) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/9/20102:57:12 PM 

U.S. slammed on Fed policy before summit 

China kept up a drumbeat of criticism of u.s. easy money policies, warning two days before a G-20 world economic 

summit that Washington could destabilize the global economy. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/9/20103:36:28 PM 

Indonesian says he shook first lady's hand by accident 

Ig~~""lonce the wait for President Barack Obama's return was over, Indonesian anticipation turned to another 

question: Would a conservative Muslim government minister shake the first lady's hand? 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/9/20103:55:15 PM 

Deformed bird beaks trigger environmental hunt 

Ig~~""lscientists have observed the highest rate of beak abnormalities ever recorded in wild bird populations in 

Alaska and the Northwest, a study by two federal scientists said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/9/20103:58:46 PM 

'Building bridges': Obama courts Muslims 

Ig~~""lpresident Barack Obama said that Washington's effort to reach out to the Muslim world would help 

improve U.S. security, although he acknowledged that there was still more work to do. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/9/20104:23:25 PM 

Poll: Majority of Afghans back talks with Taliban 

Ig~~""INearIY all Afghans want their government to make peace with the Taliban despite their growing dislike 

for the insurgency, according to a survey funded in part by the u.s. government. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/9/20104:55:55 PM 

Uighurs - precariously caught between two powers 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/9/20105:06:52 PM 

Got an STD? Just ask your phone 

Ig~~""IGot a funny feeling in your nether-region but too embarrassed to ask your doctor what it might be? If a 

group of British researchers have their way, your mobile phone will soon be able to tell you if you've got 
an STD. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/9/20105:16:15 PM 

Spill panel chief: BP, partners are safety 'laggards' 

Ig~~""~he Republican co-chair of the presidential panel studying the causes of the Gulf oil spill lashed out at BP 
and its contractors, calling them safety "laggards" who are "in need of top-to-bottom reform." 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/9/20105:20:39 PM 

As boomers age, 1 in 5 drivers will be oldsters 

Ig~~""IBabY boomers who first danced to that 1964 pop hit about a granny burning up the road in her hot rod 

will begin turning 65 in January. Experts say keeping those drivers safe and mobile is a challenge with 
profound implications. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/9/20105:28:00 PM 

Indonesian says he shook first lady's hand by accident 

Ig~~""lonce the wait for President Barack Obama's return was over, Indonesian anticipation turned to another 

question: Would a conservative Muslim government minister shake the first lady's hand? 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/9/20106:10:47 PM 

Author: William will soon fulfill secret pact with Kate 

Katie Nicholl, author of a new book about princes William and Harry, said Tuesday that William and Kate Middleton 

made a secret marriage pact in 2007. "I don't think she's going to be waiting much longer," Nicholl said, predicting a 

New Year's proposal. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/9/20106:15:58 PM 

Halliburton refuses to list gas drilling chemicals 

Ig~~""~he Environmental Protection Agency has subpoenaed energy giant Halliburton, seeking a description of 

the chemical components used in a drilling technique called hydraulic fracturing. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/9/20107:12:12 PM 

Grand Canyon hike offers breathtaking views 

Ig~~""IAbout 4.5 million people visit the Grand Canyon every year, with relatively few venturing too far below 
the rim - where the trails along the cliffs offer constantly changing views that are otherworldly. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/9/20107:15:58 PM 

Italy's ancient wonders crumble from neglect 

Ig~~""lltaIY is rich in ancient wonders, but the real wonder may be that so many are still standing given the poor 

care they get. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/9/20107:38:09 PM 

Hearing starts in soldier's 'thrill kill' case 

Ig~~""~he Army sergeant accused of masterminding a plan to kill Afghan civilians for sport and goading other 

soldiers to do the same appeared at a military hearing Tuesday to determine whether there is enough 
evidence to court-martial him. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/9/20107:38:09 PM 

Video: Mystery 'missile' may have been optical illusion 

Ig~~""INBC'S Jim Miklaszewski reports a missile expert believes that the mystery object seen in the skies over 

Southern California may have been an optical illusion of a plane's contrail that had flown over the visible 
horizon. (Other) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/9/20107:58:26 PM 

College hoops: Conference previews 

Ig~~""IBeYOnd the Arc: Check out our in-depth conference previews as the season gets started. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/9/20108:06:17 PM 

Bush to Oprah: 'I'm through with politics' 

Ig~~""IGeorge W. Bush, promoting his memoir that hit store shelves Tuesday, defended his decisions as 

president in a jokey interview with television talk show queen Oprah Winfrey. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/9/20108:15:24 PM 

3 Steelers sustain concussions vs. Bengals 

Steelers safety Will Allen and running backs Mewelde Moore and Isaac Redman sustained concussions during Monday 

night's game in Cincinnati and must pass post-concussion tests before being cleared to play. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/9/20108:24:53 PM 

Palin, Germany, China: Odd trio of Fed critics 

The growing criticism of the Fed's plan to pump $600 billion into the u.s. banking system is making for some strange 

bedfellows. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/9/20108:38:28 PM 

Car-struck deer flies through windshield, out back 

A Minnesota family heading for pizza on the first day of hunting season bagged a deer instead, when a small buck struck 

by an oncoming car flew through their windshield and out their rear window. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/9/20108:42:14 PM 

'Conan' made some laugh, disappointed others 

Ig~~"'l'conan" was a ratings winner, but what really matters is what viewers thought. His diehard fans still love 

him and he may have won some new viewers over, but he also let others down. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/9/20108:44:49 PM 

Heart attack sufferers delay seeking treatment 

Despite expert recommendations to seek treatment if shortness of breath, chest discomfort and other telltale signs of a 

heart attack don't improve after five minutes, a new study suggests that typical sufferers still stall more than two hours. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/9/20108:44:55 PM 

Newsweek: Are newly elected Tea Partiers 'selling out'? 

One week after the election, the Tea Partiers appear to be the ones who are moderating-or, in the words of National 

Review's Veronique de Rugy, "selling out." 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/9/20108:54:22 PM 

Google Street View captures caravan thief 

Ig~~""IEleVen-year old Reuben Soames looked up his family's house on Google Street View and saw a strange 
man standing in the driveway next to the the family's camper -- the same camper stolen from the yard a 

little more than a year before. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/9/20109:14:22 PM 

U.S. sees no threat in alleged 'missile' 

u.s. officials said Tuesday they couldn't say what might have created a mysterious aerial plume that set off an Internet 

frenzy. But they said they were confident there was no threat to the United States. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/9/20109:41:51 PM 

NYT: Black education gap looks even bleaker 

An achievement gap separating black from white students has long been documented - a social divide extremely vexing 

to policy makers and the target of one blast of school reform after another. But a new report focusing on black males 

suggests that the picture is even bleaker than generally known 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/9/20109:44:55 PM 

Newsweek: The battle of the diva Christmas CDs 

Amid the deluge of holiday music that comes in November and December, Mariah Carey's Merry Christmas II You and 

Susan Boyle's The Gift are poised to make all those other seasonal crooners sound like off-key carolers. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/9/20109:46:50 PM 

Newsweek: Iran cutbacks may lead to unrest 

After months of wrangling between Ahmadinejad and the parliament, a sweeping five-year plan to cut government 

subsidies is being put into effect. The subsidies cover a broad range of basic goods and services-from gasoline and 

electricity to sugar, rice, and flour-and most Iranians are likely to feel the pinch. It's going to be a bumpy road ahead. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/9/2010 10:39:53 PM 

Offshore drilling lawsuit shifts to settlement talks 

A federal judge said settlement possibilities were discussed at a closed-door hearing where the government and oil and 

gas industry sparred over delays in issuing deepwater offshore drilling permits. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/9/2010 11:00:02 PM 

Barber says he's not good at cutting blacks' hair 

Barber Mike Aldrich says he was trying to avoid embarrassment - and a lousy haircut - when he balked at trimming 

the hair of Dr. Darryl Fisher. He says he's just no good at cutting black people's hair. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/9/201011:45:18 PM 

Video: From Pacific to Pentagon, missile mystery baffles 

Ig~~""lsouthern California was buzzing Tuesday over what looked on videotape like the launch of a large missile 
near Catalina Island. What's the Pentagon's explanation? Jim Miklaszewski reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/9/2010 11:46:28 PM 

Rich Americans cut back on charitable giving 

Charitable giving by wealthy Americans dropped by more than a third between 2007 and 2009 as the worst u.s. 
recession in decades put pressure on the nonprofit sector, according to a study released Tuesday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/9/2010 11:49:59 PM 

Video: 'Barry' Obama returns, briefly, to boyhood home 

Ig~~""lpresident Obama had a long-awaited homecoming in Jakarta on Tuesday, but the visit was cut short 

when conditions from the erupting Mount Merapi volcano threatened to worsen. NBC's Lee Cowan 
reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/9/2010 11:51:59 PM 

Video: Cholera epidemic reaches Port-au-Prince 

Ig~~""~he outbreak that has killed nearly 600 people in Haiti in the last three weeks has reached the capital city, 

where health authorities warn it it will spread quickly. NBC's Brian Williams reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/10/2010 12:05:50 AM 

Newsweek: Veterans' brain injuries confound doctors 

Evidence is mounting that battlefield concussions from the wars in Iraq and Afghanistan could result in decades of 

serious and expensive health-care issues for a significant number of veterans. After all, TBI is a relatively new problem of 

modern warfare. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/10/201012:11:34 AM 

Where's my car? Guarding against brain glitches 

Ig~~""IBefore you diagnose yourself with Alzheimer's disease, take heart: Most memory lapses are normal. Here 

are just a few common brain glitches, why they happen and how to handle them. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/10/201012:12:57 AM 

Video: Academic gap widens for black males 

Ig~~""IA new study showing that most black American male students perform worse then their peers by almost 

every measure suggests that some of the obstacles to their academic success start before school the 
school bell even rings. NBC's Ron Allen reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/10/201012:23:17 AM 

Woman fired over Facebook rant; suit follows 

A Connecticut woman who was fired after she posted disparaging remarks about her boss on Facebook has prompted a 

legal case by federal authorities who say her comments are protected speech. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/10/2010 12:33:58 AM 

1,000 tigers killed in decade; extinction near 

Ig~~""IBOdY parts from 1,000 wild tigers have been seized over the past decade, crimes fueling the extinction 

crisis faced by the species whose numbers are estimated at just 3,200, a wildlife group says. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/10/2010 12:58:50 AM 

Nearly 59 million lack health insurance 

Nearly 59 million Americans went without health insurance coverage for at least part of 20lO, many of them with 

conditions or diseases that needed treatment, federal health officials said on Tuesday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/10/20101:20:15 AM 

Elizabeth Smart tells of abductor's threats 

Elizabeth Smart testifies that the man who abducted her in 2002 often used vulgar language before raping her and 

threatened to kill her and her family if she tried to escape. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/10/20101:23:01 AM 

Slippery feet remind beetles to bathe 

Ig~~""llnsects depend on their adhesive footpads to help them skitter along leaves, logs and the sides of your 

picnic basket. Now, a study reveals just how beetles keep their feet clean and ready to cling. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/10/20102:10:11 AM 

Video: Olbermann responds to suspension 

Ig~~""~he Countdown host tells viewers he's "stunned and grateful," for their support and offers them three 
apologies. (Countdown) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/10/20102:16:24 AM 

NBC: Key CIA tapes witness wasn't questioned 

A special prosecutor clears CIA employees of criminal charges for destroying videotapes that showed waterboarding, 

even though two sources say a key witness was never questioned. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/10/20103:47:22 AM 

Finally, 'Dancing' cut isn't a huge surprise 

Ig~~""IAfter weeks of surprise eliminations, "Dancing" voters finally got the latest cut about right.The unlucky 
dancer who's just missing out on next week's semifinals? Kurt Warner. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/10/20103:56:59 AM 

Video: Obama: 'Indonesia is a part of me' 

Ig~~""lpresident Obama speaks at the University of Indonesia and touches on themes both personal and 
political. (NBC News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/10/20104:02:42 AM 

Obama to Muslims: Look beyond 'mistrust' 

Ig~~""IBefore leaving Indonesia early because of an erupting volcano, President Barack Obama urges the Islamic 

world to forge common ground against terrorism. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/10/20104:57:58 AM 

Utah's one-man show too much for Heat 

Ig~~""lpaul Millsap scored a career-high 46 points, including a putback at the buzzer to force overtime, and the 
Utah Jazz got two free throws from Francisco Elson with 0.4 seconds left to beat the Miami Heat 116-114. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/10/20105:24:22 AM 

eFT: Newtons reportedly talked of pay-to-play plan 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/10/20105:33:15 AM 

Chizik: Newton allegations 'pure garbage' 

The Auburn Tigers found themselves defending quarterback Cam Newton for the second time in five days, this time 

adamantly sticking up for the Heisman hopeful in the wake of allegations of academic cheating when he was at Florida. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/10/2010 10:42:39 AM 

Attacks targeting Iraqi Christians kill 4 

Ig~~""IBombingS and mortar attacks targeting Christians killed at least four people and wounded at least 11 in 

Baghdad on Wednesday, 10 days after a brazen assault on a Catholic cathedral. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/10/201011:21:13 AM 

Israel arrests Hamas lawmaker in West Bank 

Israeli soldiers arrested a prominent Hamas lawmaker from the West Bank in a pre-dawn raid on Wednesday, Israel's 

military said. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/10/2010 11:34:26 AM 

France raises retirement age despite protests 

French President Nicolas Sarkozy's reform raising the retirement age from 60 to 62 became law Wednesday, a victory for 

the government and a defeat for unions that waged massive strikes and protests. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/10/201012:34:16 PM 

Video: Bush on economy, Kanye, mosque controversy 

Ig~~""lln a live interview, former President George W. Bush defended his economic stewardship and reacted to 

a clip of Kanye West apologizing for calling him a racist. He also talked about the controversy over a 
proposed Islamic community center near the site of the World Trade Center. (Today Show) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/10/201012:45:14 PM 

Kinect and your kids: What works, what won't 

Ig~~""~hough the controller-free game system seems ideal for small kids, there is a minimum height 

requirement, and some other technological hurdles. Here are tips for maximizing the Kinect's family 
friendliness. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/10/2010 12:51:58 PM 

Advertising Age: Has 'green' stopped giving? 

Ig~~""IGreen marketing, a movement so hot that not even a deep recession could kill it, is starting to show signs 

of consumer revolt. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/10/2010 12:56:06 PM 

Video: Palin on family, her reality show and 2012 

Ig~~""lln an interview with People magazine, Sarah Palin talks about "correcting untruths" in her new reality-TV 

show on TLC and discusses a 2012 presidential run, saying "if there's an opportunity for me to help 
America get back on track, I will do that." (Today Show) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/10/20101:09:53 PM 

Singapore Airlines pulls 3 A380s due to engines 

Ig~~""~ests uncovered oil stains in three Rolls-Royce engines on Singapore Airlines' A380 superjumbos, 

prompting the airline to yank the planes from service Wednesday just two days after Qantas announced 
troubling oil leaks on its A380s. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/10/20101:09:53 PM 

Singapore Airlines pulls 3 A380s due to engines 

Ig~~""~ests uncovered oil stains in three Rolls-Royce engines on Singapore Airlines' A380 superjumbos, 

prompting the airline to yank the planes from service Wednesday just two days after Qantas announced 
troubling oil leaks on its A380s. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/10/20101:30:07 PM 

Chinese father punished for food safety activism 

Ig~~""IA father who organized a support group for other parents whose children were sickened in one of China's 

worst food safety scandals was convicted and sentenced Wednesday to 2 1/2 years in prison for inciting 
social disorder, his lawyer said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/10/20101:48:15 PM 

Video: Gene Shalit to leave TODAY 

Ig~~""~ODAY arts editor and critic Gene Shalit - and his famous mustache - will depart the show after an 
unprecedented 40-year-plus run. (Today Show) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/10/20102:11:03 PM 

NYT: Bush's recollection puts spotlight on miscarriage 

NYT: The image of a mother handing her teenage son a jar containing the remains of her just-miscarried fetus may be a 

disturbing one. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/10/20102:22:33 PM 

Weekly jobless benefit claims down sharply 

Fewer people applied for unemployment aid last week, the third drop in four weeks and evidence that the job market is 

showing signs of life. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/10/20102:26:51 PM 

Thousands of UK students protest tuition fees hike 

Tens of thousands of students marched noisily through London on Wednesday to oppose plans to triple university 

tuition fees, in the largest street protest yet against the government's sweeping austerity measures. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/10/20102:40:39 PM 

Girls' soccer players sidelined for hazing allegations 

Five soccer players at a Needham, Mass., high school have been suspended after accusations of blindfolding younger 

teammates and dragging the girls along the field with dog leashes. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/10/20102:49:27 PM 

Bush on mortgage crisis: 'My conscience is clear' 

In a live interview Wednesday, former President George W. Bush defended his economic stewardship, saying, "My 

conscience is clear when it came to recognizing an impending problem." He also reacted to an apology from rapper 

Kanye West for labeling him as a racist. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/10/20102:59:50 PM 

GM hopes investors buy turnaround story 

Ig~~""IFOrget last week's midterm elections. Perhaps the biggest ballot of the year will be held next week when 

GM asks investors to invest $13 billion in its IPO. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/10/20103:02:06 PM 

GM posts strong earnings ahead of IPa 

Strong profits on new cars and trucks helped GM earn $2 billion in the third quarter, enhancing the company's appeal as 

it nears next week's initial public stock offering. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/10/20103:10:15 PM 

Newsweek: The consumer effect of $600 billion in new currency 

Investors believed that the newly available cash will encourage companies to expand and make more profit. But will it? 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/10/20103:17:35 PM 

Newsweek: The Democrats' 2012 rust belt problem 

Republicans made big midterm gains in the Upper Midwest, an area Democrats need to carry in any presidential 

election. Here are the obstacles. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/10/20103:26:33 PM 

Boeing halts 787 test flights after cockpit smoke 

Boeing Co. halted test flights of its long-delayed 787 Dreamliner a day after smoke in the cockpit forced an emergency 

landing in Texas. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/10/20103:38:49 PM 

White House altered report justifying drilling ban 

An inspector general says the White House edited a report about the administration's moratorium on offshore drilling to 

make it appear experts supported a six-month ban. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/10/20103:53:13 PM 

Sunburned whales? Ozone hole could be culprit 

Ig~~""lscientists say some whale species off the Mexican coast are showing signs of severe sunburn that might 
be caused by the damaged ozone layer's decreased ability to block ultraviolet radiation. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/10/20104:13:44 PM 

Violence erupts as British students protest fee hikes 

Tens of thousands of students marched noisily through London against plans to triple university fees, and some tried to 

occupy the headquarters of the governing Conservative Party. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/10/20104:16:50 PM 

Eight countries where the dollar goes furthest 

Ig~~""lln an era of a declining dollar, many Americans think they can't afford a European vacation - and that 
they'll never get a chance to see the continent's ancient architecture, bustling cafes and thriving nightlife. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/10/20105:13:04 PM 

Video: Farmers shocked to find bear in cornfield 

Ig~~""IBear sightings in Minnesota's Goodhue County are rare, and a bear in a cornfield is even more unusual, 
according the Minnesota Department of Natural Resources. KARE-TV's Rena Sarigianopoulos 

reports. (NBC News Channel) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/10/20105:30:17 PM 

Beyond the Arc: Storylines to watch this season 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/10/20105:34:44 PM 

Boehner: No compromise so far on tax cuts for all 

Incoming House Speaker John Boehner is standing firm on the question of tax cuts even for the wealthiest Americans. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/10/20106:06:58 PM 

Indonesian volcano erupts, canceling flights 

Ig~~""llndonesia's most volatile volcano spewed clouds of ash high into the sky Wednesday, forcing 

international airlines to again cancel flights and President Obama to cut his trip short. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/10/20106:08:46 PM 

Video: Suspects sought in teen's beating death 

Ig~~""lpolice are looking for more suspects who they believe were involved in the random attack on a Georgia 

teen, who was beaten to death outside a party. Douglas County D.A. David McDade discusses the 
case. (Other) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/10/20106:18:55 PM 

Deficit panel leaders' plan curbs Social Security 

Leaders of President Barack Obama's bipartisan deficit commission are proposing to reduce the annual cost-of-living 

increases in Social Security. It's part of a sweeping proposal to wrestle $1 trillion-plus budget deficits under control. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/10/20106:25:46 PM 

9 most subversive children's books ever written 

Ever notice how many kids' books encourage 3-, 4- and 5-year-olds to stick it to the man? From "Madeline" to "Curious 

George," here are examples of subversive works that are sure to get little ones thinking for themselves. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/10/20106:35:20 PM 

Amazon defends 'Pedophile's Guide' 

Ig~~""IAmazon is selling a self-published book defending pedophiles, sparking discussions about the retailer's 

obligation to vet items before they are sold in its online stores. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/10/20106:45:04 PM 

Pentagon: Mystery 'missile' likely a plane 

A mystery vapor trail that was filmed off the coast of southern California and looked like a missile launch was likely 

caused by a plane, the Pentagon said on Wednesday, closing its case on the incident. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/10/20106:53:10 PM 

Yemen cargo bomb could have exploded over u.s 

British police said a mail bomb intercepted last month at an English airport could have exploded over the East Coast of 

the United States. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/10/20106:58:43 PM 

Video: Democrats clash over minority leader 

Ig~~""lpOlitiCOJS Andy Barr discusses who will claim the Democrats number two spot in Congress. (Other) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/10/20106:58:53 PM 

Lockdown of 260,000 Fla. students, staff lifted 

Schools in Florida's second-largest county were locked down for most of the school day Wednesday after a woman 

called a radio station, saying her husband might go to a school and start shooting. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/10/20107:10:01 PM 

Woman sentenced in antifreeze margarita death 

A woman drew a 23-year prison sentence Wednesday for killing her alcoholic boyfriend by lacing a jug of margarita 

cocktails with antifreeze at her apartment. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/10/20108:17:29 PM 

1 in 10 kids in U.S. has ADHD, new study says 

Nearly 1 in 10 u.s. children has ADHD, a sizable increase from a few years earlier that government scientists think might 

be explained by growing awareness and better screening. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/10/20108:18:57 PM 

Newsweek: How cell phones are changing the world 

Cell phones now allow Masai tribesmen in Kenya to bank the proceeds from selling cattle; Iranian protesters to organize 

in secret; North Koreans to communicate with the outside world; Afghan villagers to alert Coalition soldiers to Taliban 

forces; insurgents to blow up roadside bombs in Iraq; and charities to see, in real time, when HIV drugs run out in the 

middle of Malawi. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/10/20108:22:16 PM 

Video: FDA proposes graphic cigarette warnings 

Ig~~""IFDA Commissioner Margaret Hamburg discusses her agency's proposal to put graphic warning labels on 

cigarette cartons, warning of the serious health consequences of smoking. (Other) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/10/20108:28:45 PM 

Obama urges world help on economy 

Ig~~""lpresident Barack Obama told global leaders Wednesday the burden is on them as well as the u.s. to fix 

trade-stifling imbalances and currency disputes that imperil economic recoveries everywhere 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/10/20108:30:35 PM 

The write-in counting is underway in Alaska 

Ig~~""IDesPite the lawsuit filed by GOP nominee Joe Miller's camp, the counting of write-in ballots in the still

undecided Senate race in Alaska is now underway. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/10/20108:34:11 PM 

Key BP spill evidence at risk, rig owner says 

Ig~~""~he now infamous blowout preventer from the doomed Gulf oil rig is in danger of corroding and its value 

as a key piece of evidence may be compromised, the owner of the rig alleges. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/10/20108:42:30 PM 

Cracks found in shuttle fuel tank, not just foam 

NASA has found cracks in space shuttle Discovery's fuel tank. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/10/20108:42:59 PM 

Boehner: No compromise so far on tax cuts for all 

Ig~~""llncOming House Speaker John Boehner is standing firm on the question of tax cuts even for the 

wealthiest Americans. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/10/20109:07:27 PM 

Poll: Palin most polarizing of 2012 crowd 

Ig~~""lsarah Palin is the most polarizing of the potential 2012 Republican presidential candidates, while 

impressions of Mike Huckabee and Mitt Romney lean more positive, according to an Associated Press-GfK 
poll. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/10/20109:14:10 PM 

Newsweek: The richest counties in America 

The u.s. may be still struggling with the Great Recession's effects, but that doesn't mean that every part of the country 

is struggling. In fact, many Americans are living well above the poverty line. But where exactly are they? 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/10/20109:20:25 PM 

Risks grow for those whose lives straddle border 

Ig~~""IEder Diaz and Manuel Acosta were Americans whose lives straddled the border, business students 

attending classes at the University of Texas at EI Paso but living in Ciudad Juarez amid family and friends. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/10/20109:23:41 PM 

Cosmic Log: Watch out for a comet's outburst 

Ig~~""lscience editor Alan B~yle.'s.weblog: A new comet is exploding into the spotlight, and amateur 
astronomers are turning It Into a star. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/10/20109:59:59 PM 

Report: Prince William, Kate Middleton to wed in 2011 

After eight years of dating and two brief splits, Prince William and love Kate Middleton will finally tie the knot next year, 

multiple sources confirm to the new Us Weekly, out today. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/10/2010 10:23:41 PM 

Supreme Court urged to keep gay military ban 

The Obama administration urged the Supreme Court Wednesday to keep the "don't ask, don't tell" policy on gays in the 

military in place while a federal appeals court considers the issue. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/10/2010 10:28:27 PM 

Top drug recalls a bitter pill for consumers 

With bugs in baby formula, glass flakes in intravenous drugs and foul odors emanating from lipitor and children's 

Tylenol, a steady stream of high profile product recalls is undermining confidence in top drugmakers. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/10/201011:15:08 PM 

CIA faces second probe over tape destruction 

Officials of the National Archives signal they will reopen a probe into whether the CIA's destruction of interrogation 

videotapes violated federal records law. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/10/201011:49:25 PM 

Video: Student protest turns violent in London 

Ig~~""IStudents took to the streets of London on Wednesday to protest government proposals for deep cuts to 
education and big tuition increases. NBC's Brian Williams reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/10/2010 11:51:38 PM 

Video: Trailgate: Pentagon insists mystery not a missile 

Ig~~""~he Pentagon has concluded that the mysterious vapor trail in the sky over Los Angeles was not a large 
missile. NBC's Jim Miklaszewski reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/10/201011:54:10 PM 

Video: Cargo bomb had timer 

Ig~~""lscotland Yard now says terrorist plotters intended for their bombs to go off onboard the planes, six hours 
after takeoff. NBC's Brian Williams reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/11/2010 12:01:43 AM 

Video: u.s. students not measuring up in math 

Ig~~""IA new report released by Education Next on Wednesday says the number of American high school 
students with top-level math skills is shockingly low. NBC's Rehema Ellis reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/11/2010 12:09:47 AM 

Video: Will new labels make smokers think twice? 

Ig~~""~he FDA has proposed graphic new warning labels on cigarette packages aimed at shocking smokers. 
NBC's Tom Costello reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/11/201012:12:31 AM 

Galaxy Tab vs. iPad: The tablet war begins now 

r-~he iPad needed a nemesis, and this month Samsung offers up the first credible one. To some, the Galaxy 
ab is a compact - or just too small - iPad wannabe; to others, it's a stretched-out version of the 

popular Galaxy 5 Android phone. But to Apple, it's war. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/11/2010 12:25:27 AM 

Video: Turning mid-life crisis into opportunity 

r-I~ac k to Bas ics: Forced into a ca ree r cha nge, a I ucky few fa u nd they we re better off fa r it. N Be's Mike 
aibbi reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/11/2010 12:38:36 AM 

Eat a carrot, hurt the economy? Sometimes 

Eating a healthy diet may be good for you, but it may be unintentionally slimming for the economies of some developing 

countries, a new study says. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/11/2010 12:45:05 AM 

Write-ins hold up for Murkowski in early count 

Ig~~""IA judge denies a request by Alaska Senate candidate Joe Miller to immediately stop the counting of write

in ballots, and the early results show gains for Sen. Lisa Murkowski. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/11/2010 12:48:33 AM 

Deficit panel leaders' plan curbs Social Security 

Leaders of President Barack Obama's bipartisan deficit commission are proposing to reduce the annual cost-of-living 

increases in Social Security. It's part of a sweeping proposal to wrestle $1 trillion-plus budget deficits under control. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/11/2010 12:49:09 AM 

Fan ranker: Who's the most-hated athlete? 

Ig~~""IFan Ranker: Who is the most-hated active athlete in sports? Let your voice be heard. Rank each on a scale 

of 0 to 10 (10 = without a doubt; 0 = no chance). 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/11/20101:31:13 AM 

Carnival CEO apologizes to stranded cruisers 

Ig~~""~he head of Carnival Cruise Lines says the engine fire that cut power on the disabled cruise ship carrying 

nearly 4,500 people was the worst accident in his company's 35-year history. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/11/20101:50:59 AM 

Surgery error leads doc to public mea culpa 

Ig~~""IDr. David C. Ring, a Boston surgeon, described in the latest issue of the New England Journal of Medicine 

how a series of personal and systemic mistakes led him to conducting the wrong surgical proceedure on 
the hand of a 65-year-old woman. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/11/20102:27:06 AM 

Bachmann drops out of House GOP leadership race 

Ig~~""IMinnesota Rep. Michele Bachmann drops out of the House Republican Conference chair race; GOP 

leadership elections will go on without serious competition, Politico reports. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/11/20102:45:17 AM 

Iraqi PM to stay on as political deadlock ends 

Ig~~""lprime Minister Nouri al-Maliki will return to power for another four-year term after Iraqi lawmakers 

working late into the night Wednesday agreed on a tentative deal to form a new government, lawmakers 
said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/11/20102:54:41 AM 

Marty and Jane go to war on 'Survivor' 

Ig~~""IAfter Marty aimed the target straight at Jane during last week's Tribal Council, the fight was on. The 

scrappy dog trainer was confident in her abilities, though. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/11/20104:01:33 AM 

After beating Heat, Jazz take down Magic 

Ig~~""IDeron Williams scored 30 points, Paul Millsap added 23 and the Utah Jazz rallied again for a 104-94 
victory over the Orlando Magic on Wednesday night. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/11/20104:47:09 AM 

Video: Obama honors soldiers on Veterans Day 

Ig~~""lpresident Obama praised the bravery of American troops during a Veterans Day speech at the Army 

Garrison Yongsan in Seoul, South Korea. (NBC News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/11/20104:55:15 AM 

Obama salutes troops, condemns North Korea 

Ig~~""lcelebrating Veterans Day, President Barack Obama salutes the bravery of u.s. troops who defended 

South Korea during its war with North Korea and condemned the communist north. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/11/20105:04:15 AM 

Brad Paisley finally wins CMA's top award 

Ig~~""ILambert won three awards, including album of the year, on her 27th birthday and her fiance Shelton 

grabbed two. But an emotional Paisley walked away with the biggest trophy. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/11/20106:04:45 AM 

Myanmar's top court rejects Suu Kyi's final appeal 

Myanmar's top court rejected a final and largely symbolic appeal by detained Nobel peace prize laureate Aung San Suu 

Kyi against her house arrest, her lawyer said on Thursday, two days before her scheduled release. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/11/20106:40:00 AM 

Free-trade pact eludes U.S., S. Korea 

Ig~~""lln a sharp setback, the United States and South Korea failed to reach agreement on an elusive free-trade 

deal but will continue pressing for an accord, leaders say Thursday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/11/20107:30:01 AM 

Native American tribes seek trade ties with Turkey 

Native American tribal leaders and businessmen are seeking trade ties with Turkish companies by offering them tax 

incentives in their territories in the United States. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/11/20109:33:25 AM 

Free-trade pact eludes U.S., S. Korea 

Ig~~""lln a sharp setback, the United States and South Korea failed to reach agreement on an elusive free-trade 

deal but will continue pressing for an accord, leaders say Thursday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/11/2010 10:06:52 AM 

Russia hunts agent who betrayed u.s. cell 

The head of Moscow's deep cover spying operations in the United States was a double agent who had betrayed at least 

10 compatriots, a Russian newspaper said on Thursday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/11/2010 10:20:31 AM 

'China's in the house': Rap takes on Sino-U.S. currency spat 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/11/2010 11:00:08 AM 

Pakistan briefly detains US man at airport 

Pakistani authorities briefly detained an American man at an airport in the country's east on Thursday for carrying 30 

rounds of ammunition in his luggage, officials said. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/11/201011:10:32 AM 

Rifle squad honors vets with 57,000 good byes 

Ig~~""IEVery weekday, 12 months a year, in knee-deep snow and blistering heat, the men of the Fort Snelling 

Memorial Rifle Squad are out in force, paying tribute to veterans being laid to rest. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/11/2010 12:46:48 PM 

CNBC: How Ford got on fast track to success 

Ig~~""~ust four years after Ford Motor Co. lost a staggering $17 billion, CEO Alan Mulally has engineered a 

revival that brought this auto industry icon back on track. By Phil LeBeau 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/11/2010 12:48:31 PM 

Lingerie dance party ends Victoria's Secret show 

Katy Perry led the dance party that doubled as the finale of Wednesday night's Victoria's Secret fashion show, an annual 

parade of skimpy, sexy and over-the-top lingerie. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/11/2010 12:48:45 PM 

ConsumerMan: Faux fireplace ads just hot air? 

Ig~~""IYoulve seen the ads featuring an Amish pitch man touting the Heat Surge Roll-n-Glow Fireplace. 

Consumer Reports found that it is " no more miraculous" than other space heaters. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/11/201012:50:19 PM 

Don't do it yourself - 8 jobs to leave to the pros 

Ig~~""IMany of us like to do things for ourselves. But forget the money savings and personal satisfaction when 

having doing any of these jobs and leave them to qualified individuals. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/11/20101:07:18 PM 

Video: Tillman's widow recalls husband and hero 

Ig~~""IMarie Tillman speaks with TODAY's Meredith Vieira about her late husband's decision to leave his NFL 
career to serve in Afghanistan. (Today Show) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/11/20101:09:46 PM 

Video: Was girl bullied to death after sex-abuse report? 

Ig~~""~he parents of Michigan teen Samantha Kelly, who died in an apparent suicide, claim their daughter was 

the victim of severe bullying at school after reporting that she was sexually abused by a classmate. NBC's 
John Yang reports. (Today Show) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/11/20101:19:26 PM 

Are you popping the right pills? 

Ig~~""INew research has shown men and women respond very differently to some medications. For starters, 
women's livers produce different versions of enzymes that break down drugs. Here's how to make sure 

you're taking the right medications for you. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/11/20102:37:42 PM 

Italian film producer Dina De laurentiis dies 

Ig~~""~he Oscar winner brought to the big screen nearly 500 films including "Serpico," "Three Days of the 
Condor" and "King Kong." 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/11/20102:39:46 PM 

Video: Rockefeller Christmas tree hails from hero's backyard 

Ig~~""INew York City firefighter Peter Acton tells NBC's Mike Leonard that this year's Rockefeller Center 

Christmas tree, a giant Norwegian spruce rooted on his property, is a "thank you" to the comrades he lost 
on 9/11 and the people of the city. (Today Show) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/11/20103:06:09 PM 

Earmark dispute splits GOP senators 

Ig~~""IGOP senators have already fired the opening salvos in an intra party battle over federal spending that 
threatens to divide the upper chamber's Old Bulls and newer Tea Party-aligned members. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/11/20103:11:04 PM 

Over-the-counter meds to be cut from flexible spending accounts 

Ig~~""IStarting in January, you'll no longer be able to use your FSA for over-the-counter drugs and medicines 

unless you have a doctor's prescription. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/11/20103:13:14 PM 

Parents of 19, Duggars now await grandchild No.2 

The eldest of the 19-child Duggar family is proving that the apple doesn't fall far from the fruitful family tree: On 

Thursday, Josh Duggar revealed that he and wife Anna are awaiting their second child - a special joy because Anna had 

a miscarriage after their first. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/11/20103:44:50 PM 

Wal-Mart offering free shipping for online buys 

Ig~~""lwal-Mart Stores Inc. is going for the jugular in the holiday retailing war, announcing Thursday that it will 

offer free shipping on nearly 60,000 online items. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/11/20103:51:40 PM 

Newsweek: Older athletes show a beautiful way to grow old 

There are an estimated 250,000 senior athletes in training in the United States, and everyone of them is redefining what 

the aging body can do. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/11/20103:57:19 PM 

Companies yank cord on residential phone books 

Ig~~""lphone companies are eliminating residential white pages, arguing that it will reduce the environmental 

impact by using less paper and ink. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/11/20104:37:02 PM 

Flights resume to Indonesia as volcano spews ash 

Ig~~""IA deadly Indonesian volcano spit out towering clouds of ash, but clear skies over the distant capital let 

international airlines resume flights Thursday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/11/20104:41:57 PM 

Video: Cafeteria worker accused of punching 3rd grader 

Ig~~""IA Pennsylvania elementary school cafeteria worker is arrested for allegedly punching an 8-year-old 
student. WCAU's Claudia Rivero reports. (NBC News Channel) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/11/20105:02:34 PM 

Reputed Mafia patriarch Nicolo Rizzuto killed 

An 86-year-old alleged Mafia patriarch, Nicolo Rizzuto, was gunned down in his Montreal home, the latest blow to a 

once-formidable criminal organization. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/11/20105:05:39 PM 

Soldiers honored by u.S. on 3 continents 

Ig~~""lveterans Day had a multinational flair, with President Obama visiting troops in South Korea, Michelle 

Obama doing so in Germany and Vice President Biden attending to services in Washington. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/11/20105:40:20 PM 

Video: Rivarde: 'I just want justice for my son' 

Ig~~""IMOniqUe Rivarde, mother of Bobby Tillman, explains the range of emotions she's feeling days after her 

son was stomped to death and why she wants children to gain enough strength from this tragedy to 
stand up to bullies. (Other) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/11/20105:50:45 PM 

Regulator: Oil fire may have caused A380 problem 

Ig~~""ILeaking oil may have caught fire in the engine of a Qantas superjumbo and set off a violent disintegration 

that sent pieces of machinery slicing through vital control systems in the wing of the world's largest 
jetliner, Europe's air safety regulator said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/11/20106:17:08 PM 

Video: NYC 'cat lady' hoards 50 cats in small apartment 

Ig~~""IA woman's generosity grew 'out of control' as she hoarded 50 cats in her small apartment. WNBC's Tom 
Llamas reports. (Other) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/11/20106:40:43 PM 

15 dead after bomb levels Pakistan police building 

Militants attacked a police compound in the heart of Pakistan's largest city on Thursday with a hail of gunfire and a 

massive car bomb, leveling the building and killing at least 15 people, authorities and witnesses said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/11/20106:43:00 PM 

Tiger in the mix at Australian Masters 

Ig~~""lln his final title defense of a forgettable year, Tiger Woods opened the Australian Masters with a 2-under 

69 and was four shots behind the leaders Thursday at Victoria Golf Club. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/11/20107:00:52 PM 

Video: Wedding ring found after 44 years 

Ig~~""IA wedding band lost in 1966 finally makes its way back to its owner. KSL's Keith McCord reports. (NBC 
News Channel) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/11/20107:02:18 PM 

Scientists reveal the secret of a cat's lap 

Ig~~""lscience editor Alan Boyle's Weblog: Researchers have figured out the mechanics of a eat's drinking style, 

which turns out to be radically different from the way dogs drink. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/11/20107:04:54 PM 

Newsweek: Tea Party pushes GOP to ban earmarks 

Tea Party Patriots, a national umbrella organization of local Tea Party groups, is asking its members to call Republican 

senators and demand that they agree in a caucus vote next Tuesday to forgo all earmarks in the upcoming Congress. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/11/20107:18:52 PM 

Thank-you offers for veterans 

Ig~~""ILife Inc.: Many of the nation's restaurants and retailers offer special deals for veterans a nd active military 

personnel Thursday. Here is a sampling. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/11/20107:40:40 PM 

Off the sofa! U. K. gets tough on welfare 

Britain announced the most radical overhaul in decades Thursday to its once-generous welfare system, pledging harsh 

penalties for those who refuse jobs and community work service for the unemployed in return for benefit checks. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/11/20107:58:12 PM 

Newsweek: The problem with women on reality TV 

If your main source of knowledge about women came from reality TV, this is how you'd see the world: a place where 

your mom is a conniving, deceitful gold digger, your sisters and girlfriends vicious and catty. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/11/20108:01:47 PM 

Passengers disembark 'nightmare' cruise 

Ig~~""IRelieved passengers wheeled their suitcases down the gangplank of a disabled cruise ship Thursday, 

cheering as they finally touched land after three nightmarish days adrift. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/11/20108:22:23 PM 

Study: Adult whooping cough vaccinations fail to stem outbreaks 

A new study suggests widespread adult vaccinations may not bring about the reduction in pertussis cases some had 

hoped. Researchers projected that, given the patterns of social mingling seen in Europe, even if 75 percent of adults 

received pertussis boosters - an unrealistic target, experts say - it would reduce cases by only 15 percent. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/11/20108:30:02 PM 

Iraqi president nominates Maliki for prime minister 

Ig~~""llraq lawmakers voted to retain Kurdish incumbent Jalal Talabani as the country's president on Thursday, 

another step toward forming a new government after they earlier picked a Sunni politician as speaker of 
parliament. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/11/20108:33:46 PM 

'Pedophile's Guide' gone from Amazon 

Ig~~""IFoIiOWing mounting public protests, Amazon removed a self-published book advocating adult-child sex 

from its site. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/11/20108:36:40 PM 

Sandwich buyer, shot, eats before going to hospital 

Police in New Haven, Conn., say a 25-year-old man who was shot twice after buying a sandwich at a deli went home and 

ate his lunch before going to the hospital. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/11/20108:55:29 PM 

LivingSocial.com launches travel deals 

LivingSocial, a website that offers city-specific pop-up deals based on group participation, has thrown travel deals into 

the mix. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/11/20109:00:05 PM 

Video: Soldier surprises sons with early return 

Ig~~""IA soldier surprises his sons with early return from Afghanistan. KING's Joe Fryer reports. (NBC News 
Channel) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/11/20109:01:08 PM 

Dick Van Dyke 'rescued at sea by porpoises' 

The entertainer's harrowing ordeal began at his local beach; after hitting the waves, Van Dyke dozed off on his 

surfboard. Next thing he knew, "I woke up out of sight of land," he said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/11/20109:25:27 PM 

'Fracking' for energy: boon or doom? 

Ig~~""IGOP election wins have provided momentum to supporters of natural gas "fracking" across the 

Northeast, but the technique is far from an easy sell to those worried about drinking water supplies. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/11/20109:52:44 PM 

Woman arrested for trying to hit cop with sex toy 

Ig~~""IA woman from Gurnee, 111., faces charges of aggravated assault for allegedly trying to hit a police officer 
with a "rigid female pleasure device." 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/11/20109:54:34 PM 

U.S. has spent tiny fraction of loan-mod funds 

The Obama administration has spent only about $600 million of the $50 billion allocated last year for its flagship 

foreclosure prevention program. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/11/2010 10:00:09 PM 

Pilots, passengers, parents rail at new pat downs 

Stepped-up security screening at airports in the wake of foiled terrorism plots has provoked an outcry from airline pilots 

and travelers, including parents of children who say they are too intrusive. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/11/201010:15:13 PM 

Stocks end day down, led by Cisco outlook 

Stocks ended sharply lower Thursday after a disappointing outlook from Cisco Systems rattled the market and as world 

leaders attempt to strengthen a weak global economy. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/11/2010 10:38:29 PM 

Why Bernanke's plan is raising trade tensions 

The Federal Reserve's plan to buy more Treasury bonds has incited critics at home to complain of inevitable high 

inflation and financial turmoil. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/11/201010:48:14 PM 

Aide to new lawmaker quits after schools scare 

A conservative radio host tapped to be chief of staff for an incoming Florida congressman stepped down from her new 

job, a day after 300 schools were locked down when a threat was linked to her show. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/11/2010 10:59:08 PM 

AWOL soldier turns self in on Veterans Day 

Ig~~""IAWOL soldier Jeff Hanks said he walked away in the middle of a deployment because his anxiety and 

stress have been ignored. On Veterans Day, he returned to face the consequences. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/11/2010 11:44:09 PM 

Video: Seoul searching 

Ig~~""lpresident Obama limped to the end of a world economic summit with a failed South Korean trade 

agreement that he promised would bring jobs home and a backlash directed at u.S. economic policies. 
NBC's Lee Cowan reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/11/2010 11:47:49 PM 

Prestamped greeting cards may soon get test 

Sticking stamps on all those holiday or birthday cards could become a thing of the past. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/12/2010 12:00:34 AM 

Video: For a soldier's kids, a Veterans Day surprise 

Ig~~""ILt. Col Matt Cadicamo's three young children have had to step up since their father was deployed to 
Afghanistan last November - but this Veterans Day, he decided to reward their bravery with a surprise. 

NBC's Joe Fryer reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/12/201012:19:43 AM 

Last passengers leave 'nightmare' cruise ship 

Ig~~""~hey can call it a nightmare. A cruise from hell. Even a Spamcation. Whatever they label it, the grueling 

three-day journey of the crippled Carnival Splendor is over. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/12/20102:09:47 AM 

More trouble for Amazon, this time with photos 

Ig~~""lwe have learned that it doesn't end with "The Pedophile's Guide." Books and videos depicting pre

pubescent Eastern European and Asian girls, some of whom are nude, are listed for sale on Amazon in the 
u.s. and Japan. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/12/20103:17:16 AM 

Video: Jon Stewart on conversation stoppers 

Ig~~""~he Daily Show's Jon Stewart describes for Rachel Maddow what he sees as a style of news coverage by 
cable news outlets that shuts down debate rather than facilitating communication. (msnbc.com) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/12/20104:01:08 AM 

Study: 100,000 Hispanics leave Arizona 

Ig~~""IA new study suggests there may be 100,000 fewer Hispanics in Arizona than there were before the 
debate over the state's tough new immigration law earlier this year. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/12/20105:41:18 AM 

Celtics extinguish Heat again 

Ig~~""IRay Allen hit his first seven 3-point tries and finished with 35 points, Paul Pierce added 25 and the Boston 
Celtics led wire-to-wire in a 112-107 win over Miami on Thursday night. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/12/20106:14:00 AM 

Falcons rally past Ravens in final minute 

Ig~~""IROddY White hauled in a 33-yard touchdown pass from Matt Ryan with 20 seconds remaining and the 
Atlanta Falcons rallied to beat the Baltimore Ravens 26-21 on Thursday night. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/12/20107:59:53 AM 

Nuggets snap Lakers' 8-game winning streak 

Ig~~""lcarmelo Anthony had 32 points and 13 rebounds to rally the Denver Nuggets past Los Angeles 118-112 
on Thursday night, handing the Lakers their first loss of the season. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/12/20109:57:14 AM 

Defendant loses China's first HIV jobs bias case 

A Chinese court ruled Friday against the defendant in the country's first lawsuit over employment discrimination against 

people who are HIV-positive, the man's lawyer said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/12/2010 10:00:41 AM 

Palestinian held for Facebook criticism of Islam 

A mysterious blogger who set off an uproar in the Arab world by claiming he was God and hurling insults at the Prophet 

Muhammad is now behind bars - caught in a sting that used Facebook to track him down. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/12/2010 10:43:29 AM 

Myanmar signs order for Suu Kyi release? 

Ig~~""IMilitary authorities in Myanmar have reportedly signed a release order for detained pro-democracy 

leader Aung San Suu Kyi I the BBe reported Friday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/12/2010 10:49:28 AM 

Rolls-Royce to fix fault behind Qantas mishap 

Rolls-Royce Group PLC said Friday that the failure of a Qantas A380 engine last week was specific to the O
·g~~..., 

rent 900 series of engines and confined to a specific component of the turbine engine that started an oil 
fire. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/12/2010 10:49:28 AM 

Rolls-Royce to fix fault behind Qantas mishap 

Rolls-Royce Group PLC said Friday that the failure of a Qantas A380 engine last week was specific to the O
·g~~..., 

rent 900 series of engines and confined to a specific component of the turbine engine that started an oil 
fire. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/12/2010 11:09:03 AM 

Afghan officials: Kabul attack wounds 2 soldiers 

Ig~~""IA suicide car bomber blew himself up as a NATO convoy passed by his vehicle on the outskirts of the 

Afghan capital on Friday, wounding two troops, officials said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/12/2010 11:26:43 AM 

Super-sized pensions could spell doom for states 

While the federal debt of $13.7 trillion gets the most attention, state debt poses a more immediate risk to the u.s. 
economy, according to many experts. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/12/2010 11:51:33 AM 

Iran arms-smuggling case roils Nigeria 

Ig~~""INigeria will take actions against Iran if an investigation shows it violated international law and U.N. 

sanctions in an arms smuggling case, Nigeria's foreign minister said Friday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/12/2010 12:39:49 PM 

10 fun jobs that pay well 

Ig~~""IA recent survey showed theme-park workers experienced more job dissatisfaction than members of the 

Army. Which got us thinking what jobs would be a lot of fun and pay well too. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/12/2010 12:42:51 PM 

Video: Video shows smoke-filled ship's chaos 

Ig~~""lpassenger video is giving investigators a glimpse at the first signs of trouble aboard the Carnival Splendor; 

meanwhile, passengers recall the stench from rotting food and nonworking toilets. NBC's Miguel 
Almaguer reports. (Today Show) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/12/2010 12:47:42 PM 

Video: Mom: Stepmother knows where Kyron is 

Ig~~""lln new interviews, Kyron Horman's mother, stepfather and father are certain that his stepmother, Terri, 
is responsible for the 7-year-old's disappearance. NBC's Kate Snow reports. (Today Show) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/12/2010 12:59:22 PM 

Video: 'Hiccup Girl's' mom: She was in 'wrong crowd' 

Ig~~""IRachel Robidoux, mother of "Hiccup Girl" Jennifer Mee, tells TODAY's Matt Lauer that her "naive" 
daughter was "running with the wrong crowd" and doesn't realize the severity of the murder charges she 

faces. (Today Show) 

View article ... 
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From: 

Sent: 
To: 
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D I.ticker <matt=dI ticker.com@mai189.atl71.mcdlv.net> 
Wednesday, September 17, 2014 8:14AM 
IlIe, Vince <iIle@unc.edu> 
DI.ticker - News from Tuesday, September 16, 2014 

CBSSpmts.cmn Colleg'" F·B writer Soloillon cmates chart of 43 schools that finished in 

the Top 25 of eith"r' FB or MBB last "eason on data behind multi~yem "cholarship,', 

includes raw nUlllb0I", 1,"ngtl1 of scholarships ofl'emd, number not f()n,"wed & even binding 

documents fmm a numb0r of the institutions, Ohio State. Florida & Arizona State lead 

the pack, lot" mom - Hn.ls· Un~ 

Various NFL sponsors chime~in on response of the league to public relations crises. 

Budweiser says they'r" di"appointed & incf()a"in"ly COnCE'i"ll"d with the leaww's 

reaction, FedEx confid,"nt appropriate steps will b," taken. Veriwn supporthm & 

satisfied, Minnesota Vikings partner Radisson hotels suspends relationship '""ith team ~ 

I\t'k 

Big East Commish Ackerman, Texas Women's AD Plonsky & key players fmm the NCAA 

& ESPN di"cuss role of colle"e athletics in shaping young adult", Plom;ky says 

Longhorns focus on Iife··I,"arnin" lessons especially with fmshrnen student'athldes, 

Ackerman suggests playing WBB Final Four in the sarne city as the Men on altematin" 

nights. ESPN \iP Durant says network is fully cornmi!ted to Women's sports, mOf() .. !in];; 

Miss()uri Senator McCaskill sounds~off in USA T()day opinion piece, questions decision

making of Oklahoma FB HC Stoop" for accepting Mizzou FB tran"f"r Gwen-Beckham 

after domestic issues in Columbia led to his departure, "It is time for real leaders in the 

world of bi,Hirn" "ports to do a "oul ""mch on charactN. Ellmy dedsion they make 

rI~ne(;ts on thl~rn in 11l/ay:...=< that a v/(in!~os:...:; record never \'\,f~U.'~ ,. HD.~\ 

North Carolina's Faculty Athletics Committee rneets for the first tirne this semester. AD 

Cunningham says "ovemance chang'"s induding full cost of attendance, as well as nam," 

& likeness compensation would run S2.1 m annually for the Tar Heels, Chancellor Folt 

beli"IIE"; impact on Title IX will be "ignificant - Hn.1s 

College of Charlest()n releases details of settlement with formm MBB HC Wojdk, $400k 

pay~out inciud"" Wojcik's a"re"l"f1"ntnot to "u" the school, institution will handle $150k of 

the amount with th," state's Insurance [,,"serve Fund covering til," mst, neither party 

comments a ny further - iink 

Fmsrw St,ate's selection of DHR Internatiorwl as consultant for i\D seill"ch explored, 

DHR offers a guarantee that would see the company find a replacement on a pro-bono 

basi" if their Niginal candidate leav"" or is tenninat"d within the fir"t two year". EVP & 

Managing DimGtor Norvell. "Fresn() Stale sets the crit,"ria. DHR rnemly finds th," best 

candidates" - link 

Learl'ield Sports & th," Big Wesl Coni'emllce f()ach five·year deal on sponsorship 

front, Learfield already works with five league members. will setup shop in Big West 

headqu<oilt"rs in Irvin", adds to company'" conf"l"Once portfolio that inciudm; the 

Missomi 'halley. Big Ten, Mounlain West & Patliot·· l!D.~c. 

Michigan State As"oc. AD for Extemal Op"rations Schager r'''port" FB "eason tickd 

sal,"s oinearly 64k, the second brgestmark in school history, points to perfect 

combination of program momentum & attractive horne schedule, student tickets sold-out 



at 141" 111ghesl slnc," Hik in 1988, still working on student engagem,ml· Hnh 

Northern Kentucky AD Bothof refl"cts on hi;; fir,;t year with the Norse, focu"ed on 

building key relalionshlps within his administrative t,"am, wilh student·athleles t~ around 

campus, full strategic plan is close to roll-out, believes NKU is through the toughest year 

of 01 tram,ition & cultum i" "et for "ucce% - Un~ 

Mar'yland AD And"rson tabs Brown as A"soc. AD for SpOlt" Administration, hea(h to 

College Pari, aHer four y,"ars With the Amell(:an & preViously the Big Easlwhere sh," 

handled oversight of a numb0r of 10agu" "ports including "NBB. Field Hock"y, Volleyball. 

SVlmnrning & Diving, Termh"=t t~ \jVorYlI;-n's Lac!osse· l:.n.~ 

Florida Gulf Coast reports 201·~ fiscal year results. revenues up 28% thanks to 

momentum from MBB's Sweet is run in 2013, MBa season tix 1', slngI0··game sales 

increased by nearly 230%, Eagle Club m0mbership bumps by 178%, total donations up 

111 '1o, hosting of Atlantic Sun tournament,; another solid "Olllce of ml/0nUe - Hn~ 

John Gordon's 'The Energy Bus' taking hold ',,-,ithin a number of athletic departments 

around the nation. Nebraska AD Eichorst "ave a copy to ev"ry m"mb"r of his staff. FB 

Hes P01"rson al Washinglon, Jones al Tennessee. r;tichl at Georgia t~ Swinney at 

Clemson have all made the read an important palt of th"ir programs ~ link 

Hawaii AD Jay says his MaB program IS stili owed S50k from their malch·up in '<.ansas 

City last season with Missouri, sports marketing company behind th" event in question 

after owner Hin"s mport"dly di"d in a "uidde in Augll,;t, ,;tate Senatom Siom critical of 

decision to enler Into conlract .. llD.~ 

Intere"ting little mad on hov'/ Minnesota's grounds o:ww 'flip,,' field at TCF Bank 

Sladium with the NFL's Vil<.ings also calling the lacility horne thiS season. process takes 

team of 12 about "ight hours, includes 80 "ailons of water-soluble paint to re~brand 

surfa@ "ao:h time with applicable marks & logos, flip will occur 17 times throughout the 

sl;-ason . Hnh. 

Southern AD Brous"ard point" to overhaul of academic certification proce"s for the 

J,aguars that has led 10 a slgnllicanl impact on hiS FB progmm as 10 key student· 

athletes are currently being held out of gam" action, changes were r"qui10d by the NCAA 

alter years 01 inaccurate data was found last November & elfected post's,"ason eligibility 

for a number of teams ~ link 

North Alabama (011) AD Under confirm,; ,;chool has had talks with the Atlantic Sun 

about joining the conlerence 1f1 their move to 01, challenge IS linding a hom," for FB 

program. MAAC Comrni,;h Ensor bEdiev"s th"m am a number of quality DII prograrm, 

ready to JOin the 01 mnks . iinh. 

Adidas shares jump in German markets amid rumors that h"dge funds are tar"eting the 

company & pushing 10 f01110Ve CEO Harner, move could also include lh," spin·oil" 01 

Reebok & TaylorMade brands, Adidas spokeswoman Schrieber simpy says 

cor1ll"rsations v'/ith potential inl/m,tor" continu" to b" open & constructive - iin~, 

Florida State's Pmskkntial ""arch down to four: UAB VF' of Re,;earch & Economic 

Development Marchase, Colorado State Chancellor Maltin, former West Virginia 



Provost Whi"atly & believed front· runner , stat," Senator Thrasher. selection process off 

track a bit as Martin had to have emergency surgery for a detached retina ~ link 

Oakland AD I(onya continl.fi"s overhaul of Glizzlies external approach, this time with the 

focus on M8B game presentation. emphasizes that school's brand is not the logo, but the 

ov"rall mr.perienc" fam; have wilen they attend a game, wants gr"ater integration with the 

stud,"nl body, focus group sugg'"sts a number of promotional adds .. Un"; 

Auburn student~athlete,; (kriving value from per,;onal finance clm;s d"lIeloped by t<,am 

or Senior Assoc. flD lor Academic S'"lvices WatNs. Professor Stork·Hesled had 20 

student-athletes in her introductory~level class last Spring, overwhelming satisfaction with 

course has her thinking about adding a next~st<,p offering - HilK 

Kansas AD Zenger responding to fan emails on frustrated state of JayIJawks FB 

program. "F'lease know that we ... ar" am watching this situation closely. Our team values 

your support; we hope you will stick wilh us thlough this challenging time." .. !.i.n.t 

Tmy AD Harlwell also already msponding to FB HC situation after 0-3 start for the 

TlOjans. national cre voice Find)atHn said on his radio show thai HC Blakeney will be 

gone by the end of the year, Hartwell, "None of us are satisfied right now .. but at the 

same time he didn't forgd how to coach yeslerday." .. U.n.K 

Fonner Mississippi State F8 HC Sherrill believes the introduction of 7·on~7 play during 

til" summers at the high school level in the 90s wm; a significant under the radar change 

to the game. says wide receivers & defensive back who wouldn't have otherwise played 

the sport 'New attracted to the aiHt-out style of 7~on-7, amped up overall athleticism -link 

Maryland altempting to produce ZNO landfill waste from F8 garms at Syrd Stadium & 

oth"r athletic cont0sts. Assoc. AD for Facilitie", Op"mtions & Events Kaplan points to a 

number of impl,"mented m,"asums, encourages fans to properly contribute, plans am still 

in their infancy ~ link 

San DiefJO State AD St0rk bumps Smitlleran to As"oc. AD for Stud"nt-Athlet0 Academic 

Support Services, previously served as Director of Compliance & Director of FB 

Op"rations for two year" a piec", join"d til" Aztecs in 2008 after a stint at UC Irvine ~ 

UD.~ 
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College AD Scoop Update 

x 
View online version 

AD Scoop Highlights September 15th ~ Septemher 17th 

GSU seeks a Senior Associate AD for Development to serve as the executive director of 

the athletic foundation and have oversight of the ticket office. The position will be open 

until it is filled. If interested. contact Tom Kleinlein. Athletics Director. 

(September 17th) 

The University of California. Irvine seeks a Major Gifts Officer to be msponsible for 

qualifying. cultivating and soliciting individual donor prospects that are capable of giving 

$25.000 or mom. Apply here. 

The Student Services Finance Committee received an update Monday on the 

progression of the Rec Sports Master Plan. The student~voted Rec Sports Master Plan 

referendum includes a new South East Recmational Facility. Natatorium. Near West and 

r~ear East Playfields. The University of Wisconsin-Madison Athletic Department has also 



requested a competition pool with a 10~meter diving platform with spectator seating in the 

SERF, which the athletic department plans to help fund. Rec Sports will present the 

SERF budget Dec. 14 to the Board of Regents. ~Maija Inveiss~ 

After spending the past '11 years in various conference offices, Kristen Brown joins the 

Terrapins as associate athletic director for sports administration, director of athletics 

Kevin Anderson announced Tuesday. Brown last served as the American Athletic 

Conference's director of basketball administration in the league's inaugural year. where 

she organized the league's basketball championship and served as a liaison to 

institutional administrators, facility directors and ticket managers. 

(September '1 6th) 

The Big West Conference and Learfield Sports announced today an exclusive five-year 

agreement in which Learfield will serve as its dedicated sponsorship sales partner, 

effective immediately. Leariield will establish "Big West Conference Sports Properties" to 

office at the conference headquarters. Learfield will actively sell all Big West Conference 

assets and tournaments. including the men's and women's basketball tournament at the 

Honda Center in Anaheim next March. 

SU has named Anthony Prisco the new Assistant Director of Athletic Communications. 

Prisco will handle the specific sports of Field Hockey, Women's Basketball, and Men's 

and Vllomen's Rowing. Prisco comes from the University of Alabama at Birmingham, 

where he was the Assistant Athletics Media Relations Director since July 2013. 

(September 16th) 

The Michigan athletic department will seek approval this week from the Board of Regents 

for a proposed $168 million project that calls for wide-ranging upgrades. as well as the 

construction of a lacrosse stadium. Funding, according to a letter signed by Michigan 

athletic director Dave Brandon, will be provided from a $100 million donation from 

businessman Stephen Ross and from athletic department resources and gifts. The 

Regents meet Thursday. -Angelique Chengelis-

The Greyhounds Athletics Department seeks an Assistant Director of Athletic 

Communications Video Production to handle its video production for the universities 

athletic events. Apply b.~.r.~ .. The position will be open until it is filled. 

Jerek Wolcott, former Assistant Director of Sports Media Relations at Idaho State, will be 

the new Sports Information Director. At ISU he was responsible for managing media 

coverage of five sports: women's basketball, women's soccer, volleyball, and 

men's/women's tennis. During last academic year he was responsible for ISU Softball. 

Wolcott replaces Nick Dietzen, who is the new Major Gifts Officer in the Office of 

Institutional Advancement. ~MTN Sports-

(September 15th) 

Athletics Director Mike Hermann has been selected as the Kansas Collegiate Athletic 

Conference representative to the newly formed NAIA Athletic Directors Association Board 

of Directors. This is the first time that the ADA has formed a Board of Directors as 

announced by NAIA ADA President Kevin Steele. This is Hermann's 14th year as a AD 

and his second time serving on a similar athletic directors board. 



On August 30th. heavy rains and lightning initially pushed back the starting game time 

from 7PM to around 1 OPM when Idaho finally was able to kick off to the Gators. After 

lightning once again forced a suspension in play. officials eventually agreed to cancel 

the game. The university has had an insurance policy in place for decades to cover loss 

ticket revenue in situations like the one with Idaho. For the Idaho game, UF had collected 

$1.8 million in ticket sales including from the some 40,000 fans that actually attended the 

game. The university is currently refunding those and other ticket holders. ~Michael 

Adams-

(September 15th) 

Got !leW's fo, ~s? Call, text, '" email us "t 775-238-3557 I 
m,,;I@collegeml,o'!I 

Sources always remain anonymous! 

Absolutely The Most Comprehensive Source For 

Current Open Athletic Director Jobs In College 

Athletics! 

" ... - Sources tell us that Owens CC has identified their 

finalists for the vacant AD position. This update comes a couple of weeks after the 

college wrapped up phone interviews. The position has been vacant since Rudy 

Yovich departed for a similar position at Defiance College. We are working on full 

confirmation of names. 

(September 12th) 

.'- College AD continues to hear from multiple sources 

that ULM athletic director Brian Wickstrom is a hot name on many athletic director 

searches. and for good reason.Wickstrom is making major progress at ULM in just 

a little over a year on the job in Monroe all on a modest budget. We hear he is a 

leading target for Ball State University, as athletic director, Bill Scholl is leaving to 

become the vice president and director of athletics at Marquette University. 

Wickstrom has strong ties to the MAC. working at Ohio University and receiving his 

Doctorate from Eastern Michigan University. It will be interesting to see if someone 

can lure him away from Monroe. We will keep you in "the know" as we hear more. 



Get The latest AD Hoop Scoop from College 

Athletic Departments Around the Country! 

AD·HoopScoop Highlights September 15th· September 17th 

(September 17th) 

Doug Wojcik and the College of Charleston have settled on 5400.000. The amount 

wraps up any potential claims that might be filed in court anytime soon. Wojcik was 

dismissed from his head coaching job with the Cougars last month after allegations of 

verbal abuse. The college will pay about $150.000 of that money. while the rest will come 

from State Insurance Reserve Fund. As part of the agreement, the former basketball 

coach agreed not to sue the College of Charleston. 

Suny Cobleskill announced today the hiring of Phil Knapp as the new Head Women's 

Basketball Coach beginning in the 2014~'15 season. Knapp replaces Larry King, who left 

last month to pursue other coaching opportunities. Knapp was the assistant men's 

basketball coach at Cazenovia College from 2006-10 and SUNY Cobleskill from 2010-11. 

He returned to Cazenovia as a women's assistant in 2011 and helped the team to a 

NEAC Tournament appearance this past season. 

Head men's basketball coach Kevin Ollie announced the promotion of two men: David 

Sevush as the Director of Scouting-Video and Dan Griffin now in charge of Player 

Development. Sevush is moving up from his former role as graduate assistant coach. 

Griffin, who has had both collegiate and professional experience, will be primarily working 
in off-the~court development. 

Today. the SUNY Poly Athletic Department announced the hiring of Rob Schoener as the 

school's new Head Men's Basketball Coach. Schoener takes over for Kevin Grimmer, 

who is stepping down after 18 seasons with the team. Grimmer, who has selved the 

college in a variety of athletic administrative and coaching roles since 1984. continues to 

serve as the AD. Schoener comes to Marcy from SUNY Delhi, where he has been the 

Head Men's Basketball Coach since 2007. 

(September 16th) 

The NYU Bobcats have hired Sara Mitchell as a new assistant coach for it's women's 

basketball team This is Mitchell's first coaching job, as she recently graduated from King 

University in Tennessee. There she not only played two years of basketball but also 

earned her BA in Sports Management. She is currently pursuing her Masters Degree at 

New York University. 



The Lady Topper Basketball program announced yesterday that Erin Keith has joined 

the WKU Lady Topper Basketball staff as a graduate assistant Keith replaces former 

WKU graduate assistant Laura Terry who accepted an assistant coaching position at 

Weber State in May. Keith comes to WKU after serving the last two seasons as an 

assistant coach at Warren Central High School. including a regional tournament 

appearance during the 2012~ 13 season. 

Averett Athletics introduces Cornelius Snow as its newest Assistant Men's Basketball 

Coach. Prior to Averett. Snow played from 2009~13 for the men's basketball team at 

North Carolina Wesleyan University. Snow will work under newly hired head coach Oavid 

Ooino. 

UNO head women's basketball coach Travis Bmwster has announced the hiring offormer 

UNO Idterwinner Adam Jacobson Tuesday. Jacobson takes over for Brent Pollari, who 

resigned in August. Jacobson comes to UND after serving a two-year stint as an 

assistant coach at the University of lIi1ary. Last season, thelli1arauders went 17-10 overall 

and '14-8 in the Northern Sun Intercollegiate Confemnce (NSIC). 

F()II()w Us For The Latest Scoop As It Happens! 

Not your cup of tea? No worries, just click unsubscribe below and we'll 
leave you be. No need to Fuss, 
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Clips eFlash: Is Penn State a band-aid on an amputated head? 

:x e Newsletter 

Dear Vince, 
ThereDs no joy in Happy Valley. Or Mudville, or Metropolis, or Stone Harbor, or anywhere 
else either. 
It D s amazing that horrific events D like, for example, the movie theater shootings in Colorado, 
the civil war in Syria and the systemic child abuse (and alleged cover-up) at Penn State [Jcan 
unite people so closely. Even though we might have trouble electing a president, or agreeing on 
the placement of a new playground, we can be unanimous in condemnation of evil deeds. 
Such has been the case at Penn State. We have been unanimously horrified that child abuse 
(also refened to, in a non- sanitized way, as D raping boys D ) could have involved so many 
boys for such a long period of time without people noticing what was going on. 
Weare not unanimous however, in what should have been done about it, and by whom. Well, 
that[] s a moot point now, because the NCAA has stepped in with about as heavy a hand as 
could be. By now, 28 hours after the 9 am ET announcement yesterday, anyone reading this 
eFlash Dby viltue of being a college athletics administration D insiderD D surely knows the pro 
and con about detenents, D sending a message, D checks and balances. oversight, D changing 
cultures, D etc. 
I deliberately waited 24 hours befi.)re fi.1llowing up with this retrospective compilation of 
reactions from seemingly the entire world of sports. In a couple sentences, the consensus is that 
[J something [] had to be done to/about Penn State. In the absence of any other authority, the 
NCAA stepped in remarkably quickly and took charge in a very aggressive manner. 
However, with the passage of24 hours, there have been many (roughly a third, by my 
reckoning) who have questioned the propriety ofthe NCAA possibly overstepping its bounds. 
Below D in their entirety D are two of the better analyses of the NCAA D s actions, one in favor 
(from Dennis Dodd of CBS Sports. com) and one against (from Stewmt Mandel of 
ESPN.com). Also. I have provided excerpts from two other strongly-worded mticles: one 
from Joe Nocera of the New York Times and the other from Drew Magary of Deadspin. 
Also, out of the dozens of articles. editorials, commentaries, rants and essays, I have included a 
reading list (with links) of the best of the bunch about the Penn State penalties and their 
ramifications. 

Readers please note: I am not planning to come out with Clips eFlashes about the 
Penn State case every 2-3 days. However, if the interest and the volume continues. 
I will have no choice but to give Clips subscribers what they want. For these pa5t 
two weeks or so, Clips readers have been consumed with this case. How do I 
know? fiVell, click-open ratesfor Clips eFlashes are shooting through the roqf 
page views for Penn State items on the Clips website have been at the top of the 
list and incoming emails to the MotherShip have been almost exclusively about 
Penn State. And every website Dfrom Yahoo

' 
Sports to FOXSports to USA Today, 

etc. Dhas been a half dazen Penn State stories daily. 
Before I sign off, I would like to make an observation about the multiple layers and 
expectations ofleadership, plausible deniability and oversight that have been stirred up by the 
Penn State mess. 
Seemingly every participant! observer (all with 20-20 hindsight, of course), has been of the 
opinion that lax oversight of President Graham Spanier by the Penn State Board of Trustees 
was a major contributor in allowing a bad situation to get worse. The thought wa<; that Spanier 
had too much power and no one was checking on him. 
I think there might be a possible parallel in the ad hoc DemergencyD powers that seem to have 
been granted to NCAA President Mark Emmert. Several times during his presentation on 
Monday President Emmert made reference to the D special circumstances D of the Penn State 
case, and that they required swift action. So, apparently, the NCAA executive committee and 
the D 1 committee agreed to a streamlined approval process and expanded executive power 
for Emmert. 
It seems like EmmertD s newfound power is a similar to what Spanier enjoyed. Any thoughts 
out there? 
Enjoy the reads below. 
Have a good Tuesday. 



Nick Infante 
Clips Editor 

Follow Clips on Twitter: 
w\l'/1N.lwiller.comi@ColiegeAthClips 

NCAA's Emmert overstepped bounds in hammering Penn State 
Stewart Mandel, STeam, 7-23-12 
Children were raped. Lives were destroyed. High-level administrators stood back and 

enabled the crimes. A once-revered coach betrayed his followers. 
But the legacy of the Penn State scandal will no longer be Jerry Sandusky's heinous crimes or 
the courageous victims who stood up to him. Thanks to a brazen power play and a carefully 
orchestrated p.L extravaganza, this human tragedy will take a backseat over the next four 
years (or longer) to a more trivial narrative: Whether Penn State ti.)Qtball can recover from 
crippling NCAA sanctions. 
To anyone who has ever contended that the Penn State story was about more than football, 
take a look at where we've arrived. In the 11 days since the Freeh Report condemned four 

university leaders for failing to protect the welfare of victimized children, the following 
corrective measures have occlmed: the student section at Nittany Lions homes games was 
renamed; a statne was removed from Beaver Stadium; and now, the football program will be 
stripped of its parts, with players forced to find a new school if they ever want to sniff the 
postseason. 
"No price the NCAA can levy will repair the grievous damage inflicted by Jerry Sandusky on 
his victims," newfi.mnd NCAA disciplinary czar Mark Emmert said Monday. "However, we 
can make clear that the culture, actions and inactions that allowed them to be victimized will not 
be tolerated in collegiate athletics." 
And so, for the sins of Joe Paterno, Graham Spanier, Gmy Schultz and Tim Curley, the 
NCAA dropped the hammer on Bill O'Brien, Matt McGloin, Silas Redd and 40 players who 
won't be able to receive scholarships from Penn State over the next four years (the NCAA 
stripped the school of 10 scholarships in each of the next four seasons). It assured that the 
Nittany Lions won't be a contender in the Big Ten for half ofa decade -- if not longer -- and 
that their idol-worshipping fans will no longer cheer for a winner. 

Justice has been served, assuming your idea of justice for rape victims is to deprive a school of 
its neAi four Outback Bowl invitations. 
Emmert made plenty of meaningful and inarguable points in announcing these sanctions 
Monday. To wit, no one could dispute his message that: "Tfyou find yourself in a place where 
the athletic culture is taking precedence over academic culture then a variety of bad things can 
occur." 
But while Penn State may be the most extreme and horrific scandal we've seen in terms of its 
human tragedy and consequences, let's not be na Dve. Athletics regularly trump academics at 

campuses across the country, and NCAA rules are regularly violated because of them. Never 
before has the NCAA's image-conscious president felt the need to personally intervene. But of 
course, none ofthose other scandals made NBC Nightly News for a week. 
And so, Emmert made sure his organization responded accordingly - - even if that meant 
revoking the traditional due process afforded every other school that's ever been punished by 

the NCAA; invoking a nebulous, generalized bylaw about promoting integrity that could easily 
apply to hundreds oflawbreaking players, coaches and stafIers across the country every year, 
and creating a precedent for dictatorial-like intervention that must now be considered every 

time a scandal of any proportion arises in college athletics. 
"While there's been much speculation about whetller this fits this specific bylaw or that specific 
bylaw," said Emmert, "it certainly hits the fundmnental values of what athletics are supposed to 
be doing in the context of higher education." 
No argument there. Perhaps this truly is a tnrning point in the history of the NCAA. Perhaps 
this is the beginning of a new era where Batman Emmert flies in and saves the day evelY time 
the forces of athletic evil make a mockery of academic virtues. 
He better. Otherwise, this will instead prove to be a crowning moment in NCAA hypocrisy. 
Remember when most college football fans assumed Auburn andlor Cam Newion would 
endure some sort of penalty when the quarterback's father openly solicited six figures from 
Mississippi State? The NCAA couldn't do anything, Emmert insisted, because there was no 

rule on the books addressing that specific scenario. We best not hear that excuse again. 
Remember the 2003 murder of Baylor basketball player Patrick Dennehy by a former player, 
and head coach Dave Bliss' subsequent attempt to falsely pOltray Dennehy as a drug dealer to 
cover up for illegal tnition payments he'd made? Would Emmelt (who was not yet with the 

NCAA at the time) step in ifthat indisputably heinous case arose today? If not, why? What's 
the threshold in determining whether something is special-jurisdiction-caliber repulsive or leave
it-to-the-enforcement-department-Ievel disturbing? 
And have you read about the ongoing academic fraud scandal at North Carolina? Since at 
least 1999, athletes have repeatedly been steered toward a specific professor's Afro-American 
Studies courses that no one actually taught or attended. Last year's NCAA investigation only 
scratched the surface. Considering how highly the NCAA portends to value academics, 
shouldn't Emmert step in here, too? 
"We don't see this opening a Pandora's box at all," said Emmert. "This was a very distinct and 



very unique set of circumstances." 
That's easy to say now. Nothing in the history of NCAA scandals has come close to the level 
ofallowing a serial pedophile free reign to a school's football facility, and basic faith in humanity 
make us inclined to believe that it will never happen again. 
But there will undoubtedly be another high-profile college scandal, involving yet another 
unthinkable scenario, whether it's three months from now or three years from now. And the 
precedent has now been set. Will Emmert send that program back to the stone ages, too? Or 
was this a one-time-only, made- for-TV display of power? 
Monday's one tmly punitive action against one of the figures implicated in the Freeh Report 
was vacating Penn State's victories from 1998-2011, thus stripping Paterno of III wins and 
demoting him from the sport's alltime leader to 12th place. It seems fair and just, but here 
again, the NCAA seemingly rewrote its rule book on the fly. Traditionally victories are vacated 
when schools are fi.mnd to have used ineligible players. Nothing of the sort happened here. 
But of course, that didn't fit Emmert's message. 
"One of the grave dangers stemming from of our love of sports is the sports themselves can 
become too big to fail and too big to even challenge," he said. "The result can be an erosion of 
academic values that are replaced by hero worship and winning at all costs." 
And so, by waving his magic wand and making Penn State football non-competitive for the 
next many years, he hopes that all athletic programs will take notice and ensure they don't fall 
into the same trap. 
Here's betting a $3 billion television contract and a $600 million-a-year playoff that he won't 
deter a darn thing. Instead, Penn State will remain at the front of the news for many years to 
come, not for the criminal acts of a former assistant coach or its leaders' abhorrent inaction in 
handling him, but for its football players' inevitable on-field futility. 
Stewart Mandel writes fbr Sf. com. This article has been reprinted all this Clips eFlash 
with the authorLJs permissio/l. 

NCAA's big move makes history for Penn State, Emmert, college 
sports 
Denllis Dodd, CBSSports. com, 7-23-12 

INDIANAPOLIS - Nov. 5 in Tuscaloosa turned out to be an infomercial for the modern 
college athletic age. No.1 LSU at No.2 Alabama came complete with hero worship, bloated 
hype and the win-at-all-costs, loser-leave-town, death-match atmosphere. It was hard to miss 
the stakes associated with it. The homes tanding Million Dollar Band took the field before the 
game. 
In the press box at Bryant-Denny Stadium, Mark Emmert's stomach was beginning to turn. 
The word was out. Suddenly, the game wasn't the thing. Laptops were being opened to read 
the PClmsylvania grand jury presentment detailing allegations against Jerry Sandusky. Media 
weren't sure what was more important -- the game of the century or the scandal ofa lifetime. 
Emmert was anlOng them. 
"The juxtaposition of those two things was pretty stumling," the NCAA president recalled 
Monday moming. "His, as you could see in that game, the dark underbelly of falling under the 
power of King Football." 
The King, as it tums out, had no clothes to go along with those trademark Coke bottle glasses, 
high-water khakis and white socks. Joe Patemo also has no legacy. Meanwhile, Emmert had 
established his Monday at an historic press conference. In announcing the Penn State penalties, 
a 59-year-old man less than two years on the job marked the biggest moment in his career and 
perhaps in NCAA history. 
"Some university president wants their name on a building," Emmert said. "I nevel~ ever thinlc 
about that. Some people may not believe that." 
At a time when names are being stripped off of buildings at a record rate, any claims of 
grandstanding by the fast-acting EmmClt will not be heard. The NCAA president, the executive 
committee and Division I board of directors sold the call. It was a close at the plate, bang
bang, but it was right one. Penn Slate must hang. 
They meticulously and point-by-point detailed the NCAA's jurisdiction in ruling on a case that 
stemmed from criminal activity. There were six references to the NCAA constitution and five 
bylaws cited. The constemation over how the association could make a case out of Penn State 
without handing it over to the enforcement staff quickly dissolved in a 40-minute press 
conference. 
"We don't investigate criminal behavior ... Thafs not ourjob to investigate crimes," Emmert 
said. "Our job is to make sure that universities are conducting their universities with integrity." 
It put eVClyone on notice, but sealed the vault on a unique journey through the NCAA Manual 
that may never occur again. After all, when is the next time the coach and top administrators at 
a major-college are going to cover up crimes for 14 years? Hopefully never. 
The penalties were fair for a school, program, a city and the Penn State community who were 
wrongly beholden to one man. At the same time Emmert was speaking, the NCAA was in the 
process of rescinding Joe Patemo's Gerald R. Ford Award given in January 2011. The award 
is a lifetime achievement honor for exemplary leadership. The NCAA was also busy Monday 
removing any mention or image ofPatemo in its Hall of Champions. 
Penn State will dig out someday, but it won't be soon. That was the intent. 
"The sports themselves have become too big to fail," Emmert said, "indeed too big to 



challenge. " 
That was the point of the NCAA essentially dropping Penn State football down to FCS 
(fonnerly NCAA I-AA) status. The association took away 40 scholarships -- 10 per year for 
the next fi.mr years - - and limited the program to 65 total scholarships, 20 below the maximum. 
FCS allows only 63 in any given year. The school was fined $60 million. The Big Ten will dock 
Penn State $13 million in bowl revenue. 
Ifthat isn't enough, a four-year postseason ban begins this year. Try recruiting an Big Ten
worthy -- or even a Conference USA-worthy -- team over that period. New coach Bill 
O'Brien can't, won't. It's not what he signed up for. But it's not fair either to the ilmocents at 
USC who suffered crippling penalties four years after Reggie Bush left school. Ohio State 
players who had nothing to do with Tatoogate carulOt go to a bowl this year. It is the way of 
the NCAA world. 
The institution has to suffer even if the guilty are gone. In this ca<;e, it's about killing a culture. 
Paterno is dead. His alleged co-conspirators face trial or are ruined for life after ruining several 
lives. \\'bile Emmert denied it, the bomb dropped on Penn State was as much about sending a 
message to the membership. 
"The message is the presidents and the chancellors are in charge," said Ed Ray, Oregon State 
president and chainnan ofthe 17-person NCAA executive committee. 
That has been in doubt ever since the late 1980s when the presidents were given more power. 
This got back a bit of their turf For how long, we'll see. Emmert and Ray said over and over it 
was about changing that culture. It was a culture that allowed Jim Tressel to hide those emails, 
a culture that allowed North Carolina to commit academic fraud. 
In this case, the committee and board acted decisively once it was determined that, in Ray's 
words, there was a "conspiracy of silence in wreckless and callous disregard for the children." 
Oh yeah, them. Take notice, statement-spewing Paterno family. 
The moment was not lost on the man sitting in the first row to the right of Emmert on Monday, 
David Berst. Twenty-six years ago, the moment overcame him. Berst collapsed in a crowded 
conference room while announcing the death penalty on the SMU campus. Berst, who was 
suffering from the flu at the time, recovered. It can be argued that SMU never has. 
"It conjures up many memories," Berst, now the Dl vice president, said ofthe moment. 
We're beginning to understand why one source on Sunday told CBSSports.com that Penn 
State may wish it had the death penalty come Monday. 
"These penalties are as severe as any I can recall." Berst added. "It will take some management 
by PC/m State to work through this." 
The penalties were just, because for the NCAA to do nothing would have signaled business as 
usual. It would have meant it was beholden itself to that King. 
"The option oftreating this as a traditional case going through nine months, 12 months of 
continued investigation to try and find more infonuation," rather than relying on the conclusions 
of the Freeh Report was not at option, Emmert said. 
"The course of action was pretty clear to me and the board, that the athletic tail is wagging the 
academic dog. This case epitomizes that." 
The ironies are many. 

• Bear Bryant is now the FBS career victory leader without an asterisk attached to his 
name. That would be the same Blyant who was the epitome - - along with Paterno - - of 
being the most powerful man, not only on campus, but in his state. 

• Florida State's Bobby Bowden will officially be recognized as the new No.1, but he 
had 11 of his 389 career wins vacated near the end of his career. Paterno on Monday 
lost more than a quarter of 409 career wins. The NCAA vacated everything from 1998 
when Jeny Sandusky was first accused of abusing a child. 

• The current Alabama coach is Nick Saban. With the absence of Paterno, Saban is the 
first name that comes to mind as a quintessential coach bigger than the university. For 
better or worse. Emmert hired him at LSU. 

• Penn State players can transfer immediately which creates its own conundrum. Players 
from Penn State -- on probation -- could transfer to, say, USC -- also on probation. 
One school penalized, another rewarded. Both guilty in the eyes of the NCAA. 

• The total financial penalty now stands at $73 million (NCAA and Big Ten combined). 
That essentially matches the revenue Penn State football earned in 2010. If you count 
the suspensions and fines, the program is essentially back to competing as an 
independent. That's how Paterno and Penn State made their national reputation. 

• The ti.mr-year lxnvl ban also means the Big Ten will not allow Penn State to be eligible 
for its conterence championship game. 

[J Look for business at BMT Risk Management to skyrocket. Fonuer Big 12 commissioner 
Dan Beebe and two partners have started a company that teaches schools and teams how 
accountability in crisis can save a school's reputation. And more. 
"You can go gambling, you can have the biggest NCAA violations but nothing would be as 
horrendous as what we've seen with Penn State," Beebe said. 
That had to be what Emmert was thinking when he left that LSU -Alabama ganle last 
November. Football had quickly taken a back seat to that presentment. 
"I read it [on my phone] on the way to the airport," he said. "It was gut-wrenching." 



His actions since that day are histoty. The good kind. 
Dennis Dodd writes for CK\'Sports. com. This article has been reprinted on this Clips 
eFlash with the author[Js pemlission. 

Penn State Is Hit Hard. Is It Enough? By Joe Nocera, New York Times, 
7-24-12 

Early Monday morning, the day q(ler Penmylvania State University took down a 
statue of Joe Paterno that stood outside Beaver Stadium, the NCAA. announced 
its sanctions against the schoo!. For an organization that is usualZv as slow as 
molasses, it moved with astonishing speed; it was scarceZv a week qfier the release 
of the Freeh report, which outlined in devastating detail the conspiracy at the top 
ofPelll1 State that enabled Jerry SanduskyDs campaign of sexual abuse. Perhaps 
it was motivated, as A1ark Emmert, the NCAA. president, claimed, by the 
unprecedented nature of the scandal. Or perhaps it was because the organi:::ation 
needed to get this out of the way before the upcomingfootball season 
The decision not to ,\1Ispendfhotball was, in part, a business decision [] which only 
makes sense since college football is very big business. In effect, a moral 
tnmsgression was being punished with economic sanctions. On the other h,md, the 
sanctions ensure that Penn State will be aJ~ful for the foreseeable jilture. Its j{ms 
will have to find other things to do instead of investing their collective identity in 
Penn State football. That will be a useful discipline. 
But at big-time sports schools, football is always placed ahead of everything else. 
The essential hypocrisy of college sports is that too many athletes are not real 
students D andno one cares. Coaches make millions and lose theirjobs if they fail 
to win. Universities reap millions by filling stadiums and making attractive 
television deal5. They serve as the minor leagues for the pros. Everybody knows 
this [J including the NCAA. The notion that the Penn State case is going to 
change all of college sports is absurd College j{JOtball almost can [1 t help but 
corrode academic values. Nothing that happened on A10nday is going to change 
any of that. 

The NCAA Is Using Penn State To Justilv Its Own Horrid Existence 
Drew Magary, Deadspin, 7-23-12 

OK, first of all, you people at the NCAA are gutless s***bags. I know you're 
probabZv spending this moming in an Indianapolis conference room patting each 
other on the back and tugging each other's ****s and ordering EYTRA Einstein 
bagels for everyone for ajob well done . ... 
You gave Penn State everything but the death penalty specifically so they would 
be encouraged to shut down the program themselves. I see what you did there. 
You handed down enough meaty punishment for everyone to nod along in 
approval, but you didn't cross the line and risk a backlash by destroying the 
program outright by your own hand You buffed your image nicely this morning, 
yes you did 

. that's what NCAA sanctions are, when you get right down to it. They're an 
exercise in branding. Punishment time is the onZv time people really pay attention 
to the NCAA. It's the NCAA's sax solo. Punishing a school is what helps the 
NCAAjusttfy its existence to people . 
. . . . . there's nothing more ridiculous than watching the NCA.A parade around its 
values and make ji'ownyfaces on national television, months and months after the 
scandal broke (andyears andyears rifler evil was allowed to take root). 
The next great college sports scandal isn't gonna be at Penn State. It'll be at some 
other a****le school where the head coach still has too much power and the 
football program still makes too much money. There's no '~5tark wake-up call. " 
The ,\ystem is still * * *ked, and nothing the NCAA did today will rk) anything to 
change that. It only serves to extend the ***ked-upness a touch longer. Among 
the many sick ironies (!I' the Penn State saga is the jact that it was horrible enough 
to be considered by evelyone a terrific anomaZv. It wasn't. Sandusky's crime was, 
but the scandal that ensued was about concentrated power and institutional 
capture and all the s***ty things enabled by the durable belief that the goals of 
big-time sports alld higher education are at all reconcilable. 
The next great college sports scandal won't be about child rape. it'll be a difJerent 
kind of awji.il. A school will get caught in a Bulgarian sex slave ring. A coach will 
tum out to be embezzlingfundsfromAIDS babies. AnAD will tum out to have 
ties to the He:::bollah. And whenever that new scandal happens, you can bet the 
NCAA will be there again, ready to put a band-aid on an amputated head 
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After Penn State, Follow the Monev, Jason Gay, Wall Street Journal, 7-23-12 



Jay Bilas: PSU punishment 'shoehorned by broad language,' Scott Gleeson, USA Today, 7-
24-12 
Penn State Is Hit Hard. Is It Enough? By Joe Nocera, New York Times, 7-24-12 
Can NCAA's swift blow change Penn Slate's culture?, Brent Schrotenboer, USA TODAY, 7-
24-12 
NCAA Hammers Penn State, Clay Travis, Outkick the Coverage, 7-23-12 
Shocker: NCAA does the right thing, Jason Whitlock, FOXSPOIts, 7-24-12 
FornJer Penn State president Graham Spanier says he was abused as a child, AI', 7-24-12 
The NCAA Is Using Penn State To JustifY Its Own Hon·id Existence, Drew Magary, 
Deadspin, 7-23-12 READERS PLEASE NOTE: Deadspin is olle (if the most vulgar alld 
irre\"erent e-publlcatiolls out there. Beforewarned that your sensibilities might be 
(ifJimded 1I1'01l click open this article. 
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In new NCAA rule proposals, no more wiggle room for coaches? 

:x e Newsletter 

Dear Vince, 

Tuesday morning greetings from Clips. Hope you are well. 

Talk al:xmt timing. Here we are, hard on the heels of the uncharted tenitory aftemlath of the 
Penn State penalties, and the details ofa sweeping set of proposals from the DI Committee on 
Infractions have heen LJleaked[J to the public. Is it a leak when it[Js on purpose? Talk about 
timing. 
The proposals will be presented on Thursday to the NCAA Dl Board of Directors. The board 
is not expected to vote on the proposals until October, and any changes would not go into 
effect until at least August 20 13. 
In a 72-page document obtained by The Chronicle of Higher Education, 
and 0 derivatively 0 obtained by the Clips Truth Squad, there is frequent verbiage devoted to 
the" death penalty" and other severe sanctions against athletics programs that commit the most 
egregious violations. See below for the most interesting sections of the document. Tech-savvJI 
readers please note: This document has been obtained! accessed via ODocument 
Cloud, LJ which apparently is a stand-alone compally that saveslJin a p4f~like 
fonn[Jimages of documents. Over the past couple (!!·months, there have been more and 
more documents made available via [lcloudlJ thall via p4f.. You heard it here first. 

I··:>:·· 
Aside from the expected transition from major-secondary penalties to Level I-II-III-IV 
penalties, one ofthe more significant proposals comes in the accountability area, not only for 
head coaches but ADs and presidents as well. 
Here 0 s the specific passage about head coaches 0 accountability: 

RESPONSIBILITY OF HEAD COACH 0 Intent: To clarifY that a head coach is 
presumed responsible for the actions of the activities of all assistant coaches and other 
administrators involved with the program who directly or indirectly report to the head 
coach. 
Bylaws: Amend 11.1.2.1, as follows: 
11.1.2.1 Responsibility of Head Coach. An institution's head coach is presumed to 
be responsible for the actions of all assistant coaches and other administJ'ators 
who report, diredly or indiredly to the head coach. l1.mttll be the I espBmibility 
ef-tm An institution's head coach Ie shall promote an atmospherejffl- Qf compliance 
within the his or her program .yttpe/ vised by the GBtlch and Ie shall monitor the 
activities mgfil'liing cBl71plitfilCe of all assistant coaches and other administrators 
involved with the program who report directly or indirectly, to the coach. 

10m no COL insider, and 10m no lawyer, but I know my English, and the wordage above is 
clystal clear. If these new rules are approved, the buck will now stop with head coaches (and 
ADs and presidents), and 0 renegade 0 assistant coaches will no longer 0 take the fall. 0 No 
more protestation from head coaches that they knew not what was going on under their noses. 
No more Sgt. Schultz excuses that they (the head coaches) did not know what was going on 
under their watch. 

..... 

I" 
Bleary-eyed and coffee-jacked, the Clips Truth Squad waded through all 72 pages ofthe 
gritty, repetitive, four levels of bullet points document in the early Tuesday AM hours, and we 
have provided the highlights below. For those readers who want to do their own wading into 
the entire 72-page document, click here. 
Little by little, it[] s a brave new world. 
Have a good Tuesday. 



Nick Infante 
Clips Editor 

Follow Clips on Twitter: 
vw''IN.twitter.com/@CollegeAthClips 

NCAA Board to Weigh Stiffer Penalties for Programs That 
Break Rules 
Under a sweeping set Cif proposals, the association would have more leeway in using the 
"death penalty" and other severe sanctions against athletics programs that commit the 
most egregious violations. 
By Brad Wolverton, Chronicle of Higher Education, 7-31-12 
The worst offenders of NCAA mles could face harsher penalties than ever under a 
sweeping set of proposals to be presented on Thursday to the association's Division I Board of 
Directors. 
The plans, detailed in a 72-page NCAA document obtained by The Chronicle, would give the 
association's Division I Committee on Infractions more leeway in using the" death penalty" and 
other severe sanctions against athletics programs that commit the most egregious violations. 
Teams that flout the mle book or fail to uphold the NCAA's standards could see postseason 
bans of up to four years, a loss of half of their scholarships, and financial penalties that stretch 
into the millions. They would also face severe limits on recruiting. 
The NCAA board is not expected to vote on the proposals until October, and any changes 
would not go into efiect until at least August 2013. The ideas, which have been vetted by a 
cross section of Division I athletics officials, are part of a broad overhaul of the enforcement 
process that has been in the works for months. 
Head coaches would face among the steepest penalties, including possible season-long 
suspensions for big violations that happen on their watch D even if the coaches are not directly 
responsible for them. 
Under the current system, the NCAA has limited ability to penalize head coaches when their 
assistants break the mles. The new plan would allow the infractions committee to punish head 
coaches when their assistants step outside the lines under the presumption that they have 
responsibility for anything that goes on in their programs. 
"We think head coaches pretty much call the shots, and we're just making that explicit," said 
Ed Ray, president of Oregon State University and chair of the NCAA's enforcement working 
group, which is proposing the changes. "If an assistant coach is behaving badly, we're holding 
the head coach responsible, unless he can show substantial evidence that he tried to keep his 
assistants under control." 
Head coaches aren't the only ones who would face greater accountability when things went 
wrong. The document proposes giving the infractions committee the authority to name in its 
public reports presidents, athletic directors, and others with oversight of athletics, even when 
those people are not directly involved in the underlying violations. 
"We're trying to be consisten~" Mr. Ray said in an interview on Monday. "Whoever is involved 
in bad circumstances, there ought to be a record of that." 
New Categories 
Mark Emme~ the NCAA's president, established the enforcement working group last August 
as part ofa plan to refocus the association's investigations on the most egregious violations and 
to find ways to deter coaches and others from crossing the line. 
In the document, the group proposes a new four-level violation structure, moving away from 
the "major" and" secondary" violations categories that have long characterized the punitive 
process. Problems that fall into the proposed new worst categoriesD "severe breach of 
conduct" and" significant breach of conduct" D will get most of the NCAA's attention. 
According to the document, a severe breach of conduct would include such violations a<; a lack 
of institutional control, academic fraud, individual unethical or dishonest conduct, and 
"intentional violations or reckless indifference" to NCAA bylaws. 
A signiticant breach of conduct would include a failure to monitor the athletic department and 
multiple recruiting, financial-aid, or eligibility violations that do not amount to a lack of 
institutional control. 
One of the wOlking group's goals was to deter violations by making mle breakers pay a higher 
pnce. 
Over the past few months, Mr. Ray said, the group spent a lot of time talking about historical 
expectations for punishment and whether repeat offenders were the only ones that deserved 
the harshest penalties. 
The group decided that an institution's punishment should be based on the severity of the 
violations, not the number of times a program had been in trouble. 
"It really is the seriousness of the offense that ought to detennine if the death penalty is part of 
the package," Mr. Ray said. "That shouldn't be limited to institutions with a record of repeat 
offenses." 
The committee also proposes significantly increasing the size ofthe NCAA's Division I 



Committee on Infmctions, to help speed up the adjudication of cases, some of which take 
years to complete. The document suggests that the committee have as many as 24 members, 
made up of a greater diversity of people than currently serve, including fornler college 
presidents and members of the public with legal backgrounds. 
"A larger [Committee on Infractions 1 will decrease individual workload, thereby encouraging 
service on the committee and expedite the timeline for resolution of cases," the document says. 
The most egregious cases would be heard by panels oftlve to seven committee members. The 
NCAA's enforcement staff or conference offices would process lesser violations. 
Based on feedback that athletics officials gave to an earlier draft of its proposals, the 
enforcement working group reduced the proposed penalties for certain violations. 
"When there are mitigating circumstances 0 people being more than expectedly forthcoming and 
helpful, for example Owe ought to be willing to cut them some slack," Mr. Ray said. "So in 
some cases the penalties are more modest than in the last version." 
The Penn State Effect 
The enfi.)rcement group started discussing their concerns over ethical lapses in athletics before 
the violations at Penm,ylvania State University came to light. Those events may have created an 
urgency, as the situation there was "front of mind for everyone," Mr. Ray said. 
One outgrowth of that: The group has suggested that the NCAA fornl a separate committee to 
get a better grasp of institutional integrity and what it entails. 
" You can't get at every behavior by having an enforcement structure 0 if s just the system to 
deal with failures and breakdowns," Mr. Ray said. "The bigger discussion is how to get the 
culture right in intercollegiate athletics." 
The group recommends that such a committee consider having athletics-compliance staffs 
report outside of the athletic depaltment. It also proposes expanding the role of institutional 
audits to include, or at least recognize, institutional control of athletics. 
"We should do audits of athletics in the same way that we audit an ofIice of research or the 
financial accounts of the university," Mr. Ray said. "We do audit.s all the time, and athletics 
ought to be brought into the broader university setting to have its behavior audited." 
The group also suggests requiring the members of the infractions and appeals committees, as 
well as the NCAA's enforcement staff to assess their own performance every three years, 
reporting back to the Division I board on how e±Iective they believe they have been. 
"We're looking for ways to make sure people are accountable throughout the system," Mr. 
Ray said. "And if the system isn't working, we want to know what should change for people to 
do better." 
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Education. This article has been reprinted on (pick one or more) this Clips website 
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with the permission o/The Chronicle a/Higher Education. 
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eclectic, thougllt-provoking, infonnational and occasionally IlUmorous Clips eFLASHes (like the 
one above), wllicll are award-worthy e-items that range far and wide to delve into the periphery and 
soft underbelly of our modem day sports/entertainment culture to define the essence of the 
passion and emotion so unique to college athletics. 

*To be removed from this mailing list or change the email format please use the links below· 

Change yom subscription 
Unsubscribe 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

Hello, 

College Athletics Clips <nick@collegeathleticsclips.com> 

Monday, August 6.20128: 11 PM 

IIle, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

College Athletics Clips - Usemame reminder for IlIe-UNC 

A usemame remmder has been requested for your College Athletics Clips account. 

Your usemame is: Ille-UNC 

To log in to your account, click on the link below· 
http://wVl\v.collegeathleticsclips.com 

Thank you. 

NOTE: This email was automatically generated hom College Athletics Clips (http://www.collegeathleticsclips.com). 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

College Athletics Clips <nick@collegeathleticsclips.com> 

Monday, August 6.20128: 12 PM 

IIle, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

College Athletics Clips - New password for: Ille-UNC 

The user account Ille-l.JN"C has this email assocIated wIth it 
A web user from http://\vww.collegeathletlcsclips.comhasjustrequested that a new password be sent. 

Your New Password is: hnmxzzh2 

If you didn't ask for this, don't \VOf1)'. You are seeing this message, not them. If thIS was an error just log in wIth your new password and then change your password to what you would like 
ilia be. 

NOTE: This emaIl \vas automatically generated from College AthletIcs Clips (http:/www.collegeathletlcsclips.com) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

College Athletics Clips <nick@collegeathleticsclips.com> 

Wednesday, August 8,20129:48 AM 

IIle, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Clips eFlash: Competitive Cheerleading the Next Olympic Sport? 

:x e Newsletter 

Dear Vince, 

News Flash! ..... The 2nd US Circuit Court of Appeals announcedl]just yesterday []that 

it will let stand a 2010 US District Court ruling that deemed competitive cheerleading as a 
Onon-sportO (myternl). 
But let 0 s go back in history to frame this one out. Clips readers will recall that there was an 
epic Title IX decision in the Bridgeport US District Court in July 2010. Here []s a recap (from 
an award- worthy Clips post in July 20] 0 [1 entitled [J Quinnipiac women 11 s volleyball loses by 
winning? 1·1 remember, you must log in to access this article): 

In a nutshelL here 0 s what happened. The Quinnipiac women 0 s volleyball (WVB) team 
was terminated as part of a several-step procedure so the school (with over 60% of its 
general student population being female) could improve the proportionality of its female
male student-athlete count. The WVB team (14 players) was o replaced 0 with a 
competitive cheerleading team (numbering almost 40 female student-athletes). 
Other Title IX compliance measures implemented by Quinnipiac included ah, er, 
aggressive roster management for women 0 s teams and not-so-aggressive roster 
management for men I] s teams, pI us a req uirement that women [1 s cross country athletes 
also participate in outdoor and indoor track (so each female cross country athlete could 
be counted thrice). 
The WVB team sued the school, and [] a month ago LJ there was a week -long trial in the 
Connecticut District Courthouse in Bridgeport, Connecticut. 
And today, from Bridgeport, came a Title IX ruling tlmt could have significant impact on 
future Title IX compliance efiorts of hundreds of universities. 
Federal Judge Stefan Underhill made his ruling, and Oat least to the somewhat seasoned 
eyes of Clips legal beagles 0 it looked like one of those 0 everybody loses 0 verdicts. 
The ruling came by way of a 95-page pdf document (see highlights below), replete with 
history, context, perspective, charts, etc. 
Definitely, Quinnipiac lost. They 0 11 have to go back to the drawing board by reinstating 
the WVB team, theylJIl have to tone down their, ah, aggressive roster management 
practices, and they cannot count the competitive cheerleaders as female athletes to 
satisfy Title IX requirements. V,Thy not? Because Judge Underhill ruled that competitive 
cheerleading is not a sport. 
One could probably say that the women 0 s volleyball plaintiffs 0 won, 0 but tllCirs is a 
hollow victory, as they may not have a long life anyway. The judge guaranteed them only 
one year. 

Okay, that was then. And this is now. Now is that the District Court ruling o which mostly had 
to do with inappropriate (my word) and shady (my word) roster management and only 
secondarily with whether competitive cheerleading is a sport 0 has been upheld by the Appeals 
Court. 
Your Clips Editor is VClY suspicious about tile ~ of this announcement 0 .. right in the 
middle of the global spectacle ofthe Olympics in London. This is the time when sports pages 
everywhere are running pictures of Olympic, ah. athletes, er. LJparticipantsl] in such 
[J sports [J as synchronized swimming, equestrian dressage, diving, trampoline, etc. 
I am not trying to equate competitive cheerleading with the Olympic sports listed above. The 
big difference is that the courts (while acknowledging the considerable skills of strength, agility 
and body control necessalY for competitive cheerleading), ruled that the national sanctioning 
infrastructure for competitive cheerleading was not of sufficient caliber to justifY designation as 
a 0 sport. 0 Presumably, the Olympic sports listed above have appropriately legitimate 
international structures. 
But the timing? What about tile timing! 

How could the 2nd US Circuit Court of Appeals pick now 0 right in the middle of the 
Olympics I] to announce their finding? Were they deliberately trying to rub it in? Could they not 



have waited a couple weeks? 
That [1 s all for now. 1[1 ve got to watch the replay oflast night [1 s synchronized s,,;mming 
competition in London. 
Have a good Wednesday. I-lave a good week. 
Nick Infante 
Clips Editor 

Follow Clips on Twitter: 
vw,w.twitter.com/@CollegeAthClips 

US appeals court agrees Quinnipiac violated Title IX: what it did 
wrong 
Quinnipiac University violated Title IX by not offering enough varsity sports for women, 
the appeals court said The judges rejected the argument that competitive cheerleading 
counts as a sport. 
By Warren Richey, Christian Science A1onitor, 8-7-12 
A federal appeals court on Tuesday IUled that Quitmipiac University had engaged in 

gender discrimination in its sports program, agreeing with a lower court that found the 
Connecticut school failed to offer adequate athletic opportunities to women. 
The three-judge panel for the Second US Circuit Court of Appeals also rejected arguments by 
university lawyers that competitive cheerleading should be considered a legitimate varsity SpOlt. 
The university had argued that the school LJ s athletic rosters were proportionally divided 
between men [] s and women [J s sports. 
But a federal judge IUled in 2010 that Quinnipiac had padded its ranks offemale athletes by 
double-counting injured cross country runners as track participants. He also disallowed the 
school 0 s attempt to claim competitive cheerleading as a varsity SpOlt. 
Instead of the 440 athletic positions claimed by the schooL U.S. District Judge Stefan Underhill 
counted only 400 and declared Quinnipiac in violation of Title lX, the 40-year-old federal law 
that requires gender equality in school sports. 
Judge Underhill 0 s ruling was impOltant because it suggested that colleges and universities may 
need to perfoml increasingly precise calculations to ensure oppOltunities offered to women in 
sports are proportional enough to satisfY federal law. 
Of the 5,696 students enrolled at Quinnipiac in 2009-2010, roughly 62 percent were women. 
A strict reading of Title IX would require that women occupy 62 percent of all varsity sports 
positions offered by the school. 
Under the school [] s calculation, women held 62.27 percent of all varsity spots, including 
competitive cheerleading and track. 
In contrast, Judge Undethill 0 s calculations found that women athletes held only 58.25 percent 
of varsity sports positions. 
In affinning Judge Undedlill 0 s ruling, the appeals panel agreed that a 3.62 percent disparity 
between female enrollment and female varsity athletes is substantial enough to violate Title IX. 
o We acknowledge record evidence showing that competitive cheerleading can be physically 
challenging, requiring competitors to possess 0 strength, agility, and grace, 0 "the judges 
wrote. 
OWe do not foreclose the possibility that tile activity, with better organization and defined 
rules, might some day warrant recognition as a varsity sport. But [1 that day has not yet 
arrived, LJ the appeals court said. 
Competitive cheerleading is difIerentthan the traditional, more passive type of sideline 
cheerleading. Ratl1er than directing fan enthusiasm, competitive cheerleading is a combination 
of group dance and gymnastics. Like gymnastics, teams are judged on their execution and the 
difficulty of their routine. 
The appeals court decision stems from a class action lawsuit filed in 2009, shOltlyafter 
Quinnipiac announced plans to eliminate varsity team sports for women 0 s volleybalL men 0 s 
golf; and men 0 s outdoor track and field. 
Five volleyball players and their coach sued, charging that the action violated Title lX. 
In concluding the school was in violation, Judge Underhill ordered the university not to 
eliminate volleyball as a varsity sport. 
[1 All students, regardless of sex, are required by law to have the same meaningful athletic 
opportunities available to them, [J Lenora Lapidus, director of the ACID Women [1 s Rights 
Project, said in a statement after Tuesday [] s decision. []Cutting comers doesn[Jt meet this 
standard and female athletes deserve better. [j 
It was not immediately clear whether the university planned to appeal Tuesday 0 s decision. 

Cheerleading may not be a sport, but it is an industry 
Cheerleading is not a sport that meets Title IX requirements. a federal judge nded But 
fiJr the millions who participate, it can be ruthless, (md a hefty investment. 
By Alissa Figueroa, Christian Science i'vionitor, 7-22-10 

Is cheedeading a sport? A federal court judge ruled 'no' on Wednesday, but for the 

millions involved in competitive cheerleading, it most certainly is. In this file photo, a 
cheerleading group takes patt in the annual Gay Pride Parade in New York on June 27. 
Traditional cheerleading is not atl official sport, a federal judge in Connecticut ruled 



Wednesday, saying that Quinnipiac University [I s cheer team did not meet Title IX gender
equi ty requirements and ordering it to reinstate its women [j s volleyball squad. 
But if cheerleading isnrlt a sport by the judge Li s standards, it is undoubtedly a robust industry. 
About 3.7 million youths participate in cheer nationwide, either through community and school 
squads or private cheer gyms, according to estimates from Varsity, the biggest provider of 
cheerleading products and services in the industry. And while for many cheerleading is a 
relatively inexpensive afterschool activity, other families spend big 0 on private competitions, 
training, equipment, and camps. 
o There is such a wide, wide range within cheerleading, 0 says Jim Lord, executive director of 
the American Association of Cheerleading Coaches and Administrators. 0 It can be done very 
inexpensively, or very expensively. 0 
Joining a competitive cheer gym costs around $2,000 to $3,000 per year, depending on how 
much the gym [1 s squads travel for competitions, according to the USA All Star Federation, 
which certifies cheer gyms and runs cheer competitions. Week-long ovemight cheer camps can 
cost between $200 and $300. 
And, of course, there are uniforms ($50), customized waml-Ups ($45), poms ($\5), and hair 
ribbons ($4) to be bought. 
As the competitive aspect of cheerleading has grown, so have the opportunities that it offers. 
o One ofthe things that happens in cheerleading is because of Title IX there has been more of 
a need to bring male and female participation in balance, 0 says Allen Sanderson, a professor 
of economics who teaches sports economics at the University of Chicago. o That has to be 
offset somewhere. so in terms of scholarships, some institutions have said 0 All, what if we 
have a cheerleading squad? 0 0 
Many universities with big SPOltS programs offer full scholarships for cheerleading, and dozens 
of smaller universities otIer stipends or partial scholarships. 
[1 Those colleges see a value in cheer programs, [1 says Mr. Lord. [I The atmosphere they bring 
to games, and the role they play in alumni functions and representing the university. [j 
Professor Sanderson couldnLit say how Wednesday[ls decision could impact funding for 
collegiate cheerleading in the long term. And, for the large palt, neither can the cheer industry: 
Competitive cheer is still relatively new, and, in many ways still undefined. 
But industry leaders are trying to change that, hoping to create a new SpOlt based on traditional 
cheer routines that would meet Title IX requirements. These new cheerleaders wouldn't root 
on the sidelines 0 they would compete solely on their own, as some half a million competitive 
youth cheerleaders do now. 
"We think there are ways to make some changes and some tweaks to what exists right now to 
create more opportunities, scholarship opportunities. for girls and young women," says John 
Newby, executive vice president for Varsity. 
Right now, some college cheer squads fall under the purview of athletic departments, receiving 
scholarship and travel money, while others fall under the student activities umbrella, and have to 
fundraise to meet expenses. 
Beyond college, there are some economic opportunities in cheer. Coaches and trainers at 
camps, gyms, and schools can earn stipends to augment incomes. Full-time coaches do exist 
and can earn up to $30,000 a year teaching in camps and big gyms and traveling to coach 
teanls. 
Or, of course, you could go pro. But donD! except to make much as a professional NFL or 
NBA cheerleader 0 many ofthe squads are composed of volunteers, or get paid $50 to $100 
per game. And don't expect to get much respect from the competitive cheer community 0 
professional cheerleaders are seen more as dancers by cheer squads, as they don't incorporate 
huge tosses and athletic tumbling into their routines. 
For aspiring performers though, they do offer exposure Li Paula Abdul started her career as a 
LakersGirl. 
The biggest business benefits that cheer aficionados point to are the interpersonal skills one 
must master to be a good cheerleader, like being able to perform comfortably in fiunt of a 
crowd, work cooperatively, meet challenges, and set goals. 
They might have a point. Some high school cheerleaders, after alL have made it pretty far 0 
reading America the nightly news (Katie Couric) and leading the free world (yep, that would 
be George W. Bush). 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

College Athletics Clips <nick@collegeathleticsclips.com> 

Wednesday, August 8,201210:44 PM 

IIle, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Clips Mid-Week Update 8-8-12 

:x e Newsletter 

Dear Vince. 

Greetings from the Clips MotherShip. Hope you are well. 
Today o obviously Dis Wednesday. It is notD obviously DSullday. SundayDof courseDis the 
normal day for Clips Weekly Updates. So this is [lnatch[j a Clips Mid-Week Update. 
Now that we've got that straight ... 

Up until a couple hours ago (8 pm ET) I thought that the next Clips Update would be the usual 
DWeeldyD (Sunday) update. But suddenly a surge oftimely items piled up quickly 0 two great 
TV items, one a great historical college football recap by Andy Staples ofSl.com, and the 
other a look forward at some possible competition for ESPN, that one by Clay Travis of 
Outkick the Coverage. 

Add to those the news of the appeal of the Quinnipiac Title IX case from two years ago. the 
growing glUmbling ofthe Perul State near-death penalty and the NCAA's supposed over
reaching in the case, a 0 defense 0 of mnners against the backdrop of the U CF recmitment 
penalties, a great eligibility/academic preparedness piece from Dana 0 []Neill ofESPN.com, 
and a [jShould Doping Be Allowed[j debate feature from the New York Times. 
With all that juicy content already in the MotherShip, I simply couldnm let Clips readers wait 
until Sunday to catch up with all this. So, here it is, this yearr]s 10th Clips Mid-Week Update 
for your inspection, inflection aud introspection. 

Clips readers please note: TYe add new postings to the Clips website daily, so you 
do not have to waitfor a Clips Update to/ind out whatDs new. Log on to Clips 
all by yourselfat www.collegeathleticsclips.com (Wednesday or Thursday is the 
best time) to see what weDve posted 

Here 0 s the 0 Should Doping Be Allowed 0 debate feature from the New York Times: 



I-lave a good Thursday. Have a good weekend. 

Nick Infante 
Clips Editor 

New Postings .... 

Follow Clips on Twitter: 
W"NIN.twitter.com/@CollegeAthClips 

Remember, you need to fog In with your usernamelpassword when you get 
to the Clips website itself. If you don't, you might get a blank white screen. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

College Athletics Clips <nick@collegeathleticsclips.com> 

Sunday, August 12.2012 10:48 PM 

IIle, Vince <i11e@email.unc.edu> 

Clips Weekly Update 8-13-12 

:x e Newsletter 

Dear Vince. 

Greetings from the Clips MotherShip. Hope you are well. 
We have added quite a few paid subscribers (solo and group) and trial subscribers over the 
past few weeks, so here [1 s a clarification ofthe three main elements that comprise the College 
Athletics Clips service. 
First, there Lis the College Athletics Clips website itself. To access the Clips website click 
here This is an 8-year old, password-accessed website that is the [JdepositoryLi of current 
postings (executive summaries, commentaries, interviews, eyewitness reports, best quotes, 
etc., and archives from the past seven years 07,000 archived mticles in 23 categories). If you 
are reading this Clips Weekly Update, then that means you already have been issued a 
password top get into the website. If you have forgotten your passwordOor never received it 
in the first place o please contact me. Or, just this once, I will let you use this temporary 
password (use TR-Aug30 as both a usemame and password). But donOt tell anybody. 
Here 0 s a shrunken version of what the front page ofthe Clips website loob like: 

Second. the Clips Weeldy Update (thatDs what you are reading now). Updates are emailed 
to all Clips subscribers at about midnight (Eastern time) on Sunday nights. Listed are the 10-15 
new postings since the previous Update a week earlier. See the bottom of this email for the 
new postings. These are all live links,; if you click on them you will be transported to the Clips 
website, bnt you will not be able to read the postings nnless you enter your password. As 
mentioned in bullet 1, contact me for your password. Or, just this once, I will let you use this 
temporary password (use TR-Aug30 as both a usemame and password). But don[Jt tell 
anybody. 

Third, Clips eFlashes are single-topic, deep-dive, time- sensitive items sent out (by email) to 
either all Clips subscribers or targeted groupings thereof. We send out as many as a half dozen 



Clips eFlashes per week, but only one or two are sent to everyone. The targeted eFiashes are 
sent to specialized groups like all Dl ADs, all development people, people in the Big Ten 
Conference, etc. lfyou are reading this Clips Weekly Update andyou are not receiving 

Clips eFlashes, please CIL"_~_t_a_ct_m_e_. ___________ ---' 

Sorry, most longtime Clips readers know all ofthe above, buH] like I said at the outsetl] we 
have a lot of new readers who don Dt know what a Clips subscription entails. Thanks for being 
patient with this 1-2-3 of Clips. 
This part bears repeating ..... There is a Clips website behind all this. Many Clips 
readers don't seem to realize this. If you have not yet done so. please visit the site and see what 
you think (use the usemameipassword above). 
Other than that, have a good Monday. have a good week, and have a good rest-of-summer. 

Nick Infante 
Clips Editor 
nick(iiJcollegeathleticscli ps. com 

New Postings 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

College Athletics Clips <nick@collegeathleticsclips.com> 

Tuesday. August 14. 2012 1:52 PM 

IIle, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Clips eFlash: BREAKING NEWS Mike Aresco new Big East commish 

:x e Newsletter 

Dear Vince, 

Greetings from the Midday MotherShip. 
It doesn Dt happen often, but occasionally I stumble upon a breaking news stOlY. And this 
breaking news story is that the Big East Conference has hired CBS TV executive Mike Aresco 
as its next commissioner. 
Yeah, we knew there was a search for a new commissioner, and we knew it would likely be a 
media- savvy guy, but we didn [It know when. There were no rumors, whispers or nods coming 
down from Providence. 
As they always do, this breaking news story came out gradually ... and then quickly. My first 
notice was an article by CBSSports.com Dennis Dodd shortly before noon, and Dennis 
credited Mark Blaudschun of a ajerseyguy.com with breaking the story. I engaged in a flurry of 
clicks around the usual suspect sites (ESPN, YallOo! Sports, FOX, SI, USA Today, WSJ, 
etc.) and all I could find was the same repeatedAP story "Aresco reportedly hired" on all of 
those. I did find an article from the Hartford Courant (below). 
And one other tidbit came from Sporting N ews.com. They said that Aresco 0 was selected 
from a field of candidates that included Big East associate commissioner Nick Caparelli, 
Pacific-I 2 deputy commissioner Kevin Wei berg and Major League Ba<;eball executive Tim 
Brosnan, according to a report by veteran college sports journali st Mark B1audschun on hi s 
blog, ajerseyguy.com. [] 
In the interest of getting this o Breaking News 0 Clips eFlash out to everyone, I will defer to 
the distinguished commentators below. 
But I will say that the Aresco hire o and the consideration ofthe other media-savvy 
candidates o removes any doubts about the vital importance of media partnerships to big-time 
college sports. Many people knew that a half dozen years ago, but the remaining few are finally 
getting up to speed. 
Congrats to Mike Aresco. 

Nick Infante 
Clips Editor 

x 

Big East hits a home run with CBS' Aresco 
By Dennis Dodd, CBSSports, 8-14-12 
You get what you pay for 0 and the Big East got a lot. 
In hiring CBS Sports programming vice president Mike Aresco. the conference not only 
reworked the model, it created a new one. A major network exec leaving to become a 
commissioner? It hasn't happened. It doesn't happen. 
Until Tuesday. The slap-hitler known as the Big East hit the shot heard around college 
athletics. At least as far as commissioners go. Let's put this in perspective. A top executive of 
perhaps the most powerful over-the-air sports operation in NOIth America just left for a 
conference on life SUppOlt. 



Aresco, a TV power broker, brought expeltise to a league that needs nothing but TV 
expertise. 
D I'll be dipped, D said fmmer Big 12 interim commissioner Chuck Neinas when infmmed of 
the hire in an early-morning phone call. or guess they'll be able to negotiate with CBS. D 
Let's not go crazy. Neinas and Aresco do have a relationship that goes back at least two 
decades D Neinas has head of the old College Football Association and Aresco as a rising 
young executive who used to work at ESPN. While CBS probably isn't interested in the Big 
East rights, any1hing seems possible at the moment. 
The Big East is sending au obvious message. Aresco is now the only FBS commissioner who 
comes from strictly a TV background. The league presidents wanted rJanother Larry Scott[], 
but the Pac-12 commissioner's background was in marketing aud sponsorship with the 
Women's Tennis Association. Aresco will be paid more than $1 million per year, perhaps way 
more, to DfixD the waddling league. 
His hiring signals not only where the Big East is heading, it shows where college sports is. It's 
all about maximizing and monetizing media worth. The SEC is the middle of trying to create a 
Big Ten-like network, three years after signing a landmark deal with CBS and ESPN. 
Aresco helped negotiate the CBS poltion of that deal --15 years, $3 billion (at a bargain price 
for the CBS part of it, it should be noted.) CBS continues to get first choice of the league's 
best game each Saturday. Aresco has negotiated basketball deals with the ACC, Pac- 1 0, Big 
Ten, Big 12 rJ and Big East. 
The league that was hoping for interest for competing networks now has created a market for 
their once-shaky product by sheer will. Aresco will open doors that previously were closed. 
The conference just assembled itself a power media trio with Aresco, TV rights consultant 
Chris Bevilacqua and senior associate commissioner Nick Carparelli. The Big East's future is 
all about its next contract, which will be negotiated in the nexi few months. (The basketball deal 
expires after the upcoming season. Football is done after2013-2014.) 
ESPN has first dibs in au exclusive negotiating window begilming on Sept. 1, but NBC is 
known to have a craving for college football content to pair with Notre Dame. 
Optimistic Big East sources are hoping a new contract with ESPN or NBC could go north of 
the ACC, $17 million per school. A more sensible number might be $70 million-$lOO million 
for everything [J at least 21 schools by 20]5. 
[1 Two-thirds of the schools are Conference USA, the Mountain West and independents, [j 
said an industry source, [!that were valued at pennies on the dollar [in tenns of TV]. They 
went to the Big East. What changed? [j 
Still D 
DThat's a break for the Big East. They have outkicked their coverage on this one, D Neinas 
said of his old friend. DThat guy [Aresco] keeps telling me he wants to move to Colorado. He 
made a wrong tum on the way to Colorado. D 

Big East scores big with hiring of Aresco 
Mark Blaudschun, ajerseyguy. com, 8-14-12 

I [J ve known Mike A.·esco ti.)r more thau 20 years. Always liked him, always 

respected him. I think the people in the Big East will like him even more. 
The conference which seemed to keep doing the wrong things at the wrong times, finally got it 
right when it went to Aresco, the Executive Vice President of CBS Sports, as their next 
comnnsslOner. 
He did not come cheap. Big East ofIicials knowing what they needed in leadership, reportedly 
will pay more than a million dollars a year to get Aresco, who surprisingly was well below that 
figure at CBS. 
And yes, Aresco decision may have been about the money, but it was also dictated by a vision 
of the future that Aresco, who was a Phi Beta Kappa out of Tufts, has always had about 
college athletics. 
That they did it in total secrecy D until literally the final minutes when ~ierseyguy.com finally was 
able to pin itdownDwhich is as much ofa surprise as making the right move in one of the 
important hires in tile conference D s history. 
Aresco knows people. He knows how to deal with people Dboth University Presidents, 
conference officials aud the media. He can be channing and tough at the same time. 
For the Big East which has been steadily declined in prestige aud presence in the three years 
since Mike TrangheseLJthe gold standard for all conference commissioners [1 stepped down, it 
was a matter of survi val. 
Teams leaving, negotiations for a new television contract about to begin, and the perception 
that it was rudderless ship in many areas, plagued by in- fighting and squabbling which seemed 



down right silly at times, all created a sense of gloom and doom in the Big East headquarters in 
Providence. 
Interim commissioner Joe Bailey did a nice joh of quieting things down. Aresco, presuming he 
lets people like Senior Associate Commissioner Nick Carparelli and the rest of the Big East 
support staff do their jobs, will take the Big East to the next level o along with Chris Bevilacqua, 
who was hired to spear head the television negotiations. 
There should be a sense of optimism about what will happen with the new television contract in 
iootball, whether it is with ESPN or NBC, which is looking for college football programming. 
Maybe each Big East school can get double the $6 million annually from the present contract. 
Maybe they can get triple that amount. 
Aresco knows that world as well as anyone. So does Bevilacqua who brokered the billion 
dollar plus deal the Pac-12 signed last year. 
If the Big East gets the money, maybe there is less ofa reason fi.)r schools like Louisville and 
UConn and Rutgers to look elsewhere, a,<; they are now doing. Maybe the Big East becomes 
aggressive again to re-establish its base turf in the East[Jwould Maryland, strapped for cash, 
listen to a better offer? 
Maybe schools such as Air Force and BYU will decided that life in the Big Big East is not all 
that bad and the football league becomes a tmly coast-to-coast operation. 
Maybe the Big East chanlpion in football becomes at least a player in the new Football Final 
Four concept which will start in a couple of years. 
ltD s all good. 
And a good man in Mike Aresco is now leading the charge. 

Big East To Hire CT Native Mike Aresco As Commissioner 
ByJ<;jfOtterbein, The Hartford Courant, 8-14-12, 12:39 p.m. EDT 
When John Marinatto resigned under pressure as Big East commissioner, one thing 

was clear. The nex1: person would have vast experience in negotiating TV contracts. 
That is what makes college sports tick 0 TV money 0 and the Big East just so happens to 
have critical negotiations starting soon. 
The conference got its man, Middletown native Mike Aresco, who has been with CBS Sports 
since 1996 and most recently has been in charge of college sports programming for both CBS 
Sports and CBS College Sports Network. His CBS bio also says he was responsible for 
managing the division's college sP.)rts properties, including contract negotiations and future 
acquisitions for the NCAA men's basketball championship, regular season college basketball 
and football, and Ixnvl games. 
The hiring was first rep.)rted by the website ajerseyguy.com, mn by fonner Boston Globe 
repOlter Mark Blaudschun. A source confinned to the Courant that Aresco was the choice. 
Aresco joined CBS Sports from ESPN, which has the current Big East contract that is 
expiring. ESPN has exclusive negotiating rights starting in September. A year ago, the Big East 
walked away from a deal with ESPN that would have been wOlth more than $1 billion over 
nine years. Some media reports placed the figure at $1.4 billion. 
Since that decision, the conference has lost multiple teams 0 West Virginia to the Big 12 this 
season. Pitt and Syracuse to the ACC next season, and TCU. which actually left before it 
officially arrived. The league has reloaded. with Temple (Philadelphia) coming in this year and 
six more teams down the road (SMU -Dallas), Central Florida (Orlando), Navy 
(D.C/Baltimore), Houston, Memphis, San Diego State and Boise State, a national powerhouse 
the pa,<,t 10 seasons .. The league is touting its national appeal, from coast to coast, saying it will 
reach 32 million households. 
The key will be how Aresco can leverage all this vs. the thought that the Big East is a cmmbling 
iootballieague. He also needs to make sure no one else bolts for another league and those that 
say they are coming actually do so. The job is big, but so is his resume. He is a Phi Beta 
Kappa graduate of Tufts College (B.A., magna cum laude, history); the Fletcher School of 
Law and Diplomacy at Tufts (MA, international relations). and UConn Law School (J.D.). 
He was born in Middletown and lives in Greenwich with his wife, Sharon. They have two sons. 
The hiring of Aresco comes on the heels of another hiring. The Big East announced Monday 
that it had hired Bevilacqua Helfant Ventures as the lead negotiator in its television negotiations. 
That company is a heavyweight, having negotiated contracts for various college conferences [1 
including the Pac 12's recent $3 billion deal with ESPN and Fox r] and Major League 
Baseball teams. 
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IIle, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

eFlash: Relationships between celebrities and pro/college teams 

:x e Newsletter 

Dear Vince, 

Greetings from the Clips ThursdayMorningRead. 
Recently I wrote a paragraph or two about the D six degrees of separation D as related to 
college athletics. The point was the obviousLJthat college sports do not exist in a vacuum, that 
we are linked with the other sports and entertainment choices out there, and that we otlen 
share the same media. 
As I dove into my moming read (roughly represented in sequence by the bookmarks banner 
below irom the trusty Clips MacBookAir) .... 

. . . I quickly took note ofa front page article (below) in the New York Times about the 
interchange between celebrities and sports 

X 

The article is entitled DWith Arena, Rapper Rewrites Celebrity InvestorsD Playbook, D and it 
lays out the remarkable involvement (or, shall we say, immersion?) of rapper Jay-Z with the 
soon-to-be Brooklyn Nets as they make their migration aClDss the mighty Hudson River, 
across the breadth oflower Manhattan, and into phoenix-like downtown Brooklyn. 
Despite being a very minor investor in the (the article states DJay-ZDs contributions have 
dwarfed the $1 million he invested nine years ago. His influence on the project has been wildly 
displDportionate to his ownership stake D a scant one- fifteenth of one percent of the team.), D 
Jay-Z has been an outsized presence. 

Note: We took out the trusty ClipsCalculator and did the math Onejlfteenth 



is .066666666 (md one-fifteenth of one percent is .006666666. $1,000,0000 is olle
fifteenth of a percent (!/,' here it comes, a whopping $1,500,015, which I read as 
aile billioll,five hundred million dollars. The Nets soldjor $1.5 billion? We[Jll get 
back to you 011 that. 

Jay Z is hardly the first celeb to root for (and invest in) a pro sports team. Author Halbfinger 
mentions Usher with the Cleveland Cavaliers, Will Smith with the Philadelphia 76ers, and 
Jennifer Lopez and Marc Anthony with the Miami Dolphins 0 and he says that 0 no team has 
come close to making as much out of a famous part-owner. 0 However, I think that Magic 
Johnson has become just as famous an owner with the LA Dodgers. 

x 

From there illJs only one degree of separatIOn to the hundreds of celebs who are college 
sports fans, including Ashley Judd (Kentucky), Bill Cosby (Temple), Matt MacConaugey 
(Texas), Reese Witherspoon (Texas), Will Farrell (USC), Russell Crowe (Michigan), 
Leonardo DiCaprio (Michigan), etc etc. 
In a short paragraph, here 0 s a quick review for Clips readers not yet up to speed with the 
goings-on in Brooklyn (albeit pro sports relevant, but secondarily for college basketball as 
well). Massive investments have been made over the past couple of decades that have 
transformed downtown Brooklyn (yes, Opie, there is a downtown Brooklyn) into a dynamic 
and desirable city in its own right. A large pmt of those investments is the ambitious Atlantic 
Yards, a 22-acre, $4.9 billion mixed-use commercial/residential development project of 16 
high-rise buildings. Part of the project is the grand and opulent $450 million Barclay Center, 
which will become the new home of the New Jersey, um, Brooklyn Nets. 
In another NY Times front page article a month ago (click here for the 7-5-12 Clips eFlash), 
Harvey Araton wrote about the bright new future fi)rthe Brooklyn Nets of the NBA. 
HarveylJs intro: []They have wandered the greater metropolitan area like dribbling migrants 
for 45 seasons, playing in seven different m'enas, none of them in what could be called a choice 
professional basketball location. 0 
Araton described the o typical 0 New York real estate t1imt1am; Atlantic Yards was fast
tracked through city approvals, and it has been savaged by the press as a "a corrupt land 
grab," "a taxpayer ripoff," "a bait and switch of epic proportions," and "a complete failure of 
democracy." You gotta love New York. 
Although this is largely a pro basketball stoly, the Atlantic 10 Conference has signed up for its 
men 0 s basketball tournament to be held at Barclay Center. \v11at a coincidence that the 
Atlantic 10 will be held in part of the Atlantic Yards. It I] s a good move all the way around for 
the Atlantic 10, a solid presence in the key New York market, rub-offfrom the glow of the 
new arena and a geographical no- brainer for its northeastern flock of member schools. (Of 
course, the Clips editor will be at the Barclay Center in March 2013, bringing you an 
eyewitness report of the proceedings.) 



From today 0 s article 0 With Arena, Rapper Rewntes Celebnty Investors 0 Playbook" . 
lvfr. Ratner (developer of the overall Atlantic Yards project) learned that OJay
ZOs contributions have dwarfed the $1 million he invested nine years ago . .... 
with the 10ng-delayedBarclays Center arena nearing opening night in September 
and the Nets bidding in earnestfor BrooklynOs loyalties, Jay-Z will peljorm eight 
sold-out shows to kick things off. 0 

***** 
And none of the dozem of other current (mdfiJrmer part-owners of the team ha:ve 
played so public a role LJ not Robert E. Rubin, thefiJrmer Treasury secretary: not 
Mary Higgins Cla/*, the best-selling author, though she read to children at a Nets 
literacy event. 
OHe is it, 0 lv1r. Ratner, the developer, said in an interview. OHe is us. He is how 
people are going to see that place. 0 
As much as his partners, including Alikhail D. Prokhorov, the Russian billionaire 
who bought 80 percent of the team in 2009, are getting out of him, Jay-Z, whose 
real name is Shawn Carter, is benefiting handsomely, too, beginning with free use 
of one of 11 exclusive 0 Vault 0 suites, for which paying customers are charged 
$550,000 a year. 
Suite owners will have access to a Champagne bar serving Armand de Brignac, an 
eJl.])ensive bubbly that AIr. Carter promotes and in which he hold~ afinancial 
interest, according to a biography by a writer fiJr Forbes. The arena will contain a 
40140 Club, an iteration of his sports-bar-style nightclub chain. There will be a 
Rocawear store, selling his clothing line, on the arenaOs exterior. Even the 
advertising agency used by the Nets, Translation, is half-owned by lvfr. Carter. 

***** 
AIr. Ratner said he was seeking both sizzle and Ocredibility 0 which we needed 
badly, 0 when he first approached several other celebrities in 2003 about helping 
him acquire the team. [[Jj 
lvfr. Carter[]s credibility was indisputable: a product qfthe lidarcy Houses, he had 
an early career as a drug dealer (and kept a r]stash spot[] two blocks from the 
arena site, according to one qfhis songs) before becoming one of the most 
successfifl rap artists qf all time. He had also shown talent as a businessman, 
creating his own record label and what soon became a wide range of other 



business ventures. 
J"lr. Ratner was wary. He Ciften says he overcame his concel1ls about lvlr. 
CarterOs more offensive lyrics 0 celebrating gangster culture and denigrating 
women 0 only qfter learning there were cleaned-up o radio versions 0 of the 
songs, too. And ivfr. Carter, he said, appeared nervous about having to meet with 
David Stem, the NB.A. commissioner, who a5ked him to discuss his guilty plea to 
stabbing a record producer in 1999. (Afr. Carter described the incident, for which 
he received three years!] probation, as a ,Iymptom Cif [jthe world 1 lived in once, LJ 
Mr. Ratner recalled) 

To access todaYLJs article in the New York Times about the [JWith Arena, Rapper Rewrites 
Celebrity Investors 0 Playbook" click here 
There you have it: celebrity, brauding, marketing, urban development, eminent domain, VIP 
hospitality, refomJed criminals, New Jersey- bashing, roundball aud unnecessarily big words, all 
in one eFlash. 
Have a good Thursday. 
Nick Infante 
Clips Editor 

Follow Clips on Twitter: 
'vV\V'vv.twitter.Gom!@CollegeAthC!ips 
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IIle, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Clips Weekly Update 8-20-12 

:x e Newsletter 

Dear Vince. 

Greetings from the Clips MotherShip. Hope you are well. 
Here D s another Clips news flashD summer is ending. How do I know') Well, today is August 
20, and before you know it September will be here. How else do I know? The lawn is more 
brown than green, college people are starting to go back to school, and New Jersey sweet 
corn has passed its peak. 
Plenty has happened [land is happening [lin the realm of college athletics. In addition to the 
topics covered in the 15 new postings on the Clips website (below) and the five Clips eFlashes 
this week (two to all Clips subscribers and three targeted eFlashes), here D s a quick, stream
of· thought, 3-dotted, A-to-Z ofthe weekDs who, what and where in college athleticsD 

A: as in Aresco, Mike, the new Big East commish D B: as in Brooklyn. the Barclay Center. 
and the A-1O ChampionshipD C: Qoach (offootball) Paul Gorham of Sacred Heart U ofthe 
Northeast Conference, an inspiration to us all D D: as in DiJulia, D DArgenio and D DAndreaD 
E: enforcement, as in Dbeefed up NCAA enforcementD D F: Elorida, as in FSU (Spetman), 
FIU (Garcia) & FAU (Chun)[J G: as in Qene DeFilippo, who announced his retirement as BC 
AD this week[J II: as in Honey Badger[J I: as in Don !mus, the original I-Man (sorry Paul)!] 
.J: as in jurisprudence LJ K: as in, uh, King LJ L: as in level playing fieldr] M: as in media rights 
fees r] N: as in nevermore, nevertheless and never say never[] 0: as in Oliver, Osborne and 
Otoupal D P: Pac-12 Network, which launched this week; and .Qolice blotterD R: rugby, one 
of the best MlF club sports there is D S: as in SEC, the conference; plus SEC, the federal 
agency that investigates pyramid schemesD T: as in THERE is a Clips website behind all this 
(see below) D IJ: as in unrepentant (who might we be talking about?) D VPs: Dan Gavitt and 
Anucha Browne Sanders hired as MBKlWBK VPs. 'V: as in Westwood, Westerly and 
walrus D X: Xavier. as in the A-I 0 Conference D Y: Yale (that D s the only D Y D I could think 
of)D Z;. Zips. as in UAkronD 
Elsewise, the Clips Truth Squad has conducted extensive and exhaustive surveying among 
Clips subscribers these past few weeks, and we have come to the realization that there are 
still a lot of people out there who are unaware that there is a Clips website behind all 
this. If you have never visited the Clips website, check it out at: 

www.collegeathleticsclips.com 
You will be prompted to enter a usemame and password. Use TR-AugJO as both a usemame 
and password. If you like the site and want to visit it in the future, please contact me for your 
own password. 
Have a good Monday. Have a good week. 

Nick Infimte 
Clips Editor 
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IIle, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

eFlash: 'Barna and LSU fans are both nutty. Which are nuttier? 

:x e Newsletter 

Dear Vince, 

Greetings from the MotherShip. Hope you are well. 
This crazy anticipation happens evClY August. It sneab up on us even though we know itO s 
coming. Of course, [] it[] is the start of the college football season. 
In these weeks leading up to the season-opening kick-ofI~ there LJ s floppy-mouthed 
braggadocio, unchecked bluster, desperate hope and bloody nail-biting. Plus a lot of print and 
video tonnage is produced, unfortunately a lot of it being just filler (but not Clips stuff; of 
course), but there are quite a few gems out there as well. 
Which leads me to the trigger for this Clips eFlash, a superb narrative by Brett Michael 
Dykes, * entitled 0 Passion Play. 0 Dykes is a New Orleans** native and therefore 
(automatically?) an LSU fan, who apparently has split his residential life between New York 
City (NYC) and New Orleans (NOLA). 

* With just another couple articles of this caliber, Dykes will rocket himself into 
ClipsD Top Ten Favorite Writers List (which somehow always seems to expand to 
three dozen or so people, due to the usual 20-way tie for tenth place). DykesD 
style is captivating and inviting, it is cynical, judgmental. satirical, direct and 
enjoyable. There are bits and pieces (!/Hemingway, Runyon, Deford, Dowd, 
Wolfe, Tolstoy and vintage Finebaum in his style. 
**The Clips editor has always been a bigfan of NOLA. Well, maybe not always, 
maybe since when he first passed through in 1979 in a 1968 VW camper van with 
his pal Joe while they were en route from Connecticut to San Diego. 171ree 
decades later, the details are foggy, but there was plenty of Dixie beer involved, as 
well as an episode with a pair of New Orleans 0 .finest, who pulled us out of a 
public fountain but mercifully refrainedfrom arresting us (we were swimming in 
the fountain because Lake Ponchartrain was as hot as steaming bath water). 
A10re recently, in 20051 think, wa5 my second visit to New Orleans and my first
ever NACDA (aka: NACDA convention), with politico James Carville as a 
speaker. A1y third visit is scheduled injust afew weeks (see the C/ipsTrip banner 
below), and one of the highlights will be dining with Sun Belt commishKarl 
Benson (heLJs buying. but he doesn[]t know it yet, so don[]t anybody tell him). 

Dykes filed his report on the Sunday New York Times (big and bold and taking up three
qUaliers of the front page of the 14-page sports section). In preparation for his narrative, he 
spenttime at both Baton Rouge and Tuscaloosa (to him, the land ofthe enemy). This is 
Dykes LJ first- ever byline. 
I will be reading more of Dykes [] work in the future, as part ofthe regular Clips reading 
rotation. 
Have a good Sunday. 
Nick Infante 
Clips Editor 

Passion Plays 

Follow Clips on Twitter: 
ww.twitJer.com!@CollegeAthClips 

College Football Rules the Land in the South 

By Brett Michael Dykes. New York Times. 8-26-12 

I had been in Tuscaloosa, Ala., for barely all hour, and already I was feeling the 
authoritative l:x)ot of Crimson Tide Coach Nick Saban pressing down firmly against the back 



of my neck 
I went to great pains to try to avoid such a confrontation. Really, I did. I made a point not to 
pack any clothing that might out me as a person with any ties to the state of Louisiana, much 
less as a Louisiana State fan. I had even put the purple and gold L.S.U.-themed Snuggie that 
typically rests on one aim of my sofa away in a closet a couple of days before heading to 
Alabama, thinking that its continued daily presence in my visual periphery might subconsciously 
compromise my objectivity in some way. 
I had been tasked with oftering an informed article on the current state of passion in the 
increasingly football-mad South on the heels ofthe plethora of distressing football-related news 
during the past year: Penn State, concussions. bounties, etc. 
In response to the release of the Freeh Report about the child sexual abuse scandal at Peml 
State, Mark Emmert, the president of the N.C.A.A. aIld, coincidentally, the former chancellor 
at L.S.U., caIled on [] every single school and athletics department to take an honest look at its 
campus environment and eradicate the [] SpJrts are king [] mind-set. [j Yeah, well, good luck 

with that. 
Even with the proliferation of high-definition televisions and broadcast contracts that make just 
about every Southeastem Conference football game available for state-of-the-art, in-home 
viewing, season tickets sales around the conference are reportedly brisk, even for the first-year 
members Missouri and Texas A&M. Missouri shattered its previous season sales record, alld 
A&M sold out of tickets in March, the earliest that has happened. Of course, nowhere is the 
hysteria and aIlticipation more frenzied than at Alabama and L.S.1.J., the teams that played for 
last year 0 s national championship. Both enter the 2012 season poised to compete for the titIe 
agalll. 
To provide an inside look, or at least attempt to, I decided to joumey to Tuscaloosa and Baton 
Rouge, La., to attend each university [j s Fan Day [] an increasingly popular annual event on 
campuses across the country where fans can meet, greet and obtain autographs from their 
beloved team [j s coaches and players. 
To carry out this assignmen~ it was imperative that I remain objective [J something I had 
mentally prepared for, though I figured that venturing behind what for me had traditionally been 
enemy lines might present the biggest challenge. After all, my previous trips to Tuscaloosa had 
largely consisted of myself alld fnends prowling around aIld drunkenly yelling 0 Tiger bait l 0 at 
random people wearing crimson and white before aIld after football games. 
I even went so far as to make a promise to myself that I wouldn Dt, under any circumstances, 
refer to anyone as a DGumpD 0 the derogatory term of choice alnong most L.S.lT. fans for 
Alabama failS, based on Forrest GumpD s playing for the Tide. Nor would I bring up the 
poisoning of majestic oak trees at Aubum by an Alabama fan. And under no circumstallces 
would I even think about spitting in the general direction ofthe statue of Saban tI1e university 
erected outside Bryant-Denny Stadium after he had been on the job for only three years. No, I 

was going to conduct myselflike a professional, dangit! 
But it all went awry so very fast. 
After dropping off a bag oft' at my hotel I headed over to the Paul W. Bryant Museum on Paul 
W. Bryant Drive, figuring that by immediately paying respects to the legendalY coach known to 
all as the Bear I would pocket a few quick kanna points. But as I approached the museum, 
proverbial olive brallch in hand, my auditOlY senses picked up on the joyful noise of a football 
practice taking place nearby. Whistles blowing. People yelling. Pads aIld helmets crashing. 
Indeed, the reigning national champion Crimson Tide were practicing directly across the street 
from the museum. Curious, I put aside my selfless act of diplomacy to walk over and check it 
out for a minute or two. if only to take a photograph of the practice field to send to a friend 
who is an Alabama fall along with a note that would say something witty like, [lEey, look 
where I am! [] 
But just as I approached a fence on the perimeter of the practice fields and began to lift my 
phone into the air to take a picture, I was startled by an ill- tempered voice barking at me from 
behind. I was not sure if, unnoticed by me, a comdog-like odor was emanating from my skin 0 
popular college football myth suggests that all L.S.U. fims smell like com dogs 0 strong 
enough to set off alarm bells inside the facility, but suddenly I felt like a C.LA. operative who 
had brazenly strolled into the Kremlin at the height of the cold war. I turned to find a quite 
displeased-looking Alabama athletic departulent official. The exchallge that followed went 

something like tIns: 
Hey. what are you doing? 
I was going to take a photo of the practice field to send to a friend, I aIlswered. 
Well you Call [Jt do that. 

Are you serious? Vv'by not? 
Because Coach Saban doesnLJt like that, came the response. 
Surely this man must be kidding, I thought. He was not. I know this because he began berating 
someone through some sort of walkie-talkie about the absence of a campus police officer 0 
one who was apparently supposed to be stationed nearby to shoo away troublemakers like 
me. All tIle while, he was eyeballing the iPhone in my hand like something he would very much 
like to toss into a caldron of acid. 
A bit overcome by what was unfolding, I mayor may not have responded by charging the man 
with being a 0 communiss, 0 just as Claude Robichaux did Officer Mallcuso in the opening 
scene of DA Confederacy of Dunces. 0 It happened so fast, itDs all kind ofa blur now. 



Meanwhile, I found myself aghast to be actually contemplating whether my constitutional rights 
were in the process of being trampled by a college t()Otball coach, or an agent acting on his 
behalf Unfortunately, the absurdity of the moment seemed completely lost on my tonnentor. 
r]\\'ll0 are you? [1 the surly man inquired, his tone not unlike that of a homicide detective 
bearing down on his No.1 suspect. Before I could even answer Dan American, sirO he 
demanded I leave the premises immediately. It suddenly occurred to me that incarceration 
might be a possibility in failed to comply. After a moment of dread, the thought of being 
tossed in jail actually began to delight me. 
DAre you going to have me arrested') 0 I asked. 
I started to consider how incredible it would be to be arrested over a photograph taken of an 
Alabama football practice from a parking lot. 
But alas, I didnOt have the will to push it fmther, disalllled by the kindly nature of the police 
officer who eventually showed up at the scene. Having lost the energy to pick a fight, I made 
my way back across the parking lot. Urxm reaching Paul W. Bryant Drive I turned back to see 
in was still being watched. I was. In Tuscaloosa, it seems, defying Nick Saban [1 swishes, 
even unwittingly, is not something that will be tolerated. 
One-Team Towns 
Though it was scorching hot, as August days in Louisiana and Alabama tend to be, thousands 
showed up for the Fan Day festivities at L.S.U. and Alabama. L.S.U. repOlted a tul1lout 
roughly 40 percent larger than any previous year, despite the event 0 s taking place just a day 
after the star player Tyrann Mathieu was dismissed from the team. 
The programs produced the events in different ways, with L.S.u. 0 s being held indoors 
complete with air-conditioning, and with two hours allotted for fans to seek autographs. 
Alabama 0 s was held in the outdoor heat with fans granted only 45 minutes for autograph
seeking, though the Crimson Tide did hold a two-hour open practice that fims were able to 
attend. 
The two events provided more than enough time for me to make a few observations: 

• The first fan in line at L.S.U. was Tuck Freyer, a Imvyer. He had claimed his spot 
around 8:30 a.m. His counterpmt at Alabama, Bobby Hunter, a Walmart employee, 
arrived four days before the event to be first in line. Freyer said he was more interested 
in meeting Tigers players 0 including welcoming quarterback Rob Bolden, a recent 
transfer from Penn State 0 than Coach Les Miles, and the items he brought to have 
autographed were of the traditional sort: posters. footballs. etc. Hunter, on the other 
hand, sprinted directly to Saban once he and the other fans were allowed on the field 
after practice. handing over his Toshiba laptop for the coach to sign. 

• The way the two coaches approached the events could not have been more different, 
and played perfectly to type. Saban was workmanlike and methodical, efficiently signing 
autographs with a serious manner that called to mind a veteran assembly line worker. 
Miles wa<; much more freewheeling and playful, more prone to engage fans in 
conversation and pose for photographs. I saw Saban stop to pose for only one 
photograph, with a child in a wheelchair. 

• When I anlved in Baton Rouge, the cabdllver who brought me to my hotel talked 
almost exclusively about the heavy rain the area had been getting. The driver who 
brought me to my hotel in Tuscaloosa asked in thought Alabama would repeat as 
national champion almost as soon as I climbed into his cab. 

• I popped into Mexican restaurants near both university campuses. In Baton Rouge. the 
employees wore unifol1l1s that reflected the theme of the restaurant. In Tuscaloosa, 
employees dressed as if they would be attending an Alabama football game when they 
finished work. 

• The breaktast buffet at my hotel in Baton Rouge was listed on my receipt simply as a 
[j breakfast buffet. [1 The breakfast bufIet at my hotel in Tuscaloosa was listed as the 
o Walk of Champions buffet. 0 

• Over the course of the weekend I spent in Tuscaloosa, I can Dt recall entering a single 
place of business that did not feature some sort of homage to Alabama football. Even a 
wine store I visited featured 0 in a display in its front window 0 a neady life- size cutout 
of Saban pointing and yelling with the words Roll Tide emblazoned on it. Homages to 
L.S.U. football in Baton Rouge were more infrequent and relegated to more predictable 
establishments, like bars where people frequently gather on game days. 

• The number of times I heard 0 Roll Tide 0 over the course of a weekend in Tuscaloosa 
far outweighed the number of times I heard [1 Geaux Tigers [J during my weekend in 
Baton Rouge. 

All ofthis led to my main conclusion afler spending time in each place on a nongame weekend: 
Alabama fans are, welL just crazier about their football team than L.S.u. fans are. 
It pains me to admit this, mind you, as in SEC country, the sheer lunacy of the fan base one 
exists in is often a source of irrational pride. lOve actually gotten into arguments with people 
over whose fan base tilts more toward the insane. But L.S.u. football in Baton Rouge is a 
sideshow 0 an elaborate sideshow people feel passionately about, yes, but a sideshow 
nonetheless. In Tuscaloosa, Alabama football is the main event, a fi!ll- blown circus in the 
Greatest Show on Emth tradition ofP. T. Bal1lum. To put it bluntly. on any given day, 



Tuscaloosa is probably the closest thing to a college f()Otball theme park that a person could 
visit 
Fans for Life 
In the event that you, dear reader, need any further convincing of just how seriously SEC 
country takes football, consider this: While I was standing along the brick partition that 
separates the spectators in the stands from the field inside Bryant-Denny Stadium, casually 
watching the team practice while eavesdropping on a conversation to my left, a conversation in 
which a stadium usher optimistically described to a tim how Saban has recently begun to 
exhibit the characteristics of an amiable human being ( D'lNhen he first came here, it wasn Dt a 
good idea to speak to him unless you were spoken to, but lately, he D lliook right at you and 
say, D Hi, D every now and then D), a woman with a face as sweet as a red velvet cupcake 
sidled up neAi to me. Her name was Suzan McClelland. 
The 69-year-old McClelland had left her home in Prattville, Ala., that morning and made the 
two-hour drive to the stadium in Tuscaloosa with her husband, John (Field) McClelland, riding 
shotgun. It was a trip, she said, [1 very reminiscent ofthe many trips we [1 ve made together to 
attend games over the yearsr] a<; longtime Alabama season-ticket holders. John was alive for 
those trips. As Suzan navigated her car through rural Alabama this time, however, only her 
recently deceased husband D s cremated remains, along with a photograph of him, rested in the 
passenger seat beside her. 
Once she reached the city limits, Suzan met up with her brother, Ted, a Tuscaloosa resident, 
and the two had lunch at a restaurant Suzan described as being Dvery New York. D Suzan 
had the shrimp and grits. 
After lunch, Ted and Suzan, now with her husbandD s ashes lovingly tucked away inside one of 
her pants pockets, joined a few thousand of their fellow Alabama fans inside the stadium. With 
her brother by her side for emotional support, Suzan walked down from the stands and made 
her way to the stadium [] s aforementioned brick partition, right next to yours truly. I then 
watched Suzan [] clearly a bit frightened, but detennined LJ reach into her pocket, pull out the 
plastic baggie holding John [j s remains and empty its contents onto the field. 
D Excuse me, but did you just pour someone D s ashes out onto the field? D I asked before 
Suzan and Ted could scurry away unnoticed. 
D Yes, I did; it was my husband, D she replied nervously, her voice cracking slightly. D I was 
worried I D d get arTested doing this, but he loved Alabama football and wanted to have his 
ashes spread on the field here. I was worried I D d get arrested, but tins was his dying wish, and 
I didn Dt want him to haunt me for the rest of my life in didn Dt do it. D 
After Suzan and her brother disappeared into the crowd I found an online obituary for her 
husband on my phone. It read like the numerous other obituaries that run in newspapers across 
the country every day, with the exception of its final line, in capitalletlers, r] Roll Tide! LJ 

To access this article in its original setting click helow: 
http://www.nytimes.comI20 12/08/26/sports/ncaatoothall/ college-{oothall-roles-the-Iand
in-the-south. html? pagewanted~ 3& re{~sports 
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Clips Weekly Update 8-27-12 

:x e Newsletter 

DearVincc. 

Greetings from the Clips MotherShip. Hope you are well. 

The pre-football season insanity is hard upon us. Even though we know itLJs coming, it seems 
to sneak up and clobber us on the head every year. 

And speaking of college football, the Clips Travel Department has started to book the various 
ClipsTrips adventures. We're looking to attend football games at Ole Miss, Alabama, Ohio 
State, UCLA and Anny-Navy. And hopefully a couple other sports as well. 

Here's our first trip: 

Have a good Monday. 

Nick Infante 
Clips Editor 

Follow Clips on Twitter: 

W"NIN.twitter.com/@CollegeAthClips 
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Clips eFlash: The Clips editor[ls r]~;trollr] with Nick Saban 

:x e Newsletter 

Dear Vince, 

Actually, it was a stroll and a handshake with Nick Saban. 

It was at last year[] s SEC Football Media Days at the Wynfrey Hotel in Hoover, Alabama. 
Actually [JMedia Daysr] is not an accurate descriptor, most writers replace the words 
[1 Media Days[J with one word: []circus. [J I agree. 
Why? Let me count the ways: 
1 a- The # 1 team in the nation has been part of the SEC FB MD for six straight years. 
Ib- The SEC FB MD takes up one entire hotel, the large-sized Wynfrey Hotel. 
3- The number of days ofthe SEC FB MD. 
10- The number of media breakout rooms for private intelviews with luminaries. 
12- The # of big-headed, stratospherically-compensated head coaches present. 
30- The number of radio/website/blogger broadcasters who had a table and mic in the 60-yard 
long D Radio Row. D ranging from Paul Finebaum (commonly regarded as Dthe voice ofthe 
SEC D) to sports talk stations in Atlanta, Memphis and Jacksonville. 
1,000- The number of credentialed media attendees (I think the exact number was announced 
as 1,007). The next biggest media daysr]to my knowledge [Jare the Big Ten Football Media 
Days with 300 and the Big East Basketball Media Days with about 250. 
3,000- The number offans who rotated through the Wynfrey Hotel foyer waiting for each of 
the dozen coaches. 
Last year was my first SEC Media Days andDeven though I had been amply forewarnedDI 
was amazed by the size and spectacle of it all. Aside from the size, with each coach presenting 
to a ballroom filII of600 or so people (although Nick SabanDs audience was an overflow 
1.000 or so), the energy far surpassed any college media days that I have ever attended. Many 
media people were comparing it to the Super Bowl. And why not? With rock stars like Saban, 
Miles, Spurrier, Meyer and Chizik you couldn Dt miss. 
And the fans. Fans at a Media Days? Yup. 
Fans were shoehorned into the spacious Wynfrey foyer, which could hold maybe 300 people 
shoulder- to-shoulder. As the coaches finished their presentations, Q&As and interviews on the 
media-only second floor, they exited through the foyer to greet their fans. 
When it was Saban[]s turn, [JBama fans were overflowing the foyer to upwards of500. 
I had heard and read many times that Saban can be, ah, rather brusque. However, when I saw 
the hundreds of fans file by him one-by-two- by three, he had a wann smile and nice comment 
for each of them. It occUlTed to me that SabanDs supposed brusqueness is only a sometimes 
thing, and is almost always provoked by some loose canon media needier. 
When Saban was done with the foyer fans, three linebacker-sized suits (off-duty Hoover 
policemen I later learned) sUl1Dunded him and escOlied him out to the front parking lot where 
they proceeded to walk briskly toward a TV truck almost a football field away. I fell into step 
with them and was ten paces behind when it occurred to me that Saban was not talking to the 
body guards, and nobody else was around. 
Not sure what I was going to do, I caught up to them, made eye contact with the bodyguards 
(who quickly sunnised I was no threat) and slipped up abreast Coach Saban. So there we 
were, strolling step for step shoulder to shoulder, and Saban turned his head toward me and 
had a puzzled look on his face. 
I grabbed his hand for a handshake and said (buoyantly, reverently, pathetically), DHi Nick, 
my !lame is Nick too! D (I said it like that, with an exclamation point at the end.) 
Saban D s look became even more puzzled, so I figured I needed to clarifY my statement. I 
paused enough that we all took another four steps. Then I came up with a gem that came from 
I don Dt know where. 
DYeah, my nameDs Nick and my full name is not Nicholas. You know what it is?D 
Not really expecting a response from Saban, I plunged ahead with that day D s trivia question, 
r]My full name is Dominick[J (putting emphasis on the r]nick[J part). I thought I heard a 
snicker from one ofthe bodyguards. 
And then, dear readers, without skipping a beat, Saban stunned me by saying (jauntily, 



solicitously, sincerely), [] Well, good to meet you, Dom! [J 

I have told this story to about a dozen media people. They have said that this was out of 
character for Saban. I dunno, he seemed like a good guy to me. 
And speaking of Saban, and D Bama, and the upcoming quest for the seventh straight national 
championship iorthe SEC, below is an mticle (that was posted on the Wall Street Journal 
website just a few hours ago) that covers all those themes. 
Have a good Wednesday. 
Nick Infante 
Clips Editor 

Follow Clips on Twitter: "'INdwilteLcorni@ColleqeAlhClips 

How Saban Turned the Tide 
The Alabama Coach's lvfeticulous Recnliting Process Has Spawned an All-Poweiful 
Program 
By Rachel Bachman and Ben Cohen, Wall Street Journal, 8-28-12 (posted on the WSJ 
site at 7:38 amET) 
The allure of Alabama isn't just Southern charm. It's that Nick Saban has mastered the art 
of preparing players for the NFL. 
With all due respect to the 123 other schools that play major-college football, the sport's 
foreseeable future boils down to one question: Can anyone stop Alabama? 
The Alabmna Crimson Tide, college football's defending national chanIpion, has become the 
game's "it" teanl, an all-powerful and impervious Death Star of a program. Alabama has won 
two of the last three national titles. Its coach, Nick Saban, won another one while he was at 
Louisiana State [] meaning he has won the title in three of the past seven college seasons he has 
coached. 
The Tide is a 14-point favorite Saturday over No.8 Michigan!] repeal: a two- touchdown 
favorite against a top-10 team [lin its season opener. The last time Alabama was an underdog 
was 28 games ago, against Tim Tebow and Florida in the 2009 Southeastern Conierence 
championship gmne. Result: Bama 32, Florida 13. 
The stunning volume of victories and championships and NFL draft picks has Alabama 
redefining college-football success as we know it. How, exactly, does the Tide do it? 
Recmiting is paramount. Saban sets aside time every day for assistant coaches to make phone 
calls, write letters and discuss the countJy's best blue-chippers. His system focuses on 
collecting reliable, exhaustive infornlation on playersDnot always easy to find when NCAA 
mles forbid coaches from measuring players' vertical leaps or timing them in the 40-yard dash. 
To make up for those restrictions, Alabama's coaching staff is as strict as any in the country 
al:xmt gathering information, recmiting experts say. Crimson Tide coaches consult track times 
and encourage prospects to add the sport in the football off-season. Coaches invite prospects 
to attend Alabama's summer camp, since they tend to offer scholarships to high-schoolers they 
have seen in person and not just on highlights. 
The SPOlts Retort 
And before Alabama recmits a player in earnest, coaches produce a comprehensive report on 
everything from whether he fits their prefened physical prototypes D a cornerback should be 
about 6 feet and 185-190 pounds Oto his ankle, knee and hip movement. If a lineman's heels 
are raised when he is crouched in a stance, he is probably too inflexible for Alabama. 
Finally, coaches talk to family, friends mId others to go "seven-deep into a guy's life" to gauge 
his mental strength, said fOlmer Alabama offensive coordinator Jim McElwain, who is now the 
head coach at Colorado State. 
Saban also embraces technology fiJr his multi pronged pitch. He started using 
videoconferencing as a recmiting tool several years ago LJearly enough in the software's life that 
some players spoke to him using equipment at their local libraries. CoachSaban.net, Saban's 
website, plays a Crimson Tide-themed hip- hop song called "4th Quarter" fium the Tuscaloosa 



group 63 Boyz that features the lyric, "Since we landed Saban in T-Town, it's hard to go 
unnoticed." 
Even Saban's current players are foot soldiers in college football's recruiting war. Cooper 
Bateman, a top-ranked quarterback from Utah, took a tour of SEC schools in the spring 
before he committed to Alabama. What stood out to his family during his visit? All of 
Alabama's players made sure they took off their hats when meeting his mother. 
The allure of Alabama, of course, isn't just Southem charm. "In no way for the players who 
may end up playing in the NFL do I want to limit their exposure or opportunity to do that," 
Saban said in response to emailed questions. 
Since Saban's arrival in 2007. Alabama has produced 11 first-round NFL draft picks, by far 
the most in the countly. Since 2003. only four colleges have chumed out more first-rounders 
than Alabama has since 2009. Three of those programsDMiami. Ohio State and Southem 
Califomia[lhave had NCAA rules-related scandals. The fourth school is LSU, which Saban 
coached from 2000 to 2004. He signed nine of the Tigers' 12 first-round dratl picks. 
While some programs limit access for NFL scouts, Saban rolls out the crimson carpet for 
them. "I've always said you could call Alabama and say, 'The only time I can come to 
Tuscaloosa is at 3 a.m.,' and they would let you in," said Phil Savage, an analyst for Alabama's 
radio network and the former general manager of the Cleveland Browns. 
Saban is the rare college head coach who returned to the NCAA from the NFL of his own 
volition. Previously the coach at Michigan State and LSU, he worked as the Browns' defensive 
coordinator with New England Patriots coach Bill Belichick in the 1990s, and he was the 
Miami Dolphins' coach in 2005 and 2006. Alabama's playing style reflects Saban's experience: 
The Crimson Tide's pro- style offense and defense contrast with more gimmicky college 
schemes. "So once they getthere, it's not like a shock," McElwain said. 
The son ofa service station and Dairy Queen franchise owner[Jthe coach likes banana 
milkshakesl:.1 Saban, 60, once aspired to own a car dealership. "I can hear the jokes right 
now," he wrote in "How Good Do You Wantto Be?", his 2004 book. But recruiting 
specialists and Saban's former stars say he is less of a used-car salesman in a recruifs living 
room than his peers. 
"He's incredibly honest in the recruiting process," said fornlCr Alabanla quarterback Greg 
McElroy, the starter on the 2009 national-title team who now plays for the New York Jets. 
"He tells kids, 'Hey, you're going to come in and redshilt. Look, you're going to do this. You're 
going to do that.' He tells them exactly what he thinks. I think a lot of people respect that 
because so much ofthe recruiting process is an unknown." 
Alabama is what Scott KClmedy, director of scouting for the recruiting site Scout.com, calls" a 
team of exceptions." As a high-school senior in 2007, for example, Mark Barron was a 6-
foot-2, roughly 210-p.mnd running back and linebacker. Not at Alabama. Baron played 
safety, where he became a tirst-teamAll-American and the No.7 overall pick in April. 
It all adds up to the most basic reason Alabama boasts two of the last three titles: Saban has 
the pick of the recruiting litter. In short, he gets freaks and makes them even scaner. 
In recent years, college football's rule-makers have targeted recruiting strategies employed by 
Alabama. In 2008, the NCAA banned head coaches from making off-campus recruiting visits 
during the six-week -long spring evaluation period. The concept was to prevent coaches from 
"bumping into" recruits while observing them, and some dubbed it the Saban rule because of 
his fi"equent recruiting travel. 
Last year, the SEC capped the number of players a program can sign at 25 per year. That 
curbed the practice known as "oversigning" D signing more than the annual NCAA maximum of 
25 players that programs can admit, giving them a larger pool from which to build a team. 
Nevertheless, Alabama keeps winning. Its momentum has tumed it into college football's 
premier program, a title once held by Southem Califomia nnder Pete Carroll, and then Florida 
under Urban Meyer. As long as Saban sticks around, he shows no signs of relinquishing it. He 
said after his two-year stint with the Dolphins that the field-leveling nature of the NFL made it 
difficult to gain a competitive advantage. 
And with an annual compensation of$5.3 million, the highest in the sport, Saban shows no 
signs ofleaving. "1 am very happy with the position that I am in right now," he said. 

This article has been posted with the pennissioll of the authors. 
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August's Five Wor,t Media Disasters i Joke: The Scientist and The Frog I How Many Minutes Is Your Audience's Attention Span? i Stay In 
Your Lane 
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.. :<:.! Media $. Presentation Training 

One of my favorite jokes of all time involves a scientist and a frog. 
I don't usually tell jokes on my blog. but this one relates directly to 
the experience of some media spokespersons. 

X Frog 

For fear of spoiling the joke, I'm not going to say anything else. Just 
~E~JU:mL~ and enjoy. 
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IIle, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Clips Weekly Update 9-4-12 

:x e Newsletter 

Dear Vince. 

Greetings from the Clips MotherShip. Hope you are well. 

In response to widespread requests, here's another "intro to the update" in a 3-dot fonnat: 

They say if you stick a map ofthe US in front of most Americans they'd have trouble 
picking out key states ... This week there were several back-and-forths from-to the 
MotherShip regarding geography ... such as, What (exactly) is "the Northeast?" ... does 
the Northeast include Buffalo? Erie? Maryland? .. or how about "upstate," as in "upstate 
New York?" ... Does that include Westchester County? .. Is "upstate New York" 
anything nOlth of 96th Street? .. Or, what is the Big Apple? .. southern New England? .. 
the Deep South? .. just Alabama and Mississippi') ... more states? ... Central California? 
(we all have a good idea of southern and northern California but not central 
California) ... Stod .. 1:on? ... Sacramento? ... There seems to be a lot of talk (negative) 
about guarantee games ... is that j ust in my mind? (see Pat Forde's aricle below, where 
he lists the declines in attendance for the first week's games) ... other names for 
guarantee games? .. how about creampuff games, money games, massacres, mismatches, 
what else? ... send them in ... And speaking of nanles, have I missed it, but is there yet a 
commonly agreed tenn for neutral-site games in the beginning ofthe year, such as the 
Cowboy Classic last week and the Battle in the Apple coming up this Saturday? ... What 
are those called? ... Wannabe bowl games maybe? ... It's amazing how much things 
change when we pass from August into September. .. last week it was summer, this 
week it might as well be winter. .. and here's a nudge for the first two Clips intern 
candidates (you know who you are. Iris P and John T), give me a call... The Saban 
story below ("How Saban turned the Tide," in which I had a parking lot interface with 
Coach, is tme) ... Welcome to new subscribers at Toledo-U-Illinois. High Point FSU, 
OK State, ASU, UNCO, OSU, Valparaiso, Cornell, Towson, Purdue & Huxley ... 
Look for a Clips Eyewitness Report ofthe 1 st-ever Battle in the Apple between 
Syracuse and USC ... the game is Saturday ... 

That's it I'm out of dots. 

Have a good short week. 

Nick Infante 
Clips Editor 
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IIle, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Clips Weekly Update 9-10-12 

:x e Newsletter 

Dear Vince. 

Greetings fmm the MotherShip. I hope you are well, and I hope that your team( s) acquitted it 
(them )self(ves) well. whether that means winning a game they should have WOIl, winning a 
game they should not have won, or just maybe getting beaten reasonably and not getting 
clobbered like they could have. 

We've got the usual mix oftopics below. And let me remind you that we post something new 
on the Clips site every day, so you would be well advised to click onto the Clips site again 
\vww.collegeathleticsclips.com on Wednesday or Thursday and you'll likely see half a dozen 
new postings. 

Have a good week. 

Nick Infante 
Clips Editor 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

College Athletics Clips <nick@collegeathleticsclips.com> 

Thursday, September 13,20128: 19 AM 

IIle, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

ND to ACC: [!The realignment tectonic plates are still wannr] * 

:x e Newsletter 

Dear Vince, 

Greetings from Clips. 

In case you've not yet heard, yesterday it wa<; announced that Notre Dame will become a non
football member of the ACC. 

We'll hear more as the days unfold, but the most comprehensive recap (for now) ofthe dozens 
of articles come from ESPN (below). 
The best quote of the day comes from The Rev. John Jenkins, the president of Notre Dame, 
when he said of Notre Dame 0 s move to the ACC, 0 I don Ot think there 0 s a situation out 
there better than the situation we have.ltwasnDt a tough decision. 0 Huh? It wasnOt a 
tough decision? I don Dt know about that. 
We are told that Notre Dame went to the ACC 0 and not the Big Ten o because the Big Ten 
would not take Notre Dame without its football team. Probably smart for the Big Ten. When 
the showdown came, the Big Ten blinked, and Notre Dame went to the next best choice: the 
ACC. 
Thus, the last great independent has become less independent with its move from the Big East 
to the ACC. Sans football of course. 
On the face of it, the move seems to merely replace the Big East as the home for all of Notre 
Dame 0 s non- football sports, but there are two noteworthy footnotes. First, the Irish have 
committed themselves to play five football games a year versus ACC schools. Every year. And 
second, the ACC implemented a three times operating expenses exit fee (at CUlTent set-up that 
would make it a cool $50 million exit fee for a school to go elsewhere). 
In Notre Dame 0 s case, that means if some years down the road they decide that independent 
football is no longer more lucrative than a full share Big Ten conference distribution, then they 
have a $50 million (or more) exit fee to deal with. 
The Notre Dame move is. of course. a variation of the usual adage 0 You are who you play 
ti.)otball with. LJ In Notre Dame [ls case, the adage might be stated, []You are who you are, 
which is totally unique among football programs, in your branding and imagery, in that you are 
the only school that can still pull offbeing a football indie and still make more money than you 
would with a Big Ten distribution. [] 

Or something like that. 
Have a good Thursday. 

Nick Infante 
Clips Editor 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

College Athletics Clips <nick@collegeathleticsclips.com> 

Friday, September 14. 201211:33 AM 

IIle, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Clips eFlash: Calhoun brought UConn from nothing to something 

:x e Newsletter 

Dear Vince, 

Greetings from the Clips RoundballShip. Hope you are well. 
Here we are in the swelling momentum of another more-popular-than-ever college football 
season, and we [1 ve got a basketball story taking over the college sports headlines. Go figure. 
For those of you who have been under a rock for the past 24 hours, here[]s what you missed: 
UConn basketball coach Jim Calhoun aunounced his retirement yesterday. Although it wasn [Jt 
a total surprise, there were some that thought the [Jber-competitive coach would still be out 
there at courtside in 2045, sitting in a wheelchair, squeaking through a megaphone, falling 
asleep during halftime. 

10m only half kidding. 
Whether Calhoun was the best or the worst or the nastiest or the luckiest or the smartest coach 
out there is up for debate. However, there was no coach who hated to lose as much as he did. 
That 0 s different thau having a fondness for wilming (which he also had, but that was further 
down on his list). 
Many Clips readers know that their Clips editor is a Connecticut native and a UConn grad. So 
I have a first-hand memory of pre-Calhoun era, and then the 26-year Calhoun era. In typical 
Clips fashion, I will collapse my memories into a paragraph of Herb Caen-style 3-dot brevity. 
Here goes LJ In the late 50s UConn played in the Yankee Conference [] Other schools in the 
Yankee Conference were Vermont Maine, UMass, New Hampshire 0 this was hardly the Big 
East[] the coach was Dee Rowe, star players were Toby Kimball and Wes Bialosulmia, the 
games were played in au oversized Quonset hut shaped building called the Field House 0 
nobody outside Connecticut was aware that UConn had a basketball team 0 UConn made the 
32-team NCAA tournament once and got clobbered in the first round by 30 or so points by 
some Midwest school with the goofY nickname of the Golden Gophers 0 the Big East launched 
in '79 and UConn got eviscerated through the mid-80s by Syracuse, Georgetown and St. 
JohnDsD at one point UConn was beaten something like 15 out of20 games by Georgetown 
in the first decade of the Big East[J no wonder UConn fans developed a resentment versus 
these schools LJ Calhoun gets hired in 1986, but does not so well fiJr the first five years or so [1 
then things start to click[j by 1999 they win their first national championship LJ UConn 
basketball (men[]s and women[Js) become the darlings ofthe entire state, expectations are 
elevated, and U Conn was, and is, big -time college basketball 0 
But becoming competitive and remaining competitive are two different things, and Calhoun was 
able to do both. However, there was some collateral damage. CalhounDs fiercely competitive 
demeanor rubbed many fans the wrong way, aud UConn competed with Duke, UCLA, 
Georgetown and Indiana for the title as America 0 s most hated college basketball team. 
I read/skimmed through dozens of articles about Calhoun last night aud this morning, 
and o inasmuch as most sports journalists have long ago grown tired ofCalhounDs media 
taunting ways Dthere was as much negative as positive about Calhoun. So, I have selected the 
best ofthe good and the best of the bad below. 
It[]s the end of an era in Connecticut and the seasoned (but young) assistant coach Kevin 
Ollie will take the reins. 
Go I·luskies. 

Nick Infaute 
Clips Editor 

Follow Clips on Twitter: 
w\lv1N.lwiller.coml@ColiegeAthClips 



Calhoun: Guts And Glory 
Ollie LeamedFromA Legend 
Jeff Jacobs, Hartford Courant, 9-14-12 
STORRS [J The reality 01'40 cold New England winters are behind him. We begin with 
the Jim Calhoun legend now, and when legend becomes fact, they say, print the legend. 
U Conn, ranked No. 1 in the nation, was up three against Syracuse with 11 seconds left at the 
2006 Big East tournament. During the timeout, there was a debate. Put Craig Austrie on Gerry 
McNamara? No, UConn would stick with Rashad Anderson. This had been a fierce game 
against a fierce rival. Syracuse had led by double digits only to have the I-lushes rei:xmnd for 
the lead. Yet here was McNamara racing across midcourt and draining a three-pointer from 
well behind the arc. 
Calhoun grew apoplectic. "What geniuses I have for assistant coaches!" he screamed for 
anyone to hear at Madison Square Garden. "They tell me, 'Don't double McNamara!'" 
Well, Syracuse goes on to win in overtime. It's a shocking defeat, a gutting defeat. Drained, 
Calhoun disappeared behind closed doors. Staff and league officials tried to get him out of the 
coach's office to meet with the media. He's not coming out. They tell him he needs to talk to his 
team and go to the podium or else the locker room doors will simply swing open for the media. 
Finally, Calhoun emerged. Shirt unbuttoned. Tie askew. He suggested a mop. 
Behind him there was vomit all over the floor, all over the wall, all over the place. 
Forty years of coaching, 26 years at UConn, yes, that's how bad Jim Calhoun wanted it. 
"He's a legend," UConn President Susan Herbst said Thursday at the news conference to 
announce Calhoun's retirement and Kevin Ollie's hiring as head coach. "And he's our legend." 
Three national championships, 873 wins, eight million and 73 stories, he surely is. Few men in 
sports have wanted to win more. His postgame rants are the stuff of You Tube legend. Nobody 
in the history of mankind was a worse loser. 
"People who know me will determine my character," Calhoun said. "Others will deternline my 
legacy. Character is what I want to be judged on." 
Nobody ever said Jim Calhoun wasn't a character. 
"Jay Bilasjust called Jim one of the greatest coaches in all of sport, which he is," associate 
coach George Blaney said. "He is remarkable in his ability to get people to do things through 
persuasion, through will, through expertise. I'm telling yOl~ you can feel it, absolutely feel it 
when Jim Calhoun is willing people to do something." 
You can always teel Jim Calhoun and every single one of his complexities. He is a battler. He is 
a bully. He is a teacher. He is a philanthropist. He is the one who dared to dream. He is a 
charmer. And on the day of his retirement, he was magnanimous in spreading credit to 
everyone from Storrs to the state Capitol. 
Yet it is an absolute hatred oflosing, the explosive nut in this enigma of a ma~ the unrelenting 
will that drove the UConn program to sustained greatness and made Jim Calhoun the most 
fascinating figure in Connecticut sports history. To be honest, it also is some of what I was 
looking for in Ollie on this day. 
Ollie is his own man. He must be. Yet this also must be a reason why tins will be more than a 
one-season contractual experiment D price tag $384,615 Dand a reason why this guy from a 
continent away from Calhoun's Boston roots is his rightful long-ternl successor. He doesn't 
sound the same. He doesn't look the same. We must know ifhe bums the same inside. 
"I was made for this job," Ollie said. 
As he went on for 20 minutes, damn if Kevin Ollie didn't carry the day. Passionate about 
basketball and his family, funny, challenging, appreciative, God-fearing, Ollie won the press 
cOilierence. Early score: Ollie 1, Rest ofthe Field O. 
Calhoun didn't cry on this day. Ollie did. 
Talking about how he so loves walking his daughter to the school bus stop, how he bumed 
inside through bus rides in the CBA and USBL to carve out 13 years in the NBA, how his wife 
Stephanie twice rebuffed lnm before finally going out with him D Ollie choked back tears. 
"If you weren't inspired by that presentation," Howie Dickenman said, "I'm not sure what gets 
you going." 
At one point, Ollie ardogized to Stephanie for spending only 10 minutes with her on their 14th 
wedding anniversary Wednesday. 
"I love you baby and I'll see you when you come up to bed," Ollie said. "I thank you for tllal." 

Realizing how that sounded, he quickly added, "She was already a<;leep, folks, it was 2:30." 
It was classic. As classic as some of the tales former assistants Tom Moore and Dickenman 
told about Calhoun's uber-competiveness. 
"We were in Pittsburgh, Ted Taigen, our academic adviser, was sitting on the bench right on 
the baseline," said Moore, now coach at Quinnipiac. "It's a 50-50 callout of bounds. Coach 
had an angle where he couldn't see it. That's not going to stop him from going over to [referee 1 
Tim Higgins to tell him he's wrong. Well, Tim turns to Ted and goes to Jim, 'He had a good 
view.' Ted goes, 'Sorry, coach. It was out.' Coach looks at Ted and goes, 'What the 



[expletive I are you doing on our bench, anyway?'" 
UConn lost that night. Moore said that dinner might not have been served on the flight back. 
Dickenman, coach at Central Connecticut, re-enacted the story that Ray Allen once told how 
at halftime of a game during his freshman year, Calhoun had gone oJflike a bottle rocket. 
Calhoun went to kick a standing chalkboard and got his foot stuck in it. Howie had to extricate 
him. 
"It was, [expletive] D uh-oh,'" Dickenman said, laughing. "It's like Dave Leitao says, 'Jim 
Calhoun isn't happy unless he's unhappy.'" 
It is that competitive rage that fueled Calhoun for decades. To tins day, it's what fascinates me. 
"My freshman year, I'm going one-on-one with Chris Smith, back and fOlih," Ollie said. "I'm 
like. 'C'mon, coach. everybody knows he can handle the ball.' He kept me going back and 
fOlih, back and forth, 10 times. I went home, called my mom and told her I'm ready to leave. 
This man called me names I don't even know what he's saying. She said get your butt back out 
there, and I heard the click on the otherline." 
"That's what made me strong. That's UConn basketball. I love Coach for doing it. I went six 
years in the NBA without a guaranteed contract. I'm used to rejection. Every time Coach used 
to yell at me, [Calhoun's wife Pat] gave me a kiss. There were a lot of kisses." 
Calhoun said that any foxhole you need to jump in, Ollie is your guy. Dickenman talked about 
how when the Cavaliers needed someone to mentor a young LeBron James, they traded for 
Ollie. Ollie looked at his players and said there will be no escalators, only stairs to climb one 
step at a time. 
And then he looked over at Jim Calhoun, the toughest man in the gym, and the worst loser in 
history, and said. "Every time you told me I was the toughest guy in the gym, I wanted to prove 
you right." 
"I don't mind a one-year deal. It's good that it's difIicult. I'm just going to coach like I'll be here 
until I retire." 
This article has been reprinted on Clips with the permission qfthe author. 

Jim Calhoun retires, leaves UConn's basketball program in 
NCAA doghouse 

At a time when there is little upside or glory, onlyfinger pointing.1t is hardZv a grac<;jitl 
departure. 

By Filip Bondy, New YorkDailyNews, 9-14-12 

Jim Calhoun retires after racking up 873 career wins, most as head coach ofthe 
UConn Huskies. 
With Jim Calhoun, it was always a matter of priorities. Hisjob was to win NCAA 
championships, period. He did this three times for UConn with an assortment of recruiting 
c1a<;ses that often had very little to do with academics, degrees or with the college LJ sown 
c1a<;srooms. Along with those banners and good times, Calhoun brought considerable fi.une to 
himself and a degree of shame upon the school. 
In this way, Calhoun was merely a reflection of the monster that is now big-time college 
basketball. He once bragged he was worth about $12 million in annual revenues to the state 
and university D before subtracting his hefty salary. Maybe he truly was a cash cow. But it is 
not easy to decide, after his oHiciai retirement announcement on Thursday, whether Calhoun D s 
26-year legacy is worth celebrating or mourning. 
D I never, ever, ever said that I was mistake-free, D said Calhoun, who is still due to receive 
anywhere from $1 million to $1.5 million from the state school, from state taxpayers and 
student tuitions. D But I always tried to do the right thing. There are bumps in the road. but we 
are headed in the right direction. D 
Calhoun has suffered harsh times and dispiriting personal medical setbacks, so it isn LJt much 
fun to pile on the guy. He did good charitable works, supporting a cardiology center at the 
college. He took a basketball program with little hope, withont the recruiting base of North 
Carolina or UCLA, and he somehow coaxed great basketball players to live, however briefly, 
in rural Connecticut. He won 873 games and transfomJed UCOIill into a perennial Big East 
power. 
The fans never really wanted to know how Calhoun managed this magical recruiting, the same 
way picnickers don D t want to know how hot dogs are made. Now, though, he is leaving the 
helm at a time when UConn is ineligible for tile 2013 NCAA Tournament, due to poor 
academic pClformance by his players. At a time when there is little upside or glory, only finger 
pointing. It is hardly a graceful departure. 
The nonsense, it must be noted. has been going on for many years. Calhoun D s rosters typically 
posted a graduation rate under 30%, only a fraction of that caused by players turning pro. 
Through that time, very clearly, tl1e UConn athletic department and administration tacitly 
approved of Calhoun [1 s methods. His long- time athletic director and apJlogist, Jeff Hathaway, 
would point to increases in applicants to the school a<; evidence of Calhoun [J s great works. 
Hathaway never mentioned that nearly 70% of those accepted never emolled in the university. 
CalhounD s ethical problems dated back as far as 1995, when players Ricky Moore and Kirk 
King reportedly accepted airline tickets from an agent. You can forgive Calhoun that. No 



coach is omnipotent But much more recently in 2009, a team manager offered a recruit, Nate 
Miles, free room and board. And in 20] 0, while the NCAA was completing an investigation 
into recruiting violations against the program, Hathaway rushed to rehire Calhoun at $13 million 
over five years. Calhoun again survived what the NCAA found to be a failure to promote an 
atmosphere of compliance. Instead, a Huskie assistant coach and director of basketball 
operations became scapegoats. 
o ltD s not exactly anywhere near the high point of my career, 0 Calhoun said then. OAs a 
matter of tact it 0 s certainly one of the lowest points any time you 0 re accused of doing 
something. ltD s a very serious matter. Conversely, 10m not defeated. I don Dt get defeated by 
things. 0 
He would never quit The bigger question was always whether Calhoun cared to learn any 
lessons, or whether he 0 d become too arrogant and armored for introspection. In August of 
2011, long overdue, UConn[]s new president, Susan Herbst, began an in-house study of the 
athletic departmentLJs academic perfommnce and fund-raising methods. Soon Hathaway 
retired and now Calhoun is departing. Many students and alumni will honor the coach on his 
way out the door. That[ls the way it always is with guys who win championships, even if they 
do it in a way that circumvents the rules. 
Kevin Ollie takes over as coach. Herbst must keep up the good work, the housecleaning. As 
for Calhoun, he becomes special assistant to the athletic director. Hopefully, they 0 11 give him 
little to do. 

Excerpts from "Passion for Victory That Knew No Bounds," by H arv£.y 
Araton, New York Times, 9-14-12 

It takes a huge commitment to achieve what Calhoun did, basically from scratch, 
at Connecticut, along with a tenacity bordering on obsession. For 26 years of a 
40-year career, through three bouts with cancer, and other qtJlictions and 
distractions, Calhoun badgered and bullied his Connecticut program to dizzying 
heights, taking on all competitors, including critics who so much as looked at him 
cross-eyed 
Calhoun Os age, 70, and uncertain health will probably spare him much derision 
for the selj~serving timing qfhis sudden retirement, announced 111ursday, along 
with the appointment qfthe assistant coach andformer HusAy Kevin Ollie to 
replace him on a one-year, $625,000 contract. 
So, yes, perhaps he should have hung around to usher his program through what 
promises to be a most difficult seasoll. It is in a state of disarray that Calhoun, 
more than anyone else, is responsible for. Instead, he waited until the bell lap 
sounded for summer to decide he was done, too late for Connecticut to search for 
a more credentialed replacement at a most tenuous time [] not only for the 
program he built but for the struggling Big East Conjerence that has been so 
instrumental to Calhoun[js success. 

Calhoun said he would sleep well at night, kuowing his handpicked successor 0 as 
opposed to an accomplished outsider with no loyalty to him 0 would be in charge. 
o WhoOs in place is very important, 0 he said at Thursday Os news conference 
before adding, not surprisingly, that he would still attend practice and offer his 
opinio/lS. Relinquishing control will apparently happen in stages. 
For someone as emotionally entrenched as Calhoun, there is never a good time to 
go 0 but right after the improbable title n.m in 2010 would have been as close to 
ideal a5 it got. Kemba Walker played brilliantly, and Calhoun coached masteifully 
[j even ifhe needed the help of the N.CAA. [105 ,Ipectacular fecklessness in 
dejerring a mere three-game suspension jbr serious recn.liting violations until last 
season. 
Referring to the transgressions that have plagued his program, Calhoun said, []f 

never said 1 was mistake-free. 0 
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IIle, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Clips Weekly Update 9-17-12 

:x e Newsletter 

Dear Vince. 

Greetings from the MotherShip. Hope you are well. 
It has been over a month since we last updated the ever-changing Clips Conference 
Realignment Graphic. Aside from last weeklJs tectonic shitl of Notre Dame from the Big East 
to the ACC, there have also been a<;sorted and sundry moves like Loyola (MD) from the 
MAAC to the Patriot League, as well as some movement regarding the Southland aud Atlantic 
Sun Conferences. Here's iteration #10: 



Here[]s a mini Clips Eyewitness Report of a scary incident at a Boston College
UConn club rugby game over the weekend. 

Diadoras pointing up in the air 
WeOve all watched thousands of games in dozens of sports, and weOve all 
occasionally seen some athlete getting canied otT the tield or court on a stretcher. 
Nobody likes seeing that. After some polite clapping for the fallen athlete, the ambulance 
lights up its lights, stmts up its siren and roars off to the hospital. 
Meanwhile, we spectators mUffilUr or hope he/she is all right 0 and then we settle in for 
the rest of the game. 
Well, after this weekend, after hundreds of games played by our four kids, it was our 
son Malt who was camed ofrthe field, and I can tell you that it is completely different 
when it is one of your own. 
My wife and I did not actually see the play that inj ured Matt. It!] s sometimes hard to 
keep an eye on one player because rugby has thirty big guys on the field, and sometimes 
it seems like twenty ofthem congregate around the ball. The whistle blew, play stopped, 
and one guy yelled OMan down! 0 And there indeed was one BC player lying on his 
back, not moving. I made a quick scan of the BC players on the tield and I saw what I 
thought was our son. I told my wife it wasn Dt Matt. I was wrong. 
A minute later I realized that the guy I thought was Matt was not Matt. so I walked out 
onto the field. There were four EMS people huddled around the fallen player. so I 



eouldn LJt get a good look at him. But I did notice a pair of fluorescent green and black 
Diadora shoes pointing up in the air, the same ones that Matt and I had bought atler a 
long search one Saturday. That tunny feeling anchored in my stomach and I beckoned 
my wife onto the field. 
Matt had collided with another player, and he had snstained a concussion serious 
enough to briefly lose consciousness. The EMS people were doing the basics with him, 
stabilizing his head and neck and asking ifhe knew his name, what day it was and other 
basics. He was not answering those questions velY well in those first few minutes. Scary. 
They carefully loaded him onto the ambulance (which drove right onto the field) and we 
roared off to the hospital. In the ER, Matt quickly became himself; they took a cat scan 
showed nothing serious, and we walked out of the hospital after three hours. 
It D s completely different when it D s one of your own that gets carried off the field. 

* * * * * * * * * * 
On another note, I am pleased to inform Clips readers that the two newest interns from the 
Penn State College of Communications are John Taormina and Iris Peters. John is a senior and 
he hails from Reading, Pennsylvania. Iris is a senior and she is from Frederick, Maryland. They 
have both withstood the rigorous Clips Intern Boot Camp, which consists of a robust series of 
lectures and written materials specifYing the nuances of harvesting appropriate content for Clips 
readers, and the art of writing readable, factual, truncated Clips executive summaries that save 
time for our readers. Welcome Iris. Welcome John. 
Have a good Monday. 

Nick Infante 
Clips Editor 
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Clips eFlash: The End of Amateurism As We Know It? 

:x e Newsletter 

Dear Vince, 

WednesdayMomingGreetings from Clips. 
It 0 s a good thing I was up and at it early this morning, because one of the first items I 
stumbled across was LJ 'Student-athlete' tenn in question,LJ by Tom Farrey ofESPN.com. 
The article was posted shortly atler midnight, just five hours ago, so iUJ s hot off the press, ah. 
hot off the Net. 
The breaking news aspect ofthe article is that depositions and revealing emails were unsealed 
this week in what is commonly known as 0 the 00 Banuon suit, 0 which is, of course, a class
action lawsuit in which fonner NCAA players are challenging the NCAA's licensing oftheir 
images to video games manufacturers and other third parties. 
Although many people involved claim that the battle is about the 0 principles 0 of the issue 
(i.e.-the philosophical forever-into-perpetuity amateur status offonner student-athletes), the 
Clips streetwise pragmatism observes the following truism: When they say itDs not about the 
money, that itDs about the principle of the thing; well, it's about the money. 
Here 0 s a quick review. Former UCLA basketball star Ed O'Bannon shocked the sports 
world in 2009 when he filed a potential billion dollar class action lawsuit against the NCAA. 
O'Bannon was later joined by Bill Russell, Oscar Robertson, Tate George and others. 
The suit charges the NCAA and its member institutions (most notably EA Sports and the 
Collegiate Licensing Company) with [Jbf""dZen[J violations offederal antitrust laws. Specifically 
cited was the NCAA's policy oflicensing the names, images and likenesses offonner Dl 
football and men's basketball players in various commercial ventures without the players' 
permission and without providing them compensation. Note that the NCAA retains rights to 
individuals 0 likenesses for college fame into perpetuity. For example, 00 Bannon is almost 
two decades removed from his playing days, but he is barred from compensation. And always 
will be. 
A critical facet the case is the NCAA 0 s standard document (Form 4xxx, or something like 
that, I just trolled around the NCAA.org website for twenty minutes, and was unable to find it, 
are they hiding it?) which prospective student-athletes are [Jcompelled[j to sign, elsewise they 
will not be allowed to participate in NCAA athletics. [] Compelled [J is in quotes above 
because the NCAA claims that it does not [JforceLJ students to sign the form. However, if 
they do not sign the fi.)rm, they cannot play. Many say that this is de facto [] forcing. [] Others 
say it is mincing words. Still others say that it is essential to maintaining the NCAA 0 s vaunted 
amateurism image. 
Part of the wordage on the NCAA form proscribes student-athletes from reaping any financial 
compensation for their likeness, not only during the collegiate athletic careers, but also forever 
into the future. 
So that all above is a review of the case. \VnatO s new this week is that eye-opening emails 
have been released; from NCAA employees. NCAA committee members and licensing 
vendor partners. Here are a few ofthem: 

Tn 2009. University of Nebraska chancellor Harvey Perlman, afonner member of 
the NCAA Board of Directors and law prcifessor specializing in intellectual 
property. wrote in an internal email. ''This whole area (if' name and likeness and 
the NCAA is a disaster leading to catastrophe asfar as I can tell. ['m still trying to 
figure out by what authority the NCAA licenses these rights to the game makers 
and others. 1 looked at what our student athletes sign by way of waiver and it 
doesn't come close. " 
Objecting strongly to Perlmall was Chris Plonsky, a longtime University of Texas 
administrator. She wrote that athletes "voluntarily" sign the standard release 
waiver that is required for participation in NCAA sport.5. "We're like a version of 
the Anny, " P lons!;y wrote. "We have certain things we have to do a certain way 
to raise funds and pay for the scholarships and other things s-a's (student-athletes) 
and their parents expect. " 

Wally Renfro, NCAA senior policy advisor, wrote a memo to new president lvfark 



Emmert in 2010, ':'vfaybe we don't call them student-athletes any longer andjust 
refer to them as students. " 
Renfro went on, "We have always had a cradle-to-grave approach to amateurism. 
You are born an amateur, but like innocence once lost, it cannot be regained But 
our commitment to amateurism and the commitment of our public's has qften 
been based on something other than how we define amateurism in our own 
constitution. in the most romantic sense we think of amateurism as playing sports 
for the love of the game, for the camaraderie among competitors, for the pride of 
victory for school or colors, and then we use this romanticized sense of 
amateurism to define the entire enterprise of collegiate athletics. " 

P lonsky disparagedfootball and men's basketball players for bringing the lawsuit, 
emailing to her colleagues. '7 view these cases as being the result qf the 
entitlement attitude we've created in our revenue sports. We now have threatening 
s-a's -- many of whom. based on grad rates qf the '80s (md '90s, sucked a whole lot 
oj! the college athletics pipe -- and now want to buckle the system at the knees of 
the expense oftoday's s-a's." 

in an interview with ESPN, lvfichael Hausfeld lead attorney for the plaintiffs, 
characterized the documents released by his legal team as insightjifl into the 
NCAA's business model, as a trade organization for member colleges, "For the 
first time, we are getting behind the veil of the so-called principle of amateurism," 
he said "The principle is being tested by what was known by the NCAA and what 
they did to address it.5 challenges. " 

That's all fi.)r now. More later .. 

Have a good Wednesday. 

Nick Infante 
Clips Editor 

Follow Clips on Twitter: 
vw,w.twitter.com/@CollegeAthClips 

'Student-athlete' term in question 
By Tom Farrey, ESPN com, 9-19-12. 12: 09 AAf ET 

While presenting a unified front publicly and in the courts that athletes are being treated 
fairly, NCAA leaders privately agonized over the growing use of athlete images in commercial 
products, with one senior executive proposing to drop the term "student-athlete" after a half 
century of official use. 
The philosophical divide emerges in depositions and frank emails unsealed this week in a class
action lawsuit by former UCLA basketball star Ed O'Banuon and other players who challenge 
the NCAA's licensing of their images to video games manufacturers and other third pmties. 
In one internal email sent after the lawsuit was filed in 2009, University of Nebraska chancellor 
Harvey Perlman wrote to then-Big 12 commissioner Dan Beebe that he disagrees with the 
NCAA's legal defense that it can sell publicity rights without any compensation to the players. 
"This whole area of name and likeness and the NCAA is a disaster leading to catastrophe as 
far as I can tell," wrote Perlman, a former member of the NCAA Board of Directors and law 
professor specializing in intellectual property. "I'm still trying to figure out by what authority the 
NCAA licenses these rights to the game makers and others. I looked at what our student 
athletes sign by way of waiver and it doesn't come close." 
Objecting strongly to Perlman was Chris Plonsky, a longtime University of Texas administrator 
who oversees women's sports for the Longhorns. She wrote that athletes "voluntarily" sign the 
standard release waiver that is required for participation in NCAA SPOltS. 
"We're like a version of the Army," Plonsky wrote. "We have certain things we have to do a 
certain way to raise fimds and pay for the scholarships and other things s-a's (student-athletes) 
and their parents expect." 
In a separate exchange, Wallace Renfro, NCAA senior policy advisor, wrote a memo to new 
president Mark Emmert after Emmert was hired to run the organization in 20 10. Lawyers for 
the plaintifI~ cited the memo, an analysis of issues confronting the NCAA titled "Looking 
Forward," in a deposition of Renfro on June 26. 
"Maybe we don't call them student-athletes any longer and just refer to them a<; students," 
Renfro wrote. 
In the email to Emmert, Renfro, who has worked at the NCAA since the 1970s, notes that the 
term student-athlete is one "that Walter Byers created to counter the criticism that we are 
paying college athletes when we began providing grants-in-aid." Byers was the first executive 
director of the NCAA, retiring in 1988 after 37 years, and a grant-in-aid is the term of art used 
by the NCAA to describe an athletic scholarship. 
The lawsuit claims the NCAA violates anti- trust laws by preventing universities from allowing 
athletes to be compensated above the value of a grant-in aid room, board, books and fees. 



The discovery submitted to the court represents a small fraction of the document~ collected in 
what has become a landmark test of the NCAA's governance and notions about college 
athletes. 
"I'd rather not comment on the evidence itself;" said Michael Hausfeld, lead attorney fi)rthe 
plaintiffs, when contacted Tuesday by ESPN. "But I will say the documents expose how the 
principle of amateurism was not a bedrock against the NCAA's commercialization of college 
sports." 
An NCAA spokesman did not respond to an ESPN request for comment on the legal 
disclosures, and how they might affect the viability of the NCAA defending itself in the case. 
The O'Bannon case is scheduled to go to trial in early 2014, pending a judge's ruling on class 
certification. 
A stalwart ofthe NCAA's economic model that redistributes money from revenue SPOltS to 
other parts of the athletic department and university, Renfro proposed a re- f()cusing of sports 
on the educational mission of universities. At the same time, he conceded that the philosophy 
underpinning the model has become antiquated -- and even posed whether the time has come 
to allow athletes to hire agents. 
"We have always had a cradle-to-grave approach to amateurism," Renfro wrote. "You are 
bom an amateur, but like innocence once lost, it cannot be regained. But our commitment to 
amateurism and the commitment of our public's has often been based on something other than 
how we define amateurism in our own constitution. In the most romantic sense we think of 
amateurism as playing sports for the love of the game, for the camaraderie among competitors, 
for the pride of victOlY for school or colors, and then we use this romanticized sense of 
amateurism to define the entire enterprise of collegiate athletics." 
Renfro said that Emmert never responded to his memo. When pressed by lawyers in the 
deposition, he characterized his ideas in the memo as discussion points, not endorsements. 
In one note, Plonsky disparaged football and men's basketball players for bringing the lawsuit 
Plaintiffs include former Arizona Slate quarterback Sam Keller, and basketball stars Oscar 
Robertson, Bill Russell and Tate George, whose lawyers have prorx)sed to the court that 
athletes receive a cut oflicensing and broadcast contracts with monies going into a fimd that 
can be accessed after their college careers. 
"I view these cases as being the result of the entitlement attitude we've created in our revenue 
sports," Plonsky wrote. "We now have threatening s-a's -- many of whom, based on grad 
rates of the '80s and '90s, sucked a whole lot off the college athletics pipe - - and now want to 
buckle the system atthe knees ofthe expense oftoday's s-a's." 
Perlman, after reading her note, pushed back "I am very much opposed to her suggestion," he 
wrote, "I have yet to have anyone define for me the 'values of higher education' in a way that is 
consistent with commercial exploitation of a student athletes name or likeness. & As soon a<; it 
becomes commercial tied to selling a product -- I don't think we should be doing it" 
The NCAA and Electronic Arts, which produces a video game on college football, argues that 
the avatars depicted in the game are not based on the likenesses of actual players. The plaintiffs 
counter that the characteristics of individual players are so similar to those shown in the video 
game that there must be a direct connection. 
Correspondence released Monday appears to SUppOlt that athletes' contention. In one email 
exchange from July 2007, an executive with the Collegiate Licensing Company (CLC), which 
represents the NCAA and its member schools, noted that EA SPOltS was using real player 
names to develop the latest game internally, with plans to strip them out before release to the 
public. 
"Just a heads up, in case schools ask you this all ofEA's latest 2008 March Madness 
basketball submissions have current players names on the jerseys in the game," wrote Wendy 
Harmon, a CLC marketing coordinator. "I have called Gina Ferranti at EA about this (she 
submits all of these basketball ones) and she assured me that they will not be using those in the 
final version. She said they have to put the players names in so it will calculate the correct stats 
but then they take them ofT. Just don't want the schools to freak out she said a few have 
already commented on it in their approval." 
An hour later, CLC senior vice president and managing director Derek Eiler forwarded the 
email, notifYing other top executives. He wrote, "Just an FYI on this in case word reaches the 
NCAA. This is exactly the type of thing that could submarine the game ifit got into the media." 
A division ofIMG, CLC is the nation's leading trademark licensing and marketing company, 
representing more than 200 universities, bowl games and athletic conferences, as well as the 
NCAA in the $4 billion college licensing space. In that capacity, according to the CLC 
website, the company helps institutions protect, manage and develop their brands. 
Despite that relationship with the NCAA and its members schools, the CLC explored the 
possibility of representing players alter the Keller-O'Bannon lawsuits were tiled, according to 
documents. At a company retreat in September 2009, senior leadership introduced the idea of 
organizing fi:lImer players into an entity called the "College Vault Players Association," whose 
purpose, according to an email by one CLC executive, would be to "do whatever is necessary 
to assure that the licensing and marketing rights of former collegiate student athletes are 
protected and revenue opportunities are pursued." 
The CLC's proposed 16 founding members ofthe CVPA would include Michael Jordan, 
Brian BOSWOlth, Dick Butkus, Joe Montana, John Elway, Deion Sanders and the Manning 
brothers. It is unclear from the document whether those players had been contacted or were 



on board with the plan to negotiate with their schools. The CVPA would pursue deals with 
companies in a range of sectors, including trading cards, games, videos, jerseys, books, 
photographs and collectibles. 
One ofCLC's top executives was intrigued enough with the idea that he wondered if the group 
should expand beyond former players. On December 30, 2009, senior vice president Cory Z. 
Moss asked, "Should we really begin work on a foruml College Student Athlete Players 
Association (current and former) to be ready depending on the results of the EA lawsuits'?" 
While CLC was moving fast to capitalize on new revenue opportunities related to athlete 
images, so was the NCAA under fonner president Myles Brand - - until the lawsuit was filed. 
In 2007, a CLC executive reported that the NCAA, with the aid of fonner senior executive 
Greg Shaheen, had begun to embrace the potential of its relationship with the EA Sports 
games. 
"The NCAA now (finally) sees EA as an important tool to allow them to reach young people 
with the values associated with intercollegiate athletics," wrote Pat Battle, a CLC manager. "As 
a result of all this, Greg has gotten me in front of & Myles, and they are now viewing what they 
do on our behalf as mission critical. It has been pretty cool to watch. 
"The primmy purpose of this meeting was to lobby for the rights to use rosters in video games, 
including the names of players onjerseys within the game. While it will still take some time 
(probably 12-18 months) to go through the NCAA legislative process, Greg is now confident 
that we will get this done. That will be a huge win for us and EA" 
The NCAA did not move forward with the proposal tlu'ough its legislative process. However, 
garners later did gain the ability to use a back door to attaching names to the avatars. through 
software available on the internet that was compatible with the EA Sports game. 
In his interview with ESPN, Hausfeld characterized the documents released by his legal team 
as insightful into the NCAA's business model, a<; a trade organization for member colleges. 
"For the first time, we are getting behind the veil of the so-called principle of amateurism, " he 
said. "The principle is being tested by what was known by the NCAA and what they did to 
address its challenges." 
This article has been reprinted on Clips with the permission ojE'SPN.org To access the 
article in its original setting click here 
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Education, 1-27-11 
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IIle, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Clips Mid-Week Update 9-19-12 

:x e Newsletter 

Dear Vince. 
WednesdayEveningGreetings fmm Clips. 
This Clips Mid-Week Update serves as another reminder (and a first-time notice to our many 
new subscribers) that there are TWO parts to the Clips service, not just the Clips eFlashes that 
appear in your email inboxes once or twice (or thrice) a week. 
Many Clips subscribers are unaware that there is also a CUps ·Website. To check it out, just 
click onto any of the links below, or click www.collegeathleticsclips.comIfyou have forgotten 
(or don [1 1 know) your usemame and password, use TR-Sep30 for both a usemame and 
password. 

Also, this Mid-Week Update serves as a reminder that we add new postings to the Clips 
website every ~, so a "isit to the website at mid week will expose you to the latest 
news and issues in the business of college sports. 

There, now you know. 
Nick Infante 
Clips Editor 

NEW POSTINGS 

Follow Clips on Twitter: 

vw,w.twitter.com/@CollegeAthClips 
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IIle, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Clips eFlash: Does media make or break coaches? 

:x e Newsletter 

Dear Vince, 

FridayMomingGreetings from Clips. 

If you think about it, evel)1hing we know ("we" being the 99.9% of us who do not have direct 
access to big-time newsmakers) is filtered, massaged, shaped, spun audlor otherwise 
propagaudized by media members. And that goes fiJr international events, national politics, 
global wanning [sic], medical news or the business of college athletics. 
Be they credentialed joul1lalists, blasphemous bloggers, TV talking heads, sports talk radio 
agitators, twitter philosophers or bipmtisan pragmatists (thatD s where Clips fits in), the go
betweens (aka: media) in college athletics can make or break a program, a coach or a player. 
If course, this is nothing new, printjoul1lalists (that[] s all there were way back when) were 
making aud breaking empires and kingdoms hundreds of years ago. 
The messages are the same 0 prop up the king/kill the king, prolong the BCS/kill the BCS, tax 
the rich! coddle the rich, etc. 0 but the media is vastly different. Here it comes again, from that 
communications visionmy, Marshall McLuhan: DThe medium is the message. 0 
An example below is the basic after-the-game/after-practice press conference, in which a 
scmm of predominantly predatory reporters jostle for positions to fire off questions designed to 
elicit newsworthy responses trom the beleaguered coach. 
In the case cited below by the folks at the Wall Street Joul1lal, USC coach Lane KifIin is the 
coach, and the press conference was after Wednesday 0 s practice session. Meauwhile, the 
press has seemingly had it in for KiHin since he was a wet-behind-the-ears 35-ish NFL coach, 
and maybe that was justified then. However, media habits are hard to change, aud the scmtiny 
seems to have continued ever since. 
The article below describes KiHinDs departure from the interview stage, when he abmptly 
said, or gotta go, 0 and va!l1oosed from the scene. I viewed the 29-second video (and you 
should too, click here), and I thought that, well. although abmpt, KiHin was not being 
particularly nasty. Tale a look, you decide. 
This is another case of the [Jdemocmtization[] of media, in which au unfiltered video lets the 
viewer decide. 
However, the top-most version on You Tube version gave tl1e video a distasteful headline, 
which I am compelled to repeat in the interest of full disclosure, [1 Lane Kiflin Dismisses 
Interview To Go Poop 0 Puleeaasse, we're not in seventh grade any more 

:;.; 

Mind you, this is You Tube, owned by Google, not some irreverent blog, smearing an 
othelwise innocent (although abrupt) exit by a coach. 



More later .... 
Nick Infante 
Clips Editor 

Follow Clips on Twitter: 
vw''IN.twitter.com/@CollegeAthClips 

Press Conferences That End Before They Start 

Wall Street Journal, Rachel Bachman and Scott Cacciola, 9-20-12 

Southern California football coach Lane Kiffin stood before reporters for a press 
conference Wednesday, delivering a 47-word summary of the day's practice before taking 
questions. The first was about an injured player. Killin responded, "I don't know," sighed 
heavily, added, "I gotta go," and left. 
Kiffin's 28-second interview got us wondering which coaches have held the shortest press 
conferences, so we charted a few notable ones. Louisiana State coach Les Miles delivered a 
45- second rant before the 2007 SEC championship game to deny a report that he was taking 
the job at Michigan. At one point he declared, 'There will be no questions for me." 
New York Rangers coach John Tortorella has elevated short pressers to an art form, and a 
14- second burst after a 2011 loss to the Edmonton Oilers was his Mona Lisa. He wasn't lying 
when he opened with, "This is going to be really quick." Orlando Magic coach Stan Van 
Gundy proved that a coach doesn't have to be angry to hold a shOJi press conference. He 
calmly concluded one in 53 seconds when questions ran dry before Game 5 ofthe 2010 
Ea<;tem Conference Finals. 
Kiffin's interview was only slightly shorter than one in 201 0, when he announced he was leaving 
Tennessee atler 14 months to coach USC. That day, he spoke fiJr 59 seconds. But at least on 
Wednesday, Kiffin did something he didn't do in Knoxville, Telill.: He took a question. 

This article has been reprinted on Clips with the permis~ion of the lead author. 

ADDENDA: 

Last night I found myself in Boston, and I had the great pleasure of attending the Tip-Off 
Dinner for the Nortbeastern men D s basketball team. The host of the affair was Northeastern 
AD Peter Roby, who wasjust selected for the NCAA Menr]s Basketball Committee, (stay 
tuned for a riveting and award-worthy ClipsInterview with Peter) and the keynote speaker was 
the un- shy, hilarious and motivational Cedric Maxwell, fornler star of the Boston Celtics 
and [jfor the past 18 years LJ the color commentator on tlle Celtics[l radio broadcasts. 
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IIle, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Clips Weekly Update 9-24-12 

:x e Newsletter 

Dear Vince. 

Greetings from the Clips MotherShip. Hope you are well. 

Now that we're four weeks into the football season, the number of undefeateds hm; dwindled 
to a precious few. The Top 25 will likely have a few plus three's and maybe a couple minus 
fives. Now that most of the non-conference games are done, many teams will be entering into a 
murderer's row of tough conference games. You heard it here first... 

We love football. 

Meauwhile, your travel-worn Clips editor will be at it again in a few days. The next Clips 
Road Trip will include the following: 

Newark to Atlanta, then Atlanta to Meridian, MS ... visit with Son # 1 (and super puppy 
"Romall," halflab, half German Sheperd) ... attend Ole Miss at Alabama game ... day offfor 
Clips work... drive to Tuscaloosa, visit 'Bruna athletics stafL drive to Birmingham, visit SEC 
HQ, Paul Finebaum radio studio and Samfi.)rd u. .. another day ofL. drive to NO, visit Sun 
Belt Conference HQ ... day off for Clips work. .. Texas A&M at Ole Miss game ... day off ... fly 
back to MotherShip via Atlanta ... 10 days, 2,300 air miles, 1,200 road miles, 3-4 Clips 
Eyewitness RepOlts ... 

Last week I informed Clips readers that the two newest interns from the Penn State College of 
Communications have joined the Clips team. Here they are, John Taormina and Iris Peters 
(John is the one on the right). 

..... 

I" 
John is a senior and he hails from Reading, Pemlsylvania. Iris is a senior and she is from 
Frederick, Maryland. Welcome Iris. Welcome John. 

Have a good Monday. 

Nick Infante 
Clips Editor 

Follow Clips on Twitter: 
\N1Nw.twitler.com!@CollegeAthClips 
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IIle, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Clips eFlash: The perplexing allure of the 2-by-3 inch screen 

:x e Newsletter 

Dear Vince-

Greetings from the Clips MotherShip. Hope you are well. 

Every now and again we come across some study or research that codifies behavior that 
we [jve already observed. But now that the research details it empirically and emphatically, and 
it looks so bona fide on the bar charts and stylized tables, well, now itr] s really true. 
A case in point comes from an article [rom the Wired.com website that discusses the growing 
role of social media in collegiate sports. The growth is occurring because o year by year 0 the 
bulge of under 30s is growing in number, and being replaced by social media addicted fans in 
younger age groups. 

o WeDre done with the early-adopter stage of social media. The majority of 
college alums that graduate this year will have been using Facebook regularly 
since their sophomore year of high school, and this yearDs fre5hmen have 
probably been using it since eighth grade or earlier. [1 .... Prqfessor Galen 
Clavio, Indiana University 

Meanwhile, most people over 50 struggle to understand the allure oftiny print and tiny images 
on tiny 2-by-3 smartphone screens, whether itDs Twitter or apps or short videos. But the 
numbers don Dt lie. Check out the Pew Research stats below. 

Have a good Monday/Tuesday ... 

Nick Infante 
Clips Editor 

x 

Follow Clips on Twitter: 
\N1Nw.twitler.com!@CollegeAthClips 

College Football Fans Go Social for Sports News 
By Briall1\1ossop, Wired com, 9-22-12 
http://www. wired cOnVp/aybook/20 12/09/collegiate-sports-and-social-media/ 



The lifeblood of college football fandom is changing. 
The painted faces cranuned into the stndent section of stadiums nationwide have tnrned away 
from newspapers and talk radio toward social media to get stats, scores and even messages 
from coaches and players in real time. As social media infiltrates stadiums and clubhouses, 
teams are scrambling on and off the field to reach student~ and young alumni [J an audience 
that consti tutes 12 percent of game attendance, a figure that will only grow over time. 
To understand the growing role of social media in collegiate sports, consider a 2011 study by 
Galen Clavio at Indiana University. It found 18- to 29-year-old fans are significantly more 
likely to rely upon social platforms like Facebook and YouTube for sports info than those 
older than 30. Although Clavio acknowledges the survey may self-select for a group of tech
savvy, high-earning respondents, the findings jibe with those of Pew Internet, which found 86 
percent of adults aged 18 to 29 0 the highest percentage among all age groups 0 use social 
networking sites on a regular basis. 
Athletic departments have felt this shift, and some are stmggling to navigate the changing 
landscape. 
Pleasing students is one thing, but mnning a business (and college sport~ is a business) is quite 
another. The boosters who fill athletic department coffers typically are older than students and, 
according to Clavio [] s study, beyond social mediar] s influential reach. That may lead some 
athletic departments to figure, []Why bother? [] Attendance stats support this view, as the 
greatest number offans at college football ganJes are aged 45 to 54. TheyOre followed by the 
35 to 44 set. But the number of fans who rely upon social media for much of their news will 
only grow. 
No less a problem are television networks, which are quick to say social media can infringe on 
exclusivity contracts. ThatD s led to some effOli to rein in social media. In 2009, for example, 
the Soutlleastern Conference briefly considered banning social media at all spOliing events, an 
idea that seems absurd, if not impossible to enforce. 
[llfthe Iranian government couldn [Jt cut oJfTwitter in the middle of country-wide riots, the 
SEC certainly wasn[]t going to be able to cut off social media at an A1abama-Tennessee 
game, [] said Clavio. The SEC got that message and settled on a not-for-profit social media 
policy where fans could post updates, take pictures or shoot video as long as they made no 
money doing so. 
The relationship between sports and social remains occasionally tenuous, but it is a 
commanding player on any athletic program 0 s roster 0 so much so that a team 0 s website, 
once the dominant digital domain for team infornmtion, pales in the shadow of its Facebook 
page. 
Among Top 25 NCAA football teams_ social media pages are built around a few core 
principles: fun, short, engaging messages and pictures. Lots of big, beautiful pictnres. Take the 
University of Michigan 0 s Facebook page, a destination engineered to prime a daylong fan
gasm in the virtual Big I·louse. The site is built for fans, not boosters or networks, and with 
nearly 1 million faithful followers, director of digital marketing Jordan Maleh delivers what users 
want. The page features high-res images that easily stockpile 20,000 []Likes [j or more. 
Updates teaturing game scores or rally calls accumulate thousands of comments ranging trom a 
simple 0 Go Blue 0 to mmchair quarterback criticism of the team 0 s pertonnance. EvelY sport 
gets its own social site, Witll 29 in all. 
o I view Michigan athletics almost like a league. Major League Baseball or the NBA has 20-
plus teams; we are now focused on 29 IWolverine] teams as opposed to just one, 0 Maleh 
said. 
Not eVClyone sees the same opportunity in social. The University of Georgia and the University 
of West Virginia 0 both current Top Ten teams 0 use a single page for their athletic 
department instead of creating a page for each team. 
Representatives of those schools did not resp.)nd to requests for comment. While consolidating 
all of a school [J s sports programs into a single social media page might seem like a reasonable 
logistic approach, social media is all about context. Users want the right infornlation delivered 
at the right time. Pntall your teams on one page and you[JI! tum off the sotlball fans who 
arenOt interested in hearing what the football team is up to. 
OWe 0 d be clogging their streams, 0 Maleh said. 
Clavio acknowledged that NCAA football 0 s social media efforts might need another three to 
five years to matnre. As on the field the best programs will have the best players. Hiring 
effective communicators who OgetD social media will be vital. And getting them on board 
quickly will be key, because time 0 s wasting. 
OWe Ore done with the early-adopter stage of social media, 0 Clavio said. o The majority of 
college alums that graduate this year will have been using Facebook regularly since tlleir 
sophomore year of high school, and this year!] s treshmen have probably been using it since 
ei ghth grade or earlier. [1 
Social media is a win-win for college football because it can act as both a conduit for personal 
interactions and a source for infornlation. That means Michigan fans, from news hounds to stat 
nerds to those with a voice to share, have a place to bleed Maize and Blue pixels alongside 
their fellow college football community. 
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To: 
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College Athletics Clips <nick@collegeathleticsclips.com> 

Thursday, September 27,20129:27 PM 

IIle, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Clips eFlash: NFL owners and the eroding respect for refs 

:x e Newsletter 

Dear Vince, 

Greetings from the Clips DeltaShip (see explanation below). 10m on day one of a lO-day 
ClipsRoadTrip (more on that also below). 

Thi s eFla<;h is about the ramifications of the, uh. unfi.)rtunate call that ended the Packers
Seahawks game on Monday Night Football. By now we [Jve all seen it, so I wonr] t beat the 
dead horse on the call (non-call?) itself 

The debacle rekindled a bigger issue, much bigger than a botched call and an incensed fandom, 
and it is directly applicable to the collegial, amateur, unorganized (in the labor union context) 
world of college athletics. 
The issue concems tile profound and eternal themes of order, civility, power, authority and 
haveslhave-nots. 
\Vilat 0 s being played out in the NFL has been a small group of imperious haves (NFL 
owners) attempting to impose their will on a much larger group of have-nots (tens of millions of 
NFL fims). A low ebb of disrespect for the owners (and their proxies, scab ofticials) was 
exponentially escalated by Monday nightr] scalI. 
The disrespect [] sometimes boiling over into outright hostili ty [j frequently accorded to 
referees/umpires/judges of pro sP.)rts could be a precursor to similar attitudinal degradation in 
big -time college football and basketball. 
If the integlitv of officiating is not maintained, then the gualitv doesn 0 t really matter (whether 
it 0 s a replacement referee or a seasoned referee). Integrity in this context refers to the 
requisite consistent and unswerving support of officials by leagues, conferences and the 
NCAA. ThatOs why the NFLOs usage of replacement officials was such a boneheaded and 
shortsighted move. It took only three weeks for players and coaches (and fans and media) to 
get accustomed to blaming almost everything on sketchy officiating. 
Now they might think all officiating is bogus? College too') 
When persons in power [] most recently NFL team owners, but also US senators and 
congressmen, university presidents, highly compensated [Jber coaches, bigger-than-life 
Hollywood elitists, etc. [1 lose touch with their constituents (or customers, or subjects, or voters, 
etc.) the consequences can be distressingly ugly. 
Meanwhile, this Thursday morning analysis ofthe Wednesday night NFL-referees negotiation 
is a textbook case of opportunistic leverage (Eco 102). The news reports of the settlement 
frame it as though it was a compromise, but I suspect the refs allowed the owners to save face 
by agreeing to the soft wordage. The refs had all the leverage, so 10m not sure why they 
would meet the owners halfWay. 
It is baffling why the teanl owners allowed this contract dispute to go as far as it did. Why fight 
with referees when the total layout for referee expenses is about .35% of total team revenues, 
and player expenses are about 48% of total team revenues? 

x 

And now, to wax poetic. 

Ode to the Ref 



Pi ty the poor referee .... 
In any sport, at every level. 

An impartial j udge, he is friend to none. 
Every call is a bad call to half the people. 

There is no glOly or praise for the ref, 
Just hoping for invisibility by calling the game well, 

and to getting home unmolested. 

This Clips eFlash is afirst in that it is the first ever to be researched, composed 
and bulk emailedfrom a passengerjet, Deltaflight 2343, on route from Newark 
(ClipsD airport of choice) to Atlanta. TodayDs ultimate destination is Bailey, 
l'vfississippi. One goes there because one[Js son lives there (thatlJs the personal 
part), plus one goes there because it is within driving distance of Tuscaloosa, 
Oxford, Birmingham, New Orleans and the Mississippijloating casinos (thatLJs 
the business part). 
Activities in this lO-day trip include two SEC football games plus courtesy visits to 
athletic department persons, cOYlference persons and current/former media 
members. Stay tunedfor Clips Eyewitness Reports describing the high points of 
the visit.). 1 will spare you the mundane family visit stuff, except that 1 will likely 
slip in a picture or two of Roman the Wonder Dog, apart-Shepherd / part-Lab / 
part-Rotweiler (we think) who my son has had since he (the dog, not my son) was 
7-weeks old 

Have a good Friday. 
Nick Infante 
Clips Editor 

Disclaimer: Yeah. you guessed it. The Clips editor is a rejeree. No, not ajbotball 
referee, but a basketball referee. Albeit at a mid-level of the basketball totem pole 
(high schoolfreshman andJV), 1 have been out on that court a thousand times, 
blowing the whistle, calling the calls and enduring the tough love ji'om coaches 
from both teams, as well as players, parents andfans.llove it (most qfthe time). 

N.F.L. Reaches Labor Deal With Referees 
Judy Battista, New York Times, 9-26-12 

The National Football League reached agreement on an eight-year labor deal with 

its game officials late Wednesday night effectively ending a lockout that forced unprepared 
replacement officials onto the field, creating three weeks ofbotehed calls, acute criticism, 
furious coaches and players. and a blemish D however temporary D on the integrity of the 
country D s most popular sport. 
The agreement which was being put in writing late Wednesday night came 48 hours after the 
nadir of the league D s experiment with replacement officials. when an incorrect calion the final 
play of the Monday night ganle cost the Green Bay Packers a victory against the Seattle 
Seahawks. 
That nationally televised debacle spurred two days of intense and lengthy negotiations against 
the backdrop of immense public pressure and scorn, most of it directed at the league. Both 
sides were so deterruined to play no more games with replacements that they raced 
Wednesday night to get officials in place to work this weekD s slate of ganlCS. 
Commissioner Roger Goodell is temporarily lifting the lockout so a crew of regular officials can 
work the RavensD game against the Cleveland Browns in Baltimore on Thursday night. The 
members of the ofl:lcials D union will then gather in Dallas on Saturday and are expected to vote 
to ratifY the contract with regular officials expected to then work Sunday D s games. 
Goodell said: D This agreement supports long -ternl refornls that will make officiating better. 
The teams, players and fans want and deserve both consistency and quality in officiating. We 
look forward to having the finest officials in sports back on the field. D 
Scott Green, the head of the otIicials[j union, said, I]We are glad to be getting back on the 
field for this week[j s games. [1 
Under the tenns of the deal, pensions will remain in place for current ofilcials through the 2016 
season. New officials will get a 40] (k) instead. The average otIicial []s salary will rise to 
$173,000 in 2013 from 149,000 in 2011. 
Beginning in 2013, the N.F.L. will have the option of hiring a number of full- time officials; 
ofl:lcials currently are part-timers. 
The negotiations with officials were conducted largely by Goodell and the league D stop 
lawyCl: Jeff Pash, with little of the direct owner involvement that was featured during 
negotiations with the players last year. 
The latest round of talks began last Saturday. On Monday, before the Packers game. the sides 
agreed to meet again on Tuesday. Once the talks began that morning, they took on a new 
urgency with some owners, who were concerned about the damage being done to the 
league [1 s credibility by the replacement<;. The sides met for 17 hours on Tuesday and went 
well into the night on Wednesday. 



The lockout began in June, and while a fight over the officials LJ pensions wa<; the most 
prominent hurdle [J and the tinal one that the sides worked on late Wednesday LJ the league 
also sought more control over grooming and replacing officials, in the name of improving 
officiating long teml. 
But as officiating and the control ofthe games deteriorated with each week, Goodell came 
under withering tire, which reached a peak on Tuesday lnoming. The level of the uproar 
seemed to take some owners by sUiprise, but there was little question Wednesday night that it 
spun-ed them into action. The Colts owner Jim lrsay wrote on his Twitter feed that owners 
were DdesperatelytryingD to get a deal done. DLetDs be clear, when our N.F.L. fans talk, 
we listen, D lrsay said. D If you D re unhappy, we D re unhappy ... we D re here to serve you. 
Everything we do is to please you! D 
First, though, the league and officials had to please each other. Early on Wednesday, they 
reached a compromise on the hiring of additional ofIicials to create the so-called bench that the 
league wants to use to replace officials they believe are underperfi.)rming. 
The pension proved more complicated. Officials had hoped to retain a traditional pension while 
the league wanted to eliminate it in favor of a 401 (k). The officials had offered a proposal to 
have cun-ent ofIicials retain their pensions; new officials who are hired would be enrolled in a 
401(k). That would allow the league to get rid ofthe pensions by attrition, as the existing 
officials retired. 
When they return to action, the regular officials are likely to be rusty for at least a tew games; 
they, like the players, use preseason games to round into form. But they will certainly have a 
better command of the rules than the replacements did. 
Even before the regular season began, the referee Ed Hochuli became a headmaster of sorts in 
an officiating boot camp during the lockout circulating five- hour tests on rules among the 121 
officials, conducting weekly conference calls to discuss rules and sending around hours oflape 
every week so that officials would be prepared to step in. 
For the frustrated fans, coaches and players, they cannot get back soon enough. 
r] It would be nice to have them back, [J said Redskins Coach Mike Shanahan. Shanahan r] s 
son Kyle, the teanl D s otIensive coordinator, was fined $25,000 this week for profanely 
berating officials after last week D s game. 
http://www.nytimes.com/20 12/09/2 7isports/footballlnfl-and-referees-reach-labor-deal.html ?hp 
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IIle, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Clips eFlash: Firings need to be handled as carefully as hirings 

:x e Newsletter 

Dear Vince, 

Greetings from the Crown Plaza in Pensacola, Fla. Later today I'll be at the Alabama - Ole 
Miss game in Tuscaloosa. More on that tomonDW. 

This eFlash is a sort of Leadership 101, reminding everyone that firings need to be handled as 
carefully as hirings. Most hires are p.)sitively met with upbeat sentiments and optimistic hopes 
for the future, but even the LJ best [1 firings can explode into a media and litigation mess. 

And sometimes 0 as descibed in the Tennessee case below 0 even when everything is handled 
properly, then things can go aWlyanyway. 

Up top time saver: 111e six-hundred or so words below contain no startling new 
concepts and no previously unreported revelatiolls. We o even those who are IlOt 
veteran hirers andjirersDhave heard all of this before. Indeed, most ofit isjust 
good common sense or good business sense. Any good leader (or a5piring leader) 
knows that the greatest challenge a5 a leader is to balance the multiple, matrixed 
and cross-purposed intricacy of skills, motivation and depelldability that is the 
ever-challging symphony of your [Jpeople assets. [1 Alld that symphony always 
challges. So, if you feeIllo need to be reminded or refreshed on the importance of 
best practices injiring (we[Jll cover hiring at a later date), then doni]t bother to 
read any further than here. 

Change is constant. In the economy, in college athletics, wherever .... compames 
change, athletic programs change, the economy changes, competition changes, etc. 
People change too. People get more experienced, more motivated, more skilled, more matnre, 
more action-oriented, more take-charge, etc. Unfortunately, they also get less of all those 
attributes listed above as well. Some people get complacent, lazy, en'or-prone, sloppy, silo
skilled, unmotivated, insubordinate. defiant, redundant, etc. 
Most leaders recognize that firings are just part ofthe job. Despite clear communications, 
documented perfornlance evaluations, retraining, people-friendly technology, attitnde 
adjustment sessions and peer intervention, there is always going to be a need to fire people for 
business reasons. 
The trouble with people is that they are human (pn!!ound, huh?). And sometimes the firings 
are as much for personal/chemistry reasons as they are for business reasons (also prqfbund;. 
Longtime 50-ish and 60-ish employees with 20-30-40 years at the same company or the same 
depmtment (or even the SaJlle job) sometimes develop 0 rightly or wrongly 0 a certain, ah, 
selective memory about how good they really still are at their job. Old-timers in tins category 
have an attitnde that things have worked well for decades and there 0 s no reason to change. 
On the other hand, some longtime employees actively and vigorously keep themselves 
DfreshD and up-to-date, and they routinely embrace change and innovation (tempered with 
the tried and tme 0 old way 0 of doing things). Good for them. 
There 0 s an Asian concept of honor that dictates adherence to allowing the defeated party to 
[J save face. i] Winners engage in no chest-beating or verbal swagger. The defeated party 
maintains his honor. 
In our Western culture, however, the [1 saving face [J concept has not gained universal 
adoption. Maybe it[Js too cerebral, too sissy-like, too Christian? 
With all this as a backdrop, we come to a couple recent firings in D 1 college athletics that went 
bad. Both of them have resulted in lawsuits for supposedly wrongful firing. Both of them are 
bitterly accusatory. Both of them 0 one assumes 0 should have been avoided without resorting 
to the COUltS. 
Here are the facts of the two cases: 
Debbv Jennings, fonner Associate AD for Media Relations, U-Tennessee 

• Jennings filed a lawsuit on 9-27-12 against the University of Tennessee and AD Dave 
Hart alleging "unlawful discrimination and retaliation." 



• She says she was forced to resign in May 2012 by Tennessee AD Dave Hart. 
• Jenningsr] age (relevant in this case, because she is partly suing for age discrimination) is 

57. She was with UT for 35 years, most of that as the [Jrightamlr] to women[ls 
basketball coach Pat Summit. 

• Jelmings was among 17 people let go in the athletic depattment at a savings of$1.03 
million. The purpose of the lay-offs was the consolidation ofthe menDs at1d womenDs 
athletic departments. Tennessee at1d Texas were the only two remaining schools with 
sepat'ate menDs at1d womenDs programs. 

• After Jennings D departure, Dave Hart issued a written statement, D Given the nature 
and volume of inaccurate information that has been disseminated from those around 
Debby Jennings, I believe it is necessmy to set the record straight. I lost confidence that 
her employment was in the best interests ofthe athletics depattment. Specifically, I 
concluded that she was insubordinate, disrespectful and fostered an atmosphere of 
negativity at1d division. [j 

• The suit alleges that Hart told former women's basketball coach Pat Summitt in March, 
that she would not be coaching the team during the 2012-13 season. 

• Summitt stepped down on April 18 to become head coach emeritus for the prograt1l. At 
that time, she said the decision was hers and that she was comfortable with it. 

• Overall, Jennings' suit alleges that she was "marginalized at1d ostracized" at1d "denied 
employment opportunities due to her gender/or age." It notes that she was replaced by a 
younger male, Eric Trainer. Jennings D attorney said that the suit was filed in federal 
court because it pertains to, at110ng other issues, Title IX. 

MarilYlll Stacey-Suggs, former AD at Savannah State University 

• Stacey-Suggs filed a suit on 9-26-12 in US District Court in Atlanla. She contends she 
was replaced by a less qualified male after she was removed as AD at Savannah State 
in July 2011. 

• Savatmah State University is a Dl school in the HEU Mid-Eastern Conference 
(MEAC) with such schools as Coppin State, Hampton, Delaware State, Florida A&M, 
etc. 

• Stacey-Suggs was hired at Savatmah State in 1989 and worked until her termination on 
July 5, 2011. 

• Stacey-Suggs contends she was told for the first time that her post was DinterimD only 
and that SSU intended to initiate a search to fill the role on a permanent basis after she 
filed a complaint with the EEOC on Dec. 28, 2011. 

• She was working as Assistat1tAD until when then-president Earl Yarbrough appointed 
her 1-4-11 as the university r]s first female AD at a $90,000-a-year. 

• According to the suit, Cheryl Davenport Dozier, who replaced Yarbrough as interim 
Savannah State president and was given the job pennanently on May 9, hired Damon 
Evans as consultant to Savat1nall State D s athletic depattment. 

• During a meeting in July 2011, Dozier infomlCd Stacey-Suggs her services as AD were 
no longer needed, the suit said. When she refused to resign, she was terminated effective 
July 5, 2011, the suit said. 

• She was subsequently re- hired as associate director for student development. a newly 
created post that paid about $40,000 a year less. She remains in that position. 

• Dozier, acting on Evat1sD advice, then hired Sterling Steward Jr. as AD in September 
2011, the suit said. Steward was named AD on 9-30-11. 

• According to the suit, Savannah State has a pattern and practice of gender-based 
discrimination both in the athletic department at1d elsewhere in the university. It said 
numerous female faculty and staff have been forced out or letl and been replaced by 
males. 

• She complains that the decision to temlinate her as AD was D motivated in subs1:at1tial 
part by her gender, D noting she was replaced by what the suit called D a less qualified 
male candidate who was paid a higher salmy to do the satne job. D 

• She was then placed in a D less prestigious, lower-paying position which canied with it 
far fewer responsibilities. D 

And so, to hirers and firers out there in the Clips audience, please be reminded that you need 
to be very clear and very careful in your personnel decisions. 
And also, to the [1 worker beesLJ who get fired and hired by people, remember that showing 
up at work everyday and doing your job is not enough. You need to be as attentive as you Cat1 
be to fulfill the roles and objectives expected of you. 
More later. 

Nick Infat1te 
Clips Editor 

Follow Clips on Twitter: 
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Clips Weekly Update 9-30-12 

:x e Newsletter 

Dear Vince, 
Greetings from the Clips MotherShip South in, um, Meridian, Mississippi. Give me WiFi and I can 
operate anywhere. 
This is Day 4 of a Clips 10-day road trip. If you look on a map, youDl1 see that Meridian is situated 
equidistantly (yes, Katie, thams a word, flooked it up) from Tuscaloosa, Birmingham, Oxford and 
New Orleans. 

The Clips Road Trip itinerary includes the Alabama-Ole Miss game at Bryant-Denny Stadium (last 
night), the Sun Belt Conference HO (tomorrow), the Alabama athletic department, the SEC HO, 
the Paul Finebaum Radio Network, the Alabama Football Hall of Fame, and courtesy visits with 
Wright Waters, Martin Newton, Gary Sanders and Stan Williamson. The trip will be capped off with 
a visit to the Ole Miss-Texas A&M game in Oxford, where you wandering editor will see the fabled 
Grove for the first time. 
But now, without further ado, here are the new postings on the College Athletics Clips website. 

Have a good Monday. Have a good week. 

Nick Infante 
Clips Editor 

Follow Clips on Twitter: 
W'NIN.twitler.comi@CollegeAthClips 
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Clips eFlash: o [JBannon court case could blow everything open 

:x e Newsletter 

Dear Vince, 

Greetings from the MotherShipSouth. Hope you are well. 
For quite some time there has been a court case on the Left Coast that has been a slo-mo 
chess match of motions, counter motions, calls for dismissals, discovery, depositions and 
waiting -wailing -waiting. 
Of course, the suit to which I am referring is the infamous Ed o [JBannon class action suit 
against the NCAA. This suit was originally limited to the question offonner athletes being 
allowed to share in licensing/royalty profits oftheir images after their college playing days are 
over. 
The latest twist from San Francisco is detailed (below) ever so expertly by Mike McCann, in 
which the judge has ordered ESPN to provide all television and licensing contracts for D 1 
men's basketball and football since 2005. 
ESPN is understandably reluctant to relinquish private knowledge about how much they have 
profited from college athletics because it illuminates its own susceptibility to being sued by 
O'Bannon. After all, if the NCAA is adjudged to have wrongly profited from the names, 
likenesses and images of college athletes, then companies in contract with the NCAA might 
arguably be found to have wrongly profited as well. Electronic Arts is already in that dubious 
position, and ESPN could be next. 
Stay tuned ... 

Nick Infante 
Clips Editor 

Follow Clips on Twitter: 
w\lv1N.lwiller.coml@ColiegeAthClips 

Judge orders ESPN to turn over contracts in Ed O'Bannon case 
111e order also highlights threats not only to the NCAA and its member institutions, but 
also companies that have prqfitedfrom D 1 men's basketball andfootball through 
contracts with the NCAA and members. 
ByMichaelMcCann, Sl.com, 10-2-12 

Ed O'Bannon' s potentially billion dollar class action lawsuit against the NCAA took 
another major step forward on Monday night. According to documents obtained by SI.com, 
u.S. District Judge Alfred V. Covello has ordered ESPN to provide O'Bannon with its 
television and licensing contracts for Division I men's basketball and football since 2005. The 
order sets the table for O'Bannon to gain a much better understanding of how much the 
NCAA profits from current and fomler players' names, likenesses and images. The order also 
highlights how the O'Bannon case threatens not only the NCAA and it~ member institutions, 
but also companies that have profited from Division I men's basketball and football through 
contracts with the NCAA and members. 
To be clear, ESPN is not a party to O'Bannon's litigation, which O'Bannon hopes to expand to 
include CUlTent Division I men's basketball and football players and which is currently in the 
pretrial discovery stage. In a motion to compel a non-party, O'Bannon argued that ESPN's 
broadcasting and licensing contracts are central to O'Bannon's core claim: that the NCAA, the 
Collegiate Licensing Company (the NCAA's licensing partner) and the NCAA's member 
intuitions have conspired to deny fonner college players compensation for the commercial use 
of their nan1es, likenesses and images. 
ESPN, according to O'Bannon, is "an integral and central source of infonnation regarding ... 
the licensing, sale and use" of college athletes. O'Bannon expects that ESPN's contracts will 



detail how the NCAA has "monetized" college sports. The dollar figures ofESPN's contracts 
are crucial: IfO'Bannon ultimately prevails over the NCAA in court, the figures would he used 
in the determination of money damages. Alternatively, ifO'Bannon ultimately set1les with the 
NCAA, ESPN's contracts would likely impact any settlement figure. 
ESPN firmly opposed O'Bannon's motion, which will compel the network to divulge 
information that it has closely guarded. ESPN's lawyers characterized O'Bannon's motion as 
unsupported by law and as unduly burdensome and impracticable. In a court filing, ESPN 
complained that the motion, if granted, would force it "to conduct a company-wide search for 
all 7,000 of its cun-ent employees and this search would capture innumerable e-mails and 
documents ... ESPN is not equipped to perfornl company-wide searches (or even other 
searches on a less-than-company-wide basis) for keywords such as 'O'Bannon,' or 'In re 
NCAA"'. Judge Covello's order will require ESPN to undertake these efforts and bear any 
associated expenses. 
Judge Covello's ruling poses both near- and long-term consequences. Most immediately, 
ESPN will be obligated to disclose the terms of broadcasting and licensing contracts it 
considers confidentiaL Equipped with this inf()rmation, O'Bannon will obtain a firmer grasp of 
the potential damages of his litigation. TillS is important, since the more accurately a plaintiff can 
conuborate alleged damages, the more likely he would obtain those damages ifhis litigation 
prevails. 
Looking filrther down-the-line, Judge Covello's ruling is a reminder that O'Bannon's case 
presents real financial and legal risk for companies that have contracts with the NCAA, CLC 
or member institutions. ESPN is not the first company to see this risk materialize_ as ElectrOillc 
Alts, makers of college sports video games. has similarly been impacted by the litigation. And 
yet divulging infornlation they consider privileged is not the greatest worry for these companies. 
Instead, it's this: relinquishing private knowledge about how much they have profited from the 
labor of college athletes illuminates these companies' own susceptibility to heing sued by 
O'Bannon. Atler all, ifthe NCAA wrongly profited from the names, likenesses and images of 
college athletes, then companies in contract with the NCAA have arguably done the same. 

Michael lv[cCann is director of the Sports Law Institute director at Vermont Law School, 
a visiting professor at University of New Hampshire School of Law, and the 
distinguished visiting Hall ofF arne Professor of Law at Mississippi College School of 
Law. He also serves as NBA TV's On-Air Legal Analyst. 

This article ha5 been reprinted on Clips with the pennission ofSlcom. 
To access this article in its original setting, click here 
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eFlash: Ready for big-time college ti.)Qtball in the Northeast? 

:x e Newsletter 

Dear Vince, 
Greetings from the Penn State satellite ClipsMotherShip. I DIris Peters, Clips Intern and 
Assistant Editor 0 am your guest Clips eFlash writer tonight. 
Typically Nick writes most of the Clips eFlashes, but I decided to give him a break and take 
the reins myself. So here we go! Originally from Maryland, I know some people would not 
consider me a northeasterner. Even though I wa<; a little south of what is commonly considered 
the [!Northeast, I] I still grew up in the land where professional football trumped collegiate 
football in most households. 
So when Nick sent me an mticle from the Newark Star-Ledger that hinted at a possible 
comeuppance in o big-time 0 collegiate football in the Northeast I was instantly intrigued. Sure, 
I followed college football growing up, but with the exception of my beloved Pelill State, it was 
nonnally the SEC or the Big Ten that played in the big gaJlles on TV. 
Instead, pro teanlS such as the Giants. Patriots, Eagles, Redskins and Jets captured the hemts 
of most in the Northeast, and college football teams such as Rutgers (and Boston College. and 
Syracuse, and UConll, etc.) were oftentimes left in the dust. But is it possible for a temn like 
Rutgers to step up while Penn State is banished from the limelight these next few years? 
The Scarlet Knights are of no a great 4-0 start with a current #23 national ranking, which is 
their tirst time ranked since 2009. This has also been their best start since 2006 where they 
started 9-0. However, more impressively, Rutgers beat out Arkansas last weekend at the 
Razorbacks home turf 
It is important to note that Arkmlsas, a team that went 11-2 last season, is at a vulnerable 1-4 
right now. This makes them tied with Auburn for fifth place in the SEC. Could this be a tum in 
college football? Could aN ortheast school actually become a pretender in big-time college 
football? Should the SEC be quaking in their football cleats? 
The SEC dominates the south and people love their college game days down below the 
Mason-Dixon Line. They talk SEC 12 months a year on the Paul Finebaum sports talk show. 
The NFL') Yawn. The World Series') WhatDs that? The Final Four') Ho-hum. 
ltD s no wonder Alabama (and the SEC) became a juggernaut, with no NFL team within 400 
miles until the late 60s. Following the lead ofthe Atlanta Falcons, the Carolina Panthers 
debuted in 1995. It is no wonder most people in the south grew up as big-time college fans. 
My version of football in the northeast is clearly pro dominated. College teams like UConn and 
Rutgers never made much of an impact in the collegiate world, but pro teaJllS have been 
popular for a half century. My grandparents and parents all grew up in New York and because 
schools like Syracuse never made a splash in the collegiate ranks they had a velY vague 
perception of what o big-time 0 college football was. 
While some may think tlmt Rutgers is on their way to putting the northeast on the collegiate 
football map, others think that it takes more than just four wins. We won Dt kuow who is right 
until this season is played out (and several more), but for now it is safe to predict that the year
end Top 25 will be SEC, Big Ten, Big 12, Pac-12 and ACC dominated, with maybe, just 
maybe, a couple Northeast schools making that cut. 
Go Scarlet Knights. 
Iris Peters 
Clips Assistant Editor 

Follow Clips on Twitter: 
wl/wv.twitJer.com!@CollegeAthClips 

Kyle Flood guiding a potentially lucrative Rutgers revival 
By Matthew Stanmyre, Newark Star-Ledger, 9-30-12 

Greg Schiano, who pulled Rutgers football from the ignominy oflosing seasons, left the 
team early this year, but even his magic touch had dulled after he reached the pinnacle in 2006 
[J when the team won 10 games fi.)r the first time in ages. 



The past five seasons, the Scarlet Knight~ had suffered once again from blown leads, 
meltdowns and a revolving door of quarterbacks. 
Butit wasnmjustthe losses. 
Before Schiano [] s departure, the ti.)Otball program had developed a reputation as a welfare 
case in some comers. Faculty members said the school had lost its way by dumping money 
into its floundering athletics depmtment. A new president, Robert L. Barchi, was hired in April, 
championing rigorous budgeting rather than stadium expansions. 
And which mighty figure was tabbed to save the day in SchianoOs stead? Why Kyle Flood, of 
course 0 a career assistant with no head coaching rO sum 0 and a body of work barely known 
beyond the Garden State Os borders. 
But just when you might least expect it, things in Piscataway are looking a little like 2006 0 
and maybe even better. 
Some wild-eyed optimists are asking: Could this be The Year? 
The even-keeled Flood, lips pursed and still choppin[1 (a signature gesture from the Schiano 
days), has calmed fears the program would falter by leading the team to a surprising 4-0 start. 
It hm; vaulted the Scarlet Knights back into the national polls at No. 23 [j the first time they 
have been ranked since 2009. 
The success has prompted speculation the school could enjoy another windfall of marketing, 
sponsorship and financial opportunities by reaffimling Rutgers 0 national profile. Ticket sales, 
advertising mId national publicity are all expected to increase if the Scarlet Knights can deliver 
another high-profile run through the schedule. 
But that optimism is tempered: It may be too early to dream of a spot among the elite programs 
o not to mention the big-time money that would help tlns cash-strapped program. 
o It takes more than a 4-0 start. 0 said Doug Jacobs, president ofIntegrated SPOltS. a SPOlts 
marketing finn based in Hoboken. mfthey don [It sustain it, itLis easy for people to tum 
away.[] 
Reporters analyze the undefeated Rutgers football team Reporters analyze the undefeated 
Rutgers football team Star Ledger reporters Dave Hutchinson and Tom Luicci analyze the 
undefeated Rutgers football team. Watch video 
Rutgers kicks otT a stretch of five games against opponents they will likely be favored to beat 
when it hosts COImecticut Saturday at High Point Solutions Stadium. A buzz is growing in 
Piscataway, anlOng tlle fims and even Barchi, who said he is 0 delighted 0 by the team 0 s 
success. He visited with the team the week before the home opener and was on the field for 
the coin toss against Howard. 
o There certainly is a collateral benefit from having the Rutgers name out there,D Barcln said. 
mOm pleased they Ore on a winning trajectory. 0 
It does not happen often, but fans in New Jersey are entertaining conterence championship 
dreams [] even as acquiring the bliss of2006 remains a reach. 
[J It has all the makings of a great run, [1 said John Congemi, a college ti.)Otball analyst from 
ESPN who will call the game against Connecticut. [I I don [It see them slipping up on paper, 
but anything can happen once you start Big East play. 
o They 0 re on a roll. They 0 ve gotten through at 4- O. But now what do they do? 0 
STRONG START 
Flood had already earned high marks at Rutgers by stepping in following Schiano 0 s abrupt 
January resignation 0 less than a week before national signing day 0 and keeping the team 0 s 
highly regarded recruiting class from defecting. 
Flood was hired on a Monday and had only one full day to scramble across the region and 
over the phone lines to convince recruits to stick to their commitments. That Wednesday, tlle 
Scarlet Knights signed 18 players, losing only one player who had previously said he would 
play fi.)r Rutgers. 
Entering the season, questions lingered over how the team would fare under his direction, since 
Flood had never been a head coach. 
o There was a lot of unceltainty when Schiano left. That doubt by now should have 
disappeared with this start, 0 said St. Joseph Regional High School of Montvale coach Tony 
Karcich, whose team is ranked No.2 in The Star-LedgerOs statewide poll. OThetransition 
has been extremely smooth. And from where 10m sitting, it looks like it 0 s even better. 0 
The program recently earned a crucial verbal commitment from top recruit Nadir Bamwell. a 
defensive back and quarterback from Piscataway High School who picked Rutgers over 
Tennessee and dozens of other scholarship offers. The team plmls to host 300 high school 
prospects 0 the maximum it can fit 0 during the UConn ganle, eager to capitalize on tlle 
building excitement. 
Rutgers coach Flood says bye week comes at a good time Rutgers coach Flood says bye 
week comes at a good time Rutgers football head coach Kyle Flood says the bye week comes 
at a good time. Watch video 
Flood, meanwhile, hit the recruiting trail this weekend with his teanl on a bye. 
DIms certainly always nice to go recruiting after a win, 0 Flood said. m don mtlnnk winning 
is ever over-rated (in recruiting). Winning always helps. 0 
Flood has long been a favorite oflocal high school coaches for his people skills and integrity. 
He has only strengthened many of those relationships since taking over the program and 
opening his doors to coaches. 
o Wilen he talks to you he gives you his undivided attentiofL like you 0 re the most important 



person in the world to him, r] Piscataway High coach Dan Higgins said. [JWhen somebody lets 
you in like that, there[]s no doubt you become a fan of his, and you feel like you []re a part of 
what hells doing. Him pulling hard for Rutgers, and Kyle has a lotto do with thaUI 
S1illit[1s too early to be too carried away with 4-0. But Saturday the Huskies come to town 
and the real future will begin. 
The greatest impact Rutgers can hope for would come from wilming the Big East championship 
D a feat even Schiano D s teams could not achieve D and advancing to a BCS bowl game. The 
accomplishment would result in invaluable national exposure and millions of dollars in bowl 
revenue and ticket sales, sports marketing experts say. 
That would be welcome news for an athletic depmiment that spent $28.4 million more than it 
generated in revenue in 2011. according to the universityD s most recent filing with the NCAA. 
The loss was covered by $9.03 million in student fees mld $19.4 million from the general fund. 
the filing shows. 
A Star-Ledger analysis found that the departmentlls 2011 operating loss was among the 10 
highest in the nation. 
The football progranllost $1.3 million, records show, but the loss would have been signiticantly 
higher if not for a change in how the athletic depaJiment accounts for the debt payments on the 
controversial expansion of the football stadium. Unlike previous years, the 2011 report 
allocates debt payments on the football stadium to the athletic department, not the football 
program. 
The subsidy has outraged faculty members, many of whom have had to forgo ordinmy items 
like office telephones and photocopies to cope with the university D s budget cuts. 
D Last year we cut a million dollars off the university D s investment in athletics, and we D re 
headed in a direction where we intend to cut more every year. D Rutgers athletic director Tim 
Pernetti said. r]\\'hen things like this happen, it gives us the great ability to not just generate 
ticket revenue, but there [1 s tickets, there II s food, there [j s parking, there [1 s apparel. There II s 
so many things you can capitalize on. [1 

To access this article in its original setting click here 
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Clips Eyewitness Report: Ole Miss vs. Texas A&M 

:x e Newsletter 

Dear Vince, 

Greetings from Day 9 of the lO-day ClipsRoadTrip to Mississippi, Alabama and Louisiana 
(see map at bottom). 
This report was written on the two- flight trip from the bustling Meridian, MS airp.)rt (four 
scheduled flights daily: back and fiJrth to Atlanta twice a day) and then Atlanta to Newark, NJ. 
My son Mark lives in Meridian, so his house was the Clips MotherShipSouth for the duration 
of my visit. 
This last of several Clips side trips occurred on Saturday night: a heartbreaking loss (for the 
home team Ole Miss fans) and a thrilling victOlY (tor the visiting Texas A&M Aggies). But I 
will get to game and logistics details below. 
Our Ole Miss visit capped off a wonderful ClipsRoadTrip that also included an Alabama 
football game versus Ole Miss (a week previous. on the second day of my trip), visits to 
conference headquarters (SEC and Sun Belt), athletic departments (Alabama and Samford), 
the Paul Finebaum Radio Show and breakfast with Wright Waters at the famous RanIa Jama 
restaurant hard by Blyant- DemlY Stadium. All of the above rolled up to over 2,000 miles on 
my rental car. 
To get to the Ole Miss game, Mark and I drove on rural back roads (mostly MS 15) fi.)r half 
ofthe lengthy south-to-north expanse ofthe vertically oriented state of Mississippi. Our 
destination was Oxford, home of the University of Mississippi, which is a pleasing-to-the-eye 
oasis of academic urbanity after almost 200 miles of cotton, soybeans, lumber mills and one
traffic light towns. 
Although it has been SOlt oflost in the sclUm ofthe unyieldingly cutthroat nature of 
Southeastem Conference footbalL Old Miss has had a storied football histOlY that includes a 
trio of national championships ( D 59. D 60 and D 62) and a pair of Manning quarterbacks 
(Archie and Eli). 

x 

The past few years have been especially tough for the Rebels, and they went into 
Saturday [] s game having lost 15 straight SEC games. But being a good team in a great 
conference is not good enough. Playing in the SEC is the football version of facing Murderer[] s 
Row[j. the 1927 Yankees of Ruth, Gehrig, Lazzeri. Meuse!. etc. 

X 

As in all things Chps- related, there D s always room for nuggets of socIOlogIcal, historical and 
political-economic factoids that somehow relate to intercollegiate athletics. And in the South 
(the South? What exactly is [Jthe South? [J ... see below) it is especially appropriate to frame 
the environment that has led to the []ber dominance of SEC football. 
In a paragraph, here [] s the Clips executive summary style socio-historical-political recap of/for 
the dominance of SEC football. In the signature 70s/80s/90s Herb Caen. SF Chronicle three
dot punctuation style, here goes D There was a vast inland sea, then dinosaurs and crocodiles 
and warthogsD American Indians migrated into NOIth and South AmericaD Enropeans came, 
Indians and buffalo almost became extinctD Then cotton, tobacco, plantations. slavery, a civil 



war[] Rutgers vs. Princeton football in 1869 [J football sweeps the South; baseball and 
basketball are atlerthoughts, hockey is unknown!] the NCAA, V,rWl, the beginnings of pro 
football [J Rose Bowls, Bear Bryant, many SEC national championships[] pro football is 
largely absent, so college football has free reign in the SouthlJand thus, the dominance ofthe 
SEC. .. 
And so, here we are, six consecutive National Championships for the SEC, and counting. 
This ClipsRoadTrip actually started with an invitation by Ole Miss AD Ross Bjork (OCome 
on down, Nick, you can meet the governor, you can be a VIP. 0) and then it grew from 
there. Ross and his staff (thanks Katherine, Steph, Jamil, Andrew) were VeJY welcoming 
and 0 buttressed by the overall convivial spirit of a game day Dthis was a truly great day. 
After we parked our wheezing Mazda 4-banger in a lot adjacent to Vaught-Hemingway 
Stadium (cap.-60,580), the threatening skies opened up and cast a pall on the three-hours 
before kick-off revelry. We were picked up by athletic department intern Andrew Robert~ in a 
half- a-horsepower golf carl, and he expertly negotiated his way through the pedestrians to 
Ross[] office, and we were greeted by Ross and Senior Associate AD Steve Ponder. 
I quickly noticed that Steve seemed to be running the entire game ingress operation from his 
smart phone. It sounded like he was in contact with state troopers, crowd control supervisors, 
the staffs of two governors (MS and TX), spotters at The Grove, the football staff the national 
weather service and his wife and two sons. I think I even heard him order a pepperoni pizza. 
This man is a multi -tasker supremo 

x 

I was very pleased when Ross told me that Wall Street Journal wnter extraordmmre Rachel 
Bachman (a Clips favorite) would be covering the game as well, and Andrew delivered her to 
Rossi] ofIice shortly thereafter. 
Then the six of us scooted along in two golf carts to the famed Grove, which is a sizable 
circular-shaped grassy area about the size of three football fields, with a canopy provided by 
hundreds of mature oak, elm and magnolia trees. On gmne days the Grove becomes a tent city 
of Southem charm, with some 25,000 people, thousands of Ole Miss-logoed tents occupied 
by very well dressed fans, gourmet-caliber food, adult beverages, leather armchairs, huge £1at
screened TV s, ete. There are TV dishes at many tents, and electrical outlets as well. The 
Grove is decidedly not roughing it. 
By now o mercifully Dthe rain had subsided, but the damage had already been done. What was 
grass was now puddles and mud in some spots, so we dismounted from the golf carts and 
made our way through the Grove on foot. Ross has been at Ole Miss less than a year, but he 
was recognized by a lot of people, and several asked him to pose for pictures with them. Ross 
is the AD Populi. 

Next we went over to the Rebel Walk, which is the walkway leading to the stadium where the 
players enter the stadium. IDm not sure how the players got to the Rebel Walk, but I donDt 
think they could have made it through the very crowded Grove. 
I was very impressed with the Grove. I knew it was going to be a different type of tailgating, 
and it most definitely was. Folks take it quite seriously, mld they seem to revel (rebel?) in 
outdoing one another with great food, fancy desserts and impressive liquor concoctions. 
Ross had boasted that I could meet the governor, and, sure enough. we met Mississippi 
Governor Phil Bryant at our next stop. Coo!. And Texas Governor Rick Perry was there as 
well. 

By now this was too much hobnobbmg for me to take, so Mark and I made our way up to the 
press box, dried ourselves off and dug into the food. 
Mark and I had seen Ole Miss play at Alabama the previous week. Playing against the 
dominant number one team in all the land on their home field was a daunting assigmnent, but 
the Rebs actually didnDt do that bad, at least at first. They were actually up 7-6 midway 
through the first quarter. But then Alabama woke up. 
But this gmne? What about the Texas A&M game?, you ask. 

• Well, Ole Miss had a27-171ead midway through the 4th quarter and had TexasA&M 



pinned on its own I-yard line with less than 8 minutes remaining. 
• TAMU went 99 yards to score. Ole Miss 27, TAMU 23. 
• On the ensuing drive, Ole Miss coach Hugh Freeze opted to go ti.)r it on fourth-and-l 

on his own 39. It turned out to be the wrong choice. Ole Miss was stopped, and Texas 
A&M scored four plays later to make it 30-27. 

• And that was the ball game. Tough one to lose. 

Mark and I drove home using a different route, via US 45, which is a 4-lane separated D open 
accessD highway (which means there are no exit ramps and there are several at-grade 
crossroads without traffic lights). 
It was about 11 a D clock, Mark was driving, I was paying half attention and there was almost 
no traffic. 
We were doing 75 on the 65-mph speed limit highway, and all ofa sudden Mark yells out, 
[J What is this guy doing??! ![] I picked my head up and there were a pair of headlights 
coming at us [1 on our side of the highway. The guy was going the wrong way, and he was 
going pretty fast. It was over in a second, Mark swerved to the right and the guy zoomed past 
us. 
Despite all the good times at Ole Miss and an exciting game, this was out biggest excitement of 
the day. 

Have a good Monday. Have a good week. 

Nick Infante 
Clips Editor 

Follow Clips on Twitter: 
vw,w.twitter.com/@CollegeAthClips 

D The South D .... Geography is at once all acutely specific discipline (all those 
latitudes and longitudes are so pelj£xtly aligned, and north is north and south is 
south), but it is also a woe/idly ambiguous approximation as well. TakeDfor 
instance Dthe seemingly innocent descriptor ofDThe South. D Here in the US, if 
you ask ten people what exactly they think DThe SouthD is, andyouDlllikely get 
fifteen different answers. Almost everyone would include A1ississippi and 
Alabama, but it would be hit or miss with all the others. Some people would 
include Delaware or Illinois as being in the South. Then therelJs the [lDeep 
South. [] I say the Deep South is Alabama andA1ississippi and maybe Louisiana. 
but not Georgia. And is the Deep South the same as the [Wible Belt? [1 TBD. 

For the Ole A1iss leg of the trip, clpecial thanks to Ross Bjork, Sonja Bjork. Steve Ponder. 
Jamil Northcutt, Katherine Thornton, Andrew Roberts, lvlike & Barbara Glenn, lHark 
Infante, Roman the FVonderDog and Quincy Adams FVagstaff. 
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IIle, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Clips eFlash LJ Duke Football: Not an Oxymoron? 

:x e Newsletter 

Dear Vince, 

Greetings from the FridayMomingRead, oftentimes the best read of all. 
One of the first items I came across during the Read was an article (below) from the New 
York Times, which is about Duke football. Yes, football. 
Having just retumed a few days ago from an epic lO-day ClipsRoadTrip through the heart of 
SEC football country, I am still agog over the outsized, all- the-time, supercharged insanity 
accorded to college football in the South. Crisscrossing large swaths of Alabama, Florida, 
Louisiana and Mississippi (over 2,000 miles logged on a rental Mazda 6) during the height of 
the season puts an emphatic exclamation point on the supremacy of college football. {See 
ClipsRoadTrip map below.] 
Of course, there is big-time college football at places other than the SEC South* and D 
amazingly D one of those places this year is Durham, North Carolina. 
Yes fans, Duke University does have a football team. Duke ... Football ... itO s weird to use 
those two words adjacently. Vastly overshadowed by tile consistent competitiveness of Duke 
basketball, it D s no wonder that the punching bag non- competitiveness of Duke football has 
resulted in its much-maligned, invisible, afterthought, laughing stock, lame, struggling status. 
But not no more. After being Nixon-kicked around for almost two decades (Duke[Js last bowl 
appearance was 1994), the Blue Devils are of no a 5-1 start and 2-0 in the competitive ACC. 
Since I haven't written a Clips eFlash in a while, and I've always been intrigued by Duke [J s 
unique and commendable blend of academics, athletics and branding, I thought I D d run with 
this. After all, it is Friday, the day before Football Saturday. 
Duke is one of many schools that has been historically strong in one of the two revenue sports 
and not so strong in the other. .. strong basketballlnot-so-strong football schools: 
Duke, Kentucky, Indiana, Villanova, Butler (indeed, no football). Milan High School, etc .. 
. strong footballlnot-so-strong basketball schools: OregofL Clemson, Oklahoma, Boise 
State, USC. Alabama (and everyone else in the SEC except Vandy & Kentucky), Permian 
High School, etc. 
By the way, realignment is not over, and one ofthe more extreme (but possible) potentialities is 
for a breakaway from the NCAA of the top 60 or 70 (or 64?) schools in football and/or 
basketball. Since there are many schools with teams in the top 70 of fi.)Qtball but not basketball 
(and vice versa), there could even be the possibility of two breakaways, one for football and 
one for basketball. 
Duke would be a shoo-in for a Top 70 basketball conference but not a Top 70 football 
conference. Just one more reason their football team needs to be upgraded, and pronto canDt 
be too soon. 
Have a good Friday. Have a good weekend. And I hope all your teams win tomorrow. 

Nick Infante 
Clips Editor 

Follow Clips on Twitter: 
'vV\V'vv.twitter.Gom!@CollegeAthC!ips 

At Duke, a Reason to Cheer in the lOOth Season 
By VivBemstein, New York Times, 10-12-12 

DURHAM, N.C. D Duke is celebrating its 100th season of college football. It only 
seems that long since the Blue Devils last posted a winning record. 
But on this basketball-crazed campus, football has suddenly become something more than a 
calendar filler while counting down the days until the season tips off for Mike Krzyzewski D s 
team. Duke is winning. In football. In October. 
Heading into their game at Virginia Tech on Saturday, the Blue Devils (5-1, 2-0 Atlantic Coast 
Conference) are one victory from becoming bowl eligible for the first time since the 1994 



season. That was also the last time the Blue Devils tinished with a winning record (8-4). 
r] They [J re starving, r] Coach David Cutcliffe said this week about his players and the 
possibility of reaching a l:x)wl game. []Why wouldn [Jt they feel that way? To ruin their party, 
I [] m not going to do that But I don LJt want to hear a bunch about it in the locker room before 
the ballgame. Better start thinking about what you Dve got to do to win a game, period. 0 
Duke has been here before, and not that long ago. The Blue Devils were 5-3 in 2009 and on 
the cusp of bowl eligibility before losing their last four games. Last season, they were 3-2 and 
dropped their final seven. OWe just come together no matter what our reputation or past 
performance is, 0 cornerback Ross Cockrell said. OWe know that we have to work to change 
peopleDs minds because we have been bad for so long, and thatDs what we try to do. 0 
Duke has spent the better part of two decades residing at or near the bottom of the AC.C., 
and has not had back-to-back wilming seasons since Steve Spurrier was the coach in the 
1 980s. 
It has been a major rebuilding project ft)r Cutcliffe, the offensive coordinator at Tennessee 
beft)re being hired in December 2007, including work on facilities, recruiting and player 
conditioning. 
o I thought they were the softest, fattest football team 10 d ever seen, 0 Cutcliffe said. 
Five years later, there is a new practice center and a financial commitment by the university to 
upgrade Wallace Wade Stadium. And Cutcliffe has recruited better athletes. 
o In terms of bigger and stronger and faster, those have all been improvements, 0 said the 
redshirt senior quarterback Sean Renfree, who arrived during Cutcliffe 0 s first season. 0 You 
can look at our numbers in ternlS of what we lift, how fast we run. I think there 0 s definitely 
been improvements there. More importantly, I think he 0 s recruited good football players that 
are football savvy and have good football knowledge. We get a lot of those guys who canjust 
step on the tield and play ball. I think that[] s been the biggest difference. [j 
Still, Duke faces a formidable schedule in the weeks ahead. Virginia Tech (3-3, I-I) will offer 
the toughest test to date for Duke, which is 0- 8 against the I-lobes since they joined the 
AC.C. 
Virginia Tech, however, is as vulnerable defimsively as it has been in years, and Duke has 
scored 30 points or more five times. 
o I think tins game will really say a lot about us, 0 running back Juwan Thompson said. 0 But 
we 0 re still a good team no matter the results of tins game. We still have plenty of games left. 
And all of these teams that we 0 re going to play 0 yes, they are great opponents 0 but 
theyDre beatable opponents, as weDve seen from Florida State losing to N.C. State. 
o I mean, everyone is beatable. There 0 s no great team out there. 0 
No one would put that tag on Duke yet, either. But the Blue Devils did earn some top 25 votes 
this week. 
[JIt[] s a big deal, [1 Cockrell said. []Obviously to be a top-25 ranked team, to be considered 
to be one when we [jve been at the very bottom of the rankings since I can remember, itr] s 
great to be at least considered and to be thought about [] 
Duke has not been ranked since January 1995, before a loss to Wisconsin in the Hall of Fame 
Bowl, its last bowl game. 
A victory against the Hokies could change that, and bring some football pride to a campus 
forever devoted to basketball. 
o There 0 s no reason,D Cockrell said, 0 why it can 0 t be a basketball and a football schooL 0 



x 



* oSEe South 0 .... 111e genteel science of geography is at once an acutely 
specific discipline (all those latitudes and longitudes are so peifectly aligned, and 
north is north and south is soutl~, but it can also be a woefully inexact and 
ambiguous approximation as well. Take Ofor instanceD the descriptor of o SEC 
SouthO as used above. What the hell is that? Well, it would be the states of 
Florida, Georgia, South Carolina, Alabama, Mississippi, Louisiana, Arkansas, 
Tennessee and KentuckyrJand, as of this year, Texas andAfissouri. Of course, 
there are other souths: the Deep South, the Bible Belt. etc. 
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To: 
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College Athletics Clips <nick@collegeathleticsclips.com> 

Monday, October 15, 2012 10:20 AM 

IIle, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Clips Weekly Update 10- 15-12 

:x e Newsletter 

Dear Vince. 

Greetings from the Clips MotherShip. Hope you are well. 
My apologies for being late with the Clips Weekly Update. We experienced an unforeseen and 
regrettable, urn, technology glitch and were sidetracked from the usual Sunday night deadline. 
Does it still count as a r]tech glitch Li when said glitch hm; been precipitated by a human 
boneheading his way through a series of provoked deletions and crashes? 

Recently there have been questions about Clips sourcing for our content (which include 
executive summaries, guest commentaries, reprinted articles, excerpted articles, Clips eFlashes, 
ClipsInterviews, Clips Eyewitness Reports, Clips Book/Movie Reviews, etc.). 
Typically the ClipsDailyRead includes 80 or so Google Alerts and a half dozen NY Times 
Alerts, then I plunge into the "Murderer's Row" of Clips-relevant publications (in the following 
order): 
- N ew York Times 
- Wall Street Journal 
- USA Today 
- ESPN (.com, Insider and Mag) 
- Yahoo! Sports.com (and its "Dr. Saturday" section) 
- Chronicle of Higher Education 
- Inside Higher Ed 
- Sl.com 
- FOXSports.com 
- CBSSports.com 
- Sporting News.com 
- NCAA.org 
- Beer Business Daily 
- Forbes.com 
- Bloomberg News 
- Deadspin.com 
- RCS(RealClearSports ).com 
- LA Times 
- NCAA.com 
There, now you know. 
Have a good Monday. Have a good week. 

Nick Infante 
Clips Editor 

NEW POSTINGS 

Follow Clips on Twitter: 

W"NIN.twitter.com/@CollegeAthClips 
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IIle, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Clips TechFlash: As tech marches on, some brands are left behind 

:x e Newsletter 

Dear Vince, 

Greetings from the Clips TechShip. Hope you are well. 

The article below is funny. And sad. 

[1 The BlackBerry as Black Sheep [J is alxmt the drastic nosedive of usage that has beset the 
once-revered and first-into-the-market Blackberry. The article conjures up memories of 
caretakers of brands, products and services that failed to diagnose the signs of change in 
human behavior, and then suffered the withering of their brands on the grapevine of the 

oom];. C,o yO" ""Y "ol,m,,? rJ~l? "o=? "mgcr Cho~ "IDa """"'? ," ," 010 

One would have to be blind! deaf to not notice that there has evolved a (pick one): 
groundswell, compulsion, business necessity, addiction tolfor smartphones. 
Smartphones impart an identity, a statement, status, confidence ... Smartphones represent a 
personal branding. Just go to the mall, see how often teenagers look at their smartphones. 
But all smartphones are not alike. Todays Ferrari becomes tomorrowlJ s Fiero (a Pontiac 
[1 sports carlJ that was discontinued after maybe six months). 

...... I;:.;; 

Blackberry had a 50 share of the budding [1 smartphone [1 market just three years ago. 
([] Smartphone" is in quotes because the devices [1 and the networks [j three years ago were 
decidedly more rudimentary than today [1 s). 
We all knew that smartphone usage was going to explode, and some companies prepared for 
the future that was going to come quickly. 
But Blackberry did not. 
The article below is a shOlt case history of B1ackbeny failing to capitalize on its first into the 
market advantage. And Apple parlaying its customer loyalty from other tech gadgets into 
signing up fonner Blackberry customers fast and furious. Ouch. 
Relevant to the Clips audience is a work-in-progress survey below. Since digital 
commnnications is our business, we have a pretty good handle on the email and Browser 
preferences of our customers. Likely our cohort sample sizes would not pass muster with the 
folks at Pew Research, but our approximations are as about as accurate as you [Jre going to 
find in this unique subset ofa niche that college athletics administration represents. 
The chart below depicts the smmtphone email usage of Clips subscribers that we Dve been 
able to track these past 12 months or so. We have used the following tracking methods: a)
Monitoring the little "This email has been sent by my iPhone. Please excuse the 
misspellings." *** sigu-off atthe bottom of Clips incoming emails; b)- Google Analytics; c)
one-to-one intClviews' d)- eyewitness obseJvations 

" 

SMARTPHONE USAGE AMONG RANDOMLY SELECTED CLIPS SUBSCRIBERS 

Total iPhone Droid Blackberry* None* 
Dl ADs 45 30 15 0 0 
Sr AssocADs 63 35 25 3 0 
Assoc I Asst ADs 134 88 38 8 0 
Other (SIDs, FARs, Pres, 

110 90 18 2 0 
conf/bowl execs. etc. 
Clips slaff (edilor and 2 Penn 

3 2 0 0 1** SIale interns) 

TOTAL 
355 245 96 13 1*' 

(69.0%) (27.0%) (3.7%) (.28%) 



*We think the Blackberry and None categories are suspiciously understated 
because folks are emban'assed to admit to their usage habits in these cases. 
**Guess who? 

It would appear that iPhones are winning the hearts and minds of the visionmy and savvy 
persons employed in college athletics administration. You heard it here first. 

I-lave a good Tuesday. Have a good day. 

Nick Infante 
Clips Editor 

Follow Clips on Twitter: 
wl/wv.twitJer.com!@CollegeAthClips 

***Please note: Here at the Clips i\1otherShip we have recently switched to a high 
octane Unfair Trade non-organic coffe blend that tastes great and must have 
about 75% more caffeine than our previous brew. Please excuse any misspellings. 

The BlackBerry as Black Sheep 
By Nicole P erlroth, New York Times, 10-16-12 
Rachel Crosby speaks about her BlackBerry phone the way someone might speak of 
an embarrassing relative. 
[JI[Jm ashamed of it, [J said Ms. Crosby, a Los Angeles sales representative who said she had 
stopped pulling out her BlackBerry at cocktail parties and conferences. In meetings, she says 
she hides her BlackBerry beneath her iPad for fear client<; will see it and judge her. 
The BlackBerry was once proudly carried by the high-powered and the elite, but those who 
still hold one today say the device has become a magnet for mockelY and derision from those 
with iPhones and the latest Android phones. Research in Motion may still be successful selling 
BlackBerrys in countries like India mld Indonesia, but in the United States the company is 
clinging to less than 5 percent of the smartphone market D down from a dominating 50 percent 
just three years ago. The companyDs future all depends on a much-delayed new phone 
coming neJ\.i year; meanwhile RIM recorded a net loss of$753 million in the first half ofthe 
year compared with a profit of more than $1 billion a year earlier. 
Among the latest signs of the loss of cachet: One of the first steps Marissa Mayer took as 
YalIoo [1 s newly appointed chief executive to remake the company[] s stodgy image was to 
trade in employees [J BlackBerrys ti.)r iPhones and Androids. BlackBerrys may still linger in 
Washington, Wall Street and the legal profession, but in Silicon Valley they are as rare as a 
necktie. 
As the list shrinks of fiiends who once regularly communicated using BlackBeny D s private 
messaging service, called BBM, many a BlackBerry owner will not mince words about how 
they feel about their phone. 
D I want to take a bat to it, D Ms. Crosby said, after waiting for her phone D s browser to load 
for the third minute, only to watch the battClY die. DYou canDtdo anything with it. YouDre 
supposed to, but itO s all a big lie. D 
The cultural divide between BlackBerry loyalist~ and everyone else has only grown more 



extreme over the last year as companies that previously issued employees BlackBenys [J and 
only BlackBenys [j have started surrendering to employee demands fiJr iPhones and Android
powered smartphones. 
Goldman Sachs recently gave it<; employees the option to use an iPhone. Covington & Burling, 
a major law finn, did the same at the urging of associates. Even the White House, which used 
the BlackBeny for security reasons, recently started suppOlting the iPhone. (Some staff 
members suspect that decision was influenced by President Obama, who now prefers his iPad 
for national security briefings. A spokesman for the White House declined to comment.) 
Out in the world, the insults continue. Victoria Gossage, a 28-year-old hedge fund marketer, 
said she recently attended a work retreat at Piping Rock Club, an upscale country club in 
Locust Valley, N.Y., and asked the concierge for a phone charger. o First he said, OSure.O 
Then he saw my phone and 0 in this disgusted tone 0 said, 0 Oh no, no, not for that. 0 0 
[J You get used to that kind of rejection, [J she said. 
[J BlackBeny users are like Myspace users, [] sneers Craig Robert Smith, a Los Angeles 
musician. [!They probably still chat on AOL Instant Messenger. [] 
BlackBeny outcasts say that, increasingly, they sutIer from shame and public humiliation as 
they watch their counterpmts mingle on social networking apps that are not available to them, 
take higher-resolution photos, and effortlessly navigate streets 0 and the Internet 0 with better 
GPS and faster browsing. More indignity comes in having to out<;ource tasks like getting 
directions, booking travel, making restaurant reservations and looking up sports scores to their 
exasperated iPhone and Android-carting paJtners, friends and colleagues. 
or feel absolutely helpless, 0 said Ms. Gossage. o You Ore constantly watching people do all 
these things on their phones and all I have going for me is my family 0 s group BBM chats. 0 
Ryan Hutto, a director at a San Frmlcisco health information compmlY, said he frequently 
depended on others, often his wife, for music playlists, navigation and sports scores. [jAfter 
two or three questions, people start to get initated, [j Mr. Hutto said. 
His wife, Shannon Hutto, says with a sigh: [JAn)1ime we go anywhere, I always have to pull up 
the map. If we [] re searching for a restaurant, I pull up the Yelp app. If we need a reservation, 
I pull up OpenTable. I kind of feel like his personal assistant. 0 
Still, a few BlackBeny users say they 0 re sticking with the device, mainly because of the 
BlackBeny 0 s efficient, physical keyboard. 0 I use my BlackBeny by choice, 0 said Lance 
Fenton, a 32-year-old investor who frequently travels and needs to send e-mails from the 
road. or canDttype e-mails on touch-screen phones. 0 
Mr. Fenton said he could not wrap his head around iPhone fever. or constantly ask people, 
o What is so great about it? 0 and they have these nonsensical answers, 0 he said. 0 Someone 
told me 10m missing out on some app that maps their ski IUns. I ski four days a year. On the 
road, I don [Jt need a ski app. [J 
RIM [] s most recent efforts to hold on to loyal customers, as well as software developers 
building apps for its next generation of phones scheduled to be available next year, have 
elicited universal cringes. In a recent promotional video, Alec Saunders, RIM [j s vice president 
for developer relations, is shown belting out a rock song titled 0 Devs, BlackBeny Is Going to 
Keep on Loving You,O a riff on the 1981 power ballad by REO Speedwagon o Keep on 
Loving you. 0 
o This is the sign of a desperate company, 0 said Nick Mindel, a 26-year-old investment 
analyst. OCome on, BlackBeny, I always had some faith. but you just lost a customer. 
Frankly, I don 0 t think they can afford to lose many more. 0 
After eight years with a BlackBeny, Mr. Mindel said he just joined the wait list for the iPhone 
5. Wilen it anives, he said, "10m considering removing my BlackBeny battery, pouring in 
cement, and using the BlackBeny as an actual paperweight. [] 

To view a2-minute video from the New York Times, click here 



ASIDE: Your Clips editor is about to take the plunge. Afier years ofnuttily 
seeking out WiFi hotspots (Panera Bread, i\1cDonalds, the Zanesville Library, 
etc.), 1 am going to drink the Kool-Aid 1 have managed to abstain from iPhones 
1, 2, 3 and 4, but 1 am now about to get my first smart phone ever. iPhone 5 hear 1 
come. Yeah, 1 know, buggy whips, black & white TVs, man to mall defense, two
fingered typing, etc. Afier five family members have test-driven iPhones for a 
combined 12 years, plus my personal positive experience with twolvlacBooksfor 
fow-years, and the fact that 1 am not immulle to the DCool FactorD associated 
with iPhones, well, Ifigure it[Js time. 
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Clips eFla<;h: It's called "gaming" (not "gambling" or "betting") 

:x e Newsletter 

Dear Vince, 

Greetings ii-om the Sunday Evening Update. 

TtLJ s rare that we issue a Sunday night eFlash, but this one is waIT"dnted because this story has 
gotten very little coverage since it broke a couple days ago. 
The issue is whether sports betting should be allowed in New Jersey. Or, should we say, 
legalized SpJrts betting. The other kind of betting, the illegal kind, has gone on probably since 
the iirst college iootball game in 1869 between Princeton and Rutgers. 

To bring everyone up to speed, here Os the entire history of sports betting, 
presented in the Herb C aen 3-dotted methodO Cavemenjoust and scrum in a 
rudimentary fonn 'if macho posturing, wagering livestock, hides and 
Neanderthalettes in various contests of rock-crushing and mastodon burger eating 
contestsO Cavemen eventually become civilized, and their betting shifts to dice 
throwing and horse racingO Civili:::ed men become even more civili:::ed, and 
betting evolves into dog jighting and cock jightingO Year.5 pass, and betting shifts 
to the stock market and ,Iports contests involving humans[J Nefarious (md 
dastardly persons step in and make eifiJrts to manipulate the outcome of the stock 
market (insider trading, false reportage, fraud, etc.) and human sports contests 
(bribing players, shaving points. multi-year contracts, etc.) [] Big-time casinos 
spring up in Vegas, lHonte Carlo, Sun City andil1acauO Gambling becomes an 
industry, and cleverly changes its name to Ogaming, 0 by simpZv removing the 
ObO and the 010 o (talk about sanitizing) 0 American Indians cleverZv use their 
newly won sovereign nation status and open hundreds 'if casinos throughout the 
USO New Jersey becomes the jirst to challenge Vegas by legalizing casino 
gambling and clustering it all in Atlantic CityO Aleanwhile, 150 miles up the coast 
in Connecticut, the neighboring Foxwoods andMohegan Sun ca5inos become a 
big factor as wellO Somehow, the only four states have been allowed to have 
sports betting were Nevada, Alontana, Delaware and Oregon[J And now New 
Jersey wants in[J 

When you ask the wisest and savviest sports philosophers what the most serious threat to 
sports could be, youlJd think theylJd say performance enhaucing drugs, big-money contracts, 
concussionsO Nope, the wisest and savviest will say that gambling is the most serious threat, 
because it directly affects tile integrity ofthe game. That meaus that faus will tum away like 
yesterday if they think that the games are a iix. 
Nonetheless, despite all of the above, and gambling Os rightful place as a bonafide vice, and 
it 0 s addictiveness 0 it still gets a pass. 
Longtime Clips readers already know that I accord what some see as disproportionate 
attention to tile sPJrts betting 0 issue. 0 And I put 0 issue 0 in quotation marks because most 
seem not to consider it an issue. For newer Clips readers. here 0 s a shOli statement outlining 
the reason for that (over?) attention. 

ONE SIDE ofthe issue .... There is no greater threat to sports (both pro and college) 
than gambling. Fantastically huge sums of money can be made ifbad guys cau 
control/alter the [Jintegrity of the games. [J It sounds sissy-like to say tlmt: the LJ 
integrity 0 of the games. When/if fans know that the games are (or could be) iixed, then 
they will stay away in droves. They will not watch games on TV, they will not buy 
tickets, they will not buy logoed merchaudise and they will not donate money. 
There is no greater threat to sPJrts (both pro and college) than gambling, not pay for 
play, not PEDs, not recruiting violations, not graduation rates. not player 0 s unions. not 
questionable role models, not dog- fighting [Consider this: There was far more fuss 
over lvfichael VickOs animal abuse trallSgressions than there was about the fact 
that he was cOllSorting with gamblers. C'mon, is animal abuse a greater threat to 
the integrity of the ganze than illegal gambling by an active player?J[J. 
Qualifier: ~f you read carefully the two paragraphs above you will see that 1 have 
stopped short (if actualZv proposing a ban (or tightening) on sports gambling. 



What I[Jm pitching is simply greater attention to the daunting ramificatiom of 
sports betting. 

In the spirit ofClipsD legendmy bi-partisan approach to all issues, here's the OTHER 
SIDE of the issue .... !tis evident that freedom of choice aud the free market system, 
coupled with the legality of all other forms of gambling (e.g.-lotteries in 45 states, 
hundreds of casinos in a couple dozen states, Las Vegas aud Atlantic City mega
destinations, online/offshore gambling, March Madness brackets, etc.), result in a Dwhy 
not? D attitude regarding the expansion of sports betting, which is currently allowed in 
only four grandfathered states. INhich begs the question, are sports betters in the other 
46 states not gambling on sports? Don Dt think so. 

So, what do you think alxmt SpJrts betting impact on college athletics? Am I making too big a 
deal of it? Is mainstream media making too little a deal of it? 

Have a good Monday. Have a good week. 

Nick Infante 
Clips Editor 

Follow Clips on Twitter: 
'vV\V'vv.twitter.Gom!@CollegeAthC!ips 

Below is a great article by Dau Wetzel of Yahoo' SPOltS, in which he expresses his 
dismay at the NCAA D s punative action in pulling previously scheduled championships 
at New Jersey host schools. /lhe views expressed are those qfMr. Wetzel, and do 
not necessari~v convey the Clips opinion.] 

New Jersey's plan to legalize sports betting incurs laughable 
response from NCAA 
Dan Wetzel, Yahoo' Sports, 10-16-12 

I n a reaction to New Jersey I] s plan to legalize sport<; wagering in Jauuary 2013, the 

NCAA announced it was pulling five championship events, all minor affairs, out of the state as 
punislunent. 
Gone are a swimming aud diving event in Piscataway. part of the women D s hoops tournament 
in Trenton aud some lower division volleyball aud lacrosse championships in Montclair and 
Hoboken. The NCAA cited its policy of not staging any part of a national tournament in a state 
with [jsingle-game betting. [j [New Jersey, like Nevada, could still host conference 
tournament~ and bowl games.] 
11 The NCAA wants to penalize New Jersey for legalizing what occurs illegally every day in 
every state and otlen with the participation oforgauized crime, [j Michael Drewniak, 
spokesman for Gov. Chris Christie said. DBut the NCAA looks the other way for that? 
Ludicrous and hypocritical. D 
That was a pretty good political attack but perhaps the sound of uproarious laughter and au 
D is that all you Dve got? D would Dve been more appropriate. 
No offense to the fine student-athletes ofD- III volleyball but the Hoboken economy will 
survive without you. Statewide it can be made up in about 35 seconds of wagering during an 
NFL Sunday. 
A packed house at Metlife Stadium. (Reuters )About the only thing that would cause Gov. 
Christie even a moment of pause [] the 2014 Super Bowl at MetLife Stadium in East 
Rutherford, N.J. Li is not at risk. 
While the NFL is aligned with the NCAA in opp)sing New Jersey[js legalization attempt, 
league spokesman Greg Aiello said Tuesday that there is no discussion about moving the Super 
Bowl, even if sports betting is allowed at the Meadowlands Racetrack, which shares a parking 
lot with MetLife Stadium. 
D We are continuing our Super Bowl plauning aud do not auticipate this having any impact, D 
Aiello said. 
As such, it D s full steam ahead for both sides in a showdown that could redefine the sports 
experience in this countly. 
The state is determined to give its Atlantic City casinos, four horse and dog tracks and its tax 
coffers a boost by boldly violating federal law D the 1992 Professional and Amateur Sports 
Protection Act that prohibits sport~ wagering in all but ti.mr states [only Nevada fully embraces 



it]. Even Indian casinos are banned from operating sports books. 
The plan is to issue licenses on Jan. 9, 2013 and begin taking bets soon atler. The move is 
essentially daring the justice department to do something about it. If successful, expect other 
states to follow quickly. It!]s not out of the question that within a decade or two, betting 
parlors would be as ubiquitous in the United States as they are in Europe. 
o If someone wants to stop us, then let them by to stop us, 0 Christie said last May, channeling 
a bit of fictional Nucky Thompson [or real-life N ucky Johnson 1 during an Atlantic City press 
conference. OAm I expecting there may be legal action taken against us to by to prevent it? 
Yes. But I have every confidence we Ore going to be successful. 0 
That legal action may wind up coming from a consortium of sports organizations, the NCAA 
and NFL chief among them. Ifthe justice department doesn Ot step in, then expect the leagues 
to by in federal court. 
[JWe are opposed to sports wagering that uses our games as bait, LJ Aiello said. 
Of course sports leagues should actually be encouraging the legalization of single-game betting. 
If anything, legalization discourages the kind of real trouble 11 PJint shaving, game fixing [J the 
leagues truly, and understandably, fear. 
Honest bets arenOt much ofa problem and are already prevalent. What the NFL calls ObaitO 
everyone else might see as a building block. Pro and college football and the NCAA men 0 s 
basketball toumament, in particular, have benefited greatly from gambling for generations. 
Whether through an illegal bookmaker, often with ties to organized crime, or through offshore 
intemet companies, itO s pmfoundly simple to gamble on spOlis right now. You can sit in your 
seat, in the stadium and do it on a smaJi phone. You donOl even have to go to a betting 
window like the track. 
Only cummtly it is unregulated and unt&xed. 
Open sports lx)()ks are the best tools the FBI has in monitoring unusual gambling pattems that 
suggest nefarious conduct. It[Js often only after lines move unexpectedly in Las Vegas casinos 
that law enforcement knows what to investigate. 
There is no reasonable debate on any of this. Fighting the legalization of something that is 
already so prevalent, and has always been so prevalent 0 let alone something that funds crime 
organizations rather than state budgets 0 is a testament to either entrenched ignorance or 
special interests. 
o The NCAA and pmfessionalleagues can yell all they want about Olhe integrity of sports, 0 
but until they embrace policies to wipe out the illegal books, those are just words. 0 New 
Jersey state senator Ray Lesniak said in a statement. 
Then there is the hypocrisy of it all. There are 50-50 raffles in stadiums, scratch cards 
sponsored by NFL teams and NCAA events and toumaments held at casinos. 
Still, the NFL and NCAA and others have vowed to do everything in their power to fight this 
plan. 
Round one sure didn LJt deliver much. The Super Bowl isn Ilt going anywhere. The biggest 
stick the NCAA can swing is keeping the NCAA menlls basketball regional out of Newark 
[which staged it in 2011]. And even that is minor 0 with no dome stadiums, the state isnOtin 
line for a Final Four. 
o We will gain billions in new revenues, 0 Lesniak said. 0 TbatO s a good trade. 0 
The NBA has left for Bmoldyn. Major League Baseball has no franchise. The NHL has bigger 
issues than harassing the Devils. 
So this was about it. In this potentially historic battle, the first volley featured D-III volleyball. 
New Jersey has every right to laugh goodbye to the NCAA, dream of a packed fall football 
weekends in Atlantic City and once again dare everyone to bring it on in court. 

This article has been reprinted on the Clips website with the pennission (if Dan Wetzel. 

Here Os a Deadspin article. fDonOt be upset, this is Deadspin, qfter all, they lead 
the league in satire, cynicism and nastiness. But they are funny. Also, the views 
expressed are those of De ads pin, blah blah blah.] 

The Big Bad NCAA Swings The Hammer On New Jersey, And 
Pretty Much Whiffs 
Isaac Rauch, Deadspin, 10-20-12, 544 words 
The state of New Jersey is going to allow sports betting, starting January 2013, and 
the NCAA is miffed. As Yahoo's Dan Wetzel put it, 

The plan is to issue licenses on Jan. 9, 2013 and begin taking bets soon qfter. The 
move is essentially daring the justice department to do something about it. If 
succesiful, expect other states to follow quickly. It's not out of the question that 
within a decade or two. betting parlors would be as ubiquitous in the United 
States as they are in Europe. 

We know that the NCAA hates fun, progress, and an)ihing that's ever been declared 
vexatious by the nation's Top Ten Most Squeamish Knitting Groups. So what's the NCAA 
doing about this new affiunt basic decency? They have removed a swimming and diving event 
fnlln Piscataway, lower division volleyball and lacmsse championships from Montclair and 
Hoboken, and part ofthe women's basketball tournament from Trenton. BOOM. Now that's a 



hissy tit. 
New Jersey is forcing the Justice Department's hand in that, by legalizing sportsbooks and 
allowing Atlantic City casinos (along with horse and dog tracks) to take bets on sporting 
events, they're violating the Professional and Amateur Sports Protection Act of 1992, which 
essentially prohibited sports betting everywhere except Nevada. (The Wikipedia page notes 
that that the law was originally crafted to provide New Jersey with the opportunity to legalize 
sports wagering within a year-long window after the legislation was passed, but New Jersey 
did not take advantage.) The Justice Department may not, in fact, be inclined to do anything 
about the change in New Jersey, and if that comes to pass, the challenge will be left up to 
leagues like the NFL and NCAA, whose games would be the main attraction. Ifthis week's 
pull-out is any indication, the NCAA is ready to fight. 
The NCAA has taken tins stand in slightly altered fOlms before: just like when the NCAA 
throws its weight behind vigorous drug testing to ferret out the occasional pot smokers in their 
midst, or cracks down on players who get discounts on tattoos, the NCAA is using its pull 
here to maintain a system of mles that ostensibly protects innocence and integrity, but actually 
just creates incentives to keep transactions sketchy and off-the- books. The notable thing here 
isn't the opposition D that was predictable D if s that the NCAA's first strategic salvo in the tight 
against legalized SpOlts betting is such a joke. They literally pulled a D-III volleyball tournament 
from Montclair. Does that do anything but disappoint the D-III volleyball players that had 
family in Montclair? We had to use a picture of New Jersey Governor Chris Christie up there 
because we couldn't find any pictures of mildly inconvenienced D-III volleyball players. The 
press doesn't really follow them around. 

There is no reasonable debate on any of this. Fighting the legalization of 
something that is already so prevalent, and has always been so prevalent DIet 
alone something that funds crime organizations rather than state budgets [j is a 
testament to either entrenched ignorance or special interests. 

The NCAA: Guided by entrenched ignorance and special interests, and willing to move as 
many D-III women's postseason events out of your state as they have to in order to get their 
way. 
http://deadspin.com/5953506/the-big- bad-ncaa- swings-the-hammer- on- new-jersey-and
pretty-much-whiftS 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

College Athletics Clips <nick@collegeathleticsclips.com> 

Sunday, October 21,20129:47 PM 

IIle, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Clips eFla<;h: It's called "gaming" (not "gambling" or "betting") 

:x e Newsletter 

Dear Vince, 

Greetings ii-om the Sunday Evening Update. 

TtLJ s rare that we issue a Sunday night eFlash, but this one is waIT"dnted because this story has 
gotten very little coverage since it broke a couple days ago. 
The issue is whether sports betting should be allowed in New Jersey. Or, should we say, 
legalized SpJrts betting. The other kind of betting, the illegal kind, has gone on probably since 
the iirst college iootball game in 1869 between Princeton and Rutgers. 

To bring everyone up to speed, here Os the entire history of sports betting, 
presented in the Herb C aen 3-dotted methodO Cavemenjoust and scrum in a 
rudimentary fonn 'if macho posturing, wagering livestock, hides and 
Neanderthalettes in various contests of rock-crushing and mastodon burger eating 
contestsO Cavemen eventually become civilized, and their betting shifts to dice 
throwing and horse racingO Civili:::ed men become even more civili:::ed, and 
betting evolves into dog jighting and cock jightingO Year.5 pass, and betting shifts 
to the stock market and ,Iports contests involving humans[J Nefarious (md 
dastardly persons step in and make eifiJrts to manipulate the outcome of the stock 
market (insider trading, false reportage, fraud, etc.) and human sports contests 
(bribing players, shaving points. multi-year contracts, etc.) [] Big-time casinos 
spring up in Vegas, lHonte Carlo, Sun City andil1acauO Gambling becomes an 
industry, and cleverly changes its name to Ogaming, 0 by simpZv removing the 
ObO and the 010 o (talk about sanitizing) 0 American Indians cleverZv use their 
newly won sovereign nation status and open hundreds 'if casinos throughout the 
USO New Jersey becomes the jirst to challenge Vegas by legalizing casino 
gambling and clustering it all in Atlantic CityO Aleanwhile, 150 miles up the coast 
in Connecticut, the neighboring Foxwoods andMohegan Sun ca5inos become a 
big factor as wellO Somehow, the only four states have been allowed to have 
sports betting were Nevada, Alontana, Delaware and Oregon[J And now New 
Jersey wants in[J 

When you ask the wisest and savviest sports philosophers what the most serious threat to 
sports could be, youlJd think theylJd say performance enhaucing drugs, big-money contracts, 
concussionsO Nope, the wisest and savviest will say that gambling is the most serious threat, 
because it directly affects tile integrity ofthe game. That meaus that faus will tum away like 
yesterday if they think that the games are a iix. 
Nonetheless, despite all of the above, and gambling Os rightful place as a bonafide vice, and 
it 0 s addictiveness 0 it still gets a pass. 
Longtime Clips readers already know that I accord what some see as disproportionate 
attention to tile sPJrts betting 0 issue. 0 And I put 0 issue 0 in quotation marks because most 
seem not to consider it an issue. For newer Clips readers. here 0 s a shOli statement outlining 
the reason for that (over?) attention. 

ONE SIDE ofthe issue .... There is no greater threat to sports (both pro and college) 
than gambling. Fantastically huge sums of money can be made ifbad guys cau 
control/alter the [Jintegrity of the games. [J It sounds sissy-like to say tlmt: the LJ 
integrity 0 of the games. When/if fans know that the games are (or could be) iixed, then 
they will stay away in droves. They will not watch games on TV, they will not buy 
tickets, they will not buy logoed merchaudise and they will not donate money. 
There is no greater threat to sPJrts (both pro and college) than gambling, not pay for 
play, not PEDs, not recruiting violations, not graduation rates. not player 0 s unions. not 
questionable role models, not dog- fighting [Consider this: There was far more fuss 
over lvfichael VickOs animal abuse trallSgressions than there was about the fact 
that he was cOllSorting with gamblers. C'mon, is animal abuse a greater threat to 
the integrity of the ganze than illegal gambling by an active player?J[J. 
Qualifier: ~f you read carefully the two paragraphs above you will see that 1 have 
stopped short (if actualZv proposing a ban (or tightening) on sports gambling. 



What I[Jm pitching is simply greater attention to the daunting ramificatiom of 
sports betting. 

In the spirit of Clips [I legendary bi-partisan approach to all issues, here's the OTHER 
SIDE of the issue .... It is evident that freedom of choice and the free market system, 
coupled with the legality of all other forms of gambling (e.g.-lotteries in 45 states, 
hundreds of casinos in a couple dozen states, Las Vegas and Atlantic City mega
destinations, online/offshore gambling, March Madness brackets, etc.), result in a Dwhy 
not? D attitude regarding the expansion of sports betting, which is currently allowed in 
only four grandfathered states. INhich begs the question, are sports betters in the other 
46 states not gambling on sports? Don Dt think so. 

So, what do you think about sports betting impact on college athletics? Am I making too big a 
deal of it? Is mainstream media making too little a deal of it? 

Have a good Monday. Have a good week. 

Nick Infante 
Clips Editor 

Follow Clips on Twitter: 
'vV\V'vv.twitter.Gom!@CollegeAthC!ips 

Below is a great article by Dan Wetzel of Yahoo! Sports, in which he expresses his 
dismay at the NCAA D s punative action in pulling previously scheduled championships 
at New Jersey host schools. /lhe views expressed are those qfMr. Wetzel, and do 
not necessari~v convey the Clips opinion.] 

New Jersey's plan to legalize sports betting incurs laughable 
response from NCAA 
Dan Wetzel, Yahoo' Sports, 10-16-12 

I n a reaction to New Jersey I] s plan to legalize sport<; wagering in January 2013, the 

NCAA announced it was pulling five championship events, all minor affairs, out of the state as 
punislunent. 
Gone are a swimming and diving event in Piscataway. part of the women D s hoops tournament 
in Trenton and some lower division volleyball and lacrosse championships in Montclair and 
Hoboken. The NCAA cited its policy of not staging any part of a national tournament in a state 
with Dsingle-game betting. D [New Jersey, like Nevada, could still host conference 
tournament~ and bowl games.] 
11 The NCAA wants to penalize New Jersey for legalizing what occurs illegally every day in 
every state and otlen with the participation of organized crime, [j Michael Drewniak, 
spokesman for Gov. Chris Christie said. [I But the NCAA looks the other way for that? 
Ludicrous and hypocritical. D 
That was a pretty good political attack but perhaps the sound of uproarious laughter and an 
D is that all you Dve got? D would Dve been more appropriate. 
No offense to the fine student-athletes ofD-IlI volleyball but the Hoboken economy will 
survive without you. Statewide it can be made up in about 35 seconds of wagering during an 
NFL Sunday. 
A packed house at Metlife Stadium. (Reuters )About the only thing that would cause Gov. 
Christie even a moment of pause D the 2014 Super Bowl at MetLife Stadium in East 
Rutherford, N.J. Li is not at risk. 
While the NFL is aligned with the NCAA in opp.)sing New Jersey[js legalization attempt, 
league spokesman Greg Aiello said Tuesday that there is no discussion about moving the Super 
Bowl, even if sports betting is allowed at the Meadowlands Racetrack, which shares a parking 
lot with MetLife Stadium. 
D We are continuing our Super Bowl planning and do not anticipate this having any impact, D 
Aiello said. 
As such, it D s full steam ahead for both sides in a showdown that could redefine the sports 
experience in this countty. 
The state is determined to give its Atlantic City casinos, four horse and dog tracks and its tax 
coffers a boost by boldly violating federal law D the 1992 Professional and Amateur Sports 
Protection Act that prohibits sports wagering in all but four states [only Nevada fully embraces 
it]. Even Indian casinos are banned from operating sports books. 



The plan is to issue licenses on Jan. 9, 2013 and begin taking bets soon atler. The move is 
essentially daring the justice department to do something about it. If successful, expect other 
states to follow quickly. It!Js not out of the question that within a decade or two, betting 
parlors would be as ubiquitous in the United States as they are in Europe. 
o If someone wants to stop us, then let them by to stop us, 0 Christie said last May, channeling 
a bit of fictional Nucky Thompson [or real-life N ucky Johnson 1 during an Atlantic City press 
conference. OAm I expecting there may be legal action taken against us to by to prevent it? 
Yes. But I have every confidence we Ore going to be successful. 0 
That legal action may wind up coming from a consortium of sports organizations, the NCAA 
and NFL chief among them. Ifthe justice department doesn Ot step in, then expect the leagues 
to by in federal court. 
OWe are opposed to sports wagering that uses our games as bait. 0 Aiello said. 
Of course sports leagues should actually be encouraging the legalization of single-game betting. 
If anything, legalization discourages the kind of real trouble 11 PJint shaving, game fixing [J the 
leagues truly, and understandably, fear. 
Honest bets aren[Jt much ofa problem and are already prevalent. What the NFL calls [JbaillJ 
everyone else might see as a building block. Pro and college football and the NCAA men 0 s 
basketball toumament, in particular, have benefited greatly from gambling for generations. 
Whether through an illegal bookmaker, often with ties to organized crime, or through offshore 
intemet companies, itO s profoundly simple to gamble on sports right now. You can sit in your 
seat, in the stadium and do it on a smaJi phone. You donDt even have to go to a betting 
window like the track. 
Only cummtly it is unregulated and unt&xed. 
Open SPOltS books are the best tools the FBI has in monitoring unusual gambling pattems that 
suggest nefarious conduct. It[Js often only after lines move unexpectedly in Las Vegas casinos 
that law enforcement knows what to investigate. 
There is no reasonable debate on any of this. Fighting the legalization of something that is 
already so prevalent, and has always been so prevalent LJ let alone something that funds crime 
organizations rather than state budgets 0 is a testament to either entrenched ignorance or 
special interests. 
o The NCAA and professional leagues can yell all they want about Olhe integrity of sports, 0 
but until they embrace policies to wipe out the illegal books, those are just words, 0 New 
Jersey state senator Ray Lesniak said in a statement. 
Then there is the hypocrisy of it all. There are 50-50 raffles in stadiums, scratch cards 
sponsored by NFL teams and NCAA events and toumaments held at casinos. 
Still, the NFL and NCAA and others have vowed to do everything in their power to fight this 
plan. 
Round one sure didn LJt deliver much. The Super Bowl isn Ilt going anywhere. The biggest 
stick the NCAA can swing is keeping the NCAA menlls basketball regional out of Newark 
[which staged itin2011]. And even that is minor rJ with no dome stadiums, the state isn[Jt in 
line for a Final Four. 
o We will gain billions in new revenues, 0 Lesniak said. 0 TbatO s a good trade. 0 
The NBA has left for Brooldyn. Major League Baseball has no franchise. The NHL has bigger 
issues than harassing the Devils. 
So this was about it. In this potentially historic battle, the first volley featured D-III volleyball. 
New Jersey has every right to laugh goodbye to the NCAA, dream of a packed fall football 
weekends in Atlantic City and once again dare everyone to bring it on in court. 

This article has been reprinted on the Clips website with the pennission (if Dan Wetzel. 

Here Os a Deadspin article. fDonOt be upset, this is Deadspin, qfter all, they lead 
the league in satire, cynicism and nastiness. But they arefimny. Also, the views 
expressed are those of De ads pin, blah blah blah.] 

The Big Bad NCAA Swings The Hammer On New Jersey, And 
Pretty Much Whiffs 
Isaac Rauch, Deadspin, 10-20-12, 544 words 

The state of New Jersey is going to allow sports betting, starting January 2013, and 
the NCAA is miffed. As Yahoo's Dan Wetzel put it, 

The plan is to issue licenses on Jan. 9, 2013 and begin taking bets soon qfter. The 
move is essentially daring the justice department to do something about it. If 
succesiful, expect other states to follow quickly. It's not out of the question that 
within a decade or two, betting parlors would be as ubiquitous in the United 
States as they are in Europe. 

We know that the NCAA hates fun, progress, and an)ihing that's ever been declared 
vexatious by the nation's Top Ten Most Squeamish Knitting Groups. So what's the NCAA 
doing about this new afti-ont basic decency? They have removed a swimming and diving event 
from Piscataway, lower division volleyball and lacrosse championships from Montclair and 
Hoboken, and part ofthe women's basketball toumament from Trenton. BOOM. Now that's a 
hissy fit. 



New Jersey is forcing the Justice Department's hand in that, by legalizing sportsbooks and 
allowing Atlantic City casinos (along with horse and dog tracks) to take bets on sporting 
events, they're violating the Professional and Amateur Sports Protection Act of 1992, which 
essentially prohibited sports betting everywhere except Nevada. (The Wikipedia page notes 
that that the law was originally crafted to provide New Jersey with the opportunity to legalize 
sports wagering within a year-long window after the legislation was passed, but New Jersey 
did not take advantage.) The Justice Department may not, in fact, be inclined to do anything 
about the change in New Jersey, and if that comes to pass, the challenge will be left up to 
leagues like the NFL and NCAA, whose games would be the main attraction. Ifthis week's 
pull-out is any indication, the NCAA is ready to fight 
The NCAA has taken tins stand in slightly altered fOlms before: just like when the NCAA 
throws its weight behind vigorous dmg testing to ferret out the occasional pot smokers in their 
midst, or cracks down on players who get discounts on tattoos, the NCAA is using its pull 
here to maintain a system of mles that ostensibly protects innocence and integrity, but actually 
just creates incentives to keep transactions sketchy and off-the- books. The notable thing here 
isn't the opposition [Jthat was predictable LJifs that the NCAA's first strategic salvo in the fight 
against legalized SpOlts betting is such a joke. They literally pulled a D-III volleyball tournament 
from Montclair. Does that do anything but disappoint the D-III volleyball players that had 
family in Montclair? We had to use a picture of New Jersey Governor Chris Christie up there 
because we couldn't find any pictures of mildly inconvenienced D-III volleyball players. The 
press doesn't really follow them around. 

There is no reasonable debate on any of this. Fighting the legalization of 
something that is already so prevalent, and has always been so prevalent DIet 
alone something that fimds crime organizations rather than state budgets D is a 
testament to either entrenched ignorance or special interests. 

The NCAA: Guided by entrenched ignorance and special interests, and willing to move as 
many D-III women's postseason events out of your state as they have to in order to get their 
way. 
http://deadspin.com/5953506/the-big- bad-ncaa- swings-the-hammer- on- new-jersey-and
pretty-much-whiftS 
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Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

College Athletics Clips <nick@collegeathleticsclips.com> 

Monday, October 22,20127:06 AM 

IIle, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Clips Weekly Update 10-22-12 

:x e Newsletter 

Dear Vince, 

Greetings from Clips. Hope you are well. 

Contrary to popular belief, the College Athletics Clips service is not just these Clips Weekly 
Updates and Clips eFlashes. 

There is a College Athletics Clips website behind all this. 

What you are readinq now is a Clips Weekly Update. 

• They are issued weekly (late Sunday night or early Monday morning). 

• They provide updates of new postings on the Clips website (since the previous week). 

• Every one of the links below bring you to items that are posted on the Clips website. 

There is a College Athletics Clips website behind all this. 

• It is robust, it is comprehensive, it is a quick in-and-out (avg. visit is 7 min., 23 seconds). 

• It includes time-saving executive summaries, profound Clips eFlashes, fly-on-the-wall Clips 
Eyewitness Reports, guest commentaries, interviews, best quotes, book reviews, el 
ChaepoD charts and graphs, etc. 

• The Clips website isDas we call it in the trade: a paid subscription, password accessed 

websiteDand you will need a username and password to get in. 

• However. if you are reading this Clips Weekly Update. that means you are on the Clips 

mailing list and you have already been issued your own username and password. 

To access the Clips website: 

• Click here: www.collegeathleticsciips.com 

To get into the Clips articles: 

• Login with your username and password (if you have lost, forgotten or never gotten your 

username and password, contact the Clips Password retrieval Service). 

Any questions, concerns, issues, complaints please call Clips Editor Nick Infante at the number 
below. 

Have a good Monday. Have a good week. 

Nick Infante 
Clips Editor 
908.879.9978 

NEW POSTINGS 

Follow Clips on Twitter: 
'vV\V'vv.twitter.Gom!@CollegeAthC!ips 

Remember, you must be logged in with your usemame and password to 
view the articles on the website. If you are not logged in you will be 
confronted with an irksome blank white screen 
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Subjed: 

College Athletics Clips <nick@collegeathleticsclips.com> 

Tuesday, October 23,2012 10: 16 AM 

IIle, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

eFlash: 5-Concussion Pee Wee Game Leads to Penalties for Adults 

:x e Newsletter 

Dear Vince, 

Greetings ii-om the Clips TuesdayMomingRead. 

[love my job. I get to do the search, selection, summarizing and IX)sting of Clips website items 
(and eFlashes like this one). This is a very pleasurable routine for me. That so many readers 
out there read over / skim through / appreciate / marvel at / look fi.mvard to / chuckle at / get 
riled up by ClipsStuff is a very gratifying thing. My job can be described as being ria reading 
service for Clips subscribers. D 1 love my job. 
Usually the college sports news and issues items selected for Clips repOltage are of a positive 
nature D involving achievement, progress, aspirational endeavors and generally those energies 
going in the right direction. 
However, the other side of the coin ought not be ignored. And that other side is what slapped 
me in the face about an hour ago. 
There it was. on the front page of the New York Times· .... 

DA 5-Concussion Pee Wee Game Leads to Penalties for the Adults 0 



The New York Times article describes a lopsided Pop Warner f()Otball game on Oct. 15 in 
central Massachusetts in which Southbridge defeated Tantasqua by 52-0. 
Here are some of the eyebrow-raising excerpts .. 

Even with what are known as [lmercy rules[j [J regulatiom designed to limit a 
dominant teamOs ability to run up scores 0 the touchdowns kept coming, and so 
did the concussions. fiVhen the game ended, the final score was 52-0, and five 
preadolescent boys had head injuries, the last hurt on the final play of the game. 
Said Scott Lazo, coach of the winning Southbridge, lviass., team, 01fyou lost that 
many players, you should have called a timeout and come seen me. Aly team is not 
dirty. All the issues were on their side of the field This is a football game, not a 
Hallmark moment. 0 
A banner on Southbridge Os Web site asks, DAre You Tough Enough? 0 Lazo has 
coached in Southbridge for 18 years, and says he idolizes Vince Lombardi . .. 
Yet even as the Southbridge team pummeled T(mta5qua that day, parents on the 
losing side of the field wanted their sons to soldier on. 
[litLJs shocking there were five concussions diagnosed because it meam there 
were probably many more, 0 said Chris Nowinski, president of the Sports Legacy 
Institute, a nonprofit organi:::ation involved in research on brain trauma among 
athletes and members 'if the military. OAnd with a roster that small, the kids 
might have felt pressure to keep playing. 0 
Speaking generally about youth coaches, he said, OIf you consider the coach is a 
fool, there are no rules that are foolproof 0 

Hopefilily without coming off as too philosophic, overreaching or sissy-like, lOve got to say 
that (at least drawing from the NY Times article) this appears to have been a perfect stonn of 
coaching over.lealousness, the misapplication of Lombardi-like absolute power military rule, 
appalling parental apathy, a disregard for the cranial fragility of pre-adolescents and a neglect 
for Pop Warner Football [1 s clearly established concussion policies. 
And the 10-11-12 year old kids? They just follow the lead ofthe adults. 
Most parents out there have experienced some truly awful adult behavior at kids 0 spolting 
contests. However, the contact sports (football the most visible of all) represent more physical 
danger than the softball, baseball, basketball, etc. 
Hopefully we learn from the mistakes of others and move on . 
Have a good Tuesday. 

Nick Infante 
Clips Editor 

*The New York Times isn[Jt what it used to be (what newspaper is?), but it ha5 
takenfar less of a fall than others. 17ze Times, still nicknamed "the Old Gray 
Lady, " has long been regarded as the unofficial national "newspaper 'if record 0 
the rag with 'j'lll the News That's Fit to PrintD and a website OAll the News 
That's Fit to Click, " with 30 million unique visitors a month 

Follow Clips on Twitter: 
W"NIN.twitter.comi@CollegeAthClips 

A 5-Concussion Pee Wee Game Leads to Penalties for the 
Adults 
By Ken Be/son, New York Times, 10-23-/2 

It took just one play on Sept. 15 to suggestthe game between the Southbridge Pop 
Warner pee wees and their rivals, the Tantasqua Braves, could mean trouble. Two Tantasqua 
players were hit so hard that their coach pulled them ofI"lhe field. An emergency medical 
technician on the sidelines evaluated the boys, grew worried that they might have concussions, 
and had them take their pads off. 
The boys on the teams were as young as 10, and, because of rules about safety, none could 
weigh more than 120 pounds. ShOltly after 3 p.m. at McMahon Field in Southbridge, though, 
things quickly became worse. Six plays into the game, another Brave was removed after a hard 
hit. An official with the Tantasqua team said the eyes of one of the boys were rolling back in his 
head. 
But the game, an obvious mismatch between teams from neighboring towns in central 
Massachusetts, went on, with Southbridge building a28-0 lead in the first quarter. The game 
went on without the oflicials intervening. It went on despite the fact that the Braves, with three 
of their players already knocked out of the game, no longer had the required number of players 
to participate. 
Even with what are known as o mercy rules 0 0 regulations designed to limit a dominant 
team 0 s ability to run up scores 0 the touchdowns kept coming, and so did the concussions. 



When the game ended, the final score was 52-0, and tive preadolescent boys had head 
injuries, the last hurt on the tinal play ofthe game. 
The coaches, at the game 0 s conclusion, shook hands, and then the Southbridge team, with a 
military flourish, marched off the field in pairs. 
Like almost all Pop Warner games, this one played a little more than an hour 0 s drive west of 
Boston gained little attention. But since then, it has emerged as one of the more disturbing 
episodes in the ever more controversial world of youth football. In the days aller the game, the 
injured boys were detennined to have sustained concussions. Some parents accused 
Southbridge [I s players of deliberately trying to hurt their sons. Scott Lazo, Southbridge [J s 
coach, accused the Tantasqua coach of not properly training his team and jeopardizing them by 
not forfeiting. 
o If you lost that many players, you should have called a timeout and come seen me, 0 Lazo 
said in an interview this week. 0 My teanl is not dirty. All the issues were on their side of the 
tield. This is a football game, not a Hallmark moment. 0 
Late last week, league officials suspended the coaches for both teams for the rest of the 
season. The referees who oversaw the game were barred from officiating any more contests in 
the Central Massachusetts Pop Warner league, and the presidents of both programs were put 
on probation. 
But the debate the game has further fueled is not likely to calm any time soon. Head injuries in 
the National Football League remain the leaguelJs greatest safety concern, and the leaguelJs 
greatest legal liability. Ivy League universities have ordered limits on contact in practice, to 
reduce the risk of brain injuries. And Pop Warner, the national organization made up of 
hundreds of thousands of children, some as young as 5, has adopted its own safety guidelines, 
based in part on the medical wisdom that the brains of young boys are particulady vulnerable. 
Still, as the Massachusetts game suggests, rules are only as effective as the adults charged with 
enforcing them. Four of the five injured boys have resumed playing football for Tantasqua. 
The football programs in Southbridge and Tantasqua are from neighboring communities, and in 
rivalries, passion and pride can interfere with common sense. A banner on Southbridge 0 s 
Web site asks, OAre You Tough Enough? 0 Lazo has coached in Southbridge for 18 years, 
and says he idolizes Vince Lombardi, the Hall of Fame pro coach who was once said to 
declare, I] Winning isn [It everything; itrl s the only thing. LJ Yet even as the Southbridge team 
pummeled Tanta<;qua that day, parents on the losing side of the field wanted their sons to 
soldier on. 
11We were trying to playa football game, [j one parent ofa Tanlasqua player wrote in an e
mail. o Every kid who was out there wanted to play and not give up. 0 
Pop Warner has done more than perhaps any other organization to try to protect young 
players from head injuries. In 2010, the league told its coaches that if there was any doubt 
about a child 0 s health, the player was to be removed from play. Coaches receive training in 
how to recognize concussions, and once a player is removed because of a concussion, he 
needs a doctorOs note to return to games. In June, Pop Warner told its coaches to limit player 
contact in practices and to eliminate full- speed head- on blocking and tackling drills. 
Yet on any given Saturday, the mles may be bent or ignored, even by referees under pressure 
from parents and coaches. 
[J Having been there and coached, the game officials should have been more cognizant with this 
many kids going down and seeing the sidelines and the same kids going out there, [I said Kevin 
Guskiewicz, the founding director ofthe Matthew Gfeller Sport-Related Traumatic Brain Injury 
Research Center at the University of North Carolina, who advises the N.C .A.A. and N.F.L. 
o What in the wodd was the coach thinking? 0 
Erik Iller, TantasquaO s coach, could not be reached for comment. 
Guskiewicz, whose three sons played Pop Warner football, said that it is often difficult to 
diagnose concussions in younger players because the il~uries are invisible and the player must 
describe how he feels. Because teams are coached and organized by volunteers, the quality of 
care on the sidelines varies widely. Few leagues require that a physician be present, he said. 
Officials with the Central Massachusetts Pop Warner league did not seek to inquire into the 
Southbridge-Tantasqua game until parents began to complain a week later. Even then, it took 
several weeks to hear from the coaches and ofIicials. 
The hearing took place last Thursday at a hotel in Worcester. The coaches and the team 
presidents were there, and parents milled around outside the hearing room. The meeting lasted 
about four hours and ended around midnight. 
In a statement after the meeting, Patrick lnderwish, the president ofthe Central Massachusetts 
Pop Warner league, said, o Nothing is more impOitantto Pop Warner than the safety and 
well-being of our players. 0 
Lazo, the Southbridge coach, said the league committee that conducted the hearing told him he 
should have taken his team off the field. He insisted, though, that he was not aware of the 
accumulating injuries on the other sideline. 
He said the coach ofTantasqua, Iller, told the committee he had his team continue because he 
wanted the boys to score, and thus [I leave with something. I] 
[J Itl] s shocking there were five concussions diagnosed because it means there were probably 
many more, [J said Chris Nowinski, president of the Sports Legacy Institute, a nonprofit 
organization involved in research on brain trauma among athletes and members ofthe military. 
o And with a roster that small, the kids might have felt pressure to keep playing. 0 



Speaking generally about youth coaches, he said, mfyou consider the coach is a f()OI, there 
are no ntles that are f()Olproof [1 
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Clips eFlash: Outsource enforcement away from the NCAA? 

:x e Newsletter 

Dear Vince, 

Greetings from Clips. Hope you are well. 

I am no attorney, but I have accumulated some familiarity with intercollegiate athletics legalese 
due to the fairly constant griping and carping about the (pick one, or more): unfairness, 
inconsistency, inefficiency, ridiculousness, impossibility andlor folly ofthe NCAA's rule-making 
and enforcement responsibilities. To be sure, more than half ofthis is bluster by over-energetic 
commentators who routinely take shots at their favorite target, the NCAA. 
It seems that there is always unhappiness with the NCAA, even though we constantly remind 
each other that it is a membership organization that reflects the collective wishes of its member 
institutions. 
I came across the article belowD DThe NCAA Needs to Let Someone Else Enforce Its 
Rules, D by attorney Stephen MillerDTuesday night at9 p.m., shortly after it was posted. 
Usually I treat articles like this as D breaking news D and I make haste to get out an award
worthy Clips eFlash. 
But I was unsure about this one because it deals with layers of profi.mnd and contrarian ideas 
regarding enforcement, punishment and conflict<; of interest. So I reached out to 80 or so hand
picked Clips subscribers (ADs, attorneys, compliance people, NCAA committee members, 
etc.) to help me sort through the legalese and case law. 
I D m glad I did, because I got a lot of great feedback. As always, I tried to frame my question 
to tllCm in a toggle-like yes/no manner so as to an"ive at a clear-cut quantitative tally. My 
question was: DIs this article worthy enough to be used as the basis for a Clips eFlash to 
all Clips subscribers?D 
I have done dozens of surveys with various subsets of Clips subscribers. and I know I Dve 
really hit a nerve when I ask a simple yes or no question and I get back paragraphs of 
energized prose in response. 
I sent my limited distribution DfeelerD email survey out at 10 p.m. Tuesday night. HereDs the 
quantitative tally after 12 ;::.h,.::.)u:::r.:::.s:'--____________ --, 

x 

Here are some of the qualitative remarks (names withheld to protect the innocent): 

• One respondent pointed out an inconsistency in Mr. MillerD s treatise wherein he failed 



to aclmowledge that the NCAA (in eHect) outsourced the Penn State investigation to 
the Louis Freeh group. 

• Another respondent pointed out that football revenues are not allocated to the NCAA 
to help fund costs of enforcement and investigation. 

• Several respondents winced 0 or whined, or growled, or groused 0 about conflicts of 
interest (or perceived conflicts of interest) that arise when committee members from one 
school or conference sit injudgment over peers from other schools and conferences. 

And so, without further ado, here Lis the 2,807-word article by Stephen Miller. Not only do I 
thinkit[js worthy of your read, but so do 79% of my advisors for the day. 
Have a good Thursday. 

Nick Infante 
Clips Editor 

Follow Clips on Twitter: 
\N1Nw.twitler.com/@CollegeAthClips 

The NCAA Needs to Let Someone Else Enforce Its Rules 

Here's a lawyer's take on how to fIX the NCAA's "broken, capricious system "for 
investigating and punishing schools and student-athletes accused of impropriety. 
By Stephen A. Miller, The Atlantic, 10-23-12, 2,807 words 
The National Collegiate Athletics Association (NCAA) does many wondelful 
things, but consistent enforcement of its byzantine IUles is not one of them. It is hard to know 
what is worse: the cases in which the NCAA investigates and imposes penalties, or the cases in 
which it does nothing. Its patchwork effOli does little to inspire respect or deten'ence. 
Of course, this inconsistency is just one of many, larger hypocrisies besetting the NCAA these 
days. On several fronts, the NCAA finds itself in a credibility quicksand, and every action it 
takes lately seems to sink it deeper in the muck. The inconsistent enforcement of its own rules, 
however, is one area in which a workable solution exists within the current system's structure. 
The solution is abdication. Not abandonment of any enforcement efforts but voluntary transfer 
of enforcement responsibilities to an outside organization. This gestnre would serve as an 
acknowledgment that an independent body would do a better, more credible job of enforcing 
the NCAA's rules than the NCAA itself, which suffers from financial and other conflicts of 
interest in this regard. 
THE STATUS QUO 
Weak Enforcement Through Inadequate Investigations: The NCAA attempts to control 
nearly all aspects of its stndent-athletes' interactions with the outside world. Its IUlebook 
exceeds 400 pages of detailed limitations on contacts with potential student-athletes by 
member institutions, boosters, and sports agents. It also sets forth constraint~ on the benefits 
that may be provided to both current and future student-athletes without jeopardizing their 
amate ur status. 
To enforce this surfeit of restrictions, the NCAA employs a staff of approximately 55 people 
based in Indianapolis. That staff includes about 40 investigators whose expertise appears to 
favor writing ability and athletic familiarity over actual investigative experience. More than half 
ofthe staff were student-athletes, and approximately one in six are former NCAA coaches. 
(One notable exception was Bill Benjamin, a former NCAA football player and homicide 
detective, who led a small group of investigators focusing on compliance exclusively in football; 
unfortunately, Benjamin resigned in June 2012 after less than eight months on the job.) 
The NCAA's budgetary support of this investigative staff is unknown because the NCAA 
refuses to make this inftmnation available to the public. Yet, based on the organization's boast~ 
that it returns 96 percent of its more-than-$850 million annual budget to member-im;titutions 
and retains 4 percent (approximately $34 million) for "central services," one can ascertain that 
the enft)rcement staff competes with all other "central services" ft)r a small piece of that $34 
million pie. 
Perhaps not surprisingly, without subpoena power and without a staff possessing significant 
investigative experience, the NCAA's enforcement statfhas become hugely dependent on 
member institutions self-reporting their own violations. And because ofthe picayune nature of 
many of the NCAA's IUles, most of these self-reports that flood the system concern 
"secondary" (read: immaterial) violations 0 about 4,000 per year. Processing these secondary 
violations reduces the staff's ability to focus on major cases. Across all NCAA sports, the 
enforcement staff processes an average of only 25 "major" cases each year [J and many of 
those result from self~reports, as well. 

Weak Enforcement Through Inherent Conflicts of Interest: Inadequate investigations are 
compounded by inherent conflicts of interest of the body that imposes penalties for the limited 
number of violations that are discovered each year. Once processed, a case is referred to a 



separate body, the Committee on Infractions, for deternlination of punishment. This committee 
is composed of three independent members and seven representatives from member
im,titutions. In other words, the member-institutions basically judge one another. As ifthis 
fundamental structure did not create an appearance of impropriety r] through the NCAA's role 
as prosecutor, defendant, jury, judge, and appeals court in the same inquilyDthe NCAA 
exacerbates this problem in at least two ways. First, it gives representatives oHeJlow member
institutions the power to impose crippling sanctions on rivals and absolve allies. Second, signing 
multi-billion-dollar media contracts that generate over 90 percent ofthe NCAA's revenue have 
created a powerful financial disincentive to imposing penalties that might damage the "brand" of 
NCAA sports. in general, and the media access to flagship programs. specifically. 

\Veak Enforcement Through Inconsistent Punislunent: Respect for the NCAA's 
punishments is further diminished by their inconsistency. This not only erodes the moral 
authority of the NCAA, but it also saps the rulings of their full deterrent effect because they 
seem untethered to any detined principle. For instance, a comparison of recent challenges to 
the amateur status of several high- profile college basketball players yields few discernible rules 
capable of application to future cases: 

• While in high school, the University of Kansas's Josh Selby and his mother accepted 
approximately $4,600 in impermissible benefits from a business manager to several 
NBA players. These benefits took the fornl of clothes. transportation, meals, and 
lodging. The Infractions Committee suspended Selby for nine games of his freslunan 
season in 2010-11 and directed him to repay approximately $4.600 to a charity of his 
choice. 

• While in high school, and extending into his freslunan year of college, the University of 
Connecticut's Ryan Boatright and his mother accepted approximately $8,000 in 
impermissible benefit~ from two individuals who, according to the NCAA, were tied to 
"nonscholastic ba<;ketball and professional sports." These benefits took the fornl of cash, 
car payments, travel expenses, and other expenditures. Initially, Boatright's mother did 
not cooperate with the investigation, which prompted the Committee on Infractions to 
grant "limited immunity" to the player to detail all of the impennissible payments. After 
this disclosure, the Boatright was forced to sit out nine games of his freshman season in 
2011-12 and to repay only $4,500 of the proffered $8,000 to a charity of his choice. 

• While in high school in Turkey, the parents of the University of Kentucky's Enes Kanter 
received more than $33,000 in tuition reimbursements from the player's club team 
(which also sponsored a professional team). They received these payments because, 
rather than accept free tuition from the team at it<; school (which was heavily focused on 
athletics), the player's parents applied that tuition credit at a private school with a more 
rigorous educational program. Vv'hen Kanter sought to enroll in an NCAA institution, his 
foreign-based parents cooperated fully with the NCAA and offered to repay the 
educational subsidies. The Committee on Infractions, however, ruled the player 
permanently ineligible in late 2010 without any opportunity to repay any portion of the 
educational benefits to charity. 

A similar stOly of inconsistency emerges in the treatment of schools that are later found to have 
competed with "tainted" players on their rosters. Tlu·ee high-profile examples drive home this 
point: 

• While in college, Marcus Camby of the University of Massachuset1s accepted $40,000 
in benefits trom a sports agent. That year (1996), the athlete's team lost in the national 
semi- tinal game. Upon disclosure ofthe impernlissible benefits, Camby stated that his 
coach, teammates, and member institution were unaware ofthe impennissible benefits. 
Moreover, the NCAA itself concluded in writing that the coach (and school) were 
"innocent victim[ s]" of the playelJs misconduct. Nonetheless, the Committee on 
Infractions forced the institution to forfeit all victories in which Canlby participated that 
year and return all revenue received from the NCAA in connection with its appearance 
in the Final Four (over $150,000). 

• While in high school, The University of Memphis's Derrick Rose allegedly obtained a 
qualifYing SAT score by fraud. The athlete's team lost in the national final game in his 
freshman year (2008). There was no finding or suggestion that any representative ofthe 
university was aware of the alleged fraud. Indeed, the NCAA had cleared Rose to play 
throughout the season. Nonetheless, the NCAA retroactively revoked that permission, 
held the the University of Memphis "strictly liable" ti.)r the athlete's ineligibility, forced the 
institution to fi.)rfeit all victories in which the Rose participated that year, and return all 
revenue received from the NCAA in connection with its appearance in the national final 
game (more than $615,000). 

• While in high school, Duke University's Corey Maggette received $2,000 in cash from 
his coach; the money came from a pool of money provided by professional sports 
agents. Duke lost in the national final game in Maggette's freshman year (1999). One 
year later, both the player and his coach confessed the impermissible payments. The 
NCAA commenced its investigation in 2000 but did not issue a decision on the matter 



fiJr several years. Finally, after public protests about the delay, the NCAA's vice 
president of enforcement announced in 2004 that it could not conclude that Maggette or 
the university knew or should have known that he wa<; ineligible. There was no mention 
of "strict liability." Duke did not suffer any penalty at all, and Maggette was not forced to 
repay any money to charity. 

The capricious enforcement also exiends to a failure to investigate certain cases that seem to 
CIY out for an NCAA inquiry. For example, an intemal investigation at the University ofN OIth 
Carolina- Chapel Hill recently revealed what a local newspaper called "the biggest case of 
academic fraud at UNC-CH in decades." Specifically, the probe discovered unauthorized 
grade changes by forged signatures and classes where no instruction took place in at least 54 
classes within the Department of African and Afro-American Studies between 2007 and 20 II; 
football and ba<;ketball players comprised approximately 40 percent of the students enrolled in 
these suspect classes. Shockingly, the NCAA and UNC issued a statement in August 2012 to 
make clear that any such cheating to boost eligibility of athletes did not violate any NCAA 
rules. No one's eyebrows should have been raised higher than those of administrators at the 
University of Connecticut, whose reward for honestly reporting its men's basketball players' 
poor performance in their college c1asswork was a ban from post- season play and scholarship 
reductions pursuant to a different set of NCAA rules. The NCAA's bizarre lesson, therefore, 
seems to be: We will not punish you for passing a fake college class, but we will punish your 
poor performance in a real college class (if you are naOve enough to report that failure 
honestly to us). 
Finally, it is too early to know yet how deeply the NCAA will investigate eXiravagant jewehy 
purchases by the starting forward on Duke University's championship team in 2010. According 
to a lawsuit (which was quickly settled), Lance Thomas paid $30,000 up front fiJr nearly 
$100,000 worth of jewelry during his senior season; the balance was payable within 15 days 
and allegedly went unpaid. Obviously, questions abound whether Thomas "legitimately" 
obtained the down payment for the jewelry and whether the jeweler extended him such a large 
credit based on his status as a Duke (and likely, future professional) basketball player. If the 
answer to either question was "yes," Duke would be forced 0 under a "strict liability" theory 0 to 
folfeit its national championship. 
The NCAA's response to the moral failures by Penn State administrators only deepens the 
confusion. The horrible events in question were being addressed by the criminal- andcivil
justice systems, and public opinion was almost uniformly denouncing the administrators' 
conduct. Yet the NCAA seemingly needed to add its own "amen" to this chorus of 
condemnation, so it suspended its usual mles of due process, relied wholly on an investigation 
conducted by outsiders, created an unintelligible new standard for liability (tl1e exceedingly 
vague notion ofa "sports is king" culture over-riding moral judgment), and extortedlJupon 
threat of the "death penalty" for the school's football team for a period of years [jPenn State 
into "consenting" to an onerous financial penalty, erasure of wins from the record books, and 
scholarship forfeitures that will further hobble the school's effort to recover from the 
administrators' misconduct. And for whatDdo these penalties based on the vaguest of 
standards serve as any realistic deterrent? Did the NCAA honestly believe that an 
administrator faced with a similar situation in the future (heaven forbid!) would be deterred by 
scholarship reductions and erased wins, as opposed to jail, universal public disgrace, and 
termination of his career? Rather, the whole process reeked of a desire by the NCAA to put 
itself on the right side of a moral issue to move tile conversation, if only temporarily, away from 
its own moral failings. 
Taken together, the inconsistency in the NCAA's enforcement and punishment decisions 
diminishes respect fiJr the organization's integrity. It also suggests a hypocrisy in the NCAA's 
commitment to the "amateur ideal" that plays such a major role in the marketing and branding 
efforts that have yielded its multi-billion-dollar media contracts. In this way, the NCAA and its 
member-institutions have a direct financial stake in correcting this public perception. 
THE PROPOSAL FOR THE FUTURE: Get the NCAA Out ofthe Enforcement Game 
In service of that goal, the NCAA should take the following steps to restore confidence in its 
commitment to fair treatment under its rules: 

Outsource Major Investigations: The NCAA should engage an outside entity (law 
firm, consulting firm, investigative agency, etc.) to manage the investigation of all major 
violations. Among other benefits, this outside entity would not labor under the same 
inherent conflicts of interest as the NCAA's current enforcement staff. 
This outside entity should be comprised ofprofessionals with significant investigative 
experience, such as former detectives and prosecutors [Ji.e., people with experience in 
questioning witnesses, processing large volumes of documentary evidence, building a 
case, connecting dots, etc. 
As opposed to its investigators being stationed in a central location, the entity's 
investigators should be spread throughout the country to take advantage of broader 
networks of sources and facilitate more efficient responses to investigative leads. 
The NCAA itself can continue to process and penalize self-reported secondmy 
violations, as appropriate. The outside entity, by contrast, will remain focused on 
investigating major violations. The self-reports of secondary violations can nonetheless 
be considered by the outside entity when investigating a member-institution or 



*** 

recommending punishments for m~or violations. (It would require a separate article to 
discuss whether the NCAA's rulebook should be scaled back or recalibrated, but this 

salutary path could be complimentary to the one proposed here.) 

Outsource Punishment Decisions: Ideally, the NCAA would outsource the 
detennination of appropriate punishment to this outside entity, as well. 
The outside entity could assemble its own Infractions Committees 0 unburdened by any 
current connection to member-institutions o comprised of some (possibly revolving) 
combination of experienced law enforcement officials, fonner judges, fonner 
athletes/coaches, and/or fonner university officials. 
If the NCAA refused to give up control of the power to penalize, the outside entity 
could nonetheless recommend punishments to the NCAA's Committee on Infractions 
for ultimate decision within 60 days. If the committee rejected the outside entity's 

recommended punishments, the committee would be required to publish a detailed 
statement of its reasons on the NCAA website to pennit the public to evaluate a 
decision's fairness. 

Be Transparent: The outside entity should publish both its findings and 
recommendations for punishment (with appropriate privacy protections). In addition to 
the general boost to credibility bestowed by such transparency, this will pennit a body 
of written precedent to develop to which member-institutions can confonn their actions 
and by which the NCAA's consistency and fairness can be assessed by the public. 

Encourage Investigations: The NCAA should expressly encourage the outside entity 
to conduct investigations of major violations in order to demonstrate its commitment to 
integrity. This encouragement should emphasize the creation of investigations as 
opposed merely to awaiting member-institutions to self~report violations. In furtherance 
ofthis goal, the NCAA should repeal current restrictions on investigative techniques, 
such as the use of anonymous infonnation and a requirement that NCAA investigators 
notifY a member-institution before conducting interviews pursuant to an investigation. 

Commit Financially: As the phrase goes, the NCAA needs to put its money where its 
mouth is. CUlTently, the NCAA's enforcement staff is one "central service" among many 
in the organization's Indianapolis home office that divides 4 percent ofthe annual 

revenue. If the NCAA devoted only 3 percent of its annual revenue to the proposed 
venture, that would inject $22.8 million each year into the efforts to root out major 
violations. This is a relatively small price to pay for the NCAA's member-institutions that 

should be viewed as a test of their commitment to integrity and enforcement. Moreover, 
in stark financialtenns, it is an investment that could eventually earn the NCAA more 
money on the media contracts that generate most of its revenue. 

The NCAA draws much of its marketing power from its image as a custodian ofthe amateur 
ideal in America. To protect its own image, the NCAA needs to take enforcement of its 
regulations more seriously and promote a transparent and fair system that bolsters, rather than 
undercuts, that image. Otherwise, the NCAA may discover the extent to which its image has 
been devalued when it tries to negotiate future media contracts or when a group of frustrated 
member-institutions secede from the NCAA to create a new and improved organization to 
serve the same function. 

StephenA. Miller is an attorney based in Philadelphia, where his practice includes the 
representation (if·student-athletes in eligibility disputes with the NCAA. He previously 
clerked jor Justice Antonin Scalia on the Supreme Court and served as a federal 
prosecutorfor nine years in the Southern District of New York and the Eastern District 
of Pennsylvania. 



This article available online at: 
http://www. the atlantic. conventertainmentl archivel20 121/ Olthe-ncaa-need\·-to-let
someone-e!se-en[orce-its-rulesl2640121 

This is not the first time there have been suggestions to separate the NCAA from enforcement. 
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eFlash: Coming to a school near you! LJlnfrdCtion and Punishment[] 

:x e Newsletter 

Dear Vince, 

Greetings from Clips. Hope you are well. 
This might look like just another Clips eFlash, but itDs not. This is the first-ever three-topic 
eFlash (we usually cover just one topic). 
Why three? Well, three separate items made the news this week, aud two of them occurred 
just yesterday. Clips subscribers are busy running athletic departments and conferences, so 
they don [it have the time to stay current all the time. But thams our job here at Clips, and 
we Dve got you covered. So this eFlash is a quick review of the trio of this weekD s college 
athletics news stories that you might have missed. 

This weekDs news item #1: DThe NCAA Needs to Let Someone Else Enforce Its Rules, D 
is a 2,807-word article by Stephen Miller, a Philadelphia lawyer. It was posted on The Atlantic 
website Tuesday, Oct. 23. 
I posted an executive summmy of this article on the Clips site the next day. You can view it 
here. [Please he sure to log in with your Clips username and password If you are 
reading this eFlash, then you have a username and password lfyou don!]t know what 
they are, please email me and I[Jll provide them to you.] 
Some Russian author (Fyodor Dostoevsky? .. or was it Omar Sharif maybe?) wrote Crime 
and Punishment, aud Miller's mticle is the NCAA version .. 
One of the regrettable constants in college athletics has been the griping and carping about the 
unfilimess, inconsistency, inefl:iciency, ridiculousness, impossibility audlor folly of the NCAA's 
nue-making aud enforcement responsibilities. To be sure, more than halfofthis is bluster by 
over-energetic commentators who routinely take shots at their favorite target, the NCAA. 
It seems that there is always unhappiness with the NCAA, even though we constantly remind 
each other that it is a membership orgmlization that reflects the collective wishes of its member 
institutions. 
The article, although lengthy (2,807 words) is well WOrtll the read. Click here to access it. 

This weekr]s news item #2: [iMen's basketball, DI-A football grad rates highest ever!] 
was an mticle posted on NCAA.org on Wednesday, Oct. 25. 
Click here to view an executive summary of the article on the Clips site. fBe sure to log in 
with your C /ips username and password J 
Dl menDs basketball and DI-A football student-athletes are finishing their college degrees at 
their highest rates ever. 
For the first time, the grad rates in both high-profile sports have reached or exceeded 70%, 
according to the NCAA. In menDs basketball, the latest GSR has climbed to 74%. up 6 
points from last year. In DI-A football, the GSR has hit 70%, up 1 point. These figures reflect 
GSRs for student-athletes who started college in 2005. 

x 

Here are the GSRs of some of the best perfonnmg Dl menUs basketball teams: 
Bin~hamlon 100 Winlhrop 100 
Colqale 100 Yale 100 
Duke 100 Appalachian 51 92 
Illinois 100 UNLV 92 



I Princeton 100 
Villanova 100 

I PSU 92 

However, for other schools, there continue to be challenges. Here are the bottom ten GSRs for 
Dl menl',s basketball teams' 

Chicago St 9 Grambling 20 
UConn 11 Wyominq 22 
Centenary 14 Kennesaw St 25 
Florida 17 Morgan St 25 
Georgia Tech 18 IUPUI 25 

This weekOs news item #3: ONew NCAA rules will stress head coach accountability 0 was 
an article posted on the USA Today website at 11:03 p.m. last night (Thursday night). 
Click here to view an executive summary of the article on the Clips site. fBe sure to log in 
with your C /ips usemame and password J 
The eager beavers at USA Today scooped everyone when they got their hands on a 9- page 
pdftitled ONCAA Enforcement Proposal. 0 [1 hope Clips get picked one of these days to 
be the first news source to break a story.} 
Ifthe proposal is approved by the NCAA Board of Directors neJ\.1: week, no more will 
coaches (and ADs? and presidents?) be able to say: []But I didn [It know what wa<; going 
on.[J 
Of course, not everyone in a leadership position is a good leader. The not so good leaders cut 
comers and ignore rules. 
In college athletics, when rules get broken and the NCAA metes out the punishment, 
sometimes the leaders (read: coaches) are able to evade punishment by evoking an 
o ignorance 0 defense. They claim (sometimes truthfully) tlmt they did not know about the 
nefarious and dastardly activities being carried out by their assistant coaches or staff members. 
Well. the NCAA is about to remove ignorance of whatD s going on in their programs as a 
defense. 
If the proposals are approved, the NCAA will adopt a new four- tier penalty structure. The 
new rules will address several kinds of violations in football and men's basketball that can lead 
to the suspension of a head coach. The primary message is that ignorance will no longer be 
acceptable as a defense. 
Said Southern Caliti)mia AD Pat Haden, "It's a tougher penalty structure, there's no doubt 
about it. The point is, for head coaches - - and this goes for any sport - - you have this 
responsibility. You need to be ..... constantly coaching your coaches about how important it 
is to play by the mles." Haden is a member of the 20-person working group that forwarded the 
proposal to the NCAA Board of Directors. 
The four-tier system and new guideline of governance would go into eiIeetAug. 1,2013. 

That's it, three for the price of one. Have a good Friday. Have a good weekend. 
Nick Infante 
Clips Editor 

Follow Clips on Twitter: 
'vV\V'vv.twitter.Gom!@CollegeAthC!ips 

AndD. while weOve got your attention, here are the other new postings on the Clips website 

this week: 
[Again, please be sure to log in with your Clips usemame and password when you 
get on the Clips website. If you donOt know what they are, please email me and 
10 II provide them to you.] 
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~ lafayette's Kirby Sports Center Slated for $1.7 Million Renovation 
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Subjed: 

College Athletics Clips <nick@collegeathleticsclips.com> 

Sunday, October 28,20129:46 PM 

IIle, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Clips Weekly Update 10-28-12 

:x e Newsletter 

Dear Vince. 

Greetings from Clips. Hope you are well. 
As I tap out the intro to this weekO s update, it is 9:30 p.m. eastern time on Sunday night, and I 
am at the Clips "MotherShipNorth, [] which is also my 89-year old mother[] s house in 
Torrington, Conn. I'm here to keep her company when Hurricane Sandy comes for a visit. 
Sandy is moving steadily up the com;!, and she seems to be getting stronger all the time. 
We [jre as ready as we can be [1 food, water, generator, gasoline, flashlights, etc.r]so we[JIl sit 
it out and take it as it comes. So, if you donOt hear from me Monday or Tuesday you 011 know 
it's because our internet connection became a victim of the storn!. "1 ~"Ck to Clip' ~b~rib= ""0 """ ",,0 (moJ will,.) io ilic pmh ofS'mly 

Have a good Monday. Have a good week. 

Nick Infante 
Clips Editor 

Follow Clips on Twitter: 
vw,w.twitter.com/@CollegeAthClips 

Remember, you must be logged in with your username and 
password to view the articles on the website. If you are not 
logged in you will get a blank white screen. 
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~ Lafayette's Kirby Sports Center Slated for $1.7 Million Renovation 
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Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

College Athletics Clips <nick@collegeathleticsclips.com> 

Wednesday, October 31,2012 1 :30 PM 

IIle, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Clips eFlash: The NCAA's new rules ... "Book 'em Danno!" 

:x e Newsletter 

Dear Vince, 

Greetings from Clips. Hope you are well. 
For Clips readers located in the swirling fury that was Hurricane Sandy, I hope that you and 
your families have been spared the worst of it. 
However, for the parts of the country that have been hurricane- free, the business of college 
sports has been marching along. Most notably came word yesterday from the Indy 
MotherShip of the sweeping changes in rules and enfi.)rcement approved by the NCAA Board 
of Directors. 
The ClipsTruthSquad (Mike, 1 can hear your groanji'om here) has dutifully pored over the 
changes, and they are definitely a giant step 0 no, several giant steps 0 from the CUlTent policies 
of rules and enforcement. To access the 9-page pdf entitled ONCAA enforcement proposal 0 
click here. 
The recent history 0 recent? .. whatDs recen!'), some wags would say 50 years 0 I would say 
10 years 0 of college sports has been fraught with whining and griping over what has been 
perceived as unfair, irrelevant and excessive rules, as well as inconsistent and slow 
enfi.)rcement. That[Js fact, not opinion ... there ha5 been a lot of unhappiness among member 
institutions. 
To his credit, when new NCAA president Mark Emmert took the reins of power he promised 
to make rules streamlining and enforcement rationalization a priority. And the changes passed 
Tuesday reflect this sense of urgency. The changes are, as they say, revolutionary, not 
evolutionary. 
Here is a recap of the changes: 

• Head coaches will be held responsible for violations by anyone on their staffs, unless 
they can prove that they maintained an atmosphere of strict compliance. Plausible 
deniabili1y (Sgt. Schultz: OJ see nutheenklO) is no longer the easy way out for a head 
coach. 

• Instead of having two categories for violations - - major and secondary - - the NCAA 
will now have four. Levell is the most serious and is described as a "severe breach of 
conduct." In such cases, the NCAA could hand out multi-year postseason bans and 
millions of dollars in fines. In other words, what Mark Emmert did to Penn State now 
becomes an actual, written power the NCAA can wield again. 

• Quicker hearings for infi"actions cases. In the past, these have sometimes dragged on for 
a year or more. The NCAA infractions committee will increase from 10 to 24 members, 
and the hope is that cases where the evidence is not overly complicated can be 
adjudicated in half the time or less. Remember how long Ohio State's case took? Do 
you think the Buckeyes might have liked a judgment before the end of last season so 
they could have potentially gotten a bowl ban out of the way in 2011? (Of course, part 
ofthat is their own fault, as new problems kept popping up). 

• More consistent penalties. The rulings handed down by the infractions committee have 
often been impossible to predict because they change from case to case with no 
apparent standard in place. Ohio State was confident that they would not get a l:x)wl 
ban last year because there was no precedent for it. USC fims are still mad at how harsh 
their penalties were for the Reggie Bush case in comparison to other, seemingly more 
serious violations at other schools. 

Your bug-eyed Clips Editor has scoured the Netto get an idea of the reception of the new 
rules from Presidents. ADs, coaches and most (least?) importantly. the media. A couple head 
coaches made some really dumb remarks about their belief that they should not be held 
accountable for the assistant coaches that work for them (see various quotes below). And the 
media? Well, for most of them there were jaded eyes and various variations ofthe old Missouri 
line, LJShow me. [1 

The best of the bunch of articles that we read are posted below, one from SLcom [J sAndy 
Staples, and the other from Dennis Dodd of CBS Sports. com. 



By the way [] The Clips MotherShip. which is located 40 miles due west of 
Madison Square Garden (and equidistant,from both the Hud50n and Delaware 
rivers). has been without electrical power since Monday at 10 p.m. That, in tum, 
knocked out our internet service. Thus, we packed up and drove 100 miles north 
to my wife's parents' condo in Connecticut, and weDre up and running and 
Clipping away (including this Clips eFlash). Jf anyone would like to call me 
(especially if you want to paYfor a Clips subscription renewal with your Visa or 
Maste~ard), please call the ClipsCellPhone at 908. 752.0024. 

Have a good Wednesday. 
Nick Infante 
Clips Editor 
Cell: 908.752.0024 
A doubting 111arcus [] "if coache5 don'tfollow your direction, it's out oj'your hands. I 
don't know what you're supposed to do about that." [j I'v1ichigan State's Afark 
Dantonio expressing concern over the idea that he could be held responsible jhr actions 
of his stajJmembers. [1 Detroit Free Press, 10-30-12 

Follow Clips on Twitter: 
wl/wv.twitJer.com!@CollegeAthClips 

New NCAA penalty structure: Show me 
By Dennis Dodd, CBSSports.com, 10-30-12 

USC would have had a three-year bowl ban. 
That's what USC athletic director Pat Haden told me a few months ago. We were chatting 
about the NCAA's new penalty structure that became reality on Tuesday. The new structure 
calls for enhanced penalties, more blame on coaches and Mark Emmert's risk-reward needle 
pointing more toward the ri sk part of the dial. 
And had it been in place in 2010, USC would have been in the crosshairs. As it stands, the 
football program is recovering from a two-year bowl ban and is digging out from severe 
scholarship restrictions. Former assistant Todd McNair is suing the NCAA over a one-year 
show-cause penalty that he says caused irreparable damage to his career. It was found that 
basically Pete Canull should have known about Reggie Bush going rogue inside his program. 
So, it could be worse? Yes, in a parallel universe. Since we have nothing to compare it to in 
real time, all we know about the new penalty structure is how it would have been applied in the 
past. Whatever penalties are applied in the future will be under the new sentencing guidelines. 
This is where it gets sticky for Emmert, the NCAA president. Will risk finally outweigh reward 
for cheaters? This structure suggests yes. Coaches no longer will even be given the benefit of 
the doubt. If an assistant is caught cheating, the coach will be subject to suspension. It is now 
up to the coach to be proactive, shifting some ofthe burden off compliance and more on the 
guy who oversees the football program. 
And, in some places, the climate at the entire schoo!. 
It will be on the coach to issue written materials and educate his coaches. It also looks like a 
lot more work for the likes of Mike Glazier and Chuck Smrt. Those are two ofthe top NCAA 
troubleshooters hired by schools. I see the word D mitigating D twice in the NCAA press 
release, suggesting there is still a way for violators to plead down. 
And by plead down, I mean that the schools with the most lawyers will be able to mitigate the 
best. Get used to a lot of Texas Southerns and Sacramento States getting the NCAA hammer. 
Expect the next m~or program on the hot seat to wonn its way into lessened penalties because 
of a six-figure tab paid to some law firnl. 
Fifteen years or so ago we got the repeat violator rule. Any school caught cheating twice within 
a five-year period was subject to the death penalty. There have been plenty of repeat violators, 
a miniscule amount of death penalties. None in major sports. 
In other words, the NCAA will have to show me. Big-time basketball has become a recruiting 
stew of wrongdoing. Football is headed there as sleazy sources have found a way to monetize 
7-on-7. One source in southern California told me that runners are showing up at middle 
school 7-on-7 games. How does the NCAA deal with that? 
The guy they hired to head a football task force, Bill Benjamin, mysteriously left a few months 
ago. An investigator already has been reportedly let go during the Miami investigation. 
IfI read this release right. Oregon and Miami already have hope of escaping the new penalties. 
Iftheir cases aren't processed by Aug. 1, they will be subject to the more lenient - - basically 
the current -- penalties. That's fair. Wrongdoing that occurred in Oregon's case in 2009 and 
2010 shouldn't be subject to this. 
Ofiicial response from an NCAA source: [lIt depends. LJ 
But what about the future? Would Carroll have been handed a show-cause penalty much the 
way that Jim Tressel was at Ohio State? The point is moot for Carroll because he went to the 
NFL. But we're talking about suspending coaches from 10 percent of the games to an entire 
season. 
"The coaches are going to be in a bull's-eye," said a source who deals with schools on NCAA 
investigations. 
That's good, in theory. What I suspect will happen is schools will do everything in their power -



- lawyering up - - to keep those coaches from getting suspended. 
It's time that risk outweighed reward, not just rewarded la\~yers to mitigate the penalties. 
A couple of reactions from the outside world ... 
Dave Ridpath, academic reformer and professor at Ohio University: 
"We had a saying in the militmy - - 0 it briefs well as a plan but we will never know until it is 
enacted or put to the test. 0 It is hard for me to stand up and cheer this thing but reluctantly I 
do see it as a step in the right direction since it does really take some of the headache out of the 
petty violations and how those are handled. 
"For far too long people in compliance were bogged down with petty stuff and it became 
increa~ingly difficult to mm13ge the big stuff This in itself is an accomplislunent and should free 
up the department to focus on the large issues. 
"INhere I see problems is the reluctance to punish big time coaches by the institutions and the 
NCAA along with the fundamental flaws and inconsistencies of the process that still will exist in 
major violations [] specifically the lack of transparency and due process [] not to mention the 
flawed decision making ... 
"If a big time coach like Cali pari, Saban, etc. gets suspended or punished, then I might believe 
it, but coaches and others cml still enact much pressure to make it look like they covered their 
butts and the more reward-less risk culture will continue. It looks good, but until you take the 
girl to the dance and get to know her, the reality may be far different." 
Chuck Smrt, NCAA troubleshooter and president of The Compliance Group, Overland Park, 
Kan.: 
o Penalties are going to be greater. I think penalties have been greater for about a year now 
because these things have been in the works for a year. 
"Penalties should be greater on coaches. A lot has been bubbling up from [the American 
Football Coaches Association 1 saying penalties should be greater on the head coach [J 

"The lx)ttom line: more coaches are going to get penalized. Schools are going to get penalized 
more ... My hope is this will be a deterrent. We'll see." 
Dennis Dodd writes for CB5L<"ports. com. This article ha5 been reprinted 011 Clips with the 
authorDs permission. 

NCAA deserves credit for imposing harsher penalties on rule
breakers 
By Andy Staples, Si.com, 10-30-12 

I'm choosing to be optimistic about the NCAA today. You're accustomed to seeing 
criticism of college sports' governing body in this space, and since tlJe NCAA did something 
important today, you're probably expecting me to pull out the lmives. Not today. For once, I'm 
going to be kinder and gentler toward the NCAA. I'm going to give the governing body -
which is governed by the schools themselves. most of the time - - the benefit of the doubt. 
Anyone with common sense knows a lot of the NCAA's rules are silly. The world wouldn't 
implode ifthe premium athletes who help bring in the money that funds coaches' salaries and 
facilities and scholarships that benetit less marketable fellow athletes could share in the largesse 
oftlle multibillion dollar businesses that are big- time college football and big-time men's college 
basketball, but the NCAA doesn't see it that way. That's fine. But if the NCAA is going to 
have these silly rules, it should actually enforce them. Beyond that, it should enforce them 
evenly and consistently. 
Which brings us to Tuesday's news. The NCAA Division I Board of Directors adopted new 
policies that offer stiffer penalties for more serious violations, softer penalties for violations that 
aren't as serious and - - most import3lltly - - a proviso that holds millionaire head coaches 
accountable for broken rules instead of allowing them to sacrifice assist311ts to save their own 
skins. Also, the new policy will hopefully speed up the often-glacial enforcement process, 
allowing the NCAA to deal with rule- breaking coaches before they retire. We could argue that 
it's foolish to decide on the penalty structure for rule- breakers without first deciding on the rules 
- - a working group is currently trying to streamline tlle rulebook - - but this is the NCAA, after 
all. We can't expect complete common sense. 
We should credit the NCAA for making an honest effort to overhaul a system in desperate 
need of fixing. Tuesday's changes will scrap the old system for codifying violations and replace 
it with something more flexible. Before, inti-actions were either secondmy violations or m1!ior 
violations. Schools could jaywalk or commit murder. That's how the Boise State couch-surfing 
case wound up being viewed through the s3llle prism as Alab3llla buying Albert Means at the 
tum of this century. Those cases weren't even close to the same, but under the old system, 
each constituted a major violation. Now, the NCAA will have four categories of violations. I'll 
try to translate NCAA-to- English to explain. 
o Level IV -- Incidental issues: A football coach butt dials a recruit, going over the one-call-a
week limit. (This entire category may get eliminated if the working group does away with some 
ofthe stupidest rules during tlle rule book overhaul.) 
[1 Level III - - Breach of conduct: A basketball coach tweets that a prospect has committed to 
the school and names the prospect. 
[1 Level II - - Signiticant breach of conduct: Incoming football freshmen taking summer classes 
sleep on the couches of upperclassmen because "volunt31y" summer workouts are actually 
required at every school. 
o Level I -- Severe breach of conduct: A football player commits to a school, and a few 



weeks later he is somehow able to buy a barely used Dodge Challenger for pennies on the 
dollar atler an assistant coach places a call to a booster, who places a call to a dealership in the 
player's hometown. 
In that Level I case, the assistant coach wouldn't be the only one on the hook if NCAA 
investigators discovered the scheme. Under the new system, the head coach would also take 
the falL Ifthe NCAA actually puts tins into practice, this will malk a significant change, and it 
might actually curb some rule breaking. Throughout the country, head coaches work hard to 
avoid Imowing when their assistants break rules. A few head coaches know about and even 
participate in the rule breaking because they are either dumb or incurable micromanagers. 
Most, however, tell assistants to handle the illicit business. The head coach tries to stay out of 
the loop. That way, he has plausible deniability and can simply fire the offending assistant and 
bring in a new one who will resume cheating. For infractions that occurred from Tuesday 
forward, the head coach -- whether he knew of the violations or not-- would be subject to a 
suspension of between 10 percent and 100 percent of a season. 
The argument against this is that if an assistant gets angry at a head coach, the assistant can pay 
a player or break some other major rule without the head coach's knowledge and get the head 
coach suspended or possibly fired. The fact is an assistant could probably do the same thing 
under the old system and get a similal' result Hopefully, the Committee on Infractions will 
weigh each case carefully, and in the case of vendettas - - and there will be at least a few - - will 
not punish a coach who is the target of such a scheme. 
Making head coaches accountable for actions of which they are aware and unaware may seem 
harsh and unfair, but the NCAA had little choice. NCAA president Mark Emmert said in a 
statement that the NCAA had to remove the "risk-reward analysis that has tempted people," 
and Emmert is correct The financial reward for cheating and winning always severely 
outweighed the risk ofgetling caught and punished. Now, that risk has been jacked up 
considerably. I-lead coaches will have to be very careful whom they hire, and their fear for their 
own jobs should force them to self-police. Basically, it's the difference between a potential 
robber who knows he'll get probation if he gets caught stealing and a potential robber who 
knows he'll get his hand chopped off ifhe gets caught stealing. One probably will steal. One 
probably won't 
It is up to the NCAA and its Committee on Infractions to enforce these policies consistently. 
No matter what committee members say, the real reason USC's football program received a 
much harsher penalty in its extra benefits case than Ohio State or North Carolina did in their 
eA1:ra benefits cases is because USC fought the NCAA while Ohio State and NOIth Carolina 
worked with the NCAA. If you play ball, if you hire high-priced consultants who know how to 
work with NCAA investigators to cratl a semi-plausible narrative that admits some guilt and 
ignores the rest, you get oJflighter. This happens in the criminal court system all the time, but as 
the NCAA likes to remind us when we criticize its justice system for not providing due 
process, the NCAA's justice system is not the criminal court system. Schools guilty of similar 
violations should receive similar penalties no matter what plea they originally entered. In 
practice, this probably won't happen. In practice, as Dennis Dodd of CBS Sports. com wrote, 
the four- tiered structure probably will allow the best N CAA infractions consultants - - the 
Michael Glaziers and Chuck Smarts -- to plead felonies down to misdemeanors. 
We can hope that won't be the case. It's time to be optimistic about the NCAA for once. 
Finally, it has added some teeth to tile enforcement of its silly rules. Will it use those teeth to 
chew up rule- breaking coaches? We'll see. But for spending more than a year trying to create 
a more logicaL practical procedure, the NCAA deserves some credit Besides, if the new 
system doesn't wOlk or if a case comes along that doesn't quite fit, Emmert has proven himself 
quite willing to simply ignore the entire process altogether. 
Andy Staples writes/ill' SI com. This article has been reprinted on Clips with the 
author[]s permission. 

The NCAA is so mad at Kentudy, it's going to give Cleveland State two more years' 
probation. D Jerry Tarkanian, when he was UNL V coach 

x 

What if you replaced the word [I pollce [J \Vlth [INCAA? [J 

I've never had a problem with drugs. I've had problems with the police. [J Keith Richards 
There's only two people in your life you should lie to ... the police andyour girlfriend D 
Jack Nicholson 
Police officers may drive black and white cars, however what goes on in their job is a 
lot of gray D Arik Matson 
In keeping people straight, principle is not as poweiful a5 a policeman. D Abel Hennant, 
Le Bourgeois 
Serious sport has nothing to do with fair play. It is bound up with hatred, jealousy, 
boastfulness, disregard of all rules and sadistic pleasure in witnessing violence. In other 



word~. it is war minus the shooting. ... George Orwell 
If I'd observed all the rules, I'd never have got anywhere . ... Marilyn Monroe 
Integrity has no need of rules . ... Albert Camus 

Know the rules well, so you can break them effectively. ... Dalai Lama XIV 
There are no exceptions to the rule that everybody likes to be an exception to the rule. 

Charles Osgood 
Punishment - The justice that the guilty deal out to those that are caught . ... Elbert 
Hubbard 
If people are good only because they fear punishment, {{nd hope for reward, then we are 
a sony lot indeed ... Albert Einstein 
Offwith his head/ so much/br Buckingham! ... William Shakespeare, Richard III 

Jack Lord, Detective Steve lHcGarret, gained a great deal of attention for uttering the 
phrase OBook Oem DannoO which entered the nation Os lexicon and is still a phrase 
spoken thirty-one years after the show ended The phrase was given new prominence as 
a remake of Hawaii 5-0 went on the air in Fall of2010. 
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Clips eFlash: Another shoe drops in Penn State child abuse ca<;e 

:x e Newsletter 

Dear Vince, 

Greetings from Clips. Hope you are well. 
If you donOt think you are doing so well, andyou live in the three-quarters of the 
country unaffected by Hurricane Sandy, andyou have electricity at your house. 
and you LJ ve taken a shower (probably several) in the past few days, and you ha:ve 
not participated in (or witnessed) jisifights while waiting in long lines to get 
gamline to power your generator, well, maybe you[Jre doing better than you 
think. Okay, enough on that, ZetOs move on with the business of college sports. 

For the record, I do not revel in the agony of others (unless itOs AdolfHitier or OsamaBin 
Laden maybe). I believe timt we all make mistakes and that forgiveness and second chances 
are appropriate. I think that children are a gift, and that they provide meaning to life. Dogs are 
okay too. And zone defenses should be bmmed in basketball. 
More relevant to college sports. I believe that leaders have a greater responsibility to their 
progra!ll/ school than they do to themselves. 
Okay, enough of this. LetD s get to the news. 
Yesterday, the other shoe was dropped in the Sandusky child abuse case when fi.mner Penn 
State president Graham Spanier was indicted for multiple felony charges of conspiracy 
and [Jthe ti.)l1owing are in my words []abuse of power, dereliction of duty and failure to protect 
children charges as well. 

Actually, Othe other shoe 0 connotes that only a couple things have gone wrong. But the 
Sandusky case has had enough shoes for an octopus, because this one is not going to just go 
away. Alternately, think in ternls of 0 peeling tile onion. 0 And Onow that Spanier has been 
charged o the comparisons to Watergate become more relevant, in that the cover-up was 
(almost) worse than the crimes 

x 

Below IS the best artlcle about the new charges ofthe dozen or so that I [Jve read III the past 
18 hours. It comes from Yahoo! Sports Dan Wetzel, it[Js a tad long (1,765 words) and it 
reads like fiction in parts (but itr]s not). 
But the real wordiness was a 59 page OpresentmentO from the state that compiled all the 
charges. Your eagle-eyed Clips editor grogged through it all, and you can too. Click here 



Here are some highhght<; (Iowhght<;?) seleclIvely plucked from the presentment: 

• A suhpoena of Penn State issued in December 201 0 was not fulfilled until April 2012 
even though it was due in January 2011. Baldwin, the PS U legal counsel at the time, told 
Spanier, Curley, and Schul1z to comply, but all three told her they had no information 
relative to the subpoena. A D handful of documents D with no relevance to Sandusky D s 
crimes was tumed over by JanualY 2011. Unknown to Baldwin, however, was that 
Schul1z had kept a secret file on Sandusky D s 1998 and 2001 cases. 

• When Schul1z was arrested last November, that secret file he allegedly kept on 
Sandusky was allegedly still in his office in a file drawer. He then allegedly directed his 
administrative assistant to retrieve it and bring it to his home. That assistant made a copy 
fi.)r herself; but she initially lied to [1 university representatives LJ when questioned about 
it. 

• Schul1z [J s fornler administrative assistant, who retired in 2005, []testified that she was 
instlUcted by Schul1z to never D look in D the D Sandusky D file he kept in his bookcase 
file drawer. She said it was a very unusual request and was made in a Dtone of voice D 
she had never heard him use before. D 

• Penn State D s IT staff was never in±onned ofthe subpoena, even though the university 
has a procedure in place to do so. Emails that turned up in the Freeh repOli were 
discovered with the help of the IT staff after SanduskyD s arrest. 

• Baldwin, who was present for Curley D s and Schul1z D s grand jUly testimony in Janumy 
2011 at SpanierD s direction, said Spanier Drequired specific updates and regularly 
checked with [J her for details about the grand jury investigation. 

• Quoted directly from the presentment: [1 Spanier also pressed Baldwin for infonnation 
about [Joel Paterno [1 s contacts with investigators and the Grand Jury. Vv'hen she 
infornled Spanier that Patemo had acquired his own lawyer who was not aiIiliated with 
the University, Spanier seemed disturbed and questioned why Paterno would not use 
the UniversityD s legal counsel. He also questioned Baldwin, on a number of occasions, 
about what she knew or could discover regarding the information Paterno was providing 
to authorities. D 

• During today D s press conference, Pennsylvania attorney general Linda Kelly declined 
to speculate whether Patemo would have been charged if were he still alive. 

• Quoted directly: D Legal counsel Baldwin testified that Spanier repeatedly informed her 
and others that he knew nothing about the 1998 activities of Sandusky or the University 
police investigation of Sandusky. However, as time went on, she observed that 
Spanier[J s discussions about the 1998 episode seemed increasingly detailed and 
knowledgable. r] 

Other than that, have a good Friday. And have a good weekend. 
Nick Infante 
Clips Editor 

Follow Clips on Twitter: 
\N1Nw.twitler.com!@CollegeAthClips 



Indictment of ex-Penn State president reveals disturbing details 
of how PSU dealt with Sandusky 
By Dan Wetzel, Yahoo' Sports, 11-1-12 

Almost exactly one year after indicting Jerry Sandusky, Penn State athletic director 
Tim Curley and vice president Gary Schultz, the state D s attorney general, Linda Kelly, both 
extended and tightened her noose Thursday with bold new criminal charges backed by 
sickening new information. 
As for Joe Paterno, the legendary football coach also in the middle ofthe 2001 decision to not 
tum Sandusky over to authorities, Kelly offered no comment on whether he would've been 
indicted. He's dead. 
"That's the end of it," Kelly said at a noon media conference. 
For everyone else, the horror story continues, the new charges and details laid out in a 
pounding 59-page grand j ury "Presentment ofFact~" which should produce fresh outrage over 
the potential cover- up of Sandusky's acts. 
"This was not a mistake, an oversight or a misjudgment," Kelly said. "This was a conspiracy of 
silence by top officials at Penn State, working to actively conceal the tmth, with total disregard 
to the sufiering of children." 
The new information is almost as disturbing to read as Sandusky's initial acts. Kelly always 
maintained the case was an ongoing investigation and said additional documents and witnesses 
came forward over the last year. That included material from Penn State, which she said was 
non-compliant to requests and a subpoena until after the initial indictments were handed down, 
Spanier and company were removed from power and the school's board oftmstees demanded 
all employees comply with the investigation. 
"The grand jury issued a subpoena in December 2010 but pertinent emails and other key 
evidence were never turned over until April 2012, after these men had left their jobs," Kelly 
said. 
That includes obvious non-compliance with subpoena 1179, half~ hearted searches for any 
documents involving Sandusky D including not going through files in the athletic department, 
where he worked for decades D and Spanier's blatant mischaracterizations to employees, 
board oftmstee members and eventually a grand jury about his knowledge ofthe situation, 
most of it refuted by testimony from his own university attomey. 
If you thought the Penn State part of the Sandusky scandal was bad, it just got worse. And any 
closure Monday's one-year amriversary ofthe initial indictments might bring have been 
reopened. 
Spanier, through an attorney, declared his innocence and claimed these charges were a 
politically motivated attempt by Gov. Tom Corbett to take focus away from Corbett's slow 
perusal of the case when he was attorney general. Kelly, the attorney general, is a lame duck 
not seeking re-election next week and says the timing is ba<;ed on the conclusion of the grand 

JUry. 
Jerry Sandusky is serving a 30-60 year prison sentence. (Reuters) Sandusky, a fanner Penn 
State defensive coordinator, is in prison for at least 30 years, convicted in June for sexually 
abusing 10 boys over a 15-year period. He was transferred Wednesday to a supermax facility 
in the southwest part of the state where he'll serve out his time in what is essentially solitary 
confinement. He plans on appealing his conviction, according to his attomey. 
This case revolves around the decision to not tum Sandusky over to proper authorities after 
assistant coach Mike McQueary came forward in February 2001 telling first Paterno and then 
Schultz and Curley that he saw Sandusky in an otherwise empty Penn State locker room 
shower in an "extreme sexual position" with a young Ix)y. Spanier was included on an email 
chain discussing what should be done. 
Sandusky was investigated in 1998 by local police after a State College Ix)y said he was lured 
into the showers and Sandusky hugged and rubbed his naked Ix)dy on him from behind. No 
charges were filed but the grand jury believed an allegation of similar conduct by an unrelated, 
and in this case adult witness should have been treated seriously. 
Instead Sandusky remained free for an additional decade where he continued to abuse 
children, sometimes on the Penn State campus where he retained access to athletic facilities, 
the football locker room and football games. Children identified at Sandusky's trial as Victims 
Nos. 1,3,5 and 9 were all abused during this period of silence. Civil attorneys say they have 
identified additional victims who may file suit against PC/ill State. 
The grand jury appeared stunned by the differing ways that Schultz, Curley and Spanier dealt 



with the 1998 and 2001 allegations. In the first case, the boy and his father went directly to the 
police, meaning Penn State officials could only monitor developments. And monitor they did. 
Schultz, who oversaw the university police department, was in nearly constant contact with his 
police chief; Tom Hannon, over the situation and the two had extensive discussions about 
Sandusky even though the case was being handled by local, non-university police. They met 
within 36 hours of the initial charge and over the course of a month, Schultz took extensive 
notes, discussing the likelihood of genital contact between Sandusky and the boy and 
wondering in print, "is this opening of Pandora's box? Other children?" 
Schultz kept Curley and Spanier updated throughout in a constant fluny of emails. It was 
common for Spanier to be informed of high-profile crimes that might reach media attention, 
according to staff testimony. While one email from Curley said he spoke to "the coach" there is 
no certainty that he meant Paterno since many emails often used purposefully vague tenns. In 
1998, however, Sandusky was still employed as defensive coordinator. It's di fIi cult to imagine 
Paterno wasn't told. 
When a local district attoll1ey declined to charge Sandusky, his police reIX)!t "was not filed 
under a typical criminal investigation, but was rather a<;signed an Administrative number. That 
would make the report very difficult to locate unless someone specifically Imew identifiers of 
the case." This, numerous police agreed, was highly unusual. 
On Feb. 10,2001, McQueary came to Paterno's home and told him what he saw. 
Mike McQueary came forward in Feb. 2001, telling PSU officials what he saw. (AP) 
"Paterno informed the grand jury that McQueary described Sandusky fondling or doing 
something of a sexual nature to a young boy in the Lasch Building showers," the presentment 
reads. The next day, a Sunday. Patell10 told Schultz and Curley about what McQueary said he 
saw. 
The action here was strikingly different. In the first case the victim ofa crime went to the cops. 
In the second case a witness to a crime went to Paterno. With IX)lice not already investigating, 
the administrators had time to plot a course. Schultz, the indictment alleges, "almost 
immediately called" Wendell Courtney ofthe McQuaide Blasko Law Finn which does 
extensive work as an outside counsel for the school. That decision suggests he was aware of 
the severity of tile situation. 
Courtney billed Penn State for 2.9 hours of work that Sunday. The reasoning according to the 
bill: "Conference with G Schultz re reporting of suspected child abuse; Legal research re same; 
Conference with G Schultz." 
On Feb. 12, Schultz called Chief Hannon and asked about the status ofthe paperwork from 
1998 Sandusky investigation. Namely was it still around and thus potentially discoverable. 
Hannon emailed back later that it was still there. Schultz never mentioned the new allegation of 
criminal sexual conduct on campus to his own chief of IX)lice. 
It took an astounding seven to 10 days for Curley and Schultz to even bother speaking with 
McQueary to get his story directly. Even then, according to the presentment, the meeting lasted 
just 15 minutes and neither Curley nor Schultz asked a single question. 
In the meantime Curley, Schultz and Spanier were in contact via email about how to approach 
the situation and whether to alert child welfare. Most ofthese emails, including Curley 
seemingly changing course after a meeting with Paterno and Spanier claiming discussing things 
with Sandusky directly was tile more "humane" way, have been reported extensively. 
They are no less painful to read in this context. 
Later, when the three-year grand jury investigation began, the administrators were no less 
cooperative. They ignored m~or parts of a subpoena offered little to no infonnation and 
appeared most concell1ed about protecting themselves. Even after the trio, and Paterno, knew 
Sandusky was under investigation and each man had testified to the grand jury, Sandusky still 
maintained access to Penn State facilities and brought children, dubbed "guests," to fi.)()tball 
games. 
It was revealed at Sandusky's June trial that he and his wife, Dottie, sat in a Beaver Stadium 
luxury box at a game, Paterno's last, the week before the Nov. 2011 indictment. 
Then there was Schultz maintaining a folder in his office labeled "Sandusky" which he instructed 
one of his administrative assistants through the years to "never look" inside. On the day of his 
indictment, he had the file removed from his office and brought to his home. 
Joe Paterno's influence over the administrators factored in alleged D 
The entire web laid out in the grand jury indictment is a horrific portrayal of self- preservation. 
al1Dgance and heartless conduct by administrators. The long-awaited charges against Spanier 
only anlpli.ty the situation. 
V,rhile last summer Spanier went on a show of force public relations blitz [1 including his lawyer 
ripping the school's own Freeh Commission report [1 he'll have a far more difticult task 
answering these pointed questions at trial, especially with many of his public statements at odds 
with testimony from university lawyers, staflers and IX)lice. 
For Schultz and Curley, the state has even more damning evidence they'll have to defend 
against at trial. 
This does nothing to exonerate Paterno. It only raises additional questions about whether his 
influence over the administrators played an even more direct role in the slow, hapless non
investigation of Sandusky in 2001. Maybe it did maybe it didn't. Perhaps testimony at trial will 
provide additional clarity. 
The trials of Schultz and Curley, scheduled for January 2013 in Hanisburg. will almost certainly 



be moved back. Attorney General Kelly said she wants all three men tried together. Spanier 
will deserve extended lime to prepare. 
So this could drag out into fall 0[2013 or even beyond, a never-ending nightmare for Penn 
State as the alleged criminal actions of its one-lime leaders get uglier and uglier aud uglier. 
Dan Wetzel writes for Yahoo! Sports. This article has been reprinted on Clips with the 
authorus permission. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

College Athletics Clips <nick@collegeathleticsclips.com> 

Sunday. November 4,2012 10:52 PM 

IIle, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Clips Weekly Update 11-5-12 

:x e Newsletter 

Dear Vince. 

Greetings from Clips. Hope you are well. 
Below are more than the usual bounty of po stings from this week. Just because a couple dozen 
eastern states got pounded by Hurricane Sandy doesn[Jt mean that Clips did not take on its 
normal volume of postings gennane to the business of college SpJrts. 
In order to bring you this installment, the Clips Truth Squad persevered through outages of 
electricity, sPJlty internet access and sleeping in an unheated MotherShip. Your Clips Editor 
and family have been more fOltunate than most in the hardest hit states o l' New Jersey, New 
York and Connecticut. After being multi - state vagabonds across five states (N J- CT-NY -MA
VT) in six days, we are now boarding in a relative D s house in Connecticut, with a bedroom 
and bathroom of our very own. This is the life. 
Aside from thousands of downed trees, most of them toppled over, but many (3-4 feet in 
diameter)just snapped in two by the winds. we also saw squashed houses, long convoys of 
utility trucks and lines of 100 cars long waiting at the few gas stations with fuel and the 
electricity to pump it out. 

..... 

IX 

You can read the newspapers tor all the details, but one item that stood out for me was a 
repOlt from inner city Bridgeport, CT, where 27,000 DcustomersD (a DcustomerD is a 
household 01'2-3-4 people) were still without fXJwer six days after Sandy. While utility 
workers were up in buckets doing what they do. the very indignant residents pelted them with 
eggs and epithets, and the utility workers refilsed to continue their work unless they got fXJlice 
protection. Crazy. 



Good luck to the remaining hundreds of thousands of" customers" (representing over a million 
people still without power, including the Clips MotherShip in New Jersey. 

Nick Infante 
Clips Editor 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

College Athletics Clips <nick@collegeathleticsclips.com> 

Thursday, November 8,20121:15 PM 

IIle, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Clips eFlash ... SIlls SL: Penn State I yearlater 

:x e Newsletter 

Dear Vince, 

Greetings from Peml State. 

This eFlash is not being written [llike most ofthem [I by Clips Editor Nick Infante. It is being 
written by Clips Assistant Editor John Taomlina, and one of the two Clips interns [rom Penn 
State this semester. 
Since we are three and a half hours west of the Clips offices (aka: the Clips LJ MotherShip rl ), 
Nick wanted me to refer to my apartment as the o MotherShip West. 0 Nick also said I would 
have complete editorial freedom, so I am not going to refer to us as the MotherShip West. I 
will call this Penn State, and that is appropriate, because this eFlash is one intern 0 s experience 
of having been a student at Penn State when it changed radically from being Happy Valley to 
something else. We 0 re still figuring out what we 0 re going to be, but it sure won 0 t be 
o Happy Valley 0 like the old days. 
I am a senior at Penn StateDs College of Communication and I have ambitions to become a 
journalist when I graduate. or maybe a laVvyer - possibly President of the United States 
(probably not going to happen but I can dream). Anyway, I tigured that an internship to do real 
world research and writing would be good and here I am a<; a Clips intern. 
Yesterday Nick read an article in the print edition of Sports Illustrated: [JWE ARE STILL ... 
PENN STATE[] (all caps). And the subtitle was quite bold: 

DA YEAR AFTER THE JERRY SANDUSKY REVELATIONS ROCKED THE 
UNIVERSITY AND PUT THE FOOTBALL CULTURE ON TRIAL, PEOPLE IN 
HAPPY VALLEY REMAIN DIVIDED ABOUT WHERE THE RESPONSIBILITY 
LIES- BUT NOT ABOUT THEIR SURPRISINGLY RESILIENT NITT ANY 
LIONS. 0 

All caps, or shall I say: ALL CAPS. 
Nick contacted me, and he was all excited. He said it was the Sports Illustrated feature story, 
and a cover story at that (but then we learned later that it was just a regional cover, we think 
east ofthe Mississippi, see photos ofeastlwest below), that it was by S.L. Price, a top writer 
and that it was 3,583 words long. 
Nick said (another quote), 0 this one is just begging to be crafted into a Clips eFlash. 0 
Why? .. because I am a Penn State student, a Penn State fan, a knowledgeable Clips assistant 
editor, I have lived through it, etc. And I have yet to do my own Clips eFlash, and this would 
be a Djalltastic opportullityD (his words) for me. I gather that many Clips readers are aware 
ofNickD s tendency to go a little overboard? Plus, Iris Peters. the other Clips intern, has 
already written a Clips eFlash. So now itO s my turn. 
A quick word on how I ended up at Penn State. Growing up in Reading, Pa., just 120 miles 
from Penn State, I (like hundreds of thousands of Pennsylvanians) grew up thinking that there 
were basically no other football schools than Penn State. Of course this isn[H tme, but that 
was the perception. v,'hen I was shopping for college, it was convenient that Penn State was/is 
also a good academic school, so I was very pleased when I was accepted here. So were my 
parents. 
And of course when I got here three years ago I was really impressed at the passion and 
atmosphere, not just for the football team, but for athletics and the Big TenD. and the school in 
general. Sure there was Coach Patemo, and Big Ten caliber athletics, but being a student at 
Penn State made one feel proud to be a part of it. And I am sti11 proud to be a part of it. 
The way I see it, a few people at the top were reckless and selfish, and they got overwhelmed 
by the footba11- first mentality and lost their heads. Meanwhile, the rest of us: football players, 
other student-athletes, coaches, faculty members, staff and alumni did nothing wrong. Not fair, 
but that [J s lite. 
And here comes S.L. Price of Sports Illustrated, writing what I think is a very factual (and with 
minimal spin) mini-novel in which he covers all the bases: the cover-ups, the "football-first[] 



mentality, the look-the-otherway Board of Trustees, the scheming president, the big lx)Qming 
penalty of the NCAA, a seemingly duplicitous governor, etc. 
Nick said not to summarize this article, and we cannot reprint it, but he said to offer my 
perspective as a student and to select a limited number of salient passages/quotes to make my 
points. 
So here goes. 
Sometimes itO s good to lift a passage that capsulizes the entire alticle. Just six hundred words 
into the article, Price gets to the essence: 

It was, in sum, a catastrophe unlike any in the history of us higher education. 
Lives were ravaged and reputations savaged And whether the affair is anywhere 
close to being over is debatable. The investigation continues, and Spanier may yet 
face charges. The 32-member board remains under fire from anglJ! alumni for a 
perceived rush to dump Paterno and accept the Freeh Report and the NCAA 
sanctions. And the role ofPenmylvania governor Tom Corbett in both Paterno's 
ouster and the state's criminal investigation of Sandusky, which began in 2009 
when Corbett was attorney general, threatens to become a defining is~ue in his 
2014 reelection campaign. 

If one were to write a one paragraph abstract of the entire article, that would be it But 
Price 0 s lively prose and storytelling style make the read very pleasurable. So I recommend 
you get your hands on a Sports Illustrated mag and enjoy the writing. 
The timing for Price 0 s article was Penn State 0 s Homecoming Galne versus Ohio State (and 
also, coincidentally, the one year anniversmy of the Pennsylvania Attorney General 0 s 
presentment of charges against Jerry Salldusky). Like any homecoming, there were crowds 
(107,000-plus in the stadium) and craziness, but it was different Price quoted one alum (a 
[194 grad) as saying, "You're not down the rabbit hole anymore. It's more adult It used to be 
that you could come back to State College and you were 20 years old again. There's a weight 
that was never here before." 
Price then recounted the timeline: 40 (then 48) charges from 8 accusers, Tim Curley and Gary 
Schultz resigning, Graham Spanier forced to resign, Joe Paterno fired, thenDlaterDthe 
NCAA 0 s adoption of the Freeh report and vacating 112 wins, levying a $60 million fine and 
four years of postseason bans and vaporizing 20 scholarships per year. 
Price writes at length about the 0 unprecedented assumption of the [Freeh 1 report's findings 
and the issuance of the most punitive measures in NCAA history. 0 One of the better quotes in 
the article come from investigator Louis Freeh, when he comments onjanitors being fearful of 
reporting Sandusky 0 s sexual assault of a boy in 2000 because they were afraid to take on the 
football tea!ll. 0 Said Freeh, DIfthatO s the culture on the bottom, God help the culture at the 
top.L! 
Although the Penn State transgressions were decidedly more sever than most, Penn State is by 
no means alone in the L!football-filbiL! mentality. Price describes Penn Stater! s women[j s 
volleyball coach Russ Rose snapping at an apparently holier-than-thou reporter (who 
happened to be a UNC grad): "You're a NOIth Carolina grad" he said after a half hour of such 
questions from this reporter. "Did you take those classes when you were there? The ones that 
didn't exist?" Hmm, glass houses maybe? 
Okay, I Od better wrap this up. Nick said to keep my perspective and excerpts under 1,000 
words (lOrn a little over). 
Overall, how could I not recommend that Clips readers get their hands on the Price article? 
ItOs a great read. 
John Taormina 
Clips Assistant Editor 

Follow Clips on Twitter: 
vw''IiV.twitter.com/@CollegeAthClips 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

College Athletics Clips <nick@collegeathleticsclips.com> 

Friday, November 9,20123: 16 PM 

IIle, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Clips Mid-Week Update 11-9-12 

:x e Newsletter 

Dear Vince. 

Greetings from the ClipsFridayRead. Hope you are well. 
ThisisDas is denoted in the header aboveDa Clips l\fid-Week Update. For the several 
hundred Clips subscribers who have been with us less than six months, and/or for longer-teml 
subscribers who might never have noticed, the usual routine to alertlinfi.)rm/remind subscribers 
of new p.)stings on the Clips website is via Clips vVeekly Updates that are sent out early 
Monday mornings via bulk emails (like this one) to all Clips subscribers. 
And, if there happens to be sufficient content available (which happens about once every three 
weeks, like this week), then we bulk email a Clips l\fid-Week Update like this one. In 
ClipsSpeak, Dmid-weekD is basically any day except Saturday, Sunday or Monday. 
However, Clips subscribers especially intent on keeping up to date should visit the Clips 
website on their own a second time later in the week. Although we post something new on the 
Clips website every day. we recommend that subscribers visit the website a second time on 
Thursday or Friday. 

Clips Services 
Once again, for the benefit of our many new subscribers, here D s a quick run-down of Clips 
servIces. 

First of all ... 

x 

The Clips website is a rich and robust resource, restocked daily with fresh news and issues 
about the business of college athletics. A visit or two per week to the site will ultimately save as 
much as a dozen hours of reading time over the course of a year. 
Here D s a mini screen shot of today D s front page: 



We are once again calling attention to the Clips website, because we keep bumping into Clips 
subscribers who are unaware ofthe website. They think that the Clips service consists of just 
the Clips eFlashes. By all means, subscribers are welcome to read whatever they want, but 
everyone should at least visit the website once to see what it has to offer. 

If you are reading this Clips Mid-Week Report, then you are a Clips subscriber, and you have 
a usemame and password and you are pre-approved and authorized to get into the Clips site. 
If you have forgotten or misplaced your password, please contact me. 
Content on the website falls into the following general categories: 

• executive summaries (custom -written by Clips editors) 
• Clips reprints (with authorDsipublicationDs permission) 
• Modified Clips eFlashes 
• Clips Guest Commentaries 
• Clips Eyewitness Reports 
• Clipslnterviews 
• ClipsSurveys ([dis among Clips subscribers) 
• Clips Book/Movie Reviews 
• Clips Best Quotes 
• Clips Left Column factoids 
• Clips Archives (over 7,000 postings cross-indexed in 23 categories) 

And one more 0 housekeeping 0 tidbit to keep you on the edges of your seats ... 
This is one of the 2-3 times per year appeals for Reader Feedback 
Ultimately, College Athletics Clips is a business, * so we are solidly invested in keeping our 
customers happy. I [jd like to tell you that the your Clips Editor (in concert with the esteemed 
and venerated Clips Advisory Panel** and the ClipsTruthSquad***) is an all-knowing and a11-
seeing communications savant. Nope. Not so. 
I do hear regularly from a solid corps of about a hundred subscribers, but those are primarily 
ADs, Sr. Associate ADs and conference executives. These senior-level managers are definitely 
important (they are responsible for about 65')10 of Clips 0 revenue, because they pay for Clips 
group subscriptions****), but they are only about 20% of Clips 0 total number of subscribers 
(this is because there are many Clips group subscriptions, in which one senior-level person 
pays for 20-30-50 people or more). 
I would like to hear from §l! levels of Clips subscribers: Assistant Managers, 25-year olds, 
Directors of, development people, bowl executives, technology-adept persons, academic 
advisement people, under-30-year olds, FARs, SWAs, coaches, association people, young 
people, sports management people, media relations people, VPs, presidents, etc. I know you 



are part ofthe Clips audience, I see your titles all over the Clips data base. 
Send me emails, give me a call, tell me what you like and don [Jt like. Otherwise I have to 
make my best guesses. 
Please know that we cannot react to every suggestion, but I [111 do my best. Clips has gotten 
pretty big; our subscribers have over a hundred different titles, and they come from 433 
different schools, conferences, associations, media entities and vendors in 47 states (no Maine, 
Alaska or SoDak). Keeping that many people happy means balancing a lot oflikes and 
dislikes. 
Have a good Friday. Have a good weekend. 

PLEASE SEE NEW WEBSITE POSTINGS BELOW 

Nick Infante 
Clips Editor 

*Clips is funded solely by subscription payments. Please note that we carry no 
advertising whatsoever, so you will never be encumbered by floating ads, self~start 
video ads, uncontrollable audio ads, etc. on the Clips site or on Clips eFlm;hes. So keep 
those subscription payments coming. There are a couple dozen of you who have missed 
your expiration date, so please get those renewal payments in. 
**The esteemed and venerated Clips Advisory Panel is populated by the absolute crem 
de fa crem of brain trust in college athletics. Weare very fortunate to have a 
distinctively noteworthy assemblage of august persons providing advice to the 
ClipsTruthSquad. Click here for a list of Clips Advisory Panel members. 
****About 75% of you are now scratching your heads because you think that Clips is a 
free service that just keeps magically appearing on your computer monitors. You are 
receiving Clips stuff because you are part ofa group subscription that has been paid for 
by your athletic director, commissioner, executive director or some other ti.mvard
thinking, visionary leader who hm; an interest in furthering your management 
development and saving you reading time. Please thank your boss (or boss 0 s boss) at 
your next opportunity. 
***The ClipsTruthSquad is a quasi-secret society of thought leaders possessing 
impeccable credentials of trustworthiness and. Adhering to the time- honored traditions 
of Clips 0 rock-solid DOff the Record 0 discretion and old country omerta, the 
ClipsTruthSquad settles for nothing but the whole truth, so help them God. Identities of 
Truth Squad members are closely protected and we are not authorized to void that 
trust. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

College Athletics Clips <nick@collegeathleticsclips.com> 

Sunday. November 11. 2012 10:25 PM 

IIle, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Clips Weekly Update 11- 12-12 

:x e Newsletter 

Dear Vince. 
Greetings from Clips. Hope you are well. 

Other than repOlis of football upsets and trouncings and near misses, and basketball start- ups 
on air craft carrier decks and in airplane hangars, the weekend sports news items were 
noticeably heavy on coaches, coaching and mentoring. 

One in particular caught my attention; that Phil Jackson is likely headed back to the Lakers fi.)r 
his third go-round. He is 67 years old, with a new hip, a new lmee and a great attitude. God 
bless him. He's an inspiration to all of us over-50s and over-60s. And over 40s too .... 

I think maybe we make too big a deal about coaches being good pro coaches but not good 
college coaches, or vice versa. When I heard grizzled veteran Lakers gushing the praises of 
Jackson, they sounded like college kids. 

Well. I could go on and on, but I won't. There D s this TV show, D The Good Wife, D and my 
wife and I are hooked on it. Alas, it airs at9:30 Eastem on Sunday nights (which is now), and 
that bumps right into when 111m trying to finish up the Clips Weekly Update. What a dilemma. 
So here I am, bouncing back and ti.)rth between the MotherShip and the TV viewing room. 
By the way, here LJ s another reminder .... 

Remember, the Chps service consists ofChps eFlashes and Chps Weekly Updates (hke this 
one) that are bulk emailed to all subscribers. But there's also a Clips website waiting for your 
visit 2417. Click HERE to get to the site. 

You'll need a password to get into the site, but if you are reading this Weekly Update, then you 
already have a password. If you have lost of forgotten your password, please email me and I'll 
send it to you. 

Have a good Monday. Have a good week. 

Nick Infante 
Clips Editor 

Follow Clips on Twitter: 
wl/wv.twitJer.com!@CollegeAthClips 

Remember, you must be logged in with your username and password to 
view the articles (below) 011 the website. JlYou are not logged in you 
'will get a blank white screen. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

College Athletics Clips <nick@collegeathleticsclips.com> 

Thursday, November 15. 201210:24 AM 

IIle, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

CLIPS eHASH Title IX: Equal Opportunity, Unequal Interest? 

:x e Newsletter 

Dear Vince, 

Greetings from Clips. Hope you are well. 
Here's a very well written summary from Allie Grasgreen ofInside Higher Ed about a new 
study claiming LJthat women are inherently less interested in sports than men. [] Mind you, this 
is not your Clips Editor saying this, it is from Allie []s rep.)rtage of the conclusion of study's 
authors. I am just passing the info along. 
The lead author ofthe study was Robert Deaner, a Grand Valley State University professor. 
At first he begged ofr on commentary, saying he was a scientist and doesn Dt make public 
policy, so he declined to pose suggestions as to what should! could be done in response to his 
findings. Said Deaner, DThe policy somehow shouldnDt be based on that. But what do we do 
thatDs better? I donDt know, thatDs hard. I donDtthinkthereDs any simple solution. D 
Allie thereupon smartly reached out to two experts in the Title IX world for comment: Donna 
Lopiano and Nancy Hogshead-Makar. 
Lopiano said there are D a slew D of factors not covered by the survey, including preference 
for playing time and space being given to historically traditional intramural activities, institutions 
neglecting to gauge actual interest in participation, and even then declining to design programs 
that meet the need of the student body. 
[JThe point is [1 in terms of intramural and recreational sports [] is serving the existing student 
body. YouLJre not recruiting kids who are going to play varsity programs, LJ Lopiano said. 
D You can Dt look at pmticipation numbers and say that equates to the volume of interest, 
because the program does not begin to meet the needs of interests of men or women D . 
There D s not enough time, not enough facilities, not enough money. D 
Nancy Hogshead-Makar said the way Title IX is applied shouldnDt be at issue based on these 
data. That is because the three-prong test under which colleges can prove they are in 
compliance with Title IX takes into account student interest. If a college does not provide 
proportional opportunities, and does not have a history of program expansion responsive to 
developing interests and abilities ofthe underrepresented sex, it can still adhere to the law by 
demonstrating that the interests and abilities have been fully accommodated by the present 
program and there is no unmet demand. 
[1 If it is true [] some biological reason that girls are not interested [j then the law already takes 
that into account, [] Hogshead-Makar said, noting that the severe drop-offfrom high school to 
college in athletic participation by both genders and the fact that almost any sport a school 
adds for either gender fills up immediately suggest there is indeed interest. D It D s interesting 
data, but their idea D D See, boys do this and this and this and therefore there D s something 
wrong with Title IXD D is an absurd conclusion. D 
Deaner disputed both Lopiano D sand Hogshead-MakarD s points, recalling that the survey 
respondents said they often took measures to ensure they were meeting demand. D It D s pretty 
unlikely that there are large numbers of women clamoring to play, yet the intramural staff (many 
of whom are women) are ignoring them or refusing to accommodate them. Also, if there are 
thousands of college women whose interests are being unmet, wouldnLJt some of them 
complain? I [] ve never heard of it, [J Deaner said. []There [] s no data that will ever convince 
[Title IX proponents].!] 
Take your pick ... 

A relevant one-person real-world example of the ramifications of Ddeclining to 
design programs that meet the need of the student body, D as mentioned by ivIs. 
Lopiano above, was experienced by a certain father (me) of a high school 
sophomorefemale who expressed a desire to play intramural basketball. This was 
at a public high school of about 1,500 male;Jemale students ill DprogressiveD 
northern New Jersey about six years ago. A!y daughter came home and said that 
she could sign up for intramural basketball but she was told she would have to 
play with the boys. At the time, my daughter was 4-foot-lO, 85 lbs.l placed a call 
to the intramural director and asked if this was true. and he said yes. And 1 asked 
why, and he said (1 swear), []We don[]t have eJloughgirls signing up to have a 
girls[l league. [j 1 said (1 had /lot yet raised my voice), [] Well how are you going to 



get enough girls if they have to play against/with boys? LJ Then he stammered and 
backpedaled and said, [J Well, we[jve always done it this way. rl At about this 
point 1 did raise my voice, and he ended up saying "This conversation is over, " 
and he hung up on me. Well. 1 would have pur,I11ed this further but my daughter 
begged me of}: 

Have a good Wednesday. 

Nick Infante 
Clips Editor 

Follow Clips on Twitter: 
'vV\V'vv.twitter.Gom!@CollegeAthC!ips 

Equal Opportunity, Unequal Interest? 
Allie Grasgreen, Inside Higher Ed, 11-15-12 

Few would dispute the intentions of TitJe IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 as it 

applies to sports. To prevent discrimination on the basis of sex, the law requires all institutions 
receiving federal funding to provide equal opportunity in athletic participation. 
But a new study, based on participation data and the hypothesis that women are inherently less 
interested in sports than men, asserts that Title IX might be taking the wrong approach. 
D A greater male predisposition for sports interest does not contradict most arguments made 
by Title IX proponents, [] concludes the study released Wednesday evening in the online 

journal PLOS ONE. 11Nevertheless, our results do suggest that it may be a mistake to base 
Title IX implementation on the assumption that males and females have, or soon will have, 

generally equal sports interest. 11 
The report counters that assumption with three sub-studies that found gender gaps of varying 
and often significant proportions. The sub- study most relevant to college athletics in palticular 

examined who participated in intramural SPOltS participation at 34 institutions (varied in size 
and location, and listed in the study). Only about one in four palticipants (or 24 percent) were 
female. Intramural progranls, like all educational opportunities at federally funded institutions, 
are subject to Title IX. 
Robert Deaner, an associate professor of psychology at Grand Valley State University and tlle 
study D s lead author, said he D s a scientist and doesn Dt make public policy, and so declined to 
pose suggestions as to what exactly should be done in response to his findings. 
[1 The policy somehow shouldnm be based on that. But what do we do thams better? I 
don[Jt know, that[]s hard, [j Deaner said. In donlJt think thereLJs any simple solution. [] 
The second study looked at who worked out at 41 public parks in four states (in general 
exercise, 37 percent female; 19 percent in individual sports; and 10 percent in teanl sports); 
and the third, at who spent their spare time exercising, based on 112,000 people who took the 
American Time Use Survey (females accounted for 51 percent of exercise participation, 24 
percent of total SPOltS participation, and 20 percent of team sports pmticipation). 
At the hemt of men D s greater interest in physical activity and SpOltS, the study argues, is 
biology (an evolutionmy history of male-versus-male competition a1ld the effect of sex 
hormones) and society (gender roles, parents, peers, etc.). 
But those societal effects work both ways D and are part of the reason we shouldn Dt be 
surprised by (nor draw too much from) the findings, said Erin Buzuvis, a law professor at 
Western New England University who runs the Title IX Blog. 
[JIfwe all agree that those kinds of things influence people[j s interest, then why are we 
surprised, in a world where there [1 s still sex discrimination, that women [1 s participation in 
sport is lower than men D s? D Buzuvis said. D Women have inferior opportunities and they have 
to do so against the cultural grainD. It doesnDt say anything at all about what interest levels 
would be there absent discrimination and absent these strong cultural forces. D 
The passing of Title IX brought about a surge in female atllietic participation, the study notes; in 
high schools, from 7 percent of athletes in 1972 to 42 percent in2010, and in National 
Collegiate Athletic Association sports, from 30 percent in 1982 to 43 percent in 2009. Title IX 
proponents, including the Women D s Sports Foundation, thus argue that women were not 
participating in SPOltS due to lack of OppOltunity, not lack of interest. 
But the study posits other ideas to suggest interest is not necessarily equal between the 
genders: perhaps male students have stronger interest in or desire to be participants or 
spectators of sports, as surveys have indicated; men may be cut from teams more often than 
women or participate more in unorganized sports settings not affiliated with schools; or female 
students might be more likely to pmticipate in sports based on D extrinsic motives D such as 
athletic scholal'ships. (The latter suggestions have not been backed up by research.) 
The authors argue that intramural activity is a good indicator of interest because pmticipants 
generally have no incentives other thall desire to join (there D s typically not substantial prizes or 
publicity involved). The gender gap was persistent across all institutions, with the median 
female pmticipation rate at 28 percent. The study notes that at no institution did females 
compose 43 percent of intramural athletes, which is the rate of participation across NCAA 



sports. 
However, there are a slew of factors at play that the study does not account for, said Donna 
A. Lopiano, president ofthe consulting finn Sports Management Resources. Those include 
preference for playing time and space being given to historically traditional intramural activities 
like menD s basketball, institutions neglecting to gauge actual interest in participation, and even 
then declining to design programs that meet the need of the student body. 
D The point is D in tenns of intramural and recreational sports D is serving the existing student 
body. YouDre not recruiting kids who are going to play varsity programs,D Lopiano said. 
D You can Dt look at participation numbers and say that equates to the volume of interest, 
because the program does not begin to meet the needs of interests of men or women D . 
There D s not enough time, not enough facilities, not enough money. D 
Regardless, the way Title IX is applied shouldnDt be at issue based on these data, said Nancy 
Hogshead-Makar, a law professor at Florida Coastal School of Law and senior director of 
advocacy for the Women[] s Sports Foundation. That is because the three-prong test under 
which colleges can prove they are in compliance with Title IX takes into account student 
interest. If a college does not provide opportunities for males and females that are proportional 
to enrollments, and does not have a history of program expansion responsive to developing 
interests and abilities of the undelTepresented sex, it can still adhere to the law by 
demonstrating that the interests and abilities have been fully accommodated by the present 
progranl and there is no unmet demand (via student surveys and such). 
D If it is true D some biological reason that girls are not interested D then the law already takes 
that into account, D Hogshead-Makar said, noting that the severe drop-off from high school to 
college in athletic p3lticipation by both genders and the fact that almost any sport a school 
adds for either gender fills up immediately suggest there is indeed interest. D It D s interesting 
data, but their idea [J [] See, boys do this and this and this and therefore there [] s something 
wrong with Title IX[] [] is an absurd conclusion. [1 
Deaner disputed both Lopiano [J sand Hogshead-Makar[] s points, recalling that the survey 
respondents said they often took measures to ensure they were meeting demand. 
D ltD s pretty unlikely that there are large numbers of women clamoring to play, yet the 
intranmral staff (many of whom are women) are ignoring them or refusing to accommodate 
them. Also, if there are thousands of college women whose interests are being unmet, 
wouldnDt some ofthem complain? lOve never heard of it, D Deaner said. DThereDs no data 
that will ever convince [Title IX proponents]. D 
Deaner added that the third prong of the Title IX test doesn Dt really work because even if 
colleges know they Dve met demand, public pressure to have proportional participation rates is 
too great. 
Regardless, there are no simple cause-and-effect relationships, Lopiano said. 
[JAll these factors and the current shortfalls in tenns ofwomen[] s participation in both varsity 
sport<; and intramurals [] are they understandable? Yes. Are they justifiable? No. Do they 
require systematic change? Yes, [1 she said. [] Let [] s see what kind ofleadership steps up and 
meets that challenge. D 
To access the study click here 
Allie Grasgreen writesfor Inside Higher Ed This summary has been reprinted on Clips 
with the permission of Inside Higher Ed 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

College Athletics Clips <nick@collegeathleticsclips.com> 

Friday, November 16,201210:28 AM 

IIle, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Clips eFlash: In NCAASpeak, what is a "fiiend?" 

:x e Newsletter 

Dear Vince, 

Greetings from Clips. Hope you are well. 
Readers might be noticing that there have been a raft of Clips eFlashes these days. This is the 
third Lito all Clips subscribers[j eFlash this week, the other two being about the new football 
playoff structure and an analysis of a gender equity study. Plus there have been several 
[llimited-distribution[] eFlashes. Here's a list of recent eFlashes (eFs). As has been the case 
with many ClipsLists, there is the obligatory straw dog in the midst 

;,( 

ItLls always good to start an eFlash wIth a rhetoncal exaggerallon. So here goes .... 
[lNothing is perfect. [] Meta-physicists, philosophers and linguists can argue fi.)r decades over 
the meanings of [J nothing [j and [] perfect, LI but most of us mere mortal s accept that otl- used 
plu·ase as meaning that getting better-bigger-smarter-more profitable-more just is a process. 
and that we mere mortals can never go all the way to "pelfection. 0 

ThatDs why doctors are described as being Din practice, 0 and lawyers are Din practice, 0 
etc. Mere mortals can indeed get better and better and better, but we cannot be perfect. 
Sorry. 
Now letDs twist that saying to DThe NCAA is not perfect. 0 ItDs not. Nobody/nothing is. 
Case closed, right? Maybe not, many people wantthe NCAA to changeDto get betterDin 
umpteen many ways, and they want it to happen tomorrow. 
Meanwhile, the issue of amateurism keeps coming to the fi.)re [J and forcefully so [] over all the 
other myriad issues plaguing college athletics. Many people tend to conveniently forget that 
amateurism is the bedrock principle supporting the entire pyramid of college athletics, but the 
NCAA takes amateurism very seriously. Some people think the NCAA takes amateurism too 
seriously. 
As is so eloquently delineated by Bylaw BlogDs John Infante (no relation) below, o the who 0 
has become more important then Dthe whatD when student-athletes receive benefits. 
Apparently everyone agrees that if an ailluent Mama or a Papa gives a Gulfstream IV or a 
Maybach to their student-athlete offspring, thatD s okay. Gifting by other family members is 
apparently proportionately acceptable, except maybe when it gets down to fourth cousins 
twice removed. 
The spotlight continues to be the 0 friends of the family 0 category, wherein some 0 friends 0 
are okay in the eyes of the NCAA and others not. In order to get a better sense of how the 
NCAA defines friendship, I reached out to about 15 Clips subscribers yesterday. These were 
compliance people, at1:omeys, etc. I promised not to divulge names or quotes, but I will tell you 
that the half dozen respondents were remarkably similar in their remarks. They touched on two 
common themes with regard to detennining whether o family friends 0 from whom student
athletes receiving benefits are allowable . 

• First theme: ItDs hard to remark on this (or any) case without knowing all the 
particulars . 

• Second theme: The longevity and start-date of a relationship with a student-athlete and 
family are cmcial to the detennination. If the 0 fanlily fi"iend" did not surface until the 
stlldent-atlliete was tearing up the 17-year old elite leagues, then that would be a lot 
differentlhan if the LJfillnily friend [I was around way back when the future stlldent
athlete was 2-foot 9 toddler dribbling two- handed. 

Other considerations cited were whether the millnily friend [I expects any future favor in retum 



for the benetit<; he/she is providing. 

Here [1 s how I [mmed my inquiry in my email: 
I would like to know the criteria that the NCAA uses to determine if a "family 
friend" is okay D and therefore is allowed to provide financial supportDor if a 
familyfriend is deemed not okay. 

I'm guessing the criteria would be: 
- Relationship to thefami~v? 
- How long has the family friend known the family? 
- Have any future paybacks been agreed to? 
- Where the family ji'iend's money is coming from? 
- Whether the friend ha5 had a positive influence on the player? 
- The fimlilyfrielld's arrest record? 

That[J s it. Today LJ s installment on the NCAA!] s evolving definition of amateurism. By the 
way, evolving is good, that connotes movement in a positive direction. The wrong direction 
would be devolving. 
Stay tuned for more installments on amateurism: the 0 D Bannon suit, agents, runners, escrow 
schemes, coach pay, amateurism/commercialism, stipends, bagels with cream cheese, golf cart 
rides, rogue boosters, etc. 
Have a good Friday. Have a good weekend. 

Nick Infante 
Clips Editor 

Follow Clips on Twitter: 
W"NIN.twitter.comi@CollegeAthClips 

Why Third Party Relationships Are the NCAADs Biggest Issue 

By John Infante, Bylaw Blog, 11-14-12 
Increasingly the NCAA is treading into a grey area. The a~sociation is asking more and more 
about the who behind a student-athlete or prospect rather than the what. As more and more 
student-athletes are having to sit out and repay expenses, the issue is coming to the fore. And 
the NCAA must wrestle with how to handle these people and their relationships with student
athletes. 
A common violation involving exim bendits to a student-athlete or prospect is a violation not 
because of the benefits, but because of who provided them. Athletes still get cars and clothing, 
cell phones and TVs, loans and cash, but more often the benefit they received is something less 
t1ashy or luxurious. The actual benefit provided in many recent cases is living expenses, training 
expenses, or recruiting expenses. All of these are essential part~ of being an athlete seeking to 
play college SPOltS. 

Who provides the benefit is deciding more cases evClY day. Hanner Perea and Peter lUfkin are 
sitting because they received benefits from an IU booster. Shabazz Muhammad is sitting out 
because he received benefits from individuals who did not meet the preexisting relationship 
requirements. And FloridaLJ s SharrifFloyd is not suspended because he adopted by a [ornler 
South Carolina booster who had previously provided him impermissible benefit.s in the past. 
The common thread in these cases is that the student-athlete and the person providing the 
benefit had some relationship they claim should trump whatever NCAA rule prohibits the latter 
from giving stuff to the former. In Perea and lUfkin D s case, it is that Mark Adams runs a 
charity which helps bring athletes over to the United States. In MuhammadD s case, it is that 
the people providing bendits are close family friends. In Floyd D s case, Florida (successfully) 
argued that adoption does in fact trump NCAA rules. 
Cases like these are thought of as amateurism cases. The fact<; often come out during the 
NCAAD s amateurism review at the Eligibility Center. But they are not really questions of 
professional vs. amateur athletics. An athlete who has basic necessities, training expenses, or 
recruiting trips paid for is not really profiting [rom his athletic ability in most senses of the word. 
The reason [or these rules is more al:xmt maintaining as level ofa playing tield for recruits as 
possible. A wealthy prospect will always have an advantage over one of more limited means, 
all things being equal. They will be able to pay more fi.)r private coaching, be seen in more 
tournaments, and talce unofficial visits to more schools. The NCAA cannot eliminate this 
disparity, it can only try to limit it. 
If the wealthy and talented prospect has his or her pick of schools, the theory goes, looser 
restrictions on pre-enrollment benefits should help equally talented but less fortunate athletes. If 
someone is willing to pay for their private coach, cross-country tournament, or unofficial visit, 
we should let them. That theory works, so long as the person paying does not have an interest 
in where the athlete goes to schoo!. 
Financial assistance could end up limiting an athlete D s choice of school as quickly as it could 
expand it. A trip to a showcase tournament is great, as long as it does not require the athlete 
commit to a school with a certain shoe contmct. Paying for unoflicial visit<; is helpful unless they 



are limited to schools willing to repay someone [j s investment. Even being adopted could tum 
sour if it carries with it the expectation to go to a booster[] s alma mater. 
The hardest part ofthis problem for the NCAA is that motives are rarely that clear. In many 
cases, the person who genuinely cares fi.)r an athlete and the person is in it ti.)r selfish reasons is 
the same person. Look no further than the central characters of George Dohnnann 0 s book 
o Play Their Hearts Out 0 The issue is complicated even iluther when building a lasting bond 
with an athlete is precisely the tool someone is using to gain influence or control over them. 
The challenge is that as a collective of publicly suppOlted institutions of higher education, the 
NCAA cannot ignore motives. Getting into which adoptions are legitimate and how many 
unofficial visits is appropriate when someone else is paying is a minefield for the association. 
But the NCAA also cannot just sit back and accept that wealthy recruits get to pick their 
schools and disadvantaged recruits have to hope they find someone willing to help them out 
without asking too much in return. 

John Infante is the editor of the Bylaw Blog This article has been reprinted on Clips with 
the author's permission 
To access this article in its original setting click here 

The DBoosterD Designation Has Outlived Its Usefulness 

John Jnj{mte, Bylaw Blog, IJ-9-12 
In the wake of the suspensions to Peter Jurkin and Hanner Perea, people are asking the 
NCAA a lot of questions. One of those questions, [] Did you hammer these kids because you 
could not prove IU did anything wrong? [J will never have a satisfying answer for anyone who 
asks it. Another one ofthose questions, rJHow should the NCAA treat all the different people 
who surround recruits and provide them stuff] [j is one of the most difiicult facing the NCAA 
right now. 
But there is one question that has a quick and easy answer. The case hinged on the fact that 
Mark Adams, one way or another, gave IU $185 over twenty years ago. That labeled him a 
o representative ofIndiana 0 s athletics interests 0 or as they are more commonly called, a 
booster. Under current rules, Adams has to wear that scarlet OBO [Ed-See below] for life. 
And because he has that designation, both how the NCAA treats the benefits he provides to 
prospects and how IU must monitor him are different from the rest of the world. 
The question of o Who should be considered a booster? 0 is one thatIndianaAD Fred Glass 
brought up as an issue to be fixed going forward: 
[1 I think the rule should change so that we have some sort of time exception, [] Glass said. LJ [j 
The policy makers need to make a change. I don[Jt want to criticize the enforcement staff 
because they did what they had to do. But we ought to carve out some common sense 
exceptions to tins thing. 0 
There are plenty of easy ways to create exceptions and even more complicated ones. Time 
limits, dollar limits, complex fomlUlas averaging donations over a period of years are all 
possibilities. Glass 0 s idea is a good one and contrary to Indiana head coach Tom Crean 0 s 



doubts. it has a good chance of happening (although when given the current state of the NCAA 
legislative process is unknown). But Glass should advocate the NCAA go one further and 
eliminate the designation of booster altogether. 
Representatives of athletics interests, although foundational to NCAA recruiting and extra 
benefit rules, is outdated. It harkens back to an era where the people most likely to try and 
influence an athlete D s college decision were alumni and donors. While the biggest outstanding 
major infractions case (Miami) includes that behaviOl~ more common now are cases like the 
one involving Southern California and Reggie Bush. 
To be fair, the definition of a booster goes beyond simply donors to an athletic department. It 
also includes anyone the university kumvs or has requested to assist with recruiting or providing 
benefits to athletes. But the result of this expansive definition means new cases like USC are 
being shoehorned into the booster definition. Sherwood Blount, Rodney Guillory, and Mark 
Adams all fall under the same detinition and set of rules, despite the behavior being much 
different. 
And booster isjust one of many designations a person could have. Mark Adams was also an 
[Jindividual associated with a prospect[] and a non-scholastic coach. He was also Hanner 
PereaD s legal guardian for a period. Ifhe was steering athletes to a certain school for personal 
gain, he would be considered an agent under the new, expansive definition. All ofthese carry 
with them different rules and different penalties. 
Like I said before, the fact that Adams donated money to Indiana should not control whether 
the benefits he provided were legal or not. A coach who provides benefits to athletes with the 
intent of establishing influence or control over them to steer them to a certain school should be 
breaking an NCAA rule regardless of where he graduated from or where he donates money. 
If the booster category was eliminated, the D individual associated with a prospect D categOlY 
expanded to all sports, and the agent category maintained, that is enough to craft reasonable 
rules. Schools should keep an eye on everyone connected to a prospect. Stifter penalties 
should land on someone manipulating prospect~ fiJr personal gain. And no one but the staff 
members of a school should recruit or steer kids to that college. 
Schools should not be judged on their ability to anticipate the moves of third parties, even ones 
close to the school like donors. The test of monitoring and institutional control should be in the 
response to a violation. The booster designation may live on infornmlly, because disassociation 
would likely remain a penalty when a donor or alumnus commits a violation. But it would not 
dictate who the school must keep an eye on or who can provide basic necessities to prospects. 

Scarlet "B" (for Booster) 

John Infante is the editor of the Bylaw Blog. This article has been reprinted on Clips with 
the author's permission. 
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BREAKING NEWS: Maryland and Rutgers to the Big Ten? 

:x e Newsletter 

Dear Vince, 

Greetings from Clips. Hope you are well. 
This intro is being tapped out at 9 p.m. on Satnrday night. The usual Satnrday 
afternoon/evening routine here at the MotherShip is to pay half attention to football games and 
halfattention to finding, summarizing and writing items to post onto the Clips website. 
The routine changed a couple hours ago. Somewhere between the UCLA-USC game and the 
Ole Miss-LSU game all hell broke loose. It started with a trickle of stories about a possible 
move for Maryland and Rutgers to join the Big Ten Conference. Then, before I knew it, the 
trickle tnmed into a tommt, and o details 0 and speculations about the move were everywhere. 
Thus fm~ there is nothing official, and nobody from the Big Ten, Maryland or Rutgers is saying 
anything. But several writers have cited 0 informed sources 0 and 0 persons close to the 
situation but not authorized to speak. 0 So I think something is up. 
The Clips Truth Squad has sifted through all the miicles published to in the past couple of 
hours. plus I reached out by email and phone to a small circle of Clips cognoscenti to 
verifY/refute the various suppositions, and I present the following bullet points to recap the 
unti.)lding situation. 

• As a reminder, the primary drivers fi.)r conference realignment are money, money and 
money. 

• Secondary drivers for conference realignment are scheduling, conference championship 
football gmnes, DfitD (members with similar academics, missions, etc.), geography, 
rivalries, tradition, etc. 

• Many conference braniacs think that 14 or 16- school conferences are a desirable end 
game. 

• Presidents have distinctly different ideas about realignment than conference executives, 
ADs, media executives. Tins is both good and bad. 

• The Big Ten Conference feels all warm mld fuzzy with members who are land-grant 
schools that are members of the AAU (Association of American Universities). 

• The Big Ten Network (BIN) is thought to be a major consideration in a possible 
addition of Maryland and Rutgers, because they could bring in many millions of viewers. 

• Football is still considered to overshadow basketball as a money maker (by a 3-6x 
ratio), but BTN per subscriber revenues are becoming very important as well. 

Below are a few of the best miicles ofthe dozen or so that ID ve read thus far. 
Stay tnned, there are likely to be more tomorrow. 
Have a good Satnrday night. Have a good Sunday. 

Nick Infante 
Clips Editor 

Follow Clips on Twitter: 
'vV\V'vv.twitter.Gom!@CollegeAthC!ips 

Maryland, Rutgers to Big Ten? 

By Dana ()Weil, Brett Mdvfurphy, Andy Katz, ESPN.com, 11-17-12, 6:34 PM ET 

The University of Maryland is in serious negotiations to join the Big Ten Conference, 
sources told ESPN on Satnrday. 
If Maryland goes from the ACC to the Big Ten, Rutgers of the Big Em,t is expected to follow 
suit. The addition of Mmyland and Rutgers would give the Big Ten 14 members as the league 



gears toward negotiations on a new media rights deal when its first-tier rights expire in 2017. 
No date has been set for a potential announcement, though it could come as soon as Monday. 
Maryland president Wallace Loh has been handling the conversation with Big Ten officials, a 
source said. 
If Maryland goes to the Big Ten, Rutgers of the Big East is expected to follow suit. The 
addition ofMmyland and Rutgers would give the Big Ten 14 members as the league gears 
toward negotiations on a new media rights deal when its first- tier rights expire in 2017. 
One source told ESPN that Mmyland athletic director Kevin Anderson has informed key 
staffers that there are ongoing discussions. 
One stumbling block for Maryland could be finances. Maryland's athletic department has 
recently dropped SPOltS because of budget issues. and the ACC recently raised its exit fee to 
$50 million. 
Maryland and Florida State were the only two of 12 schools that voted against a $50 million 
exit fee out of the ACC, but lost the vote. Loh was quoted in the Washington Post on Sept. 13 
that he was against the hike from $20- 50 million on "legal and philosophical" grounds. The Post 
reported that Loh said Maryland planned to be in the ACC for years to come. 
A source told ESPN that the Big Ten has been itchy about further expansion since Notre 
Dame made its official move to the ACC two months ago in all sports other than football. The 
source said the Big Ten canjustity Maryland and then possibly Rutgers since they are all 
contiguous states to the Big Ten footprint. 
One source told ESPN that Loh and Anderson don't have ACC ties so there wouldn't be a 
strong emotional pull to stay with the conference. Loh is a former provost at Big Ten member 
Iowa. 
However, the chancellor of the Maryland system, Brit Kirwan, has been on the Maryland 
campus for 30 years and has strong affiliation for being a charter member of the ACC, 
according to a source. 
One source with Maryland ties said there is a strong affinity for the ACC and making the move 
to the Big Ten may not be a unanimous decision among the school's board of regents. 
Big Ten officials did not respond to numerous requests seeking comment. ACC officials also 
did not respond to a request for comment. Mmyland officials would not comment when asked 
after the Terps' football game on Saturday. 
If these dominoes were to fall then Connecticut would emerge as the most likely candidate to 
fill Maryland's spot in the ACC. The ACC will be at 14 members in 2013-14 with the addition 
ofthe Big East's Pittsburgh and Syracuse and 15 in all sports except football when Notre 
Dmne joins. which could be as early as fall 2013. 
Rutgers' exit fee from the Big East would be less expensive. The buyout to leave the Big East is 
$10 million if the school provides 27 months' notice. However, the league has allowed West 
Virginia, Pitt and Syracuse to leave the league without honoring the 27-month requirement by 
paying a higher exit fee. 
The Scarlet Knights would be the ninth member of the Big East to leave or announce they were 
leaving the league since 2004. Six of those defections have occuned in the past year - - Pitt, 
Syracuse and Notre Dame to the ACC; TCU and West Virginia to the Big 12 and Rutgers to 
the Big Ten. 
The Scarlet Knights were chm1er members of the Big East's football conference, which began 
in 1991. 
Maryland also was a charter member of the ACC. one of eight schools to start the league in 
1953. 
Both Maryland and Rutgers are members ofthe AAU (Association of American Universities), 
something vital to Big Ten presidents. 
The addition of the two East Coast schools would dramatically stretch the Big Ten's footprint. 
With Maryland holding down the Beltway, Rutgers offering up the New York market and 
Penn State's strong eastern ties, the league has a solid anchor in the mid-Atlantic states. 
Mmyland and Rutgers also would malm the nation's richest conference even wealthier. Last 
season, each Big Ten school received a record $24.6 million in shared revenue, the St. Louis 
Post-Dispatch reported. One source said the success ofthe Big Ten Network is an intriguing 
factor for Maryland. 
If the two schools join the Big Ten, it would reopen what many thought was a stable time in the 
conference realignment process. The Big Ten joins the SEC as a legitimate 14-team 
superconference, while the ACC drops to 13 football members mld likely will pursue another 
all-sports member to get back to 14. 
ACC commissioner John SwofIord said at ACC media day and during the news conference 
when the Irish were added that the league wouldn't go beyond 14 football members and could 
ea<;ily exist with an odd number (15) in men's and women's basketball. But if a football 
member were to leave, the ACC would likely have to make a move. 
Maryland, meanwhile, will become only the second school to leave the ACe. South Carolina 
was the other, leaving in 1971 to become an independent. The Gamecocks are now members 
of the SEC. 
In the past few years, the nation's top five conferences - - SEC, Big Ten, Big 12, Pac-12 and 
ACC -- have added a total of 10 new members, causing a domino effect throughout the 
college landscape from coast to coast. 
Dana O'Neil, Brett lvfclvlurphy and Andy Katz are all college sports reporters for ESPN 



Ec<"'P N com's Adam Rittenberg and Heather Dinich contributed to this report. This article 
has been reprinted on this Clips eFlash with the pennissioll (!/ESPNcom. 

Maryland's, Rutgers' potential move to Big Ten looms as risky 
gamble for conference 

Dan Wetzel, Yahoo! Sports, 11-17-12, 6:20 p.m. ET 

In a move that could make dollars, but not necessarily (football) sense, Big Ten 
commissioner Jim Delany has his league in advanced talks to make a bold change, one that 
should cement his legacy in the history of college athletics, one way or the other. 
The Big Ten, in a move that would stun the industry, could again expand its ranks, this time 
pushing to the Ea~t Coast by adding Rutgers and the University of Maryland. The move is not 
official, but both schools are in advanced talks with the conference, sources told Yahoo! 
SPOltS. An announcement could come early next week. 
If the moves are completed the league will have 14 members and leave college athletics. which 
appeared to be done with the chaotic conference realignment carrousel, once again scrambling, 
with teams from New England to the Rocky Mountains potentially impacted. 
The talks come despite repeated Big Ten statements that it was content with its current 12-
member contiguration. For Delany, who at 64 is nearing retirement, it is his biggest gamble yet 
in running a conservative, often staid, band of mostly Midwestem land-grant behemoths. No 
matter how many members, the league will maintain its name. 
Immediately, initially and perhaps for years to come, though, the conference's possible 
expansion will raise only questions. 
Namely, why in the world would the Big Ten, which is already struggling on a national level in 
its historic flagship sport of football, take on two programs known for decades of struggles? 
And why would a conference known to so value its commonality and closeness decide to add 
universities with little to no shared cultnral identities. It's a long, long way in every imaginable 
way trom College Park, Md. to Lincoln, Neb. 
There is no perfect answer but Rutgers and Maryland do bring TV sets ti.)r the Big Ten 
Network to be placed on basic cable tiers, and thus generate millions in additional revenue. 
The states should also provide fresh recruiting ground for current members to fim out and 
potentially improve their rosters. 
It certainly isn't to immediately bolster football credibility. 
Rutgers (9-1) has tnrned into a good Big East program, although ifs still seeking its first league 
championship. Even Rutgers' most devoted backers, however, would acknowledge it has 
major strides to go before it can compete with Big Ten powers such as Ohio State, Michigan, 
Nebraska and Wisconsin. To start, it's a middle-of-the-pack Big Ten program, at best. 
Maryland (4-7) is an also-ran in the weakACC and would immediately become arguably the 
worst team in the Big Ten. And if not the worst, well, does anyone actnally want to watch a 
Maryland-Minnesota game to find out otherwise? 
Neither boasts the kind of huge, six-figure stadiums, decades of storied success or state-wide 
legion of devoted fans like other Big Ten programs, especially the league's last two expansion 
candidates, Penn State (1993) and Nebraska (2011). Maryland's campus is on the edge of 
Washington, D .c., a professional sports market. Rutgers is essentially in the New York market 
where pro sports also rule. 
There is no doubt that each school could become a major passion in its state, although that 
would likely require winning 0 Malyland's hoops program tor instance doesn't lack for fans. A 
Big Ten membership isn't likely to bring a lot of success, though. 
Still. the money from potentially being able to jam the Big Ten Network into the home of every 
cable subscriber in each state (combined population: 14.6 million), is significant. It also allows 
the league to extend some reach into major Eastern media markets such as Washington, 
Baltimore, Philadelphia and even New York City. That said, the Big Ten added the Terrapins 
and Scarlet Knights, not the Giants, Jets, Eagles, Ravens and Redskins. College football just 
isn't that big ofa deal. 
Competitively, the eastward push could help the recruiting fortunes of the current Big Ten 
tealns, who are sutTering trom the demographic challenge of the Midwest growing at a far 
slower rate than the Southeast and West Coast. Michigan, for instance, was the only state in 
the union to lose population from 2000-10. 
While Nebraska brought a national brand name, great tradition and typical Big Ten pageantry, 
it didn't offer a vibrant region for high school talent or many TV viewers (population 1.7 
million). Instead, the Comhuskers are now working the same recruiting grounds of Ohio, 
Michigan and Chicago 0 land that the rest of the league was already picking through. 
The Jersey/Mid-Atlantic area is a pretty good one. In the Class of2013 there are two five-star 
and 17 four-star recruits according to Rivals.com in Maryland, New Jersey alld D.C. 
Recruiting in Northem Virginia and New York City could also be aided. 
For a league desperate for talent, it's something. 
Of course, is that really enough? Big Ten teams (Ohio State, Penn State, Michigan and 
Nebraska) already had verbal commitments from five of those 17 highly regarded recruits. 
The league would also add a tremendous basketball program at Maryland, a growing one at 



Rutgers and recruiting access to what is arguably the mm,t talent-rich corridor in the country 
from New York to D.C. But when did basketball matter on this scale? And since when did the 
Big Ten, which currently boasts five ranked teams, including three ofthe top five, need help in 
hoops? 
And while there are also terrific academics and a m~ior population of regular students who 
may be more inclined to head to the Midwest, this will be seen through a football prism. 
In flat-out terms, the Big Ten would be weaker than it currently is. Potential growth is still all 
about potential. Much of which never is realized. 
And sure, Big Ten Network money is nice, but at what is a lightly watched, if highly profitable. 
cable channel determining the direction of the Big Ten itself? This seems like the tail wagging 
the dog. It's not like Big Ten programs were hurting for revenue or resources. When is enough 
money enough? Does it really matter to students and fans if the athletic directOl's already 
opulent oversized office get~ remodeled [1 again? 
Is that worth not having Ohio State come to town very often? 
The Big Ten's proposed expansion will impact the schedules of its existing schools. (AP)That's 
the most troubling part because expansion of any kind almost automatically dilutes traditional 
rivalries as the new guys bump out an old opponent or two. Wlnle the big series such as Ohio 
State- Michigan will always be protected, there are plenty of alums who appreciate ganlCs 
against other Midwest schools, where neighbors, cowOlkers, spouses and siblings may have 
attended or grew up rooting for. It's called tradition. Iowa-Michigan State matters to some 
people. 
There isn't a single Big Ten fan base that is excited by the prospect of these schools on their 
home schedule, especially at the expense of a bigger-name team. If you're playing Maryland 
that means you're not playing Michigan (or some other name program). At least Nebraska 
created some excitement. 
This is a dramatic change in not just how the league will operate, but how it will feel. East 
Coast cities are East Coast cities, not the traditional fiLral roots ofthe Big Ten. 
As for the two schools in question, this should be a no- brainer fi.)r Rutgers, which has been 
looking for a proper home for decades and has long coveted a shot at the mighty D and stable 
D Big Ten. The school will gladly cough up a $10 million exit tee to leave tile Big East which 
has cobbled together a football membership that extends all the way to San Diego and will 
offer a weakened basketball product in the years to come. The Rutgers athletic department 
was already operating at a $26 million-plus deficit the long -term ability to maybe break even in 
the Big Ten is worth the ilntialloss. 
At Maryland it's not as simple. The school owes the ACC $50 million for leaving the 
conference, an exit fee that was upped earlier this year when there was speculation that the Big 
12 could come after Florida State and Clemson. Perhaps not coincidentally, Maryland and 
FSU were the only two schools to vote against raising the exit fee. 
Moreover, while the Big Ten offers academic migh~ being aligned with Virginia, North 
Carolina, Duke, Boston College, Wake Forest, Georgia Tech and so on also wasn't so bad. 
The ACC offered generations of rivalries, was rooted in basketball D the sport that matters 
most with alums D and provided tremendous exposure to potential students up and down the 
East Coast. 
In the end, though, the Big Ten brand might be too much to turn down. Even at $50 million, 
which will take years to recoup. 
For the rest of college athletics, Maryland's and Rutgers' potential entrance into the Big Ten 
could trigger more moves in this never-ending headache. 
The Big Ten's possible expansion caught the entire countly off guard. Athletic directors in the 
ACC and Big East both claimed they had heard nothing alxmt it as recently as Saturday 
afternoon. Now, they might need to pick up the pieces. 
The ACC would now have 13 football members after Syracuse and Pitt arrive from the Big 
East in the fall of2013, but 14 schools in other sports because of the inclusion of Notre Dame 
in everything but football. The Irish will play five ACC programs a year in football but will not 
be a full football member. 
Sitting at 13 in football and 14 in everything else is a real possibility, according to ACC athletic 
directors who were trying to SOlt through Maryland's possible detection. 
If the league were to attempt to replace Maryland, the most obvious and, perhaps only, 
expansion target would be the University of Connecticut. It is by far the most attractive 
candidate left on the East Coast. About the only other schools that could be on the radar are 
Central Florida and South Florida, and neither is realistic, according to at least one ACC 
source. 
If the Huskies are it, then the Big East, which is already a mess offull members, football-only 
members and basketball-only members could find the need to expand itself Or it could 
continue to sit tight. There's almost no way to know at this point. 
BYU and Air Force both remain potential additions either for football only or even full 
membership. Army could be a possibility D Navy is already coming in 2015. A western school 
such as Nevada, UNL V or Fresno State could be a football-only candidate to balance things 
geographically. 
Or maybe in an effort to replace UConn's presence in New England, the league goes after the 
University of Massachusetts or attempts to bolster its basketball by adding Xavier or Virginia 
Commonwealth or, well, at that point just about anyone and anything and anywhere is on the 



table. 
This is the lunacy of coni ere nee realignment, one that college athletics hoped was over for the 
time being. 
Then Jim Delany decided to enter discussions about one more [j one last [] IXnver play and 
potentially gamble that a bunch of East Coast TV sets are worth the risk to everything Big Ten 
football once held dear. 
At first glance, it could be one pretty price to pay. 
Dan Wetzel writes for Yahoo! Sports. This article has been reprinted on this Clips eFlash 
with the authorDs pennission. 

Maryland, Rutgers in serious talks about move to Big Ten 
Conference 

Pat Forde, Yahoo! Sports, 11-17-12, 6:15 p.m. ET 

Maryland and Rutgers are in advanced discussions with the Big Ten about joining the 
conference, multiple sources have told Yahoo! Sports. 
Nothing is official yet, but tentative plans for announcements from the two schools that they are 
leaving their current leagues could come early next week, sources said. Maryland is a f(mnding 
member ofthe Atlantic Coast Conference and Rutgers has been a member of the Big East 
since 1991. 
Their movement would increase Big Ten membership to 14, and would come not long after 
most college sports observers believed the conference realignment carousel had stopped 
spinning. Notre DanJe D s announcement in September that it would join the ACC while 
remaining independent in football was thought to be the end of a two-year spasm of 
realignment that significantly altered the college landscape. Big Ten leadership last spring said it 
was comfortable with its Clment 12-school alignment. 
But that might no longer be the case. 
A move to the Big Ten would be costly for Maryland. After the Notre Danle addition, the 
ACC voted in September to increase its exit fee to $50 million in an attempt to solidify 
membership. Two schools voted against the fee increase: Maryland and Florida State. 
Maryland president Wallace Loh told the Washington Post at the time that his vote agaim,t the 
fee was on "purely legal and philosophical" grounds. 
Rutgers would face a $10 million exit fee from the Big East, provided the school gives 27 
months notice. If Rutgers were to leave before that time, the exit fee could be as much as $20 
million. West Virginia paid that amount when fleeing to the Big 12 last year. 
And neither school is flush with money at the present time. The Newark Star-Ledger repOlted 
in Dec. 2011 that Rutgers' athletic department lost $26.8 million in 2010-1 L forcing tlle school 
to divert millions from student fees, tuition and state tax dollars to balance the budget. In July, 
Maryland dropped seven varsity teams in an attempt to cover what the Washington Post 
reported was a $4 million deficit. 
\\'hat Maryland and Rutgers lack in cash and f()otball clout LJ neither has won a BCS bowl 
game and only Maryland has appeared in one LJ they IX)tentially make up for in massive TV 
markets. Rutgers brings with it the New York market, and Maryland has Washington, D.C., 
and Baltimore. However, neither is considered a prime TV draw in markets saturated with pro 
SPOltS. 
Maryland and Rutgers both had been rumored candidates for the Big Ten in 2010, when the 
league added Nebraska, but that did not come to fruition. Instead of expanding to 14, the Big 
Ten held at 12. 
"I would not be surprised because [Maryland and Rutgers] was always the next step," said 
one prominent college athletic director. "And [it would explain] why Maryland voted against 
the $50 million withdrawal fee. D 
Conferences have largely abandoned geography as a defining element of membership, but this 
would be a fairly signiticant stretch of what had been a Midwestern footprint for the Big Ten. 
Rutgers is roughly 1,300 miles from Nebraska, the westernmost school in the league. Maryland 
is roughly 1,100 miles from Minnesota. 
Rutgers and Maryland both are members ofthe American Association of Universities, a point 
of academic prestige that is important to Big Ten presidents and chancellors. 
Pat Forde writesfor Yahoo! Sports. This article has been reprinted on this Clips eFlash 
with the authorDs pennission. 

Delany's long-term play for Big Ten Network riches: Maryland, 
Rutgers to Big Ten 

By Dennis Dodd, CBSSports.com, 11-17-12, 7:38 p.m. ET 

For now, it is the strangest expansion news since this latest go-round started in December 

2009. 
In five years it might remind us that Big Ten commissioner Jim Delany remains the smartest man 
III any room. 
Maryland and Rutgers to the Big Ten? Really? The ACC has a $50 million exit fee. ACC 
commissioner John Swofford [1 that sly old fox [j was thought to have hit the grand slam when 



he landed Notre Dame in everything but football. Swofford also said his league was set at 14 
when it added the Irish. 
Apparently, none of that means much of anything. Exit fees are only worth the paper they are 
printed on. This reported move obviously means the Big Ten has better lawyers who can spot 
bigger loopholes. It also means there is a long-ternl strategy, not one that will be immediately 
evident if the move is announced as soon as Monday. 
More on Big Ten 
If it happens, Delany may eventually have hit hit the walk-oiT of all walk-offs perhaps witll his 
alma mater in his hip pocket. And, remember, that alma mater includes one Dean Smith making 
Delany one of his captains in 1970. 
This has to be about the Big Ten Network, Delany's baby. BTN is currently throwing off$100 
million in profits for 12 teams each year. At best Maryland and Rutgers raise that total just a 
little bit. At worst, they bring [Jpro rata[J which means equal value. 
But you don't expand to College Park, Maryland and Piscataway, New Jersey to bring equal 
value to your conference and it~ mega-rich network. If the Big Ten expands and the ACC is 
de-stabilized even a little, it barely impacts main rightsholder ESPN. All the Worldwide Leader 
would be doing is shufiling money around. 
Unless D 
Unless there is that larger strategy at work here. Unless the age of superconferences really is 
upon us and the Big Ten is going to lead the way. Why stop at 14, when it can go 16 when it 
gets a foothold on the East Coast? Does this move eventually pry Nortll Carolina loose? 
Suddenly, we're talking some serious BTN dollars with the conference in states with at least 35 
percent of the U.S. population. The per-subscriber rate could go from 10 cents D that was the 
rate outside the Big Ten footprint when BTN launched in 2007 D to maybe 50 cents. Maybe a 
dollar. Then it goes higher because Maryland ba<;ketball fans realize that's the only way they 
can see some of the Terrapins games. 
And if Jim Delany get~ his alma mater, we're talking realignment Armageddon. Then what is an 
ACC worth to Notre Dame without North Carolina and Maryland? 
(If you don't think Carolina could split up with Duke, welL that little al111ngement is already at 
work in the ACC with Notre Dame. Carolina could be football-only in the Big Ten and keep 
the basketball rivalry.) 
What Saturday's news told me is that the Big East is done, kaput. If Rutgers leaves, then 
UConn will head to the ACC. That's right in the middle of Big East TV negotiations that will 
decide how close the league to Conference USA in terms of TV worth. The football? It better 
hope Boise keeps winning because the Broncos are the Iynchpin of the reconstituted league. 
And if this is truly the age of the superconference, then the Big East won't be the only 
conference eaten alive. If Delany pulls this oft; then the repercussions are potentially huge. 
Notre Dame suddenly has an ACC scheduling agreement that is diminished. Does the Big 12 
have to think of going beyond I O? 
The ACC rights fees have been renegotiated twice in the last 18 months. They still lag 
significantly behind the Big Ten. And in four short years the Big Ten is going to cash in big in 
four years when it renegotiates its television deal. It will conceivably zoom past the SEC and 
Pac-12. 
Because the Big Ten is slotted last among all the conierences, the deal is likely to be the richest 
in history. But, again, 12 schools splitting that money makes them richer than a 14-team split. 
Clearly, this isn't about football. It seldom is in conference realignment. The Big Ten has 
enough perception problems in football. Mmyland and Rutgers aren't going to improve its 
image. It's about new viewers for the Big Ten Network. I talked to a Big Ten AD less than 
two years who told me the league presidents were impressed with Georgia Tech and Maryland 
before settling on Nebraska. 
Both are AAU schools. Neither play particularly great football. But each would add a new Big 
Ten footprint. Sub in New Jersey ft)r Georgia and you see the strategy hasn't changed. 
I talked to three industry sources who couldn't figure out how the move made sense. One high
ranking official said it was DoddD because the BCS payout to the five m~ior conferences (not 
including the Big East) is tlle same. While discussions are ongoing in the new playoff era, the 
revenue for the major conferences is expected to be distributed evenly as well. The four teams 
(and thus conferences) in the playoff area expected to receive a proportionally larger share. 
Delany's is a long -ternl play, one that could outlast the 64-year old as commissioner. Think of 
a Big Ten that stretches from Nebraska through the Rust Belt. the Northeast and down the 
East Coast. Think of other conferences being swallowed up as college athletics continues to 
rearrange the furniture. 
Think of the richest conference network in existence getting richer. The Big Ten started the 
realignment meny- go-round in December 2009 when it sent out a short memo it was 
considering expansion. With Saturday's news, it seems that the conference is not going to let 
realignment end. 
Dennis Dodd writes for CBSSports. com. This article has been reprinted all this Clips 
eFlash with the aut/lOrDs permission. 

Ix 
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Sunday. November 18.20128:26 PM 

IIle, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Clips Weekly Update 11-19-12 

:x e Newsletter 

Dear Vince. 

Greetings from Clips. Hope you are well. 
It happened again 0 . All of a sudden, Thanksgiving is upon us. WasnDt it Labor Day just a 
couple weeks ago? Along with Thanksgiving come all the Christma<; gitl commercials. I always 
get a kick out of the luxury car ads, when they put red bows on the cars and suggest that 
people buy $80,000 luxury cars for each other. What universe are they living in? 
Back to Thanksgiving [1. may all your travel s aud reuniting with family aud friends be nothing 
but eqjoyable. 
And now, from the archives, here's a photo of your Clips Editor and basketball phenom Kevin 
Durant from the University of Texas. The photo was taken at the 2007 Final Four in Atlanta, 
when Durant was a tender 19-year old, and I was au un-tender 50-something. lOrn not sure 
why we are standing like that, but I don Dt think we were dancing. 

Last Sunday 0 s New York Times Magazine (see cover below) ran a lengthy mticle about the 
Oklahoma City Thunder 0 s unique collection of talent, mId that reminded me of the 2007 
photo. Durant is the guy in the upper right, The yucks are on me. 



Have a good Monday. Have a good 3-day week. 

Nick Infante 
Clips Editor 
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IIle, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Clips eF: Joe Nocera on the NCAA, Shabazz and [!family friend~[J 

:x e Newsletter 

Dear Vince, 
Greetings from Clips. Hope you are well. 
HeDs back. Remember Joe Nocera? .. heDs the New York Times writer who has made a 
sport of criticizing the NCAA. 
There [] s nothing noteworthy in that[Jthere are several thousand writers across the country who 
seem to be perpetually out to get the NCAA. But Nocera stands out among the thousands for 
four reasons: a)-he writes for the prestigious and influential New York Times; b)-heIJs an Op
Ed writer, not a SpJrtswriter, and therefore his commentaries appear on the editorial page, not 
the sports page; c)- his forcefill writing style blends passion, righteousness, fury and common 
sense; and d)-he has made a career writing about economics and business, his Op- Ed 
commentaries typically dissect the intricacies oftransporting Canadian natnral gas into the US 
market, or the eifect of pegging the Romanian currency to the Russian ruble. 
Oh yeah, filiI disclosure, Nocera also stands out because he is a Clips favorite (he is one of 58 
D and counting D people on the Clips Top 10 Writers List there are many people tied for 
tenth). we like writers all over the spectrum. HereDs a photo of Joe in his NY Times office 
with the prototype Nick Infante Bobble Head Doll, which has been under development for two 
years, and hopefully will be in the market within, ah. er, 12 months (get your orders in now). 

X 

Nocera came to the fore a httle over a year ago when he started to take an mterest m NCAA 
policies involving payments to student-athletes (Joe is for it), investigation and emorcement 
(Joe thinks it is heavy-handed and unfair to student -athletes and iillnilies) and his apparent 
perception of duplicity and pomposity in the manner in which the NCAA conducts itself (in 
case you didn [Jt notice, that third point is a Clips Editor D s observation/opinion, not a verified 
fact). 
Nocera made himself visible in various college athletics venues. I spotted him at the IMG 
SportsBusiness Journal Intercollegiate Athletics Forum last December (alas, I was too timid to 
approach him), and he has participated in several panel discussions about college sports in the 
past year. 
But I think what really put Joe on the map was a 4,600- word mini novel that was the cover 
story in the Sunday New York Times Magazine last December. Titled provocatively [JLellJ s 
Start Paying College Athletes Now, [] Nocera made a persuasive case for unveiling the 
NCAA [J s mottled version of amateurism. 
The NCAA usually ignores criticism, but they took special pains to refute some of Nocera D s 
assertions in a statement on NCAA.org. I think that also helped to put Joe on the map (Like he 
really needed it). 



We haven U t heard much from Joe m the college sports realm these past few months, but he 
carne charging back today to weigh in on the UCLA Shaba72 Muhhamad eligibility case. 

x 

I don [:.It know if maybe Joe IS mellowmg, but It wasn [:.It until the fitlh paragraph of his article 
when he finally wanned to the heat of the matter; 

Under the NCAA. Os byzantine amateurism rule, closefamilyfriends are allowed 
to payfor such visits [unC!fficial school visits}, but agents, boosters and hallgers
on are not. It almost goes without saying that the N.CA.A. gets to decide who is a 
close family jiiend and who is a booster. 

Joe continued ... 
Lincoln alldH olmes were confident that he fit into the fanner category. The 
NCAA., however, quickly became suspicious 0 and antagonistic. It quietly put 
out the word to schools that were recruiting him that he was under a cloud 
Tn the spring. whenl'vfuhammad signed a letter (!fintent with U.CLA., the 
N. CAA. revved up. Led by its assistant director of enforcement, Abigail 
Grantstein, it demanded thousands of documentsfromA1uhammadr:.lsfamily and 
interrogated evelyone involved Grantstein infuriated Lincoln by implying in an 
interview that he was somehow dirty. 
Sure enough, on Nov. 9, the N.CAA. declared lHuhammad ineligible. in the 
NCAA. press release, there was no mention of how long his suspension would 
continue. U.CLA., declaring itself 0 disappointed, 0 vowed to appeal. But such 
appeals donOt often succeed, and based on precedent, it seemed likely that 
A1uhammad wouldnO t get to play until next year sometime. 

Joe then veered off into a description of the alleged airline comments by the boyfriend of 
NCAA investigator Abigail Granstein, and he commented on the coincidence (my word) that 
the NCAA restored Muhammad!] s eligibility the next day. 

Then Joe finished up by conjecturing whether it was a !lcoincidence[J (his word this time) that 
three of the most high-profile eligibility cases this basketball season involved African
Americans. Plus five Afiican-American Ohio State football players who were suspended for 
trading some oftheir Ohio State gear, and 14 African-American North Carolina football 
players were involved in a scandal two years ago. 
Said Nocera. 

o Could it be that the NCAA. rules are inherently discriminatory, or that its 
investigators are primed to think the worst of talented blackfootball and 
basketball players, even before an inquilY? 
Nah. A1ustjust be a coincidence. 

To access Joe!l s article click here 
http://www.n)1imes.com/2012111/20/0pinion/nocera-race-and-the-ncaa.html?adxnnl~ 1 
I dunno about this racial o coincidence. 0 The raw numbers Dl basketball players (all 340 Dl 
schools) are that 60% of ~ players are black. But I have gone around and around with 
Richard Lapchick ofUCF 0 s De Vos program, whose stafftracks ethnicity counts of athletes, 
coaches, administrators, etc. 



I have suggested to RIchard that he dtal down on the sub- groups; that he should separate 
[J elite [j programs from the others to see what the numbers would be. 
lt is my opinion (not fact) that ifthe white/black percentages of elite basketball players (the 
ones most likely to be scrutinized by the NCAA) were tracked mike maybe the 68 tournament 
teams, or the Sweet Sixteen, or the Top 25? []then the percentage of black players would be 
even higher than 60%. Ol~ if the starting fives of all teams were tracked, then the percentage of 
black players would be higher than the 60')10 aggregate number. 
Therefore, I think it is less of a coincidence than Joe Nocera thinks that the NCAA has had 
black student-athletes in their radar. Just a thought. 

Sidenote: In a eFlash and Clips website posting (entitled 0 In NCAASpeak: \Vilat is a friend? 
0) I explored the NCAA 0 s seemingly nebulous process by which some people are 
detennined to be []filmily tiiendslJ [jand thus allowed to provide monetary benefits [Jand some 
are not. Click here to access that posting 
Thatr]s it. It!]s the Tuesday befi.)re Thanksgiving. Some of you are home, some of you will be 
receiving visitors, some of you will be (yuck) working. At the MotherShip, five of us will be 
diving into a turkey that could feed ten people, so if anyone wants to stop in, please do. 

Nick Infante 
Clips Editor 

Paid announcement: Stay tunedfor another Clips eFlash today, in which we recap 
the money, the cable TV, the distributions, the exit payments, Brit[ls turnaround, 
the craziness, the quotes, the hype, the hyperbole and the lunacy and the drama 
associated with the migration oflvlaryland and Rutgers to the Really Big Ten. 
CanOt promise, but I hope to have VERSION #15 of the becomingfamous CLIPS 
REALIGNlvlENT CHART as part of the eFlash. 
LITERARY ADDENDUlvl: _Mr. Nocera is currently writing a book about college 
sports. We are hopeful that Clips will be mentioned . ... 
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Wednesday, November 28,20127:37 PM 

IIle, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Clips eFlash: Louisville is the ACC backfill for Rutgers 

:x e Newsletter 

Dear Vince, 

Greetings from the Clips RealignmentShip. Hope you are well. 
IfitDs Monday itDs Denver U into the Summit League: itDs Tuesday it must be Belgium, if 
it[]s Wednesday it must be Louisville. and who knows what Thursday and Friday will bring. 

x 

Today (Wednesday) was the announcement that Big East member University of Louisville was 
invited to join the ACC. 
As Stewart Mandel makes the point in his commentary below, this selection of Louisville was 
apparently not made with cable TV households as a priority in the decision chain. 'INhereas last 
week D s invitations of Rutgers and Maryland into the Big Ten were all about media footprints, 
it appears that the ACC was primarily interested in adding a historically competitive football 
team. 
Writes Mandel: 

In the latest episode (!lAs the Realignment World Turns, the ACC did something 
fairly novel on Wednesday. It picked the school that will replace Ma/yland largeZv 
for one simple and antiquated reason: That school has a good football team. 
Unlike Ma/yland and Rutgers to the Big Ten, Texas A&M to the SEC and most of 
the moves before those, the ACC is not adding Louisville for its ability to deliver 
television sets. On the contrary, Louisville is the nation's 48th-largest television 
market. The two other prime contenders to join the league, Cincinnati and 
Connecticut (Hartford-New Haven), have larger markets. 
Nor was this about demographics, geographic footprints or recruiting bases. 
Florida State is not clamoring for a gambit to hook potential Kentucky recruits. 
It wasn't about basketball, either. though the already mighty hoops conference 
certainly grows stronger by adding a reigning Final Four team. Three-time 
national cha/np Connecticut would have had much the same effect. 

The ACC reacted conspicuously quickly to backfill the hole left by the departure of Rutgers. 
The Clips Truth Squad has sifted through all the articles and I have reprinted the three articles 
below. which 1 consider to have been the best of the bunch. 
Stay tuned. there are likely to be more tomon'Ow. 

Nick Infante 
Clips Editor 

Follow Clips on Twitter: 
W'NIN.twitter.comi@CollegeAthClips 

The Rules of College Realignment 
By Rachel Bachman, filial! StreetJournal, 11-28-12 

The Atlantic Coast Conference 0 s annexation of Louisville on Wednesday not 
only confinns that major-college sportsD realignment era is tar from over. The Cardinals D 
departure from the Big East also reinforces the three rules of realignment in 2012: 
1) In one year, major-college football has gone from having six major conferences to 
five, and perhaps not even that many. 



The ACC might no longer be in the top tier alongside the Big Ten, Big 12, Pac-12 and 
Southeastern conferences. One point beyond debate: the undisputed leader is the SEC. 
[1 I think effectively there are about four m~or football conferences right now, LJ University of 
Georgia president Michael Adams said. Adams said the four included the SEC, but he 
declined to say what the other m~or conferences were. 
o I think there are some conferences that have devalued themselves in the whole process, 0 
said Adams, who presided over his school 0 s conference adding Texas A&M and Missouri 
this year. or donOtthink the SEC is one of them. 0 
Adams added that although he took some responsibility for the SEC adding those teams, Din 
this latest round, we weren Dt out seeking schools. There were break-ups in the Big 12 and a 
fine school like Texas A&M came to us. We made a decision to take them [and Missouri]. 
The SEC has no further expansion plans, Adams said Othat I know of. 0 It wouldnOt be 
college football without that caveat. 
2) Only expand into states in which you don [Jt already have a member. 
The idea is that once a conference has a presence in a television market, there [1 s no economic 
benefit to adding another. 
The Big Ten embraced this rule last week, when on consecutive days it added Maryland and 
Rutgers and the attractive Washington, D.C., and New York/New Jersey markets. 
It helps a conference 0 s credibility o though it might not quell almnni grumbling Oifthe new state 
is contiguous to those in the conference 0 s existing footprint. The ACC now has a presence in 
Kentucky, which abuts another ACC state, Virginia. 
3) If not adding a member for the attractiveness ofits tele~ision market, add it for the 
strength ofits football team and the boost that strength can give your league in the 
postseason playoff system that begins in 2014. 
Nielsen ranks Louisville r] s TV market 48th nationally, behind Harrisburg, Pa., and 
Albuquerque, so the Cardinals werenr] t tapped for the avalanche of cable subscribers they 
would bring. Louisville (9-2) does have a decent t()Otball team, which could bolster a league 
whose weaker teams this year dragged down leaders Florida State and Clemson in the Bowl 
Chanlpionship Series rankings. 
In the four- team playoff that begins after the 2014 season, a selection committee will replace 
the current BCS computer and human rankings system and will emphasize strength of schedule, 
BCS leaders have said. So having strong teams from top to bottom will be more important 
than ever to a conference 0 s overall health. 
But Louisville was 7-6 in each of the previous two seasons and 9-15 the two seasons 
before 0 not exactly world- beating results. Its addition to the ACC underscores how few 
options the conference has, along with how slim the pickings are. (Notice basketball-first 
Connecticut hasn LJ t jumped into another conterence [1 s rescue chopper yet LJ though that could 
always change in the next week, day or hour.) Even landing Notre Dame as a partial member a 
few months ago came with a caveat for the ACC: The Irish will play league football teams 
regularly but did not sign on as a full member in football. 
Simply put, teams in the big five conferences Oor the big four 0 have less motivation than ever to 
go anywhere else. 

Rachel Bachman writes for the Wall Street Joumal. This article ha5 been reprinted on 
C lips with the author's permission. 

ACC adds Louisville in realignment 

Pat Forde, Yahoo! Sports, 11-28-12 
An intense lobbying effort has helped land Louisville a spot in the Atlantic Coast 
Conference, Yahoo! SPOlts has learned. 
The latest Big East evacuee was chosen as the 14th member of the ACC Wednesday after a 
vote by the league's school presidents, multiple sources said. Louisville will replace Maryland, 
a founding ACC member which abruptly left for the Big Ten last week along with Rutgers of 
the Big Em;l. 
When Maryland's spot in the league came open, several Big East members made clear their 
interest in moving to tlle ACe. Sources said Louisville outmaneuvered the perceived early 
favorite, Connecticut, in large part because of the school's overall athletic commitment, the 
health of its football program and the issues Jim Calhoun left behind in the Huskies' basketball 
program. Cincinnati also made a spirited 11 th-hour push, sources said. 
According to a Sports Business Journal story in 2011, Louisville's total athletic budget of 
$68.8 million was bigger than every public school in the ACC but NOIth Carolina's ($72.2 
million). UConn's budget was reported as $64 million by Sports Business Joumal. Cincilmati's 
budget figures were not available. 
Louisville football is bowl-bonnd for the third straight season under coach Charlie Strong and 
started this season 9-0. The sophomore-laden Cardinals will play Rutgers Thnrsday night with 
a BCS bowl berth on the line. Louisville also is the only current Big East school to have won a 



BCS bowl, beating Wake Forest in the 2007 Orange BowL 
UConn, meanwhile, is 10-13 in two seasons under Paul Pasqualoni. The program has backslid 
since Randy Edsall left after taking the Huskies to the 2011 Fiesta BowL 
UConn's pm,tseason basketball ban for academic failings and current NCAA probation for 
rules violations under Calhoun also weighed against the Huskies. Calhoun retired this fall and 
has been replaced by former assistant Kevin Ollie. 
Beyond football, Louisville sold its well-rounded athletic program to the ACC. The Cardinals 
went to the men's Final Four last year and are cummtly ranked fifth in the nation, while annually 
running the nation's most profitable basketball program. The women's basketball program 
advanced to the 2009 Final Four and cummtly is ranked seventh. And the baseball program 
made the 2007 College World Series and has been a regular NCAA tournament participant in 
recent years. 
After being outflanked last year for a spot in the Big 12 by West Virginia, Louisville was 
prepared to pounce when this opening presented itself The biggest stumbling block the school 
had to overcome with the academically prestigious ACC was its modest institutional standing 
[J Louisville is 160th in the most recent U.S. News & World Report rankings of American 
universities, far below most ofthe league's schools. (Five rank in the U.S. News top 30: Duke, 
Notre Dame, Wake Forest, Virginia and North Carolina.) 
But multiple sources said the conference is comfortable with Louisville because the ACC is too 
strong academically to have its reputation significantly altered by one new member. Louisville's 
recent efforts to build its endowment and improve its overall academic profile were noted as 
well. 
Cincinnati has a similar profile to Louisville as an urban institution with modest academic 
credentials but solid programs in both football and men's basketball. But the Bearcats do not 
have the broad-ba<;ed athletic success Louisville has enjoyed, nor can they match the 
Cardinals' attendance or profitability in basketbalL 
The ACC's overall stability has been questioned since Maryland's startling defection, with 
rumors percolating about Virginia and North Carolina being the Big Ten's next targets for 
expansion. But the athletic directors of both schools, Craig Littlepage of Virginia and Bubba 
Cunningham of North Carolina, issued statements Wednesday saying their schools are 
committed to the ACe. 
Meanwhile, the ACC made clear that it intends to hold Maryland to more than $50 million in 
exit fees. The league filed suit against the school Monday, and commissioner John Swofford 
issued a statement on the matter: "We continue to extend our best wishes to the University of 
Maryland; however, there is the expectation that Maryland will filifill its exit fee obligation. On 
Friday. the ACC Council of Presidents made the unanimous decision to file legal action to 
ensure the enforcement of this obligation." 

Pat Forde writesfiJr Yahoo! Sports. This article has been reprinted on Clips with the 
author's pennission. 

ACC adds Louisville in move driven by football, not by market value 

Stewart Mandel, S1. com, 11-28-12 

In the latest episode of As the Realignment World Turns, the ACC did 

something fairly novel on Wednesday. It picked the school that will replace Maryland largely 
for one simple and antiquated reason: That school has a good football team. 
Unlike Maryland and Rutgers to the Big Ten, TexasA&M to the SEC and most of the moves 
before those, the ACC is not adding Louisville fiJr its ability to deliver television sets. On the 
contrary, Louisville is the nation's 48th-largest television market. The two other prime 
contenders to join the league, Cincinnati and Connecticut (Hartford-New I-Iaven), have larger 
markets. 
Nor was this about demographics, geographic footprints or recruiting bases. Florida State is 
not clamoring for a gambit to hook potential Kentucky recruits. 
It wasn't about basketball, either, though the already mighty hoops conference certainly grows 
stronger by adding a reigning Final Four team. Three- time national champ Connecticut would 
have had much the sanle effect. 
And it certainly was not about academics. The traditionally haughty ACC basically sold its 
academic soul in choosing Louisville, which, at 160th in the last U.S. News & World RepOlt 
rankings, checks in well below the league's currently lowest-rated school, NC State (1 06th). 
One might chastise the conference for that, but it would first require duping one's self into 
believing that any of this ever had anything to do with academics. 
Louisville wa<; the ACC's choice primarily for one reason: football. In particular, the move 
addressed the ACC's need to get better at it. 
The ACC originally thought it was turning into a powerhouse football conference back in 2003, 
when it added Miami, Virginia Tech and Boston College. That result never materialized, 
partially due to Florida State and Miami's ex1:ended struggles, but also because Virginia, NC 
State, Maryland, et al., simply aren't very good. If anything, the ACC is further behind the 
SEC, Big 12 and Pac-12 than it was nine years ago, and it showed in this year's national title 



race. 
Despite entering last weekend with 10- 1 records, neither Florida State nor Clemson could gain 
any traction in the BCS staudings due primarily to their weak conference competition. Not only 
did the voters hold them in lower regard than most other contenders with similar records, but 
the computers - - which largely measure strength of schedule - - were particularly bmtaL Prior 
to last week's loss to Florida, the Seminoles, then 10-1, were No.5 in the Coaches' Poll, No. 
6 in the Harris Poll and No. 17 in the computers, leaving them stnck behind three two-loss 
teams in the overall standings. 
With the four-team playoff on its way in2014, the ACC needs to give its upper-echelon teams 
the best possible shot of being selected, or possibly risk losing them to more respected 
conferences (should the Big 12 and SEC choose to expand again). Louisville, which reached a 
BCS bowl and finished in the top 12 twice under Bobby Petrino, and which returned to the top 
10 earlier this season under Charlie Strong, stauds to help much more in that regard than recent 
additions Syracuse and Pittsburgh. In fact, if the program manages to fend off other suitors and 
hang onto Strong (and Wednesday's news certainly helps), it could conceivably contend for 
ACC titles from day one. 
For Louisville and its tireless athletic director, Tom Jurich, Wednesday's move is the 
culmination of 15 years spent revitalizing the school's athletics. The football program was one 
step below irrelevance when Jurich an"ived in 1997. First in Conference USA, then in the Big 
East, it began its l"ise under Jurich hires John L Smith and Petrino (and then dug itself out of the 
ill-fated Steve Kragthorpe era) while investing nearly $150 million in facility constmctions and 
upgrades (not to mention opening a new $238 million basketball arena in 2010). Today, its 
athletic facilities are on par with nearly any in the country, and its financial SUppOlt is 
comparable to most Top 25 programs. Strong makes $2.3 million a year and will almost 
certainly garner a huge raise in the coming months, provided an SEC school doesn't poach him. 
And yet, for all of its resources, Louisville was stuck in a cmmbling conference, faced with a 
future of games against Temple and UConn. It had to be particularly galling when Rutgers, with 
its 110-better football program and cash- bleeding athletic department, received a lifeline from 
the Big Ten. JUI"ich had made no secret over the past year of his intent to flee if possible, and 
Maryland's departure from the ACC provided that oppOltunity. 
Now, Louisville has a home where it's guaranteed no worse than an Orange Bowl belth if it 
wins its conference (in the Big East, it would compete with the Mountain West, among other 
leagues, for a premium bowl berth) and, at least compared to the current Big East, a much 
better shot at the playoff. And the ACC, to its credit, did not just bmsh off Maryland's 
departnre; it upgraded its football product 
Imagine that A conference actnally improved its football brand through expansion. What a 
unique concept 

Stewart A1andel writesfor Sf. com. This article has been reprinted on Clips with the 
author's permission. 
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College Athletics Clips <nick@collegeathleticsclips.com> 

Sunday. December 2,20128:21 PM 

IIle, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Clips Weekly Update 12-3-12 

:x e Newsletter 

Dear Vince. 

Greetings from the Clips MotherShip. Hope you are well. 
It has been my pleasure to serve Clips readers in a variety of ways, and one of the most 
satisfying has been when I have been the eyes and ears for subscribers unable or unwilling to 
attend certain noteworthy college athletics conventions, forums, presentations, panels, press 
conferences and athletics contests. I follow up my fly-on-the- wall observations with riveting 
and award-worthy Clips Eyewitness Reports, and many Clips readers have expressed their 
appreciation for my efforts. Aw shucks, IDmjust doing my job folks .. 
This week I will be attending the 11th annuallMG Forum D which is staged by the 
knowledgeable and connected people at SportsBusiness Joumal. This will be the 8th year in a 
row (always in Manhattan) that I have attended this event, and I hope to attend for many more 
years. It consistently attracts top tier people involved in big -time college atluetics: university 
presidents, Athletic Directors, media moguls, visionary vendors, etc. 

Here [J s the blurb from the SportsBusiness Joumal website. It may come off as rather blustery 
language, but itO s all1:tue. Look for Clips Eyewitness Reports to be bulk emailed your way at 
mid-week 

x 

Also this week is the 55th annual National Football Foundation Awards Dilmer, which I will 
be attending for my first time. Tins is a black tie affair held in the plush and elegant ballroom in 
the esteemed and stately Waldorf Astoria Hotel in midtown Manhattan. Here [1 s a photo from 

last yearLJ s,.::e-,-ve.::.:n:.::t'-.· _______________________ -, 

x 



Meanwhile, below are the most recent postings on the Clips website, Website? Website, you 

say? Yes, there is a Clips website behind aU this. 0.0 

Have a good Monday, Have a good week 

Nick Infimte 
Clips Editor 

Follow Clips on Twitter: 
WNIN,twitter,comi@CollegeAthClips 

Remember, you must be logged in with your username and password to 
view the articles (below) on the website. [lYou are not logged in you 
will get a blank white screen, 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

College Athletics Clips <nick@collegeathleticsclips.com> 

Monday. December 3, 2012 8:13 AM 

IIle, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Clips eFlash: Report compares black athletes/black non athletes 

:x e Newsletter 

Dear Vince, 

Greetings from the Clips MondayMorningRead. Hope you are well. 
With apologies I am bulk emailing this eFlash hurriedly. sans the usual mminatiofL cogitation 
and second guessing as with most eFlashes. V,,11Y? Well, your Clips editor is scrambling to get 
out of the MotherShipthis morning. The auto service dept. opens at 7:30 (and they don[lt 
know Trim coming) and the tux shop opens at 10 (I [J II explain later). 
So, I will leave the analysis and mmination in the capable hands ofthe authors below (who had 
to have been Ve!y busy beavers indeed over the weekend to provide such incisive and 
comprehensive commentary) and leave it at that. 
HereOs the ClipsNotes version of the breaking newsO .. Barely 50% of black male athletes in 
the six most powerful conferences graduate in six years, according to a newly released analysis 
offederal graduation-rate data 0 "Black Male Student-Athletes and Racial Inequities in NCAA 
Division I College Sports" 0 by the Center for the Study of Race and Equity in Education at the 
University of Pennsylvania. 
The study has two main goals. First it explores the extent to which black men are represented 
in athletics and among all students at the universities that play sports at the Big Six conferences, 
highlighting those with the biggest gaps in representation (seen tables below). Over all, black 
men made up 2.8°;') percent offull-time, degree-seeking undergraduate students at the 76 Big 
Six institutions, but 57.1 % offootball team members and 64.3% of male basketball players. 
Again, with apologies for an unusually busy Monday morning, I have been able to only glance 
through the 24 page study (but I have included the most interesting charts and table below). I 
will do a deeper dive later today in the Clips website version ofthis time-sensitive eFlash. So, 
more later .... 10m off to do battle with the auto dealer service department on a Monday 
morning .... What fun and exciting thing do yau have scheduled for this Monday morning? 
Have a good Monday. Have a good week. 

Nick Infante 
Clips Editor 

Follow Clips on Twitter: 
W"NIN.twitter.comi@CollegeAthClips 

Report Describes Disturbing Racial Inequities in 6 Powerful 
Sports Conferences 
By Brad Walverton, Chronicle of Higher Education, 12-3-/2 
If you Dve watched any major-college football or basketball games tins year, youOve 

probably seen the NCAA commercial touting the success of Division I black male athletes, 
who graduate at higher rates than African-American students over all. 
In tact. more than 70 percent of big-time football and basketball players completed their 
degrees within six years of enrolling, according to the NCAA 0 s latest Graduation Success 
Rates. 
But barely 50 percent of black male athletes in the six most powerful cOIJierences graduate in 
that time, according to a newly released analysis of federal graduation- rate data by the Center 
for the Study of Race and Equity in Education at the University of Pennsylvania. 
The situation is even more bleak at certain Bowl Championship Series programs. Fewer than 
one in three black male athletes at Iowa State, South Florida, Arizona, and Arkansas graduate 
in six years, the report says. 
And some of the nation ri s most elite progranls, including Florida (34 percent) and Indiana (36 
percent), arenLJt doing much better. 
On average, just 42 percent of black male athletes at Alabama, Auburn, Florida, and 
LS U o the most recent national chanlpions in football 0 graduate within six years, says the 
report. o Black Male Student-Athletes and Racial Inequities in NCAA Division I College 



Sports. [1 
Among the six prominent leagues, the Southem,tern Conference has the lowest average six
year graduation rate fi.1r black male athletes, at 45.4 percent. That is 9.5 percent lower than the 
rate fi.1r the Big East Conference, which fared the best ofthe six (Nos. 2 to 5 were the Atlantic 
Coast Conference, Big Ten, Pac-12, and Big 12). 
There were a few bright spots, including at Notre Dame (where 81 percent of players 
graduated, according to the most recent federal data) and Stanford (where 68 percent 
graduated). The Fighting Irish play for the national title next month, and Stanford has also 
earned a BCS berth. 
But persistently low graduation rates at the vast majority of the 76 biggest-revenue sports 
programs should be a wake-up call for NCAA institutions, says the repOlt 0 s lead author, 
Shaun R. Harper. who is an associate professor in Penn 0 s Graduate School of Education and 
is director of the Centerfi.1r the Study of Race and Equity in Education. 
[JThese colleges and conferences make millions of dollars on the backs of black male student
athletes, [J Mr. Harper said in an interview. [!The least they can do is graduate them and make 
sure that they []re prepared for viable postcollege options beyond the NFL and the NBA. [1 
Plenty of scholars have examined racial disparities in sport. The Penn center 0 s report stands 
out because it aggregates graduation rates by race in the biggest and richest conferences. 
One of the repOltO s limitations is its reliance on the U.S. Department of Education 0 s 
graduation-rate figures, which do not account for students who transfer to other institutions. 
The NCAA 0 s Graduation Success Rate provides a more accurate accounting of players 0 
persistence through college because it counts transfers. But the authors argue there is no 
evidence that black male athletes are any more or less likely than teammates in other racial 
groups to transfer. 
If you read nothing else in the rerx1rt, be sure to check out the recommendations for improving 
racial gaps (starting on Page 18). The ideas there make many of the recent headlines we [1 ve 
seen, including those al:xmt conference realignment, seem trivial. 
Among other suggestions, the report calls on the NCAA to start producing graduation-rate 
reports that break out data by race, sex, sport, and divisional subsets, which would shed more 
light on problems (particularly in the power conferences). 
The authors, who also include Collin D. Williams Jr. and Horatio W. Blackman, suggest that 
athletics departments devise strategies for narrowing racial gaps in graduation rates, treating the 
academic success of black athletes as seriously as they do winning BCS titles. 
And they want admissions offices to do more to fill their classes with black men o not just star 
black athletes. 
o If college admissions officers did the kind of things football coaches do, we 0 re optimistic 
they could find lots more black undergraduate men for the general student 1:x1dy, LJ Mr. Harper 
said. 
The report commends Arne Duncan, the U.S. secretary ofeducation, for proposing that teams 
must graduate at least 40 percent of their players before they are allowed to compete in 
NCAA championships. 
But the authors suggest that programs be required to have adequate black-athlete graduation 
rates o not just sufficient overall graduation rates o before they can compete in the postseason. 
o Teams that sustain racial inequities, 0 the report says, 0 should not be rewarded with 
oppOltunities to play for NCAA championships. 0 
Finally, the report says that conferences should give a larger portion of their revenue, including 
more proceeds from championships, back to member institutions for progranls that aim to 
improve racial equity within and beyond sports. 
This article has been reprinted on the Clips website (and Clips eFlash) with the 
permission of the Chronicle of Higher Education. 

Black Athletes and Other Black Men 

Doug Lederman, Inside Higher Ed, 12-3-/2 

The underrepresentation and relative academic underperformance of black men in 
higher education are matters of increasing concern to campus leaders and policy makers. Yet 
often lost in the shuflle - - except when they are explicitly reminded of it -- is the fact that there 
is one place where black men are most decidedly not underrepresented on many campuses: on 
their sports teams, particularly the most visible ones offootball and men's basketball. 
A study being released today aims very much to drive that point home, since many college 
officials seem inclined not to notice, says Shaun R. Harper, director of the University of 
Pennsylvania's Center for the Study of Race and Equity in Education and lead author of the 
study, "Black Male Student-Athletes and Racial Inequities in NCAA Division I College 
Sports." 
"We hear over and over again that colleges and universities just cannot find qualified, college
ready black men to come to their institutions," says Harper. "But it seems that they can find 
them when they want the black men to generate revenue for them." 
The study by Harper and his co-authors, Collin D. Willianls Jr. and Horatio W. Blackman, 
research assistants at the Penn center, has two main goals. First, it explores the extent to which 
black men are represented in athletics and among all students at the universities that play sports 



at the highest level of the National Collegiate Athletic Association (the six conferences that 
make up the Bowl Championship Series), highlighting those with the biggest gaps in 
representation (seen in the table at bottom). Over all, black men made up 2.8 percent of full
time, degree-seeking undergraduate students at the 76 institutions, but 57.1 percent offootball 
team members and 64.3 percent of male basketball players. 
The study in no way seeks to suggest that there are too many black athletes, Harper says. But 
at colleges where many ofthe black students on campus are athletes (a 2008 article in Inside 
Higher Ed, for instance, identified dozens of institutions in Division I where a third of the black 
undergraduate men on campus were athletes, and some where more than half were), "black 
men who are not student-athletes, because they are so few in number, end up suffering from 
the stereotypes that attach to athletes," Harper says. "It's not uncommon for a black man to get 
congratulated for a football victory while walking across campus on a Monday morning. 
despite the fact that he's 5-foot-6 and skinny." 
"We are convinced that ifadmissions officers expended as much effort as coaches" in scouting, 
partnering with high schools, and searching "far and wide fi.)rthe most talented prospect<;," the 
rerx)rt states, "they wonld successfully recruit more black male students who are not athletes." 
College officials often bristle at the suggestion that numbers such as these suggest that they care 
more about offering educational opportunity to black male athletes than to other black men, 
and insist that whaf s really important is how well they educate all the black men (athletes or 
not) that they enroll. 
That explains the second part of the Penn study, which analyzes how successful the institutions 
are at graduating black male athletes and other black men on their campuses, drawing attention 
to those with the biggest and smallest gaps in perfonnance. 
For each ofthe 76 institutions. Harper and his co-authors compare the six-year graduation rate 
for ti.mr entering classes of black football and men's basketball players (those of2001-2004) 
with the rates for all athletes, all nndergraduates, and other black undergraduates. Black male 
athletes equal or outperfi.mn their black male peers at 22 campuses (by more than 20 
percentage points at Kansas State University and the University of Cincinnati, for instance), but 
lag (in some cases badly) at the rest, as seen in the table below. (The same gaps, by and large, 
do not hold for female black athletes, the study notes.) 
The graduation rates for football and men's basketball players at the institutions skew low, 
officials at these institutions historically argue, because some of the players leave early to play 
sport<; professionally. 
And while that's cCltainly true, Harper notes, athletes benefit from beth financial support (in the 
fonn of full scholarships) and academic SUPPOlt (in temlS of the increasing tutoring and other 
resources that many Division I colleges have made available to athletes as pressure on them to 
graduate their players has intensified) that other black male undergraduates may not. 
Yet ti.)r all the extra support they receive (which he wishes that institutions would make 
available in equal measure to black non-athletes), Harper argues that black male athletes still 
are deterred in many cases from taking full advantage of the educational opportunities their 
universities so proudly boast of giving them. Coaches, he says, frequently discourage players 
from pursuing rigorous fields of study (scientific disciplines that will require three- hour labs that 
conflict with practice, etc.) and their intensive time commitment<; often preclude them from 
participating in the sorts of academic and extracurricular activities (±irst-year experiences, study 
abroad, etc.) that are known to strengthen academic engagement. 
Officials at institutions highlighted in the Penn report (such as the few, like Florida State 
University, that appear on beth of the lists above) caution against reading too much into the 
numbers, given that they represent a snapshot in time, and say that they are working hard beth 
to bolster the academic success of their athletes and to increase their enrollment of minority 
non-athletes. 
"At Florida Slate University, we strive to be one ofthe most student-centered universities in the 
country and every decision is made to serve students' best interests," Karen Laughlin, dean of 
undergraduate studies there, said in an e-mailed statement. "In the years since this data was 
compiled, our athletics Academic Support Program has been doubled in size and scope, and 
our innovative programs to recruit black students into the general student bedy have received 
national recognition. Two of our recent Rhodes Scholars were black male student -athletes, one 
in football and one on the U.S. Olympic team in shotput." 

This article has been reprinted on the Clips website (and Clips eFla5h) with the 
permission of Inside Higher Ed 
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To: 
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College Athletics Clips <nick@collegeathleticsclips.com> 

Wednesday, December 5, 2012 5: 19 PM 

IIle, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Clips Eyewitness Report: Nat'l Football Foundation Awards in NYC 

:x e Newsletter 

Dear Vince. 

Greetings from the Clips MotherShip. Hope you are well. 

On Tuesday the Clips Editor shufIled from the NFF morning press conference room (awards, 
presentations, honorifics) to the Waldorf~Astoria[J s capacious and stately lobby (schmoozing, 
lobby surfing, communication device recharges) to the Paul Finebaum on-location radio 
broadcast (SEC baby!, wacky call-ins, a serene conductor) to the WaldorfTj s errand Ballroom 
(1,700 attendees in fonnal attire, sumptuous food, ample adult beverages). 

And then the IMG SportsBusiness Journal Forum will be the next two days. 
So here Os the deal. It took some of us a while to catch on, but by now most of us have 
caught on. When one is setting up oneO s fourth quarter travel plans o between the must-attend 
football games, the early season basketball tournaments and the Christmas break in Fiji with 
the family Done is well-advised to set aside the first week of December to attend the National 
Football Foundation awards and the SportsBusiness Journal. 
The whole week you say? Yup, the whole week. I·reck, if your going to travel all the way to 
New York, you might as well bring the wife/husband aud do some Christmas shopping, take in 
a show and do some sightseeing. 
This year wa<; especially conducive to all ofthe above, with unseasonably mild (55 to 60 
degrees) weather, the chaml of the Yuletide season and tourists, tourists everywhere. 
Before I departed from the MotherShip, I did some due diligence on the National Football 
Foundation (alm: NFF). I stalted with their Mission Statement, which is: 0 Our mission is to 
promote and develop the power of amateur football in developing the qualities ofleadership, 
spOltsmanship, competitive zeal and the drive for academic excellence in America's young 
people. 0 Well. now that I know more about the NFF, tha10 s a conspicuously modest mission 
statement. 
After sitting through the NFF morning press conference. I got a good sense for the success 
stories of players and coachers (and society) derived from football, and the modestly worded 
mission statement made more sense to me. 
Among the big names at the morning [j s festivities: Archie Manning, ESPN [J s George 
Bodenheimer, Alabama AD Mal Moore, Jimmy Johnson, Vince Dooley, Phil Fulmer, etc. I 
posed with USC QB Matt Barldey for a photo (below), aud said, OHey Mark, 1 have a son 
named Mark. 0 He just smiled and I learned later that his name is really Matt, not Mark. So I 
went back later aud told him I also have a son named Matt (1 really do) 

x 

After the morning press conference I lunched with Paul Finebaum, who had flown up from 
Alabama for the NFF Awards Banquet and to serve on a panel at the IMG Forum. Since it 
was an uncharacteristically pleasant day in Manhattan (58 degrees) we walked the dozen short 
blocks down Park Avenue to Grand Central Station, where sits the Oyster Bar Saloon. 



After lunch I sal in on PaulLJs radio broadca<;l from a slreet level room in the Waldorf Here's 

The stars have been really in alignment for Paul Finebaum this week. Aside from the NFF 
Awards Dinner and his first-ever panel presentation at the IMG SportsBusiness Journal, there 
was also a 5,000 word article about him in the latest issue of The New Yorker magazine. 

Here's the headline of the Paul Finebaum the N ew Yorker magazine article, 
signed by author Reeves Wiedeman 

After the Finebaum show, I wandered up to the stately thick-rug-and-dark-paneled lobby of 
the WaldOlf I sat in one of those cushy high- backed chairs and fired up the trusty 
ClipsMacBook. I swiveled my head left to right to left to see who was promenading by. In 
short order I said hello to Chuck Gerber. Bill Bradshaw, Camlyn Schlie Femovich, Ross 
Bjork. Langston Rogers, Mal Moore, Pat Haden, Mark Jackson, Mike Aresco, Kevin 
Anderson, Chris Del Conte, Quincy Adams Flagstaff, etc I love lobby surfing. 

x 

Off wIth the tweed Jacket and rubber-soled shoes and on wIth the monkey SUIt, and up to the 
third Hoor went I for the 55th Annual National Football Foundation A wards Dinner in the 



historic Waldorf~ Astoria Grand Ballroom. 
There were more than 75 current collegiate head coaches aud 40 returning members of the 
College Football HOF in attendance. ESPN's Rece Davis emceed the even!, New England 
Patriots owner Robert K. Kraft delivered the welcome address, and Dallas Cowboys owner 
Jeny Jones introduced all of the great college football coaches in attendance. 
Headlining the event were the 2012 College Football HOF class, including 11 All Americans, 
one unauimous First-Team All American, tln'ee mnlti-year First-Team All Americans, and two 
members of national championship teams. 
The 2012 class, presented by NFF Honors Court Chainnan Eugene Corrigan and AFCA 
Executive Director and Hall of Fame Coach Grant Teall; included Charles Alexander (LSU), 
Otis Armstrong (Purdue), Steve Bartkowski (California), Hal Bedsole (Southem California), 
Dave Casper (Notre Dame). Ty Detmer (BYU). Tommy Kramer (Rice), Art Monk 
(Syracuse), Greg Myers (Colorado State), Jonathan Ogden (UCLA), Gabe Rivera (Texas 
Tech), Mark Simoneau (Kansas State), Scott Thomas (Air Force), John Wooten (Colorado), 
and coaches Phillip Fulmer (Tennessee), Jimmy Johnson (Oklahoma State, Miami [Fla.]) aud 
R.C. Slocum (Texas A&M). 
The 14 players and three coaches brings the total number of players in the Hall of Fame to 914 
and the number of coaches in the hall to 197. 
NFF President and CEO Steve Hatchell presented ESPN Executive Chainnau George 
Bodenheimer with the NFF Distinguished Americau Award. Bodenheimer, who started in the 
mail room at ESPN, worked his way to the top of the corporate ladder at ESPN. 
Bodenheimer played a key role in the growth of college football, and he credited the 
employees at ESPN for making it possible. 
Alabama Athletics Director Mal Moore accepted the John L. Toner Award for excellence in 
athletics administration from NFF Board Member and the CEO ofBP Capital T. Boone 
Pickens. Moore is responsible for raising millions of dollars fi.)rthe University of Alabama, and 
he helped expand Bryaut-Denny Stadium to a maximum capacity ofl02,000 people. 

x 

This is Clips Eyewitness Report #1 for this week. Reports 2 and 3 (recapping the IMG 
SportsBusiness Joumal Forum) will follow later in the week. 
Have a good Wednesday. 

Nick Infante 
Clips Editor 

Follow Clips on Twitter: 
I/Wwv.twitter.com/@CollegeAthClips 

About our website: Col/egeAthleticsClips.com provides executive summaries of college athletics 
news and issues with value-added commentary. Also featured are exclusive Clips Guest 
Commentaries, Clips Best Quotes, Clips Archives and the Clips Lett Column. 

PLEASE NOTE: Anyone interested in subscription information should log on to 
www.col/egeathleticsclips.comorcontactNicklnfante.Clips Editor at 
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Clips eFlash: rHfLawmakers Were Treated Like CoachesLi 

:x e Newsletter 

Dear Vince, 
Friday morning greetings from the Clips MotherShip. Hope you are well. 
If you think there have been a glut of Clips eFlashes these past few weeks. well. youDre right. 
There has been a glut. But it has been a good glut. This has not been a deliberate strategy on 
my part. It[lsjust that there has been a profusion of good stuff out there lately: newsworthy, 
thought-provoking aud funuy stutI; all relevant to the business of college SPJrts. 
A case in point is this r]restrained rantl] below from Ross Ramsey from the Texas Tribune 
section of the New York Times. First, he cleverly and articulately describes the accountability 
and meritocracy that causes the hiring and tiring of big -time college football coaches. Ramsey 
then j uxtaPJses the off-with-their- heads revolving door of high-level coachery with the stark 
opposite for many congressmen aud senators, most of whom stay in office despite dismal 
periormances. 
Tins is a good one, and it gets four aud a half stars from the Clips Reading Club (we never give 
out five stars). 
Coming later today will be another award- worthy, f1y-on-the-wall Clips eFlash (well, a Clips 
Eyewitness RePJrt really) aboutthe IMG SPJrtsBusiness Journal Forum in NYC that I 
attended this week. 
Have a good Friday. Have a good week. 

Nick Infaute 
Clips Editor 

Follow Clips on Twitter: 
wl/wv.twitJer.com!@CollegeAthClips 

If Lawmakers Were Treated Like Coaches 
By Ross Ramsey, Texas Tribune, New York Times, 12-7-12 

We pay the coaches a gazillion dollars, and behave like an ancient tribe that 
celebrates a chief when the crops are good and kills him when they fail, installing a new honcho 
in the big house with the good food and all the creature comforts. The ruler slays as long as 
there is prosperity. 
In sports, the implicit contract varies. Some schools demaud excellence. Some are just looking 
for a diversion on a dozen Saturdays evClY year. The coaches with the best deals are also the 
ones with the least-tolerant subjects: in football kingdoms like Alabama, Texas and Notre 
Dame, the bosses are treated very, very well D until theyDre not. 
What if we ran government the same way') Treat the state D s head of education like royalty. 
and keep it going as long as education here is better than anywhere else, or at least excellent. 
Same with the prisons. And health and human services, roads and all the rest. If itO s worth all 
that money, it[] s worth some attention. Give it a lot of publicity, talk about it on the radio and 
devote fan Web sites to it. Let people wail and whine like sports fims when things aren[Jtgoing 
well. 
High dropout rate? Low SAT scores? A work fi.)rce that canr]t write or make change? Then 
itDs the guillotine. High recidivism? Too many potholes? Long lines? Fraud? Botched vote 
counts? Pink slips all around. 
How come Mack BrownD s head football coaching job at the University of Texas at Austin is 
the subject of open conversation after three disappointing seasons, and everybody else in state 
governulent is still living high after 10 or 20? 
People love football aud they hold it dear, and that D s why. in spite oflots of carping and 
moaning. we spend so much money and time on it. Mr. BrownD s salary tops the state 
employee payroll, at $5.3 million, followed by Coach Rick Barnes aud then four doctors who 
head medical schools in Texas. The top 25 salaries are all at state colleges and universities, 
mostly administrators, doctors and coaches. (U.T.-Austin is a corporate sponsor of The Texas 



Tribune.) 
So here LJ s Mr. Brown, who finds himself in the hot seat because his is the top salary i] and 
because the Longhorns [1 woes have lit up the talk shows and the online chat rooms. 
The statelJs chief executive would be an easy mark. But Texas voters have had several 
chances to soak Rick Perry in the electoral dunking booth, and instead they have given him 
their blessing every time. Besides, there are 8,476 public employees in Texas whose annual 
pay equals or exceeds the governorDs $150,000. 
Voters hold elected officials accountable. If the state 0 s top lawyer loses a string of lawsuits, 
the people of Texas get to decide whether to keep him around. If the comptroller 
underestimates the state 0 s revenues and lawmakers have to cut the state budget as a result, 
tl13tO s for the voters to ponder. 
But those elected officials make up a fraction of tile state 0 s upper management. The two 
biggest parts of the state government [J education and health and human services LJ are run by 
apPJintees and the people they hire. They [Jre loosely accountable to a governor who [1 s 
accountable to voters. But this isn[Jt a cabinet government, and appointees who won[lt take 
orders can only be coaxed to quit or repent. The governor cani]t fire them. He can make them 
miserable, and apply pressure where itO s possible, but thatO s the extent of it. 
The governor 0 this one, his predecessors, his successors 0 gets a little sometlnng in the 
bargain. Unless a scandal or a bad performance reeks of incompetence or criminality, the 
ofl:lceholder doesnDt get the blanle. It falls instead on tile agency heads and others who are 
hired by the appointees who can Dt be fired by the governor. 
Mr. Brown gets paid a lot. HeDs been a great coach at U.T. And heDs getting knocked 
around pretty hard by the sports fans and boosters who hold him accountable. 
ItDs tough, but straightforward. And itDs the exception for a top job in state government: his 
job security is directly connected to his perfonnance. 
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:x e Newsletter 

Dear Vince, 
Greetings from the Clips MotherShip. Hope you are well. 
IfitDs early DecemberitDs time for IMG Forum (for shOJi), with the long version being the 
IMG Intercollegiate Athletics Forum presented by Sports Business Journal/Global/Daily in 
New York City (aka: IMG SBJ/G/D IAF in NYC in DEC). 
Here [1 s a question for you. . .. What happens when you get al:xmt four hundred of the top 
level college athletics people [] DI-A ADs, presidents, and conference commissioners; plus all 
manner of media moguls, marketing agencies, vendors, working media, etc. [j all in one room, 
like say the Marriott Marquis Times Square in Manhattan; at the sanle time, for one and a half 
days (Wed.-Thur., Dec. 4-5) and have it be orchestrated by a top-notch business forum 
presentation group, like say the SpOJisBusiness JOUl1lal conference team? 
Well, what do you get? What you get is the 11 th annual IMG Intercollegiate Athletics 
Forum presented by Sports Business Journal and SportsBusiness Daily, or. the IMG 
IAF by SBJ & SBD, (or how about I refer to it as just DThe ForumD for shOJi?) Attendees 
were treated to a comprehensive snapshot/look-forward of the state of big-time college 
athletics as discussed and dissected by the people who actually shape the opinions, make the 
decisions and run the show. It was thought-provoking forum featuring the most influential 
people in college sports[]. 
This was your loyal editor [] s eighth Forum, and they seem to get better every year. The stature 
of the panelists and attendees this year was especially noteworthy, and the issues discussed 
were noteworthy as well: conference realignment, commercialism, football playoffs, BCS 
D redistribution of revenue, D media footprints, pay-for-play, amateurism, media technology, 
etc. 
Anyone involved in the business of college athletics is certainly familiar with SportsBusiness 
Joul1lal, the weekly print magazine, and the SportsBusiness Daily website D as the absolute 
pimlacles of comprehensive and authoritative sports business reportage and commentaly. 
SportsBusiness JournallDaily D with a staff of several dozen D employs the best editors, 
writers and freelancers. plus they have a small brigade of talented regular contributors. Not to 
mention a team of great conference professionals (Hello Richard-Ahe~1im-Donna-Lorianne) 
who have staged yet another outstanding forum. 
Their Intercollegiate Athletic Forum has long been established as a must-attend by college 
athletics cognoscenti. 
As is the case every year, your Clips editor was more than happy to be in attendance for the 
event (it didn Dt even feel like work), and I listened attentively, scribbled notes, asked 
questions, snapped photos, schmoozed, mingled and partook ofthe scrumptiously sweet/tart 
blackberries provided at the morning breaks. 
The first day D s robust schedule commenced when SBJ Publisher Richard Weiss stepped to 
the podium and wal1l1ly welcomed the crowd. Then he brought up IMG College President Ben 
Sutton, who expressed his pleasure in being there. IMG has become a very big presence in 
college athletics, and their sponsorship of SBJ D s Forum makes all the sense in the world. Mr. 
Sutton always has profound and thought-provoking things to say, but even ifhe didn [It I could 
listen to him all day []. his enunciation [Ja syrupy sugary sweet tar- heelish diction somewhere 
between Archie Manning and Andy C.rrifiith [] is uncommonly enjoyable. 
The Forum kicked off with an excellent One-on-One with SBI Executive Editor Abe 
Madkour interviewing NCAA President Mark Emmert. Abe is a 5-time williler of the Clips 
D Best Moderator of the Forum D A ward, and he showed us why, as he adeptly, persistently 
and pleasantly guided the verbose NCAA prez. 
There can be a distinctive difference when a gifted orator (like Emmert) participates in a 
question and answer session. Sometimes a fire-and- brimstone soap-boxer can come off as less 
polished in an interview situation. but certainly not President Emmert. Tlris is the 5th or 6th time 
I have seen him speak, and he has been consistently infol1l1ative, eloquent and entertaining. 
Certainly Mr. Emmert has inllerited a list of challenges that need to be addressed, but the able 
Abe Madkour [] veteran of hundreds of interviews at all the various SBJ conferences[Jhas an 
uncanny ability to congenially and solicitously ask tough questions, and so he did with President 
Emmert. 



When Abe asked about the backlash that ensued when the $2,000 stipend proposal was 
r] stayed[j (a sanitized word fiJr [Jcrashed and bumed [J), Emmert replied, '" Stayed' is the 
polite word; it kind of got crushed. We didn't anticipate the reaction it provoked." Coming 
back to the stipend issue later, Emmert chided programs that make major efforts to generate 
revenue, then complain they can't afford a stipend. Emmert said, "When the world believes it's 
all a money grab, how can you say we can stick with the same scholarship model as 40 years 
ago?" 
When Abe asked Mark Emmert what he thought of New York Times columnist Joe 
Nocera 0 s suggestion that the NCAA could be the 0 next tobacco. 0 A visibly perturbed 
Emmert responded. or know his views, and I don Dt need to read his columns to know them. 
ltD s just not a good use of time. 0 This was said in a tone of voice that I would describe as 
condescending and perturbed. 
Brad Wolverton of the Chronicle of Higher Education was sitting next to me at the Forum, and 
Nocera was three seats away from Brad. Brad wrote in his blog, [JMr. Nocera, who was 
sitting a few seats away from me, kept tapping away at his laptop and didn[!t look up. [J Well, 
I was sitting next to Brad, and I saw that Joe said a lot by doing nothing. 
When Abe asked about the NCAA getting things done, Emmert, seemingly exasperated, said 
o We are a weird organization. 0 It was a weird way to answer, but understandable, due to the 
NCAAD s membership organization status. Emmert quickly conected himselfby saying, 
o Well, a more polite description would be DunusuaI.D 0 Abe responded, DNo, weird is 
good. 0 This was one of the fiumierexchanges of the entire Forum. 
The 0 weird 0 word was repeated several more times when Nebraska President Harvey 
Perlman and Wake Forest President joined EmmeJi and Madkour. 
When the subject of possible congressional intervention regarding antitrust laws came up, 
Emmert came up with a contender for one ofClips[J [1 Top 5 Funniest Remarks of the 
Forum[j when he deadpanned, [Jlfweird is the adjective to describe the NCAA, then I 
don [Jt know what you can call the Congress. [j 
Later, Abe asked, [JDo you think the rulebook could be completed in a year? [J Emmert 
replied (in signature EmmeltSpeak), 0 o Completed 0 is an interesting word. 0 Without 
skipping a beat, Abe interjected, o Weird? 0 (another contender for a Clips Top 5 remark). 
The next panel was DADs Speak Out on Financial Sustainability and Competitive 
Fairness.D On the panel (moderated by SBJDs Michael Smith) were athletic directors Mike 
Alden (Missouri). Debbie Yow (NC State), Mark Hollis (Michigan State) and Warde Manuel 
(UConn). 
Much of the discussion centered around the why 0 s and wherefores conference realignments. 
Mike Alden offered an eye-opening observation of Missouri 0 s move to the SEC when he said 
that Mizzou[l s footprint went from 45 million people to 89 million people. Interesting. 
Debbie Yow (a perennial Clips Top 5 Panelist award recipient) came up with several gems: 

• (Referring to people denying that money is the primary rea<;on for conference-hopping) . 
. . . 0 If the money was the same, nobody would switch. 0 

• (About MmylandDs move to the Big Ten) ... o Going to Madison to play basketball in 
the winter. Good luck. I hope the money is good. 0 

• (About student fees being refelTed to as subsidies) .... DTheyDre not subsidies. They 
are exchanges of tangible assets. 0 

Next was 0 Tools of the Trade: Bringing Out the Best in Your Team 0 with Rick 
Aberman. Director. Peak PClformance. Minnesota Twins. Also with him were Jon LeCrone, 
Commissioner, Horizon League and John Anderson, Baseball Coach at the University of 
Minnesota. I found this to be a very interesting presentation, wherein leaders (or coaches, or 
commissioners) are encouraged to change/improve their leadership skills before they try to 
improve theirteamslconferenceslstaffs. LeCrone articulated a very credible description of the 
Abennan approach. 
o The New Breed of Athletics Administrators 0 focused on non-traditional candidates 
who become ADs. This panel explored value of tapping into comprehensive skill sets 
developed in business ventures and pro sports. For example, Arizona State AD Steve 
Patterson had a rich pro sports background that has served him well in the college ranks. 
When the question of a mentor came up, he cited his father as a great business mentor. Rutgers 
AD Tim Pemetti came from media (CBS Sports College Network) and was a Rutgers 
student-athlete. Pemetti cited Joe Castiglione as a mentor. 
After lunch wa<; a great One-on-One with CBS Sports [J Seth Davis interviewing Eric 
LeGrand, a former Rutgers tackle, who was seriously injured in a game in 2010. His bio 
describes him as [Ja source of inspiration, hope and perseverance, [j and he is every bit ofthal. 
Seth Davis expertly led him through a very interesting conversation in which LeGrand [1 s 
humbleness and hope were sincere and heartfelt. He truly considers himselflucky. Wow. 
Next was DAthletic Directors Discuss the Economics of College Sports,D featuring 
athletic directors Lynn Hickey (lJ -Texas, san Antonio), Tom Holmoe (BYU), Jim Livengood 
(UNLV) and Wood Selig (Old Dominion). Jim Livengood (yes, another perennial Clips Top 5 
award recipient) came up with a couple of gems: 

• Aboutthe challenges of getting competitive and staying competitive .... OWe Dve had 



three winning football teams in the last 27 years, thaW s a challenge. [1 
• When the discussion got around to the impending media distributions related to the new 

f()otball playoff system, Jim made a pitch for the non-giant conferences of the world by 
saying, [1 For the sake of good f()Otball and camaraderie [1 ...... the distributions 
should be good to the smaller guys. 

Lynn Hickey did a great job of describing the incumbent importance of introducing football to 
the UTSA campus. She said, 0 San Antonio is the seventh biggest city in the country, we have 
30,000 students and this is Texas 0 (referring to the outsized craziness for football in Texas
crazy) 

Another great panel (they were ~ good, but I canO! want wnte thousands of words about ~ 
of them) was 0 Maximizing Revenue through Intellectual Property. 0 The moderator was 
SBJD s sure and steady Michael Smith, and the star of the panel (in my humble opinion) was 
Mark Harlan (Sf. Assoc. AD, External Relations, UCLA), who provided a dose of real-world 
sanity with regard to media, marques, image, tradition, platforms and rights for aiL It was good 
that Mark was seated in the middle ofthe sometimes not real world media guys. Several 
people at my table (the [1 alternate media!] table suggested that I create a new award category 
in Mark[]s honor, maybe the []Realist, but with Vision[] Award) 

x 

Last up for Day One was 0 The Changing Face of College Sports 0 WIth Mark LeWIS 
(NCAA), Burke Magnus (ESPN), Ben Sutton (IMG), Bill Hancock (BCS) and Jack 
Swarbick (Notre Dame). Able Abe was moderator. This one was 40,000 feet stuff, velY 
interesting to hear such an august group speculate where college sports could go. I thought that 
there was an inordinate amount of discussion about the possibility of bring a Final Four back 
into an arena. I think that the horse is out of the bam on that one; ADs and coaches would 
have to cut back deeply on handing out tickets available and they 0 d likely be lynched. Big 
difference between 70,000 tickets and 20,000 tickets. 
This great day ended with a cocktail reception (at which your thirsty editor had his first-ever 

l<mg·"~k boUied Hrk~. Ami hi, =o.W. ""d hi, thinl. ""d . 

Day Two is always a challenge for the Forum. It is a half day, itis the Christmas season, traffic 
to the airport can be impossible, so it can be hard to get people to stay over. 

Solution? Schedule a Commissioner 0 s panel first thing. The 0 Conference Commissioners: 
Intercollegiate Athletics Change Agents 0 panel kicked off at 8: 15, including the Big 
TenOs Jim Delany, the SEC Os Mike Slive and the Big EastOs Mike Aresco. Abe Madkour 
was the moderator, and he started things offby asking Delany about the recent Big 10 
expansion. Delany (a perennial contender for the Clips Golden Tongue Award) wove a 
compelling tale of a sort of realignment manifest destiny (thalO s my tmill, not his) in which he 
depicted Maryland and Rutgers as seemingly automatic choices. He talked about tradition and 
geography (with Rutgers 0 N ew York market and Maryland 0 s DC media market being 
adjacent[] sort of (my ternl a gain) to Penn State!] s, and therefore adjacentr]by extension[Jto 
all the other Big Ten markets. Unless I missed it, I never heard Delany mention that the New 
York media market is far and away the biggest in the country. 



Madkour: [JWas the expansion all about the money? [J Delany: [1No, it was four or 
five things. ItwasafiU] .... Madkour: [JDoes Rutgers really fit?[] Delany: rHfyou 
believe the Big Ten is the Midwest, the [Jno. [] But with the new paradigm[J . 
Madkour (to Big East commish Mike Aresco): []with all due respect, how has it been, 
given that you are getting hammered out there? 0 Aresco: OWe already had plans in 
place. The Big East has always been a challenger brand. 0 

Breakawav? 
lvfadkour (to Mike Slive): o Why would the five cOirlerences want to go on their own? 
o 
Slive: OWe donDt necessarily want to go off on our own. The issue is whether we can 
be accommodated with what is good for us. 0 (He brought up the stipend as an 
example.) 
Delany: [ll think the answer is inside rather than outside. We need regulations, but I 
think the NCAA can survive. L! [Yikes. [J 1 think the NCAA can survive. [1 Yikes!] 
lvfadkour: [J\\'hen you say the NCAA will survive, that[Js not very encouraging. [] 
Delany: r]Ifyou go that route [leave the NCAA] there will be unintended 
consequences. I want to be under the same large tent as the Ivy and the OVC and the 
others. [Ed-In addition to the Big Five, there are 26 other Dl conferences.} Ijust 
want the NCAA to do certain things forme.O [Can you say $2,000 stipends?} 

ThenewBCS 
Madkour: OWhat will the newBCS be called? BCS II? BCS 2.0'10 Slive: OThatOs 
exactly what it will not be called. 0 

The next panel was entitled 0 Headlines of the Day: Stakeholders Discuss the Major 
Stories in College Sports. 0 This was one of the more eclectic panels of all, populated by a 
president (Georgiar] s Michael Adams), a fom1er commissioner (Dan Beebe), a media 
personality (Paul Finebaum), two media moguls (IMG[J s George Pyne and FOX Sports[! 
Larry Jones) and a big-time AD (Duke[Js Kevin White). The panel was moderated by 
Michael Smith. 
In my judgment, Dan Beebe was the humorist (but with very keen insights) oftllis group. He 
has a robust college athletics background (commish at Big 12 and OVC and NCAA) and an 
unpretentious manner about him. For example, when Michael Smith asked OWhat is a 
cOirlerence? 0 Beebe answered DIfI knew I would have been on the last panel, 0 (referring 
the the commissioner 0 s panel and the fact that his exit from the Big 12 was a little, ah, messy). 
It brought one ofthe best laughs of the entire Forum. 
Paul Finebaum, a Forum first- timer, articulated a need to keep fans in mind. His radio show 
(he is known as 0 The Voice of the SEC 0 ) revolves around a lot of fans who call in. He said, 
[J I come from a difIerent perspective. I represent fans, most of whom did not attend college .. 
. fans are somewhat under-represented at conferences like these. L! 
Meanwhile, your Clips editor is always on the hunt for new and refreshing phraseology and I 
picked up on some of the wordage used by Kevin Vv'hite. He said (referring to when f()Qtball 
teams are doing bad and coaches and ADs are getting pressure from the fans), 0 So when 
those constituencies get foreclosed [emphasis addedJ by social media, things happen 
quickly .... in the old days we could ride it out. 0 Maybe 10m in the wrong circles, but I 
never heard 0 foreclosed 0 in that context. I think it is very cool. I don Dt know if thatD s a 
Kevin VvbiteSpeak: or used more generally in the non- banking public, I will ask him. 

x 

And thatD s about it for the lIth Annual Forum. Tlus Eyewitness report would have been more 
timely (like yesterday maybe) but I was scooted off to a lengtllY lunch (several courses, adult 
beverages, cigars, entertainment, party favors, goody bags, etc.) by a certain AD from LA, 
where we discussed in excruciating detail all the good and bad of college sports (for about 15 
minutes) and then we crisscrossed a plethora of topics [1 to name just a few, the deterioration of 
STEM education in the US, stem cell ethical issues, my kids, his kids, the fate of the Afghan 
government, the viability of Fonnula One racing in Texas, the sitch in Syria, George 
ClooneyOs efforts in the Sudan (oris it Somalia?), the footwork involved in tunung aDt' at 
UCLA in the early 70s, etc. 

And now itO s time for another Clips Eyewitness Reports tradition: the name-dropping 
section. With apologies for the inevitable happenstance that that I will forget some 
people (sony!), here Os who I spoke with, nodded to or saw atthe Forum. These are 
people who have not been listed above, and they are in alphabetical order. Val 



Ackennan (first-time I met her), Mike Alden (talked about the becoming-fi.ml0US Clips 
Realignment Graphic), Rachel Bachman (another random convergence), Dan Beebe, 
Jason Belzer, Jennifer Biehn (tinally met), JeffBoume, Katy Brown, Greg Christopher, 
Elizabeth Conlisk, Ja<;on Cook, Dave D [jAmico (lunch table), Quincy Adams Flagstaff; 
Chuck Gerber, Kelli Hilliard (1 st mtg), Wayne Hogan (glad he recognized me), Mark 
Hollis, Samantha Huge, Amy Huchthausen (sat in AltMedia Row), Jeff Hurd, Rick 
Kaluza, Dirk Katstra, Kevin Lennon, James Lynch, Walde Manuel, Paul McCarthy 
(met 1st time, a Storrs native), Brett McMurphy, Lydia Murphy-Stephans, Greg 
Myford, Larry Naifeh, Tom Odjakjian, Bronco Nagurski, Jon Oliver, Patrick 0 ONeilL 
Steve Patterson, Amy Perko, Gerald Plush, Joe Potter, Judy Ann Riccio, Diana Saban, 
GregOly Santore, Brett Seebohm, Andy Staples, Ellen Staurowsky, Pete Thamel, Mike 
Vest (met Isttime), Nick Voinis (Sen. Fred Thompson look-alike?), Karen Weaver 
(met I st time), Bob Williams, Miechelle Willis (met 1 st time,finaIZv), Tom Wistrcill, 
Missing In Action (people I was unable to find): Joe Castiglione, Charlie Cobb, Solly 
Fulp, Phil Esten, Susan Herbst, Alicia Jessop, Kevin Lennon, Jamie Zaninovich, Kathy 
Beauregard, Chris Del Conte (winner oflast yearlJ s Fastest-Talking Panelist Award) . 

Special thanks to: All the people at SBJ, esp. Richard Weiss, Abe Madkour, Jim 
Sullivan, Ross Nethery, Donna Johnson & Lorianne Lamonica; Chuck Gerber, Paul 
Finebaum, Dan Guerrero, Brad Wolverton, Dennis Dodd, Amanda from IMG, Jerry 
Stallton (hotelier alld host extraordinaire ), 
*Usually the Clips Tabulation Team tallied aggregate numbersji'om the Forum 
attendee list, and we provide breakdowns by title, by company, by time zone, etc. 
however, this year we were waylaid by some guy at lunch (see above) and had to 
cut comers. So here[Js the abbreviated version. There were 403 people listed on 
the attendee list. The highest concentrations were SBJI..,)BD people, IMG people 
and working media. Other than that there were several do:;en people with titles of 
President, Chairman, CEO, COO, Executive Director, Partner or Principle; 
maybe 20 or so ADs; 15 or so conference commissioners and associate 
commissioners, about 50 Sr. Associate / Associate / Assistant ADs; about 25 were 
Vi's; and the rest were assorted directors, general managers, account managers, 
prqfessors, attorneys, underwriters, chairpersons, district managers, ticket 
managers, consultants, editors, reporters, DUOs and coordinators. The coolest 
titles we came across were o Chief People Officer, 0 o Captain, 0 and o Chief 
Innovation Officer. 0 

And now (the best is last?), the 8th Annual Clips Forum Awards. In years past, Forum awards 
have been warmly received, so here we go again. * 
Best Moderator Award: Abe Madkour. With a steady and sure style 0 part Mike Wallace, 
part Howard CoselL part Chris Berman 0 Abe was our solid vote for best moderator of the 
event. This is his sixih straight Best Moderator award. 
Best Gesticulator Award: Multiple first-place tie among Mike Aldeu, Dan Beebe, Jim 
Livengood, Mark Harlan, Miechelle Willis and Lydia Murphy-Stephans 
Dapper Gent Awards: Mike Slive (we loved that polka-dot cravat), Paul Finebaum (was 
that Hugo Boss?), Tim Pernetti (Euro cut suit worn well), Jim Livengood (meticulously tailored 
sport jacket ofthe finest, softest wool) 
Dapper Duo Award: Jon Oliver and Dirk Katstra 
The Richard \Veiss Look-Alike Award: Mark Silvennan (a younger version thereof) 
Saying the Most in the Least Amount of Words Award (tie): Mike Slive, Harvey Perlman 
and Warde Manuel 
Saying the Least in the Most Amount of \Vords: no comment. 
Overused words/phrases of the Forum: media footprint, monetize, o new revenue 
streams, 0 the "academic mission ofthe university" 
Fastest-Talking Person ofthe Forum: Jim DelallY 
Distinctive N arne Award: Dana Dyksterhuis, Reeves Wiedeman and Judy Aml Riccio. 
These folks have to put up with people always misspelling their names, but they 0 re great 
names. 
Coolest Hollywood-like Name: Burke Magnus 
Loudest Necktie Award: Greg Myford 
Tallest Attendee: Dirk Katstra 
Firmest Handshake Award: Tom Wistrcill 
Most Gentlemanly Panelist (tie): Bill Hancock, Paul Finebaum and Mike Slive 
Lobby Surfing Award: Nick Infimte (in the spirit of the late Howard Cosell) 
Openness and Frankness Award: Mike Aresco and Warde Manual 
Coiffure Award: Diana Sabau 
* Please note that these awards have been compiled in a highly subjective and non
scientific manner by persons unknown to the Clips editor. 
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TO COMMENT ON THIS eFLASH: nick@collegealhlelicsclips.com 

TO ACCESS THE CLIPS WEBSITE: www.collegeathleticsclips.com 

Clips Eyewitness Reports are we-v..ere-there '1lyon the wall, " first-hand accounts of events, 
conventions, forums, games, etc. of particular interest to the eclectic and erudite tastes of Clips' 
sage & sawy subscriber base. Eyewitness Reports are emailed directly to specially selected Clips 
subscribers (and later posted onto the Clips website). This particular IMG Intercollegiate Athletics 
Forum presented by SportsBusiness Joumal and SportsBusiness Daily Eyewitness Report was 
originally emailed to Clips subscribers who are ADs, Presidents, VPs, FARs, Sr Assoc / Assoc / 
Asst ADs, SIDs, SWAs, CFOs, compliance people, development people, marketing people, 
academic support people, facilities people, athletic council members, Board of Trustee members, 



conference executives, bowl executives, sports management professors & students, free trial 
subscribers, PSU JCCSJ professors and students, U-Dub IAL students, astute & energetic 
development folks, glad-handlers, financial people, tea-leaf readers, hand-wringers, vigilant & 
protective presidents, undecided voters, undeniably insidious persons, litigators, barristers, 
esquires, attorneys, lawyers, adjudicators, arbitrators, Bultaco jockeys, widget makers, foundry 
workers, lispy wispy flitterers, nattering nabobs, chest beaters, hedge fund managers, believers in 
normal cyclical economic adjustments, DGG fr Wilmington, CG fr Brooklyn, DDiJ fr Phi/a, JC fr 
New Litcflfield St, TH fr BC, AB fr CD, JF fr Bakersfield, IG fr NYC, BF fr Newington, CWfr NJ, 
VN fr Phi/a, RS fr Benin, RB fr Hartford, FS fr Chicago, FR fr Hartford, FD fr Baltimore, MC fr the 
Buff, Anthony's mother (not girlfriend), GS fr Hamden, BJ fr Columbus, Relva fr Wallingford, 
Groucho fr Fredonia, Roger fr NO, Moose fr Chicago, GS fr Cleveland, GS fr Indy, DA fr Nebraska, 
Etikae fr Timbuktu, Jennifer fr CO, Greg fr Phi/a, Adolph fr Austria, Papa I Mama I baby bear, the 
ghost of Christmases past, etc. 

About our website: CollegeAthleticsClips.com provides executive summaries of col/ege athletics 
news and issues with value-added commentary. Also featured are exclusive Clips Guest 
Commentaries, Clips Best Quotes, Clips Archives and The Clips Left Column. We also issue the 
eclectic, thought-provoking, infonnational and occasionally humorous Clips Eyewitness Reports 
(like the one above), which are award-worthy e-items that range far and wide to delve into the 
periphery and soft underbelly of our modern day sports/entertainment culture to define tile essence 
of the passion and emotion so unique to college athletics. 

*To be removed from this mailing list or change the email format please use the links below: 

Change your subscription 
Unsubscribe 
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Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

College Athletics Clips <nick@collegeathleticsclips.com> 

Monday. December 10, 2012 1:26 PM 

IIle, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Clips Weekly Update 12-10-12 

:x e Newsletter 

Dear Vince. 

Greetings from the MotherShip. Hope you are well. 
Tins Clips Weekly Update comes unadorned with the usual supplemental pearls of wisdom, 
except for a reminder to Clips subscribers new and old alike: 

.... and you can access the Chps websIte here 
All of the postings below are on the Clips website, as well asDatlastcountingD7,111 archived 
articles, painstakingly cross-categorized in 23 sullject categories. 
You will need a password to access the Clips website. If you have forgotten or lost yours, 
please contact me. 

Nick Infimle 
Clips Editor 

Follow Clips on Twitter: 
www.twitter.com!@CollegeAthClips 

Remember, you must be logged in with your username and password to 
view the articles (below) on the website. If you are not logged in you 
will get a blank white screen, 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

College Athletics Clips <nick@collegeathleticsclips.com> 

Thursday, December 13, 2012 10: 17 AM 

IIle, Vince <i11e@email.unc.edu> 

Clips eFlash ... The Big East: An impending roundball rebellion? 

:x e Newsletter 

Dear Vince, 
Greetings from Clips. Hope you are well. 
ltD s always hard to assess the credibility of rumors. Probing. hard-working andlor imaginative 
reporters are ahvays refen·ing to 0 unnamed sources, 0 0 allegedly 0 this and 0 allegedly 0 that. 
Who/what can we believe? 
Some of these rumors eventually come to fruition, butitLJs really hard to figure out ahead of 
time which ofthem have the most viability. 
The Clips Truth Squad has become far more adept these days at reading the tea leaves of 
conference hopping schemes, and it seems with o reasonably reliable suretyO that something 
will happen today in the Big East Conference when Commissioner Mike Aresco has a 
teleconference with presidents of the 0 Roundball Seven 0 (this is a proprietary Clips phrase ). 
These are the Big EastD s seven Catholic schools that do not have FBS football programs: 
Providence, Marquette, Seton Hall, St. John 0 s. Georgetown. Villanova and DePaul. 
Any Clips reader who has devoted an iota or two of attention to conference realignment 
knows that. despite references to academic prowess, tradition, geography and the student
athlete experience. the actual driving force is money. And there is nothing wrong with that, as 
long as the aforementioned non-monetary aspects do not get lost in the shufIle. 
Another reality of which we have all become thuddingly aware is that football is king, and that 
basketball is a distant afterthought in the Big Five conferences. v,'hen media packages are 
negotiated for the five, the basketball portion is roughly 10-30% ofthe valuation. 
\\'hich all brings us to the Big East Conference, an anachronistic but workable league if ever 
there was one. The NOItheastern US (roughly Washington DC to Philadelphia to New York to 
Boston) has always been a pro football redoubt and college football has never really caught on. 
Sony Rutgers, BC and UConn. 
But college basketball definitely did catch on. Thus, when the Big East was cobbled together in 
1979 as a basketball-centric conference, it made all the sense in the world. It worked, and it 
worked well. 
Tlu·ough three decades the adeptly and commendably thrived and they built up their football 
presence. And they thrived, survived and thrived again. 
This time around, however, things are looking rather shaky for the Big Em,t. As described in 
Brett McMurphy [] s article below, the Big East is down to only ten schools (only three of 
which have FBS fi.)otball programs: UConll, Cincinnati and South Florida), and the Roundball 
Seven seem to be* looking to secede. Here 0 s what Marquette AD Lany Williams had to say: 

"1 was not pleased that we issued an invitation to Tulane without any diligence to 
what effect that would have on our basketball product, the draw on our RP1 and 
other such things. 1 was disappointed that 1 wasn't able to participate as a member 
of the conference in the deliberation that went into adding that." 
Williams added that the Big East's other non- football schools felt tile same way. 
"1' art of this is just evelJlbody's uneasy with all these questions that everybody's 
got in their own minds. There was something really cool about the Big East. You 
could rely on it to get six or eight or nine bid5 in a year. It was home. Now that 
home has been sort of changed, and somebody came (md put new furniture in, (md 
boy, do we still iit here is what eve/yone is sort of thinking about. There might be 
well articulated and very deep reasom why you would do it otherwise. But dog
gone-it, 10m not concerned about that. 10m concerned about making sure that 
Marquette is in a position that it can take advantage qfthe great investment itOs 
made in being successful in basketball. " 
*The rumor of secession seems credible largely due to the reportage of ESPN 0 s Brett 
McMurphy, who has become famous for breaking many college athletics stories first. (I 
met Brett at an Alabama football game a couple months ago, and I was very impressed 
by his worked ethic and his uncanny ability to stay current with all manner of 0 unnamed 
sources. 0) 

Big East Conference by-laws require a two-thirds vote for secession. Thus, the seven Catholic 
school votes would suffice for a quorum in the 10-team league. However, at issue is whether 
new member Temple will be allowed a vote (because they are football only). 



So, the teleconference will take place in a few hours. At the Big East MotherShip in Rhode 
Island will be the commissioner and his seruor staff At seven other locations [JQueens, West 
Orange, Philadelphia, Milwaukee, Chicago, Providence and Washington DC [] will be seven 
presidents. (Clips readers should be aware that your Clips editor is lobbying desperately to be 
allowed to listen in on the call.) 
At last weekO s IMG Forum in NYC Commissioner Aresco was on a panel with heavy-hitters 
Jim Delany (Big Ten) and Mike Slive (SEC). I was impressed by ArescoOs can-do spirit and 
that he reminded everyone that the Big East 0 has always been a challenger brand. 0 
Here are some quotes from various articles that were posted overnight. Also below are what I 
thought were the three best of the twenty or so articles I read or skimmed through. One of the 
articles, from Brett McMurphy. Dana 0 ONeill and Andy Katz, ~was posted just a few hours 
ago, at 2: 15 AM ET. 
Dana 0 [!Neill, ESPN.com 

They [the basketball schools] are the recognizable part of the Big East brand and 
that name still has some meaning in certain pockets of the world It may even 
have some monetmy value. But not if the Catholic schools sit idly by and allow 
their worth to be hitched to the wagons CifCOI!ference USA schools masquerading 
under a Big East marquee. 
There are no guarantees here. This is like playing Powerball-- you might go in 
together and split millions or you might go in together and wind up with nothing 
but a worthless ticket. 
But it's time that the Big East core stops acting as though it's just some little 
addendum to the league and lucky to still be invited into the secret club it actually 
fonned 
It's time to stop swallowing the company line it has been fed - that it can't survive 
without the Power of the Pigskin - without exploring whether that is really tn/e. 
College athletics right now is like the Wild West, without roles or even civility. 
Andyet the Big Ea5t Catholic schools have been acting like, well, Catholic 
schoolchildren-- polite to afault, abiding by the ntles, qfraid Cifthe teacher. 

Brett McMurphy, ESPN.com 
The seven schools - DePaul, Georgetown, Adarquette, Providence, St. John's, 
Seton Hall and Villanova - are "close to a consensus on what they want to do 
next, " a source said Wednesday. 
The presidents of the seven schools are scheduled to conduct a teleconference with 
Big East commissioner ivlike Aresco on Thursday and are expected to issue a 
statement on their schools' future in the next 24 to 48 hours. 

Brett McMurphy, ESPN.com 
UConn president Susan Herbst has contacted (fficialsfrom the non-FBS Big East 
members. pleading with them to stay in the league, sources told ESPN. 
lronically, Herbst, along with Cincinnati and South Florida officials, heavily 
lobbied to get out of the Big East andjoin the ACC when the league had to 
replace Maryland 

Brett McMurphy, ESPN.com 
A Big East source from afootball-playing school toldESPN on Sunday, 'The 
basketball schools are not thrilled with Tulane' and 'would have fallen off the 
ledge ifwe would have added East Carolina as afull member.' 

Jeff Goodman, CBSSports.com, 12-12-12 

"This meeting should have happened six months, a year or 18 month5 ago, " one 
Big East coach said ''This wasn't an unpredictable place to be. It was highly 
predicted We didn't know who was going to end up where, but we knew who was 
going to be left behind" 

Eamon Brennan, ESPN.com 

Anyway, Williams also made a point that I think is vastly underutilized. In fact I think it's 
the best argument I've heard about basketball schools and conference realignment in a 
longtime: 

"Football [is] enjoying a current state of dominance, but thatOs not to say 
thatOs always going to be that way. Guys like me that played way too mallY years 
and got way too many concussions, that may affect the game of football down the 
road These TV deals are 15 years, well you know what, what[Js football going to 
look like in 15 years? They may not be in the power position they are in today. 
How do we as an elite basketball programj!t into the landl·cape ofthisfootball 
dominated environment? 1 don[]t ha:ve a complete answer jor you, but that[]s the 
question. 0 
We probably don't talk about this enough. Realignment is predicated on pretty simple 
facts: Football is king, because people sure do love to watch their Nick Saban perfect 
his death stare for three hours. And maybe it will always be so. But, you know, maybe 
not! 

Thats all for the intro this moming. Have a good Thursday. 



Nick Infante 
Clips Editor 

Follow Clips on Twitter: 
vw,w.twitter.com/@CollegeAthClips 

Sources: 7 leaning to leave Big East 

By Brett Mdvfurphy, Andy Katz, Dalla O'Neil, K'>'PNcom, 12-13-12. 2:05 a.m. ET 

The presidents ofthe Big East's seven Catholic, non-Football Bowl Subdivision schools 
are expected to decide on their future in the Big East in the coming days, and it "would be an 
upset" if they remained in the league, sources told ESPN. 
The seven schools -- DePaul, Georgetown, Marquette, Providence, St. John's, Seton Hall and 
Villanova -- are "close to a consensus on what they want to do next," a source said 
Wednesday. 
The presidents of the seven schools are scheduled to conduct a teleconference with Big East 
commissioner Mike Aresco on Thursday and are expected to issue a statement on their 
schools' future in the next 24 to 48 hours. 
On Sunday, the seven presidents met with Aresco in New York to discuss a number of 
options and "better understand the best course of action for the future," ESPN reported. 
Sources told ESPN the seven schools discussed a number of options but most importantly 
wanted to have "lots of dialogue to better understand the best course of action for the future." 
Sources said Wednesday it's becoming "more likely" the basketball schools will break away 
from the league's football members. 
It's unknown whether they would attempt to dissolve the league or leave the league as a group. 
The league can be dissolved in a vote of the league members by a two-thirds majority, 
according to Big East bylaws. With all of the Big East's recent defections, there are only 10 
members (the seven non-FBS schools, plus Cincinnati, UConn and South Florida) that can 
vote on the league dissolving. 
A source told ESPN on Wednesday that Temple, as a football-only membel~ has voting rights 
but can't vote on dissolution of the league. With Temple unable to vote, that gives the seven 
basketball schools enough votes to dissolve the league. 
Sources said there are multiple legal entanglements that make the voting situation "complex." 
UConn president Susan Herbst has contacted officials from the non-FBS Big East members, 
pleading with them to stay in the league, sources told ESPN. 
Ironically, Herbst, along with Cincinnati and South Florida officials, heavily lobbied to get out 
ofthe Big East and join the ACC when the league had to replace Maryland. 
"I know this may seem like a tough moment for our fans, but we need to fi)cus on the 
fundamentals of academic success across the university and in our athletic program as well," 
Herbst said in a statement when Louisville, and not UConn, was selected by the ACC last 
month. 
Ifthe seven basketball schools leave the Big East, it will be a crippling blow to the Big Easfs 
media rights negotiations. Last week CBSSpOlts.com projected the value of the Big East's 
media rights revenue between $60 million and $80 million. 
An industry source thought the figure would be closer to $50 million, he told ESPN on 
Tuesday. The estimates reported by CBSSports.com and ESPN both included the basketball 
schools as part of the package. 
If the Big East lost the seven Catholic basketball schools, it would decrease the value of the 
league's media rights by" 15 to 20 percent," an industry source said. 
All these factors also could affect decisions by Boise State and San Diego State to join the 
league in 2013 as football-only members. Both schools have reiterated in the past that they are 
committed to the Big East, but if the seven basketball schools leave, it could erase any potential 
financial gains Boise and SDSU would get from leaving the Mountain West for the Big East. 
On Tuesday night, Marquette athletic director Larry Williams was critical of the future 
membership of the Big East. 
"The Big East that Marquette joined in 2005, boy, that's a different looking animal going 
forward over the next couple of years," Williams told 540 ESPN Milwaukee. "It's prompted 
some deeper discussion what futures are for schools such as Marquette, Georgetown and 
Villanova." 
In the past couple of years, seven Big East schools have announced they were leaving: West 
Virginia, Pittsburgh, TCU, Syracuse, Louisville, Notre Dame and Rutgers. 
In their place, the Big East added Temple as a football-only member this year -- the Owls will 
be full members next year -- and will add Houston, SMU, Memphis, UCF, Boise State and 
San Diego State in 2013, Tulane and East Carolina in 2014, and Navy in 2015. 
Houston, SMU, Memphis, UCF and Tulane will be full Big East members; Boise State, San 
Diego State, East Carolina and Navy will be football-only members. 
A Big East source from a football-playing school told ESPN on Sunday, "The basketball 
schools are not thrilled with Tulane" and "would have fallen off the ledge if we would have 
added East Carolina as a full member." 



Williams acknowledged he was "not pleased" specifically about adding Tulane. 
"I was not pleased that we issued an invitation to Tulane without any diligence to what effect 
that would have on our basketball product, the draw on our RPI and other such things," 
Williams told 540 ESPN Milwaukee. "I was disappointed that I wasn't able to participate as a 
member of the conference in the deliberation that went into adding that." 
Williams added that the Big Easfs other non- football schools felt the same way. 
"Part ofthis is just everybody's uneasy with all these questions that eVe!ybody's got in their 
own minds," Williams told 540 ESPN Milwaukee. "There was something really cool about the 
Big East. You could rely on it to get six or eight or nine bids in a year. 
"It was home. Now that home has been SOli of changed, and somebody came and put new 
furniture ilL and boy. do we still fit here is what everyone is sort of thinking about." 
Brett McMurphy is a college football reporter for ESPN. Andy Katz is a senior college 
basketball writer for ESPN.com. Dana O'Neil covers college basketball for ESPN.com. 
This article has been reprinted on Clips with the permission o/ESPNcom 

Big East Catholic schools wake up? 

ByDanaOWeil, ESPNcom, 12-11-12 
Finally, the Big East -- the tme essence of the league, not the ramshackle Ellis Island it 
has currently become - - is doing something. 
After years of having their fate decided for them, the seven Catholic basketball-playing schools 
gathered with commissioner Mike Aresco in New York on Sunday to discuss their options, 
according to published reports confirrued and detailed by ESPN's Andy Katz and Brett 
McMurphy. 
No decisions, votes or decisive actions were taken, but at least the seven universities -
DePaul, Georgetown, Marquette, Providence, St. John's, Seton Hall and Villanova - - that 
represent Dave Gavitt's original hoops- oriented vision are working to detennine their future 
instead of having it dictated to them. 
There's no doubt the options aren't great. The Catholic schools could band together, perhaps 
dissolve the league and forge out on their own, partnering maybe down the road with other 
like- minded, basketball- first institutions in the hopes ofluring TV revenue. 
That sounds a lot better than it likely will be. at least fiscally. If current reports are tme that a 
new deal might net $60 to $80 million, that's an average payout to the non-FBS football 
schools of between $1.1 to 1.4 million a year. The Atlantic 10's television deal split with 
ESPN, NBC and CBS nets each school about $350,000. 
That's a severe cut, and for financially strapped schools that lack FBS football revenue, every 
penny counts. 
So it would be a calculated risk to bank - - literally and figuratively - - that the name-brand 
recognition ofthe likes of Georgetown, St. John's and Villanova will move the needle. Even if 
they paltner with or gobble up (your point of view will deterruine the verb of choice) schools 
such as Xavier, Dayton, Saint Louis, Butler or Creighton, is it still enough to convince television 
bigwigs to pay top dollar for its post-football programming? 
Hard to calculate. 
But here's the twist in all of that: As the Big East continues to bastardize its product, adding 
schools that oller FBS football teams, ifnot competitive ones, and basketball programs, if not 
traditional or successful ones, those schools are only hurting their name brands anyway. 
At some point, as Georgetown has to make its way with wins against Central Florida and 
Tulane instead of Syracuse and Louisville, there's a danger that tl1e university's appeal is 
annually devalued. There's a reason the idea of adding Tulane as a full conference member, 
along with several of its C- USA compatriots, sent shivers down the Catholic schools' collective 
spmes. 
They recognize that, as mom always said, you are the company that you keep. 
Tins no longer is about preserving Gavitt's vision. As much as that sweet notion tugs at the 
hemtstrings. ifs irrelevant. His once-realized dream of a basketball powerhouse conference is 
simply not relevant in today's climate. Footballmles the roost and everyone else is along for the 
ride. 
This is about survival. The Big Six conferences are practically putting the grafIiti on the wall. If 
Jim Delany and some of his rival commissioners have their way, some day we will be down to 
four superconferences and no need for the NCAA. Anarchy willmle, Arruageddon will exist 
and Cinderella will have to figure out how to get back to tl1e dance. 
Before all ofthat happens, the Big East core has to do something. In a fight-or- flight college 
landscape, the seven Catholic schools too long have been mnning alDund like Chicken Little 
turned ostrich - - simultaneously panicking that the sky is falling but sticking their heads in the 
sand, hoping it will all go away. 
It's not going away. It's going to get worse and the schools have to gather up whatever few 
chips they have left and go all-in. 
They are tile recognizable part of the Big East brand and that nanle still has some meaning in 
certain pockets of the world. It may even have some monetary value. But not if the Catholic 
schools sit idly by and allow their worth to be hitched to the wagons of Conference USA 
schools masquerading under a Big East marquee. 
There are no guarantees here. This is like playing Powerball - - you might go in together and 



split millions or you might go in together and wind up with nothing but a worthless ticket 
But it's time that the Big East core stops acting as though it'sjust some little addendum to the 
league and lucky to still be invited into the secret club it actually fonned. 
It's time to stop swallowing the company line it has been fed -- that it can't survive without the 
Power of the Pigskin -- without exploring whether that is really true. 
College athletics right now is like the Wild West, without mles or even civility. And yet the Big 
East Catholic schools have been acting like, well, Catholic schoolchildren - - polite to a fault, 
abiding by the rules, afraid of the teacher. 
It's high time they remove the white gloves from their manicured hands and get into tins dirty 
business. 
Instead of listening to and accepting what eVClyone else says is in their best interest, the Big 
East - - the real Big East - - needs to figure that out for itself. 
This article has been reprinted on Clips with the permission o/ESPNcom 

Seven schools reportedly are leaning toward leaving the Big East. Is 
that the right move or not? 
ByJejJEisenberg. The Dagger, Yahoo! Sports, 12-/312, 4:30AM ET 
Frustrated the Big East has irreparably damaged its basketball brand with recent 
additions geared toward saving its football future, the presidents ofthe league's seven non-high 
level football schools met Wednesday to discuss their options. 
An ESPN.com report late Wednesday night indicated a decision could come in the next 24 to 
48 hours and it would be "an upset" ifthe seven schools chose to remain in the league. 
DePaul, Georgetown, Marquette, Providence, St. John's, Seton Hall and Villanova have 
essentially three options. 
They can remain in tile Big East despite the likelihood that a new TV deal will not meet their 
expectations and the chance that new additions like Tulane, Houston and SMU drag down the 
league's basketball standing. They can leave the league and forfeit millions of dollars in NCAA 
toumament win shares and exit fees paid by previous departees. Or they can dissolve the 
league altogether if they have the two-thirds majority necessary to make such a decision. 
According to the ESPN.com report, dissolving the league is a real possibility because new 
member Temple is not allowed to vote on the dissolution of the conference until after July I. As 
a resul~ the seven would have the two-thirds majority they need even ifexisting Big East 
members Cincinnati, UConn and South Florida voted against tllem. 
The ramifications of such a move would be widespread in college athletics because the ripple 
effect would be felt from coast- to-coast. 
Would the seven Catholic schools merge with the Atlantic 10 or foml a new league by 
poaching some of the Atlantic IO's upper-echelon programs? Would San Diego State and 
Boise State remain committed to leaving the Mountain West for the Big East in football and the 
Big West in everything else? And would Cincinnati, UConn and South Florida be forced to 
remain in the ruins of the Big East or would they be able to parlay the chaos into invitations 
from other power conferences? 
All of those questions will come into play should the seven Catholic schools opt to break away 
from the Big East, which certainly will not be an easy decision. Here's a look at some of the 
pros and cons of staying in the Big East fiJr the seven potential departees: 
PRO: If the seven Catholic schools remain in the Big East, they're still in the same league with 
hoops powers such as UConn, Cincilmati, Memphis and Temple. That foursome is 
considerably stronger than any four or five schools the seven could align with outside the Big 
East, even ifthey manage to lure schools such as Xavier, Dayton, Saint Louis, Butler or 
Creighton. 
CON: Both Cincinnati and UConn would bolt for the ACC or Big 12 atthe first hint of an 
invitation, so it's foolish for the seven Catholic schools to count on having them as Big East 
members much longer. Take those two schools out ofthe equation, and suddenly the Big East 
looks much less attractive basketball-wise. It becomes Memphis, Temple and a bunch of bland 
mediocre tiller, whether it's SMU, Houston, South Florida or Tulane. 
PRO: There's a reason the basketball-only schools in the Big East haven't broken off from the 
football schools prior to this point: They can get a better TV deal by staying together. Since 
ratings for mediocre college football games will typically outdraw even marquee hoops 
matchups, TV networks are more willing to shell out millions for leagues that can provide 
football inventory. 
CON: By replacing brand-name programs with SMU, Tulane and East Carolina, the Big East 
has wealcened its brand enough that its next TV deal may not meet expectations. 
CBSSports.com recently reported the Big East is currently negotiating a TV deal that could be 
worth as little as $60 million annually. That suggests the Catholic schools would only get 
between $1 million and $1.5 million per year if they remain in the Big East, which is potentially 
less than what they get from their next contract. Not good. 
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IIle, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Clips Weekly Update 12-17-12 

:x e Newsletter 

DearVincc. 

Greetings from the Sunday Night MothcrShip. 

What a week it was. The big news was that the "Catholic Seven" seceded from the Big East. 
From that flowed the hysteria, the hyperbole, the hard feelings, the dramatics, the nod to 
Northeastern roundball tradition, the p.)ssibilities (Gonzaga? Butler? Creighton? Huxley?), the 
TV money, the exit fees, nailing down Madison Square Garden [Jand, of course 1:.1 Version 17 
ofthe Clips Conference Realignment Graphic .. 



Have a good Monday. Have a good week. 

Nick Infim1e 
Clips Editor 

Follow Clips on Twitter: 
W"NIN.twitter.comi@CollegeAthClips 
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College Athletics Clips <nick@collegeathleticsclips.com> 

Thursday, December 20,20126:57 AM 

IIle, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

eFlash: From Forbes, College Footbal\[Js Most Valuable Teams 

:x e Newsletter 

Dear Vince, 

Thursday morning greetings from the MotherShip. Hope you are well. 
Today 0 s Clips eFlash has to do with rankings. Not just any rankings, mind you, but rankings 
of college football teams. As we all know, it is supremely difficult to rank football teams. On 
the field of play, that is. Biases, judgments injuries, strength of schedule, public appeal, etc. 
inevitably seep in to muck up the process. 
However, when ranking teams by the (largely) !!!arguable measures of spending, wins, profit, 
salaries, etc. things become less subjective and more rational. That[] s the theory at least. 
With that in mind, the numbers-oriented folks at Forbes magazine have come out with several 
college tootbalilists: most valuable teams, most profitable teams, most powerful coaches, most 
cost-efficient teams and least cost-efficient teams. 

For its list of college fi.)Qtball's most valuable teams, Forbes[] methodology took into account 
four components: a team's value to it<; university, value to its athletic department, value to its 
conference and value to the surrounding community. The list also heavily weighs the number of 
home games a team plays during the regular season, as nearly "every school-specific revenue 
stream 0 ticket sales, contributions, sponsorships, merchandise 0 is at least partly influenced 
by a team's number of home games." 
Texas leads the way again, valued at $133 million. The Longhoms also are the most profitable 
team in the country, malcing $78 million tor the university. In all, however, Forbes' list is 
dominated by the Southeastem Conference. The league has seven ofthe top 10 teanIS and 
eight of the top 20. 
Forbes' list ofthe 10 most valuable teams in college football: 
1. Texas: $133 million 
2. Michigan: $120 million 
3. Notre Dame: $103 million 
4. LSU: $102 million 
5. Georgia: $99 million 
6. Alabama: $95 million 
7. Florida: $93 million 
8. Auburn: $85 million 
9. Tennessee: $84 million 
10. Arkansas: $83 million 

ForbesD list of the 10 most profitable teanIs in college football: 

I. Texas: $78 million 
2. Michigan: $62 million 



3. Georgia: $52 million 
4. Florida: $51 million 
5T. Alabama: $45 million 
5T. LSU: $45 million 
7. Auburn: $44 million 
8. Notre Dame: $43 million 
9. Arkansas: $40 million 
lOT. Nebraska: $36 million 
lOT. Oklahoma: $36 million 
lOT. Penn State: $36 million 
College football Os most cost-efficient programs in DI-A 
The magazine looked at a team's three-year-average of spending per win. Leading the way 
was Kansas State, which has spent $1.45 million per win over the last three years. 
Forbes' list of the seven most cost-etIicient teams in the country (list only includes teams from 
automatic-qualifying conferences): 
l. Kansas State: $1.45 million per win 
2. Stanford: $1.52 million per win 
3. North Carolina State: $1.58 million per win 
4. Mississippi State: $1.63 million per win 
5. Cormecticut: $1.73 million per win 
6. Oregon: $1.79 million per win 
7. LSU: $1.89 million per win 
While Kansas State provides the most bang for its buck, in-state rival Kansas is the least cost
efficient football team in the FBS, per Forbes. The Jayhawks have spent more than $8 million 
per win over the last three years, $2 million more per win than any other AQ team in the 
country. 
College Football's Most Powerful Head Coaches 
To measure coaching power, Forbes looked at each coachr]s salary, its proportion of the 
school 0 s total coaching salaries and athletic expenditures, the football budget at the coach 0 s 
disposal (football expenses less coach 0 s salary) and how much it would cost the school to 
temlinate his contract before the end of the year. Forbes felt that these categories best reflect a 
coach 0 s influence and power in his athletic department, at his university and ultimately across 
college football 0 s coaching ranks. The ranking relies on USA Today 0 s database of coach 
salaries and each school 0 s annual financial reports to the DOE. 
Forbes excluded the eight coaches whose salary data is not available in USA TodayOs 
database (Steve Addazio. Bill Blankenship, Paul Chryst James Franklin. AI Golden, Curtis 
Johnson, Bronco Mendenhall and David Shaw), though none of those would have cracked the 
top ten had their salary information been available. Not considered were any coaches who 
either lm,t or letl their coaching positions this year. 
l-Nick Saban, Alabama 
$5,316,667 salary 
football budget: $32 million 
2-Gary Patterson, TCU 
$3,467,926 
$23 million 
3-Urban Meyer, Ohio State 
$4.250,000 
$30 million 
4-Bob Stoops, Oklahoma 
$4,550,000 
$20 million 
5-Kirk Ferentz, Iowa 
$3,835,000 
$18 million 
6-Mack Brown, Texas 
$5,292,000 
$21 million 
7 -Mike Gundy, Oklahoma State 
$3,275,000 
$23 million 
8-Steve Spurrier, South Carolina 
$3,550,000 
$19 million 
9-Les Miles, LSU 
$3,751,000 
$20 million 
10-Chip Kelly, Oregon 
$3,500,000 
$17 million 



There you have them, your numbers and stats quota for the day. 

Have a good Thursday. 

Nick Infante 
Clips Editor 

Follow Clips on Twitter: 
\N1Nw.twitler.com!@CollegeAthClips 

The stats and wordage above have been distilled, nmlinated, cogitated, sparsed 
and softened by Clips Editor Nick Infante from a article titled DThe Business of 
College Footballil by Chris Smithfrom a 12-19-12 posting on Forbes. com, 12-19-
12 
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Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

eFlash ... NY Times: "Explosion of Brands and Erosion of Soul" 

:x e Newsletter 

Dear Vince, 

Greetings from the Clips MotherS hip. Hope you are well. 
At the outset of what I hope will be another illuminating and bipartisan eF!ash intro, I will state 
that I have never heard of the author of the essay below. The gentleman[!s name (maybe he[Js 
a gentleman, maybe not?) is Bill Morris. According to the blurb at the bottom of his essay, he 
has written several novels, plus heLJ s good enough a writer (or knows somebody) to have 
gotten a piece published in the vaunted New York Times. ThaliJs no easy task. 
Well, that much said, my observation is that Mr. Morris very adeptly moans and whines about 
the sad state of commercialism that has led to the ruination of college bowls. He blubbers 
about today D s goofY bowl names (he D s got a point there) and he cries about Dthe Erosion of 
Soul, D as is stated in the headline of his essay. 
The essence of his bloviating comes in the third paragraph: 

J\1any fans of college football, those quaint dinosaurs known as purists, bemoan 
this l.5unami of commercialism. They pine for the good old days when there were 
only a handful of bowl games, and they fed off long-standing rivalries between 
powerhouse teams, and they were named for actual physical things that had some 
regional association, things like roses, cotton, .111gar. oranges and the bluebonnet 
[! Texas[l state flower. not the margarine. Nowadays, these dinosaurs complain, 
the selling (if sponsorship rights to corporations jar obscene sums has turned the 
bowl season into a tossed salad ofgeneric, mysterious and ever-changing 
ingredients. To top it qff," universities that send their teams to the less prestigious 
bowls frequently lose money or bareZv break even. 

As I read through this maudlin paean, it became clear that Monis is not just writing about 
college football purists who are dinosaurs, but he is one of that species a~ well. He rails about 
the cra~s commercialism of bowl football, but he D s likely watching it on free TV and reading 
about it on free websites. all of it subsidized by the very sponsors that he is so upset about. 

X 

Pulllease . ... 
Have a good weekend. Enjoy the bowl games. 

Nick Infante 
Clips Editor 

Follow Clips on Twitter: 
VV\Vvv.twitter.com/@CollegeAthC!ips 

Explosion of Brands and Erosion of Soul 
By Bill Morris, New York Times, 12-21-12 

NOW that the college football bowl season has kicked off D tour games down, a mere 31 
to go D we should all pause. put down our Bud Lights and reflect on what this annual ritual 
reveals about our nation LJ s soul. 
Let!] s start by considering the dozens of brand names being spray-painted onto fields and 
beamed onto television screens, including BBVA Compass, GoDaddy.com, Gil dan, 
AdvoCare VlOO, R+L Carriers, TaxSlayer.com, Vizio and Belk. I have no idea what any of 
those things are, or what they do, or why I should want to pay money for them. 1 D m at least 
slightly familiar with a few of this yearD s bowl sponsors, including Allstate, Tostitos, AT&T, 
Little Caesars, AutoZone, Bell Helicopter, Kraft Sheraton and Chick-fil-A I D m making an 
undereducated guess that Beef D 0 D Brady D sand Buffalo Wild Wings have something to do 



with pub grub, and J[Jm fairly sure that Capital One and Discover provide the kind of cutting
edge financial services guaranteed to make my wallet thinner. The only sponsors that spell it out 
in plain English are the San Diego County Credit Union, Meineke Car Care and Franklin 
American Mortgage. 
Many fans of college football, those quaint dinosaurs known as purists, bemoan this tsunami of 
commercialism. They pine for the good old days when there were only a handful of bowl 
games, and they fed ofrlong-standing rivalries between powerhouse teams, and they were 
named for actual physical things that had some regional association, things like roses, cotton, 
sugar, oranges and the bluebonnet D TexasD state flower. notthe margarine. Nowadays. 
these dinosaurs complai11, the selling of sponsorship rights to corporations for obscene sums 
has turned the bowl season into a tossed salad of generic, mysterious and ever-changing 
ingredients. To top it oft; universities that send their teams to the less prestigious bowls 
frequently lose money or barely break even. 
This branding binge is telling us a couple ofthings. On a metaphorical level, it[Js telling us 
we[!re no longer a nation that grows tangible things like cotton and sugar; we[!ve instead 
become a nation of marketers seeking to grow vaporous things known as brands. And on a 
linguistic leveL itO s telling us that people in the world of branding have a filnny way of talking. 
As I D d suspected, this yearD s Buftalo Wild Wings Bowl, pitting Texas Christian (7- 5) against 
Michigan State (6-6) D yawn Dis being sponsored by a Minnesota-based chain ofsports
themed restaurants. The company, which has nearly 900 locations in 49 states and Canada, 
has an employee called the executive vice president for global marketing and brand 
development. Her name is Kathy Benning. As she told The Phoenix Business Journal when the 
company announced the sponsorship deal last summer: OWe look forward to entering the 
college bowl arena as the title sponsor of this progressive properly. It aligns our growing 
brands and provides tremendous opportunity to interact with our gnests, who we know are 
passionate alxmt football. [J 
And here[] s Frank Mnir, chief executive of the Idaho Potato Commission, explaining his 
group!] s decision to take over sponsorship of the game in Boise now known as the Famous 
Idaho Potato Bowl: D We Dve got a national campaign pounding the fact that potatoes are 
good for you. D 
DPeople have forgotten this, D he added. DJust because they taste good doesnDtmean 
tiJeyDre bad.D 
Well, at lea~t the people in Idaho are growing something besides brands. 
How did this come to pass? Many agree that it began with tl1e 1984 Summer Olympics in Los 
Angeles. the first time corporations were allowed to pay big bucks to sponsor sites and events. 
Those Games were a huge financial success, but critics derided them as the Hamburger 
Olympics because McDonald[! s paid for the swimming pool. 
Bruce Skinner was then the executive director ofthe Fiesta Bowl. In 1985, based on what he 
had witnessed in Los Angeles, he persuaded Sunkist to pony up $2 million to sponsor his 
game. The horse was ofiicially out of the bam. rJifanybody is guilty of spurring corporate 
sponsorships, D Skinner said years ago, Dit was the L.A. Olympics. D 
Every once in a long while, a corporate sponsor takes a humdrum bowl gameD s name and 
makes it sublime D as when the Independence Bowl became the Poulan/Weed Eater 
Independence Bowl, lovingly known as the WeedWhacker Bowl. Was the sponsorship deal, 
which ran fi·om 1990 to 1996. worth the money? DOver all, it was a net benefit, D Evin Ellis, 
the companyD s marketing communications manager, told Bloomberg Businessweek in 2010. 
D We consider Weed Eater the Kleenex of weed whacking. D 
There you have it: the art of brand management distilled to its essence. Corporations are now 
willing to shell out up to $5 million a year to have their name attached to a college football bowl 
game because they want the brand to become so common and recognizable that it enters the 
language as the thing itself. The dream is to become ... generic. 
The Kleenex of weed whacking. The Velcro of pub grub. The Tupperware of 
telecommunications. The AstroTurf of auto parts. The Muzak of the mortgage racket. 
A noble dream, indeed, but there D s one hitch. As I survey the names of this year D s bowl 
games, I don Dt see any poetry. Notre Dame and Alabama will square off Jan. 7 in the 
Discover Bowl Championship Series National Championship. ThatD s not generic. ItO s just 
plain bland. 
It D s enough to make a football fan nostalgic for the good old days. I D m not talking about the 
days of the Bluebonnet Bowl. I D m talking about the days of the Poulan/Weed Eater 
Independence Bowl. Or the Diamond Walnut San Fran cisco Bowl. Or my personal favorite, 
the Roady[Js Truck Stops Humanitarian Bowl. Now that, good buddy, is poetry. 





Billlvlorris is the author of the novels DMotor CizvD and DAll SoulsD DayD and has 
;ust completed D Vic #43, D set during the 1967 Detroit riot and the TigersD 1968 
championship season 

And speaking of goofy l:x)wl games, here are a few more: 
From Phil Watson, Yahoo! Sports contributor, 12-20-12 

10. Cmmopolitan Bowl: It was an oddname.fiJr a bowl game, made odder still by 
its location Is there anything remotely cosmopolitan about Alexandria, La.? But 
nevertheless Alexandria hosted the one-and-only Cosmopolitan Bowl in December 
1951. For the record, lvfcNeese State beat Louisiana College, 13-6. 
9. Refrigerator Bowl: Once upon a time, the Universiry of Evansville played 
football and once upon a time, Whirlpool had a major factory in Evansville, Ind 
Put them together and- presto!- the Refrigerator Bowl was hom. It was played in 
Evansville from 1948-56. 
8. Poi Bowl: The Poi Bowl was played in Honolulu from 1936-39 and featured, 
surprisingly enough, the Universiry (!fH awaii team all }bur years. Hawaii got 
crushed by USC in 1936. Washington in 1938 and UCLA in 1939.1ts only win in 
the game came in 1937, when Hawaii beat something called the "Honolulu All
Stars" 18-12. 
7. Tobacco Bowl: The Tobacco Bowl was played in Richmond, Va., from 1949-82 
and featured teams from the tobacco-producing states of Virginia, North Carolina 
and South Carolina. 17ze game was part of the Tobacco Festival, an annual event 
held in Richmondfrom 1948-84. Appropriately enough, the game and festival both 
died off, apparently just another tobacco-related casualry. 
6. Beef'O' Brady~5 Bowl: Nothing S<!}'S national pride like a bowl game named 
after a regional e2011 BeefO' Brady's Bowl.ate1y. OK, so it's a national chain, but 
still. This year's Beef'O' Brady's Bowl will be played Frid<!}', Dec. 21, between Ball 
State and UCF at Tropicana Field in St. Petersburg, Fla. This bowl has a history 
of odd names; it was the magic.lack St. Petersburg Bowl in 2009 and the St. 
Petersburg Bowl Presented by Beef'O' Brady's in 2009. Afy gues~ is they had 
trouble jilting all of that onto a patch that would still fit on a shoulder pad 
5. Bacardi Bowl: The Bacardi Bowl was played four times (1907, 1912, 1921 and 
193 7) in Havana. The first three Bacardi Bowls featured the Havana Universiry 
team, which actually won in 1921 by beating Ole Miss 14-0. The final Bacardi 
Bowl was a 7-7 tie between Auburn and Villanova, qfter which the sides cried into 
their nm1 about not being able to win 
4. Boot Hill Bowl: The Boot Hill Bowl was not a major bowl game by any stretch 
of the imagination The game featured NAJA schools and was played in Dodge 
City, Kan, from 1970-80 There is no truth to the rumor that the loser was ordered 
to "get out (!!Dodge by sundown " 
3. Vulcan Bowl: No. it wasn't played on the planet Vulcan with Spock tossing the 
ceremonial coin. It was, however, a bowl game .fiJr small colleges played in 
Binningham. Ala., on New Year's Day from 1942-49 and again in 1952. Sadly 
enough, the game was not able to live long or prosper. 
2. San Diego C ounry Credit Union Poimettia Bowl: This game has been played in 
San Diego since 2005 and this yearfeatures a pair of fonner rivals in BYU and 
San Diego State. Does it include free toasters for the winners? Last year's 
Independence Bowl, sailS weed eating. 
1. Poulan Weed Eater Independence Bowl: The Independence Bowl has been 
played in Shreveport, La., since 1976 and this year~5 edition is Dec. 28 between 
Louisiana-Afonroe and Ohio. Now known as the AdvoCare VJOO Independence 
Bowl, this game was one of the earliest to feature the name (y·a corporate .1ponsor 
and was the Poulan Weed Eater Bowl from 1990-96. NaturalZv, it became known 
as the Weedwhacker Bowl. 

And a partial list of defunct bowls: 
Boardwalk Bowl, Atlautic City, NJ 
Cherry Bowl ,Pontiac, Michigan 
Cigar Bowl, Tampa, Florida 
Epson Ivy Bowl, Japan 
Garden State Bowl ,East Ruthmford, New Jersey 
Gla~s Bowl, Toledo, Ohio 
Harbor Bowl, San Diego, California 
International Bowl, Toronto, Ontario 
Mercy Bowl , Los Angeles, California 
Oil Bowl, Houston, Texas 
Oyster Bowl, Norfolk, Virginia 



Pecan Bowl, Abilene, Arlington, Texas 
Pelican Bowl, Durhan1, North Carolina 
Pineapple Bowl, Honolulu, Hawaii 
Poi Bowl, Honolulu, Hawaii 
Refrigerator Bowl, Evansville, Indiana 
Raisin BowL Fresno, Calitomia 
Salad Bowl, Phoenix, Arizona 
Silicon Valley Football Classic, San Jose, Calitomia 
Sunflower Bowl, Winfield, Kansas 
Tobacco Bowl, Richmond, Virginia 
Vulcan Bowl, Birminghan1, Alabama 

TO COMMENT ON THIS eFLASH: nick@collegealhlelicsclips.com 

TO ACCESS THE CLIPS WEBSITE: www.collegeathlelicsclips.com 

Clips eFLASHes are items of particular interest that are either time-sensitive or of appeal to only a 
portion of Clips' sage & savvy subscriber base. eFLASHes are emailed directly to specially selected 
Clips subscribers. This particular whining and moaning essay eFLASH has been sent to all Clips 
subscribers 

About our website. Col/egeAthleticsC/ips.com provides executive summaries of college athletics news 
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informational and occasionally humorous Clips eFLASHes (like the one above). which are award-worthy 
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sports/entertainment culture to define the essence of the passion and emotion so unique to college 
athletics 
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Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

CLIPSeFlash: "For Poor, Leap to College Often Ends in Hard Fall" 

:x e Newsletter 

Dear Vince, 

Greetings from the Clips MotherS hip. Hope you are well. 

A lengthy (5,547 words) front-page article[!"For Poor, Leap to College Often Ends in a Hard 
Fall"LJin todayLJs New York Times examines the fonnidable obstacles that plague low income 
students in pursuit of a higher education degree. 

Well, IDm a sucker for lead stories, especially lead stories in the Sunday New York Times. 
HereDs todayDs: DFor Poor, Leap to College Often Ends in a Hard Fall.D 
While that headline is something of a no- brainer, the Times takes over 5,000 well-placed 
words and several hard-hitting graphics to tell us what we really already sorta know (but 
conveniently forget about most of the time). However, it is entirely appropriate to augment our 
logic and experience based knowledge with empirical data that backs it up. Further, the Times 
follows three actual high school. then college students in Galveston, TexasDAngela, Melissa 
and Bianca D as real-world examples of the sometimes acute challenges of! ow income students 
in getting into, paying for and succeeding in higher education. 

The long version of this eF!ash is link to the entire article on the Times website. If the reader 
has even a modicum of interest have/have-not outcomes in society, then the 20-30 minutes are 
well worth it. Here D s the link. 

The short version of this eF!ash consists of the comments and excerpts and charts immediately 
below: 
Angelica Gonzales had aspirations for a better life early in her high school days. She vowed to 



become the tirst in her family to earn a college degree. [JI don[Jt want to work at Walmart[J 
like her mother, she wrote to a school counselor. 
Angelica[Js four-year grade-point average of3.9. She scored 1,240 on the math and reading 
portions of her SAT, which ranked her at the 84th percentile nationwide. Vv'hen the Gennan 
teacher suddenly quit, the school tapped her to finish teaching the first-year course. 
When it came time to apply to college, Angelica got her second choice .... 

Angelica had thought of little beyond Northwestern University and was crestfallen 
when she was rejected She had sent a last-minute application to a school in 
Atlanta that hade-mailed her. Only rifter getting in did she discover that she had 
achieved something special. 
Emmy cost nearly $50,000 that year, but it was one of a small tier of top schools 
that promised to meet the financial needs of any student good enough to be 
admitted It had even started a program to relieve the neediest students of high 
debt burdens. !JNo one should have to give up their goals and dreams because 
financial challenges stand in the way, [J its Web site says. 
Plus an umeen campus a thousand miles away had an innate appeal. !]flow many 
times do you get the chance to completely reinvent yourself? 0 Angelica said 

The evidence supports income being more of a factor in education than race .... 
lflvfelissa and Angelica felt that heading off to university set them apartfrom 
other low-income students, they were right. Fewer than 30% of students in the 
bottom quarter of incomes even enroll in a four-year school [see char/.5 below]. 
And among that group, fewer than half graduate. 
Income has always shaped academic success, but its importance is growing. 
Professor Reardon, the Stanford sociologist, examined a dozen reading and math 
tests dating back 25 years and .found that the gap in scores cif"high- and low
income students has grown by 40%, even as the difference between blacks and 
whites has narrowed 
While race once predicted scores more than clas~. the opposite now holds. By 
eighth grade, white students surpass blacks by an average of three grade levels, 
while upper-income students are four grades ahead of low-income counterparts. 
OThe racial gaps are quite big, but the income gaps are bigger, 0 Prc!fessor 
Reardon said 
One explanation is simply that the rich have clearly gotten richer. A generation 
ago, families at the 90th percentile had five times the income of those at the 1Oth 
percentile. Now they have 10 times as much. 

Angelica struggled with some of the deadlines and requirements for financial aid while shge was 
at Emory, and it cost her dearly 

Angelica had a [costly] setback. For an elite school, Emory enrolls an unusually 
large number of/ow-income students[! 22% get Pel! grants, compared with 11% 
at Harvard LJ and gives them unusually large aid packages. But Angelica had 
failed to complete all the financial aid forms . 
. . . . She got a late start on the complex process and was delayed by questions 
about herfather, whom she did not even know how to reach. Though Emory sent 
weekly e-mails 0 17 o.fthem, along with an invitation to a program for minority 
students 0 they went to a school account she had not learned to check. From the 
start, the wires were crossed 
As classes approached, she just got in the car withAfrs. Lady and Fred and drove 
14 hours to Atlanta hoping to work things out. But by then EmOIJ' had distributed 
all of its aid Even with federal loans and grants, Angelica was $40,000 short. The 
only way to enroll was to borrow from a bank. 
Forty thousand dollars was an unfathomable sum. Angelica did not tell Mrs. Lady. 
to protect her from the worry. She needed a co-signer. <md the only person she 
could ask was Fred That would bind herfuture to her past, but she feared that if 
she tried to defer, she might not have a.fiJture 0 she might never make it back. 
OJ was like, 01 donO! care what kind of debt it puts me in 0 JOve got to get this 
done, 0 0 she said 
Fred [her boyfriend] answered her request with his. They got engaged 

You know things are tough when you have to talk with yourself about whether you can buy a 
head of lettuce or not . 

She moved off campus to save money but found herself spending even more. OJ 
would sit and debate whether l could buy a head of lettuce, LJ she said Fred wa~ 
no longer helping, and her relationship with him snapped That he had backed a 
$40.000 loan only made the split harder. They had been together since she was 15. 
[Jlt was days cif"back and .forth. crying.!] she said 
Emory can hardly be cast as indifferent to low-income students. It spends $94 
million a year o.f its own money on financial aid and graduates its poorest students 
nearly as o.ften as the rest.ltsfailure to reach Angelica may have come up short, 
but that is partly a measure o.f the sheer distance it was trying to bridge. 

No matter who the low income student is, it is difficult to navigate the requirements to receive 
(and maintain) financial aid. 

The tale could be cast a5 an elite school failing a needy student or a student 



unwilling to be helped, but neither explanation does justice to an issue as 
complicated as higher education and class. 

Here LJ s maudlin ending to the sad sad tale. And on the day before Christmas, no less 
A long bridge crosses the bay to Galveston Island Angelica returned a year ago 
the way she had left, with Mrs. Lady and Fred at her side. She is $61,000 in debt, 
seeing Fred again, and making $8.50 an hour at hisfamiZvDs.fimziture store. No 
one can tell whether she is settling down or gathering strength for another escape. 

OJ could have done some things better, and Emmy could have done some things 
better, D she said DBut I donut blame either one of us. Everyone knows life is 
unfair D being low-income puts you at a disadvantage. I just didnDt understand 
the extent of the obstacles I was going to have to overcome. D 

Ed-A quick note on Clips' year-end programming. Eve1ything changes as the 
year-end nears, and media I communications I entertainment consumption 
patterns are disrupted That's why we see so many "Best of,"" "Top 100" and 
"Remember when?"features. 'Tis the season. 

In the spirit of year-end experimentation, the Clips Truth Squad is planning to 
distributeD via website postings, eFlashes, ClipsGraphics, pen & paper, tweets 
@ColleqeAthCiips) Da series of informational, edncational and entertainment
oriented features. Among them will be our acclaimed '~'ltate ofthe Site" report 
(this will be our seventh); a panopZv c!/"1 0 Best. 10 Worst lists for all manner cif 
college sports categories: Clips Look-Alike Awards; Best ClipsPix of the Year; 
Best Clips Quotes cif"the Year; etc. 

Have a good Sunday. Have a good Christmas. Have a good week. Have a good New Year. 

Nick Infante 
Clips Editor 

Follow Clips on Twitter: 
www.twiller.com/@CollegeAthCiips 
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College Athletics Clips <nick@collegeathleticsclips.com> 

Sunday. December 23, 2012 4:22PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Clips Weekly Update 12-24-12 

:x e Newsletter 

Dear Vince. 

Greetings from the Clips MotherS hip. Hope you are well. 

This is it. This is the nutty time of the year for athletic departments, businesses aud households. 
In keeping with the nuttiness, the speculation on conference realignment hm; exploded. Below 
is a revised version of the much revised Clips Conference Realignment Crraphic. This time we 
finally succumbed to the mmor, innuendo and outright fabrication and we have included the 
latest buzz. Note: speculation is in blue. 



Below are the latest pm,tings on the Clips wehsite. I hope you like them. 
Have a Merry Christmas. 

Nick Infante 
Clips Editor 

Follow Clips on Twitter: 
vw,w.twitter.com!@CollegeAthCiips 

D Forbes: College Football Ds Most Valuable Teams Clips eF!as11 ei<rre zrre Fe;rcO<rs· 

ltl:t·••®W@I'!@ii End of the Big EastlJBirth of an Old Fashioned Conference 
Clips Guest Commentary ::=::v>:::ryt:Hr:,.:1 :J~;::t ~:>Y:':·s ;:::>J:_:~:d. ::.:::..:r:1..::s ;::r>J:_:~Id. Pa~ D>J:.::..::i r--'•,':i:~t o~ tn>::: C::;:::n>::', ~2-::::~ 

miSI The college football apocalypse is nigh! Or is it? Clips Gllest commentary 

!#!'iifJ#I!@eiji#JlOW income StUdents crash landing in COllege Clips eFiash :, rorr[l'hY 
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D The Crimson Tide vs. the Fighting Irish: The Battle of the Century 

About our website: CollegeAthleticsC/ips.com provides executive summaries of college atf1/etics 
news and issues with value-added commentary_ Also featured are exclusive Clips Guest 
Commentaries, Clips Best Quotes, Clips Arc/Jives and the Clips Lett Column. 

PLEASE NOTE: Anyone interested in subscription information should log on to 
www.colleqeathleticsclips.com or contact Nick Infante, Clips Editor at 
nick@colleqeathleticsclips_com or 908.879.9978 
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Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

eF!ash: Breakaway? Good/bad reasons to secede from the NCAA 

:x e Newsletter 

Dear Vince. 

Greetings from Clips. 

I hope you are well, and I hope your Christmas-New Years week is going fine. 

Ed-This LJacademic eJi.]Jloration[J is being undertaken by your occasionally 
fertile-minded Clips Editor on Christmas morning in the lobby bar qf the 
Excellence Riviera Resort in C ancun. This ess~· covers what could/might/will 
happen for a breakaway to occur, and how, by who, and what type of alliances, 
deals and give-backs would have to be made for a breakaw~· to occur. Mind you, 
this is not just a.fleeting morning-after-tequila-drinks exercise to fill a few 
web pages with thought-provokers, DGoliath RulesD chest-beating andyucks. 
Nope, this posting is the result of many do::: ens of in-person, phone and email 
conversations over the past six months. If the conversations did not get there on 
their own (and they usually did), it did not take me much to gently nudge the topic 
of realignment, and whether a breakaway by super conferences jr"Om the NCAA 
would he the end game. 
This article is an amalgam qf conversations with Athletic Directors (at all levels, 
e.1pecially D 1-A, hut also all the way to D3), plus presidents, FARs, conference 
executives, media people, etc. As is always the case (andforever will he), we 
steac!fastZv reji·ainfrom divulging the identity qf our sources. When we say Do.fJ 
the record, D it is DOff the Record D 

Let D s start with the blockbuster question: 

Why would the major conferences split from the NCAA? 
In my conversations with the college athletics brainiacs listed above, there were dozens of 
variations of answers to the D why, D but almost all had to doD directly or indirectly D with 
money. Yes. there was much mention of D control, D but it almost always was about getting 
control in order to get more money. 
At first D 1-A movers and shakers I talked to would vigorously qua~h any idea of a 
breakaway from the NCAA. They said that it would never happen, that it couldn !]t happen, 
that it would be a mistake, etc. But ifthe conversation did evolve into the p.)ssibility of a 
breakaway (and that happened about two-thirds of the time), the source would furtively look 
over each shoulder (or do the phone/email version thereof), hush their voice and ask [J This is 
offthe record, right? D Then, wow, then it was gloves o±I, fire away, blah blah blah time . 

X 

Where tl1e bJg money 1s currently commg from: 
Football media rights fees 
Yes, it is huge money!Jseveral billion per year when you add up all the conferences, next 
year[J s postseason, etc. [!but there are two important factors that will need addressing .. 
Bundled negotiations ... Football media rights are currently not negotiated unilaterally (like 
the NCAA does for basketball). Football rights fees are negotiated on a conference-by
conference basis. While this setup has resulted in some seeming windfalls for some 
conferences, a case could be made that bundling all super conference football media rights 
negotiations together would result in bigger payouts and better coordination. 
No sharing with non-members .... the precursors to the super conferences (todayD s SEC, 
Big Ten, Big 12, ACC and Pac-12) do not keep all of what they (arguably) are responsible for 
generating. That is. pmvisions have been made for sharing the money with DFBS non-AQ D 
schools .... e.g.-the Boise TV market is considerably smaller than the Maryland TV market. 
The huge money would become even huger if the super conferences don [Jt have to share 
money with anyone. 



Readers please note: In order to move fiJrward with the next iteration of big-time 
college football/basketball, both end1· of the college athletics philosophical 
clpectrum (one end haves; the other end: have-nots) will need to agree on how 
they want to proceed on the fundamental question of who pays fiJr what in college 
athletics. Do they want to continue having big-time football/basketball (from 
maybe 75 football and 75 basketball teams comingfi·om only 100 schools?) 
subsidizing 18,500 teamsfrom the other 1,000 NCAA schools? Many have touted 
(proudly) the idea ofDcollege athletics socialism, D but othersDusually big-time 
football and basketball peopleDgrunt (derisively) about sports other than big-time 
football1basketball as being Dfreeloaders. D 
This will be no easy discussion They will need to decide who is DentitledD to 
getting college football/basketball revenues, what DfaimessD is in college 
athletics, at what level giveaways are considered []fair. LJ The [Jhave-nots[l in 
this context are about 1.000 D 1-AA. Dl-AAA, D2 andD3 schools that might be 
pitted against les~ than a hundred c\1iper conference schools. On a one school-one 
vote basis the have-nots would prevail, and!Jifthat were the case!Jthen the super 
conferences might secede. 

Basketball media rights fees 
Basketball money is not as huge as football (maybe only a third as much), but the princely 
$10.8 billion, 14-year media rights agreement from a couple years ago could potentially be, ah, 
tweaked, due to the fom1idable leverage of a breakaway conference. 
Bundled negotiations ... Negotiating for football and basketball media rights by bundling 
them could very well prompt networks to pool their resources for even larger fees. 
A bigger piece of the pie .... Currently about 30% of marries derived from the basketball 
media package are apportioned to the NCAA and all levels other than Dl-A While there 
would be significant costs involved in setting up a breakaway conference, the amount 
apportioned currently could be cut significantly. 

How could a breakaway happen? 
Mike Slive and Jim Delany, the two most powerful conference commissioners, were on a panel 
of the IMF SportsBusiness Journal Forum in NYC three weeks ago. I was sitting there, not 
more than 30 teet away, as SBJ Executive Editor Abe Madkour led them through the issues of 
the day. When the question of a possible breakaway came up, Delany responded by saying 
that it would not happen. Actually, he said it in a lot more words than that, but the words were 
throwaways and he affected a somewhat disinterested demeanor. It was just what you Dd 
expect a Big Ten Commissioner to say when no tiring is in the cooker. 
Then it was time for the SEC commissioner to speak on the breakaway issue (or non- issue, 
really). Slive, of the twinkling eyes, toothy smile and an unassuming, aw shucks demeanor, 
spoke with silky smooth syntax about why a breakaway would not, could not occur. He was 
talking to the audience of300 top-level college athletics executives in a steady, deliberate 
manner, the same as one would speak to clrildren or persons not familiar with English. But he 
was not being condescending, he just wanted to make sure that everyone heard Iris words and 
how he said them. 
If you didn Dt listen hard enough, you might have missed the significance when Slive said OWe 
don Dt necessarily want to go off on our own. The issue is whether we can be accommodated 
with what is good for us. D Yikes! What a waming statement Even a moron like me could 
catch that one. Duh Note to NCAA and fellow NCAA members in the D1-AAand D1-
AAA ranks: DonDtvote down another Dgood for big schoolsD proposal (like the $2.000 
stipend) again. Or else (my words. not SliveDs). 

Exactly how a breakaway could work (once it is determined that the 
NCAA no longer serves the needs of big-time football and 
basketball)? 

• Decide on the optimal number of schools! conferences to be part of the breakaway. 
• Select an executive tean1 to get the breakaway off the ground ..... people with media 

savvy, vision. legal background, courage, contacts. influence, college president 
comfmtability. consensus-building acumen, etc. 

• Residual PR, branding and imagery ramifications will need to be 
embraced/addressed/softened. To mentionj ust a few: amateurism, payment to players, 
player unions, a removal of the hypocrisy, etc. 

• Irritiate negotiations with the NCAA on potential a Ia carte functions that they might 
handle (for a fee) for the new breakaway conference. Why recreate the wheel? 

• Initiate discussions with the NCAA on the future relationship (and fimding model) with 
other D1 schools, plus D2 and D3. 

• Irritiate a dialog with Senate, House, IRS and Anti-Tmst officials to plot out a road map 
for various waivers, exemptions. give-backs and horse trading that might accommodate 
the process. 

• Irritiate negotiations with the NFL and NBA regarding future investments by said leagues 
in the continued operation of D minor leagues D on their behalf 

• Investigate the possibility of splitting off football teams trom their [J mother [J 
universities .... royalties for usage of university marks, fees for services by university stalL 



rental of stadiums, ofiices, payments for overhead, etc. 
• Figure out how to legally develop a semi-pro status (which might include 

accommodations for athletes who are full-time students, half~ time students and non
students. 

• Develop a mechanism to replace underperfmming teams with D up-and-comers D who 
could buy/earn their way in. This would be similar to the English football (soccer) pro 
leagues. 

• Take a deep dive into the legal fran~ework for the new breakaway (to optimize the 
impact of the two bullet points above). 

Okay, there you have it. A Christmas week muse. 

Nick Infante 
Clips Editor 

Follow Clips on Twitter: 
www.lwitter.com/@CollegeAihCiips 
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Clips eFlash: 'W1mt's next for the Catholic 7 and the Big East? 

:x e Newsletter 

Dear Vince, 

Greetings from Clips. I hope this DtweenerD week finds you rested, refreshed and recharged. 
Below is an article from Pete Thamel of SI.com that encapsulates as credible a thought process 
about realignment as any I've read. 

Yes, this is another realignment eFlash. Please know that we are not looking to 
convert Clips into a service of speculation, but there has been such a volume of 
content in realignment that we feel compelled to pick the best ones and then move 
on to other items about the business of college athletics. 

Just like the hip bone being connected to the thigh bone, and the thigh bone being connected to 
the, uh, patella?, Thamel starts with the D Catholic 7 D and fills in the blank spaces, which 
create other blank spaces in other conferences, and the chain reaction could be considerable. 
I looked it up and found out that change has been around for a long long time. From the 
profoundly wise Isaac Asimov: 

It is ch<mge, continuing change, inevitable change. that is the dominant factor in 
society today. No sensible decision can be made any longer without taking into 
account not only the world as it is, but the world as it will be ... This, in tum, 
means that our state.1men, our businessmen, our everytmm must take on a science 
fictional way of thinking. .... Isaac Asimov, "My Own View" in The 
Encyclopedia of Science Fiction ( 1978); later published in Asimov on Science 
Fiction (1981) 

To which we 21st century pragmatisti modizy thusly: 
It is ehttnge realignment, continuing ehttnge realignment, inevitable ehttnge 
realignment, that is the dominant factor in sm:iety college football today. No 
sensible decision can be made any longer without taking into account not only the 
tffll"!d media distributions as ii+.-5 they are, but the Mn ld all money streams as it 
will-be they might be ... This, in tum, means that our .sfate.wnen presidents, our 
h taines.mu::n commissioners, our e <CI')tlllffll fans must take on t1 .~cience jictiontll 
an expedient and tnmsitional way of thinking. .... Quincy Adams Wagstaff," in his 
alter ego as Grouclw Marx, overheard in a dressing room qf his fifties TV game 

,,/ww "Yow Ret Yowdffc'' (D 
From Thamel D s article: "All of the schools at 14 are peering suspiciously at each othm: 
calculating who will make the next move. The most likely candidate is Jim Delany of the Big 
Ten, who jnst made a blatant television market play by grabbing Rutgers and Maryland." 
Although the wordrJrealignmentLJis relatively new, the moving from one conference to another 
is not. From 2002-03 to 2012-13, 25% ofDl schools changed conferences or announced 
their intention to do so. Similarly, from 1992-93 to 2002-03, 19% ofDl schools were 
involved. 
What's different now are more high-profile schools fmm major conferences are realigning. 
ItO s always smart to follow the money. The five major conferences today pmduced $964.8 
million in revenue in the 2010 fiscal year, compared to $404.8 million in 2000, according to tax 
records filed by D1 conferences over the past decade. 
Back in 2000. the SEC. Big Ten, Big 12 andACC were all within $10 million of each other in 
revenue. By 2010, the SEC and Big Ten each appmximately had $100 million more in revenue 
than any other conference. See chart below D. 



Asked about conferences chasmg TV dollars that networks prov1de, ESPN Sr. VP Burke 
Magnus said: "That dynamic is cited most often by people. I know it to be way more 
complicated than that These guys are running their business. We're running ours. I can only 
hope we can gel back to what we both do best" 
Not surprisingly, salaries for commissioners have gone up significantly in the past decade. And 
why not? They are working a lot harder. There [J sa lot more traveling, a gila, negotiating, 
pitching, pleading, accommodating and strategizing being done. 

The average total compensation for the five major conference commissioners was $1.6 million 
in 2010, up from $695,585 in 2005 and $386,717 in 2000. The commissionersD average 
comp is still about a million dollars less than the average for the top 25 football coaches. See 
chart belowD. 



And now, a Clips prediction for 2013. There will be a lot more conference switching. Profund, 
huh? You heard it here first. 
Enjoy Pete Thamel D s analysis below. 
Have a good Thursday. 

Nick Infante 
Clips Editor 

Follow Clips on Twitter: 
IN'<NW.twit!er.corn/@CollegeAthCiips 

What's next for the Catholic 7 and the Big East? 
Pete Thamel, SI.com, 12-22-12 
Less than a week after the so-called Catholic 7 broke away from the Big East, both 
leagues are beginning to shape themselves going fi:llward. 
In the spin cycle of conference realignment, every movement raises more questions. Here's a 
look at what's the next step for beth the Catholic 7 and the Big East. 
What's next for Boise State'7 

Boise State athletic officials and President Bob Kustra have been huddled in Las Vegas the 
past few days discussing the school's conference future. (Boise plays in the MAACO Bowl 
against Washington on Saturday.) Mountain West Commissioner Craig Thompson has been 
there most ofthe week as well. 
Three sources told SI.com this week Boise pulling out of the Big East-- where it's slated to 
start play next year-- and returning to the Mountain West appears inevitable. 
"Its not a matter of if, but when," said a source with direct knowledge of Boise's thought 
process. "I would be shocked if it didn't happen." 
As with all things in realignment, there are numemus complicating factors, the most pmminent 
here being exit- fee complications and Boise being already set on the Big East football schedule 
for 2013. 
The timing is not a~ impmtant now as the feeling, shared by athletic officials and television 
executives, that Boise's time with the Big East will end soon. 
Much of the appeal of Boise going to the Big East has disappeared. The Mountain West has 
the same access to the BCS, the potential TV money from the Big East is uncertain and the 
once-coveted East Coast exposure has dissipated. 
The Mountain West's current television situation is complicated, but there's a chance with the 
return of Boise (and likely San Diego State with them), that Mountain West teams could 
receive more than the current $1.0 to $1.5 million per school payout. (One of the fmstrations 
with the Big East now is that they can't deliver any pr()jected revenue figures.) 
UNL V and Fresno State have been contacted unofficially by the Big East and had very general 
conversations. But right now, especially with Boise poised to come back, the likelihood of 



them jumping would he considered slim. 
One final thing to keep in mind: The Mountain West is on the offensive a bit here. It has 
reached out to at least one non-Western Big East school. They're clearly being aggressive. 

What's next for the Big East? 
There's some empathy tor new Big East Commissioner Mike Aresco. who walked into a bad 
situation. And he did so with no experience as a collegiate administrator, making an already 
difficult position virtually impossible. 
At the same time, his lack of communication with schools has frustrated some memhers. 
Specifically, Aresco has done a poor job communicating about money issues, be it potential 
television money or the amount of money schools should expect from exit fees. 
Aresco was brought in to execute a television deal to secure the league's tuture. And in an 
environment where schools' futures and decisions are based on potential television revenue, 
Aresco hasn't heen able to deliver information consistently. 
Aresco's biggest blunder was moving too tast on adding Tulane, which alienated the Catholic 
school athletic directors. Aresco went through the league's presidents, who found Tulane an 
attractive option hecause it's an elite academic school. The lack of conversations with athletic 
directors hurt Aresco's credibility and exposed his inexperience with dealing with the 
complicated political dynamics of conferences. The addition of Tulane helped kickstart the 
basketball movement with the irony heing that the basketball crowd in the Big East pushed for 
Aresco's hire. The question is whether Aresco can recover and salvage a more eastern-based 
league in some form. 
The problem with the leftover teams in the Big East is that two of the would-be linchpin schools 
-- Cincinnati and UConn-- are shooting off signal flares that they want to join other leagues. 
How do you base a league around schools that don't really want to be there? 
What's the next big realignment move? 
What is hurting the future of the Big East the most is that no one in college sports expects the 
environment to he stable very long. There are three major leagues-- SEC, ACC and Big Ten
-sitting at 14teams. The Pac-12 has 12 and the Big 12 is at 10. 
All of the schools at 14 are peering suspiciously at each othe1~ calculating who will make the 
next move. The most likely candidate is Jim Delany of the Big Ten, who just made a blatant 
television market play by grabbing Rutgers and Maryland. 
\Vbere would he go? Some suggest making a mn at Vanderbilt to tweak his chief rival, Mike 
Slive. Others say that the ACC would be the target again. North Carolina is the league's hest 
brand and happens to be Delany's alma mater. They'd certainly be high on his wish list. 
Georgia Tech would he attractive hecause of the window in the Atlanta television market. 
From there? Maybe Virginia? Could Carolina and Duke go as a package? 
The move that would prompt total chaos would he any movement by the Big 12 to expand. 
They'd have to grow in a hurry to catch up with everyone else, p.)tentially sending an already 
volatile environment into panic. 
Don't expect much movement until the courts decide how much of the $50 million exit fee 
Maryland has to pay. That decision will likely dictate when and what happens next. 
How does this impact the Big East? Obviously schools like Cincinnati and UConn are waiting 
for dominoes to fall. opening up a slot for them in the ACC. And their limbo undermines the 
league's power to get a deal completed. 
How big will the Catholic 7league become? 
The most pressing question in the future of the Catholic 7 is how the league will shape up. 
Initially there was a debate about whether the league would go to I 0 or 12 schools. 
As of now, the answer is 12. Why? A favorite new buzz word of the realignment era-
inventory. If there are 12 teams, there will he 20-percent more conference games. That means 
18 extra league games available, and thafs quite a bit of content for programming-starved 
networks. (The total inventmy will be much greater.) 
The coaches. who have vi1tually no say in realignment, would prefer a 10-team league with a 
double round-robin. But inventory rules, so look for the league to go to 12 teams. 
Who will be added? 
The teams that will definitely be added to the mix are Xavier and Butler. Creighton and Da;ton 
are the next two on the list, and should be considered near definite. (Dayton's biggest issue 
would be opposition from Xavier.) 
That makes 11. From there. Saint Louis is a favorite for spot No. 12. 
What makes the Billikens a strong candidate is their market, but it's important to remember that 
in this strain of realignment, markets shouldn't make a huge difierence. Markets are critical for, 
say, the Big Ten, which has its own television channel, or the SEC, which is plotting one. The 
Catholic 7 have zero chance at having their own television channel. So they need programs like 
Da;ton and Creighton with big arenas, rabid fan bases and winning traditions more than they 
do teams in big cities that command little attention. 
Who else is in the running for slot No. 12? VCU has been bandied about, but they are neither 
private nor religious. They are light years ahead of Saint Louis as a program in terms of recent 
success and facilities infrastructure. VCU has proven through Jeff Capel, Anthony Grant and 
Shaka Smart that they are built to last. 
Davidson is a sleeper optiorL as it's private but lacks a religious affiliation. Saint Joseph's could 



get a look, but they are unlikely because Villanova threw a fit when the Big East look Temple. 

Where will we see the games? 
A week ago, the feeling among the schools was that they'd be happy with $2 million per year 
±rom television. Multiple sources have indicated the $3 million per school figure is looking like a 
more accurate number. Who will pony up? 
The lead suitor right now is Fox, which is starting its own national sports cable network that's 
expected to be on the air this fall. The glut of inventory means that it will inevitably be split 
between multiple networks, but Fox has been most aggressive so far. 
There would be some symmetry to Fox using Catholic 7 basketball as a bedrock of its newly 
founded sports network. Some other upstart cable television network did that with Big East 
basketball in the late 1970s and early 1980s. It seemed to be a pretty good fi.mnula for ESPN. 
The other leading candidate would be NBC/Com cast, which made a huge bid for the Pac-12 
that ultimately ended up forging an unlikely alliance between Fox and ESPN. NBC/Cornea<;[ is 
certainly intere,ted, as they been a persistent factor in the race for Big East progmmming 
before things began to fall apart in that league. 
Could Fox buy it all and sell some off to other places? That seems feasible. Could there be a 
multi-netwmk deal? That's highly possible as well. 
What would surprise people is that ESPN's fingerprints were nowhere to be found on this 
Catholic 7 breakaway. The chances of them bidding for it -- especially with the potential eye
popping price tag-- are minimal. Could ESPN end up with some inventory? Sure. It could end 
up with a share if the Catholic 7 want to maintain a tie to ESPN. (There's certainly some 
nostalgia from ESPN for Villanova St. John's and Georgetown). But for now, the chances of 
ESPN as the primary carrier ofthis league are slim. They're already overloaded with regular
sea~on basketball that gets minimal ratings. Why overpay ti.)r more? 
When will this happen? 
This is the most m;ked question in college sports right now because it impacts so many different 
schools' schedules. The Catholic 7league is expected to be playing by 2014-15. But there's a 
chance that it could happen next year. How good of a chance? Estimates from sources range 
±rom a 15-percent chance to a 35-percent chance. But no one really !mows. 
There are a dizzying amount of factors in play here -- the Catholic 7 doesn't have a name, 
commissioner, television deal or even know who will be in it. There is a lucrative postseason 
tournament to figure out and inevitable issues over exit fees and NCAA unit distribution. 
It would be a mad scramble to get things off the ground in the fall, considering that soccer 
practice (yes, all the other sports will be coming. too) starts in about seven months. 
But the one factor that can't be ignored is that the Big East's basketball contract ends at the 
end of this sea~on. It would be awkward to start a deal with a league for one year when it will 
look mdically different the next. 
Also, the Catholic 7 have got this far. \\'hat happens when the television pressure -- say, to till 
dead air on a newly fom1ed sports network?-- heats up. 
Pete lhamel writesforSJ.com. This article has been reprinted on Clips with the 
authorDs pennission. 
To access this article in its original setting, click here: 
http:/ /sportsi llustrated cnn. com/ college-basketball/news/20 121221 lcatholic-7 -future 



More Asimov gems: 

X 

Those people who think they know everything are a great annoyance to those of 
us who do . .... As quoted in The Mammoth Book of Zingers, Quips. and One-Liners 
(2004) edited by GeoffTibballs 



From the Foundations series (1951) 
Never let your sense cif'morals prevent you jr'Om doing what is right. ... Part IV, 
The Traders, section 1 
The whole business is the crudest sort of stratagem, since we have no way cif' 
foreseeing it to the end It is a mere paying out of rope on the chance that 
somewhere along the length qf it will be a noose . .... Part V, The Merchant 
Princes, section 2 
To succeed, planning alone is insufficient. One must improvise as well . ... Part V, 
The Merchant Princes, section 3 
Inertial Our ruling class knows one law; no change. Despotism! They know one 
rule; force. A1aldistribution! They know one desire; to hold what is theirs. 
Chapter 11 DEride and Groom D 
It is well-known that the friend of a conqueror is but the last victim . .... Chapter 
22 [JDeath on Neotrantor[l 
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Clips eFlash ... UMass to 1-A FB: LIBig Dream, Rude Awakening?[l 

:x e Newsletter 

Dear Vince, 

Sunday morning greetings from the MotherS hip. Hope you are well. 

By educated reckoning, the Clips Subscriber Demo department has approximated that about 
four hundred of our subscribers are north of fitly years old, and thus can remember way back 
when to the 1970s. ClipsLJ 50-plus readers will surely remember that world events in the 70s 
featured the winding down of the Vietnam War, the first black man to win Wimbledon (Arthur 
Ashe), Watergate, the death of Mao Zedong, Mikhail Baryshnikov D s defection, Three Mile 
Island, etc. 

College athletics in the 70s featured the Pac-8, the Southwest Conference, an 8-member 
WAC that included Arizona and Arizona State, UCLA basketball in its basketball heyday and 
an NIT tournament that was as strong as the "newcomer" NCAA tournament. 
There was (or was perceived to be) less of a spread between TV revenues for college football 
and college basketball back then (remember, the beginning of this decade was the pre-ESPN 
era), so college basketball was (or seemed to be, at least to easterners) a bigger part of college 
athletics than it is now[Jand that definitely became the case at the end of the decade, and then 
the 80s after that, when ESPN started to fill its many hours of programming capacity with Big 
Em;l games (between the truck pulls and the Australian rules fi.)otball). How[ls that for a run
on sentence? 
Along with UMass, Boston College, Providence and URI, UConn was a New England 
basketball power and competed in the Yankee Conference (R.I.P.). A quick lesson for the 
geographically-challenged D. New England is comprised of six states: Connecticut, 
Massachusetts, Rhode Island, Maine, Vermont and New Hampshire. 
Back then Din the pre-Big East days (which was launched in1979), the Eastern Collegiate 
Athletic Conference (ECAC) was apparently D my memory is foggy D making a play to steal 
basketball members away from theY ankee Conference. 

Thereupon Providence basketball coach Dave Gavitt spearheaded a movement that culminated 
in the birth of the Yankee Conference (original members: UConn, Georgetown, Villanova, 
Saint John's, Providence, Seton Hall, Syracuse, etc.). 

;,( 

The rest 1s h1story. UConn, largely because of 1ts assocmt1on w1th the B1g East, became a 
national basketball power. Meanwhile, UMass D without a Big East inviteD went to the Eastern 
Eight, then A-1 0, then CAA, and now MAC; and they watched UConnD s fmtunes zoom, 
both in athletics and elsewise. 
To say the least, it has been a stark difference between the athletics fmtunes ofUMass and 
UConn. 
The Clips Editor, a 70s grad ( [J73 BA; !J78 MBA) ofUConn, had a ringside seal for the 
evolution. When I moved to California in 1979 and told people I went to UConn, they thought 
I meant the Yukon in Canada. Just a decade later everyone around the country knew 
what/who UConn was. UMass grads, by comparison, have had little athletic notoriety to bask 
about. Maybe that D s a good thing? 



So nowUMass has moved up to Dl-Afootball, andma b1g way. They Ore playing in an NFL 
stadium, and they a1e within a reasonable proximity for the hundreds of thousands of potential 
big-time college football tans in northern New England to adopt them as their team. Why not? 
They D ll have Boston College football team and UConn as their only competition in all ofN ew 
England. Maybe itDll work. 
Below, master chronicler Bill Pennington artfully pieces together 2,500 words to describe the 
UMass gambit. 
Happy reading. Happy New Year. 

Nick Infante 
Clips Editor 

Follow Clips on Twitter: 
wvwv.twitler.corn/@CollegeAthCiips 

Big Dream, Rude Awakening 

By Bill Pennington, New York Times, 12-30-12 

AMBERS T, Mass. D Hung from lampposts and tacked to bulletin boards, the maroon 
and white banners were everywhere this past fall on the pa<;loral campus of the University of 
Massachusetts. 
D You Dve got to get to Gillette, D they read in beseechingly bold lettering. 
This year, UMass took the mighty step up to big- time college football, shedding its lower-level 
pedigree to enter the sport D s highest tier, the Football Bowl Subdivision. To make the leap 
more concrete, UMass decided to play its home games at Gillette Stadium, the domain of the 
N .F.L. D s New England Patriots. 
When UMass completed its Gillette home schedule last month, the campus bmmers D part of 
nearly $3 million in new football expenditures D had apparently gone unheeded. There were 
only 6,385 fans in a stadium that seats 68,756 as UMass lost, 42-21, to Central Michigan to 
finish the season 0-5 at home. UMass finished the season 1-11 over all and was outscored by 
opponents, 482-152. 
Such is the big time, where the newcomers take a beating and a vast majority of established 
football programs lose money just like their lesser-level brethren. 
But UMass and a flock of other institutions with tar-reaching football dreams D from Texas 
State to Old Dominion D are undeterred. 
In an unforeseen convergence, nearly a dozen institutions oflimited football renown are trying 
to force their way into the cutthroat, unrestrained arena dominated by college football 
monoliths like Alabanm, Notre Dame and Oregon D universities that will be on display as the 
sportD s most prestigious bowl games are held over the next eight days. As many as 15 other 
institutions across the country are publicly or privately discussing such a move. 
Big-time college football programs may have been linked recently to scandals involving illicit 
payments to players (Ohio State), academic improprieties (North Carolina) and child sexual 
abuse (Penn Stale), but that has not slowed a rush to join the fraternity. The institutions chasing 
a new football status do so with baby steps and varied circumstances, but the common journey 
has a visionmy end D some would call it illusionmy D and it is a wonderland of television 
riches, national exposure and ecstatic alumni donating money by the bushel. 
D The reality is that football schools who move up a division almost always lose even more 
money, D said Daniel Fulks, an accounting professor at Transylvania University who has spent 
the last 15 years as a research consultant for the N.C.A.A. DThere Ds not much defense of the 
economics in the short term or the long term. There are arguments for countervailing, intangible 
benefits D more national exposure, more admission applications. better quality students and 



increased alumni donations. 
[lThat has definitely happened in some places, but it[Js not a proven outcome. Some studies 
say it does work that way, some studies say it does not. There [l s the risk. [J 
As the president of Tulane, Scott Cowen might seem one of the winners in the pursuit of big
time football status. Cowen D s institution was recently invited to join the Big East. one of the six 
elite college conferences that divide up the most lucrative postseason game revenues. But 
Cowen cautioned those universities eager to join the chase for the brass ring of college 
athletics. 
D What any school moving up in football should ask itself is this: what are the real costs of the 
benefits? D Cowen said. D You will get more visibility and exposure, and at first. that seems 
like a vmy good investment. The problem is that once you wade in for keeps at the F.B.S. 
level, you face facility improvements, escalating coaching salaries, added staff and more athletic 
scholarships. 
[JThe cost curve is extremely steep, and unless you[Jre in a power conference, the revenue is 
flat.[J 
This year, Texas State and Texas-San Antonio (as a transitional member)joined UMass m; 
fi1st- timers in the top tier of college football. Georgia State and the University of South 
Alabama will make the move next year. 
Old Dominion, which reinstated football in 2009, and North Carolina-Charlotte, which will 
play its first football game next year, will be full-time F.B.S. members in2015. Liberty, 
Appalachian State and Georgia Southem would like to make the move and are awaiting an 
invitation from a F.B.S. conference. which is required to join the top tier. But such invitations 
are not hard to come by in a climate in which conferences restructure almost weekly. Other 
universities that have discussed taking a leap of faith upward include, among others. James 
Madison, Delaware, Northem Iowa, Cal-Poly, Villanova, Jacksonville State, Northem 
Arizona and Sam Houston State. There are already about 125 F.B.S.-level football teams. 
Making the Move 
The motivations for the institutions making the step up are as diverse as their locales. Adding a 
football team, or moving up a notch in competition, is a far different undertaking in Texas than it 
is in Massachusetts. 
When Lynn Hickey, the director of athletics at Texas- San Antonio, was asked why her 
institution started playing football last year and will fully jump to the F. B.S. level nexi year, she 
said: OWe are in one of the largest cities in the nation, we had an empty dome across town 
and weDre in a state where football is king. But in Texas, you have to play football at the 
highest level. D 
The empty dome was the Alamodome, and Texas- San Antonio, led by the fom1er Miami 
coach Larry Coker, is averaging nearly 30,000 fans at its home gan1es. 
[JOur corporate sponsorship revenue has quadrupled, [l said Hickey, who added that 
donations have increased similarly. Like all institutions moving up, Texas-San Antonio has 
spent millions on football; so far, the team supports itself 
Texas is not the only football hotbed. When officials at Old Dominion began discussing the 
possibility of its move to F.B.S. a few years ago, they received about $3 million in pledged 
donations in two weeks. Old Dominion has 14,500 season-ticket holders and a waiting list of 
4,500. It is considering a stadium expansion. 
Adding football was more than a financial decisiorL said Wood Selig, the Old Dominion athletic 
director. 
DOne major reason was to assist in the effort to become more than a commuter school, D 
Selig said. Dit fits with the strategic plan to groom a residential campus. D 
It is also a matter of market branding. Fourteen Virginia colleges and universities compete in 
Division I, but only two !J the University of Virginia and Virginia Tech [J play F.B.S. football. 
[JTo be put on the same plane as Virginia and Virginia Tech is a distinguishing point in our 
state, !J Selig said. [JThat is how fiJotball is the driving force in college athletics today. [J 
Selig said the university was also aware that the N.C.A.A. previously had a moratorium on 
institutions moving up a class in football and that the N.C.A.A. could restore it at any time. 
D We did not want to be caught on the outside looking in, D Selig said. D That gave us a sense 
of urgency. D 
At North Carolina-Charlotte, Judy Rose, the athletic director, did not wait. either. She recalled 
when U.N. C.-Charlotte might have been able to join the Big East in 2005 but was spumed 
because it did not play football. The university studied the leap to F.B.S. for years but agreed 
to make the transition even though it meant a $45 million expenditure for a new arena and 
football ~;tadium. 
A large urban research institution, U.N.C.-Charlotte is also trying to shake its one-time 
commuter university reputation. It hopes the new fiJotball team can have a pivotal cultural 
impact. 
D Maybe our students will stay on campus on weekends instead of going somewhere else to 
watch college football, D she said. 
Asked if she was worried about big- time football conupting the priorities of the athletic 
department or if there was concem that U.N .C.-Charlotte was aligning itself with an 
ultracompetitive group where rule breaking is hardly uncommon, Rose said: D You do have to 
pay more attention to football because of the numbers involved in terms of players, coaches 
and finances. But ID m not wonied about getting in bed with any ofthose folb. I don Dt see 



any of them dropping football. It can be bad, and we[! ve all seen what can happen. But when 
it [J s good, it [J s really good. [J 
NotEveryone[!s a Fan 
At UMass, which was a national champion at the Football Championship Subdivision level 
(fom1erly Division I-AA), there is more discemible disquiet about the move up in class. For 
starters, many students were disappointed that the home games this fall were being contested 
almost 100 miles from the campus in west-central Massachusetts. 
D You hear people complaining that they miss the gan~es on campus, D said Brian Morancy, a 
senior from Braintree. Mass. DThey have buses to the games, but not many people are going 
to give up the whole day to ride the bus. D 
The crowds at UMass on-campus home games in recent years had averaged about 14,000. 
Some UMass students. despite all the bam1ers and bulletin board publicity, were unaware the 
football team was playing at a higher level or spending more. But others were a little miffed. 
[J I wasn [Jt crazy with the amount of money they were already spending on football,!] said 
Glenn Larose, a junior engineering major from Chicopee, Mass. LJI[Jm sure the upgrade is 
meant to get us more publicity, but my tuition goes up 7 percent and at the same time, we[!re 
adding more football players attending tor free. D 
There was enough unease among the UMass faculty that the faculty senate created a 18-
member ad hoc committee charged with overseeing the move to F.B.S. football. On Dec. 11, 
the committee delivered an interim report that maintained that UMass was now spending $8.2 
million on football ammally, including debt payments on a $34.5 million facility improvement. 
That totaL the report said, is significantly higher than anticipated and more than twice what 
UMass spent on football before the F.B.S. transition. 
The report led to a spirited debate at a faculty senate meeting. where some faculty called for 
UMass to go back to F.C.S. football or dissolve the program entirely in light of recent studies 
linking football players and brain trauma. 
[lWe need to realize now that the move to F. B.S. football was a mistake, and we need to stop 
throwing good money after bad, [J said Max Page, an architecture professor and a chairman of 
the faculty senate ad hoc committee. DThere is now a large group of people on campus who 
think we shouldn D t go any further and further down the rabbit hole. D 
At t!Je meeting, Audrey Alstadt, a history professor, noted that the graduate school history 
program could not be expanded because there was not enough money for a $20,000 teaching 
assistant D s salmy. 
D But there are millions for football? D she said. 
Kumble R. Subbaswamy, in his first year as the chancellor at UMass. inherited the F.B.S. 
decision. He supports it as a reasonable, calculated risk. 
mfmanaged properly, we will come out better fori~[] Subbaswamy said in an interview 
before the football season ended. rJThere are risks to academic investments, too. When we 
build a new research center, it is with the hope of attracting more research grants. So that is a 
risk. 
D ItO s important to keep in mind that t!Je total athletic budget is 4 percent of our 
expenditures. D 
Subbaswamy also did not rule out the possibility that UMass would reverse course and retreat 
from the F.B.S.level. 
D ltD sa very easy matter to one day say we won Dt do it anymore, D he said. 
Struggles Allead 
It is, however, exceedingly rare for institutions to make that choice. Multiple institutions have 
dropped football, but in modem times, almost all have been F.C.S.-level teams. 
The UMass athletic director, John McCutcheon, stressed patience. 
[lIm s going to take f(mr or five years to see a change for us, [l McCutcheon said. [l But a 
football team with a national profile can have transfom1ing effects on a university. I have 
witnessed that. [J 
McCutcheon was an administrator at Boston College from 1980 to 1992, a stay that included 
the almost magically successful football seasons led by quarterback Doug Flutie. Soon after 
Flutie graduated, Boston College had an institutionwide revitalization that has come to be 
known as the Flutie Effect D sometl1ing cited by many universities when justifYing a leap into 
the world ofbig-time at!J!etics. 
Geography could also be influencing UMass D s decision-making in another way. Its nearest 
comparable athletic rival, the University of Com1ecticut, moved up to big-time football 10 years 
ago and has been largely successful by most measures. In 2009. UCmm won in a stunning 
upset at Notre Dame. After the 2010 season, it played in the Fiesta Bowl. 
But chasing prosperous examples likes Boston College and UConn has been a dicey path for 
other big-time football dreamers. For UMass, and certain other institutions, a more germane 
comparison might be found in western New York, at tl1e University at Bufialo. 
Bu±Ialo moved up to what was then Division I-A in 1999 and immediately struggled, which is 
customary. But 13 years later, Buffalo still has had only one wim1ing season, and that was four 
years ago. In the last 10 seasons, Buffalo has compiled a 33-87 record; in five seasons, it has 
won two games at most. 
Charlie Dom1er, the associate director of athletic development at Buffalo. said the benefit of the 
football progran1 could not be measured solely in wins and losses. 
DThe purpose ofF.B.S. football is to brand the university D it gives us exposure in places we 



could never go before,!] said Donner, who added that Bufihlo, part of the State University of 
New York system, had had an increase in out-of-state students attending since 1999. 
[lIt has had p.1sitive impact even if the road to consistent winning is a long one, LJ Donner said. 
[lAnd I know our alumni want us competing at the highest possible level.[l 
John Lombardi is a past president at UMass and was also the president at Florida and 
Louisiana State, two F.B.S. football powers. In LombardiDs view, the recentmsh of lesser 
football programs toward college football D s holy grail is more of an indication that F.C.S. 
football, the old Division 1-AA, does not work. 
DEveryone in I-AA loses money and doesnDtgetmuch for it, D Lombardi said. DBut even a 
cmmmy team in I-A football has higher visibility than a great tean1 in I-AA. So while there are 
more costs to move up, the universities think that maybe they D 11 at least get something for it. 
D Of course, itO san illusion that you can make money moving up. What theyD re really trying 
to do is align themselves with the better-known institutions. [J 
But Lombardi sees a brewing quandary. 
[JThe number ofF.B.S.-level football teams is already too large to be sustainable, LJ he said. 
[JAnd the teams at the top are a very strong, organized group. As more schools join at the 
bottom, itDs going to force the N.C.A.A. to restructure. TheyDll have to start putting F.B.S. 
tean1s into categories. 
D So there will be a second tier again, and that D s certainly not what a lot of these people 
joining now had in mind. What happens then? D 
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Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Clips Weekly Update 12-31-12 

:x e Newsletter 

Dear Vince. 

Greetings from the MotherShip. 

For me it was another great week- between-Christmas-and-New Year's, a "tweener" week 
unlike any other, with travel, trafiic, gifts, food, cookies, bowl games and basketball. Most 
people get a much needed rest from the "tweener" week by going back to the routine and 
uncrazy pace ofthe workplace. 

But here we are, another Sunday night, andDas is our chmterDwe tender you this week's 
bounty of executive summaries, guest commentaries, slightly modified eFlashes, reprints and .. 
. . dmm roll please .... the painstakingly constmcted, astonishingly detailed and edge-of-seat 
riveting Clips State of the Site 2012. 

Happy New Year to all. and may 2013 be healthy, safe, prosperous and happy for all of us. 

Nick Infante 
Clips Editor 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Nick Infante <nick@collegeathleticsclips.com> 

Wednesday, January 2, 2013 9:41AM 

Nick Infante <nick@collegeathleticsclips.com> 

Clips eFiash: "New Clemson AD brings lessons from LSU" 

To Clips subscribers who are ADs, wannabe or former ADs, leadership-oriented, aspirationally-motivated, ACC 
people and assorted other misc. persons: 

Greetings from Clips. 

New Year's Greetings from Clips. Hope you are well. It's back to work, but at least it's only a three day work week. 

Lost amidst the headlines about the firing and hiring of marquee football coaches in the last couple months are the handful of AD hires that occur 
during that time. Even though ADs have a far greater influence/responsibility on/for college athletics than most football coaches, they are generally 
the anonymous kingpins in the comprehensive complexity that is college athletics. But, of course, we all know different. 

Below is a nice piece about new Clemson AD Dan Radakovich. Like most ADs at major programs, Dan brings an impressive skill set and a 
hands-on leadership style to his new position. Plus he's one of the few guys out there who actually looks good in an orange blazer. And what a 
thrilling last-second victory for Clemson at the Chick-fil-A Bowl. That was "all" Dan's doing, right? .... even though he's been at Clemson for only 
about a month? 

Have a good Wednesday. Welcome to 2013. 

Nick Infante 
Clips Editor 

eta:mutimw 
New AD Dan Radakovich brings 
lessons fromLSU to Clemson 

New AD Dan Radakovich brings lessons from LSU to Clemson 

By Travis Sawchik, Post and Courier (Charleston, SC), 12-28-12 



CLEMSON -V\ihen Dan Radakovich first took occupancy of his new office as Clemson's athletic director last month, he looked around and 
immediately wanted changes. 

The office sits in the corner of the McFadden Building, which previously served as the head football coach's quarters prior to the construction of 
the West Zone. The office is designed for seclusion and isolation. It even has a backdoor with which to make clandestine escapes. 

Radakovich does not want to be isolated. He wants to be among the staff and student athletes. He wants to be in the middle of the action, in the 
middle of conversations. That's how it was at LSU where Radakovich was a senior associate AD from 2001-06, where most of the athletic staff 
and administrators were in the same building. They were always bumping into one and other. sharing ideas, sharing concerns. 

There was something else he noticed immediately. His new office was too dark. Radakovich, citing a study that found factory workers performed 
more efficiently in well-lit factories, had full fluorescent panels installed right away. 

These anecdotal stories reveal something about Radakovich. He believes the culture created by the athletic director is critical. 

At his introductory press conference in October, Radakovich said it was the culture at football-first LSU that is most applicable to his undertakings 
at Clemson. He witnessed LSU go from good to great. He intends to do the same at Clemson. 

Working with Saban 

Perhaps the most important thing Radakovich took from his LSU experience was working closely with one of college football's most successful 
head coaches. Radakovich said Nick Saban changed the football culture at LSU. 

Clemson president James Barker said Radakovich's experience with Saban was a factor. 

"We got some very positive responses from his time at LSU," Barker said. "His relationship with Nick Saban for example, they worked well 
together." 

Former LSU athletic director Skip Bertman hired Radakovich from South Carolina in 2001 to be his senior associate AD. He gave him control of 
the day-to-day operations and credited Radakovich for being innovative in his dealings with Saban. 

"I always told Dan 'whatever Nick needs, let's try to find a way to get it to him,"' Bertman said. "There are times we couldn't give Nick all the things 
he wanted at the same time, so what (Radakovich) will do, he'll investigate the other (conference) schools and see what everyone's paid, see what 
everyone has, and see what everyone doesn't have. 

"In my opinion. it's the AD's job to give the coaches a competitive chance." 

Radakovich came up with creative solutions to problems. For instance, one year Saban wanted a team dropped from the next year's schedule 
because he did not want to play a particular spread offense. 

"Nick said 'I don't want to have to prepare a week for this kind of stuff, which I'll never see again,' "Bertman said. 

Radakovich came up with a plan that would fulfill Saban's request and save money: play in-state, non-BCS schools. 

"LSU had never really played in-state schools before," Bertman said. "Instead of bringing in out-of-state schools for $500,000, we brought in in
state schools for $400,000. 

"He's very innovative. He follows through. The chances of him going upside down in a particular budget is very low. He's a very good business 
man." 

LSU won national football championships in 2003 and 2007. 

Making the unpopular popular 

V\ihen Radakovich arrived at LSU in 2001, the Tigers were behind other Southeastern Conference programs in creating new revenue streams. 
They lacked a premium seating program like the majority of other SEC programs, according to Bertman. LSU's stadium needed upgrades. 

Barker said creating new revenue streams is also critical at Clemson. 

"(Radakovich) was at LSU at a time when we were changing the program." Bertman said 

Bertman and Radakovich had to persuade boosters and ticket holders to pump more money into the program. Radakovich has been praised for 
his people skills. But Radakovich was also able to watch and learn from a master salesperson in Bertman. 

"As the leader of the department, he was seen as very much an advocate for the ticket holder and the donor," Radakovich said. "He was able to 
motivate players, coaches and fans. He had that gift." 

Radakovich was also influenced by athletic director Mike McGee at South Carolina, where Radakovich worked from 1994-2000. McGee 
demonstrated the importance of explaining 'why' to the fan base when making decisions. At his introductory press conference at Clemson, 
Radakovich sounded much like Bertman and McGee. He referred to ticket holders as "investors." He promised to be "transparent" and to explain 
his decisions. 

At Clemson he recently sent a letter to season ticket holders explaining why it was important to buy bowl tickets from Clemson's allotment and not 



the secondary ticket market. Clemson has to buy unsold tickets, he explained, and those are hundreds of thousands of dollars that could be spent 
on facilities or coaches. 

Bertman said Radakovich will talk to every coach and every administrator to get their ideas of what works and what does not. He wants more 
sharing at Clemson. 

"Everyone thinks a football coach has to be a good person. To be honest with you, he doesn't. All he has to do is win," Bertman said. 

"If you are the AD, I think it's more important to be a very good person at the athletic administration building, at the athletic venues. You have to be 
a super star and (Clemson) just hired a super star. I'd say he's a new breed of athletic director." 
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To selected* Clips subscribers: 
[*Connoisseurs of unconventionality. round ball junkies, sagacious bracketeers, unflinching champions of controversiality, Big East persons, 
Atlantic 10 persons, MWC persons, WAC persons, towel wringers, run-and-gun advocates, believers in second-chances, Vegas types, fans of 
fine writing, directors of basketball operations, enlightened ADs (that's all of them?), nattering nabobs, effete intellectuals, pick-up truck owners, 
etc.] 
Greetings from Clips. Hope you are well. 
Here's an article that was posted last night (about 1 am ET) on the New York Times site. 
It's about the infamous Jerry Tarkanian, who was among the most unconventional and controversial basketball coaches out there. 
The writer specifically cites Tark as being noteworthy because: 
• He embraced and encouraged the elevation of his players and program to cult status. Tickets to Runnin' Rebels games were more 

difficult to come by than those to Wayne Newton's show. Celebrities clamored to sit on Gucci Row, as the floor seats were called. A laser light 
show with throbbing music was a part of the pregame introductions. Games were as much productions as athletic competitions. 

• He changed his philosophy, shifting to an up-tempo, high-intensity strategy that regularly produced triple-digit point totals and- not 
coincidentally- heightened public interest. In the music video for the rapper Tupac Shakur's 1991 song "Brenda's Got a Baby," Shakur wears 
U.N.L.V. clothing. Jay Silas, an ESPN analyst, recalls that when he was growing up in Los Angeles, "the games were on, like, Channel 9, and 
everyone would watch them on tape delay- they were awesome." 

• He gave opportunities to recruits with questionable backgrounds, earning him a reputation as a "second-chance" coach. Some, like 
Moses Scurry of Brooklyn, succeeded; others, like Lloyd Daniels, were disasters. Dick Vitale, the former college coach who now works as an 
analyst for ESPN, says he often referred to Tarkanian as the Father Flanagan of coaching. "Got a problem? Call up Jerry," Vitale says. 

From what I remember of those days, I would agree that those were his most significant contributions to the game. (other than the towel wringing 
and his unfortunate run-ins with the NCAA). Anything else? 
Have a good Friday. 
Nick Infante 
Clips Editor 

A Rebel's Methods Go Mainstream 

By Sam Borden, New York Times, 1-4-12. 2,872 words 
http:! lwww. nytimes. com/20 13101 /04/sportslncaabasketbal//co//ege-basketball-catches-u p-to-jerry-tarkanians-rebel-ways. html?ref=sports 

LAS VEGAS - It is a Monday afternoon, and one of the most controversial figures in college basketball history sits quietly at the end of a 
rectangular table at Landry's, a seafood restaurant on West Sahara Avenue that is, both physically and metaphorically, a long, long way from the 
glitz and glitter of the Strip. 

The man's silence is jarring. All around him people are talking about the glory days of Nevada-Las Vegas basketball, but the man, Jerry Tarkanian 
-the Shark, the coach who won more than 700 games, earned a national championship and went to four Final Fours, all while fighting the 
N. C.A.A. and chomping wet towels on the sideline - stays mum. 

When Harvey Hyde, a former U.N.L.V. football coach, recalls how Frank Sinatra tried to help with basketball recruiting a few times, Tarkanian 
barely raises his head. (Sinatra was not all that successful; one of his targets, a New York prospect named Jim Graziano, went to South Carolina to 
play for Frank McGuire instead.) 

When Brad Rothermel, the former athletic director, laughs as he recalls the day Tarkanian heard some assistant coaches talking about how Bo 
Derek "was a 1 0" and said, with absolute sincerity, "We need to start recruiting him right away," Tarkanian does not chortle with the rest. He does 
not even look up. 

The stories keep flowing: the time when Tarkanian nearly got the coaching job at Indiana (the Hoosiers ended up hiring a man named Bob Knight); 
the back story to his nickname (it came from a Los Angeles Times columnist); even the history of Tarkanian's predilection for sucking on those 
towels. His son, Danny, explains that Tarkanian began the practice while coaching a high school team that played in a gym so hot it perpetually left 



Tarkanian with cotton mouth. 

"He couldn't very well keep running to the water fountain!" Danny says. The others giggle; Tarkanian barely moves. 

As glasses clink and the room fills around them, Tarkanian stays hunched over, his fork going up and down slowly, like a rickety elevator. At one 
point Danny whispers beneath the din, "You O.K., Dad?" and Tarkanian stirs. "I'm ... good," he croaks, but then he stares, quizzically, as Danny 
gestures over and over at his own chin. Eventually, Danny sighs; after a quick glance around, he surreptitiously reaches across the table to wipe a 
speck of salad from his father's mouth. 

"It is different now," Danny says softly to the man sitting next to him. "There are different issues." 

Jerry Tarkanian is 82. His health, which began deteriorating about four years ago when he fell while walking in San Diego, has declined to the point 
that basic movements are difficult. When someone comes by for an introduction during the meal at Landry's, Tarkanian shakes hands with his left 
hand because his right is anchored to the table, as if to keep him from slumping over. His eyes, which drooped like week-old balloons when he 
was 40, now seem to hang to his neck. After eating, as Tarkanian makes his way to the parking lot, he hesitates as he steps down from the curb, 
putting his hand on the shoulder of a visitor and grunting hard as he guides his walker a few inches in front of him. 

His Division I coaching career, which covered 31 seasons, 3 colleges and countless hearings, depositions and court dates as he fought the 
governing body of the sport he loves, feels far away. In the car on the way back to the family home, a two-story Spanish-style house that Tarkanian 
and his wife. Lois, bought in 1973, he is asked about his years of plenty. He nods twice when the championship team of 1990 is mentioned. He 
shakes his head when asked to remember coaching against John Wooden. "Played him three times," he says slowly. "Lost all three." He looks out 
the window. "Should have won one of them." 

As the car pulls into the driveway, past the mailbox with the basketball on it and around the corner from the small backyard court where friends and 
relatives and college students and celebrities have played casual games, Tarkanian is asked if he still watches basketball. For the first time all 
day, his face brightens. He smiles. "~'son all the time," he says. "We didn't have so much TV when I was coaching." 

And what does he think when he watches these days? Tarkanian turns in his seat and hacks through a laugh. It is almost as if he is trying to 
chuckle. 

"I think," he says as he wipes his mouth with the back of his hand, "that it looks familiar." 

Ahead of His Time 

Tarkanian's impression is not unreasonable. During his time at U.N.L.V., he was considered by many to be an outsider. He was not Wooden, 
certainly, and his approach to operating his program- from recruiting to his playing style to how he handled the N.C.A.A.- was markedly 
different from those of contemporaries like Knight and North Carolina's Dean Smith. Compared with those icons, Tarkanian was a renegade. 

Twenty years later, however, Tarkanian's methods hardly seem out of place. Here are some of the things Tarkanian did at U.N.L.V. that were. at 
the time, considered unusual: 
• He embraced and encouraged the elevation of his players and program to cult status. Tickets to Runnin' Rebels games were more difficult to 

come by than those to Wayne Newton's show. Celebrities clamored to sit on Gucci Row, as the floor seats were called. A laser light show with 
throbbing music was a part of the pregame introductions. Games were as much productions as athletic competitions. 

• He changed his philosophy, shifting to an up-tempo, high-intensity strategy that regularly produced triple-digit point totals and -not 
coincidentally- heightened public interest. In the music video for the rapper Tupac Shakur's 1991 song "Brenda's Got a Baby," Shakur wears 
U.N.L.V. clothing. Jay Bilas, an ESPN analyst. recalls that when he was growing up in Los Angeles, "the games were on, like, Channel 9, and 
everyone would watch them on tape delay- they were awesome." 

• He gave opportunities to recruits with questionable backgrounds, earning him a reputation as a "second-chance" coach. Some, like Moses 
Scurry of Brooklyn, succeeded; others, like Lloyd Daniels, were disasters. Dick Vitale, the former college coach who now works as an analyst 
for ESPN, says he often referred to Tarkanian as the Father Flanagan of coaching. "Got a problem? Call up Jerry," Vitale says . 

• 

The obvious comparison to a modern-day coach is Kentucky's John Cali pari -a wildly successful and enigmatic personality with a greater-than
average amount of controversy attached to him- but there are others. For those who appreciate Tarkanian's legacy beyond his battles with the 
N.C.A.A., it is hard not to wonder how he would have fit in to the college landscape if he were in his prime now. 

With recruiting having changed -both in style and in the types of players targeted by major colleges- and the nonstop exposure that did not 
exist for top programs in Tarkanian's era, Bilas says: "I think he would have operated very successfully. I think he would have won even more." 

Greg Anthony, who played for Tarkanian at U.N.L.V. and is now an analyst for NBA TV, is more succinct. "He was ahead of the times," Anthony 



says. "It was wonderful that he coached when he did, but it's hard not to wonder what might have happened now, too." 

Anthony acknowledges, though, what everyone around Tarkanian does: that he will never get a full airing of his accomplishments because of "the 
photo." Even Lois shakes her head when she says, "That photo will never go away." 

In 1991, a picture was published in The Las Vegas Review-Journal that showed several U.N.L.V. players sitting in a hot tub with Richard Perry, a 
prominent gambler who had twice been convicted on federal charges of sports bribery. The picture surfaced a few months after Tarkanian had 
said he told his players to stay away from Perry. 

"The sad part is that the guys didn't even know who he was," Anthony says of Perry. "He was using an alias. I had met him. I didn't know who he 
was. There were so many people around then. And what does the picture show? That they were doing something wrong? Or that they were around 
someone who had done things wrong? There's a difference. But perception becomes reality." 

The picture is the most significant part of the stigma that lingers over Tarkanian. At one point while resting in his easy chair at home, Tarkanian 
grimaces when he considers how many coaches he has stayed in touch with since retiring in 2002, compared with how many talk publicly about his 
contributions to the game. 

"I would talk every day to guys, and they would thank me sometimes," he says. "I fought for things they wanted to fight for. Everyone knows the 
system is broken. But no one ever says anything about it because they don't want to be connected to me. They know what people will think." 

There is, to be sure, some measure of paranoia from Tarkanian and his family, though Bilas says he believes "there could be some truth" to 
Tarkanian's claim. Regardless, no one can deny the depth of Tarkanian's battle with the N.C.A.A.; the roots go back 40 years to when he wrote 
guest columns in The Press-Telegram, in Long Beach, Calif., that were critical of the organization. 

Tarkanian, who began his career coaching high school and junior college ball before taking the Long Beach State job in 1968, was vocal about 
what he perceived as selective enforcement of the N.C.A.A.'s rules and accused the organization of ignoring issues at big-name universities in 
favor of targeting smaller institutions. 

When the N.C.A.A. began investigating Long Beach State in 1973, Tarkanian had already left for U.N.L.V. Predictably, his family says, the 
investigators followed, beginning a battle that lasted decades and included meetings, affidavits, postseason tournament bans and a memorable 
visit to the Supreme Court. The court said that the N.C.A.A. 's treatment of Tarkanian was "constitutionally inadequate" but ruled against him 
because the N.C.A.A. was a private organization. 

The allegations against Tarkanian ranged from the benign (that he gave a player $35 in spending money) to the significant (that he helped arrange 
for proxies to take tests for players or helped falsify grades). Tarkanian always vigorously defended himself, and Lois says, "it was just an unending 
amount of emotion." Ultimately, he takes solace in the fact that his plight played a role in significantly changing the way the N.C.A.A. must handle its 
investigations. He adds, though, that his biggest regret "is how long we fought." 

"I wish it had never happened because of all the pain it caused," Tarkanian says. 

On the way to lunch at Landry's, Tarkanian is asked flatly whether any of the allegations against him were true. "There were some small things, very 
small things," he says. "Nothing big and nothing everyone else wasn't doing." He does not elaborate. He indicates instead, as he always has, that 
the N.C.A.A.'s investigations of him were an epic witch hunt. Later, Danny points out that in 1998 the N.C.A.A. paid Tarkanian $2.5 million to settle 
a suit he had filed against the organization, claiming it harassed him and sought to prevent him from coaching. 

"I do believe there were violations committed, but obviously there were negative feelings toward him from the office in K.C.," Bilas says, referring to 
the N.C.A.A.'s previous main office in Overland Park, Kan. "Should it be that way? No. But I have no doubt it was that way." 

Bilas adds: "I don't think there's any coach that if you look back over his years, he was squeaky clean. It's an impossible standard. All you have to 
do is look at the number of violations that are reported every year." 

At this point, that reality means little to Tarkanian. All that remains for him is the legacy of a career that can be framed wildly differently, depending 
on one's particular prism. 

To some, Tarkanian was an innovator, a wizard, a genius. His players graduated at a rate above the U.N.L.V. average. He put numerous black 
players in his starting lineup at a time when others shunned them. He offered players from difficult backgrounds the opportunity to go to college. 

To others. Tarkanian was a rogue, a scoundrel, a used-car salesman. To them, he associated with unsavory characters, had no standards and 
cheated. 



Lois says she often used to ask Tarkanian about simply walking away. Whenever she did, though, she recalled the night in 1955 when, as a young 
couple still getting to know each other, they sat in a car outside Lois's family farmhouse. They had just seen the movie "The Trouble With Harry," but 
Tarkanian was not talking about the film. He just sat sullen. 

"Do you think I'll ever be any good at this?" Tarkanian asked Lois suddenly. He was talking about coaching. Lois, who knew little about basketball, 
had no idea. "Of course!" she replied. She remembers seeing fear and worry and pain on his face. It was the exact moment, she says, that she 
began to have feelings for him. 

"I knew then he would never walk away," Lois says now, her hands wrapped around a mug at the kitchen table. "I just had no idea what we would 
face and how much it would hurt." 

She looks out the window to her husband sitting in the sun. "I don't think people realize how much it all hurt," she says. "He says he never cared 
what people said, but he did. They broke his heart. All of it broke his heart." 

Talk of the Hall of Fame 

Not long ago, Lois reached out to a friend who had a connection to the former N.F.L. quarterback Brett Favre. Lois was hoping to get some 
memorabilia from Favre to give as a gift to a family member. After a few days, the friend responded that it would be no problem. But there was 
also a request from Favre. 

"He wanted to know if we could send along a towel," Lois says. "Even now, he wanted a towel. People ask all the time. Of course I sent him one." 

It has been 10 years since Tarkanian last coached. He has not bitten a towel since then, he says, and his house is not particularly overrun with 
shark paraphernalia. There are a few trinkets and paintings, but nothing overt. "I wonder what it would have been like if everyone would have called 
me Jerry," he says at one point 

Still, Tarkanian's presence hangs over college basketball's modern form, even if Tarkanian himself has faded away. "The game has changed in a 
lot of ways that would fit him very well," Bilas says. "I don't think there's any question that college basketball today in a lot of places looks a lot like 
what Tark did at Vegas." 

For Tarkanian's family, the primary concern now is his health. There have been hospital stays, a heart attack and a bout with pneumonia. 

Not long after lunch at Landry's, Tarkanian settles into a soft chair in front of the television. At the kitchen table, Lois watches him and says softly, 
"What do you think about the Hall of Fame?" She looks away. "I just really would love for him to get in before ... "she trails off. "You know." 

This has become an important issue for the family. The Basketball Hall of Fame has a murky induction process, with a variety of committees 
charged with selecting and voting on nominees. Tarkanian, whose career winning percentage of nearly .800 is higher than those of McGuire, 
Knight, Mike Krzyzewski and Smith, is not in the Hall of Fame. His family is hopeful that might change, but there has been little indication that the 
committees are interested in looking past Tarkanian's seemingly indelible tarnish. 

"There is no doubt that his legacy has been absolutely set aside and is always looked at in terms of N.C.AA investigations," Vitale says. "I think 
that's sad in many ways." 

Anthony, not surprisingly, strongly believes Tarkanian should be in the Hall of Fame, and Bilas says flatly: "I think it's a no-brainer that he should be 
in the Hall of Fame. I don't claim to understand how everything works, but if you look at who is in the Hall of Fame, he meets and exceeds those 
standards." 

Tarkanian does not seem overly concerned with whether he is enshrined. In the car, he shrugs when the subject is raised, and he gives only a 
cursory glance when Lois brings it up before turning back to the TV. 

"I know what people have said and think of him. but he deserves it," Lois says. "But he deserves it. At this point- right now- it would mean so 
much. He has done so much and made such a difference and .... " 

She looks over and sighs. Tarkanian has sunk into his chair, his head tilted back and his chin jutted out The room goes quiet As one of the most 
controversial figures in college basketball snoozes. the players on the screen run up and down the court in front of him. 
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Subject: Clips eFiash: Pennsylvania governor's lawsuit vs. NCAA an uphill battle? 

To selected* Clips subscribers: 
'legal eagles, compliance persons, anti-trust experts, anti-trust pretenders, Penn State persons, SMU persons, NCAA enforcers. NCAA bashers, ex-NCAA employees. loquacious 
litigators, bawdy barristers. libelous lawyers. attacking attorneys. JUdgmental JUrists, probing journalists, witnesses, hostile witnesses, paid testifying experts, persons of standing. persons 
of sitting. eager beaver law students, dullard law students, investigators, persons following the O'Bannon case, court reporters, stenographers, profilers, nattering nabobs. Tark the Shark 

aficionados, Perry Mason fans, etc. 

Greetings from Clips. Hope you are well. 

Those who have been trying to keep up with the business of college athletics this past week have been bombarded with dozens of articles and 
analyses about the federal antitrust lawsuit filed by Pennsylvania Gov. Tom Corbett with regard to the severe penalties handed down on (and 
agreed to) Penn State. The lawsuit is expansive in its scope, aggressive in its charges, and it raises serious questions about the authority 
of the NCAA to govern college sports, and demanding that all sanctions be lifted. 

We all know that almost anybody can bring a lawsuit about almost anything against almost anybody, and you never know for sure what will get 
thrown out and who will win/lose. After reading through many of the articles about this lawsuit, it appears that this will be a tough road to go for 
Penn State. The consensus is that the state of Pennsylvania is weak in the areas of "standing" and "waiver." 

The two articles below are representative of the early opinions about the viability of this lawsuit. 

Have a good Friday. 

Nick Infante 
Clips Editor 

Lawsuit against NCAA doomed 

Pennsylvania governor's lawsuit against NCAA has little chance of succeeding 

By Lester Munson, ESPN.com, 1-2-13 
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In a federal lawsuit filed on Monday, Pennsylvania Gov. Tom Corbett attacks the NCAA and the sanctions applied to Penn State as a result 
of the Jerry Sandusky scandal. 

Corbett and his lawyers claim the NCAA violated the nation's antitrust laws when the NCAA insisted that the university agree 
to severe sanctions. The lawsuit demands that the NCAA's sanctions be lifted and raises questions about the authority of the 
NCAA to govern college sports and on other legal issues. Here are some of the questions and their answers: 

Q: Will Gov. Corbett succeed in his attempt to undo what the NCAA has done to Penn State? 

A: No. There are two basic legal rules that are likely to result in an early dismissal of Corbett's lawsuit. The words that 
describe these legal rules are "standing" and "waiver." To succeed in any civil lawsuit, the person filing the lawsuit must have 
standing to sue, a stake in the outcome of the dispute. If, for example, a former Penn State player filed suit over the NCAA's 
elimination of Penn State victories and championships, he would have standing to challenge the NCAA, because he played in 



the games. Corbett has no identifiable interest or standing in the welfare of the Penn State football program. His lawyers, 
clearly worried about the standing question, attempt to establish standing for Corbett with multiple mentions of supposed 
damage to the "state revenue base," but it won't work. Corbett is the wrong guy to file this lawsuit. 

"Waiver" describes an action that has already been agreed to and accepted --the NCAA sanctions that Corbett attacks. The 
university agreed to the sanctions in a "consent order" last summer. If Corbett ever had any chance to attack the sanctions, it 
disappeared with the university's agreement and its waiver of the right to question the sanctions. 

Q: Could Corbett's lawsuit benefit from his role as governor, given the case will at least initially be heard in Pennsylvania? 

A: If Corbett and his lawyers manage to find a judge who will lean in the direction of Penn State, they may succeed in the 
early litigation stages as the beneficiaries of a home-court advantage. Even a federal judge with lifetime tenure can be subject 
to local pressures. But even this possibility looks remote. The case is currently assigned to U.S. District Judge Yvette Kane in 
Harrisburg. Kane, 59, is a graduate of Nichols State University and Tulane Law School and has no immediately apparent 
connections to Penn State. 

Q: What is Corbett's legal theory? 

A: The 43 pages of Corbett's lawsuit are filled with political rhetoric and almost devoid of anything resembling jurisprudence. 
The only apparent legal theory is based on antitrust laws that govern monopolies that use their powers to fix prices or to 
manipulate markets. There is, of course, no doubt that the NCAA is a monopoly. It has the power of a cartel and is clearly 
subject to antitrust scrutiny. 

Corbett asserts that the NCAA is using its monopoly powers to restrain one competitor (Penn State) from competing with other 
member schools, labeling the sanctions a "clumsy attempt to harm a competitive member school." The problem for Corbett is 
that the NCAA in its punishment of Penn State is doing exactly what its members created it to do. It is not conspiring to 
manipulate any market. It is, instead, performing the regulatory function that the Division I schools want it to perform. 

Q: What is the next step in the lawsuit? 

A: Corbett wants the court in Harrisburg to issue an injunction that would prevent the NCAA from enforcing the Penn State 
sanctions. Even if Corbett and his lawyers avoid an early dismissal, they face serious obstacles. Injunctions in antitrust cases 
are rare. To obtain the injunction-- the most drastic relief a judge can give in a civil case-- the governor must show 
irreparable harm and a probability that he will succeed in any appeals. 

The NCAA, in its resistance to the request for the injunction, will argue that the sanctions are a reasonable exercise of NCAA 
powers. It's an argument that usually succeeds in stopping an injunction. In antitrust litigation, the question of whether 
something is reasonable is determined by a jury. If the case goes to a jury trial, there would be months, even a year or two, of 
exchanges of documents and pretrial interrogations of witnesses. By the time the trial was concluded and appeals were 
decided, the Penn State football program almost certainly would have completed its compliance with the four years of 
sanctions. 

Lester Munson is a Senior Writer and Legal Analyst for ESPN.com, and is an Adjunct Instructor at Northwestern's Medii! 
Schoof of Journalism. This article has been reprinted on this Clips eFiash with the permission of ESPN.com. 

Old Case Suggests Hard Road for a Governor's Suit 

By Steve Eder, New York Times, 1-4-13 

A quarter-century ago, the N.C.A.A. announced unprecedented penalties for Southern Methodist University after it found that players had 
been paid from a slush fund, invoking the so-called death penalty by suspending the football program for the 1987 season. 

Amid the turmoil, David R. McCormack, an alumnus and a lawyer, sued the N.C.A.A. in federal court on behalf of Southern Methodist's graduates, 
its students, and several players and cheerleaders, accusing the N.C.A.A. of breaking federal antitrust laws. The class-action suit charged the 
N.C.A.A. with, among other things, imposing penalties unequally and without due process. 

The McCormack case, ultimately rejected by an appeals court, is one of several lawsuits against the N.C.A.A. now being recalled after Gov. Tom 
Corbett of Pennsylvania announced Wednesday that he was suing the organization on behalf of the state. Corbett is alleging that the N.C.A.A. 
committed antitrust violations through the penalties it levied on Penn State after the child sexual abuse scandal involving the former assistant 
football coach Jerry Sandusky. 



Robert M. Roller, a lawyer in Texas who represented the N.C.A.A. in the McCormack case, said in an interview that the case felt significant at the 
time. 

"I thought it was an important case, especially on the antitrust" issues. said Roller, now semiretired. He said it was also important "because of the 
severity of the sanctions." 

"In hindsight, it ended football there for a while," he said. 

The McCormack case had trouble gaining traction, though. In 1988, an appeals court dismissed the lawsuit, agreeing with a lower court's decision 
that some of the plaintiffs did not have standing to bring the suit. S.M.U., like Penn State now, was not a party to the case. 

Among McCormack's assertions were that football players' careers were ruined, that the university experience was harmed and that cheerleaders 
experienced "considerable emotional anguish and distress" by not being able to cheer at games. McCormack, who is now dead, sought tens of 
millions of dollars in damages from the N.C.A.A. 

As the case was dismissed, Judge Alvin B. Rubin wrote that he gave "the loyal students and alumni credit for making a college try." 

Legal experts said Thursday that the case shows how difficult it can be to beat the N. C.A.A. in court, something other antitrust cases filed against 
the organization have also demonstrated. Corbett is expected to face a tough task litigating his claims that the N. C.A.A. was "overreaching and 
unlawful" in how it punished Penn State and its football program and harmed Pennsylvania residents in the process. Penn State was fined $60 
million, among other penalties, and the football team was given a four-year postseason ban and significant scholarship reductions. 

But Corbett is likely to have better footing for his case than McCormack did, legal experts said. 

The McCormack and Corbett cases have basic similarities: each involved a third party suing the N.C.A.A. and alleging antitrust violations after the 
organization issued steep penalties against a successful football program. But a key difference is that it should be easier for Corbett, a governor, 
to establish he can bring a case on behalf of those he claims the N.C.A.A. has hurt. 

"I think it would be difficult to argue that Corbett does not have standing to file here," said Timothy Epstein, an expert in sports law, noting that 
Corbett was also a member of the university's board of trustees. Penn State agreed to the N. C.A.A. penalties when they were handed down in 
July. 

Corbett initiated his case on the basis that he could, through his office, represent the interests of the people of the state. In the suit, he called the 
Penn State football program "an important economic engine supporting Pennsylvanians across the commonwealth," saying that it generated more 
than $50 million a year. He said the N.C.A.A.'s actions hurt the football program, the people who relied on it for work, ticket sales, state revenue 
and students who decided to attend Penn State in part because of the team. 

The McCormack case also differed in that it included football players as plaintiffs. The appeals court ruling addressed the claims of football 
players separately, but it ultimately dismissed them, too. 

David Blewett, a former S.M.U. football player, said that he remembered hearing about the case at the time but that he never took it seriously and 
was not contacted about getting involved. 

"If I could go back in time, I might have signed onto it so I could see what could have happened," said Blewett, who recently wrote a book about his 
experiences at S.M.U. "The S.M.U. players never had their day in court after we got the death penalty." 
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Clips Saturday Update 1-5-13 

:x e Newsletter 

Dear Vince. 

Greetings from the ClipsMotherShip. 
This is a rare Saturday Update. and thatDs because there have been a multitnde of superb 
articles alxmt the coming Notre Dame I Alabama championship game: how many titles do 
[JBama!Notre Dame really have? .... the Holy Line[J.a 20-year retrospective[l.mutual hate!]. 
The stars were in alignment during the Clips reading cycle, and the authors I publications gave 
us reprint pennissions for their articles, so this Saturday Update will facilitate leisurely and 
pleasurable Sunday reading. 
We will follow up Sunday night with the usual Weekly Update. 
When it rains it pours ... 

Nick Infante 
Clips Editor 

Follow Clips on Twitter: 
IN"<Nw.twit!er.corn/@CollegeAthCiips 

Remember, you must be logged in with your username and password to view the 
articles (below) on the website. If you are not logged in you will get rt blrtnk white 
.screen. 
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Clips eFlash: Loving/Hating the Irish (Sunday NY Times) 

:x e Newsletter 

Dear Vince, 

Day-before-championship- game greetings from the MotherShip. Hope you are well. 
Here D sa profound early morning statement for you: Hate and love are probably the two most 
powerful emotions. Like I said, profi.mnd. Because oflove/hate, crimes are commited, wars 
happen, people die, empires are made, empires fall, people get conceived, dumb gifts are 
pure hased, etc. 
I guess it[Js possible fi.)rtruly nice people (Sister Teresa? Bill Hancock?) to love but not hate, 
most of us mere mortals are aft1icted by tins dichotomy. 

Love- hate. Ying-yang. Cat-dog. 
And so it is with spmts allegiances. Be they (we) baseball fans or basketball fans or NASCAR 
fans: be we Euro football fans, rugby fans. Fonnula One fansD. we have heroes we adore no 
matter what. And we have dastardly nemeses that we hate because they stand in the way of 
our heroes winning the day. 
Forensic sociologists (is such a thing?) have described love/hate as an innate tribal/evolutionary 
trait of species homo barbarhm. As we have become civilized we have gradually weaned 
ourselves from picking up clubs and attacking our hated tribal rivals on the other side of the 
Olduvai Gorge. 
In literature, who among us cannot remember Orwell [Js 1984LJ s [J 10 Minutes ofHate[J (or 
was it 15?) in wlllch an orchestrated hate rant was part of the daily routine? 
Wlllch brings us to the Irish, no, not the Irish in Ireland, or displaced Irish here in the States. 
Here in the US, when we refer to DThe Irish, D we usually mean people who are graduates ot~ 
or affiliated with the Umversity ofNotre DaJne. Mind you, one does not have to be ofirish 
ancestry to be one of Dthe Irish. D 
In the sports world D the Irish D generally means theN otre DaJne football tean1s, with as 
storied a history and successful a lllstory as any school in the land (hello Alabama, hello 
Princeton). 
Passion is one of the best parts of sports, and Notre Dame ranks very high in that category. 
But it cuts both ways. As much as the Irish football team is loved, they seem to be hated 
almost as much. 
This is a phenomenon unique to sports and the love/hate occurs with plenty ofotherteaJns: 
New York Yankees, Boston Celtics, Duke basketball, UConn basketball, Dallas Cowboys, 
etc. 
Below are two articles from the Sunday (todayDs) New York Times. One is about love for 
the Irish (an eloquent sonnet of fondness), and the other is about hatred tor the Irish (a vicious 
rant of incivility). 
IDll probably come across a love/hate treatment of Alabama. If so. I Dll pass it along (ifitDs 
good enough). 
30 hours till kickoff. Hang in there. 

Nick Infante 
Clips Editor 

Follow Clips on Twitter: 
wvwv.twitler.corn/@CollegeAthCiips 

Here are a couple other love/hate articles that were posted on the Clips site yesterday 
(remember, you need to be logged in to access these articles; if you have lost/forgotten 
your Clips password please contact me): 
15 Reasons to Hate Alabama or Notre Dame Alas, it's one of our strongest 
emotions. By Clay Travis. Outkick the Coverage, 1-3-13 
Alabama's hatred o[Notre Dame runs long, deep Sometimes a teamDs supremacy 



is directly related to how many people hate them. By Pat Forde, Yahoo! Sports, 1-4-
13 

From the Sunday, 1-6-13 issue of the New York Times: 
To Love or Hate Notre Dame 

A WriterDs Reasons For Not Going to Notre Dame 
By Billlvforris 

During the 1960s, I attended a Christian Brothers ofireland outpost near Detroit called 
Brother Rice High School. It was named after Edmund Ignatius Rice, the wealthy Roman 
Catholic merchant who founded an order of brothers to educate destitute boys in Waterford, 
Ireland, in 1802. The boys at Brother Rice were not destitute; we were sons of the middle 
class during the glory days of Detroit D s auto industry, and most of us were destined tor 
college. Year after year, a chunk of the graduating class went on to Notre Dame, a university 
that, in my eyes, had three fatal qualities. 
First, the campus in South Bend, Ind., is barely 200 miles from Detroit, not nearly far enough 
away from home for my ta~tes. (This was in a day when most young people did not live in 
perpetuity under their parents D roof.) 
Second, after my time with the Christian Brothers. the last thing I wanted to do was be locked 
in a roomful of Catholic boys for four more years. 
Third, and by far most important, Notre Dame was a football powerhouse. Coach Ara 
Parseghian had made the cover of Time magazine in 1964. In October 1966, while I was a 
freshman at Brother Rice, the Notre Dame passing duo of Terry Hanratty and Jim Seymour 
followed suit. Notre Dame won 1 of its 11 national championships in 1966, a total surpassed 
only by Alabama. 
None of this was lost on the Christian Brothers. Sports were oxygen to them, the ultimate test 
of discipline, competitive fire and general excellence. While I was decent at basketball, 
baseball and hockey, I wasn Dt good enough to make any of the varsity teams and so was 
lumped with the second-class citizens, the D brains. D My sins were legion. I loved literature 
and history, was the top French student in my class, worked on the yearbook. Such interests 
were not badges of honor at Brother Rice. Quite the opposite. 
\\'hen it came time to apply to college, I settled on a university in a rotting New England port 
city. It was no Harvard or Yale, but it had a solid English department, it was coed and there 
wasn!Jt a Catholic priest or brother in sight. Then came the clincher. In its annual college 
football preview, Sports Illustrated needed just five words to sum up my chosen university [l s 
tean1, the perennial Ivy League doormat: DAnd Brown is in Providence. D 
My kind of place D where football didnDt even merit footnote status. I left tor college elated 
that my sports-crazed Catholic boyhood was over. 
Bill Roney was two years ahead of me at Brother Rice. When he expressed a lack of 
enthusiasm for attending an ail-male college where football was king, his father, a Notre Dame 
alumnus, told him, D You can go to school anywhere you want, but I D m sending the checks to 
Notre Dame. D Roney packed for South Bend. 
For the next four years, he roomed with Pat Duen·, a classmate from Brother Rice and still a 
close friend. On their first weekend on campus, a freshman mixer wm; held, with women from 
neighboring St. Mary[] s College invited. 
[l That was one of the defining moments of our social world,!] Roney said recently. !] The 
male- female ratio of the two schools was about 5 to 1. So Pat and I walk in, there [J s a band 
playing, and around eve1y couple that D s dancing there are about six to eight guys waiting for 
the music to stop. Socially, it was backwards. D 
Football filled the vacuum. The campus came alive on football weekends as alumni, family and 
girlfriends poured into town. Those alumni and the upperclassmen still had fresh memories of 
the 1966 chan1pionship. and the frenzy was contagious. OWe lived and died with what was 
going on, D Roney said. 
As it turned out, the roommates from Detroit were experiencing the twilight of a dying tradition. 
The year after they graduated, Notre Dame admitted women for the first time in its 170-year 
history. 
mt was the last bastion of white male, middle-class Catholicism, [J Roney said. mt was a 
great experience, and I made some great friends, but it was not the real world. Notre Dame is 
a polarizing place. People either love it or they hate it. There are not a lot oflukewarm people. 
I think that D s because of the historical success ofthe football tean1 and the tact that some 
people view it as elitist. D 
Gary Gutting joined the Notre Dame faculty as a philosophy professor in 1969, when Roney 
and Duerr were sophomores. Still on the faculty, Gutting has become an outspoken critic of 
big-time college football and basketball, which he believes are guilty of propagating the 
bankrupt myth of the Dstudent-athlete. D 
In his four-plus decades at Notre Dame, Gutting has witnessed three national championships, 
as well as some excellent football seasons. some mediocre ones and a few outright stinkers. 
[l Things are terrifically different now than they were when I arrived, [J Gutting said recently. 
[l Success used to be defined by winning the national championship. Things have changed 
because of the years when they didn!Jt win. It has been salutary for the school. It undermined 



the mystique ofNotre Dame exceptionalism. !] 
Which brings us to Howard Cosell. The 1973 Sugar Bowl, like this year[Js Bowl 

Championship Series title game, featured Notre Dame playing Alabama for the national 
championship. Late in the game, Cosell uttered some of the truest words ever to travel through 
a press box microphone: CAt Notre Dame, football is a religion; at Alabama, it is a way of 
life.D 
D That D s so tme, D Gutting said when reminded of the quotation. D Sometimes, it got 
downright religious here. But I donDt think you can top the Southeastem Conference. My son 
used to teach atthe University of Mississippi. and even though they lose a lot, the fans down 
there are completely nuts. D 
If you doubtthis, tune your SiriusXM radio to Paul FinebaumDs call-in show. Emanating from 
Birmingham, Ala., it is a cage-bout-in-a-cathedral for worshipers of SEC football. When 
Alabama suffered a rare loss to Texas A&M this season, a Finebaum listener suggested a 
reason: !]God is judging us for the election ofBarack Obama. [! 
To the myth of the student-athlete, Gutting would add the myth that all big-time college sports 
programs are cash cows. True, Notre Dame and Alabama will get handsome checks for this 
yearD s title game. 
But of the 338 Division I universities, according to the N.C.A.A., only 23 D all ofthem in the 
Football Bowl Subdivision D made money on athletics in 2012. As many universities trim 
academic budgets, the average Division I football coach is paid $1.4 7 million a year. 
But as I leamed at Brother Rice, the problem with tlris skewed emphasis on school sports is 
that the purpose of education D the stimulation of the mind D is sent to the back of the team 
bus. 
D\Vben colleges commit so much to a nmrintellectual, even an anti-intellectual endeavor, D 
Gutting said, [lthey join hands with the forces that want to marginalize intellectual endeavors. [l 
Amen. I wish he [Jd been around to tell that to the Christian Brothers back in the 1960s. 

*** 

A Notre Dame Fan Traces the Roots of His Obsession 
By Kevin Flynn 

I probably had no choice about becoming a Notre Dame fan. It was hereditary, a term 
my mother used to explain many things, including her varicose veins. 
ILl m Irish-Catholic and Bronx-bred. 
My father was a tan. My older brother was a tan. 
I fell in line at8, on a Saturday in 1964 when the Irish were playing Purdue. 
John Huarte. Jack Snow. And in his first season, Ara Parseghian. 
I had no idea who any of them were. I only knew I D d just gotten a Beatles record from 
AlexanderDs, the department store, and very much looked forward to lording it over my 
brother. But when I burst into the apartment, waving it like a trophy, I got no reaction 
whatsoever. He was too busy watching something on television, leaning forward, completely 
engrossed. 
Hrrurun. 
I have been watching N.D. ever since, usually with family, typically at home, where I can focus 
on each play, keep the sound on and yell at the TV. (My daughter called, upset, a tew years 
back when she first moved to Manhattan and found that bars, and the rest of the world, had no 
interest in hearing the play-by-play for a Notre Dame team struggling to crest .500. The nerve.) 
Though he wm; the biggest fan in the family, my father never shared our interest in the tip and 
turn of eve1y play. He found the potential for failure too overwhelming. So he DwatchedD 
every game from an adjoining bedroom. Door closed. No TV. 
He would come out evmy 15 minutes or so when he heard cheering or to investigate extended 
silences. He would stay just long enough to get the score, or maybe bellow DJesusD if the 
Irish had fumbled, before retreating again. 
IfN otre Dame lost, my mother would note my father D s darkening mood. DN ow he D ll say the 
roa~t beef is tough. D she would lament. 
If the Irish won, my father would watch the broadca~t replay that 1right, a truncated version 
with gaps bridged by tl1e announcer Lindsey Nelson and his advisory: LJFollowing an exchange 
of punts, we move to action later in the third quarter.!] 
On Sundays after a win, my father would sit at tl1e dining room table with a beer, a bologna
and-liverwurst sandwich and a yellow legal pad. A bookkeeper by trade, he would design 
charts to show that, no matter how many games they had lost, the Irish were, by strength of 
schedule or some other stretch, deserving of the top spot in the polls. 
The polls were a source of endless frustration to my dad. But IDve never been too angst

ridden a fan. The only real problem for me has been the weddings. 
Take Oct. 21, 1989, when the Irish were No. 1 and two dear friends decided to marry during 
the Southern California game. The wedding was at Baltusrol Golf Club in New Jersey. Nice 
club. Nice people. But the members were completely unreasonable about letting me join them 
in the grill room for the big game. After they tossed me, I watched from the doorway until 
another member who seemed to like trouble asked what I was doing in the hall, tl1en invited me 



in as his guest. 
The groom said I was missing for hours. Maybe I was gone for a half. Tops. 
IfitLJ s any consolation, I saw much less of my friend BillyrJ s wedding. It too wm; an elegant 
affair, at the Water Club in Manhattan, and at sunset, some fireboats sailed up the East River 
shooting celebratmy sprays, and some Emerald Society pipers came by to play tunes in their 
kilts, and everywhere you looked, it was raining shellfish and canap D s. 
But it was also opening night of the 1988 national championship season, and we were playing 
Michigan. 
So, long before kickoff, I had abandoned the festivities for a stool at the club D s bar, only to be 
met by a darkened TV. Seems the bmtender thought football watching was too down market 
for this fine establishment I tried to recmit allies among the other patrons, who weren Dt much 
help. But luckily, my wife walked in seven months pregnant, looking lovely but canying big, as 
in [Jiel[! s not get the pregnant lady too upset[] big, and when she asked, suddenly the TV was 
on. 
It was quite a while before I made it back to the ballroom where, I [Jm told, a woman had 
fumed at my bad manners and, lucky for me, chastised my wife for putting up with them. 
A few minutes later, a waitress walked into the bar with a plate of filet mignon. DAre you 
Kevin Flytm? Your wife sent this in from the wedding. D 
A great moment in wifedom, though N D. barely squeezed by, 19-1 7. 
This fall, the Michigan game was again intermpted by affairs of the heart. The daughter of close 
friends married at a lovely club outside Philadelphia where the grill room was once again off 
limits to the wedding guests. So late into the night, well past the desseJi and the Macarena, and 
long after kickoff, I mentioned to my friend, the father of the bride, that I might head back to 
my hoteL 
[lYou[lre going to leave my daughter[!s wedding, LJ he asked, [lto go watch some game?LJ 
rJNaaah. Is that what you thought? LJ 
Friendship cost me the third quarter. 
I know that reading of how easily I was turned back, many N.D. fans might view me as an 
impostor, and they would be right On the ladder ofNotre Dame fandom, I occupy a low mng. 
Oh, I know who Larry Conjar is and IDm still pained by the penalty that killed the RocketDs 
mnback in the 1991 Orange BowL 
But I own no N.D. underwear and have been to South Bend, Ind., only twice, and a guy down 
the block who does not even likeN otre Dame is better at recalling things like the year Vagas 
Ferguson was voted all-American. 
Actually, I don Dt even root for Notre Dame in other sports. In hockey, for example, I cheer 
for Boston College, which my son attends. He ha~ had a complicated relationship with Notre 
Dame, which is to Boston College what sin is to God. Once enough of an N.D. fim that we 
painted his bedroom ceiling yellow to mimic the Golden Dome, he now views the team as an 
amusement from childhood. 
And his shift in allegiances has been sharp enough to make me analyze my own. 
Why do I root for Notre Dame football? 
After all, no one ±rom my family has ever gone there. And I know the university, like all 
universities, has had its problems. On the other hand, I do like that D Victory March, D and I 
enjoy all that Rockne, Lealry, Lujack lore, and I especially appreciate that so many Irish 
players graduate. 
But let D s face it, for me m1d lots of other folks they like to call the Subway Alumni. it D s really 
not aboutthe university or about footbalL It D s about identity. ltD s about our past and our 
traditions and about all the times our Uncle Jimmy or our Uncle Mike watched alongside us on 
the couch. 
Thatr] s why we wear the hat.~, and scour the coverage and frighten small children by screaming 
horrible curse words at the TV LJ even when they slink. 
But this year, as you may have noticed, they don [Jt 
Go Irish. 
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Clips Weekly Update 1-7-13 

:x e Newsletter 

Dear Vince. 

Greetings from the MotherS hip. Hope you are well. 

As I write this intro, there are less than 24 hours before the championship game. Below are 
several postings that were added during the course of the day on Sunday. 

Have a good Monday, and enjoy the game. 

Nick Infante 
Clips Editor 

Follow Clips on Twitter: 
wvwv.twitler.corn/@CollegeAthCiips 
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Clips eFlash: Tale of the Tape comparison (Alabama-Notre Dame) 

:x e Newsletter 

Dear Vince, 

Greetings fmm Championship Monday. 

Unless there[! sa blockbuster that comes my way (a championship Clips Eyewitness Report 
from Paul Finebaum?, a tell-all from Jim Delany?, a down-and-dirty duke-out from the 
governors ofindiana and Alabama?), this will be the last Clips eF!ash bulk email until at lem;l 
tomorrow. 

This is the national championship game, so I !mew that interest would be high, and that great 
writers would be churning out fabulous stuff (and good writers great stuff; and mediocre writers 
producing good stuff); and on and on. 

Which brings to point Yahoo! SportsD Pat Forde, long a favorite on the Clips shmt list. As 
knowledgeable and entmtaining as they come, Forde has a sort of rat-a-tat-tat sense of humor 
in which his writing sometimes feels like a written staccato D .. boom boom boom boom; or flit 
flit flit; or left-right-left-right. You get the idea. 

Pat !J s weekly feature during the fi.10tball season [J IJ Forde IJ s Forty[! [J consistently pulls top
of-the-chart page views on Clips analytics logs. 

I have not yet had the pleasure of meeting Pat, but I hope that day presents itself in the not
too-distant future. 

Below Pat assembled a clever D Tale of the TapeD side-by- side comparison of Alabama and 
Notre Dame. A card-canying practitioner of equal opportunity ribbing, Pat pokes fun at both 
schools/teams. For example, in the categmy of D campus religious symbol. D for Notre Dame 
itDs Touchdown Jesus and for Alabama itDs the Bear Bryant statue. In the Dvital broadcast 
outlet[! category, for Alabama it[Js the Paul Finebaum Show, for Notre Dame itrJs NBC. 

As I trundled around the Web looking for other usages of the !I tale of the tape!] treatment, I 
was surprised that only about 5% of them were non-lx)xing or non-wrestling. I thought that 
device is great for side-by-sides. You Dll see more ofthose fium ClipsGraphics in the future. 

I hope it's a great game tonight. 

Nick Infante 
Clips Editor 

Follow Clips on Twitter: 

VV\Vvv.twitter.com/@CollegeAthC!ips 
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Clips eFlash: FB Championship articles, quotes, headlines, links 
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Dear Vince, 

Greetings from the morning after. Hope you are well. 

Sorry friends, I did not see the [J official 11 end of the game last night. I did not see the confetti, 
the prancing 'Barna elephant, the morose leprechaun, the kissing of the glass fi.)otball trophy, 
the post-game interviews with what was surely a soberly content Nick Saban and what was 
surely a shell-shocked Brian Kelly. 

Here on the east coast it was getting past 11, it was the 4th quarter and it was 35-7. I have an 
early AM job, scrolling and scanning through a couple dozen websites (see some of them 
below) in search of items of interest to Clips subscribers, and doing that all before 7 AM. 

So I trundled up to bed. I guess we all saw what we needed to see when it was 21-0 in the 
first quarter. One team played a near-pe1fect game, the other team played way below its 
capabilities. David and Goliath. Mismatch. All goes right I all goes wmng. It happens. 

Longtime Clips readers know that we maintain a strict stance of neutrality (can you say 
Switzerland?) here at the MotherShip. So I will leave it to others to provide accolades and 
criticisms. And there will be plenty of both for this game. 

\\'hen I ~;tarted reading through the morning recaps I expected gleeful put-downs and 
[JWellre #I 11 bloviating from the Alabama crowd. I expected [JWe don!Jt know what 
happened D monotones from Irish fans. And that D s exactly what I found. 

\\'hen there is a big event (like the national championship last night) or some kind of breaking 
news, I have found that many Clips readers appreciate it ifi (and the eager beaver Clips 
interns. John and Meghan) cull thmugh the great volume of material. and provide the best 
article or two, plus quotes, headlines, pictures and links. 

So, what takes us a couple hours to find, select. condense, edit and bulk email will take our 
readers only about I 0 minutes to digest when they see it first thing in the morning in their inl:x)x 
as a Clips eFlash. WeLl re happy to do it. That[! sour job. [.fee:., that sound~ like a 
commercial, and I guess it was.] 

Below is a compilation of what I think were exemplary articles (one by Rachel Bachman of the 
Wall Street Journal and the other from Harvey Araton ofthe New York Times), plus all the 
other assorted literary accouterments. 

Have a good Tuesday. 

Nick Infante 
Clips Editor 

Follow Clips on Twitter: 
wvwv.twitler.corn/@CollegeAthCiips 



The Irish Learn the Hard Way: Barna Is No.1 

Alabama Rolls to its 17zird National Championship in Four Years; is 11zere Any End to 
Saban's Domination? 

ByRACHELBACHMAN, WallStreetJoumal, 1-8-13 

Miami Gardens, Fla. 

It is difficult to say what was most terrifYing about Alabama's 42-14 rout ofNotre Dame in 
Monday nighfs national-championship game, the Crimson Tide's third title in four years. 

It might have been that Alabama's opponent wm; undefeated, higher-ranked (No. 1 to 
Alabama's No.2) and, it seemed, favorably equipped to stop the Tide. 

Maybe it was tlmt Alabama's victmy marked the seventh consecutive national title for the 
Southeastern Conference. In that span, three other so-called power conferencesDthe Big Ten, 
Big 12 and Pac-12Dhave tried to knock o±Ithe SEC. Now Notre Dame, the spmt's greatest 
brand nan1e, has failed as well. 

Or perhaps what was most frightening was simply this: There appears to be no end in sight to 
the Tide's domination. "We're just a team hungry for dominance," Tide offensive guard Chance 
Warmack said. 

Alabama became the first repeat champion in the 15-year history of the Bowl Championship 
Series, confirming that the Tide is, yes, on a roll. Alabama (13-1) ruined a chance at a perfect 
season for tile Fighting Irish ( 12-1 ), who entered the game as 1 0-point underdogs despite their 
undefeated record and No. 1 national ranking. Notre Dame's last undefeated season was also 
the last time they won the national title Din 1988. 

The game was nevm: ever in doubt. The Tide outgained Notre Dame on the ground 265 yards 
to 32. Alabama running back Eddie Lacy had 140 yards and a touchdown, and TJ. Yeldon 
had 108 yards and a touchdown of his own. Alabama quarterback A.J. McCarron, the 
offensive MVP oflast season's BCS championship game, wa~ 20 for 28 with 264 yards and 
four touchdowns [ltwo to freshman Amari Cooper. 

"If there's one word to describe this team," Cooper said just befi.)re a shower of postgame 
confetti, "it would be relentless." 

Trophy-stmved Irish fans turned out in the tens of thousands to cheer on the Irish's return to 
glory, encapsulated in the team's rise ±rom being umanked in the preseason to the top spot in 
Janumy. Notre Danle gained inspiration from Manti Te'o, whose girlfriend and grandmother 
died in the same September week and who finished second in the Heismm1 Trophy balloting 
despite being a linebacker. 

A fan's sign outside the stadium before kickoff trumpeted many fans' belief that success this 
season was preordained: "Mantifest Destiny." 

Seeing the Tide pound the program that counts II national titles and seven Heisman Trophy 
winners was like glimpsing the Notre Dame mystique in a pawnshop window. The Irish never 
had a chance. Everett Golson, Notre Dame's redshirt freshman quarterback, stmggled to tlnd 
open receivers. Meanwhile, Alabama's top-ranked defense suffocated the Fighting Irish's 
running backs. 

"Their program is where we want to be, where evmy program in college football wants to be," 
Notre Dame offensive tackle Zack Mmtin said of Alabama. 

Here's another troubling thought for non-Alabmna fans: The Tide wasn't seen as a lock to 
repeat m; champion this season. It began the season ranked No.2. But despite losing six 
defensive players to the NFL dratllm,t spring, the team still wound up with the nation's top
ranked defense. 

More bad news for challengers: When major-college football's first postseason playo±I starts in 
2014, SEC dominance could take even deeper root. The current system caps the number of 
teams from the same conference in tile five BCS bowl games at two. No such limit has been 
adopted for the playoff, which means fans could see two or even three teams from the SEC in 
the semifinals. Four SEC teams would seem unlikely, since some will be forced to lose to one 
another in the regular season. 



After the game, Alabama coach Nick Saban reminded observers that the Tide came within five 
yards oflosing to Georgia in last month's SEC title game. "It's a pret1y tough league we play 
in," he said. 

Still, Saban's dominance has grown to the pJint where it is seen as folly to bet against him, 
particularly when he has weeks to prepare for a game. The sixth-season Alabama coach's 
single-mindedness and control are so legendaryDhis assistant coaches are barred ±rom doing 
interviews during the regular season D that a stmy traveling on Twitter on Monday afternoon 
seemed entirely plausible. It turns out, an Alabama spokesman confi1med, that Saban did not 
have officials at the team hotel disable the ESPN feed to players' televisions this week 

The untme tidbit might have traveled so fast because people are fascinated by the secrets of 
this Alabama team, which seems to have a fommla that is unique in the world. In recent years 
there is no antidote. To the rest of college football, that is scary. 

Rachel Bachman writesfor the Wall Street Journal. This article has been reprinted on 
Clips with the permission C!fthe Wall Street Journal. 

To access this article in its original setting: 

A Lesson for Icons: Statues Can Come Down 

By HARVEY ARATON, New York Times, 1-8-13 

Miami Gardens, Fla. 

It seems reasonable to question why any wise man would even entertain thought~ ofleaving a 
place where a monument to him has been erected outside his office. Or in the case of Nick 
Saban, along the Walk of Chan1pions outside Bryant-Denny Stadium in Tuscaloosa, Ala., 
where a 9-foot statue of his likeness certifies him statewide as the highest-ranking live human. 

But perhaps there is a lesson for Saban to consider from the historically disturbing 
developments over the past 15 months in State College, Pa. No statue is legally bound to stand 
forever. Hang around long enough in any one place D as Joe Paterno did at Penn State D and 
you just might give today D s supplicants good reason to tear you down tomon·ow. 

Given that Saban is the hottest coach in college football, with consecutive national 
championships and three in the past fi.mryears after Monday night[! s 42-14 beat-down of 
Notre Dame, it!J s no wonder that his name was floated f()r N.F.L jobs, despite his 
underwhelming perfom1ance during a two-and-through tenure with the Miami Dolphins. 

ThatDs how it works in the cyclical world ofN.F.L coach hunting, with even modestly 
credentialed college maestros ve1y much in vogue. Greg Schiano left Rutgers last season for 
Tampa Bay after having never so much as gotten his team to aB.C.S. bowl game. Doug 
Marrone has been hired by the Buffalo Bills after rolling to a25-25 record at Syracuse over 
four years. 

Not surprisingly, Brian Kelly [J s name has come up as a possible target of the Chicago Bears 
after a 12-0 regular season in his third year at Notre Dame. Until Bill 0 [JBrien procured a 
raise after winning eight games in his first year as a head coach, his candidacy for a pro job 
was amplified by the unusual circumstances at Penn Stale and his pedigree as a former 
assistant to Bill Belichick 

For the record, Kelly batted away the question of interest in the N.F.L by saying, DLeaving is 
not an option. D When it was Saban D s tum during the long wait for the season ender at Sun 
Life Stadium, he said DI want to be a college coach D and added, drolly, DI don Dt have any 
unfinished business in the N.F.L D 

Left unsaid was that he had no business whatsoever to conduct with theN .F .L 

Saban gained a measure of infamy by telling rePJrters in Miami that he would not be the 



Alabama coach shortly before landing in Tuscaloosa in 2007. It was not the crime of the 
century. People in every line of work make what feels like a monumental decision and wake up 
the next morning with an altogether different outlook. 

Given the power and visibility that comes with fronting a m[\jor college program, and the fact 
that the objectionable practice of contract breaking is standard operating procedure, the issue 
is not so much that a coach will ultimately exit one program for another or leap to the pros; 
it D s about what condition the operation will be in when he is gone. 

Shamefully, Pete Carroll took the Seattle Seahawks job with the N.CAA violations police 
pounding at Southern Cal D s door. Chip Kelly has repmtedly decided to remain at Oregon 
under vaguely similar circumstances, and good for him. 

If Notre Dame[! s Kelly were to walk out after one season of championship contention [l and 
he no doubt will be well compensated to keep his word [l he would undo much of his own fine 
work. Ditto 0[lBrien at Penn State, where a multitude of transfers and de-committed recruits 
would have mshed tor the door right behind him. 

Why take the time to build a speedy racecar only to deliberately crash it into a wall after a lap 
or two around the track? 

In Saban D s ca~e. any rational person would argue that Alabama has gotten its money D s worth 
since he rolled into town and his Tide crashed the title game for the third time in four years and 
became the first to repeat in the B.C.S. era. If he should leave. sooner or later, a likely 
replacement would be Kirby Smart, his highly regarded defensive coordinator and a native 
Alabama son. 

But, again, the looming question is: why would he want to go anywhere else? 

Here in South Florida, Smart said that what drives Saban is to be considered college 
football D s greatest coach. But thatDs a title he can never officially win. 

In comic reference to his reputation as a control freak, Saban talked the other day about an 
off- season basketball league in Tuscaloosa in which he claimed to choose the teams, decide 
who ha~ to guard him and occasionally determine what constitutes a fouL 

It!Js no surprise that football-crazed Alabamians see him as the commissioner of everything. 
But how long before someone whose entire working life has been an itinerant whirlwind [J the 
last quarter-century has taken him from Texas to Ohio to Michigan to Louisiana to Florida to 
Alabama !] becomes bored with such power? 

With his cmrent Alabama mn and Monday nightD s tough-to-watch rout, how long before he 
craves change and the chance to make a new constituency bend to his will? 

At 61, Saban is young enough to settle in and become Bear Bryant 2.0, or try to become a 
coach with statues, real or imagined, in multiple locations. Witl1 his championship credentials at 
LS.U. and Alabama, he could fail spectacularly in another N.F.L city and still name his back
to- school price at one of America D s leading institutions of higher football ranking. 

[lit[] s not even anything I want to do,!] he said, dismissing the notion of the N.F.L Maybe he 
meant it just for the moment or until next year or the year after that More than mm;t, he has 
earned the right to at least have that debate with himseLf; or his statue. 

Harvey A raton writes for the New York Times. 

To access this column in its original setting: 

Clips[] favorite quotes about the Championship game: 

AU Alabama in Title Game By Greg Bishop. New York Times. 1-8-13 



http://www .nytimes.com/20 13/01/08/ sports! ncaafootballl alabama-routs-notre- dame- in-title
game.html?hp 

They called the football game played here lvfonday night a national champiomhip, 
a title clash.fiJr the ages. epic, monumental, historic. Then Notre Dame kicked the 
ball off." 

Then Alabama drove dawn the field, unimpeded, as if out for a nighttime stroll. It 
all went downhill ji·om there, for Notre Dame and for those interested in the most 
overhyped college football game in years . ..... 11zis was DRudy, D the sequel, 
after he stumbled onto Elm Street. 

The game itself brought to mind a famous quote ji·om Mike Tyson. Everybody has 
a plan, he said [J until getting punched in the face. On Monday, Alabama 
bludgeoned Notre Dmne, repeatedly. Jt controlled the game with both lines, on 
offense and defense, putting on a clinic in power jiJothall. Jt ran all over a de.feme 
knownjiJr its ability to stop the run. Alabama (13-1) so daminated that it 
reminded sports fans that N.B.A. games were also available for viewing 1\1onday 
night, and that Notre DameDs best chmzce for a national title is now in womenDs 
basketball. 

DOur offense did an exceptional job, D Saban said, his face absent even a hint of 
emotion. While his players danced and hugged and shouted, Saban looked out at a 
mass of reporters <md deadpanned, [JJ[!m extremely happy. [J They would have to 
take his wordjiJr it. 

As the game approached, the hype ballooned so as to dominate the national 
conversation about sports, until this felt less like a national championship game 
and more like a history lesson. Here they stood Notre Dame and Alabama, golden 
helmets against red elephants, storied tradition opposite storied tradition, football 
in the heartland versus football in the South 

If college football released an encyclopedia, these schools would occupy two of the 
larger volumes. Alabama claimed 14 national championships before Saturday; 
Notre Dame had II. Alabama employed Bryant: Notre Dame hadKnute Rockne, 
Ara Parseghian and Lou Holtz. 

Tide at pinnacle of college football By Gene Wojciechowski, ESP N. com, 1-8-
13 

Notre Dame was qfficially dead leprechaun walking with 13:37 remaining in the 
second quarter. That's when the Fighting Irish, already trailing by three 
touchdowns, decided to try to convert a fourth-and-5 from Alabama's 39-yard 
line. 

Hello, incompletion. 

Goodbye, Notre Dame. 

!f you want, you can crack wise about Notre Dame: That H eismanjinalist lvfanti 
Te'o played more like Boyti Te'o. D 11zat the irish marching hand crossed midfield 
more often than the actualfootball team. D That the Irish had a "Bridesmaids" 
movie moment; you know the scene, just after the women eat lunch at the 
Brazilian steak restaurant? 

But it wasn't as though Notre Dame phoned it in. It didn't. It's just that Alabama 
was wayyyyyy up here, andND was wayyyyyY.}' dawn there. 

Notre Dame's crushing BCS loss offers more proof Alabama and 



SEC reign supreme By Pat Forde, Yahoo! Sports, i-8-13 

it was a great moment for the Notre Dame faithful. 

Right up until kickoff' 

Then it was an absolute nightmare. 

After all the hard work to reach this point, playing for a national title for the first 
time in 24 years, Notre Dame's dream was crushed by a stampeding herd qf 
crimson elephants in mere minutes. 

"Alabama came out with their hair on fire, "srifety lv!atthias Farley said 

Notre Dame responded by running a Chinese }ire drill. The irish were too sloppy 
tackling, too slow to the ball, too soft shedding blocks and too bewildered by 
everything Alabama hit them with. 

"lt dejiniteZv sucks, to be honest," Te'o said "But i wouldn't trade this team for 
anything." 

After just a quarter, the viewing public wished very much that it could have 
traded Notre Dame for someone D anyone D who could give Alabama a decent 
game. 

Alabama is in full-on d;ma5fy mode, winning its third title in.fiJuryears. Florida, 
LSU and Auburn have all contributed to the SEC's crystal football haul as well. 

But this is increasingly becoming the Crimson Tide's world more than an SEC-by
committee dynamic. Next season D the last before the advent qf a four-team 
playoff format that, had it been in place this year, likely would have exposed 
Notre Dame in a semifinal D looks like another Saban sack dance. His team is a 
cinch to start 20i3 ranked No. 1. 

As.fiJr the irish? They proved this year that the program is not dead, a5 many had 
suspected and argued But the mismatch Monday night proved that the program is 
not yet championship caliber, either. 

That paiY!fitl truth was worth grieving in the shell-shocked Notre Dame locker 
room when this beat down was over. 

Notre Dame Would Be the 10th Best Team in the SEC Clay Travis, 
Outkick the Coverage, i-8-13 

Turns out i was too respectful ofNotre Dame'sfootball team. 

Remember when i wrote and said that Notre Dame would be the seventh best 
team in the SEC? And everyone who wasn't an SEC fan ripped me for being an 
c'>"'EC homer? Only, 1 didn't write and say that to get attention, i wrote and said it 
because i meant it. 

i truly believe that if the irish played in the SEC they would have been, at best 4-4. 
in the COI!{erence this year. 

Alabama routs Notre Dame for yet another BCS title under Nick 
Saban ByD<m Wetzel, Yahoo! Sports. 1-8-13 

it was the latest example of Saban's ability to meld group after group into 
seemingly indomitable units, another 60-minute showcase of blunt-force trauma. 



The faces change, the seasons ,\pin, but Nick Saban keeps lifting c1ystal footballs. 
This. counting a 2003 title at LSU, was hisfourth. 

This is the black-and-white world in which Saban operates the Crimson Tide. He 
can't whip a belt across people anymore, but he can do the equivalent verbally 

There is one way to do things, the right way. As long as everyone does it, then the 
results will work out in the end So Saban demands and demands and demands, 
nothing less from everyone associated with his team, from assistant coaches to 
support strif.f to, of course, his players. 

This i,1n't a new rmmagement concept. It's just that few people in America do it 
any better than Nick Saban. 

It is within that seeming misery that thejoy lies, not in the end result when Saban 
forces a smile as he hoists another crystal football 

And that's the ji·ightening part for college football Big Nick's son isn't slowing up 
anytime soon. The Tide just keeps rising 
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Dear Vince. 

Greetings from the Clips MotherShip. Hope all is well with you. 

We had plenty to sort through this week; so we picked the best and tabled the rest. 

Have a good Monday. Have a good week. 

Nick Infante 
Clips Editor 
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Dear Vince-
Gw0ling" from the C:lips MotherShip Hope you are well 

Tomorrow in Grapevine, Texas is the official launch of the 2013 NCAA Convention. 

~ Readers please note: This limited~distribution Clips eFiash is being sent by a 

new delivery m<>thod. If your·eceive thi,;, please email me and tEd I me if it all came 

through on yo1.11 scm<"n. There will be 3 jp<"g images (the blue NCIV\ banner 

above, the Shaquille headline below and the C:lips front page below) and several 

Hve !inks. Of coutse, fl you do not rec~~ive this, then you cannot very l/1/e/f ern:;ul tri(:? 

about sornethlng you knoltt1 nothit-;g about 

Like many that have preceded it, this year's convention is a pivotal corning logdher in 

terms of setting the table for the future of college athletics. which have never been more 

popular (by some rnea"mm;) and relentlm;sly critidzed (by other measums) 

On the official agenda is a panoply of topics, perhaps most importantly a rash of rules 

proposals that would streamline the recruiting/coaching pmc<"ss. In turn, lhe new rules 



could alter (clarify?) the NCAA amateurism model and the public's perception of the 

hypocrisy thereof. 

Good luck for a great convention all the vvay around. 

Here's one of the speakers. LSU's very own Shaquille O'NeaL who will be addressing th<" 

gathewd in ShaqSpeak 

Have a ,c;od Ttw;;day. Have a good week. 

Nick Infante 

Clips Editor 
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A Recruiting Revolution? 

Set/eri::t! deregutation proposals will be up for iSt llote at thh:: week's NCAA convention 

By Allie Grasgreen. inside Higher Ed, 1~ L5~ 13 

When people talk about the suporlluous and somotirms nonsensical regulations 

in the r~ational CoiiE,>Jiate Athletic As"ociation's 400~plt";~page n.rlebook, one might first 

think ol entries like the bag<"l rule, NCAi\ President Mark Ermnerfs favor it<" oxampl<" of 

overreach. That notorious rule, which Emmert has cited multiple times when explaining 

why he sought to deregulate tho rule book, stipulates that colleg<"s may provide 

prospective athletes with bagels~~ but not bagels with cream cheese ~~when recruiting. 

The difference? 

The former constitutes an allowable "snack" under NCAA rules, while the latter counts as 

an imp<>rmis,;ible "meal." 

But the demgulation proposal" up for a vote at this week's NC.AA convention are 

significantly l<"ss trivial than th<" bag<" I rule, with some exports suggesting that their (likely) 

approval would give the wealthiest programs even more of an advantage while changing 

the face of athletic recruiting. 

On Saturday. the 18 college presidents who make up the Division I Board of Directors ·.viii 

com;ider 26 le>Jislative changes designed to streamline the r~CAA rule book. The mm;t 

significant shifts vvould allovv for greater flexibility in recruiting by removing numerous 

wstrictions on timing, frequency and forms of contact betvveen coaches and athletes. 

Other rules would P'"rmit athletes more compensation for athletic· related '"xponses, 



eliminate restrictions on play<"rs' publicity and '"mployrmnl. and codily a new driving 

philosophy for NCAA rulemaking. 

VVhile the potential chang<"s would undoubtedly simplify enforc<"menllor colleg<"s and the 

NCAA by "crapping r<>gulatory laundry lists and leaving more d<>cisiom. up to the 

discrdion of campus officials, th<"Y could also put extra burd<"ns on coach<"s and 

prospective athletes and expand the gap between the "have" and "have~not" programs. 

"ThNe me a bunch ol rules in them that look like, at the very minimum. they'm going to 

benefit schools with a lot more money, vvith a lot more staff or better representation. right 

off the bat," said ,John Infante, NCAA exp<>rt fN the athldic recruiting website Athnet and 

author of the Bylaw Slog, which analyzes NCAA regulations and compliance. 

The pmposals are the mcommendations of a 1"\ules Working Group, one of the 

committees Emmert formed as part of his reform agenda to improve integrity, academic 

standard" and financial ;;uslainabilily in college sports 

"Some of our rules are counterintuitive, outdated and just unenforceable. They don't 

rnake sense in th1~ vvor~d vve live in," Ermnert sedd in a pres:...=< n~k~ase. "\P.ie an~ n~focusing 

on the things that really matter, the threats to integrity. and the biggest issues facing 

int<>rcollegiate athletics" 

To do that. the working group set aside the notion of "competitive equity." a guiding 

philosophy that ;;ought to place all athldic pmgrarm; on equal fooling. and ace<>pted that 

colleges with natural advantag<"s ···or "deep<"r pockets," as the NCi\A put it .... will use 

lhEm1. 

So. some of the proposals could face opposition from the less wealthy programs. 

However, the board of dir<>ctor·,, will likely approv<> mm;l, if not all, of them anyvvay Per 

NCAA legislative procedum, colleges that oppose the rules will then submit overrid<" 

requests, and if enough institutions sign on then there will be an override vote, which 

could overturn the rulm; in question. (That';; what happ<>ned vvith last year'" controver;;ial 

proposals allowing multiyear scholarships and up to $2,000 in additional financial aid for 

athlde". though the former didn't draw enough opposition to be cut) 

Division II is also considering a smaller "ease of burden" package, vvhose three proposals 

would lift ;;orne mcruiling and amaleuri;;rn re;;trictions. 

Proposed rules like 13 .. 3 .... vvhich would eliminate existing restrictions on how colleges 

can gel in touch with athldes they are recl'uiting, '"nding bans on lex! messaging and 

remove limits on the frequency of other forms of contact, like telephone calls ~~would 

give tho"" progmms that can afford it fre<> rein to court "tar athlete" all day from all 

sides, if th<"Y want to. That prospect might drive the leadNs of smaller. less wealthy 

programs to spend more on recruiting staff and related expenses in hopes of snatching 

up "om<> of tho"" athletes for th<>m;;elvm;. 

Howe1wr, the coach"" who have to do lh" actual legwork might not b<> up to the job, for 

reasons both practical (recruiting is already a time .. and '"nergy .. sucking activity) and 

philosophical (a big part of the reason these rules existed in the first place was to respect 

the privacy of students). "I'm a fan of wh"m w<>'m at right no'N." Northvvestern coach Pal 

Fitzgerald told ESPH last week. "I do not beli<"ve th<" system is broken. I think we n<"ed to 

consider the quality of life for the kids and their families and the quality of life for my 

assistant coaches.~· 

"A" much a" recruiting i" th<> lifeblood of lh" program," Infante said, "mm;l colleg" 

coaches s'"'" it as a necessary evil rather than a part of the job that they embmce." 

But lh" NCAA i;;n't rnakin>J any apologi""· In an entry on it" website, lh" a%ocialion 

acknowledged some institutions 'Will be pressured" to adopt n<"w polid<"s to not be at a 

competitive disadvantage. But using rules to create a level playing field has resulted in 

too many regulations that amn'l '·meaningful. enforceable, or contributory" to the 

success of athletes, it said. 

"Th<" changes am int<"nded to better define what fairness means in terms of eligible 

student~athletes, scholarships, the length of the playing and recruiting seasons, and the 



number of coaches," the HCAi\ said. ''The n<"w rule book would wquire that policies b<" in 

place in specified areas, that they address key components or campus values and that 

they will be followed.'' 

The propo;;al that would have the rrw;;t impact is probably 11-2, Infante ';aid, which would 

"eliminate rul<"s de lining recruiting coordination functions that must be pe1fonn<"d only by 

a head or assistant coach." That mean;; any staff member could call, write to and 

evaluate meruit;;. But Infante was careful not to ov<>re,;timate th<> potential impact of the 

rules chang<"s, citing tho multiyear scholarship pmposal as an example: last year, 

programs panicked that the propo;;al would turn recruiting upside~down. (It didn't.) 

"[Some] could allow for more flexibility or ability to cut loopholes." Infante said, "but I think 

in general it';; jt";t going to be allowing ;;chool;; to do the same thing" they wer<>. but do it 

in a clearer nmnnN.'' (lnbnto broke down '"ach proposal and pmdict<"d the lik<"lihood of 

opposition in an entry on the Bylaw Slog.) 

The board ol directors meets Sunday aHNnoon in Grapevine. Texas, to consider the 

following proposals: 

2-1. which establishes the commitments that guide the underlying operating bylaws. 

This includes a commitment to fair competition, which "ack11owk'dg<>s that variability will 

'"xist among members in advantages, including bdlities. geographic location and 

resources and that such variability should not be justification for future legislation." 

·1 ·1 ~2, vvhich would eliminate the rule" defining recruiting coordination functions that 

must be pNiorm<"d only by a head or assistant coach. 

11-3-8, which would prohibit the li1w scouting of future opponents except in limited 

circurnstances. 

11 ~4, vvhich would remove limits on the number of coaches who can recruit off-campus 

at any one time. th<> "o-called ·'baton rul<>." 

·12··1, which would establish a uniform definition ol actual and necessary '"xponses [to 

include meals, lodging, transportation and other competition-related expenses]. 

12-2, which would allow the calculation of actual and n<>cE";sary expen;;es to be bas<>d 

on the total over a calendar year instead of an event~by-event basis. The working group 

wcommend<>d the calculation change for both prosp<>ctive and enrolled athlete;;. 

12·3, which would allow an athldo to receive $300 mom than actual and necessary 

expenses, provided the expenses come from an otherwise permissible source. 

·12~4, vvhich would permit individuals to l'ecdve actual and nece%ary compdition

relatod exp<"nsos fl'om outside sponsors, so long as tho person is not an agent, booster, 

or representative of a professional spo1ts organization. 

·12 .. 5, which would allow athletes in sports othN than tennis to 1·ec:o"ive up to actual and 

necessary competition~related expenses based on performance from an amateur team 

or event sponsor 

·12 .. 6, which would allow athletes and prospects to receive actual and necessary 

expenses for training, coaching. health insurance. etc., from a governmental entity. 

13-1, which would allow "chool" to tl'eat prospect;; like enrolled athletes for purposm; of 

applying recruiting regulations once a ~~ational LettN of Intent or signed ofler of 

admis"ion or financial aid i" wceived 

13·2, which would allow ofh;ampus contact with rocl'uits b<"ginning the first day of JUnior 

year in high school and communication with recruits on or after July 1 after the 

completion of th" recruit'" "ophomOI'e year in high '";hool. [Currently, different "PO It;; 

have dilferont dates on which contact b<"comes permissibl<"; this rul<" would establish a 

uniform date for all sports.] 

·13<l, which would eliminate re;;tridions 011 rndhod" and mock;; of communication. 

13~4, which would eliminate the requirement that institutions provide materials such as 

the banned~drug li"t and Acad<>mic F'mgress Rate data to wcl'uit;;. 

·13 .. 5·.J\. which would '"liminate restl'ictions on sending printed recruiting materials to 

recruits. 

13-7, which would eliminal<> restridions 011 publicity [such a;; pres" conferenc<>s for 

when a high .. prolile athlete signs with a program] once a prospecthm athlet'" has signed 

a National Letter of Intent or written offer of financial aid or admission. 

13·8, which would dNegulate camps and clinics omploynwnt rules related to both 

recruits and current athletes. Senior football prospects would be allowed to participate in 

camp;; and clinics 

14·1, which would eliminat'" academic mgulations that are covered elsewhere and 

directly suppo1ted by institutional academic policy. 



I 6··1, which would allow institutions. conferences or th<" NCIV\ national oflice to provide 

an award to athletes any time after initial fuiHirne enrollment. 

16-2, which vvould allow conferencm;, an institution. the U.S. Olympic Committee, a 

national governing body or the awarding ag<"ncy to provide actual and nec:o"ssary 

exp<>r1se;; for an athlel<> to recEdv<> a nonim;titutional avvard or mcognition for athletics or 

academic accomplishments. Expenses could also be provid<"d for parents/legal 

guardians, a spouse or other relatives as well. 

·1 6<l, vvhich would allow institutiom;, confewnces or th<> r~CAA to pay fN other acackmic 

support, career counseHng or persona! deve!oprnent :...=.ecvi<:1~s that :...=.upport the success 

of the athlete. 

1 6~4, which would allow institutions, confewnces or the r~CAA to pay for medical and 

related expenses for a student-athlete. 

16-5, which. except for Bylaw 16.6.1 1, would change all Bylaw ·1 6 refewnces to an 

athlde's spouse. pamnts. family members or childmn to ''family member." establish a 

specific definition of "family member." and permit specified benefits to such individuals 

16-6, which would allow im;titutiom; to provide wasonable entertainment in conjunction 

with competition or practice. 

16~7, which would allow schools to provide actual and necessary expenses to athletes 

representing the institution in practice and competition (including '"xpenses lor 

activitiesitravel that are incidental to practice or competition) as well as in noncompetitive 

ev<>nts like goodwill tours and media appearances.16-8, which vvould allow athlete;; to 

recehr1~ actual and nece:...=.sary expenses and "reasonable bendHs" assodated vvith a 

national team practice and competition. The proposal would also allow institutions to pay 

fN any nurnb<>r· of national t<>am liyouts and champiom;hip ev<>nt;;. 

Allie Grasgreen writes for inside Higher Ed. This article has been reprinted on Clips with 

the permission of Inside Higher Ed 

NCAA Withdraws Financial Support for its 
Scholarly Colloquium 

Ci/r,?d poor were attemi<mce, a lack of profitabiliiy of forums scfwimly journal. ami a 

failure to impact pu!llic policy. 

By Brad w::olverton, The Chronicle of Higher Education, 1-15~ 13 

The NCAA on Monday pull<"d the plug on its Scholarly Colloquium canceling 

financial ;;upport for futum academic confNences and announcing plan;; to 'Nind dovvn its 

investment in the forum's scholarly journal. following a sometirnes~contentious six~year 

nm. 

The news-delivered by .James L, lsch, the NCAA's chief operating officer-carne during 

a meeting of the colloquium'" Executive Boa I'd on Monday night, ju;;t hour;; bdcm> this 

year's colloquium was set to begin, on Tuesday morning. 

Citing poor attendance at the annual confer·enc<", a lack ol profitability of the journal, and 

a failure to impact public policy, Mr, lsch said the NCAA planned to redimct its investment 

into "targeted msearch' that its rn<>mb<>r coll<>ge" wanted, according to academic leack?rs 

present at the meeting. 

Scholars saw th<> mov<> a;; a pretext for the <>xe<>ption that NC.A.A officials have taken to 

the critical examination of intercollegiate athletics. 

"Anything that is critical of the organization, they just can't deal with it,'' David f<. Wrggins, 

a professor at George Mason University and chair of the colloquium's Executive Board. 



said in an intervi<"w with The Chronicle lat'" Monday nighL "They have no idea or sens<" 

about academic freedom at aiL" 

Over the past six years. ML lsch told the colloquium's board, the HCIV\ has spent S1 .2 .. 

million onlh" conference and its as;;ociated scholarly publication, the ,Journal of 

Intercollegiate Sport .Just 40 people registered for this year's colloquium. Mr. lsch said. 

Colloquium board members conlm;t"d thos" number". saying the NCAA wported 

spending about $80.000 on last year's conkrence and joumaL And some years, the 

event attracted hundreds of attendees. 

From its beginning, the colloquium was never viewed as a money-making proposition, 

said Ellen Staurowsky. a profes"OI' of sport management at Drexd Univer"ily and the 

program director iOI' this year's colloquium. 

"Thh; was not intended to be a profit c"nler ,"she said in an interviE'w f'.ilonday ni>Jhl. And 

academic journals, especially young <@"s lik<" the Journal, often lak<" years to become 

profitable. 

"We believe the real issue is that the f~CAA took exception to research that criticized the 

NCAA-nollh" int"grily of that w"earch, N vvhetherlhat research was rigorou;; or led to 

logical conclusions .... ·but the simpl<" fact that some research presented was not a 

compliment to the NCA,I\. 

"To withdraw funding so expressly on the basis of the fact that they didn't lik<" some of 

vvhat researcher" were looking at and concluding i" really problematic," sh" added 

The NCAA could not be reached for comment late Monday night. But in recent months, 

two of its lop official" >JaVe due'; that the a;;sodation might withdmw support ovN 

ideological dilferences. 

In a November 7 "-rnaillhal Mr. \/\Iiggins s"nllo his board, he ;;aid that "e1wral top f~CAA 

administrator;; apparently were concerned that the last couple of colloquia had "primarily 

included ideologues intent on criticizing the r~c:AA." As a result on" top NCAA IE'adN told 

him. the colloquium '·runs the risk ol no longer b<"ing funded." Mr. IJViggins wrote. 

11111'. WimJim; ba;;ed his concerm; on tvvo "rather exl<>r1sive conver;;ations" with Wallace I 

F\enfro, the NC)\1\'s top policy advisN, he said in the <Hmil. 

In an intNview with The Chronicle in D<"cember, Mr. Renfro said that in those 

conversations he was speaking for himself, not the association, and that he hoped the 

colloquium would continue as a platform whew multiple view;; wNe pw;;enl<>d. 

Instead, the colloquium vvill end its run on Wednesday, Meanvvhile. the r~CAA said it 

vvould pmvide financin>J for two additional is;;ue" of the Journal of lnt<>rcolle>Jiate Sport 

Alter that Mr. W1ggins said, perhaps another publisher will k<"ep it aliv'"· 

Brad Woi'.rerton writes for T!Jis Chronicle of Higher Education. This article has been 

reprinted on lt!is Clips d'iash \<;'ith lfw permission of The Chronicle or higher Education 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Sub jed: 

College Athletics Clips <nick@collegeathleticsclips.com> 

Friday, January 18,2013 9:25AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Clips Mid-Week Update II 1-18-13 

:x e Newsletter 

Dear Vince. 

Greetings from the Clips MotherShip. Yes, the MotherS hip. Not Texas. 
ThereDs a lot going on atthe NCAA convention (and some amount of nothing too; see the 
various descriptions of the Mark Emmert State of the Association address below). 
Although your Clips editor is not in attendance in Grapevine, we have had the good fortune of 
being able to pick the best from the multitude of rep.)rts being filed from the convention. Our 
specialthauks to Brad Wolverton (Chronicle of Higher Education), John Infimte (Bylaw Blog), 
Allie Grasgreen (Inside Higher Ed), David Pickle and Gary Brown (NCAA.org) aud Dennis 
Dodd (CBSSports.com). 

Below are several reprints of articles by the writers listed above about the events on Thursday. 
We will follow up with auotherClips Update tommmw ifthereDs enough DAD material to 
warrautit. 
Have a good Friday. 

Nick Infante 
Clips Editor 

www.collegeathleticsclips.com 

Follow Clips on Twitter: 
vw,w.twitter.com!@CollegeAthCiips 

Remember, you must be logged in with your usemame and password to 
view the articles (below) on the website. If you are not logged in you will get 
a blank white screen 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Sub jed: 

College Athletics Clips <nick@collegeathleticsclips.com> 

Sunday. January 20, 2013 9:40PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Clips Weekly Update 1-21-13 

:x e Newsletter 

Dear Vince. 

Greetings from the Clips MotherShip. 
A lot went on at the NCAA convention. And there will be a lot of follow- up to follow through 
with all the approved initiatives. Brave New World. 
Meanwhile, there also occurred plenty of non-convention news and issues as well. See below. 
Have a good Monday. Have a good week. 

Nick Infante 
Clips Editor 

Follow Clips on Twitter: 
www.twitter.com/@Co!legeAthC!ips 

(Big enough for ya?) 

Remember, you must be logged in with your username and 
password to view the articles (below) on the website. If you 
are not logged in you will get a blank white screen. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Sub jed: 

College Athletics Clips <nick@collegeathleticsclips.com> 

Sunday. January 27, 2013 6:34PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

eFlash NCAA Miami investigation: Abenation? Gaffe? Oversight? 

:x e Newsletter 

Dear Vince, 

Greetings from the ClipsWeekendShip. This eF!ash is being bulk emailed from the Copley 
Square Marriott WiFi network. We are in Beantown to visit our son and cover the Friday
Saturday Hockey East doubleheader between BC and Maine (see a Clips Eyewitnes~ Report 
on the Clips website). 
I will start this eFlash with today !J s name trivia. If you get this you are an especially proficient 
name-rememberer, and!Jifyou get this name [without looking it up!j[Jyou will go to the top 
of the list for one of the perpetually-in-development College Athletics Clips Limited-Edition 
Coffee Mugs. Here D s the trivia name: Maria Elena Perez. See answer at bottom. 
And now to the subject oftodayD s Clips eFiash .... 
While scanning the college athletics news over the weekend I was not surprised to come 
across Joe NoceraD s bombast onDhmm, what could one objectively call it? .... a hiccup? an 
oversight? .... a gaffe? .... an aberration? .... sloppiness? .... a faux pas? D the NCAA D s months
long investigation of the alleged benefits to athletes case against the University of Miami. 
I was surprised, however, to see that Joe took so long (well. I guess only a couple days) to 
jump on an enonnous opportunity to lambast his all-time favorite nemeses, the NCAA and 
Mark Emmert. 

Note to all: Your editor is of the opinion that the animosity rum both ways. When 
asked at the IMG SportsBusiness Journal Forum last month if he had read 
NoceraDs recent columns, a shrill and surZv Emmert said, Dl know his views, and 
1 donDt need to read his columns to know them. ltDsjust not a good use C!f 
time. D Aside from the fact that one could say the same thing about 98% C!fthe op
ed writers out there, I thought EmmertDs remark was unnecessarily spitr.;fitl and 
unbefitting the office of the President of the NCAA. But hey, thatDsjust me, 
others might think differently. 

I get tired of pointing it out D but I will continue to point it out with regularity and repetition 
nonethelessLJthat the NCAA has a near-imp.)ssible job. Think alxmt it. The NCAA is a 
[!member organization LJ (we are reminded constantly) in which members LJ or really, 
representatives of members[Jmake the rules. And those same members (via the NCAA) 
investigate and enforce the rules. In etlect, the members are investigating themselves. And yet, 
those very same members complain bitterly and constantly about mles enforcement. Crazy. 
In his column Nocera devotes much of his mbust vitriol to detailing the foibles associated with 
NCAA enforcement: D deeply unethical, D D sanctimonious claptrap, D D sordid details, D D a 
mockery of due process, D Dan insunnountable conflict of interest D ..... What rich wordage; 
I wonder why President Emmert is so upset at Joe? 
Joe mentioned presidents or members of Congress as a possible solution, but he never got 
around to the patent ineffectiveness of the NCAA (or any organization) investigating itself 
Anybody out there for an independent third- party investigative body'7 

Readers should be aware that this column appeared in the Op-Ed section ofthe New York 
Times, not the sports section. It bears repealing that Op-Ed pages are read by far more 
readers (by what proportion I don[Jl know!]. a three-to-one ratio? .... a ten-to-one ratio?) 
than are sports opinion pages. Further, the profile of Op-Ed page readers is far different than 
spmts page readers, andD other than occasional columns by Joe Nocera and a few 
others D they are exposed to almost nil coverage of college sports. And D even further D op- eds 
in the New York Times (and other prestigious newspapers) are still taken as gospel by 
hundreds of thousands of readers, many of whom are very influential in politics, finance, 
investments, philanthropy. the arts, etc. 

Oh yeal1. Maria Elena Perez was one of Nevin Shapiro D s bankruptcy lawyers. She took 
money from NCAA investigators to allow them to sit in on a deposition in Shapiro D s 
bankmptcy case. This revelation (a potentially serious ethical breach that can cost Perez her 
license), was the trigger for President Emmert[! s announcement for the suspension ofthe 
Miami investigation and a call for independent legal investigation. There, now you know who 



Maria Elena Perez is. 

Have a good Sunday evening. 
Nick Infante 
Clips Editor 

To access the Clips website: 
www.collegeathleticsclips.com 

To follow Clips on Twitter: 
IN'<N.Iwi!ler.comi@ColleqeA!hCiips 

The N.C.A.A.Ds Ethics Problem 

By Joe Nocera, Op-Ed Columnist, New York Times, 1-25-13 

In late March 2009, Yahoo Sports published a story alleging that the University of 
Connecticut had violated N.C.AA rules in its efforts to recruit Nate Miles, a 6-foot- 7 
basketball player from Toledo, Ohio. The N.CAA enforcement staff, led by Tim Nevius, one 
of its top investigators. opened an inqui1y 
By then, Miles was back in Toledo; he Dd been expelled from UConn in October 2008, 
before ever playing a game. No longer a D student-athlete, D Miles refused to cooperate. Yet 
Nevius interviewed Dr. Chris MacLaren, a Florida orthopedic surgeon, who had once 
operated on Miles [l s foot Without any consent from the patient, Nevius asked for, and 
MacLaren provided, details ofMiles[l s surgery and its costs. 
This, of course, was a gross violation of medical ethics. It was also, in all likelihood, a violation 
of medical privacy laws. But when several lawyers involved in the case brought this potential 
illegality to the attention of the Committee on Infractions D which metes out punishment to rules 
violators, and which includes a number oflawyers D the response was coldly dismissive. A 
medical release from Miles D was not required, D replied Shepard Cooper, then the committee 
director. How did he !mow? Because Nevius had told him so. So much for the law. 
Earlier this week, Mark Emmert, the N.C.AA president, acknowledged that the enforcement 
staff had, once again, done something deeply unethicaL Except he didnDt phrase it like that In 
recounting the sordid details, involving an investigation into the University of Miami. Emmert 
made it sound as if they were aberrations, the actions of several rogue employees who were no 
longer there. Describing the transgressions as [J stnnning, [l Emmert announced that he had 
hired a lawyer to review its investigative practices, insisting that his goal was to ensure that 
N.C.AA investigations were consistent with [Jour values. [J 
Vv'hat sanctimonious claptrap. The only thing stunning about this latest outmge is that Emmert 
acknowledged it (My guess is that it was about to leak anyway.) 
To recap: Nevin Shapiro, the man at the center of the Miami scandal D who is now in prison 
for running a Ponzi scheme D claims to have given University of Miami athletes cash, 
prostitutes, jewelry, D and on one occasion, an abortion D for a player D s girlfriend, according 
to Yahoo Spmts, which broke this news as welL Incredibly, N.C.AA investigators engaged 
one ofShapiroDs bankruptcy lawyers, Maria Elena Perez, which would seem like an 
insummuntable conflict of interest. Then, they used her ability to conduct depositions in the 
Shapiro bankruptcy case to gather inf()rmation it could not otherwise obtain. Though Perez 
insists she did nothing wrong, this is the sort of ethical breach that can cost a lawyer her license. 
Vv'hen I expressed astonishment at this tum of events to Richard G. Johnson, a lawyer who has 
tangled with the N.C.AA, he scofied. [JThis is not unusual, [l he replied. [JThis is part and 
parcel of the way the N.C.AA does business. DAndy Oliver, a former client of JolmsonDs 
who is now a pitcher for the Pittsburgh Pirates, became the subject of an N.C.AA 
investigation after his former lawyer violated lawyer- client confidentiality in speaking to the 
N.CAA (Oliver ultimately won a reported $750,000 settlement) 
In the case of former University of Southern California assistant football coach Todd MeN air, 
which I wrote about several weeks ago. the enforcement staffD s evidence against him was so 
dubious that a judge has ruled that he will likely win a defamation suit he brought against the 
N.C.AA In another case that I wrote about, the boyfriend of an N.C.A.A. investigator 
bragged that his girlfriend was going to nail a player she was investigating !] months before her 
investigation had been completed. 
Indeed, in the Miami case, this is not even the N.CAA IJs only ethically dubious stunt Just 
before Thanksgiving, the enforcement staff sent out letters to numerous former athletes who 
had refused to cooperate D as is their right The letters said that if they didn Dt talk in the next 
few days, the N.C.AA would assume that they were guilty ofmles violations and punish their 
alma mater. 
DThe N.C.AA thinks it is the 51st state, D Johnson told me. Its investigators regularly solicit 
the assistance oflaw enforcement officials, acting as if they have some kind of equal standing. 
But they don Dt The N.C.AA is not a regulatory body. It is merely an association that creates 
rules designed to prevent its labor force D college football and basketball players D from 
making any money. Most of its investigations D investigations that are selective, highhanded 
and a mockery of due process [l are aimed at enforcing its dubious rules. 
Over the last year, as I !Jve stumbled across one outrage afler another, I !Jve wondered when 



someone in a position to do something ahout the N.C.A.A. [J college presidents, maybe? 
Members of Congress? [J would stand up and say rJenough. [J Imsgelting awfully hard to 
look the other way 

X 
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Sunday. January 27,2013 10:49 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Clips Weekly Update 1-28-13 

:x e Newsletter 

Dear Vince. 

Greetings from the MotherS hip. Hope you are well. 
After a bustling Fri-Sat-Sun to/through Com1ecticut and then on to Boston and back, I am 
once again ensconced in the cozy confines of theM-Ship. Here below are the new p.)slings 
from the end ofthe week. 
Have a good Monday. Have a good week. 

Nick Infante 
Clips Editor 

Follow Clips on Twitter: 

W\IV"<N.twi!ler.com/@CollegeAthCiips 

Remember, you must be logged in with your username and 
password to view the articles (below) on the website. If you 
are not logged in you will get a blank white screen. 
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College Athletics Clips <nick@collegeathleticsclips.com> 

Tuesday, January 29, 2013 8:35PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

ClipsMid-WeekUpdate 1-29-13 

:x e Newsletter 

Dear Vince. 

TuesdayNightGreetings from the MotherShip. 

The sporadic nature of content relevant to the business of college sports is such that this Clips 
Mid-Week Update has become necessary. Vv'hy? Well, we have posted 11 new items since 
our Sunday night Clips Weekly Update that was sent out48 hours ago. 

Clips readers should not be shy to check the Clips website (on their own) on Tuesday, 
Wednesday or Thursday. Depending on the amount of good source material available, we 
sometimes post 2-4 new items daily. 

There, now you know. 

Nick Infante 
Clips Editor 

Follow Clips on Twitter: 
wvv>N.twi!ler.corn/@CollegeAthCiips 

Remember, you must be logged in with your username and 
password to view the articles (below) on the website. {{you are not 
logged in you u•ill get a blank white screen. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Sub jed: 

College Athletics Clips <nick@collegeathleticsclips.com> 

Wednesday, January 30, 2013 10:49 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

eFlash: News from the US Circuit Court ofNorthem CalifiJmia 

:x e Newsletter 

Dear Vince, 

Greetings from the Clips MotherS hip. Hope you are well. 

Today LJ s eFlash has a two- fold purpose. The first is that this eFlash is a test of what will 
hopefully be the first !Jblacklisll!-tree Clips bulk email in quite some time. 'W11en one is in the 
business of sending out bulk emails with regularity, then one comes to leam about spam filters, 
blacklists, Barracuda reputations aud bounce backs by the dozens. Arrggghhlzhl 

We have just learned (thanks Glen in Bilmingham, thanks Rich in Chester) that the 
dreaded blacklist designation has apparently been dropped from the Clips domain, and we 
cannot wait to check it out, live and in color on the various computer, tablet and smmt phone 
screens of our subscribers. 

So here we are. 

The other reason for this eFlash is news from the US District Court in San Francisco that 
Judge Claudia Wilken (Califomia[Js next Earl Warren?) hasLJletme see ifi gel this 
righliJdenied the NCAA's early attempt to prevent the !JO [JBannon case[! (aka: the [JName 
& Likeness Licensing Litigation D ) from becoming a class action. 

Many people think this is a significant milestone in pressing their case against the NCAA (and 
Collegiate Licensing Company and EA Spmts) over the commercialized use of athletes' image, 
name aud likeness. 

The NCAA, seems to think elsewise. Said the NCAA D s chieflegal officer Donald Remy in a 
statement, DA!though our motion to strike was denied, the Judge has signaled skepticism on 
plaintifrs class certification motion and recognized the plaintiffs' radical change in their theory of 
the case. This is a step in the right direction toward allowing the NCAA to further demonstrate 
why this case is wrong on tl1e law aud that plaintiffs have failed to demom,trate that this case 
satisfies the criteria for class litigation. rJ 

Is this a case of NCAA denial? Dunno. We Dll see. 

I hope that the (formerly) usual 99% of Clips subscribers receive this eF!ash. If not, itDs back 
to the blacklis11whitelist wars. 

Have a good Wednesday. 

Nick Infante 
Clips Editor 

Follow Clips on Twitter: 
www."tYvitter.com/(a)Cnlle£eAtllClips 

Ed O'Bannon plaintiffs gain court win vs. NCAA keeping class
action suit alive 



Jon Solomon, alcorn, 1-29-13 

BIRMINGHAM, Alabama - Plaintiffs in the Ed O'Bannon lawsuit claimed what their 

lawyer described as a significant victory today when a California federal judge denied the 
NCAA's early attempt to prevent the case from becoming a class action. 

The ruling doesn't grant the ex-players certification in their suit against the NCAA Collegiate 
Licensing Company and EA Spmts over the commercialized use of athletes' image, name and 
likeness. 

But the decision staves off the NCAA's attempt to end the case now after filing a 33-page 
motion last October to strike the certification motion. A certification hearing ha~ been set for 
June 20. 

The NCAA had argued that the suit's complaints changed in recent months and the plaintiffs 
shouldn't be awarded for "gamesmanship." Instead of only claiming ex-athletes were damaged 
from the use of their image, name and likeness on archived video and merchandise, the 
plaintiffs had added current players and live TV footage, the NCAA said. 

U.S. District Judge Claudia Wilken ruled that was not reason to prevent the ex-players from 
moving for class certification. "Instead, these contentions are more properly considered as 
arguments suppmting denial of the motion for class certification on its merits," Wilken wrote. 

"The NCAA tried to shortcircuittheir exposure," said Michael Hausfeld, the ex-players' 
attorney. "The judge has basically said it's an open field and everything will be considered by 
her. Now, she may eventually deny them on their merit, but she's not going to dismiss them as a 
procedural defect." 

Wilken granted the NCAA an opportunity to file another brief in further opposition to the 
motion for class certification. But the second brief cannot repeat any arguments already made 
in the NCAA's motion to strike. 

"Although our motion to strike was denied, the Judge has signaled skepticism on plaintiff's class 
certification motion and recognized the plaintiffs' radical change in their theory of the case," 
NCAA chieflegal officer Donald Remy said in a statement. "This is a step in the right direction 
toward allowing the NCAA to fmther demonstrate why this case is wrong on the law and that 
plaintiffs have failed to demonstrate that tlris case satisfies the criteria for class litigation." 

Lm;l fall, a certification expert for the plaintifi~ prop.)sed that current and fom1er football and 
men's basketball players should receive 50 percent of television revenue from the NCAA and 
its members. The NCAA claimed that including current players was a "dramatic expansion" of 
the damaged class. 

"We never separated the claim from live broadcast and rebroadcast." Hausfeld said. "We only 
spoke about the restrictions as far as the licensing revenue." 

The ruling keeps in play the possibility of current athletes joining tl1e suit. Hausfeld said current 
athletes are prepared to join if the court believes that's necessmy. 

"But it's kind of a non-sensical requirement because if the case proceeds along a certain time, 
there will always be a case when the current athlete is a former athlete," he said. "Thars why 
I'm not sure that will be necessary. The issue doesn't change and the injunctive relief is of all 
current and non-current athletes." 

Jon Solomon writesjbr the BinniughamNews and af.com. This article has been 
reprinted on Clips with the author's permission. 
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Saturday, February 2, 2013 9:19AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Clips eFlash: "In a Memphis Cheating Ring, the Teachers Are the Accused" (NYT) 

X 

Dear Vince-
Gwetinw; from the Clips SaturdayMomingR"ad, which is surpas,;<>d in it" lanwwrou,;, 

textural splendor only by lhe Clips §JJ.D.Q.sY:MorningRead. 

The,;e weekend read;; range further and furth"r away from th" usual bu,;ine;;s of colle>J" 

sports lhenwry. and we lake the opportunity to include a broadN range ol topics. 

The itern below is······regrdtably······about fraud perpetrated by a network of teachers taking 

Praxis tests for others. The teachers worked for Clarence Mumford, 59. who pleaded 

guilty on Friday to charg<>s that accu;;ed hirn of being th" cheating ring's mastermind 

during a 23-year camer in Memphis as a teacher. assistant principal and guidance 

counselor. 

The Times article described Mumford's cottage industry as '"an audacious test~cheating 

';cheme in thme Southern stat"" that ';panned at l<>ast 15 y"ars." 

It gives me no pleasure to forv,tard this sordid tale to you. as it is yet another grirn and 

qtwa;;y example of th<> w<>akn""s'"' and ck;;peration of (pw;;umably) fonn<>rly good 

P'"ople gone bad. If I were a mom skill<"d writer, and poss<"ssed a deeper undNstanding 

of philosophy and human nature, I could go on and on vvith a discussion of the chicken~ 

or··egg debate or about wheth<"r rnan is good or· rnan is evil. 

Butl"m not, so I won"l. 

But I will tell you that during the mid 70s, when I was a grad student (MBA) at UConn, I 

'Nasa pmctor doz<>r1s of timm; for SATs, GRE.s and oth<>r·tm;h \Ne had as many a;; a 

coup!<" hundmd people per lest. and it was a t<"dious slow··motion stampede to gd the 

li>sHaker" regi;;tered. proces;;ed and ;;eali>d. I wmember no attempt" what"oev"r to 

verify id<"nliti<"s (this was in the dark ages before photo IDs). 

Here's the sad sad tale belovv. Have a good weekend. 

Nick lnfa nt<> 

Clips Editor 

Follow Clips on Twitter: 

Y.Y.Y:t.i.{;t~~~ttt~~r:~_Q_m~_@·t_C:9_l[i~.9-~Ath~~Jl~~-~~ 

!n a Memphis Cheating Ring, the Teachers Are the Accused 

By 1Hotoko Rich. New 'fork Times. 2~2~ 13 



MEMPHIS- In the end, it was a pink baseball cap that rmmal<"d an audacious t<"st·· 

cheating scheme in three Southern states that spanned at least 15 years. 

Test proctors at Arkansas Stale University spotted a woman wearing the cap whil<" laking 

a national teacher certification exam under one name on a moming in ,Jun<> 2009 and 

then under anoth<"r name that altemoon. A. supervisor soon discovered that a! least two 

other impersonators had registered for tests that day. 

Ensuing investigations ultimately l<"d to Clarence D. Mumford Sr .. 59, who pleaded guilty 

on Friday to charges that accused him of being the cheating ring's mastermind during a 

23-year cmeer in Memphis as a teacher, assistant principal and guidance coum;elor. 

Federal pro;;ecutors had indicted him on 63 counts. includin>J mail and wire fraud and 

idenlily theft. They said he doctored driver's lk:o"nsos, pressured t<"achors to lie to the 

authorities and collected at least $125,000 from teachers and prospective teachers in 

Arkan;;as, Mis;;issippi and Tenr1es;;ee vvho fear<>d that they could not pa;;s the 

cerlilkatkm exams on their own. 

11111'. Mumford pload<"d guilty to two counts ol th<" indictment, just a week aftN h<" mj<"d'"d 

a settlement offer. At the time. he said that its recommended sentence of 9 to II years 

vvm; "too long a time and too sev<>m"; the new settlement carries a maximum sentence of 

? year:...=<. 

Mr. Mumford appeawd in Fed<>ral Di;;trict Court here on Friday 'Nearing a dark suit and a 

matching yellow lie and pocket handkerchiel. He said little more than "Yes. sil"' in answer 

to qu<>stions from ,Judge .John T. Fowlke;;. 

Another 36 people, most of them teachers from Arkansas. Mississippi and Tennessee, 

have be<>r1 ;;wept up in the fed<>ml dragnd. including Clarence Mumford ,Jr., 11111'. 

Mumford's son, and Cedrkk Wilson. a lonn"r wid<" mceiver for the Pittsburgh Stoelors. 

(Mr. Wilson paid S2.500 for someone to take a certification exam for physical education 

li>achers. accordin>J to court documents ) 

In addition to the ;;enior Mr. Mumford, eight people ha1w pleaded guilty to char>Jes 

stemming from the investigation into the ring, and on Friday, a federal prosecutor, John 

Fabian, announced that 18 people who confessed to paying Mr. Mumford to arrange 

tesHakers for th<>nl had been barwd from !<>aching for five year;;. 

The case has rattled Memphis at a tumultuous time. The city's schools are merging with 

tho suburban district in surrounding Shelby County, exposing simmering tensions over 

race and economic disparity. The state has also designated 68 schools in the city as 

amon>J th<> k>w<>st-performing campus"" in T<>1111es;;ee. and is gmdually han<lin>J control 

of some olthem to charter operators and other groups. )\nd with a S90 million grant I rom 

the Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation, the district is overhauling how it recruits, 

evaluate" and pays teach<>I'S 

District official" "ay that the tm;t scandal does not rdl<>d broader pmblems, and that 

none of the indicted teach<"rs still work in th<" Memphis schools. (fit least one teacher is 

working in Mississippi.) "It would be unfair to let what may be 50, 60 or 100 teachers who 

did "orn" wrong ;;tain th<> ,c;od work of th<> larg<> numb"r of teach<>I'S and admini;;trators 

who get up ev<"ry day and go by the book." said Dorsey Hopson, the general counsellor 

Memphis City Schools who this week was named the district's interim superintendent 

"A teacher's job is very hard. I know it is," said Three shea Robinson, a mother who 

waited la;;t w""k to pick up hN son, a foul'th grader at Raleigh .. Bartlett Meadow;; 

Elementary School, wh<"re a teach<"r who has pl<"aded guilty taught unlillastlall. "But I 

would not want a doctor who did not pass all his tests operating on me." 

Th<" tests involv<"d are known as Pmxis exams, and more than 300,000 wNe 

administered last year by the nonprofit Educational Testing Service for people pursuing 

!<"aching licens<"s or new cred<"nlials in specific subjects like biology or history. 



ay and largi", they are considered i"asy hurdles to cleaL In Tennessi"e, for exempli", 97 

percent of those who took the exams in the 20·1 0~11 school year passed. 

Robert Schaeffer, the public i"ducation dimctor of FairTest the National Center for Fair 

and ()pen T<>sting, said that the !"sting s"rvice had had problems 'Nilh ch"aling before. 

Ray Nicosia. the executive director of the testing service's Office of Testing Integrity, said 

epi,;odes of imp<>rsonalion were ram. ·'11!101'e than 99 perc<>nt of th<> pN>pl" take lh" t";;t 

honestly with rw probhms at all," he said. 

In the ca,;e of the Mumford ring, th<> testing sNvice ;;pent a y"ar conducting an inquiry 

before turning over its information to the Tennessee Bureau of Investigation. which 

vvork<>d with th<> Secrd Servb> and rekrred the case to Edward W Stanton Ill, th<> United 

States attomey for the VVestern District ol Ti"nnessee. 

According to court documents. lli1r. Mumford b"ga11 solidtin>J teach"rs to take lh" Praxi'; 

exams for others in '1995, and continued to do so until at least 20·1 0, when he rdired 

from the Memphis schools and went to work as a guidance counselor at a small district in 

Arkansas. He paid the teachers from $200 to S1 ,000 per test In r::riday's hi"aring, Mr. 

Fabian said one client vvho paid Mr. Mumford $6.000 for multiple exams never got a 

';ucce;;sful r<>sult 

Mr. Mumford's personnel file in Memphis, which was reviewed by The r~ew York Times. 

';hov'/S that he recEdv<>d above~avera>Je performane<> ratinw;. Not long aftN he began 

hiring the test-takers, a mother accused him of abusing her son with a paddle. (Corporal 

punishment is legal in Tenn<>s,;e<>.) lli1r. f'.ilumford was suspenckd without pay for two 

years until a judge cleared him olthe abuse charges, and he returned to Memphis as a 

guidance counselor in 1999. He applied for several jobs as a principal- describing 

himsdf in cover letters. missp<>llin>J5 and all, as an "mr.perienced school administemtor" 

...... but he never mse any higher in the ranks. 

Yet he contimwd to recruit teach<>rs to take the F'raxis exam;;. accordin>J to court 

documents. Felippia Turner¥ellogg, who until recently was an elementary school 

l<>ach"r in MEm1phi,;, mad<> about 54.000 for laking tests ov"r an 18~month period. 

according to the documents. Ms. Tumer..f<ellogg, who describi"S hel'self on her Twitter 

account as "on my vvay to millionaire status." told federal prosecutors that Mr. Mumford 

urg<>d her to loll the authorilie'; that he vvork<>d with lm:l candidate'; becaus" ·'h" wa;; 

tutoring teachNs." Ms. Tumer..f<ellogg, who has i"ntered a guilty pli"a and awaits 

sentencing, de dined to comment. 

In some instances, Mr. Mumford recruited teachers with troubled track records. Carlos 

Shaw, who has pleackd guilty to laking tests for other;;. wceived a string of vveak 

performam:e evaluations and msigned in 2007 afti"r hi" was reprimanded lor writing 

inappropriate notes to a 17~year~old female student. Mr. Shaw did not respond to an e

mail seeking cornm"nl, and his lawy<>r· did not retumlelephon<> call;;. 

Court papers po1tray Mr. Mumford as a con man who per;;uackd wluclanlleacher·,; to 

join his scheme. Shantell Shaw, a Memphis high school science teacher. told federal 

investigators that she initially turned down Mr. Mumford's offer, then agreed once he 

introduc<>d her to anoth<>r· teacher who he said had failed a Pmxi;; mr.am 11 time'; and 

ni"eded hi"IP "so she could keep her job." 

l\i1s. Shaw's lawyN declin"d to comment 

It wa'; M';· Shavh: pink ball cap that dmw particular attention on that ,lune morning in 

2009. 

Four p<>ople, includin>J Ms. Shaw, arrived lat" at the le,;ling sit". arou,;ing ';uspicion5. 

Proctors did not know she was taking a test in anothN woman's name, but when they 

went to look for her- believing she would be taking another test in the same name

they found John Bowen, a Memphis substituti" teachN, taking the examination instead. 

The police at Arkansas State confiscated counterfeit driver's licenses that Mr. Bowen vvas 

canyin>J and mf<>rTed the matter to th<> testing ""rvic<>. '·I kind of regret the p<>ople who 

are gdting caught up in this,"' Mr. Bowen said in a brief telephone interview, "including 

myself." 



Mr. Murnfol'd declined requests lor comment but his lawyer. Coleman W. Ganett, said in 

an intervievv that "it rH>~wr dawned 011 hirn that he was a criminaL" ·'In his mind he was 

helping somebody:· 11!1r. Garrett said. 

Jud>Je Fowlkes set Mr. Mumford's ;;enl<>r1cin>J for f•.llay 13 

X 
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Sunday. Febmary 3, 2013 11:51 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Clips Weekly Update 2-4-13 

:x e Newsletter 

Dear Vince. 

Greetings from the Midnight MotherShip. 

Like tens of millions of viewers, I am emotionally and physically drained from the rollercoaster 
ride that was the Super Bowl game. Vlhatta game! 
Even though I had no dog in that figh~ it was still an edge-of-seat thriller. Bravo. Kudos. Way 
to go NFL. 
So that D s why 1 D m late with tins Update. 
Have a good Monday. Have a good week. 

Nick Infante 
Clips Editor 

Follow Clips on Twitter: 
\'!'i'.I!'!J\'!J1\~.r,<;;Q_[D{@.Q£ll~g~ll;Lt\QJJ.R5e 

Remember, you must he logged in with your username and password to 
view the articles (below) on the website. lfyou are not logged in you 
will get a blank ·white screen. 
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Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Clips eF!ash: An Update on the between-jobs Paul Finebaum 

:x e Newsletter 

Dear Vince, 

Greetings from the MotherShip. 

Today was an especially early arrival at the ClipsDesk. I couldn[lt sleep, and wandered down 
to my desk and I:.! fortunately, fortuitous!y[Jquickly came upon a superb two-part feature about 
Paul Finebaum by writer extraordinaire (a rarified Clips Tmth Squad designation) Rachel 
Bachman of theW all Street Journal. Better yet, Rachel had just posted her articles on the WSJ 
web site just six hours before I came upon them in the murky winter grey of 5 am ET. Here 
was a Dhotoffthe pressD item to jump on. 
So here I am, bringing Rachel D s masterpieces to you, but of course with a word or two of my 

own as background. Because I !mow Paul, and I know Rachel, well, fairly well at least. 
Primer on Paul (in 100 words or less): A native oflvfemphis, a Tennessee grad, he 
became a sports writer at the Birmingham News and then migrated to sports talk 
radio (which, in the South, is almost anonymous with SEC football radio, 52 
weeks a year). Early on, PaulOs style wa5, ah, er, quite provocative, attracting 
almost a1· many enemies a~fcms. But they all listened Considerably less 
provocative these days I] and wiser and more circumspect ill welliJFinebaum has 
become the undisputed king ofSEC football. A couple years ago his show wa~ 
picked up by SiriusX'vf Radio, which ha~ given him national exposure. 
Primer on Rachel (in 80 words or less): She hill been at The Wall Street Journal 
for a couple years, and before that she spent a decade or so in Portland, Oregon. 
Rachel has been nominated by the Clips Tntth Squad ill a ClipsC ert!fied college 
football expert, which is a rare and noteworthy designation. Tf'e have seen her in 
action this pillt season at Ole A1iss (in a miserable rain) and at DThe Battle for the 
AppleD at J\1etLife, er, Giants Stadium, and we were mightily impressed 

So, how do I know Paul? Well, about six years ago he signed up as a Clips subscriber. and in 
the DtitleD section of the sign-up page he entered Dwriter. D Back then. when there were only 
a few hundred Clips subscribers, I usually called every new subscriber to say thank you, and I 
tried to get to know something about them (so that I could better shape Clips content to their 
needs and wants). But I dumbly failed to do that with Paul and it wasn!]t until a couple years 
later that I caught on that he was such a sensation in the South. So I called (tardy by 2-plus 
years) and said hello and we ended up talking for a half hour. 
Actually, D weD did not talk. Paul was asking me so many questions and showing such interest 

in Clips that I was the one blabbing away. Here he was, a bona fide multi media star, and he 
was asking me Dan obscure sub-niche info service e-publisherD about my business. What a 
guy. 

He asked, with all sincerity in his voice, how he might be able to help me. Never one to pass 
up an offer like that, I asked Paul if he would show me around at the famed SEC Football 
Media Days [see photos below]. And from there I [l ve come to know Paul fairly well. I had 
heard and read that he was something of a [l bad boy" back in the old days, but I have listened 

to hundreds of hours of his radio shows and seen him in action at the SEC Media Days and the 
Sporl<iBusiness Journal Intercollegiate Athletic Forum in NYC, and [Jin my humble opinion[l he 
is a bad boy no more. 
I lunched with Paul at the landmark Oyster Bar in Grand Central Station about two months 
ago, when he came up north for the SBJ Forum, andDwithfull knowledge ofCiipsD 
longstanding Doff the recordD policy ofjoumalistic omertaDPau! talked about media (in 
general), technology (in general), living in the South (in general), (possibly) living in NYC, etc. 
Now that he is sitting out a three-month off-the-air non-compete period of being Dgagged. D I 

can speculate knowledgeably fmm Paul D s D general D comments then that the world is his 
oyster (get it, D oyster, D at the Oyster Bar?) and that he will likely land in a very good place. 
You heard it here first. 
Have a good Wednesday. 



Nick Infante 
Clips Editor 

Follow Clips on Twitter: 
IN'<NW.twit!er.corn/@CollegeAthCiips 

Signing Day Loses Its Voice 
Paul Finebaum Won't Be on Air, but His Opinions on College Football Are a5 Loud a5 
Ever 
By Rachel Bachman, Wall Street Journal, 2-5-13, 11:08 pmET 

Radio host Paul Finebaum has been off the air since Jan. 21. 
Usually, college-football signing day on Paul Finebaum' s radio show is a red-letter day. 
The first Wednesday in FebruaryDthis year, Feb. 6Disthe firstmomentthathigh-school 
recruits can sign binding letters of intent to play for their school of choice. It is when the sport's 
most obsessive followers find validation in their dissection of players' 40-yard dash times and 
hidden schoolloyaltiesDa day tailor-made for a show about college football. It is a day, in 
short, for Finebaum's people. 
But this year is different. On Wednesday, fans (and haters) will find no Finebaum show on 
Binningham, Ala.-based WJOX or on the Internet. 
Finebaum has been offthe air since Jan. 21, when his contract expired, and said he can't talk 
al:xmt his professional future fiJr legal reasons. For the first time in more than 25 years, he will 
have no show on the biggest off-season day of the year, which he described as "difierent." 
But Finebaum still has plenty of opinions about recruiting, college football and the secret to the 
success of two-time defending national champion Alabama, which is expected to land another 
standout class. 
"Signing day's interesting because in many respects, recruiting helped lift sports-talk radio to 
the next level," Finebaum said. "It used to be that there was a show in New Orleans on a 
50.000-watt station and a couple others around the country ON ashville had one with Bill 
King Dand in the mid- to late-80s and early 90s, that's where recruiting junkies went for their 
fix. And then it went a little more mainstream in talk radio and then, obviously, the Internet." 
For a long time, Finebaum resisted talking about recruiting on his show, he said. "Then I 
realized: This is what people want. It's like P.T. Barnum: Give the public what they're thirsting 
for." 
The biggest recruiting story early this week was the Monday night commitment to Alabama of 
linebacker Reuben FosterDthe No.2 player in the nation, according to Scout.com, a recmiting 
website. That capped a nearly yearlong odyssey: Foster, who attends high school in Auburn, 
Ala., committed to Alabama, then changed to rival Auburn, got a massive forearm tattoo of the 
Auburn logo, then, finally, switched back to Alabama. 
"I distinctly remember when he switched, when he got the tattoo, when he moved to Auburn 
(to attend high school)," Finebaum said. "I do think I can remember Alabama fans saying, 
'Good riddance, goodbye. I hope you enjoy the rest of your life in Auburn, Ala.' My, oh my, 
on Monday night they seemed pretty happy to get him back." 
Perhaps the Crimson Tide's boomerang success with Foster should come as no surprise to 
most of the college-football world, which has watched Alabama win three ofthe past four 
national championships. 
"I talked to an Alabama assistant coach Sunday morning fairly early," Finebaum said. "I said, 
'Wbere are you?' He said, 'Where do you think I am? I'm at work.' We were talking about 
coach (Nick) Saban, and he said, 'He is the hardest-working recruiter I've ever been around 
and it's no different today than it's been over the years."' 
Finebaum said Alabama even has a "situation mom" dedicated to recmiting. 
"No one is allowed in there other than key personnel," Finebaum said. "There's a board of 
every player for four years, their grade-point average, where they're leaning D any nuggets of 
information. There's not a day in the year, other than two weeks in the summer when coaches 
are off, when they don't go into that room and look at that board and talk recruiting." An 
Alabama spokesman confirmed there is such a room. 
The surprise of the Southeastern Conference this year in terms of recruiting is Mississippi, a 
longtime also-ran that is flourishing under second-year coach Hugh Freeze. As of Tuesday 
night, Ole Miss ranked No. 12 on Scout.com's national recruiting rankings and was fi.lVored to 
land overall No. 1 recruit Robert Nkemdiche, a defensive end from Loganville, Ga., whose 
older brother, Denzel, is a Rebels linebacker. 
Finebaumjoked about Ole Miss's history of giant recruiting classes under ex-coach Houston 
Nutt, including 37 players in 2009. The SEC has since limited schools to 25 signees each year, 
with certain exceptions. 
"But I'm impressed," Finebaum said. "because there's just no explanation how Ole Miss should 
be able to beat your normal SEC superpower." Finebaum offered one possibility: "I just think 
more and more players want to be able to say that they walked down the same street as 
William Faulkner." 
Recruiting has long been an obsession in the South. Feinbaum recalled the time more than two 
decades ago when college- basketball commentator Dick Vitale came on his show in March, 



just before the NCAA tournament 
A man from small-town Alabama called and asked Vitale, "Do you think Alabama's going to 
have a big recruiting year?"' Finebaum said. "[Vitale] said, 'What do you mean?' He said, 'You 
know, football.' Dick said, 'Are you kidding me?"' 
Finebaum has been called to testifY in the April8 trial of Harvey Updyke, the Alabama fan 
accnsed of poisoning beloved oak trees on Anbnm's campns. He had called Finebanm's show. 
Bnt Feinbanm said he can't talk abont that either dne to ajndge's gag order. Updyke has 
pleaded not gnilty by reason of disease or mental defect. 
Given his cnrrent professional limbo, Finebanm said that trial might be "the next time the public 
hears me speak." Meanwhile, the college football-obsessed hordes will be without the man that 
one might consider the Oprah Winfrey of college football. 
"I take that as an extreme compliment," Finebaum said. "Oprah is the most successful media 
person in media history, and I'm cnrrently unemployed." Speaking of Louisiana State's quirky 
coach, he qnipped, "Does that mean instead ofT om Cmise jumping up and down on my 
couchrJis it Les Miles?" 
Rachel Bachman writes for The Wall Street Journal. This article has been reprinted on 
Clips with the authorDs permission and that oflhe Wall Street Journal. NOTE: Rachel 
has been nominated by the Clips Truth Squad as a ClipsCertified college football expert, 
which is a rare and noteworthy designation. She spent years in Oregon in the shadow of 
the Ducks and the then P ac-1 0, plus we have seen her in action this past season at Ole 
Miss (in a miserable rain) and at DThe Battle for the AppleD at MetLife, er, Giants 
Stadium, and we were mightily impressed 
To access tlris article in its original setting click here 
http:/ I online. wsj .com/article/SB 1000 1424127887324445904578286402293192868.html 

X 

The Daily Fix 
Paul Finebaum, Unplugged on Signing Day 
ByRachelBachman, WallStreetJoumal, 2-5-13, 6:16pmET 

Paul Finebaum is not only one ofthe nation[Js best-known sports-talk radio hosts. He is 
perhaps college football D s best-known voice since TV announcer Keith Jackson retired, with 
a show so popular that a December profile in The New Yorker called Finebaum the DKing of 
the South.D 
Finebaum has been off the air since Jan. 21, when Iris contract with Birmingham, Ala.-based 
station WJOX expired. He said he couldn Dt talk about his professional future for legal 
reasons, but he spoke to the Journal the day before college football D s sig1ring day, when lrigh 
school recruits can first make binding commitments to college teams. Finebaum talked about 
the Southeastern Conference LJ s recruiting surprise ofthe season, Alabama[! s war room, 
whetl1er the Crimson Tide [J s dominance is good for the sport and the upcoming trial of a 



notorious fan. Here are excerpts from that conversation: 
On being off the air during signing day, Feb. 6, for the first time in more than 25 
years: 
rJitrJ s difierent, HJll say that. Signing day rJ s interesting because in many respects, recruiting 
helped lift sports-talk radio to the next level. It used to be that there was a show in New 
Orleans on a 50,000-watt station and a couple others around the countryONashville had one 
with Bill King 0 and in the mid-to-late 080s and early 090s, thatDs where recruiting junkies 
went for their fix. And then it went a little more mainstrean1 in talk radio and then, obviously. 
the internet. 
OIOm entertained by [recruiting]. For a long time, I resisted. Then I realized: This is what 
people want. ItDs like P.T. Bamum: Give the public what they Ore thirsting for. 0 
On Reuben Foster, the five-star linebacker who had committed to Auburn and got a 
sizable forearm tattoo of the school logo before announcing Monday that he would 
sign with Alabama: 
[J I think thatLJ s probably the biggest recruiting story going because I distinctly remember when 
he switched, when he got the tattoo, when he moved to Aubum. I do think I can remember 
Alabama fans saying, OGood riddance, goodbye. I hope you enjoy the rest of your life in 
Au bum, Ala. 0 My, oh my, on Monday night they seemed pretty happy to get him back. 0 
On Alabama 0 s recruiting prowess: 
0 I talked to an Alaban1a assistant coach Sunday morning fairly early. I said OWhere are you? 
0 He said. OWhere do you think I am? lOrn at work. 0 We were talking about Coach (Nick) 
Saban. and he said. OHe is the hardest-working recruiter lOve ever been around and itOs no 
different today than itO s been over the years. And thatD s coming after the obvious Dthe three 
national championships in four years. Saban never lets up in recruiting, and that 0 s why 
Alabama has been so successful. 
[li know this sounds a little weird, but they have whatLJs tantan10unt to a Situation Room. 
I!Jve been told itLJ s ofi'Saban[J s office. No one is allowed in there other than key personnel. 
There!] sa board of every player for four years, their grade-point average, where they [lre 
leaning 0 any nuggets of information. There 0 s not a day in the year, other than two weeks in 
the summer when coaches are o±I, when they don Dt go into that room and look at that board 
and talk recruiting. At Alabama, it is literally the lifeblood. I 0 m not saying it isn 0 t important at 
Florida or Notre Dame or at Ohio State. It is. But I donDtthinkitDs as important. That was 
the first thing Saban talked about when he got there. He hired recruiters, and I think it 
continues to this day. 0 
On whether .c\l.abamaOs dominance is good for college football: 
0 I don Dt know. I saw a guy, I was at a ga~ station during the football season, and this was 
before [Alabama lost to Texas] A&M. We started talking and he said, rJI love Coach Saban, 
but this has just really been a boring season.!] Someone was asking me not long ago!JI was at 
an event!] LJI-Iow would you compare this championship?!] I don [Jt know. They [lre all 
starting to run together. You could tell the audience was not as riveted hearing about Notre 
Dame, or even last year. 
0 The first one [of the 2000s], it was magical after the [victory over Texas at the Rose Bowl 
for the 2009 championship]. Everywhere I went, in the days following that people were just 
kind of dancing on clouds. I ran into a man at Wal- Mart the day after I got back from L.A. 
and he came up to me and he had Alabama gear piled in his cart and his son was wearing a 
0 Barna helmet. And he said, 0 Mr. Finebaum, I am from Bangladesh, but today I am an 
Alabama fan. 0 You would go into a convenience store and people would yell, 0 Roll Tide. 0 
It was like one of those ESPN commercials. 
[lAiabama Ems are no longer really thinking in terms of, !]Wow, Can we win next year? [l 
ItLJs, !JWe are going to win next year. [l I hate to say that winning has become pass[J, but it 
certainly doesn [lt seem nearly as exciting. [l 
On the University of Mississippi!Js meteoric rise up the recruiting rankings, to No. 12 
on Scout.com as of Tuesday aftetnoon: 
0 I 0 m really happy for them because I think they were a laughingstock a couple years ago. 
[Coach] Hugh Freeze has really surprised everyone. But I Om impressed, because there 0 s just 
no explanation how Ole Miss should be able to beat your nom1al SEC superpower. I tl1ink 
what 0 s going on at Ole Miss is: I just think more and more players want to be able to say that 
they walked down the same street as William Faulkner. 0 
(Representatives from Mississippi 0 s athletic department did not reply to a request for 
comment.) 
On Aiabama[J s much-maligned claimed national title from 1941, when the Tide finished third in 
the conference: 
[J I think we need to talk to Nick Saban next year in Pasadena when he LJ s accepting the 
trophy. He ought to just say, [JOK, hereLJs the LJ41 one. We[lre giving it back. Let[Js be 
done with this once and for all. 0 He can afford to give one back. 0 
On the April 8 trial of Harvey Updyke, an Alabama fan accused of poisoning beloved oak 
trees on AubumOs campus and who called FinebaumOs show to make an apology without 
saying what he was apologizing for: 
0 I have been called to testifY in the trial. I was going to be tl1e prosecution 0 s first witness in 
the original trial last summer. As a result of the issues down there, the judge has issuedOand I 
have a document sitting right here 0 a gag order. At the risk of ending up sharing a cell next to 



Harvey Updyke in the Lee County Jail, ILl m going to refrain from comment. Right now, that 
might be the next time the public hears me speak, testifying at that trial. rJ 
(Updyke has pleaded not guilty by reason of mental disease or defect.) 
On a Wall Street .Journal editor referring to Finebaum as the [J Oprah of college 
football[]: 
DDoes that mean ID!I be doing the second interview of Lance Am1strong? I hope not. I take 
that as au extreme compliment. Oprah is the most successful media person in media history, 
and I D m cummtly unemployed. Does that mean instead of Tom Cruise jumping up aud down 
on my couch Dis it Les Miles? D 
Rachel Bachman writes for The Wall Street Joumal. This article ha5 been reprinted on 
Clips with the authorDs permission and that ofThe Wall Street Journal. NOTE: Rachel 
ha5 been nominated by the Clips Truth Squad a5 a ClipsCertified college football expert, 
which is a rare and noteworthy designation. She .1pent years in Oregon in the shadow of 
the Ducks and the then P ac-1 0, plus we have seen her in action this past season at 0 le 
Miss (in a miserable rain) <mdat [!The Battle for the Apple[l atMetLife, er, Giants 
Stadium, and we were mightily impressed 
To access this article in its original setting click here 
http:/ /blogs. wsj. com/ dai~yfix/20 1310 2/05/college:football-signing-day-paul-jinebaum
unplugged/ 
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Clips eFiash ... Sl: NCAA is "reviled and legally besieged" 

To selected Clips' subscribers: 

Greetings from the Clips RoundbaiiShip. I'm sitting here blissfully in front of the ClipsScreen watching (trying to watch) seven games at the same 
time. I love Saturdays. 

In addition to watching the games on TV, I am also reading the latest issue of Sports Illustrated. There, on page 18, is a hard-hitting critique of the 
much-maligned NCAA by Sl senior Writer Alexander Wolff. 

Referring to the cavalcade of black eyes suffered recently by the NCAA-let us count the ways: Miami deposition, Shabbaz, McNair, OBannon
Wolff writes, "It's hard to think of a time in its history when the NCAA was more reviled and legally besieged." I don't know, I wasn't around in the 
Teddy Roosevelt era (football deaths) or the early 50s (rampant game-fixing), but Wolff seems to make a good point. 

Whether it is deserved or not, the NCAA's current image malaise is bad and getting worse. Whenever I come across the word image I can't help 
but think back to the superb Cannon camera ad campaign in 1990 featuring tennis star Andre Agassi. His punch line was "Image is everything." 

Andre Agassi Image Is Everything., Canon (1990) 

Of course, Agassi was referring to positive imagery. But the NCAA is stuck in the muck of negative imagery and seems to be sinking deeper. It 
doesn't matter that the NCAA routinely does 5,000 things right every month, it's the five or ten they miss that are the ones everybody focuses on. 

However, image, amateurism, eligibility, third party travel expenses, tattoos, $25,000 payments aside ... none of that will matter unless somebody 
figures out a way to detune the 0' Bannon class action lawsuit. That one has the potential to blow everything to pieces. 

More later, I've got to get back to my seven games .. 

Nick Infante 
Clips Editor 

When Worlds Collide 

Reviled and legally besieged, the NCAA faces the stiffest challenge yet to its power 

By Alexander Wolff, Sports Illustrated, 2-11-13 

Sports today have a greater valence than ever. They touch on, and are in turn touched by, the movements for gay and disabled rights as well as 
the digital revolution. But as the real world turns its gaze more often to sports, even sports' hoariest institutions find themselves held to real-world 
standards-and by those measures the NCAA is repeatedly coming up short. 



When civil rights historian Taylor Branch spends 19 pages in The Atlantic likening how you treat college athletes to the way plantation owners 
treated slaves, the comparison has a moral heft. When a columnist such as The New York Times's Joe Nocera applies to your actions all
American tests like economic freedom and due process. only to find you regularly wanting, that judgment has power too. When a sit-down with 
Frontline leaves your president. Mark Emmert, looking at interviewer Lowell Bergman as if he has spontaneously generated a third eyeball, we're 
seeing evidence of a yawning cultural divide-one where the NCAA has standing only in a universe of its own devising, a place full of "student
athletes" and "institutional control" and similar mumbo jumbo. 

It's hard to think of a time in its history when the NCAA was more reviled and legally besieged. Former USC assistant football coach Todd McNair 
is suing the organization for defamation, citing what he calls "malicious" treatment of him in the Reggie Bush infractions case. Last month the 
NCAA admitted that it had suspended its probe into Miami football and basketball because of what Emmert called "a very severe issue of 
improper conduct'' by the enforcement staff, which employed the lawyer of a booster under investigation to obtain information from a bankruptcy 
hearing. And while Pennsylvania governor Torn Corbett's suit in response to NCAA sanctions over the Jerry Sandusky case is the cheapest kind 
of political grandstanding, the zeal with which the NCAA rushed to hide strap Penn State smacks in hindsight of an organization saying relievedly 
to itself, "Finally, someone people find more odious than us!" 

But the greatest legal threat to the NCAA is the class action suit filed by former UCLA forward Ed O'Bannon. Back in the late 2000s, watching a 
friend's child play an EA video game that featured the 1995 NCAA-title-winning Bruins, O'Bannon recognized his uniform number and distinctive 
lefthanded shot. He retained a lawyer who argues that the NCAA and its licensing partners violated antitrust law by confiscating and profiting from 
O'Bannon's image rights. The NCAA argues that because O'Bannon signed its Forrn 08-3a, the "Student-Athlete Statement," the college sports 
establishment may sell his image forever-even if O'Bannon as a UCLA freshman was a lawyerless adolescent with no real alternative. The case 
has been picking up plaintiffs. including Hall of Famers Bill Russell and Oscar Robertson, and O'Bannon's lawyers have successfully added 
current college athletes to the complaint. 

The stakes are huge. For the right to use their images in video games, EA pays NFL players upward of $35 million a year. Last week U.S. District 
Court judge Claudia Wilken ruled that the litigation could proceed, marking the third time since 2009 that the NCAA had failed to get the case 
dismissed. 

The latest ruling will increase pressure on the NCAA to settle and to do so on the plaintiffs' terms. Because awards in antitrust suits are typically 
trebled, the case could result in a payout of billions of dollars if it were to reach a jury. Moreover, the discovery process has already revealed the 
breathtaking value of the business the NCAA conducts with its broadcast, licensing and marketing partners, none of whom are happy to be 
divulging their trade secrets. 

Today Ed O'Bannon sells cars in Las Vegas. No slur on Vegas car salesmen, but Bill Russell and Oscar Robertson bring to the litigation another 
dimension entirely. They're not joining the suit out of avarice, but for reasons of principle and, dare we say it, dignity. Or so it would seem to 
anyone not already inured to the NCAA's self-referential world-which is not the world in which you'll find Judge Wilken's courtroom. 

IMAGE PROBLEMS 

TP.e re:cr:m~ !"u::fn@ tha~ O':Barmon·s ~avlsu~t can pnJ..:;eed wH: pu~ p:ressure on 
t!le ~·JCAA to seme it'l a Gase tha~ coul:d De ~.~·orth b-iHlons. 
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Sunday. Febmary 10, 2013 11:12 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Clips Weekly Update 2-ll-13 

:x e Newsletter 

Dear Vince. 

Greetings from the SundayNightShip. Hope you are well. 
This post Super Bowl, pre Midnight Madness netherworld of the media calendar features 
blasLJ NBA play, NCAA hoops dogfights, golf tournaments, supercross and yawning reports 
of pitchers & catchers. What is a couch potato to do? 
Many times on these Clips webpages we have boasted and touted the unmatched basketball 
history ofNew York City. Today there was a unique [Jdoubleheader!] ofNBA basketball in 
the Big Apple. 
First, the NY Knicks hosted the Los Angeles Clippers at Madison Square Garden in 
Manhattan, and three hours later, at the spiffY new Barclay C enter five miles away in 
Brooldyn, it was the Brooldyn Nets versus the San Antonio Spurs. 
HereDs how NY Times writer Howard Beck described New YorkDs special roundball 
status: 

DNew York considers it.5elf the mecca of basketballD a conceit infused by street 
ball legends, a deep roster of native-bam NBA stars and the mere existence of 
Madison Square Garden. The city requires no external validation on this point. [l 

Strong words. Maybe tme, maybe not. 
Just three weeks or so until March Madness .. 
Have a good Monday. Have a good week. 

Nick Infante 
Clips Editor 

Follow Clips on Twitter: 
vw,w.twitter.com/@CollegeAthCiips 
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Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

eFlash: The crumbling status of the NCAA version of amateurism 

:x e Newsletter 

Dear Vince, 
Greetings from the MotherS hip. Hope you are well. 
Whether it was as innocent babes. not so innocent babes, high schoolers or college students, 
all of us (except those who grew up in one of the other 209 or so countries on earth) were 
introduced to the remarkable contrast between pro football (and pro basketball) and the 
college versions thereof 
LetLJ s face it. The differences were [Jand still are [lobvious. Unlike the pro versions, college 
FB/BK have traditions harkening back over a century; spirited and fresh- faced student
athletes, er, players; spirited and fresh- faced cheerleaders; spirited and fresh- faced fan 
sections numbering in the many thousands; spirited and fresh- faced bands; boosters, donors 
and alumni (not so fresh-faced); a linkage to academics (perhaps more tenuous these days?) . 
. . and, maybe the most contentious difference of all, a last-of-a genre hanging on to an {pick 
one, or more: anachronistic, astute, clever, cunning, hypocritical, insulting, laughable, 
noble, outdated, quaint, sagacious, etc.] amateurism model that many think is the root of 
most of the warts and blemishes in college football!basketball today. 
These perceptions did not happen overnight. But now. the commercialism of college sports is 
out there for all to see. and the credibility of []amateurism with commercialism [J has become a 
bit of a Pinocchio statement. Whenever I see this LJamateurism with commercialism LJ concept 
articulated, I am reminded of President Nixon!] s I] peace with honor[J pronouncements in the 
early 70s. That Nixonian phrase didn !]t go over very well either. 
Anyone can see that amateurism is the lynch pin of the entire college football/basketball model. 
However, many people (regular fans especially) have also come to see that todayD s 
amateurism is far difierent fiumjust a couple decades ago. When I talk with regular fans about 
the big money involved in college sports, their most consistent remarks reference the hypocrisy 
of describing big-time football players and basketball players as D regular D students. 
Last night, while watching the Kansas-Kansas State gan1e (which was a great game for the first 
8 minutes), with a can ofModelo in front of me, Wise potato chips nearby and laptop in my 
lap. I can1e across this superb article (below) by Warren Zola, Assistant Dean for Graduate 
Programs at the Carroll School of Management at Boston College. I have met Warren, and I 
was duly impressed by his knowledge about, passion for and noteworthy efforts on behalf of 
student-athletes. Therefore, there is a lot more credence to his remarks than the usual sources. 
Enjoy the read. Have a good Tuesday. 

Nick Infante 
Clips Editor 

Follow Clips on Twitter: 
,N.,Nw.twit!er.corn/@CollegeAthCiips 

The Illusion of Amateurism in College Athletics 
By Wan·enK. Zola, Huffingtonl'ost, 2-11-13 

"The greatest trick the Devil ever pulled was convincing the world he didn't 
exist." - Verbal Kint/Kaiser Soze, The Usual Suspects 

It is time to wake up. For decades the NCAA has created the illusion that their sole 
purpose was to defend the concept of amateurism within higher education. This trick has been 
sanctioned by none other than the Supreme Court when, in 1984, they recognized the NCAA 
as "the guardian of an important American tradition ... amateurism in intercollegiate 
athletics." [NCAA v. Board of Regents of the University of Oklal10ma] And. for far too long, 
the American public has accepted this deception; that those competing in college sports should 
remain amateurs, as defined by the NCAA, so as to delineate them from paid professional 
athletes. 



The argument is stale, the facts don't support reality, and the public is recognizing the absurdity 
of the NCAA's position: they insatiably embrace commercialism in all facets of intercollegiate 
athletics except on a single issue -- athlete compensation. College athletics has evolved into an 
industry generating billions of dollars a year without paying the lal:x)r that produces the demand 
tor tins product. Perhaps one of the reasons public outc1y has been muted is that the students 
engaged in these spo1ts are, predominantly, minorities whose access to college the public often 
labels "an opportunity." The popular argument, that scholarships ofl:er free education to many 
athletes, is rebutTed by the systemic failure of schools and the NCAA to ensure that students 
competing in football and basketball graduate with their college degrees or even a valuable 
education. 

"Reality is merely an illusion, albeit a very persistent one. " -Albert Einstein 
The development of commercialism within college athletics benefited fmm the convergence of 
two events in the 1980s: l) the NCAA's restrictions on television appearances being stmck 
down by the Supreme Court in 1984 in the NCAA v. Board of Regents case; and 2) the 
gmwing cable television revolution as a result of government deregulation. Thus, televised 
college football games promptly hit the tree market at just about the same time that cable 
television was exploding in popularity and newly created "all-sports" networks clambered for 
content to fill their airwaves. The symbiotic relationslnp between television and football 
blossomed, driving ratings, advertising revenue, and bmadcast rights soaring. 
Having lost the ability to mitigate the impact that television rights fees would have on footbalL 
the NCAA flexed their muscles in order to advance their version of a level playing field within 
college sports. A growing investigative and enforcement staff began policing and imposing new 
levels of bureaucracy on intercollegiate athletics, ostensibly under the mbric of protecting 
amateurism. Not surprisingly, the unchecked authority of the NCAA, as manifest in its lack of 
procedural restraint, was challenged four years later in 1988 in the high profile case NCAA v. 
Tarkanian. 
Former UNLV men's basketball coach Jerry Tarkanian claimed that the NCAA provided an 
inadequate level of procedural protection when they charged him with rules violations, 
especially when taken in context with the growing financial stakes in college athletics. 
Regardless ofthe alleged mles violations. Tarkanian asserted his basic Constitutional rights 
were not met by the NCAA during his pmsecution. Ultimately, the Supreme Court found 
against Tarkanian. detern1ining that the NCAA was a private association rather than a "state 
actor" and, accordingly, not obligated to provide "due pmcess" to those it investigated. The 
result ofthis decision was that the NCAA empire was established and those it governed 
provided with little ability to challenge their judgment. 
As pointed out by Brian Pmto in his superb book The Supreme Court and the NCAA: The 
Case fiJr Less Commercialism and More Due Process in College Sports, the combination of 
decisions in Board of Regents and Tarkanian left a college athletic environment that now 
embraced commercialism while giving carte blanche to the NCAA to implement and enact their 
will. As accurately predicted by Justice Byron White afler the Supreme Court decided the 
Board of Regents and Tarkanian cases. the college athletics landscape evolved into an 
untenable dichotomy as the endless and unfettered chase for revenue by many athletic 
departments ensured a gmwing departure fmm an institution's primary mission-- to develop 
and educate its students. 

"If we choose, we can live in a world of comforting illusion." - Noam 
Chomsky 

Student-athletes in men's basketball and football do receive compensation in the form of 
tuition, but that compensation is artificially limited compared to their free market value unlike 
any other economic actor engaged in college athletics-- from coaches to schools to 
conferences to the NCAA itself. This business model has been sacrosanct for the pa<;t30 
years and now, finally, the critics are crying foul. 
A flurry of condemnation has come from the mainstream media as many decry the NCAA and 
its utter loss of perspective in implementing mles, policies and enforcement. Even the NCAA's 
President, Mark Emmert, has admitted that it is time for meaningful reform within the 
organization; unfortunately, change is slow and power is rarely ceded without a stmggle. In 
sum, the NCAA's response to commercialization and its effect on players in the revenue 
producing sports has been a definition of an1ateurism that is absent any intellectual or normative 
gmunding. 
Tired of waiting for NCAA reform, two recent initiatives have raised the public's consciousness 
to the cause of student -athletes -- Ed O'Bannon's litigation against the NCAA and Taylor 
Branch's brilliant article entitled "The Shame of College Sports" in The Atlantic. O'Bannon, 
with the guidance of sports marketing maverick Sonny Vaccaro, has challenged the NCAA's 
ability to profit from former athletes who are no longer participating in college athletics. Branch 
pronounces the NCAA's assertion that college athletics, at least in the sports of basketball and 
football, should be considered amateurism an outright sham, and payment to the pmticipants a 
moral and legal obligation. 
In 2009, former UCLA basketball star Ed O'Bannon sued the NCAA, challenging their right 
to profit, in perpetuity. fmm names, images. and likeness of people without ever compensating 
them. O'Bannon v. NCAA has grown in profile over the past several years, in part due to the 
relentless efforts ofVaccam to bring attention to this cause, and additional high pmfile 
plaintiffs, including Bill Russell and Oscar Robertson, have joined this class action lawsuit. The 



NCAA's response, other than delay tactics, has been to argue that these athletes signed away 
those rights, forever, when they agreed to play for their college teams as teenagers. 
Despite an active and creative defi:mse strategy employed by the NCAA and a multitude of 
procedural challenges to dismiss, the case tiJrges ahead. And as the case progresses through 
the legal system it gains strength, momentum and support. This issue has finally captured the 
attention of the media as the argument that the NCAA is free to profit off its players forever, 
without compensating the players, becomes virtually impossible to defend --legally or morally. 
Hanging over the head of the NCAA is the possibility that, should this case reach a decision on 
the merits in favor of the plaintiffs, damages may surpass a billion dollars. 
And as if this legal challenge to the college sports world wasn't enough. Taylor Branch 
dropped a bomb on the NCAA when he convincingly declared it is time to pay student
athletes. A Pulitzer Prize winning historian, Branch's argument couldn't be swept under the rug 
as the rantings ofthe lunatic fringe. In eloquent and persuasive prose, Branch logically laid out a 
cogent argument declaring the NCAA's system of amateurism a product of a bygone era and 
the result akin to indentured servitude. Commercialism has overtaken intercollegiate athletics 
and it is time the revenue is shared with those that produce it. 
Branch's article generated such national attention that the concept of paying student-athletes is 
no longer unfathomable. Critics from the New York Times, the Wall Street Journal, and the 
Chronicle of Higher Education, have all joined in to debate the merits of compensating student 
athletes for the revenue they generate for their schools. While a free labor market bidding on 
the services of high school students may be a sound economic argument, others are willing to 
consider less contentious options. 
Rather than developing a compensation system for college athletes competing in basketball and 
football, with salaries provided during their time on campus, some are advocating that a 
"Student-Athlete Trust Fund" be developed. Money would be set aside from revenue 
generated by television and licensing contracts and placed into a trust for student-athletes to 
access once their collegiate careers have concluded. It is rumored that Kenneth Feinberg, 
Special Master who administered the September 11th Victim Compensation Fund and BP 
Deepwater Horizon Disaster Victim Compensation Fund, would manage this non-profit along 
with a yet-to- be- detern1ined board of directors. 

"One day everything will be well, that is our hope. Everything's .fine today, that 
is our illusion. " - Voltaire 

Change is inevitable and intercollegiate athletics' current position of tJying to balance between 
commercialism and education is untenable-- greed has won. The NCAA clings to its 
antiquated concept of amateurism while reality reflect~ a vastly different story. Whether the 
legal system or outspoken critics sway public opinion to destroy the current model has yet to 
be determined, but make no mistake, the current definition of amateurism within college 
athletics has been shattered. The claim by the NCAA that they are protecting amateurism is but 
an illusion. It is time to wake up. 

Warren K. Zola has been the Assistant Dean for Graduate Programs in the Carroll 
School qfManagement at Boston College since 2002. This article has been reprinted on 
Clips with the author's permission. 

Notable quotes about the NCA-\ version of amateurism: 
"At this point, with theN C.A.A. addicted to its multibillion-dollar television 
contracts, reemphasizing the [Jcollegiate[J part of the N.C.A.A. Tournament is the 
equivalent qfHughHefoer reemphasizing virginity." . .... [!Admit Amateurism 
Is a Sham, Ll Jason Whitlock, FOXSports writer, in the NY Times of 8-7-12 
Why do the NCAA and universities believe it must keep the current model without 
paying athletes? That answer could be rr.;flected in a document from the 2011 
NCAA presidential retreat that included this passage: "if we can't maintain the 
amateurism component, we lose the ability to operate in a nonprofit educational 
world, which brings with it some very important tax benefits, public support, 
controls against improper activities, strong student-athlete welfare policies, et 
cetera." . ... DHow should NCAA defend amateurism model? Ed O'Bannon 
lawsuit shmvs internal debate, D Jon Solomon, alcom, 9-21-12 
it is not immoral for theN C.A.A. to make money off of athletics. But it is 
profoundly immoral for theN C.A.A. to restrict athletes from receiving 
compensation while everyone else prc!fits. Athletes do not need to be paid by the 
university as employees. But barriers to athlete compemation outside qfthe 
university should be removed There is a lot of area in between strict amateurism 
and Dpayfor play. D Athletes should be allowed to operate freely in that area, just 
like eve!}' other student. DPlayers Should Be Compensated, D Jay Bilas, 
commentator, writer and studio analyst for ESPN, in the New York Times of 3-
14-12 
Not so long as the NCAA continues to promote and defend a false ideal rooted in 
ersatz morality; an unworkable mandate that makes no practical sense; a 
corrupting system that turns legitimate, well-meaning oversight (specifically, 
looking out for the safety and welfare of campus athlete.\) into a risible, di.1piriting 
wabbit hunt, an endless, unwinnable war against both human nature and basic 
economics. 



Thing is, it doesn [Jt have to be this way. The NCAA was created to protect 
athletes from head i11juries, not from co-signed car l(xms, gratis recruiting trips 
and absent-minded campus bureaucrats. There is no reasonable justification for 
amateurism - <m economic straitjacket applied to exactly no one else in American 
society besides young athletes, and what did they ever do to deserve their financial 
shackles beyond making the rest C!f us insanely happy?- and not a single 
argumentfor its continuing existence that passes the most basic commonsense 
smell test. 
Amateur athletes are pure? Please. Contrary to popular misconception, 
amateurism wasn D t invented by the ancient Greeks, nor by the myth-addled 
founders of the modem Olympics. (Indeed, the Olympic athletes of classical 
antiquity were lavished with payouts, political appointments and other pay-for
play perks, while the closest ancient Greek term for amateur- idiotes - need1· no 
.1pecial tnmslation). Instead, the concept was conjured out (!!'whole cloth by 
Victorian-era English rowers, largely because wealthy, snooty aristocrats didn[lt 
want compete against - and get their tails kicked by-- strong, grimy, working
class laborers. When Oxford and Cambridge adopted amateurism, Harvard and 
Yale followed suit. 1\1ore than a century later, even the Olympics wisely have given 
up the amateur ghost. 
DDDDDDDD .. 
As for amateurism acting as the last bloody Spartan at Thermo pylae, guarding 
against the debasing commercialization of campus sports? Stop. Just stop. Should 
I even mention lvfaryland and Rutgers joining longtime geographic rivals 
Northwestern and Michigan in the Big [Imert Current Number Here] 
Conference? Or the continuing existence of the Beef!JOCJ BradyrJsBowl? 
Horse, barn, empty. Discuss. 
Indeed, the only real reasonsfor college sports to cling to amateurism are 
financial. And pretty much craven. Prohibiting pay-for-play allows the NCAA and 
its member schools to pocket the television, sponsorship and ticket money that 
other minor leagues share with their on-field worliforces. Adore important, 
amateurism lets athletic departments maintain their tax-exempt standing with the 
IRS. Small wonder, then, that the NCAA continues to double down on the status 
quo, expanding what amounts to an amateurism-enforcing security state. In 
October, the a5sociation announced a series of get-tough, check-out-these-teeth 
measures designed to .~etJte ttptthlie nltttitJtrs tit.fm' jtJiltmitr:g tlre Pctm Stttte 
tlehttelt! punish rules violations more swiftly and severe~v: increa5ing the hierarchy 
ofpossible infractions from two to four; doubling the size of the association!],\· 
infraction committee; adopting a presumption that head coaches are responsible 
for violations -presumed guilty, in other word~ - until proven otherwise, a policy 
that[Js less U.S. Constitution than c\panish Inquisition. John Cali pari floats when 
dunked in water. Therefore, he is a witch. Q.E.D. 
DDDDDD. 
Advocates C!f drug decriminalization often argue that the War on Drugs takes a 
public health problem -- drug addiction and abuse -- and adds a crime problem. 
To put things another way: Prohibition didn D t deter Americans from drinking, 
hut it did make Al Capone and other violent criminals awfully rich. Similarly, 
amateurism creates crime and punishment around impermissible benefits without 
even addressing a preexisting social issue. (Well, unless you consider college 
football players hanging out at an agentrJs summer pool party to be a clear and 
present danger to the republic.) The fact C!f the matter is that young, talented 
athletes ha:ve economic value beyond scholarships; pretending otherwise to prop 
up a tax-exempt academic cartel doesn[lt make that reality any less true. In 
clinging to no-pay-for-play system, the NCAA makes itse?f both relevant and 
ridiculous, an inadequate cure for a self-inflicted disease. There will always he 
more violations. More suspensions.lvlore snooping. i\1orejudging. Adore essential 
unfairness. 1\1ore arbitrary adherence to the letter of a law that lacks any sort of 
defensible spirit. The question isnDt why the NCAA continues to toss darts in the 
dark. ltDs why anyone puts up with it. .... DAmateur Hour, D Patrick Hruby, 
Sports on Earth, 11-20-12 
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Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Clips Weekly Update ... 2-18-13 

:x e Newsletter 

Dear Vince. 

Greetings from the Clips MotherS hip. Hope you are well. 

This is no dull time in college basketball I] favorites stumbling, also- rans overachieving, 
commentators prognosticating, pundits tweeting, talking heads bleating [J and Jay and Dick and 
Clark and Rece and Digger loving it all. 
Meanwhile, last week the mocksters furiously force- fitted the chosen 37 to create the 68. 
Soon the real-lite D1 MBK KommitteeDPeter and Jamie and Mike and the two Joes and 
Judy (and the spirit of Dan and Stan and Gene and Lynn and Jeff and Tom and Greg)DYvill 
plunge head first into the muck and the mire and do the same. 

So what's not to love about this time of the year? 

Nick Infante 
Clips Editor 

Follow Clips on Twitter: 
W\IV"<N.twi!ler.com/@CollegeAthCiips 
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Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Clips eFlash: NCAA VP fired over Miami ca<;e 

:x e Newsletter 

Dear Vince, 

Monday afternoon greetings from Clips. 
This is a breaking news eFlash about the external report dealing with the NCAAD s alleged 
abuse of power in the University of Miami investigation. 
Today VP Enforcement Julie Roe Lach was fired for her role in the case. [Harvey Keitel in 
the National Treasure movie: [JSomebodyLJs gotta go to prison. [l Here[ls the NCAA 
version: [JSomebody[ls gotta get fired LJ] 

About a month ago an agitated and flustered Mark Emmert announced that the NCAADs U
Miami investigation was seriously flawed, that several policies had been ignored, and that there 
would be a swift ex1:emal investigation. 
Today the NCAA released the 52-page investigation (click here), and your eamest Clips 
editor blearily forced his way through it. My conclusion: the NCAA decision to get involved in 
a bankmptcy deposition was handled with a~tonishing sloppiness and there was plenty of 
blame to go around. 
There are several chapters in the crisis management handbooks about conducting a thorough 
and independent investigation of mistakes after they occur, andiJgulp!J letting the chips tall 
where they may, even if[Jyikes[Jthe wrongdoing is tmced all the way to the top. 
There are also several chapters in the crisis management handbooks about conveniently laying 
the blame on somebody in middle management and then funneling the blame on that manager 
while higher ups were supposedly blissfully unaware or were duped by the wrongdoer. 
Take your pick. A loyal (or scapegoat) VP or a bold and noble president invoking a 
Tmmanesqne "buck stops here" mea culpa? 
Alas, your eamest and inquisitive Clips Editor can only offer stndied speculation as this story 
breaks, and I do not know which of the two scenarios above fits the crime. 
More later ..... 

Nick Infante 
Clips Editor 

Follow Clips on Twitter: 
W".VIN.twitter.com/@CollegeAthCiips 



NCAA fires VP of enforcement 
By Pat Forde and Charles Robinson, Yalwol Sports, I pm ET 

With the NCAA set to release an external report detailing an abuse of power in its 
investigation into the University of Miami, Yahoo! Sports has learned the association has fired 
its vice president of enforcement Julie Roe Lach. 
Multiple sources familiar with the external investigation said Roe Lach D s dismissal stems fium 
her approving an improper financial relationship between an NCAA investigator and an 
attorney of former Miami booster Nevin Shapiro. NCAA president Mark Emmert announced 
on Jan. 23 that the law firm ofCadwalader, Wickersham & Taft had been retained to conduct 
an external review of the association[] s "enforcement enviromnent" D notably the relationship 
between the NCAA and Shapiro attorney Maria Elena Perez. 
The NCAA will release the findings of the enforcement review at2 p.m. ET Monday. 
According to three sources interviewed as part of the investigation, Roe Lach approved 
reimbnrsements for Elena Perez, who conducted bankruptcy depositions of two individuals tied 
to the Miami investigation [l fonner Miami equipment manager Sean Allen, and fom1er NFL 
agent Michael Huyghue. Elena Perez denied any wrongdoing to Yahoo! Sports, stating that the 
depositions for Allen and Huyghue were plam1ed "months" prior to Shapiro becoming involved 
with the NCAA. 
Roe Lach was NCAA president Mark Emmert[] s hand-picked choice to lead the 
association D s enforcement process in December 2010, following the retirement of David 
Price. Roe Lachjoined the NCAA in 1998. 
Since her appointment, the NCAA's enforcement staff has been engaged in a number of high
profile cases, including those involving the University ofNorth Carolina and Ohio State 
University football programs, as well a~ ongoing probes into Syracuse University athletics and 
the University of Oregon. Roe Lach!Js en±i.)rcement unit wa~ also in place when Emmert 
personally sanctioned Penn State University in the Jeny Sandusky scandal. 
Roe Lach [J s departure is only the latest in a spate of firings in the association [J s enforcement 
staff Investigator Abigail GranNein wa~ fired in December for improper conduct during the 
association[] s investigation into UCLA basketball star Shabazz Muhammad. Investigator 
Ameen N~jjar was also fired in the summer of2012 while working on the Miami case. The 
enforcement staff also lost longtime investigator Rich Johanningmeier, who retired in 2012, and 
saw the abrupt resignation of Bill Benjamin. who left his post as the NCAAD s director of 
enforcement less than eight months after taking the position. 

RepOii details missteps, insufficient oversight; NCAA commits to 
improvements 

NCAA.org, 2-18-13 
Select NCAA enforcement staff acted contrmy to internal protocols, legal counsel 
and the membership D s understanding about the limits of its investigative powers in the 
University of Miami case, according to the external Enforcement Review Report. 
Kenneth L. Wainstein, a partner with the law fim1 ofCadwalader, Wickersham & Taft LLP, 
condncted the review at the direction ofNCAA President Mark Emmert ti.)llowing his Jannmy 
23 am1ouncement of conduct issues within the enforcement program. 
The release of this Report does not waive the attomey- client privilege with regard to any other 
document or communication concerning this, or m1y other, matter. The NCAA will assert the 
attorney-client privilege to the extent permitted by law. Exhibit redactions have been made to 
fulfill confidentiality and privacy obligations for inio1mation that is otherwise not generally 



available or accessible by the public. None of the redacted information is material to the 
subject of the Report. 
[lWith the completion of the external enforcement review, we recognize that certain 
investigative tactics used in portions of the University of Miami case failed our membership, [J 
said Emmmt. DAs I stated before, we are committed to making the necessary improvements 
to our enforcement processes and ensuring our actions are consistent with our own values and 
member expectations. D 
This review focused specifically on the enforcement staffD s use of outside counsel and the 
federal bankruptcy process to determine whether staff took inappropriate steps in their efforts 
to secure testimony and records, and if so, determine how that happened. 
The external review found select enforcement staff members: 

• Knowingly circumvented legal advice to engage Nevin Shapiro!] s criminal de tense 
attorney. 

• Violated the internal NCAA rdicy oflegal counsel only being retained and monitored 
by the legal staff. 

• Paid insufficient attention to the concern that engaging the criminal defense attorney 
could constitute an inappropriate manipulation ofthe bankruptcy process. 

• Did not sufficiently consider the membership D s understanding about the limits of the 
enforcement staffD s investigative powers. 

• Did not violate a specific bylaw or law. 

Additionally, the repo1t found: 

• Enti.)rcement leadership exercised insuflicient oversight of the engagement of the criminal 
defense attorney. 

• The legal and enforcement stafis took appropriate action to rectify the situation once 
they realized select enforcement statlmembers had engaged the criminal defense 
attorney. 

The information gained through the bankruptcy proceedings or other evidence derived from 
that process will not be used in the Miami investigative record. TheN CAA plans to proceed 
with the case witl1 infommtion properly obtained by the enforcement staff 
D This report is an impo1tant first step in responding to the issue at hand, D said W ainstein. 
D For an organization with an oversight function like the NCAA its credibility and reputation 
for fair-dealing are always more important than its ability to prove the allegations in any 
particular case. This episode is a reminder of the problems that arise when investigators resort 
to expedient but questionable tactics.!] 
[J My responsibility is to be certain that the membership has confidence in all of our processes 
across the national otiice, [l said Emmert. 
D To that end. I have appointed Jonathan Duncan, a law partner with a focus on education and 
sports law at Spencer, Fane, Britt & Browne LLP, to serve as interim vice president of 
enforcement. He has worked on NCAA issues for 15 years ±rom multiple perspectives. 
including service to both the Enforcement and Rules Working Groups, D added Emme1t. 
Additionally, Duncan and Spencer Fane will work with Cadwalader to review the regulatory 
environment from tl1e national office and membership perspectives. To gain member insights, 
the review will include discussions with schools that recently engaged in the enforcement 
process. It will comprise a broader policy, practice and procedural review of how NCAA 
regulatory activities are managed and conducted. 
The final phase of the review will engage the membership to probe broader, philosophical 
questions about the nature ofthe regulatory side, including tl1e desired outcome of regulation 
and to what level the membership wants to be held accountable. The review will include 
enforcement, eligibility, reinstatement and the waiver processes. 
D Integrity is vital to the Association D s regulatory functions, D said Lou Anna K. Simon, 
executive committee chair and Michigan State University president. DOur expectation is that 
the NCAA uses this review as a launching point for meaningful change. Moving forward, 
NCAA member schools must engage in a healthy debate about our desired outcomes and 
expectations of the Association D s regulatory fimctions. D 





From the 52-page external investigation document: 
Pgs 39-40 
6. The Management of Enforcement Staff Operations 

Whenever missteps occur in the operations of an organization, it is critical to examine whether 
those missteps were in any way the product of flawed or deficient management. From one 
perspective, every enur is a management error, as it is the job of management to identifY 
weaknesses within their operations and take steps to address those weaknesses before they 
result in pmblems. Fmm another perspective, there is a limit to how much management and 
managers can be held responsible for errors that occur among the line operators. Accepting 
that both of these perspectives are accurate and applicable to this situation. we have attempted 
to determine whether and how much mismanagement factored into this situation. 
As President Emmert explained at the outset of this Enforcement Review, our work is 
proceeding in two stages [J the first being a tiJcused inquiry into the facts summnding the hiring 
of Ms. Perez and the second being an assessment of the broader environment, policies, and 
procedures of Enforcement. we have defen·ed the findings regarding deep management 
processes and policies. 
We therefore expect to learn more about management processes and expectations in the 
Enforcement Staff as we proceed through Stage Two. Suffice it to say at this stage, however, 
that the role of management in this situation needs to be carefully scrutinized. It is clear that 
there were management failures. The Enforcement Staff managers failed to identifY the 
problems in the Perez proposal and to steer their subordinate Mr. Najjar away from it They 
also failed to exercise close oversight of Mr. Najjar us activities in what was and is one of the 
NCAA [J s most significant investigations. 

On the other hand, bJth managers convincingly explained that they never questioned its 
propriety specifically because Mr. Najjar assured them that the Legal Staff had approved it. 
Moreover. they both explained, they did not doubt that assurance, as Mr. Najjar had given 
them no reason to question his veracity or judgment at the time. In light of those circumstances, 
one could argue that it was not unreasonable tor Ms. Lach and Mr. Hosty to give Mr. Najjar 
significant latitude in the U. Miami investigation and to approve the Perez proposal without any 
further inquiry. 
Regardless, the reality is that this arrangement carried on for almost a year before the 
Enforcement Staff managers realized that it was problematic and had not been authorized by 
the Legal Staff 
Pg47 

10. Mark Emmert, President of the NCAA . .... Although Mark Emmert knew about the 
general background of the U. Miami case, he was not apprised of the arrangement with Ms. 
Perez until the fall of2012 after Ms. Stevenson realized that her advice the previous year had 
not been followed. His conduct is therefore not subject to judgment in relation to the 
implementation of the Perez proposaL To the extent that Mr. Emmert dealt with the issue, it 
was in the context of deciding how to respond to the issue once the NCAA became aware of 
it. The appropriateness of his conduct in that context is evident from NCAA D s response, and 
specifically from his decisions to fully disclose the issue and to take all possible steps to ensure 
that the parties at risk in the investigation suffer no prejudice as a result of the NCAA D s 
mistakes. 
Pg 50 

C. General Findings 

We made the following general findings relating to the legal, policy and prudential concerns that 
were potentially implicated by the Enforcement Staff[] s acceptance and implementation of the 
Perez proposal: 
First, we find that noN CAA employee knowingly violated a specific bylaw or law. While the 
Enforcement Staff may have disregarded the advice of the Legal Staff in proceeding with the 
proposal, they do not appear to have violated any written NCAA rule. We have also found no 
apparent violation ofthe Bankruptcy Code, Federal Rules of Bankruptcy Procedure. or 
Bankruptcy Court orders by NCAA staff. 
Second, we find that Mr. Najjar knowingly circumvented the legal advice against engaging Ms. 
Perez. Vv'hile we did not identify a written rule requiring Enforcement Staff members to abide 
by duly provided legal advice, it was universally understood at the NCAA that Enforcement 
Staff must adhere to such advice. Accordingly, it was simply not reasonable for the 
Enforcement Staff to proceed with Ms. Perez D s pmposal in light of the clear advice to the 
contrary from the Legal Staff 
Third, we find that internal NCAA practice was violated by the engagement of Ms. Perez by 
the Enforcement Staff rather than Legal Staff. The NCAA, like most organizations, requires 



counsel to be retained and monitored by their legal stafi The NCAA [l s internal website, the 
NCAA Daily, states that the Legal Staff are responsible for approving and retaining outside 
counsel. This policy was made clear to Mr. Najjar by the Legal Staf( both in an email and in 
person. Mr. Najjar ignored that admonition in arranging for the Enforcement Staff to engage 
Ms. Perez. 
Fourth, we find that Mr. N~jjar, Ms. Lach, and Mr. Hosty paid insufficient attention to the 
concern that the Perez proposal could constitute an inappropriate manipulation of the 
bankruptcy process. Mr. Najjar, in particular, !mew all angles of the anangement with Ms. 
Perez. yet he completely overlooked several that should have raised that concern in his mind. 
For example. Mr. Najjar knew that Perez did not enter an appearance in Mr. ShapiroDs 
bankruptcy proceeding until after the NCAA agreed to pay her. Our legal finding that the 
Enforcement StaffD s conduct did not violate any written rule or proscription remains 
contingent on continued exploration of any relevant facts and rules as we proceed through 
Stage Two of our Enforcement Review. 
Fifth, we find that Mr. Najjar adopted and Ms. Lach and Mr. Hosty went along with the Perez 
proposal without sufficiently considering whether it was consistent with the NCAA 
membership D s understanding about the limits of the Enforcement StaffD s investigative powers. 
There are any number of techniques that, though pennissible in the law enforcement context, 
were considered over the line for NCAA investigations. Mr. N~tiar and his supervisors never 
considered whether the Perez proposal fell within that category. 
Sixth, we find that Enforcement Staff managers Ms. Lach and Mr. Hosty exercised insufficient 
oversight of Mr. NajjarDs handling of the Perez proposal and that they failed to detect and 
rectifY the problems with the Perez proposal for almost a full year. 
Finally, we find that the NCAA Legal and Enforcement Staffs undertook an appropriate and 
commendable course of action once they realized that the Enforcement Staff had implemented 
the Perez proposal against legal advice. The record demonstrates that the Legal Staffled the 
NCAA to immediately conduct a preliminary review of the circumstances and scope of Mr. 
N~jjarLJ s conduct; they sought an outside opinion on its ethical implications; they excised from 
the Investigation Record any reference to information obtained from Ms. Perez D s work with 
the bankruptcy process; and they fully disclosed the issue to the Persons at Risk in the 
investigation and to the American people. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Sub jed: 

College Athletics Clips eSURVEY s <nick=ccollegeathleticsclips.com@maill71.us4.mcsv.ne1> 

Wednesday, February 20,2013 9:36AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@emaiLunc.edu> 

Clips eSURVEY: Guarantee games as good as gone? 

X 

Dear Vince !lie-
W"drH>sday morning >w>eting;; from Clips. Hope you are welL 

Below is an article po;;ted on Forbe;;.com last night about the possible demise of D1 

guarantee football/ba,;ketball games. It occum>d to rne thallhi'; might be a ,.:>od topic for 

a Clips eSURVEY arnong our immensely knowledgeable subscriber base (that's you). 

So. here is today's qum;lion, fmmed in th<> u;;ual 

Clips straightforward black or white YES or NO 

style: 

e Do you think that the other 
"guarantee games payers" (Le.~ACC, 
SEC, Big 12, P<H>12, Big East} will 
foil ow the lead of the Big Ten and 

'-------------____j move to eliminate guarantee games 
from their football schedules? 

A sirnple yes or no will do. but if you feel the need to expand to a few paragraphs of 

nuances, pmvaricatiom; and shad<>s of grey, go ri>Jhl ah<>ad. 

OFF THE RECORD .... As always, all result;; will be used in the aggwgale, nobody';; 

name or school will be divulged when I circle back with the results (either Iiller today or 

tomorrow) to all participants. 

This Clips eSURVEY is being sent out to about 700 Clips subscribers selected lrom 

Clips' burgeoning subscriber list: 170 D1 ADs; 200 D1 DeputyiExecutiveiSr Associate 

ADs; 100 0·1 conference executhms: 30 bowl executives; 20 D1 CFOs, SO 0·1 Pmsidents: 

65 D1 FARs; 50 media members, 30 emeriti subscribers (retired ADs, conference 

cornmis"ion<>rs and pr·e"ident"). plus a%orted hanger" on, pundit", gadfli"" & person;; of 

interest. etc. 

Also, a bonus qu<>stion. The author mentions that paym<>nl mdhod for som<> guarant<>e 

garn<>s occur·" when "the head coach is often literally handed a check before 

boarding the bus home." I hav<> never heard this before. Have you'? 

Have a good Wednesday. Have a good week. 

Nick Infante 



VP, Clips Truth Squad 

808.879.9978 

Follow Clips on Twilter. 

Elimination Of Guarantee Games Increases Likelihood Of NCAA 
Breakup 

.. Jason Belzer. Forbes SportsA-1oney, 2~·t9-13 

Last week, nm.vs surfae<>d that the Big T"n, in a move to strengthen th" leagum; ov<>mll 

non-conference football schedul'"· would vote to prohibit members institutions fmm 

playing Football Championship Subdivision (FCS) teams. While many fans of both the 

B1G and other BCS league'; larwdy "upport any d<>cision that will bolster thdr msp"ctbm 

team's schedules with more quality opponents, the news was not nearly as well received 

by small<>r ;;chools who rely on th" money th<>se ·'guarant"e games" gen"rat" to fund 

their own athletic programs. 

Athldic Directors such as Troy Dannen of the University of Northern Iowa think the loss 

of such games could cripple the budget of institutions like his. "I would tell youth<" loss ol 

the Big Ten schools will be devastating. to Uf~l and to a lot of our peers," says Dannen. 

adding, "If you think this will stop at the Big Ten ... llook at things happening in the equity 

leagues in fives. and so I have to believe this might lead to additional dominoes." 

Guamntee games have been the life blood of many athletic d<"partmenls, pmticubrly lor 

institutions who do not belong to conferences under the BCS moniker. These "paycheck 

gamm;'' a;; they are somdimes refcm·ed to- the head coach is often literally handed 

a check before boarding the bus home ... provide a substantial portion of the athletic 

budgets for schools with smaller fan bas<>s and budget;; that ar<> a fraction of their larger 

Division I bmthren. For exampl'"· this past fall. alommentioned NorlhNn Iowa coii<"Gt'"d 

almost $1 million in guarantees from playing Iowa and Wisconsin. which accounts for 

almc";t 1 i3 of the school's $3.3 million do lim football budget. Savannah Stat<> Univer;;ily, 

also a FCS schooL was paid some $860,000 lo be thumped by the Oklahoma and 

Florida State football teams by a combined score of 139~0, enough to payoff almost half 

lh" tearm; y<>arly budg"t. 

"It's going to ha1w a twrnendous impact on ["mailer "chools].'' "aid Rod Reed, head 

football coach at Ter1ni"sse'" Slate University, who's team mceived $390,000 lor a game 

at Air Force in 2011. "The Big Ten's decision is almost certainly a preemptive move 

a>pin;;t other conference"' like the SEC. who will mo;;t likely follovv ;;uit and eliminal" such 

games to negat'" any competitive advantage." he adds. 

Even lor sorn" larg<"r institutions who play in the Football Bowl Subdivision (I'·BS) and are 

technically eligible for a BCS bowl game. guarantee games are a fact of life. Arkansas 

Stat" Univ<>rsity mad<> nemly $2 million lm;t s"a;;on for game" a>Jain;;t ()re>Jon and 

Nebraska, while lhe University of North Texas is scheduled to recehm a $9?5,000 payday 

for a game at Georgia later this fall. 

Such garms are certainly not limited to football either. During the 2012 season, Ohio 

Slate paid an average of more than $95,000 to six opponent" from "mailer conference" 

whil<" institutions in other BCS conferences such as th<" University of Texas and UCLA 

paid similar amounts. 

On the mverse end, school's such as Mississippi Valley Stale UnivNsity play over a 

dozen such games a year, traveling some 12,600 miles to bring in a combined $700.000 

to their school';; athletics bud>Jet. Not surprisingly, institutions in the Southw";;t Athletic 

Conference (SWAC), of which Mississippi Valley is a member of. recently compiled a 

mc,1g<>r 8~104 (.071) overall record against Divi"ion I non~confewnce opponent;; during 

a single season playing such games. 



says Rick Boyages. Associate Commissioner of the Big Ton Confemnce and Iormor 

head basketball coach at Tho Colle go of William and Mary and associate head coach at 

Ohio Slate. "For BCS ba,;ketball programs, it's about balancin>J non~conf0renc" 

schedules with confNenc<" play and generating revenue lrom additional home gam<"s; 

yet, doin>J both in such a way a;; to best position an RPI and ;;ch"dule ';lwnglh For FCS 

baskdball programs, ifs primarily about using thes'" funds to supplem<"nl the mmmll 

athletics budget while ;;econdarily enhancing men's and women's basketball, he 

elaborate'; 

If other conferences follovv the Big Ten's lead and stop scheduling garnes against FCS 

opponent;;. the im;lituliom; that compete at that level 'Nil I have two options: ·1) look to 

make up the funds elsewhere, or 2) es;;entially be forced to stop competing at the same 

level a;; the larger institutions. Because it i;; unrealistic to believe that any institution can 

begin lo make up the diHerenc<" in loss of football guarantee mvenue by playing any 

number of additional such games in basketball. it is more likely that the second option 'Nil I 

occur. \!Vith the lm;s of mvenue. the >PP b"twe"n school's in BC:S conf"mr1c"" and thos" 

who am not will continuo to grow '"ver wider, l<"ading to what may be the '"ventual 

breakup of the approximately 340 school's that compete at the NCf\A Division I level. 

How soon this may occur remain;; to be ;;een, but the the additional millions in revenue 

the nevv college football playoff will provide BCS confewnces, coupled with their decision 

to eliminate the one source in which smaller schools could obtain a piece of those funds, 

vvill almost certainly accelerate the timetable for any Hlch fracturing. 

Jason BelzH i.s Founder of GAME, Inc. and CS.A, and a Prof(,,s.sor of Organizational 

Behavior in Sports at Rutgers University. Follow him on Twitter @Jason Belzer 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Sub jed: 

College Athletics Clips <nick@collegeathleticsclips.com> 

Thursday, February 21, 2013 8:47AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Clips eSURVEY results: Is the end near for guarantee games? 

:x e Newsletter 

Dear Vince, 

ThursdayMorningGreetings from the MotherS hip. Today. actually. we are the 
ClipseSURVEYShip 
Below are the results (as of7am ET this morning) ofyesterdayLI s Clips eSURVEY about the 
possible reduction of football guarantee games due to anticipated changes in the strength-of
schedule component forD 1-A playoff raukings. 
The survey included one [lyes or no!] question: Do you think that the other "guarantee 
games payers" (i.e.-ACC, SEC, Big 12, Pac-12, Big East) will follow the lead of the 
Big Ten and move to eliminate guarantee games from their football schedules? 
The survey was prompted by an article in Forbes. com that explored the future of guarantee 
games (see yesterday us Clips eSURVEY at the bottom ofthis email). 
Please note the following: 

• The purpose of this quick-and-dirty semi-scientific survey was to capture snapshot, 
real-time inputs among ClipsD subscribers in senior-level. decision-making positions. 

• This Clips eSURVEY email was sent out yesterday (Wednesday, Feb. 20 at lOam ET) 
to a hand-picked, limited distribution of732 Clips subscribers (see detailed chart 
below). 

• Based on several dozen similar Clips eSURVEYs over the past couple of years, we 
have come to the conclusion that it is very difficult to elicit a simple Dyes D or D noD 
answer fium such au imaginative, have-their-say, nuance-prone, attached-explanation 
group of senior level persons employed in the business of college sports. 

• Per the bullet immediately above, responses were as much qualitative (i.e.- explanations, 
justifications, scenarios, what-if prevarications, if this-then that, etc. as they were 
quantitative (i.e.- DxD number of yes answers, DyD number of no answers). 

Quantitativre~r~es~u~lt=s~·----------------------------------------------, 
x 

Even within the seemingly black-white parameter of answering yes or no, some responses 
were more definitive and assertive than others. 



The Chps Tmth Squad needs to consult with quantitative survey experts about the relative 
accurateness of these shades- of-gray answers. For example, a response of YES!!! denotes far 
more commitment than a response of yes. Next time around we might consider weighting the 
manner in which yes and no answers are provided. 
We always get plenty of qualitative answers. Here D s a quantitative accounting of the 
qualitative answers: 
Total responses: 187 
One-worded responses: 150 
More than one-word responses: 37 
Two-paragraph responses: l 0 
Three-paragraph responses: 4 
Oh, and one more thing. The Clips audience regularly provides a trove of clever and 
descriptive wordage. This time the key phrase was Dguarantee games. D Responses that 
included more than just DyesD or DnoD contained a wide range of monikers, or nom de 
game if you will. 
Here are varieties of D guarantee games D 

• cupcakes 
• crean1 puffs 
• blowouts 
• body bag games 
• David & Goliath 
• rent-a-beating 
• Sisters of the Poor 
• sacrificiallan1bs 
• pay day games (or pay check games) 

There you have it, the Clips eSURVEY on football guarantee games. Maybe in about six 
months (when there is further word about the playoff selection process) weD 11 see what the 
snapshot of inputs is then. 
By the way, this is probably as good time as any to mention that your Clips Editor was a 
participant in a b.)dy bag game in his un-illustrious juco bm;ketball career, when my team was 
clobbered by a bigger, faster, better opponent by a 171-75 score. It was humiliating. 
Have a good Wednesday. 

Nick Infante 
Clips Editor 

Follow Clips on Twitter: 
W\IV"<N.twi!ler.com/@CollegeAthCiips 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Sub jed: 

College Athletics Clips <nick@collegeathleticsclips.com> 

Sunday. Febmary 24, 2013 10:22 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Clips Weekly Update 2-25-13 

:x e Newsletter 

Dear Vince. 

Greetings from the MotherShip. 

We're watching the Oscars while working on this update. They are pretty cool, with all the 
stars and clips and pomp and pageantry. But the obscure categories are yawners and the 
unending thank you's are making me want to throw up (or throw something at the screen). The 
commercials are pretty good. 

In an eFiash earlier this evening we sent out the 18th (count 'em) version of the award-worthy 
Clips Realignment Graphic. For those who might have missed that email, we have inserted the 
realignment graphic below. 

Meanwhile, goings on in the business of college spmts have kept on going. See below for this 
week's new postings. 

Have a good Monday. Have a good week 

Nick Infimte 
Clips Editor 

Follow Clips on Twitter: 
W".VIN.twitter.com/@CollegeAthCiips 

Remember, you must be logged in with your username and password 
to view the articles (below) on the website. Ifyou are not logged in you 
·will get a blank white screen. 

D Are football guarantee games doomed? Clips eSURVEY 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Sub jed: 

College Athletics Clips <nicrcollegeathleticsclips.com@maill74.us4.mcsv.net> 

Thursday, Febmary 28, 2013 12:25 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Clips eFiash: NCAA amateurism bumps into Real World Commercialism. . agam 

X 

Dear Vince-

Greetings hom lhe Clips 11!1othNShip. hope you are well. 

Take yoursEdf back to last y<>m's teb::asts of Mmch l\i1adnm;s. . . . The de1wr (but 

overly mpetitious) NCi\A ads !hal remind<"d us·····ad nauseum··Ahallhere am 430.000 

NCAA studenho;thletes, and mo,;t of them ·'will,.:> pro in something other than "ports." 

\Nell, who vvoulda thunk a U+.llinnesota wrestler on a ·1 0% scholarship would have gotten 

hirm;df in Edigibility tmubiE> for ;;orn<> 99~cent iTune;; merchandisin>f? 

Read on, dear reader . 

Nick Infante 

Clips Editor 

Follow Clips on Twitter· 

Minnesota Wrestler Loses His Eligibility By Selling a Song 

By Pat Borz( New York Tirnes. 2~27~ 13 

MINNEAPOLIS······ Two sticky notes dangle from the bottom of a flat~screen monitor in 

Joel Gaurmn's ofl··campus apartment. In large print<"d handwriting, one reads, "'I V\!111 

Inspire," the other, "I Will impact." 

"I have lhern all ov<"r the place." said Bauman. a 21·-year··old redshirt sophomore wrestler 

at the University of Minn<>sota. ·'In my car. In my notd>ook It's something I remind mysEdf 

'"very day to live my lik by." 

Bauman a;;pirm; to in;;pire through his mu;;ic, mainly hip~hop and mp His mm;t r·ec<>nt 

song video. "On<"s in the Sky:· which has a positive message and urges people to 

pursue their dreams, has drawn more than 47,000 hits on YouTuba. It can also be 

downloaded for 99 cE>nt" on iTun<>s. That i" a probiE>m for the r~.C.A.A. 

BecausE> Bauman performed und<>r· hi;; O'NI1name and identified him;;elf a" a Minnesota 

wmsthL the H.C.I\.A. ruled him ineligible forth<" remainder of the season. J. T. Bruetl, 

Minnesota's compliance director, said Bauman violated an N.C.A.A. bylavv prohibiting 

stud<>r1ho;thletes from u"ing thdr namE>, imagE> or statu;; a;; an athlete to promote thE> salE> 

of a cornmerdal product. 



The university asked Bauman to mmove his name and likeness from videos on YouTube 

and Tunecore.com. Bauman refused. Told by Bruett that he could regain his eligibility if 

h<> u;;ed an alia'; im;tead of his realnam<>. Bauman again mfused 

"I think a lot of wtists and rapp<>rs today hid<> behind their aliases," Bauman said "Th<>y 

don·! want to lake msponsibilily for what they're actually saying. I'm Joel Bauman. My 

message is: I will inspire, and I will impact. I am not going to hide behind an alias to do 

that, becau,;e that's my m<>ssage. I can own up to that mes,;age." 

That may be true, but it leaves Bauman in athletic limbo. He remains on partial athletic 

';cholarship (1 0 percent tuition, he ;;aid), a stipend he will lose next year if he remains 

ineligible. 

His predicament has not affected the Golden Gophers, who regained a No. ·1 national 

ranking after winning the national duals championship last weekend. 

Bauman has never been a starter ...... he backs up anothN redshirl sophomore, Scoit 

Schiller. at 187 pounds- and has not competed since sustaining a concussion three 

months ago. Coach J Robinson beli<"ves Bauman could b<" a starter next year and has 

urged him to forget about music until he graduates. 

"I don't think Jo<"l is dealing with this th<" right way," Robinson said. "l·k came hem to b<" a 

vvrestler, not a singer. He's got to decide what he wants to do. You can't do three or four 

things wEd!." 

Bauman';; on .. agair1. off-again fascination with rap and hip-hop began in wade ;;chool 

Adopted by while parents as a baby, Bauman grew up as one of the few African· 

Americans in tiny rZerkhoven, Minn .. population 759, about I 00 miles west of the Twin 

Citie,;. Through lnternd sites and mm;saw' boards, Bauman interacted with fledgling 

rappers. 

The online mp community encourag<>d compdition. tmrting first, then advancing to audio 

battles. Bauman said he spent hours in his room, learning how to write music and lyrics. 

"I always wanted to do something with my lik, make a big impad," h<" said. ''I would watch 

professional vvrestling all the time, and I vvould always see Hulk Hogan. He would make 

little kids- and I was one of them- stand up and shout at the TV. I alw;ws wanted to 

give a kid hope like that I didn't know how." 

Bauman, who won two stale championships at H\9 pounds, was also a talented running 

back, gaining more than 7.400 yards at rZerkhoven-Murdock .. Sunburg High School. He 

said he chose wr<>stling at f'Jiir1nesota for two reasons: to pre pam for an Ultimate Fighting 

Championship career and to find a larger audience for his music. 

He put music aside until last November. when he produced and posted ·'Onm; ill the 

Sky." Peopl<" liked it and word spread. 

"I was thinking, 'This is cooL but this might turn into a problem,' " Bauman said. "~kcause 

I knew I was kind of doing music in the shadows, and I didn't necessarily want compliance 

to know. But I didn't nec<>ssarily think it would be a big deal." 

It became one, he said. after Minnesota showed the video at a Gophers .. lowa dual meet 

,ian. 26, with th" approval of th<> compliance offic". About two we<>k" Ia!<> I'. Bauman ;;aid 

Bruett told him the university should not have played the video. and he vvas ineligible. 

The N.C.AA spokeswoman Stacey Osburn said the university could seek a waiver to 

allow Bauman to wrestle, but Bruett said that was not an option. 

"The N.C.AJ\. requires extenuating circumstances or mitigation in order to mquesl a 

waiver of their rules." Bruett wrote in an e-mail. "At this time. we are not avvare of any 

'"xt<"nuating circumstances or mitigation." 

S<>ekin>J a compromise, Bauman said he off<>md to legally chang<> hi" name to his birth 

name, TmVaun Rashaad Stevenson, and make Joel Bauman his stage name. He said 

the ~LCAA rejected that proposal. 



Bauman said Tw"sday that he had another idea that he d<"clined to mveal, though it may 

b<> related to his soon~to-bEHeleas"d song 'VI/onder That.'' He bums to keq) wm,;tling. 

though, to prove he can compel<" fol' a national championship. 

"I have a plan to figure thh; whole thing out, to be able to do both." h" said "But my 

message is mom important than my eligibility in th<" long run. So ill can·!, then so b<" it." 

Minnesota wrestler Joe! Bauman another victim of NCAA 
hypocrisy 

By Andy Staples, Sf com, ;>20~ ·13 

Every year during the NCAA men's basketball tournament. the NCAA bombards us with 

ads that remind us that most coll<>ge athletes will go pro in somdhin>J other than ';pNts. 

lfs a great reminder that most of the athletes the organization serves are not headed for 

';even-figuw contracts. and it serve'; a'; a de facto explanation for why th" ~JCAA tries to 

limit th<" athlet<"s who me headed iOI' those d<"als hom l'ealizing their market value while 

in college. 

Unless h<" develops a character and wows Vince McMahon. 11!1innesola wrestler Joel 

Bauman is not going to make millions from any iteration of his sport. Bauman, a redshirt 

sophomOI'e lrom Kerkhoven. Minn., wants to go pro in lnspimliorL At the nwment he's 

trying to do that through music and motivational speaking. Bauman has recorded some 

songs -~ ';yn1py stuff that would be right at home on >J05pel radio ~~that ';""k to 

encourage rather than tear down. Bauman was adopted as a one·-month··old. i\s a kid in 

rural Minnesota, Bauman faced taunts and funny looks as the black child of white 

pments. But h" overcame discrimination. and he vvants told young peopl<> know th"Y 

can ove!'come any circumstance and succeed. 

That's the message that could be silenced by an NCAA rule. 

Bauman Em1bodie5 everything fN vvhich colleg" athldic;; ;;hould stand. He ';hould be the 

fa<:o" of the NCAA But the NCi\A wanb to make sum it is the only '"ntity that can make 



money ofl Bauman's fa<""· Fearing an NCAi\ reprisal, Minnesota olfidals have asked 

Bauman to take his name off his songs and remove his image from the videos if he wants 

to remain <>ligible to wrestle at Minnesota. 

He hm; two more years of eligibility remaining, but he is willing to sacrifice his scholarship 

rathN than go by an alias in his music. "Now that I have a message," Bauman said 

Wednesday, "I'm not going to go by an alias to deliver my message .... If I stop, what 

would that show people? If I just made an alia,;, vvhat would that ;;how people? That I'm 

going to quit what I started?" 

This is the ~JCAA in a nutsh<>ll Wh<>r1 it isn't busy hijacking a federal bankruptcy 

deposition to gather dirt in defense of its flawed model of amateurism in an infractions 

cas<> involving Miami. it;; school;; u;;e that ;;a me flawed model as the rationale to attempt 

to crush a young person's non-sports career. NevN mind that il Bauman were a minor 

league baseball player instead of a singer, the NCAA would allow him to keep his 

baseball earning;; and still wmstl<>. Apparently. those SS~e<>r1t iTunes downloads of 

Bauman's Ones In The Sky rqxes<"nt a threat to the purity ol college athldics, even 

though Bauman has yet to make a cent of profit. "I've not broken even on anything I've 

done.l~ he sa~d. 

At some point, the people at th<> NCAA and the leaders of the univer;;itim; that cornpri;;e 

its rmmbership need to slop and think about what exactly they're fighting for here. 

Bauman's case is yet another example of a group of people who have their heads stuck 

so deep in their massbm ruldwok that they can't see the bigger pictuw 

Bauman, who is jt";t retuming to th<> mat in pmctice after missing thme month;; becat."'" 

of concussion issw"s, is hoping he can make a last-ditch effort to keep his music and his 

scholarship without giving up his name. "I have a plan." he said. 'Tm going to run it by our 

compliance department." If he wanted to go by [},I Tak<>down or MC Reversal, Bauman 

could promote his music on Youlube and sell his songs on iTunes. But why should he 

have to? If Bauman's name is the price of a wrestling scholarship, the price is too high. 

Bob Williams. the r~CAA's vice president of communications, wrote in an e~mail that 

lli1innesota's cornpliane<> depmtment made the interprdation and that Bauman could 

seek a waiver if the school chose to back him, but that seems awfully unnecessary. 

Schools shouldn't need to be so terrified of NCAA justice that they threaten the 

scholarships of athletes such as Bauman. The rule is the prob1Em1. 

The rule exists so a well~known athlete can't cash in on his fame while still in college. It 

exisb so Texas Al'.f\11 quarterback Johnny Manziel can't write a cookbook and sell it to 

Aggies boosters willing to pay $10,000 a copy. It exists so South Carolina defensive end 

Jackveon (:Iowney can't produce a Harlem Shake video ~~don't scoff; you know you want 

to s<"e it .... and encourage Gam<"cod:s boosters to buy $100,000 worth of ads on his 

YouTube channel. 

The better question remains, why not? In January. Texas i\c~.M released a study !hal 

found Manziel's Heisman Trophy run produced $37 million worth of free publicity forth<> 

schooL Such exposure has b<"en proven to draw a wider and deeper group ol applicants 

that will ultimately make the university a better. more competitive place. Why shouldn't 

lli1anziEd share in sorn" of that larges"e? Why shouldn't Clown"Y· who might be the most 

highly anticipated NFL dmlt prospect in 25 years, have the chance to grab a piec:o" of the 

money he brings his university? 

The NCAA created this particular model of amateurism-- as well as the term "student~ 

athlete" -~ decad"" a>Jo "o "chool" could avoid paying payroll taxes on their athletes and 

so schools \'vou!dn~t hav~~ to pay v ... mrker!s cornp1~nsation dairn:...=< vvhen tho:...=.e athletes v1en~ 

injured. While not entirely above~board, that probably was the fairest, most practical 

solution available ill an "ra in which coii">Je "PNt5 wNe a busir1e% but not a huge one. 

Thanks to that choice, which lre<"d up more mon<"Y· thousands ol athletes got to altend 

college for free who other.vise wouldn't have. But now the dollar amounts paid to televise 

football and men's basketball at the highest lmmls have increased expon<"ntially. So have 

the salaries of coaches, athletic directors and NC/l\,1\ officials. So have the expenditures 

on stadiums, ,lurnboTrons and weight room;;. The only thing that hasn't chang"d is the 

salary for the athlete. who still gels tuition, room and board. 



As NCii.J\ officials and university pmsidents take a long look in the mirror in th<" wake of 

the Miami debacle. they need to consider their real goals. I've been an advocate of the 

Olympic model, vvhich wouldn't cm;t the ';chool'; an additional p<>nny. lJIIould allowing the 

famous few to cash in really affecl competitive balance? (I! wouldn't. Check the Rivals 

rankings. The wc,o;lthiest ;;chools already get th<> top recruits.) Or vvould it provkk a mcm> 

workilbl<" system that still allows athletes in less popular sports to gd a free education 

vvhile also allowing the ones who bring in the rea I money to get a piece of the pie? 

Because ilthe past week has taught us anything, it's that th<" cunenl model is 

irretrievably broken. The NCAA should be making commercials about Bauman, not 

fNcin>J Minnesota to thr<>aten his scholarship. But that's the problem with a bloated 

bureaucracy that exists to defend a concept that was flavved from the start. When the 

NCAA's rul<>s screw th<> .Joel Bauman;; ;;o the ,lohnny l\i1anziel;; can't >Jel what they 

already d<"serve, it's lime to find another way. 

To view Jo<"l aarnum video click lW.!:\1. 

htto:/\rVV'Nv.voutube corr./watch?feature~p~ayer embedded&v~un8POpg5N!E 

And)l Staples writes for Sf con;. Tl;is articte h"'Js beer: reprinted vvith the pennfssion of the 

author. 



Dear College Presidents: Break The NCAA's Vise Grip On 
Athletes 

The great social quest in American sport is to have one prominent, active. gay male 

athld" step forvvard and identify himself 

But I have a similar quest I seek one prominent college president to say to her trustees 

or to the other presidents in his conference: "Th" ~JCAA is a ;;ham and di,;grac". l.d's 

gd out of it" 

VVe know those presidents who disdain the NCAA am out there, but, alas. non<" dare 

speak the words that will break the evil spelL 

Never has th<" NCi\A b'"'"n h<"ld in such scorn, regularly revealed as a hypocriticaL 

bumbling vestige of a time when its so~called student~athletes were known quaintly as 

"ldtermen" and the most notorious activity on campus 'Na'; panty raids. Innocent America 

then bought into the NCAi\ justification ol arnatewism but that giddy concept has come 

to be wkkly rejected- student~athldes aw really suckeH~thiE>tes- and without public 

trust in amateurism. the ~JC)\1\ is a rickety structure that cannot stand. 

Basically, the NC.AA has only two functions: to put on charnpion;;hip tournament;;: and to 

'"nlorce its own crazy .. quilt rul<"s. Sure, everybody likes championships. but colleges 

could outsource them to all sorts of other organizations. American Idol could run sports 

championshiP';, I'm ;;uw: ;;o could Antiques Roadshow. And "ach athldic division, each 

conference should make specific rules best for itself. 

As forth<" organization's picayune mles. consider only on<" mcent application of NCAA 

law: A well~rounded young wrestler at the University of Minnesota named Joel Bauman 

al;;o records inspirational ;;ong,;. But even though his musical activities ha1w nothing 

whalso<"ver to do with sports ...... and, ol course. there's no money in college wrestling. 

and it's even being bumped out of the Olympics- Minnesota has told Bauman that to be 

compliant with the ~JCJ\i\ he must c<"ase being publicly identified with his motivational 

music or lose his scholarship. 

So. principled. he quit wrestling. Your NCAi\ at work. helping our sucker-athletes. 

The alumni of at lem;t one college, Amherst. have opened a wd;;;it" s"eking ;;upport to 

gd th<"ir pmsidenllo lake flrnhersl out of the HCIV\. More loreboding. a lawsuit brought 

by former athldE>5- which ""ek;; damages from the NCAA fN commercially exploiting 

their youth lui amateur images in perpetuity ...... is one step closN to a jury trial next 

spring. 

A couple of weeks ago, in a U.S. Dislri<:l Court, the NCAi\ lost, lor the third time, an 

attempt to get the lawsuit dismissed. And given that this case is class~action and 

antitn.1"t, which trebles damages, the NCAA could literally b<> liable for billions of dollar;;. 

vvhich would, presumably. bankrupt it 

Frank Deford currently writes for-and speaks/appears on-National Public .M!adio. This 

commentary has been posted on Clips with the permission of Mr Deford. 

Frank Deford has had a 50~ year tenure at Sports 1!/ustrated, where he now holds the title 

or Senior Conlribuiing v'\iriter. 1-!e has vvritten ·ta books, nme of them notrefs. A nwm!Jer of 

the National Association of Sportscasters and Sportswriters Hall of Fame, Deford was six 

fitnes t/ofed Sportsvvriter of the Year b.v the n1en;bers of that organizi'.dion, i'Jnd V/as tvlice 

votea Magazine Wriir,>r of the Yr,>ar by the Washington Journalism Nr,nriew. Mr. Deford is 

also a "Friend of Clips," having met the Clips Editor !Jack in the early. formative years 



(2005) wfwn he spok&·····eioquently and forcefully--··· ill W1iliams College in the lmcolic 

Berkshire mountains it? nodh-vvest lt.,1assachusetts. 

t .... t:.G~lt our \~',,eb:;:tf:: CdlegeAthletk::sCiips.e::om q~Gvides e:<:::-c::Jtive Sl;f':'lrr:ari::-~< of th::- D~J;;inns~< of 

college spc:ts ~.vith va:ue-ac:ded ::::ommer.ta.ry. /\lso ~eat.J:-ec: are exclusive Clips Gm:."st Commf..l'ntaries: 

Clips Best Quot>P.s, Clips Arddv>P.s a~1·::: Th>P. C!!ps Left Column. \/W.: alsG is:;un the ::-c:lndic, t:wught

p:c/,/Oklr.g, mtorrnat1onal ar:d cc:cas1onaJy hur:1orous Clips "i':f'lASHes (l:~e this one) \.r'ihlc1 am a;.va.rd

'ND!thy E:-:tPrnf; H:;~t ra:l~l~~ fil:'" ;H:d 'NidP to dnlvE: ir:t.:) thE! pp:·:p?w:-y il:·v:: ~;oft l;:'"i>::!E::·t)~~::y >:)f >:)Uf r:lOdE!r!"': .:::ay 

;;port:;/f:de::airm:::-r:i c::J:tum tG defi!~f: th::- esser:ce of he pas:;io:1 cmd c::r.mtiD!~ ;;o :J~l:ql:::- :o o:;ollngn 

a:hlet1cs. Cthe1· Cl,ps ot,bcuo0. el-r<,iled gems '"elude Clips Eyewitnes~ R0ports. Clips eSURIJEYs, 

C!ips ReaHgmn~mt G1mph!cs, (wn'rp on \/c:::s1D:1 H3 il~id U)ur:kiO). E!t.:~. 
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Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Clips eFlash: NJ gambling quest bumps into NCAA ban 

:x e Newsletter 

Dear Vince, 
Greetings from Clips. Hope you are well. 
By no means is New Jersey in the center of the college athletics universe. Yeah, Rutgers is 
headed to the Big Ten. Yeah, Princeton is regularly competitive in the Ivy League. Yeah, Seton 
Hall plays in the soon-to-be-renamed Big East. Yeah, occm;ionally there have been late round 
Dl men's basketball games hosted in New Jersey. And, oh yeah, this year the D3 Montclair 
State women [l s basketball team is 29-and-oh, and on a roll, thank you. 
Montclair State University is a rapidly-growing school in north Jersey (38 miles distant from the 
Clips MotherShip) that has grown to over 15,000 students in the past few years. And now, 
due to the prowess of its women D s basketball team, Montclair State seems to be in the 
crosshairs of the Indy enforcers. 
For those of you who have missed the unfolding battle these past few months, the state ofNew 
Jersey (led by the outspoken Gov. Chris Christy) has been battling with federal authorities to 
add legalized sport~ gambling to its already robust[] but declining D casino industry. The 
governor D s attitude is, basically, if Las Vegas can have it, then why not us? 

Well. here comes another Clips bi-pmtisan, both sides of the story analysis .... 
HereDs the ban legalized sports gambling side: Why should legalized sports betting 
be prohibited? Let us count the ways. Gambling is a vice. it is addictive and it gets 
people in trouble. And. most relevant to sports. gan1bling (legalized or not). sometimes 
leads to an erosion of the integrity of the games. Black Sox World Series scandal, 
ga!lle- fixing at NY City colleges in the 50s, m1d ga!lle- fixing in European soccer 
happening~ now. etc. All the pro leagues and the NCAA are opposed to legalized 
sports gambling. 
HereDs the allow legalized sports gambling side: Why should legalized sports 
betting be allowed? Let us count the ways. lllegal spmts gambling is a many many 
billions of dollars enterprise. lllegal gambling is already happening, it is growing and it is 
going untaxed and umegulated. Further, legalized sports gambling is already happening 
in Las Vegas and it should (in fairness) be allowed elsewhere. Tax revenues would be 
substantial, jobs would be created and legalization would help states and the feds make 
ends meet. Think tobacco, alcohol, etc. 

Take your pick. Ban the beast, or feed the beast. 

Here !J s the Clips quote cif" the day from Afontclair State AD Hally Gera: 



Have a good Tuesday. Have a good week. 

Nick Infante 
Clips Editor 

Follow Clips on Twitter: 
IN'<NW.twit!er.corn/@CollegeAthCiips 

See bottom for recent Clips postmgs about sports gambling and New JerseyDs legahoation efforts. 

A Little Too Late 

The NCAA sanctions against New Jersey over legalized sports betting have started to 
take effect. 

By Allie Grasgreen, Inside Higher Ed, 3-5-13 

A federal court last week threw out a New Jersey law that legalized sports betting last 
year, but not before college teams were adversely affected by the National Collegiate Athletic 
Association[Js crackdown on competition there. 
The NCAA joined the m~or professional sports associations in suing over the legislation, 
signed into law by New Jersey Gov. Chris Christie in January 2012, arguing that it was a threat 
to competitive integrity and (in the NCAADs case) athletes[] well-being. The U.S. government 
was also a party to the lawsuit, because a federal law prohibits spo1ts betting in all but four 
states. 
And in October, the NCAA announced that it would move five athletic championships that 
were scheduled to take place in New Jersey out of the state. NCAA officials said the law 
required the rescheduling in order for the association to honor its policies and beliefs. 
The NCAA temporarily lifted it~ ban with FridayDs news. but for some college teams in New 
Jersey, damage has already been done. 
The women[] s basketball team at Montclair Stale University, for instance, was not allowed to 
put in a bid to host the first round of games in the annual NCAA basketball tournament. So 
instead of the team with a 29-0 season record potentially playing toward the championship 
with home court advantage, as would normally be the case under NCAA guidelines, Montclair 
State had to travel to Pennsylvania for the tournanJentDs first round. (It still won.) 
DPmtofthe philosophy the NCAA has is trying to respect the integrity of the gmne and to not 
have it tainted by people being able to bet on it. I think everybody sort of looks at it as, this 
opens up the door for an opportunity for people to tly and manipulate the outcome, D said 
Holly Gera, athletic director at Montclair State. D\Vbether or not Division III women D s 
basketball would be a hot ticket to bet on. I donDt know. D 
Montclair State put in a bid to host the second round once the ban lifted, but DePauw 
University won out, so the team heads to Indiana on Friday to play Christopher Newport 
University. Jt[! s trying to continue its record streak of most consecutive victories in a season, 
best start and longest winning streak in Montclair State history. The team is a contender for the 
division[] s national title. 
Considering that Christie suggested Friday that the state would appeal the mling, it may be too 
soon for the NCAA to lift the ban permanently. (The NCAA did not return requests for 
comment.) The state contends that hundreds of millions of dollars are illegally wagered on 
sporting events every year, and that the law would not endanger the integrity of the spmts 
leagues. 
Although the NCAA says it issued the ban with the best interests of athletes in mind, the 
decree was disappointing for the seniors in fall and winter sports who were blindsided by it, 
said Michael W. Klein, executive director ofthe New Jersey Association of State Colleges 
and Universities. 
[JWhen you actually see it played out, you just feel bad for the student-athletes,[! Klein said. 



[l The great reward at our level, at Division III, is the home field advantage after a long season 
and playing well. [J 
Ramapo College, whose men!] s basketball tean1 was ranked tirst in its region, had to host 
tournament games at lower-quality facilities in New York, Klein said. The team at Stevens 
Institute of Technology did the same. In the fall season, Princeton University us field hockey 
team won the Division I national chan1pionship, but had to play five tournament games on the 
road. 
Meanwhile, other colleges that had earlier been chosen to host fall sport championships-
Montclair State, Rider University and the College ofNew Jersey among them-- couldnDt. 
Along with losing home-court advantage, these New Jersey institutions were also denied the 
visitors and exposure that come with hosting championships. As well as. of course, the 
adrenaline msh and momentum that can come from playing in fmnt of your own fans. 
[J You love to have a home game, because more people are able to make it. I !]m not sure how 
many folks are going to be able to come out to Indiana, [l Gera said. (The drive from campus 
to campus is about 12 hours.) But, she added, the women[ls basketball team is still [lrarinLJ 
and ready to go.!] 
One New Jersey Star-LedgercolumnistwasnDtasforgiving. 
D The association, in the eyes of many. is broken and beyond fixing, D Steve Politi wrote. 
D But, when it comes to cmshing the dreams of athletes who have done nothing wmng, it D s 
still the best. D 
Allie Grasgreen writes for Inside Higher Ed This article has been reprinted on Clips 
with the permission of Inside Higher Ed 

Further reading: 
"Despite benefits. NCAA claims gambling hurts sports' integrity" Frank Deford, NPR 
"Betting against a gambling ban" Clips executive summary 
"Brief calls NJ law blatant violation" ESPN.com mticle 

Clips Sequestration Statement: 

We have checked and double-checked with federal authorities regarding projected 
sequestration effects as related to our abilities to deliver Clips services to our readers in 
the next couple of months, an dO while nothing is certain[] the list qf possible 
ramifications include increased travel expenses (thereby qffecting Clips Road Trips, 
Clipslnterviews and Clips Eyewitness Reports) and some hazily defined Dnew 
technology[] and Donline information[] taxes. Clips readers should know that we will 
eat any short-term increased costs of doing business, hut we will continue to monitor the 
spending/revenue jousting to see how it rif.fects our ability to deliver Clips fare to you. In 
the meantime, some of our AD and conference commissioner solo subscribers out there 
6'ou know who you are) could greatly aid the threatened fiscal situation by upgrading to 
group subscriptions. We currentZv have 86ADs and 14 conference commissioners with 
group subscriptions (all very handsomely discounted), and there is plenty of room for 
more. (I continue to have no shame in soliciting subscription purchases). 

TO COMMENT ON THIS eFLASH: nick@collegealhlelicsclips.com 

TO ACCESS THE CLIPS WEBSITE: www.collegeathleticsclips.com 

Clips eFLASHes are items of particular interest that are either time-sensitive or of appeal to only a 
portion of Clips' sage & savvy subscriber base. eFLASHes are emailed directly to specially selected 
Clips subscribers. This particular legalized gambling eFLASH has been sent to all Clips subscribers. 
plus Holly 

About our website: Co//egeAthleticsC/ips.com provides executive summaries of college athletics news 
and issues with value-added commentary Also featured are exclusive Clips Guest Commentaries, Clips 
Best Quotes. Clips Archives and The Clips Left Column. We also issue the eclectic, thought-provoking. 
informational and occasionally humorous Clips eFLASHes (like the one above}, which are award-worthy 
e-items that range far and wide to delve into the periphery and soft underbelly of our modern day 
sports/entertainment culture to define the essence of the passion and emotion so unique to college 
athletics. 

*To be removed from thjs majling list or change the email format please use the links below: 

Change your subscription 
Unsubscribe 

r··_;;-_ .................................................................................................................................................................................................................. 1 
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To: 

Sub jed: 

College Athletics Clips <nick@collegeathleticsclips.com> 

Thursday, March 7. 2013 1:08PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Clips Weekly Update 3-7-13 

:x e Newsletter 

Dear Vince. 

Greetings from the Clips MotherS hip. Hope you are well. 
Your eyes are not deceiving you. It is Thursdav, and the header above says DClips Weekly 
Update. [J Sundav (at midnight ET), of course, is the normal send-out of the LJWeekly 
Update, [J but in the next week we will be doing things differently. 

Here they are: 

• This will be the last Clips (bulk) email you will receive until Friday, March 15. Some of 
you might receive individual emails. 

• Clips is moving to a new email host, so I may not have email capabilities (in or out) until 
mid next week. If anyone needs to email me, please use the following address: 
collegeathleticsclips(wgmail.com 

• The Clips Editor will not be tethered to the Clips MotherShip for the next 5-6 days. so 
no live telephone calls can be fielded. If anyone wants to reach me by cell: 
908.752.0024 

• As regards the Clips website: we will be posting maybe one new item a day for the next 
week. 

In the meantime, below are this week's selections of the best and most relevant info/stats about 
the business of college sports. 

Have a good Thursday/Friday. 

Nick Infante 
Clips Editor 

Follow Clips on Twitter: 
'i'.l!'!'i'Ll'i'Iltl.\iLQ.QD:~.@QgJJ.\!9.\iNtJ.QH!?.§ 

~USA Today: D1-A ADs average over $500,000 in pay s'."'"''v ,,,~ <\D 

il!#'!•i#l;l§:!l#l Ranking the 10 most powerful people in college sports c;ere '" "' 
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Sent: 

To: 

Sub jed: 

College Athletics Clips <nick@collegeathleticsclips.com> 

Monday. March 18,2013 12:27 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Clips Weekly Update 3-18-13 

:x e Newsletter 

Dear Vince. 

Greetings from the MotherS hip. Hope you are well. 
After a !-week hiatus, hereDs the Monday morning Clips Weeldy Update. Since we la~t sent 
out a bulk email (like this one), we have juggled and tweaked aud tested and retweaked to set 
up a new email host. Easier said than done. 
The highlights of my week were going into New York twice, once for the Big East men LJ s 
tournament and once for the A-10 men[Js basketball toumau1ent. This resulted in a first ever 
Clips D Roundball MuseD in which I painstakingly describe my rationale for identifYing 
N mtheastemers as D children of a rounder ball. D 
Have a good Monday. Have a good week. 

Nick Infante 
Clips Editor 

Follow Clips on Twitter: 
W\IV"<N.twi!ler.corni@CollegeAthCiips 

You must be logged in with your username and password to view the 
articles (below) on the website. Ifyou are not logged in you will get a 
blank white screen. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Sub jed: 

College Athletics Clips <nick@collegeathleticsclips.com> 

Tuesday, March 19.2013 6:46PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Clips eFlash: Will the Big Ten reclassify 1D D3? 

:x e Newsletter 

Dear Vince, 

Greetings from Clips. Hope you are well. 
This is the time of March Madness, and there is seemingly little else of note in college sports. 
Right? Wrong. 
March Madness notwithstanding, there is a lawsuit being litigated in a San Francisco federal 
court that could change almost everything about big-time Dl football and basketball. 
Commonly referred to as the !] 0 [J Bannon lawsuit, !] the suit has been brought by a smart, 
deep-pocketed law fim1. Despite their best efforts, the primo NCAA legal team has tailed to 
get the case dismissed. 

The litigation is winding into its fourth year, and it seems to be dawning on those with the most 
to lose (Big Five conferences and their member schools) that a deal should be made. 
Otherwise, the financial implications could be dire for the big schools. As much as half (but 
more likely a quarter) of all football/basketball revenues could be channeled to student
athletes, or whatever theyDd be called in the future. 
The realization of that breath-taking downside (making do with billions less per year) stirred 
Big Ten Commissioner Jim Delany to lay out a doomsday scenario a few days ago in which he 
suggested that Big Ten schools would de-emphasize football and basketball into an Ivy League 
or D3 status rather than live with such draconian revenue- sharing. 
People fan1iliar with Jim Delany are aware that he always kuows exactly what he D s doing. The 
bluster described below in articles from SI.com D sAndy Staples and Outkick the Coverage D s 
Clay Travis might sound like they are the utterances of somebody who has lost his cool. But 
Delany never really loses his cool. Not real~v. 
Even though it is now officially March Madness, I strongly recommend that you read these 
articles below to bring you up to speed with the potentially huge ramifications of this comt 
battle. 
Have a good Tuesday. 

Nick In±ante 
Clips Editor 

Follow Clips on Twitter: 
vw,w.twitter.com/@CollegeAthCiips 

Delany: Big Ten could de-emphasize athletics if O'Bannon 
plaintiffs win 
By Andy Staples, SI. com, 3-19-13 

Ohio State versus Mount Union in a regular-season football game? Wisconsin 
against Wisconsin-Whitewater in a regular-season basketball game? 
This isn't an outreach pmgram between Big Ten schools and their Division III neighbors. It's 
one possible future Big Ten commissioner Jim Delany envisions if the plaintiffs prevail in Ed 
O'Bannon vs. the NCAA. In a declaration filed last week in federal court in support of the 
NCAA's motion against class certification, Delany threatened that any outcome that results in 
athletes getting a piece of the schools' television revenue could force the schools of the Big Ten 
to de-emphasize athletics as the Ivy League's schools did decades ago. 

" ... it has been my longstanding belief that The Big Ten's schools would.fiJrgo the 
revenues in those circumstances and instead take steps to downsize the scope, 
breadth and activity of their athletic programs, "Delany wrote. '~<:Jeveral 

alternatives to a 'pay for play' model exist, such as the Division 111 model, which 
does not offer any athletics-based grants-in-aid, and, among others, a need-based 
financial model. These alternatives would, in my view, be more consistent with 



The Big Ten's philosophy that the educational and lifetime economic benefits 
associated with a university education are the appropriate quid pro quo for its 
student athletes. " 

Access Delany [l s full declaration here 

In an interview Monday, Delany told SI.com that much ofthe wording in his declaration came 
from an op-ed he wrote for the NCAA News in 1996. He believes now as he believed then: A 
pay-for-play model involving contracts and individual negotiations with players would not 
interestthe schools of the Big Ten. 
"It's not that we want to go Division III or go to need-based aid," Delany said. "It's simply that 
in the plaintiffs hypothetical -- and if a court decided that Title IX is out and players must be 
paid-- I don't think we'd participate in that. I think we'd choose another option .... If that's the 
law of the land, if you have to do that, I don't think we would." 
The "plaintifrs hyp.)thetical" is represented in a paper written lm,t year by Stanford economics 
professor Roger Noll at the behest of the plaintiffs that suggests players should receive 50 
percent of television revenue. (The money, according to the plaintitis' plan, would be placed 
into a tlust and given to the players upon graduation.) Given the values ofthe contracts recently 
signed by several conferences, thafs half of billions of dollars. Sound high? Of course it is. But 
the plaintiffs consider this the start of a negotiation for a settlement that could become a fait 
accompli if Judge Claudia Wilken certifies the class in June. They wmte down 50 percent on a 
slip of paper and slid it across the table; Delany and his colleagues wrote down zero percent 
and slid the paper back to the plaintiffs. The cost of a settlement now would probably be 
relatively low. If the NCAA and schools lose their gamble and the class gets certified in June, 
that cost will rise significantly because cla~s certification makes quite real the specter of a 
courtroom loss that would financially destroy the NCAA. 
Delany insists that this is only his belief and that he has not polled his presidents, but he seems 
confident that if conferences began negotiating witl1 players and schools began paying one type 
of player more than another, the Big Ten's schools would not participate. "If that were to 
happen I think our presidents, our faculties and our boards of tmstees would just opt out," 
Delany said. "I don't know what the opt-out means, whether tlmfs Division III or another 
model." 
If tl1e Big Ten schools dmpped athletic scholarships and moved to Division III or into the non
scholarship FCS realm occupied by the schools ofthe Ivy and Pioneer leagues, it would inject 
some intellectual honesty into this debate. Schools and leagues say they want to mn amateur 
spmts that enrich the collegiate experience, but then they mn football and men's basketball like 
professional sports. This would mean a group of 14 schools leaving millions of dollars on the 
table to run true amateur athletic programs that exist only to enhance the university experience 
of their students. 
If this happened, I would stand and applaud. Finally, someone would be putting higher 
education ahead of high finance. But the actions of the Big Ten's presidents in the past few 
years make it difficult to believe they would follow the example of the Ivy League schools and 
Big Ten founding member the University of Chicago, which de-emphasized sports in the 
1940s. 
Five months ago, the presidents of the Big Ten schools voted to poach Maryland from the 
ACC and Rutgers from the Big East. They did not do this because the football or men's 
basketball teams at Maryland and Rutgers offer a terrible amount of value to a wealthy league 
already chock full of brand names. The value to the Big Ten lies in the location ofthose 
schools, which sit in heavily populated metropolitan areas. That means those areas boast more 
cable subscribers who, Big Ten leaders hope, will soon have to pay more than $1 a month to 
their cable or satellite provider for the Big Ten Network-- whether tl1ey actually want that 
programming or not. Assuming the millions of subscribers who now find themselves in tl1e Big 
Ten ti.10tprint are charged that fee, it will result in a massive financial windfall for the 
conference. 
Delany said the additions of Maryland and Rutgers came in response to a changing landscape. 
"We're all in competition with each other-- as the SEC comes into Missouri and Texas and as 
the ACC comes into New York and Pennsylvania," Delany said. Butififs not about money, 
why does that matter? Delany also disagreed with my oft-repeated assertion that the Big Ten 
changed the revenue model for m'\ior college sports when it launched the Big Ten Network. 
Delany counters that the league took control and assumed half the financial risk -- Fox has the 
other half-- because ESPN' s stranglehold on college content allowed that network to lowball 
leagues. "We simply wouldn't deal witl1 a company that simply wouldn't pay us what we 
thought we were worth," Delany said. Football stars whose jerseys get sold in the school 
bookstore might say the same tl1ing about the organizations that insist they are no more 
valuable than the setter on the volleyball team. The difference is they don't have the financial 
clout to stmt their own league. They can, however, put the squeeze on the people contmlling 
the money now. 
Presidents who will vote to attack other leagues to increase revenue seem highly unlikely to 
turn down millions of dollars and nationwide television exposure tor the sake of a principle to 
which they've never actually adhered in practice. This is what makes the opt-out scenario 
difficult to believe. What makes it somewhat believable? The very real possibility that to 
comply with Title IX in a pay-for-play scenario, departments may have to cut sports, which 



means they have to cut scholarships, which means actual educational opportunities would be 
lost. Of course, there is a solution that would work fiJr both parties, but the leaders in college 
athletics want no part of it. 
Delany isn't alone in joining the NCAA in it~ fight against the O'Bannon plaintifis, who originally 
sought payment for the NCAA and schools' use of the likenesses of former players for 
commercial reasons but have since expanded the case to seek a piece of television revenue for 
current and former athletes. Pac-12 commissioner Larry Scott, SEC executive associate 
commissioner Mark Womack, Big 12 commissioner Bob Bowlsby, Texas athletic directors 
DeLoss Dodds and Chris Plonsky, Wake Forest president Nathan Hatch and a host of others 
also filed declarations. Some were more forceful than others. 

The Texa~ ADs said the school had "no interest" in a pay-for-play plan, but the Joneses 
stopped short of threatening to de-emphasize sports. Fresno Stale president John Welty 
appeared to use the same legalese template as the Texas duo, repealing passages word for 
word. It's unclear who came up with the language first, but someone plagiarized someone. (At 
most of these schools, such plagiarism would result in a failing grade. It's apparently OK in 
federal court filings.) Welty's declaration did di±Ier from the Texas duo's in one way: It 
suggested Fresno State might have to eliminate football to save the rest of its sports. This is 
probably not a bluff. But Fresno State probably wouldn't have to do that if it didn't attempt to 
cast its lot with Alabama, Michigan and the rest of schools in a much higher income bracket. 
Wake Forest's Hatch also threatened a move out of the FBS, which probably wouldn't register 
a blip of resistance outside the school's own fan base. 
To access declarations click on the names below: 
Bowlsby 
Dodds!Plonsky 
Hatch 
Scott 
Welty 
Womack 
If Michigan, Ohio State, Penn State, Nebraska and the rest of the Big Ten suddenly downsized 
athletics, though, it would profoundly change college athletics by ticking off some massive 
alumni bases and by sending more revenue to the SEC, Big 12 and Pac-12 if they didn't follow 
suit. Would Urban Meyer still coach football at Ohio State if he saw his salary cut and lost the 
ability to offer scholarships to the best players'7 Would Tom Izzo still want to coach basketball 
at Michigan State if Central Michigan could offer recmits a more attractive financial package? 
Probably not. 

Would the schools of the Big Ten continue to be elite institutions of higher learning without big
time sports? Absolutely. The Ivy League schools once ruled college football. Then they de
emphasized athletics. The move didn't hurl them at all from an academic or reputation 
standpoint. It didn't hurt major college football, either. The spo1t rolled menily along without 
them. Just like the Ivy League schools, the Big Ten schools don't need major college football, 
and major college football doesn't need them. De-emphasizing athletics would be an awfully 
noble move by the schools of the Big Ten, but their actions suggest they don't have the guts to 
take that drastic a step. 
Remember, Delany said his opinion hasn't changed since he wrote that op-ed in 1996. What 
has changed? The money. According to a 1995 court filing, the Big Ten distributed $43.5 
million to !!member schools in 1994. In 2012. the Big Ten distributed $284 million to 12 
schools. That's a 600-percent increase in revenue per school. In November, SI's Pete Thamel 
reported that Big Ten ofticials presented Maryland with a projection stating each of the 
league's schools would receive $43 million from the league in 2017 atler the Big Ten signs its 
next media rights deal. That would be a l ,088-percent increase over the per- school take in 
1994. Delany counters that tuition costs have risen in the neighborhood of 300 percent and Big 
Ten schools are giving scholarships to 50 percent more athletes. Still, the math favors the 
league and not the athletes in the two sports that make all that money. 
The money has gone somewhere. It has gone into fancier stadiums and into the pockets of 
football coaches, basketball coaches, athletic directors and conference officials. It also has 
gone into scholarships for more athletes-- specifically more female athletes. I can't blame 
anyone for a second for wanting to protect their personal revenue stream -- and it's certainly a 
worthy goal to protect scholarship opportunities-- but they can't be surprised someone finally 
ran the numbers and realized there is a substantial payday awaiting the attorneys who motivate 
the labor force to ask for a larger share of the pie. When a sport becomes a multibillion-dollar 
business, someone has to be Curl Flood, and someone will want to represent that guy. 
So now they'll dance in briefs and motions. So far, Delany has made the most dramatic 
statement with a hint that some of the nation's most iconic programs may de- emphasize 
atl1letics ifthe plaintiffs prevail. This may simply be gamesmanship. Write a doomsday scenario, 
hope someone like me finds it and distributes it and sit back and watch as panicked fans of Big 
Ten schools tum their vitriol on plaintiffs, who currently enjoy a favorable public opinion. But 
Monday, Delany sounded as if he really means it. "It's not a bluff," Delany said. "It's a 
statement of belief. I think that's what would happen. I do not believe that the hypothetical case 
being put forth -- if it actually became the case -- that Big Ten institutions would engage in 



that." 
Bear in mind that Delany also said in Decem her 2011 that he doubted Big Ten schools would 
agree to take part in any kind of football playoff In June 2012, the Big Ten agreed to 
participate in a football playoff But just in case Delany is correct, savor watching some 
excellent Big Ten basketball programs these next few weeks in the NCAA tournament. The 
Division III tournament might he a bit more difficult to find on your cable box. 
Andy Staples writes for Sf. com. 11zis article has been reprinted by College Athletics Clips 
with the authorDs pennission. 
To access the Staples article in its original setting click here 

Jim Delany, Grumpy Old Man, Threatens to Make Big Ten D3 
By Clay Travis, Outkick the Coverage, 3-19-13 
Every few months Jim Delany, in his role as collegiate athletics most grumpy old man, 

picks up the baseball that the little kids have knocked over his fence, brings it next door, and 
lectures the kids on the need for them to play more carefully. 
This is that month. 
SI.com's Andy Staples included Jim Delany's declaration in support of the NCAA in the 
Electronic A1ts player lawsuit that could bankmpt the NCAA. You can read that declaration 
here. In pertinent part Delany argues that if the players are certified as a class-action group and 
go on to win their lawsuit-- as a practical matter the NCAA would try and settle as soon as 
the case was certified-- that the Big Ten would leave behind the present intercollegiate model 
in favor of one more akin to Division 3 sports. In case you're not aware, D3 sports do not 
provide scholarships for their athletes. 
Yes, Jim Delany really said the Big Ten would slop giving scholarships if the American court 
system mled that the NCAA had violated American law. (SEC football fans immediately 
responded, "The Big Ten gives out scholarships?") 
It's truly an amazing position, the conference commissioner equivalent ofthreatening to take 
your ball and go home after you struck out swinging in a game of wifile ball when you were six 
years old. 
Newsflash. if the NCAA loses this lawsuit it's because the NCAA's position violated the law 
for decades. This would mean the NCAA was in the wrong the entire time, that the universities 
had been unfairly taking advantage of powerless and poor athletes. Delany's response to this 
ruling? To finding out that his preferred world view, making gobs of money ofi"lhe sweat equity 
of the unpaid? 
If athletic indentured servitude is impem1issible, I don't want to he involved in the games at all. 
Think about how Cf""dZY this position is. Jim Delany has done the impossible, he's actually come 
up with the worst argument in the history of collegiate athletics. 
It's an absurd illogical, and completely untenable position for many reasons, but let's count the 
ways that the Big Ten as a D3 league would be absurd: 
1. The Big Ten has billions of dollars in existing contracts predicated on being 
involved in major college athletics. 
Those contracts are with television partners, coaches, constmction companies building new 
stadiums, memher universities. and countless corporations across the country. 
Under what grounds, pray tell, could the Big Ten join D3 without facing billions of dollars in 
legal liability over the plummeting value ofD3 Big Ten athletics? Put simply, there are no 
grounds. 
The Big Ten would face billions of dollars in lawsuits. would suddenly lack the ability to pay off 
substantial construction upgrades with existing revenue streams, and would be breaching all 
agreements by deciding to go D3. 
Now, I suppose the Big Ten could slowly unravel existing contracts and not renew all ofthem 
as tl1ey ended, but do you really think that a decade long decline to D3 status is really feasible? 
Of course it isn't. 
Delany might as well have said that the Big Ten will all move to Canada if the NCAA loses this 
lawsuit. It's evmy bit as feasible. 
Yep, Jim Delany has made the most ridiculous argument in the history of college athletics. 
\Vruch is saying something. 
2. Maryland and Rutgers haven't even joined the Big Ten yet. 
You think you're mad at Jim Delany? 
Maryland is heing sued for $52 million dollars for leaving the ACC to join the Big Ten. What if 
Maryland paid $52 million to join the Big Ten just as the league announced it was going D3? 
Would Maryland be able to rejoin the ACC? Would the ACC kick Louisville back out in 
favor of Maryland? Could Louisville rejoin the Big East? 
Plainly, all of this is absurd. 
Maryland by itself would have hundreds of millions of dollars in legal claims against the Big 
Ten. 
Although it would be the most Rutgers move ever for tl1e school to join the Big Ten just in time 
for the conference to go D3. 
3. Urban Meyer would personally strangle Jim Delany to death before this could 
happen. 
Can you imagine what Urban Meyer's reaction was when news broke that his conference 
commissioner was saying the league might go D3? All Urban Meyer cares alxmt is recmiting 



right now. That's it. The kinder, gentler Urban Meyer that's supposed to exi't in Buckeye 
Country? 
That kindler, gentler Meyer would hold Delany by his ankles outside an open window above a 
busy street until Delany relented to his worldview. 
4. You thought the Big Ten had speed issues before'? 
Wait until every D3 running back is white. 
Call me crazy, but I'm guessing Oberlin's wideouts don't take the top o±I the defense too often. 
5. Can you imagine the Big Ten alumni reactions'? 
I really think Jim Delany's house would be burned down and he'd be tarred a feathered like a 
loyalist during the Revolutionary War. 
Alumni would riot. 
\Vbo funds just about evel)thing on campus these days? The alumni. So it's generally not that 
smart to make them angry. 
6. How crazy is .Jim Delany's D3 proposal'? 
Even Texas athletic director DeLoss Dodds is thinking, "Boy, he really needs to think before 
he speaks sometimes." 
7. The case will settle. 
If the class-action is certified, which l think it will be, then this case, already pending for four 
years now, will probably settle. The NCAA won't risk bankmptcy and the plaintiffs lav.yers 
will want to lock in a payday for the enormous expense in legal fees they've fronted over the 
past several years. 
The settlement will be massive, but the NCAA has a ton of money. 
Delany's declaration makes it seem like the 
8. Penn State covered up child rape to keep a popular football coach in power. 
What would Penn State do if you threatened to tum their fi.10tball team into a D3 program? 
I don't think Jim Delany wants to find out. 
9. The presidents of the Big Ten schools don't have the power they think they do. 
Even if they all agreed to adopt a D3 model-- which I don't believe they'd ever do-- the big 
donors control the purse strings of universities. And what fuels big donor contributions more 
than anything? Athletics. How quicldy do you think top donors would stop their donations to 
the university ifthe Big Ten schools really attempted this move? 
Immediately. 
\Vbich would end all discussions of the Big Ten going D3. 
We all serve at the beck and call of those with money, but that's especially the case if you're a 
non-profit educational institution that's receiving less and less state money every year. Major 
administrators at big universities are really just glorified fundraisers. 
10. In case you haven't noticed, Jim Delany often makes comments that have no basis 
in reality. 
Remember when the Big Ten wouldn't support a playoff? And wouldn't be expanding? 
How did both of those situations work out? 
Yep, thought so. 
Ultimately, Jim Delany's D3 threat is the most ridiculous argument he's ever made. 
Which is really saying something. Give Delany credit for at least one thing -- he's just advanced 
the most ridiculous argument in the history of college athletics. 

Clay Travis writes for Outkick the Coverage. This article has been reprinted by College 
Athletics Clips with the author us pennission. 

The NCAADs Current Legal Argument in ODBannon 
ByJolmlnfante, Bylaw Blog, 3-19-13 
Last week the NCAA made its second major attempt to quash the class-action lawsuit 
headlined by Ed 0 OBannon regarding student-athlete likenesses and their use in video games 
and game broadca~ts. Along the way the plaintiffs have won a number of victories, but no 
more important than defeating the NCAADs motion to strike new claims from the case. Now 
the NCAA is opposing the heart of the matter: certification of the class. 
A little background is in order. The 0 LIBannon plaintiffs originally focused on the use of 
current and former student-athlete likenesses in video games. Lm;l year, the plaintiffs amended 
their complaint and raised an issue of a different magnitude: use of student-athlete likenesses in 
game broadcasts. This would attack not video game revenue, with a relative pittance for the 
NCAA and schools, but television revenue, the lifeblood of the NCAA, conferences, and 
many schools. The NCAA filed a motion to strike, essentially saying it was a bait-and-switch. 
The judge did not agree, so the NCAA has filed its motion against certification of the class. 
The NCAA D s argument against certification of the class is multi- faceted, but comes down to 
one central issue: that there are no enough issues common to all class members. In class action 
litigation, there must be enough issues common to all members of the class and all members of 
the class must be entitled to roughly equal damages. Otherwise, the claims must be litigated 
separately. 
The NCAA relies heavily on its victory in a case regarding scholarship limits. Walk-on football 
players filed a class action against the NCAA arguing that in the absence of the 85 scholarship 



limit, they would have received full athletic scholarships. The court in that case refused to 
certifY the class, because each player would have to prove individually that he would have 
received a football scholarship. 
In addition, damages were not equal across the entire class. Schools would not award an 
infinite number of scholarships in the absence ofNCAA limits, so each athlete who could 
prove he would have gotten a scholarship means some other athlete would not have not gotten 
one. These con±1icts within the proposed class helped keep the class from being certified which 
ultimately ended the case. 
In the ODBannon case. the NCAA uses the same two theories to attack the work of Roger 
Noll, an expert economist on the plaintiff[] s side. According to the NCAA, Noll argues that in 
the absence ofNCAA amateurism mles, student-athletes would have sold their broadcast 
rights a~ a group license. with every student-athlete on the team being paid the same amount. 
The NCAA jumped on some of the admittedly more absurd outcomes under such a scheme, 
like how a walk-on basketball player at Stanford would have made over $300,000 selling his 
broadcast rights, but Andrew Luck would have made about $40,000. This, the NCAA claims, 
illustrates the lack of common issues amongst the class and the conflicts within it. Because 
athletes would not agree to such a system in the free market, each athlete must prove what his 
broadcast rights are worth. Each athlete who proves he deserves a bigger portion of TV 
revenue reduces how much the rest of class has to fight over. 
TheN CAA also raises a number of defenses to the claim that athletes have broadcast rights to 
sell in the first place. The NCAA points to the First Amendment copyright law. and some state 
laws to argue that athletes do not have a publicity right they can sell in spmts broadcasts. The 
state laws would be especially problematic for the plaintiffs as they raise a major issue that 
cmmot have a common answer for the entire class. 
The oddest thing about the NCAA [Js filing opposing certification of the class is that it does not 
really explain why the NCAA is not liable at all. Instead what it does is explain why each 
athlete should have to file a separate lawsuit. But in doing so, the NCAA is required to 
blueprint how it could be picked to death by hundreds or thousands of individual lawsuits over 
the next decade. 
The hearing on class certification is set ±or June of this year, with trial to commence in July 
2014. The moral of the stmy so far is that neither side has dealt a cmshing blow, and each 
believes it has a very strong hand to play in the coming months aud years. 
John Infante writes for the Bylaw Blog. This article has been reprinted by College 
Athletics Clips with the author us pem1ission. 
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To: 

Sub jed: 

College Athletics Clips <nick@collegeathleticsclips.com> 

Tuesday, March 19.2013 9:07PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Clips eFlash: The l st installment of March Madness tidbits 

:x e Newsletter 

Dear Vince, 

Greetings from Clips. Hope you are well. 

Yup, this is two Clips eF!ashes in one day, a new record. 
March Madness creates a lot more madness than selections, brackets and the games 
themselves. The Madness also gives all the various media entities the opportunity to be goofy, 
profound, wordy, whatever . 
The Clips Tmth Squad came across literally hundreds of rankings, maps, trivia, history, 
predictions, vignettes, profiles, chmts, graphs, graphics, probabilities, tendencies, etc. After 
checking them all out, we thought the following were the best ofthe bunch. 

Nick Infante 
Clips Editor 

Follow Clips on Twitter: 
IN"<Nw.twit!er.corn/@CollegeAthCiips 

USA Today: The odds of filling out a pe1fect bracket 
The odds of you filling out a perfect bracket this year are a staggering 1 in 9.2 quintillion. That's 
a nine with 18 zeroes or 9,223,372,036,854,775,808 if you're not into the whole rounding 
thing. 
How big is that? 
IJ That's one billion. 9.2 billion times. 
D It's 500,000 times more than our $17 trillion national debt. 

The Wall Street Journal Vegetable Bracket 
The WSJ employs a rigorous feedback process for expe1ts making NCAA tournament picks: 
Questionable choices will attract flying produce. 
The Clips Editor viewed these several times. They are hilarious. Click here to access 



USA Today: Ranking the NCAA tournament announcers from CBS 
and Turner 
13. Reggie Miller 
Last year, Miller was calling Syracuse's tournament opener. The Orange were struggling to 
stop UNC-Asheville, so he suggested Jim Boeheim switch to a man-to-man defense to adjust. 
To a team that plays exclusive zone defense, that's a little bit like suggesting they start playing 
soccer. Miller, like his other TNT brethren on this list, is an NBA guy who should stick with 
the pro game. Until he does, your mute button will get a workout. 
12. Charles Barkley 
Chuck is the best personality in spmts media and is still good for a laugh in his studio role 
during the tournament. But he's out of his element and he knows it. Worst of all, he knows we 
know it. It's fantm,tic when Inside the NBA makes fun of Barkley's unfamiliarity with some 
NBA players (watch the modem-day classic Who He Play For?) because he's supposed to 



know who they are. Vv'hen he doesn't know things about college basketball players, it doesn't 
work as well, since there's no expectation that he'd be up on a game he only covers for three 
weeks a year. Barkley's laid-back style fits in with the NBA and its low-key regular season 
audmulti-game playoff series. In the frenetic pace of the one-and-done toumament, he's a drag 
on the excitement 
11. Clark Kellogg 
CBS' featnred game analyst loves college basketball aud it shows. Perhaps too much. Vv'here 

Billy Packer, his predecessor, was too cranky, Kellogg can be too upbeat He also uses 20 
words when 10 will suffice. The made-up phrases and folksy metaphors make him sound like a 
mix between Don King aud Dan Rather. 
10. Kevin Harlan aud 9. Len Elmore 
They say a good game from a referee/umpire/official is when you don't realize they're there. 
This cau be applied to announcers too. Harlan and Elmore do a fine job calling games but 
never put themselves above them. Three's a crowd, however, and Reggie Miller's presence 

bumps them down on our list 
8. Marv Albert 
A few days ago, my wife was watching a rerun of Friends that featnred Brad Pitt as a guest 
star. He was funny, he was magnetic, he was handsome. In other words, he was Brad Pitt. 
Still, there was something that felt off. Brad Pitt doesn't belong on a sitcom. He's a movie star. 
That's the way I feel listening to Marv Albert call a college basketball game. 
7. Steve Kerr and 6. Kenny Smith 
Kerr and Smith do their homework aud ace the test, but you're constantly aware they've been 

crammmg. 
5. Ernie Johnson 
The host of the best studio show on television (Inside the NBA) doesn't lose much in the 
trausition to the college game. 
4. Jim Nantz 
We kid al:xmt his scripted lines at the end of the title game-- if Duke wins, how about: "the 
Blue Devils went down to Georgia and go home with a championship" -- but those can be 

indulged. Nantz calls a solid 40 minutes and stays out of the way of the action. His easy 
transition from the Super Bowl to the NCAA tournament to the Masters in a span of two 
months is one of the more impressive feats in sports broadcasting. 
3. Greg Anthony 
Eve~y year, the forn1er UNL V star gets more comfortable in his studio role and provides no
nonsense insight without any of the typical bloviating we're used to from other networks. 
Networks with four letters in their name. Networks that begin with au "E" and end with au "N." 
We're talking about ESPN. 

2. Greg Gumbel 
The smooth, unflappable Gumbel handles the studio shows with ease. His annual welcome on 
Thursday aftemoon is like getting the okay from your parents to run down the stairs on 
Christmas morning. 
1. Verne LundquistiBill Raftery (tie) 
And listening to Lundquist aud Raftery tip-off the tournament at 12:15 p.m. ET on Thursday 

(Michigau State vs. Valparaiso) is like opening all the gifts. This is the only aunouncing crew to 
actively seek out on your diaL 

Louisville Cardinals Lead The List Of College Basketball's Most 
Valuable Teams 
Chris Smith, Forbes, SportsA1oney, 3-18-13 

To access this article in its entirely click here 

1. Louisville Cardinals 
Current Value: $38.5 million 
Basketball Profit $24.6 million 
One- Year Change in Value: 7°/o? 
Conference: Big East(moving to ACC in 2014) 
2. Kansas Jayhawks 
Current Value: $32.9 million 
Basketball Profit $19.9 million 
One- Year Change in Value: 17% 
Conference: Big 12? 
3. North Carolina Tar Heels 
Current Value: $32.8 million 
Basketball Profit: $19.9 million 
One- Year Change in Value: 11 °;(, 
Conference: ACC? 
4. Kentncky Wildcats 
Current Value: $32.1 million 
Basketball Profit $19.9 million 
One- Year Change in Value: 31% 



Conference: SEC 
5. Ohio State Buckeyes 
Current Value: $23.1 million 
Baskethall Profit: $13.6 million 
One- Year Change in Value: -3% 
Conference: Big Ten 
6. Indiana Hoosiers 
Cmrent Value: $21.8 million 
Basketball Profit $14.4 million 
One- Year Change in Value: -6% 
Conference: Big Ten 
? 
7. Wisconsin Badgers 
Current Value: $19.8 million 
Basketball Profit $ll.5 million 
One- Year Change in Value: 15";(, 
Conference: Big Ten 
8. Arizona Wildcats 
Current Value: $19.5 million 
Basketball Profit: $12.4 million 
One- Year Change in Value: 6% 
Conference: Pac-12? 
9. Syracuse Orange 
C!ment Value: $19.2 million 
Basketball Profit: $11.7 million 
One- Year Change in Value: 8% 
Conference: Big East (moving to ACC next season) 
10. Michigan State Spartans 
Cmrent Value: $17.3 million 
Basketball Profit: $9.4 million 
One- Year Change in Value: 21% 
Conference: Big Ten? 
11. Duke Blue Devils 
Current Value: $17.1 million 
Basketball Profit: $9.8 million 
One- Year Change in Value: -31 %? 
Conference: ACC? 
12. Texas Longhorns 
Current Value: $16.8 million 
?Basketball Profit: $9.9 million 
One- Year Change in Value: 15'Yo 
Conference: Big 12 
13. Minnesota Golden Gophers 
Current Value: $16.3 million 
Basketball Profit: $11.1 million 
One- Year Change in Value: 15% 
Conference: Big Ten? 
14. Tennessee Volunteers 
Current Value: $15.5 million 
Basketball Profit: $8.8 million 
One- Year Change in Value: 22% 
Conference: SEC? 
15. UCLA Bmins 
Cmrent Value: $15.2 million 
Basketball Profit: $8.7 million 
One- Year Change in Value: -7°/o 
Conference: Pac-12 
16. Maryland Terrapins 
Current Value: $15.1 million 
Basketball Profit: $9.7 million 
One- Year Change in Value: -6% 
Conference: ACC (moving to Big Ten in 2014) 
17. Illinois Fighting Illini 
Current Value: $14.1 million 
Basketball Profit: $9.3 million 
One- Year Change in Value: -11% 
Conference: Big Ten 
18. Xavier Musketeers 
C!ment Value: $13.7 million 
'7Ba~ketball Profit $7.3 million 
One- Year Change in Value: 6% 



Conference: Atlantic 10? 
19. Kansas State Wildcats 
Current Value: $13.6 million 
Basketball Profit: $8.1 million 
One- Year Change in Value: N/A 
Conference: Big 12? 
20. North Carolina State Wolfpack 
Cmrent Value: $13.1 million 
Basketball Profit: $8.7 million 
One- Year Change in Value: N/A 
Conference: ACC 

Fair or not, rich schools make The Dance 
By Kristi Dash, ESPN, 3-19-13 
The debate over a college football playoff has often included a comparison to March 
Madness, which playoff proponents herald a~ a shirring example of fairness. Although the 
basketball tournament is indeed inclusive, taking at least one team fi-om evmy conference, a 
closer look at the finances and results of the tournament show that even in basketball it D s the 
big football schools that come out ahead. 
Last year, 72 percent of the $184.1 million distributed to conferences from the NCAA based 
on March Madness perfi.mnance went to the six conferences who are automatic qualifiers in 
the Bowl Championship Series. That means just 28 percent was split between the other 25 
conferences participating in the tournament. 
Of the sixAQ conferences, the Big East walked away with the most, pocketing $27.4 million. 
The SEC and Pac-12 made the least of the AQs at $16.2 million. 
The most money distributed to a conference that is not an AQ conference playing football at 
the highest collegiate level? The $7 million earned by the Atlantic 10. 
Tlris phenomenon isnDt relegated to the 2011-12 basketball season. For both the 2010-11 
and 2009-10 seasons, the AQ conferences took home 62 percent of the pie. 
Although March Madness storylines often focus on the DCinderella story, D the tournament 
rarely has that fairy- tale ending. Sure, Butler made it into the championslrip game in both 2010 
and20ll, but when was the last lime a team from outside the AQ football conferences won 
thetitle?UNLVin 1990. 
In the past 25 years, just five of the 50 teams in the championship game came from outside the 
AQ conferences: Butler, Memphis in 2008, Utah in 1998 and UNLV in 1990. 
There also seems to be a direct cmrelation between finances and making the big tournament. 
Louisville, the No. 1 seed, has both the lrighest revenue and the lrighest net revenue in the 
country for a basketball program. The Cardinals[] $42.4 million in basketball revenue in 2011-
12 was nearly twice as much as the nex1:-highest school, Syracuse. Of course, the Orange are 
also in the tournament. 
As it tums out, eight ofthe 10 top-eaming basketball programs from 2011-12 are in this 
yearD s tournament: Louisville, Syracuse, Duke, UNC, Arizona, Michigan State, Ohio State 
and Indiana. Only Kentucky and Texas missed the cut. 
Even more telling, nine of the top l 0 spending basketball programs made the tournamen~ with 
only Kentucky staying home: Duke, Louisville, Syracuse, Oklahoma State, Kansas, 
Georgetown, Marquette, Michigan State and Indiana. 
Despite the disparity of the results, the tournament does promote equality by awarding the 
same amount per ganJe played in the tournament, with the exception ofthe championship 
game, which does not provide any monetary award. Tlris year each DunitD is worth 
$245,500. Units are awarded to the conference (or, for independents, to the school), and the 
NCAA encourages conferences to divide that money equally between all conference members. 
Kristi Dash writes for ESPNcom. This article has been reprinted with the pennission of 
ESPNcom. 



From the NY Times 538 section, by Nate Silver .. 
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Keeping Score When It Counts: 
Academic Progress/Graduation Success Rate Study 

2013 NCAA Dl MeniJs and \Vomen[Js Basketball Tournament Teams 
from DeVos TIDES, UCF 



Try your hand at NCAA hoops announcers trivia test 

Michael Hiestand, USA TODAY Sports, 3-19-13 
Think you really know your CBSffumer Sports NCAA tournament TV coverage? 
Find out with this quiz. With No.2 pencils, begin: 
l) Name the game analyst who is a member of Ohio State's board of trustees. 
2) This play-by-play announcer once had Lyndon Johnson as his boss when he worked for a 
Texas TV/radio station owned by Johnson. 
3) Heading into their 16th year calling NCAA tournament action as au on-air team, this 
announcer pair has the longest streak of consecutive years of working together of any of this 
year's NCAA announcers. 
4) Shooting .454 fmm three-point range in the NBA, this game analyst holds the record as the 
NBA's most accurate three-point shooter. 
5) This game analyst has a sister who was an All-American college basketball player, another 
sister who was an All-American college volleyball player and a brother who was a MLB 
player. 
6) This game analyst has made at lem;l 122 guest appearances on David Letterman's late-night 
show. 
7) This studio analysfs father was a high-pmtile advocate on TV news shows for then
president Bill Clinton during the Monica Lewinsky scaudal. 
8) Although this studio aualyst's college team only made the NCAA basketball tournament 
once, at least he had the chauce to become friends on campus with tellow student Bo Jackson. 
9) This studio aualyst says he left the Kentucky Wildcats for the NBA after only two seasons 
partly because the school discouraged his inten-acial dating. 
lO)And your Daily Double: This former lead NCAA game analyst, now retired once hired a 
psychic to try to find the weapons in the O.J. Simpson double-murder case. 



Answers (and no peaking): l. Clark Kellogg. 2. Veme Lundquist. 3. Ian Eagle and Jim 
Spanarkel4. Steve Kerr 5) Reggie Miller, whose sihlings Cheryl, Tammy and Darrell played 
those sports. 6. Marv Alhert. 7. Seth Davis, whose father Lanny was an adviser to Clinton.8. 
Charles Barkley, who played for Auburn. 9. Rex Chapman l 0. Billy Packer. 
Now, if you got a perfect score, you're sick. 
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College Athletics Clips <nick@collegeathleticsclips.com> 

Wednesday, March 20, 2013 8:45PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Clips Eyewitness Report: The (new) Big East Conference Reboot 

:x e Newsletter 

Dear Vince, 
What do you get when you put 10 D 1 Presidents, 10 D 1 Athletic Directors and a dozen TV 
execs in the same room? A wright, awright, no wise cracks out there. 
Well. if you add about 50 members of the press, a dozen technicians, a bunch of PR people 
and some guy who just wandered in to sample the free pastry and coffee, then you get a press 
conference announcing the birth (rebirth?) of a new D 1 conference. The press conference was 
held in FOX News Studio D, at the News Corpomtion building in midtown Manhattan. 

Owned by Austmlian mega mogul Rupe1t Murdoch, News Corp. has grown into one of the 
top five (depends on who you listen to) media companies in the world. Among dozens of other 
brands, News Corp. is made up of the Fox networks, The Wall Street Journal and Twentieth 
Century Fox. 
Ever the dutiful and conscientious con·espondent for Clips subscribers, your editor menily 
made his way into the maw of Manhattan to serve as the eyes and ears ofthe Clips Nation. 
Just doing my job folks .. 
It was not a surprise that the Big East Conference would be announcing its first TV deal and 
the addition of three new members[JXavier, Creighton and Butler universities. The lack of a 
breath- taking surprise element was augmented by a series of strikingly positive remarks by the 
half dozen speakers. 
Here [J sa sampling ... 
FOX Sports announcer Gus Johnson elicited some laughs when he referred to Dthis sterling 
collection of academic leaders. D 
Father Brian Shanley, President of Providence College: 

• Expressing his pleasure over the Big East mnne ... Dlt is bold, it is strong, it is 
memorable. D 

• D We are rebooting the Big East. D 
• Refening to Big East founder Dave Gavitt: OJ think Dave is smiling down upon us. D 

Father Peter Donohue, Villanova President: [l With the addition o.fButler, Creighton 
and Xavier to the group o.f previously committed seven schools. the Big east will once 
again revolve around, and gain its strength from, a finn foundation of historic 
basketball powerhouses located in the nationDs most vibrant metropolitan regions. D 
President John DeGioia: 

• (Responding to a question whether football would be beefed up in the new Big East): 
D When! played football at Georgetown we were D3. I donO! know for sure but I 
think we Ore the strongest football program in this bunch. D 

• (Describing the chain of events that led to the Catholic 7 to leave the Big East): D When 
Syracuse and Pitt left, we were left with only one founding memberD (UConn) 

To be sure, the Big East is off to a resounding slart!]a veritable baby with the proverbial silver 
spoon in its mouth. Let us count the ways: 

1. Seven perennially strong basketball programs, four of which (Georgetown, seton Hall, 
St. JohnDs and Pmvidence) were charter members of the original Big East in 1979, and 
Villanova joined in 1980. 

2. A remarkably an1icable D seemingly win- \'linD exit settlement with the old Big East, in 
which the new Big East walked away with the Big East name and the right to take over 
the multiple year contract for a basketball tournament in Madison Square Garden 
(thatD sa l:?jg deal). The new Big East had a considerable amount of money coming to 
them from NCAA basketball distributions, plus their share (seven shares worth) of exit 
fees from schools that have departed the Big East. 

3. A seemingly robust TV package with a full-time start-up all- sports network that wants 



to make a big splash, and has the expertise and financial resources to do so. 
4. A strong line-up of engaged and like-minded presidents, complimented by Athletic 

Directors with solid experience and noteworthy leadership skills. 
5. The new conference will pick its first commissioner from what will surely be a lengthy list 

of especially desirable candidates. 

As I choo-choo trained out of Manhattan my thoughts tumed back to 1979, when D as Billy 
Joel put itDI D wore a younger manDs clothes. D That was when the Big East was launched, 
and my pals and I thought it was the best idea ever. I was a few years out ofUConn at that 
point, and we either drove to games at Providence College, MSG (St. John D s ). Georgetown 
and Villauova, or we watched games on ESPN. The Big East was not an immediate success, 
but with the help of the then- fledgling ESPN (they had just one receiving dish in Bristol when 
the Big East was launched) it didn!Jt take long. 
And now, with the new Big East, it could well be only a short lime to become a force in big
lime college basketball. I am already looking forward to nexlyear!Js Big Easttoumament. 

Have a good Thursday. 

Nick Infaute 
Clips Editor 

Follow Clips on Twitter: 
W\IV"<N.twi!ler.com/@CollegeAthCiips 

See the Clips Confe1·ence Realignment Graphic #19 below 
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Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Clips Weekly Update 3-25-13 

:x e Newsletter 

Dear Vince. 

Greetings from the Clips MadnessShip. Hope you are well. 

And what Madness this has been. In an ongoing quest to remain college sports conversant, 
your Clips editor has spent many hours in the Clips Em,y Chair to take it all in. And I will spend 
many hours more in the em,y chair for all the games to come. I hope to attend a couple days of 
the women's East Regional in Bridgeport, Conn., plus I've got my bags packed to be ready ti.)r 
a possible eleventh hour jaunt to Atlanta for the Final Four. 

My comments on the tournament tlms far: 

• Many great games, coaching craziness within reason, overall good media coverage, 
good officiating. great cheerleaders and bands. 

• There's too much repition in the TV ads. If you like Charles Barkley (I do) and Alec 
Baldwin, then you could pmbably withstand the repitition. 

• My wife and daughter have adopted Florida Gulf Coast University as their hands down 
favorite. (Meanwhile, in keeping with the sacmsanct Clips pledge of non partisanism, 
your Clips editor has steadfastly maintained his 50-yard line neutrality). 

• We are not thrilled with the new crop ofNCAA ads; the ones with the bands following 
student-athletes around and those that say "think of the NCAA as a spirit squad." 

• The Hanes ad with the guy wearing the kitten shi1t makes me queasy. 
• I miss Billy Packer. 

More later .. 

Have a good Monday. Have a good week. 

Nick Infante 
Clips Editor 

Follow Clips on Twitter: 
VV\Vvv.twitter.com/@CollegeAthC!ips 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Sub jed: 

College Athletics Clips <nick@collegeathleticsclips.com> 

Monday. March 25, 2013 9:22PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

eFlash: What youiJve been wailing for' Realignment Graphic #20 

:x e Newsletter 

Dear Vince, 

Greetings from Clips. Hope you are well. 
This afternoon I sat in on a teleconference for the mmouncement that George Mason University 
will officially be joining the Atlantic 10 Conference. Jm,t last Wednesday the (new) Big 
East[] fonnerly the Catholic 7 []announced that they would be adding Xavier and Butler from 
the A I 0, and Creighton from the MVC. 
The lite cycle for realignment moves has been shortening. Here we are issuing another yet 
another version (tins one is Version #20) ofthe universally acclaimed Clips Conference 
Realignment G-raphic. Version #19 was issued just tlve days ago. 
As somebody said (was itGrouchoMarx? Larry Brown? Sonny Vaccaro? Friedrich 
Nietzsche? The J\1adHatter?) DThe only thing thatDs constant is change. D 
How long before Version #21? 
Have a good Monday/Tuesday. 

Nick Infante 
Clips Editor 

Follow Clips on Twitter: 
wvwv.twitler.corn/@CollegeAthCiips 
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sports/entertainment culture to define the essence of the passion and emotion so unique to college 
athletics. 

*To be removed from this mailing list or change the email format please use the links below: 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Sub jed: 

College Athletics Clips <nick@collegeathleticsclips.com> 

Wednesday, March 27,2013 5:56PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Here it is! Clips Conference Realignment Graphic #21 

:x e Newsletter 

Dear Vince, 

Greetings from Clips. Hope you are well. 
Yes, here it isDand a lot sooner than expectedDwhatyouDve been waiting for. The Clips 
Conference Realignment Crraphic, Version 21. 
The Clips Conference Realignment Graphics have been very well received by Clips 
subscribers. I have received hundreds of accolades and attalx)ys from grateful readers who 
have been trying to keep up with all the changes over the past 18 months. 
But .... yup, thereDs always a Dbut. D But the changes wonDt stop. Just in the past 8 days 
there have been three separate changes. 
Wednesday, March 20 

• Butler and Xavier moved to the (new) Big EastDformerly known as the Catholic 
7 D from the Atlantic 10 Conference. 

• Creighton moved to the (new) Big East from the Missouri Valley Conference. 

Monday, March 25 

• George Mason University moved from the Colonial Athletic Association to the Atlantic 
10 Conference. 

And now, today, just a couple hours ago came two official announcements that the Sun Belt 
Conference will be welcoming Georgia Southern and Appalachian State to tl~eir ranks (both of 
them moving over from the Southern Conference). 
In keeping with our 18-month tradition, we have revised the Clips Conference Realignment 
Graphic accordingly, striving to keep it readable and comprehensive at the same time. [By the 
way, the rest of the OweD on this one is graphic designer extraordinaire Ashley Greco, 
so hereDs a much-deserved shout-out for her]. 
WhaliJs the over/under on how many days it will be before Ashley will be designing Version 
22? 
More later ..... 

Nick Infante 
Clips Editor 

Follow Clips on Twitter: 
IN"<Nw.twit!er.corn/@CollegeAthCiips 
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Clips eFLASHes are items of particular interest that are either time-sensitive or of appeal to only a 
portion of Clips' sage & savvy subscriber base. eFLASHes are emailed directly to specially selected 
Clips subscribers. This particular Clips Conference Realignment Graphic #21 eFLASH has been sent to 
all Clips subscribers. 

About our website: Co//egeAthleticsC/ips.com provides executive summaries of college athletics news 
and issues with value-added commentary. Also featured are exclusive Clips Guest Commentaries, Clips 
Best Quotes, Clips Archives and The Clips Left Column. We also issue the eclectic, thought-provoking, 
informational and occasionally humorous Clips eFLASHes (like the one above}, which are award-worthy 
e-items that range far and wide to delve into the periphery and soft underbelly of our modern day 
sports/entertainment culture to define the essence of the passion and emotion so unique to college 
athletics. 

*To be removed from this mailing list or change the email format please use the links below: 

Change your subscription 
Unsubscribe 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Sub jed: 

College Athletics Clips <nick@collegeathleticsclips.com> 

Thursday, March 28. 2013 1:49PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Clips Mid-Week Update 3-28-13 

:x e Newsletter 

Dear Vince. 

Thursday greetings from Clips. 
Tlris is our first Clips Mid-Week Update in a month or so. ThatDs a byproduct of the content 
glut that comes with March Madness. 
However, we have supplied below several other topics within the college sports realm, such as 
conference realignment, passionate sports cities, enforcement, coach tirings, ethical issues, 
sports betting, academic pay increases, etc. 
Have a good rest-of-Thursday, a good Friday and a good weekend. 

Nick Infante 
Clips Editor 

Follow Clips on Twitter: 
wvwv.twitler.corn/@CollegeAthCiios 

Remember, you must be logged in with your username and password to view the articles 
(below) on the website. ~fyou are not logged in you will get a blan/; white screen. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Sub jed: 

College Athletics Clips <nick@collegeathleticsclips.com> 

Friday, March 29,2013 10:54 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Clips eFlash: Clips Conference Realignment Graphic #22 

:x e Newsletter 

Dear Vince, 

Greetings from the Clips MadnessShip. Hope you are well. 

As I tap this out, Michigan just beat Kansas in overtime, despite Kansas dominating the entire 
game. Next it's Duke v. Michigan State and we'll toggle back and forth between that and 
Florida-FGCU. 

Meanwhile, in the women's tournament, your mad-tripping Clips editor will malce his way 
north on I-95 to the Bridgeport (Conn.) Regional: Delaware v. Kentucky then UConn v. 
Maryland. Look for another riveting, award- wmthy Clips Eyewitness Report over the 
weekend. 

But, aside from the basketball Madness, there's the greater universe of 34 7 D 1 schools 
involved in Realignment Madness (am I the first to use that phrase?), still trying to figure out 
who and where they want to align themselves. 

Depending on how far you go back, the current realignment has affected28 of the 31 D1 
conferences (all of them except fi.)rthe Ivy League, MEAC and SWAC) and over a hundred 
schools. 

Since the best interest of any given school and any given conference are only tamgentially 
related to other schools and conferences, there's been basically no master plan. Thus, it's been 
no surprise that conference realignments have been proactive, reactive, sporadic, paranoid and 
sometimes seemingly desperate. 

The past nine days have been especially turbulent, and there have been four new revisions to 
the Clips Conference Realignment Graphic. Below is Version #22, upon which is depicted 
the move of the Idaho and New Mexico State football teams to the Sun Belt Conference. 

In the preceding eight days were three new moves [J Creighton, Butler and Xavier [J moving to 
the new Big East, George Mason moving to the Atlantic I 0, and Georgia Southern and 
Appalachian State moving to the Sun Belt. 

Madness is more than basketball. It is Realignment Madness too. 

Have a good weekend. 

Nick Infante 
Clips Editor 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Sub jed: 

College Athletics Clips <nick@collegeathleticsclips.com> 

Monday, April!, 2013 1:49PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Clips Weekly Update 4-l-13 

:x e Newsletter 

Dear Vince. 

Greetings from the Clips MadnessShip. Hope you are well. 

Nope, your clock is not in error. This weekly Clips update is being sent out on a Monday 
afternoon and not the wee hours of Monday morning. 

Always one to blame someone or something else, I lay the blame on Easter, the Women's 
Regional weekend in Bridgeport Conn., the men's regionals, the Frozen Four tournament, the 
Syrian civil war, etc. 

Have a good Monday. Have a good week. 

Nick Infante 
Clips Editor 

Follow Clips on Twitter: 
W\IV"<N.twi!ler.com/@CollegeAthCiips 

Remember, you must he logged in with your username and password to 
view the articles (below) on the website. Ifyou are not logged in you 
will get a blank ·white screen. 
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NCAA WBK Em;l Regionals: Sitting in the best spot 

:x e Newsletter 

Dear Vince, 

When you were little, sitting in the best spot was on your mother or father's lap. 
Now, in grown-up life, it's different. A lot of where you end up has to do with where you sit, 
and that's not going to be on mama or papa's lap. Whether itrJs in the comer oftice[l. or a 
cubicle. In the driver!] s seatr]. or the back seat. At the head of the table Ll. or the kids[! table. 
Your success is dependent on where you gel a seat. 
In womenl]s college bm;ketball, a lot of where you end up also has to do with where you sit; 
and I D m not just talking longitude and latitude here. It also has to do with conference 
membership, coaching pedigree, recruiting acumen and fan support. And luck. A swirl of toil, 
talent, chance and circumstance has seated women's basketball powers like UConn, 
Tennessee, Notre Dame and Baylor consistently at the top. 
\Vbich all brings me to this weekend us WomenDs Eastern Regionals in Bridgeport. Cmm. 
The Eastern Regional was one of four regions that shrunk 4 teams into one tean1, which was 
synonymous with progressing from the Sweet Sixteen to the Elite Eight to the Final Four. 
----There are two asides to the locationDor actually the relocationDofthe Eastern Regional 
to Bridgeport. The Eastern Regional wm; originally awarded to Trenton, New Jersey, but the 
NCAA played hardball by pulling back the championship due to New Jersey[J s efforts to have 
sports betting legalized in Atlantic City and the state [J s horse tracks. See ya New Jersey! 
Hello Connecticut! Metro Atlantic Athletic Conference (MAAC, as opposed to MAC, or 
MEAC, but weDll get to that later*) Commissioner Rich Ensor and his staff had to hustle to 
relocate the tournament site. 
---- The second aside is that the Clips Editor has considerable tiuniliarity with Bridgeport, 
having lived in t!Je area in the 80s and his in-laws all being natives of Bridgeport.** 
The change of venue resulted in an even more, ah, fortuitous. um, D neutral D site advantage 
than would have occurred had it been held in Trenton. Connecticut is a small state Dabout 120 
miles wide by 50 miles bottom to topD so the farthest from Bridgeport any in-state fans would 
have traveled was 100 miles. Trenton would have been an extra 3-hour drive for them. 
Meanwhile, fans of their opponent in the final [J Kentucky [J had a 770-mile trek to travel east. 
So, at last night[J s Em;lern Region championship game it was no surprise that Husky fans were 
overwhelmingly predominant in the sold-out, I 0,000-seal Webster Bank Arena. It looked to 
me like there were maybe 400 I] lops IJblue-garbed Kentucky fans behind their bench. 
Number One seeds deserve an edge, but having over 95% ofthe fans in your favor might be a 
bit much. 
I was fortunate enough to be seated in the fmnt row, right up close to the action. Unfortunately, 
I was also about fifteen feet from the gazillion decibel UConn band. It is now 18 hours later and 
my ears are still ringing. 
When the ball wa~ down at our end, there wa~n Dt a better seat in the house. When you are 
that close it D s a way different game; you can see the faces, you can hear the talking, the slaps, 
the grunts and the squeaks of rubber. Vmy cool. Ed-The only comparable view to the 
players is that of a referee, <mdyour Clips Editor has done a .few AAU 17-18year old 
boys games. That can be really cool, because you are standing right next to these players 
while they pe1jorm some truly unbelievable maneuvers. 
In the first half Kentucky was shooting at our end. Up that close I could see how great UConn 
is on defense. They give up nothing, they contest everything, they are all quick- tooted and 
seemingly with octopus arms. The game was close for the first eleven minutes (Kentucky 
actually led23-22). From then on UConn outscored Kentucky 51-30. 
The talented but frenetic Kentucky Wildcats were helter-skelter, high-rev and hard-to-control, 
like a high-powered and temperamental Ferrari zooming and spim1ing out and zooming again. 
Meanwhile. the UConn Huskies were an all- business machine, a boringly efficient bulletproof 
Mercedes S600 with low profile Pirellis humming along an autobahn at 200 kmh. 
By the time it was over (I had a 3-hour drive, so I ducked out and heard the finish on my car 
radio) UConn finished off Kentucky 83-53 for a record sixth stmight Final Four. They will be 
playing in their 14th Final Four since 1991. On Sunday, the Huskies' pursuit of an eighth 
national championship continues in the national semifinals in New Orleans against either Notre 



Dame or Duke, who play tonight in the Elite Eight. 
UConn freshman Breanna Stewart, (21 points) was named the Bridgeport Regional's Most 
Outstanding Player. Kaleena Mosqueda-Lewis added 17 for the Huskies, who are now 33-4 
on the season. 
Other than the on the court activities, there was plenty of noshing and schmoozing going on the 
sidelines before the game. Among those I spoke with, waved at or saw were Warde Manuel 
(UConn AD), Rich Ensor (MAAC Commissioner), Mitch Bamhart (Kentucky AD), Debbie 
Corum (UConn), Susan Herbst (UConn President), Jill Skotarczak (MAAC), Rachel Rubin 
(UConn), Jeff Jacobs (Hartford Courant), Mike Coyne (Big East), Doris Burke (ESPN), 
Richard Kent, Danielle Donehew (Big East), Sara Naggar (Big East), Quincy Adan1s Wagstaff 
(Huxley College), etc. 
As I motored south on I -95 I mulled over the trio of womenD s gan1es I had seen over the 
weekend. This was great basketball, and without some of the negative aspects of the warrior 
mentality that often takes over the men[] s game. Now I [Jve got to figure out a way to get to 
the WomeniJs Final Four in New Orleans. 

Have a good Tuesday. Have a good week. 
Nick Infante 
Clips Editor 

*There are three Dl conferences with confusing~v similar acronyms; .N.Ut4C, .MAC 
and MEA C. .N.Ut4C stands for Metro Atlantic Athletic Conference; A1AC stands 
for !Hid-American Conference and JHE4 C stands for Mid-Eastern Athletic 
Conference. 
**Bridgeport notables: Chet Gladchuk (Navy AD): NBA players Wesley 
Matthews, Charles Smith, John Bagley and Chris Smith; Charles Nagy (fanner 
Cleveland indians pitcher), Mmy-Beth Infante (Clips VP); R&S Morcone. Circus 
star P. T. Barnum; Actors Robert Mitchum, Brian Dennehy. and Bob Crane. Also, 
the first Subway Restaurant opened in the North End section of the city in 1965. 

Follow Clips on Twitter: 
vw,w.twitter.com/@CollegeAthCiips 
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Clips Mid-Week Update 4-3-13 

:x e Newsletter 

Dear Vince. 

Greetings from the MadnessShip. Hope you are well. 

We are as busy as we've ever been, what with trying to keep up with basketball madness and 
the usual miscellany of news items related to the business of college sports. That is evidenced 
by the need to issue this Mid-Week Update, and by the uncharacteristic brevity of this intro 
blurb. 

Have a good Wednesday. 

Nick Infante 
Clips Editor 
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Clips eSURVEY: Everything you ever wanted to know about search tirms 

X 

Dear Vince !lie-

Below, in case you haven't seen it yet, is a comprehensive overview article about college 

';emch firrm; (i.e.~prm;ident, AD, coach) from George Dohrmann of Sports Illustrated 

Magazine. In rny hurnble opinion, the artid<" bmaks rw new ground, but it reaffirms 

previously held knovvkdge and suspiciom. as 'Nell m; providing some interesting semch 

f<"e info (presumably accurat'"· sine<" this is Sl). 

And-of corm;e-the timing i" appropriate. when thousands of coaches and ADs (and 

search firm personnel) me at or on their way to Atlanta. 

Haw' a good day 

Nick Infant<" 

Clips Editor 

BIG-NAME HUNTERS 

THE COLLEGE ATHLETiCS UN!VE.h?SE HAS A NEW" G.h?OUP OF POWER BROKERS: 

THE SEARCH FIRr\t!S Tl-!A T HELP SCHOOLS FlU. THEIR COAC/-!ING VACANCiES, 

COMMANDING TOP DOLLAF-1 FON WON!\ THAT DOESN'T ALWAYS PAY OFF: 

By Georgr:? Dohrrnann, Sports !l!us.tratr:~d !\1agazinr:?, 4· 8··1.3 edition 

Around the time Northwestern athletic diredN Jim F'hillip;; fired rmn's basketball 

coach Bill Carmody last month, he called six other ADs for their advice on the best way to 

conduct the first major coaching ;;earch in his five years at the "chool~one that, in all 

likelihood. would define his tenure. "They were really close colleagues that had gone 

thmu>Jh [a coaching semchj in the la;;t 18 month"." says PhilliP"· All "ix told him to hiw a 

h<"adhunter. Says Phillips, "They 1eaflirrned my feeling that having a partner to provide 

outside counsel can eliminate bias. maximize the efficiency and confidentiality of the 

proce%. and ultimat<>ly h<>lp gui<k u" to the mo;;t informed <kcision pos"ible." 

On March 27, I I days after Carmody's dismissal. Northwestern hired Duke assistant 

Chris Collins, the culmination of a remarkably swift search. Collins was, in many ways. an 

obvious choice. A top assistant at a perennial power. he was raised in nearby 

Northbrook, Ill.. and Duke and Northw";;tem have similm academic "tandards. He may 

have b'"'"n Phillips's ~~o. 1 option all along. Still, like th<" six peers he consult<"d, Phillips 



f<"ll he gol his money's worth. The finn he used was th<" industry's most well··known. 

Parker Executive Search, which made the initial contact with Collins and set up an 

interview at th<>ir Atlanta officE"'· 

"The"e are multimillion-dollar dech;ions for a university. and that can have a rrwnumental 

impad." Phillips says. "As a lead<"L oflenlim<"s you need lo ad mil that you can bendit 

fror-n ass~stance,~~ 

Even at a time when budgd cuts in higher education are common, more and more 

athletic department dollars are following the route of private industries and hiring 

headhunters. S<>arch consultant" now operate m; the conduits to some of the be,;! 

coaching and athletic director jobs in the country. Fees generally range from $30,000 to 

590.000 for a Division I athldic director, men'" basketball coach or football search. 

though highN labs hmm been reported. Since 2005. Tenn<"ssee has paid more than 

$360,000 to search agencies to fill six positions. r~orth Carolina State has spent 

5255.000 for approximately 67 day" of work over the past three years, including $90,000 

for a football search lhallasled a week. In ble 201 ·1. Colomdo State reportedly paid the 

finn Spencer Stuart $250,000 to find a football coach (former Alabama offensive 

coordinator Jim McElwain), a transaction !hal on<" rival headhunter called "thievery." 

In a sign of how lucrativ<> the busine"s has become, last year Korn!Ferry lnt<>mational, a 

leading headhunter in private industries. op<"ned a sports arm. hiring former Michigan 

and UCLA football assistant .Jed Hughes away from rival Spencer Stuart. DHR 

lntEm1ational, another mr.ecutive search giant, housE"' a sport" division that includ<>s 

former VV1sconsin athldic director Pat Richter. 

In the past Y'"m, consultants spearhead<"d the football s<"arch<"s al CaL aoston Colleg'"· 

Colorado and r~.C. State, vvhile helping to place new basketball coaches at Colorado 

State, Illinois and Mississippi State. USC. like Northwesli>m, has hired a search firm to 

help lill its hoops vacancy. l·kadhuntars am also finding regular work al th<" Division II 

and Division Ill levels, and there is even a Texas firm that consults on high school athletic 

searches 

As search firms haVE' gained inflcwnce over th<> lm;t decad<>, they have also dmwn more 

criticism-for hims that name oul quickly, lor pushing their prefened candidates as 

opposed to conducting more open searches and for the appearance of a conflict of 

int<>rest among athletic directors who lat"r retain th" firm that helped place lhEm1 in the 

job. But none of !hal has slowed busin<"ss. Th<" major agencies, of which there am more 

than a dozen, employ or have employed a who's who of former administrators and 

coaches, including onetime athletic directors Gill Can (Houston), Rick Gre<"nspan rJtice). 

Lew Perkins (Kansas) and Todd Turner (four schools, most recently Washington). and 

<>:dootball coaches. includin>J Uoyd Carr (Michigan). 

This weekend at the Final Four, one of the hottest parties will be hosted by Parker 

Executive Search; the firm's ba"h lm;t year had 250 gtiE"'t". And prospective coach"s will 

also vie for face time with headhunters such as former coaches Eddi<" Fogler (South 

Carolina) and Dave Odorn (\fllake Fom"t), onetime coll<>ague" tumed kingmakers. "It 

seems like everyone who leaves coaching or being an athletic director is doing searches 

now," says Chuck Neinas, the former Big Eight commissioner and a headhunter since 

1997. "I'll ld someone else say if that is good N bad." 

'Why would administrators cede so much authority-and money~ to outside consultants? 

First headhunters can initiat" a search "arlier. ev"n before a position is offidally op<>r1. 

and they can find out on the hush~hush if a coach or athletic director who already has a 

job is interested in movin>J The ability to operate mor<> clandestinely limits l"aks and 

lessens th<" chance that a search geb messy. with candidates publicly luming down a job 

and schools appearing as if they failed to land their top candidate. 

As well as running background and resume ch<"cks on candidates. firms also claim they 

can provide inside information~such as whether a coach is under r~CAA scrutiny or 

having marilallroubl<"s .. lhat would be unavailable to most athletic directors. "ThNe can 

be so much out there now. rumors on the Internet. and it can be hard to know what is 

true or fals" ,"says Turn<>r. th<> founder and pw"id<>nt of Collegial<> Sports .Associates 

"You almost need a degree in '"spionage to w<"ed through it aiL" 



r::inally, using consultants provides cover lor the )\D if a him doesn't work ouL The 

university president can be shown proof that the decision vvasn't made in a vacuum by 

providin>J the dew diliger1ce done by a ;;earch finn~sometirne;; the 1wry same firm that had 

assist<"d in hiring the presid<"nL 

Bill Carr consulted on his first search in '1989, as an '"mployee al Raycom Manag<"ment 

Group. He left Raycom in 1993 to become athletic director at Houston. but he returned to 

consulting fom year;; later and founded Carr Sport" As,;odate;; (now CarrSport'; 

Consulting). Few people lwv'" been in the business as long as Carr, who is troubled by 

trends in the industry. "Some search firms operate as they should. as facilitators, helping 

clients make a ckd;;ion." Carr ;;ay". "There are others that opeml<> a;; >Jatekeepem; 

They want to be decision~makers and influence who is going to be interviewed and who 

i;; >Joing to be sEdected. Their acliom; are dm;tructive to the indusliy." 

Can and others say that too many consultants push favored candidates rather than cast 

a wide net. Tumer calls it one of the "pitfalls" of the industry "because not every per"on 

is a good fillor mmry job." 

Before Jack Swar'brick became ~~otre Dame's athletic dimctor in 2008, he was a 

candidate to be r~CAA president ('02) and the athletic director at Indiana ('04), Arizona 

State C05) and Ohio State C05). He wa;; al"o conskkmd for the role of Big 12 

commissioner ('Ol). Parker Execulhm Search assisted in each ol those placements. and 

also in the r~otre Dame search that ended with Swarbrick's being hired by his alma mater. 

Swarbrick was a successful lav,yN in Indianapolis; no one qu<"stioned his '"ligibility for 

tho"e position;;. But vvould he have beer1 com; ide red for all of them if not for F'arker's 

se<"mingly inexorable Ieith in his abilities? "We don't have a stable of candidat<"s, but 

sometimes we see a very good candidate who doesn't get a job, and it doesn't mean 

they weren't a good candidate," ;;ay" Laurie Wilder, the executive vice pmsident and 

managing dimclor at Pmker. "If anothN opportunity comes up, and there is similar 

overlap in what they are looking for, we may look at a candidate again. Every search 

st;out;; with finding quality candidates, but we don't mpresent people." 

Another critici;;m Carr and other;; rnak<> i" that s"arch con;;ultants aw inclined to place 

athletic directors who they think am likely to later him them for coaching searches. 

Parker has participated in at least 40 athletic~director searches. There is no denying that 

the company ha" gott"n wpeat busin";;s from ADs it placed. For instance, in ,lune 2011. 

Illinois paid Park<"r $30,000 to assist in the search for an athletic director, a job that went 

to Mike Thomas. who was previously at Cincinnati. About nine months later. Thomas 

retained Parker to help him find a men's baskdball coach-Ohio's John Groce·for which 

the firm was paid $90.000. A similar sequence of events took place among Parker-placed 

athldic diwctors at Al'izona State, Iowa, lovva State, Mi"si%ippi State, N.C. State, Notre 

Dame. VVashington and elsi"where. But b<"yond th<" timing of the transactions. there is no 

proof of collusion. 

"Fiep<"at clients are standard in the search business," Wilder says. "If you build a 

wlationship and if you do quality wNk, p<>ople ask you to do quality vvork a>Jain Ju"t 

speaking about Parker, there has never been an environment where we say we will put 

you in as a candidate if you do this." 

Carr didn't mention Parker in his critiqw" of the industry, but he insists that handshak<" 

deals are common. "The process of hiring coaches and athletic directors should be more 

of a m<>l'itocmcy than it is today." Carr ;;ay;;. 

There i;; al"o a lack of minorities and women in the ;;earch~consulting industry, which 

does little to help the image of college athletics as an old· boy network. "P<"ople hire 

people like them," says Linda Bruno, the former commissioner of the Atlantic 10 

Conf<>l'ence. who now op"rate;; a ""al'ch finn. "I could "e" where the finn;;' rol<> would be 

frustrating for [worn<"n and minoriti<"sj." 

The flip side of the much-valued discretion that headhunters provide is that they also are 

subject to less scrutiny. Says one agent with more than two dozen basketball coaches as 

cli"nt", "I just wish there 'Nos mNe transparency vvith how they corn" up with candidates" 

Almost every headhunter and athletic director who spoke to Sl said that the final call on 



whom to hire is always made by the universily. But does that mean the search consultant 

bears no responsibility vvhen a placement doesn't pan out? 

In discussions with ag<"nb and headhunters, the two failures most often mentioned were 

Billy Gillh;pie as KNtlucky';; basketball coach in 2007 and Mike Haywood as Pittsbtn,Jh's 

football coach in '1 0. Parker was the consultant for both schools. Wilder dedin<"d to 

address any specific searches. saying. "The reality of the situation is we recruit and 

advi;;e but we don't vote. IJ'IIe hav<> never hired a coach " 

Several headhunters said the Gillispie debacle-he was fired after two seasons-vvas an 

example of a finn';; not really knovving a candidate. Gilli;;pie's drinking problem was 

common knovvledge when he was hired. they say. as was his abrasive personality, vvhich 

made him a poor mat<:h for the d<>manding Wildcat;; fam;. K.entucky athletic diwdor f•.llitch 

aamhart declined to comment for this story. but he did not use a headhunter wh<"n h<" 

hired John Calipari to replace Gillispie in 2009. nor did he get assistance vvhen he hired 

Florida State defensive coordinator Mark Stoops as football coach lm;t November. 

Pittsburgh hired Haywood on Dec. 16. 2010, and on Dec. 31 he was arrested and 

dwrg<"d with dormstic violence. (Th<" charges were ultimately dropped alter he 

completed a pretrial diversion program.) He was fired a day later, and university officials 

qtw;;tioned F'mker consultant;; to see if anything in Haywood's back>Jrour1d had be<>n 

missed. The school concluded that the firm was not at fault. 

For every miss. Parker can point to many successes. Recent football hires such m; Brian 

l<celly (Notre Dame) and James Franklin (Vand<"rbilt) have worked out, as have baskdball 

placements Jim l.arrana>Ja (Miami) and Mark Gottfried (r~.C State). Parker is also not the 

only headhunter with flops on its resume. Turner consulted on the 2010 Colorado 

football search that led to the hiring of Jon Embree. who lasted only two seasons in 

Boukkr. 

Still, that didn't stop Colorado from using Turner to find Embree's replacement. Parker 

has also frequently wNked with ;;chool;; albr an "arlier hire failed. In 2007, Dan Parker. 

president of the company, was paid an $80,000 fee (plus expenses) to assist on the 

"emches that ended with Minn<>sota's hiring Tubby Smith for basketball and Tim 

Brewster for football. Smith was w<"ll··established. but BrewstN had never even been a 

college coordinator. He went 15-30 before being fired in the middle of his fourth season. 

"Tim was not a good hire. but the search firm v•;a"n't the problem," says .Joel Maturi, the 

Gold<"n Gophers' former athletic director. "[Tim] wasn't one ol Parker's guys. It was my 

choice." 

To replace Brewster, Maturi once again turned to Parker. paying the firm a $90,000 fee. 

Th<> ""arch "nd<>d with ~Jorth"rn lllinoi;;'s ,kmy Kill, who has gone 9-16 in two sea;;om; 

while battling health problems, but Parker mmains in good standing at Minnesota. In 

early 2012. after Maturi announced he was stepping dovvn, the school once again turned 

to the firm Norwood Teagu<> of VCU got the AD job, and Park<>r. eamed f@s plus 

exp<"nses totaling $'125.800 .. meaning that sin<:<" 200? the university has paid Parker 

mNe than $295,000. 

Last week the Gophers fired Smith. which would suggest another payday for Parker. But 

when Teagu<> was at VCU, he hiwd Shaka Sma1t. who i" novv one of th" top youn>J 

baskdball coach<"s in the country. without outside assistance. Teague then had on his 

staff Mike Ellis, who is now Minnesota's senior associate AD for administration-and the 

man vvho may know mom about how college coach<>s get hiwd than anyone in th" 

industry. 

In 2004, Ellis originated the Villa ?. an invitation .. only two-day conference stag<"d each 

May that connects the brightest assistant coaches in men's and women's basketball with 

athletic director". Sine<> the fir"! Villa 7 wa;; h<>ld in Las Vegas, about 90 as"i"tant" hav<> 

gotten head .. coaching jobs in part because ol a connection they made at th<" retreat, 

including Smart, Ed Cooley (Providence) and Dave Rice (UNL\/). 

In the first seven years of the event, Ellis didn't welcome representatives from search 

finn;;. "I ju"t didn't think they vvould be hdpful," h<> ;;ay". But thi" May, vvhen the Villa 7-

which will vmlcome 100 assistant coaches and be sponsored by Nike .. geb under way in 

Minneapolis. search consultants will be pa1t of the program, huddling with coaches and 



ADs at mixers and participating in forrnal pl·es<"ntalions. 'Tva b<"come a convert:' Ellis 

says. "The biggest reason is that [athletic directors] trust them, and so they have an 

<>normou'; impact on who doe;; and doe;; not get a .iob." 

But .iust bee<Juse he mcognize'; th<> significance h<>adhuntN'; hav<> taken on doe,;n'l 

mean that Ellis thinks they can do his JOb better than h<" can. In respons<" to an e··rnail 

asking if Minnesota would be using a search firm to help find Smith's replacement, Ellis 

wrote, "We will not" 

Follow Clips on Twitter· 

'lVVNV.t\rvltter.coln!@Co!~egeAthClios 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Sub jed: 

College Athletics Clips <nick@collegeathleticsclips.com> 

Thursday, April4, 2013 2:05PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Clips eFlash: The latest on crime and punishment at Rutgers 

:x e Newsletter 

Dear Vince, 

Greetings from the Clips MotherS hip. Hope you are well. 
I an1 going to keep this one straight down the middle, without prejudicing the message one way 
or the other. This message!Jgenerally[Jhas to do with the handling of a wrong by a person in 
authority over the person who did wrong. 
When stated as globally and carefully as I just did in this previous sentence, this could apply to 
any number of relationships ofp.)wer: parent-child, boss-worker, teacher-student, policeman
suspect, husband-wife (or, wife-husband), etc. 
However, since Clips eF!ashes are confined to the relatively nanuw sliver of the world know 
as college athleticsDwhy it is not more frequently referred to as college DsportsD is 
probably related to the handle of student-athletes, but thatDs a tale to tell at some 
future juncture D the theme of this one is the power dynamic from the Athletic Director 
upward (to the President, the Board ofT rustees and the Governor), rather than the downward. 
Just like politicians evoking the interests of the taxpayers, ADs are smmtto 
citeD repeatedly D the best interests of student -athletes when they make decisions. 
It took me fi.mr paragraphs to get here, but I am of course refening to the, ah, situation at 
Rutgers, (no, iliJs more than a situation; maybe it[! sa mess, a debacle or an embarrassment, 
but it is not merely a Llsituation[J). 

Aside: Your Clips Editor has a .fair amount of familiarity with the Rutgers athletic 
department. The lvlotherShip sitsjust 35 minutes away, and! have visited the 
campus on many an occasion. It is a big school, with a big sprawling campus. 
Unfortunately, like the state it sits in, Rutgers suffersji·om an image problem that 
is simp~v not true. I believe that it is as fine a state university as any in the 
Northeast. 

Alas, the Rutgers athletic program has suffered a few lumps in recent years: cutting six teams at 
once a few years ago, the Imus DhoDsD mess; a clumsy exit for the previous AD, Bob 
Mulcahy: a nutcase of a menDs basketball coach who got fired for yelling at umpires during a 
baseball game, etc. 

But recently, a jaw-dropping invitation to join the Big Ten made Rutgers a rock star to be. 
In life, it[Js always good to reassess what[! s right and wrong, and to calibrate rewards and 
punishments accordingly. 
The NCAA, of course, has been thickly entrenched in a massive project of rationalizing 
infractions and matching them with punishment-fits- crime sanctions. But on a program by 
program leveL coaches and ADs and presidents and boards (and even donors and governors 
and the public) are at liberty to decide for themselves, for their own institutions, what passes 
the smell test and what doesn Ct. 
\Vbich brings us to the coach abusing student-athletes debacle at Rutgers. For those who have 
been under a rock these past two days. here D s a factual, unbiased, abbreviated timeline: 

• In mid-November Rutgers AD Tim Pernetti was visited by a forn1er MBK assistant 
coach and his attorney. They present evidence of the alleged abuse by MBK head 
coach Mike Rice .... a video tape depicting multiple instances between 2010 and 
2012 of Rice kicking, yelling and throwing balls at his players during practices, all the 
while screaming a barrage of insults. [see link below] 

• Pernetti describes the video to Rutgers President Robe1t Barchi (but Barchi does not 
view it). 

• The two men decide to suspend Coach Rice for three games plus a $50,000 fine 
(Rice D s sal my is $650,000). 

• Nothing further happens until two days ago, when ESPN announced it was about to air 
the video. 

• Then things happened quickly. First, Pernetti says that the punishment was appropriate 
because it was a Ll first ofiimse. [J 

• Atler about 24 hours of intense public outcry, it is announced that Barchi and Pernetti 



have fired Rice. Pemetti said, "!am re.1ponsible for the decision to attempt a 
rehabilitation (!!"coach Rice. Dismissal and corrective action were debated in 
December and I thought it was in the best interest of eve1yone to rehabilitate, but 
I was wrong. [! 

ThatDs all that has happened through right now, 1:30pm ET Thursday. 
RightnowthereDs a lot of second-guessing going on with regard to AD Pemetti and President 
Barchi, but the only one who has been fired thus far is Mike Rice. 

From an editorial in todayDs New York Times (on the Opinion Pages, not the sports pages). 

Editorial: Upon Further Review at Rutgers 
By THE EDITORIAL BOARD, the New York Times 

In November, an extraordinary videotape by their ranting coach, Mike Rice, came into 
the possession of university officials. 
the tape .... (showing Rutgers basketball players being physically and verbally abused 
at practice) .... surfaced Tuesday and went instantly viral on the Inteme~ leaving the 
nation appalled . . . . It was a shan1eful display of the winning-is-everything ethos that 
can consume moral judgment in the pursuit of mainline college sports victories . 
. . . . it is hard to see how Tim Pemetti, the athletic director, can keep his job. 
Rutgers officials .... reversed themselves Wednesday only after feeling the full flan1e of 
outrage from the public and New Jersey oftlcials demanding to know why an an1bitious 
sports program, financed by taxpayers, sought to protect Coach Rice in his 
reprehensible behavior, and at a salary announced at $650,000 a year when he was 
hiredin2010. 
[And now, the big finish] . ... 
Ultimately, this is also the question the N.C.A.A., the regulator and commercializer of 
university athletics tl1at have become a multibillion-dollar entertainment industry, should 
be asking itself. Critics like Walter Byers, a fi.)rmer N.C.A.A. executive director, have 
complained of a LJneo-plantationiJ system of college sports in which athletes are pawns 
while high-priced coaches and athletic directors D under pressure to win D exercise the 
power of Icings. The Rutgers tape is a timely warning not only to Rutgers but to 
university presidents everywhere as the final games of theN .C.A.A. D s basketball 
toumament play out before the nation. 

Ouch. A black eye for Pemetti, Barchi and Rutgers. Two black eyes for the NCAA. 
Can we get back to the Final Four soon? 
More later ... 
Nick Infante 
Clips Editor 

Follow Clips on Twitter: 
VV\Vvv.twitter.com/@CollegeAthC!ips 

To view the ESPN interview with Rutgers AD Tim Pemetti click here . 

To view the video of the Coach Rice histrionics click here .. 
http://www. usatod ay. corn/story/sports/ncaab/20 13/04/02/ espn-airs-rutgers-coach-rnike-rice-abusing-plav ers/204 7 211 I 
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To: 
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College Athletics Clips <nick@collegeathleticsclips.com> 

Monday, April8, 2013 9:23AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Clips eFlash ... Rutgers: best of times, worst oftimes 

:x e Newsletter 

Dear Vince, 

For Rutgers, these are the best of times, and the worst oftimes. 
The best of times happened just four months ago (137 days to be exact), when Rutgers was 
invited to join the BlG Ten Conference. The worst of times came last week, when a tape of 
the Rutgers men [J s basketball coach abusing his players went viral, and then LJ all within the 
weeki:.! a slow motion train wreck of events ensued: the coach was fired, an assistant coach 
resigned, the university!Js interim legal counsel resigned, a whistle blowing fi.)rmer assistant 
coach is being investigated for extortion and, finally, AD Tim Pemetti resigned. 
How could things have gone so bad so fast? 
Short answer: they did not go so bad so fast. Longer answer: it wasnDt so Dfast.D This story 
started back in July, when Pemetti was originally contacted by Eric Murdock, a whistleblowing 
assistant basketball coach. Murdock says that Pemetti ignored his complaints about the 
D excessive D physical and verbal abuse being meted out by Head Coach Mike Rice. The 
accusations apparently got little traction until Murdock (and his attorney) visited Pemetti on 
Nov. 26. This time they brought the video with them. 
Pemetti viewed the video and then described it to President Robert Barchi (who chose not to 
view it). Apparently nothing happened until three months later, when[ljust this past 
Mondayl.lMurdock released the tape to ESPN. 

:;<:; 

Then all hell broke loose. By the end of the week there were embarrassmg finngs and 
resignations, conflicting accusations of blame and!Jworst of all !]a previously proud university 
reduced to a punch line. 
So, how was your week? 
Disclosure . ..... We leamed a long time ago (in ClipsSpeak, a [JlongiJ time ago is 
2005, when Clips was launched) that it would be prudent to keep commentary-based 
postings to the expertsDe.g.-pro writersji·om CBS, CHE, E.SPN, FOX, !HE, NCAA.org, 
SBJ, Sl, WSJ, etc. Dand to limit commentaries by the Clips Editor himself to the few and 
far between issues in which he actually hasfirst-hand insight/knowledge. 11ze Rutgers 
situation is one of the topics of which !feel comfortable offering my observatiollS. Why? 
Well, I have first-hand experience in the dynamics involved in this catastrophe. 

As an 18-year resident of New Jer.5eyDmy wife and I have raised four children here OJ 
have been to and through every part of the state. So I can state with first-hand 
knowledge that about 90% of the state is pleasant. comfortable, livable, ajjluent and/or 
[jfamily.friendly.IJ 
How ever, the perception of New Jersey to the outside world is that it is smelly, dirty, 
yucky, politicalZv corrupt and crime-ridden. The perception is that New Jersey is a 
netherworld of suburban swagger, a DtweenerD state with no identity of its own, 
borrowing cues from New York to the north and Philadelphia to the south; that New 
Jersey is a cultural wasteland with no essence and no identity; and that New Jerseyans 
are loud, unrefined wannabes, forever destined to gridlock their way up and down and 
up and down the New Jersey Turnpike. 



That New JerseyDsjlagship universityDRutgersDis not even called the D University of 
New JerseyD (in the manner of the other 49 states) might have jinxed things from the 
start. When ow· four kids and their classmates/friends went through the college search 
process I was taken aback by their almost universal comments of disapproval for 
Rutgers.lvfeanwhile, this <mti home state university phenomenon is not evident in the 
neighboring states ofPenmylvania, New York and Connecticut and certainly not 
throughout the Midwest, West Coast and South. 
Like Shoeless Joe Jackson, I am here to say it ainDt so. New Jersey ainDt a bad place 
at all. I would not have stayed here for eighteen years if it wasnDt. 
Conespondingly, I have had a fair amount of exposure to Rutgers over the past 18 years. The 
Clips MotherS hip is berthed just 30 miles ±rom the Rutgers campus. Our kids attended 
basketball, lacrosse and soccer camps there. I brought my daughter to her first women D s 
basketball game at the RAC (Rutgers Athletic Center). 

I got to know former Rutgers AD Bob Mulcahy pretty well (eight years ago he came up and 
intro[Jd himself while I was coaching his grandsonLJs 8th grade basketball team at St. 
Joseph [l s School). Bob was responsible fiJr the rapid uptick in expenditures to bring Rutgers 
into big-time athletics relevance. Plus, I was there in the Rutgers press lx)x that night in 2006 
when Rutgers won an absolutely thrilling, come-from- behind 28-25 football victory over then 
No. 3 Louisville. Many thought that the long long stretch of mediocrity was over, and that 
smooth sailing was on the horizon for the Scarlet KnightsD program. . .. Apparently not. 

X 

Many AD subscribers have complimented me through the years for my willingness to restate 
the basics ofleadership on Clips. These basics (not unlike the business world) include 
understanding and following the department[] sf school [l s mission statement and core values, 
treating people with dignity and openness, keeping your word, etc. (sorta sound like what our 
grandmothers always told us, huh?). While some of these can be yawners at times, any leader 
who forgets the basics too many times is going to get him/herself in trouble. Count on it. 
Sometimes ADs get immersed in power trips or in survival mode, trying to do wham s best for 
the university as a whole. for their department, tor themselves, pmtecting their people, 
defending their people, championing their people, juggling the intrigue and negotiations that 
come with the baffling conference realignments; well, it D s enough to drive them nuts. I have 
seen a few ADs lately who seem to have retired sorta early ... the heck with it, let 
somebody else deal with all this. 
And now. itO s early Monday morning, with the calm, cool serenity of being an observer to this 
alL and having been recharged with a restful weekend and having the acuity of20-20 
hindsight, I hereby put forward a series of second-guessing and rhetorical questions .... and I 
have self~ answered those questions. 

[4t this point I will repeat that 1 have no particular inside information on the 
Rutgers situation. However, there has been plenty (if infomzation fed to us daily, 
and it does not take a genius to piece together the conflicting versions of this 
sordid tale.} 

• Did the decision to D rehabilitateD Coach Rice D and not dismiss him D have anything to 
do with Rutgers D impending invitation into the BIG Ten? Duh, stupid question, of 
course it did 

• Was President Barchi D s decision to not view the video in early December merely an 
oversight on his part? DonO! think so. By not viewing the video, Barchi was setting 
himself up for plausible deniability if things blew up. And they did blow up. Big 
time. 

• Tim Pemetti is a very savvy guy. How could he have [JallowediJ himself to be set up 
like this? 1 do not know. I am truZv b(rfjled by this. 

• What is the fine print in the B 1 G TenDs D articles of invitation D for Rutgers? How bad 
would it really have to get for Rutgers D invitation to be withdrawn? A $64,000 
question. 



• How desirable will it be for Rutgers AD candidates to take a job reporting to a 
president who is only six months into his first-ever Dl presidency? Um, ah, not 
particularly desirable. 

• How desirable will it be for candidates to accept a Rutgers AD p.)sition from a 
president who D at best D was unsavvy enough, unaware enough, forgetful enough to ask 
to view the video in the first place? Um, ah, not particularly desirable. 

• How desirable will it be for candidates to accept a Rutgers AD position from a 
president who D at worstD was coldly calculating enough, OJ know notheenkD enough, 
plausible deniability vigilant enough to deliberately refrain from viewing the video in the 
first place? Um, ah, not particularly desirable. 

• How desirable will it be for AD candidates to take a job that pays at the low end of the 
scale for Big East ADs? (to say nothing of the BIG TenDs much higher pay scales) 
Ditto above. 

• It has been reported that Tim Pemetli [Js walk-away package was $1.25 million. In 
order to get that kind of package, the departing person is usually made to sign away the 
right to make any parting shots that would put the institution (and/or its management) in a 
bad light Yet, in Pemetli D s letter of resignation he made it clear that he wanted to fire 
Rice back in December, that he was overruled and he was now being made a 
scapegoat Whether this was tme or not, why/how was Pemetti able to say this? 
Wasn Dt he risking non- payment of his $1.25 million separation package? Did the 
Rutgers prez give him a Mulligan on that one? Another $64,000 question. (Can any 
attorneys out there in the ClipsCrowdweigh in on this one? CDmonJulie, John!., 
JohnR., Allison, Paul, Robin, Mike, Jon, Judy, Holt, A1ny, Mike, Ed, Danielle, 
Barbara, FLee, Perry, etc. ... talk to me . ... ) 

And now[] s as good a time as any to bring you today [l s Clips Best Quote: 
RUTGERS BRINGS BAGG.AGI! !J !J.Jim Delany must feel like a new homeowner 
who, just five months after moving in, discovered the sinkhole in the backyard, the 
leak in the boiler and the rampant termite problem. D D Steve Politi, Star-Ledger 
columnist, describing a possible buyerDs remorse by the BIG Ten after its new 
memberDRutgersDcrashed and burned this week. D Newc!lk SI<JI-Ledger, .f .. 6.J 3 

Also, hereDs a random photo of the Clips editor with the 2009 Rutgers womenDsvolleyball 
team. No, it has no relevance to this eFlash other than it having been taken at Rutgers . 
plus it's one of my favorites. 

X 

Having viewed the v1deo and read dozens of artiCles about the Rutgers ca<;e, I have excerpted 
from three ofthem. 
The first article was written by Steve Politi, of the Newark Star-Ledger (figuratively in 
Rutgers[] back yard), and is titled DJim Delany can't be happy with the baggage Rutgers 
brings to the Big Ten. D Politi D s article was filed fium Atlanta, and I find no small irony that 

Jim Delany mustfeellike a new homeowner who, just jive months qfter moving 
in, discovered the sinkhole in the backyant the leak in the boiler and the rampant 
tennite problem 
This is who he invited into his posh neighborhood? 
The Big Ten is no stranger to scandal, but this is the first time a school will drag 
its baggage through the ji·ont door. 

The athleticsfuture hasn [J t looked this cloudy in years at Rutgers. This has plenty 
to do with the press conference Friday, when president Robert Barchi [J the one 



who somehow got to keep his job (so far) in all this LJ told the world that what 
happened around the basketball program was a [Jfailure ojjmJCes~. [! 
Nat a failure of leadership. Not a failure C!fpeople. Tim P ernetti had told B archi 
that basketball coach Afike Rice was engaged in physical and verbal abuse, 
throwing around basketballs and homophobic slurs, and that there was video of 
this. Somehow, the next thing Barchi said was not, DGee, could 1 have a look-see? 
[] 

This whole episode really makes you wonder if Rutgers has the savvy or the 
stomach for big-time athletics. This was a problem that couldDve been solved 
months ago with a checkbook, either by paying Eric Murdock to take his 
videotape and go away or to swallow the rest ofRiceDs contract and cut ties with 
him. 
[!There wa~ no question in my mind that big-time athletics have some risks, [! 
Barchi said [JI didn[Jt expect to see them so quickZv. IJ 

In just 136 days, Rutgers has gonefrom the newest member q{Big Ten to an 
athletic department in crisis. With the new house in his posh neighborhood, no one 
couldfault Jim Delany if he was double checking to make sure he signed the deed 

From Tom Dowd of Staten Island Live: DRutgers tunnoil is not where NCAA wanted 
spotlight during Final Four weekD ..... . 

This has not been a great week for the NCAA, which is problem, because this is 
supposed to be the best week of the year for the NCAA. 
This is Final Four week, the culmination of the organization's showca5e event D 
and cash cow. In a typical Final Four week, the assembled media in Atlanta would 
be devoting their time to churning out tributes to the coaching geniuses on h<md 
and heart-warming profile pieces of the athletes. 
Those stories are out there, but they're having trouble breaking through the noise, 
the spotlight shining on the seedy side qfthe college sports experience. 
Everything people say is wrong with college sports is tnte. And eve1ything people 
say is great about college sports is also true. Those in a position ofpower who 
benefit financially ji·om the windfall tend to use the latter to give them cover from 
the former. At no time of the year does that work better than the three weeks of 
the NCA4 Tournament . .... Just not this time. 

They [Rutgers] do lead the conference in hijinks that led to kooky coaching exits. 
One guy had his players running .1prints naked Another disobeyed a directive not 
to attend Rutgers baseball games after getting in public argument at one. The 
newly departed Mike Rice topped all qfthat. 

From J. Patrick Dobel, founder and editor of the Point of the Game blog: LJRutger's 
Coaching Abuse-Assume Athletes are Students[] 

LetDs assume athletes are students and coaches are teachers. 
This is the.fimdamental moral claim of college athletics. If athletics belongs in the 
university, then it's teaching should aligns with missions qfteaching, learning and 
growing a5 persons and acquiring high order cognitive and character attributes. 
RiceDs actions represent profound moral failure and da not belong in the 
university dedicated to teaching students to learn and ma5ter themselves and 
knowledge. 

Two things hit me about this. lvfost coaches at some point in practice yell, scream 
and are quite capable of creative insults and profane curses. It struck me 
poweifulZv how many of Rice's players saw this behavior a5 not unusual!Jl donLJt 
even want to talk about what this tells us about the type qf coaching that goes on 
at high school andAJ1U teams. But any of us who have experienced different 
styles of coaching know that you can coach different ways and be more r.iffirming 
and strength ba5ed We know that a lot qf this st11ff rubs qfJyour back after a 
while, it becomes noise not sigual. Now this ha5 a real downside because it means 
that people can become so inured to abuse that they accept it and internalize the 
demeaned identity and just get on with life. 
Good teaching and coaching means teachers simulate some of the stress and 
an.,;iety qf such competition and .1peed This can be done in many ways <md has 
family resemblance to techniques used in professional schools. When this crosses a 
line to moral and physical abuse; when it makes a student less qf a person rather 
than helping him or her grow into a stronger high pe1jonning student and athlete. 
the college should stop it whether in athletic practice or a classroom. 

Okay, that's it. Have a good Monday and have a good week. 

And oh yes, by the way, tonight is the Dl menDs championship game between ah, er, .. 
Nick Infante 
Clips Editor 

Follow Clips on Twitter: 
ww.twitter.com/@CollegeAthCiips 



QUALIFIER: Most of the gems above are the opinions, observations and surmising of tl1e Clips 
Editor. T11ese remarks represent the Editoros take on things, and have no association wit/1 the 
esteemed and august Clips Advisory panel, Clips guest commentary permission-givers, Clips 
interns or any other person, living or dead (or in transit). We take no umbrage at criticism or 
debate, and we welcome any sane and reasoned opinions to the contrary. We have tried to 
minimize all misspellings, punctuation errors and syntax sloppiness, but, hey, some of those get 
through no matter what we do. 
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Clips Weekly Update 4-8-13 

:x e Newsletter 

Dear Vince. 

Greetings from the MadnessShip. Hope you are well. 
At this time of the year it is Madness for sure, but this year it has been a madness of a different 
sort. The focus should be on men!Js and women[Js basketball, but!Jalas aud auon[!itis not. 
Most conspicuous among a lengthy list of diversions of a negative nature has been (hands
down, slam dunk and no contest) the shameful goings on at Rutgers University in New Jersey. 
Not only were basketball student-athletes abused, but the basketball coach and AD lost their 
jobs. And the fallout was widespread: there were black eyes all around: for everybody at 
Rutgers, the entire state of New Jersey, the NCAA and the B 1 G Ten (where Rutgers is 
headed next year). 
Right from the start of the Rutgers stmy there were certain persons who thought that it was 
way too convenient that the story broke five days before the MenDs Final Four. After sifting 
through this weekD strove of Rutgers media coverage (which, by the way, seemed to 
correspond to a decrea~e in Final Four coverage), I am inclined to believe that the timing of the 
delivery of the tape to ESPN was no accident. Think about it. The whistle blower assistant 
coach could have brought the tape to ESPN at auy time in January, February or March. But he 
waited till now. 
It is very untiJrtunate that now [Jwhen college athletics and the NCAA are supposed to 
shine [l much ofthe discussion has been diverted to the wart~ of big- time college basketball, the 
chronic problems of the NCAA aud the circle-tile-wagons defense of the collegiate 
amateurism model. 

I have heard from several ADs in Atlauta who have said that the talk there is about Rutgers, 
Mark Emmert the NCAA, the botched Miau1i investigation and the O'Bannon lawsuit; and 
very little about basketball. Aside: the first-ever ADs-only Collegiate Sports Summit will 
soon be taking place in California, and that will certainly be an appropriate and timely 
venue for ADs to air their thoughts for moving forward The Clips TnJth Squad has been 
ejjorting mightiZv to be a fly on the wall at the Summit, but I think the best 1 can do will 
be to lurk in cocktails lounges and/or breakfast joints to intercept unsuspecting ADs 
with my signature [!o.fj"the record[J give-and-take. 

To be sure, the NCAA does tens ofthousauds of things right throughout the year. But itDs the 
screw- ups that get a hugely dispropmtionate amount of attention. Here D sa list ofNCAA 
missteps in the past year, as well as other general college sports PR negatives: 

• Rutgers menDs basketball 
• University of Miami D compromised D investigation 
• Penn State punishment 
• Ed 0 D Bannon lawsuit 
• Mark Emmert!Js !Jtesty[J press conference at the Final Four 
• UCLArJ s Shaba?2 Muhammad eligibility case 
• Conference realignment 
• UConn men [J s basketball academics causing a tournament bau 
• Auburn football allegations 
• Kevin Ware bmken leg (putting a spotlight on the limits of medical care for student

athletes) 
• The lingering Buffillo basketball coach lawsuit 

Have a good Monday. Enjoy the game. Have a good week. 

Nick Infante 
Clips Editor 



Follow Clips on Twitter: 
W\IV'<N.twi!ler.corni@CollegeAthCiips 

Remember, you must be logged in with your username and password 
to view the articles (below) on the website. lf you are not logged in 
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Thursday, Aprilll, 2013 4:57PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Clips Mid-Week Update 4-11-13 

:x e Newsletter 

Dear Vince. 

Greetings from Clips. Hope you are well. 

This post-Madness serenity is a huge contrast to the excitement and anticipation of basketball 
over the past 5-6 weeks. It's good to have a less nutty pace. 

These next few weeks will be a betwixt and between time until football gets rolling. 

In the meantime, there was enough wmthy content these past few days for us to issue this Clips 
Mid-Week Update. 

Have a nice weekend. 

Nick Infante 
Clips Editor 

Follow Clips on Twitter: 
W\IV"<N.twi!ler.corni@CollegeAthCiips 

Remember, you must be logged in with your username and password to view the articles 
(below) on the website. lfyou are not logged in you will get a blan/; white screen. 
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College Athletics Clips <nick@collegeathleticsclips.com> 

Monday, April15, 2013 11:29 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Clips Weekly Update 4-15-13 

:x e Newsletter 

Dear Vince. 

Greetings from the Clips HockeyShip. Hope you are well. 

In this post-basketball calm, the Clips Tmth Squad I! as well as lot of people in 
Connecticut!] was well aware of the NCAA Men's Hockey Championships that culminated in 
a Connecticut school (Quinnipiac) versus another Connecticut school (Yale) in the 
championship game on Saturday night. 

Yale prevailed, and today your Clips Editor will make his way toY ale's Ingalls Rink in New 
Haven for the celebration. Stay tnned for the riveting, award-worthy Clips Eyewitness Report. 

Have a good Monday. Have a good week. 

Nick Infante 
Clips Editor 

Follow Clips on Twitter: 
W\IV"<N.twi!ler.com/@CollegeAthCiips 

Remember, you must be logged in with your username and password to view the 
articles (below) on the website. Tfyou are not logged in you will gt•t a blank white 
screen. 
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Sub jed: 

College Athletics Clips <nick@collegeathleticsclips.com> 

Tuesday. Aprill6, 2013 10:26 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Clips eSURVEY result<;: Out'iourcing athletics development 

)r( e Newsletter 

Dear Vince, 

TuesdayEveni.ngGreetings from the MotherShip. Today, actually. we are the Clips 
eSURVEYShip. 

Below are the results ( m; of9pm ET this morning) ofthis morning [J s Clips eSURVEY about 
the possible outsourcing of athletics development. 

As always, we fa~hioned the survey to elicit a Dyes or noD answer to this question: Do you 
think that the time has come for athletics departments to outsource 
development? 

This Clips eSURVEY was prompted by an article in SportsBusiness Journal that described 
fundraising as a growth opportunity fi.)r IMG College. 

From the SBJ mticle: 

Public universities often are restricted on paying salaries and bonuses to 
fundraisers because qf the freezes that have been common since the recession. 
That means l!VIG College theoretically can hire more fundraisers and typically pay 
them better, which the company believes will position the school to raise more 
money. 

Please note the following: 

• The purpose of this quick snapshot survey was to capture real-time inputs among 
Clips 11 subscribers directly involved in fundraising. 

• This Clips eSURVEY email was sent this morning (Tuesday, April 16 at I Oam ET) to a 
hand-picked, limited distribution of313 Clips subscribers (see detailed chmt below). 

• Based on several dozen similar Clips eSUR VE Y s over the past couple of years, we 
have come to the conclusion that it is very difficult to elicit a simple Dyes D or D noD 
answer fiDm such an imaginative, have-their- say, nuance-prone, attached- explanation 
gmup of senior level persons employed in the business of college sports. 

• Per the bullet immediately above. responses were as much qualitative (i.e.- explanations. 
justifications, scenarios, what-if; prevarications, if this-then that, etc. a~ they were 
qum1titative (i.e.- DxD number of yes answers, DyD number of no answers). 

Quantitative rre_su_l_ts_: -------------------------, 
X 

Even within the seemingly black-white parameter of answering yes or no, some responses 

were more definitive a11d assertive than others. 



There 1s plenty of debateD and not necessanly any agreementD regardmg the relat1ve accuracy 
of the shades-of-gray answers. For example, a response written as NO!!! denotes far more 
disagreement than a simple response of no. 
Despite asking for a quantitative answer of yes or no, we always get plenty of qualitative 
answers. Here D s a quantitative accounting of the qualitative answers: 

Total responses: 171 
One-worded responses (yes or no): 64 
More than one-word responses: 107 
Two-paragraph responses: 16 
Three-paragraph responses: 8 
More than three paragraphs: 2 

There you have it, the Clips eSURVEY on outsourcing fundraising. 

Below are some excerpts from the SBJ article. 
Have a good Wednesday. 

Nick Infante 
Clips Editor 

Excerpts from "Former Georgia AD Damon Evans takes role with IMG College" 
by Michael Smith, SportsBusiness Journal, 4-15-13 

The new fundraising solutions arm will work similarly to IMGDs growing ticket sales business, with 
IMG College hiring a sales staff that will be embedded in the athletics department and represent 
the university when seeking contributions. 

The company sees fundraising as a growt/1 opportunity. Public universities often are restricted on 
paying salaries and bonuses to fundraisers because of the freezes that have been common since 
the recession. That means IMG College theoretically can hire more fundraisers and typically pay 
them better, which the company believes will position the school to raise more money. 

(Damon) Evans, now 43, was one of the youngest ADs in the country when Georgia elevated him 
into that role in 2003. He had been a wide receiver for coach Vince Dooley on tl1e football team 
and rose through t/Je administrative ranks at his alma mater. He often referred to t/Je Georgia AD 
position as his dream job. 

Evans was AD unti/2010 when he was arrested on DUI c!Jarges with a woman who was not his 
wife. He eventually pleaded guilty to the charges and parted with the school on July 4, 2010, 
saying, I:JI have a long road to rebuilding my reputation and my career. !:J 

IMG Collegei:Js interest in Evans came from his long-standing relationship with Ben Sutton, IMG 
Collegeos president. IMG College was GeorgiaDs rigflts holder D and still is D when Evans was 
t!Jere, and Sutton said the two have remained friends in recent years. 

Evans will relocate to Winston-Salem, N.C., where IMG College is headquartered, and report 
directly to Dyer, who has guided significant growth in IMG Co/legei:Js ancillary businesses. 



Multimedia rights and national SJXmsorship sales remain the core drivers of IMG Collegeos 
revenue, but seating solutions has more than doubled its revenue in the last 18 months, wl1ile IMG 
Learfield Ticket Solutions has grown from one school to 24 in the last two years. 

Fundraising has tl1e ability to experience similar growt/1, Dyer said. While IMG College is working 
on what the revenue model will look like, it will receive some percentage of new contributions that 
it generates. 

To access this article in its original setting (subscription required) click here 

For SBJ subscription information click here 
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Friday, Aprill9, 2013 10:55 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Clips eFlash: UNC Chancellor unloads 

xi e Newsletter 

Dear Vince, 

Greetings from the MotherS hip. Hope you are well. 
As I compose this eFlash (at about 9:15am ET Friday), I am compelled to report that the 
Boston bombing situation is still an unfinished manhunt, with a suspect (supposedly from 
Checlmya) still on the loose. Another reminder that what D s important in our individual lives has 
nothing to do with wham s important in the lives of other people. Things like Syria, North 
Korea, Boston, Watertown, Chechnya. 
For college athletics administrators Boston is important, but itLJs likely that peoples' top five list 
of things to do today involve things like development, marketing, learn travel, revising budgets, 
interacting with coaches, construction planning, interviewing, compliance issues, academic 
suppmt, etc. 
Chechnya, an Afghanistan of an earlier era, was invaded by the Russian mmy. With nothing 
more than rifles and sandals and with no body annor, Chechnyans held offheavily-amwred 
Russians and eventually Russians withdrew. In the ensuing 20 years Chechnyans have brought 
attention to their desire for independence by terrorist bombings. mostly in Russia. This was the 
apparent environment of the two Boston bombers. 
It is the Clips take that the Boston Marathon bombing might have been a new ploy to bring 
world attention to their plight. But the proper authorities will handle that ..... 
Enough on world events. There LJ s been plenty going on in college athletics. Specifically, a very 
interesting article caught my eye this morning The headline sucked me right in· 

;,( 



For those unaware, Holden Thorp is the outgoing chancellor ofUNC Chapel Hill. Shmtly after 
taking office five years ago, Thorp was confronted with the discovery of a scandal of student
athletes receiving D improper benefitsD in academics that predated his tmm in office. 
The management of tins highly publicized situation ended up taking large amounts of time, and 
Thorp essentially did the chancellor[! s version of Roberto Duran [J s [J No m!Js. [l Smart guy. 
In yesterday [l s interview !Jwhich read almost like a corporate exit interview with a disgruntled 
lame duckmhe News & Observer quoted Thorpe m; saying a few interesting things: 

[Jlfyou[Jre running a school that has big-time sports, ifthere[!s a problem, it can 
overwhelm you. D 
(As a response to the notion oflifting tiJe burden from college presidents and putting 
more control back in the hands of ADs): DWhen you look at all the problems we Ore 
having and as I see my colleagues around the country struggling, D Thorp said, D it 
just makes me wonder whether this whole thing was a good idea. D He rattled off 
recent scandals at Rutgers, at Ohio State and at UNC. 
Thorpe said ADs should be on ti1e front lines rather than a D a bunch of college 
professors who only started dealing with athletics the day they got new jobs. D 

To be sure, it is not always good to use a broad brush to describe the capabilities and interests 
of~ presidents at big- time athletics schools. Some presidents revel at the detail of athletics 
(sometime to the consternation of their ADs), some of them delegate astutely to their able ADs, 
and everything in between. 
Today at UNC will be the first meeting of a panel being convened by Thorp and suggested by 
2012 faculty report that examined athletics at UNC. 
The panel will be chaired by Hunter Rawlings, president of the Association of American 
U1riversities. Speakers will include UNC Athletic Director Bubba Cum1ingham, ESPN 
broadcaster Jay Bilas, Big Ten Commissioner Jim Delany and Richard Southall, Director of 
UN CD s College Sport Research Institute. Your Clips editor wishes he could beam himself to 
Chapel Hill for this one. 
The only thing constant is change. And there [l s another thing that[J s constanliJin big-time 
college athletics alleasliJis that ti1ings gel curiouser and curiouser. 
Have a good Friday. And letLJ s hope they gel the second bomber alive. 

Nick Infante 
Clips Editor 
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Dear Vince. 

Greetings from the Clips MotherS hip. Hope you are well. 

Most of us are having a hard time with the atlermath of the Boston Marathon bombings, and 
we've all learned more than we've ever known about bomb components, door-to-door 
searches and places like Dagestan, Chechnya and Ingushetia. 

Meanwhile, the college football inches inexorably toward us . 

Have a good Monday. 

Nick Infante 
Clips Editor 

Follow Clips on Twitter: 
wvwv.twitler.corn/@CollegeAthCiios 

Remember, you must be logged in with your username and password to ~iew the 
articles (below) on the website. If you are not logged in you will get a blank white 
screen. 
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Dear Vince, 

Greetings from Clips. Hope you are well. 
Many Clips readers might be hearing this for the first time, but there was a 2-day summit last 
week involving 60 or so ADs from many/most of the nation[l s largest athletics programs. 
Called the Collegiate Sports Summit, this invitation-only meeting wm; inconspicuous and under 
the radar. This was Dl ADs only, plus a handful of invited guests. If there was a press release 
before or after this summit, then I must have missed them. 
My knowledge of American Revolution history is sketchy, but I do know that at some point 
(1770-ish?) the colonists decided that they could no longer tolerate being ruled by DMotherD 
England, so they met (without the Brits) to discuss their options. In their case, the Declaration 
ofindependence was the outcome. 
I do not think it is a stretch to suggest that AD-only summits like this one are not unlike those 
that led to the American Revolution. The NCAADs one-size-fits-all rule-making and rule 
enforcement policies have become more and more, ah, irksome to the biggest progran1s. Also, 
the 200-plus Dl-AA and Dl-AAA were thought to have been less than DaccommodatingD 
(see below) when anew mle tailor-made for Dl-A came up for vote. Can you say $2,000 
stipend? 
Below is an excellent article by Andy Staples of SI.com (reprinted on this Clips eFiash with the 
author [J s permission) in which he recaps the thoughts of several unnamed ADs who attended 
the summit. 
Nick Infante 
Clips Editor 

*DaccommodatingD was a word used by SEC Commissioner Mike Slive while 
speaking on a panel about some rules being favorable to the biggest programs 
(like the $2,000 stipend that crashed and burned). Slive was suggesting that a 
spirit of compromise (by mid-sized and smaller D 1 schools) would have been 
appreciated See graphic below. 

Follow Clips on Twitter: 
W".VIN.twitter.com/@CollegeAthCiips 

Nation's athletic directors tired of being shut out of NCAA process 
By Andy Staples. Sl.com. 4-22-13, 10:3JamET 
SANTA MONICA, Calif. --As outgoing North Carolina chancellor Holden Thorp explained 
in Chapel Hill on Friday how ill-equipped most collegiate CEOs are to handle the issues 
surrounding m~or collegiate athletics, several dozen Division I athletic directors gathered at a 
beachside hotel probably nodded in agreement. The ADs came to Santa Monica not for the 
pier, but to discuss the m~or issues facing college athletics without anyone from the NCAA 
around. Besides, several athletic directors said, tew people at NCAA headqumters seem to 
care what the ADs think these days. 
And that might be the NCAA's biggest problem. 
Under president Mark Emmert, the NCAA has aggressively embraced a model that puts all 
the power in the hands of university presidents m1d chancellors. That would be fine, some high
profile athletic directors said, if the presidents sought the advice of the people who work in 
athletics on a daily basis. Instead, Emmert and his hand-picked group ofCEOs have rammed 
through mles and policies with only minimal consultation of the people who must actually 
implement those rules and policies. 

Why will much of the recently passed football recruiting deregulation package probably get 
tabled? Because no one bothered to ask the people working in athletics. If they had, they might 
have realized a relaxation on the rules that govem how often coaches can contact recruits 
would be fine with most ADs and coaches. They also would have realized a relaxation on the 



mles that govern exactly who may contact recmits could result in a hiring spree by the 
wealthiest schools that would leave everyone else going further into debt while trying to keep 
up. 

Why did the plan to otTer athletes up to a $2,000 annual stipend to cover the full cost of 
attendance get scuttled after its passage at a 2011 presidential retreat? Because no one 
bothered to check with less wealthy schools to see how they felt about it. If they had, they'd 
have known it stood no chance of passing an override vote. 
The athletic directors want to have an open dialogue with the NCAA about the pending Ed 
O'Bannon lawsuit. which could radically reshape the business model of m'\ior college sports. 
They want to talk about the potential impact should former football players sue over 
concussion-related issues. They want to talk about conference realignment, which has upended 
the industry in the past three years. They talked about all those issues Thursday and Friday in 
Santa Monica because the NCAA leadership doesn't seem to want to discuss any of it with 
them. And the people in charge of some of the nation's most powerful athletic programs are fed 
up. 
Even Emmert himself has acknowledged his tactical enur. "I think when we're moved toward a 
more presidentially driven decision structure, that's a good one," Emmert said at the Final Four. 
"But we shoved athletic directors, coaches to a certain ex1:ent, commissioners too tar to the 
sides. So we haven't had enough conversations what policies and procedures mean on the 
grass roots level." 
Upon hearing that statement, one athletic director at one of the nation's most successful 
programs reached out by phone. The AD wanted me to know the sentiment wa~ stronger than 
outside observers realized. "Ifs notjustthe enforcement stuff; which is all anybody is writing 
about," the AD said, referring to the high-profile foibles in the NCAA's inti-actions case against 
Miami and the choice to circumvent the regular enfi.)rcement process to punish Penn State. It 
wasn't the first such phone call I'd received. 

While the ADs are glad Emmert has recognized his mistake, some question whether someone 
who would so quickly cut out the people on the ground has any business running the NCAA. 
At the meeting in Santa Monica, another AD said there is "zero confidence in the guy in that 
chair," referring to Emmert. While the enforcement issues have received the bulk of the 
attention, this issue may be the most critical for Emmerfs NCAA. Because while problems 
with enforcement aggravate the handful of schools being investigated, the systematic shoving 
aside of some of the brightest and most experienced people in college sports aggravates 
people at every school. And, despite what has transpired in the past three years, the schools 
still ultimately run the NCAA. The schools want the NCAA to work. The wealthiest schools 
could strike out on their own, but that would require significant time and investment. They 
would prefer to create a workable system within the NCAA. 
Why are these ADs-- all of whom work in BCS automatic qualifying conferences-- being 
quoted without their names attached? Still another AD explained the need for anonymity. "We 
don't want theN CAA getting back at us by going looking for one of our kids who might have 
gotten a free soda once," the AD said. 
That may sound extreme, but that's how toxic the relationship has become. Respected 
professionals making six- and seven-figure salaries are afraid to speak out for change because 
they wony their governing body will take revenge on them by making a 20-year-old suffer. 
This doesn't necessarily mean the leaders at the NCAA would actually do that, but the fact that 
the fear exists is proof enough that the people mnning some of the nation's biggest athletic 
programs have lost confidence in the organization that governs them. That's why Thorp's 
comments Friday were so welcome to those fi.)rced to deal on a daily basis with the 
proclamations handed down by Emmert and his fi.lVorite CEOs. 
"[Chancellors and presidents] don't have time to do what is asked of us by this presidential 
control idea ... We go to conference or NCAA meetings to discuss new mles and when we get 
home, our ADs tell us we were crazy to agree to these changes. And they're usually right," 
Thorp told the crowd Friday at a panel discussion of the role of athletics in college life. (His 
words were lovingly captured by Andrew Carter, who covers the Tar Heels for The News and 
Observer of Raleigh.) "The presidential retreat that Mark Emmert had was a good idea, but it 
has a lousy record in tem1s of coming up with ideas that were ultimately approved by the 
membership. This is because presidents are fighting political battles, fundraising, dealing with 
the hospital and trying to help the governing boards understand the inner workings of higher 
education." 
Obviously, it's more than a little ironic that such a statement comes from a chancellor cha~ed 
from his job by an athletics scandal, but Thorp is correct. University CEOs must deal with 
more pressing issues that, because of our out-of~ whack priorities, receive far less attention. 
Athletic directors have plenty of time to deal with athletics issues, because that's what they're 
paid to do. They're the ones talking to coaches, compliance directors and athletes every day. 
The problem -- and plenty of ADs will concede this point -- is that the membership in Division 
I is so diverse that the ADs usually have a broad spectmm of opinions on a given topic. While 
that makes for robust debate. it also makes meaningful progress difficult. "Our group probably 
needs to do a better job of having a consistent message," one AD said. "It hurts our ability to 
get some things done when we're not together with one voice." Emmert elected to go this mute 



to cut through some of the bureaucratic red tape that bogged down the NCAA in the past. 
Unfortunately, passing rules without much input from the people on the ground has further 
bloated the process by fiJrcing overridden rules back through the same bureaucratic process 
Emmert had hoped to avoid. 
To help that, the ADs who met last week decided they need to form their own representative 
body of veteran administrators that can go to Emmert and company and voice concerns as well 
as help shape policy. That way, the presidents can still approve the creation or removal of 
rules, but they'll be doing so on the advice of the people who must deal with the fallout ±rom 
any decisions. Thafs how it should have worked all along, but Emmert didn't always feel that 
way. "We need the NCAA," one AD said. "We need a body that can govern and keep 
everyone accountable. We want to make this work. ... If we can all listen to each other, we 
will be so much stronger at the end of the day." 
Ancy Staples writes for Sl. com. This article has been reprinted on this Clips eFlash with 
the author[ls permission. 

Fmm the Collegiate Sports Summit website: 
Dear Colleagues, 

Victory is in the future oftlwse who are preparingfi:Jr it today. On behalf of the 
Governing Body fi:Jr the Collegiate c\ports Summit, we are honored to welcome 
you to what will prove to be a priceless day of networking and collaboration 
among athletic directorsfr'Om NCAA Division l schools throughout the US. 

As the most significant gathering qf our peers to date, this one-of-a-kind, private 
meeting of collegiate athletic directors has been designed to foster peer-driven 
collaboration among the most engaged and respected leaders in our collegiate 
sports community. The unique format and the sessions all will deliver on the 
promise of D by ADs, for ADs. D 

In coming together to share best practices in a private and secure environment, 
we will return to our imtitutions with renewed vigor and fresh ideas as we share 
the benefits of this one-of-a-kind peer synergy. 

We look forward to spending time this with you in Santa Monica. 

Sincerely, 
Your Governing Body Chairs 

"Accommodating" . 
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Clips Mid-Week Update 4-25-13 
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Dear Vince. 

Greetings from the Clips MotherS hip. Hope you are well. 

It has been only two days since the Clips Weekly Update. However, since then there has been 
plenty of activity in the business of college sports [!the launch of the College Football Playoff; 
the annual Football Bowl Association convention, the ACC grant of media rights, the aftermath 
of the Collegiate Sp.)rts Summit, Auburn allegations, etc. ll so here we are with a Mid-Week 
Update. 

Have a good Thursday. 

Nick Infante 
Clips Editor 

Follow Clips on Twitter: 
W\IV"<N.twi!ler.com/@CollegeAthCiips 

Remember, you must be logged in with your username and password to ~iew the 
articles (below) on the website. Tfyou are not logged in you will gt•t a blank white 
screen. 
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Dear Vince, 

Greetings from Clips. Hope you are well. 
In various industries and pursuits, people invariably refer to some vaunted resource as D the 
Bible LJ of their own specialized area of endeavor. Well, in college athletics, there are many 
barometers of success or failure. There are graduation rates, NCAA championships, 
conference distributions, full football stadiums, perpetually sold-out basketball arenas, donor 
tallies, Directors and Capitol One Cups, etc. 

To be sure, those are all wmthwhile barometers, but the single most comprehensive barometer 
(the D Bible D, if you will) ofthe administration of college athletics is the NCAA Revenue & 
Expenses Report, formally known as the Revenue & Expenses Report . .. NC4A Division 
Intercollegiate Athletics Programs Report, 2004-2012. 
This year D s report was released just yesterday, so our game and semi- savvy Clips Editor 
dove right into it this morning, and extracted! consolidated a dozen or so of the best tables 
among the 120 or so in the 108-page volume. 
To access the I 08-page pdf click here. Below are some sage remarks by ncaa.org[Js Gary 
Brown, as well as a few jpegs of what I thought were the most worthy tables among the bunch. 

Nick Infante 
Clips Editor 

Ed-As many Clips readers know, the wizard (compiler, interpreter and analyzer) 
of the Dnew eraD Dfrom 2004 onDNCAA Revenues & Expenditures Reports is 
Dan Fulks, an fascinating gentleman who reached out to me shortly qfter Clips 
launched Dan is an intelligent, patient and giving fellow, andDas much as one 
can be via hundreds of emails and dozens of phone callsDhe is a good friend Back 
then, in 2006, Dan immediateZv deduced that the Clips Editor wa5 a wee mite bit 
lacking in his understanding of college athletics finances, so he graciously self~ 
appointed him1·elj ill a long-term tutor and he is largely re.1ponsible for the 
(mostly) cogent and incisive reportage (!!financial issues on the Clips website and 
eFla5hes. Thank you Dan. 

Follow Clips on Twitter: 
vw,w.twitter.com!@CollegeAthCiips 

Financial report shows uptick in spending for Division I programs 
By Gary Brown, NCAA.org, 5-1-13 

Afte1· several years in which athletics revenues grew at similar rates to expenses, the 
NCAAD s latest research on fiscal trends indicates a wider gap in spending tor many Division I 
programs. 
The 2012 edition of the NCAADs Revenues and Expenses Report for Division I 
Intercollegiate Athletics Programs shows an increase of 10.8 percent from the previous year in 
athletics spending from schools in the Football Bowl Subdivision. The increase was 6.8 percent 
for programs in the Football Championship Subdivision and 8.8 percent for Division I schools 
without football. 
Meanwhile, generated revenues (dollars generated directly by the athletics department, such as 
ticket sales, media contracts, royalties and alumni contributions), rose only at a 4.6 percent rate 
in the FBS and fell by 1.7 percent for non-football schools. The FCS D with an increase in 
generated revenues of9 percent D was the only subdivision in which generated revenues 
outpaced expenses. 
Only 23 progran1s (all in the FBS) reported positive net generated revenue in 2012, the same 



number as in 2011. That number has ranged between 18 and 25 since 2004. The median net 
generated revenue for the surplus programs in 2012 was about $8.8 million compared with the 
$8.9 million for the 23 programs in 2011. 
The lion[Js share of the expenses in the FBS (34 percent) comes from hiring and retaining 
athletics coaches and staff. Another 15 percent goes to scholarship allocations, while about 14 
percent of spending is devoted to facility maintenance and rental. Travel costs account tor 
another 7 percent. 
The previous year, FBS schools experienced a 9.7 percent increase in generated revenue and 
an 8.8 percent increase in expenses. 
The 2012 report also shows that the increase gap, which mea~ures the difference in growth 
rates of athletics spending and overall institutional spending, spiked upward in all three 
subdivisions. In the FBS, the median percentage increase in athletics expenses was 4.4 percent 
higher than the median increase in institutional expenses (it was just 0.3 percent last year). The 
gap was 3 percent for the Football Championship Subdivision and 3.1 percent among Division 
I institutions without football. 
Dan Fulks, the accounting program director at Transylvania University who authored the 2012 
report and has helped the NCAA research staff compile financial data for many years, said 
recent reports were affected by a national recession. 
D With regard to this yearD s findings, D Fulks said, Dthere has been considerable anticipation 
concerning the effect the rebound in the U.S. economy might have on intercollegiate athletics. 
Given the popularity of college sports, it comes as no surprise that the recession does not seem 
to have been particularly detrimental. D 
Kathleen MeNeely, the NCAA D s chief financial officer, said tlris year D s findings aren D t 
necessarily unexpected, but the trends merit watching. 
[l There LJ s been a consistent trend of increases in athletics spending mim)ring those of the 
im,titution over the past several years, [l McNeely said. [lThis year[J s report shows a break 
from that trend. Whetl1er it is an anomaly or the beginning of a new trend certainly bears 
monitoring. [J 
The real costs of atl1letics 
Among the benefits of the annual revenues and expenses report is the ability to detern1ine what 
universities consider as the value of their athletics programs. Data from the 2012 report show 
the median subsidy for athletics tor all Division I programs was about $12.2 million. The 
median subsidy in 2011 was about $10 million. 
Ticket sales and alumni/donor contributions continue to be the two primary categories for 
generated revenue (about 27 percent each of generated revenues for FBS programs). NCAA 
and conference distributions are accounting for an increasing proportion of generated revenues 
(22 percent) as well. Fulks said that trend might be expected to continue as conference 
television contracts become more lucmtive. 
He also noted as conferences sign new media deals, the number of self~ sufficient progf'"dll1S is 
likely to grow beyond the couple of dozen that has been typical in recent years. That[Js 
because many programs that arenDt self-sufficient currently are only a few million in the red, 
which could be covered by an influx of media-contract dollars. 
Other findings 
Among other findings in the 2012 report: 

• Division I institutions provided more than $2 billion in direct financial aid to their student
athletes in2012. Report author Dan Fulks said that over the life of the NCAADs 13-
year, $11 billion contract with CBS and Turner, Division I schools will provide well over 
$30 billion in scholarship dollars. 

• In the FBS, median generated revenues have increased by 77.5 percent since the 2004 
fiscal year. Median total expenses have increased by more than 94.1 percent in the 
same period, however. 

• Between 50 and 60 percent of football and menDs basketball programs in FBS schools 
have repmted net generated revenues (surpluses) for each of the nine years reported. 

• In the FCS, median negative net generated revenue, representing expenses in excess of 
generated revenues (or the amount of institutional subsidy), moved from about $5.9 
million in 2004 to about $9.6 million in 2011, and to about $10.2 million in 2012. Thus, 
the median losses for the subdivision D s schools continue to grow, increasing by 6. 7 
percent since 2011. 

• For Division I schools without football, median generated revenues dropped by 1. 7 
percent from 2011 after seeing a 12.6 percent increase from 2010 to 2011. Median 
total expenses increased by 8.8 percent from 2011, compared with the 3.2 percent 
increase from 2010 to 2011. Thus, the growth rate of expenses in tills subdivision has 
increased, while generated revenues have decreased this pa~t year. 

• Total athletics expenditures as a percentage of the total institutional budget for FBS 
schools have climbed to 5.5 percent from 4.6 percent in 2004. That indicates that 
athletics expenses have increased at a slightly higher rate than those of the overall 
institution. FCS schools showed a slight increase from 5 percent in 2004 to 6 percent in 
2012. while Division I schools without football have fluctuated between 4.5 and 5.9 
percent. In this report, athletics generated revenues were not netted against 
expenditures. Had they been. the percentages would fall significantly (to less than 3 



percent for FBS schools, for example). 

This article was reprinted with the permission ofNCAA. org. 

For further insights: 
NCAA member revenue, spending increase, by Steve Berkowitz and Jodi Upton, USA 
TODAY Sports, 5-1-13 
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Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Clips Weekly Update 5-6-13 

:x e Newsletter 

Dear Vince. 

Greetings from Clips. Hope you are well. 
It has been a few months since we Dve done a DCollege Athletics Clips 101, D and there have 
been many new subscribers since then LJ plus some of our longer tem1 subscribers might need a 
refresher[lso here it is, tiJryouredification and entertainment. 

College Athletics Clips 101 

• Click here to visit the Clips website. www.collegeathleticsclips.com 
• Subscribers need user names and passwords to get into the Clips website. 
• We add 10-20 new postings per week. 
• Postings include executive summaries, Clips Guest Commentaries, Clips eFiashes, Clips 

Eyewitness Reports, Clips eSURVEYS, etc. 
• All postings are archived; there are over 8,000 postings in 22 categories. 

• We issue a Clips Weekly Update every Sunday night at midnight ET. Clicking on a link 



on the Update brings you right into that posting on the website (see below). 

• You do not have to wait for an update to visit the Clips site. Most people visit the site 
on Monday and then a second time on Thursday or Friday (when there are 5-10 new 
postings). 

Okay, thatr] sit. Any other questions give me a call. I will issue a Clips eFlash l 01 soon, and 
then IDm thinking of a Clips 102 as well. 
Have a good Monday. Have a good week. 
Nick Infante 
Clips Editor 
908.879.9978 

Follow Clips on Twitter: 
W".VIN.twitter.com/@CollegeAthCiips 

Remember, you must be logged in with your username and 
password to view the articles (below) on the website. If you are 
not logged in you will get a blank white screen 
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New study rJ !JDynamic Advertising Effect of Collegiate Athletics" 

:x e Newsletter 

Dear Vince, 

Greetings from Clips. Hope you are well. 
People in big-time college athletics feel pretty good about being part of such a fun, glamorous 
and worthy pursuit. This is due to the widespread popularity of football and basketball, the 
unifying eftect for students I alumni and the huge boost in status that successful programs 
create. 
Presidents, Board members and Athletic Directors don!Jt have it so easy. They are frequently 
obliged to be defenders of the Drea!D costs/ bendits derived from big-time college athletics. 

Talking points tor defenders of college athletics will be bolstered by a soon-to-be-released 45-
page studyDtitled DThe Dvnamic Advertising Eft"ect of Collegiate AthleticsD Dthat 
provides validation aplenty for the so-called DF!utie Effect. D The author is Doug Chung, an 
assistant professor of business administration at Harvard University, and he makes a convincing 
case for the positive effects of college athletics. 
On a related note, Dr. Chung's first-ever college football game was the fanmus Flutie Hail 
Mary pass. 
Below are the abstract, intro and conclusion from the study (posted with Professor Chung's 
permission). I will leave it to Clips readers to dive into the vast fommlaic data that comprise the 
bulk of the study with whatever measure of scrutiny serves them best. To access Dr. Chung[! s 
study in its entirety click here. 

Nick Infante 
Clips Editor 

Follow Clips on Twitter: 
www.twitter.com/@Co!legeAthC!ips 

Also please note that Charles Clotfelter, an economics professor at Duke 
University, released a book last yearD DBig-Time Sports in American 
UniversitiesD Din which he made the case that universities with big-time athletics 
programs were missing out on an opportunity to position sports in their actual 
place as part of the university. Access a Clips book review here. 

Abstract 
I measure the spillover effect of intercollegiate athletics on the quantity and quality of applicants 
to institutions of higher education in the United States, p.)pularly known as the "Flutie Effect." I 
treat athletic success as a stock of goodwill that decays over time, similar to that of advertising. 
A major challenge is that privacy laws prevent us from observing intonnation about the 
applicant pool. I overcome this challenge by using order statistic distribution to infer applicant 



quality from information on enrolled students. Using a flexible random coefficients aggregate 
discrete choice model that accommodates heterogeneity in preferences for school quality and 
athletic success, and an extensive set of school fixed effects to control for unobserved quality in 
athletics and academics, I estimate the impact of athletic success on applicant quality and 
quautity. 

OveralL athletic success has a significant long-term goodwill effect on future applications and 
quality. However, students with lower than average SAT scores tend to have a stronger 
preference for athletic success, while students with higher SAT scores have a greater 
preference for academic quality. Furthennore, the decay rate of athletics goodwill is significant 
only for students with lower SAT scores, suggesting that the goodwill created by intercollegiate 
athletics resides more extensively with low-ability students than with their high-ability 
counterparts. But, surprisingly, athletic success impacts applications even among academically 
stronger students. 

X 



My favorite formula in the study .. . 
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Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Clips eF!ash: No Concurrence on Concussion Management 

:x e Newsletter 

Dear Vince, 

Greetings from Clips. Hope you are well. 
Few issues in college athletics have gotten as much attention as concussion management. 
Everyone agrees that concussions are bad, but how bad and what to do about them is a work 
m progress. 
Below is a summary of two lengthy feature articles from today!Js New York Times!] [!A New 
Way to Care for Young Brains[! and [JAnecdotal Evidence Provides Clues to Youth 
Concussions D Din which the current body of lmowledge about concussion management is 
capsulated. 
Have a good Tuesday. Have a good week. 

Nick Infante 
Clips Editor 

Follow Clips on Twitter: 
IN"<Nw.twit!er.corn/@CollegeAthCiips 

No Concurrence on Concussion Management 
Clips eHa~h 
Summarized by John Taormina, Clips Associate Editor 
With the growing concern about concussions increasing exponentially, a need has 
been created for facilities to treat concussion patients. Because of that, concussion clinics are 
popping up all over the country. 

However, the problem that remains is there is no exact formula to treat concussions. There are 
two main reasons: every concussion is difierent, and the doctors are only now scratching the 
surface of knowledge about these head injuries. When stories like Junior Seau[J s tragic suicide 
get into the news, parents panic and legislatures react by requiring concussion tests from an 
early age. The problem is that there are no [lyou[Jre all recovered standards[l that can be laid 
out. 
That said, doctors treating the millions of concussion patients each year must tread carefully in 
advising patients. Brain scans can be done to shed some light on the severity of the injury, but 
do not detect actual concussions and also have the drawback of radiation exposure. Therefore, 
the most widespread treatment of concussions that is being used is being overly cautious, 
recommending lots of rest and taking a D wait and seeD attitude. The most important thing 
these clinics say they do is reiterate to parents that stories like Junior Seau are the exception 
and not the rule, and with proper rest most people who sustain concussions make a filii 
recovery. 
It is impossible, however, to say with 100% certainty when someone is fully recovered. Plus, 
the younger the patient, generally the longer it takes to recover from a concussion. That fact is 
one that is hard to convince parents of and keep them at ease. 
Recently learned is that it is absolutely essential to not msh an athlete back to contact sports 
because sustaining another concussion while still recovering could leave the person affected tor 
lite and in some cases result in death. 
One measure that can estimate whether someone is recovered full is the D baseline test D 
method. At the beginning of a season. athletes can take the standardized test that measures 
things like reaction time and memory. Once a concussion is sustained they can be retested 
periodically to check to see iftheyDve recovered to their DbaselineD. If someone doesnDt 
pass the test, doctors are supposed to not allow an athlete to resume competition. 
With the growing presence ofthese clinics around the nation, some question whether there are 
hidden profits behind these facilities. However, many doctors say that is not the case, and 



clinics are happy ifthey break even. It is clear !] by all accounts !] that these clinics are 
primarily there to inform the public about a confusing topic such as concussions, and to 
decrease the fears that surround them. 
Here are some of the findings surrounding the growing presence of youth sports concussion 
clinics: 

• Female patients are making up a larger percentage of the clinics D overall concussion 
patient population, a percentage that rises every year. 

• Many concussions seem to result from a hit the young athlete does not see coming. It is 
not just blindside hits in football; it is collisions in which only one party is braced for the 
collision, as seen in sports with checking, like lacrosse and hockey. 

• There is no documented evidence that America D s intensifYing youth sports culture is 
leading to more concussions. But several doctors said they thought the year-round 
schedules that millions of young athletes on travel and elite teams keep as they specialize 
in one sport was a contributing factor. 

• Helmets, specialized mouth guards and headbands do not prevent concussions. [!There 
is no known way to prevent concussions, D Dr. Cynthia Stein said. OWe love helmets 
and mouth guards; they protect your skull and your teeth. But they won D t stop a 
concussion from happening. D 

This 683 word summary was distilled by Clips Associate Editor John Taormina from two 
articles totaling 4,178 words: 
- a 3,369 word article titled DA New Wav to Care [or YoungBrainsD by Bill 
Pennington from the 5-7-13 issue of the New York Times. 
- a 809 word article titled [JAnecdotal Evidence Provides Clues to Youth 
ConcussionsL-J by Bill Pennington.from the 5-7-13 issue of the New York Times. 
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Clips eFlash: Rutgers BK coach-no degree; new AD-who [lll it be? 

:x e Newsletter 

Dear Vince, 
Greetings from Clips. Hope you are well. 
By now most of you have heard of the latest shoe to drop at Rutgers (octopus shoes, that is). 
Friday, after some commendable, old-school investigative work, Deadspin.com (more on them 
below) reported that newly hired Rutgers basketball coach Eddie Jordan did not have a degree 
from Rutgers as he and the school had claimed. 
Rutgers cannot catch a break these days. Just within the past month or so there was the 
infamous video of Mike Rice (the former basketball coach) verbally and physically abusing his 
players, then his subsequent tiring, and then the DresignationD of AD Tim Pemetti. In addition, 
many have called for the resignation of the not-so-seasoned president, Robert Barchi. 
All ofthis served to dull much ofthe luster that was left to Rutgers D invitation to the Big Ten 
several months back. 
And now this. 
\Vbat D s worse. Rutgers D Athletic Director search committee is interviewing D several D 
candidates this weekend (see article at bottom for the list of candidates, as identified by 
D multiple unnamed sources D), and this Eddie Jordan degree blowup is not all helpful in 
wooing good candidates to consider the Rutgers AD-ship. 
There LJ s always something going on at Rutgers . 
Have a good weekend. 

Nick Infante 
Clips Editor 

Follow Clips on Twitter: 
wvwv.twitler.corn/@CollegeAthCiips 

*Dead5pin, which was originally a rather irreverent e-publication, has made 
several steps toward legitimacy, and this Rutgers scoop is just the latest example. 
(Yes, Dearupin is on the Clips daily read list) 

New York Times, 5-11-13 
Jordan clarified what happened in a telephone interview with ESPN com shortly 
(!Iter the story broke. 
'~'lome of the professors are still around and some are gone but they all know l 
was in class and did my wm*. "Jordan toldESPNcom. '1here was arrogance on 
my part when I was told I didn't register right and then I left to (coach at) Old 
Dominion (in 1985).1 was told my classes were never recorded I saw a transcript. 
I will have to find it. 1 was there and I completed the work. A1y professors that are 
still there know that. That's it. " 

Eddie Jordan Didn't Graduate From Rutgers, Despite School's Claim 

JolmKoblin, Dearupin.com, 5-9-13 
On April23, Rutgers introduced Eddie Jordan as the new men's basketball coach. Nearly 
three weeks earlier, ESPN had aired video of the previous coach. Mike Rice, calling his 
players "fucking faggots" and chucking basketballs at their heads. From the beginning. Jordan 
was presented a sort of institutional amulet who would ward off all the bad juju letl behind by 
Rice and by some of Rice's predecessors. 
It was a smart choice made at the intersection ofthe school's PR concerns and its bm;ketball 
hopes. Here was a good, smart coach whose NBA teams [Jthe Wizards, the 76ers, and the 
KingsD played entertaining, if not always winning, ball. And here, more importantly, was a hire 
±rom within the Rutgers family. Jordan was a star of Rutgers's celebrated 1976 Final Four 



team, and in 2004, he was inducted into the Rutgers Hall of Distinguished Alumni, alongside 
James Gandolfini, Mario Batali, and JeffTorborg. At his induction ceremony, he was referred 
to as a graduate, class of'77. In 2000, Jordan said, "Rutgers is a terrific place. This is where 
my heart and soul is. They're going to bury me somewhere on these grounds." 
The third line of his new bio on the Rutgers website says it all: 

RUDs all-time leader in both assists (585) and steals (220), "Fast Eddie" scored 
1,632 career points and earned honorable mention All-American honors as a 
senior in 1977 before earning a degree in health and physical education. 

Jordan, at his opening presser, thanked the Rutgers community for its patience. Formal 
contract negotiations had apparently delayed his hiring (he wound up with a five-year, $6.25 
million contract, the richest deal in the basketball program's history): 

1 want to thank [Rutgers president Robert] Barchi for his belief and trust in me. 
I'd like to thank our Board ofGovemors and our Board qfTrustees who 
understood the meaning of due diligence. People have taken some criticism on the 
length of time, but the due diligence was very important in their minds and in their 
actions to get this thing right. And I'm glad that they chose me. 

About that due diligence: Despite all the accolades he's received from the university and 
despite the school's many claims to the contrary, Jordan hasn't actually finished his degree, 
according to the Rutgers registrar's office. The oftlce sent me a verification document found 
below, that indicates that Jordan attended classes at Rutgers from 1973 to 1977. He went on 
to take more classes in 1978, 1981, and 1985. There was no degree listed in the document. I 
called up the registrar's office on Thursday and asked for clarification. 
"He did not receive a degree from us," an oftlcial there told me. 
According to the registrar's oftlce, Jordan had earned 103 credits at Rutgers, short of the 
threshold for a degree (the oflicial told me that the "minimum" threshold for a degree is usually 
110 credits and, depending on the year, sometimes even a little higher!Jmore like 120). [Note, 
5:07p.m.: Credits aren't the same thing as the credit hours listed in the document.] I asked if it 
was possible that he finished those credits at a different school and got a degree later. The 
official said there was no record oftransfen·ed credits from another institution. 
It's not clear where or when Jordan was first referred to as a graduate. The earliest reference I 
could find is a 1998 brief in the St. Louis Post-Dispatch that referred to Rutgers as his alma 
mater. Since then there have been dozens of stories that called him an alum. In 2003, the 
Washington Post's "Coach's file" info box listed his college as "Rutgers ('77)," and four years 
later the same paper called Jordan a "proud Rutgers grad." The Lakers media guideD Jordan 
served most recently as an assistant coach in Los Angeles D referred to Rutgers as his alma 
mater. 
Whatever the source of the confusion, it would've been easy enough to clear up in the course 
of the school's due diligence. (Why Jordan never botl1ered doing it himself is another matter.) 
The registrar's oflice is a three-minute drive from the athletic department's oflices. Jordan's 
bona fides as a basketball coach are impeccable, with or without a degree, and it's doubtful 
that a missing academic credential would've derailed his hiring. 
Instead, we have scandal-plagued Rutgers malcing a big show of due diligence that the school 
apparently didn't do. 
"I have come to know Eddie Jordan as an open, honest and terrific person to lead our men's 
basketball program," said the interim athletic director. Carl Kirschner, in the press release 
announcing Jordan's appointment. "Rutgers is very fortunate to have Eddie retum to his alma 
mater to restore pride in the program." 
Jordan himself said: 

l'm really honored and blessed to be named the caretaker of our team, of our 
program, of our university's basketball program. 1 say "our" because we've all 
come to a point that we have to regain our pride, our dignity and our integrity to 
our university. 

When a reporter asked him what his pitch would be to potential recruits, Jordan said: "Number 
one. you enjoy the Rutgers experience. It's a great place to be. It's a great degree." 
We asked the university for comment. Here's a statement: 

Eddie Jordan was inducted into the Rutgers Hall qfDistinguishedA.lumni in 2004 
and he has been a part of the Rutgers family since 1977. His athletic skills and 
leadership and his professional accomplishmen/.5 have been a source of pride for 
Rutgers for more than three decades. We are excited to have him as our menDs 
basketball coach and we look forward to many winning seasons. 

Rutgers Coach Never Completed Degree 

By Steve Eder, NY Times, 5-10-13 

A repmi by the Web site Deadspin on Friday suggested that Jordan did not earn an 
undergraduate degree at Rutgers 36 years ago when he was a star player, despite previous 
statements that he had. Deadspin reported that the Rutgers registrar D s office denied that 
Jordan had a degree from the university, which contradicts the biography on the universityD s 



Web site, which says that he [!earned All-America honors as a senior in 1977 before eaming a 
degree in health and physical education.[! 
Rutgers initially issued a statement that did not directly address whether Jordan had graduated. 
It instead noted that he was inducted into the Rutgers Hall of Distinguished Alumni in 2004 and 
that he had been part of the Rutgers D frrrnily D since before 1977. 
D His athletic skills and leadership and his professional accomplishments have been a source of 
pride for Rutgers for more than three decades, D the statement said. 
Later Friday, the university said it was Din errorD when it reported that Jordan had eamed a 
degree from Rutgers. The university said neither it nor the N.C.A.A. requires a head coach to 
hold a bachelorDs degree. 
Howevm: recent athletic department job postings, including one this week for an assistant 
basketball coach, list a bachelor D s degree as a requirement. 
[JRutgers sought Eddie for the head coach position as a larget-ot:opportunity hire based on 
his remarkable public career, LJ Rutgers [l s second statement said. 
The episode is the latest in a sequence of embarrassing events for the university and it~ athletic 
department in the past month and a half. Jordan, who was introduced as the Scarlet Knights [l 
basketball coach on April23, was hired to help restore the program D s reputation after his 
predecessor, Mike Rice, was fired following the release of a video in April showing him 
berating his players with homophobic slurs, throwing basketballs at them and pushing and 
kicking them during practice. JordanD s professionalism and deep ties to the university were 
among the attributes mentioned by university officials when he wa~ hired. 
The furor surrounding the video of Rice led to the resignation of the athletic director, Tim 
Pemetti. as well as other officials, and the university faced widespread criticism for choosing to 
suspend Rice rather than fire him after leaming of the video la~t year. 
Rutgers appears poised to move forward with Jordan [J s appointment. [JWe are excited to 
have him as our men[! s basketball coach, and we look forward to many winning sea<;ons, [J it 
said. 
A dozen years ago, Notre Dame terminated its newly hired football coach, George 0 [J Leary, 
after he admitted falsifYing parts of his rDsum D, including his claim that he had a masterD s 
degree in education from New York University. ODLeary had been on the job for five days 
before the falsifications came to light. 
A key difference is that Rutgers would presumably have had far better access to the records of 
Jordan, who has been honored repeatedly by the university for helping to lead it to its only 
Final Four appearance, in 1976. Jordan went on to play in the N.B.A., winning a 
championship with the Lakers, and was a head coach in the league for nine years. 

Rutgers could name new athletics director next week 
Keith Sargeant, Asbury Park Press, 5-9-13 

NEW BRUNSWICK D Barring an unexpected setback in the interview and vetting 
processes, Rutgers is expected to appoint its athletics director nexi week, multiple sources 
familiar with the search process told New Jersey Press Media on Wednesday. 
According to sources, Richard Edwards and Kate Sweeney, co-chairs of the 26-person 
selection committee, will conduct the final stage of interviews Thursday and Friday. 
Former Rutgers Deputy Athletics Director and current Tampa Bay Buccaneers director of 
operations Kevin MacConnell, Wisconsin Deputy AD Sean Frazier, University of Louisville 
executive senior associate AD Julie Hermann, Fresno State AD Thomas Boeh, Florida State 
AD Randy Spetman, Iowa senior associate AD Jane Meyer, Michigan State Deputy AD Greg 
Ianni, Northeastem AD Peter Roby, Ohio AD Jim Schaus, Texas associate AD fiJr 
compliance Amy Folan and Stony Brook AD Jim Fiore are candidates expected to be 
interviewed, according to sources. 
These are believed to be the candidates as Rutgers looks to move forward with an 
appointment five weeks after Tim Pemetti accepted a $1.2 million settlement to resign from the 
post amid the fallout of the Scarlet Knights menDs basketball scandal. 
Frazier and Hermann are widely viewed as the favorites to be tapped as finalists for the AD 
position, according to sources. 
Carl Kirschnm: who presided over the hiring of menDs basketball coach Eddie Jordan last 
month, is currently serving as interim AD. Top Rutgers officials, including the co-chairs 
Edwards and Sweeney, have declined all media inquiries since the outset of the search. 
Multiple sources indicated the selection committee is eager to make the pmmanent AD 
appointment before the university holds its commencement ceremony on Sunday, May 19. 
It!J s one reason why the selection committee pushed up its deadline to fonnally apply for the 
position. The job listing on the NCAA.org website lists May 10 as the date when applicants 
are urged to submit materials but the posting for Parker Executive Search !] the firm hired by 
Rutgers to identifY candidates D listed tins past Monday as the deadline. 
Three finalists could be determined over the weekend. The finalists would then meet with 
selected Rutgers coaches, who presumably would offer tl1eir opinions to t!Je selection 
committee on Monday or Tuesday. 
According to sources, the 26-person selection committee could recommend its choice by the 



middle of next week. Rutgers [J Board of Governors, which isn [!t scheduled to meet until June 
20, would he required to hold a special meeting in order to appoint whomever the committee 
recommends. 
MacConnell, who filled a variety of administrative roles ti.)rthe Scarlet Knights athletics 
depmtment from 1986 until2012 before heading to Tampa Bay to become tanner Rutgers 
coach Greg Schiano D s chief-of- staff, is expected to he the first candidate interviewed 
Thursday on the Rutgers-Newark campus. 
A Council Bluffs, Iowa, native who graduated from the Air Force Academy in 1976, Spetman. 
59, was introduced as Florida State AD in February 2008 after a four-year stint and a seven
year run in the same position at Utah State and Air Force. respectively. Spetman, the only AD 
from a major-conference power. presided over a Seminoles program that has qualified for 
NCAA postseason play in every sport with just one exception over his first three full seasons. 
Last year, Florida State wm; one of just two schools to finish ranked in the Top 25 nationally in 
footbalL menl!s basketball and baseball. 
As the second-in-command at Iowa since March 2001, Meyer has been credited as the 
primmy contact for more than $115 million in facility-constmction projects, most notably the 
$88million renovation of the HawkeyesD football stadium. She serves as Iowa's senior 
woman administrator, sport administrator and oversees all intercollegiate athletics facilities 
projects and operations. 
A native ofNew Britain, Conn .. and a Dmtmouth College graduate, Roby has served as 
Northeastern's AD since June 2007. A former Harvard menDs basketball coach, Roby 
oversees NortheasternDs 18-sport NCAA Division I athletic department, which competes in 
the Colonial Athletic Association. Last September, he was appointed to the 10-member 
committee responsible for selecting the NCAA tournament field every year. 
Ianni has worked in Michigan State's athletics department since 1993, and was promoted to 
the No.2 role in July 201 0. His current responsibilities include oversight of event, equipment 
and facilities management, athletic communications and he is the chief administrator for football. 
In addition, he has overseen design and construction of several expansion projects, including 
Spmtan Stadium, the basketball practice complex and the academic center. 
Boeh has 30 years of athletics administration experience, including the past seven years leading 
Fresno State. A Chicago-area native who possesses as masterD s degree in athletic 
administration from Illinois, Boeh spent time in a variety of roles with the Big Ten Network. his 
alma mater, Loras College of Iowa, Northwestern, and spent 10 years serving as AD at Ohio 
prior to his cun·ent position at Fresno State. 
A graduate ofUConn who starred on four straight Huskies NCAA Tournament teams, Folan 
has worked in compliance at Texas since 2001-02. 
Schaus has served as AD at Ohio since April 2008 atler serving in the same capacity at 
Wichita State University for the previous nine years. A 1983 Purdue graduate who holds a 
mm;ter's degree from West Virginia, Schaus has spent nearly a quarter-century in athletics 
administration, with stints at Oregon, Cincinnati, UTEP and Northern Illinois. 
He currently presides over a 16-sport, Mid-American Conference program. one that ranked 
12th nationally for economic efficiency based on resourceful investment m1d team success. 
According to his bio, the Ohio athletics department has set revenue records for annual 
fundraising, season ticket sales, total ticket revenue, sponsorships, licensing and concessions 
under his leadership, and he is c1mently directing a $20 million capital campaign effort, which 
has included major gifts for the Bobcats' new Multi- Purpose Center and Convocation Center 
projects. 
Fiore. who reportedly was a candidate for the Minnesota AD post last year, has served as 
Stony Brook AD since July 2003. A native of Long Beach, N.Y., who held the deputy AD 
post at Princeton from 1999-2003, Fiore has presided over an athletics department that has 
featured 33 conference championships, including nine last year. lt!J s believed Fiore also 
interviewed for the Rutgers AD position the lm;t time it was open four years ago. 
While Stony Brookes football program has become a national Football Championship 
Subdivision power, the Seawolves baseball team made a surprising run to the NCAA Division 
I College World Series last spring. 
Perhaps most impressive as it pertains to the future ofRutgersD athletics is how Fiore helped 
secure the $21.1 million Stony Brook Arena renovation project that is set to open in 2014-15. 
Fiore, who is highly regarded for his fundraising acumen, also laid the groundwork on 
renovations to the baseball stadium, a $3 million outdoor track and field facility. a $1.2 million 
renovation of the gymnastics arena an upcoming $10 million renovation of the university pool 
and enhancements to the locker rooms in the football/lacrosse stadium. 
Frazier, who played fi.10tball at Alabama from 1987-91, has worked at Wisconsin since 2007. 
A Long Island, N.Y., native, Frazier was promoted to Deputy AD under Barry Alvarez in 
April201l. 
Hemmnn has spent the past 16 years in the highly-successfill Louisville athletics department. 
Hermann, a Nebraska graduate who serves as the deputy AD under Tom Jurich, oversees 20 
sports, including the CardinalsD 2013 national runner-up women's basketball program. 
Prior to the AD appointment, the university D s budget and finance committee is expected to 
determine the compensation package. The salmy will he commensurate with experience and 
qualifications. according to the Parker Executive Search website. 
A source said the parameters of the contract are expected to differ from each candidate and 



the compensation package is expected to be performance-based, with a percentage that could 
be cut if certain goals are not met under a salary structure Rutgers President Robert L. Barchi 
recently implemented for top executives. 
While Pernettil!s $410,000 base salary ranked 61st among 113 Football Bowl Championship 
Subdivision schools whose contracts were obtained by USA Today earlier this year, the 
average salary for ADs nationally is $515,000. More telling may be the average salmy for 
current Big Ten ADs, which stands at $712,164, according to data compiled by New Jersey 
Press Media with USA Today as the source. 
Last year, Frazier earned $186,667, according to the Gannett Wisconsin Media database. 
Hermann earned $246,450, according to the Courier-Journal ofLouisville D s online database. 
According to the USA Today salmy base, Spetman's contract guarantees $350,000 annually, 
with incentives topping out at $330,000, Schaus earns $247,000 and Boeh earns $262,789, 
with incentives totaling nearly $121,000. Other current salary figures for Fiore, Ianni, 
MacConnell, Meyer, Folan and Roby were not immediately available. 
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Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Clips Weekly Update 5-13-13 

:x e Newsletter 

Dear Vince. 

Greetings from Clips. Hope you are well. 
In the beginning (2004), we did our due diligence and concluded that there might be room for 
an information resource designed specifically for senior level athletics administrators. We were 
energetic, we were inquisitive, we were lucky, and we have dutifully tweaked Clips[] content 
and style constantly in the nine years since then. 
Through the years, some topic areas have subsided in interest and some have surged. One 
topic that has surged is the general topic ofleadership /management, and Dflowing off 
that Done of the most effective exercises of learning has been what not to do by studying the 
mistakes of those who have preceded us. 
In college athletics there has been no shortage of management mistakes, and they all have in 
common a Ddecision tipping point, D which is that point somewhere in the craziness of the 
sequence of events in which the powers that be [Coach? AD? President? Inside counsel? 
Outside counsel? Board of Trustees? All of the above?] make a decision that casts the die 
for everything else that follows. Sometimes D if itO s a bad decision D what follows is a cover-up. 
Which brings me to the Rutgers University mess. Your loyal Clips Editor has no inside 
information on the Rutgers situation (well, maybe a little), but I do know that there is plenty to 
be learned from the unfortunate sequence of events that have happened there, and continue to 
happen. Just three days ago, it was learned that Rutgers[] newly hired basketball coach did 
not have a college degree after all. 
Readers interested in getting up to speed on Rutgers D difficulties can refer to two recent Clips 
eFiashes: Rutgers BK coach-no degree; new AD-who Dll it be? and The latest on crime and 
punislunent at Rutgers 

Hey. tlris is only an intro to the weekly update, so I D II not go on and on D except to say that the 
profound advice that we all learned from fan1ily elders long ago (e.g.- tell tl1e tmth, donDt shift 
the blame to someone else, don Dt break the law, treat people with dignity, show respect be 
fair, don!Jt nm with scissors, etc.)[Jreally do pretty much cover it all. 
I do not think that it is hard to know what to do (our tamily elders taught us tlmtlong ago). 
Vlhat[Js really hard is to actually do what we already know is the right thing to do. Profi.mnd, 
huh? 
Have a good Monday. Have a good week. 

Nick Infante 
Clips Editor 

Follow Clips on Twitter: 
wvwv.twitler.corn/@CollegeAthCiips 

Remember, you must be logged in with your username and password to view the 
articles (below) on the website. lfyon are not logged in you will get a blank white 
screen. 
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Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Clips eFiash: Clips Conference Realignment Graphic #23 

:x e Newsletter 

Dear Vince, 

Greetings from the Clips MotherS hip. Hope you are well. 
By now hopefully all Clips subscribers have been aware of, familiar with and/or amused by the 
infamous Clips Conference Realignment Graphic. When we produced the first graphic about a 
year and a half ago, we figured we might revise it a few times and that would be that. 
Well, that was not that. Below we present the 23rd revision, and we wonder where it will all 
end. 
The ACC D s epochal grant of rights agreement notwithstanding, there is still a considerable 
amount of realigning to be sorted out, especially among the dozen-plus conferences lower 
down the food chain. To wit, three of the five moves depicted below involve the Summit 
League, Horizon League and Missouri Valley Conference, all of which had been barely 
touched previously. 
So here it is, Version #23, painstakingly prepared for the edification and entertainment of Clips 
subscribers. By the way, we Ore thinking of making a box set of the entire series available to 
our readers. We will get back to you with details .. 
Have a good Tuesday ... 

Nick Infante 
Clips Editor 

Follow Clips on Twitter: 
wvwv.twitler.corn/@CollegeAthCiios 
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Clips subscribers, plus natering nabobs, nihilistic naysayers, disaffected voters, grassy knoll 
theorists, aparatchiks, leitmotifs, infidels, the devout, Bultaco jockeys, Matador fans, former Short 
Hill residents, Stan the Man, Joe Willie, Jimmie me boy, puff-chested neo-good fellas, cavones, 
plastic fantastic lovers, the memory of Pudge, Poops, Pops, Rece, Jay, Dickie V, Bobby V, Andy 
F fr Ll, Ashley G fr Litchfield, Jerry fr Hamden, Gump Worsley, Moll, Ding, Uncle Louie, Boompa, 
Terry Sawchuk, Chet Gladchuk, Chuck Gerber, Tom J fr Indy, Raul C fr Habana, Jon fr UA, the 
Ninja, Radar fr Bristol, Mark fr Meridian, Carla fr NJ & OK, Shoobie fr Brooklyn, Coog fr BC, Lisa fr 
FDU, M-B fr Huntington, Mike fr Charleston, Steve fr ASU, Dan fr Wilmington, Deadspin 
deadbeats, etc. 
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soft underbelly of our modem day sports/entertainment culture to define tl1e essence of the 
passion and emotion so unique to college athletics. 
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Monday. May 20, 2013 3:39AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Clips Weekly Update 5-20-13 

:x e Newsletter 

Dear Vince. 

Greetings from the Clips MotherS hip. Hope you are well. 
In response to widespread subscriber requests. we are composing the "intro to the update" in 
the Herb Caen-inspired 3-dot formal[! 

They say if you slick a US map in front of most Americans they'd have trouble picking 
out key states ... which is mentioned herein because this week there were several back
and-forth emails from/to the MotherS hip regarding geography ... such as, \\'hat (exactly) 
is "the Northeast?" ... does the Northeast include Buffalo? ... Erie? ... Maryland? ... or how 
about "upstate New York?" ... Does that include Westchester County? ... Is it anything 
north of the George Washington Bridge? ... And Dthe most relevant to the week's 
activitiesD\\'hat exactly is "tl1e Deep South?" ... just Alabama and Mississippi? ... 
Louisiana too'7 ... Geo-musings lend themselves to travel, and D speaking of travel D tl1e 
entire Infante family traveled to Meridian, Mississippi tlris weekend D Mississippi is bona 
fide SEC country, and Ole Miss & Mississippi State logos were evmywhere D I had an 
illuminating discussion in the Han1pton Inn breakfast area with Mike. a longtime Ole 
Miss fan, donor and season ticket holder. .. And there was compensation news: Jim 
Delany and Pat Haden had great years and ex-Penn State prez Graham Spanier topped 
the presidential compensation list!] Welcome to new subscribers at Pepperdine, NM 
State, Georgetown, UND (NoDak" that is), BYU & Huxley!] Coming soonll the 4th 
(or is it 5th?) Clips Soiree D 

That's it, I'm out of dots. 
Have a good Monday. Have a good week. 

Nick Infante 
Clips Editor 

Follow Clips on Twitter: 
,N.,Nw.twit!er.corn/@CollegeAthCiips 
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Sent: 

To: 

Sub jed: 

College Athletics Clips <nick@collegeathleticsclips.com> 

Monday. May 20,2013 6:25PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

eF!ash: A report card on Penn State[! s commitment to transparency 

:x e Newsletter 

Dear Vince, 

From one of the pinnacles* of college sports reportage D Sports Illustrated 
magazineDcomes a 4,268 word report card about the progress (and/or lack thereof) of the 
D openness D and Dtransparency D that has been the ongoing mantra as the beleaguered Pem1 
State University claws its way back from the brink of oblivion. 
Some say that Penn State [J since only a small number of oflicials were actually in on the crimes, 
perjury and cover- up[] has already suffered more than its share suffering ($60 million worth), 
criticism and condemnation. Meanwhile, other people say that there can never be enough 
repentence for the heinous nature of the child abuse and the look-the-other way attitude of 
those in charge. 
Take your pick. 
And the S1 article? Well tins one defimtely tits into the category of coverage being very critical 
of Pem1 StateD s efforts at integrity and transparency. The title, D What still ails Penn State? 
D and the subtitle, CAt a time when football sifety has never been more scrutinized, 
changes in the universityDs once-exemplary medical care belie promises to rein in the 
athletic department and operate transparent/yO pretty much say it all, because the 4,200-
plus words that follow cite instance after instance, insinuation after insinuation, suspicions, 
condemnations, and[Jno less than nineteen usages (yup, I counted them) of the good old 
[J anonymous sources said.[] Such frequent usage of anonymous sources generally tends to 
detract from the credibility of the article. If Clips readers don!Jt want to take our word for it, 
then they should read the entire article to make their own determination. 
For Clips subscribers who have been afflicted with medium-level amnesia, here D s a quick re
cap of the Pellil State debacle: 

• In the beginning (30s, 40s, 50s) Penn State was just another land grant State U, 
inexplicably plunked in the forested tangle that is the hunting and fishing center of the 
expansive Keystone State. several hours away from the metropolitan influences of 
Philadelphia, Pittsburgh and New York. 

• In the mid-60s Joe Paterno took over the helm of the Nittany Lions football team. And 
he did very very well. 

• The madness and the passion ti.)r Nittany Lions grew, and the vertically-oriented Beaver 
Stadium grew to a capacity over I 00,000. 

• Penn State evolves into a very special place[Jearning a well-deserved (and accurate) 
nickname of Happy Valley. Academics and research flourish as well. 

• The D We Are Penn StateD slogan comes into common usage, and is proudly uttered. 
• Everything comes crashing down when a former Pellil State assistant coach (whose 

nan1e shall be written on Clips postings for the absolute mimmum of occasions, and this 
isnDt one of them) is accused and convicted of 45 instances of clllld abuse. As bad as 
that was, allegations of negligent leadership. cover-ups, looking the other way and 
perjury are leveled at several semor level officials, including Joe Paterno. 

• The longtime Pellil State ADD Tim CurleyDwas accused ofpmjury and was placed on 
administrative leave in November 2011. 

• The NCAA stepped in and lowered the boom on Penn State with a $60 million fine and 
five years of probation. 

• Penn State President Rodney Erickson expressed the shame and embarrassment of the 
entire Penn State community by saying Dthe nationD s eyes are upon us, D and vowing 
to D ensure proper governance D and D making a commitment to transparency. D 

• David Joyner, an orthopedic surgeon who served on the Penn State Board of Trustees, 
was appointed as interim AD. 

In the bullet points above your Clips editorial team ha~ dispa~sionately provided the 
background for the Sports Illustrated article, which devotes about 3,500 of its 4,200 words to 
the alleged weakening of its one-of~a-kind, state-ot~the-art orthopedic care for the Penn State 



football team. 
From the article: 

[JJn '92 the university started an unusualZv progressive sports medicine program 
in which doctors appointed to the college of medicine faculty would tend to varsity 
teams. A director qf athletic medicine would head the program and report not to 
coaches or to the athletic director, but to the dean qfthe College of Medicine and 
to the chair of the department of orthopedics. That doctor would serve as 
orthopedic surgeon-head physician for the football team and, along with a 
primary care physician, attend practice daily. D 

Much of the intrigue (and insinuation) of the SI mticle had to do with the candidacy of David 
Joyner (yes. the same David Joyner who became PSU AD four months ago, after having been 
acting AD ever since the scandals broke) for the orthopedic surgeon-head physician position in 
1992. The position ended up going to Wayne Sebastianelli. The SI mticle reported that Joyner 
dismissed Sebastianelli four months ago on short notice and the next thousand words in the 
article describe a lesser quality of care for the football teaJil, which includes the possibility of 
injured players being tmnsp.)rted two hours (one way) to the Penn State medical center in 
Hershey, Pa. if they are injured in practice. 
The SI mticle also makes liberal mentimv'suggestion ofthe enmity and vendetta involved, 
however, most of that was couched with the nineteen instances of D unnamed D and 
anonymous D sources that were cited. I will refer interested readers to the full article make their 
own interpretation a~ to the credibility of the article. Unfortunately. this article is not available 
online unless one is a subscriber to the SI magazine. So, if you are not, you Oil have to 
purchase a hard copy. 
Please see below for a more conventional summary by John Taormina, Clips Associate Editor. 
More later ..... 

Nick Infante 
Clips Editor 

Follow Clips on Twitter: 
vw,w.twitter.com/@CollegeAthCiips 

In response to SI's story, Penn State issued the following statement: 
"To characterize the medical care Penn State provides our student-athletes as anything 
other than the highest quality is erroneous. Access to urgent and quality care for our 
athletes is no less than where it was at any point in the past 20 years. We provided 
Sports Illustrated with .facts and data that demonstrate our commitment to our student 
athletes and how we compare to other peer imtitutions. Instead the article 
sensationalizes in order to iminuate lower standord1· and largely ignores statements 
from the Dean of the College o.fMedicine. 
Contrary to the reporter's assertions, Dr. Sebastianelli remains the doctor in charge of 
the University's entire medical programfor intercollegiate athletics, including football. 
Further, there has been no change in the support provided by State College-based Penn 
State orthopedic surgeons, including Dr. Sebastianelli. " 
*Other pubs on the D pinnacles of college spmts reportage D list (in the estimation of the Clips 
Truth Squad) are D listed in reverse alphabetical orderD Yahoo 1 Sports, WSJ. USA Today, 
roopstigo, Point of the Game, Outkick the Coverage, NYT, Money Players, Inside Higher Ed, 
Grantland, FOXSports, ESPN, Deadspin (on their [J good [J days), Chronicle of Higher 
Education and CBSSports.com. 
A Few Words About r·JUnnamed Sources r·J 
There are entire books and college journalism courses and academic theses devoted to the 
propriety, expediency and appropriateness of citations, attributions, sourcing, quoting, vetting, 
etc. Notwithstanding that Dfactual D news reporting is not what it used to be, the delive1y of 
the reporting ( DitDs the medium, not the message. D) often ovmwhelms the message. 

That said, here, in order of their use, are the nineteen references to unnamed sources made in 
the SI.com mticle: 

• [Jthe parent of a player who asked not to be identified[l .... 
• [J according to current and former Penn State staff members, administrators and 

players[] ..... 
• [J recalls one former staff member [J 
• D multiple former players and staff members D 
• D according to inte1views with trustees D .... 
• []according to Penn State players and staffmembersD ..... 
• D several athletes say they were told D 
• D according to sources familiar with the pmcess D .. 
• D according to people with knowledge of those discussions D . 



• [Jan athletic department staff member takes issue with the idea that coaches and ADs 
are making medical decisions, saying LJ ..... 

• [J one recently graduated player told SI !] . 

• [J according to trusted sources LJ .... 
• D says one Penn State sports medicine professional D 
• DPenn State players who spoke with SID . 
• D according to current and former Penn State players D ... 
• D three sources involved in health care for Penn State athletics who spoke with SI on the 

condition of anonymity say D . 
• Dteam sources sayD ..... 
• D according to multiple sources D . 
• D several university medical sources say D .... 

I do not know if the use of 19 unnamed sources is excessive for an investigative article of this 

length and sensitivity, so I asked around to several veteran writers (yeah, my own unnamed 
sources). \\'hat I heard back was very illuminating, and the consensus was that the reputation 
of the publication and the writer have a lotto do with the credibility of the article. In the case 
above, the stellar reputation of Sports Illustrated I Time Inc. would serve to negate any doubts 
about the seemingly heavy reliance on D unnan1ed sources. D So there. now we know. 

CLIPS EXECUTNE Sl..JlvlMAR Y 

Penn StateDs reputation takes another hit 
Penn State University made some big changes in the orthopedic care oftheirfootball 
team, and criticism followed 

In January, Penn State University decided to dismiss longtime head physician and 

orthopedic surgeon Wayne Sebastianelli. 
In 1992, when Penn State hired Wayne Seba~tianelli to be the football teamDs head physician 
and orthopedic surgeon, they were changing the face of their football program D s medical staff 
Sebastianelli was able to be at practice every day, assist players with any injury, and operate 
on them immediately if needed. He did not report to football staff members, but rather to 
people in the College of Medicine at Penn Stale to assure that football and healthcare were 
independent of each other. 
Sebastianelli was loved by countless players over the years and excelled at his job, so it was 
very much a surprise when he was let go in January. According to the SI article, the decision 
has further been called into question because of the controversial timing that coincided with 
David Joyner becoming Penn StateD s AD. 
Joyner had expressed an interest in the head physician and orthopedic surgeon position when 
Penn State was conducting its search in 1992. However, Joyner could not work at the full- time 

capacity that the position demanded and therefore was not considered. Over the years, Joyner 
was said to have attempted pulling Penn State players away fi"om Sebastianelli and steer them 
to one of his orthopedic practices. 
With all that said, many fonner players think that the decision to replace Sebastianelli was not 
primarily a cost- savings move m; stated by the university, but rather a personal decision made 
by Joyner. Furthermore, the decision to hire Joyner as AD at Penn State has also been 
criticized, as his credentials were atypical ofthe usual candidates. 
This kind of controversy is what a school such as Penn State should be doing everything in its 
power to avoid. Many observers are calling into question who really runs the university and 
makes its decisions. Sebastianelli is being replaced by Peter Seidenberg as head physician and 
by Scott Lynch as orthopedic surgeon. 
The problem is that Lynch is employed full- time in Hershey, PA (two hours distant from Penn 
State) and therefore will not be able to be at practice everyday, as Sebastianelli wa~. Head 
coach Bill 0 OBrien thinks othmwise. but the athletic schedule for the fall indicates that Lynch 
will only be present for one practice a week and for games. 
While this will save the university money, is it really worth it in a time when the importance of 
proper healthcare in college athletics is being stressed more than ever? In many people [J s 
opinions in the Penn State community [J no. Former players Michael Robinson, who now 
players for the Seattle Seahawks, and Adam Taliaferro, who suffered a spinal cord injury that 
should Dve paralyzed him for life, both credit Sebastianelli with their successful recoveries fmm 
injuries and are highly critical of his departure. 
These two and many others agree that Penn State could be making a crucial mistake by 
deemphasizing the importance of having an orthopedic surgeon present at all times. If a player 
needs immediate medical attention at practice and Lynch is not there, the player will have to be 
operated on by an unfamiliar surgeon in the State College area. 
The search for a long- term AD at Penn State will be re-conducted when President Rodney 
Erickson retires next summer. Hopefully then, these medical concerns will be reevaluated as 
well. 



More later.. 
This 556-wordsummary was distilled by Clips Associate Editor John Taorminafrom a 
4,268 word article titled, [J What still ails Penn State!! by David Epstein to be published 
5-20-13 inc'>!Magazine. 
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To: 
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College Athletics Clips <nick@collegeathleticsclips.com> 

Friday, May 24, 2013 4:04PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Finebaum hired by ESPN, media becomes a lot more entertaining 

:x e Newsletter 

Dear Vince, 

Greetings from the MotherS hip. Hope you are well. 
The Clips audience (business-of-college-sports insiders all) are seasoned, sage and savvy 
about both the big picture and the nitty-gritty aspect~ of running college athletics progmms. 
However, in the realm of media, most college administmlors!] knowledge encompasses their 
own market and national (read: ESPN), and not much else. 
Thatr]s because, in the sports talk radio realm, people are unaware otT.lonmfamiliar 
with Dwell-known sports talk hosts in other pmts of the country. 
Sports talk radio remains a geme oflocal Dor regional Drenown. ThatD s why only a third or so 
of Clips D audience would know who Paul Finebaum is .... even though this sports talk host 
extraordinaire has been proclaimed as DThe Voice of the Southeastern Conference. D 
Below is a great article from Clay Travis of the college football predominant Outkick the 
Coverage website (and a popular sports talk radio host himself- in Nashville), in which he 
gives Finebaum his due. Travis astutely interprets Finebaum D shire D which calls for 100 TV 
appearances a year on ESPN and a simulcast ofFinebaum's radio show on the upcoming SEC 
NetworkrJas a strong sign that the SEC Network will tilt toward entertainment and not what 
he calls 11 propaganda. Ll 
Tmvis 11 []propaganda[.! is what others would probably describe as [] stmight news[] or l!pufi 
journalism. Ll 
Referring to Finebaum as a Dgenius D and a D deft ringmasterD (in terms of handling his 
regular callers), Travis states, D There are many smart interviewers, but few of those smart 
interviewers have the ability to switch from Condoleeza Rice to Legend and never skip a beat 
in the process.D {DThe LegendD is one qf about a do:::en regular callers to FinebaumDs 
Binningham, Alabama show.] 
Buckle up listeners/viewers. youDre in for a treat with F-baum. 

Have a good Friday. Have a good long weekend. 
Nick In±ante 
Clips Editor 

Follow Clips on Twitter: 
W".VIN.twitter.com/@CollegeAthCiips 

Paul Finebaum To SEC Network Sends Strong Content 
Message 
Clay Travis, Outkick the Coverage, 5-22-13 

Yesterday afternoon news officially broke that ESPN had signed Paul Finebaum to a 
five year contract. The deal calls for 100 TV appeamnces a year and a simulcast of 
Finebaum's radio show on the upcoming SEC Network, set to debut in August of2014. 
It's a smart decision that fills up seveml hours of programming year-around on the upcoming 
SEC Network. Putting radio shows on television works pretty well already and is a cost
effective duality. ESPN pioneered the strategy in spmts with multiple shows now airing daily 
and NBC and CBS have followed up on the decision, placing Dan Patrick and Tim Brando 
front and center on the NBC Sports Network and the CBS Sports Network. It would be a 
pretty big shocker ifF ox didn't also have a radio show on television when FoxSports1 and 
FoxSports2 debut this August. 
But the biggest aspect of this deal is the message that the SEC is sending to the college sports 
umverse. 
In fact, it tells you what the SEC Network is not going to be -- a bland, boring take off of the 
Big Ten Network. 
Privately many involved with the SEC Network have shot down the idea that the Big Ten 
Network is in any way a model for the SEC Network's content. People at ESPN and the SEC 



feel the Big Ten Network programming is tedius and as even more of an indictment they point 
to the way the Joe Paterno scandal was covered by the network. The Big Ten's Paterno 
coverage bordered on Chinese media coverage of democratic uprisings, it was entirely slate
sponsored television that was completely divorced from the tmth. 
Indeed. many at ESPN and the SEC said they were using the Big Ten Network as a model of 
what not to be with the SEC Network. 
That's easy to say, but what would happen when content decisions had to be made? How 
much creative freedom would media actually have on the network? Would tins be 
entertainment or propaganda? 
Well, Finebaum's hiring answers that question-- the goal of the SEC Network is to be 
entertairung first, propaganda second. That's an impressive editorial decision because many in 
positions of corporate power want to select the banal and bland alternative, the content that 
never shakes anything up, the one that never leads to any complaints. 
Thafs tine, but it's the very antithesis of entertainment. 
No one tunes in to watch propaganda. 
Finebaum's hiring answers one ofOKTC's biggest questions al:xmt the SEC Network, would it 
slide more towards the entertainment or propaganda side ofthe content spectmm? 
Hiring Finebaum as the very first ofl:lcial employee is a clear signal that the goal of the SEC 
Netwmk is to be entertaining. 
That speaks volumes about the SEC and ESPN's goal for the SEC Network. This channel 
wants to have mass appeal even when the games aren't going on. Yes. it will have 45 football 
games, but that's a small part of the hours that have to be filled on the upcoming network. You 
have to give people a reason to watch this channel from April to July, when football season is a 
long way away and there's nothing much happening on the college sports landscape. You don't 
want to create a network that people only care about fiJr three months a year. 
And that's the thing about Finebaum --and all successful radio shows in the modem media era 
-- they have to have mass appeal. Sports talk radio is entertainment, the last place in the media 
uruverse where you have the luxury of time. If you have someone in studio for an hour as a 
guest, it's impossible for them to leave without having revealed a ton about themselves. 
Howard Stem is the master of this, radio gives us the opporturuty to pull back the artificial 
masks of the modem era. Put someone on radio for an hour and you'll leave with a much better 
understanding of them than you can from any other media. People listen to a radio show every 
day for the same reason they lay down on their couch and flip on a game when they get home 
from work, because it's comfmtable and refreshing to relax and be entertained after a long day 
of work. 
For the past decade or more Finebaum has done twenty hours oflive radio a week. It's 
fashionable to hate on Finebaum in some circles, but this criticism is lazy and misses the 
difiiculty involved in being entertaining for twenty hours oflive radio a week. I·Ie's incredibly 
talented at a very difficult medium. Very, very few people can do that amount oflive radio. 
Even fewer can do that amount of live radio and do it well. 
Finebaum is incredibly smart-- witness his interviews with intelligent people -- but he's also a 
deft ringmaster-- witness his interaction with idiot callers. Finebaum's gem us is in crafting two 
shows running simultaneously, the actual show and the people who love it, and the other 
people listerung to the show who also love it but can't believe it's real. 
There are many smart interviewers, but few of those smart interviewers have the ability to 
switch from Condoleeza Rice to Legend and never skip a beat in the process. 
Finebaum does. 
That's why Finebaum, turning 58 this year. is the most-talented Southern media member of his 
generation. 
Plus, he's not afraid to let his show wander down into the creepy recesses ofthe Southern 
mind. One thing that has always been underrated is the Southern aftinity for eccentric oddities. 
We all have really weird relatives down here. From William Faulkner to Paul Finebaum, great 
gothic humor has always come from shining a light on these darkened magnolia lined hollows, 
on the aunts and uncles we all welcome at Thanksgiving. "Good Lord, what's Uncle Earl going 
to say during the prayer this year?" we all quietly wonder. 
Come next year on the SEC Network the nation will be even more exposed to the wack.iness 
of our homeland. White, black, Hispanic, Asian, eventually if we get you down here long 
enough you tum a little bit crazy about football. 
I don't know why exactly, maybe it's the heat. 
Or the fried foods. 
But eventually you're going to go a little bit insane. 
The SEC Network could have chosen to run from these quirks and oddities in favor of 
conveying an airbrushed version of Southern life, the kind you see in corporate banking 
advertisements for cities like Charlotte. It's safer to go that route, but irs less authentic. 
Eventually that lack of authenticity would fester, boiling up into a morass of disinterested 
viewers who would seek their entertainment elsewhere. 
The SEC Network would have turned into a punchline as potent as the Big Ten Network is 
now. the Big Ten Brother Network comes South. 
Instead, in hiring Finebaum the SEC and ESPN sent a strong message that the SEC Network 
won't be politically correct and inoffensive to all. 
Good. 



Because most great entertainment is neither of these things. 
Gel ready America, the SEC Network might just become one of the mm,t ridiculous reality 
television channels ever. 
Down here we deep fry everything, even the crazy. 
Harvey Updyke? 
Bless your hearts, you ain't seen nothing yet 

This article has been reprinted on Clips with the permission of the author. 

Finebaum Ends His Silence 

Paul Finebaum is headed to Charlotte, NC., and a national forum: ESPN 
By Rachel Bachman, Wall Street Journal, 5-21-13 

Paul Finebaum's radio silence has an end date: Aug. 1. 
Finebaum. the polarizing personality of college football's signature call-in show, is leaving the 
Birmingham, Ala., market where his contract expired in Jrumruy, for Charlotte, N.C., and a 
national forum: ESPN. His multi-tiered platform will include a radio progran1 on ESPN 
networks, 100 televised appearances annually on ESPN and a TV simulcast of his radio show 
on the ESPN-owned SEC Network launching in August2014. 
"It would be the understatement of my life to say I wasn't thrilled," Finebaum said. "It is 
incredibly exciting to be part of a new adventure, particularly one that involves the premier 
brand in sports along with the pre-eminent conference in sports." Finebaum has a five-year 
contract Neither he nor ESPN would give financial details. 
To non-sports fans, Finebaum's name might be as foreign as the wishbone o±Iense. But in the 
burgeoning world of sports media, particularly in the South, he is a superstar. His four- hour 
daily show was syndicated on nearly 30 stations across the South and revolved around legions 
oflisteners who called in daily to hail a tean1, blast a foe or even confess a crime: An Alabanm 
fan once revealed on the show how he poisoned beloved trees on Auburn's catnpus. As the 
Southeastern Conference's dominance grewDthe SEC has won the past seven major-college 
football national chrunpionshipsDFinebaum's show becatne the laund1y-strewn palace balcony 
from which to crow. 
'"w11at is striking is he is such a great moderator-slash-provocateur of the emotion that lives 
within the Em base," said Justin Connolly, the senior vice president for programming who will 
oversee the SEC Network for ESPN. "To be able to bring him abJard onto the team here is 
significant" 
As broadcast-rights tees rise to more than $250 million atmually per conference, college 
football is transitioning from a largely regional sport to a national one, with the first -ever 
postseason playo±I starting after the 2014 season. The question is whether Finebaum can retain 
the distinctly southem feel of the show in a slick, nationally packaged product 
"The show has become successful for a lot of reasons, but it's always been a caller show and 
the audience has been able to become the star," Finebaum said. "I don't really see that 
changing in the immediate future." 
Finebaum's radio show at first will air primarily in the Sontheast, ESPN's Connolly said. 
Finebaum also will appear on a range ofESPN TV programs that relate to college football 
before the debut ofthe SEC Network. 
After Finebaum's contract expired in Januaty, he said nothing publicly aoout his future but said 
he was asked about it constantly. One man approached him at a gas station, tearfully said he 
missed him and hugged him, Finebaum said. Based on fims' Twitter posts, it seems that the 
only thing worse than Finebaum is his absence. One tweet read, "Please @finebaum save us 
from this misery. Sony for any and every bad thing I've ever said about u or your show." 
Another tweet summed up many listeners' feelings: "All I am saying is that listening to Finebaum 
is like coming upon a bad wreck on the highway! You don't want to look, but YOU JUST 
HAVE TO!" 
During his four-month layoff from radio hosting, Finebaum also reached a $650.000 deal with 
HarperCollins to write a book" due out in August 2014. 
This article has been reprinted on Clips with the author's permission 
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eFlash: Rutgers' new AD faces fresh questions about her past 

:x e Newsletter 

Dear Vince, 

Greetings from Clips. 
It is with no small amount of regret that I am sending out this Clips eFlash. But I happen to be 
up early on this fine Sunday morning, and one of the first items (viaGoogle Alert) I came 
across described disheartening allegations [nothing proven yet] about newly-hired Rutgers 
AD Julie Hermann from when she was a women[! s volleyball coach at Tennessee in the early 
90s. 
It is an infrequent occasion that I stumble upon barely breaking news, and that is the case here. 
[Just a little while agoD7:15amETDl took a few clicks throughNYT: WSJ, USA1~ 
Yahoo! Sports, ESPN, CBS, SJ, Deadspin, etc. and none of them had anything about the 
Rutgers!H e1mann story. The only sports web sites that have picked up the stmy were 
FOXSpor/.5 and Sporting News.] 
Tlris story is a result ofba~ic investigative journalism by the Newark Star-Ledger. They ran a 
story D Rutgers' new athletic director faces fresh questions about her pa~tD on their website at 
!1:52pm ET la~tnight, which I have excerpted fmm below. 
And here IJ dmmmll please[! is the Clips incisive, pmfound and bi-partisan two sides of this 
developing story. On the one hand, Julie Hermann ha~ an impeccable track record and could 
well tum out to be an excellent choice to lead Rutgers back to respectability that it has never 
experienced before (read: Big Ten). On the other hand, if it turns out that her coaching tactics 
were similar to those of Coach Rice, then that could present a huge pmblem in Piscataway. 
I have said it several times before (and I hope I don D t have to say it again for a long long time 
to come), itO s always something at Rutgers ..... 
Have a good Sunday. Have a good Memorial Day. Will AJ Foyt win his fifth Indy 500 today? 

Nick Infante 
Clips Editor 

Excerpts from: 

Follow Clips on Twitter: 
W".VIN.twitter.com/@CollegeAthCiips 

"Rutgers' new athletic director faces fresh questions alxmt her past," by Craig Wolf]; The 
Star-Ledger, 5-25-13, 11:52pm ET, 3,400 words 

Sixteen years ago, members of the University a,{ Tennessee women's volleyball 
team gathered for a last meeting with their head coach, Julie Hermann. ... 
The players say everyone, including the athletic director, had been brought 
together by a letter alll5 players on the team had submitted in it, the players 
said, their coach had ruled through humiliation, fear and emotional abuse . .... 
"The mental cruelty that we as a team have suffered is unbearable, "the players 
wrote. Specifically, they said the coach had called them "whores, alcoholics and 
learning disabled " .... Hermann, the players say, absorbed the word5, turned to 
her team. and said simply: "! choose not to coach you guys. " 
Then. 11 days ago, Hennamz, assistant to the Louisville athletic director for 16 
years. was introduced as the new athletic director for Rutgers. The appointment 
quickly spawned a Face book conversation among at least 17 of H ermann'sformer 
Tennessee players, now spread across the country, with youngfamilies and 
careers, bonded by what many of them say is trauma and an anger they still have 
not shed 

During three interviews over the past nine days, H ennann said she viewed the 
Rice saga as a cautionary tale as she prepares to take over at a school poised to 



go into the big-money, high-stakes Big Ten Cm1ference. "Jn my opinion, that can't 
go one inchfiJnvarduntil we have healed from the inside out," saidHennann, 
who will he paid $450,000 <mnualZv. She added, "All (!f"us need to buy into, 'Here's 
what we standfiJr. 'And if we don't stand for that, you can't stay No one can 
stay." 

[WhenHe1mann was] ... questioned about a 1997jury verdict that awarded 
$150,000 to a former assistant coach who saidH ennann fired her because she 
became pregnant Hennann, she said, felt a baby would interfere with job 
peifonnance. Hem1ann says the assistant was fired because she was 
underpeifonning, and it had nothing to do with pregnancy 
In an interview nine days ago, Richard Edwards, Rutgers' vice president of 
academic (rffairs and the co-chair c!f"the search committee, said that on orders 
from Barchi, the school had investigated the lawsuit through university la:wyers. A 
statement released by Rutgers on Friday night said: "We ha:ve looked at the 
totality ofJulie's record in athletics administration and we lookfonvard to her 
continued success as she leads Rutgers' transition into the Big Ten " 
Hermann says she is mystified by the reaction ofherformer players, including 
several, she said, who had stayed in touch with her over the years. 
She said she did not remember the letter by her volleyball players. When the letter 
-given to The Star-Ledger by one of the women - was read to her by phone on 
Wednesday, she replied, "Wow." 

Remarks H ennann made at the wedding were caught on tape by the wedding 
videographer and would become central to the discrimination lawsuit against the 
university in 1997 that ended with the jury siding with Hineline. [Ed -1 do not 
know ifJulie Hem1ann partakes of alcohol, hut if she does, or used to, it is 
credible to assume that she might have had [lone too many[l when she was taped 
saying what could easily he construed as light-hearted joking]. .... "1 hope it's 
good tonight," she says into the camera. "Because 1 know you've been waiting for 
a while, hut I hope it's not too good, because 1 don't want you to come hack 
February with any surprises, you know, the C!ffice and all, and it would he hard to 
have a baby in there. " 

... [fiVhen the transcript of her remarks at the wedding were read to her by 
The Star-Ledger, H ennann said,] . .. "That~5 probably why l'm on the videotape 
teasing her. It's like, 'Yep, we know a baby's coming Ea.1y on that.' l'm being a 
total, you know. smart aleck on the video. So l had no problem with her having a 
child A1y fi"Ustration was her work level." 

Separated now from their experience at Tennessee by decades, many of the 
onetime college players said they had struggled with the decision to write the 
letter, femful their scholarships would he revoked They extended the wish now 
that their allegations would not harm Hermann as she preparesfor her new 
position Lynn Lovingier, who played for Hermann in 1995-96, said she hoped 
Hennann had learned from her experiences. But, she added, "We have yet to he 
acknowledged or apologized to by Julie. " 
Courtney Huettemann Goebel was one of several players who said she was 
struggling to forgive H ennan She remembered the coach directing them to flip 
their workout clothes inside out at a restaurant as punishment after a lopsided 
loss to powerhouse Kentucky in 1996 '~'lhe wanted to embarrass us," said 
Huettemann Goebel, "because she said we were an emharras.1ment to the 
university " 
Searching/or a lesson to take away from her Tennessee experience, 1\1indy Britten 
Stone, who works as a middle school coach, said that Hennann had taught her 
"what not to do." Stone says she focuses on "how to empathize and keep the sport 
fun" for her students. 



Letter by Tennessee VVomen 's volleyball team .... 





To view video, click here. 
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Rutgers' new athletic director faces fresh questions about her past 

Craig WoljJ: The Star-Ledger, 5-25-13 
http://www.nj.com/sports/index.ssjl2013/05/rutgers _new_ athletic_ director. him! 

Sixteen years ago, members of the University of Tennessee women's volleyball team 
gathered fi.)r a last meeting with their head coach, Julie Hermann. In gym shorts or jeans, some 
piled onto a black leather couch. Others sat on the t1oor, cross-legged, almost breathless. 
Many of them remember Hennatm standing over them, as she had at hundreds of practices and 
matches. For several minutes, as the players recall, she said nothing. 
The players say everyone, including the athletic director, had been brought together by a letter 
all 15 players on the team had submitted. In it, the players said, their coach had ruled through 
humiliation. fear and emotional abuse. 
"The mental cmelty that we as a team have suffered is unbearable." the players wrote. 
Specifically. they said the coach had called them "whores. alcoholics and learning disabled." 
In blunt terms, the players wmte, "It has been unat1imously decided that tlris is an irr-econcilable 
issue." 
Hermann, the players say, absorbed the words, turned to her team, and said simply: "I choose 
not to coach you guys." 
At that, say the players, she turned and lefl the mom. Her coaclring days were over, and many 
players say they never saw her again, though she briefly moved into athletic admitristration on 
the Knoxville campus. 
Then, 11 days ago, Hermatm, assistant to the Louisville athletic director for 16 years, was 
intmduced as the new athletic director tor Rutgers. The appointment quickly spawned a 
Face book conversation among at least 17 of Hermann's former Tennessee players, now 
spread acmss the country, with young families and careers. bonded by what many of them say 
is trauma and an anger they still have not shed. The group includes women who played for 
Hermann over five of the six years she coached at Tennessee. 
Allison Stricklin Harvey, who says she quit the Lady Vols because of Hermann, and then 
returned afler Hermann was no longer coach, said she hoped the years had changed Hermann. 
"I like to think she has evolved," she said. 
But when she saw her former coach's face in recent news reports, Stricklin Harvey said her 
well-wishing melted away. 
"It just put a pit in my stomach," she said. 
Her fom1er coach is portrayed now by Rutgers president Robert Barchi as the person to lead 
the mriversity out of troubled times. Fallowing the stormy departure of basketball coach Mike 
Rice, atnid revelations he had physically and verbally abused his players, and the resignation of 
athletic director Tim Pernetti, Hennann was depicted as a healer and visionary by Barchi and 
other school officials. 
Barchi called her someone who shares a "commitment to the university's core values, a deep 
concern for our student-athletes." 
During three interviews over the past nine days, Hermann said she viewed the Rice saga as a 
cautionary tale as she prepares to take over at a school poised to go into the big-money, lrigh
stakes Big Ten Conference. 
"In my opinion, that can't go one inch forwm·d until we have healed fmm the inside out," said 
Hennatm, who will be paid $450,000 annually. She added, "All of us need to buy into, 'Here's 



what we stand for.' And if we don't stand for that, you can't stay. No one can stay." 
Two of her fom1er bosses extolled her as a leader. 
"How excited I am fi.)r Julie Hennann and excited for Rutgers," said Joan Cronin, the fonner 
athletic director at Tennessee. She called Hermann "one of the most out~;tanding administrators 
in the country." 
Louisville's athletic director Tom Jurich said that in 17 years of working with Hennann, first at 
N orthem Arizona where she was a first- time head coach then at Louisville, "I've never seen 
anything but impeccable behavior." 
"I knew things didn't end well," he said, "but that happens to a lot of coaches at a lot of places." 
Hermann appeared at her news conference already looking at home with a scarlet "R" on her 
lapel. At that time, none of the T mmessee players' allegations were publicly known. But she 
was questioned about a 1997 jmy verdict that awarded $150,000 to a former assistant coach 
who said Hermann tired her because she became pregnant. Hennann, she said, felt a baby 
would interfere with job performance. Hermann says the assistant was fired because she was 
underperti.)nning, and it had nothing to do with pregnancy. 
In an interview nine days ago, Richard Edwards, Rutgers' vice president of academic affairs 
and the co-chair of the search committee, said that on orders from Barchi, the school had 
investigated the lawsuit through university lawyers. A statement released by Rutgers on Friday 
night said: "We have looked at the totality of Julie's record in athletics administration and we 
look forward to her continued success as she leads Rutgers' transition into the Big Ten." 
Hermann says she is mystified by the reaction of her former players, including severaL she said. 
who had stayed in touch with her over the years. 
She said she did not remember the letter by her volleyball players. When the letter-- given to 
The Star-Ledger by one ofthe women -- was read to her by phone on Wednesday, she 
replied, "Wow." 
Eleven of the fom1er Tennessee Lady Vols, in interviews and e-mail agreed to go on the 
record, while expressing tears their former coach could somehow reach into their lives once 
again and retaliate. One, citing similar concerns, did not want her name used. 
Among the group, six were part of the 1996 team whose scathing letter, they said, was written 
in the spring semester of 1997. Others played for Hermann as early as 1992. 
Their accounts depict a coach who thought nothing of demeaning them, who would ridicule and 
laugh at them over their weight and their pertonnances, sometimes forcing players to do 100 
sideline pushups during games, who punished them after losses by making them wear their 
workout clothes inside out in public or not allowing them to shower or eat, and who pitted 
them against one another, cutting down particular players with the whole team watching, and 
through gossip. 
Several women said playing for Hermann had driven them into depression and counseling, and 
that her conduct had sullied the experience of playing Division 1 volleyball. 
Asked about the players' lingering grievances, Hermann reacted sharply and said she was 
flabbergasted. 
"I never heard any of this, never name-calling them or anything like that whatsoever." 
The word "whore," she said, is "not part of my vernacular. Not then, not now, not ever." 
"None of this is familiar to me," she said. 
GROWING UP PHYSICAL 
These should be high- flying days for Hermann, who is 49. She said she became enraptured by 
sports at an early age. She grew up in Nebraska City, Neb., on the west end of a town known 
for being the home of Arbor Day and not much else. She and an older brother, Jody, are 
adopted. Just about everyone in town came of age with an ethic that demanded hard work, or 
as Hennann put it, "Youjustgrow up physical in Nebraska." 
On her grandfather's farm, where he raised cattle and pigs, and grew com and soybeans, she 
baled hay and swung a giant machete to hull the beans. Her father, Eugene, worked 6a.m. to 6 
p.m. at Woerner Oil, the gas station he owned, and raced home to grab a sandwich before 
heading back to work at a liquor store he also owned. Once the school day was over, she 
said, she was either moving oil or booze. 
The biggest lure for her was a field owned by her parents next to their home on First Street. 
Along with Jody, Hemmnn played football and baseball there. She was stricken to learn later 
on that when girls got to a certain age, they had to switch to softball. She first realized her 
passion for athletics made her different from most of her female classmates when she walked 
onstage to received a pendant for her abilities at spmts. 
By the time she reached Nebraska City High School, she was already 5-10 and wa~ sought 
after as a hitter in volleyball and a center in basketball. (She is now 6 feet.) With her 
penetrating blue eyes, she also developed a reputation as a leader, a rare school-age player 
who by her presence and style of play made her teammates better. 
"She was always in a situation where she would give 150 percent," said Lu Arkie!d, who was 
an assistant volleyball coach for the high school team. "Julie could get along with everyone. 
They admired her ability. People around her wanted her to do well." 
The one thing her father did for himself was buy a Windjammer motorcycle, and he would be 
on it every Sunday morning. He had green eyes and strawberry blond hair, and riding his bike, 
with his hair flying back, he looked for all the world like James Dean, his daughter remembers. 
He liked to ride fast. 
He wentto watch her play in a state tournament during herjunioryear of high school. He left 



on his motorcycle, ahead of his daughter riding on the team bus, but he died after he crashed 
on his motorcycle on the way home. Hernmnn was met at the door of her house with the news. 
"He was 6-2, but in my mind, he was 6-7," she said. 
Hermann became a star volleyball player at the University ofNebraska, and soon after 
graduating took her first coaching job as an assistant at the University ofWyoming. It was 
there she met Ginger Hineline, one of the team's best players. 
A DREAM JOB 
Heimann calls herself an "expert at transition," and it is easy to see why. Along the way, she 
was an assistant volleyball coach at the University of Georgia the head coach at Northern 
Arizona University, and then in 1991, she came to the University of Tennessee at Knoxville to 
take charge of the Lady Vols. 
In many ways this was a dream job in a place seen as on the vanguard of women's collegiate 
sports. At the time, it was one of the few schools in the country with a separate women's 
sports department. At Tennessee, Hennann brought in Hineline as the assistant coach. 
Hermann says for their first few years working together, Hineline performed well. This 
changed, said Hermann, not long after Hineline became engaged to David, an economics 
graduate student at Tennessee, and as a June 4, 1994, wedding date approached. Hineline, 
she said, was obsessed with having a baby, so much so that it distracted her from her duties 
with the team. 
"1t' s nonstop conversation about her and David, their sex life, they're gonna have babies right 
away." Hermann said in an intmview. "We're like, 'Yep. yep, gotcha.'aD'7 " 

Remarks Hern1ann made at the wedding were caught on tape by the wedding videographer 
and would become central to the discrimination lawsuit against the university in 1997 that 
ended with the jury siding with Hineline. 
When asked about the video during her introductory news conference at Rutgers on May 15, 
Hermann said, "There's a video? I'm sorry, did you say there's a video? There's no video, tmst 
me." 
In an interview with The Star- Ledger at a restaurant in Cincinnati, where she lives, Hineline, 
now 45, said Hermann was a bridesmaid at her wedding. She provided the newspaper with a 
photograph showing Hennann standing next to her along with two other bridesmaids, in 
matching black dresses, black chokers and pearl earrings. Hineline also provided her wedding 
video, which includes Hernmnn in light wedding-day banter about the baby prospects. 
"I hope it's good tonight," she says into the camera. "Because I know you've been waiting for a 
while, but I hope it's not too good, because I don't want you to come back F ebmary with any 
surprises, you know. the office and all, and it would be hard to have a baby in there.'' 
Near the end of the video, Hineline throws the wedding bouquet, and Hermann is the one who 
catches it. 
"The wedding?" Hermann said in an interview two days after her news conference. "Wm; I at 
her wedding? They eloped? I don't even remember that, honestly. It doesn't mean it didn't 
happen. It'sjm;t, it's been so long for me. I can't picture standing at her wedding, 
unfortunately." 
After a transcript of her remarks at the wedding were read to her by The Star-Ledger four 
days ago, Hermann said she still could not retrieve the wedding fium her memory. 
But, she said, "That's probably why I'm on the videotape teasing her. It's like, 'Yep, we know 
a baby's coming. Easy on that.' I'm being a total, you know, smmt aleck on the video. So I had 
no problem with her having a child. My frustration was her work level." 
Hineline's version differs strongly. 
The wedding day comments. Hineline said, were just more in a long line of hints that were 
becoming less and less subtle as spring turned into summer. 
"I would say, 'Hey, we want to start a family,' and that's where the discouragement kept 
happening. She was reminding me of the demands that would come with a baby, and the job 
being demanding." 
Disapproval turned to ultimatum in an emotional exchange tlmt summer, Hineline said. 
"So what you're telling me is that! could lose my job ifi had a child?" Hineline said she asked 
Hennmm. "And Julie said, '1 hope it doesn't come to that, but it could.' aD? " 
Deciding she did not want to risk her job, Hineline said she and her new husband decided to 
put off having a baby, only to find out she was pregnant four months after their wedding. 
Hineline said her firing in January 1995 happened after she had told Hermann she was 
pregnant. Hermann said the decision to fire her was made before she learned her assistant was 
pregnant, but that neither she nor Cronin had yet to let Hineline in on this. 
Hermann said that because she was a witness at the 1997 trial, she would not have been 
permitted in the courtroom when the wedding video wm; played. 
Edwards, the Rutgers vice president, said he and his colleagues were impressed by a program 
Hermann helped build at Louisville called L Care, which addresses concerns of student athletes 
away from their sports lives. 
"We're also looking at someone who had a very strong track record of leading very closely 
with the academic side,'' Edwards said. "The other thing that really stands out is what she's 
been involved in and her commitment to the welfare ofthe student athlete." 
Edwards said that Barchi was "absolutely" aware of the case. "He was vmy clear that he 
wanted that looked into." 
"What we have is what an individual claimed happened, who was losing her job." Edwards 



said. "I looked into it. We had our legal counsel looking into it, and we were satisfied that it 
was not an issue." 
Hermann, though, said she wm; never asked about the lawsuit during any phase of the interview 
process, not in a first interview in a boardroom at the Newark Airport Hilton on MayaLJ? 9, 
nor in a final round of interviews leading up to her appointment six days later. 
Kate Sweeney, co-chair of the search committee with Edwards, said Friday evening she knew 
nothing about the lawsuit until she read about it in an article about the job finalists the day 
before the announcement. She said she sat in on tour interviews with Hemmnn and that no one 
among the 26-member search committee asked about the discrimination case. Even so. the 
lawsuit makes no difference to her. 
"I look at what Julie has done over the last 16 years," she said. "She is dynamic and has a great 
mind." 
Sweeney said she is wary that the players' comments may stem from grievances stoked by 
peer pressure from long ago. 
"Do I have buyer's remorse?" she said. "Absolutely not." 
DISGRUNTLEMENT 
Hem1ann and Rutgers are left to confront fresh questions about Heimann's past professional 
life, not while she was an administrator but when she coached. 
The Lady Vols went 10-21 in 1994 before dropping further, to 7-25, the next year. 
In 1996, the team improved to 1 7-16, but tensions were growing, fueled, the players said, by 
their coach continuing to belittle them. 
Finally came the meeting amund the black leather couch. This was in the women's basketball 
locker mom in the school's old Stokely Athletic Center, said the players as well as Cronin, 
Tennessee's fom1er athletic director. Hem1aml said the meeting lacked the high drama 
described by the players, that she merely walked out to allow Cronin to speak with the players 
without her. 
"I knew we had disgruntled players, knew they were unhappy with where they were going," 
said Cronin. 
She added, "I don't remember intense disgruntlement." 
Still, she acknowledged that the players' "frustration" was a factor in her decision to replace 
Hennallil, along with the team's subpar won-lost record. She said it was routine for her to 
address a team when its coach was being removed. But, she said, "I'm being ve1y honest. I 
don't remember that letter." 
Video: Clips of Julie Hermallil in the wedding party for assistant Ginger Hineline In iliis 1994 
video provided to the Star- Ledger, new Rutgers athletic director, Julie Hermallil, is seen as 
part of the wedding party for her tl1en assistant coach, Ginger Hineline. Hineline won a 
$150,000 suit against the school in 1997 that alleged that Hermann, who was a head volleyball 
coach at Tellilessee at that time, discouraged her from being pregnant. During Hermann's 
intmductory press conference as new Rutgers AD, she denied the existence of this wedding 
video. 
Hemmnn, she said, was moved elsewhere in t!Je department as an "assistant in development" 
for six montl1s before she left the school to be an assistant coach for the U.S. national women's 
volleyball team and wound up in Louisville ilie nexi fall. 
Separated now from their experience at Tennessee by decades, many ofthe onetime college 
players said they had struggled with the decision to write the letter, fearful their scholarships 
would be revoked. They exiended the wish now iliat their allegations would not harm Hennann 
as she prepares for her new position. Lyllil Lovingier, who played for Hem1aml in 1995-96, 
said she hoped Hem1ann had learned from her experiences. But. she added, "We have yet to 
be acknowledged or apologized to by Julie." 
Courtney Huettemann Goebel was one of several players who said she was struggling to 
forgive Herman. She remembered the coach directing them to flip their workout clothes inside 
out at a restaurant as punishment after a lopsided loss to p.nverhouse Kentucky in 1996. "She 
wanted to embarrass us," said Huettemann Goebel, "because she said we were an 
embarrassment to ilie university." 
Searching for a lesson to take away from her Tennessee experience, Mindy Britten Stone, who 
works as a middle school coach, said that Hermann had taught her "what not to do." Stone 
says she focuses on "how to empathize and keep the sport fun" for her students. 
Other players, including Tiffany Hamilton and Amy Buchanan, said Hermmm sometimes 
crossed aline and becan1e physical while coaching. They said she would typically yank players 
by their jerseys a~ she made lineup changes. 
Buchanan, who played for Hermann in 1994, wrote in an e-mail that once, in a huddle after ilie 
first set of a match, the coach glared at her. "She looked at me and said, 'Vv'hat about you 
Buchanan? Are you going to lose the whole match for us?' And she followed that up with a 
backhand to my gut." 
"How ironic," said Kelly Hanlon Dow, a sophomore on the 1996 team, "that Rutgers had an 
abusive coach and they're bringing in someone who was an abusive coach." 
Hemmm1 said she barely recognizes herself in the players' accounts of ilieir time wiili her. In the 
interview nine days ago, she talked about her coaching philosophy, saying that if she were ever 
to write a book, she would call it: "Ripple Effect." 
"Vv'hat are we putting out?" she said. "Vvbat' s the message people are receiving? Generally, 
most of us have no idea of our ripple effect, good or bad. For me, I like to stay focused on 



what that is and making certain that I'm modeling what you most want out there." 
Upon learning that the women she coached, and also her assistant, Cringer Hineline, were still 
embittered, Hermann said she wanted to rise above any acrimony. 
"From Ginger to these players, these are people I cared alxmt and still care about," she said on 
Wednesday. "I just don't feel ifs my job to guess their motivations. Like I said, it's the tlrst I've 
ever heard of it. I'm going to try to focus on leading Rutgers into the Big Ten, and that's all I 
know to do." 
She is scheduled to start her new job on June 17. 
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Monday. May 27, 2013 11:23 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Clips Weekly Update 5-28-13 

:x e Newsletter 

Dear Vince. 

Greetings from the MondayNightShip. Hope you are well. 
ItO s the Monday NightS hip because this Clips Weekly Update has been pushed back one 
night due to the three-day weekend. For me it was a great Memorial Day weekend, and I 
hope the same for you. 
And the only thing better[] well, maybe almost as good LJthan a three-day weekend? The four
day work week that follows it. 

Nick Infante 
Clips Editor 

Follow Clips on Twitter: 
wvwv.twitler.corn/@CollegeAthCiips 

Remember, you must be logged in with your username and password to view the 
articles (below) on the website. lfyon are not logged in you will get a blank white 
screen. 
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College Athletics Clips <nick@collegeathleticsclips.com> 

Thursday, May 30, 2013 5:12PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Clips eFlash: U -Alaska AD ousted, calls president 11 mentally ill Ll 

:x e Newsletter 

Dear Vince, 

Greetings from the Clips MotherS hip. Hope you are well. 
No, I did not make up the headline in the sullject box. The former Alaska AD really said that. 
Wow. 
Longtime readers of these Clips pages will no doubt recall that your repetitious repetitious 
Clips Editor makes frequent reference to children!] s classics (Alice in Wonderland, Wizard of 
Oz, The Merry Adventures of Robin Hood, etc.). One of my favorites is when Alice in 
Wonderland says, innocently but profoundly, D Curio user and curiouser1 D 

Compared to other walks ofhfe, college athletics are among the more cunous of endeavors. It 
seems that we should be numb to the curiosities by now, but we Ore not. We get jaded, and 
then we get shocked anew every time something new pops up. Scandals, NCAA miscues, 
coach miscues, and the steady erosion of the NCAA concept of amateurism regularly make 
headlines one day after another. 
It has been Rutgers in the headlines these past ten days, and who will be next? Well, would 
you believe University ofAlaska-Anchorage? 

But first a quick digression to the manner in which different organizations and different 
cultures handle the, uh, er, transition of personnel, D othmwise know as firing and hiring. 
I put D firing D first because the firing has to happen before it can be followed up with a 
Dhiring.D 
It has been my experience and observation that the American business culture handles 
firings (and related downsizings, layoffs, etc.) in a predominantly D faux sensitivity D 
manner. As in the typical email we Dve all seen a hundred times: []Joe Blow has 
resigned to pursue other interests. We wish him well. [J Meanwhile Joe Blow is outa 
there that very day (those emails usually say, !] effective immediatelyrJ) that we see the 
email, carrying his personal items in a cardboard box, escorted by a security guard, with 
a forlorn look on his face, as he steps toward an uncertain tomorrow. It!J s like a perp 
walk, and it D s one of the most demeaning things that can happen to a person. I know. 
I D ve made that walk. 
Meanwhile, in other cultures (Japan being the best example, along with other Asian 
cultures), they go out of their way to allow the fired individual to exit with dignity. It D s 
called D saving face, D and they do the dirty deed in such a way that it is not D faux 
sensitivity D at all, but genuine sensitivity. 

Just making the observation, itDll never happen here. Instead, our American culture is 
entlu·alled by the DYOUDRE FIRED!! D bluster of Donald Tmmp. snide put-downs on 
American Idol and!Jin college athletics hiring at least!] a continuing who-you-know (not what-

yoo-know "' hr:m-do-lhi""') "'"" '"' """'""' hiriog. 

Again, just an opinion (one of my rare one- sided opinions). 
Which all brings us back to Alaska ... 
You can read the article below for yourself and the background articles further down, but 
here D s the crisp and snappy Clips eF!ash bulleted synopsis: 



• Not surprisingly, the University of Alaska-Anchorage has a hockey- heavy athletics 
progmm. 

• There were, uh, [JproblemsLJ with the hockey program, the AD fired the coach, and 
some people (including the president) didnrJtlike the firing. 

• Yesterday the president issued the sanitized DJoe Blow is outa hereD email (actually the 
ADDs name, er, former AD) is Steve Cobb. 

• Instead of trudging meekly into the Northern Lights, Cobb went out in a blaze of glory, 
which included calling the president D mentally ill. D (This is another reminder why there 
are non disclosure statements). 

And Cobb said more: 
D Tflhen you give away the university to [lobbyist to have Cobb fired] Ashley 
Reed and a few local scoundrels, you are by definition insane and I intend to 
prove it in court, [J said Cobb in the statement. CJGamble made the decision to 
fire me without speaking to one employee of the UAA athletic department, not 
one staff member, not one coach, not one student-athlete and certainly not me. 
Apparently, Ashley Reed is the .final authority. 
DI am suffering secondary embarrassment for the university that I loved and 
devoted almost thirteen years of my life. D 

Jeez Steve, don't hold back. What do you really think? Wow. 
There are some basic lessons to be learned/relearned from the paragraphs above. Most of 
these are very basic, but dozens of Athletic Directors have asked me to remind them 
repeatedly repeatedly of these basics. Here goes: 

• \\'hen you get hired by a president, make sure [las best you can [Jthat you will get along 
with him/her, that he/she will be open with you, and that your prospective new prez does 
not have a history ofletting ADs take the blame. Hire a []reverse LJ search firm if you 
have to. 

• If you lie, you might pay for it later on. 
• Treat people with dignity, and alack of hostility. (Ifthey screw up, yell atthemDby all 

meansDbut stick to the job performance script). Document the job performance 
shortcomings if a firing might become necessary later on. 

• Save your joking around for fan1ily and friends. A seemingly innocent and! or good
natured joke/jibe can be interpreted many different ways. Just ask Gordon Gee. Or Julie 
Hermann. Or Clarence Thomas. 

• Think twice/thrice before you say bad things about people. Even ifthose things might be 
true, that usually shows a lack of class. ThatLJ s another thing that comes back to bite 
you. 

• There[] s nothing wrong with forgiveness and giving second chances. Be careful with 
third chances. 

• Call your mother every day. 

Have a good weekend. I love the Memorial Day three-day weekend. It is immediately 
followed by a short four-day work week. 

Nick Infante 
Clips Editor 

Follow Clips on Twitter: 
wwN.twilter.corn/@CollegeAthCiips 

Alaska-Anchorage AD Cobb ousted, calls universitv president 
Dmentally iiiD 
USCHO Staff Report, 5-29-13 

Alaska-Anchorage announced Wednesday that chancellor athletic director Steve 
Cobb has been removed from his position, effective immediately. 
As an ofticer of the university, Dr. Cobb serves at will on six months[! notice. 
LJ Dr. CobbLJ s legacy at UAA includes a number of remarkable achievements of which we are 
all proud, D said UAA chancellor Tom Case in a statement. D However, it has become clear in 
recent days that despite his efforts, Steve will not be able to bring all elements of the public 
together in suppmt of UAA and that criticism of Steve has become a distmction from the great 
work that UAA does every day. Though itDs necessary for us to move ahead under new 
leadership in Seawolf athletics, Dr. Cobb D s outstanding contributions to our student-athletes, 
the community and to SeawolfNation have been unprecedented. D 
Cobb, in a statement to the Anchorage Daily News. called University of Alaska president 
Patrick Gamble Dmentally ill. D 
[]\\'hen yon give away the university to [lobbyist to have Cobb fired] Ashley Reed and a few 
local scoundrels, you are by definition insane and I intend to prove it in court, [J said Cobb in 
the statement. [J Gamble made the decision to fire me without speaking to one employee of the 



UAA athletic department, not one staff member, not one coach, not one student-athlete and 
certainly not me. Apparently, Ashley Reed is the final authority. 
!] I am suffering secondary embarrassment for the university that I loved and devoted almost 
thirteen years of my life. 11 
During CobbDs tenure, UAA produced 210 All-American athletes, 121 Academic All
American athletes, 15 conference championships and nine NCAA West Region titles. 
Senior associate athletic director Tim McDiffett will serve as acting athletic director until an 
interim is named and a search committee is formed for Cobb D s replacement. 
Regarding the investigation into a 2011 incident between then-hockey coach Dave Shyiak and 
Nick Haddad, Case mentioned it in the statement. 
DThe police have now concluded all interviews, D Case said. DAlthough a final report is not 
yet complete and consistent with the alleged victim D s position, I have been assured by police 
that the investigation found no basis for recommending criminal charges against Coach Shyiak 
or anyone else. I am particularly pleased that there was no evidence of intimidation of players 
and that the investigation confirmed that AD Cobb did in fact conduct a good faith review of 
the allegations at the time. 
DIn hindsight, it may have been more appropriate to have simply referred the matter to police 
at the time. However, Dr. Cobb concluded that the allegation was overstated. as has proven to 
be the case. Nevertheless. UAA takes seriously the need for students and student-athletes to 
feel safe at U AA and we will redouble our efforts to ensure that all students and employees 
understand reporting procedures for safety-related issues. D 

Alaska-Anchorage AD gets thumbs down from state hockey 
organization 

USCHO Staff Report, 4-22-13 
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Notre Dame AD Jack Swarbrick: Content Is Finally Becoming King 

:x e Newsletter 

Dear Vince, 

I wish I was there. 
D There D wa~ the fifth-annual SVG College Sports Summit on Wednesday in Atlanta. 
Among the speakers was Jack Swarbrick, Notre Dame AD. That alone makes him an [!ber 
expert on media content and distribution. 

In addition to overseeing Notre Dame[] s lucra1J.ve medra nghts assets and sitting in m; an equal 
to conferences on all D1-A decisions, Swarbrick was CEO of a media company called Local 
Media Internet Ventnre in 2000. LMIV was designed to assist local radio and television 
companies facing the growing challenges and threats to their business that the Internet posed 
with the likes of AOL, Yahoo!, Napster, etc. So the man definitely knows of what he speaks. 
Here D s some of what Swarbrick said: 

DIDve been in this business for about 33 years now, most of it surrounding media, 
and, for many of those years, I have heard that Dcontent is king. D Generally, for 
most of those 33 years, that[Js been complete crap. Content is king ifyou[Jve got 
distribution Great content without distribution isniJt king of anything. But we are 
closer today to content being king, really, than at anytime in the three decades 
that people have been talking about it. I] 

According to the SVG account ofSwarbrickDs presentation, he cited three critical factors to 
support that claim: the deregulation of distribution, the general acceptance of paying for online 
content, and independent promotional chatmels such as Twitter and Facebook that have 
allowed content creators to promote outside of just the resources of the distributor. 
I really wish I was there. Ifi was there, I would have approached Mr. Swarbrick (I donDt 
know him, I doubt he ha~ any inkling who I am) and I would have pulled out all the stops to 
have him join me for a coupla beers for what would surely have been a fascinating discussion 
(it would have been fascinating if he did most of the talking, that is). 
I would have told Mr. Swarbrick that he was right. And I would have told him that he was 
wrong. 
But what the heck do I know? Well, I can talk plenty about the []general acceptance of paying 
for online content. [J After all, that has been my life ti.)r the past nine years. The College 
Athletics Clips service is nine years old. For the first year Clips was, uh, er, freeD 
aarrrggghhh, 1 hate that wordD and Clips has been Dpaid online contentD ever since. So 
Swarbrick is not the only man who !mows of what he speaks. 
My description ofthe difterence between paid and free content? Profound and Grand Canyon
like. Like two worlds. 
Of course. Mr. Swarbrick, was referring mostly to content that involves selling live college 



football/basketball content to/through conference networks. The [!paid I] part refers to the tees 
charged by premium live sports networks (ESPN, Big Ten Network, etc.) for cable systems to 
be allowed to cany their programming. 

Of course, ESPN is the Icing of DpaidD content, with availability in about95% of all TV 
households. In the college sports world, the Big Ten Network has made great strides, and the 
Pac-12 Network, Longhorn Network and Dcoming soonD SEC Network will surely thrive as 
well. 

But Joe Sixpack says, DPaid? What do you mean paid'7 I donDt pay for ESPN. I 
donDt pay for the Big Ten Network. D Yes you do pal. To allow cable systems to cany 
their network, ESPN charges about $4.69 per cable subscriber per month. which the 
cable (or Dish) systems simply pass along to their customers as part of their basic cable 
package. 

Here [J s the math (just for ESPN, not to mention all the other per subscriber cable networks): 

• The country[] s biggest TV market is New York, with about 7,400,000 TV households 
(of which about99% are cable or Dish subscribers). 7.4 million times $4.69 per month 
times 12 equals $411 million per year. 

• The 50th largest TV market is Jacksonville, Fla., with 660,000 TV households. 
660,000 times $4.69 per month times 12 equals $37 million per year. 

• There are 114 million TV households in the US. Multiplying 114million times $4.69 
times 12 equals a huge number (my calculator couldn Dt handle it). 

People get weird about getting stuff"for free." Similarly, people get really weird about paid TV. 
They will sit through clusters of commercials with as many as ten units just to get the 
satisfaction of getting LJfree [! TV. But they[Jil balk at paying $10 or $20 more per month to 
get premium channels without advertising. Go figure. 
And one lm;t parting comment ..... 
Recall above that Swarbrick was quoted as saying, DlDve been in this business for about 
33 years now, most qfit surrounding media, and, for many of those years, 1 have heard 
that Dcontent is king. D GeneralZv, for most of those 33 years, thatDs been Dcomplete 
crap. D 
\\'bat? Joh1my me boy, what are you saying? YouDre saying that Dcontentis kingD has been 
"complete crap? D I donDt think so. You mean content like M*A *S*H, Seinfeld and 
Eve~ybody Loves Raymond were not Dking?D 
There was this guy, a Canadian, named Marshall McLuhan, and he was a Dphilosopher of 
communication [J and he coined the phrase "The medium is the message." 
McLuhan was a visionary in that he saw the future of [Jthe medium[] as being [Jthe 
message. [J Mind you, this wm; long before cable TV, satellite communications, compact discs, 
cell phones, picture-in-picture, TiVo, personal computers, etc. In many ways, those examples 
of Dthe mediumD were very much Dthe message. D Sony Jack, content is not king again. Yet. 

I first became aware ofMcLuhan when I saw Woody AllenDs DAnnieHallD for the first time 
in the late 70s. At one point Allen and Annie Hall (Dianne Keaton) are waiting in line for a 
movie and some blowhard wannabe intellectual pontificates about Dtoday D s communication D 
to his starry-eyed date. Woody gets flustered and actually pulls Marshall McLuhan into the 
scene. Marshall urbanely and politely tells the blowhard heDs a jerk. Great scene. Check it out 

on You Tube =he=re'F'-------------------------, 

Sony to say, there is no D freeD content (just different ways of paying). Just like there D s no 
free lunch. 
Have a good Sunday. 

Nick Infante 
Clips Editor 

Follow Clips on Twitter: 
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SVG College Sports Summit: 

In Keynote, Notre Dame Athletic Director Jack Swarbrick Says 
Content Is Finally Becoming King 
By Brandon Costa, SVG Senior Editor, 5-31-13 

Only about two years ago, the University ofNotre Dame[l s video-production 
offerings were in the self-described D Stone Ages. D Since then, having implemented a state
of-the- art on- campus broadcast facility called Fighting Irish Digital Media (FIDM), the 
university has become a leader in digital media. 
DOur businesses tend to be evolutionary, rather than developed in the traditional way, D said 
Notre Dame Athletic Director Jack Swarbrick, addressing a crowd of more than 500 college 
sports-video professionals on Wednesday at the fifth-annual SVG College Spmts Summit, 
held this week in Atlanta. OAt Notre Dame, ifweDve had an advantage, itDs that we were so 
far behind all of you two years ago. Those of you that have been to our [football] stadium 
know that we don [lt have a video board to power. So we really did have the opportunity to 
draw, perhaps, on a cleaner slate than many of you do.!] 
Attendees were treated to an inside look at how Swarbrick and his team developed the 
concept for FIDM and how its early successes have stemmed, ironically, from a D spectacular 
fililureD that came eadierin SwarbrickDs career. 
In 2000, Swarbrick was CEO of a media company called Local Media Intemet Venture 
(LMIV), which was designed to assist local radio and television companies facing the growing 
challenges and threats to their business that the Intemet posed with the likes of AOL, Yahoo!, 
Napster, etc. 
His recommendation wa~ to pool the rights of all of those thousands radio stations and 
hundreds of television stations into a common network. In about 18 months, he had gone 
through all of the capital, and the company wm; dead. 
Lessons for College Sports Video 
So what does that mean to Fighting Irish Digital Media and the college [J sports-video industry 
today? In his speech, Swarbrick outlined five lessons he leamed from the failed media venture 
and how those lessons apply not only to FIDM but to how college sports-video content should 
be approached in the new digital age. 
The chief of those lessons were related to content-related issues and the truth behind an age
old industry axiom. 
D I Dve been in tlris business for about 33 years now, most of it surrounding media, and, for 
many of those years, I have heard that D content is king. D Generally, for most of tlmse 33 
years, thatDs been complete crap, D said Swarbrick. DContentis king ifyouDve got 
distribution. Great content without distribution isnDt king of anything. But we are closer today 
to content being king, really, than at anytime in the three decades that people have been talking 
aboutit.rJ 
He cited three critical factors to support that claim: the deregulation of distribution, the general 
acceptance of paying for online content, and independent promotional channels such as Twitter 
and Face book that have allowed content creators to promote outside of just the resources of 
the distributor. 
D Because of those three factors, content has a chance to be Icing because you can take 
content and, with those three things combined, you can find a place for it and you can achieve 
a level of penetration and acceptance that you never could have achieved before, D he said. 
D The lesson for me in that is that you have to listen to all three. Building great content without 
having a distribution plan, without knowing how you D re going to pay for it and what the 
revenue strean1 against it is and being able to back it with social promotion, no matter how 
good your content is, you[Jre not going to succeed. [J 
Use Content Eflectively 
Advances in broadcast and video technology have media professionals swimming in content. 
But even with proper distribution channels, Swarbrick said, it[] s critical to use that content 
e±Iectively, which he acknowledged he did not do well at LMIV: radio and television stations 
were reproducing their content for the lntemet, when they should have been repurposing it for 
a new medium. 
OAt Notre Dame, we have to guard against that problem now, D he said. OWe have a lot of 
content, but we shouldn D t make our programming decisions on what content is most readily 
available to be used. We ought to be using a different measure for what ought to be used. D 
All in all, Swarbrick advised. content decisions have to directly relate back to the overall 
message of the university: DIs this the right thing to use'7 How does it relate to what weD re 
trying to do here? And, ifyou!Jve got a lot of readily available content, there !Js a danger that 
you may not do that. [J 
The Challenge of Rights 
According to Swarbrick, one of the primary issues that will continue to challenge content 
creators D especially at the college level D is related to rights. Pointing again to his experiences 
with LMIV, he noted a critical moment in the company[] s downfall: when the Second Circuit 
Court of Appeals mled that, when a local radio streamed its show online, it owed a second 



royalty to the artist. It was a tough financial and creative blow. 
[lNothing will be more critical to our success [in college video] going forward than rights
related issues in content [J he said. [JThey won[ll be the narrow one that we had in this 
circumstance, but they will exist nonetheless, because, as we grow these enterprises, you[Jre 
going to run into a host of different rights issues. We can only begin to see the start of it right 
now. 
D Much of the value that you will produce in the future relates to historical content, D he 
continued. D You have rights implications related to your affiliations, with your broadcast 
partners D in our case, especially with our independent relationship with NBC D but [also] 
with your conferences. As we go from conferences D selling a limited bundle of rights for a 
package of games to much broader rights transfers backed by conference networks, your 
rights issues become more sophisticated and challenging and have to be worked out. D 
Swarbrick also referenced the impending 0 [JBannon v. NCAA lawsuit, which seeks royally 
payment<; ti.)r college athletes and could have a huge impact on colleges not only financially but 
in how gaming and video content is created. LJifparlofyour unique programming is the post
game locker-room [interview] and the student-athlete would mther share his or her postgame 
views through a mechanism that they control, thatD s going to present right<; issues for you. D 
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